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APPENDIX I

MASTER CnART op? TITLE 25 OF TIHE UNITED STATES CODE,
CONSOLIDATION AND REVISION ANALYSIS





A P P E N D I X N O. 1

Master Charts*

*These charts constitute an analysis of every Section in Title 25 U.S. Code, with our recommendation

for retention, amendment, consolidation or repeal. The column titled "Chart Classification" indicates our

placement of the particular section in our proposed Code realignment. Notes in the column titled "Task

Forcc Coinent" include our analysis with references to back up papers in Part VI or other Parts of the

Report which support or amplify on our charted comment.

Two exhibits appear at the back of this Appendix:

(1) A letter from the Task Force Chairman and Tasia Force Specialist regarding publication of Interior

Department Solicitor's Opinions under the requirements of Section 1341 of mnis Title, and

(2) A list prepared by Mr. Ralph Reeser, Office of Legislative Development, Bureau of Indian Affairs

identifying various Code sections as apparently obsolete. This list is referred to frequently in this Master

Chart Appendix.



Sec. Chart Classification

Title 25 - Chpt. i - Bureau of

1. Fed. Adm. - Ch. I

la. Fed. Adm. - Ch. 1

2.

2a.

3.

Fed. Adm.

Fed. Adm.

Fed. Adm.

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION AND REVISIOd4 ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

Indian Affairs

X

Cn. I

-Ch. I

-Ch. 1

x

x

X X

Task Force Conmment

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper (retain
with explanation and cross
reference to 43 U.S.C. 1451
(note).

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper
(Consolidate with 1341)

Fed. Adm. - Ch. 1

Fed. Adm. - Ch. 1
Nx ref to Lands)

Fed. Adm. - Ch. 1

Fed. Adm. - Ch. I

Fed. Ad=. - Ch. 6

x

X

X

X Fed. Adm. Backup Paper
(Consolidate with 25 U.S.C. 11)

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION A.D REVISION ANALYSIS

Repeal Amend Consolidate

x

TITLE

Sec. Chart Classification Retain

9 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 1x

10 Fed. Adm. - Ch. I

11 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 1
(x ref to Misc. - ch.1)

12 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 1

13 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 8 x

13a Fed. Adm. - Ch. 8 x

14 Tr.bal Funds - X

15 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 7

16-20 Open

Title 25 - Chpt. 2 - Officers of Indian Affairs

21 repealed

Task Force Comment

'Fed. Adm. Backup Paper

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper

Fed. Ad-. Backup Paper

X Consolidaw with S 159. See note
that section

1966

x

I



Sec.

22

23

24

25

2 Sa

26

27

28-31

32

TITLE 25 U.S.C.

Retain Repeal

1966

x

x

x

x

CONSOLIDATION AND REVISION A.UALYSIS

Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

(Section omitted from Code as
obsolete) See Reeser list.

(Section omitted from Code as
obsolete) See Reeser list.

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper. Section
is obsolete.

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper. Section
is obsolete.

Chart Classification

Repealed

Cmitted from Code

Omitted from Code

Not charted

Not charted

Repealed

Omitted from Code

Repealed

Omitted from Code

Section omitted from Code as
obsolete.

Section omitted from Code as
obsolete.

1966

x

1966

x



Sec. Chart Classification

TITLE 25 U.S.C.

Retain Repeal

CONSOLIDATION AND REVISION ANALYSIS

Amend Consolidate Task Force Coment

Fed. Adm. - Ch. 1

Repealed

Repealed

Fed. Adm. - Ch. 1

Repealed

Repealed

Repealed

Fed. Adm. - Ch. 1

41 Not charted

41a Not charted

x Fed. Ada. Backup Paper.

1966

1966

x

1966

1930

1966

X(?)

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper.

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

x

x

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper. Chart
coment recommends consolidation
with Sec. 62. 63.

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper. Section
is obsolete.

Fed. Ada. Backup Paper. Section
is obsolete.

x



Sec. Chart Classification

42 Repealed

43 Not charted

44 Fed. Adm. - Ch. S

45 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 5

46 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 5

47 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 2

48

49

so

Fed. Adm.

Repealed

Repeat led

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION 4 REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

1966

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

'ask Force Comment

SectiLc is obslete.

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper. Chart
comment recommends repeal as
merged with 25 U.S.C. 4?2.

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper. Chart
comment recommends repeal as
merged with 25 U.S.C. 472.

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper. Chart
comment recommends repeal as
merged with 25 U.S.C. 472.

Fed. Ada. Backup Paper. Chart
comment recommends partial
repeal as merged with 25 U.S.C.
472

- Ch. 5

1932

1964

I



Sec. Chart Classification

TITLL 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force CoA=ent

Repealed

Repealed

Repealed

Fed. Ad=. - Ch. I

Repealed

Repealed

Fed. Adam. - Ch. 1

Fed. AdM. - Ch. 1

Fed. Adm. - Ch. 1

51

52

52a

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

- Ch.

- Ch.

1972

1972

1972

x Fed. Adf. Backup Paper.

1966

1966

x

x

x

1

1

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper.

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper.

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper. The Act
of 9/6/66 constituted a partial
repeal.

Fed. Adm. Backup Paver.

Reeser list.

I

Fed. Adm.

Fed. Adm.

.



Sec. Chart Classification

61 Fed. Adm. - Ch. I

62 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 1

63 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 1

64

65

66

67

68

Fed. Adm.

Fed. Adm.

Fed. Adm.

Repealed

Fed. Adm.

Ch.

Ch.

Ch.

TITLE 25 U.S.C.

Retain Repeal

X

X(?)

1

1

1

CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYS T S

Amend Consolidate

X

X

X

X

X

1966

- Ch. x

Task Force Comment

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper.

Consolidate with Secs. 40 and
63. Consider repeal as obsolete
and unnecessary, See Fed. Adm.
Backup Paper comment to Secs.
40 and 63.

Consolidate with c-c. 40 and
62. Consider repeal as obsoletc
and unnecessary. See Fed. Adm.
Backup Paper conxrnt to Secs.
40 and 62.

Section is obsolete and unnecessary

Section is obsolete and unnecessary

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper.

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper and Cart
comment. Consolidate 68 and 68a.
See also comment to 87a.

0"



0

Sec. Chart Classification

68a Fed. Adm. - Ch. 1

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

x

Task Force Comment

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper and Chart
comment. Consolidate 68 and 68a.
See also comment to 87a.

69 Open

Title 25 - Chapter 2A - Indian Claims Commuission

70-70w Fed. Adm. - Ch. 9 Not dealt with for purposes of
amendment, repeal, etc. The Task
Force does recommend relocation in
newly aligned Code. See Final Re-
port - Part VI. Chapter 9. We fur-
ther recommend that the life of thi
Commission and the statue of limita-
tions be extended.

Title 25 - Chapter 3 - Aqreements with Indians

See Final Report, Part VI,
Chapter 1 (M).

71 Not charted

72 Not charted x Reeser list.

73-80 Open



TITLE 25 U.S.C. Consolidation & Revision Analysis

Chart Classification Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Coumnent

Title 25 - Chapter 3 - Agreements with Indians:
Contracts with Indians

x81 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 3
Juris - Fed. Civ.
(x ref to Tribal Funds -
Ch. 1)

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper. Task Force
proposes that provision for judicial
proceedings be codified in Ch. 9 of
newly aligned Code. Cross reference
to 55 177, 450(f), 476. Also consol-
idate SS 84, 85 with substantive pro-
visions of this Section. Amend this
Section to provide that tirbes can
override a Secretarial veto. Secre-
tary's trust obligation is to provide
full and adequate advice to tribes be-
fore they decide. After tribal over-
ride, his trust obligation is to pro-
vide full and adequate technical as-
sistance and advice.

81a-b Fed. Adm. - Ch. 3

Fed. Adm. - Ch. 3 Fed. Adm. Backup Paper.

82a Misc. - Ch. 1 (x ref Fed.
Adm. - Ch. 3)

Repealed

Fed. Adm. - Ch. 3

Fed. Adm. - Ch. 3

1948

x x

x

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper. See Charts,
recommendation to consolidate Secs.
81, 84, 85.

See Charts recommendation to con-
solidate Secs. 81, 84, 85.

Sec.

82

83

84

85

x



TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

1948

87a Not charted x This is entirely redundant to
Sec. 68a being a repetition of
the same language from tne sane
statute.

88 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 6

89-90 Open

Title 25 - Chapter 4- Performance by U.S. of Obligations to Indians: Purchase of Supplies.

91 Not charted

92 Not charted

x

x

Omitted from Code as superceded
by 41 U.S.C. S 5. See Historical
Note.

Omitted from Code as superceded
by 41 U.S.C. 5 5. See Historical
Note.

93 Repealed

0-6

Sec. Chart Classification

86 Misc. - Ch. 1
(x ref to Lands -
Allotments and Funds -
Ch. 1)

87 Repe.', 1d

1940



Sec. Chart Classification

TITLE 25 U.S.C.

Retain Repeal

CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

94

95

96

97

98

99

luo

101

Repealed

Repealed

Fed. Adm. -

Fed. Adm. -

Fed. Adm. -

Fed. Adm. -

Nepthar1ed

No~t charted

102 Not charted

1930

1939

XCh. 6

Ch. 6

Ch. 6

Ch. 6

x

X

X

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper.

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper.

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper.

Fed. 4dm. Backup Paper.

1951

X Sufficient authority exists for
payment of these services.
Section is obsolete. See Reeser
list of obsolete provisions.

Sufficient authority exists fer
payment )f these services.
Section is obsolete. See Reeser
list or obsolete provisions.

X



Sec. Chart Clasýification

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION 1 REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Rea Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

103

104

105-110

Title 25

ill

112

113

114

Repealed

Fed. Adm.

Open

- Chapter

Fed. Adm.

Fed. Adam.

Fed. Adm.

Fed. Adm.

115 Fed. Adm.

1i6 Fed. Adm.

1930

- Ch. 5 x x Fed. Adm. Backup Paper. Consider-
ation for repeal or merger with
Sections 47 and 472 is recommended.

4 - Performance by U.S. of Obligations to Indians: Disbursement of Monies and Supplies

- Ch. 10 X This provision appears to be
obsolete. Confirm with RIA.

- Ch. 10 x Fed. Adm. Backup Paper

- Ch. 10 X Fed. Adm. Backup Paper

- Ch. 10 X Thii provision appears to be
obsolete. Check with BIA.

- Ch. 10 X This provision appears to be
obsolete. Check with BIA.

- Ch. 10 X This provision appears to be
obsolete. Check with BIA.



Sec. Chart Classification

117 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 10

118 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 10

119 Tribal Funds - Ch. 1

120 Misc. - Ch. 2
(x ref Tribal Funds -

Ch. 1)

121 Tribal Funds - Ch. I

122 Tribal Funds - Ch. 1

123 Tribal Funds - Ch. 1
(x ref. Misc. - Ch. 1)

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

x

X

X

X X

Task Force Comment

This provision is unnecessary in
light of 1950 Reotganization Plan.
See Fed. Adm. Backup Paper,
explanation of Plan.

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper

Cross reference this section to
Section 476 to reflect impact of
tribal consent requirements.

This section should be revised to
accomodate appointment of Guardians
and involvement of tribe. See S 476

Task Force recommends modification
of limitation to accomodate broader
range of tribal options. Also
consolidate Sec. 123a. 123b, 124,
125 with this sectiot.. With con-
solidation of S 124 the exclusion
of application of Section 123 to
the Five Civilized Tribes can be
dropped. Cross reference to S 155
See Task Force notes that section.



CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Sec. Chart Classification

123a Tribal Funds - Ch. 1

123b Tribal Funds - Ch. 1

124 Misc. - Ch. 1

125 Misc - Quapaw

126 Omitted from Code

127 Not Charted

128 Not Charted

129 Not Charted

130 Not Charted

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

x

x

x

x

Task Force Comment

This section should be consolidated
with Sec. 123 with reference to
provisions of Sec. 476 requiring
tribal consent. See comment to
Sec. 123.

Consolidate with Sec. 123. See
note that section.

Consolidate with Sec. 123. See
note in that section.

Consolidate with Sec. 123. See
note in that section.

Omitted from Code as obsolete.
See also Reeser list.

Provision is obsolete. See also
Reeser list.

Fed. Adm. Backup paper and Reeser
list.

Provision is obsolete. See also
Reeser list.

Provision is obsolete. See also
Reeser list.

TITLE 25 U.S.C.



Sec. Chart Classification

131 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 10

132 Nct Charted

133 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 10

134 Not Charted

135 Not Charted

136 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 10

137 Not Charted

138 Not Charted

139 Not Charted

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION 1. REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Task Force Comment

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper

Provision is obsolete. See
also Reeser list.

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper

Provision is obsolete. See also
Reeser list.

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper and Reeser
list.

This provision is obsolete.

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper and Reeser
list.

This provision is obsolete. See
also Reeser list.

This provision is obsolete. See
also Reeser list.



Chart ClassificatLon

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repea_1 Amend Cpnsolidate Task Force Comment

x

x

140 Not Charted

141 Not Charted

!42 Repealed

143 Rupeal-ed

144 Repe~alted

This provision is obsolete.
also Reeser list.

This provision is obsolete.
also Reeser list.

See

See

1928

1254

1928

145 Tz ibaI Funds - Ch. 2

146 Not Chirted

147 Not Chartvd

The Task Force questions the
current validity of this Section.
See particularly the Historical
Note to this Eection and Sec. 8
Title 25.

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper and Reeser
list.

This provision is obsolete. See
also Reeser list.

x

x

Se,:.



Sec. Chart Classification

148 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 10

TITLE 75 U.3.C. CONSOLIDATION AND REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repe Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

The Task Force questions the
current validity of this section.

149-150 Open

Title 25 - Chapter 4 - Performance U.S. of Obliqations to Indians: Deposit, Care and Investment of Indian Moneys.

151 Tribal Funds - Ch. I x The Federal Adm. Backup paper
recommends repeal of this section
as superceded by S 162a. A close
reading of these two sections with-
out reference to legislative his-
tory does not support the above
conclusion. The Task Force reco-
mmends this section be amended
to conform to the 1950 Reorgani-
zation Plan (See Fed. Adm. Backup
Paper) and that it then be merged
or consolidated with S 162a in
accord with the Task Force notes
to that section. In addition, the
provisions in Sec. 372 rmlatung to de-
posit of morties in banks should be consol-
idated with this section. The language
referred to is entirely duplicative of the
language in Sec. 151. See Historical Note
to Sec. 151.

0Ox



TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Sec. Chart Classification

152 Tribal Funds - Ch. 1

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

X

153 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 8

154 Tribal Funds - Ch. 2
(x ref. Lands-General)

X

x

Task Force Comment

This section should also be con-
solidated with new S 161, 161a-d,
162a in accord with Task Force
notes to Section 162a. This
section is already amended by
Sec. 154 (see cross-reference
note to Sec. 152) a portion of
which should also be consolidated
with $ 162a.

The Task Force questions whether
this section is obsolete. Check
with B.I.A.

Task Force notes that this section
amends section 152. The two
sections should be consolidated
with each other and then consoli-
dated with 5 161 or 5 162a. See
Task Force notes to those sections.



Sec. Chart Classification

155 Tribal Funds - Ch. 1

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

X X

Task Force Comment

Section 142 referred to in this
section has been repealed.
Section 123 referred to places
limits on the use to which these
IMPL funds may be put. Task Force
note to S 123 reconmend revision of
that section and consolidation with
5 123a, 123b, 124 and 125. As re-
vised those sections should be
consolidated or brought together
with this section 155 to reveal
the correct scheme of this IMPL -
tribal account.

This section 155 should be revi-
sed to clarify exactly what moneys
it is intended to cover, and to
provide for tribal consent to
selection of banking depositories
and fund management in accord with
the basic thrust of S 476.

Finally the financial manage-
ment of monies deposited under
this section is covered by S
161a-d and is the subject of cri-
ticism in our Task Force backup
paper Deposit and Investment of
Indian Moneys.



Sec. Chart Classification

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

155a Not Charted Delete

156 Misc. - Ch. 1
%'x ref. Tribal Funds
:h. L

157 Not Charted

158 Tribal Funds - Ch. I

This section has been merged
into present Sec. 155.

Task Force recommends that consi-
deration be given to consolidation
of this section with S 152 as
amended by S 154, and 5 161 regard-
ing deposit of moneys. We believe
such consolidation would reflect
current practice. Check with BIA.

Provision is obsolete. See also
Reeser list.

The Task Force questions the
current validity of this statute.
Its requirements appear to be
covered in 5 161 and S 162a.
Note that S 158 provides on inter-
esti--rate of 5% and S 161 the rate
*prescribed by treaties or law,"
and S 162 interest at normal
commercial rates. Inquiry as to
accounts and practices should be
made before this section is revised

x



Sec. Chart Classificat:on

159 Tribal Funds - Ch. 1

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

x

160 Tribal Funds - Ch. 1

161 Tribal Funds - Ch. 1

x

x

x

Task Force Comment

Sec. 14 of Title 25 should be con-
solidated with this section in a
form providing for tribally ap-
pointed guardians. Note that funds
deposited under this-e-tion draw
6%.

Consider consolidation with
Section 161.

Consolidate S 161 and S 162a.
Sections 152, 154, 156 and 158
should also be consolidated with
these sections. See Task Force
notes to those sections.

Sections 155 and 161a-d relate
to IMPL funds. Consider addition-
al consolidation to a comprehen-
sive general statute. See Deposit
and Investment Backup Paper for
general discussion and recommenda-
tions.



TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Sec. 'Chart Classification

161a Tribal Funds - Ch. 1

161b Tribal Funds - Ch. I

i•etain Repeal Amend Consolidate

X

X

X

Task Force Comment

Sections 161a-d are all part of
the same Act aimed specifically at
deposit and management of IMPL and
other tribal moneys. See Deposit
and Investment of Indian Moneys
Backup Paper.

These sections should be con-
solidated with section 155 in
accord with Task Force notes
thereto with amendment to provide
for tribal consent or control over
selection of depositories, etc.
See Sec. 476.

Note that these accounts draw
only--- interest under the statute.
Amend interest provision.

See note to S 161a. Funds under
this section draw only 4% simple
interest. Amend interest provi-
sion.

x

161c Tribal Funds - Ch. 1 X X See note to S 161a.



Sec. Chart Classification

161d Tribal Funds - Ch. 1

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

x x

Task Force Comment

See note to j 161a.

162 Repealed

162a Tribal Funds - Ch. 1 x x See discussion Deposit and Inve'-
stment of Indian Moneys Backup
Paper. Consolidate sections 152,
154, 156, 158 with this section.
See also notes to S 155, 161 a-d.

This section should be revised
to accomodate some tribal control
(See S 476), provide revised
interest rates, remandate the
broader investment authority,
etc., discussed in Backup Paper,
See also notes to Secs. 164 and
165.

1938



C

0

Sec. Chart Classification

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

163 Tribal Funds - Ch. 1

164 Tribal Funds - Ch.l

165 Tribal Funds - Ch. 1

X (?)

x

x

X

x

x

Section 162 referred to in this
section was repealed in 1938
(Sec. 162a). The 1938 Act (Sec.
162a) is silent on segregation of
funds. The untrameled authority
of the Secretary is certainly
terminationist in tone and not
in accord with the philosophy
of the I.R.A. (S 461) et seq.
Unless the need for this section
can be justified, the Task Force
recommends repeal.

This section should be a part of
any general revision of Section
162a.

This section should be a part of
any general revision of Section
162a.

166-170 Open



Sec. Chart Classification

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

Title 25 - Chapter 5 - Protection of Indians

171 Repealed

172 Repealed

173 Repealed

174 Lands- General X

175 Juris. - Representation X

The "superintendence" of the
President and the duty of "pro-
tection" is firmly rooted in
judicial decisions, not this
statute, and it extends to all
tribes alike, not just those
removed west. This statute is
obsolete and should be repealed.

If the section is not repealed,
it should be amended to reflect
general applicability, and per-
haps consolidated with Sec. 9
of Title 25.

See Task Force Backup Paper on
Attorney Fees by Robert Pelcyqer,
Staff Attorney, Native American
Rights Fund.

1934

1934

1934

__* t



CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Sec. Chart Classification

176 Lands - Reservations

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

x

Task Force Comment

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper

177 Lands - Tribal

178 Juris. - Fed. Civ.

179 Lands- General

180 Lands-General

181 Lands-General
Descent and Distribution
Services

182 Lands - General
Descent & Distribution

x

-f

x

x

This should be cross referenced
to Sec. 81. This section is
modified by subsequent statutes
authorizing sale and lease of
Indian lands with Secretarial
approval. Also cross reference to
SS 450(f) and 476.

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper and chart
on Jurisdiction.

Cross reference to Sec. 201

Cross reference to Sec. 174.
This section is a more detailed
statement of Lhe general duty cf
protection in that section.

See Downey memo - Legislative
Histories.

Provision is obsolete. See Downey
memo - Legislative Histories.

TITLE 25 U.S.C.



Sec. Chart Classification

183 Jurisdiction - Evidence

184 Lands - General
Descent & Distribution

185 Not Charted

186 Repealed

187 Not Charted
1

188 Repealed

189 Repealed

TITLE 25 !.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Re . Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

x

Provision is obsolete. Compare
also Sec. 182.

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper and Reeser
List.

1934

x Fed. Adm. Backup Paper and Reeser
list.

1951

1951

x

190 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 7
(x ref Tribal Funds -

Ch. 1)

x This section should be amended to
conform to the recent amendment to
the Surplus Property Act (P.L. 93-
599, 88 Stat. 1954). Additionally,
when U.S. property situated on or
near is offered for sale rather
than disposed of under the Surplus
Property Act, tribes should have
a first right of purchase.

O0



Sec. Chart Classification

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

191 Repealed

192 Not Charted

193 Juris. - Procedure

194 Juris. - burden of Proof

X

X

X

195 Repealed

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper and Reeser
list.

X Amend to strike "white person"
and substitute "non-Indian".

1953

196 Natural Resources

197 Repealed

X See Timber Resources Backup
Paper. Ample authority already
exists under Secs. 406, 407.

1902

198 Services The Task Force questions the
continued validity of this
section in view of the removal
of health services to Dept. of
H.E.W. (Act 8/5/54, 68 Stat. 674;
42 U.S.C. 2001).

1951

X (?)



CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Sec. Chart Classification Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

199 Misc. - Ch. 1 X(?)

199a Misc. - Ch. 5

200 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 1

201 Jurs. - Fed. Civ.

202 Lands - General
(x ref. Juris- Fed.
Crim.)

X

X

The Task Fcrce questions the
validity of this Act except as
it may relate to the State of
Oklahoma. Access of the U.S.
to records of the Five Tribes
should be no greater and no less
than it is to any other tribes.
Consolidation of this section
with Section 199a with de.etion
of reference to the Five tribes
specifically would help to clarify
this interpretation.

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper

Amend to direct payment of pena-
lties to the tribes, not the U.S.

See also S 177

203-210 Open

TITLE 25 U.S.C.



Sec. Chazt Classification

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

Title 25 - Chapter 6 - Government of Indian Country and Reservations

211 Lands -- Reservation X

212-215

216

217,218

219-226

227-228

229

230

Repealed

Repealed

Repealed

Repealed

Repealed

Not Charted

Not Charted

This section should either be
repealed or be consolidated
with Sec. 467

1948

1960

1948

1934

1948

x

x

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper

X



TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION

Sec. Chart Classification

231 Services - Juris. - App.
of Laws, State Regulatory

232 Misc. - Ch. 5 (x ref.
Juris - App. of Laws.
State Crim.)

233 Misc. - Ch. 5
(x ref Juris - App. of
Laws, State Civ.)

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

x

x

x

x

x

Task For,:e Comment

Section should be repealed or
amended to conform to 25
U.S.C. 1321 et seq.

Task Force recommends this
section be amended in accord with
S. 2010 introduced in 94th Cong.,
1st Sess. and this consolidated
with az~ended 25 U.S.C. 1321 et seq.

Task Force recommends this section
be amended in accord with S. 2010
introduced in 94th Cong., 1st
Sess. and this consolidated with
amended 25 ).S.C. 1321 et seq.

234-240 Open

241-250 Repealed

251 Not Charted

1948

x x This section should be amended to
conform to tribal option laws as
written in 18 U.S.C. 1154-1156
and consolidated with those provi-
sions in Title 18. See Fed. Adm.
Backup Paper.

& REVISION ANALYSIS



Sec. Chart Classification

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

1948

This section should be amended to
conform to tribal option laws as
written in 18 U.S.C. 1154-1156
and consolidated with those provi-
sions in Title 18. See Fed. Adm.
Backup Paper.

Repealed

Open

Fed. Adm. - Ch. I

Fed. Adm. - Ch. 1

Fed. Adm. - Ch. 1

Fed. Adm. - Ch. 1

1948
Cn3

x

x

x

x

Repealed

Open

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper.

Fd. Adm. Backup Paper.

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper.

1953

252

253

Repealed

Not Charted

254

255-260

261

262

263

264

265-266

267-270

J



Sec. Chart Classification

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

Title 25 - Chapter 7 - Education of Indians

271 Services x

272 Services

272a Services

273 Services

274 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 5

275 Services

x

x

x

x x

This section is antique in its
language and should be revised and
retained. It appears to be the
only statute that clearly directs
that an educational program be
maintained.

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper and Reeser
list.

Fed. Adn. Backup Paper and Reeser
list.

Provision is obsolete. See also
Reeser list.

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper. Provision
is superceded or duplicated by
25 U.S.C. 44-47, 472 and 450e(b).

x

276 Services Section is obsolete. See also
Reeser list.

x



I
I

I
I
I
U

Sec. Chart Classification

277 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 7

278 Repealed

278a Services (x ref.
Fed. Adm. - Ch. 8)

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

x

Task Force Co~nent

Provision is obsolete.
Reeser list.

1968

x

279 Services

280 Lands- General
(x ref. Services)

280a Misc. - Ch. 5
(x ref. Services)

281 Services
(x ref Fed. Adir. -
Ch. 8)

282 Services

x

x

x

x

X

Fed. Acm. Backup Paper and Reescr
list.

Provision appears to be obsolete.
Check with BIA.

Provision is obsolete.

X This section should be read with
S 231 and consideration given to
amendment and consolidation.

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

See also

Cb3



Sec. Chart Classification

283 Services

284 Omitted from Code as
superceded

285 Misc. - Ch. 5

286

287

288

Services

Services

Services

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

x

x

x

Task Force Comment

Obsolete. See also Reeser list.

See Historical Note.

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper and Reeser
list.

Fed. Adm. Backup "aper.

x

x

x289 Services

290

291

Services

Fed. Adm. - Ch. 7
(x ref. Services)

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper. Consolidate
with S 289. See als3 notes to
S 297.

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper. Consolidate
with S 288.

Provision is obsolete.

x



TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Sec. Chart Classification

292 Services
Fed. Adm. - Ch. 7

292a Omitted from Code

293 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 7
Lands - Tribal
(x ref. Services and
Tribal Funds - Ch. 1)

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

x

x x

x

x

x293a Fed. Adm. - Ch. 7
Lands - General
Juris. - Fed. Civ.

294 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 7 x

Task Force Comment

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper. This
section should be amended in confor-
mity with notes to Sec. 190 and
the Surplus Property Act ( 88 Stat.
1954). See consolidation note
under Sec. 293.

See Historical Note in Code.

The authority to sell tribal land
should either be repealed or
amended to conform to requirement
of tribal consent (Sec. 476) and
amended to conform to notes
under Secs. 190 and 292. See
also Sec. 443a.

Recommend consolidation of
SS 292, 293, 293a, 294.

When property is not conveyed to
to tribe under Surplus Property
provisions (Sec. 190, 292, 293,
294) or otherwise conveyed to
tribe, this section should be
the model for "conditional"
transfer to non-Indian entities.

The authority to sell tribal land
should either be repealed or
amended to conform to requirement
of tribal consent (Sec. 476) and
amended to conform to notes under
Sec. 190 and 292. See also Sec.
443a.

x

C4



TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Sec. Chart Classification Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

X295 Services

296 Repealed

Task Force Comment

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper.

1929

297 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 8
Services

X x

298 Omitted from Code

This section is the basic well
spring for limiting all federal
services of BIA and Y1HS to 1/4
blood Indians. Only two other
sections in the Code (S 480, 482)
refer to quarter blood standard.

See Downey memo on Legislative
history.

The 1/4 blood limitation is a
fundamental policy issue which
must be addressed by Congress and
the Executive. Legislative Treat-
ment of the 1/4 blood issue should
appear in Sec. 13 (the Snyder Act)
so that the breadth of application
of the standards are made clear.

This section (Sec. 297) should be
repealed as being in conflict
with Sec. 288.

Obsolete. See also Reeser list.

0A

X



Sec. Chart Classification

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

299-301 Repealed

302 Services

1928

XM?) The Task Force
this provision
whether it has
mented. Check

questions whether
is obsolete and/or
ever been imple-
with BIA.

303 Omitted from Code

304 Misc - Ch. 7
(x ref to Services)

304a Not Charted

304b Services
(x ref. Tribal Funds -

Ch. 1)

See Historical Note to this
section. Loans are now covered
under Sec. 13 or $ 471.

The Task Force questions the
utility of this section. Check
with BIA.

This section should be deleted
from any new Code as an "executed"
statute. See also Reeser list.

X



Sec. Chart Classification

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

Title 25 - Chapter 7A - Promotion of Social and Economic Welfare.

305 Economic Development
(x ref Fed. Adm. -

Ch. 1, 7)

305a Economic Development
(x ref. Fed. Adm. -

Ch. 1, 7)

305b Economic Development
(x ref Fed. Adm. -

Ch. 1, 7 )

305c Economic Development
(x ref. Fed. Adm. -
Ch. 1,7)

305c-1 Repealed

305d Repealed

305e Repealed

x

x

x

x

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper.

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper.

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper.

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper.

1961

1948

1948



0

Sec. Chart Classification

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Re Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

Economic Development

306a Services

X(?)

X

The "ask Force questions the
obsoi:eence of this statute.
Reeser lists as obsolete.

This should be confirmed with
BIA.

The Task Force questions the
obsolesence of this statute.
Reeser lists as obsolete.

This should be confirmed with
BIA.

In addition the Task Force
notes that the policy of placing
liens and charges against the
trust property of aged, etc., is
in direct conflict with the policy
of preservation of the trust.
See further discussion in Federal
Taxation Backup Paper.

The Task Force recommends that
this secLion be deleted from
any future Code. It is a statute
calling for a specific administra-
tive act which undoubtedly has
been executed.

307 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 7
(x ref Services)

"306



Sec. Chart Classification

308 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 7
(x ref. Services)

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

309 Services x

309a Services
(x ref Fed. Adm. -
Ch. 8)

x

Task Force Comment

Section 307 and 308 are part
of the same Act and the same
note applies.

Section 309 is the statutory,
authority relied upon by BIA
for its entire "Relocation"
program. See discussion of Title
82, Indian Affairs Manual in Task
Force study of BIA Manual which
is part of this Report. This
statute is totally inadequate to
the actual program. It should be
am.ended to provide the necessary
scope for the BIA to supply
proper support services. Consult
BIA. Also check Morton v. Ruiz,
415 U.S. 199 (1974)

This section is part of the same
Act and the same note applies.

310 Open

om



Sec. Chart Classification

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVrSION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

Title 25 - Chapter 8 - Rights-of-Way through Indian Lands

311 Lands - Rights-of-Way X

312 Lands - Rights-of-Way X

313 Lands - Rights-of-Way X

314 Lands - Rights-of-Way X
(x ref Tribal Funds -
Ch. 1) Juris -
Fed. Civ.

A15 Lands - Rights-of-Way X

316 Lands - Rights-of-Way X(?)

See

See

Sete

See

notes to Sec.

notes to Sec.

notes to Sec.

notes to Sec.

323 et. seq.

323 et. seq.

323 et. seq.

323 et seq. q0i

See notes to Sec. 323 et seq.

The Task Force is uncertain of
the impact of Secs. 323-328
upon this section and has not
studied the provision of 43 U.S.C.
935 referred to.

This section should be examined
for consolidation with Secs. 323-
328.



Sec. Chart Classification

317 Lands - Rights-of-Way

318 Lands - Rights-of-Way

318a Fed. Adm. - Ch. 8

318b Repealed

319 Lands - Rights-of-Way
(x ref Juris- App. of Law,
State Tax, Regulatory
Tribal Funds - Ch. 1)

320 Lands- Rights-of-Way
(x ref Tribal Funds -
Ch. 1)

321 Lands- Rights-of-Way
(x ref Juris- App. of Laws,
State Tax, Regulatory.
Tribal Funds - Ch. 1)

322 Lands - Rights-of-Way

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain aepeal Amend Consolidate

x

X

X(?)

Task Force Comment

See notes to Secs. 323-328

See notes to Secs. 323-328.

The Task Force questions the
current validity of this Act.
Check with BIA.

1958

X See notes to Secs. 323-328.

x

X

See notes to Secs. 323-328.

See notes to Secs. 323-328.

See notes to Secs. 323-328.X



Sec. Chart Classification

323-328 Lands - Rights-of-Way

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consilidate

x

Task Force Comment

The Task Force believes the Act
of Feb. 5, 1948 (25 U.S.C. 323-
328) was intended to supercede all
prior statutes authorizing grants
of rights-of-way. This would
include all of those statutes
codified in Secs. 311-322. See
Legislative History 1948 U.S.
Code Cong. Service, p. 1033. How-
ever, Sec. 326 U.S.C. specifically
states that none of the pre-exist-
ing statutory authority empowering
the Secretary of the Interio" to
grant rights-of-way over Indian
lards shall be repealed. Apparent-
ly the purpose for inclusion of
this non-repealer provision was
to avoid upsetting rights-of-way
which had been granted.

The Task Force recommends amend-
ment of Sec. 326 to provide for
specific repeal of all prior
rights-of-way statutes with a pro-
viso that rights-of-way granted
under those statutes shall con-
tinue in effect.

The Task Force also notes that
Sec. 324 provides that no grant
of any right-of-way over Indian
lands shall be made without the
consent of the individual allottee
or of the Tribe if it is organized



TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION

Sec. Chart Classification Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

323-327 (Continued) under the Indian Reorganization Act
of 1934 or the Oklahoma Indian
Welfare Act of 1936. This limit-
ing language should be deleted and
the protections of Sec. 324 exten-
ded to all federally recognized
tribes, bands, groups and Pueblos.
See notes to Secs. 461, 464, 465,
476 and Secs. 501, 503.

329-330 Open

Title 25 - Chapter 9 Allotment of Indian Lands

331 Lands - Allotments X ?) This section was implicitly re-
pealed by Sec. 1 of the IRA
(25 U.S.C. 461). There are 17
pages of fine print in the Histori-
cal Note to this section setting
out special statutes applicable to
specific reservations.

This suggests that as a statute
of "general" application, this
section is a dead letter and
should be specifically repealed
with a proviso that such repeal
shall not affect any right, title
or interest which may have accrued
by virtue of any patent previously
issued under its terms.

& REVISION ANALYSIS

X



Sec. Chart Classification

332 Lands - Allotments

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

333 Lands - Allotments

334 Lands - Allotments

335 La,,ds - Allotments x (?)

x x

x

Task Force Comment

This section is clearly repealed
by Section 461. It should be
specifically repealed in the
new Codification.

This section is clearly repealed
by Section 461. It should be
specifically repealed in the new
Codification. See also Fed. Adm.
Backup Paper.

Fed. Adm. backup paper. This
section should be amended to re-
move obsolete language and be
consolidated with Secs. 334,
336 and 337 with reference to the
provision of Sec. 468.

The Task Force recommends this
section be repealed. As to lands
outside a reservation, it is re-
dundant and mere surplusage to the
specific provisions of Sec. 334. As
to lands within the reservation,
sections 31., 332 and 333 were
implicitly taled by Sec. 461; it
is redundant to Secs. 348 and 349;
it is superceded by Sec. 465; and
it is not relevant to Secs. 341,
342 and 349.



Sec. Chart Classification

336 Lands - Allotments

337 Lands- Allotments

337a Misc. - Ch. 5
tx ref Lands - Allotments)

338 Repealed

339 Misc. - Ch. 1, 5

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

x

X

Task Force Comment

Consolidate with Secs. 334, 336,
337, and 468. See also Fed. Adm.
Backup Paper.

Consolidate with Secs. 334. 336,
337 and 468.

The Task Force questions why San
Juan County, Utah should be ex-
cluded from the general laws
applicable to allotments on the
public domain. See 334, 336, 337
and 468. Seek explanation from BIA.

1928

X (?) The Task Force recommends that this
section be repealed. This is Sec-
tion 8 of the General Allotment Act.
This section is simply providing
that the General Allotment Act of
1887 shall not extend to the named
tribes. FoFrthe following reasons
we believe repeal of this section
will not effect the legal posture
of the named tribes.

Sections 331,332, 333, 348 and
349 were implicitly repealed by
Sec. 461 (See Task Force notes to
those sections); members of the
mentioned tribes should have access
to the benefits of Sec. 334; and

0D



Sec. Chart Classification

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

339 (continued) exception from coverage of 341 and
342 is irrelevant. Note that
total repeal of this -setion may
have an impact on these tribes
insofar as Sec. 381 (regulation
of water) is concerned and care
should be taken to avoid any
adverse effect in this respect.

340 Misc. - Ch. 5 X(?) This section simply provides that
the provisions of the General
Allotment Act of 18c ,hall be
applicable to the named tribe..
The comments to Sec. 339 aoove
apply equally to this section even
though the thrust of the two
sections is totally opposite.

In addition the Task Force
questions the current application
of this section to the named tribes.
At least one tribe, the Peoria,
was subjected to termination legis-
lation. See 25 U.S.C. S 821 et.
seo.

The Task Force recommends repeal
of this section subject to the
cautionary note regarding Sec. 381
made in our comments to the pre-
ceding Section.



TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Sec. Chart Classification

341 Lands - Allotments
(x ref Lands - Rights-
of-Way)

342 Lands - Allotments

343 Lands - Allotments

344 Lands- Allotments

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

x

x

x

x

Task Force Comment

This is section 10 of the General
Allotment Act of 1887. This
section simply states that nothing
in that Act shall affect the power
of the Congress to grant rights-of-
ways. The section is superceded
by numerous rights-of-way statutes
(25 U.S.C. 311-322) which in turn
were superceded by a general right-
of-way statute (25 U.S.C. 323-328)
See Task Force notes to Secs. 323-
328.

Provision is obsolete.

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper.

The Task Force questions the
obsolesence of this section. The
laws pertaining to ceded lands
were transferred to Title 43.
See Historical Note, 25 U.S.C.,
Chapter 13. Check with BIA before
amending or repealing.



TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Sec. Chart Classification Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

344a Lands - Allotments X This section is superceded by
Section 373a which was enacted
in 1942.

345 Juris. - Fed. Cxv. X
(x ref Lands - Allotments)

346 Juris. - Fed. Civ. X
(x ref Lands - Allotments)

CJT
347 Juris. - App. of Laws, X W

State Statute of Limita-
tions.

348 This is section 5 of the General
Allotment Act of 1887, as amended
by section 9 of the Act of March 3,
1901. This section covers a multi-
tude of subject areas, some of
which require repeal, some amend-
ment, and some consolidation. The
thrust of this section as an affir-
mative federal policy was ended in
1934 with passage o: the Indian
Reorganization Act (25 U.S.C. 461
et seq.). However the provisions
of this section continue to play a
major role in federal Indian law.



TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION

Sec. Chart Classification Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

348 (continued) In order to facilitate consolida-
tion, revision and codification of
Title 25, there is no alternative
but to break up this section into
its various component parts for
analysis, classification and repeal
or recodification. The following
paragraph is a short synopsis of
the provisions of section 348 with
a letter designation for each
component. The classification and
recommendation process based on
these separate components follows
this synopsis.

(a) Upon approval of allotments
under SS 331-334, Secretary to
issue 25 year trust patent to
allottee with provision therein
that fee patent will issue upon
expiration of trust period; (b) the
President may extend the trust
period "in any case in his dis-
cretion;" (c) conveyance or con-
tract vis-a-vis allotment prior to
expiration of trust is void; (d)
state law on descent and partition
applies once (trust) patents are
delivered; (e) Secretary may nego-
tiate with tribes for cession to
U.S. of unallotted reservation
lands; (f) ceded lands adapted to
agriculture may be sold by U.S.
only to bona fide settlers; (g)

& REVISION ANALYSIS



TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Sec. Chart Classification Retain R Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

348 (continued)

348(a) Lands - Allotments

U.S. purchase money for ceded
reservation lands to be paid into
Treasury for benefit of grantor
tribe, subject to appropriation by
Congress for education and civili-
zation of such tribe; (h) Secretary
authorized to confirm occupation by
religious groups, engaged in reli-
gious or educational work among the
Indians, upon "public lands" to
which General Allotment Act provi-
sions (see Code sections cited in
S 332 supra) are applicable; Wi)
employment preference for allottees
who have become U.S. citizens in
hiring of *Indian police, or any
other employees in the public
service among any of the Indian
tribes or bands affected" by the
General Allotment Act "where
Indians can perform the duties
required;" and (j) issuance of fee
patents authorized for any Indians
of the Siletz Reservation in Oregon,

This portion of S 348 authorizing
and directing the Secretary of the
Interior to issue trust patents was
implicitly repealed by S I of the
I.R.A. (25 U.S.C. 461). The limi-
tation of 25 years to govern the
term of the trust was superceded
by S 2 of the I.R.A. (25 U.S.C.
462).

x



TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION

Sec. Chart Classification Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

348(a) (continued) The Task Force recommends that
the protective provisions of
sections 461 and 462 be extended
to all tribes -- not just those
which voted not to reject that
Act. In light of our recommenda-
tions on Secs. 461 and 462, we
recommend that this portion of
Sec. 348 be repealed.

348(b) Lands - Allotments X

348(c) Lands - General X

This portion of S 348 vests the
President with discretionary
authority to extend the trust
period indefinitely. With
extention of the provision of
S 462 to all tribes, both IRA
and non-IRA, this portion of
S 348 becomes mere surplusage.
We recommend repeal.

X This portion of S 348 voids any
contract for conveyance of a
trust allotment during the term of
the trust. In this measure it is
parallel to provisions in Secs.
177 and 202 and should be consoli-
dated with them.

& REVISION ANALYSIS



TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION

Sec. Chart Classification

348(d) Lands - Allotments
Descent and Distribution

348(e) Lands - Tribal

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

x X

x

Task Force Comment

This portion of & 348 provides
that state law shall govern the
descent and partition of trust
allotments issued under this sec-
tion. This unrestricted adoption
of state laws of descent and
partition is duplicated elsewhere
in Title 25, particularly Sec. 372
in Chapter 10, "Descent and Distri-
bution", and Sec. 4 of the I.R.A.
(25 U.S.C. 464).

In our comments to these two
sections we recommend that state
law be applicable only if the
tribe has failed to pass its own
laws on the subject. We recommend
that this portion of S 348 be con-
solidated with those two sections
and amended in accord with our
comments under those sections.

We recommend repeal of this portion
of S 348. This provision authori-
zes the Secretary of the Interior
to negotiate with tribes for cessi-
ons of surplus lands. The provi-
sion is of doubtful necessity and
appears obsolete.

C.i1

& REVISION ANALYSIS
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TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLiDATION L REVISION ANALYSIS

Re-t i rn Rej,•.a 1 Am.-nd Consolidate Task Force Comment

348(e) (continued)

348(f) Lands - C,.d•.d

x348(g) Tribal Funds - Ch. 1
(x ref Lands - Ceded)
Services

We recommend that any further land
cessions of tribes to the U.S.
should be the subject of special
legislation directed only to the
specific transaction. This portion
of Sec. 348 should be repealed.

This portion of S 348 restricts the
persons to whom the U.S. may sell
ceded lands. This portion of S 348
should be transferred to Title 43
in accord with the Historical Note
to Chapter 13 of Title 25.

This portion of S 348 provides for
the deposit of monies derived from
sale of ceded lands in the U.S.
Treasury to draw interest at the
rate of 3%. It limits the purposes
for which the money may be appro-
priated.

The deposit and interest features
parallel Secs. 152, 154, 156 and
158. This section should be con-
solidated with those sections which-
in turn are being consolidated
with Secs. 161 and 162a. See notes
to those sections.

Sec.
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Sec. Chart Classification

348(h) Lands - General
(x ref services)

348(i) Fed. Adn. - Ch. 5

348(]) Misc. - Ch. 5

348a Misc. - Ch. 5

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

X

X

X (?)

x

X

X

X

Task Force Comment

This portion of S 348 authorizes
the Secretary to "confirm" reli-
gious or educational societies in
their work and set aside 160 acres
for their use. The provision is
similar to that in Sec. 280 and
293a. It should be consolidated
with those two sections with
specific attention to the reverter
rights and the judicial enforce-
ment remedies provided in Sec. 293a.

This portion of S 348 extends
employment preference to allottees.
This is superceded by Secs. 44-47,
472 and 405e(b).

The Task Force believes this por-
tion of 5 348 relating to the
Siletz Tribe of Oregon to be obso-
lete since they were terminated by
subsequent legislation.

This section should be repealed if
the Task Force recommendation for
extending the protections of S462
to all tribes, IRA and non-IRA
like, is adopted. See notes to
that section.
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349

349(a) Juris. - App. of Law,
State Civil and
Criminal

X

The following is an exploded view
of Section 349 similar to that
given Section 348.

(a) Upon expiration of trust
period and issuance of fee patent
to allotment under 5 348 supraa,
"then each and every allottee shall
have the benefit of and be subject
to the laws, both civil and cri-
minal, of the State or Territory in
which they may reside;" (b) Secre-
tary authorized in his discretion
to issue fee patents prior to expi-
ration of trust period; (c) "until
issuance of fee-simple patents all
allottees to whom trust patents
shall be issued shall be subject
to the exclusive jurisdiction of
the United States."

This section that individual
Indians shall be subject to state
civil and criminal laws when they
are issued a land title free of
restriction. The two concepts have
little if anything in common. Most
if not all fee patent allottees
continue to maintain their tribal
membership.

This section should be amended
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Sec. Chart Classification Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

349(a) (continued)

349(b) Lands - Allotments

to oust state jurisdiction over an
Indian residing within the bound-
aries of a reservation who still
maintains his tribal citizenship.

Where a person of significant
Indian blood is residing on a
reservation or in a dependent
Indian community within the
meaning of 18 U.S.C. 1151(c), and
that person claims to be an Indian,
the burden of proof should be on
the state to prove otherwise. Such
and amendment would merely codify
existing law. See Ex garte Pero,
99 Ird 28 (7th Cir., 1938), cert.
den., 306 U.S. 643; Famous Smith
v. U.S., 151 U.S. 50 TI•8T.

This portion of S 349 authorizing
the Secretary to issue fee patents
in advance of the termination of
the trust period is superceded by
Secs. 461, 462, and 464. See
notes to those sections.

X
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349(c) Juris. - Fed. Criminal

350 Lands - Allotments

351 Misc. - Ch. 5

352 Lands - Allotments

TITLE 25 U.S.C CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

x

X(?)

XX

Task Force Comment

This portion of S 349 should be
amended to conform to comments
under S 349(a).

This section is similar to Sec. 344
relating to cancellation of allot-
ments within ceded lands. In our
note to Sec. 344 we questioned its
obsolesence. This provision also
appears obsolete and we recommend
its repeal.

The Task Force questions the
continued vitality of this section
in view of the provisions of Sec.
461. Extension of the provisions
of Secs. 461, 462 and 464 to all
tribes would appear to eliminate
the need for this section. See
notes to those sections.

The power to cancel allotments
appears in several sections of the
Code. See Secs. 344, 350, 352,
352a-c, and 382. See also Histori-
cal Note to this section referenc-
ing to 43 U.S.C. 148.

This section is particularly good
in that it requires the Secretary
to provide lieu lands of equivalent
value. Consideration should be
give to consolidating those sec-
tions with this.
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Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

352 (continued) See also Task Force notes to
Section 357 relating to condem-
nation of allotted lands.

Lands - Allotments X These are remedial statutes auth-
orizing cancellation of fee patents
and restoration of propei-Ej to
trust status. In those cases
where the fee patent was issued
without the approval or consent of
the allottee. Sec. 352c authorizes
payment of taxes assessed by states
as a result of the wrongful issua-
nce of the fee title.

These provisions require no
amendment.

353 Misc. - Ch. 1 X X

C43

This section provides that the
provisions of the Act of June 25,
1910 (36 Stat. 863) are not appli-
cable to the Five Civilized Tribes
and the Osage. We recommend that
consideration be given to amending
this provision to bring these
t,..i..- "thin the coverage of the
Act of 1910 except perhaps as to
the provisions relating to probate
of estates (Secs. 372, 373).

352a
352b
352c
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353 (continued)

354 Lands - General

355 Misc. - Ch. 1

X

X

Specifically the Task Force
favorably considers making avail-
able to these tribes, the provi-
sions of that Act codified in
Secs. 337, 352, 403 (as consoli-
dated with Sec. 396a) 406, 407
and 408.

This section supplements that
portion of S 348 that nullifies
contracts for conveyance. See
Chart S 348(c). It is an impor-
tant provision and one of most
important characteristics of
trust allotments. It is also
parallel to the protections ex-
tended in Secs. 177 and 202. We
recommend that these provisions
be consolidated and placed along
side the Sec. 464 and 465 provi-
sions in a new general land sec-
tion.

There are other sections in this
Code which (1) subject individual
Indian lands to state laws and/or
(2) provide for partition and
involuntary loss of trust status.
See for example Sec. 372. The
Task Force recommends that this
Section with its specific appli-
cation to the Five Tribes should be
evaluated after the first effort at
Code consolidation is completed.



Sec. Chart Classification

356 Misc. - Ch. 1
(x ref. Tribal Funds

Ch. 1)

357 Lands - All .tments
Tribal Funcas - Ch. 1
Jurisdiction

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION AND REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

X

Task Force Comment

Fed. Adm. Backup Paper. Mr. Reeser
of BIA says this section should be
repealed as superceded. This
should be reconfirmed.

This is the only provision in Title
25 of the Code clearly authorizing
condemnation of Indian owned lands.
Secs. 312, 314 does provide for
forced sale through the aegis of
the Secretary of the Interior but
this provision appears to be super-
ceded by Secs. 323-238. See notes
to those sections. As reference
points for policies related to
taking or use of Indian lands, see
Secs. 323-328, 352, 409a and 16
U.S.C. 793e.

Sec. 357 is a part of an Act
authorizing general grants of
rights-of-ways. (See Historical
Note and Sec. 319 to which it
refers). It applies, however, only
to allotted lands -- not tribally
owned. Rights-of-way over land
owned by tribes organized under the
IRA or OIWA can only be acquired
with tribal consent (Sec. 324)
or some other specific federal
enabling statute. For example

cJ1
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Sec. Chart Classification Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

357 (continued) statutes authorizing projects by
the Corps of Engineers or Bureau
of Reclamation.

Condemnations under these other
statutes frequently results in
grave losses to tribes. The Kaw
tribe in Oklahoma for example had
its entire tribally owned land
base condemned for a reclamation or
flood control project. It is now
a landless tribe.

The forty years of shrinkage of
the tribal land base through con-
demnation proceedings is thorough-
ly documented in the study of
tribal land acquisition since 1934
prepared by BIA under Dr. Theodore
Taylor at the request of the
AIPRC. The loss has amounted to
1,811,010 acres. See p. 20 of the
study.

The Task Force recommends that
this condemnation statute be amen-
ded in numerous ways and, after
such amendment, that its coverage
be extended to tribally owned as
well as individually owned pro-
perty regardless of whether the
tribe is organized under the IRA
or OIWA.
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Sec. Chart Classifi-ation Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

357 (continued) Recommendations:

(1) Clarification of the fact
that jurisdiction lies in the
federal courts.

(2) Clarification of the fact
that the U.S. through the Secretary
of the Interior is a necessary
party to any proceedings. This
should be extended to include
actions brought by other federal
agencies.

(3) A requirement that when-
ever a condemnation action under
this section is instituted, the
Secretary of the Interior is
directed to work with the effected
tribe in preparing an evaluation
of the ?robable impact on the
tribe, which shall become a nece-
ssary part of the record of the
proceeding.

(4) That damages arising from
any adverse impact to the tribe
from condemnation of either tribal
or individually owned allotments
shall be assessed and awarded to
the tribe as a part of the condem-
nation proceeding.
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Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Cosmnent

357 (continued) (5) That in any condemnation of
tribally owned or individually
allotted lands, it shall be encum-
bent upon the party seeking con-
demnation to secure for the
defendant, upon his or its request,
comparable lieu lands, within the
area subject to the benefits of
the project for which condemnation
is sought. (This parallels the
provision in Sec. 352).

(6) That such lieu lands shall be
taken in trust by the U.S. and
held for the benefit of the
individual Indian or tribe in the
same manner as the lands which
were condemned.

(7) That obtaining such lieu lands
is declared to be a "public pur-
pose" related to the project for
which condemnation of the Indian
lands is sought, and this "Public
purpose" will in turn support con-
demnation proceedings against non-
Indian owned lands.

(8) That if such lieu lands are
situated outside the reservation
boundaries, such lands shall
become a part of the reservation
subject to all the customary in-
cidents of tribal and federal
jurisdiction.

7
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TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

(9) That with respect to the
lands condemned, whether indivi-
dually or tribally owned, all
interests in the property not
specifically necessary to the
purpose for which condemnation is
sought shall be retained or vest
in the tribe which had original
title to the land prior to allot-
ment. (This provision is speci-
fically designed to preserve the
tribal rights in subsurface or
surface natural resources.)

(10) That the interested tribe
shall retain full jurisdiction
over the property taken, provided
that it cannot pass any laws which
would defeat the purposes for
which the land was taken.

(11) That the provisions of this
condemnation statute shall take
precedence over any other federal
statutes relating to condemnation
except as such statutes may speci-
fically exempt the application of
this section.

358 Tribal Funds - Ch. 2 X Fed. Adm. Backup Paper.

359-370 Open

M

357 (continued)
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Title 25 - Chpt. 10 - Descent and Distribution;
Heirs of Allottee

371 X X X This section should be revised to
modern language and should simply
provide for recognition of tradi-
tional Indian marriages and di-
vorces under tribal custom or
marriages and divorces under tri-
bal law. Provision should be
consolidated with Sec. 183.
Reference to Sec. 348 should be
deleted. Reference to Cherokee
Outlet should be repealed as
obsolete.

372 The following is an exploded view
of Sec. 372 similar to that used
in Sec. 348 and 349.

(a) When any Indian dies
seized of a trust allotment with-
out a will disposing of same, the
Secretary of Interior shall
determine the legal heirs after
notice and hearing and his de-
cision shall be final and con-
clusive. (b) If he finds the
heirs to be competent to manage
their own affairs he shall issue
them a patent in fee. 77 If he
finds one or more heirs to be in-
competent he ma cause such lands
to be sold. TdT If he finds the
lands are capable of partition
to the advantage of the heirs he
ma partition said lands and issue
F patents to the competent
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Sec. Chaxt Classification

372 (continued)

372(a) Descent & Distribution

Retain Repeal Amend

x

Consolidate

x

Task Force Comment

heirs, upon their petition for
such partition. (e) All sales
of trust lands authorized by
this or any other Act shall be by
rules prescribed by the Secretary,
proceeds of sales of lands of in-
competent Indians to be held in
trust by the U.S. for the trust
period, otherwise to be paid
directly to competent Indians.
(f) Sec. authorized upon applica-
tions of Indians owning restric-
ted fee patents to issue cert-
ificates of competency which shall
thereby remove the restrictions
upon the fee. (g) Indian agents,
superintendents or other disbur-
sing agents of Indian service may
deposit Indian moneys, individ-
ual or tribal, coming into his
hands as custodian, in such bank
or banks as he may select, pro-
vided the bank post a surety
bond in such amount as will safe-
guard the fund.

The Task Force recommenda-
tions with respect to Sec. 372
are as follows:

This portion of sec. 372 provid-
ing for Secretarial probate of
trust estates should be retained.
The Task Force recommends, how-
ever, that consideration be given
to transfer of the original ad-
judicatory function to tribal
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Sec. Chart Classification

372(a) Decent & Distribution
(continued)

Retain Repeal Amend

X

372(b) Descent & Distribution
(x ref Lands - Allotments)

372(c) Descent & Distribution
(x ref Lands - Allotments)

Consolidate

X

X

X

Task Force Comment

courts with some interim re-
view de novo authority in the
Secretary. The ultimate goal
should be complete transfer of
this probate function to tribal
insitutions

Additionally, the Task
Force recommends amendment to
make clear that the probate auth-
ority of the Secretary extends to
all trust property - not just
trust allotments.

This provision of Sec. 372
dietin the Secretary to issue
a fee patent to "competent" heirs
is in conflict with the later en-
acted provisions of Secs. 462,
464. Ample authority exists
elsewhere (e.g. Secs. 392, 483)
for removal of restrictions upon
application of trust beneficiary.
This part of Sec. 372 should be
repealed.

This portion of Sec. 372 pro-
viding for unrestricted discretion
in the Secretary to issue fee
patents if he finds one or more
heirs to be competent is in con-
flict with Secs. 462, 464.
This should be repealed.
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Chart Classification Retain Repeal

372(d) Lands - Allotments

Lands - Allotments

Amend

x

Consolidate

x

Sec. Task Force Comment

This portion of Sec. 372 provides
a means for a portion of the heirs
to seek partition of trust prop-
erty. This provision would also
be in conflict with Sec. 462, 464.
But these are amended by Sec. 483.
This provision is also consonant
with 392. The Task Force proposes
to modify Secs. 462, 464 and 465
for a new land acquisition and
land consolidation statute. Secs.
392 and 483 will be consolidated
into that treatment. This part
of Sec. 372 should also be con-
solidated with those Secs. There
is no need to continue a provision
speaking in terms of "heirs" since
land ownership devolves and vests
in the heirs immediately upon
death. This part of Sec. 372
should, therefore, be either de-
leted or consolidated as noted
above.

This part of Sec. 372 directing
that payment of proceeds of sales
of trust lands be made to compe-
tent heirs and providing for trust
handling of proceeds of incompe-
tents should be repealed. The en-
titlement to petition for sale of
trust property or payment over of
trust assets to the individual
owner will be dealt with in the

372 (e)

C~3
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Sec.

372 (e)
(cont'd.)

Chart Classification

Lands - Allotments

Retain Repeal Amend

X

Consolidate

X

372(f) Land - Allotments

372(g) Tribal Funds - Chapter 1

Task Force Comment

consolidation of Secs. 392, 462
464, and 489. To the extent the
provision requires that the mon-
ies derived from sales of trust
lands be taken out of trust status,
it is in conflict with tenor of
Sec. 462, 464.

To the extent this part provides
that sales of trust lands shall be
made under such regulations as the
Secretary may prescribe, the pro-
vision should be consolidated with
Secs. 392, 462, 464, and 489. The
language with respect to sale terms
should be modernized.

This pact of Sec. 372 authorizing
issuance of certificates of compe-
tency upon application does no more
than extend to Indians holding re-
stricted fees the same rights to
petition for sale as is accorded
those holding trust allotments.
This should be consolidated with
Sacs. 392, 462, 464, and 489.

This part of Sec. 372 providing the
authority of Superintendents, etc.,
to deposit individual or tribal
monies in banks should be consoli-
dated with Secs. 155 or Sees. 161,
162(a) with proviso for tribal con-
trol as specified in notes to those
sections. See also back up paper
on Deposit and Investmetnt of Indian
Monies.

• & REVISION ANALYSIS
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Sec. Chart Classification

372-1 Descent and Distribution

372 a Descent and Distribution

Retain

X

X

Repeal Amend Consolidate

373 Descent and Distribution
(x ref. Lands - Allotted
Tribal Funds - Chapter 1)

Task Force Comment

No comment.

The Task Force recommends that
this provision be revised in
accord with our note to Sec.
372(a) to provide for tribal
take over of the probate func-
tions of the Secretary.

In addition, the Task Force
sees no reason why the Five
Civilized Tribes or Osage should
be exempted from the application
of this Act. The fact that some
probate jurisdiction has been
granted to the courts of that
state should not preclude the
tribes from (1) determining
family relationships of a des-
cendent during his lifetime, or
(2) assuming that part of the
Secretary's probate function
which has not been transferred
to the state. See Secs. 375,
375(a-c).

Finally, the reference to the
authority of the Superintendent
as opposed to the Secretary is
superceded by the 1950 Reorgani-
zation Plan and should be amended
accordingly. See Federal Admini-
stration back up paper.

The Task Force believes that re-
vision of the first and second

C-i
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Chart Classification Retain

X

Descent & Distribution
(x ref Tribal Funds - Ch. 1
Lands - Allotments)

X

!r~epeal Amend

X

Consolidate

X

Task Force Comment

proviso of this section on the
matter of prior approval of
wills would be in order but
we offer no suggestions in
this respect.

That part of this section
following the third "proviso"
granting unrestricted authority
to the Secretary to issue fee
patents or cause lands to be
sold is inconsistent with Secs.
462, 464 and should therefore
be repealed. Compare notes to
Sec. 373 (b) and (c).

Also, there appears no reason
for exemption of the application
of this law to the Five Civilized
Tribes or Osage as appears in the
fourth proviso. See note to Sec.
372(a).

Retain as is. This is a good pro-
vision. See note to Sec. 375d
which should be consolidated with
this Sec.

Sec.

373
(cont'd.)

313a
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Chart Classification

Descent & Distribution

Misc. - Ch. I

374 Descent & Distribution

375 Misc. - Ch. 1
(x ref. Descent & Dis-
tribution, Tribal Funds -
Ch. 2, Jurisdiction - App.
of State Laws, Probate.

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

X

Sec.

373b

373c

x

X

Task Force Comment

The Task Force would suggest
minor modification to make the
-)rovision for sale and disposi-
tion of funds conform to
Sec. 373a.

The Task Force can percieve no
valid purpose in exclusion of
Five Tribes and Osage and recom-
mends repeal.

No comment.

This provision vests general
probate jurisdiction over
members of the Five Civilized
Tribes and Osage in Oklahoma
state courts. An exception to
this general jurisdiction in
small estate matters appears in
Secs. 375a-c.

The Task Force does not propose
any present change in this scheme
but does recommend consideration
be given to transfer of jurisdi-
ction to tribal courts if and when
the tribes establish them. The
transfer would be similar to
that proposed in Sec. 372a.

The Task Force notes that Sec.
375 appears to be strictly pro-
cedural in so far as state law is
concerned. To the extent Sec. 375
implies that the substantive law
of the state shall govern descent
and distribution, it should be
amended to make room for tribal
law on the subject at the tribes
option.

X
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375a-c Misc. - Ch. 1
(x ref Discent & Distri-
bution, Tribal Funds -
Ch. 1, Jurisdiction -
App. of Laws, State
Probate.)

375d

x x

XDescent & Distribution
(x ref Tribal Funds -

Ch. 1, Lands - Allotments

376 Descent & Distribution X X

These sections vest small estate
jurisdiction in the Secretary
over funds and securities (not
lands) of members of the Five
Tribes. The Task Force recommends
amendment to (1) provide for
tribal jurisdiction as per note
to Sec. 372a, and/or (2) authorize
application of tribal law of
descent and distribution as
per note to Sec. 372a.

In addition, the Task Force
recommends tba•t the provision for
expeditious handling of small
estates be incorporated into the
revised Sec. 372. See notes to
Sec. 372(a).

This section should be expanded
include the Creeks and Osage
and should then be consolidated
with Sec. 373a.

to

See notes Federal Administration
back up paper. This section
should either be repealed as un-
necessary or amended to accord
with notes to Sec. 36. If
retainrl the exception to the
Five Tribes and Osage should be
deleted in view of Sec. 375a-c.

Sec.
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377 Descent & Distribution
(x ref Tribal Funds -

Ch. 2)

378 Lands - Allotments
(x ref Descent & Distribtuion)

x

x

x379 Lands - Allotments

x

x

The Task Force recommends con-
solidation of the provision
relating to fee structure with
Sec. 375b. There appears no
reason to have a different fee
structure for the Five Tribes.

This section is redundant to
Sec. 372 (parts 372(c) and (d)
on these charts). See notes to
that Spction. This Sec. is in
conflict with Secs. 462, 464.
It should be given same treat-
ment as parts (c) and (d) of
Sec. 372.

This Sec. is similar to Sec.
372(d) on charts and Sec. 373 in
its authorization for sale of
lands or issuance of fee. See
also Sec. 404. These all appear
in conflict with 462, 464 and
should be revised and consoli-
dated into a new provision dealt
with in Secs. 462, 464.

Both Secs. 379 and 404 speak
of "Guardians" for minors. The
Task Force recommends that
statutory revision specifically
recognize tribally appointed
Guardians.

Sec.
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Sec. Chart Classification Retain

380 Natural Resourc,'s, Lands -
Leases (x ref Tribal
Funds - Cn. I)

Title 25 - Chpt. 11 - Irrigation of Allotted Lands

381 Lands - Irrigation

epe a__ Amend

X X

Consolidate

X

X

Task Force Comment

The provisions of this Section
insofar as they relate to mining
should be consolidated with
Secs. 396, 396a. The exceptions
regarding oil and gas leases
should be repealed. See Mineral
Leasing back up paper.

The provision as it relates co
general leasing should be con-
solidated with new Sec. 415. See
Ceneral Leasing back up paper.

The reference to Superinten-
dent should be changed to
Secre..'ry. See Federal Admin.
back up paper.

The authority of tribes to re-
gulate water use is under litiga-
tion in U.S. v. Walton in District
Court inWa-sh'ngton State. The
Task Force recommends amendment
tc this Section to reflect the
legitimate interests of tribes in
the ownership of water rights and
the authority to regulate within
reservation boundaries. See also
note to Sec. 389, 389a-e.
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382 Lands Irrigation

383 Lands - Irrigation

384 Lands - Irrigation

39p 7Yands - Irrigation

386 Lands - Irrigation

386a

x

x

x

x

xLands - Irrigation

The note to Sec. 381, supra, is
equally applicable here. In the
unlimited discretion vested in
the Secretary of Interior to do
what he "deems best" is not
acceptable. His duty should be
mandatory in accord with any
principles of trust responsibility.

See Federal Administration back
up paper. Amend to accord to
1950 Reorganization Plan.

Provision is obsolete. See Fed.
Administration back up paper.

This section appears to be
modified by Sec. 386 and 386a.
Consolidate.

This section appears to be
modified by Sec. 386 and 386a.
Consolidate.

This section appears to be
modified by Sec. 386 and 386a.
Consolidate.

Sec.

REVISION ANALYSIS
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387 Omitted from Code

388 Lands - Irr1,ati-9n

Lands - Irri::ation

Misc. - Ch. r
(x ref Lan,!- - Irriiaton)

Delete

X

X

X X

No comment

Secs. 389 and 389a-e relate only
to non-Indian land within
Indian irrigation projects.
The Task Force offers no
recommendations but we do note
that this law treated non-Indian
water rights differently from
Indian water rights. This should
be considered in connection with
notes to Sec. 381.

This Sec. is classified to the
Miscellaneous Part of the proposed
revised code because it is
directed toward specific named
tribes or projects. However, the
provisions included in the 4th
proviso are general. The Task
Force recommends that this
entire Sec. 390 be rewritten so as
to apply to all irrigation pro-
jects on any reservation; that
proceeds derived from an rentals
go to the tribe; and that the
authority of tribes to control
leasing be extended to all tribes,
not just those organized under
Sec. 476 (IRA S 16). When this
Section is r-'written to be general
in application it should then be
classified to Lands - Irrigation.

389,
369a-

ý;ec.
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Chart Classificarion Retain R!epel Amend Consolidate T '.k Force Comrnent

Ti th!u 5 - C:.-.t. 12 - Lease, Sal1-, or Surrender of Allotted or Unallotted Lands

39i Lands - Allotments x

xLands - Allotments

392' Lands - Alictme-nts
Dt-',c#-nt & Ditribut*.,n

393 Lands - Leasina

x

x

Provision is incorporated within
and superceded by Sec. 4b2.

The continjinq utility of this
Section is doubtful in view of
Secs. 392 and 483. It should
be consolidated with a new
general provision consolidating
Secs. 392, 462, 464, 483.

This Sec. should be consolidated
with Secs. 462, 464, 483. See
notes to Secs. 462, 464.

The proviso portion relating
to approval of Wills should be
consolidated with Sec. 373.

Consolidate into revised Sec. 415.
See General Leasing back up paper.

The proviso excluding applica-
tion to Five Tribes should be
eliminated.

The note to this Section in
the FPederal Administration can
be disregarded once this
consolidation is effected.

x

Sec.

341a



TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Sec.

39 3a

Chart Classification

Misc. - Ch. I
(x ref Lands - Leasing)

394 yisc. - Ch. 1

395 Lands - Leaies

396 Naturil Pesources

Retain Amend

X

X

X

X

Consolidate

X

X

X

X

Task Force Comment

See General Leasing back up paper.
This Section should be consoli-
dated with new Sec. 415.

Note in Federal Admin. back up
paper can be disregarded when
this is done.

Consolidate to revised Sec. 415.
See General Leasing back up
paper.

Consolidate to revised Sec. 415.
See General Leasing back up paper.

This Section and Section 396a-g
should form the basis for all
mineral leasing of Indian
lands. See discussion Mineral
Leasing back up paper with pro-
posed statutory language.

The basic thrust of proposed
revision of this Section is (1)
eliminate the exclusion of Five
Tribes and Osage from its coverage.
(2) modify the open ended lease
term provision on allotted lands
to correspond with lease terms
provided for unallotted lands,
(3) add that an additional con-
dition precedent to the authority
of the Secretary to offer leases
on his own initiative is that
the heirs as de'isees, if located,
cannot agree on lease terms, (4)
require that where the Secretary
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TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Chart Classification Reta in Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

396 continued) offers leases on his own
initiative he shall obtain the
best available terms, but not

less than the minimum prescribed
for public domain lands. The
modified Sections proposed also
build in the primary authority
of the tribe or allottee in the
]easing process, the right of
each to audit books and records,
and a requirement that all leases,
tribal or individually owned,
conform to tribal land use codes,
and federal court proceedings for
forfeiture of lease. See addi-
tional notes under SS 396a-g.

Natural Resources

Natural Rrsourcvs

x

x

xNatural Pesoiurces

x

x

See notes to Sec. 396 and back
up paper on Mineral Leasing.

See notes to Sec. 396, The
proviso distinguishing powers
of IRA tribes from non-IRA
should be eliminated. See
notes to Secs. 476, 477.

See notes to Sec. 396. The
primary modification proposed
here is to authorize both the
Secretary and the Indian lessors
to establish bond terms and
provide for either cash or
security bonds at lessor's
option. A provision on recla-
mation bonds is also proposed.

x

Sec.

31#6c



TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Chart Cia s, ficatmon

:•,.a ura. R'*sources-

Retain RepeaI -%mend Consolidate

X

X

X.' l ' F <.'q, ur:,'

X

X

Task Force Comment

See notes to Sec. 396.

See notes to Sec. 396. A
note to this Section in the
Federal Administration back
up paper states that the
limitation on who the Secretary
may authorize to approve leases
is in implicit conflict with the
1950 Reorganization Plan.

See notes to Sec. 396 and back
up paper on Mineral Leasing.
The Task Force proposes to
eliminate the exclusionary
language of this section unless
specific justification other-
wise can be shown. We would
also add a provision in our
proposed statute to require
"expeditious" extraction under
leases. This would conform to a
specific statute pertaining to
the Crows. See back up paper.

See notes to Sec. 396.

S e.

3Ed

3 6,

X
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Chart Classif ication Retain Rep_•eal1 Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

Xi9_1 Natural Resources
Lands - Leasing

398 Natural Rsources

X X

X

The portion or this Section that
authorizes mining leases is
obsolete by virtue of Sec. 396,
396a-g. It is covered by the
proposed revision of those
sections and should thus be
repealed. See notes to those
sections and Mineral Leasing
back up paper.

That portion pertaining to
grazing leases is covered into the
new Sec. 415.

In the absence of this con-
solidation, see proposed amend-
ment in Federal Administration
back up paper.

The lease provisions of this
Section are encompassed within
the existing Secs. 396, 396a-g
and within our proposed revisions
of those Sections. See notes
to those Sections and Leasing
back up paper. The lease provi-
sion of this Section should thus
be repealed if not already done
so by Secs. 396a-g.

The tax provisions of this
Section would appear also to
have been repealed in 1938 by
Secs. 396a-g. If any doubt
remains, the Task Force calls
for repeal now. See back up
paper on State Taxation.

Sec.



TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION &

Chart Classification

Natural Resources

Tribdi Funds - Ch. 1
(x ref Natutal Resources)

Natural Resources
(x ref Tribal Funds -

Ch. 2)

Lands - Reservations

Natural Resources

Ret 11.) Repea Aziend

x

X X

X

X

ConsolidateSec.

398a

3 9 8L

Task Force Comment

See notes to Sec. 398. Both of
these statutes fall together in
Secs. 396, 396a-g.

1his is a general provision
regarding disposition of
proceeds from leases of tribal
or individual interests. If it
was not repealed by Sec. 396a-g
(see note to 398), it should
be moved into ihe general pro-
visions of Secs. 155 or 161,
162a subject to the notes to
those sections.

See notes to Sec. 398 regarding
Taxation by states. It would
appear the 1938 Act (Sec. 396a-g)
repealed this section. If not,
it should be repealed now. See
back up paper tj State Taxation.

This Section and Sec. 211 would
both appear to be superceded
by Sec. 467 -S 7, IRA).

See notes to Sec. 398, Secs. 396,
396a-g, and Mineral Leasing
back up paper.

X

X398d

398e

REVISION ANALYSIS

X



TITLE z: U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Chart Classificatioi Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

399 Natural Resource:s
(x ref Tr-bal Funds - Ch. ',)

400 MIsc. - Ch. 5
(x ref Nat. Res,.)

X This too is an older leasing
statute and would appear to
have been repealed or super-
ceded by the 1938 Mineral Leas-
ing Act (See. 396a-q). To the
extent it w., not, it should be
repealed now in light of our
treatment of Secs. 396, 396a-g.
See Mineral Leasing back up
paper and notes to those
Sections.

Features pertaining to in-
spection of booksand federal dis-
trict court proceedings for for-
feiture and cancellation of
leases have been in new S 396,
396a. Feature re disposition of
rentals arid royalties should be
covered in SS 155 or 161, i62a.

See also note to Federal
Administration back up paper.

See notes to Secs. 396, 396a-g
and Mineral Leasing back up
paper.

'C

Sec.



TITLE 2'N U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION % RE"ISIC'J ANALYSIS

Chart Cla:;i1ification

Natural Rt-,ources
(x ref T-rt.al FLuids -

Ch. I )

Retain R_-'va I_ A e n d

x x

4)1 Misc. - r)
(x ret Njt . Reste,)urces)

4J)2 Lands - L,,as ;

Lands -

4 - 3 Lands - L ed;
(x ref Tm Li F•',; -

Ch. 1)

Misc. - Cn. %
(x ref Lans - i'J-; eS)

!.-so(l date

x

x

x

x

x

Task Force Comment

Consolidate with Secs. 396,
396a-q. See Mineral Leasing
back up paper.

Provision is obsolete. In
addition it is covered under
Sec. 396, 396a-g. See Mineral
Leasing back up paper.

Consolidate with Sec. 415. See
General Leasing back up paper.

Consolidate with Sec. 415. See
General Leasing back up paper.

Consolidate with Sec. 41;. See
General Leasing back up paper.

This is a statute directed at a
specific tribe. They should be
specifically consulted on any
revision, but we recommend
consolidation into Sec. 415.

See General Leasing back up
paper and notes to Sec. 415.

4 3

4 i-a

4 5a

0

X
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Chart C1a:..~. I 121' 1(M~ aet a in Pte,.ea I Arterid Con sol date Task Force Ccmment

4 3a I ý MI-. - C'h.
(x re.f :.,,, P. I - A 1 )

4' 3,-2 1 MI¶ c. - Ch. 3
Trf Land. --

Trikii F'u:~.d - C'!.. :

M:• .- Ch. £

(x r,.'f I-aIn . - ,L ,';.

44 LCnh. -I
)>. r't '7: ,Li~i f-''-d• - Ch. 12 x

x

x

xx

See note to Secs. 403a, 415
and General Leasinq back up
papor.

S.-e note to Sece.. 403a, 415 and
Genvral Le'asing back up paper.

The provisions relating to
approval of sales should be
consolidated with Secs. 392,
462, 464, 483. (See also notes
to Secs. 372, 373, 378, 379 and
405).

The proviso relating to dis-
position of monies should be
covered in Secs. 155 or 161,
162a.

The provision relating to
Guardians should recoqnlze
tribal authority in the appoint-
mont process. See note Soc. 379.

See also note under Fed.
Adm. back up paper.

4 -3b

No comment

No comment.



TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Ret a irn Re 2 al Amend Consoli4ate

x

x r, : ribal )un, u , -
x

x X

Task Force Comment

This section should be consoli-
dated with 379, 462, 464, 483 in
accord with notes to Sec. 404 and
the Sections named.

See also note in Federal
Administration back up paper.

Sections 196, 406, 407, 407d and
466 should be consolidated into
a sinqle Act.

See back up paper on Timber
Sales with model statute.

Proposed revisions include
(1) clarification of authority
of Indian lessor vis-a-vis the
Secretary in contracting process.
(2) authorize tribal regulations
to supercede those of Secretary
in the regulation of logging
operations, and (3) provisions
for reclamation and performance
bonds.

Provision relating to disposi-
tion of proceeds should be classi-
fied to Sec. 155 or Secs. 161,
162a.

See notes to Sec. 406 above.

tD

5, ',:. ,7 : i ir ý <." -1 ý,1 -,, f I-k* it * (:_ i

x r, T' I.1 Fu"11 x

x

4 t,7 ".,1' , ._ : ,' , - . t-; C .' -



*IIT:E 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION AN2.!YSIS

C2ta r C I as,; i f 1c-it I un R euea 1 Am e, u d Con soldidate Task Force Comment

7 -" t~tod from C,),le

Nateur-i.

Obsolete provisions whose
effect expired in 1936. See
Historical Note in Code.

X X See notes to Sec. 406.

4 HR sd~ - AlIIý t.,:, '

. -I -; - A 1 l,. r.'- t -

x r ef Tr ibal Fund -
C.". . I , z )

X X

This provision should be
consolidated with Secs. 379,
462, 464, 483. See notes
to those sections.

The provisions of this Section
relating to .;ale of trust
allotments should be consolidated
with Secs. 379, 462, 464, 483.

See notes to those Sections.

The provision regarding
disposition of funds should be
covered in Secs. 155 or Secs.
161, 162a.

The provisions regarding
maintenance charges are modified
by Sec. 389. Repeal of this
portion should be considered.

See also note to Fed. Admin.
back up paper.

407d
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TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Sec.

409a

Chart Classification

Lands - Allotments
(x ref Tribal Funds -
Ch. 1)

410 Tribal Funds - Ch. 2
(x ref Lands - Allotments)

411 Tribal Funds - Ch. 1
(x ref Lands - Tribal)

412 Tribal Funds - Ch. 2
(x ref Lands - Allotted)

Retain Repeal Amend

x

Consolidate

x

x

X

xx

x

Task Force Comment

The Task Force embraces the
concept of reinvestment of
monies in trust status. We
recommend that this Section be
consolidated with our proposed
new Sec. 357 with retention of
the reinvestment provisions being
applicable to all tribes. See
notes to Sec. 357.

The provisions of this Section
should be grouped with those
of Sec. 155 and 161, 162a.

This section should be consoli-
dated with Secs. 155 or 161,
162a.

This provision should be amended
in accord with note under Federal
Administration back up paper.



TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATI

Chart Classification

Lands - Allotments

413 Tribal Funds - Ch. 2
(x ref Fed. Admin. - Ch. 6.
Natural Resources, Lands.)

Retain Repeal Amend

X

Consolidate

X

X

Task Force CommentSec.

412a The Task Force has not had time
to check out the scope of
application of this statute.

If the Sec. is applicaLle
within reservation boundaries
(which is not clear), then this
Sec. should probably be consoli-
dated with Secs. 464, 465. Its
tax provisions are similar to
those accruing under Sec. 384
and Sec. 462, 464 which originally
spring from Sec. 177. The
designation of the trust property
as a federal instrumentality"
is of importance. See back up
papers on Federal and State
Taxation.

The limita t ion of the home-
stead value to $5,000.00 is
rediculous and should be repealed.
In addition the Sec. should be
amended to reflect whether it
is only applicable to properties
not within reservation boundaries,
or also applies to properties
within reservations.

The proviso portion of this Sec.
should be grouped with Sec. 155.
The authorization to charge fees
should probably be divided out
and placed in Fed. Admin. - C-. 6.

[ON & REVISION ANALYSIS



TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Chart Classification Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

414 Misc. - Ch. I
(x ref Natural
Lands - Tribal

415
41 Sa-d

416 -
416j

X (?)
Resources
or Allotted)

Lands - Leases

Misc. - Ch. 5

x x

x

This Sec. imposes no obligation on
the Secretary, nor does it
appear it gives him any authority
that he dc.?sn't already have over
all Indian lands, i.e., approving
the reservation of sub-surface
rights.

This Sec. should serve as the
vehicle for a general leasing
statute. See General Leasing
back up paper.

It appears to supercede many
of the leasing statutes previously
noted. See notes to Secs. 380,
403, 403a, 403b, 403c. Our
proposed amendments would include
(1) providing tribes a first
option on leases of allotted
lands, (2) subjecting leases
to tribal land use codes, (3)
repeal of that portion which
addresses itself to termination.

See back up paper on General
Leasing.

This provision parallels Sec.
415 but with slight differences
to accomodate special needs
of the two tribes involved.
Retain as is.

Sec.

Co
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Chart Classification Retain Repeal Amend Consol ida• e Task Force Comment

417-429 Open

Title 25 - Chpt. 13 - Ceded :.-dian Lands

421-427 Transferred to Title 43
U.S. Code

428-440 Open

441 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 1

442 Economic Development

443 Economic Development

443a Fed. Adm. - Ch. 7
(x ref Lands - Tribal)

X X

X

X

x

X

Amend to delete reference to Sec.
87 which has been repealed.

This Section was amended by
Sec. 1461 (Indian Financing
Act of 1974). To the extent
this Section retains validity
it should be consolidated with
Section 1461.

Amended by Sec. 1461 et seq.
See note to Sec. 442.

This Sec. should be consolidated
with 190, 292, 293, 293a and
294. The amendements recom-
mended in the notes to thosr.
Secs. might well track the
language of this provision.

444-449 Repealed

Sec.

1954
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Sec. Chart Classification Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

450 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 2 X These are prefecatory notes
(x ref Services) to our treatment of the Indian

Self-Determination and Education
Assistance Act of 1975.

The Task Force does not propose
any material modification or
amendment of these provisions.
The "Chart Classification" column
only indicates our proposal for
Chapter placement in a new
revised Title 25.

Our treatment of this Act
and of the IRA and OIWA reflect
the problems inherent in moving
from simple statutory compilation
into codification. It is
necessary to break existing
statutes into their component
parts arranged on a subject matter
or conceptual basis to arrive
at a general "over-all" statute,
i.e., a Code. With these comments
as a back drop, the Tahk Force
"Chart Classification" or Code
placement with commentary follows.

Task Force notes that the
findings in t:tis Sec. parallel
findings in o;r proposed Findings
and Declaration to serve as a
Preamble to the new revised
Code. Upon revision and codifi-
cation, these Findings should be
consolidated in the Preamble.

i



TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Chart Classification

Fed. Adm. - Ch. 2
(x ref Services)

Fed. Adm. - Ch. 2
(x ref Services)

Fed Ad=. - Ch. 2
(x ref Services)

Transfer to Title 18
U.S. Code

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

x

x

Sec.

450a

450b

450c

450d

Task Force Comment

The notes to Sec. 450 are
equally applicable here.

Needs clarification as to the
definition of 'Indian tribe"
with regard to which entity or
entities in Alaska will be
regarded as "tribal entities"
for purposes of the Act.

No comment

This is a criminal provision.
It should be transferred to
Title 18 with appropriate cross
references back to Title 25.

No comment450e(a) Fed Adm. - Ch. 2
(x ref Services)

x

x



TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Chart Classification Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comnent

450e(b) Fed Adm. - Ch. 5
(x ref Services)

450f

This Sec. should be cross
referenced to Sec. 13 in
Fed. Administration Ch. 8,
Secs. 450f, 450g and 450h.

Also should be cross
referenced in all other statutes
which authorize any Agency to
let contracts or grant to or
for the benefit of Indians.
Congress should clarify that
this Subsection does apply to
all Agencies and that it was
intended to modify in part
"permissible" preference
authorized by Section 703(i) of
Title VII of the 1964 Civil
Rights Act by "mandating" pre-
ference in contracts previously
*permissible" under the 1964
Civil Rights Act, as well as
othec contracts and grants to
or for the benefit of Indians
which previously were not
covered by the 1964 Civil Rights
Act.

See analysis in Final Report,
Part VI, Chapter 2.C.1 on
Preference in Contracting.

Cross reference to SS 81, 177,
476. Clarification of the auth-
ority of a tribe to contract for
management of trust resources is
needed. See not to Sec. 81.

Fed. Adm. - Ch.
(x ref Services)

Sec.
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Sec.

453g

450h

Chart Ciassification

Yed. Adm. - Ch. 2
(x ref Services)

Yed.Adm. - Ch. 2
%x ref Services)

450h(a) Fed. Adm. - Ch. 2
(3) (x ref Lands - Acquisition

and Consolidation)

Fed. Adm. - Ch. 2
(x ref Services)

450)(a)- Fed. Adm. - Ch. 2
(d) (x ref Services)

450](e) Fed. Adz? - Ch. 2
(x ref Fed. Adm. - Ch.5,
Services)

4503(f)- Fed. Adm. - Ch. 2
(h) (x ref Services)

450k Fed.Adm. - Ch. 2
(x ref Services)

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

x

Tark Force Comment

N7 comment

No comment

All of Sec. 450h is cross
referenced to Services except
subpart (a) (3) which pertains
to land aquisition

No comment

No comment

This perhaps should be consoli-
dated with Sec. 453 which has
identical language.

No comment

No comment

4501

C0
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Chart Classification Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

4501 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 2
(x ref Services)

450m Fed. Adm. - Ch. 2
(x ref Services)

450n (Fed. Adm. - Ch. 2
(x ref Services)

451 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 8
(x ref Services)

452 Services
(x ref Fed Adm. -

Ch. 2, 4)

453 Services
(x ref Fed. Adm. -

Ch. 2, 4)

454 Services
(x ref Fed. Adm. -

Ch. 2, 4)

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

No comment

No comnen t

No comment

No comment

x

Note that Sec. 450f makes
tribes eligible as contractors
under Secs. 452-457.

The language of this Sec.
duplicates that in Sec. 450j(e).

See notes to Sec. 452

Sec.

I.-



Sec. Chart Classification

455 Services
(x ref Fed. Adm. -
Ch. 2, 4)

456 Services
(x ref Fed. Adm. -

Ch. 2, 4)

457 Services
(m ref Fed. Adm. -

Ch. 2, 4)

458 Services
(x ref Fed. Adm. -

Ch. 2, 4)

458a Services
(x ref Fed. Adm. -

Ch. 3, 4)

458b Services
(x ref Fed. Adm. -

Ch. 3, 4)

458c Services
(x ref Fed. Adm. -

Ch. 3, 4)

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLInATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

x

x

x

x

x

Task Force Comment

See notes to Sec. 452

See notes to Sec. 452

-See notes to Sec. 452

No comment

No comment

No comment

No comment

x

x

0o
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Sec.

4 58d

458e

Chart Classification

Services
(x ref Fed. Adm. -
Ch. 3, 4)

Services
(x ref Fed. Adm. -

Ch. 3, 4)

459 Lands - Tribal

459a Lands - Tribal

459b Misc. - Ch. 5
(x ref Lands - Tribal)

459c Lands - Tribal

459d Tribal Funds - Ch. 1
(x ref Lands - Tribal)

Retain Repeal Amend

x

x

x

Consolidate Task Force Comment

No comment

No comment

x

x

x

K

x

The Task Force questions the
deletion of the Cherokees
from the reference to reserva-
tions. See Task Force special
report on Oklahoma.

No comment

No comment

No comment

Provision for deposit should
either refer to or be consoli-
dated with Secs. 161, 162a.

X
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TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION •JWALYSIS

Cl-art Classification

Tribal Funds - Ch. 2
(x ref Lands - Tribal)

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

X

Task Force Comment

The tax treatment accorded these
submarginal lands should be
compared to our recommendation
on amendments to mineral leasing
statutes.

See notes Sec. 396, 396a-g;
State Taxation back up paper.

461 Lands - General

462 Lands - Allotments

X

x

No comment

X The Task Force fully supports
tt~e indefinite extension of
trust status. However, the
Cross Reference Note and inter-
pretations of this 1934 Act by
Interior indicate this protective
provision is not applicable to
tribes which voted to reject the
Act. Acceptance of the 1934 Act
ought not have been an "all or
nothing" proposition. Indeed
in Morton v. Mancari (1974) the
Supreme Courthieidsuch votes
only applied to Secs. 16 & 17 of
the IRA (25 U.S.C. 476, 477).

The Task Force recommends
legislation clarification that
Sec. 462 applies to all trust
lands or other trust assets of all
federally recognized Indians or
Indian tribes.

Sec. 462 and 464 are a unit.
For provisions on transfer and
sale of trust assets, see notes
of Sec. 464.

Sec.

459e

0
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Sec. Chart Classification

462a Omitted as executed.

463(a) Lands- Acquisition and
Consolidation.

463(b)
(1) (2)

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

X

Repealed

X

Task Force Comnment

The Task Force questions the
"blanket* exclusion of this pro-
vision from lands withdrawn for
reclamation projects prior to
1934. A limited interest with
retention of federal easement
rights would appear desirable.
See Sec. 390 and notes thereto.

1955

463(b) Misc. - Ch. 5
(0) (4) (x ref Lands - Rights-

of-Way) (Fed. Adm. -
Ch. 8)

463a-c Misc. - Ch. 5
(x ref Lands - Reserva-
tions) (Lands - A.-quisi-
tion and Consolidation)

463d Misc. - Ch. 5
(x ref Fed Adm.
Ch. 7)

This provision, enacted in 1939,
has presumably been executed and
should be deleted from the Code.

X to comment

0.

No comment



TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Sec. Chart Classification

463e-g Misc. - Ch. 5
(x ref Lands - Acquisi-
tion and Consolidation)
(Fed. Adm. - Ch. 8)

464 Lands - General

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

X X (?)

X X

Task Force Comment

The Task Force questions the need
for this statute. Enacted in
1939, it appears almost totally
redundant to Sec. 465 enacted
in 1934 insofar as land acquisi-
tion. The structures of Sec. 464
against transfer of Indian lands
out of Indian ownership still
authorizes exchanges of "equal
value". Repeal of Secs. 463e-g
should be considered in light of
the more general provisions of
Sees. 464, 465.

This Sec. limits the alienability
of lands held in a trust status
to transfer to a tribe, another
Indian, or a tribal corporation.
It authorizes voluntary transfers
of lands of equal value for pur-
poses of land consolidation.
Outright sale of a trust allotment
to a non-Indian would appear to
be barred. This is too limiting.
In 1948 the Act found in Sec. 483
was enacted to allow outright sale
(with Secretarial approval). This
was simply a return to the system
prior to 1934. It provides for
slow but co-tinuous erosion of
the tribal landbase.

The Task Force has noted numer-
ous Secs. which should be consoli-
dated with this Section to form
a uniform land transfer provision.

0D



Sec. Chart Ciassification

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain n Rete`a I Amend ConsAIxda tc Task Force Comment

464 (continued) These Sec6. are Secs. 372, 373,
378, 379, 392, 404, 464 and 483.
Our proposal is explored more
broadly in Part V of this Report.
The proposed revision of Sec.
464 and the Secs. consolidated
here must be linked with proposals
for land acquisition in Sec. 465.

Our proposals include, among other
things, that (1) tribes be given
a first right of purchase of all
lands within reservation bouna-ries
similar to the provision in Sec.
502 only extended to fee patent
as well as trust lands, (2) step
one will require the immediate
availability of funds to purchase
property when it is offered for
sale, (3) incorporation of the
provisions for partition found
in Secs. 372, 373, 378, 379 and -
404 coupled with the tribal first
right of purchase and recognition
of eminent domain powers of tribe
to consolidate remainder, and
(4) modification of the discretion-
ary power in Sec. 465 as to whether
or not the Secretary will take
land into a trust status. This
should be mandatory. See comments
to Sec. 46S.

Even in the absence of consoli-
dation, the Task Force recommends
changes in Sec. 464 as follows:

(1) It should be made clear
that the protective provisions of
this Sec. are not limited to

0



TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Sec. Chart Classification Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

464 (continued) tribes under the IRA. See note
to Sec. 462.

(2) the provision regarding
descent of lands in accordance
with state laws should be amended
to provide tor supremacy of
tribal law on the subject. See
comments to Sec. 348 and 372.

Examples of special federal
or tribal handling of the subject
should be considered in developing
general authorizing legislation.
The Task Force notes the following
special laws: Sec. 668 (So. Ute);
Sezs. 403a, a-l, 2 (Tulalip); Sec.
607 (Yakima); Sec. 619 (Swinomish);
See also H.R. 14417, 94th Cong.,
and S. 2552, 2553, 94th Congress
(Umatilla Land bill). Of all
these, the Task Force recommends
closest examination of the Yakima
Act and the Umatilla bill.

(3) The provision authorizing
"eqwal value" exchanges should not
bar good faith "love and affection"
inter-family trarsfers or transfers
in which some intangible con-
siderations are involved. Such
trAnsactions should bear close
scrutiny and full disclosure but
not be barred outright. This
"ec:ual value" bar has some impact
on the fractionated heirship
problem.



Sec. Chart Classification

465 Lands - Acquisition
and Consolidation
(x ref Fed. Adm. - Ch. 8)

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

X X

Task Force Comment

The principle problems with this
Sec. relate to Congressionai and
Executive failure of implementa-
tion. The Executive has not
sought nor has Congress appropri-
ated the funds authorized by this
Section since the late 1940's.

See Report prepared by BIA under
Dr. Theodore Taylor at AIPRC
request on land acquisitions since
1934.

The prinary Task Force recom-
mendations on this section are:

(1) It's provisions be extended
to all tribes irregardless of the
applicability of IRA to them. See
notes to Sec. 462.

(2) An adequate fund providing
immediate access be made available
for land acquisition. See notes to
Sec. 464.

(3) The Secretary's duty to
take land into trust status at the
request of a tribe is mandatory.
Internal, hidden, unpublished
criteria such as impact on local
non-Indian tax bases or whether
an applicant is a "big shot" must
cease. The tribal governments
would be a far more reliable
determinant of tribal and indivi-
dual needs.

0
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Sec. Chatt ClassificatLon Retain R Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

465 (continued)

465a Misc. - Ch. 5 This section
as obsolete.
ation Act.

should be deleted
See Klamath Termin-

465b Misc. - Ch. 5 This section should be deleted
as obsolete. See Klamath Termin-
ation Act.

The Task Force is well aware
of the concerns of western states
regarding the impact land acqui-
sitions could have on local tax
bases. The solution lies in modi-
fication of the formula for impact
aid. The burden roz correcting
the injustices to Indians over
the years should not be borne
inequitably by small, rural
western counties. It is a national
obligation and the impact should
be absorbed through the national
tax base.

(3) The provisions of Sec.
501 (S 1, O.I.W.A.) regarding land
acquisition should be consolidated
here, subject to the notes under
that Section.

(4) The provisions of Sec. 502
providing a first right of purchase
should be modified to a tribal
first right and should be consoli-
dated here. See notes to Secs. 464
and 502.

-I

-A



Sec. Chart Classification

466 Natural Resources
Lands - Regulation of Use

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repal Amend Consolidate

x x x

Task Force Comment

The provisions of this Section
relating tJ timber regulation
are covered in the consolidation
of Secs. 196, 406, 407, 407d and
466. See notes to those sections.
See also back up paper on Timber
Management, Part VI of this Report.

The provisions regulating
grazing and land conservation
should be retained with amendment
to provide for tribal authority
to adopt and enforce their own
regulations.

467 Lands - Reservations

468 Lands - Allotments

469 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 8

x Mo comment.

x x

X (?)

This Sec. should be consolidated
with Sscs. 334, 336 and 337.
See notes to those Sections.

The Task Force believes this pro-
vision is cobclete. Monies for
organization and support of tribal
government are channeled through
t:ie Snyder Act (25 U.S.C. 13) ani
now P.L. 93-638 (25 U.S.C. 450 et.
seq.).

Ii



TITLE 25 U.S.C CONSOLIDATION

Sec. Chart Classification

470 Economic Deveiopment.
(x ref Fed. Adm. -

Ch. 8)

470a Economic Development
(x ref Fed. Adm. -

Ch 8)

471 Services

472 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 5

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

x

X

X X

X

Task Force Comment

This section is merged into
Sec. 1461 (Indian Financing Act
of 1974).

This section is merged into
Sec. 1461 (Indian Financing Act
of 1974).

Provision may be obsolete. See
Federal Administration back up
paper. This Sec. is modified
by the 1/4 blood standards in
Secs. 480, 482.

The primary problem with this
provision is the failure of
Executive implementation. See
analysis in back up pAper on
Preference in Employment and
Contracting. The Task Force
recommends retention of this
provision as is.

I.."
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Sec. Chart Classification

473 Misc. - Ch. 5, 6

473a Misc. - Ch. 6

474 Misc. - Ch. 5

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

X

X

Task Force Comment

The Task Force recommends exten-
sion of the protective provisions
of the IRA mentioned to all
federally recognized Ind'--• tribes,
including Oklahoma. We would
merge the OIWA with the IRA
provisions. See notes to appro-
priate Secs. of OIWA (25 U.S.C.
501 et. seq.).

The reference to Alaska is
redundant with 3ec. 473a. We
believe the limitations of
extension of all provisions of
the IRA to Alas-a is questionable,
but we do not feel competent to
make recommendations regarding
Alaska.

See note to Section 473.

This section still nas current
application.

475 Jurisdiction -
Court bf Claims
(x ref Tribal Funds -
Ch. 2)

No comment.



Sec. Chart Classification

475a Jurisdiction -
Court of Claims
(x ref Tribal Funds -

Ch. 2)

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain R i A-aend Consolidate Task Force Comment

No comment

1476 Not charted The provisions of this Sectiun
are discussed at length in
Part V, pg 85-91 and other
references set forth there. We
propose that the portion of this
Section authorizing optional
organization of tribal govern-
ments be merged with the
comparable provisions of the OIWA,
i.e., Sec. 503, and that these
provisions be amended to conform
to principles providing more solid
recognition of the sovereign powers
of tribes both in matters of
internal organization and the
authority inherent in that politi-
cal body, and to provide clear
guidelines regarding Secretarial
Authority and limitations in his
political dealings with the
tribes.

The provision regarding veto
power of tribes over trust assets
should be retained as is. The
Task Force recommends some modi-
fication to authorize a tribe
to override the refusal of the
Secretary to approve transactions
involving trust assets, but such
modification must be coupled with
a continuing trust ,sponsibility
to aid in the implementation of
tribal decisions and to qive full

x

P=A

X



Sec. Chart Classification

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION 4 REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consol;date Task Force Comment

advice and counsel to the tribes
both in the implementation
process and in the original
decision. Where a tribe, after
full consultation and disclosure
with the Secretary, elects to
over ride his "non-approval,"
this must constitute a waiver of
Federal liability for the conse-
quences of the decision. It
will not however waive the trust
obligation to aid in the implemen-
tation of the decision or the
trust liability for failure to
give such aid commensurate to
the trust obligation.

Finally, the provision relating
to Secretarial advisement to tribes
of appropriation estimates should
be amended to provide meaningful
tribal input into the budgetary
process. It is difficult to see
how this can be done within the
present system of federal or
Executive budgetary development.
We would recommend that tribal
budgets as well as the consoli-
dated BIA - Interior - OMB
approved budget be placed before
Congress and that tribal spokes-
ment be liberally permitted to
appear and testify with respect
to their budgetary needs.

476 (cont xnued)



Sec. Chart Classification

477 Economic Development

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYS-S

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

X

Task Force Comunent

The impact of the Indian Finance
Act of 1974 (25 U.S.C. 1451 et.
seq.) on this Section should be
evaluated to determine whether
this provision has been super-
ceded. It is also noted that as
an incident of thcir sovereignty
tribes have the inherent power
to issue corporate charters.
(See Solicitor's Opinion of Aug.
25, 1969 (M 36781) regarding
powers of the Standing Rock
Sioux Tribe.) Thus to the extent
this provision purports to
.authorize" tribes to form
corporations it is misleading
and superfluous. To the extent
it authorizes exercise of powers
free of Secretarial approval the
provision remains valid.

The Task Force recommends
that this provision be amended to
reflect: (1) that the tribes have
the inherent authority to charter
corporations, (2) that such
corporations are not identical
to the tribes themselves but are
in fact business corporations
whosc assets are separate and
apart from the tribe, and (3) that
the leasehold authority of the
tribe be amended to conform to
the recommendations contained in
Sec. 415 and 396a-g. The Task
Force also questions whether these
limitations on the corporate lease-
hold authority properly extend to
lands the corporation has taken in
fee patent status.

7'



Sec. Chart Classification

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

478 Not charted

478a Not Charted

478b Not Charted

X

X

X

This Section has generally been
held to exclude from all the
protections of the Indian Re-
organization Act tribes which
voted to reject the Act The
Morton v. Mancari decision raises
serious questions as to the
correctness of that interpretation.
The Task Force can see no reason
wh". the protective provisions of
t"'s Act should not be applicable
to all federally recognized tribes
and members of said tribes. We
recommend repeal of this Sec.
See discussion of sovereign
powers of tribes in Part V of
this Report, at pgs 87-91.

The modification of Section 476
which is discussed in Part V,
pgs 87-91 also contains proposals
for retention of some Secretarial
authority in matters pertaining to
tribal election processes.

The basic provisions of this
"general savings clause" are
incorporated in our recommendations
for codification of principles
regarding reaffirmation of Indian
treaties and agreements. See
discussion Part V, pag. 93.

X



TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Sec. Chart Classification

479 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 5
Services

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

X

Task Force Comment

Aside from the provisions of
Secs. 297, 480 and 482 this is
the only section in Title 25
which attempts to define the term
"Indian". The Task Force
proposes for consideration of the
Commission amendments to this
Section which would require that
members of federally recognized
tribes and persons who are within
the descendant class of this Sec.
must be 1/4 blood or more to
qualify for preference. It must
be stressed that our re-ommenda-
tions for amendment of this
Section go only to the question
of employment and contracting
preference -- not to service
eligibility or entitlement to
federal protection of trust
resources, etc.

An alternative proposal would
incorporate the 1/4 blood limita-
tion but extend a second class
preference to persons of less
than 1/4 blood who are members of
federally recognized tribes.
See back up paper on Preference in
Employment and Contracting in Part
VI, Ch. 2.B.3 of this Report.



TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

S$c. Chart Classification Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

479 (continued)

44
480 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 8

481 Omitted from Code

482 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 8

483 Lands - General

x

x

x

x

The Task Force would also suggest
consideration of lowering the
blood quantum requirement of
unaffiliated Indians from 1/2
blood to 1/4 blood. This was
considered in 1934 when the IRA
was enacted. The termination era
and the desire for some uniformity
would suggest reconsideration of
this issue.

See not-s to Sec. 297 regarding
eligibiiity for federal services.
See also Sec. 482

This Sec. should be consolida-
ted with Sec. 1461.

See Historical Note in Code.
No Action required.

This section should be handled
in same manner as Sec. 480.
Consolidate with Sec. 1461.

Consolidate with Sec. 464 and
other Secs. discussed in notes
to Sec. 464.

0-



TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Sec. Chart Classification

483a Lands - Allotments
Jurisdiction - Application
of Laws, State Foreclosures

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

X

Task Force Comment

This is a general provision
authorizing individual Indian
allottees to mortgage their
lands and subjecting said lands
to foreclosure in state courts
under state law.

This statute waives the usual
requirement that the U.S. be
made a party to the foreclosure
proceeding.

The statute was enacted in 1956
during the termination period.

This provision should be amen-
ded in numerous ways to conform
to later statutory provisions
regarding mortgages, foreclos-
ure, etc. See for example Sec.
487 (Yakima), 610b and c
(Swinomish), 642 (Hopi) and 670
(Southern Ute). The amended
provision should then be grouped
with the consolidated land tran-
sfer provisions under Sec. 464.

The current importance and appli-
cation of this Section should also
be evaluated in light of the loan
guarantee and insurance provisions
of the Indian Financing Act of
1974 (25 U.S.C. 1481 et. se.)
which'does not appear-to author-
ize any foreclosures by the Sec-
retary-in the event of default

ý; 1$ 3



Sec. Chart Classification

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeez Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

483a (continued) (Sec. 1491, 1496), and the 1970
amendments to the Farmer's Home
Administration authority to
provide for loans and lending
insurance for tribal acquisition
of lands ( 25 U.S.C. 488 et.
seq.) The latter statute-aoes
provide for foreclosure under
state law. See Sec. 491.

The Task Force recommends amend-
ment to Sec. 483a as follows:

(I) The provision author-
izing mortgages be retained.

(2) The provision author-
izing foreclosure under state
law in state courts be amended to
permit alternative provision by
tribes, at their option, to pro-
vide for foreclosure proceedings
in tribal court under tribal law.

(3) In the event the tribes
do not provide for foreclosure
remedies through tribal institu-
tions, that the provision waiving
the United States as a necessary
party be amended to conform to the
later legislation cited above by
requiring that the United States
be m.ude a party to any foreclosure
proceeding with an automatic
right of removal from state to
federal courts in accordance with
28 U.S.C. 1446.

(4) That in any foreclosure
proceeding, the validity of the
action be conditioned upon notice
to the tribal chairman or tribal



Sec. Chart Classification

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

483a (continued)

484-486 Misc. - Ch. 5
(x ref Lands -
Allotments, Natural
Resources)

X X

Task Force Comment

01

o

0

council of all proceedings,
including the order of fore-
closure, in order that the tribe
may exercise its first right of
purchase as provided for in the
amended Sec. 464. In order to
give substance to this tribal
right of first purchase attention
is called to the notes to Sec.
465 calling for the establishment
of a special fund for land acqui-
sition.

The Task Force is not able to rec-
ommend changes in this legislation
as it pertains to the specific
tribes named. We do note, however,
that the reference in this statute
to the nature of title conveyed by
allotments issued under Sec. 348
(the General Allotment Act of 188-
should be modified to eliminate
reference to such patents as
descriptive of the property inter-
est covered by this "exchange
assignment" legislation. The
question of property rights accom-
panying a trust patent is present-
ly at issue in U.S. v. Walton
pending in the U.S. District Court
in Washingtion State (water) and
was recently considered by the
Supreme Court in the Hollowbreast
case (subsurface mineral interest

Cb3



Sec. Chart Classification

487 Misc. - Ch. 5

488 Lands - Acquisition
and Consolidation

489 Lands - Acquisition
and Consolidation

490 Lands - Acquisition
and Consolidation

491 Lands - Acquisition
and Conso!idtion

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION A REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

'C

x

x

x

x

'C

Task Force Comment

No comment.

The reference to communities
in Alaska incorporated under the
IRA (Sec. 476) should be recon-
sidered in light of the Native
Claims Settlement Act. In
addition, incorporation under
the IRA is not a precondition to
recognition.

No comment.

No comment.

The foreclosure provision in this
statute differs from that of
Sec. 483a in that this section
pertains to tribal property
whereas Sec. 483a pertains to
individual property. The Task
Force would suggest amendatory
language similar to that in Secs.
1465, 1491 and, by reference,
Sec. 386a, to provide maximum
flexibility in the administration
of loans.



Sec. Chart Classification

492 Landb - Acquisition
and Consolidation.

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION &- REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

X

Task Force Coaent

No comment.

493-494 Open

495-496 Misc. - Ch. 5
(x ref Lands - Reservations)

497 Mis. - Ch. 6
Nx ref Services, Fed.
Adm. - Ch. 10)

No cement.

No comment.

i

498-500 Open

X501 Lands - Acquisition
and Consolidation

X The land acquisition provisions
should be merqed with Sec. 465.
See notes to that Sec. The proviso
authorizing the State of Oklahoma
to levy a gross production tax
upon oil and gas produced on land
acquired under this Section should
be repealed. This will have
little if any effect on the present
state tax base because, despite
the passage of some 40 years,
little, if any, lands with oil and
gas bearing capabilities has been
acquired under this section. See
BIA land acquisition study by
Theodore Taylor prepared by AIPRC
request. See back up paper on
State Taxation.

x

X

1

X



TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Sec. Chart Classification

502 Land - Acquisition
and Consolidation

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

X

503 Not charted X

X

X

Task Force Comment

The first right of purchase provi-
sions of this Section should be
amended to make it a tribal right,
the provisions should be extended
to fee patent land within reserva-
tion boundaries (in the case of
Oklahoma it may be necessary to
provide for tribally and Secre-
tarially agreed upon consolidation
districts of sufficient size and
quality to adequately meet the
economic and governmental needs
of the different tribes rather
than all lands within the reserva-
tion boundaries), and the provi-
sion should be consolidated with
Sec. 464.

Those portions of this Section
providing for political organi-
zation of tribes in Oklahoma should
be considered in the same light
as the similar provisions of
Sec. 16 of the IRA (Sec. 476). See
notes to Sec. 476 and Part V,
pg. 87-91 of the Final Report.

The reference in this Sec. to
"body corporate under the laws of
the State of Okalhoma" causes
some confusion in meaning as to
whether the corporate body refer-
red to is a business corporation



Sec. Chart Classification

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

503 (continued)

504-505 Economic Development

as the BIA seems to have regarded
it, or a municipal corporation
with governmental powers. The
Task Force recommendation that
Oklahoma tribes be recognized on
the same basis as tribes elsewhere
resolves this problem without the
need for resolution of this legal
argument.

The provisions controlling
the election process on tribal
organization are also covered
in Part V, pgs. 87-91.

The reference to the revolving
credit fund eligibility should be
merged with Sec. 1461.

The proviszi regarding deposit
of corporate funds is most likely
hollow legislation. Many tribes
in Oklahoma have no corporate
charter. We believe the banking
practices are probably governed
under Secs. 155 and 161, 162a.
We recommend consolidation of this
provision with those Secs.

The Task Force questions the
obsolesence of 'his provision in
view of the Indian Finance Act of
1974. The provision has received
very limited use. Check with BIA
regarding its current utility.

x (?)



Sec. C..art Classification

506 Economic Development
(x ref Fed. Adm. -

Ch. 8)

407 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 8
Lands - Acquisition
and Consolidation
Tribal Funds - Ch. 1

508 Not Charted

509 Not Charted

T,TLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate

x

x

x

x

x

Task Force Comment

Consolidate with Sec. 1461.

Provision for acquisition and
consolidation of lands is covered
in Sec. 465. The provisio for
deposit of funds derived from
mineral deposits and direction
that such funds be used for
additional land acquisition is
unique to Oklahoma. The Task
Force makes no recommendation
regarding this proviso. The
proviso requiring "fair and just"
allocation of funds to Oklahoma
Indians is unnecessary surplusage
and should either be repealed or
made generally applicable to all
federally recognized tribes. The
Task Force favors repeal.

In view of recommendations regard-
ing repeal or consolidation of
other Sections of the OIWA, this
provision should be repealed.

In view of recommendations regard-
ing repeal or consolidation of
other Sections of the OIWA, this
provision should be repealed.



Sec. Chart Classification

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

510 Not Charted

1301 Not Charted

1302 Not Charted

X

X

X

See State Taxation back up paper
and note to Sec. 501.

The provisions of this Section
are treated in Part V of this
Report, pg 87-91, See also
Part IV, pgs. 37-45.

See reference noted in Sec. 1301.
The Task Force recommends two
amendments to this statutory
"bill of rights". The first
proposal is that subpart (10)
providing for a right to trial
by jury be amended to specify
that the right guaranteed by this
subsection shall only be applicable
to offenses which if charged in a
federal court would be subject to
a Constitutional right to trial
by jury. As subsection (10)
presently reads the right to
trial by jury would theoretically
apply to almost every offense a
person might be charged with,
no matter how slight the penalty.

Tribal courts presently handle
in excess of 80,000 cases per
year. If demands for jury trials
were liberally sought, the
system would quickly break down.

It is not possible to discuss
the jurisdiction of tribal courts
in terms of misdemeanors and
felonies since these terms are



TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Sec. Chart Classification Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

1302 (continued) normally defined on the basis
of potential penalty. The
penal power of tribal courts
under subsection (7) of this
Section is limited to 6 months
and $500.00.

The Task Force supports and
advocates interpreations of
current criminal law in Indian
country in such a manner as to
recognize concurren.-y of tribal
and federal jurisdiction over
conduct regarded in federal
criminal law as felonious. See
Part V, pgs. 154-159 and Exhibit 3
referred to therein.

The proposal for amendment of
the jury trial provision in sub-
section (7) is for these reasons
couched in reference to federal
criminal law.

The second proposed amendment
is that an additional provision be
added to this Section which would
codify the interpretive standards
enunciated by the various court
decisions referred to in footnote
41 to Part IV of this Report,
pg. 74.

These cases recognize the
principle that this Section did
not "blanket in" the entire body of
federal Constitutional law and the



Sec. Chart Classification

TITLE 25 U.S.C. CONSOLIDATION & REVISION ANALYSIS

Retain Repeal Amend Consolidate Task Force Comment

1302 (continued) Act must be interpreted in a
manner consistent with the
needs and customs of tribal
institutions.

1303 Jurisdiction- Federal
Criminal

X The Task Force proposes the follow-
ing amendments to this Sec.
(1) The judicially evolving
rule requiring exhaustion of
tribal remedies, should be rigidly
enforced. Current judicial
decisions are hit and miss on this
question. This "exhaustion" re-
quirement should include all tribal
appellate remedies including
appeals to regional inter-tribal
courts of appeal should the tribes
elect to enter into sucn inter-
tribal compacts.

(2) Review should be limited to
the record of proceedings in
the tribal courts where such a
record has been maintained. At
this time many tribal courts do
not maintain a record of court
proceedings. All tribal courts
could easily be equipped with
recording devices at a nominal
expense if the Congress is
genuinely concerned about tribal
courts being courts of record.

0_"



Sec. Chart Classification
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1303 (continued) (3) The review should not turn on
procedural niceties but rather
should be premised on fundamental
fairness based on the entire
record. Contrary to most criminal
law rules, doubts should be
resolved in favor of the tribe
rather than the individual. It
must be remembered that we are
talking here of courts with limited
penal power.

(4) The Task Force recommends
reconsideration of the juris-
dictional provisions of this
Act -- or rather the lack of
jurisdictional provisions. This
Section providing for habeas
corpus review is the only juris-
dictional provision in this Act.
Yet as far back as 1973 of some
40 or 50 cases decided under this
A.:t, only 3 involved a criminal
matter. As the situation stands,
the jurisdictional reach of federal
courts and the remedial orders
which they feel free to enter is
virtually unlimited. This is in
complete contrast to all other
federal civil rights legislation
and is of dubious legality.

See discussion Part IV, pgs 37-
45. Limitations on the scope of
jurisdiction under this Act
should be defined.

In"
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1303 (continued)

1311-
1312

Not charted

1321- Jurisdiction -
1326 State Civil and

Criminal

x

(5) Congress should enact provi-
sions to make it crystal clear
that this Act was not intended
as a general waiver of sovereign
immunity of the tribes. The
holding in Loncassion v. Leekity
334 F.Supp. 370 (D.C. N.M., 1971)
authorizing a money judgment
against the tribe should be
specifically rejected by Congress.
Proposals for limitation on
judicial remedies are proposed
in Part V of this Report.

This provision should be dropped
from any future recodification.
It is a single shot item of
legislation rather than permanent
and general, In addition a pro-
posed Model Code was published in
Vol. 40, Federal Register, No. 72,
p. 16689 on April 14, 1975. By
the time any codification is
completed this provision will
have been executed.

The Task Force recommends amendment
and revision of these provisions
in conformity with the principles
of S. 2010, 94th Cong. See
Discussion Part V of this Report,
pgs. 154-163, particularly p. 162.

Sec. Chart Classification
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1327-
1330
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Open

1331 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 3

1332-
1340

x Consolidate with Secs. 81, 82a.

Open

x1341 Fed. Adm. - Ch. 1
(x ref Fed. Adm. -

Ch. 8)

This provision should be consoli-
dated with Sec. 3 requiring
compilation of statutes pertaining
to Indian affairs and distribution
to Indian agents. The Task Force
proposes the following amendments:

(1) That subsection (a)(1) be
amended to delete the language
"in force on Sept. 1, 1967" and
substitute therefore "... including
special regulations of all federal
agencies relating to the regula-
tion of Indian property or persons
or the delivery of services to
Indians..."

In April 1975 the Department of
the Interior, in compliance with
this provision published a
document entitled "Supplement to
Kappler's Indian Affairs: Laws
and Treaties -- Compiled Federal
Regulations Relating to Indians"

Ci3
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1341 (continued) This document was based on the
1973 Code of Federal Regulations
and is now considerably out of
date. It should be brought current
and maintained on an annual basis.

(2) That subsection (a)(3) be
amended to direct that the
Opinions of the Solicitor's Office,
Department of the Interior, relat-
ing to Indian affairs, including
opinions and orders prepared by
tv.e Solicitor's Office for the
signature of the Secretary, and
opinions signed by the Solicitor,
Deputy Solicitor and the Associate
Solicitor for the Division of
Indian Affairs along with tables
of authorities cited and construed
by said opinions, be compiled by
the Department of the Interior,
be maintained on a current annual
basis, and be published as a govern-
ment document at the Government
Printing Office."

The purpose of this amendment
is to reverse a decision of the
Department of the Interior regard-
ing the scope of material covered
by this provision as now written.

From 1971 to 1975 the Indian
Civil Rights Task Force in the
Solicitor's Office, Department of
the Interior, compiled all of the
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1341 (continued) material referred to in this pro-
posed amendment for the period
1835 to April, 1973 and developed
a comprehensive table of authori-
ties cited and construed to
accompany said material. In
March 1975, over the objections
of the Indian Civil Rights Task
Force and the Associate Solicitor
for the Division of Indian Affairs,
the Solicitor ruled that only
opinions k.aring the signature of
the Solicior or Deputy Solicitor
would be published. Opinions of
the Associate Solicitor comprising
fully one-ha f of the material
would not be published nor would
the table of authoritiess cited.

We believe -.his decision was
contrary to the legislative intent
of this Section. (See particu-
larly Hearings before the Sub-
committee on Constitutional Rights
of the Committee on the Judiciary,
U.S. Senate, 89th Cong., 1st Sess.,
on S. 961-968 and S.J. Res. 40 on
June 22, 23, 24 and 29, 1965, at
pages 13-14, 29-35, 87-90, and
99-100. Excerpts from this Hear-
ing are attached to this Report in
the Appendix of Exhibits along
with a letter of Sept. 11, 1975
from members of this Task Force to
the AIPRC Commissioners explaining
this issue.).

-a
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1341 (continued) The time and expense necessary
to complete this publication
would now be minimal -- the
benefit to the Indian community
in information access great.

(3) That there be added to
Sec. 1341(a) a fourth subpart
requiring that the Bureau of
Indian Affairs Manual be main-
tained on a current basis. A
first step to this process will
probably require a complete
overhaul of the Manual. See
discussion in Part VII of this
Report.

(4) That there be added to
Sec. 1341(b) an additional proviso
that the Department of the Interior
shall provide free copies of these
materials to each federally
recognized tribe, including the
thirteen regional corporations
provided for in the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act,
in order that Indian people may
have ready access to the treaties,
statutes, regulations, and
administrative rules that govern
the Federal Indian relations.

It is the intent of the Task
Force that copies of the revision
of the Handbook of Federal Indian
Law referred to in Sec. 1341 (a)(2)
also be supplied to each tribe
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1341 (continued) free of charge when it is
completed.

This provision calling for
free distribution of these
materials codifies an informal
agreement between Conqress and
the Department of the Interior
set forth in Senate Report
No. 93-252, 93rd Cong., 1st Sess.,
and House Report No. 93-931,
93rd Cong., 2d Sess., which
accompanied an amendment to
Sec. 1341(c) to provide for
appropriation of printing costs.

(5) Finally, the Task Force cc
recommends that the Superinten- OD
dent of Documents at G.P.O. be
directed to make copies of all of
these materials except the Bureau
of Indian Affairs Manual available
for public purchase. As of this
date the Superintendent of
Documents has refused to advertise
the availability of the reprint
of the first five volumes of
Kappler's, Indian Affairs, Laws
and Treaties on the grounds there
is insufficient public interest.
In the absence of advertisement
this will become a self-fulfilling
prophecy.
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September 11, 1975

TO: The Commissioners
American Indian Policy Review Commission

FROM: Peter S. Taylor and Karl Funke
Task Force on Consolidation, Revision
and Codification of Indian L..W

SJBJECT: Publication of Compiled Opinions of the Solicitor's
Office of the Department of the Interior Relating to
Indian Affairs

In February 1971 the Solicitor's Office in the Department
of the Interior organized a group known as the Indian Civil
Rights Task Force. The purpose of this Task Force was to
carry out the provisions of Titles III and VII of the 1968
Civil Rights Act (25 U.S.C. 1311, 1141). Among the functions
which this Task Force was to perform was€ to the extent
feasible, the compilation and publication of Solicitor'
opinions of the Department of the Interior relating to Indian
affairs.

The purpose of this letter is to advise you of a very
important decision made by the Department of the !nterior
which in the Judgment of the staff of the now defunct Indian
Civil Rights Task r'rce was contrary to the intent of Congress
mandated in Title VII of the 1968 Civil Rights Act (25 U.S.C.
1341) and conflicts with the thrust and purpose of the Freedom
of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552 et seq.) so recently amended
and expanded by Congress. The decision to which I refer involves
the scope and extent of material in the form of legal opinions
and memoranda emanating from the Solicitor's office which is
to be published pursuant to the requirements of the 1968 Civil
Rights Act.

Ir the course of its work, the Civil Rights Task Force
collected approximately 2,500 opinions covering the period
1885 to the present. A very comprehensive Table of Authorities
Cited and Construed was prepared to accompany publication of
this material. The collected materials bore the signatures
of Assistant Secretaries of the Interior, the Solicitor, the
Deputy Solicitor, and the Associate Solicitor for the Division
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of Indian Affairs. After compilation of this material and
after development of the Table of Authorities, the present
Solicibor countermanded the authorizations and directives
of his predecessor and decided that only opinions bearing
the signature of the Solicitor or the Deputy Solicitor would
be published. Thus opinions signed by Associate Solicitors
as well as Assistant Secretaries were excluded from publication.
Because of the complications this caused with the Table of
Authorities Cited and Construed, this table was abandoned
entirely.

The result oi this decision was that the number of
opinions to be published was cut in half. In recent years
the bulk of opinions emanating from the Solicitor's office
in Interior have been signed by Associate Solicitors. There
is simply no difference in the kind and quality of opinion
signed by the Associate Solicitor as opposed to the Solicitor.
Both have a direct impact upon policy positions of the Depart-
ment of the Interiors both have the same final effect on
tribes or people who are the subject of consideration. The
value of the compiled opinions which will not be published
are certainly as important to Indian law as are the opinions
which will be published. The value of the Authority Cited
table is readily apparent. It guides the researcher to every
opinion which cites or contrues any given statute, constitutional
provisions, both federal and tribal, and state and tribal code
provisions.

We believe the publication of this material is very
important to Indian law. We believe the legislative history
of the 1968 Civil Rights Act bears out that Congress intended
by this legislation that opinions signed by Associate Solicitors
as well as opinions signed by the Solicitor himself should be
published. We recommend that this Commission take whatever
steps it deems appropriate in order to secure publication of
this material.

We have not had sufficient opportunity to confer with
our fellow Task Force members with respect to this letter.
We therefore submit this letter in our individual names and
not as a Task Force position.

Peter S. Taylor A

K F

.4'. (/ . •,.

Karl Funke
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TITLE 25, U.S.C.

(Apparently obsolete provisions not yet repealed)
25 U.S.C. 28 (omitted)
25 U.S.C. 24 (omitted)
25 U.S.C. 25
25 U.S.C. 25a
25 U.S.C. 27 (omitted)
25 U.S.C. 82 (omitted)
25 U.S.C. 41
25 U.S.C. 41a
25 U.S.C. 58
25 U.S.C. 60
25 U.S.C. 61
25 U.S.C. 65
25 U.S.C. 66
25 U.S.C. 72
25 U.S.C. 91

(superseded)
25 U.S.C. 92

(superseded)
25 U.S.C. 101
25 U.S.C. 102

25 U.S.C. 126
25 U.S.C. 127
25 U.S.C. 128
25 U.S.C. 129
25 U.S.C. 180
25 U.S.C. 182
25 U.S.C. 184
25 U.S.C. 185
25 U.S.C. 187
25 U.S.C. 188
25 U.S.C. 189
25 U.S.C. 140
25 U.S.C. 141
25 U.S.C. 146
25 U.S.C. 147
25 U.S.C. 157
25 U.S.C. 185
25 U.S.C. 187
25 U.S.C. 192
25 U.S.C. 200

25 U.SC.. 272
25 U.S.C. 272a
25 U.S.C. 278
25 U.S.C. 276
25 U.S.C. 277
25 U.S.C. 279
25 U.S.C. 288
25 U.S.C. 284

(superseded)
25 U.S.C. 285
25 U.S.C. 298 (obsolete)
25 U.S.C. 803 (omitted)
25 U.S.C. 304a
25 U.S.C. 306
25 U.S.C. M06a
25 U.S.C. 384
25 U.S.C. 561 (omitted)
25 U.S.C. 562 (omitted)

(Prepared by Ralph Reeser, Office of Legislative Development, Bureau of
Indian Affairs)
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APPENDIX II-EXHIBITS

This Appendix contains all of the exhibits referred to in the main
body of our report. For ease of reference, we have identified these
exhibits in accordance with the part of the report in which they were
cited and discussed.

A variation of this organizational procedure occurs in connection
with the exhibits supporting the discussion of Indian employment
and contracting preference. These exhibits are arranged in Part VI
as exhibits 1, 2, 3,4. A separate index for each of these exhibits appears
at the front of each exhibit, and each document within the exhibits
has been assigned an index number.
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PART I. INTRODUCTION

PART I, EXHIBIT 1A

SMALL , BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION,
JWashington, D.C., April, ;0, 1975.Mr. MARVIN J. SO.NOSKY,

Attorney-at-Law,
Wa8hitglon, D.C.

])DAR M3. SoNosKy: This is In reply to your letter of March 24, 1975, to
Administrator Kleppe. In your letter you take exception to the February 21,
1975, ophijdon of our Denver Regional Counsel which said, in effect, that corpora.
tions chartered by Indian tribes to carry out business projects are not eligible
for SBA assistance unless such businesses are incorporated under state law.

Careful consideration has been given to your submissions, both written and
oral, and we must conclude that the position of our Denver Regional Counsel is
correct.

An apl)licant engaged in an eligible activity, and organized and operated for
profit in a manner similar to its private enterprise competitors, Is eligible to
apply for a loan even though all of Its outstanding capital stock Is held by a
nonprofit corporation or other organization which wculd not be an eligible lonln
applicant. If the private profit subsidiary will operate within the private enter-'
prise system, I.e., operate for a profit, pay corporate taxes. and produce dis-
tributable Income for its stockholders, it would be eligible. If it will operate as
an alter ego for its nonl)rofit liarent. I.e., to distribute products or services at a
minimum cost to Its customers or member stockholders rather than to earn a
profit Iby merchandising at competitive prices, then it would not be eligible.

Ini the Instant case, tile Ai~sinlbolne and Sioux Tribes of tile Fort Peck Indian
Reservation chartered th'e Fort Peck Mfg. Co. pursuant to Article X, Section 5,
of the Constitution of the "T'ribes.
, ,The Board of Directors of Fort Peck Mfg. Co. consists of five members, three

of whom must be members of tile Fort Peck Tribal Executive Boaird. There
appears to Ibe no stock iss'led by the Fort Peck Mfg. Co. However, tile Articles
of Incorporation provide that within 30 days after the close of its fiscal year
the net earnings of the company shall be transferred to tile Fori. Peck Tribal
Executive Board for deposit to the credit of the tribes.

The Articles of Incorporation provide that tile Board of Direcni;r,, at Its
initial meeting, shall elect from its own mlemlbership a President, Vlice-President,
Secretary and Treasurer who shall serve during their respective terms as M3em-
bers of the Board. It is obvious that the Fort Peck Mfg. Co. really operates as a
nonprofit alter ego of the Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes of the Fort Peck Illdiian

Reservation.
It Is our opinion that. unless a business entity is formed under and subject

to tile laws of a particular state, subject to the taxes and regulations of like
enterprises, that business entity is not operating within the competitive free
eniterprl.,r, system which is contemplated by tile Small Business Act.

As yoll have Ibeen advised, this Agency would ilave no objection If the stock oil
tile Fort Peck Mfg. Co. were owned entirely by the tribe or Individual Indians
provided that tile corporation Itself were fornied under state law.

This position does not lprecll(le assistance to Indian Industries. As you have
pointed out il your letter. SBA fias in the past contributed greatly to, and Is
committed to co(itinuie to assist small businesses operated by members of Indian
coIlmnillnlities.
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However, we must conclude that In order for the Fort Peck Mfg. Co. to be
eligible for SBA assistance it must be an independently owned and operated
corporate entity, organized under state laws for private profit. As stated above
this proposition does not preclude the stock of that corporation being held by
the tribe or members of that tribe.

We should also point out that tbis corporation must comply with our size
standard regulations, which require that we must include in our size determina.
-tion the Fort Peck Mfg. Co.'s affiliation with other business entities which may
,be owned or controlled by the tribe.

Sincerely,
H. GREGOBY AUSTIN,

General Oounsel.



Part I, ExHIBrr 1B

47 BIAM SUPPLEMENT No. 3
CREDIT AND FINANCING: FINANCING BY CUSTOMARY FnNANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

(0) Small Business Adminietration.-A Memorandum of Understanding be-
tween the Administrator of the Small Business Administration and the Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs was entered into on April 27, 1971, regarding financial
assistance available to Indians through the Small Business Administration. Pro-
visions of the memorandum are as follows:

"MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING"

Whereas It Is the desire of the Small Business Administration and the Bureau
of Indian Affairs to provide whatever assistance is possible consistent with legis-
lative authority and published rules and regulations to encourage American In-
dians, Eskimos, and other Alaskan natives to participate in the economic growth
of the Nation through ownership In business enterprises, It is agreed that:

1. The Bureau of Indian Affairs, tribes, and other Indian organizations are,
In some Instances, able to furnish equity capital either through grants or on a
loan basis which can be used as a lever to Increase the availability of direct
loans, loan guarantees, and participation loans by the Small Business Administra-
tion for the financing of Indian-owned and operated business enterprises.

2. The Small Business Administration under Its Economic Opportunity Loan
Program Is able, provided funds are not available from other sources, to furnish
financial assistance up to $25,000 (SBA share) In participation with private
financial Institutions or on a direct basis when no participation Is available.
In addition, the Small Business Administration can guaranty rentals for tile life
of a lease but in no event for a term in excess of 20 years under Its Lease Guaranty
Program. These loans and guarantees cannot be used for equity Investment
purposes.

& The Bureau of Indian Affairs will take vigorous steps to encourage tribes
and other Indian organizations with available funds to make equity capital loans
to Indian-owned businesses on a deferred payment basis. These loans will be
subject to subordination and standby agreements with the Small Business Admin-
istration.

4. The Small Business Administration Is making every effort, under OPERA-
TION BUSINESS MAINSTREAM, to provide loans and loan guarantees to
Indians, Eskimos, and other Alaskan natives for borrowed capital purposes. Pro-
ceeds of these loans may be used for business construction, expansion or con-
version; for purchase of machinery, equipment, facilities, supplies, or materials;
or for working capital.

5. Where lndvidual Indians are eligible for grants or direct loans from the
United States, the Bureau of Indian Affairs will furnish such grants or loans
for equity capital and other requirements to the extent funds are available.

6. The Bureau of Indian Affairs will take appropriate steps to determine
whether equity capital financing Is available from tribes and other Indian organi-
zations, or from the Bureau, and will advise the Small Business Administration.

7. The Small Business Administration will arrange for Its field office personnel
to visit reservations according to prearranged schedules and will so notify reser-
vation Superintendents and Tribal Councils.

& The Bureau of Indian Affairs will assist the Small Business Admlinistra-
tion In serving reservation areas Including but limited to the following:

a. Cooperating with SBA personnel in arranging scheduled visits to reser-
vations and arranging office space for their use.

b. Serving as an on-site source of Information to Tribal Councils nud In-
dividual Indians on SBA programs.
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c. Assisting Indian applicants In preparing loan applications.
d. Advising SBA personnel on ways In which security Interests In trust

property can be perfected.
e. Providing information on the nature of an applicant's title to or in-

terest In trust land. including copies of BIA records as appropriate.
f. Providing available credit Information.

9. The Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Small Business Administration shall
develop jointly details of operation procedures desiglied to carry out this agree-
ment.

10. This agreement may be amended at any time by written agreement of both
parties.

11. This agreement shall take effect upon the date of the execution thereof."



PART I, EXHIBIT 2

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

HORTON AGENCY TASK FORCE REPORT

On May 13, 1975, a Task Force was established to address the problems which
had evolved over an extended period of time at the Horton Agency and among
the tribes served by that Agency. Ultimately, the Task Force was assembled fol-
lowing an insistent request from Mr. Forrest Fee, Chairman of thi United Tribes
of Kansas and Southeast Nebraska and also Chairman of the Iow&'a Tribe, that
the Commissioner send representatives to examine closely the prel alent problems
among the tribes of that area. Persons participating on this Task Force include
Stuart Jamieson of the staff of NCAI; H. Zakoji of the Portland Area Com-
munity Development Staff; Ray Sanford and Ben Imbrock of the Solicitor's staff
in Tulsa and Anadarko, Oklahoma; Scott Keep of the Solicitor's staff. Washing-
ton; Mel Rousseau, Aberdeen Area Office Personnel Staff; and Ted Krenzke, Di-
rector, Office of Indian Services.

On the day it was established, the Washington members of the group met with
Commissioner Thompson for the purpose of receiving his charge as to their re-
sponsibilities. The Commissioner indicated his major concerns were the difficul-
ties among the tribes and directed the Task Force to meet with all parties to the
various problems in evidence. The Task Force was to make every effort to develop
a climate in which the parties might work out solutions to their own problems
through negotiation. Additionally, the group was to collect the Information pro-
vided by the various factions and report findings and recommendations to the
Commissioner.

L TIHE SUPERINTENDENCY

The Superintendent at Horton Agency has been the center of controversy for
well over a year. In June 1974 the Kickapoo Tribal Council demanded his removal
in vehement terms. In response a two member Investigating team gave Intensive
attention to a list of charges submitted by the Kickapoos and compiled a lengthy
report which in effect found no real substance to the charges. This report is a
matter of ready record which has been examined in every detail by the members
of this Task Force.

Although a Klckapoo Tribal election seemingly reduced the effort to remove
the Superintendent, pressures again surfaced early this year and were incor-
iprated with efforts to remove the four Kickapoo Tribal members elected on
October 7, 1974. On January 30 the Area Director announced he would reassign
the Superintendent to the Anadarko Area Office after meeting with those seeking
the removal. In response, a delegation of tribal leaders came to Washington and
on February 26 presented to the Commissioner a lengthy appeal and petition In
support of the Superintendent. At that time action on the matter was placed in
the hands of R. V. Butler. Acting Deputy Commissioner, who responded to the
petitioners with a letter in which lie indicated the Superintendent would not
be moved until there was an examination of the appeal. Because Mr. Butler
was shortly thereafter assigned to a special Pine Ridge Commission, action on
the appeal was left in a state of limbo.

On April 9, 1975, about sixty members of the Kickapoo and Potawatoml
Tribes occupied the Horton Agency offices. They refused to leave the premises
intil assured that the Superintendent would be removed and that the Kickapoo
Council election held on March 26 would be recognized. The Area Director and
Mr. John Perez of the Community Relations Service of the Justice Department
negotiated with the occupants, and the Area Director signed a statement acced-
Ing to these demands. The Superintendent was told he was being removed from
the office on the following day.
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Subsequently the Superintendent sent telegrams to the Central Office request-
ing confirmation of this detail to the Anadarko Area Office and later asking that
he be placed on administrative leave until the matter was addressed. Addition-
ally, numerous letters in support of the Superintendent were received from the
United Tribes of Kansas and Southeast Nebraska, individual tribal members, as
well as other interested individuals and groups. Many were transmitted from
Congressional offices. The Task Force found considerable criticism of the BIA
for not responding to this correspondence more promptly.

The Task Force found numerous supporters of the Superintendent as well as
numerous critics. It is our conclusion that, while his overall conduct as a Bureau
employee over many years has been excellent, he has now become identified so
extensively with certain factions of the affected tribes that he has become unac-
ceptable to the other segments. Because of the strong feelings of one faction
against him, It is unlikely he will ever be acceptable to them. Consequently, it is
recommended that he be permanently reassigned away from Horton as soon as
possible.

In a number of ways the Superintendent may have been unfairly treated. He
has had to withstand a large volume of personal, verbal abuse and for a long
time there has been only a half-hearted Bureau effort to work out a solution to
the problem. At this point he feels, perhaps with some Justification, that the
Area Director and the immediate past Acting Area Director have been almost
totally nonsupporting to the Agency and its staff. Thus. the Superintendent
should now be dealt with in a way which would enhance his continued effective
service as a Civil Servant, either in or out of the Bureau.

The Task Force specifically recommends the following actions:
1. The Superintendent's request for administrative leave until the end of

May, 19)75, should be responded to.
2. After June 1, 1975, he should be placed on detail to the regional Special

Assistant to the Secretary, the Muskogee Area Office, or some other suitable
location in the Department of the Interior.

3. Central Office personnel staff should be directed to give top priority to
assisting the Superintendent in being permanently placed in a suitable Federal
position either in or out of the Interior Department. Since this Is to the benefit
of both the Superintendent and the entire situation at Horton, special assistance
from the Department and Civil Service Commission would be appropriate and
should be insisted upon if necessary. There should be no delay in this action
as its continued uncertainty places major constraints on any other progress.

4. All correspondence relating to this matter should be responded to immedi-
ately, Indicating what actions are taking place. Letters should be written to all
the parties immediately concerned.

Another matter needing immediate attention is the appointment of a com-
petent, experienced Bureau administrator to serve as Acting Superintendent.
The current Acting Superintendent is doing an excellent job of holding the situa-
tion together. She does not, however, wish to have the responsibility and her
previous experience does not lend well to the broad responsibilities carried by
the Superintendent, especially in a location such as Horton with its limited sup-
port staff. Therefore, it is recommended that immediate steps be taken by the
Washington Office to appoint a person with the above described qualifications
to the acting position. Because of the Intricacies of the problems of the Pota-
watoml and Kickapoo Tribes. it would be preferable if this individual had con-
siderable experience in tribal governmental affairs and have the ability and
confidence to make fairly independent, far-reaching decisions.

The permanent position should be advertised and filled as soon as possible by
the Washington Office. Special care should be made to recruit a capable In-
dividual for the position, as well as one relatively free from personal problems
which might interfere with his effectiveness. Tt would be well to consider raising
the grade to a 09-14. Although the staff and budget are fairly small. the
problems nre enormously complex and the position requires an individual with
exceptional maturity and judgment.

In. THE AREA OFFICE AND THE AREA DTMEVCToE

There is some Indication that the relationship of the Agency and the tribes
under the Agency to the Area Office changed substantially following the retire-
mont of the former Area Director some two years ago. TTntil that time the Area
Office had a minimally direct relationship to the tribes, but worked through the
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Agency Superintendent and his staff. The Area Office primarily provided tech-
nical assistance at the request of the Agency and allegedly only once over a
three year period ruled on an appeal of a tribe from an action of the Agency.

After the Area Director retired, the Acting Area Director prompted a change
in the kinds of relationships between the Anadarko Area Director and the Horton
Agency tribes. The Acting Area Director spent a great deal of time in direct
relationships with only certain of the tribal leaders. In particular, he is alleged
to have related to an element which was opposed to the United Tribes organiza-
tion and which also was moving toward having the Superintendent removed. The
present Area Director is alleged to have continued these practices. Because of this,
certain tribal leaders and members have indicated an unwillingness to work
with the present Area Director and have verbally requested that they be re-
moved from the jurisdiction of the Anadarko Area Office and placed under the
Muskogee Area Office, or some other arrangement made.

The Task Force heard about a number of minor incidents of alleged inap-
propriate conduct on the part of the Area Director and former Acting Area
Director. The Task Force did not attempt either to prove or disprove thse allega-
tions. The truth or falsehood of the allegations is of little importance. What
is important about them is that they reflect the nature and extent to which the
Area Office and the Area Director have become the objects of intense feeling,
with the attitudes of the community polarized in directions almost exactly the
opposite to those attending the Superintendent.

Severe criticism has resulted, however, from two recent actions by the Area
Director, one of which was the takeover of the Agency Office by militant Potawat-
omies. The other was his verbal support of the Kickapoo Tribal recall election
of March 26 in the face of the Commissioner's April 18 memorandum refusing to
recognize the election.

In respect to the takeover of the Agency the criticism is wide spread from the
membership of all four tribes, Agency employees, law enforcement staff at all
levels of government, and the non-Indian community which contacted the Task
Force. Specifically, the critics complain that in dealing with the matter, the Area
Director dealt unilaterally with the militant leadership. Law enforcement per-
sonnel indicate he did not cooperate with them, and, by capitulating to militant
demands, he has established a climate in which the militants believe they may
achieve whatever they wish by such actions involving civil disobedience. Many
tribal leaders and members take the position that the Agency was established to
serve all of the tribes under the Agency and that when the Agency was taken
over, the leadership of all of the tribes should have been consulted prior to a
major action such as removing the Superintendent inasmuch as all were con-
sulted at the time he was assigned to Horton.

In the Kickapoo matter, the Area Director is accused of taking a stand on the
recall election clearly in conflict with the Commissioner's ruling and the legal
advice he has received. His critics state that this has encouraged militant ele-
ments in their actions and has prevented the establishment of a climate to work
out a solution to the present impasse.

A major factor in the relationship between the Area Director and the tribes
of the Agency is his position with regard to the United Tribes. He views the
United Tribes as a group which is self-serving and alienated from the bulk of
the Indian people, and particularly many of the Kickapoos and Potawatomles,
who are the most numerous and who are more traditional in their cultural
identification. He believes that the programs of the United Tribes fail to provide
either services or employment to such Individuals and his feelings in this respect
were strongly reinforced by statements of his supporters among the Kickapoo
and Potawatomi Tribes.

In respect to the takeover of the Horton Agency Office, the Area Director indi-
cates his sole intent was to see that the Individuals were removed from the build-
ing without damage to property, or injury or loss of life. In this he felt he was
successful and indicated that other factors were not particularly significant.

As to the Kickapoo tribal impasse, the Area Director indicated the problems
of the tribe had become critical and that it is necessary to recognize the recall
election of March 26 in order to keep the tribal government functioning. He
viewed the objections to recognition raised in the April 18 memorandum of the
Commissioner as technical in nature and not substantive. He expressed the
opinion that other solutions were not possible, including compromise.

Clearly, much emotionalism surrounds the issues at Horton and statements
made by both sides must be considered accordingly. Of primary concern, how.
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ever, is the fact that both the Agency and the Area Office have become strongly
identified with either one side or the other and that the net result has placed the
Bureau in an intolerable posture where it is extremely difficult for tile Bureau to
be of constructive help. The Agency and the Area Office has reached the point
where they are at cross purposes, and both have lost credibility with major ele-
ments of the tribes.

Every possible effort should be made to correct this situation. Actions with
regard to the Superintendency have been recommended above. As to the Area
Director and the Area Office, it is recommended that the Area Director be invited
to Washington to meet with the Commissioner and the members of the Task
Force to review the Task Force's findings. What has occurred relative to the
roles of the two respective Bureau uuits should be emphasized. Thereafter. em-
phasis should be placed on actions to be taken to restore both offices to roles in
which they will not be identified so strorgly with the respective tribal factions
and with the Bureau working in unison at all levels. An effort should be made to
utilize the Agency staff to the maximum extent possible. Moreover, a slpcial
effort should be made to make certain that the Area Office is not identified with
any one side or faction. Particular pains must be taken to relate to both sides and
special consideration given to all elected leaders. This will be a demanding task at
Horton since the population is divided on many issues. The task is -complicated
even more by the fact that the Potawatomies do not have a recognized governing
body, which gives rise to many opportunities for self-appointed spokesmen to
present their views in a vocal fashion.

Special attention should be given to dealing with the militant elements of the
tribes. It is important that their rights not be abrogated in any way. but it is
also essential that they not be allowed to override democratic processes by use
of either civil disobedience or threats of violence. It may be anticipated that their
verbal wrath will be spent on any decisions contrary to their wishes. While
threats may be only threats, past experience suggests a small number of these in-
dividuals may be c.pl)able of violations of the law on citcasion. (,rtainly. the
Area Office should keep this in mind and give a top priority to reestablishing
a climate of cooperation with law enforcement agencies.

XU1. IMPASSE OF TIHE KICKAPOO TRIBAL COUNCIL

The Constitution of the Kickapoo Tribe of Kansas provides for a seven memu-
her tribal governing body. The two year terms of the tribal council members are
staggered. On October 7. 1974, four new council members were elected an( shortly
thereafter the seven members met for the purpose of electing officers from among
themselves. On January 16, 1975, a general council meeting of the Kickapoo Tribe
was held and an effort was made to remove Jerry Cadue, Frank Wahwassuck.
Gwen Davis and Hildrith Crith. the four council members elected in October.
Since the attempted removal did not comply with the terms of tile tribal (on-
stitution, the Superintendent and Area Director held that the removal was in-
valid. On February 27 the Acting Deputy Commissioner affirmed their decisions.
In the meantime on January 30. 1975. the Area I)irector, Anadarko, travelled to
the Horton area and met with only two members of the minority faction of the
tribal council before announcing that he was reassigniing the Suiperintendent.
Horton Agency. to the Anadarko Area Office. The four newly elected members
opposed the Area Director's action.

On March 26. 1975. after having circulated a recall petition among their tribal
members. the three minority faction inemibervs of the council again attempted to
hold an election to recall the other four members and install others in their stead.
The meeting was called on extremely short notice and the petitions were never
reviewed by the council as a whole prior to the calling of the meeting. The tribal
constitution states that it is the responsibility of the tribal council to call the elec-
tion on any recall petitions. Accordingly. the Superintendent and Area Director
agaln refused to recognize the results of the recall election and on April 19 the
Commissioner again affirmed their decisions. The Area Director subserquently re-
quested that the Commissioner reconsider his decision and the request was
denied. Although the Commissioner's decision was a final decision it the exer-
else of the authority delegated to him by the Secretary, the appeal of Amos Goslin,
Chairman of the tribal council and one of the three minority faction members,
was erroneously referred to the Board of Indian Appeals, Office of Hearings and
Appeals. The Commissioner's action on Mr. (oslin's actually constituted final
departmental action and there Is no further administrative review of the Com-
missioner's action.
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A memorandum should be sent to the Director, Office of Hearings and A;,peals,
advising him that Mr. Goslin's appeal was erroneously referred to hin and
requesting that he dismiss the appeal as not b;ing properly before them. Mr.
Goslin should be advised of this request as well aa being notified as to what
action OIIA takes on it. The dismissal of the appeal will exhaust Mr. Goslin's
administrative remedies and thereby permit him to proceed directly to Federal
court without further delay if he so desires.

The seven members of the council as recognized by the Commissioner should
be invited to Washington at Bureau expense in an effort to get them to meet
together at a neutral place. The Task Force was able to obtain a copy of the
recall petitions and delivered it to the four subject members for their review.
Since the four members who are the subject of the recall petitions have now
had two weeks in which to review the petitions, they should be prepared to pass
on the validity of the petitions and, if valid, establish a time, date and place
for tribal meeting and recall election. Written election procedures should also
be adopted by the council to prevent any further challenges to the validity of the
recall elections. For this to work, both sides must compromise some of their
existing attitudes. Failure of such an effort will Blmoost certainly result in costly
and lengthy legal proceedings and a paralysis of tribal government activities.

IV. ABSENCE OF TRIBAL GOVERNMENT FOR THE PRAIRIE BAND OF POTAWATOMI INDIANS

On October 4, 1972, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs announced to the
Prairie Band of Potawatomi Indians that he was withdrawing his recognition
of the band's governing body a(nd his approval of the band's constitution. The
Commissioner took this extreme action because the band's seven member govern-
ing body had been badly divided for a number of months with each faction
refusing to meet with the other. The three member faction had also attenlpted
to remove the majority faction from office without complying with the terms
of the Band's Constitution. The provisions of the constitution did not provide a
way for the tribal members to resolve the deadlock among themselves as a
practical matter.

At the same time that the Commissioner announced his actions with regard
to the governing body and the band's constitution, he also announced that there
would be a tribal meeting to elect a committee to draft a new constitution. It
was originally anticipated that the drafting committee would be able to complete
its work quickly and that the band would have a better governing document
and a new governing body elected pursuant to it within a very short time.

Before the election for the drafting committee could be held, members of tlhe
minority faction tiled suit in the cae of Bat1exe v. Bri c'. Civil No. KC-36t4,
United States District Court, District of Kansas. After one attempt in Septeimber,
1973, to have the election of a drafting committee conducted by an Impartial
third larty, the National Center for Dispute Settlement of the American
Arbitration Association, the election was held in abeyance pending a resolution
of the lawsuit. The District Court finally ruled on the case on I)eceniber "30, 1974.
and dismissed the complaint for lack of subject matter jurisdiction. Although
the case is now on appeal, the band did go ahead and elect a drafting committee
oil January 8. 1975. There were ten cand(ldates for the five Imsitions oil the coni-
mittee and 625 ont of 1,440 eligible voters cast their ballots by wail iii the
election. lii the nine previous tribal elections, all of which were con(lucted at
tribal meetings, an average of only [copy illegible) voted. Previously, the largest
voter participation had been 17f-.

The drafting committee does have a draft, or drafts, (of a prilliosed constltt-
tion. It is apparent front our nmeetinigs with the nienil'rs (Of the lbalid and flie
drafting committee, ii lparticular, that there are a great nmany members of tihe
band who remain concerned about and distrustful of the Indian Reorganization
Act (48 Stat. 948). It has been suggested that the groul) should organize and
adopt a constitution plrtslant to Section 16 of this act (25 l.S.C. 476). They
have requested a list, of the pros and cons of organizing under this act. They
would also like to examine the original ballots nln( other documents which estillb-
lishi that the P'rairie Band (1id1 il fact vote not to reject the Indlianl Iteorganiza-
tion Act and therefore (-onto within Its provisions.

The other major problem facing the band is the question of its representation
oil the Inter-tribal Council of the I'nited T'ribes (if Kansas and Southeast Nebras-
ka. The constitution of the United Tribes calls for the governing bodies of each
of the member tribes to represent their respective triblas oh the Inter-tribal
Council. Thus, tile Prairie Band, its originally organized, was entitled to seven
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members on the council but these seven member., had only one vote. In October
1972 when the Commissioner withdrew his recognition of the band's governing
body, he appointed Joe Nioce to continue to represent the band on the council.
Some members of the band are now questioning the right of Joe Nioce to rep-
resent the band on the Inter-tribal Council.

In addition to the major problems of the governing document and representa-
tion on the Inter-tribal Council, there is a need to clarify the status of what
authority, if any, James Wahwassuck has to represent the Prairie Band. On
April 4, the Area Director accepted an invitation from Mr. Wahwassuck to meet
with members of the Prairie Band at St. Mary's Indian Center on April 24. On
April 8, Mr. Wahwassuck acting as a "tribal representative" requested that Sen-
ator Pearson send a representative to the meeting. When the Horton Agency
building was occupied on April 9, the Area Director entered into a written agree-
ment with members of the Kickapoo Tribe and the Prairie Band. Mr. Wahwas-
.stuck signed the agreement as the "representative of the Potawatomle Tribe".
Mr. Wahwas.suck does not have any authority to represent the Prairie Band.
We have no information, however, as to what authority, if any, he might have
to speak for Individual members of the tribe.

It Is recommended that the Commissioner make available to the Prairie Band
of Potawatomi Indians whatever financial and technical assistance is necessary
to enable the committee to complete its work on a proposed constitutional draft
at the earliest possible date. Assistance to the committee should be given an ab-
solute top priority. The search for documents which the committee has requested
should h~e completed as soon as possible.

Mr. Nioce should be allowed to continue to represent the band on the Inter-
tribal Council of the United Tribes. In the event that 31r. Nioce determines that
lie needs to know the consensus of the band on an issue before the Inter-tribal
Council, the Commissioner should make the necessary financial and technical
avistance available to him to either conduct a meeting or a mail-out survey of
tribal members. In his memorandum to the band of October 4. 197', in which
he withdrew his recognition of the hand's governing body. the Commissioner
indicated that such a consensus of the band could be obtained if it became
neeessary.

The Area Director. Anadarko, the Superintendent. Horton Agency, and their
staffs should be advised that Mr. Wahwassuck does not represent. the Prairie
B•nd and that they are not authorized to treat him as a tribal representative.

It bears repeating that the very highest priority should le given to existing
Prairie Band of Potawatomi Indians In reestablishing a tribal government that
is representative of its membership and recognized by the Interior Department.

V. TIHE UNITED TRIBES OF KANSAS AND SOUTHEASTERN NEBRASKA

The United Tribes is a non-profit organization incorporated under the laws of
the State of Kansas in the summer of 1972. The United Trilbes was originally
organized by all four of the tribes served by the Horton Agency, the lowas, the
"ac and Fox, the Kickapoos and the Prairie Band of Potawatomi Indians. The
('..sntial purpose of the organization is to provide a common entity capable of
contracting with the various Federal agencies to operate social service programs.
The Kickapoo Tribe has since withdrawn from the organization, preferring to
establish and operate their own programs.

Thi. withdrawal Is a major factor in the split between tile factions of tfie
Kiekapoo tribal council with the minority of the three members wanting to con-
tinei, their Independence and the majority of four wanting to rejoin the United
Trihe4 which employs two of them.

In recent weeks some Individual members of the Prairie Band have stated that
they want the Band to withdraw from the United Tribes also.

Each of the member tribes is entitled to seven representatives on the United
Tribes council and a single vote. For the Iowas and the Sac and Fox, the repre-
s(,ntatives are the five tribal councilmen plus two additional members. The
Prair•ie Band was entitled to have the seven tribal councilmen under its formerly
approved constitution represent the band on the council. When approval of the
constitution and recognition of the councilmen was withdrawn by the Commis-
sioner in October 1972, the Cormmissioner simply appointed one of the councilmen
to continue to represent the band on the United Tribes council on an interim
hasis. Thus, while the I'rairie Band is entitled to have seven representatives on
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the United Tribes council, they have in fact only one. The Band Is not, however,
necessarily prejudiced by this since each member tribe is entitled to only one
vote regardless of the number of representatives. Yet, the interim representation
for the Prairie Band and the fact the lowas and the Sac and Fox, whose combined
membership is vastly less than that of the Prairie Band, each have equalvoting
rights with the Prairie Band (and previously the Kickapoos) aggravates the con-
troversy over the role the organization should play in serving the tribes.

The concept of the United Tribes is to provide better welfare and social services
to all Indian people in the Horton Agency area. In order to do so they must rely
on the populations of at least tile Prairie Band for justification since prograiii
eligibility and justification are based on the number of Indian people served.
Because the lowas and the Sac and Fox are very small, it is possible that tlhy
might not lie able to meet ninilinum service population requirements or at least
their range of available services would be severely limited if they were forced to
seek program funding independently.

The United Tribes has developed almost a million dollar ($971,567) program
budget for fiscal year 19175. Through these program contracts with various Federal
and state agencies, national Indian organizations and religious groups, the United
Tribes are providing employment or training for approximately 240 people in the
Horton, Kansas area. The majority of these employees are members of tile
Kickapoo and Potawatomi Tribes. A complete statistical breakdown of the pro-
grams is attached.

The present status and future role of the United Tribes are essentially intra-
and inter-tribal political questions. Whether the United Tribes should continue
as It is, continue in some new form or be abandoned are questions for the leaders
of the various tribes and their members to decide. The Bureau should not become
involved in the controversy except to assist in resolving the disputes as to who
constitutes the duly installed representatives for each tribe. Thus, as already
recommended, the establishment of a new tribal governing document and new
tribal governing body for the Prairie Band and the resolution of tihe impasse
among the Kickapoo tribal councilmen should be given the highest possible
priority.

In the meantime the individual members of the Prairie Band of Potawatomi
Indians have been receiving substantial benefits through the United Tribes in tile
absence of a tribal government of their own which otherwise. carry out such ac-
tivities. The Bureau should continue to recognize Mr. Joe Nioce as the repre-
sentative of the Prairie Band on tihe United Tribes' Inter-tribal Council and take
no action which would in any way lead one to question the validity of the existing
participation of the Prairie Band in the United Tribes organization or when is or
until a majority of the band indicates that it is not their desire to so participate.

VT. CONCLUSION

In the past few years serious internal differences have developed within tile
leadership and members of the two largest tribes served by the llorton Agency.
the Kickapoo Tribe and the Prairie Band of Potawatomi Indians. Difference"
have also developed between the leadership of the four tribes as to what role. if
any, the United Tribes organization should have. In trying to resolve these (it-
ferences both the Superintendent and the Area Director and Area Office have
become intensely and inextricably identified with opposing factions. The sur-
rounding community is also rapidly becoming polarized to the detriment of all.
The causes of the current difficulties are essentially internal tribal matters: how-
ever, the identification of the Agency and Area Offices with opposing factions of
the tribes has aggravated these Internal difficulties. The actions we have recom-
mended above are intended to cure to the greatest extent possible the identifica-
tion of both the Agency and Area Offices with tribal factions.

The differences among the tribal leaders and members have fostered a paralyz-
ing suspicion among them. As a first step toward helping to relieve that suspicion,
it is further recommended that audits be made of the KIckapoo tribal funds and
of the various tribal and Inter-tribal progr anms.

Although tile Task Force found no conclusive evidence of any mnisappropria-
tions of funds, the susplclonsq were widespread. Tile recommended audits which
are outside the technical capabilities of the Task Feoie would greatly assist in
dispelling these suspicions.

THEODoRoE KRENZKF,
Chairman, Horton Agcnrt Ta.Rk Force.
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CHRONOLOGY OF ACTIVITIES OF HORTON TASK FORCE

Date/time Place Met with

May 14, 1975:
8 a.g .............. Oklahoma City, Okla., Holiday Inn ........... Mr. Charles James, Anadarko area director.
7 p.m ............. Horton Agency Office ....................... Mr. Forrest Fee, chairman, United Tribes of

Kansas and Southeast Nebraska and chair-
man, Iowa Tribe. Mr. Ed Dunn, United
Tribes attorney. Board of Directors, United
Tribes.

10 p.m ............ do ................................. Sac and Fox Tribal Council.
11 p.m ............ do ................................... Iowa Tnial Council, Forrest Fee, chairman.

May 15, 1975:
8:30 a.m .............. do.. .................. Mr. Jack Carson, superintendent Horton

Agency.
10 a.m .................. do........................ Majority faction and supporters of the Kicks.poo ITribal Council.

1 p.m ............ do .................................. Mr. Forrest Keener and Mr. James Gordon,
officials of the Horton Bank.

2 p.m ............do....................... Mr. Jim McCubbin, Kansas Bureau of Investi-
gation. Mr. Richard Drietzler, Chief of Police.

3 p.m ................... do ....................... Horton Agency staff.
4:30 p.m ........... United Tribes Building .................... Employees of United Tribes and members of

the Kickapo3 and Potawatomi Tribes.
7:30 p.m........ Kickapo3 Community Hall ................. Mr. Amos Gosland, chairman Kickapoo Tribal

Council. Minority faction of Kickapoo Tribal
CouncI and supporters. Some members of
the Potawatomi Tribe.

May 16, 1975:
9 a.m .............. Horton Agency Office ....................... Potawatomi Constitution Committee, John

Harrison, chairman.
10:30 a.m ............... do....................... Members of the Horton Chamb~r of Commerce

and concerned citizens.
3 p.m .............. Task Force left Horton, Kans ................



PART I, EXIIIBrr 3

DEPARTMENT OF HEATH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
December 17,1974.

31EMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT

PROVISION OF MEDICAL SERVICES TO INDIANS AND OTHER NATIVE AMERICANS

I. Policy
Indians and other Native Americans are entitled under the Fifth and Four-

teenth Amendments to the Constitution of the United States, and Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. 2000-d ct scq., to equal access to State, local,
and Federal programs to which other citizens are entitled.

The United States Indian Health Service is a residual rather than primary
health service resource.

Pursuant to Title XIX of the Social Security Act, 42 U.S.C. 1396 et seq., the
Snyder Act, 25 U.S.C. 1.3, and Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C.
2000-d et seq., Departmental policy related to health care for Indians and other
Native Americans Is:

1. Indians and other Native Americans shall have the same rights to receipt of
medical services under a state plan approved under any of the public assistance
Titles of the Social Security Act, including Title XIX, Medicaid, as do all other
eligible individuals.

2. In the case of a person who qualifies as an Indian or other Native American,
eligible for services of the Indian Health Service/Public Health Service of the
I)epartment of Health, Education, and Welfare, this agency may assure residual
respmnsibility for medical care and services that are enconpassed by the appro-
priate state plan. The eligibility of an Indian or other Native American under
the State's medical assistance or other public assistance program will not be
affected by the use of or eligibility for services provided by Indian Health Service
facilities or contractors.

3. Under the provisions of its approved medical assistance plan or other public
assistance plans, the state agency is responsible for meet ing the cost of the services
provided therein for all individuals, regardless of race, who apply and are found
eligible.

4. Eligible Indians or other Native Americans, whether or nof enrolled members
of a State or federally recognized reservation, colony, native village, or rancheria,
or similar grouping, are entitled to all services for which other eligible persons
are entitled.

5. Services available from the Indian Ilealth Service cannot be considered as an
alternative resource which would preclude eligibility of Indians or other Native
Americans for services available to the general population.

6. No recipient of Federal financial assistance may, therefore, refuse to certify
as eligible or fall to provide health services to Indians or other Native Americans
on the ground that Indian Health Service services are available. Such refusals
are a violation of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1164. They exclude persons
from the provision of such services purely on grounds of race or national origin.

7. It is recognized that the Indian Health Service may he the only provider
feasibly available and accessible to some groups of Indians and Alaska Natives;
however, this does not relieve the States from the obligation to immake services
available to eligible Indians and Alaska Natives which they make available
to other eligible members of their general populations.

if. impleinci tea lion
A. The Office for Civil Rights, Department of Ht.alth, Education, and Welfare

(O(II) shall:
1. Rlequiire state and loeal agencies receiving Federal financial assistance who

are responsible for the administration, In whole or it part, of any third-party pay-
(169)
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ment schemes for the provision of medical services, whether or not such third-
party payments are federally assisted, to provide information relating to such
programs as may be specified by the Director, Office for Civil Rights, pursuant
to his authority under 45 CFR 80.6.

2. Require medical services providers receiving Federal financial assistance to
provide Information relating to the acceptance of or refusal to treat Indian or
other Native American patients, and the source of any third-party payments for
treatment received for the benefit of Indians, or other Native Americans, as such
Information may be specified by the Director, Office for Civil Rights, or other
responsible Department official, pursuant to 45 CFR 80.6.

3. RequIre, !n the event that tOe Indian Health Service informs the Office for
Civil Rights that treatment has been refused by a health care provider or elivi-
bility for third-party payDients for medical services denied by a state or local
age,!cy to an apparently eligible Indian or other Native American, that such
health care providers or state and local agencies thereafter report in writing
to the Regional Director of the Office for Civil Rights in the DIIEW Region in
which they are located any refusal of certification of eligibility for any third-
party payment benefits or any refusal of service to an Indian or other Native
American, together with the identity of the person to whom service was refused.
and the reason or reasons for the refusal. Upon request, such providers and
State and local agencies shall also produce documentation establishing the
factual basis for the refusal, and records and supporting documents, if not
already developed or retained presently, shall be developed and maintained
for the purpose of providing such information.

4. Require thac State and local agencies responsible for administration of
medical services programs adequately publicize the availability of services to
Indian or other Native American communities where past practices may have
created an impression that such services were, in fact, not available.

5. Commence activities leading to formal enforcement proceedings resulting
in termination of Federal financial aRsistance, or use other means authorized by
law to obtain compliance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1904, 42 U.S.C.
2000d-1 et. seq. where there has been failure to provide information as required
in paragraphs one through three above, or where there has been refusal of service
or eligibility for third-party payment benefits on the ground that an individual Is
eligible for IHS services.

B. The Indian Health Service, within th.e limits of its authorities, resources,
and program scope, shall:

1. Although not an indigency program, work with the Burean of Indian Affairs,
Social and Rehabilitation Service. Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare, other Government agenied, trilbal governments, and voluntary agencies to
ascertain the number and identity of Indians and other Native Americans who
may be eligible for programs and services administered by other Federal agen-
cdes and by state, local, and private entities receiving Federal financial assistance.

2. Infonn the Office for Civil Rizltts of the number, general location. and iden-
tity of such individuals identified as result of action taken pursuant to para-
graph one, above.

3. Inform the Indian and other Native Anifarican people it serves, through
tribal governments. notional, area, and local Indian health boards., and other
Indian health-oriented or health-interested organizations, groups activities, and
events, about Federnl, State, and local health services and health services pay-
ment programs for which Indians. as members of the general population, are
eligible to participate oil the same basis as others who qualify.

4. Provide the Office for Civil Rights Regional Offices. on a quarterly baslk,
with a listing of all In(ltans or other Native Americans who have been referred
to IlTS hospitals by other health care providers, although eligible for services
or third-party payment benefits at the referring facility.

5. Require that all contractors conform to requlrements of their contracts with
the Indian Health Service which shall require that vendors seek third-party
reimbursement for servlces rendered to Indian people within the funded scope
of the Indian Health Service program who are eligible to receive services under
sulh third-party reiiblrsenont mechanisms. Where, such vendors refuse to uti-
lize third-party payment nwe.hannims. the Indian lh'Mlth Service shall notify
the Office for Civil Rights, MIIEW and any other Federal, State or local agency
or private third party of such refusal.
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C. The Social and Rehabilitation Service (SRS) shall, within the limits of its
authorities, resources and program scope:

1. Assure that no State plan or practices shall permit a State or local agency
to refuse to certify eligibility or fall to provide services on the ground that
Indian Health Service services are available.

2. Inform State agencies administering the Medicaid program that medical
services must be made available to eligible Indians and other eligible Native
Americans in the saime manner as to all other Medicaid recipients, and that ap-
plication procedures as specified in 45 CLIt 206.10 must be adhered to in a man-
ner assuring equal treatment in the application and eligibility determination
process to all applicants.

3. At the request of State Medicaid ngencieg, provide technical assistance to
State Medicaid program officials so that the State may develop procedures it
deems appropriate by which the eligibility of Indians and other Native Ameri-
cans may be established prior to the time need for services or third-party reim-
bursement of medical costs may arise.

D. Nothing contained herein shall be construed as abrogating or limiting the
rights of Indians presently established under any treaty, statute, or regulation.

lmEny A. JoHNsoN, M.D.,
Assistant Surgeon General, Indian Health Servite.

JAMES S. I)WGoHT, Jr.,
Administrator, Social and Rehabilitation Service.

PETER H. HOLMES,
Director, Office for Civil Rights.

78-110--77-12



PART I, EXHIBIT 4

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TIHE INTERIOR,
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,

LAW ENFORCEMENT SERVICES,
March 28, 1975.

Hon. JONATHAN ROSE,
Asstoqatc Deput y Attorney General,
.Departrncnt of Justice, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. ROSE: Enclosed for your attention and review is a position paper
that we have compiled on the Issue of duplication of services between the Bureau
of Indian Affairs criminal investigators and Agents of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation.

We are forwarding this document as per your request during our meeting
during the nmon It of I)eceinber 1974.

After you and your staff have had an opportunity to review this paper, we
would appreciate an opportunity to meet and discuss this matter.

Thank you for your cooperation and assistance in these matters.
Sincerely yours,

MORRIS THOMPSON.
Conimissioncr of Indian Affairs.

Enclosure.

U.S. DEPARTMENT Or TIlE INTERIOR,
BURFAT OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,

Washlington, D.C., March 5, 1975.

Memorandum to : Commissioner, Bureau of Indian Affairs.
From: Director, Off11e of Indian Affairs.
Subject: Duplication of Services-Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Federal

Bureau of Investigation.
A major l)roblhm exists in the delivery of services to Indian communities in

time area of investigating Federal law violations. In addition to the problem of
declinations by the U.S. attorneys, tiere are the issues involving delays in re-
(elving their prosecutive opinions, lengthy delays tit their actual prosecution,
and the dup!ication of investigative efforts between the FBI and the Bureau
of Indian Affairs.

This problem is two-fold:
(1) Since FBI agents are not residents nor stationed on reservations, they

are required to travel to the reservations when requested to investigate viola-
tions of the Federal law. Their response tlle may vary from three hours to four
days. This delay does great disservice to the community, inasmuch as Indian
commnnimlties do )not receive the same instant response from the FBI as other
comllimu11nitd 1is in the United States.

(2) The fact that the FBI Agent does not live on the reservation makes it
difficult for hlim to obtain, not only all tile facts related to the incident itself,
hut aill the other facts which should b(e known to the United States Attorney.
This fitet, coupled with a lack of knowledge of reservation customs, inores, and
community standards, makes it difficult for the FBI to obtain all the information
necessary to present to the appropriate agency-this may, in part, account for
the large number of de.linutiolls.

In addition to liea above, the itpresent system is a waste of time for both agen-
cles-o-ne agency (co(ld aeconiplish the siaine objective.

We have met with tho, I)eputy Attorney general , U.S. Department of Justice,
and (Ilsclussed these Issues. lie requested that we provide hint with a paper ot
the subject. The accompanying doctumnent, if it meets with your approval, will

(172)
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be forwarded to his office. Also, a copy is being forwarded to the Office of the
Solicitor for his review and comment.

At your earliest convenience, we would appreciate discussing this matter with
you.

THEODORE C. KRENZKE.
Enclosure.

I. BACKGROUND

Prior to Congress authorizing tile establishment of a Indian liquor suppression
force in 1906, Indian agents and tile Indian police were primarily responsible for
the enforcement of Federal laws and investigation of crimes in Indian country.
After establishment of the liquor suppression force which had arrest powers tile
same as Indian agents, they began enforcing Federal laws In Indian country and
investigating crimes other than liquor law violations.

Action was first initiated, beginning in 1935, to assign liquor suppression
agents, known as special officers, to Indian reservations to assume, in addition to
their Federal criminal investigative duties, the duty of chiefs of reservation
Indian police. Later, the special officers' responsibilities were further expanded
to include responsibility for tile overall Bureau and tribal operation and mnainte-
nance of criminal justice programs within assigned reservations under tile gen-
eral supervision of Indian agency (reservation) superintendents.

In the early forties, due to reductions in funding and personnel positions for
Indian programs, the number of available special officers was reduced. In tihe late
forties and early fifties, further reductions were made and this situation re-
mained fairly static until 1960.

Starting in the 1930's the tribes had begun to assist in the maintenance of law
and order by paying some of the Bureau law and orde.Lpersonnel. By the 1940's,
in order to maintain a semblance of law and order in Indian country, tile tribes
attempted to take up more of tile slack by paying the salaries of additional
Bureau spefclal officers, policemen and Judges. Later during the 1950's and con-
tinuing to present, most tribes began employing their own tribal polocef and
judges as well as other categories of criminal Justice personnel. Even though
they could ill afford such funding, the tribes recognized the urgent need to main-
fain at least a minimum of law and order services if any type of community
stability and Indian cohesiveness was to survive. These persons were employed
by the tribes to enforce Code of Federal Regulation Rules and tribal codes, and
to administer justice.

Tribes under Federal supervision whose reservations had not been made sub-
ject to state law by Public Law 280 of 1953, or other prior Congressional legisla-
tion, remained firm in their position that where, through Congressional e(nact-
ments, the United States had assumed Jurisdiction relating to crimes in Indian
country, the enforcement, investigative and prosecutive responsibility laid direct-
ly with the United States Government, through the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs had and did continue to recognize this responsi-
bility. However, due to the reduction in special officer manpower during the
1910's and continuing to 1960, the Bureau of Indian Affairs was not able to
totally provide these Federal services without sltplort. It was during this time
that the Federal Bureau of Investigation lent assistance to Bureau special offi-
cers lit meeting this responsibility. Initially, tile assistance was limited to time
more serious offenses. InveRtigative assistance was provided upon request of tile
responsible special officer, usually after at least a preliminary investigation to
determine that a crime had Ili fact been comnmitted. Where no special officer was
assigned, the request was originated by time Indian Agency superintendent. Slow-
ly. over the years. the precedent for reporting alleged violations of most Federal
laws in Indian country to the Federal Bureau of Investigation was established.
IDue f- their operating policies, on offenses accepted by tenin for investigation.
tile FBI took tipe part of the primary investigative agency and made prose('utive
presentation of the cases to the appropriate United States Attorneys. even thoeigh
special officers, where available. provided the bulk of the Investigamtive effort.

'.S. Attorneys, over a period of time. came to rely solely on Federal Bureau of
Investigation case reports and prose(.ntive pres,,ntations. Burenwi of Imndinn Af-
fairs case reports. where available. became supportive to the FBI Inve.tigation.
Prosecilive presentations by special officers to I'.S. Attornvs were rare.

By 1953 and Rnbsequienit thereto, apparently because of tile FBI leslders.•I•,. mo0t
I'.S. Attorneys, and U.S. District Court Judges, recognized tfle FBI as giving
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primary investigative jurisdiction for Federal law violations committed in Indian
country, notwithstanding the wording of Congressional appropriation acts since
FY-1939 and Opinion M. 29069 dated August 1, 1938, issued by the Solicitor, U.S.
Department of the Interior. This Opinion, in effect, stated that there may bie
included In the prescribed duties of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Chief Special
Officer, Special Officers and Deputy Special Officers, the duty of enforcing gen-
erally the laws of the United States for the purpose of maintaining law and order
on Indian reservations.

II. CURRENT SITUATION

The Bureau of Indian Affairs curently has a staff of approximately 279 Special
and Deputy Special Officers involved in providing law enforcement services in
Indian country. Tie vast majority of these Officers are assigned to 8 BIA Area
Offices and 48 Indian Agencies situated strategically within or near 122 Indian
reservations with an estimated Indian population of 332,000. These reservation,;
range, in population, from less than 100 to more than 100.000 and, In size, from
about +1 to more than 100,000 square miles. The combined land area of these
reservations is approximately 3,6,000 square miles. The Officers supervise and
manage law enforcement services, including the prompt investigation and re-
porting violations of Federal laws. (See Attachment 1-Special Officer Profile)

While persons accused of minor crimes are promptly brought to justice in
Indian courts, those who are accused of serious (Federal) crimes frequently re-
main at liberty pending completion of second investigations by the FBI. Many are
then tried on charges that have been drastically reduced to permit the case to
be disposed of In Indian courts rather than Federal court.

In 1973. about 8,200 alleged Federal law violations were reported and Initially
Investigated by Bureau of Indian Affairs Officers. Approximately 7,300 were
determined to be offenses within Federt,l Investigative jurisdiction. Only slightly
more than 1,600 of these offenses were presented to the U.S. Attorneys who au-
thorized prosecution In less than 1,000 cases. In the majority of the cases
presented, it was the Bureau of Indian Affairs Officers who first obtained and
secured evidence, contacted and interviewed witnesses, identified subjects and
attempted or recovered any property involved.

Comments of the National American Indian Court Judges Association In a
recent report underscore the gravity with which Indian leaders view this
problem :

"Failure to prosecute In such cases could be interpreted as approving of anti-
social behavior and, in effect, as licensing such activity. It fosters, in addition,
to communal anger when residents see an individual set free without having been
punished for his crime. Reservation residents, as so many other citizens, do not
understand the intricacies of the Federal system. Declination particularly on a
technicality is painful to community members, especially if the offense was a
violent crime or a crime against the community itself.

The chagrin of a community member is only heightened If he should be
arrested for a relatively minor offense (such as unlawful possession of liquor.
curfew violation, disorderly conduct, or traffic violation) and convicted in tribal
court. This anger and frustration often leads to dissatisfaction with the entire
law and order system. Many Indians now feel that the authorities In the criminal
Justice system do not care about crimes committed on the reservation."

The source of many of these problems i.q the cumbersome -machinery which ha.n
developed over the years for the prosecution of major crimes Involving Indians
on reservations.

Although the BIA maintains trained criminal-Investigators on most reserva-
tions, most U.S. Attorneys will not accept the findings of the RIA investigator
as the basis for prosecution. An FBI agent who Is frequently stationed in a
distant city must be called to conduct a second investigation.

If the FBI agent believes the facts warrant prosecution, the P.S. Attorney
Is called for permission to proceed. The U.S. Attorney may give authorization
over the telephone or request a written report. A decision to proceed will usually
be delayed three days if a written report is required.

During this period, the suspect remains at large. Lesser tribal charges could
he filed immediately, but this is not usually done because It might Influence the
U.S. Attorney to decline prosecution on the grounds the matter Is being handled
at the tribal level.

Clearly, the decision of the U.S. Attorney depends heavily on the manner In
which the findings of the investigations are presented by the investigator. The
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result Is that the investigator's own judgment on the seriousness of the alleged
crime is often the crucial factor in the decision whether to prosecute.

A legitimate element In such a judgment is the community attitude toward
the alleged criminal activity. Most FBI agents do not live in the Indian com-
munity and their work takes them there infrequently. Although they are skilled
investigators, FBI agents do not know community attitudes concerning the
events they investigate.

In most instances, U.S. Attorneys now make their decisions on whether to
prosecute, solely on the basis of the FBI agents' prosecutive presentations. Sel-
dom are cases presented to the U.S. Attorney as a joint-coordinated investiga-
tion between the FBI and BIA investigators.

Many cases are declined by U.S. Attorneys for lack of sufficient evidence or
other resasons. However, In some instances, Bureau Special Officers complain
that results of their investigation were not made known to the U.S. Attorney
before his decision was made.

No Federal Bureau of Investigation agents live on Indian reservations. Neither
do they maintain regular offices In Indian country so that they are eadily ac-
cessible to Indian law enforcement personnel and the people. A number of FBI
agents reside, and their offices are located, over 100 miles away from the Indian
reservations they now serve. Most Indian agencies aad reservations have Bu-
reau Special Officers assigned who live on or near the reservations which gen-
erally makes for better rapport and understanding with tribal officials, Indian
police, the general public and the Indian community they serve. (See Attach-
ment No. 2-Comparative Analysis of Locale.)

The FBI frequently cannot, due to their locations and other investigative
duties, respond to reported Federal crimes as quickly as special officers. It is not
unusual, even after a serious Federal Indian crime has been committed, verified
and reported to the nearest FBI field office, that an agent is on the scene twenty-
four hours later to assume investigation responsibility.

There Is also a duplication of effort in nearly every investigative step In each
criminal investigation in that the FBI agents normally re-interview all persons
involved, visit the crime scene, revelew and examine evidence, etc. (See Attach-
ment No. 3-Approxinate Time (Hours) of FBI Response to Reported Crimes.)

III. CONCLUSION
A. The source of many problems related to Federal criminal Investigative pro-

cedures and prosecution of crimes in Indian country has developed over a span
of many years.

B. Although the DIA maintains trained criminal Investigators on most reserva-
tions. most U.S. Attorneys will not accept the findings of the BIA investigator as
the basis for prosecution.

C. FBI agents who are frequently stationed In distant localities must be called
to conduct a second Investigation. If the FBI agent believes the case warrants
prosecution, the U.S. Attorney Is called for permission to proceed.

D. The U.S. Attorney may give authorization over the telephone upon presenta-
tion of the case by the FBI agent-or he may first request a written report, delay
action pfnding presentment of the case to a grand jury, refer to another agency
for iNaformal disposition, or outright decline prosecution for many and varied
reasons.

E. Suspects, during the investigatory phase and pending a decision of the U.S.
Attorney for violations of Federal law, remain free. Lesser tribal charges could
be filed Immediately, but this is not usually done because It might Influence the
U.S. Attorney to decline prosecution on the grounds the matter is being handled
at the tribal level.

F. The BIA Investigator (special Officer), normally due to his background.
knowledge and understanding of Indian community mores and the people, Is In a
better position to bring to a successful conclusion criminal Investigations and
make a presentation that would more likely bring about authorizations for
prosecution.

IV. OPTION'S

OPMON 1

A. That the Bureau of Indian Affairs, through the Chief Special Officer and
Special Officers assigned to work under his supervision, reassume the primary
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responsibility for the investigation and presentation to appropriate United States
Attorneys violation of laws of the United States which are dependent upon
Indians and Indian country.

B. That the Federal Bureau of Investigation and other Federal investigative
agencies provide investigative support services, the same as provided other Fed-
eral, State and local agencies, as requested by the Bureau of Indian Affairs Chief
Special Of')cer and Special Officers.

C. Other Federal investigative agencies exercise primary responsibility for the
investigation and presentation to appropriate United States Attorneys all those,
laws designated by statue or that are not dependent upon Indians or Indian
country.

OPTION 2

A. That the Bureau of Indian Affairs investigators (Speclail Officers) discon-
tinue investigation of reported Federal crimes in Indian country. leaving, the total
investigation of such crimes to the FBI and other responsible Federal agencies.

B. That the Bureau of Indian Affairs Special Officers be reassigned to other
responsible management and training duties related to Indian police operations
and service.

OPTION 3

Continue present procedure in conducting investigation of Federal law viola-
tions in Indian country, thereby perpetuating and condoning an unsatisfactory
situation.

SPECIAL OFFICER PROFILE, PiiOENIX AREA, JANUARY 1975

A recent survey of the Special Officers assigned to the Phoenix Area (Arizona,
Nevada and Utah) indicates the following:

39 years of age.
Male of Indian descent.
G 181- 11.
Nearly 15 years of law enforcement experience, a substantial part of

which has been in the area of crintial investigation.
1High school graduate with about 2 years of college.
A graduate of the FBI National Academy or the Consolidated Federal Law

Enforcement Training Center, coupled with considerable in-service training
and specialized training in non-Federal facilities.

It can be assumed that this Phoenix Area Special Officer Profile would be ap-
proximately the same for all BIA Special Officers.

Attachment 1.



COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF LOCALE, JANUARY 1975

BIA investigator location and miles FBI agent location and miles from--
Reservations from reservation reservation

Aberdeen area:
Omaha, Nebr ................... Winnebago, Nebr. (10) ...............
Fort Berthold, N. Dak ............ On reservation ......................
Devil's Lake, N. Dak ........... do .............................
Standing Rock, N. Dak .......... do .............................
Standing Rock, S. Dak ................ do .............................
Turtle Mountain, N. Dak.. ............. do..................
Cheyenne River, S. Dak ............... do .............................
Crow Creek and Lower Brule, S ...... do .............................

Dak.
Flandreau, S. Dak ............... Lake Traverse, S. Dak. (100) ...........
Pine Ridge, S. Dak ............... On reservation ......................
Rosebud, S. Dak .............. do .............................
Lake Traverse, S. Oak .......... do .............................
Yankton, S. Dak ................ Crow Creek, S. Dak. (154) ............

Albuquerque area:
Southern Ute, Colo .............. Ule Mountain, Colo. (93) .............
ute Mountain Colo .............. On reservation ......................
Jicarilla, N. aex .....................
Mescalero, N. Mex ........ .....................
N. Pueblos, N. Mex (8 reserva- Espanola, N. Mex. (from 15 to 20) ......

tion areas).
Ramah, N. Mex ................ On reservation ......................
S. Pueblos, N. Mex. (10 reser- Albuquerque, N. Mex. (from 13 to 70)...

nation areas).
Zuni, N. Mex .................... On reservation ......................

Billings area:
Blackfeet, Mont .............. do .............................
Crow, Mont .......................... do .............................
Flathead, Mont .............. do .............................
Fort Belknap, Mont ................... do..................
Fort Peck, Mont .............. do .............................
N. Cheyenne, Mont ........... do .............................
Rocky Boy's Mont .............. Fort Belknap, Mont. (70) .............
Wind River, Wyo ................ On reservation ......................

Easternarea:
Chitimacha, La .................. Pearl River, Miss. (350) ..............
Choctaw, Miss Pearl River, Miss. (from 0 to 90) ......
( 7 reservation areas.)

ualla, N.C ..................... Washington, D.C. (500) ...............
Minneapolis area:

Sac and Fox Iowa ............... Minneapolis Mnn. (300) .............
Bay Mills, Mich............ L'Anse, Mich. (240) ..... ......Hannahville, Mich .............. L'Anse, Mich. (148) ...........
Isabelle, Mich .................. L'Anse, Mich. (420) .................
L'Anse, Mich ................... On reservation .....................
Bad River Wis .... ........ Ashland, Wis. (7) ...................
LaCourte breiles, Wis ........... Ashland, Wis. (60) .................
Grand Portage, Minn .......... Minneapolis, Minn. (320) .............
Leach Lake, Minn .............. Redlake, Minn. (45) ..................
Greater Nett Lake, Minn ........ Minneapolis, Minn. (100) .............
Red Lake, Minn ................. On reservation ......................

Navalo area:
Chinle, Ariz ......................... do .............................
Fort Defiance. Ariz ............ do .............................
Kaventa, Ariz ................ do ...........................
Tuba City, Ariz .............. do .............................
Window Rock, Ariz ................... do .............................
Eastern Navajo, N. Mex ......... do .............................
Shiprock, N. Max .................... do .............................

Phoenix area:
Colorado River, Ariz ........... do .............................
Chemehuevi, Ariz .............. Colorado River, Aria. (80) ...........
Cocopah, Ariz .................. Colorado River, Ariz. (140) .......
Fort Mohave, Ariz ............... Colorado River, Ariz. (75) ........
Fort Yuma, Ariz ............ Colorado River, Ariz. (125) .......
White Mountain, Ariz ............ On reservation ......................
Kaibab, Ariz .................... Hopi, Ariz. (250) ....................
Hopi, Ariz . .................... On reservation ......................
Papago, Ariz ................ do .............................
Ak Chin and Gila River, Ariz ...... do .............................
Salt River, Ariz ................. Phoenix, Ariz. (36) ..................

(177)

Sioux City, lowa (36).
Minot, N. bak. (46).
Grand Forks, N. Oak. (96).
Bismarck, N. Dak. (63).
Aberdeen, S. Dak. (139).
Minot, N. Oak. (113).
Pierre, S. Dak. (94).
Pierre, S. Dak. (60).

Sioux Falls, S. Dak. (54).
Rapid City, S. Dak. (100).
Pierre, S. Dak. (113).
Aberdeen, S. Dak. (88).
Sioux City, Iowa (131).

Durango, Colo. (93).
Durango, Colo. (58).
Farmington, Colo. (74).
Alamogordo, N. Mcx. (27).
Los Alamos, N. Max. (15/18/20).
Santa Fe, N. Mex. (10142fl5).
Gallup, N. Mex. (70).
Albuquerque, N. Mex. (from 13 to 70).

Gallup, N. Mex. (40).

Great Falls, Mont. (126).
Brllings, Mont. (65).
Missoula, Mont. (60).
Glasgow, Mont. (105).
Glasgow, Mont. (70).
Miles City, Mont. (120).
Great Falls, Mont. (90).
Riverton, Wyo. (35).
New Orleans, La. (70).
Meridian, Miss. (from 38 to 70).

Asheville, N.C. (60).

Des Moines, Iowa (75).
Sioux St. Marie Mich. (159).
Marquette. Mich. (79).
Saginaw, Mich. (45).
Marquette, Mich. (79).
Superior, Wis. (70).
Superior Wis. (110).
Duluth, uinn. (160).
St. Cloud, Minn. (120).
Bemidji, Minn. (100).
Bemiddl Minn. (35).

Flagstaff, Ariz. (221).
Flagstaff, Ariz. (220).
Flagstaff, Ariz. (151).
Flagstaff, Ariz. (75).
Flagstaff Ariz (214).
Gallup, A. Mex. (57).
Farmington, N. Mex. (30).

Yuma, Ariz. (120).
Barstow, Calif. (200).
Yuma, Ariz. (15).
Kingman, Ariz. (65).
El Centro, Calif. (60).
Safford, Ariz. (185).
Flagstaff, Ariz. (234).
Flagstaff, Ariz. (158).
Phoenix, Ariz. (130),

Tucson, Ariz. (65).
Mesa, Ariz. (0).
Mesa, Ariz. (20).
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF LOCALE, JANUARY 1975-Continued

BIA investigator location and miles FBI agent location and miles from
Reservations from reservation reservation

Ptoenix area-Continued
Fort McDoweal Ariz .......... Phoenix, Ariz. (38) ................. Phoenix, Ariz. (25).
San Carlos Ariz :".:..... do ............................ Safford, Ariz. (74).
Camp Verde Ariz..........Hualapai, Ariz. (170) ................. Flagstaff, Ariz. (55).
Havssupai, Ariz .............. Hualapai, Ariz. (70) ................. Kingman, Ariz. (25).
Hualapai. Ariz ............... On reservation ...................... Kingman, Ariz. (50).
Yavapai-Prescott, Ariz ........... Hualapai, Ariz (115) ................. Prescott, Ariz. (5).
Battle Mtn., Nev ............. Owyhee, Nev. (175) .................. Elko, Nev. (75).
Duck Valley, Nev ............. On reservation ...................... Elko, Nov. (100).
Fallon, Nev ..................... Stewart, Nov. (80) ................... Reno, Nov. (70.
Fallon Colony, Nev .............. Stewart, Nev. (65) ................... Reno, Nev. (55).
FL McDermitt, Nov .............. Stewart, Nov. (225) ................ Reno Nov. (215).
Goshute, Nev./Utah .............. Duck Valley, Nev. (415) ............ Salt Lake City, Utah (190).
Las Vegas Colony, Nev ........... Stewart, Nov. (450) .................. Las Vegas, Nev. (2).
Lovelock, Nev .................. Owyhee, Nov. (110) .................. Reno Nev. (100).
Moapal Nev ... .......... Stewart, Nov. (500) ................. Las Vegas, Nov. (55).
Pyramid Lake Nov......... Stewart, Nov. (75) ............. Reno, Nv. (50).
Reno-Sparks, Nove............... Owyhee, Nev. (35) ............. Reno, Nov. (2).
Ruby Valley, No...........Owyhee, Nov. (225) ............ Elko, Nev (125).
South Fork, Nov. (also including Owyhee, Nov. (225) ............ Elko, Nov. (51).

Elko Colony and Odgera Ranch).
Summit Lake, Nov ............ Stewart, Nov. (290) .................. Reno, Nov. (75).
Walker River Paiute, Nov ...... Stewart, Nev. (95) ................... Reno, Nov. (75).
Washoe (including Carson and Stewart, Nov. (20) .................. Carson City, Nov. (21).

Dresserville Colonies), Nov.
Winnemucca, Nov ............... Owyhee, Nev. (150) .................. Reno, Nov. (140).
Yerington (and Campbell Ranch), Stewart, Nev. (67) ................... Carson City, Nov. (68),

Nov.
Yumba Nev ........... .... Owyhee, Nov. (185) .................. Carson City, Nov. (71).
Skull Valley, Utah..........U. 1O., Utah (195) ................. Salt Lake City, Utah. (45).
U. & O0., Utah ................... On reservation ..................... Salt Lake City, Utah. (150).

Portland area:
Fort Hall, Idaho .............. do ............................ Pocatello, Idaho (14).
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho ............ do ............................ Spokane, Wash. Q4.
Nez Perce, Idaho .............. do ............................ Spokane, Wash. (100).
Warm Springs, Oreg ........... do ............................ Bend, Oreg. (60).
Kalispel, Wash. .............. do.......................... Spokane, Wash. (50).
Spokane, Res., Wash .............. do ............................. Spokane, Wash. (45).
Huh, Wash ..................... Port Angeles, Wash. (100) ............ Tacoma, Wash. 30.
Lower Elwah, Wash............. Port Angeles, Wash. (6) .............. Tacoma, Wash. (125).
Lummi, Wash .................. On reservation ...................... Bellingham, Wash. (9).
Makah, Wash ................... Port Angeles, Wash. (70) ............. Seattle Wash (120).
Nooksack, Wash ................ Everett, Wash. (35) ................. Bellingiam, 'Wash. (35),
Ozette, Wash ................... Port Angeles, Wash. (75) ............. Seattle, Wash. (135).
Port Gamble. Wash .............. Port Angeles, Wash. (40) ............ Seattle, Wash. (50).
Port Madison, Wash ............. Port Angeles, Wash. (40) ............. Seattle, Wash. (50).
Quinault Wash .......... Hoquiam, Wash. (40) ................. Tacoma, Wash. (105).
Shoalwaler Wash ............... Hoquiam, Wash. (25) ................. Tacoma, Wash. (100).
Yakima Reservation, Wash ....... On reservation ...................... Yakima ,Wash. (20),



APPROXIMATE TIME (Houns) OF FBI RESPONSE TO REPORTED CRIMES

Aberdeen Area:
Violent (2): 24 Hours.
Nonv.1olent (8) : 72 Hours.

Albuquerque Area:
Violent (1): 6 Hours.
Nonviolent (1) : 48 Hours.

IJillinga Area:
Violent (8) : 12 Hours.
Nonviolent (8) : 72 Hours.

Eastern Area (Choctaw, MS, Only):
,Violent (3) : 10 Hours.
Nonviolent (8) : 24 Hours.

Joint Use Area:
Violent (4): 8 Hours.
Nonviolent (4) : 72 Hours.

Minneapolis Are
Violent (1)
Nonviolent

Navajo Area:
Violent (8)
Nonviolent

Phoenix Area:
Violent (1)
Nonviolent

Portland Area:
Violent (1)
Nonviolent

: 6 Hours.
(8) : 48 Hours.

: 36 Hours.
(8) : 144 Hours.

: 8 Hours.
(24): 168 Hours.

: 4 Hours.
(8) : 144 Hours.

(179)

a



PART I, EXHIBIT 5

OFFICE OF TIlE ATTORNEY GENERAL,
Washlington, D.C., Fcbruary 28, 1972.

Mr. Joinx I). EIR.LICHIMAN,
Assistalit to the President for DoMestic affairs,
The White House, Washington, D.C.

DhEAR MR. EIIi;,NIIMAN: This is in reply to your memorandum of February 15.
1972. addressed Jointly t) the Secretary of the Interior and me, concerning the
representation of Indian natural resources trust interests pending the creation
of an Ildian Trust ('oun.sel Authority as prolosled by the President to the
Congress.

Ani understanding has been reached with the Department of the Interior under
which the several divi.ons of the Department of Jtustice which may have
occasion .) c(olduet liti,ration in which Indian natural resource trust interests
ma-y !'" challenged or threatened will advise the Solihitor of the I)epartment
,fp the Imnrifor of the case title and number and the nature of the interests in-
volved immediately as such interests become apparent. This will be done except
where it is (lear that the Department of the Interior will otherwise have timely
knowledge of such information, because it referred the case to the Department
of Justice or for other reasons. It has been agreed that cases involving con-
detonationi of real prolwrty shall come within the exception. The Department
of Justice will furnish to the Department of the Interior. thereafter, any further
information concernhig any such case that the Dlepartment of the Interior may
request.

The Department of Justice will advise amnd consult with the lTepartment of
the Interior as to the position proposed to be taken by the lDepartment of
.Justice. p'lon timnely retluest of the Secretary of the Interior, or of the Solicitor
of the l)epartrniiet of the Interior, am.v brief filed by the departmentt of Justice
in any case in which Indian natural resources trust interests may be challenged
or threatened (other than Supreme ('ourt briefs, which are referred to below)
shall include suppalementary matter setting forth the views of time I)epartment
of the Interior with respect to those interests.

The I)epartmentt of .Justihrz will make any adjustmnents in thie foregoing pro-
ce(lures that appear necessary to carry out as fully its possible the spirit of the
I'resident s Indian Trmist ('Counsel proposal.

Briefs for filinp, fit the supreme (',mrt present a special problem, which Is
receiving further study, andi are not subject to the above procedures.

Suwerely.
,JOIN MuI('iIEr.m.

A4ttorumy (epicral.

OFFICE OF TIlEm SOICI'ITOR (;EVNERA,.
Washit!gtwi, D.C'.. Mayl 19, IM7.

Nion. Ricim.AP C. KI PINIOI;IAST.
Acting .1 ttorntic (ciu ral. Department of Justice,
11ash in tw,. D.C'.

I)a:Amt MR. Ariomx•.v (;E:'RA . :()n Felbruary 2S. 1972. Attormtey (Gmeral Mlitchmell
addressed a letter to the Ilon. .It;min 1). Ehrlichna m. Assistant to the President for
Iomniestic Afftirs. at the White Hoiuse, relatin to the himadling of lndi, ii natural
resouce Cases penlidliz the creation of ail Indian Trust (C'(aummisel authority as
prolposed by the I'resident.

The final paragrni of th le letter rea ds as follows
Briefs for tillaig in tle Smpuremn ('iourt present i spq.ial problem, which is

retciviiig fmlm -iiher study, amid are not s1bimject 1t) tlie almhvye pr(-'(duarc-,4.
The purpose of mmy letter now is to outline a procedure to lie followed with

respect to briefs iit laew Supreame ('Cou rt.

( I'm)
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As an Interim matter, until the Indian Trust Counsel Is established, tills office
will advise the Solicitor of the D)epartment of the Interior of any Indlia matters
in any cases in which the United States or one of Its officers or agencies is a
party, and In any case Iln which the Supreme Court requests the Solicitor General
to file a brief amicus curiae. If the views of this office differ in any way froimi the
views of the Solicitor of the Interior, steps will be taken to include supplemen-
tary matter setting forth the views of file Solicitor of the D)epartment of the
Interior with respect to Indian natural resource trust interests.

It should be understood that this office is "-.sually subject to rather short dead-
lines with respect to tile filing of briefs in the Supreme Court, and that, these dead-
lines must be met. We will, however, follow the procedlures outlined above in all
cases where the views -f the Solicitor of tile Department of the Interior are re-
*ceived here in time fo- inclusion il our brief.

I would suggest tlbat you send copies of this letter to Mr. Ehrlichbnan, and to
Secretary Morton, as a suPlplenlent to Attorney General Mitchell's letter of Feb-
ruary 28, 1972. Copies are attached for tlht purpose.

Very truly yours,
EaWIN 11. GRISWOLD,

Solicitor General.

OFFICE OF TImE DEPtTY ATTORNEY GENERAL.
Wl'ashington, D.C., July 22, 1976.

lion. I1. GREGMORY AUSTIN.
,olio.Itor, DIpart nent of thc Interior,
Washington, D.C.

I)DEAR Ms. AUSTIN`: Tile decision in United ,Statcs v. Crit:cr, 498 F. 2d 1160
(4th ('ir. 1974), and the present necessity to file a brief Ill the related case of
('rit.cr v. United $tatcs, Ct. CL. No. 134-75. h1as precipitated a resolve ill the
I)epartinent of Justice to seek an end to the 1972 agreement allowing the I)epart-
ment of Interior to express separate views axs it iuatter of course il government
briefs concerning Indian natural resource trust interests. A copy of our letter to
Mr. liuchen for tllis lpu'pose is enclosed.

We believe that government interests are not well served when a court, as Ill
('rit.er, throws out. a governlieit ease, not because It finds our view of tile law
imipersuilsive, but merely because the governlnent tias not agreed oil one view to
)iit before the court. Of course we do not object to continued consultation with

the ID)epartnent of Interior in cases involving Indian trust Interests. When a
hrief must be submitted to a court of the 17nited States, however, we feel that
t it,- government should (deci(le oil o0e posit 0on to support.

Sincerely,
HAROLD It. 'rYLER, Jr.

OFFICE OF TIlE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL,
Jlyl! 26, 1976.

Re: An y T. ('rit:cr v. United ,itatcs ('t. ('C. No. 134-7.J.

i[uin. I'JIILII' WV. ]Ii'(CiiEN,

('vtpit.''l to the I're id•rlnt.
Th ite Iom.'c. llui. 'ashinigtorm. I).('.

] IrAl 1n. BIl'('IIE. : The ibisve-c'lltijmlid tax refund stilt wa.s recevitly 'led
before ai triil jud..e of tle ('ourt of ('liiinls. nld we- are ii-w ! in tihle prytic.. - of
irelmtnrA'ig our brief for siiliiiissioi to lilie courtt . The liaisic (lliestlon Jliii(lved is
whether income is Iii taxable which pluljintiff, a ('herkete Itdian. received froil tile
operation of a met elt I and ai restlttrirnt l,.it ed )ilE inhetrited property E in tile
"so-terli( Cherokee Ite.servatio n in Noirth ('arolina.:

Ti'llhe iz.sne involvted ill thi, ('istcs lhas heen givi,;i careful corlns'lhvratiion by file
Iinteriil lReveine Servihe. :is well :is this lepirtinent. aind we believe that tile
Co vernmiiieiif sholhld fleh a brief stl inJig its vie','s tiit ilie ( ite'line whiichi iphmliii I
ree.iv(4l hIrs not been, exeiliti'd friinii taxation Ii lv aiiy Ire'atly fti, sI:liltlt,. The
Inbhleiu whi.cli we luring hefrire y in fi or .oinsidenraht•ni is whet her ll h brief wvh ich
we fi!'.e lullst als.(o co.itaili tihte views of the Dlelpartument of tilhe interior which are
.k.olltl.irvy to) ouri's.

This cviase is a .: (hiIE'l to II i'i initial tax proset . 4t)1iol cipal1 tioiedl 1'a itr',l ,tatti .4 v.
.4111// T'. (rit'er', in wliich illtfiff was (etllv•ctel Eof ti•vi w'(ian asiii s rat,,llt of
having filed inciinuie tax returns understating her in"iinie froliit' Et(l-li'peitilon of
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the same motel and restaurant. When Mrs. Critzer appealed that conviction to.
the Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit, her attorneys communicated with
the Department of the Interior which, in turn, insisted that our brief in the
Court of Appeals should contain a statement of the views of that Department
even though those views were diametrically opposed to ours and supported a
reversal of the Judgment of conviction rather than an affirmance. This insistence
was the result of an understanding which had been reached between the Depart-
ment of the Interior and the Department of Justice with respect to "litigation
in which Indian natural resource trust interests may be challenged or threat-
ened." That agreement was embodied in a letter from Attorney General John
Mitchell to Mr. John D. Ehrlichman, Assistant to the President for Domestic
Affairs, dated February 28, 1972. A copy of that letter is enclosed for your
information.

It seems appropriate at this time to reopen the entire question of proper
representation of the Government's interests in Indian litigation, apart from the
narrower question as to whether this case involved "Indian natural resource
trust interests." In our view, it is neither wise nor proper for the United States
Government to submit a bifurcated brief (as we did in the first Critzer case)
which carefully analyzes the issues and concludes that the income received by
the Indian is taxable and which has appended to it several more pages stating
the views of the Department of the Interior which are exactly the opr',site.
When the Otitzer case came before the Court of Appeals, we received s.'zie
criticism from the Court for our inability to resolve this matter within the
Executive Branch. The Court reversed the conviction on the ground that if two
agencies of the Government could not agree on whether the income was taxable,
the Court was not going to affirm a criminal conviction arising out of the receipt
of income by an Indian. CrItZer v. United States, 498 F.2d 1160 (1974).

In our pending case in the Court of Claims, we believe that a brief should
be filed stating a single view as finally determined by this Department. If you
agree, we shall proceed accordingly in this and future cases; if you do not agree,
we would appreciate your views on the matter.

Sincerely yours,
HAROLD R. TYLER. Jr.,

Deputy Attorney General.
Enclosure.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TITR INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR,

Washington, D.C., August 6, 1971.
Ilon. PnrirL W. BucirmE,
Counsel to the President, The White House,
Washington, D.C.

DFAR 31n. BUCHEN: On July 26, Deputy Attorney General Tyler wrote to yon
asking to bh, relieved of the Department of Justice's agreement of February 28.
1972. This agreement requires the Justice Department to state selMrately the
v!ews of this Department, when requested to do so by the Solicitor, in eases
where the position taken by Justice conflicts with rights of Indians to natural
resources. This Department strongly Opposes the proposal of the Justice Depart-
ment.

The reasons for the 1972 agreement are as follows. The United States is obli-
gated, on the one hand, to determine and advocate the public interest; In litiga-
tion, the Attorney General has this responsibility. On the other hand, pursuant to
treaties and agreements with Indian tribes and acts of Congress, the United
States serves as trustee for certain private property rights of Indian tribes and.
in some Instances, individual Indians. Our Department Is principally chanred
with administration of those trust obligadons; In litigation, this trust resp1on.1i-
bility is also an obligation of the Department of Justice. See, e.g.. 25 V.S.C. ; 175.

On many occasions, the nee(d.1 of a policy or program or n public agency c(,ii-
flict with those private property rights of Indians for which the Uaited States
has this unique trust obligation. This conflict-of-interest was recognized by Pre.si-
dent Nixon's 1970 Me(.ssage to Congress on Indian Affairs:

"The United States Government acts as a legal trustee for the land and water
rights ei American Indians. These rights are often of critical economic impor-
tance to the Indian people: frequently they are also the subject of extensive legal
dispute. In ninny of these legal c,,nfontatfons, the Federal government is faced
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with an Inherent conflict of interest. The Secretary of the Interior and the Attor-
ney General must at the same time advance both the national interest in the
use of land and water rights and the private Interests of Indians in land which
the government holds as trustee.

Every trustee has a legal obligation to advance In interests of the beneficiaries
of the trUst without reservation and with the highest degree of diligence and skill.
Under present conditions, it is often difficult for the Department of the Interior
and the Department of Justice to fulfill this obligation. No self-respecting law
firm would ever allow Itself to represent two opposing clients in one dispute; yet
the Federal government has frequently found itself ih precisely that position.
There is considerable evidence that the Indians are the losers when such situa-
tions arise. More than that, the credibility of the Federal government is dam-
aged whenever It appears that such a conflict of interest exists.

In order to correct this situation, I am calling on the Congress to establish an
Indian Trust Counsel Authority to assure the independent legal representation
for the Indians' natural resource rights ...

The Indian Trust Counsel Authority would be independent of the Departments
of the Interior and Justice and would be expressly empowered to bring suit in the
name of th- United States in its trustee capacity. The United States would waive
its sovereign immunity from suit in connection with litigation involving the
Authority." (emphasis in original)

This 1970 Message, which has been universally lauded in the Indian com-
munity, remains Administration policy, and the Administration continues to
support legislation to establish the Indian Trust Counsel Authority. I should
mention that the Administrative Conference of the United States has also recog-
nie7d the problems created by this conflict of Interest within the Executive
Branch and has rcommended enactment of the Trust Counsel Bill in Its Recom-
inendation No. 33, adopted June 9, 1972. We view lie split brief procedure as an
essential interim mechanism to the protection of Indian trust property pending
enactment of the Trust Counsel proposal.

The Deputy Attorney General's letter makes reference to one case, United
States v. C'ritzer, where the Department of Justice filed a split brief and was
subsequently unsuccessful in persuading the Court of Appeals for the Fourth
Circuit to sustain a conviction of an Indian for tax fraud. In that case, this De-
Iartment's portion of the brief argued that no federal income tax should be as-
r'e(.ed for income derived by an Indian from trust property assigned to her on

the Eastern Cherokee Reservation. As trustee of this Indian property, we believe
that income derived for It is not subject to taxation; in this respect, we differ
with tho, views of the Internal Revenue Service and Department of Justice. We
regret the criticism to which the Court of Appeals subjected the Department of
Justice. After Critzer was decided, representatives of this Department met with
officials of the Justice Department's Tax Division to explore ways in which camu-
munication could be Improved in tax cases. (In this regard, we emphasize that no
official of the Justice Department or Internal Revenue Service at any time prior
to eonimencing the Critzer prosecution sought this Department's views on the
taxability of this kind of income.) Some improvements in communications have
ben made. and in the two years since Cri tzer, *e have not requested the filing
of a split brief in several tax cases brought to our attention by the Department of
Justice because, in our view, the position taken by our Justice Department in
those cases waq sound.

The split brief procedure was established Initially as a result of a dispute be-
tween this Department and the Justice Department In tc'ents v. Contyiissirrer
of Infernal Revenue. ,tcvens involved whether income to an Indian of the Fort
Belknap Reservation for lands allotted under a special allotment act and lands
Inquired by purchase, gift. and inheritance was subject to the Federal Income tax.

The position of this Department that Income directly derived from the lands
acquired as aboved described and held in trust pursuant to Act of Congress was
exempt from Federal Income tax was separately stated in the Government's
brief. The Justice Department advocated the contrary view. The Interior De.
partment's position was adopted by the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals. See
S•ercn* v. ('oCnmtRdioncr of Internal Revenue. 452 F. 2d 7-11 (9th Cir. 1971). The
.sues In Critzer were similar to those In Ste ens-one difference being that they

a rr,me in (ritzern in a criminal case. Disputes involving trust properties do not ordl.
iiarily arise In a criminal prosecution context. Even in tax cases (where tihe pn-
tvntial for crimes to become involved Is somewhat higher) the dispute can be
resolved in civil litigation without the risk of di;mi.ssal. As tihe Court of Appeals
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for the Fourth Circuit pointed out in Crit.cr, "the appropriate vehicle to dleede
this pioneering interpretation of tax liability is the eiril procedure of adlinhis-
trative assessment. ... " Mrs. Critzer subsequently filed a civil suit which was
recently argued and i)ending submission of briefs in the Court of Chlims.

IlII considering Delmnty Attorney General Tyler's pro1M)s.si, we have reviewe(d
all tile situations ill winch tile split. brief procedure ias been utilized. Apart
from n trcns cn9 1nd Critzer, it has been followed ini four cases, niolle involving tax
questions. Two of these cases involve litigation on behalf of the Corpis or En-
gineers to take property which Indian tribes claim is protecte4l by treaty front
such a taking without specific congressional consentt* In our separately sulmlitted
views, tils D)epartment argues that such consent. was lacking. Neither case has
been finally decided.

Tie two other cases involved conflicting views between our l)epartalnet and
Justice concerning the position to be taken in caeseq involving Indiian Imrust re-
sources before the Suprenw ('ourt. In Oneida Indian Nation v. ('ounlli of Oncida.
the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit hlad (i.•smis-,ed uider
tile "well pleitded complaint" rule all action brought by the Oneida Indian Nta-
tion claining ownershplp of certain tracts of land. Ia a itenmorandum ilehd ()li tine
Oneida Nation's lpetition for writ (Jf certiorari. the SolicitoJr General hihidle ('o(i-
ceding tire difttleulty of the question urged thait the Siupreme ('ourt stufIiin the
lower court aild deny a writ of (.ertlorari. 'TeIlielllemri(ainln, Ih(owever. tl.i ini-
eluded tIt, argunrenit of this D)eartmwent that it writ of certiorari shlimil 1e
granted. Thie Sulpreme ('ourt granted tire writ and reversed tire Setond Circuit.
Oncida Indianl Aation V. ('ounty of Oneida. 414 I'.S. 6611 (1974)..\,,Hhtrt
('hey~nne T'ribe v. I1ollobr'li.ast, - U.S. - ( 1976). 44 U'.S. Law W\tek 465•53
e(olcerne(! whether the tribe or indiv'JnI dual ottee-s own the ininral eftil t
Ibeleath Iamb( oi1 tile Northern ('hieyenni' RleservatioJn. Following it d(t'ci.ionI by
tirt ('omirt of All)t'l is for' tile Niitii ('ireult against the tribe. this lelpart ment
favored tire grant of certiorari and reversal of tire decision. 'Ire, i)epairtinmnt of
Justice decided not to suippo'ort or oilJoset, certiorari, but seialnately slated (rllr
views. 'Fire ('ourt gnainted tile lpetitioJl. and 'reversed.

Thus. iii ever':,' case wlher(e ai spit brief has hiceni tiled and tie it mtter Ihs been
flnirlly decidedl, tihe views of tills I )elartmnent as trustee fiJr lI(niaitn ilro~l~rty
ri'iirls blirve iveeli sustained. WVe are aware, orf (e0i'nse, that ii oJrdinary litigation,
t, ie Justice l)epa rtanient formulates the position of tire U nited States mid vll ('o l ri*3"
v"i'ws('.1'5 ie(, presented to tire ('(Jiirt. by olJJioShig att(Jrlreys-lrere, foJr exuilnei..
biJy attorneys for indii n tries. But these littorne",: relpreze•lt lire tribes, andl •lit
tire I'Unitetd States as trustee. 'Tire l )el artnrent of .ulistice re'lpresvirts argeei('ies suc('h
ins, til', lilterlaiah lievelire Serv'iee alll tired I'.S. Armrry ('(•orp'1J of 1'Jiglucer's winch
are taking ijositions adverse to 1l0hl1r1 private propel' righty for whieh flti

unitedd Staitte,, is a tru.stee. A pr!,'iite tli!.stee WoJlhl list %-('o t uJlordiilte Iiik own
Interests to t hose of iis tr•st ibetetiviari-tr, a rule which-if aliplicalMe Io ihIr
D)eplrtmrelnt of .iusti'e iII these ca(m.s-- wc iuld require siUlmrl Jf ir ny jlai:liuilit.
I ad it (litii i (of right where ia ciillht is p~reselnted. Siltch it rile' Its alilifd I ti air
Elxectilive ID•elpartmlent i.s, of course, ililrah'tilI. IHowev'er. furllllnre or lhtie trust
reslm.sibilitifse of tihe United ' Stirt,.s to Indians lit tlieve cases itt Itit refluiires•
lhn1t 4Jl'11 rta rii(litn'. pos (itiJ N- sii mratehy lresinetI tlr• I lOi (.(Jlrts. mid1l flint

the IDepra rtmrient of .Jstite oi'oiJly at'knmwm-l4lge me exist,'i(( ((f its eonililet-of-
hliltl 'est 1111d (Iviise tile courtt i4 J I' iht, O views of t i ''lilt Un ited itt i' ,a adStat'est ,
A•(i' Oi ie'rblhic tift're4i mill tie views (Jf tire United Staies as fiduciarvy for In-
(illait thrust proliri m y. Tlir s;II it lorief ]mroced r, i' c( ie i lili. s t. hir d(esirilla r.li' t.

As tfi l'l', ' i'id (if its u se oSir( •i •--l- t i(' iJi lls ad('('itted Iby' hirs D)epqarrtmtent
in Vl i":isc's 1i14virg leu jud i'l1lHy suislilled-t-ire Ii'riedure has been J't'niiJ 'l .
withl ext remie crclrislt i(Jl and we epect Mt IraIII .,ein t carre woJuld ihe exerJi.elf
lit 111y furtire u,it. 'h'll- split brrif pri•.ellie is an integral Ii|ri ot tie licy l f r ms
Ad nifnl.tratl(,n toward Inli'reashi '.aly vigor(Jis ip'toteelii of r dmaim, tIrust Jw'•lm-rlty
riglit, mn rid we stlrogly3 urge tIat it iNe (4 lilt timed. W' would iie glad to JIi.-ctls.

(Jill' r'\Vs liii'i rl'r Wit h yoJu1.
SitJ ''r,'ly,

II. (iR"(;oity A't-'six, •,,irim,,r.

ca-vs are: (1Q ('otnfeIcrated 7'Tribe of the I'matillua Rcsurrration v. 1'nitr.t' Sgatc,.
C'vil No. 74 WJ!I. I'S.1 C.. fire.. whhi' harlhenges constmrletloir 'If ('o n iterim n'-teL f0 i Dam ill
(Ire , 'lo i *'o-' of lts tirfrifnlL nt'i ' I Jn treaty lshilng :IMtht' anotd t,-) t'nitito, ,•itlltt r. 21. 1 .1
.nr x. now 'fm.r' tre ('o~trt of' Alppeals for tire EIghth ('Ireilt. wiore- the rCorps sttks to
co',niih:r la 1id oal lile WIinrlebago Rleservaltion Ihi Iowa and Nebraiska.
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NATIONAL CONGRESS OF AMERICAN INDIANS,
Wa8hington, D.C., A ugust 30, 1976.llon. GERALD Rt. FORD,

Pretsich't of the Unitcd States,
The White House,
Washinqton, D.C.
Attention: Bradley 11. Patterson, Jr.

DEAR MR. PRE:SmENT : On behalf of the Indian tribal and Individual membership
of the National Congress of American Indians, we wish to express our deep
concern over recent covert negotiations involving the Agreement of February 28,
1972, regarding representation of India n natural resuorce trust interests plendilng
the creation of an Indian Trust Counsel Authority.

We were astonished to leann of the lDepartment of Justice request that tile
White House relieve it of the 1972 Agreement, under which the Department of
Justice is required to state separately the views of the 1)epartment of Interior,
when requested to do so by that department, in eases where the Justice Depart-
nient Intends to take a position in conflict with the Interior Department's view
of tile rights of Indians.

We simply cannot understand how serious consideration could lie given to this
request, particularly InI light of the Administration's announced policy of con-
tinned support of the proposal for the establishment of an Indian Trust Counsel.
The basic idea of the Indian Trust Counsel is to provide a means whereby the
U nited States G(overmnent's responsibility to Indians, tin its role as trustee, can
lie discharged without regard to the ( government's obligation to advocate the
general public interest. This necessarily presupiposes at procedure whereby the
United States--in its different funtions-will take conflicting positions InI court.

Under the 1972 Agreement the D)epartment of Interior has the right to marve
its views included i ie ia split brief. We are not necessarily committed to the con-
tinuation of the split brief proce(lure. as such. It may be pref'errable for the D )e-
iirt ment of Interior to have an option to present a separate brief when it wishes
to (onilIuniate the views of the United States, in Its role as trustee, to a court
in which litigation Is lending.

We hope that the reports of the levr-i of coirhderatlon of the Justice Depart-
ment's request are exaggerated and 'hat changes in the direction suggestedl by
the i Department are not anticipated. It is( of utmost imiortamce thit the 1972
procedures, carefully develols'd to discharge (ait a nihimiiml ](,%eel) the (hivern-mient's trust reslonsibility, will not be alaunidoned cavalierly. If lnew procedures
are being considered, we believe that ie Inlian Tribes and llIndian legal colni-
m1itimilty should be, accorded the oplsirtunity to review and comment on the pro-
cedures a1d( amendments before drastic change Is made.

Finlialy. we hope to find agreement in the White Ilosue that the time has come
to formalize and publicize the l)rocedures set out in 1972, along m ith i any amend-
niiets. We re'pel t' fully suggest that serious consideration lie given to the pron•ul-
ga thin of fil Extwcutive (i)rder to this effect. The procedures fornualiz,'d in this fash-
ion imaiy serve t,) relimove future temptatliou for tile I Delpalrtmnent of ,l lmice to seek
a chanline, III secret, in alilounced liolicies for the protection of Inidian rights.

Sim-erely,

I".( v't tire( Diru't or.



PART I, ExCIBIT 6

AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW ComMIsSSON,
CoNOlREss or THE UNITED STATES,

Wa-7ngton, D.C., JWlV 7,1976.
Hon. EDWARD H. LEvI,
Attorney General,
Department of Justice,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. LE:VI: The American Indian Policy Review Commission. created pur-
suant to P.L. 93-580 (January 2, 1975), is a Joint Congressional Commission
composed of Congressmen and Native Americans. Its mandate is to study the
relationship between the Federal Government and Indian people. A significant
part of the Commission's activities involves an evaluation of the government-
Indian relationship, obtained through hearings and discussions with individual
Indians and tribes.

During hearings in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, on May 11, 1976. a particularly
disturbing and tragic incident was related to the Commission. It concerns the
alleged suicide of a 16-year-old boy, Larry Black, Jr. while incarcerated pending
formal charges relating to afr alleged breaking and entering and robbery. This
boy was arrested in Watongn, Oklahoma in the early morning hours of Feb-
ruary 13, 1976, and was released under $2,000 bond on the afternoon of the same
day. His parents Mr. and Mrs. Black then obtained the assistance of counsel
who allegedly agreed to represent Larry at a preliminary proceeding (either for
certification as an adult or a formal bond hearing) scheduled for February 27.
(The attorney has since denied that he was retained by the Blacks and there is
no retainer agreement to show otherwise). On thiz, date Larry also had an
appointment for treatment of a kidney ailment at Baptist Memorial Hospital in
Oklahoma City, approximately 150 miles from Watonga. Their attorney advised
them to keep the medical appointment; he would appear in court and obtain a
continuance. The Blacks followed his instructions, assuming that their attorney
would do what was necessary. On Saturday, February 28, the bondsman appeared
at their home and notified the Blacks that he was withdrawing bond because
Larry had not appeared as required on February 27.

Larry, accompanied by his father, proceeded to the Blaine County Jail and
turned himself In on the afternoon of February 28. At that time all Larry's
clothing and personal belongings, includifig his belt, were taken from him In his
father's presence. On the e-?ening of 8pturday, March 13, 1976 Larry Black .Tr.
was found hanging in hb Jail cell by what was alleged to be his own belt. Mr.
Black learned of this as he was entering the Jail to visit his son. As he arrived,
Larry's body was being conveyed to an ambulance. Mr. Black frantically at-
tempted to revive him. Ile later stated his son's body was still warm. Shortly
thereafter. Mrs. Black arrived. She entered the Jail and without comment was
handed approximately R photographs of Larry. Several showed him actually
hanging. Mrs. Black Immediately questioned why he was not cut down and
attempts made to revive him Instead of taking photographs. She was not given a
satisfactory answer. All that was said was that Larry had hung himself with his
own belt. The Sheriff, Hugh Compton, cannot explain how Larry obtained the
belt. Mrs. Black claims the belt allegedy used was not Larry's.

The body was removed to Oklahoma City whlre an autopsy was to be per-
formed. There are conflicting reports as to whether an autopsy hr a toxh(ology-
was actually performed. The cause of death was listed as asphyxiation. The
body was exhumed on April 5 at the family's request. The reports of this
examination are also In corfliet. It is still unclear if an autopsy or toxicology
was performed. Further. there iq a dispute regarding whether or not briike,;
were found on the body, possibly Indlieating a beating or •truzgle had taken place.

0(lSCI
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According to tile record, there was and continues to be much concern and
tension in the town of Watonga as a result of this tragic Incident. Numerous
threats have been communicated to all members of tile Black family. There have
been prowlers near the Black home and shots have been lired at the house. The
local police do not respond to calls for assistance.

The Oklahoma State Bureau of Investigation conducted an inqury into the
situation. The results of this inquiry are unclear. The it 1 . District Attoriey
f•or thlt Western District of Okihliella stated In a. letter to the Blacks dated
April 16. 1976 that the F.B.I. had ie'en requested to Investigate the matter, but
nothing further was heard. On May 1, D)r. Aaron r Dry of the Area Bureau of Ildiadn
Affairs Otlice also requested that the F.B.I. investigate. As of May 24, the Blacks
had noct loeen contacted by any F.B.I. personnel.

]it a Washington. l).C. interview oi May 21 wIth Mr. John McDonald of the
Indiain Rights Division of the Departnient of Justice, It was learned that tile
F.ll.1. Ihad apparently monitored local newspaper articles replorting develllnlpnts
Ili f lhe ca(se ii- d had supplied copies of these articles to the Indian flights Division
but it did not appe'ar that. there had been any substantive investigation. Following
T.arry's death, the record shows three cccininIity nmettings were held I in an attempt
to re'liev'e local telnsionl. Un1fortullately. these ileet ings were discontinued without
4';ll.hii it (colillnluhity 'olnsenis•lIS as to tile seIlilt ion to the problem. M1r. Bob

Aiexanider of tile ('Conmunity Relations Servie'. Iepart nent ff ,Justice In l)alllis,
"lxas stated to u. oin May 24 tliflt lhe waIts pr'e'nIlt :It s8illc of tilte n1ietillgs its fl2l
ohse'rvf'r. At the time' of tils c'ilnve'rsatioln Mr. Alexiaiehr stated thai t he haid not
rc'l•ivt.sed a fornial F.B.I. investigat io. asosllling that local ald,,or state au-
Slllwitites would inivestigate. 11how'vcr. lie ilidtllii te4 hat lie believed It 1,ight ibe
apijrio trinate now for aln F.B.I. investigations in irnder to clarify the rec.reld mlid
r'eli\eve c.lilniunity tension.

prlit, pro'clemi, involved here is much biroaider than .lust this single incident. "Many
slinihir incidents have occurred iii other nearby Oklahoma jatils in the past few
yiir, .Attettlilpts ihy several orgalliza tietis atd I nei vidl tils. parlici:harly the Native
Aiae'riv'a Legal Dofense find Eehleuttioll Find. to lit',rsuade officials to inivesligale
th.-e incidents aPip air to have hicn uii'ticessfiil.

(in November 14. 1972, Mr. RIch:ard Young. a staff attorney with N.A.L.T.I'..F..
wrwet,' Mn. John Green. Assistant '.S. Atforiiey in Oklahomna ('ity lit ing six
Nl .,'t'Ilie in('ih(heitS of possible ixlie brutality, listing us a seventh prolbele Jail
.lllieitimis lit l lami,2non afnd ('Canton. C"klhihotiii. Oil Novembier R. 19173 Mr. Yocunig
agmin wrtte the Delartmient of .wlistice.. Is.is Iill, teo l)einnis ickes. ciiief of tile
lit li:iii Hightls D)ivisioni. i'4eiting live addition l inlidentts of allegedi l licke

Irlin:ili ty ill this slime are'a. 1fe lijtted tit t1() actitjio had blee'n taken iy fli, 1U.S.
Altairley: that some111 had l purportedly Ibeen investigated by the F.B.I. lint Itle
i'i.4-illIs 4f these investigatiollb were lnot knlownil. It a icl'a li's tihat li•siil t' an iie'ri.lis
f4olimv tiup lhiljlries hie wits not 1id'4 4to 111141 ocut lithe rtesllts oif any iiveslllgatiiuli
,'i,'h i1li1ay have been cetndincted. Oii .1al1i11ary i ), 1 174, Mr. hIkts of the' Indian
liflght: Division did respond to Ms. \ilda I latch of ('anton. Okltihlinia regardlni,
il, Iv jail etontitions in that area. This was itein seven i In Mr. Young's letter of

Ntivo'niittr 1 1. 1972.
Ill add lit(fint te tite specific inchIdents awi!d tista nes iie'ntloled ablove, the gin-

t'i'al 11111i4li iklls relating to iicillrceralioln•s (tf ]lidill 11 li cefi do li (OklIaliot:i. sith, tll
Itl' eX:alnifed. Ill tf'stinieny alt Almni ca it l' ni l idaii Poi icy Revhie'w ('Ci)lili .ssicin lif.':ill'-
Iii', t h'lcd in Okl:ilie,,ii City on Mmnillay. -May 10. 19t76, Mr. lithhcit (hliiin. Execui-
liveI , director of tile Okia .'iolniai l ilhiiiAiffins ('is iiiliiismicill noi','lita f tha Iht ir',cli'(l
ai r,,trt tnt l'i nvey• ng l i.ll ( ,rce liat ioi statistlc.s for I197-1. Va se'el. l iim a nol l f rii se'l eli th ln
if' 22 4 )kahiliina comiti'es. tile repot't is 'clli '.seid , f f:.tc iltl iillfOl'liik.1 ti i l ttkenl

frl'p.li Ofa' Okhih wnliia Statle Builireli of Iiivesl,.igiltic i's 'iiliforli (riiit, lle' lcicrl
;14ir'VCy froin 19174 : lie' .'tillii lleleipt- fr1atlil lilte' D p ] i ltie'lit Ief list itillit ' itliiiI
ScC.lil ,Hlmtil iih.i'ed Servlitcs for 1974; and tile U.S. (Census of eoltilhliN ion for
1! 170.

lit iltuig statistics contained In the' relpot. Mr. Gaiinn tstlitiei!
-We foullnd that there were 26I.7-19 arr'ests i•a.• ie Ili the 22 colnie,t i•'lur,'ey.d for

! 974, (if that niiiillber 12,073 were Native ye' Anerie, iil itr iidie people'. Tii c,,in-
sliHil•s 47..c1 jl'lt"(lt oftall arrest lit the 22 cuint.ies surveyed beinlng iilmtci!ee
iilcii :t.• JHr(et'iit of tile population.''

Utilizing the Blaine County statistis as tin examiple. the report show R tolil
of 10(,.' incarerathies for 197.1. 725- cf rti•.1, ti,,iirveeraited me'rne lnidiah. 3*1ti wa,re
nonli-Iididlin. Total Indlan lianhpplln (f 11eallhi( County is S01 ; total 11iln-llihdiln

7"-110--77-13
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population appears as 10,993. Thus Indian people in Blaine County, while co(11-
prising 6.7 percent of the total population, constitute 69 percent of all those
incarcerated. As staten in another way in testimony by Mr. Gann, ". . . I :10
will be arrested for ev,,ry one Indian that lives in the county. Of 30 Individuals
that are non-Indian, one will be arrested." The statistics veritably speak f,,r
themselves.

It is of major concern to tHie Commission that action Ie taken by appropriate
agencies in response to complaints by Indian people as well as oth.,rs. It would
appear that the numerous inconsistencies surrounding the Larry Black, Jr. cas•,
warranted some investigation by outside agencies. The highly tense Watonga
Commumity situation would also appear in good part to be a result of the sei-n,.e
of frustration exemplified by the apparent inactivity of federal, state and lo'al
agencies. It do's no good if an investigation is conducted unless there is sonie
release of Information on the results of that investigation.

We therefore ask you to supply us with the following information:
A. A full report on the Larry Black, Jr., case including the d(1t, or dates wheni

an F.B.I. investigation was requested, what investigation If any was 4.,,n-
ducted. and when such Investigation occurred, what persons were initerviewced,.
what conclusion was reached, and whether Mr. and Mrs. Black were ever ilter-
viewed and whether they wore ever apprised of the results of the invest igitiomi.

What If anythil'g. did tlhe 1)epartllient of .Jiistlce doI) ill reslins•se t' the lotu'r
of Mr. Richard Young of N.A.L.I).I.3F. dated November 14. 1972 and November I6.
1973, copies of which are attached. Assuming that son. , investigation, haid
been conducted as Mr. Young notes in his 197:3 letter, why was !he noit advedi,vd
of the results of those investigations?

B. What guidelines exist governing lohal oftfies of the P'..B.I. for discretionary
review and subsequent (hecislons for refusal, referral, or any other ftorii of ntii-
investigation of conIlIdlnts alleging violation of civil rights by state or local
1 ,lice authmriti,'!e? If a request ti the F.1B I. for ai inve,,sipttiun t ,k made by tbe
Indian Rightk IDivision or the Community Relatimns Service. what discretion
does the F.B.I. have in whether or not to investigate?

C. 28 ('ode of Federal lRegulatiois Sec. 0.50 delegates to the Indian Riuh,4
Division eslionsilility ft r it fil,'(c'lliiill (if all] Federal IsI10l1t114- affe iig ,i ii
rpgI tk. inchiuling tlhme pertaininii g to electfiltis awid vtiting. iml'li•. eacci•minodati .1',..
public facilities, school desegregatiom, employment. housing and the .om,4it it-
tionah and civil rights of Indians arising under 25 If'N(' 1301 et seq. Dloes thel
Indian Rights Division have authority to Institute investigations into alle'v.d
cases of violation of civil rights by state or local police authorities under -12
USC 242? If so, what investigative inmaciinry do(,s It have at its disl.osal? Iimv
111many such investigations has It requested since its iniception in August. 197:3?

I). It appears that the F.B.I.. the Indian Rights Divisiom and tln e ('ote nniuity
Relations Servi•e have an integral resimnsilility In protecting the civil right,; of
Indian people. What umechanisin exists to coordinate the actions of each of thoie~
agencies? What guidelines have been established to keelp the Indian ltitht,;
Division and the Community Relations Service alpprised by the F.B.I. of In-
chlents involving Indians which mnay involve possible violations of civil riglt,?

Sincerely,
JAMES ABOUREZK.

(Chairman.
LLOYD MEED•s,

Vic.-('hairman.

Tm]w, DEPuTY ATTORNNFY (.'ENR%,,,
Washington, D.C., .ntgust 31, 1976.

Himn.. t APoIRnK
Chairman, American Indian Policy Rerletv Commission, U.S. Conmgreas, Washing.

ton, D.C.
Dsnit SY:.x'"omt Aknoumt:zK: This is in response to your letter of July 7, 1976).

to the Attorney General concerning thit' case of Larry Black, Jr., anid collier
matters. The fllotwing Infirmation Is provided tit response to your reqiestq.

A. In accordance with usual procedures, the Oklahonma City Divis.,ion of t he
FIll furnished a nemntoramndiluti, datedd April 8. 1976, and a news article relating
to the death by hanging of Larry Black. Jr.. in the Blaine County Jail on
March 12, 1976, to t lie ('lvli Rights D)ivision of the I )epartnint of Justice, ,is
well its to tIhe United States Attorney for the Western I)istrict of Oklahomia.
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On April 14, 1976, the United States Attorney requested the Oklahoma City
I)ivision offi tle FBI to conduct a preliminary investigation into the matter as
a result of a letter received from the victim's parents Indicating a possible viola-
tion of the victim'. civil rights. This request for it preliminary investigation was,
however, sulbisequently withdrawn by the United States Attorney on April 16,
1976, after his review of the initial FBI memnoranduin and other information
provided by the FBI to the effect that the victim's body had been exhumed and
reexamined tn the presence of a private physician an(] an attorney, both of whom
were representing the victim's parents. Since the results of this examination in-
dicated that Larry Black, Jr., was not involved In a tight or struggle prior to his
death and that he did tn fact die by hanging, it was determined that no formal
Investigation by the FBI was warranted. The Oklahoma City Division of the
FBI continued to monitor this matter but conducted no active investigation or
interviews.

On Maiy 2T, 1976. thie (ivii Rights Division received a letter from the United
, 'a te 'oi{i'nlsslon on ('lvil Righls, dated May 24, 1976, referring a letter by t ite
National Indian Youth Council, dated March 31, 1U76. Both letters requested it
fed'i-al investigation into the hanging of Larry Black, Jr.

''llhe letter from the (1OInnIi l also contained all alhg•ation that Larry Black. .Jr.,
waits beaten In tit(h presence of law enft.4r(.(illlcnt ofl!ivrs (oil tlt1 (Mly of his all' rist,
Felirinary 1:3. I 97., by the (, villian owner of the property that ilh' vitinh liad
ile. -e13'ly Ibtrt iarizv,. ifn *Jii!y 7. 19T70f. lhe ('Civil IHi.:hs Dilvision of tihe I)pa irt-

nmelnt requested theI, FBI to conduct it preliniii:ry investigations into this alleged
Ibea ting.

It wat also determltined that an Fill Invetigation into the hal.ning of Larry
1:i'k, .lr., in the Bflainte ('itanlty jail nit Marclh 12, 1976, should ltee conducted
in view of co mlt nin.g al le,..m tiins by tilh' parelnt., of Ole victi l alld a reiiw",i1rcqi:,-,t' for litn 1114.lmiin y Nalhmoltl Indian Youthi Ol,,niil. Therefore.
ol -fill;- N. 19W, flip ,'ivil Iti,-lts lDhivi.-d ,i withl 11!v coneurrence of Ohw 1'ijiledl
St; tt'.s Attornley'. (0)tiIeP, r'T1luC5!ed till F Ill to cndunet a lluni',ei investigaloll
into Oloe ih:iligilg il.itg fl( it. Then ll vest i' ioa li 'll il' !' in t h'i w withI fil' vl('i iiil'
Iarolots. the ,wh rilT (ef ]'.'lin , ("iuit:ty. (,,rt :lilv i:li:ll.s 1110 ('1 P 6tylI,,', of Olh, .-i il

111111 tIhe l'h:.~i,'imito exami'lId the hodly on o 'h'ilt If the, parvilts., Ill addition .
all relorts of local Investigattions were sought.

T'hle Fill hats recently completed both investigmt Jolt-,. As there i, no evhdhc'e
that the (ivil rights of Larry Black, Jr.. were violated, the I)epartient will tol e
no fuirth1er acti,,nt in thiz matter. lnelosed Is. a copy of the lejilrtmnint. letter
to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Black, Sr., informing them of the results. of the investi-
gations.

Your letter cites several ineldents' nlllhtr to thA Larry Blaek. Jr. incident. The
results of the Investignt ions Into tilose illnlhhil'its a re set forth bbelow.

Flion receipt (if a letter front RIlhard L,. Young of the Native Ainerioan Iezal
Deffells.11 and 1 Edicn(tion Fund. N.A.i,.D.E.F. .hdted Noven'hllr 1-.. 1972. the
IU'nited States Attorney for file Western District of Oklahonma requested ant Pill
Investigation into ea('hl of the nine allegations 'ontained therein. These Fill
Investigations were completed on Decemnber 22, 1972. 1Prose('utiin was deel'i'd
in each of tile matters.

U'pon receipt of a letter from Richard L. Young. of N.A.T,.D.E.F.. dated N',,'em-
her 6. 1973. regarding mi.streatment of Indian- In the jail at Clinton. Okiahqnian.
the Civil Rights Dlivision of tfle Department inhiated an inve,'tigation. Alfhou-h
a formal FlBI Investigation w'as not request, a Deliartnmental attorney was Sent
to Oklnhonia to Interview the alleged vi(hflmns of inistreatmnent and to obse:'r'e
conditionss at the Clinton jail. Telephonic contnet was maintained wilh

N.A.L.D.R,.. concerning these matters. Formal Fill linvestigntions; had nlrendy
been conducted conc'ering two of the vhitim- mentiolned in Mr. Young's lhtt.r:
Larson Sihnmons (investigative reports dated 1/4/73 and 0/12/T3) and Merle
Emerson ¢l'II. (investigative report senit 7/20/73). No p'osee.utions resulted from
thee investigations. In n letter froim tho ('li0i nifbtt liv;,,oin ,,-nqd hiv R. Dow-
nis lekes and dated Decemiber 2R, 1973, Mr. Young was Informed that the matters
he referred to the Cii'l Riglits Division 'ln(ernIlg Me'h)n i(Joe Iladley jilt(] Alhert
Teunria were heing looked Into. The Departnlental attorney who (ondtieted the-4e
investigations determined that the allegations were either unsubqtantIlated or
lacking In i)rose•e'tive merit.

When the Deltirtment receives a complaint aind eonduets an Investigatioll. it
evaluates the evidence anild determines what action. If nny. is appropriate. Tbher',
Is no obligation to notify the comphailant of the results of an Investigation, mI~r-
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ticularly when tile complainant is not directly Involved or affected. As a matter
of policy, the Department may notify the victims and the subjects of investiga-
tions whether or not action will be taken by the Department in a particular
matter.

B. In accordance with Departmental policy, a complaint received by the FBI
is furnished to both the Civil Rights Division and the Office of the United States
Attorney within whose district the violation allegedly occurred. Depending on
the nature of the allegation, and pursuant to Department guidelines, the FBI
initiates an investigation or refers the matter to the Civil Rights Division for a
determination whether further action is warranted.

Under Departmental policy in effect prior to March 19, 1976. death ca.es were
not investigated without specific Departmental authority or a request in writing
from a United States Attorney. Allegations received in all such eases are ex-
peditiously brought to the Department's attention for its review and considera-
tion.

If a request for an investigation is made by the Office of Indian Rlights (OTR),
Civil Rights Division, to the FBIT, the investigation is handled in accordance
with the request and the results furnished to both the Civil Rights Division and
the appropriate United States Attorney's Office. As an investigative agency. the
FBI has no dt'retion to decline Departmental requests for investigations and
makes no conclusion on the merits of a particular case.

Unlike the Civil Rights Division. the Community Relations Service has no
authority to compel an FBI investigation. There is no provision for the Coni-
atiuntty Relations Service to make a formal request for an FBI Investigation.
If the Community Relations Service should make a request, the FBI would treat
It as a complaint received by the FBI and handle it in accordance with policies
and guidelines established by the Civil Rights Division. The Community Rela-
filows Service provides an assessment to Federal law enforcement authorities of
I h1- level of community tensions and expectations following incidents such as the
dlelih of Larry Black. Jr., so that these authorities may have the benefit of such
information in determining what action they should take. Occasionally, the Com-
munity Relations Service will indicate to the Civil Rights Division or the appro-
priato U'nited States Attorney that a Federal low enforcement inv.stigation could
lave a beneflcial impact in alleviating potential violence and conflict in an area.
Sueh recommendations for Investigations are given full consideration.

C. The Criminal Section of the Civil Rights Divisonn of the DePartment ha,0
tihe authority tnder 2S C.F.R. § 0.50 to investigate and prosn-e-ule allegations of
violations of civil rights by state and local law enforeemeait offivers under Vq
U.S.C. H 241 and 242. THowever. as a matter of policy, whenever the issue
involved is "uniquely Indian." (i.e.. Involves more than the, mere fact that the
victim Is an Indian) possibly requiring expertise hi the field of Indian law. the
I(riminal Section may refer flip casw to the Office of Indian Rights for handlinge.
When 0TR. receives a complaint ilelging i violation of sections 211 or 2-12. it
Initiates an Inve.tiantion. If the complaint is ..substantiated. then OTR may refer
tlh, cas, to the Crimninal Section of the Civil Rights Division or the appropriate
l'nithd States Attorney's Office for prosecution. The investigative nimchinery at
the ilis•posal of the Office of Indian Ri,;ht iN the FBI.

A tally (if the Offie of Indian Illhrlfs files front .Tulv. 1971I through JTulyi 197A1.
Indleatp, that 73 reque.fsts for FBI itnvirstigationst have beoen made ,under V9
V.14.0. $ 241 ndl 242. five of which involved state or local law enforcement
afflicer' in Okla homa.

I). Az 'a master of policy, the FI1T furnish.fe copieq of all FBI report anild
nieniorawila rlntiltg to civil ri'ihts vInIatia,,q to the Civil tfliht, Niv!,0on anld
the U'nited Sfates Attornev's, Office in the 'listriet in which hlip violtitinn has
ocelrred. Thelse, reports nnd nnemoralndfl Incl. de the Initial allegation, as wfll an,
the resultl of all Investigations conducted. There are no guidelipe for notiflea-
tion or pro itsion of information lhv flt FBI to the, C'minmnity vRelatinso Servicei.
In tniatters of joint intepret, the Comimunmtttitv Relations Roorvlie wvirl;s; lr.lr•v with
th, Civil lights Division and has aceps. to any infortnltiam within the Depaort-
mont prti nent to a ninatter in which the C(omniunity Rell t ions Service q Itinvd va'al.
Anm, request by the Cmmnunilty Reinltion•s Service regarding the, results of nl
VlWI invesligation or for disseimnhintion of FBI investiantive reports would lei
handled hy the Civil Rights Division and not ir tile PBTI. Conrdlinatlon iq the
retpimron1billty of the persons within each of the Departmental agencies haudliig
a malltter in comlmoll.
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Thank you for your interest in our efforts to enforce the Federal civil rights
of American Indians. I can assure you that it is among the highest priorities of
this Department to ensure that all complaints of criminal violations under 18
U.S.C. §§ 241 and 242 involving Indians are investigated and that those cown-
complaints which can be substantiated and supported i;i the law are duly
prosecuted.

Sincerely,
HAROLD R. TYLER, Jr.

Enclosure.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,
Washington, D.C., August 20, 1976.

MR. AND MRS. LARRY BLAcK, Sr.
Watonga, Okla.

DFAR MR. AND MRS. BLACK: At the request of the United States Civil Rights
Commission and the National Indian Youth Council, the Civil Rights Division of
the Department of Justice conducted investigations !ntto allegations that your son,
Larry Black, Jr., may have been beaten in the presence of law enforcement
officers on the day of his arrest, February 13. 1976, and that there may have
been suspicious circumstances surrounding the hanging/suicide of Larry Black,
Jr., in the Blaine County Jail on March 12, 1976.

These investigations have been completed. The findings of the Investigation
concerning the alleged beating of Larry Black, Jr., indicate that no beating took
place. All evidence suggests that the would be assailant attempted to strike Larry
Black, Jr., but was promptly restrained by the arresting officers. The findings of
the inve-;tigation concerning the hanging of Larry Black. Jr., indicate no evidence
of force or coercion on the part of law enforcement or Jail officially.

Since this matter does not appear to involve any violation of federal constitu-
tional or civil rights, the Department plans to take no further action in this
matter.

If you feel yon have a private cause of action, you should consult your at-
torney. Please accept our sympathies on the death of your son.

Sincerely,
J. STANLEY POTTIN•ER.

Assistant Attorney General Civil Rights Division.
MARGO M. MCKAY,

Attorney, Office of Indian Rights.
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U.S. COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS,
AMarch 31, 1970.

Subject: Events Surrounding Recent Murders on the Pine Ridge Reservation in
South Dakota.

To: John A. Buggs, Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.
Events surrounding the murder of two Native Americans in separate In.

cidents during the past six weeks on the Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota
have again called into question the roles of FBI and BIA police in law enforce.
ment o(1 the reservation. Numerous complaints were received by MSRO alleging
that these two agencies failed to act impartially or to respond properly in the
aftermath of the two murders which are the subject of this memorandum. More
seriously, the media published allegations that the FBI was perpetrating a cov-
erup to protect guilty persons.

In view of the seriousness of these charges, Dr. Shirley 11111 Witt, Regional
Director, and William F. Muldrow, Equal Opportunity Specialist, from the Moun.
tain States Regional Office were asked to gather first-hand Information on event
which transpired. FBI and J3IA police ofteers, attorneys, tribal officials, and
other persons involved in events surrounding these two murders were Inter.
viewed on ,March 18 and 19 in Rapid City, South Dakota, and on Pine Ridge Re4.
ervution. Additional information was gathered through the mail and in telephone
interviews.

Following is a brief summary of events which transpired aco.ordlng to the per.
sons contacted.

Wanblee, a small town on the northeastern portion of the reservation, is
largely populated by so-called "full blood" or traditionally oriented Native
Americans. This community helped to oust; incumbent Tribal President Richard
Wilson by a three to one vote against him In the recent general election on the
reservation. The chairman of Pine Ridge District, an area strongly supportive (if
Wilson on the reservation, was quoted on January 23 as saying that Wanblee
needed "straightening out" and that people would come to do it.

On Friday evening and Saturday morning. January 30 and 31. according to
11'anblee residents, several carloads of heavily armed 1wrsons reported by eye.
i witnesses to be Wilson supporters arrive In the town. P!ometime Saturday morn.
lag shots were fired, allegedly by this group, Into the house of Guy Dull Knife.
PIA police in town at the time called for reinforcements whih(h arrived promptly
but naide no arrests of the persons identified by ese witnesses as the ones who did
the shooting.

Shortly following this inc-ident that same day, Byron DeSersa. a resident of
Wanblee, was shot and killed during a high-speed automobile chase, reportedly
by persons recognized by passengers In DeSersa's car as being tile same Individ-
iials responsible for terrorizing the town earlier. Attackers jumped out of their
cars to chase those who were with DeSersa and lie bled to death for lack of
immediate medical attention.

Follnwinp DeSersa's death, the FR!. which has jurisdiction over felonies, was
called and two agents arrived that afternoon. Sporadic shooting continued In the
town through Saturday night and two houses were firebombed. Residents re-
ported that despite their pleas, law enforcement officers who had cross-deputlza.
tion powers and were present at the time, did nothing to stop tile shooting. Despite
tho fact that one person had already been killed by gunflie an PBI spokesman
told District Chairman James Red Willow that the FBI was strictly an enforce.
meant agency and had no ar.thorlty to net In a protective capacity. Saturday
evening one person, Charles David Winters. was arrested for the murder of
DeSersa. No attempt was made to apprehend or arrest the other passengers in
Winters' car, even though persons who were with DeSersa when he was shot
claimed that they were chased by Winters' companions after the shooting and
could readily Identify their attackers. Nor have any further arrests been made in
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connection with the terrorization of the town over a period of, two days. The case
is at present being investigated by a grand Jury in Pierre.

The second series of events (about which Witt and Muldrow conducted an
inquiry) began on February 25 when a rancher discovered the partially decom-
posed body of a Native American woman beside Highway No. 78 a few miles east
of Wanblee. Two BIA policemen and an FBI agent responded to tfie rancher's
report and brought the body to the Pine Ridge Hospital where an autopsy was
performed on February 25 by W. 0. Brown, M.D., a pathologist from Scottsbluff,
Nebraska. He issued a verbal report that day to the effect that she had died of
exposure. He found no marks of violence on her body except evidence of a small
contusion. The dead woman's hands were severed and sent to a laboratory in
Washington, D.C., for fingerprint Identification, both the FBI and the BIA
claiming that they had no facilities to do so themselves due to the state of do-
composition of the body.

On the morning of March 3, the body, still unidentified, was buried In the
Holy Rosary Cemetery at Pine Ridge. The FBI reported that in the afternoon
of the same (lay they received a report from the Washington laboratory that
fingerprint tests revealed the dead woman was Anna Ma. Plictou Aquash, a
Canadian citizen wanted In connection with bench warrant issued November 25
ln Pierre for default of bond eoi a fire arns charge. Sihe also was under indlet-
mnent by a federal grand Jury in connection with a shoot out with Oregon police
last November 14.

Relatives of Aquash in Canada were notified of her death on March 5, and
news of her Identification was released to the media the following dlay. Inmnedi-
ately, relatives of thp dead woman and others who had known her expressed
their disbelief that she had died of natural causes. On March I, citizens of the
town of OglWla, where she had Ilhvd for a time. publicly demanded a full iln-
vestigatlon of the circumstances surrounding her death. Relatives, represented
by a ttnrn'ey Bruce Ellison of tl Wounded Knee Legal Committee, requested that
the hody be exhumed for fourth epxmi1lnation.

Oil March 9, six days after ie body was identified. the FBI filed an affldnvlt
with the IT S. Dl.strict Court and received a court ordler permitting exhumattlon
for "purposes of obtaining complete X-rays and further medical examination."
X-rays had not been considered necessary duringg the flrst examination.

Oil March 11 the body was exhuined in the presence of FBI agents and Dr.
Garry Peterson, a pathologist from Minneapolis. ,Minnesgota. who find been
brought in by Aqtinsh's family to examine her body. X-rays revealed a bullet
of approximately .32 caliber in her head. Pceterson's examination revealed a
Iuillet woundl in the back of tile head surrounded by a 5x5 em. area of subgaleal
reddish discoloration. Incredibly, this wound was not reported in the first autopsy
and gave rise to allegations that the Fill and/or the 11IA police had covered lt)
the enuse of her denth. The fact thnt ofleprs of both agencies examined the body
en• 9 Itms, wrnppedl In a blanket beside the road and far from any populated area,
yet still did not suspect foul pilay, lends credence to these allegations in the minds
of ranny people.

Tio.pital personnel who received the body at the hospital reportedly suspected
denth by violence because of blood ond , e head.

Other persons are of the opinion that Anna Mae Aquash had been singled
out for special attention by the FBI because of her association with AIM halader
DlewliR Banks and knowledge shie might have had about the shooting of two
FBI ngents on flip Pine Ihdg" Reservntion last simmer.

These two Incidents have resulted iii further bitterness, resentment or suspicion
toward the FBT. They fo allow ninlths of turmnolil oil the reservation In the after-
math of the FBI shooting Incident when allegations were rife that the FBI
o.naged In numerous Improper activities Including illegal search procedures
and creation of a cllmnte of inthinl(ntion and terror.

A contrast Is soen I•etween the Wanblep incident, where a person was killed
and shooting was allowed to conthimp over a enIo(lo of two days, nid the incident
In .July when two FBI agents were shot and nearly 300 combat-clad agents, along
with the trappings and armament of a modern army, were brought In "to con-
trol the situation and find the killers," Reservation residents see this as disparate
treatment. This, along with what at the vpry least was extremely Indlfforent and
careles.s mInvestigatie•-' of the Aquiash murder, many residents feel reveals an atti-
tnde of racism and antagonism on the part of the FBI toward Indian people.

BEST Al A
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Because of the circumstances surrounding the events mentioned here, along
with the record of an extraordinary number of unresolved homicides on the
reservation, and incidents of terror and violence which have become almost coui.
monplace, the sentiment prevails that life is cheap on the Pine Ridge Reservation.
The more militant and traditional Native Americans have concluded that they
cannot count On equal protection under the law at the hands of the FBI or the
ETA police. Many feel that they are the objects of a vendetta and have a genuine
fear that the FBI is "Out to get them" because of their Involvement at Wounded
Knee and in other crisis situations.

Feelings are running high and allegations of a serious nature are being made.
MSRO Staff feel that there is sufficient credibility in reports reaching this office
to cast doubt on the propriety of actions by the FBI, and to raise questions
about their impartiality and the focus of their concern.

I. T. CaxswEL4 Jr.

4



PAST I, EXHMIT 8

U.S. SENATE,
Washington, D.O., August 18, 1976.

Hon. EDWARD Ht. LEVI,
A ttornep General, Dcpartment of Justice,11ashingtom, D.O..DEAs MRt. AroD.C.Y GENERTA: As a result of the questionable elrcumstances

surrounding the death of Anna Mae Aquash of Nova Scotia, whose body was
found near Wanblee, South Dakota on February 24, lift, I understand that the
Justice Department has been asked to undertake a full investigation of tb,, case.

Please advise me of the status of that investigation.
With best wishes,

Sincerely,
P(I0p5A. MaT.
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PART I, EXHIBIT 9

U.S. CoAMIRsso'r, ON CIVIL Ric-TS.
MOUNTAIN STATES REGIONAL OFFICE.

Denver, Colo., July 9, 1975.
Reply to attention of: MSRO-W. F. Muldrow.
Subject: Monitoring of Events Related to the Shooting of Two FBI Agents on

tife Pine Ridge R.servatton.
To: Dr. Shirley 11111 Witt, Regional Director.

At about 1:00 p.m. on Thursday, June 20, two FBI agents were shot to death
oln the Pine Ridge Reservation near the town of Oglala, South Dakota. The FBI
immediately launched a large-scale search for tile suspected slayers which has
involved 100 to 200 combat-clad FBI agents, BIA policemen, SWAT teams,
armored cars, helicopters, fixed-wing aircraft, and tracking dogs. An Increasing
volume of requests for information regarding the incident and numerous reports
and complaints of threats, harrasment, and search procedures conducted without
due process of law by the FBI prompted my visit~to the reserrvation to gather
firsthand information. MSRO was involved at Pine Ridge during the Investiga.
tion of the tribal election held there in 1073. This office( was also called upon to
do a preliminary investigation of an Incident Involving the shooting of AIM
leader Russell Means on the Standing Rock Sioux Reservation In North Dakota
last month.

I was on the reservation from ,Tuly 1-3, and during that time had the opportu-
nity to talk with the Atlinc BIA Suvmerintendent (Kendall Ctiming). the I'reql.
dent of the Tribal Council (Dick Wilson), FIJI agents, BIA police ofiivials,
numerous residents of the reservation Including several who lived In the vicinity
of the scene of the shooting, and media correspondents from NBC. CBS, and
National Public Radio. FBI officials were too busy to see me when I visited tlheir
headquarters to arrange for an appointment. Part of the time I travelled in the
company of Mario Gonzales, an attorney and enrolled member of the tribe who
haq been designated chairman for the South Dakota Advisory Committee.

This particular Incident of violence must be seen in the context of tension,
frustration, and crime which has increasingly pervaded life oil the reservation
during the last three yen rA. Unemployment approaches 70 percent and tihe crime
rate is four times that of Chicago. There have been eight killings on the rseqrva-
tion Ro far this year and uncounted beatings, fights, and shootings. Many of these
incidents have never been explained or, in the minds of many residents, even
satisfactorily Investigated. The tribal government has been charged by reserve.
tlon residents with corruption, neoptism, and with maintaining control through
a reign of terror.

Tribal officials. Including the President of thl' Council. hanve been Indlet,,d
in connection with sueh an incident (on a misdemeanor chharge,. althoalwh Lllnn
and knives were Involve(d). It Is widely felt that those in power profit front
the larges•'e of Federal programs at the expenses of the more traditionally orl.
ented residents of the reservation.

Tensions are exacerbarted by Irresponsible statements by State offilcis.
The Civil Llhrtles Organiatlon for Smith Dakota Citizens, n right-wih'g

group Cotmposed In large part of white ranchers who own or lease most of the,
prime land on the reservation. produce native swulnprt for Wilson's government
and presses for State jurisdiction over the reservation.

During World War IT. (Idu to a shortanre of law enforcement manpower, the
FRI wpq given jurlsdlction to Investigate felonles on the reservation and this
has never been relinquished. The number of FIT agents assigned to the reserva-
tion was recently Inereases In an attempt to cone with the mounting crime
rate. One of the agents who was killed last week was on special assignment
from Colorado.

Many of the fact surrounding the shooting are either unknown by officials
or have not been made public. Media representatives felt that the FBI was un-
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necessarily restrictive In the kind and amount of information it provided. It is
patently clear that many of the statements that have been released regarding
the incident are either false, unsubstantiated, or directly misleading. Some of
these statements were highly'inflammatory, alleging that the agents weere "led
into a trap" and "executed." As a result, feelings have run high.

The FBI had arrest warrants for four Native Americans who had allegedly
assaulted, kidnapped, and robbed a white man and a boy. Residents of the res.-
ervation and an attorney from the Wounded Knee Legal Offense/Defense Com-
mittee with whom I talked felt that the warrants were issued merely on the
word of the white people without adequate investigation. Such a thing, they
point out, would never have happened had the Indians been the accusers and
typifies unequal treatment often given to Indian people.

The two agents killed in the shooting had been to several houses on the reser-
vation looking for the wanted men. The occupants of some of these houses
claimed that the agents had been abusive and threatening. Some of the Native
Americans that I talked with, who had been involved in the Wounded Knee
incident, have a genuine fear that the FBI is "out to get" them. When the two
agents were killed they had no warrants In their possession.

The bodies of the agents were found down in the valley several hundred yards
from the houses where the shooting supposedly occurred. "Bunkers" describNd
in newspaper accounts turned out to be aged root cellars. "Trench fortifications"
were non-existent. Persons in the houses were In the process of preparing a
meal when the shooting occurred. One of the houses, owned by Mr. and Mrs.
11arry Jumping Bull, contained children and several women, one of whom wits
pregnant. The Jumping Bulls had Just celebrated their 50th wedding aniiver.
sary. As a result of the incident, Mrs. Jumping Bull had a nervous breakdown
and is now in a Chaidron, Nebraska hospital.

The body of Joseph Stnntz, the young Native American killed In one of the
houses during the shooting, was seen shortly after the shooting lying In a mwl
hole as though It had been dumped there oni purpoQe. lie was later given a tradi-
tional hero's burial attended by hundreds of people from the reservation.

Sixteen men were reportedly involved In lhe shooting though no oile knows
how this figure was determined. The FBI has never given any clear Indiration
that It knows the Identity of these men. Incredibly, all of them, though sur-
rounded by State and BIA police anl FBI agents, imnaged to esallpe in broad
daylight during the middle of the afternoon.

In the days Immediately following the incident there were numerous accounts
of persons being arrested without cause for qutsthining, and of houses being
searched without warrants. One of these was the house of Walln(.e little. Jr.,
next-door neighbor to the Jumping Bulls. Ills house and farmn were surrounded
by 80-00 armed men. He protested and asked them to stay off his property. Eliot
Daum. an attorney with the WKLOFI)C who had been staying In the house
with Little's fLrnily. informed the agents that they had no right to search with-
out a warrant. They restrained him and prevented him from talking further
with Little while two agents searched the honse.

Daun was also present" when David Sky. his client, was arrested InPinPe Ridge
qs a material witness to the shooting. Sky was refused permission to talk with
Damnt hwfore lie was taken to a hlapid City J0il. i two-.hour drive. Individual
FBI agents with whom I talked were deeply upset over the "ex(eution" of their
colnrades.

Most of the Native Americnn.q recelved me cordially and I waq Invited to
attend the burial of Joseph Stuntz. Sonie expressed appreciation for my pres.
ence there an ani observer and suggested thnt the Voini.ission might be the nnly
body capable of making an Impartial Investigation of the Pine Ridge situation.
My Interview with Dick Wilson was less satisfactory. lie stated that hIo cuhld
give me no information and that ho did not "feel like talking about civil rights
at a time like this."

Several questions and concerns arise as a ri..4ult of these observations. The
PBI is conducting a full-scale military operation oni the reservation. Their pros-
ence ther,% has erected deep resentment on the part of many of the reservation
residents who do not feel that such a procedure would be tolerated In anr 11n1-
Indlian community In the United States. They point out that little has been
done to solve the numerous murders on the reservation, hut when two white
men are killed, "troops" are brought in from all over the country at a cost of
hundreds of thousands of dollars.
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No PBI agents actually live on the reservation and none of them are Native
American. They are a completely outside group with remarkably little under.
standing of Indian society. Questions are raised as to the basis for FBI jurisdic.
tion on the reservation, the seeming conflict and overlap with the Jurisdiction
of the BIA police, and the propriety of the FBI, which furnished adversary
witnesses for the Wounded Knee trials, acting as an Investigatory body on the
Pine Ridge Reservation. Many Native Americans feel that the present large-scale
search operation is an over-reaction which takes on aspects of a vendetta.

Does the Commission have legal access to FBI and BlIA investigatory reports
which would enable an assessment of the scope and impartiality of their activi-
ties? Requests from this office to both of these agencies, and to the Justice De-
partmeut's Office of Indian Rights, for reports of the investigation of Russell
Means' shooting In June were denied.

The Jurisdictional problem, like the present shooting incident, cannot he
divorced from the other pressing concerns of Pine Ridge Reservation residents
which relate to their basic rights as human beings and citizens of the United
States. The climate of frustration, anger, and fear on the reservation, which
results from poverty, ill health, Injustice, and tyranny, would indicate that the
latest incident of violence will not be the last.

WLMUAM F. MULDUOW,
Equal Opporunity! Specfallst.
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APPENDIX II

PART 11. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENqT OF THE FEDERAL STATUTORY AND
REGULATORY SCHEME

PART II, EXuIInIT 1

REPORT ON REVISION OF INDIAN LAWS

IlousE oF REPRESENTATTVFA,
COMMITTEE ON REVISION OF TIlE LAWS,

1l'ashington, D.C., April 20, 1917.
1Ionorable Chairman and 'Members of the Committee on Revision of the Laws,

11oupe of Representatives, I have th, honor to submit to you my report on tile
codification, revision, and annotation of the general acts of a permanent char-
neter relating to Indians, which you assigned to me for preparation In code form,
subsequent to your consideration of House Resolution No. 134, Sixty.fourth
Congress, first session, which reads as follows:

Rc.•olved, That In codifying and revising the laws it is the sense of the House
that the laws relating to Indian affairs be, aed they are hereby, ordered to be
codified and revised.

In the preparation of this work, as in the preparation of the various other
codes submitted by Ine, I have adhered to ntd followed tile general plan of the
Commission to Revise and Codify the Laws, created by act of Congress of June 4,
1,87, the final report of which was made to thle Congress on December 15, 10W:

First, I have endeavored to bring together all statutes and all parts of statutes
relating to the same subject.

Second. I have omitted redundant and obsolete enactments, noting such onrls.
slon in my explanation of the section.

Third. I have made such alterations as seemed necessary to reconcile the
contradictions, supply the omissions, and amend the imperfections of the original
text.

Fourth. I have proposed and embodied in the revision such changes in tile
substance of existing law as in my judgment were necessary and advisable,
explaining such proposed changes and italicizing the language inserted.

In tile revision of the Indian laws for code form the chief obstacle encountered
was in drawing the line of demarcation between the general and specific Acts of
Congress, the former properly belonging in a code of laws for permanent use,
and the latter, the object of which is aimed at the aceoinplishment of some specific
performance on the part of a certain tribe of Indians, being omnitted from the
revision. For this reason, it is explained that all Indian laws are not to he found
In this revision, but only those laws which affect tile Indians generally, their
governmental protection, and regulation.

One of the questions of the greatest delicacy with which I was confronted In
this revision was determining when one statute was Inconsistmit with tihe pro.
v•slons of another statute. It is the common practice of Congres to pass laws
more or less Inconsistent with existing statutes on lute same subjects without
repealing the latter in specific terms, but my employing the fanilliar formulla
"that all acts and parts of acts in conflict with the provisions of thhs net are
hereby repealed." Onl tile one hand, It would defeat the main purisose of revi.
slln If inharinonious provisions were retilned annd. on tile other, repeals by
Iinplication are not favored, In the solution of this problems painstaking Invesil.
gation and mature consideration are both required.

Another obstacle is tile singling out of obsolete stainuteR. We find upon our
statute books provisions that are in fact ignored by the executive officers of the
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Government, In some cases because it is impracticable to enforce them; in others
because they are out of adjustment with existing conditions; and in others
because they have been superseded by practices and methods of administration
that have grown stronger than the letter of the law and by this uninterrupted
acquiescence have acquired the force of a tacit and common consent. That there
are many such provisions which should be omitted is certain; but this convic-
tion does not abate the difficulty attending the task of selection. An illustration
of this may be had in the case of the omission from this code of sections 2040
to 2051, inclusive, of the Revised Statutes of the United States, respecting
superintendents and ouperintendencles. Section 2046 of the Revised Statutes
provides for the 9" ,,ointment of eight superintendents of Indian affairs, and
section 2047 abolisl es four of that number after June 80, 1878. Sections 2048 to
2051, inclusive, deal with the duties. etc., of such superintendents. There has
never been a repeal of these six sections, but since 1877 Congress has made no
appropriation for the salaries or expenses of the officers, and there has been
none employed in the Indian Service.

Another question which presented itself for solution was that of repeal by
implication. An illustration of this is had in the omission of sections 2128 to
2181, inclusive, Revised Statutes, which provide for licensing citizens of good
moral character to trade with the Indians. In view of the act of August 15,
1876, chapter 283, which authorizes the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to ap-
point traders to the Indian tribes, and prescribing rules and regulations for their
government, these sections are omitted. Another illustration of this character is
had In the omission of section 2107 of the Revised Statutes, which requires that
accounts and vouchers for goods, stuplies, etc., for the Indian Service shall be
submitted for approval to the executive committee of the Board of Indian Coin.
missioners. It is presumed that this provision is repealed by the act of May 17,
1882, chapter 163, which provides that "hereafter the commission shall only have
power to visit and inspect agencies and other branches of the Indian Service,. and
to inspect goods purchased for said service, and the Commissioner of Indiau
Affairs shall consult with the commission in the purchase of supplies"

Another phase of the revision is that of determining the settled policy of
Congress for the purpose of treating a provision of law as permanent in char-
acter. It is of common occurrence that Congress in the annual appropriation bills
Inserts provisions limited to the year concerned that are in conflict with or create
exceptions to general laws, and repeats these provisions from year to year. It
Is considered that where these provisions have been reenacted for a sufficient
number of years to warrant the inference that they represent the settled policy
of Congress they should be treated its permanent laws, and in determining this
the exercise of deliberate Judgment Is demanded.

Attention is invited to numerous sections where changes have been made In
the phraseology. Where a change In the law is recommended a full explanation
of such proposed chlinge will be found under the caption "Notes on the sectionss"
Where changes are required to conform tlhe provisions to existing law the
marginal citations are designed to rpliport the text. A revision is something more
than a compilation: in many cases the act has been executed, and a correct
revision requires the tiue of different language to conform Its operation to Ilhe
evident Intention and purpose of the aw t. For e(anmple. the act of Ma1rch 3. IS7.3,
chapter 132, requires that copies of contracts for tile Indian Service shall Ilii
filed with the Hecond Auditor of the Treasury. The act of August 15, 1870, cha liter
280, provides that "an abstract of all bids and proposals received for the s'4p,-
plies or services embraced in any contract shall be attached to and filed with
the said contract when the same is filed with the Second Comptroller of tht,
Treasury." This is apparently a discrepancy. However that may be. iII view of thel
provisions of the act of July 81, 1894, chapter 174, it would appear that the
Auditor for the Interior Department is the officer with whom the copies amil
abstracts should be filed to secure time puIrpose of the laws mentioned.

This work is presented in such a manner as to call your attention to the exist.
lg law and the changes made in the original text. This Is accomplished by
placing the existing law on one page and on the page opposite the text as I
have revised it, wherein all new matter proposed appears in italic, so that lly a
a mere visual inspection your attention will be directed to the fact as to whether
any change is proposed in the section, and the nature 'lnd character of such
change. following the plan adopted by the commission In Its codification and
revision of the laws. I have placed the various sections of the several acts hii
places where I deemed they most appropriately belonged,
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Annexed to this report is an Appendix A and an Appendix B. Appendix A
contains a tabulated list of each act which is brought into this revision, the
date of the act, the section (when it is made a section) and page of the volume
of the United States Statutes at Large from which I have taken the act, with
proper reference to the section of the revision which you will find codified and
revised tihat section or those sections of the act or acts from which the text of the
revision is taken. Appendix B contains a statement of the sections of the Revised
Statutes omitted from the revision and a reason assigned for such omlssilon.

In the revision of the general and permanent Indian laws I have encountered
many difficult questions of construction which required. for intelligent solit-
tion, a thorough research into the history and Iurpose of the legislation, maid
after having revised. perfected, and printed the several chapters comprising this
work I transmitted copies to the Secretary of the Interior and the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs for the closest scrutiny by the members of the staff of examiners
under these departments of the Government. requesting that any Inperfectiolis
and errors be noted, and a report made to your committee at the earliest possible
date,

The numbering of the sections of this revision has commenced with No. 4 and
continued in numerical order until completed. In my notes on the sections of
the revision, which follow these introductory remarks, I have explained the
status of the text of the section from its origin to date, which was done for the
purpose of affording your committee a condensed analysis of the work done on
each section, as well as to furnish a ready index to the original text.

Having completed this subJect assigned to me, and acting in accordance with
your Instructions, I take up for preparation in code form all laws relating to
commerce and navigation.

I have the honor to he,
Your olbedient servant,

W. K. WATKTNISs,
Revlscr of the Statutc.

NOTES ON THE SE•"E.ONS

Chapter 1. Ofieers and Agencies
Section 1: This section is taken from section 2089 of the Revised Statutes of

the United States. The section Is as originally enacted.
Section 2: This sect ion is derived from section P0.10 of the Revised Statutes

and from section 1 of the act of August 24, 1912 87 Stat. L., 518, chapter 889.
Section 2040 of the Revised Statutes, as originally enacted, provided for the ap-
pointment of the secrrary to the loard of Indian Commls,,ouers, requiring thot
the appointment should be made from the membership of the board. The act
of August 24, 1912, changes this by requiring that a person not a member of
said board shall be appointed as secretary.

Section 8: This section Is taken from section 2041 of the Revised Statutes and
from the act of May 17, 1882, 22 Stat. L., 70, chapter 1113. The Itolies appearlisn
within the section are uthstituted for "the preceding section," for the sake of
correct revision.

Section 4: This section Is section 2042 of the Revised Statutes, empowering
the members of the Board of Indian Commissioners to Investigate all contracts,
expenditures, etc.. and to have access to all books and papers belonging to the
Government in making such invegtigations.

Section 5: This section is derived from section 2048 of the Revised Statutes,
from a part of the acts of March 8, 1875, 18 Stat. L. 422. chapter 132: March 3.
1005, 383 tat. To., 1049. chapter 1479. and March 4, 10M, (35 Stnt. To.. 998, chapter
297. Section 2048 of the Revised Statutes provided for five Indian inspectors;
the act of March 8, 1875. 18 Stat. L,., 420, reduced this number to three. The
number was Increased from time to time in the Indian appropriation acts to
eight. In the act of March 8, 1900, &3 Stat. I,,o 1048, It was provided that there,
should be 'eight Inspectors, two of whom should be engineers, skilled in the
location, construction, and maintenance of Irrigation work. In the Tndlian appro.
priatlon act of March 8, 1909, 85 Stat. Li., 785, an appropriation was made for
the salaries and expenmen of the two "oniineer" inspetors: while In the legis-
lative act of March 4, 1909. 35 Stat. I,.. 888, In the paragraph making appropria-
tions for the force In the office of the Secretary, with reference to t01 six remaln-
ing Indian inspectors, It was provided that "Said Indian Inspeoors shmll here.
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after be termed inspectors, and shall be included In the classified service," and
an appropriation was made in the paragraph for their salaries. These six in-
spectors, so transferred, are now connected with the office of the Secretary, and
used for general inspection purposes. In view of these facts, the section has
been so revised as to authorize but two "Indian lnspectors,"-those required to
possess the engineering qualifications. The Italics in the section are made neces-
sary by reason of this change.

Section 0: This section is taken from section 2044 of the Revised Statutes
and from the act of March 8, 1905, 83 Stat. L., 1049, chapter 1479, providing for
the salaries and expenses of the inspectors authorized by the preceding section.

Section 7: This section Is taken from section 20415 of the Revised Statutes and
from the act of March 8, 1875, 18 Stat. L., 422, chapter 182, detailing the powers
and duties of the Indian Inspectors. Section 2045 of the Revised Statutes, appear-
Ing herein, is amended by striking out the words "Commissioner of Inlian Af-
fairs" and inserting In lieu thereof "Secretary of the Interior." This amendment
is made upon the recommendation of a former Commisioner of Indian Affairs,
as the inspectors are under -the ompervislon of the Secretary of the Interior, to
whom they report directly.

Section 8: This section is taken from the act of April 4, 1910, 86 Stat. L., 269,
chapter 140. It is repeated in subsequent Indian appropriation acts. I have been
somewhat confused as to the number of inspectors In the Indian Service, and the
official title of the Inspectors. In no revision heretofore has any reference been
miade to a chief inspector of irrigation and an assistant inspector of irrigation,
both of whom are required to be skilled irrigation engineer. It will be noted that
the provisions of this section are somewhat similar to the provisions of section 5
which provides for the'appointment of Indian inapcetore, who are required to
Ite engineers, and competent In the location, construction, and maintenance of ir-
rigation work. But section 5 does not designate these two Inspectors as Irrigation
inspectors, and It Is presumed that the positions of Inspectors In section 5 of
this revision and in this section are entirely separate nnd distinct offices. In the
various appropriation acts, where langurA;e Is found relating to tile irrigation
inspectors nothing appears authorizing their appointment, but simply the salaries
appropriated.

Section 0: This section is taken from the actof April 4, 1910, 86 Stat. L., 269,
chapter 140, and is repeated In subsequent Indian appropriation acts. The same
explanation given in the preceding section Is applicable to this section.

Section 10: This section is derived from section I of the act of August 1, 1914,
SR Stat. L., O86, chapter 222, and from section 4 of the act of May 18, 1910, 89
Stat. L., 127, chapter 125.

Section 11: This section Is taken from the act of April 4, 1040, 80 Stat. L.,
271, chapter 140, and which is found repeated in subsequent Indian appropria-
tion acts. The section provides for -the appointment of superintendents of Irri-
gation, not to exceed seven in number, who shall be skilled Irrigation engineers.
Tile explanation given of section 8 of this revision applies to section 9 and 10, as
well as to this section.

Section 12: This section is derived from section 2052 of the Revised Statutes
and from the acts of March 8, 1905, 83 Stat. L., 1048, chapter 1479: June 21, 190,
84 Stat. L., 882, chapter 8504; &nd March 1, 1007, 84 Stat. L., 1020, chapter 2285,
authorizing the appointment by the President of Indian agents from time to time,
as Congress provides. The words appearing In the section In Italics are necessary
for correct revision.

Section 18: This section Is taken from the act of March 3, 1808, 27 Stat. L., 014,
chapter 209, and Is existing law. Extra appropriation for this official not being
laude for several years, Is omitted.

Section 14: This section is section 2058 of the Revised Statutes and Is existing
law.

Section 15: This section is derived from section 2055 of the Revised Statutes
and from the acts of July 4, 1884, 28 Stat. L., 77, chapter 180, and from March 1,
If)07, 84 Stat. L., 10020 chapter 20285, providing for the salary of Indian agentts, etc.
The act of July 4, 1884, repeated all provisions of law fixing salaries of Indian
agents in excess of these provided In that act, since which time they have received
.tich salaries as are appropriated for from year to year. The section Is amended
accordingly, thus explaining the italics.

Section 16: This section Is derived from section 2050 of the Revised Statutes,
which was reenacted In is entered by the act of May 17, 1882, 22 Stat. L, 87,
chapter 103.
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Section 17: This section Is taken from section 2057 of the Revised Statutes
and from a part of section 10 of the Indian appropriation act of March 3, 1875,
18 Stat. L., 449-450, chapter 132. Language has been Inserted so as to exempt
a corporation authorized to guarantee bonds from the requirement of setting
out, under oath, the nature and kind of property owned by It. such companies
being regulated by the act of August 18, 1894, 28 Stat. L. 279, chapter 282,
entitled "An act relative to recognizances, stipulations, bonds, and undertakings
and to allow certain corporations to be accepted as sureties thereon." A part of
the Indian appropriation act of April 80. 1908, 85 Stat. L., 75 chapter 153. con-
talned a provision whereby the United States Government was required to bear
the expense of procuring the official bond of any agent, superintendent, or
other disbursing officer of the Indian Service; but in the act of Augu'it 5, 1900,
86 Stat. L., 125, chapter 7 (urgent deficiency act), a proviso was inserted whereby
It was forbidden that the United States Government pay any part of the premium
or other cost of furnishing a bond required by law or otherwise of any officer
or employee of the United States,

Section 18: This section Is taken from section 2058 of the Revised Statutes,
and from section 10 of the act of March 3, 1875, 48 fStat I,., 451, chapter 182,
and from a part of the Indian appropriation act of March 8, 1909, 85 Stat. L.,
784, chapter 268, all dealing with the duties of Indian agents. The language in
the acts from which the section is taken specifying the offense for keeping false
books, making false entries in transcripts, etc., Is omitted as superfluous, as
has been the practice of the commission, as well as this committee throughout
the revision. Section WO of the Criminal Code, approved March 8. 1909. effective
January 1, 1910, was as follows: All offenses which may be punished by death,
or imprisonment for a term exceeding one year, shall be deemed a felony. All
other offenses shall be deemed a miedemanor. In this ease of the Indian agent
a fine of not less than $500 nor more than $1,000, at the discretion of the court,
and rendering the convicted party Incompetent to hold office of Indian agent
after conviction, it prescribed.

Setlon 19: This section Is taken from section 2059 of the Revised Statutes
and from section 6 of the act of May 17, 1882, 22 Stat. L, RR, chapter 168. dealing
with thl discontinuance, transfer, and consolidation of Indian agencies. The sec-
tion is existing law.

Section "01: This section Is taken from section 2060 of the Revised Statutes and
is existing law.

Section 21: This Is section 2061 of the Revised Statutes and iN existing lnw.
Section 22: This section is taken from section 2062 of the Revised Statutes

and from a part of the Tndlan appropriation act of ,Tlly 18, 1892. 27 Stat. L.,
120, chapter 161. In the revision of the Indian laws by the commission the words
"except at agencies where, In the opinion of the President, the public service
would he better promoted by the appointment of a civilian," are omitted. A part
of the Indian appropriation act of July 1, 1898. 80 Stat. L., 573, chapter M%1. Is
also made a part of this section. It empowers the President to detail Army of-
fleers to net as Indlnn nzents when, in the opinion of the President, the presence
of an Army officer Is required.

Section 28: This section is derived from section 2063 of the Revised Statutes
nnd from a part of the Indian appropriation act of April 4, 1910, 86 Stat. L.,
272. chapter 140. The section Is existing lnw

Section 24: This section is section 2064 of the Revised Statuteq.
Section 2A: This section Is se,,tlin 2065 of the Revised Statutes.
Section ý26: This section Is section 2066 of the Revised Statutes.
Section 27: This section Is section 2067 of the Revised Statutes.
Section 29: Thl.s section Is taken from a part of the Indian appropriation act

of July 4. 1W4. 23 Stat. L., 77, chapter 180, dealing with the traveling allowances
to spelal agents.

Section 29: This section Is taken from section 20%8 of the Revised Statutes,
and IQ exis'ing1 law.

Spetion 30: This section represents section 2069 of the Revlsed Statut"e, giving
a reference to Indinns, or persons of Indian descent, In cases of appointment
of Interprefers or other persnnm employed for the benefit of the Indians.

Sectlnn 1 : T)Is is msetion 2072 of the Revised fStitntea,
FfP.tfon 32: Thi, i1- .ection 2073 of the Revised %tahites.
Section Xq: Thuiv section Is derived from section 2074 of the Reviqed FStatutes.

ond if Pne"rled sg ns to allow the Commns.Ioner of Indian Affnirs to grant leave
to any agent, subagont, Interpreter, or person employed under this title, and



also amended by inserting the words "Except as otherwise expressly provided,"
for the reason that In many ins-tances a person in the Indian Service is required
to perform the duties of another office, either by statute or by specific authoriza-
tion on the part of those empowered by Congress to make such authorization.
The original section 2074 of the Revised Statutes, from which this section is
taken, made it mandatory on the part of the employee in the Indian Service to
apply to the superintendent or to the Secretary of the Interior for necessary leave
of absence. As fully explained under Appendix B of this report, sections 2040 to
2051, inclusive. Revised Statutes, which are provisions respecting superintend-
ents and superintendencles, are omitted, for the reason that since 18477 Congress
has made no appropriation for the salaries or expenses of these offices, and there
has been none employed in the Indian Service.

Section 34: This section is derived from a part of the Indian appropriation act
of July 1, 1898,80 Stat. L., 595, chapter 545, and Is existing law.

Section 35: This section is section 2075 of the Revised Statutes.
Section 36: This section is derived from a part of the Indian appropriation

act of April 21, 1904. 33 Stat. L., 191, chapter 140(2, requiring a special bond to be
furnished by any disbursing officer of the Indian Department when large per
capita payments to Indians are to be made. When the commission revised this
section of law it was made to read that the expenses incurred in procuring such
special bond were to be paid by the United States from "the appropriations for
the current and contingent expenses of the Indian Department and for fulfilling
treaty stipulations with various Indian tribes and for other purposes." In view
of the urgent deficiency appropriation act of August 5, 1909, 36 Stat. L., 125,
chapter 7, in which it Is declared that from that date the United States should
not pay any part of the premium or other cost of furnishing the bond required
by law or otherwise of any officer or employee of the United States, it seems that
if that part of the act of April 21, 11904. 33 Stat. L., 191, which is brought within
this section, were left to read that in the' filing of such special bond the United
States was to defray the expenses thereof, it would be in direct contradiction to
that part of the act of August 5, 1009, and believing that the act of August 5,
1909, intended to repeal that part of the Indian appropriation act of April 21,
1904, which required the United States to defray the expenses incident to the
furnishing of this si.ecial bond, it is omitted from this revision.

Section 37: This Is section 2078 of the Revised Statutes and is existing law.
Section 38: This section Is derived from section 2077 of the Revised Statutes

and from the act of March 3, 1905, 33 Stat. L., 1049, chapter 1479. Section 2077
of the Revised Statutes provides that "where persons are required, in the per-
formance of their duties under this title, to travel from one place to another, the
actual expenses, or a reasonable sum in lieu thereof, shall be allowed them."
Iater legislation (March 3, 1905, 33 Stat. L., 1049. and subsequent Indian nppro-
priation acts) has fixed the traveling expenses of Indian Inspectors and certain
other designated officers in the Indian Service at $3 per day, exclusive of trans-
portation and sleeping-car fares. This allowance is inserted in sections where
persons employed in the service come within Its terms.

Section 39: This section is section 2078 of the Revised Statutes.
Section 40: This section Is taken from the Indian appropriation act of March 1,

1889, 30 Stat. L, 9127, chapter 824, and is existing law.
Section 41: This section is derived fmaun time act of March 1, 1890, 30 Stat. L.,

927, chapter 324, and from a part of the Indian appropriation act of April 30,
1908. 35 Stat. L., 75, chapter 153. The words "salaries and compensation of
employees contained in section forty-five" are Inserted for the purpose of correct
revision, the language In the existing law under the act of August 80, 1908, for
which the italics are Inserted, reading as follows: "That the amounts prid
farmers and stockmen shall not come within the limit for employees fixed by the
act of .une seventh, eighteen hundred and ninety-seven" (being section 15•.

Section 42: This section is derived from a part of the Indian Appropriation
act of March 8, 1909, 83 Stat. L., 1050. chalrter 1479, and from a part of the
Indian appropriation act of March 1, 1W)7, ,34 Stat. L. 1019, chapter 22M. The
explanation made on the preceding seetionJ. as to the italics inserted, applies also
to the italics appearing within this section.

Section 43: This section is derived from a part of section 0 of the Indian appro-
priation act of May 17, 1882, 22 Stat. L,., 88, chapter 163, and from section 10 of
the Indian appropriation act of August 15, 1804, 28 Stat. L., 813, chapter 290, and



from a part of the Indian appropriation act of April 30, 1908, 35 Stat. L., 71,
chapter 153, respectively. The first part of section 6 of the act of May 17, 1882,
cited on existing law side under this section, appears under section 19 of this
revision. The words "of supplies" Inserted to supply an apparent omission. The
section Is existing law.

-Section 44: This section is taken from a part of the Indian appropriation
act of May 17, 1882, 22 Stat. L., 80, chapter 163, providing for the expenses of
clerks on special duty. The section is existing law.

Section 45: This section is derived from section 5 of the Indian appropriation
act of March 3, 1875, 18 Stat. L., 449--450, chapter 132, and from a part of the
Indian appropriation acts of May 11, 1880, 21 Stat., L., 131, chapter 85, and
June 7, 1897, 80 Stat. L., 90, chapter 3. The language from the three acts has
been blended together and condensed so as to express the intent and purpose
of the law in concise ternims. It will be noted that the parts of the acts of May 11,
18SO, and June 7, 1897, respectively, merely reenact a good part of the section 5
of the act of March 3, 1875. Then, agalin, we find in the section 5 of the act of
March 3, 1875, that provision requiring the employment of Indian, when they
can perform the duties, which Is the same language used in many appropriation
acts, and which will be found under section 43 of this revision. In all cases of this
kind it is extremely difficult to determine the proper blending in correctly stating
what the law intended. The words "this section" are Inserted for correct revision.

Section 46: This section is derived from a lart of the Indian appropriation
act of March 1, 1907, 34 Stat. L, 1016, chapter 2285, relative to the transfer of
funds for payment of employees and authorizing the detailing of employees for
other service when necessary.

Section 47: This section Is taken from a part of the Indian appropriation act
of June 80, 1913.388 Stat. L., 80, chapter 4. The section probably could have been
blended with section 40 of this revision, but It was deemed advisable to make it
a separate section.
Chalpter 2. Performance of Treaty Obligations

Section 48: This section is taken from section 2040 of the Revised Statutes.
Section 49: This section is derived from section 2080 of tie Revised Statutes.
Section 50: This section is taken from section 2081 of the Revised Statutes.
Section 51: This section Is taken from section 2082 of the Revised Statutes.

+ action 52: This section is taken from section 2083 of the Revised Statutes,
and from a part of the acts of March 3, 1877, 19 Stat. 1,., 291, chapter 101: 30
April, 1908, 35 Stat. L., 71, chapter 153: June 25, 1910, 36 Stat. L., 861, chapter
431 (section 23). and May 18, 1916. 39 Stat. L., 126, chapter 125. The Italics In
the section are made necessary for correct revision.

Section 53: This section Is taken from sec.tIon 1) of the act of March 3. 1975,
18 Stat. L., 420, chapter 132, which was reenacted In its entirety by the act of
May 18, 1916, 89 Stat. L., 129, chapter 125. The section is existing law.

Section 54: This section is taken from section 3 of the Indian appropriation act
of August 15, 1870, 19 Stat. L., 199, chapter 289.

Section 55: This section is taken from section 7 of the act of March 3, 1875, 18
Stat L., 450, chapter 132. The act of March 3, 1875, requires that copies of con-
tracts for the Indian Service shall be filed with the Second Auditor of the
Treasury. The act of August 15. 1876, chapter 289, provides that "an abstract of
all bids and proposals received for the supplies or services embraced in any
contract shall be attached to and filed with the said contract when the same is
filed with the Second Comptroller of the Treasury." This Is apparently a dis-
crepancy. However that may be, in view of the provisions of the act of July 81,
1894, chapter 174, it would appear that the Auditor for the Interior Department
It the officer with whom the copies and abstracts should be filed to secure the
purpose of the laws mentioned. The section is amended accordingly.

Section 56: This section Is derived from sectIon 2084 of the Revised Statutes,
and from section 3 of the act of May 11, 1880, 21 Stat. L., 132, chapter &5. The
section is existing law and the section number appearing In Italic is for the
purpose of correct revision.

'Section 57: This section Is taken from section 4 of the Indian appropriation act
of August 15, 1894, 28 Stat. L.. 312. chapter .90. which superseded In Its entirety
section 4 of the act of March 3, 1891, 28 'St. I, 1015, chapter 51&

Section 58: This section is taken from a proviso in the Indian appropriation
act of March 1, 1907, 84 Stat. L., 1016, chapter 2285, and Is existing law.
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Section 59: This Is section 2085 of the Revised Statutes.
Section 60: This section is taken from a pert of the Indian appropriation act

of April 30, 1908, 85 Stat. L., 78, chapter 153, designating the places at which
Warehouses are to be maintained.

Section 61: This section is taken from a part of the Indian appropriation act of
April 30, 1908, 35 Stat. L., 73, chapter 153, and is existing law.

Section 62: This section is derived from a part of the Indian appropriation
act of March 3, 1877, 19 Stat. L., 291, chapter 101, and le existing law.

Section 63: The section is taken from a part of the act of July 7, 1898, 80
Stat. L., 676, chapter 571. The words "preceding section" are substituted for
"act of March third, eighteen hundred and seventy-seven," for the sake of correct
revision.

Section 61: This section is taken from section 2086 of the Revised Statutes and
from a part of the Indian appropriation act of June 10, 1890, 29 Stat. L. 336,
chapter 898, and is existing law.

Section 65: This section is section 2087 of the Revised Statutes and is exist-
ing law.

Section 66: This section Is section 2100 of the Revised Statutes and is existing
law.

Section 67: This section Is taken from a part of the Indian appropriation act
of March 3, 1875, 18 Stat. L., 424, chapter 132, which superseded section 210)2 of
the Revised Statutes.

Section 08: This section is section 2 of the act of March 3, 1875, 18 Stat. L.,
449, chapter 132.

Section 09: This section is section 2101 of the Revised Statutes.
Section 70: This section is section 7 of the Indian approprilation act of July 1,

1898, 30 Stat. L., 596, chapter 545.
Section 71: This section is section 8 of the Indian appropriation act of March

1, 1899. 30 Stat. L., 947, chapter 324.
Section 72: This section is section 3 of the act of March 3, 1875, 18 Stat. L.,

449, chapter 132, and is existing law.
Seclion 73: This section is section 20-8 of the TRevied Statutes.
Section 74: This section is taken from section 208P of the Revised Statutes.

The provision requiring the disbursement of moneys to be made by the Super-
Intendents of Indian Affairs is omitted, since those oflces have. been abolished.

Section 75: This section Is section 2090 of the Revised Statutes, and Is existing
law.

Section 76: This section is taken from section 6 of the Indian appropriation
act of March 3, 1875, 18 Stat. L., 450, chapter 132.

Section 77: This section is section 2097 of the Revised Statutes, and Is existing
law.

Section 78: This section is taken from a part of the Indian appropriation
act of March 1, 1907, 34 Stat. 11., 1016, chapter 2285. The words "the President
shall" are substituted for "that lie" to improve the phraseology of the section,
and the word sectionn" substituted for "provision" for correct revision.

Section 79! This section Is taken from a part of the Indian appropriation act
of March 1, 1907, 84 Stat. L., 1016, chapter 2285. The words "but" and "with" are
substituted to Improve the phraseology of the section.

Section 80: This section is section 2098 of the Revised Statutes and is existing
law.

Section 81: This section is derived from anrart of the Indian appropriation
act of April 30, 1008, 35 Stat. L., 73. chapter 153. and from a part of section 1 of
the act of June 25, 1910. 36 Stat. L., 855. providing for the selection of banks
for the purpose of depositing Indian moneys and providing for the execution of
indemnity bonds. The section is existing law. with the exception of the word
"such" which is substituted for the word "sa ild," which is done for the purpose
of improving the phraseology of this section.

Section 82: This section is derived from section 2092 of the Revised Statutes,
relative to the restriction which fis placed on advances to Indian agents and dis-
bursing officers In the Indian Service. The section also originally applied to
superintendents of Indian affairs, but, as Is explained in ti-, Introductory remarks
of this report, all provisions of law relating to superintendents and superin-
tevjdeneies are omitted from the revision for the reason that Congress for many
years has failed to provide for these offices, and they have become extinct on
account of no appropriation being made for their continuance. The word
"quarter" Is substituted for the word "year," for the reason that the Bureau of
Indian Affairs states that such agents are required to render their accounts quar-
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terly under the provision of section 12 of the appropriation act of July 81, 1894,
28 Stat. L., 209, which section has been printed in full on existing law side of
this revision.

Section 83: This section is section 2093 of the Revised Statutes, and is exist-
ing law.

Section 84: This section is section 2094 of the Revised Statutes, and is exist-
ing law.

Section 81J: This section iE. section 28 of the act of March 3, 1911, 36 Stat.
L., 1077, chapter 210, providing for the payment of judgments to Indians, and
Is existing law.

Section 86: This section, as codified and revised by the commission, seems to
have been taken from a part of the deficiency appropriation act of March 3, 1883,
22 Stat. L., 590, chapter 111, and from a part of section 7 of the Indian appro-
priation act of March 2, 1887, 24 Stat. L., 467, chapter 320. Apparently, the com-
mission acted on the assumption that the first part of section 7 of the act of
March 2, 1887, was confined to that particular time as governed by the word
"now." The commission has remodeled the section, purported to be taken front
these two acts of Congress, and left no explanation governing its action in so
remodeling it.

Section 87: This section it section 7 of the act of June 25, 1010, 86 Stat. L.,
857, chapter 431, and is existing law.

Section 88: This section is section 2095 of tile Revised Statutes.
Section 89: This section is taken from the act of June 10, 1876, 19 stat. L.,

58, chapter 122. The words "on the tenth of June, eighteen hundred and seventy
six," are inserted in lieu of the word "now," for the sake of correct revision.
The word "section" is substituted for "act," for the reason that the act referred
to is made thisseetion of the revision.

Section 90: This section is taken from the act of April 1, 18,90, 21 Stat. L., 70,
chapter 41. The words "now held by him," are omitted as obsolete. The section
is existing law.

Section 91: This section Is taken from a part of the Tndian appropriation act
of April 4, 1010, 36 Stat. L.. 270, chapter 140, Pnd from section 27 of the Indian
appropriation act of March 3, 1911, 36 Rtat. L.. 1077 chapter 210. The word "made"
is substituted for "herein." Tlhe word "he" is substituted for "the Secretary of
the Interior." The word "And" is inserted for correct revision and for the im-
provement of the phraseology of the section as blended.

Section 02: This section is derived from section 26 of the act of June 30. 1913,
88 Stat. L., 103, chapter 4. which authorizes the installation of a system of book.
keeping in the nreanu of Tndian Affairs. in connecting the two paragraphs tile
word "annually" is omitted as superfluous. and the words "after July first, nine-
teen hundred and fourteen." are omitted as obsolete. A semicolon is Inserted. the
word "and" substituted for "a," and the word "such" Is inserted to improve the
phraseology of the section.

Section 931: This section Is Also a part of setinn 2( of the Tndifihn nppropriatlon
net of June 30, 1913. ,8 Stat. L.. 103. chapter 4. The words "After July first.
nineteen hundred and fourteen." are otmitted as nbnolete. The word precedingg" is
inserted In lieu of "first paragraph of this."

Section 94: This is section 10 of the Indlnn appropriation net of July 4, 1Qq1.
28 S tat. L., 98, chapter 1 .

Section 95: This is section 1090 of the Revled Wtatntea. and Is eiIstlng law.
Section 96: This section Is derived from %etion 1 of the not of 3'narh 2. 1907.

84 Stat. L., 1221, chapter 2523. The word "the" is inserted to supply an apparent
omission and the word "any" is substituted for "tile" to Improve the phraseology
of the section.

Section 97: This section Is derived from section 2 of the art of ?tareh 2. 1.n67.
314 Stat. L.. 1221, chapter 2523. which is reenacted by the act of May 18, 1916,
85 Stat. L.. 128. chapter 125.

Section 98: This section is section 2103 of the Revised Statntes and Is existing
law.

Section 99: This section is section 2104 of tile Revised Statutes and is existing
law.

Section 100: This section is section 2105 of the Revised Statutes And is existInT
law.

Section 101 : This section Is seetlon 2106 oif the Revised Stntutes, and the sec-
tion number appearing in italic is for the purpose of correct revision. I

4
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Section 102: This section is section 2108 of the Revised Statutes and is existing
law.

Section 103: This section is derived from section 2109 of the Revised Statutes,
from section 4 of the act of March 3, 1875, 18 Stat. L., 449, chapter 132, and from
section 2 of the act of March 3, 1877, 19 Stat. L., 293, chapter 101. In consolidating
these three sections of law relating to the distribution of supplies, etc., some
superfluous words have been omitted to avoid unnecessary repetition. The sec-
tito is existing law. The last proviso, under section 2 of the act of March 3, 1877,
11) 8tat. L., 298, is covered by section 52 of this revision.

Section 104: This section is section 2110 of the Revised Statutes.
Section 105: This section is section 8 of the Indian appropriation act of JTuly 4,

1884, 23 Stat. L., 97, chapter 180, dealing with misrepresentation on the part of
any disbursing agent or other officer as to fact, etc., in any voucher, account, or
claim, and providing the penalty of being denied payment or credit for any part
of said voucher, account, or claim presented with such misrepresentation.

Section'I00: This section is derived from section 6 of the Indian appropriate on
act of July 1, 1898, 80 Stat. L., 596, chapter 545, from a part of the Indian appro-
priation act of March 1, 1007, 84 Stat. L., 1016, chapter 2285, all of which is
reenacted by section 22 of the act of June 25, 1910, 30 Stat. L., 801.
Chapter 8. Government and Protection

Sec-lon 107: This section is section 2111 of the Revised Statutes and is exist-
ing law.

Section 108: This section is section 2112 of the Revised Statutes and is exist-
Ing law.

Section 109: This section is section 2113 of the Revised Statutes and Is exist-
Ing law.

Section 110: This section is section 2114 of the Revised Statutes and Is exist.
lng law.

Section 111: ThIs section Is section 2115 of the Revised Statutes and is exist-
ing law.

Spctlon 112: This section is section 2110 of the Revised Statutes and is exist-
Ing law.

Section 118: This section is section 2117 of the Revised Statutes and Is exist-
Ing law.

-Section 114. This section is section 2118 of the Revised Statutes and is exist-
ing law.

Section 115: This section is the act of March 2, 1901, 81 Stat. L., 950, chapter
808, authorizing the Attorney General, at the request of the Secretary of the
Interior, to appear in suits brought by States relative to school lands. The sec-
11on is existing law.

Section 110: This section is section 2122 of the Revised Statutes and is exist-
Ing law.

Section 117: This section is section 2123 of the Revised Statutes and is exist-
Ing law.

Section 118: This section is section 2124 of the Revised Statutes and is exist-
ing law.

Section 119: This section Is section 2125 of the Revised Statutes and is exist-
ing law.

Section 120: This section Is section 2126 of the Revised Statutes and is exist-
ing law.

Section 121: This section Is derived from a part of the Indian appropriation
act of July 4, 1884, 23 Stat. L., 96. chapter 180, making the provisions of the
homestead laws applicable to the Indians. The section has been remodeled by
Inserting "on the fourth of July, eighteen hundred and eighty four" for correct
revision and other minor alterations made necessary to bring the law up to date
in revised form. The text of the law is not changed in any respect.

Section 122: This section Is derived from section 1 of the act of August 9. 1888.
25 Stat. L., 392, chapter R18. "State of Oklahoma" has been Inserted in lieu of
"Indian Territory" for the reason that Oklahoma now comprises that part of
the Indian Territory referred to In the original statute. Parentheses inserted to
Improve the punctuation of the section.

Section 123: This section Is derived from section 2 of the act of August 9, 1888.
25 Stat. L., 392. The words "after the ninth of August, eighteen hundred and
eighty-eight," are Inserted for correct revision, In lieu of the word "hereafter."
The words "or the section last preceding" are Inserted In lieu of "act contained."
The section Is existing law.

BEST WYMUAVMAILABE
..... ---- +_
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Section 124: This section is section 8 of the act of August 9, 1888, 25 Stat. L,
892, and is existing law.

Section 125: This section is taken from a part of the Indian appropriation act
of June 7, 1897, 30 Stat. L., 90, chapter 3. The words "prior to the seventh of June,
eighteen hundred and ninety-seven," are inserted for correct revision, in lieu of
"heretofore." The words "was on said date" are inserted in lieu of "Is at this
time," for correct revision. The word "was" is omitted as unnecessary.

Section 126: This section is derived from a part of the Indian appropriation
act of March 8, 1893, 27 Stat. L., 631, chapter 209. As is explained in note on the
existing law side of the revision under this section, the first part of the para-
graph is merely an appropriation for the current year and does not properly be-
long in a permanent revision. It is also explained that the last sentence, dealing
with the duties of district attorneys, is omitted for the reason that it has hereto-
fore been carried in that part of the Judiciary Title, known as the Judicial Code,
Part Two, which was passed by the House of Representatives in 1911 and is
now before the Committee on the Judiciary of the Senate, to be reintroduced in
Congress at a later date. The Judiciary Committee of the Senate has changed the
name of the proposed Judicial Code, Part Two, to "The Practice Code," presum-
ably for the purpose of avoiding confusing it with the Judicial Code of March
8, 1911. in force January 1, 1912.

Section 127: This section is taken from a part of the Indian appropriation act
of March 1, 1907, 81 Stat. L., 1027, chapter 2285, giving the Secretary of the
Interior or his accredited representative access to any books and records of the
Choctaw, Chickasaw, Cherokee, Creek. and Seminole Tribes of Indians. The word
"of" has been inserted to improve the phraseology of the section, as has a
comma after the word "tribes." The comma after the word "thereof," In the last
line, has been omitted on account of the omission of the words "the future," which
are now obsolete.
Chapter 4. Government of Indian Country

Section 128: This section is section 2127 of the Revised Statutes and is exist-
ing law.

Section 129: This section is derived from a part of the Indian appropriation act
of July 4, 1884. 28 Stat. L., 94. chapter 180, and Is existing law.

Section 130: This section is the act of February 10, 1W89, 25 Stat. L., 073, chap-
ter 172, "An act In relation to dead and fallen timber on Indian i lands."

Section 131: This section is derived from a part of the Indian appropriation
act of June 7, 1897.30 Stat. L.. 90. chapter. and is existing law.

Section 182: This section is derived from section 5 of the Indian appropria-
tion act of August 15, 1876, 19 Stat. L., 200. chapter 295. and from section 10 of
the Indian appropriation act of March 3. 1003. 32 Stat. L.. 9,2. chapter 914. The
section Is existing law, omitting all obsolete language, which is done for the sake
of correct revision.

Section 133: This section Is section 2132 of the Revised statutes.
Section 184: This section is section 2133 of the Revised Statutes, as reenacted

by the act of July 81. 1882. 22 Stat. L. 179. chapter 360.
Section 135: This section is section 2184 of the Revised Statttes.
Section 136: This section is section 2135 of the Revised Statutes.
Section 137: This section Is section 2136 of the Revised Statutes.
Section 138: This section Is section 2137 of the Revised Statutes.
Section 189: This section Is section 2188 of the Revised Statutes.
Section 140: This section is derived from section '139 of the Revised Statutes,

and from the acts of July 23. 1892, 27 Stat. L,. 260. chapter 234; January 30. 1Q97,
29 Stat. L., 506. chapter 109; and August 24, 1912. 87 Stat. T4. 519, chapter 388.
The section is existing law, making It prohibitory to Introluce into the ImdlInn
country any Intoxicating liquors or beverages, other than for sacramental pur-
poses under church authority.

Section 141: This section is derived from section 2140 of the Revised Sfiatutes,
and from the acts of March 1, 1907, 84 Stat. L., 1017. elhpter 2285; AuLuist 21,
1912. 37 Stat. L.. 519, chapter 388: March 18, 1916, ,9 Stat. L.. 121: and March
2. 1917 (the volume of Statutes at Large and page can not be given, as the
statute Is not in permanent form at the time of this report). The section repre-
sents a consolidation of the various provislonq of law in the different Aets of
Congress relating to the powers, duties, etc., of Indian agents In searching for
concealed liquors in the Indian country.

Section 142: This section is taken from a part of the Indian appropriation net
of January 4, 1881, 28 Stat. L., 94 chapter 180 and Is existing law. The words
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4'the two sections last preceding" are substituted for "section twenty-one hundred
and thirty-nine or of section twenty)ijne hundred and forty of the Revised Stat-
utes" for the reason that the two sections last preceding represent the two sec-
tions of the Revised Statutes designated.

Section 143: This section is taken from section 2141 of the Revised Statutes
and from a part of the act of May 18. 1918, 39 Stat. L, 124, chapter 125. The
provisions of the acts mentioned herein are blended in this section, and the
italics are vihessary for correct revision.

Section 144: This section is section 2142 of the Revised Statutes, fixing the
penalty for assaults with intent to kill in the Indian country by white persons or
Indians. So far as tile Indians are concerned, this offense is covered by the act
of M.irch 3, 18&5, chapter 341, and this section is accordingly amended by the
omission of the words "and every Indian who shall make an assault upon a white
person." Throughout the revision on the part of the commission, as well as the
.1Jlnt Committee on Revision of the Laws and the present Committee on Revision
,Of the Laws, the words "hard labor" are omitted. The words "other than an
Indian" are proposed for the reason that it would appear to be the Intention of
Congress that the section govern any assault by a person other than ani Indian,
and not to be confined to an assault upon an Indian by a white person.

Section 145: This s..•ction is derived from section 2143 of the Revised Statutes
and, as In the p)receding section, a like omission is made, for the reason that the
crime of arson when committed by an Indian on an Indian reservation is subject
to the provisions of !he so-called "seven crimes act" of 18P3. The words "other
than an Indian" are inserted for the same reason assigned in the last preceding
section.

Section 146: This section Is section 2144 of the Revised Statutes.
Section 147: This section Is section 2145 of the Revised 18tatutes.
Section 148: This section is derived from section 2146 of the Revised Statutes.

The last preceding section (147) which is section 2145 of the Revised Statutes.
extends over the Indian country the general laws of the United States as to
the punishment of crimes committed within its exclusive jurisdiction. Tills
section, which is section 2146 of the Revised Statutes. provides that this shall not
extend to crimes committed by one Indian against the person or property of
another Indian, etc. This was due to the practice then existing of permitting such
offenses to be punished by the tribal courts, but since the act of March 3, 18,45,
Jurisdiction over the seven crimes therein mentioned. when committed by Indians
In it Territory or upon a reservation In a State, has been given to the Territorinl
courts in the former case and to the United States court in the latter. Words
have been inserted in this section to give effect to thi? limitation upon the recog-
nition previously extended to the authority of tribal courts.

SeI:tion 149: This section is ,setion 2147 of the revised Statutes. The words
"The Superintendent of Indian Affairs, and tile' are omitted, as previously
explained under the omissqon of provisions relating to superintendents and
superintendencles of Indian affairs.

Section 1.50: This section is section 21AS of the Revised Statutes.
,Rectlon 151: This section is secti,:, 2149 of the Revised Statutes.
Section 152: This section !, derived from a part of the Indian appropriation

nct of August 1, 19141. 38 Stat. Ti., 584, chapter 22?. relative to the segregation of
Indians with contagious diseases.

Section 153: This section Is section 2150 of the Revised Statutes.
Section 154: This section is section 2151 of the Revised Statutes.
Section 1.55: This section is section 2152 of the Revised Statutes.
Section 156: This section Is taken from a part of the Indian appropriation act

of August 1. 1914, 38 Stat. L., 580, chapter 22-2, requiring a record to lie
kept of all arrests on an Indian reservation or at an Indian school.

Section 1-57: This section is section 2153 of the Revised Statutes, providing for
the employment of a posse comitatus to assist In executing process in the Indian
country.

Section 158: This section Is section 2154 of the Revised Statutes. The words
"or misdemeanor" are omitted as superfluous.

Section 159: This section is section 2155 of the Revised Statutes.
Chapter 6. Education

Section 160: This section Is section 0 of the Indian appropriation act of Ju!y 4,
1884, 23 Stat. L., 08. chapter 180, and is existing law.

SeetioXi 161 : This section Is taken from a part of the Indian appropriation acts
of March 3, 1891, 20 Stat. L.. 1014, chapter 543, and JTuly 13, 1892, 27 Stat. L., 143,
chapter 164, the language In both acts being identical.
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Section i62: This section is section 2071 of the Revised Statutes.
Section 163: This section is taken from a part of the Indian appropriation act

of July 13, 1892, 27 Stat. L., 143, chapter 164.
Section 164: This section is derived from a part of the Indian appropriationi

act of March 3, 1893, 27 Stat. L., 628, chapter 209.
Section 165: This section is derived from a part of the Indian appropriation

act of March 2, 1895, 28 Stat. L., 906, chapter 188.
Section 166: This section is taken from section 7 of the act of June 23. 1879,

21 Stat. L., 35, chapter 35.
Section 167: This section is taken from a part of the Indian appropriation act of

June 10, 1896, 29 Stat. L., 345, chapter 398. The act of June 29, 1888, chapter 503,
contains certain provisions as to schools at which "'church organizations are
assisting in the educational work." The act of June 10, 1896, from which this
section is taken, declares it to he "the settled policy of the Government to here-
after make no appropriation whatever for education in any sectarian school."
This is regarded as superseding the provisions of the act of June 29, 188g.

Section 168: This section is derived from section 11 of the act of August 15,
1894, 28 Stat. L., 313, chapter 290, and from a part of section 1, of the act of
June 10, 1896, 21) Stat. L., 348, chapter 398. The provisions of section 11 entirely
cover the proviso taken from section 1 of the act of June 10, 1896, and this sec-
tion is really based entirely on section 11 of the act of August 15, 181)4.

Section 169: This section is derived front the act of July 31, 1882, 22 Stat. L.,
181. chapter 303.

Section 170: This section is derived from section 10 of the Indian appropria-
tion nct of March 2, 1889, 25 Stait. L.. 1003, chapter 112, and from a part of the
Indian appropriation act of M1arch 3. 1891, 26 Stat. L.. 991, chapter 543.

Section 171: This section Is derived frnni a part of the acts of March 3, 1891.
26 Stat. L., 091, clhpter 543; May 27. 1W02. 32 Stat. L., 247, chapter S.S., and
Jmne 21. 106, 3,4 Stat. L,.. 330. eliapter 3X04, as explained In note on existing law
side, Me language in the various nets mentioned lIng the same, It is deemed
Jii.essary only to place on the existing law side that part of the act of June 21,
11906. from which this section is taken.

Sectlois 172: This section is derived from a part of the Indian approprlatiou
act of Auguivt 24. 1912. ;-7 Stat. L.. 519. chapter 389.

Section 173. This station Is taken from a part of the Indian appropriation act
of April 21, 1W.)4. 33 Stat. L., 211. chapter 1402.

Section 174: This section is derived from a part of the actm of March 1, 1007,
34 Stat. L., 1017. chapter 22853: April 30. 19108, 35 Stat. L., 72, chapter 153. and
September 7. 1916, 39 Stat. L., 741. chapter 457. As exl,lained In note on existing
law side, it was considered uinnces.'ary to reprint that part of all the acts from
which this section Is taken where the langunge was the stme.

Section 175: This section is derived from a part of the act of March 1, 1AM,
34 Stat. L., 1018, chapter 2235.

Section 176: This section is taken from a part of the act of March 3, 1009,
35 ,Stat. 1,., 783, chapter 263.

section 177: This section Is taken from a part of thc act of May 18. 1916, 39
Stat. L., 125, chapter 125. As- explained on existing law Aide. It is considered utn-
necessary to reprint the several acts wherein will be found identical language.
Chapter 6. Riphts of WVay, Throngh Indiua Landsi

Section 178: This section is derived from section 1 of the act of March 2. 1899,
30 Stat. L,., 090, chapter 374: from section 23 of the act of February 29. 10W2, 32
Start. L., 50, chapter 134, and from section 16 of the act of June 25, 1910, 36 Stat. L.,
859. chapter 131. The act of February 28, 1902, 32 Stat. L., 50. section 23, excepted
from the operation of tie act of March 2. 1899, 30 Stat. L., 900, lands in Oklahoma
and Indian Territory. The proviso In italic at the end of the section gives effect
to the act of February 28, 1902. This explains also the omission of the language
uned in section 23 of the act of February 28. 1902, which is neeP4sary for revision.
The section Is existing law. The word "chapter" is sub8stituted for "Act": "see-
tion" for "Act," for correct revision. The, word "each" is omitted as unnecessary.

Section 179: This section is derived from section 2 of the act of March 2, 1899,
80 Stat. L.. 090, chapter 374: fronu section 28 of thie act of February 28. 1902. 32
Stat. L., 50, chapter 184, and from a part of the Indian appropriation act of
June 21, 1906. 34 Stat. L.. 330. chapter 3504.

Section 180: This section is derived from section 3 of the act of March 2. 1800.
80 Stat. L., 991, chapter 874, and is existing law. The word "chapter" is substituted
for "Act," for revision.
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Section 181: This section Is section 4 of the act of March 2, 1899, 30 Stat. L.,
991, chapter 374, and is existing law.

Section 182: This section is section 0 of the act of Mnrch 2, 1899, 30 Stat. L.,
99'2, chapter 374. The word "chapter" is substituted for "Act," for correct revision.

Section 18-3: This section is section 7 of the act of March 2, 1899, 30 Stat. L.,
9W2, chapter 874. The words "the five sections last preceding" are substituted for
"this Act," for the reason that the five sections last preceding comprise the act
of March 2, 1899.

Section 184: This section is derived front a part of the Indian appropriation
act of March 3, 1909, 85 Stat. L., 781. chapter 263, and from the act of May 6.
1910, 86 Stat. L., .349, chapter 204. The words appearing in italics in the section
do not in anywise change the existing law, but in itiost in.stances are offered for
the purpose of improving the phraseology of the section, and stating in is cou('ise
a way as possible the law.

Section 185: This section is derived from the act of March 11, 1904, 33 Stat. L.,
65, chapter 50W, and from the Indian appropriation act of March 2, 1917, granting
rights of way for the construction, operation, and maintenance of pipe lines for
the conveyance of oil and gas through any Indian reservation, Indian lands, etc.
The section is existing law, word "section" substituted for "Act," for revision.

Section 180: This section is section 8 of the act of March 2, 1899, 30 Stat. I,..
992, chapter 374. The words "the foregoing sections of chapter," substituted for
"this Act," for correct revision for the reason that the foregoing sections comprise
the act of March 2, 1899, 30 Stat. L,., 992.

Section 187: This section is taken from setion 3 of the Indian appropriation
act of March 3, 1001, 81 Stat. L., 1083, chapter 832. The words "that portion of
the State of Oklei:,ma formerly known as" are inserted for correct revision, the
State of Oklahoma comprising that part of the Indian Territory. The word
"chapter" is substituted for "Act."

Section 188: This section Is also derived from a part of section 8 of the Indian
appropriation act of March 3. 1901. 31 Stat. L.. 10&3. chapter 382, relative to
the condemnation of lands for public purposes. The section is existing law.

Section 189: This section is section 4 of the act of March 3, 1901, 81 Stat. L,.,
1084, chapter 882.
Chapter 7. Allotment of Lands

Section 190: This section is derived from section 1 of the act of February S.
1887, 24 Stat. L.. 388. chapter 119. and from section 1 of the act of February 2.4,
1891, 26 Stat. 1., 794, chapter 8&3, and front section 17 of the act of June 275.
1910. 86 Stat. Li., 859. chapter 431. T're word "section" is substituted for the
word "Act," for revision. Otherwise. there is no change.

Section 191: This section is taken from section 2 of the act of February 8,
1887, 24 Stat. L.. -8. chapter 119.

Section 192: This section is taken from section 8 of the act of February 8,
1887, 24 Stat. L., &39, chapter 119. reena'ted in its entirety by the act of June 25.
1910, 30 Stat. L., .58, chaptr 431, section 9. The word "chapter" is substituted
for the word "Act."

Section 193: This section is section 4 of the act of Ftehruary 8. 1887. 24 Stat.
L.. 389, chapter 119. The word "chapter" is substituted for the word "Act."

Section 194: This section is taken from section 5 of the act of February 8,
1887. 24 Stat. L.. W89. chapter 119, and from a part nf the act of .Tune 21, 1906,
34 Stat. L.. 320, chapter 3504. The act of .Tme 21, 1900, 34 Stat. L.. 826, authorizes
the President, In his discretion, to extend beyond tweuty-live years the period
within which an Indian allottee may not dispose of hlls allotment, as forbidden
by section 5 of the act of February 8, 1887. 24 Stat. I,.. 389. Language has twen
Inserted in this section declaring void all conveyances of allotted land during
any extension of the trust period, as well as during the twenty-five years. The
word "chapter" is substituted for "Act." and the other words appearing in italic
within the section are inserted for correct revision.

Section 195: This section is taken from section e of the act of February 8, 1887,
24 Stat. IL., 890, chapter 119, which was reenacted by the act of May 8, 1906, ,°4
Stat. L,., 182. chapter 2848. The words "the section last preceling" are substituted
for "Asetion 5 of this net," as section 5 of the act referre-d to is made the preced-
ing section of this revision. The word "chapter" Is substituted for "Act." for ,or.-
rect revision: "and of the next succeeding section" substituted for "'Act": "that
part of Oklahoma which was formerly" in inserted for the reason that the State
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of Oklahoma comprises that part of the old Indian Territory. The section is
existing law.

Section 196: This section Is taken from a part of the act of May 8, 1906, 34
Stat. L.. 1,3, chapter 23419, and from the act of May 29, 190M. 35 Stat. L.. 414,
chapter 216. The act of May 29, 1908, supersedes that part of the act of May 8,
1906. The words appearing in italic are inserted to improve the phraseology of
the section and for correct revision. No change is made in the existing law.

,Section 197: This section is taken from a part of the Indian appropriation act
of March 1, 1907, 34 Stat. L., 1018, chapter ";z5, and is existing law.

Section 108: This -ection Is taken from the act of March 1, 1907, 84 Stat L,
1016. chapter 2295, rod Is existing law.

Section 199: This section is derived from a part of section 1 of the act of
June 25, 1910, 36 Stat. L., ,55, chapter 431, and from a part of the acts of June 80,
1943. 3S Stait. L.. N), chapter 4: August 1. 1911, 38 Stat. TL.. 588. chapter 222. and
May 18. 1916. )39 Stat. L., 127. chapter 125. The word "chapter" is substituted for
"act" for revision. The section is existing law.

Setion 200: This section is derived front a part of the Indian appropriation
act of August 1, 1914, 38 Stat. L., 58W. chapter 222, authorizing those designated
as spwecal examiners In heirship cases to administer oaths in investigations com-
mitted to them.

Section 201: This section is also a part of the Indian appropriation act of
August 1. 1914, 38 Stat. L., 586, chapter 222. The italics appearing within the
selt Ion are for thie sake of correct revision.

Section 202: This section Is taken from section 2 of the act of June 25, 1910,
30 Stat. L..8756. chapter 431. ree-nacted by the net of February 14, 1913. 37 Stat. L.,
678. The Italics appearing In this section are for the purpose of correct revision.

Se.ctIon 203: This section is section 3 of the act of June 25, 1910, 36 Stat. L,
856. chapter 431.

S.etion '24: This section Is section 4 of the act of June 25, 1910, 36 Stat, L.,
83(0. chapter 431.

Seetion 205: This section Is section 5 of the act of June 25, 1910. 36 Stat. L.,
857. chapter 431. The second sentence of the section has been somewhat rear-
ranged to Improve the phraseology of the section and to omit all unnecessary
words. This Is in line with the policy of the commission, the Joint Committee
on Revision of tile Laws. and the present Committee on Revision of the lAws.
The section is existing law.

Section 206: 'This section h4 section 12 of th1e Ret of Juno 25. 1910, 30 Stat.
T., .458. chapter 434. As explained In note on existing law side of this revision,
only the proviso of section 12 is general legislation, the first part being special
legislation, and is omitted.

Section 207: This section Is section 31 of the act of June 25, 1010, 36 Stat. L.,
9"63. chapter 431. The words "In the manner provided in section 224" are Inserted
for correct revision, as well as offered in substitution for '"onformlty with the
general allotment l:iw, as omended by section (17) of this act," for the reason
that the original statute was not specific enough and might have brought about
confusion.

S4ecMtion 20.9: This section iR section 13 of the net of .iune 25, 1910, 30 Stat. L.,
9.5S. chaapter 431 : "section" stbstituted for "Act," for revision.

Section 2W6: This section is section 14 of the act of June 25, 1910, 36 Stat. L.,
A.);. chapte-r 431.

S#ectiin 210: This section is taken from section 7 of the act of February 8,
1, s7. 24 Stat. L.. 390. chapter 119.

Sf.ctiOni 211: Thios section Pi taken from section R of thM act of February 8,
1S.7, 24 Snat. TL., 391. chapter 119, and from the act of March 2, 1889, 25 Stat. L.,
1013. The italics appearing within the section are made necessary for correct
revision.

S-eotion 212' This section Is sectinn 9 of tle act of February R. 1887, 24 Stat..
391. chapter 119. The language of the section has been rearranged so as to avoid
thlw n•nne of the obsolete, hinlignae found in the original statute and to bring Into
the revisilon thot section of thue law governing t ( dlispomsitlon of the approprla-
tions of $100.000 made hy section 9 of the act of February 8, 1887, which this
MefE'tolr r(,pre,;ents. Tihe ifi:lhcs are necessary for revision.

Section 213! This s-etion is s1 etiton 10 of the act of February A. 17.o. 24 Stat.
I.., 391, chapter 119. Thel word chaptere" Is mlllstituted for "Act," for revision.
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Section 214: This section is taken from a part of the Indian appropriation act
of June 21, 1906, 84 Stat. L., 327, chapter 35W4. The word "chapter" Is substituted
for "Act," for the sake of revision.

Section 215: This section Is also a part of the act of June 21, 1900, 31 Stat. L.,
327, chapter 3504: "chapter" Is substituted for "Act," for revision.

Section 216: This section also represents a part of the act of June 21, 1906. 3.4
Stat. L., 327, chapter 3504, regulating the sales of lands within reclamation
projects.

Section 217: This section Is section 14 of the act of February 8, 1887, 24 Stat.
L.. 391, chapter 119.

Section 218: ''hl. section is section 2 of the act of October 19. 1.88, 25 Stat. L.,
612, chapter 1214: "chapter" Is substituted for "Act," for correct revision.

Section 219: This section is section 2 of the act of February 28. 1891, 26 Stat.
L,., 795. chapter 383. The Italics appearing within the section are made necessary
for correct revision.

Section 220: This section is a part of the Indian appropriation act of March 3,
1909. 35 Stat. L.. 784, chapter 263.

Section 221: This section Is also -, part of the act of March 3, 1909, 35 Stat.
L., 783, chapter 263. The word "section" is substituted for tile word "paragraph"
for correct revision, and the words "full force and" are omnitted as superfluous.

Section 222: This section is station 8 of the act of June 25. 1910, 36 Stat. I,.,
857, chapter 431, regulating the sale of timber on trust allotments and the dis-
lmOSition of the proceeds derived therefrom.

Stection 22.1: This section is based on section 3 of the act of February 2,1. 1891,
26 Stat. L.. 795, chapter 383, and on a part of the act of August 15, 1891, 28 Stat.
l,., 305. chapter 290: March 2, 1895, 28 Stat. L., 900 chapter 188; June 7, 189)7,
30 stat. L.. 85, chapter 3:

M.reh 1. 1899. 30 Stat. 1,., 911. chapter 324 : May 31. 1900. 31 Stat. L., 229. 246,
March 1. 1899, :o0 Stat. L., 911. chapter 8.24: May 31. 1900. 81 Stat. L., 229, 246,
chapter 5-A: ond Moy 18, 1916. 39 Stat. L.. 12S. chapter 125. The notes appear-
Ing under this section on existing law side fully explain why each part of the
various nets citedd Is not printed nnd the changes in the vnrlous acts. Thie nt
of August 15, ISI9. 28 Stat. L.. 305. chapter 290. provide's for the leasing of surplii,;
land by the couneil of the tribe "under the same rules and regulations and for
the same ternm of years as is now allowed in the case of leases for grazing pur-
lowes." Bly subsequent hegislhtion allotted lands can be leased for farming
purlposes only, and the language quoted has been changed to conform to the
provisions of the act of May 31, 1900. 31 Slat. L.. 229. chapter 598. The last
proviso in this section, regulating the leasing of arid allotments susceptible of
irrigation, which is found in the act of May 1S, 1916, is revised by omitting all
unneces-uary words which are found in the first part of the section to cover it.
'T'hlie Italics in the section are necessary for correct revi.ion.

Section 224: This section Is based on section 4 of tile act of February 28. 1891.
26 Stat. L,.. 79., chapter 3S3. which is reenacted by the letter part of section 17
of the act of June 25, 1910, 30, Stat. L,., 859, chapter 431. The station Is existing
law, and the italics appearing therein are made necessary for correct revision.

Section 223: This section Is section 5 of the act of February 28. 1I.91, 26 Stat.
L,., 795, chapter 383, regulating tile legitimation of Indian children for the
jairpos, (if determining the descent of land to the heirs of deceased Indinn,4.
The italicx appearing within the section are necessary for correct revision.

Section "226: This section is section 2149 of the Revised Statutes.
Section 227: This section Is section 2120 of the Revised Statutes.
Section 22R: This section is section 2121 of tile Revi'led Statutteq.
Section 229: This section is section 7 of the act of ýIny 27, 1002, 32 Mtat. L.,

275. chapter 8.
Section 281): This section is based on section 1 of the act of August 15, 1894.

28 Stnt. I,., 305. chnapter 290, which Is reenacted by section 1 of the act of
February 0. 1901, 31 Stat, L.. 760, chapter 217. The word "district" is Inqerted
in lien of "circuit" on account of the abolition of the eircult courts by the Judicial
('ode of 1911.

Section 231: This section Is section 2 of the act of February 6, 1901, 31 Stat.
L., 760. chapter 217.

Section 282: This section is taken from the act of January 28, 180I, 28 Stat.
1,.. 641; chapter 50, reenacted by the act of April 23, 1t04, 88 Stat. L., 297,
chapter 1489.
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Section 233: This section Is taken from a part of the act of Aprit 30, 1908,
35 Stat. L., 95, chapter 153, regulating the leasing of Irrigable allotted land on
the Uintah and Uncompahgre Reservations in the State of Utah.

Section 234: This section is also a part of the act of ApriK 30, 1908. 35 Stat.
L., 97, chapter 153, regulating the leasing of irrigable allotted lands oin the
Shoshorie or Wind River Reservation in the State of Wyoming. The word "sec-
tion" is substituted for "provision."

Section 235: This section is derived fiom a part of the act of March 27, 1908,
35 Stat. L., 49, chapter 107, regulating the sale of the interests of Indian Bilner.
in lands of the Yakima Indian Reservation in the State of Washington, and the
disposition of the proceeds derived therefrom.

e



APPENDIX A.-REFERENCE INDEX TO SECTIONS OF THIS REVISION IN WHICH APPEAR THE SECTIONS OF THE
VARIOUS ACTS THEREIN CODIFIED AND REVISED

Section ofDate of act Chapter Section Volume Page 16vision

Mar. 3, 1875 ..........................

June 10, 1676 .........................
Aug. 15, 1876 .........................

Mar. 3, 1877 ..........................

June 23 1879 .........................Apt.I 1"8 ..........................
May 11, 1880 .........................

May 17, 1882 .........................

July 4,1884 ..........................

Feb. 4, 1887 ..........................

Mar. 2, 1887 ..........................
Aug. 9, 1888 ..........................

Oct. 19, 1388 .........................
Feb. 16, 1489 .........................
Mar. 2, 18119 ..........................
Mar. 2 W9 ..........................
Feb. 26, 18.11 .........................

Mar. 3, 1891 ..........................

July 13, 1892 .........................

July 23,18SO .........................
See footnotes at end of tIbe.

132 1
132 1
132 1
132 2
132 3
132 4
132 5
132 6
132 7
132 9
132 10
132 10
122 ............
289 3
289 5
101 ..............
101 ..............
101 2
35 7
41 1
85 1
85 3
85 4

163 1
163 1
163 1
163 6
163 6
180 ..............
IO ..............
180 ..............
180 ..............
I) .............
180 8
ISO 9

188 10
119 1
119 2
119 3
119 4
119 5
119 6
119 7
119 8
119 9
119 10
119 11
320 7
818 1
818 2
818 3

1214 2
172.........
412 10
422.........
383
383 2
383 3
383 4
383 5
543 1
543 1
543 1
543 4
164 1
164 1
164 1
234.........
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18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
19
19
19
19
19
19
21
21
21
21
21
22
22
22
22
22
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
27
27
27
27

422
422
424
449
449
449
449
450
450
450
450
451
58

199
200
291
291
293
35
70

131
132
132
70
86
87
88
88
77
77
94
94
96
97
98
98

388
388
389
389
389
390
390
391
391
391
391
467
392
392
392
612
673

1003
1013
794
795
795
795
795
991
991

1044
1015

120
143
143
260

5
7

66
67
7299
45
76
55
53

231
18
86
54

130
59
5299

166
88
56
4511
16
19
43
15
28

129
140
121
101
160
89

190
191
192
193
194
195
210
211
212
213
217
86

119
120
121
218
128
170
211
190
219
223
224
275
170
171
161
57
22

161
163
138
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APPENDIX A.-REFERENCE INDEX TO SECTIONS OF THIS REVISION IN WHICH APPEAR
VARIOUS ACTS THEREIN CODIFIED AND REVISED.-Contlnued

THE SECTIONS OF THE

Section of
Date of act Chapter Section Volume Page revision

Mar. 3, 1893 ................

Aug. 15, 1894 ...............

Jan. 26, 1895 ......................
Mar. 2, 1895 ........................

June 19,1896 ...............

Jan. 30, 1897 .........................
June 7,1897 ..........................

July 1, 1898 .........................

July 7, 1898 ..........................
Mar. I, 8M ..........................

Mar. 2,1899 ................

May 31, 1900 .........................
Feb. 6, 1901 ..........................

Mar. 2, 1901 ..........................
Mar. 3,1901 ..........................

Mar. 2 1903 ..........................
Mar. 21, 1904 .........................

Apr. 21,1904 .........................

J1r. 23,1904 .........................mr. 3. 1905 ..........................

May 8, 1906 ..........................

June 21, 1906 .........................

June 26 1906 .........................
Mar. 1 1907 ..........................

See footnotes at end of table.
- 78-110---77-15

209 .........
209 ..............
209 ..............
209 ..............
209 ..............
290 ..............
290 ............290 1,
290 4
290 10
290 11

50 ..............
188 ..............
188 ..............
188 ..............
188 ..............
188 .............
188 ..............
398 ..............
398 ........ .

109 ..............
3.........
3.........
3.........
3..............
3.......

545 ..............
545 .: ............
545 ..............
571 ..............
324 ..............
324 ..............
324.........
174 ..............
.04 ..............
374 ..............
374 ..............
374 ..............
374 ..............
374 ..............
521 .
217 1
217 2
808............
832 3
832 3
832 4
994 10
50.0 0........°W5 ..............

1402 1
1402 ..............
1489 ............
1479 1
1479 ..............
1479 ..............
1479 ..............
1479 ..............
1479.........
1479 .............
2348 ..............
2348 ..............
2348
3504 ..............
3504 ..............
3504 ..............
3504 ..............
3504 ..............
3504 ..............
3504 ..............
3504 ..............
3547 ..............
2285 ..............
2285 ..............

2298 ..............2M2 ............
2285)............
2285

BEST w

27
27
27
27
27
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
29
29
29
29
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
32
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34

614
614
6.5
631
632
288
305
305
312
313
313
641
876
879
900
906
906
910
321
321
345
506
62
85
90
9090

573
591
596
676
927
927
947
990
990991
99'1
992
992
992
229
760
760
950

1083
1084
1084
1009

65
65

191
211
297

1048
1049
1049
1049
1049
1050
1050

182
183
183
326
327
327
327
330
330
331
332
478

1016
1016
1016
1016
1016
1016
1016
1017

12
13

164
123
41
12

223
2,0
57
43

168
232
12
41

223
165
168
70
12
69

167138
165
223
45121
22
34
70
62
40
41
71

178
179I8
183
185
223
230
231
112
186
187
188
132
185
189
36

173
232
12
12
5
6

38
41
42

197
196198
196
214
215
216
179
171
41
12

216
46
58
79
78
so

106
193
141

I
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APPENDIX A.-REFERENCE INDEX TO SECTIONS OF THIS REVISION IN WHICH APPEAR
VARIOUS ACTS THEREIN CODIFIED AND REVISED-Continued

THE SECTICNS OF THE

Section of
Date of act Chapter Section Volume Page revision

Mar. 2, 1907 ..........................

Mar. 27, 1908 .........................
Apr. 30, 190b .........................

May 29, 1908 .........................
Mar. 3, 199 ..........................

Aug. 5, 1909 ...........................
Apr. 4, 1910 ..........................

May 6 1910 .................
June 25,1910 ................

Mar. 3,1911 .................

Aug. 24, 1912 .........................

Feb. 14, 1913 .........................
June 30, 1913. ................

Aug. 1,1914 ..........................

May 18, 1916 .........................

Set.?. 1916 ....................-

2285 ..............
2285 --------------
2285 ..............
2285 ..............
2285 ..............
2285 ..............
2523 ..............
2523 ..............

107 ..............
153 ..............
153 ..............
153 ..............
153 ..............
153 ..............
153 ..............
153 ..............
153 ..............
153 ..............
153 ..............
216 ..............
263 ..............
263 ..............
263 ..............
263 ..............
263 ..............
7.............

140 1
140 2
140 ..............
140 ..............
140 ..............
204 ............
431 1
431 1
431 2
431 3
431 4
431 5
431 7
431 8
431 9
431 12
431 13
431 14
431 16
431 17
431 1722

123
210 27
210 28
388 ..............
388 ....... ...
388.........
388.........

5 5..........
4 .........
4 26
4 26

222 ..............
222.........
222 ..............
222.........
222 ..............
125 ..............
125 ..............
125 ..............
125 ..............
125 ..............
125 ..............
455 ..............

inz. 719 ..................... ........ ........................
I Repealed.

I Not yet bound.

Note.-Laws for 2d sen. 64th Congress not yet bound.

34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
36
36
36
36
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36
36
26
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
37
37
37
37
37
38
38
38
38
38
38
38
38
39
39
39
39
39
39
39

1018
1018
1019
1020
1020
1027
1221
1221

49
71
71
72
73
73
73
75
7595
97

444
781
783
783
784
781121
270
272
269

271
349
855
856
556
856856
857
857
857
858
858
858
856
859

860861
861861

10771077
518
519
519
519
678
8o
8o
8o

584
586
586
586
586
126
129
128
124
125
128
741

179
197
42
12
15

127
96
97

235
52
43

143
60
61
81
17
41

233
234
196
184
176
221
18

220
17
91
23
89

I1
184

203
204
205
87

222

I.
201
200
178
100
224

106

2
140

202
I9
92
93

152
156
152
20020
53
97
143
177

223
174
(0)



APPENDIX B

STATEMENT SHOWING SECTIONS OF TIlE REVISED STATUTES WHICH HAVE BEEN
OMITTED FfOM Tuis REvIsIoN WVITH REsoNs FOil Sucit OMISSION

Section 2046, providing for the appointment of eight superintendents of Indian
affairs, omitted for the reason that since 1877 Congress has made no appropria-
tion therefor and none has been employed in the Indian Service.

Sections 2047, 2048, 2049, 2050, and 2061, dealing with the duties, etc., of such
superintendents, omitted for the same reason.

Section 2107, requiring that accounts and vouchers for goods, supplies, etc.,
for the Indian Service, shall be submitted for approval to the executive committee
of the Board of Indian Commissioners, is omitted for the reason that it is pre-
sumed that the section is repealed by the stct of May 17, 1882, chapter 163, which
provides that "hereafter the commission shall only have power to visit and In-
spect agencies and other branches of the Indian Service, and to inspect goods
purchased for said service, and the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, shall con.
rult with the commission in the purchase of supplies."

Sections 2128 to 2181, inclusive, providing for licensing citizens of good moral
character to trade with the Indians, are omitted in view of the act of August 15,
1876, chapter 283, which authorizes the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to appoint
traders to the Indian tribes, and prescribes rules and regulations for their
government.

Section 2156 Is omitted, as the subject of Indian depredations is dealt with
comprehensively In the act of March 8, 1891.

Section 2157 is omitted, as the power of agents to administer oaths Is elsewhere
conferred.

Section 2099, providing that no moneys appropriated for the purposes of educa-
tion among the Indian tribes shall be expended elsewhere than in the Indian
country, is omitted, as being in direct conflict with the present policy of the
Government.

(221)
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PART II, EXuIBIT 2

REVISION AND CODIFICATION OF STATUTES AFFECTING AMERICAN INDIANS

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AMFAIRS,

Washington, D.O., Wednesday, January 28, 1931.
The committee this day met at 10:30 o'clock a.m., Hlon. Scott Leavitt, chair.

man, presiding, for consideration of H.R. 15498; which reads as follows:

(H.R. 15498, Seventy-first Congress, third session I
A BILL Authorizing the President, through the Secretary of the Interior to study, report,and recommend on a revision and codifieation of the statutes affecting the American

Itdlans
Be it onaoted by the Senate and House of Representative# of the United States

of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby authorized to be appro-
priated, out of any money in the Treasury of the United States not otherwise
appropriated, the sum of $250,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary, to
he Immediately available, to cover any expenses which may be incurred by the
President, through the Secretary of the Interior, in making a study and report
on the policy of the Federal Government in relation to the American Indians
as found In the applicable statutes of the United States, their treaty, property,
and citizenship rights, their health, education, and social welfare, the relations
of the States to the so-called Indian problem, and any other phase of the na.
tional policy affecting the aim and end of Federal guardianship over the affair.
of the Indian as embodied in existing laws and treaties, and to make recom.
mendations on all such matters. Such expenditures may include compensation
and expenses of persons named for the purposes, at least one of whom shall be
an Indian citizen of the United States; the employment of experts, stenographic,
and other services by contract If deemed necessary, transportation, travel, and
subsistence, or per diem in lieu of subsistence, rent of office in the District of
Columbia and elsewhere, purchase of necessary books and documents, printing
and binding, official cards; and/or such other expenses as the President and the
Secretary of the Interior may deem necessary, without regard to the provisions
of any other act.

The CHAIRUAN. This bill is in reality a proposal on the part of the Indian
Office as to what it thinks ought to be done to crystallize the entire Indian
situation through codification of the laws, recommendations, and so forth, as to
some actual step to be taken.

The Indian Office is widely criticised, of course. The question confronting this
committee is whether when it places before us a constructive proposal-what It
thinks ought to be done to bring this into a workable form-we are going to report
the lIll out and give the Congress an opportunity to act on it.

The report of the department on this bill reads as fellows:

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
SWashington, January 24, 1031.

lion. Sco'ri LzAvrrr,
Chairman, Committee on Indian Affairs,
House of Representatives.

MY DEAR IR. CHAIRMAN: In response to your request of December 20, for a
report on IR. 15498, relative to a proposed revision and codification of the
statutes affecting the American Indians, I transmit herewith a memorandum on
the subject that has been submitted by Commissioner Rhoads of the Indian

(222)
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Service. After a review of the proposed measure, I agree with Commissioner
Ithoads.

In this connection, you are advised that the Director of the Bureau of the
Budget has advised me that the expenditures contemplated by this bill would
not be In conflict with the financial program of the President, "provided, that any
estimate of appropriation for this project, if authorized by law, be presented as a
part of the estimates to be submitted by the Department of the Interior for the
annual Budget, rather than as a supplementary estimate." Therefore, we are
desirous of having the bill enacted into law before we submit the next regular
estimates.

Very truly yours,
RAY LYMAN WILBUR, Secretary.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE Or INDIAN AFFAIRS,

Washington, January 24, 19.1.
By letter dated December 20, 1930, the chairman of the House Committee on

Indian Affairs requested a report on House bill No. 15498 designed to authorize
the President, through the Secretary of the Interior, to study, report, and recom-
mend on a revision and codification of the statutes affecting the American
Indians and the policy of the Federal Government toward its Indian citizens.

At suitable intervals in the progress of the Indians toward complete emancipa-
tion from wardship of the Federal Government it behooves us to pause and con.
sider whether existing policies determined in large measure by legislative enact-
ments of Congres relating to such matters are in fact hindering rather than help-
ing accomplishment of the goal desired. That is, an inventory based on a present
appraisal of the Indian problem from a governmental standpoint should prove
exceedingly helpful and also afford a real opportunity for greatly needed construc-
tive legislation by Congress.

PYlecemeal legislation in the past resulting in a multiplicity of statutes relating
to the same subject matter, applicable to specific tribes or a group of Indians
only, leaves us with a patchwork system very bewildering to an inexperienced
layman, difficult of administration, and assuredly confusing to the very people--
the Indians-whose welfare we are all so earnestly striving to safeguard and
advance. Admittedly past legislation by Congress has not always been consistent
in such matters, resulting in inequalities between tribes or groups of Indians,
which In Itself gives considerable cause for dissatisfaction and complaint. Muta-
tions In office coupled with attendant mutations in policies legislative or other-
wise, lead to no permanent goal and assuredly create misunderstandings and
doubts In the minds of the Indians as to where they stand in their relation to the
Federol Government. In other words a fixed and determined continuity of
policy In dealing with the Indians is greatly to be desired, not during any one
administrative period alone but by successive decades or generations as well.
This we regard as highly essential, not only for the ultimate welfare of the
Indians but also as a definite step toward their early and complete emancipation
from governmental paternalism, be it State or Federal. In other words chart
out a definite course to be pursued and rigidly stick to it, by legislative enactment,
If necessary, in order to amsure a steadfast continuity or policy.

As Illustrative of the multiplicity of statutes dealing with the Indian affairs
it may be pointed out that in 1914 the legislation by Congress relating to the
Five Civilized Tribes from 1890 to 1914 was compiled for convenient use. This
compilation comprises over 587 printed pages. Since then (1914) numerous
important statutes relating to these tribes have been enacted but have not been
recompiled or brought down to date. With over 100 different tribes, or groups
of Indians to deal with, the need for frequent revision codification, and com-
pilation is manifest. Again, and purely for illustrative purposes, the Flathead
Indian Remrvation in Montana, was created originally by treaty with these
Indians in 1855. Since that time more than 20 separate enactments of legisla-
tion dealing with the question of Irrigation on this reservation alone have been
had, all of which necessarily must be considered before conclusions can be drawn
and administrative action taken. Frequently such substantive legislation will
be found embedded in lengthy appropriation acts scattered through ponderous
volumes, and unless separately codified or compiled becomes a real burden to
classify and keep In mind.
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The question of jurisdiction, State and Federal, over the Indians and the
extent to which the respective States should be authorized or permitted to
exercise jurisdiction over the Indians, particularly within Indian reservations,
becomes increasingly complex as time progresses. This is especially true in such
matters as health, education, and maintenance of law and order. Cooperation
between the two Governments, State and Federal, in such matters certainly
appears the logical course to pursue, as this would avoid duplication of effort,
duplication of expense, duplication of facilities, overhead, etc., and assuredly
should result in better equipment, a higher grade of personnel with better attend-
ant results to the local citizenry both Indian and white.

The working out of a codification and revision of such a complex situation,
particularly if it involves the adoption of a new or different policy necessarily
will require a small corps of experts, free to devote their entire time to research
and study of the problem. This should be done by all means, and as Congress
has plenary power with respect to such matters naturally no definite or permanent
policy can be mapped out without affirw,,tive action by that body. As admin-
istrative officers primarily charged with ene duty of carrying out such laws and
policies as Congress may see fit to enact with respect to the Indians we stand
ready and earnestly desirous of cooperating to the fullest extent possible with the
limited facilities at our command in working out a more equitable solution of a
problem which for generations past has been most perplexing, misleading, con-
fusing, and admittedly far from satisfactory.

However, this bill if enacted would authorize an appropriation of $250,000
for carrying on the proposed work. This may be larger than actually required
for early use. It is suggested that this sum be reduced by substituting therefor
in line 5, page 1 of the bill, the figures $100,000.

For the reasons given we recommend favorable consideration of this bill with
the understanding that whatever sum is therein authorized to cover the cost of
such work will be included In our regular estimates for the year 1933.

0. J. RttoADs, Comm feeoner.

The CHAIRMAN. To my mind I would say to the committee this is a particularly
important matter of legislation, It Is something rather fundamental, and some-
thing that ought to be reported out as a forward step.

8ome representatives of the Indian Office are here this morning, but I think
the situation is pretty well understood by every member of the committee who
has been in contact with Indian problems.

Mr. HALSEY. Was not an exhaustive report made in 1927, covering a good
many of the suggestions now before us? I wonder whether the Indian Bureau
has given any consideration to that report.

The CHAIMAN. They most certainly have. However, It does not carry out
the question of codification of the laws and matters of that kind as fully as they
think they ought to be carried out. There should be experts definitely at this
with their expenses paid, if necessary, and they could spend the necessary time
to put this into workable form.

The report you have in mind was very valuable in many ways. The commnis-
slon went to the different reservations, but it scattered out among several places
and they were only a few days on an Indian reservation. Nevertheless, that
report contains a great deal of valuable matter and many suggestions have been
adopted and carried out as a result of It, but it does not complete the necessities
that seem to be covered in this bill.

Mr. HALSEY. I recently asked the Indian Office for information along some
of the lines covered by that report, but I could not get anything satisfactory.

The CHAIrMAN. One has to keep in mind that the responsibility is till with
the Indian Office and the fact that somebody has suggested something that they
do noct approve does not put the Indian Office under obligation to adopt things
suggested any more than Congress is under obligation to adopt something sug.
gested by somebody but not approved by Congress.

Mr. WILLIAMSo0. The matter of codification was discussed at the late Mohawk
conference in New York a year ago when you and I were present. I feel that
this would be a great advantage not only to the committee but to the Indians
and especially the Indian Bureau If we could have a codification of the Indinn
laws. Does the bill contemplate that this codification committee shall attempt to
outline matters for the benefit of Congress and make recommendaatIons with
reference to the future policy of the Government toward the Indians?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
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Mr. SPROuL That is Just what it does. There is not a word said about codifica-
tion except in the title.

Mr. CooK&. I have been trying to find "codification" in the bill some place but
can not do so.

Mr. SPnouL You will have to get it.
The CHAIRMAN. It is the wording of the Indian Office, and if anything is lack-

ing to bring that about it can be put in the bill. I know it is the intention to cover
codification.

Mr. 8PsoT If that is the intention the sum of $100,000 is not enough. The
original amount in the bill, namely, $250,000, is more nearly correct.

The CHAMRMAN. If further appropriation shonlid, be necessary, it could easily
be authorized. The Bureau of the Budget approves this much at this time.

Mr. O'CONNoR. This bill was undoubtedly motivated by the highest possible de-
sire on the part of the Indian Bureau to be of the greatest service to the country
and the Indians, and the title would seem to cover two distinct things, first, the
codification of. the law, which is a good thing. The fact that they might seek to
drag in all these appropriations of past years would make it voluminous and
tend toward defeating the thing desired.

Mr. WMIIAMSON. Codification would involve only substantive law, and a lot of
it appears in appropriation bills.

Air. O'CONNOR. But the codification seems to be rather the small thing that is
contemplated since it was left out. The real thing is to make a study of the Indian
policy and history and report a new policy as interpreted by the Indian Bureau
as now constituted, The trouble with all these sorts of things is that they are
weak and idealistic, still under our form of Government we have rotation of
crops. This commission would report the present ideas of the Indian Bureau,
but nobody knows what those ideas will be three or four years from now. We
are changing the relations of the Government to the white people very much, anti
I ain wondering if a great deal of actual, practical benefit would ever come from
this thing. I had some men in my office only this morning who were interested
In getting immediate, specific relief for their own people who are suffering very
niuch.

The CHAtRMAN. This would not delay that matter.
Mr. O'CONNOR. No; this is only $100,000, but that sum would buy a lot of

peanuts. That would create another commission, and It may turn out to be another
Wickersham commission and we will have to hire an interpreter to find out what
they agreed upon. I am In favor of getting the underbrush out of the way so thnt
we may see our way ahead; but I am impressed with this idea-the Government.
a lodge, or any particular organization very largely speaks the attitude and point
of view of these then in charge, and we can not under this form of Government
lay down any policy that would be intended to educate somebody to come, after-
wrards or to bind those who come afterwards In any way. I think we are wasting
a lot of money looking things up and printing them when they will not lead or
influence anybody except those whose views ate expressed In them.

Mr. ARENTZ. Do you not think it would be a good thing to have this revision and
codification?

Mr. O'CoVNNOR. Yes; If this is the purpose of the bill.
Mr. ARENTZ. Let us out the extraneous things Involved.
Mr. O'CoNNoR. I do not think the department would care for the bill it those

were cut out.
Mr. COoKE. The things in the bill are usually under the regular duties of the

Department of the Interior, are they not?
Mr. O'CoNNoR. The department has a freer hand and more funds as they go

itlong to investigate these conditions and declare a policy thereon, and nil these
re-ports coming in here would be an invaluable source of such information, but
when it comes to make a general Indian policy throughout tlie country, it will not
do to lay down a rule to govern all Indians everywhere, because conditions varya
in different parts of the country. The different sections of the country would harv,
to be treated by Congres and the department as local, specific matters to lie dealt
with. I would not like to see the adoption of an inflexible standard regardless of
places and facts.

The CHAIRMAN. This bill would not do that.
Mr. O'CoN.oR. As I stated, the recommendations by one set of officials would

not and could not bind their successors. Things change; every election changes
things. The attitude and point of view of the men in power at this time prevail
and should prevail. The dead do not govern the living.
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Mr. SPROUL. I think this is the most forward-looking and important step that
the Indian Bureau or anybody directly in its behalf has ever undertaken or made
in years. I think it is very fine.

Mr. O'CONqNoR But is there any chance of this being followed after the work is
done?

Mr. SpRom. The only fear I have is that a commission may get balled up as the
Wickersham commission has. If the Secretary of the Interior and the bureau will
une that as something to beware of and to stay away from and get a different
personnel and a different character of personnel for the commission and go at it
in the right way, I think we may confidently expect something very desirable.

Mr. COOKE. This does not provide for the appointment of a commission; it pro-
vides that the work shall be done under the Department of the Interior.

Mr. SPROU. The report says that there shall be experts; but I think the fewer
experts the better It will be.

Mr. COOKE. I can not understand why this bill comes before us now. Why has
not the Department of the Interior sufficient authority to do now all things
contemplated In this bill without congressional authority? Why has it not done
these things before?

The CHAmIMAN. The scope of the work contemplated was too wide for Its force
as now eonstituted. They need to turn the attention of a group that has nothing
else to do to this problem. TheI results would be valuable and the work requilreq
the study of experts. It will he noticed that there is a provision In the bill for
"making a study and report on the policy of fhe Federal Government In relation
to the American Indians as found In the applicable states. their treaty, property,
and citizenship rights, their health, education, and social welfare." After they
have studied existing laws and treaties, then they are called upon to make
recommendations.

Mr. SPROrU.. They are called upon to make recommendations for legislation.
The CIhAIRMAN. Yes.
Mfr. SPRouL. They are called upon to outline a policy for treatment of the Indian

with respect to his ultimate emancipation.
The CHAnRMA,. The bill further provides that--"such expenditures may Ineludo

(ompensation and expenses of persons named for the purposes, at least one of
whom shall be an Indian citizen of the United States: the employment of experts,
stenographic, and other services by contract if deemed necessary, transportation,
travel."

It provides that they may add to the personnel for these particular purposes
whatever is necesmqary within the appropriation.

Mr. CoOKE. I am In sympathy with the object In mind, but each tribe repre-
sents a specific problem.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. We will never get away from the necesqltv of n hill .such aq
I wanted to bring up here. It applied to an irrigation proposition on the Black-
foot Indian Reservation, which situation exists nowhere else. Many time. we are
called unon to meet just such a situation.

Mr. SPROtL.. The particular point that the different trills are different IR not
only true of the Indians but it is true of all who are citizens of the United States.

Mr. CooKE.. But not quite so fully.
Mr. SPROUtL. For instance, the German immigrants to this country live some-

what differently thnn the French and the Swedes who come here. We have a great
ninny different nationalities of people here who live differently. So with the
Indianq.

Mr. Coomm. But we are not called upon to legislate specifically for them.
Mr. SPROUtm. Anyway, they live under the same laws, and their children are

trained and educated tinder the same general educational system. We can have
a system of education that will be as elastic and pliable for the Indians. as our
systems of eduction In the different States are for the different Inhbnitnnts of
the United States. Repeating, I think this is a wonderful bill and itN enactment
would he of Immeasurable benefit. I think the ideals embodIed In It are highly
conceived.

Mr. WrLUIAMsO•. The one great trouble In the Indian Bureau Is the same
trouble we have in our own offices. There are so many details to look after, and
so much work that must be immediately done, that we have not got the help to
do it properly. The Indian Bureau has nobody with the time to think these prob.
lems out and to do the necessary research work and formulated a policy. They
simply have not got the time. It seems to me, and T have not studied the par-
ticular provisions of this bill, that if we could arrange to put a personnel In charge
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down there that would have nothing else to do but study the Indian problem with
a view to recommending to Congress some definite policy for congressional ac-
tion, that would be a good thing. Obviously, there can not be any policy that would
apply to all conditions, but there are some things by way of education and the
general treatment of Indians, and preparing for the future, that can be worked
out and will be of inestimable value to Congress. We can not do It and the Indian
Bureau has not got the time to do it.

Mr. SnOut.. We shall have to gamble as to whether this commission would
bring forth a sensible report.

Mr. HALSEY. There are specific recommendations In the 1927 report, but they
have not been followed.

Mr. WnjAMSON. I have read that report and I will admit it.
The CHAIRMAN. A great many things in that report have been helpful. That

report was made by a group invited by the Secretary of the Interior to make a
survey of the Indian problem, and it did a very valuable work; but this matter,
In my judgment, would bring that sort of a study more to a head in a more con-
crete form. This would be an agency established by Congress to do a certain Job
and then required to report back to Congress, turning its attention to certain
things and to put it in the definite form of recommendations.

I should say they ought to go to the extent of actually preparing some legisla-
tion for ps to consider. That report, as has been said, Is too voluminous. Members
of this committee are more or less acquainted with it, but it is rather voluminous.
It is a discussion end a history and Is very valuable as a reference work. It has
many valuable suggestions, but this bill before us is meant to get down, crack
the coconut and get the meat, so that we may proceed intelligently.

Mr. EVANS. Do you think this bill should carry the two objects, one to codify
the statutes and the other to make an investigation of the matters and report
back to Congress a policy that in the judgment of that commission should be
adopted?

The CHAIRMAN. It would seem to me so; yes. In making their study as to
existing laws, in outlining the existing laws with respect to the Indians, they
would do a great deal of the work necessary to make the codification. I think
the two objects are so closely related that it should be here.

If the language does not cover codification fully enough, I know it is the belief
of the department that It is there. If It does not cover it close enough to meet the
idea of the committee, perhaps we can suggest some additional or different
language.

I should like to have somebody representing the Indian Office speak about
that.

Mr. JoHN R. T. REEVES, senior attorney, Bureau of Indian Affairs. Our under.
standing of that bill is that It has a twofold purpose. One is a revision and codi-
fication of and an elimination from the statutes those treaties and acts of Con-
gress which have been performed in years gone by and are no longer current
legislation. In other words, we would separate the active from the inactive legis-
lation. We would codify existing law, and take out the deadwood. The other
purpose of the bill is a real study of the Indian problem from the governmental
standpoint, the relationship between the States and the Federal Government in
this problem in which the white citizens In every separate community have a vital
interest.

For instance, we are pressed daily by counties and States in connection with
the question of taxation. If the State is not permitted to tax these Indian lands,
the Federal Government should, it is thought, make a contribution in lieu of
taxation. If we ask them to cooperate with us in matters of health and law and
order they say, "We will be glad to perform those functions, but if we are
burdened with the expense, we ought to have the right to tax the physical prop-
erty of the Indians." It is a study of that problem with the idea of presenting to
Congress a fixed and definite policy to be adopted by Congress, adhered to by
Congress and made a mandate of Congress, rather than leaving the efforts as
they are to-day to a vacillating, uncertain, drafting from pillar to post, as
policies change with changes of administration, that is in mind. It is for that
certain purpose that we are greatly interested in this matter.

The CHAIRMAN. Can you suggest certain language showing that the codflca.
tion of the laws is necessary? The bill provides that the appropriation shall
cover any expenses which may be Incurred by the President, through the Secre.
tary of the Interior, in making a study and report on the policy of the Federal
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Government in relation to the American Indians as found in the applicable
statutes of the United States, their treaty, property, and citizenship rights, their
health, education, and social welfare. Could you not say after the comma in
line 8, page 1, of H.R. 15498, "in codifying and revising existing laws relating to
American Indians"?

Mr. REEVES. That is all we are interested in.
Mr. ARENTZ. How many persons would you employ on this work?
Mr. RBLEvES. As small a number as would be consistent with the proper per-

formance of the work.
Mr. ARENTZ. Would the President design., te a commission?
Mr. REFvFES. We would have to designate a board.
The CIHAIRAWN. The Commissioner of Indian Affairs told me that he thought

they ought to be able to finish this work in a year or two.
Mr. SPRnOUL. It would take a year to visit the various tribes throughout the

country.
Mr. O'CoN.NoR. It is a big 2-year Job.
Mr. ARENTZ. The Indian Service to-day is really handicapped because it is

undermanned in personnel.
Mr. Rr.:•'vs. That is true. We are not in position to take on work of this

character and dignity with the force we have, which force is hardly able to keel)
abreast of current work.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Reeves' suggestion is that after the comma in line 8,
page 1, we add the words, "in codifying mild revising existing laws relating to
American Indiann'," so that the bill would read, in part, that the appropriation
will-

"Cover any expenses which may be incurred by the President, through the See.
rotary of the Interior, in codifying and revising existing laws relating to Ameri-
can Indians, in making a study and report on the policy of the Federal Govern-
ment in relation to the American Indians as found in the applicable statutes of
the Untied States."

Mr. WML.IAMSON. I move that the amendment be adopted and that the bill be
favorably reported as amended.

M•r. COOKE How about amending the title?
Mr. REEvEs. I think the title is all right.
Mr. PEAvEY. It occurs to me that there is an inherent weakness in this bill,

but perhaps I say that because I do not understand the bill. However, this is
something I desire to call to the attention of the committee. The $250,000 should
be stricken.

The CHATUMAI. Without objection the $250,000 on line 5, page 1, will he
changed to $100,000.

[The change was unanimously agreed to.]
The CITAIRMAN. IS there any question on the motion of the gentleman from

South Dakota that the bill as amended be favorably reported?
Mr. PEAVEY. Let me say this, I am in full accord with the sentiment expressed

here as to the wisdom of some legislation looking to this codification of the
Indian laws; but I am in doubt as to the question of fixing a policy. It seems
to me that there is something inherently wrong in the thought that a department
of the Government charged with the administration of a law should recommend
to the Congress a policy. I am not saying this in any way as a criticism of the
Indian Bureau. It seems to me that it would be advisable and even absolutely
necessary that the Indian Bureau be consulted and that its experience and
judgment on these matters be taken into consideration in the formulation of a
policy in dealing with the Indians. but to leave to a department chtirged with
the administration of law, with all the weaknesses of the departments, and we
know they have many, the matter of recommending a policy as important as one
dealing with Indians, is wrong. In my opinion, this proposed commission should
be composed of members of Congress or somebody with the public viewpoint
and in whom the public would have absolute confidence. After we should receive
this recommendation from the department, we would be where we are now.

[There was discussion off the record.]
Mr. SPaouL. A commission would visit the tribes and study the problems indi-

cated in this bill and then make a report to the Secretary of the Interior. Subse-
quently we would expect that report to be embodied in a report by the depart-
mnent to Congress, and Congress can do as it sees fit with the report. The policy
suggested with respect to the treatment of the Indians will be followed or
adopted by Congress only if Congress sees fit to do so.
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Mr. PEAvEY. But it would be formulated by those having charge of the admin-
istration of that particular law.

Mr. SPROUL, Congress would authorize the commission to gather this informa-
tion, then to draw their conclusions and submit them to Congress for appropriate*action.

Mr. ARENTZ. I should like to see the Indian Bureau recommend a policy, be-
*cause It is not going to dove-tall in with and harmonize with Congress and others
unless it agrees to a policy. The trouble up to this time has been that the com-
missioner has come before us with a policy for one section of the country of this
nature and In another section of the country with a policy of another nature. If
we have one policy and we know that it is the policy of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, that will be very helpful to us.

Mr. PF.Avzy. I have no objection, and I nm in full accord with what the gentle-
man says in regard to the Indian Bureau having a policy for the Indian Bureau,
but as for the bureau to formulate a policy for the United States, they can not
do that.

The CHAIRMAN. I consider it one of their duties, as they are in contact with
Indian problems to recommend to Congress what, in their Judgment, ought to be
done to meet situations. The department continually sends up bills to be intro.
duced by me at the department's request. The Bureau sees a situation and makes
a recommendation as to how it should be met. Their specific recommendations
have to do with individual problems here and there.

Mr. ARENTZ. With the Commissioner of Indian Affairs be the chairman of the
proposed Investigating commission?

Mr. SPROUL. We could not have a separate body investigate that. I should
like to rwe the department have a part in it.

The CUATRMA•, These are expenditures that.h.re to be made by the President
through the Secretary of the Interior, The law would put the matter in the hands
of the President and lie would work through the Secretary of the Interior to
accomplish these things.

"fr. AREiTz. Mr. Rhoads has always been considered as one vitally Interested
in Indian affairs,

Mr. SPROUL. I did not know that.
Mr. ARENTz. The reason he was appointed Commissioner of Indian Affairs

was because he is an outstanding man in Indian affairs. He has always been
interested in such. Yet he comes here with the best of good grace and proposes
things diametrically opposed to recommendations made by various associations
having to do with Indian welfare matters before he was appointed. I should
like to have him come forward with definite views of 1lidian service so that
the committee may know what to do.

Mr. O'CoNNoR. In this, like in many other matters, when I make remarks, it
may seem that I am opposed to the bill. My motive is to try to throw some light
upon this proposal that may be helpful to those who want to carry the proposition
out. I think that we will go ahead if, instead of reducing this sum to $100,000. we
put it at $150.000, because the time is short. Unless the work can be expedited
and facilitated and completed by those in charge at the present time, we may
have a difficult situation arising by reason of a change in personnel of the
Indian Office, so that there may be a duplication or a failure to carry out tlhe
Idea in mind.

The work will cost so much anyway, and while we are at it why should we not
appropriate a larger amount now, or authorize it. in order to expedite completion
of the work by those who undertake it at first. Reference has been made to con-
gressional investigations in connection with these matters. My experience with
such in Oklahoma has been that they are largely political. Those people have
gone down there to see what they can find to put somebody in the Indian Office
in the hole, somebody that they do not like and whom they would supplant by
somebody of their own choice. I hope that the Department of the Interior, which
will have the authority to appoint these men, will not appoint men to go out and
gather data and information to confirm and validate opinions they now have as
to what should be done. I do hope this will be a fact-finding commission. Any.
body who had all the facts that tell the story could act, but one has to have all
the facts. I hope that this commission does not make the mistake that dignified
legislators in the other body make by going out and getting information to prove
what they want to prove. I hope this will not be an investigation simply to justify
some particular plan or idea, but will be one to get the actual facts and let the
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facts speak; and If that is done, it will be a valuable contribution to the Govern-
ment and the Indians. And, as I said before, I think that this matter is one that
should be expedited and that we should furnish or authorize the necessary
amounts, so that the commission will not have to come back for more money.

The CHAIRMAN. The fundamental thing is to get it through. I would be willing
to accept the amendment.

Mr. O'CoNNoR. You have two distinct things to do; first, the codification of the
laws, and, second, to investigate the policy of the Federal Government in relation
to the American Indians as found in the applicable statutes of the United States,
their treaty, property, and citizenship rights, their health, education and social
welfaLe. I have been a lawyer most of my life, and I have not yet lived all of my
life, and I know that when you come to codifying and revising laws you want
lawyers and good ones. The people who would do that other work are the last
ones in the world to get for this work. Heaven save us from those people in this
particular work. This work is going to have to be kept separate and distinct. You
can not mix the nursing bottle and legal questions. Men like Mr. Reeves are the
men necessary to codify and revise these Indian laws, but when it comes to the
other things, such as health, education, and social welfare, people informed in
them should study them so as to make a wise recommendation.

The CHARMAN. That idea is in the minds of the committee.
Mr. O'CoNNoR. I hope somebody in the Interior Department will read my feeble

remarks about this, In some of these things to be considered lawyers would be
awful; but I think the welfare people would be Just as bad when they started
to codify and revise the laws of the land. They could not do ilt

Mr. WrLLiAMS0N. If these people started in with preconceived ideas, it would be
bad. Unless these conclusions should be based on a real study of the whole thing,
the efforts would not be benefieiaL

Mr. O'CoNNoR. Most people have preconceived Ideas and they fight for them
whether they are right or wrong. To-day the prohibition question Is not so much
one of whether the country shall be wet or dry. It is a question of who is right
or wrong. For instance, the drys are presumably willing to junk the remainder of
the Constitution if they can only preserve the one amendment, and the wets want
to preserve the Constitution if they can do it in alcohol. This prejudice is the real
danger.

The CRAZRMAN. Even though there may be preconceived ideas existing In the
Indian Bureau, yet if they call In experts who are not employed by the Indian
Bureau to collaborate with them in the study of these problems, we are going to
get a pretty broad view of the situation.

Mr. O'CoNnoR. I am in .vor of the bill heartily and I am in favor of Increas4-
Ing the authorization for an appropriation, if we can get it by; but I do not think
this will work out perfectly. As for experts, we always have experts in law suits,
but they are experts for the side that employs them; and after all they are human
beings.

The CHAIRMAN. Are you ready for the vote on the motion of Mr. Williamson!
Mr. SpouxL. Yes.
['rhe committee voted unanimously to favorably report the bill as amended.)
[Thereupon, at 11:10 o'clock a.m., the committee proceeded to other business.1
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PArr III. FEDEL LEGISLATION AND INDIAN POLIoY

There are no exhibits to this part.
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APPENDIX 11

PART IV. CoNoEsSSioNAL STATxmT OF FINDINGS AND DECLARATION
or Pouor

Exhibit 1. Materials prepared by Ms. Alice Riehi Editor, Indian Law
Reorter, 1974-1975. (Cited on page 34, note U4; page 42, note 91;
and page 802, of the Report.)

Table A. Allotment Statutes, 1887-1918.
Table B. Outright Cesion.
Table C. Opened for Settlement.
Table D. Restored to Public Domain.
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APPENDIX II

PART IV, EXHIBIT 1

(By Ms. Alice Riehl, Editor, Indian Law Reporter 1974-1975)

TABLE A-ALLOTMENT STATUTES, 1887-1918

(1) Act of May 1, 1888, 25 Stat. 118 (amended, March 8, 1911, 86 Stat. 1080):
1. Gros Ventre, Piegan, Blood, Blackfeet, River Crow.
2. Fort Peck, Fort Belknap, Blackfeet and former individual reservations

of these tribei, Montana.
& Outright cession.
4. Statute contained language restoring ceded land to "public domain."

(2) Act of January 14, 1889, 25 Stat. 642 (amended, .June 27. 1902, 32 Stat.
400; April 4, 1910, 386 Stat. 276; June 25, 1910, 36 Stat. 80; May 18, 1916,
89 dtat. 134; January 25, 1924, 48 Stat. 96; April 14, 1924, 48 Stat. 95):

1. Chippewa.
2. White Earth, Red Lake. all other Chippewa Reservations, Minnesota.
3. Cession in trust.
4. Allotments to be made on "old" and assigned reservations.

(3) Act of February 23, 1889, 25 Stat. 687:
1. Shoshone, Bannock, Sheepeaters.
2. Fort Hall, Lemhi reservations, Idaho.
3. Outright cession.

(4) Act of March 2, 1889, 25 Stat. 871 (amended, July 1, 1898, 30 Stat. 596):
1. Flathead.
2. Bitter Root Valley, Montana.
3. Secretary of Interior authorized to sell lands formerly patented to

Indians-proceeds to go to individual allotted. Indians moved to
Jacko Reservation, Montana.

(5) Act of March 2, 1889,25 Stat. 888:
1. Santee, Flandreau, other Sioux Nations, Poncas.
2. Great Sioux Reservation, North and South Dakota and Nebraska.
8. Cession in trust, outright cession.
4. Tribes to agree to cession. Proceeds of land sale plus other money

deposited into permanent fund for Indians. Language restoring this
ceded land to "public domain". Act provided for later cession of land
on newly created reservations for money from U.S.

(6) Act of March 2, 1889, 25 Stat. 1013 (amended, May 27, 1902):
1. Wea, Peoria, Kaskaskia, Plankeshaw, Western Miami.
2. Peoria Reservation, Oklahoma.
3. No land cession, land completely allotted.

(7) Act of Oct. 1, 1890, 26 Stat. 658:
1. Wailaki.
2. Round Valley Reservation, California.
3. Opened for settlement.
4. Land sold at auction.

(8) Act of June 12.1891,26 Stat. 712:
1. Mission Indians.
2. Various Reservations, California.
3. All lands allotted.
4. Lands held in common, in trust, until Secretary of Interior decides that

individual may receive allotment.
(9) Act of February 13, 1891, 26 Stat. 749:

1. Sac. Fox, Iowa.
2. Indian Territory, Oklahoma.
3. Outright cession.
4. Language restoring land to "public lands".
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(10) Act of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 989:
1. Potawatomi, Shawnee.
2. Potawatomi Reservation, Oklahoma.
3. Outright cession.

(11) Act of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1022:
1. Cheyenne, Arapaho.
2. Cheyenne, Arapaho Reservation, Oklahoma.
3. Outright cession.

(12) Act of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1026:
1. Coeur D'Alene.
2. Coeur D'Alene Reservation, Idaho.
3. Outright cession.
4. Language restoring land to "public domain".

(13) Act of March 8,1891,20 Stat. 1032:
1. Arickaree, Gros Ventre, Mandan.
2. Fort Berthold Reservation, North Dakota.
3. Outright cession.
4. Lands ceded. Allotments to be made at later date by Secretary of

Interior.
(14) Act of March 3, 1891, 20 Stat. 1035:

1. Sioux.
2. Sisseton and Wahpeton Reservation, South Dakota.
3. Outright cession.
4. Language about land being subject to laws of -the state. Vague about

whether this refers to all ceded land or that ceded to State for schools.
(15) Act of March 3, 1891, 20 Stat. 1039:

1. Crow.
2. Crow Reservation, Montana.
3. Outright cession.
4 Tribe agreed to "sell" land to U.S. rather than cede and relinquish all

rights to land.
(10) Act of June 17, 1892, 27 Stat. 52 (amended, March 2, 1917, 39 Stat. 970):

1. Yurok, and others.
2. Klamath River Reservation, California (i.k.a. Hoopl Valley Reserva-

tion).
3. Opened for settlement.

(17) Act of July 1, 1892, 27 Stat. 62:
1. Colville, and others.
2. Coiville Reservation, Washington.
a Restored to "public domain."
4. Dealt with North Half of Reservation.

(18) Act of July 13, 1892, 27 Stat. 136:
1. Spokane.
2. Coeur D'Alene Reservation, Idaho. Lands ceded in Washington.
8. Outright cession.

(19) Act of March 3, 1893, 27 Stat. 557:
1. Kickapoo.
2. Kickapoo Reservation.
3. Outright cession.

(20) Act of March 3, 1893, 27 Stat. 033 (amended, April 28, 1904, 33 Stat. 565):
1. Puyallup.
2. Puyallup Reservation, Washington.
a Cession in trust.
4. Certain lands ceded and sold at public auction.

(21) Act of March 3, 1893, 27 Stat. 640:
1. Cherokee.
2. Cherokee Outlet, Oklahoma.
& Outright cession.
4. Language restoring land to "public domain."

(22) Act of March 3, 1893, 27 Stat. 644:
1. Tonkawa.
2. Tonkawa Reservation, Oklahoma.
3. Outright cession.
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(23) Act of March 3, 1893, 27 Stat. 644:
1. Pawnee.
2. Pawnee Reservation, Oklahoma.
3. Outright cession.
4. Language restoring land to "public domain."

(24) Act of March 3, 1893, 27 Stat. 645:
1. Cherokee, Creek, Choctaw, Chickasaw, Seminole.
2. Indian Territory, Oklahoma.
3. Directed a commission to negotiate for allotment and cession of land.

Provided for some actual allotments.
(25) Act of August 15, 1894, 28 Stat. 296:

1. Sac and Fox of the Missouri.
2. Sac and Fox Reservation, Kansas and Nebraska.
3. Cession in trust.
4. No agreement but land would not be ceded until consent of a majority

of adult male Indians was obtained.
(26) Act of August 15, 1894, Stat. 301:

1. Wyandot.
2. Indian Territory, Oklahoma.
3. U.S. bought lands for Wyandot from other tribes. Lands allotted to

Wyandots.
(27) Act of August 15, 1894, 28 Stat. 314:

1. Yankton Sioux.
2. Yankton Reservation, South Dakota.
3. Outright cession.
4. No liquor to be sold on ceded land.

(28) Act of August 15, 1894, 28 Stat. 320:
1. Yakima Nation of Indians.
2. Yakima Reservation, Washington.
3. Certain tribes given allotments; tribe cedes fishing rights for money.

(29) Act of August 15, 1894, 28 Stat. 323:
1. Almea, and others.
2. Siletz Reservation, Oregon.
3. Outright cession.
4. Unallotted lands ceded-this act does not specifically call for allot-

ments to be made.
(30) Act of August 15, 1894, 28 Stat. 326:

1. Nez Perce.
2. Lapwai Reservation, Idaho, a.k.a. Nez Perce Reservation).
3. Outright cession.
4. Language restoring land to "public domain."

(31) Act of August 15, 1894,28 Stat. 332:
1. Yuma.
2. Fort Yuma Reservation, California.
3. Cession in trust.
4. Non-irrigable lands restored to the "public domain." Irrigable lands

sold at public auction in trust.
(32) Act of February 20, 1895, 28 Stat. 677:

1. Southern Ute.
2. Southern Ute Reservation, Colorado.
3. Cession in trust.
4. Language restoring land to "public domain."

(38) Act of March 2, 1895, 28 Stat. 895:
1. Wichita.
2. Wichita Reservation, Oklahoma.
3. Statute did not specifically provide for compensation for ceded lands.

Act of June 14, 1924, 43 Stat. 866 (amended April 21, 1932, 47 Stat.
87) provided money as settlement of Indian claim for compensation.

(34) Act of March 2, 1895, 28 Stat. 902:
1. Otoe, Missouria, Iowa.
2. Otoe and Missouri Reservation, Oklahoma.
3. Land on Otoe and Missouri Reservation allotted to lowas from Kansas

and Nebraska.
(35) Act of March 2, 1895,28 Stat. 907:

1. Quapaw.
2. Quapaw Reservation, Oklahoma and Arkansas.
3. Lands allotted; surplus held for future allotments.
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(36) Act of March 2,1895, 28 Stat. 909:
1. Potawatomi, Kickapoo.
2. Potawatomi Reservation, Kansas.
3. Cession in trust.
4. Consent of tribe needed before land could be sold by the Secretary of

the Interior
(37) Act of February 20,1805, 28 Stat. 970:

1. Chippewa.
2. Red Cliff Reservation, Wisconsin.
3. Land added to reservation and allotted.

(38) Act of June 10, 1896, 29 Stat. 358 (amended, June 7, 1897, 30 Stat. 93):
1. Gros Ventre.
2. Fort Belknap Reservation, Montana.
3. Outright cession.
4. Allotments optional.

(39) Act of June 10, 1896, 29 Stat. 353 (amended ,June 7, 1897, 30 Stat. 93):
1. Blackfeet.
2. Blackfeet Reservation, Montana.
3. Outright cession.

(40) Act of June 7, 1897, 30 Stat. 87:
1. Uncompahgre Utes.
2. Uncompahgre Reservation, Utah.
3. Opened to settlement.
4. No mention of compensation.

(41) Act of June 7,1897, 80 Stat. 92:
1. Chippewa and Christian (Munsee).
2. Chippewa and Christian Reservation, Kansas.
3. Cession in trust.
4. Sold at auction.

(42) Actof June 1898. 0 Stat. 429:
1. Uncompaghre Utes, Utes.
2. Ulntah Indian Reservation, Utah.
3. Cession in trust.
4. Cession to take place with consent of tribe.

(43) Act of .Tune 28, 1898,30 Stat. 495:
1. Choctaw, Chiclkasaw.
2. Indian Territory, Oklahoma.
3. All lands, allotted, no cession. Tribal government modified.

(44) Act of June 28, 1898, 30 Stat. 500:
1. Creek.
2. Creek Area, Oklahoma.
3. Residue of land after allotments sold (with Improvementsq at public

auction. Money from improvement paid to owner thereof. Money from
sale of land used to equalize allotments.

(45) Act of July 1, 1898,30 Stat. 567:
1. Seminole.
2. Seminole Area Oklahoma.
3. All lands allotted.

(46) Act of July 1. 1898,30 Stat. 571:
1. Colville and others.
2. Colville Reservations, Washington.
3. Mineral lands opened to settlement. No mention of disposition of pro-

ceeds. Allotments to be completed no later than 6 months after Presi.
dental proclamation opening the reservation.

(47) Act of February 28, 1899, 30 Stat. 909 (amended, March 3, 1903, 31 Stat.
1007):.

1. Potawatomi, Klekapoo.
2. Potawatoml Reservation, Klckapoo Reservation, Kansas.
S. Cession In trust.
4. No cession made without the consent of the tribe.

(48) Act of March 8, 1899.30 Stat. 1074:
I. Lower Brule, Rosebud Sioux.
2. Lower Brule, Rosebud Reservations, South Dakota.
8. Lower Brule Indians ceded portion of their reservation In return for

U.S. buying part of Rosebud Resorvation for them as a result of
migration. Readjustment of allotments made. Oede4 land later opened
to settlement.
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(49) Act of June 6, 1900,31 Stat. 672:
1. Shoshone, Bannock.
2. Fort Hall Reservation, Idaho.
3. Outright cession.

(50) Act of June 6, 1900, 31 Stat. 708 (amended, January 4, 1901, 31 Stat. 727;
May 29,1908,35 Stat. 456; June 25,1910, 36 Stat. 861):

1. Comanche, Kiowa, Apache.
2. Klowa, Comanche Reservation, Oklahoma.
3. Outright cession.

(51) Act of February 11, 1901, 31 Stat. 766 (amended March 2, 1907, 34 Stat.
1217) :

1. Chippewa Indians of Lake Superior.
2. Bad River or La Pointe Reservation, Wisconsin.
$. Allotments made with consent of tribe. No cession of land.

(52) Act of March 1, 1901, 31 Stat. 848 (superseded see Act of July 1, 1902, 32
Stat. 716):

1. Cherokee.
2. Cherokee Area, Oklahoma.
3. All land allotted equally.
4. Townsites reserved and sold at auction. Tribal government modified.

(53) Act of March 1, 1901, 31 Stat. 861:
1. Creek.
2. Creek Area, Oklahoma.
3. All land allotted equally.
4. Townsites reserved and sold at auction. Tribal government modified.

(54) Act of May 27,1902, 32 Stat. 245:
1. Mission Indians.
2. Various Indian Areas, California.
3. Land purchased for Indians and allotted to them.

(55) Act of May 27, 1902,8 2 Stat. 260:
1. Klamath, Modac and others.
2. Klitmath Reservation, Oregon.
3. Provided for additional allotments on reservation.

(50) Act of May 27, 1902, 32 Stat. 260 (amended, June 19, 1902, 32 Stat. 744):
1. Palute.
2. Walker River Reservation, Nevada.
3. Outright cession.
4. Non-irrigable lands ceded. Heads of households received $300 in con-

sideration.
(57) Act of May 27, 1902, 32 Stat. 263 (amended June 19, 1902, 32 Stat. 745;

April 21.1904, 33 Stat. 207):
1. Ulntah, White River Utes.
2. Uintah Reservation, Utah.
3. Cession in trust.
4. Language restoring land to "public domain". Consent of tribe needed

for cession of land.
(58) Act of May 27, 1902, 32 Stat. 260:

1. Spokane.
2. Spokane Reservation, Washington.
3. Mineral land open for entry. No mention of proceeds.

(59) Act of July 1. 1902, 32 Stat. 630:
1. Kansas or Kaw.
2. Kaw Reservation, Oklahoma.
3. All land allotted equally.
4. Townslte reserved and sold at auction.

(60) Act of July 1, 1902, 32 Stat. 641 (amended, April 21, 1904, 33 Stat. 209;
March 3, 1905,33 Stat. 1059):

1. Choctaw, Chickasaw.
2. Choctaw, Chickasaw Area, Oklahoma.
3. Cession in trust.
4. Lands sold at public auction.

(61) Act of July 1, 1902, 52 Stat. 716 (amended, March 3, 1903):
1. Cherokee.
2. Cherokee Area, Oklahoma.
8. All lands allotted.
4. Supersedes Act of March 1, 1901, 81 Stat. 848. Townsites reserved and

sold at auction. Tribal government modified.
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(62) Act of February 3, 1903, 32 Stat. 795:
1. Chippewas of Lake Superior.
2. Lac Courte Oreilles Reservation, Lac Du Flambeau Reservation, Wis-

consin.
3. All lands alloted. No cession of land.

(63) Act of March 3, 1903,32 Stat. 982:
1. Chippewa.
2. Red Lake Reservation, Minnesota.
3. Cession in trust.
4. Allotments to be made to Indians formerly residing on ceded land on

the diminished reservation. Statute to take effect when agreed to by
tribes.

(04) Act of February 20, 1904, 33 Stat. 40 (amended, April 30, 1908, 35 Stat.
83):

1. Chippewa.
2. Red Lake Reservation, Minnesota.
3. Cession in trust.
4. Concerned same area as Act of March 3, 1903. 32 Stat. 982 which had

called for consent of tribe.
(65) Act of April 21, 1904, 33 Stat. 194:

1. Chippewa.
2. Turtle Mountain Reservation, North Dakota.
3. Outright cession.

(66) Act of April 21, 1904, 33 Stat. 218:
1. Ponca, Otoe, Missouria.
2. Ponca Reservation, Otoe and Missuria Reservations, Oklahoma.
3. Additional allotments made. Lines of reservation abolished.

(67) Act of April 23,1904, 33 Stat. 254:
1. Rosebud Sioux.
2. Rosebud Reservation, South Dakota.
3. Cession in trust.

(68) Act of April 23, 1904, 33 Stat. 302 (amended, March 3, 1905, 33 Stat. 1080;
JTune 21, 1906, 34 Stat. 354: May 29, 1908, 35 Stat. 449: March 8. 1909,
.5 Stat. 795; April 12, 1910, 30 Stat. 290; February 28, 1919, 40 Stat.
1203) :

1. Flathead, Kootenal, Upper d'Oreille Indians.
2. Flathead Reservation, Montana.
3. Cession in trust.

(69) Act of April 27, 1904, 33 Stat. 319 (amended, March 1, 1907, 34 Stat. 1042):
1. Sisseton, Wahpeton and Cut-head bands of Sioux.
2. Devils Lake Reservation, Nortli Dakota.
3. Cession in trust.

(70) Act of April 27,1904, 33 Stat. 352:
1. Crow.
2. Crow Reservation, Montana.
3. Cession in trust.

(71) Act of April 28,1904, 33 Stat. 539:
1. Chippewa.
2. White Earth Reservation, Minnesota.
3. Lands allotted pro rata. No surplus spoken of.

(72) Act of April 28, 1904, 8 Stat. 567:
1. Willamette and other tribes.
2. Orange Ronde Reservation, Oregon.
8. Cession in trust

(78) Act of December 21, 1904, 83 Stat. 595 (amended, March 6, 1906, 34 Start
53; March 6, 1910, 36 Stat. 348):

1. Yakima.
2. Yakima Reservation, Washington.
8. Opened for settlement.

(74) Act of February 8, 1905, 33 Stat. 706:
1. Wailaki.
2. Round Valley Reservation, California.
8. Opened for settlement.
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(75) Act of March 3, 1905, 33 Stat. 1016:
1. Shoshone, Arapaho.
2. Wind River Reservation, Wyoming.
3. Cession in trust.

(76) Act of March 3, 1905, 33 Stat. 1069 (amended, May 14, 1920, 41 Stat. 599):
1. Utes.
2. Uintah Reservation, Utah.
3. Opened for settlement.

(77) Act of March 3, 1905, 33 Stat. 1071:
1. Five Civilized Tribes.
2. Indian Territory, Oklahoma.
3. Additional allotments made.

(78) Act of March 3, 1905, 33 Stat. 1078:
1. Suquamish.
2. Port Madison Reservation, Washington.
3. Outright cession.

(79) Act of March 20, 1906, 34 Stat. 80:
1. Klowa, Comanche, Apache.
2. Kiowa, Comanche Reservation, Oklahoma.
3. Reserved townsites from allotment-lots in townsites sold at public

auction. Proceeds given to Indians.
(80) Act of March 22, 1906, 34 Stat. 80:

1. Colville.
2. Colville Reservation, Washington.
3. Opened for settlement.

(81) Act of April 21, 1900,34 Stat. 124:
1. Lower Brule Sioux.
2. Lower Brule Reservation, South Dakota.
3. Opened for settlement.

(82) Act of April 26, 1906, 34 Stat. 137:
1. Five Civilized Tribes.
2. Indian Territory, Oklahoma.
3. Opened for settlement.
4. Townsites sold at public auction.

(83) Act of May 17, 1900, 34 Stat. 197:
1. Alaskan Indians and Eskimos.
2. District of Alaska.
3. Allotments made to certain Individuals in Alaska.

(84) Act of June 5, 1906, 34 Stat. 213 (amended, March 1, 1907, 34 Stat. 1043).:
1. Klowa, Comanche, Apache.
2. Klowa, Comanche Reservation, Oklahoma.
3. Opened for settlement.
4. Concerned grazing lands formerly reserved from settlement. Additional

allotments made.
(85) Act of June 21, 1906, 34 Stat. 335:

1. Coeur D'Alene.
2. Coeur D'Alene Reservation, Idaho.
3. Opened for settlement.

(86) Act of June 21, 1906,34 Stat. 360:
1. Turtle Mountain Chippewa.
2. Graham's Islard, North Dakota.
3. Restored to "p blic domain" subject to allotments.
4. Land formerly used for military purposes-not as a reservation.

(87) Act of June 21, 1906,34 Stat. 382:
1. Stockbridge and Munsee.
2. Stockbridge and Munsee Community, Wlisconsin.
3. Allotments made. Land purchased as needed to complete allotments.

(88) Act of June 28, 1906,34 Stat. 539:
1. Osage.
2. Osage Reservation, Oklahoma.
3. All land allotted equally.

(89) Act of March 1,1907, 34 Stat. 1021:
1. Moqui (Hopi).
2. Moqui (Hopi) Reservation, Arizona.
3. Authorized allotments under Dawes Act.
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(90) Act of March 1, 1907, 34 Stat. 1042:
1. Sioux.
2. Standing Rock Reservation, North Dakota.
3. Supplemental allotments made.

(91) Act of March 1, 1907,34 Stat. 1042:
1. Arickaree, Gros Ventre, Mandan.
2. Fort Berthold, North Dakota.
3. Allotments made to those who did not yet receive them.

(92) Act of March 1,1907,934 Stat. 1049:
1. Sioux.
2. Pine Ridge, Cheyenne River, Standing Rock Reservations, South Dakota.
3. Additional allotments made to married women.

(98) Act of March 2,1907,934 Stat. 1280:
1. Sioux.
2. Rosebud Reservation, South Dakota.
3. Opened for settlement.

(94) Act of March 4, 1907, 34 Stat. 1418 (amended, May 25, 1918, 40 Stat. 576):
1. Apache.
2. Jicarilla Reservation, New Mexico.
3. Allotments exchanged. Secretary of the Interior authorized to sell

timber on allotments and surplus lands.
(95) Act of May 23, 1908, 35 Stat. 268:

1. Minnesota Chippewas.
2. Winnibigoshish, Cass Lake, Chippewas of the Mississippi, Leech Lake

Reservations, Minnesota.
8. Opened for settlement.
4. Created National Forest. Timber sold on Indian lands now a part of

Forest with proceeds going to Indians. Other land on reservations
opened to settlement. Allotments in National Forest exchanges for
new ones.

(96) Act of May 29,1908, 35 Stat. 451:
1. Sioux.
2. Sioux Reservations once part of Great Sioux Reservation, North and

South Dakota.
3. Additional allotments made.

(97) Act of May 29, 1908,35 Stat. 457:
1. Navajo.
2. Navajo Reservation, Arizona and New Mexico.
3. Restored to "public domain."
4. Concerned lands added to reservation in 1907-1900 by Executive Order.

(98) Act of May 29,1908, 35 Stat. 458:
1. Spokane.
2. Spokane Reservation, Washington.
8. Opened for settlement.

(99) Act of May 29, 1908, 35 Stat. 460 (amended, January 28, 1913, 37 Stat.
653):

1. Sioux.
2. Cheyenne River, Standing Rock Reservations, South Daokta.
3. Opened for settlement.

(100) Act of May 30,1908, 35 Stat. 558:
1. Assiniboin.
2. Fort Peck Reservation, Montana.
3. Opened for settlement.

(101) Act of May 27, 1910, 86 Stat. 440:
1. Sioux.
2. Pine Ridge Reservation, South Dakota.
3. Opened for settlement.

(102) Act of May 30, 1910,86 Stat. 448:
1. Sioux.
2. Rosebud Reservation, South Dakota.
8. Opened for settlement.

(103) Act of June 1, 1910, 36 Stat. 455 (amended. April 3, 1912), 37 Stat. 3.1;
August 3, 1914, 38 Stat. 681; May 18, 1916, 39 Stat. 144; March 8,
1917, 39 Stat. 1131; May 10, 1920:
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1. Arickaree, Gros Ventre, Mandan.
2. Fort Berthold, Montana.
8. Opened for settlement.

(104) Act of March 3,1911, 36 Mtat. 1063:
1. Shosone-Bannock.
2. Fort Hall Reservation, Idaho.
8. Allotments made.

(105) Act of March 3, 1911, 36 Stat. 1069 (supplemented March 4, 1915, 38
Stat. 1219) :

1. Klowa, Comanche, Apache.
2. Kiowa, Comanche Reservation, Oklahoma.
3. Lands sold by Secretary of Interior under terms he prescribes.

(106) Act of March 4, 1911, 36 Stat. 1845:
1. Bob, Quileute, Ozette, Quinault.
2. Quinault Reservation, Washington.
3. Allotments made.

(107) Act of May 11, 1912, 37 Stat. 111:
1. Omaha.
2. Omaha Reservation, Nebraska.
8. Opened for settlement.
4. Land sold to highest bidder.

(108) Act of February 14, 1913, 37 Stat. 675 (amended, May 25, 1918, 40 Stat.
577):

1. Sioux.
2. Standing Rock Reservation, North and South Dakota.
3. Opened for settlement.



APPENDIX II

PART IV, ExHIBIT 1

TABLE B-OUTBIOHT CESSION

1. Act of May 1, 1888, 25 Stat. 113 (1).'
2. Act of February 23, 1889, 25 Stat. 687 (3).
8. Act of March 2, 188, 25 Stat. 888 (5).
4. Act of February 13, 1891, 26 Stat. 749 (9).*
5. Act of March 3, 1891, 20 Stat. 989 (10).
6. Act of March 8, 1891, 26 Stat. 1022 (11).
7. Act of March 3, 1891, 20 Stat. 1026 (12).*
8. Act of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1032 (18).
9. Act of March 3,1801, 26 Stat. 1035 (14).**
10. Act of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1039 (15).
11. Act of July 13, 1892, 27 Stat. 130 (18).
12. Act of March 3, 1893, 27 Stat. 557 (19).
13. Act of March 3, 1803, 27 Stat. 640 (21).*
14. Act of March 3, 1898, 27 Stat. 644 (22).
15. Act of March 3,1893, 27 Stat. 644 (23).*
16. Act of August 15, 1894, 28 Stat. 314 (27).
17. Act of August 15, 1894, 28 Stat. 323 (29).
18. Act of August 15, 1894, 28 Stat. 826 (80).*
19. Act of June 10, 18906,29 Stat. 350 (38).
20. Act of June 10, 1896, 29 Stat. 353 (39).
21. Act of June 6, 19000, 31 Stat. 672 (49).
22. Act of June 6,1900, 31 Stat. 708 (50).
23. Act of May 27, 1902, 32 Stat 260 (56).
24. Act of April 21, 1904, 33 Stat. 194 (65).
25. Act of March 3,1905, 33 Stat. 1078 (78).

'Statute contains language restoring ceded land to "public domain", in addition to all
other ,Il.ments of an outright cession.

*$Statute contains language about ceded land being subject to state law. (See list of
allotment statutes.)
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APPENDIX II

PART IV, ExnirnT 1
TABLE C-OPENED FOR SEWLEMEIT

1. Act of October 1, 1890, 26 Stat. 658 (7).
2. Act of June 17, 1892, 27 Stat. 52 (16).
3. Act of June 7, 1897, 80 Stat. 87 (40).*
4. Act of July 1, 1898, 80 Stat. 571 (46).*
5. Act of May 27, 1902, 82 Stat. 266 (58).*
6. Act of December 21, i904, 33 Stat. 595 (18).
7. Act of February 8, 1905, 33 Stat. 706 (74).
8. Act of March 8, 1905, 88 Stat. 1009 (76).
9. Act of March 22,1906, 84 Stat. 80 (80).
10. Act of April 21,1906,84 Stat. 124 (81).
11. Act of April 26, 1906,84 Stat. 187 (82).
12. Act of June 5, 1906,84 Stat. 213 (84).
13. Act of June 21, 1900,84 Stat. 335 (85).
14. Act of March 2,1907, 84 Stat. 1280 (98).
15. Act of May 23,1908,35 Stat. 268 (95).
16. Act of May 29, 1908, 35 Stat. 458 (98).
17. Act of May 29,1908,35 Stat. 460 (99).
18. Act of May 30, 1908, 35 Stat. 558 (100).
19. Act of May 27, 1910,86 Stat. 440 (101).
20. Actof May 30, 1910, 86 Stat. 448 (102).
21. Act of June 1, 1910,86 Stat. 455 (103).
22. Act of May 11, 1912, 37 Stat. 111 (107).
2& Act of February 14, 1913, 37 Stat. 675 (108).
*Statute did not provide expressly for compensation to the tribe. However, land was

expressly opened for settlement.
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PART IV. ExamrT 1

TABME D--B•TORED TO PUBLIC DOMAIN

1. Act of July 1, 1892, 27 Stat. 62 (17).
2. Act of August 15,1894, 28 Stat. 882 (31).
8. Act of April 21,1904, 88 Stat. 218 (66).*
4. Act of June 21, 1906, 84 Stat. 860 (86).*
5. Act of May 29,1908, 85 Stat. 457 (97).
*Statute did not concern land cession.
**Land restored not part of formal Indian Reservation.
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APPENDIX If

PART V. MAJOR RECOuME'NDATIONS ON RLvIEw OF TrME 25 OF THE UNITED STATES
CODE

PART V, EXHIBIT 1

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,
Wahington, D.C., January 2, 1976.

Hon. H. GamoaY AUSTIN,
Solicitor, Department of Interior,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR MR. AusTix: By letter dated January 18, 1974, you request the position
of the Criminal Division regarding your opinion of February 3, 1971 (78 I.D. 39).
In this opinion you take the position that 18 U.S.C. 1161 does not grant Jurisdic-
tion to states to enforce state liquor laws, including the state licensing require-
ments, but rather "that the Chippewa Oree Tribe may license a liquor estab-
lishment owned or controlled by the tribe or tribal members on the Rocky Boy's
Reservation without obtaining a license from the State of Montana or abiding by
the prescribed quota system."

Under the present state of the law, it is not the intent of the Criminal Division
to prosecute an Indian who sa.is liquor in conformity with state laws and tribal
regulations but without a state liquor license in the State of Montana.

Sincerely,
RICHARD L. THORwNBURoH.

Assistant Attorney General.
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PART V, EXHIBIT 2

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR,

Washington, D.C., November 27, 1974.
Memorandum to: Legislative Counsel. Attention: Mr. John M. Powell.
From: Associate Solicitor, Indian Affairs.
Subject: Revision of Federal Criminal Code.

This responds to Fred Karem's October 18, 1974, memorandum requesting that
Associate Solicitors submit comments to your Office regarding the proposed revi-
sion of the Federal Criminal Code, S. 1 amended. The purpose of a review is,
according to that memorandum, to ensure "that there is no undesirable negative
impact on the Bureau and agencies we represent." At a meeting on this matter
the scope of review was restricted by instructions to note only those areas where
there would be major adverse effects. It was also indicated that there would be
another opportunity to make a more thorough analysis of the bill as it progresses
through the legislative process.

Accordingly our comments are directed at two features of the proposed legis-
lation which would, In our view, produce major adverse and disruptive effects.
The first relates to the designation of Indian country as having the same juris-
dictional status as other Federal enclaves. The other involves the deletion of the
Indian liquor laws. Each will be discussed separately.

INDIAN COUNTRY

The proposed definition of Indian country contained In section 685, slightly
expanded (in accordance with our earlier recommendations) from that presently
contained in 18 U.S.O. 11151 presents no problem.1 However, the status given
Indian country--.e., the same as that of any other Federal enclave-would have
extremely undesirable consequences.

Existing law, the so-called "Major Crimes Act " 18 U.S.C. 1 1153, defines and
provides punishment for the commission of thirteen crimes by Indians against
the person or property of another Indian or other person. Section 1152 of Title 18
makes the general laws of the United States (which includes the Assimilative
Crimes Act, 18 U.S.C. 1 13), applicable to offenses committed in Indian country.
The scope of the jurisdiction under these Federal criminal provisions differ
from that proposed by S5 1 amended is as follows:

1. The jurisdiction of the United States under the Major Crimes Act, 18 U.S.C.
1 1153. expressly excludes jurisdiction of the states. S. 1 (as to the criminal laws
it would make applicable) does not so provide. In addition, it adds 33 other
crimes which would be applicable to all Federal enclaves, including Indian
country. The result would be a virtually total preemption of tribal jurisdiction.
This is not, of course, a problem in other Federal reservations but is very much a
problem for Indian reservations.

2. The General Crimes Act, 18 U.S.C. 1 1152, does not extend to offenses com-
mitted by one Indian against the person or property of another or to offenses
punished by the Tribe or secured by treaty to the exclusive jurisdiction of the
Tribe. S. I amended does not give such recognition to the sovereign authority
of Tribes to enact and enforce criminal laws.

3. Both sections 1152 and 1153 apply in the context of the Federal authority
and policy relating to Indian affairs, and such jurisdiction may be limited to
crimes committed by or against Indians. United States v. Kagama, 118 U.S. 875
(1886). See In re Carmen, 270 F.2d 809, cert. denied 861 U.S. 934; Gray v. United
States, 394 F.2d 96, cert. denied 398 U.S. 985.

See Draper v. United States, 104 U.S. 240 (1896) ; United Vtates v. MoBratney,
104 U.S. 621 (1881). S. 1 would thus create the possibility of greatly increasing
Federal authority and responsibility.

I We note that the table, section 685(b) (1). listing areas within states as being within
state Jurisdiction Is inaccurate because of changes brought about by retrocession of
Jurisdiction to the United States pursuant to 25 U.S.C. 1 1328.
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In sum, S.1 amended is not adapted to the special circumstances of Indian
country. It does not recognize the "distinct political community" status of Indian
reservations. Recognition of that status has been a long standing Federal policy.
See IVorcester v. Georgia, 6 Pet. 515 (1832) ; lVilliamns v. Lee, 358 U.S. 217 (1959) ;
McClanahan v. Arizona Taxv Commission, 411 U.S. 164 (1973). Abandonment of
that policy could seriously erode and damage authority of Tribes over their
affairs. Moreover, discontinuance of the exclusive character of Federal criminal
Jurisdiction as it presently exists with respect to states could raise an argument
that by implication states have concurrent jurisdiction.

INDIAN LQUOR LAWS

The second major problem posed by S. 1 amended is the failure to provide for
the reenactment of any legislation governing the Introduction, possession and
dispensation of liquor In Indian country. The proposal of S. 1 amended is to delete
the provisions now found in Title 18, U.S.C. 11 1154-56, 1101, 3113, 3488, and 8618.
Sections 1154-56 prohibit the introduction, possession and dispensation of alco.
holic beverages In Indian country. Section 1101 provides that the prohibitions of
sections 1154-56 shall not apply within the Indian country when "such act or
transaction Is In conformity both with the laws of the State ... and with an
ordinance duly adopted by the tribe. . .". Sections 3113, 3488 and 3618 provide
mechanisms to aid In the enforcement of the substantive provisions of sections
11i--56 and 1161.

These sections, in conjunction with each other, provide a Federal statutory
base which permits the Tribes to forbid the introduction and sale of liquor into
the Indian country even though the state permits such activity. The United
States is currently supporting this statutory scheme in the Supreme Court.
United States v. Mazurie, 487 F.2d 18 (10th Cir., 1973, cert. granted 42 U.S.L.W.
3480 (February 26, 1974) ). By the same token, these sections deny to the Tribes
the authority to authorize the sale of alcoholic beverages except in conformity
with the laws of the state. Control of the sale of alcohol within reservation
boundaries is of extreme importance to the Indian Tribes. A question exists with
respect to the power of Indian Tribes to regulate the Introduction and sale of
liquor In Indian country on the basis of their own laws, particularly in states
which have assumed jurisdiction under Public Law 83-280 (25 U.S.C. 11321).
The effect of 18 U.S.C. 1 1161 is to support, with the authority of Federal law,
tribal actions with regard to liquor control. Cf. United States v. Mazurie.

The provisions of sections 1154--50 may be outmoded and in need of revision,
but neither they nor section 1161 should be entirely deleted.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The law with respect to Federal, tribal, and state criminal jurisdiction over
crimes in Indian country is extremely complex. It has grown and been adapted
by legislation pursuant to needs exposed by court decisions over a long period of
time. Having only within the past week received a copy of S. 1, we have not
had sufficient time to analyze all the effects which S. 1 amended would produce.

In view of the need for further analysis and the drastic effect the two features
discussed above would have on Federal Indian law, we recommend that the
status quo with respect to Federal and tribal criminal jurisdiction be maintained
until the effect and advisability of policy changes are considered.

The existing law and status might be maintained by either of the following
alternatives:

1. Remove the presently existing provisions relating to jurisdiction and appli.
cable law to Title 25.

2. Designate Indian country ao a separate jurisdictional area by adding new
subsection to section 203 which would be "Section 203(d) Special Indian Country
Jurisdiction." Under that section the counterparts of the Major Crimes Act, 18
U.S.C. 1 1153 could be designated as applicable. Also the General Crimes Act,
18 U.S.C. 1 1152, could be designated as applicable in Indian country to the same
restricted extent that it now is applicable.

The treatment of Indian country jurisdiction by either alternative would re-
quire some change to conform references to other laws to their proposed designa.
tons under the proposed S. 1.

We would be happy to assist In the drafting of appropriate language to ac-
complish either alternative.

REID PEYTON CHAMBERs.
78-110---77- 17



PART V, EXHIBIT 3

PARTIAL ANALYSIS OF PROPOSALS OF NATIONAL COMMISSION Ox RrFoat~ OF
FEDERAL CRIMINAL LAWS MADE JANUARY OF 1971

(By Indian Civil Rights Task Force, Office of Solicitor, Department of the
Interior, Fall 1972)

INTRODUCTION TO ANALYSIS OF TITLE 25 U.S.C. 212 PROPOSED BY TIlE
NATIONAL COMMISSION &N REFORM OF FEDERAL CRIMINAL LAWS

Copies of the relevant federal statutes now in effect in Indian country are coin-
piled in Appendix A of this memorandum. Copies of the proposed 25 U.S.C. 212,
with the draftsmen's commentary and all relevant sections of the proposer revised
Title 18 UT.S.C., are compiled in Appendix B. Of assistance in reviewing this anal-
ysis would be, at this point, the rereading of federal statutes now in effect and
familiarization with the proposed 25 U.S.C. 212 together with its commentary.

The stated objective of the draftsmen of proposed Title 25 U.S.C. § 212 is to
postpone substantial reform of criminal law in Indian country and simply restate
the existing relationships. Commentary, page 1524.

"2. The cffeot of the Proposed Provtsuon.-There is obviously little change that
can be effected in these fluctuating jurisdictional relationships by a reform of the
substantive criminal law. Nor are we able now, without special knowledge and
intensive study of the continued need for existing jurisdictional distinctions and
potential effects if any change, to propose significant changes in the existing juris-
dictional relationships. Rather than venture into an area requiring reforms with
which we are substantially unfamiliar, the proposal for the most part is an
effort to continue the existing relationships, but restate them in terms of the
proposed Code."

Contrary to this statement the proposed Title 25 U.S.C. 1 212 will cause a sub-
stantial change in the existing law.

Proposed section 212(1) provides that "Indian country shall be deemed to be
part of the special maritime and territorial jurisdiction of the United States, as
defined in 1210 of revised Title 18." Proposed 1 212(3) (a) provides "Federal
jurisdiction under this section shall not extend to any offense which is not a
felony if it is committed by one Indian against the person or property of another
Indian, unless 1 202 of Title 18 applies." Section 202 provides, "If federal juris-
diction of a charged offense exists, federal jurisdiction to convict of an included
offenr.e defined in a federal statute likewise exists."

The effect of these proposals is to repeal the present Major Crimes Act (18
U.S.C. 1153) and, in effect, broaden the application of the present General Crimes
Act (18 U.S.C. 1152) to Include crimes by one Indian against the person or
property of another Indian except misdemeanors. Federal jurisdiction would
extend to misdemeanor offenses by one Indian against 'another only as a lesser
included offense to a felony. The present General Crimes Act then might well
be amended so as to read as follows :

"18 U.S.C. 1152 'Except as otherwise expressly provided by law, the general
laws of the United States as to the punishment of offenses committed in any
place within the sole and exclusive Jurisdiction of the United States, except
the District of Columbia, shall extend to the Indian country.

"'This section shall not extend to misdemeanor offenses committed by one
Indian against the person or property of another Indian, except as a lesser ofeen-Re
twluded wlthin a charged felony .... I" (Elmphasis supplied)

This increases federal jurisdiction over Indians within Indian country and
encroaches upon the governmental powers of Indian tribes to a very significant
extent. In addition, the proposed revision of federal criminal law fails to grapple
with the question of the application of the Assimilative Crimes Act (18 U.S.C.
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13) to Indians within the Indian country. Although it has been held that the As-
similative Crimes Act does apply to Indians in Indian country, the extent of its
application has never been explored. Only one reported case has ever directly
applied that section In the context of a victimless crime, while earlier cases
suggest that such extension of the law is erroneous. This Is the subject of com-
ment in Part A of this memorandum.

Some of the reforms which the proposed revision seeks to achieve are laud-
atory. Unfortunately, however, the proposed solutions would uniformly be
achieved at the expense of tribal powers. Proposed Title 25 U.S.C. 212(3) at-
tempts to resolve existing questions with respect to the divisions of federal and
tribal jurisdiction and eliminate problems of multiple prosecution. Presumably
the author of this proposal is of the opinion that this section does little to change
the existing federal-tribal relationship. But this opinion is the product of a mis-
conception of the sovereign attributes of the tribes and a misunderstanding of
the Jurisdiction presently exercised by tribal courts. The salutory objectives
which is proposed section seeks to achieve might well be accomplished through
minor amendment of existing law. The Jurisdictional problem between federal
and tribal courts is the subject of comment in Part B of this memorandum.

Finally, proposed Title 25 U.S.C. 212(2) would codify the rule laid down in
U.S. Y. McBratney, 104 U.S. 621 (1881) and Draper v. U.S., 164 U.S. 240 (1896)
by providing as follows:

"Any state's Jurisdiction over an offense committed within Indian country but
not committed by or against an Indian or against his property, and the force and
effect of its criminal laws with respect thereto, shall be the same as elsewhere
within the state."

The MoAratney and Draper cases represented a significant departure from the
prior case law defining the status of Indian country. Whether those cases were
rightly or wrongly decided appears a moot issue at this Juncture since the case
law has adhered to their edict for nearly 100 years. In any event, those rulings
have never before had the benefit of statutory sanction. Before this section is
passed into law, consideration should be given to the effect this will have on
existing federal Jurisdiction in Indian country over non-Indian offenders, par-
tleularly in the area of victimless offenses such. as truffic.offenses, fish and game
violations, disorderly conduct, etc. In addition, in the conclusion portion of the
commentary which accompanies 25 U.S.C. 212, the author calls for a study of the
problem of tribal jurisdiction over non-Indians, noting that federal prosecutors
are "understandably reluctant" to prosecute minor offenses. In addition to up-
setting existing federal Jurisdiction enactment of 25 U.S.C. 212(2) would appear
to render the need for a study of tribal Jurisdiction over non-Indian offenders
moot by closing the door to possible recognition of tribal or federal jurisdiction
over non-Indians for victimless of offenses. These matters are the subject of
comment In Part C of this memorandum.

Analysis of the jurisdictional issues outlined above is limited to the proposed
allocations of Jurisdiction In states which have not been delegated or which have
not assumed Jurisdiction over offenses by or against Indians within Indian
country pursuant to special Congressional act. Proposed 25 U.S.C. 1 212(2) (b)
attempts to codify specific instances where such delegations or assumptions
have occurred. The Departmental response of June 5, 1972 to the Attorney Gen-
eral concerning the proposed Federal Code revisions recommends a substantial
reworking of subsection 212(2) (b) In order "to state in more general language
the scope of state jurisdiction over offenses committed by or against Indians In
the Indian country." (Letter of the Assistant Secretary of the Interior to the
Attorney General. June 5, 1972. at page 6; see Appendix C).

Although these Departmental recommendations appear advisable, we note
that neither the draftsmen of proposed 25 U.S.C. J 212 nor the Department's
response thereto raise several troublesome questions that now exist concerning
the scope of criminal jurisdiction accorded states under P.L. 280 (codified at
18 U.S.C. 11162 and 28 U.S.C. 11360 note), as amended in 1968 by P.L. 2A4
(codified at 25 U.S.C. if 1321 to 1326). Perhaps the principal issue centers upon
whether P.L. 280 preempted all tribal criminal jurisdiction" in affected states.
The National Congress of American Indians, In an Amlcus Curial brief filed in
the United States Supreme Court In Tonasket v. Washington, No. 71-1031 (ar-
gued on Dec. 12-13. 1972) framed the matter this way:

"The big unresolved question is whether the state's Jurisdiction is exclusive
or concurrent. If concurrent, the tribe would retain the ability to legislate
(consistent with state law) and operate its own enforcement machinery in areas
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that the state neglects to cover. If exclusive, then the tribe's powers of self-
government have been much more severely curtailed, and law and order services
much less likely to be provided in a satisfactory way." (NCAI Amicus Brief at 3).

If Congress undertakes a broad study of Indian country criminal jurisdiction
prefactory to action on the current proposals, we believe that thorough explora-
tion of P.L. 280 dilemmas should be included.

Congressional examination might also be directed during such a study toward
clarification of who is an "Indian" for jurisdictional purposes. As we briefly
discuss in Part 0 infra (at note 1) Congress has never mandated the precise
contours of this key term and the case law thereon is not completely definitive.
The National Commission on Reform of Federal Criminal Laws has not sug-
gested an appropriate definition but has noted the need for some. See Com-
mentary to proposed 1212, infra Appendix B, at 1526.

PART A-EXPANSION OF FEDERAL JURISDICTION OVER INDIANS IN INDIAN COUNTRY
PROPOSEDE D SECTION 212 (1) AND (2))

I. AnalVs8s of the proposed 212,(1)
Under the proposed code revisions, §5 1151, 1152 and 1153 of Title 18 are

eliminated and these jurisdictional sections are reformulated and compiled in
the proposed § 212 of Title 25. Subsection one of the new 212 provides that,
"Indian Country shall be deemed to be a part of the special maritime and terri-
torial jurisdiction of the United States", and then goes on to list the three classes
of Indian country listed in the present J 1151, i.e., Indian reservations, depend-
ent Indian communities and outstanding allotments. In volume III, page 1254 of
their working papers, the commentators offer their own explanation of the import
of the proposed changes:

"Subsection (1) of the draft proposed here substantially restates the general
principle that Federal jurisdiction exists over offenses committed in the Indian
country, as it does over offenses committed on Federal enclaves; the subsection,
as stated, marks no substantial change from the first paragraph of present 18
U.S.C. § 1152. But, since virtually all the offenses defined in the proposed Code
would apply to Federal enclaves, this subsection would operate to render Indians
committing any felony subject to the provision of the proposed Code. Indians
would be subject to the same felony penalties, regardless of whether the victim
is an Indian or non-Indian."

What the commentators intend then is to combine the effects and scope of the
present jurisdictional sections 1151 through 1153. However, by explicitly defining
Indian country as a part of the special territorial jurisdiction of the United
States, that is, a federal enclave, the authors make It clear that the intended
effect is that all laws applicable to federal enclaves are applicable to offenses
committed in Indian country. The significant aspects of this proposal are twofold:
(i) Indian country will be considered the full equivalent of a federal enclave
rather than remain a distinctly defined territory. In short, this conferral of
enclave status on Indian country will sever the rich historical connotations and
qualifications which the law has recognized as accruing to that term. (i1) Sub-
ject to the qualifications listed in subsections (2) and (3) of 212, the full range
of federal enclave laws will be applicable to offenses committed in Indian country.
Briefly, subsection (2) excepts offenses involving only non-Indians from federal
enclave Jurisdiction and recognizes that state Jurisdiction applies to such con-
duct. Subsection (3) provides that "federal jurisdiction shall not extend to any
offense which is not a felony if it Is committed by one Indian against the person
or property of another Indian, unless J 202 (authorizing federal Jurisdiction
over lesserineluded offenses where the basis for federal felony jurisdiction
already exists) applies." The clear implication ts that tribal courts and not the
federal courts shall have exclusive jurisdiction over such conduct.

The extent to which this would expand the scope of federal jurisdiction in
Indian country beyond its present limits will be seen In light of the brief outline
of existing law which follows in 1 II of this part of the memorandum and the
serious procedural difficulties posed will be explored in Part B. However, It
may be helpful at this point to briefly discuss several of the more obvious
potential effects of the proposals.

(a) Equalization of penal~te8.-As the commentators state, one of their objec-
tives in extending all enclave felony offenses to Indians in Indian country Is to
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insure equality of felony penalties to Indian Offendors, regardless of whether
the victim is an Indian or non-Indian. As the commentators explain on page 1524:
"Further, this process of distiguishing offenses committed by an Indian against
a non-Indian from offenses committed by an Indian against an Indian has led to
clearly unwarranted differentiations: for example, a present provision in 18
U.S.C. 1 1153 makes the penalty for rape depend upon whether the victim was
or was not an Indian." As to lesser offenses, Indians would still be subject to
varying sentences depending on the identity of the victim because of the differ-
ences in sentencing power of the tribal courts. For a misdemeanor offense a fed-
eral court under the proposed revisions could still impose a sentence of up to one
year [cf 18 U.S.C. 3001] while a tribal court can only sentence for up to six
months under the limitations of the 1968 Indian Civil Rights Act. (25 U.S.C.
1302(7)).

(b) Elimination of the Major Crimea Act.-The Major Crimes Act, 18 U.S.C.
§ 1153, presently furnishes the basis for federal Jurisdiction over thirteen major
offenses as committed by Indians in Indian country. (See Part A, II of this
memorandum for an outline of present federal jurisdiction over Indians in
Indian country.) The proposed 1212 would eliminate the need for such a statute
by extending federal Jurisdiction over all conduct coming within the definition
of all federal felony offenses applicable to enclaves. This would encompass then
not only all the major offenses listed in 18 U.S.C. § 1153 but the whole range
of enclave felonies. In effect the clause in the present General Crimes Act
excepting application of federal enclave laws to offenses by one Indian against
the person or property of another Indian and leaving exclusive jurisdiction over
such offenses to the tribes would be amended so as to limit the force of the
exception only to misdemeanor grade conduct. (See Introduction to this memo-
randum, page 2). This would be a significant expansion of federal power since
at present the tribes possess exclusive jurisdiction over intra-Indian offenses not
enumerated In 18 U.S.C. 1 1153 or covered by the general laws of the United
States, i.e., those laws applicable within the United States wherever committed,
and thus distinguishable from federal enclave laws.

One of the principal reforms which the proposed revision of criminal law
seeks to achieve is elimination of wholesale adoption of state laws within federal
enclaves as is presently the case under the existing Assimilative Crimes Act.
(18 U.S.C. § 13). Thus the proposed revision would reduce all assimilated crimes
to misdemeanor grade. Proposed 18 U.S.C. § 209. This reduction is the applica-
tion of state laws within federal enclaves brings with it a corresponding need
to expand the federal criminal code to encompass conduct previously governed
by state laws. This is preý&sely what the proposed revision would do by supply-
ing a comprehensive federal crinninal code which ". . . attempts to define all
serious crimes, including those whose principal incidence is limited to federal
enclaves." See Commentary to 18 U.S.C. § 209, quoted infra at page 0. Thus the
proposal encompassed in 25 U.S.C. 1 212 would not be limited to extending all
existing federal felony statutes to intra-Indian offenses within Indian country.
It would in fact make applicable to such offenses a far broader, comprehensive
federal code designed to supplant those laws of local governments which have
always before been relied upon to govern conduct within federal enclaves. This
may be of little significance to those communities, i.e., states, which have never
had any jurisdiction within a federal enclave, but to the Indian community,
which has never before been subject even to the existing federal enclave laws
(except for offenses committed against non-Indians) and which, with the excep-
tion of the thirteen major crimes, has always been at liberty to establish their
own criminal codes and regulate their own internal affairs, the impact is great.

Since the proposed revision adopts some rather revolutionary new approaches
to defining criminality, it is difficult to project with exactitude what conduct
would become subject to federal prosecution under the new code. However,
among the many new provisions which would be added by the revised code to
the federal catalogue of offenses applicable to conduct by Indians within Indian
country are such offenses as willfully damaging tangible property of another
(Section 1705), breaking into an automobile with intent to commit a crime
(Section 1713), unauthorized use of a vehicle (Section 1736), conduct which
creates a substantial risk of bodily injury or death to another (this would ex-
tend even to reckless driving) (Section 1613), making of threats to commit a
crime of violence (Section 1614), and felonious restraint which, according to
the explanation in Vol. II, Working Papers, pages 858, 859, could include at-
tempted seduction, mistaken arrest or even initiation ceremonies into social
clubs (Section 1632).
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This catalogue of new crimes is by no means exhaustive. The working papers
supplementing the proposed revision of the Assimilative Crimes Act clearly
anticipates that Congress will wish to add additional offenses as future imple-
mentation of the panoply of enclave statutes contained in the present revision
may reveal the need. Thus new and additional crimes will be extended to Indians
in Indian country without specific attention to the requirements of the Indian
communities but rather on the basis of need within enclaves in which federal
jurisdiction is exclusive.

In explanation of the proposed 25 U.S.C. 1 212 the Committee states that they
do not propose to change the existing Jurisdictional relationships between fed-
eral, tribal and state governments. (See Introduction, page 1, quoting Commen-
tary to Section 212). The extent to which the proposal would alter the existing
federal-tribal relationship is manifest from the above discussion. The proposal
to extend all federal enclave laws to Indians within Indian country without
regard to the power of the tribes to regulate their own internal affairs would
uproot a statutory scheme and jurisdictional framework that has existed since
the very founding of the United States government.

(o) General laws of the U.S.-In the commentary accompanying the proposed
212, the authors offer their own analysis of existing law. On page 1525 they
observe, ". . that Federal Jurisdiction over these minor offenses is excluded
(under the new 212 (3) (a)), only for those of offenses involving the enclave type
Jurisdiction which is the subject of this section; minor offenses involving an-
other Federal jurisdiction base (harassment by telephone for example) will
still be federally prosecutable." The authors then cite a recent 9th circuit case
as upholding federal jurisdiction over an assault by an Indian on another Indian
who was a federal officer: "'The exception granted to Indians who abuse other
Indians is, by the terms of the statute (18 U.S.C. 1152), only an exception from
federal enclave law, and not from the general law of the United States."'
Walks on Top v. U.S., 872 F. 2d 422, 425 (9th Cir., 1907), cert. den., 389 U.S.
879 (1967). It is instructive to note at this point the reliance of the commentators
on this case as a theoretical premise. If one assumes that all general laws of the
United States apply of their own force to Indian against Indian offenses in In.
dian country and that laws enacted especially for areas of exclusive federal
Jurisdiction (enclaves) will also apply to inter-Indians offenses except for non-
felony grade offenses, then a special law applying certain major offenses would
be superfluous (i.e., the Major Crimes Act) in view of this expansion of federal
Jurisdiction. The authors then are at least logically consistent in their choice to
eliminate the Major Crimes Act as a separate jurisdictional base.

(d) Mffoot of the Proposals on Applications of the Assimilative (Trimes Act.-
Finally, before attempting a brief outline of existing law on the present extent
of Federal jurisdiction over inter-Indian offenses in Indian country in order to
better understand the potential effect of the proposed code, an additional aspect
of the revisions should be pointed out. On page 1524 of the working papers fol-
lowing 1 212. Title 25, the commentators observed, ". . . moreover all major
crimes would be federally defined, and no Federal court interpretation of state
laws on the subject would be necessary." This conclusion follows in light of the
combined effect of: (1) The revisers redefinition of the Assimilative Crimes Act.
through which Assimilative offenses are reducd to misdemeanors, and (2) Present
Mqjor Crimes Act is superceded by 212 (1). In the proposed Title 18, 0 209
Assimilated Offenses, would replace the present 18 U.S.C. 13, Laws of States
adopted for areas within federal Jurisdiction. The commentary following pro-
posed 209 explains the effect of the change in present Assimilated Crimes law
which is relevant to our inquiry.

"This section would replace 18 U.S.C. 113. The major change it would effect
would he to limit the grading for assimilated crimes to Class A misdemeanors.
The policy expressed, which is similar to that of 1 806 (no crime outside of Title
1R is more than a class A misdemeanor). Is that serious federal consequences
should occur only in response to conduct which is outlawed following legislativib
consideration by those committees in Congress with expertise in penal legislh-
tion. The limitation is Justified in the context of this Code. which attempts to
define all serious crimes, including those whose principal Incidence is limited
to federal enclaves. With a more comprehensive federal law applicable to en-
claves, it is prudent to minimize thte consequences of the wholesale purchase of
not only the grossly disparate existing state laws and penalties, but also those
which may be enacted by state legislatures in the future. See, e.g., the capital
crime of grave desecration (Georgia).
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"Tie burden thus shifts to the proponent of any specific felony not included
In the Code to add it rather than to rely on assimilation. Offenses which are
assimilated become federal offenses and, since they are prosecuted in federal
courts, are governed by federal rules of procedure."

It would seem to follow then that since federal jurisdiction over intra-Indian
offenses in Indian Country does not extend to nonfelonies as lesser included
offenses. (See :,12(3) (a).) Since an assimilated offense could never be more than
a misdemeanor (proposed 18 U.S.C. 209 (2)), state law could not be applied to
intra-Indian offenses at all.

In addition, federal misdemeanor jurisdiction under the Assimilative Crimes
Act over Indians for offenses against non-Indians or victimless offenses would be
barred if the Indian defendant had already been prosecuted by a tribal court.
25 U.S.C. 212(3) (b).

Of course, as to federal jurisdiction over offenses by non-Indians against In-
dians In Indian country, the Assimilative Crimes Act applies to misdemeanor
grade offenses.
II. Outline of existing law oil the extent of Federal jitrisdiction over Indians ill

Indian country

A. Historical and Statutory Development

In United States v. Quiver, 241 U.S. 602 (1916), a case involving the attempted
prosecution of two Indians for adultery alleged to have been committed on one
of the Sioux reservations in South Dakota. Mr. Justice Van Devanter succinctly
summarizes time early development and scope of Federal jurisdiction in this area:"At an early period it became the settled policy of Congress to permit the per-
sonal and domestic relations of the Indians with each other to be regulated, and
offenses by one Indian against the person or property of another Indian to be
dealt with, according to their tribal customs and laws. Thus the Indian Inter-
course Acts of May 19, 1796, c. 30, 1 Stat. 409, and of March, 1802, c. 13, 2 Stat.
139. provided for the punishment of various offenses by white persons against
Indians and by Indians against white persons, but left untouched those by In-
dians against each other; and the act of June 30, 1834, c. 161 1 25, 4 Stat. 729, 733,
while providing that "so much of the laws of the United States as provides for
the punishment of crimes committed within any place within the sole and ex-
clusive Jurisdiction of the United States shall be In force in the Indian country",
qunalified Its action by saying, "the same shall not extend to crimes committed by
one Indian against the person or property of another Indian." That provision
with its qualification was later carried into the Revided Statutes as 11 2145 and
2146. This was the situation when this court, In Ex parte Crow Dog, 109 U.S.
5.56, held that the murder of an Indian by another Indian on an Indian reserva-
tion was not punishable under the laws of the United States and could be dealt
with only according to the laws of the tribe. The first change came when, by
the act of March 3, 1885, c. 341. 1 9, 23 Stat. 362, 385, now 1 328 of time Penal Code.
Congress provided for the punishment of murder, manslaughter, rape, assault
with intent to kill, assault with a dangerous weapon, arson, burglary and larceny
when committed by one Indian against the person or property of another In-
dian. In other respects the policy remained as before."

Presently, more than a half century later, federal criminal Jurisdiction con-
ihnes to be based almost exclusively on the prongs of these two federal laws now

codified at 15-1152 and 1153 and Title 1& Section 1152, known as the General
Crimes Act, provides that the general federal enclave laws shall extend to Indian
country with the exception of offenses committed "by one Indian against the
person or property of another Indian, nor to any Indian committing any offense
in the Indian country who has been punished by the local law of the tribe,". As
of a 1968 amendment, 1 1153 specifies thirteen "major" offenses applicable with-
out qualification to any Indian committing the same in Indian country. Con-
ceptually, we may view the Major Crimes Act as an exception to 1152's exception,
more easily understood perhaps in view of Mr. Justice Van Devanter exposition
of the law's development in this area. (Supra, see also Part B II of this memo).

B. Analysis of Jurisdiction by Person of Offender, or Victim, or Both

Under existing law jurisdiction over an offense in Indian country as between
federal, tribal or state courts depends upon the identification of the person of the
offender and victim or both. For purposes of further discussion we can briefly
outline this division as follows:
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(a) Both offender and victim are Indian: Tribal jurisdiction is exclusive except
for major crimes offenses listed In 18 U.S.C. 1153 or conduct covered by a federal
statute of general applicability. [For example, 18 U.S.C. 1163 makes it a federal
offense to embezzle from a tribal organization and federal jurisdiction would
extend to an offender regardless of person, i.e., Indians and non-Indians alike.]

(b) Both offender and victim are non-Indians: Under the MeBratney-Draper
[U.S. v. MeBratney, 104 U.S. 621 (1881) and Draper v. U.S., 164 U.S. 240 (1896) 1,
rule a judicial exception is created to federal jurisdici!cn and the state court.,
have jurisdiction where no federal base would otherwise exist, i.e., where there
is no basis of federal jurisdiction other than the fact that the offense takes place
lit Indian country.

(c) Non-Indian offender and Indian victim: The McBratney-Draper exception
duesn't reach this conduct because of the federal interest in protection of Indinnq
and federal jurisdiction is exclusive of the state. [Donnelly v. U.S., 288, U.S. 243
(1913). U.S. v. Pelican, 232 U.S. 422 (1914)].

(d) Indian offender and non-Indian victim: The United States and the tribes
have concurrent jurisdiction. Tribal prosecution bar subsequent federal proscu-
tion unless a federal base otherwise exists, i.e., a major crimes offense, etc.. [See
parn. (a). supra. 18 U.S.C. 1152. 1153; U.S. v. LaPlant, 156 F.Supp. 060 (D. Month.
1957) ; Henry v. U.S., 432 F.2d 114 (7th Cir., 1971) ].

(e) Offense by a non-Indian not involving a victim: If there is no federal base
other than the fact that the conduct takes place in Indian country, the state has
jurisdiction. If the conduct has some relation to a protected federal interest
federal jurisdiction may be applicable or tribal courts may take jurisdiction
where a tribal interest is Involved at least to the extent of exercising their ex-
,lusionary power. Case law on the question of tribal jurisdiction over a non-Indian
is scarce and applicable federal statutes don't appear to reach the question. There
is some authority concluding that the tribes would have no jurisdiction over non-
Tndinn offenders but it Is interesting to observe that some tribes have apparently
began to assert some authority beyond the scope of just the exclusionary power
over non-Indians. [See Part C of this memo for discussion of this Issuel.

(f) Offenses by an Indian -not involving a victim. Once asserted. tribal jurls-
diction Is exclusive by virtue of the exception of federal enclave law foti id In
11152. (1U.S. v. LaPlant, supra). That Is. except for an otherwise overriding
ff-deral base. (See (a) and (d) supra). There Is authority for the proposition
that federal Jurisdiction for offenses In this category also applies through The
.•esimilative Crimes Act. (7.8. v. Sos9eur. 181 F.2d 873 (7th Cir.. 1950). gambling
offenses under state law). They would be In effect where tribal jurisdiction is not
as.serted and there Is no overriding federal jurisdictional base. However, the U.S.
Supreme Court in the Quiver case, supra, construed this statutory exception to
federal Jurisdiction broadly enough to Include a similar type of victimless offense
and tleise two decisions have yet to be reconclledl.

To briefly summarize then, under ifoflratnel-D raper the state has jurisdiction
over offenses Involving only non-Indians In Indian country. The tribe has exclu-
sive jurisdiction over offenses Involving only Indians except where the conduct
fits an offense defined by either the Major Crimes Act (18 U.S.C. 1153) or. a law of
general applicability, In which case the federal government will have jurisdiction.
As to offenses by non-Indians against Indians, federal jurisdiction applies and
is exclusive except for the limited potential for tribal Jurisdiction to exclude non-
Indians from the reservation and, arguably, to protect tribal interests. Offenpes
by Indians against non-Indians are within the concurrent jurisdiction of tribe
and federal authorities. Under 1152. where the tribe does not prosecute, the
federal government may. We see then that the only areas where the federal
government may. We see then that the only areas where the federal government
can apply federal enclave laws Including the Assimilative Crimes Act are to (1)
Offense by non.Indianq against Indians or vlctimls.qs offenses involving a federal-
ly protected Interest. (2) Offenses by dia*f ana paltat on-Intitalnaf where the tribe
elect not to prosecute. (91 Victimless offenses by Indians not projected by the
tribe. However, even In the absence of tribal prosecution, the extent to which
state law may he applied to Indians through the Ansimilative Crimes Act is
questionable. l7.s. v. Quiver. aupra. See also. In re AMallleld. Petitioner, 141 U.S.
107 (1891) : State v. (Ytmpbell. (Minnesota. 1896) 15 N.W. r1q: State v. .aeRson,
(Minn., 1944) 16 N.W. 2d 752, In re Fredenberg. 6(5 F. Supp. 4 (R. D. Wise.,
1946)1. [•See para. fl. All other areas of conduct are either exclusively state.
exclusivelv tribal or exclusively founded on another federal jurisdictional bane
(e.g., the Major Crimes Act.)
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C. Application of the Assimilative Crimes Act to Offenses by Indians in Indian
Country, a Special Problem

Section 152 makes applicable to areas defined as Indian country the "General
laws of the United States as to punishment of offenses committed in any place
within the sole and exclusive Jurisdiction of the United States." As the excerpt
from the Quiver case, (a) aupra, illustrates, the language of this statute is taken
almost verbatim from the 1834 Indian Intercourse Act, (4 Stat. 733). It is clear
that historically, by passage of this legislation Congress was providing a Jurisdic-
tional basis for the extension of federal authority to Indian country where
heretofore there was no such basis, the only governmental entity being the tribal
unit. [Ex part Crow Dog, 109 U.S. 556 (1883) ; Talton v. Maye8, 163 U.S. 376
(1890)]. There would appear to be no reason for not concluding that the intent
and purpose behind these earlier acts survives through their re-enactment and
codification into their present form.

The Assimilative Crimes Aot is one of the federal enclave laws and as such
is appliable to Indian country through the General Crimes Act. An excellent
though brief analysis of the Workings of this law in relation to enclave law in
general can be found on page 7 et seq. Vol. I of the Code Revisers Working
Papers:

"Section 7 of Title 18, United States Code, defines places that 'all within the
'special maritime and territorial Jurisdiction of the United Staites'. (Federal
enclave) Other provisions of Title 18 define specific offenses that oecome Federal
crimes when committed within that jurisdiction. For the special maritime and
territorial Jurisdiction; if 113 and 114 deal with assault and maiming: If 601
and 602 treat larceny and receiving stolen property; various homicide offenses
are covered in i5 1111-1113; sex offenses are In i5 2031-2032; and robbery is in
1 2111.

"Section 13 of Title 18, is the so-called Assimilation Crimes Act (See appendix
to this memo for 8 U.S.C. £ 13).

"This section (1 18) thus deals with conduct not covered by a specific Federal
criminal statute that occurs within the special maritime and territorial juris-
diction and also occurs within the territorial limits of a State, territory, posses-
sion or district. For such conduct, 118 incorporates by reference the State
criminal law that would be applicable if the conduct had not occurred on the
Federal enclave and makes it applicable as Federal criminal law. The result is
that on Federal enclaves that are physically located within the borders of a
State, there are two possible sources of Federal crimes-specific Federal provisions
or, where there are no such provisions, State criminal law made a applicable by
force by 1 13. The latter category of crime is generally referred to as an
assimilated crime-viz., State criminal law is assimilated into Federal law.

"Federal crimes whose Federal connection is based non the place of commission
may be contrasted with other forms of Federal criminal jurisdiction. There is a
large category of Federal crimes that may fairly be described as nonterritorial
in nature; they are not Federal crimes because of where they occur but rather
because some other type of Federal interest Is affected-e.g., protection of the
integrity of Federal currency, or of Federal officers performing their duties, or
because It provides a useful adjunct to State law enforcement."

The first Assimilative Crimes Act (4 Stat. 115, 1825) was enacted with the
intent of filling a Jurisdictional vacuum which existed in areas where the federal
government exercised sole and exclusive jurisdiction, i.e., federal enclaves. There
being no federal common law of crimes, prosecution within a federal enclave had
to be based on a federally defined offense. Since not all forms of conduct that
could be considered disruptive of society has been reached by such statutory
definitions, without an assimilative Orimes Act, a jurisdictional vacuum In the
law to reach just such conduct would exit. The AssimilatIve Orimes Act allows
federal authorities to reach such conduct by assimilating the laws of the state in
which the enclave is located. Thus, the primary Intent of this Act has always
been to regulate conduct in areas of exclusive federal jurisdiction so that these
federal enclaves do not become a haven for criminal activities. (U.S. v. Sharpnaclc,
355 U.S. 286 (1958) ; see also, "The Federal Assimilative Crimes Act", 70 Harv.
L. Rev. 685, 1957).

It seems clear then that the Assimilative Crimes Act has only a limited appil-
cation to Indian Country along with other federal enclave laws. As opposed to a
truly defined federal enclave (18 U.S.C. 7, supra) where federal jurisdiction is
sole and exclusive and there exists the potential for a complete jurisdictional gap
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in regulatory laws, the only such vacuum that would exist In Indian country
were it not for the Assimilative Crimes Act would be over offenses by non-Indians
against Indians and by Indians against non-Indians where the tribe elects not
to prosecute. Of course, the fact that enclave law has only limited application to
Indian country Is precisely because Indian reservations have never had the same
legal status as a properly defined federal enclave. Obviously, the basis for this
difference is the fact that tribal authority within the territorial confines of Indian
country has always been recognized as filling what would otherwise be a regu-
latory and governmental vacuum. In speaking of this very distinction, the Su-
preme Court has explained:"The words, 'sole and exclusive', in section 2145 (predecessor to the General
Crimes Act, 18 U.S.C. 1152) do not apply to the jurisdiction extended over the
Indian Country, but are only used In the description of the laws which are
extended to it." (In re Wilson, 140, U.S. 575, 578 (1891)).

The distinction that the Wilson court draws is between an extension of juris-
diction which is sole and exclusive and an assertion of jurisdiction that is by its
very nature "limited". Recognition of this distinction is crucial to seeing the
difference between Indian country and federal enclaves properly speaking. Sec-
tion 1152 properly refers to that generic class of enclave laws as those applicable
to "any place within the sole and exclusive Jurisdiction of the U.S.," because,
as the commentators point out, that is the form in which enclave laws are put
when drafted (i.e., 18 U.S.C. 81 makes it a federal offense to commit arson
within the special maritime and territorial Jurisdiction). However, description of
enclave laws in this way inevitably leads to the type of confusion that Wilson
court was confronted with. As we have attempted to point out, federal jurisdic-
tion over Indian country is not sole and exclusive but concurrent with that of
the tribes (see also Part B of this memo) and exclusive only In reference to the
state's Jurisdictional powers and then only In carefully defined circumstanes.
(U.S. v. Kagama, 118 U.S. 375 (1886)).

The reason that the courts have always accorded a special status to Indian
country has been in deference to the long standing recognizatlon of the inherent
right of the tribe to govern itself. (Eax parte Crow Dog, supra; Williams v. Lee,
358 U.S. 217 (1958): Iron Crow v. Oglala Sioux', 129, F. Supp. 15 (W.D.S.O.,
1956), aff'd 231 F.2d 89 (8th Cir., 1956).)
III. Conclusion

On the basis of our relatively brief analysis, It seems evident that the proposed
25 U.S.C. 212 would have a significant Impact on the existing Jurisdictional rela-
tionships in Indian country. By expressly equating Indian country with the exist-
Ing definition of a federal enclave in subsection (1), federal jurisdiction over
Inter-Indian offenses Is expanded to Include all felony offenses listed in the pro-
posed Title 18. Tribal jurisdictinn is reduced to include only minor offense by
Indians which are not prosecuted as a lesser Included offense to a federal felony.
Other notable effects of the proposals are discussed In Parts B and C of this
memorandum.

As the Code Revisers explain In the accompanying Commentary to the pro-
posed 212, their Intent Is not to change existing jurisdictional relationships but
to simply restate them In terms of the proposed code (page 1542. Working
Pal*rs. Vol. III). The changes proposed are made for such purposes as the
equalization of penalties as between Indian offenders regardless of the Identity
of the victim (see; supra, Part A, I (a)), clarifying the relationships of trials
under tribal law to federal prosecutions in cases of minor offenses (see; Part B
of this memorandum), etc., the Revisers see these changes as only minor. Under
our view of the present status of existing law, tile proposals would only either
obfuscate an already complex jurisdictional relationship or occomplish a shift
of jurisdiction over categories of offenses In derogation of long standing Con-
gressional policies which have consistently recognized an enduring right of self-
government In the tribe.

We do not take a position advocating maintenance of the present Jurisdictional
status quo. But in view of continuing developments In the area of Indian Law
we feel there is a need for a careful and thorough examination of how federal
Interest could be best served by legislative reform. For example, In City of Yew
Town v. United States. 454 F.2d 121 (8th Cir., 1972), the eighth circuit found
that the Fort Berthold reservation boundaries and resultant federal and tribal
jurisdiction encompassed the plaintiff, a community which Includes a substantial
number of non-Indians. At issue Is the extent of remaining state jurisdiction in
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the area and scope of newly recognized federal and tribal jurisdiction. Arguably,
the state has only McBratney-Draper jurisdiction over non-Indians with what-
ever regulatory and taxing powers that implies; all else falls to either the federal
government or tribal authorities. Depending on the sophistication and develop-
ment of tribal law enforcement and judicial arms among the various tribes, the
tribes may or may not be in a position to assume all regulatory, peace keeping,
licensing, etc., functions.

It is a debatable point whether present law furnishes adequate support for
the exercise of these governmental functions by the tribe over resident non-
Indians but what is the alternative? Hopefully questions associated with existing
Jurisdictional relationships in Indian country rather than be subject to the
cursory treatment rendered by the Commission.

PART B. ANALYSIS OF TRIBAL-FEDERAL JURISDICTION UNDER PRESENT LAW AND AS
PROPOSED BY 25 U.S.C. 212 (8)

L Analysis o0 proposed Title 2.5 U.S.C. $I1 (8)
Proposed Title 25 U.S.C. 212 (3) seeks to resolve existing questions with re-

spect to the divisions of federal and tribal jurisdiction and eliminate the problems
of multiple prosecution. See Comment on Jurisdiction in Indian Country; 25
U.S.C. 212, Volume III, Working Papers, page 1521 et seq. (hereinafter cited
as Commentary). The provisions of subpart (a) of 1212 (3) present little
difficulty In interpretation, except in the area of victimless offenses. See Part A
of this memorandum. However, subpart (b) of this section raises a series of
interpretive problems, the most serious of which relates to the proposed Juris-
diction of tribal courts.

The basic purpose of subpart (b) is not to define jurisdiction but rather to
establish in what circumstances prosecution in tribal court will bar subsequent
federal prosecution. The Jurisdictional questions arise because of the reference
in subsection (b) to 1 709 of the proposed Title 18 and because of the explana-
tory commentary which accompanies proposed 5 212. Proposed 25 U.S.C. (3)
provides as follows:

(3) Offenses Committed bi Indiana
(a) Nonfelonies. Federal jurisdiction under this section shall not extend

to any offense which is not a felony if It Is committed by one Indian against
the person or property of another Indian, unless section 202 of Title 18
applies.

(b) Multiple Prosecutions. Punishment of an Indian under the local law
of the tribe for conduct constituting a federal offense which is not a felony
shall be a bar to a subsequent federal prosecution of such Indian under this
section. Otherwise sections 707 and 709 of Title 18 apply to a:federal prose-
cution subsequent to a prosecution or similar proceeding under the law of
the tribe as if such tribal prosecution or similar proceedings were a prose-
cution in a state.

The question simply presented is this: Do Indian tribes presently share with
the U.S. concurrent jurisdiction over major offenses, committed by Indlanq in
the Indian country, particularly offenses set forth in the Major Crime Act? The
authors of 25 U.S.C. 212, and the commentary which accompanies it, are of the
opinion that the tribes do not share such jurisdiction. It is our opinion that this
view is erroneous and that the tribes do share concurrent Jurisdiction. The cur-
rent law on this subject is explored at length in I II of this Part. The corollary
question is this: Under the provisions of the proposed 25 U.S.C. 212 (3) will the
tribes share concurrent jurisdiction with the U.S. over major offenses? The pro-
posed statute Is not clear but as we interpret it the tribes will be divested of
Jurisdiction over conduct which constitutes a federal felony and also divested of
Jurisdiction over lesser offenses included within that conduct. The remainder
of I I of this Part is devoted to the Interpretation of £ 212 (8).

At the outset, it is necessary to ascribe some meaning to the use of the word
"otherwise" as it appears In 1 212(3) (b). It is possible to read this section as
saying that failure of the tribe to "punish" the accused Indian will not be a com.
plete bar to federal prosecution. It appears however that the draftsmen Intend
for the word "punishment" as used in this section to be Interpreted as wean!ng
"prosecution" for in explanation of this section they state:

"[Alnyone properly prosecuted under tribal law, whether or not he haq been
'punished' (he may have been acquitted), cannot subsequently be prosecuted
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federally for the offense except In the rare instance of Attorney General certifica-
tion." Commentary, page 1525, 1526.

Assuming then that "punishment" really means "prosecution",1 it follows that
the word "otherwise" refers not to the disposition of the case but rather to the
nature of the case adjudicated in the tribal court.

Section 212(3) (b) clearly recognizes concurrent jurisdiction of the tribes over
some offenses also cognizable by the United States courts. Since federal courts do
not have Jurisdiction over misdemeanor offenses by one Indian against the person
or property of another Indian, this area of concurrency is limited to the follow-
ing possibilities: (1) misdemeanor offenses other than those committed by an
Indian against the person or property of another Indian,' (2) conduct constituting
a federal offense which is a felony.

The word "otherwise" is a disjunctive term clearly implying that in one given
set of circumstances section 707 and 709 shall be appiIcable and that in another
set of circumstances these sections shall not be applicable. Assuming that tile
distinction in application of these sections to tribal court judgments is not de-
pendent upon the disposition of the case, the only logical meaning only that can
be ascribed to the word "otherwise" is that 5 212(3) (b) applies two separate
standards to tribal court prosecution, depending upon the grade of the offense
(conduct) upon which the tribal court has rendered judgment. When the conduct
which gives rise to tribal prosecution constitutes a federal offense which is not a
felony, i.e., a misdemeanor, then tribal prosecution constitutes a complete bar to
subsequent federal prosecution. But, when the conduct which gives rise to tribal
prosecution constitutes something other than a federal offense which is not a
felony, i.e., a federal offense which iR a felony, then §§ 707 and 709 of the pro-
posed Title 18 apply and the bar to subsequent federal prosecution is qualified
by those sections. This clearly implies that tribal prosecution for conduct con-
stituting a federal offense which is a felony will bar subsequent federal prosecu-
tion in some circumstances. In order to avoid the barring effect of this tribal
protection the case must come within the provisions of J§ 707 and 709.

While the above conclusions seem clear on the face of the proposed statute, the
commentators explanation of the applicability of §§ 707 and 709 to tribal court
Judgments casts doubt on the validity of this analysis. The commentators ex-
plain that in the case of a person "properly" prosecuted under tribal law 5 707
shall be applicable, while in the case of a person "improperly" tried, § 709 shall
apply. Commentary, page 1525, 1526. The focus of inquiry thus shifts to what is a
"proper" prosecution and what is an "improper" prosecution within the tribal
court.

Sections 707 and 709 set forth broad rules governing the jurisdiction of federal
courts to prosecute an offense subsequent to prosecution in local courts. Section
707 provides that prosecution under the law of a local government shall be a bar
to R snbequent federal prosecution except under certain defined circumstances or
when the Attorney General certifies that the interests of the federal government
would be unduly harmed if federal prosecution were barred. The provisions of
this section are in no way conditioned upon the jurisdiction of the "local" court
or any other element going to the "propriety" of the prosecution in the local court.
This section therefore does not contribute to the uncertainty of interpretation of
25 U.S.C. 212(3) (b).

The point of uncertainty is reached when § 709 is read In conjunction with
§ 212(3) (b). Section 709 provides as follows:
"700. When Former Prosecution Is Invalid or Fraudulently Procured.

"A former prosecution Is not a bar within the meaning of sections 704, 705, 706,
707 and 708 under any of the following circumstances:

"(a) It was before a court which lacked jurisdiction over the defendant
or the offense;

"(b) It was for a lesser offense than could have been charged under the
facts of the caqe, and the prosecution was procured by the defendant, with-
out the knowledge of the appropriate prosecutor, for the purpose of avoiding

It this Il in fact the Intent of this section, the word "prosecution" should ho substituted
for thp word "pnnished". It Is difficult to understand why the word prosecution was not
|lqed in the first Instance. unless perhaps It was simply a carry-over from the Pxlistinu
stntotory lnnriage. 1R U.S.C. 1152.

-. n oxnnnlp of this type of offense Is a misdemeanor committed by an Indian against a
nrn-Tndtini u-r n vietlmle'4s misdemeanor offense.
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prosecution for a greater offense and the possible consequence thereof; or
"(c) it resulted in a judgment of conviction which was held invalid in a

subsequent proceeding on a writ of habeas corpus, coram nobis or similar
process."

In determining the application of this section to a judgment of a tribal court,
it is important to remember three things:

(1) Section 709 is only applicable to tribal court judgments for conduct con-
stituting a federal offense which 18 a federal felony. Tribal court judgments for
conduct constituting a misdemeanor are not subject to this section.

(2) Unless the tribal court judgment falls within the provisions of this see-
tion (or 1 707), the subsequent federal prosecution is barred.

(3) The power of a tribal court ot punish for any one offense ie limited by the
1968 Indian Civil Rights Act to six months or a fine of $500.00 or both.

The basic question is simply this: Do tribal courts share concurrent judisdic-
tion with the United States over conduct which constitutes a federal felony? Or
is the jurisdiction of the United States over conduct constituting a federal felony
exclusive? The provisions of 25 U.S.C. 212(3) (b) imply recognition of concur-
rent tribal jurisdiction over felonies, but the provisions of the proposed 18 U.S.C.
709 and the commentary to 25 U.S.C. 212(3) (b) both suggest that federal juris.
diction is exclusive.

Assume, then, a case in which one Indian is charged with having committed
an assault with intent to kill against another Indian. The offense of assault with
intent to kill is now included in the Major Crimes Act and would be included in
the revised Title 18 as a federal enclave offense.

A lesser included offense to the charge is simple assault. Assume that the de-
fendant is brought before the tribal court, charged with assault with intent to
kill, tried and convicted and sentenced to six months in the tribal jail. Does the
tribal prosecution bar a subsequent federal prosecution for this offense? If It is
accepted that tribal courts have concurrent jurisdiction with the federal govern-
ment over conduct constituting a federal felony, then, in the absence of s.ome pro-
cedural irregularity which would vacate the tribal judgment under a habeas
corpus or coram nobls proceeding, it would appear that the tribal court judgment
was "proper" and does in fact bar subsequent federal prosecution. Is this the
intent of the draftsmen of 25 U.S.C. 212(3) (b) ? It would appear not, for on this
question they state:

'... (A) nyone properly prosecuted under tribal law, whether or not he has been
'punished' (he may have been acquitted), cannot subsequently be prosecuted fed-
erally for the offense except in the rare instance of Attorney General certification.
At the same time, if the defendant is improperly tried for a minor offense when
his crime was a serious one, proposed section 709 will apply, and Federal pros-
ecution will not be frustrated." Commentary, pages 1525, 1526.

In what way will 5709 avoid frustration of federal prosecution? Under § 709
(b) and (c) frustration of federal prosecution would be avoided only under the
most narrow of circumstances. It Is clear the draftsmen of A 212 contemplate a
far broader application of 1 709. This can only be derived from the provisions of
1 709(a). And such a broad result under 1 709(a) can only be predicated on the
premise that tribal courts do not have jurisdiction over the offense charged.
In other words, that tribal courts lack concurrent jurisdiction with the United
States over serious offenses, I.e., felonies. The judgment of the tribal court is
invalid as beyond the jurisdiction of the tribal court.

It is hardly surprising that 25 U.S.C. 1 212(3) should reach such a result for
the draftsmen are apparently of the opinion that under present law Indian
tribes lack Jurisdiction over "serious" offenses.

"The tribal courts have jurisdiction over a number of minor offenses committed
by Indians, defined for most tribes by a Criminal Code drawn up under the guid-
ance of the Department of the Interior. The major penalty authorized under this
Code Is 6 months' imprisonment, with one exception (use of peyote) which Is
punishable by up to 9 months' imprisonment. Tribal courts have no Jurisdiction
to try non-Indians nor can they try any felony cases. Commentary, page 1523.

"Some basic felonies are not enumerated in 18 U.S.C. I 1153-for example, kid-
napping-so that, if an Indian commits the crime against another Indian in
Indian country there is no jurisdiction, either in a State court, Federal district
court or a tribal court, over the offense." Commentary. page 1524.

The statement that in the case of basic felonies not enumerated in I5R U.S.C.
i 115--for example kidnapping--committed by one Indian against another In-
dian, "... there is no jurisdiction, either in a State court, federal district court
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or a tribal court ... " is patently false. See the privision in the Title 25 CFR, Chap-
ter 1, Subchapter B, 1 11.41, establishing the offense of Abduction as a crime
punishable by Courts of Indian Offenses. The definition of the offense set forth
in 25 CFR, 1 11.41 corresponds with the definition of the federal offense of kid-
napping. Compare Title 18 USCA, 1 1201, note 5 (1970 Ed.)

Section 212(3) is thus premised on the assumption that Tribal courts have
Jurisdiction only over minor offenses and cannot try any felony cases. The Com-
mentary does not support this conclusion with any reference to statute or case
law. It is, of course, true that by virtue of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 (Act of
April 11, 1968, Title II, 1 202, 82 Stat. 77, 25 U.S.C. 1 1302(7) ), tribal courts may
not impose for conviction of any one offense any penalty or punishment greater
than imprisonment for a term of six months or a fine of $500.00, or both. The
penal power of a tribal court is thus limited to that which could be welded by
a federal court or magistrate for a petty offense. See 18 U.S.C., 11(2) (1970 Ed.).
But it is a great jump to conclude that because the tribes penal power is limited,
the conduct over which it can exercise Jurisdiciton is also limited.

Presumably the assumption of the draftsman that tribal courts lack jurisdic-
tion over serious offenses if an outgrowth of dicta in a few recent decisions
suggesting that Indian tribes have no jurisdiction over those offenses which are
set forth in the Major Crimes Act. 18 U.S.C. 5 1153. These decisions hold that in
enacting the Major Crimes Act, Congress "withdrew" from the tribes jurisdic-
tion over the enumerated offenses.

An analysis of these decisions and the history of the Major Crimes Act which
rebuts the withdrawal theory and contradicts the basic premise upon which the
proposed Title 25 U.S.C. 1 212(3) is founded, follows in Part B II of this memo-
randum.

If the tribal courts do not have concurrent jurisdiction over federal felonies,
do they retain any jurisdiction over lesser included offenses? Under the present
law tribal jurisdiction over lesser included offenses is unquestioned. U.S. v. Davis,
429 F. 2d 522 (8th Cir., 1970) ; Kills Crow v. U.S., 451 F. 2d 323 (8th Cir., 1971) ;
U.S. v. -foe, 4.52 F. 2d 653 (10th Cir., 1971), cert. den., 32 L.ED. 134 (1972). How-
ever, under the proposed 25 U.S.C. 212(3) (b) it appears that tribal jurisdiction
over these lesser included offenses would be taken away. Insofar as the provi-
sions of subsection (b) bar subsequent federal prosecution, this bar extends to
"conduct" which does not constitute a federal felony.

We have already seen that under the provisions of 25 U.S.C. 1 212(3) the
tribal court would not have jurisdiction over the charged offense of assault with
intent to kill and that this denial of tribal Jurisdiction develops from the appli-
cation of 1 709 (a) of Title 18 to the tribal court judgment. By the same force of
reasoning the tribal court will lose jurisdiction over the lesser included offense.
Following our hypothetical, while the charged offense of simple assault would be
within the jurisdiction of the tribal court, the "conduct" upon which the charge
Is based would still constitute a federal felony, I.e., assault with intent to kill.
And under the provisions of 1 212(3) (b) it is the conduct of the accused, not
the charge against him, which triggers the application of 1709(a). Thus the
judgment of the tribal court, even on the lesser included offense, would be sub-
ject to application of 1 709 and the judgment of the tribal court would be
nullified as beyond the jurisdiction of the tribal court.

A rule such as that proposed in 5 212(8) which would strip tribal courts of
Jurisdiction over major crimes and lesser included offenses will create a myriad
of problems for both the tribal and federal court system. What if, as was the
situation in the Kill -Crow case, supra, there is evidence that the defendant was
so intoxicated that he may not have been able to form the neceesary intent to
be guilty of the greater offense? Could the tribal court properly assume juris-
diction over the case on the charged lesser offense of simple assault, knowing that
a factual question existed which was beyond the jurisdiction of that court to de-
termine and which, if subsequently found against the defendant in a federal
proceeding would nullify the tribal court judgment? And could the U.S. Attorney,
knowing that a factual question existed which would establish federal jurisdie-
tion and deny tribal jurisdiction, decline to prosecute in federal court on the
grounds that It was a borderline case or because the ends of justice would be
satisfied by a prosecution in tribal court? Could the Department of the Interior
or even the Department of Justice properly advise the tribal judges to disregard
the apparent statutory limitations upon their jurisdiction and proceed as if such
limits did not exist? The answer to these questions certainly appears to be No!
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What then is the solution to these problems? It lies in the recognition that the
tribes now have and should in the future have a full range of "Jurisdiction over
offense within Indian country-that as to those offenses over which the federal
government has asserted some jurisdiction, the tribes nevertheless retain con.
current Jurisdiction. The legal ramifications of this question are examined in full
in the remaining sections of this Part B of this memorandum.
II. The Major Crimea Act expanded Federal jurisdiction over Indians but did

not thereby limit Tribal jurisdiction. The Tribes share concurrent jurisdic-
tion with the United States over offenses enumerated in both the Major
Crime Act and the General Crimcs Act

Prior to the enactment of the Major Crimes Act In 1885, Indian tribes had sole
and exclusive Jurisdiction over all crimes committed by one tribal member
against the person or property of another tribal member. BE parte Cirow Dog,
109 U.S. 556 (1883). Although there appeared no firm constitutional base for
asserting federal jurisdiction over crimes by one Indian against another, the
legality of the Major Crimes Act was upheld on the grounds that (1) tribal
Indians were wards of the federal government, and (2) the weakened condition
of the Indan tribes required the imposition of the federal government in order
to secure law and order among the Indians. U.S. v. Kaganma, 118, U.S. 375 (1886).

It has been contended that this statute, enacted for purposes of insuring
punishment of tribal Indians and avoiding retaliatory murders in accordance
with the customary law of some Indian tribes, effectively withdrew from the
tribes Jurisdiction over the offenses named therein, thus taking away from them
the power to punish their own members. This contention is not borne out by the
legislative history of the Act. The first version of the Major Crimes Act was
introduced on the floor of the House of Representatives in 1885 as an amend-
ment to the Indian Appropriations Bill. As originally presented, it reads in part
as follows:

"See. 10. That immediately upon and after the passage of this act all Indians
within the provisions of this act committing against the person or property of
another Indian any of the following crimes, namely, murder, manslaughter, rape.
assault with intent to kill. aggravated assault and battery, arson. burglary and
larceny, within any Territory of the United States, and either within or without
an Indian reservation, shall be subject therefor to the laws of such Territory
relating to ;;aid crimes, and shall be tried therefor in the same courts anw in the
,%,tne manner and not otherwiyc, and shall be subject to the same penalties as
are all other persons charged with the commission of said crimes respec-
tively. * * *". Congressional Record, volume 16, Part II, page 934.

At the suggestion of Congresssman Budd, this amendment was modified so as
to delete the words "and not otherwise," in order to avoid stripping tribal courts
of concurrent jurisdiction.

Air. Bunt). I desire to suggest another modification of the amiendment-to
strike out the words and not otherwise. The effepr of this modification will be
to give the courts of the United States concurrent jurisdiction with the Indian
courts in the Indian country. But if these words be not struck out, all jurisdiction
of these offenses will be taken from the existing tribunals of the Indian country.
I think it sufficient that the courts of the United States should have concurrent
jurisdiction in these cases." Ibid, page 934.

There was no debate on the modification proposed by Mr. Budd but the amend-
meat was adopted by the House in the modified form.

The case of U.S. v. WVhaley, 37 Fed. 14 (C. C. S. D. Calif., 1888) has been cited
by commentators to the effect the Major Crimes Act withdrew tribal jurisdiction.
The case itself is inconclusive in this regard and is at best very weak authority
on the point. The opinion was written by the trial court, one judge sitting, and
involved only the question of whether the court should accept a plea of guilty to
manslaughter as opposed to compelling trial for first degree murder. The defend-
ants were accused of having execute La tribal medicine man, suspected of poison-
lIg other tribal members, upon orders from the tribal council. The principle
defense was lack of notice of the new federal law, i.e., the Major Crimes Act.
The power and jurisdiction of the tribe to order the execution was not specifically
treated in the opinion, though lack of such jurisdiction may have been assumed
sub silencio.

It does not appear that U.,'. v. Wholey, sunpra, has ever been cited or relied
upon as authority for the above proposition in any subsequent case. A few recent
cases have commented to the effect that the Major Crimes Act withdrew Juris-
diction from the tribe over offenses named therein but in each instance such
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comments were dicta. Iron Crote v. O9l1ala Sioux Tribe. 129 F. Supp. 15 1W. I).
S. D.. 1956), af'd., 231 F.2d 89 (8th Cir., 1956) : t.Sq. v. LaPlant, 156 F. Supp.
660 (D. Mont., 1967) ; Glovcr v. U.S., 219 F. Supp. 19 (D. Movit., 1963) : S'am V.
U.S., 385 F.2d 213 (10th Cir., 1967). Of these cases only (7loz'er and R•am had
fact situatione which properly raised the question of "withdrawal", anild each of
these cases was disposed of on other grounds.

The Sam case involved an appeal from a conviction of rape under the Major
Crimes Act on the Grounds that the trial court erred in denying a motion for
continuance in order to secure new counsel. In disposing of the case. the court
noted that one defendant's aims was to secure a transfer of the case to the
Navajo Tribal Court. The court simply stated that "the case was beyond till
jurisdiction of the Tribal Court," citing only the Major Crimeq Act. 1 U'.S.C.
115.3. In the Glover ease the court denied a writ of habeas corpus from a Coll-
viction for driving while Intoxicated, no drivers license, and petty larceny in thi
Tribal Court of the Confederated Salish and Kootenal Tribes of the Flathebd
Reservation. Defendant's petition was premised on the lack of appellate rightt.
in Tribal Court and lack of proper legni counsel. (These arguments were (1ispo.eed
of against the defendant). Although tribal Jurisdiction over the offenses cliareed
does not appear to have been raised by the litigants, the court affirmed tribal
jurisdiction over the D. W. I. offense and driving without a license. The court
refiised to determine the validity of the conviction for petty larceny on the
grounds sentence for that offense had not begun to run, but in so holding the
court (lid state that in its opinion the Major Crimes Act did divest the tribes of
jurisdiction over the crimes set forth in the Major Crimeq Act.

"It has long been settled that, except where withdrawn by Congress in the
exercise of Its plenary powers over Indian affairs, Juri.dlction of criminal of-
fenses hy Indians in the Indian country rests with the Indian Tribe.s. Ex parte
Crow Dog, 109, U.S. 556, 3 S.Ct. 396, 27 L.Ed. 1030: Talton v. Mayes. 163 I'.S.
376, 16 S.Ct. 986. 41 L.Ed. 196; Iron Crow v. Ogallala Sioux Tribe. 129 F.S1uI1.
15. D.C.W.D.S.D., affirmed 8 Cir., 231 F.2d 89; United States v. LaPlant. D.C.
Mont., 156 F. Supp. 660. In 1885, Congress passed what has now become known
as the Ten Major Crimes Act, which withdrew from Indian Tribes Jurisdiction
of certain crimes and vested jurisdiction of those crimes, when committed bw an
Indian In Indian country, exclusively in the federal courts. In re Carmen's 1Peti-
tion, D.C.N.D. Cal. S.D., 16.5 F.Supp. 942. affirmed Dickson v. Carmen, 9 'ir. 270
F.2d 809; Iron Crow v. Ogallala Sioux Tribe, supra; United States v. LalIlant.
supra. The crimes now Included in the Ten Major Crimes Act, of which the tribes
are divested of jurisdiction and of which jurisdiction rests in the federal court,;
are murder, manslaughter, rape, Incost, assault with Intent to kill, assault with
a dangerous weapon, arson, burglary, robbery and larceny. 18 U.S.C.A. § 1153.
3242. However, withdrawal of tribal Jurlsdiction as to these major crimes l-ft
tribal jurisdiction as to other crimes undisturbed. United States v. Quiver, 241
U.S. 602, 36 S.Ct. 099, 60 L.Ed. 1196; United States v. Jacobs, D.C.E.D. Wis.. 113
F. Supp. 203; State v. McClure, 127 Mont. 534, 268 P.2d 629; Iron Crow v. Ogal-
lala Sioux Tribe, supra; United States v. LaPlant, supra.

"[8] Therefore, it appears that as to at least two of the offenses with which
petitioner was charged, i.e., driving while intoxicated and no driver's license,
jurisdiction remains In the tribe, and the tribal court could properly exercise
jurisdiction with reference to those offenses. As to the third offense for which
petitioner was sentenced, petty larceny, it would seem that the tribal court would
be without jurisdiction of that offense, if petty larceny Is included within the
meaning of the termi "larceny" as used In Sections 1153 and 3242. However, this
need not be decided now for reasons which will become apparent."

Many cases do refer to the Major Crimes Act as having vested "exclusive"
jurisdiction over the offenses in the federal government, but some comments are
almost uniformly directed to questions Involving a clash of Jurisdictional claims
between state and federal courts. See for example: Gray v. U.S., 394 F.2d 96
(9th Cir., 1967). Petition of ('armen, 165 F.Supp. 942, (N.D. Calif., 1959), affd.,
Dick*on v. Carmen, 270 F.2d 800 (9th Cir., 1958), cert. den., 361 U.S. 973.

Only one federal case of recent vintage has engaged In any analytical effort to
ascertain what Congress intended to accomplish by enactment of the Maj8or
Crimes Act. Henry v. U.S., 432 F. 2d 114 (7th Cir. 1971), cert. den., 400 U.S. 1011
(1971), opinion modified, 434 F. 2d 1283 (9th Cir., 1971). The case involved a chal-
lenge to an Indictment of an Indian for rape of a non-Indian under the General
Crimes Act. The court agreed but held that defendant was not prejudiced because
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whether prosecuted under either statute the elements of the offense charged
were the same.

"Henry contends that the indictment is defective because it charges violations
of §§ 1152 and 2031, whereas the charges should be violations of § 1153 of Title 1V,
United States Code.

"The appellant argues that the language of this statute, also known as tile
Major Crimes Act, is plain and clear onl its face and should have been used in tile
indictment.

"The government contends that despite the 'or other person' language of § 1153
legislative history demonstrates that the section was intended to apply only to
crimes committed by an Indian against another Indian.

"According to the government, § 1153 was adopted against a backdrop of Con-
gressional outrage over the effects of Ex parte Crow Dog, 109 (1SS3) ousting
federal territorial courts of jurisdiction over crimes coninitted by one Indian
against another. In Crow Dog the court sustained the validity of a statute which
excluded federal Jurisdiction over. '* * * crimes committed by one Indian
against the person or property of another Indian (and to any Indian committing
any offense in the Indian country who has been punished by the local law of the
tribe * * *.' (Emphasis supplied.)

"Tile statute construed by the Crow Dog court was § 2140 of the Revised Stat-
utes first enacted in the Indian Intercourse Act of 1834. The statute by excluding
from federal jurisdiction 'any Indian committing any offense in the Indian coun-
try who has been punished by the local laws of the tribe' not only excluded from
federal court jurisdiction cases involving Indian offenders and Indians victims,
but also excluded cases involving Indian offenders and non-Indian victims when
tile offense was covered by local laws of the tribe.

"The inclusion in § 2146 of 'any offense,' which obviously includes non-Indian
victims, demonstrates the reason why Congress included tile words "or any other
person" in § 1153. Contrary to tile government's contention, the "other persol'"
language cannot be disregarded as not being a Congressional remedy for thie
lacunae created by the Crow Dog decision Just as Congress found it desirable
to find a remedy for the ousting of federal jurisdiction over crimes committed by
one Indian against another. it applied the same remedy for the ousting of federal
jurisdiction over crimes committed by an Indian against 'any other person'."
[432 F.2d 114, 116-117.]

Without question tile "sole and exclusive" jurisdiction exercised by Indian
tribes at the time of Ex parte Crow Dog, 81spra, was invaded by the Major Crimes
Act. But did this enactment establishing federal jurisdiction necessarily strip
the tribe of any and all jurisdiction over these crimes, or did it merely diminish
tribal jurisdiction, leaving the tribes with residual or concurrent jurisdiction
over these offenses? The Henry case states that the purpose of the Major Crimes
Act was to "remedy the ousting of federal jurisdiction." Tile assertion by the
United States of Jurisdiction over certain specified crimes does not, per se, with-
draw tribal jurisdiction over those same offenses, nor should that implication be
drawn for the prevailing doctrine is that Congress must expressly limit tribal
powers.

Since the decision in U.S. v. Rogers, 4 How. 567 (1846), the Supreme Court
has asserted that the United States had potential Jurisdiction to punish offenses
by tribal Indians, whether committed against non-Indians or against other tribal
Indians. At the time tile General Crimes Act was enacted in 1&34, however,
Congress clearly doubted the scope of its jurisdiction over Indians in Indian

-country. House Report No. 474, 23rd Cong., 1st Sess. (1834), infra. In either
event, tIle provision in tile General Crimes Act (18 U.S.C. 1152) excluding ap-
plicatlon of its provisions to ". . . crimes committed by one Indian against an-
other Indian or to any Indian committing any offense in the Indian country
who has been punished by tie local law of the tribe . . .", is a statement of
policy adhered to from the earliest statutes to leave to the tribes the regulation
by themselves of their own domestic affairs and the maintenance of order and
peace among their own members by the administration of their own laws and
customs. Ez parte Crow Dog, supra at page 568. It was this statutory provision.
read in the light of the treaty provisions which rpsuite6 In tile failure of federal
jurisdiction in Crow Dog case, not any inherent limitation on the sovereign
powers of the United States compelled by virtue of tribal jurisdiction over the
offense.

78-110---77-18
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It was the decision In the Crow Dog case which prompted Congress to enact
the Major Crimes Act. The act itself does not "withdraw" tribal jurisdiction
over the named offenses. It merely asserts federal Jurisdiction as to those offenses.
The statute was not enacted to prevent tribes from punishing Indian offenders.
()n i lie Contrary. it was passed to "remedy the ousting of federal jurisdiction*"
caused by the exceptions contained in the General Crimes Act. Henry v. U.S.,
811jp)I .

With this perspective in mind. the Major Crimes Act should be read in part
inateria with the General Crimes Act and the 'Major Crimes Act be construed
not a,; a withdrawal of tribal jurisdiction over the offenses enumerated but
rat!.er as a modification of tile clause in the General Crimes Act excluding federal
criminal jurisdiction. Given this interpretation, the tribes would no longer have
sole and exclusive jurisdiction over all crimes committed by one Indian against
the person or property of another Indian. As to those crimes enumerated in the
Major Crimes Act. the United States would not he bound by the exclusionary
c(luse in the General Crimes Act and the tribes jurisdiction would be concurrent
with the lnitepd States.

There is no legal Impediment to this Interpretation. The mere fact that an
offense may be cognizable in the Undted States courts (toes not per force oust
the tribe -f jurisdiction. Thus it has been held that tribal courts may exercise
Jurisdiction over offenses which are also cognizaible in federal courts under the
G(nerral Crimes Act. U.N. v. LaPlant, 8upra; U.S. v. Red Wolf. dicta. 172 F. Supp.
1(1 (). Month , 1.9,59). In L"tPlant it was held that prosecution and punishment of
tile def•,ndant by the tribual court barred subsequent lprose(uition of defendant
by the I'Uited States. This decision was based] on the exclusionary provision in
I ht (4h,nral (Crimes Act. The court also suggested "double Jeopardy" as an alter-
native, ground for the holding lint. i the "sepliarate sovereign" doctrine apliies
between the United States and Indian Tribes. double jeopardy would not (co0-
.ititute a bar to subsequent federal prosecution. (See Part B V of this
memorandumn).

'I'h, holding in LaPIlnl that tribal courts shared concurrent jurisdiction with
fhe federal courts over Indians committing offenses that were subject to prose-
cution miuder the General Crimes Act conforms to the opinion which has long
been held by the Department orf thl Interior. See Cohen Memo to CAnmm. of In-
dian Affairs-8/1/40; Flanery 3Memn. to Comm. of Indian Affairs-1l/12i40:
Kirgis Memo to Asqt. Specreary-11/26/40. TIle regulations written In 1935 for
court,; of Indian Offenses also rc•cognize concurrency of .Jurisdiction between
f,,deral and tribal courts. Title 2-. CFR. Chpt. 1. Subchpit. 11, § 11.2(b). Indeed,
ithle provision in the (4-neral Crimes Act. excluding federal jurisdletion when
the offending Indian has been punished by the local law of the tribe. Is Itself a
rtecognition of the fact that ani offense may lie subject to the jurisdiction of both
the tribe, and the United States. It It declarative of a federal poliv to encourage
the tribes to punish members who hav', committed offenses against non-Indians
andl to withhold or restrict the oxercie of federal Jurisdiction in those cases
where the tribe has taken appropriate action.

It miight be argued that th, effect of the General Crimes Act on tribal juris-
diction is not as far rReaching as that of the Major Crimes Act. on the theory that
the General Crimes Act specifically recognized continued tribal Jurisdiction by
inclusion of the exception for crimes already punished by the tribe. 1U.,. v. La-
Plant, sipra, seems to accepl)t this theory. But this provision in the General
Crimes A.t w"as not added until 1S54 (Act of March 27. 1,1."4, 10 Stat. 269). And
trillal juridiction over members who offended againRt nmon-Tndians was never
(tuestioned prior to the enactment of this provision. To the contrary, when the
General Crimes Act was enacted Into permanent law in 1M34 (Act of June 30.
1534. 4 Stat. 729. 25) Congress entertained no doubt that tribes had Jurlsdlc-
tion over their own members for offenses committed against non-Indians and
expressed doubt as to federal Jurisdiction over such Indian offenders.

"tn consequence of the change In our Indian relations, the laws relating to
crime committed in the Indian country, and to the tribunals before whom of-
fenders are to be tried, require revision. By the act of 3d March. 1817. the
criminal laws (of the United States were extended to all persons in the Indian
country, without exception, and by that act, as well as that of .Wth March, 1R02.
they night be tried wherever apprehended. It will he seen that we cannot. con-
sitently with the provisions of some of our treaties, and of the territorial act.
extend our criminal laws to offenses committed by or against Indians, of which
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the tribes have exclusive jurisdiction: and it is rather of courtesy than of right
that we undertake to punish crimes committed in that territory by and against
our own citizens. And this provision is retained principally on the ground that
it may be unsafe to trust to Indian law in the early stages of their Government.
It is not perceived that we cvan with any justice or propriety extend our laws to
offences committed by Indians against Indians, at any place within their own
limits. House Report No. 474, 23rd Cong., 1st Sess. (1834), page 13."

Clearly, then, the clause in the General Crimes Act staying the hand of federal
authority in those cases where an Indian has been punished by the tribe does
not add to the jurisdiction of the tribe. To the contrary, it limits federal Juiris.
diction in those cases where the tribe has acted. By the same token, the lack of
such a clause In the Major Crimes Act cannot be interpreted as either adding to
or detracting from the jurisdiction of the tribe. It merely means that as to those
major offenses there enunerated the hand of federal authority will not be limited
simply because the tribe has acted to punish the offender or because the victim
happened to be Indian.

Jurisdictional differences between the General Crimes Act and the Major
Crimes Act do thus exist. But these differences are in federal jurisdiction. not
tribal. Federal Jurisdiction under the General Crimes Act is restricted by the
terms of the statute when the tribe has exercised Its jurisdiction. But, as to
offenses enumerated in the Major Crimes Act, no such limitation applies.

The power of the federal government to exercise jurisdiction over Indian of-
fenses is not contingent upon withdrawal or denial of tribal Jurisdiction. and
the assertion of federal jurisdiction does not per force impair tribal jurisdiction.
It is clear that the two sovereigns can and do exercise concurrent Jurisdiction over
crimes under the General Crimes Act. It is a cardinal rule that Indian tribes
retain all of their attributes of sovereignty except where expressly taken away
by Congress. U.S. v. Quiver, 241 U.S. 60'2 (1916) ; Iron Crow v. OgIalla Siou.x
Tribe, supra. There is nothing in the Major Crimes Act specifically withdrawing
tribal jurisdiction and the events leading to its enactment do not suggest that
Congress intended to accomplish anything more than to remedy the ouster of
federal jurisdiction which was brought about by the exclusionary clause in the
General Crimes Act. The statements in the cases that tribal jurisdiction over
crimes set forth in the Major ('rimes Act has been withdrawn are dicta and the
conclusion is inescapable that tribes retain concurrent jurisdiction with the
United States over conduct which constitutes an offense tinder the Major Crimes
Act.

III. The problem of lesser included offenses. Although tribes share concurrent
jurisdiction with the United States over offenses enumcrted in the Major
Crimes Act, the Unitcd States does not share concurrent Jurisdiction with
the tribes over lesser included offcnscs

Four recent cases have held that the Major Crimes Act does not vest federal
courts with jurisdiction over lesser included offenses. Because of the exclusion-
ary clause in the General Crimes Act, time tribal courts have exclusive Jurisdic-
tion over these lesser included offenses. Thus, it was held that the trial courts
(lid not err in refusing to give instructions to Juries on lesser included offenses
such as simple assault or assault and battery In prosecutions under the Major
Crimes Act for assault with a dangerous weapon, U.S. v. Davis, 429 F.2d 552 (8th
Cir., 1970), assault with intent to do great bodily injury. Kills Crow v. U.S., 451
F.2d 323 (8th Cir., 1971) ; U.S. v. Keeble, 459 F.2d 757 (8th Cir., 1972) : or rape,
U.. .v. Joe, 452 F.2d 653 (10th Cir., 1971), cert, den., 321 L. Ed. 134 (1972).

Both Davis and Kills Crow cite as authority prior cases involving questions of
statutory rape as a lesser included offense of forcible rape. U.S. v. Rider, 282 F.2d
476 (9th Cir., 1960) ; U.S. v. Red Wolf, 172 F. Supp. 168 (D. Mont, 1959). Peti-
tion of McCord, 151 F. Supp. 132 (D. Alaska, 1957) ; U.S. v. Jacobs, 113 F.Supp.
203 (E. D. Wise., 1953), appeal dismissed, 346 U.S. 892 (1953). The reliance of
Davis and Kills Crow on these cases Is somewhat questionable since the cases
were decided on the ground that Congress had specifically rejected inclusion of
statutory rape as one of the major crimes when the Major Crimes Act was
amended In 1932. To the same effect, see: U.S. v. Davis, 148 F. Supp. 478 (D. N. D..
1957), appeal dismissed, 244 F.2d 717 (8th Cir., 1957). In addition, it appears that
in most Jurisdictions, statutory rape is not a lesser included offense of forcible
rape. U.S. v. Jacobs, supra.

While the holdings in Davis, Kills Crow and Joe appear to be eminently cor-
rect, they result in a serious inequity to the Indian defendant standing before
the federal bar. In the Kills Crow case, Judge Stephenson, dissenting, would
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have held that the denial to defendant of Instructions on a lesser Included offense
abridged a fundamental due process right.

"Because these Instructions gave the jury no alternative but to convict oil the
greater offense or to acquit, and because part of the same evidence supportive of
a verdict of the greater offense could have, under other and proper instructions.
justified a verdict of the lesser offense, I would hold that the error in refusing
to instruct on the lesser offense was prejudicial to the defendant and that,
thereby, he was deprived of a fundamental I)ue Process right.

"Whatever may be the soundness and contemporary vitality of the 'guardlial
and ward' concept In other contexts of the relationship between the Indian and
the federal government, I am unpersuaded by the notion that such a theory
can furnish a plausible prdlicate for the conclusion that bi-cause Arnold Francis
Kills Crow is an Indian there Is a rational basis for extending him less than full
Fifth Amendment Due Process treatment. I think, contrarily, that such a con-
clusion runs afoul of the well established principle of Supreme Court decisional
law that the Fifth Amendment proscribed discrimination that Is 'so unjustifiable
as to be violative of due process.'" 451 F.2d 323, 328.

In addition to denial o~f lesser included offense instructions, the ouster of
federal jurisdiction over lesser included offenses also deprives the defendant of
any opportunity to plea bargaining.

This patient inequity is one of the evils which the proposed revision of criminal
law in Indian country seeks to remedy. Thus, 25 U.S-(.C. 212(3) (a) would vest in
federal courts jurisdiction over lesser offensets Included within a charged federal
felony. The objective is salutory but the remedy need not be so sweeping as to
divest Indian courts of jurisdiction over conduct which would constitute a federal
felony. As will be shown, such a solution will create more problems than it solves.
A more expedient solution is a simple amendment to the present Major Crimes
Act extending federal jurisdiction to lesser offenses included within the offenses
there enumerated.
IV. Denial or withdrawal of eonmirrcnt tribal jurisdictions orer federal off cnder.s

will create problems in both the tribal and fcdcral legal systems
Divestiture of tribal courts of concurrent jurisdiction over conduct which also

constitutes a federal offense as proposed in 25 U.S.C. 212(3) or Interpretation
of the Major Crimes Act as having withdrawn tribal jurisdiction over the offenses
i,et forth therein will create a myriad of jurisdictional and law enforcement
problems in both the tribal and federal systems.

The most glaring example of the difficulties which will be encountered If the
Major Crimes Act Is held to have "withdrawn" tribal jurisdiction over offenses
named therein Is found In the case of Glover v. U.S.. 219 F.Supp. 19 (D. Mont.,
1963), In which the court expressed Its opinion that the terms "larceny" in the
Major Crimes Act Included petty larceny and that tribal jurisdiction over such
offenses had been withdrawn. This opinion is dicta since the case was disposed
of on other grounds. This statement by the Glover court with respect to jurisdic-
tion over petty larceny has apparently been disregarded by the tribal and federal
courts," but if It were adhered to, a substantial burden over this minor offense
would be added to the federal courts and federal prosecutorial personnel, and
the integrity of the tribal court system would ý;e reduced to a farce.

Certain definitions of crimes set forth in various tribal codes parallel or nearly
proximate offenses contained In the Major Crimes Act. Among these are offenses
such as breaking and entering-proximates burglary: burning-equivalent of
arson; sexual offenses such as carnal relations with a minor child: forgery and
fraudulent checks-a form of larceny: theft-the equivalent of larceny; and
various assault ordinances. If the Glover withdrawal rationale were to be ulti-
mately affirmed and the Major Crimes Act Interpreted as having taken Jurisdic-
tion from the tribes, all of these tribal code provisions would Ie outmoded and
it would be necessary for each tribe to rewrite its tribal ordinances.

Of even greater significance Is the problem presented by questions of lesser
Included offenses. As previously noted in Part B I, the proposed 25 TITS.C. J 212
(3). by reference to 18 U.S.C. 709(a), appears to provide tMat tribal courts would
have no jurisdiction over conduct which might support a f(deral felony prosecu-
tion. The first function of every court Is to determine its own jurisdiction over

I Glover Involved a member of the Confederated Sallsh and Knotenal Tribes In MHontann.
Four years after Glover, however, the Blackfeet Tribe (also subject to the Jurisdictional
reach of the Glover court) declared In Chapter 1. Section 1 (page 3) of the Rinckfeet
Tribal Law and Order Code (1967) that "WAes a practical matter, the Federal authorities
sometimes turn over the Tribal authorities eases of aggravated assault or petty larceny."
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the case before it. This statute would cast upon every Judge sitting in tribal
court a threshold burden of sorting through a thicket of federal statutes and
case decisions to determine whether the offense charged overlapped with a federal
felony statute or the evidence in the case would support a charge in the federal
court.

A quotation from Judge Stephenson's dissenting opinion In the Kills Crow case,
supra, setting forth the rule regarding instructions on lesser included offenses
illustrates the depth of this problem.

"The income tax evasion case of Sansonc v. United States, 380 U.S. 343, 349--
350, 85 S.Ct. 1004, 1009, 13 L.Ed. 2d 882 (196I), affirming 334 F.2d 287, 294-295
(CAS 1964), contains an explication of the applicable standard. The Court
stated :"'Thus, "[f]n a case where some of the elements of the crime charged themselves
constitute a lesser crime, the defendant, if the evideiýce justifle[s] it * * * [is]
entitled to an instruction which would permit a finding of guilt of the lesser
offense." * * * But a lesser-offense charge is not proper where, on the evidence
presented, the factual issues to be resolved by the jury are the same as to both
the lesser and greater offenses. * * * In other words, the lesser offense must
be included within but not, on the facts of the case, be completely encompassed
by the greater. A lesser-included offense instruction Is only proper where the
charged greater offense requires the jury to find a disputed factual element
which is not required for conviction of the lesser-included offense.'

"The focus, then, centers on two factors: (1) evidence to support and justify
the lesser offense charged, and (2) whether the greater offense requires tile jury
to find a disputed factual element not required for conviction of the lesser
offense. 451 F.2d 323, 327-28."

Thus, before a court canl decide whether an instruction on a lesser included
offense is proper, it must examine two factors: (1) Whether the elements of
the greater offense include all the elements of the les.er offense plus other ele-
ments in addition. If the greater offense requires proof of elements A, B. C and
I), and the !ksser offense requires only proof of A, It and C, then an instruction on
the lesser offense would be In order. But if the elements of the lesser offense
include fill of the elements of the greater offense--in other words A. B, C
and D-then it is completely encompassed by the greater offense anl no
instruction on the lesser offense may be given. While the second offense may be
"lesser", it is not a lesser included offense. (2) Whether there is a factual dis-
litle on the evidence which permits a finding of guilty on the lesser offense but
acquittal on the greater offense. If evidence is offered to prove elements A, B, C
and 1), but point D is subject to dispute, the instruction on the lesser offense
is appropriate. If the dispute centers on elements A, B, or C, but element D is
not disputed, then an instruction on the lesser offense is not appropriate.

To view this problem from the eyes of the tribal Judge, it would be necessary
for hin to approach his case in the reverse of the federal court. lie would first
have to determine that the provision of the tribal code under which the de-
fendant is charged does not overlap or correspond to a federal felony statute.
Second, he would have to examine the evidence in the ease to he sure that it
proved only points A. B. and C. for If point D were also proved or If there'
were evidence which tended to prove point D, then under the provisions of 125
V.S.C. 212 (3) the case would be beyond the jurisdiction of his court. In short,
passage of the proposed 25 IT.S.C. 212 (3) In its present form would create
a jurisdictional jungle in the tribal courts.

In addition to the problems created in tribal courts. imss-age of 25 U.S.C. 212
(3) would impose a substantial burden on federal district courts and federal
investigative and prosecutorial personnel. The statute would limit the discretion
they are now free to employ in determining whether an offense should be prose-
cuted as a federal offense or whether the ends of justice would he qat-isfled with
a !:rosecution by tribal authorities. If the facts in the case could reasonably sup-
port a conviction of a federal felony, then per force the prosecutor must con-
clude there is no tribal jurisdiction. Thus, it appears he cannot decline to prose-
eute merely because the facts present a borderline case or because, due to initi-
gating circumstances, the ends of justice would be amply served by a prosecu-
tion in tribal court.

As an additional element of confusion, it is not clear at what stage in the legal
proceedings jurisdiction over lesser included offenses finally vests in the federal
courts. Section 202 of the proposed Title 18. U.S.C.. provides that "(I)f federal
Jurisdiction of a charged offense exists, federal jurisdiction to convict of an
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included offense defined in a federal statute likewise exists." No clariflcation
is offered, either in the proposed code or in the commentary, to explain how or
when federal Jurisdiction of the charged offense will be determined. In addition,
the Committee consciously postponed making any recommendations as to burden
of proof on issues of Jurisdiction, etc. See Comment on Proof and Presumptions:
Section 103, Vol. I Working Papers, pages 11-13.

Since the provisions relating to jurisdiction over Indian offenses are fraught
with the same potential for prosecutorial abuse as that suggested with reference
to the proposed statute of limitations, i.e., ".... arbitrary and unwarranted over-
charging for purposes of avoiding a limitation period . . . ", or, in the context
of the Indian, overcharging in order to secure Jurisdiction over an offense which
the federal court would otherwise lack, it seems only logical that the same rules
would apply in the determination of federal jurisdiction under both sections
See Comment on Limitation of Time upon Prosecutions; Section 701. Vol. 1 Work-
ing Papers, pages 281, 297-98. To avoid this potential abuse, section 701 (6) (b)(1) of proposed Title 18 establishing limitptlons provides that the evidentinry
burden to sustain federal jurisdiction over a lesser included offense rests upon
the government and in the absence of sufficient evidence to sustain a conviction
of the major offense charged (i.e., evidence sufficient to create a question of fact
for the determination of the trier of fact), then federal jurisdiction over the
lesser offense fails. Federal jurisdiction over a lesser included offense would noit
vest with finality until all evidence ha.i been submitted at the trial and the cu-e
actually submitted to the trier of fact for determination on the charged mojor
offense. In the event of a directed verdict of acquittal on the charged major
offense, jurisdiction over any lesser included offense would fall.

Certainly federal jurisdiction should not be finally fixed on the basis of un-
supportable allegations contained in P. criminal complaint or even an indictment
by a federal grand jury. A safeguard against prosecutorial abuse such as that
proposed above appears appropriate and perfectly in harmony with existing
case law placing the burden of proof in criminal cases upon the government.

As between state and federal courts the rule does not create any l)roblems inan-
much as the proposed revision of federal criminal law does not condition federal
jurisdiction upon exclusion or withdrawal of state Jurisdiction. However. if
se:.tlon 212(3) of Title 25 is held to have "withdrawn" tribal Jurisdiction over
conduct constituting a federal felony and lesser offenses Included therein, then
the rule will necessarily delay tribal prosecutions until such time as a deternina-
tion has been made by a federal instrumentality (either a federal court or a feld-
eral grand jury) that there is insufficient evidence to support the charged
felony.

So long as the separate sovereignty of Indian tribes is recognized, there does
not appear to be any sound reason to make federal and tribal jurisdiction mutu-
ally exclusive. See Part B V of this memorandum. If this arbitrary ouster of
jurisdiction of tribal courts is avoided and concurrent jurisdiction of tribal
courts over major offenses within Indian country Is acknowledged, the problems
outlined above will be eliminated.
V. Indian tribes are distinct political entities whose sovereignty is recognized by

but not derived from the United States. The doctrine of double jeopardy and
collateral estoppel is not applicable between separate sovereigns. There is,
therefore, no legal stricture which impels divesting tribes of concurrent ju1ri.s-
diction with the United States

The doctrine of double jeopardy and collateral estoppel is not applicable be-
tween separate sovereigns and therefore, absent some overriding federal statute
or treaty, prosecution of a defendant in a tribal court does not bar subsequent
federal prosecution for the same or a related offense.

It is, of course, axiomatic that Indian tribes are distinct political entities
whose separate sovereignty has been uniformly recognized by the Federal Gov-
ernment throughout our history, and that the powers of the tribe to govern
their own internal matters is derived not from any federal or state grant or
charter, but rather from their own inherent sovereignty. Worcester v. Georgia,
31 U.S. (6 Pet.) 515 (18M2) : Ex parte Crown Dog. supra, Talton v. Mayes, 163 U.S.
376 (1896) ; U.S. v. Quiver, supra; Iron Crow v. Oglalla Siouix Tribe. supra; Native
American Church. v. Navajo Tribal Counoil, 272 F.2d 131 (10th Cir., 1959),
Williams v. Lee, 358 U.S. 217 (1959). Under the doctrine of "separate sovereign-
tie" it has been clearly established that an individual who in a single act
offends against the laws of more than one sovereign, i.e., both state and federal,
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may constitutionally be punished by both. Moore v. Illinois, 14 How. 13 (1852);
U.S. v. Lanza, 260 U.S. 377 (1922) ; Bartkua v. Illinois, 359 U.S. 121 (1959). If
this be true of the state and federal governments, then of necessity It Is true of
the tribal and federal governments where the sovereignty of each is in no way
related to or derived from the other.

Only one case has suggested that the doctrine of double jeopardy is applicable
as between tribal and federal courts, and that statement is dicta. U.S. v.
LaPlant, supra. As previously noted, that case held that prosecution and puniish-
ment of a defendant by the tribal court barred subsequent prosecution 2f de-
fendant by the United States. The decision was based on the exclusionary pro-
vision in the general Crimes Act, but the court suggested "double jeopardy" as
an alternative ground for the holdlhg.

Since the holding in LaPlant, the "double jeopardy" question has twice been
raised in the Eighth Circuit, U.S. v. DeMarrias, 441 F.2d 1304 (8th Cir., 1971)
and U.S. v. Kills Plenty, No. 71-1601 (8th Cir., 1972), and in each case the court
has avoided final determination of the issue. In the DeMarrias case the defendant
asserted that his conviction in tribal court on a charge of driving while under
the influence of intoxicating l!Euor or drugs and of having an open -eceptacle
containing alcoholic beverages in his vehicle barred a subsequent prosecution in
federal court for involuntary manslaughter arising from the operation of Ills
vehicle, on the grounds that such prosecution placed him in double jeopardy.
The appellant contended that the tribal court and the federal district court should
be considered arms of the same sovereign. The court noted that this issue pre-
sented a "novel and troublesome question" but found that 4t was not necessary to
resolve the issue since the offenses charged in the tribal court were not the same
as that charged in the federal indictment, and therefore would not bar the subse-
quent prosecution for manslaughter even if the tribal and federal courts were
arms of the same sovereign.

In the Kills Plnmty case a srnillar fact pattern was presented but with :a dis-
tinct difference. The prosecution In the tribal court for operating a vehicle while
intoxicated, etc., resulted in the acquittal of the defendant. At his subsequent
trial In federal ,-turt for Involuntary manslaughter arising from the operation
of his vehicle, appellant objected to introduction of any evidence of Intoxication
anli moved to strike any allegations of intoxication from the federal Indictment.
Appellant contended that the issue of intoxication had alretady been litigated in
tribal court with a finding in his favor, and presentation of evidence on his
question in the federal prosecution was barred under the rules of collateral
estoppel, the cousin to double jeopardy. As in the DcMarrias case, appeflaul's
argument hinged on the theory that the tribal court and the fe4leral district
court were arms of the same sovereign. And as in the DcMarria8 case, the court
again avoided the i.sue, holding that under the facts of the case collateral
iestoppe'l would not lie whether or not the two courts were found to be arms of
the same sovereign.

The, decision in Kills Plenty, however, was by a divided court, the dissenting
Judge holding that tribal and federal courts should be considered arms of the
same sovereign and that the rules of collateral estoppel should apply. By way
of footnote, the majority of the court noted Its disagreement with the dissenting
judge, !statlng that although their decision does not reach the question of
separate sovereignty, ". it is our view that the Tribal Cmurts are not arms
of the same sovereign . . .", citing Iron Crow v. Ollala Sioux Tribe, supra.

The dissenting Judge In the Kills Plenty case premised his opinion on the
sovereignty question on the control which the federal government "potentially
may exercise and has exercised over the Indian Tribal Courts" citing as evidence
of the potential power of the United States the holding In Lone Wolf v. llitheo.k,
187 U.IS. 553 (1903), and as evidence of the exercise of that power the Indian
Civil Rights Act of 1968 (25 U.S.C. 1301-1341). Similar historical considerations
were the basis for the holdings in Colliflowcr v. Garland. 342 F.2d 369 (9th ('ir.,
1965) and Settler v. Yakima Tribal Court, 419 F.2d 486 (9th Cir., 1969), cert.
den., 398 U.S. 903 (1970), which are also relied upon in the dissenting opinion
in Kills Plenty.

While the Colliflower and Settler decisions would erode the concept of Indian
tribes as separate sovereigns from the United States, they nevertheless stop far
short of holding that tribal courts and federal courts are arms of the same
sovereign. The sole issue decided in Colliflower and Settler was to establish
that Judgments of tribal courts are subject to review by federal courts by means
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of the writ of habeas corpu.s. ('olliflower and Settler reached this result by assert-
ing that tribal courts are sufficiently Identified with the federal government to
support judicial review of tribal court decisions by habeas corpus but both
decisions acknowledge that tribal courts are sufficiently divorced from the fed-
eral government that Constitutional standards have not in the past been ap-
plicable to tribal court proceedings.

In 19418, Congress passed the Indian Civil Rights Act (Act of April 11, 1968,
Title IT. 82 Stat. 77; 25 U.S.C. 1302) establishing statutory standards of
prE4edures and rights within the tribal governmental system and providing for
federal review of tribal court decisions by means of habeas corpus. While this
A(t mandated by statute the rsults which tolliflower and Settler sought to
achieve, ati the same time It constituted a Congressional recognition of the con-
tinued sovereign powers of the tribes, Renera (Yonstitutitonal Rights Organ.ization,
et al. v. George, Civil No. 1972-152 (W.D.N.Y., 1972), and thus implicity rejects
the rationale of those two cases.

The reasoning processes of the Collflower and Settler courts stand in sharp
contrast to the continuous line of decisions from Worcester v. Georgia, stipra, to
Williams v. Lee, supra, and Kennerly v. District Court. 400 U.S. 423 (1971)
acknowledging and supporting tribal sovereignty. The Iron ('row decision stands
in particularly sharp relief against Colllflotcer and Settler, for the court in Iron
('roin held that the source of power of the tribal courts was drawn front the
Inherent sovereignty of the tribe, whereas Collifloier and Settler maintained
that the power of tile tribal courts, at least to some extent, was derived from
the federal action which originally established a "tribal court" system.

Under Colliflower and Settler, the original sin of the tribes was in accepting
the white man's Institution, i.e., courts, as a means of dispensing Justice. for had
the tribes retained their traditional systems there would he no taint of federal
involvement. Nor is there any apparent means of redemption for tile tribes, for
the courts in Colliflower and Settler argue that the reorganization of the tribe
under the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934 (4.4 Stat. 984, 25 U.S.C. 476) and
the adoption by the tribe of a code of laws which corresponds to the regulations
In Title 25 CFR, Chpt. 1. Subchpt. B. stands as additional evidence of federal
Involvement. Thus a statute which was intended to reverse the disintegration
of tribal governments and foster the sovereignty of Indian tribes Is relied
upon by the Collptloer and Settler courts to find an even further diminishment
of the Independent political status of Indian tribes and their Institutions.

The court in Colli/lower apparently recognized the potential thiicmd of Its
decision and therefore carefully stated that its decision was restricted to the
facts in that case. It cautioned against reading its opinion as expressing any
view on the applicability of Constitutional standards to the tribal court system.
either directly or even through the Fourteenth Amendment. This is a long meas-
tre from finding the tribal court and the federal courts to be arms of the same
sovereign for if they were, the Constitutional standards would necessarily apply
in both court systems directly and with equal vigour, thus denying tribes even
that degree of latitude presently accorded the separate states.

The reasoning of the di.,ent In the Kills Plenty ease thus appears to be faulty
on at least four scores: (1) It extends tile Colliflower-Settler rationale far be-
yond the limitations outlined by the courts in those decisions, (2) It Ignores the
reaffirmation of tribal sovereignty Implicit in the 19M., Indian Civil Rights Act.
(3) It rins counter to ISM) years of statutory and Judicial precedent, and (4) It
would declare a change In thl political status of Indian tribes In such a fashion
as to merge their Identity into that of the federal sovereign, thus rendering tribal
institutions "arms of the same sovereign". The courts have long recognized that
only Congress has the power to define the political relationship of Indian tribes
in relation to the UInited States. It is clearly with good reason that the majority
In Killt Plenty concluded that tribal and federal courts are not arms of the same
sovereign.

Given, then, that the courtRv will adhere the decilsons Mtemming from W;orces-
ter v. Georgla, supra. in 1i32 to the present recognizing thie separate sovereignty
of Indian tribes, it follows under tile "double Jeopardy" doctrine laid down In
Atoore v. Illinois, supra, U.S. v. Ltanza. s8fpra, and Bartkits v. Illinois, stpra. that
a prosecution In a tribal court will not bar a subsequent prosecution in the fed-
eral ('onrt or vice verna. The only Impediment to subsequent federal prosecution
iq that found in the e.clusionary clause of the Gleneral Crimes Act, U.S. v. La-
Plant, ,upra. As noted In Part 11 II of this memorandumn, this "Impediment" does
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not extend to the crimes enumerated in the Major Crimes Act, as that Act was
passed simply to remedy the outer of federal jurisdiction contained in the Gen-
eral Crimes Act. Ex part Crow Dog, bupra; U.$. v. Hcnry, Aupra.

Despite the implication in the commentary that tribal sovereignty was terini-
nated by wardship, the proposed revision of federal criminal law recognizes that
Indian tribes are separate sovereigns and that tribal courts are not arms of the
federal sovereign. This is illustrated by Chapter 7 of the proposed Title 18 set-
ting forth rules barring multiple prosecutions. Section 706 of Title 18 provides
rules for application to former p)rosecutions In courts of tihe same sovereign under
different bodies of law, naming specifically -prosecutions under the Uniform
Code of Military Justice, and the Codes of the District of Columbia, Canal Zone
Code, Puerto Rico and the territories and possessions of the United States. In
contradistinction, prosecution in tribal courts are governed by Section 707 and
709 which are applicable to prosecutions in courts of other sovereigns.

Such treatment is consistent with the decision recognizing separate sovereignty
of tie tribes and contradicts the holding of dissent in Kills Plenty and the trust
of the reasoning In Collflowrcr and Settler. Thus, even under tile proposed revi-
sion there is no restriction upon subsequent federal prosecution except such as
may be imposed by statute.

V1. Conclusion and solution
If the Major Crimes Act is interpreted as having limited or withdrawn the

general jurisdiction of Indian tribes over the offenses set forth in that Act, a
myriad of jurisdictional and law enforcement problems will be created In both
the federal and tribal legal systems. The proposed 25 U.S.C. 212 (3) would not
only codify this adverse interpretation of the Major Crimes Act. it would also
extend the doctrine to include all lesser included offenses.

The solution to the problem of preserving the powers of Indian tribes but
avoiding ouster of federal jurisdiction lies in the continued recognition of the
separate sovereignty of the tribes and an interpretation of the Major Crimes
Act which recognizes concurrent jurisdiction of thie tribes over crimes Included
within the Major Crimes Act. The inequities to whiilh an Indian defendant is
now subject under the law and which 25 Ui.S.C. 212 seeks to correct may also lit'
reduced, if not eliminated, by minor amendments of existing statutes.

One of the major thrusts of the proposed revision of Title 18 of the United
States Code is to modify the existing law on double jeopardy so as to prohibit
multiple prosecutions between the states and federal ,4overeigns except in the
very narrow circumstances described in sections 707-701) of tie proposed Title
18, 1'.S.C. The reference to thmse sections in proposed 25 U.S.C. 212 (3) would
apply to tribal-federal prosecutions tie same rules that would apply between
state-federal prosecutions. But a cursory Oxamination of the difference in degree
of jeopardy attaching to a lpr(iscutlon in tribal court as opposed to stale courts
reflects the minimal Impiortance of conforming the trillal-federal jurisdictional
divisions to the proposed double Je.il:ardy rule,; for state-federal prosecutions.
The maxinmum sentence which can loe iniposed uptoin a defendant for any one
offense in tribal court N liniited by the 1968 Civil Rights A(t (25 U.S.C. 1301)
to six months and $500.0). whereas time penal power of the individual states is
equal to that of the federal courts, Including in appropriate circumstances pos-
sible imposition of a death sentence.

The court in the K1s18 Crow case, supra, made special note of the importance
to the Indian community of their court system.

"The remaining question is whether Congress, having elected to afford federal
recognition to certain Indian offenses, properly may decline to create federal
jurisdiction over all Indian offenses. This question is colored by the likelihood
that such selectiveness will result in racially tinged protdural distinctions such
as the one here at issue. We conclude, however, that distinctions created through
Congressional restraint In enacting Indian criminal legislation are neither In-
vidious nor capricious and are, in fact, generally beneficial to Indians. This is so
basically because Indian tribal courts have inherent jurisdiction over all internal
criminal matters not taken over by the federal government. United States v.
Quiver. 241 U.S. 602, 36 S.Ct. 699, 60 L.FAl. 1196 (1910) ; Iron Crown v. Oglala
Sioux Tribe, 231 F.2d 8V (8th Cir. 1956). Several recent law review commentaries
have discussed the centrality of tribal courts to the preservation of Indian Identity
and the proper and efficient administration of justice on the reservations. Further,
the Indian population Itself has demonstrated Its o,.Jection to Interference with
the tribal court system. Finally, It is clear that Congress has been both mindful
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and solicitous of the importance to Tndiaus of tribal government amn courts. See,
e.g.. 25 U.S.C. § 476, 477, 1301 et seq.

"Given this perspective, it would be difficult indeed for us to ascribe to Congress
al1 invidious motivation for its reluctance to assert federal jurisdiction over
iltunor criminal offenses committed by Indians on reservations. Nor do we think

thlat the particular discriminatory effect relied upon here overbalances the value
of leaving with the tribal courts jurisdiction over such offenses. Cf., United States
ex rel. DeFlumer v. Mancusi, 443 F.2d 940 (2nd Cir. 1971). 451 F.2d 323, 326. 327."

Considering the difference in magnitude of potential punishment in state courts
as opposed to tribal courts, the importance to the Indian community of maintain-
lng a viable court system certainly outweighs and overbalances the benefits
which might accrue to an individual by conforming the tribal-federal jurisdic-
tional divisions to the proposed double jeopardy rules for state-federal prosecu-
tions as the proposed 25 U.S.C. 212(3) would have it.

An alternative solution to the exposure of the individual to multiple penalties
might be a single amendment to the Major Crimes Act which would provide that
time served in the tribal jail or flnes paid to the tribal court for conduct incidental
to the federal charge shall be credited against any sentence imposed under the
Major Crimes Act. An additional recommendation on reform of sentencing under
botih the Major and General Crinmes Acts would be language providing that penal-
ties for violations of either of those Acts shall be imposed in accordance w;!I•
federal law but such sentence may not exceed the maxinumn sentence which could
lave been imposed by a court of the state in which the crime occurred for the
same or similar conduct. This would have the value of limiting the potential ex-
posure of an Indian In federal court to the same penalty his white brother is
exposed to in a state court for the same offense. At the same time It avoids whole-
sale adoption of state penal laws which frequently prescribe penalties far in excess
of those (Congress is willing to impose for the same conduct. See commentary to
proposed Title 18 U.S.C. § 209, Assimilative Offenses, quoted in Part A of this
memora ndum.

Assuming that concurrent jurisdiction ot tribal courts in continued, another
desirable reform in this area might be an addition to existing law to provide that
it prosecutions before either federal or tribal courts, the hearing shall be de novo

and that no evidence admitted in any prior procee(ling shall be admissible in the
subsequent prosecution without proper proof anew, and testimony by the de-
fendamut In one proceeding shall not waive his rights against self-incrimination
in a subsequent proceeding. This, at least. would avoid one of the Constitutional
dilemmas of the present multiple prosecution rule.v which the proposed revision
seeks to rectify.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TIIE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OV TIlE SOLICITOR,

W1ashinglon, D.C., October 15, 1974.
Memorandumn To: Special Assistant to the Solicitor.
From: Indian Civil Rights Task Force.
Subject: S. 1400: Criminal Law Reform Proposals (of lDepartment of Justice.

S. 1-100 was introduced in the Senate in the early ninths of 1973. An identical
bill was simtiltianeously introduced in the House. These bills are still pending in
the Judiciary Committee of (ach body. Hearings have been held and the Cow-
mittee staffs are in the process of preparing committee reports. The respective
at torneys in charge of each staff are Paul Summit on the Senate side and Roger
were never submitted to Congress in the form of a bill. Instead, the Department
of Justce.

S. 1.400 and its House companion were drafted by the Department of Justice
and Irrport to revise and overhaul in toto Title 1I of the '.S. Code. The impetus
for this project was undoubtedly stimulated by the report of the National Com-
inission on Reform of Federal Criminal Laiws Issued on January 7, 1971.

Because the proposals of the National Commission bore directly on the law
pertaining to jurisdiction in Indian country, the Task Force lprelpared a lengthy
iuillysis of the Commission report. The proposals of the National Commission
were never submitted to Congress in the form oft a bill. Instead, the Department
otl Justice prepared H. 1400 as an alternative.

Insofar as Indians are concerned, as originally offered S. 1400 was a substan-
tial Improvement over the proposals of the National Commission on Reform of
Fe4leral Criminal Laws. However, even in its original formn S. 1400 retainedi some
of the questionable elements of the proposals of the Niational Commission. While
it is not reflected in the enclosed copy of S. 1400, the Committees intend to amend
actionon 1881 so as to assimilate state law into Indian country in the sane fashion
ns it Is into any other federal enclave.

Such an amendment to Section 1881 would constitute a complete abandon-
mneat and repeal of tX. historic federal policy of leaving Indlins free to govern
themselves under their own law.:. Williams v. LJr, 359 U.S. 217 (1959);
MAl'lanahan v. Slate Tax Comm. of AriZ., 411 U.S. 16t (1973). It is nothing
short of a return to Public Law 290, with no exception; made for any tribes and
with no requirement for affirmnative action of any state. the only difference being
that jurisdiction for the administration of the state laws will rest with the fed-
eral government and not the state. For all practical purposes. the governmental
power of all Indian tribes in the area of criminal law will be terminated, their
only remaining function (if any) being to aid in the administration of the laws
written by the state and federal governments. This proposed change In Sectioll
1SSI has not been made public anl is therefore not generally known in the In-
dian legal community. Without question, there will be a howl of protet if S.
1400 is reported out of Committee with Section 18.81 amended in the above
fashion.

Bult Section 1881 is not the only objectionable feature of 8. 1.100. Bly making
Inidian country a part of the S'pecial Territorial .Iurisdietion of the United States,
Section 203 of S. 1400 would extend all fedenrl enclave laws, both felony and
misdemeanor, to the Indian country "except to the extent that a state has exclu-
sive jurisdiction thereover as provided in Title 25 or to Ithe extent that time loWemm
tribe, hand, comnninmty, group or Plueblo has punished an offense comnmiltted
therein by an Indian." (As originally drafted, the one exception to this ex-
tvimsioln of federal enclave laws was found In Section 1.141 (a) which would spe-
cifically exclude the assimilation of state law within the Indian country.) We
are advised that this section declaring Indian country to be ji4t another federal
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enclave would oust state jurisdiction over non-Indians which they presently ex-
ercise under the rules laid down in U.S. v. McBrltbicy, 104 U.S. 621 (1881) and
Draper v. U.S., 164 U.S. 240 (1890). This carries some rather grave financial im-
plications for the federal government since the Department of Justice will most
certainly he called upon to fill the vacuum which Section 203 will create.

An additional problem with the language of Section 203 is the use of the term
"exclusive jurisdiction" In lines 39 and 40 to describe the jurisdiction assumed
by states under 25 U.S.C. 1321 ct 8eq. in the present ('ode. A legal issue presently
in litigation Involves the question of whether the jurisdiction assumed by the
states under 25 U.S.C. 1321 et scq. is exclusive or whether the tribes retain con-
current jurisdiction. The language of Section 203 of S. 1400 would legislatively
foreclose the interpretation which the tribes are seeking. This cOmpl~etely ignores
the problems of many tribes in so called Public Law 280 states who complain
that the states, despite having assumed jurisdiction, are not affording the tribes.s
adequate police and other services. To remedy the void which has occurred, many
tribes (in many cases with tie acquiesence and cooperation of local noni-Tin(ian
enforcement agencies) are attempting to assert concurrent jurisdiction.

Aside front the Public Law 280 implications, the expansion of federal jurisdic-
tion proposed in S. 1400 raises the same questions and issues as the proposal of
the National Commission. The basic fault of both proposals in this respect is that
they fail to distinguishibetween the situation that prevails in a federal enclave
in which the Jurisdiction of the federal government is sole and exclusive. and
the situation that prevails in Indian country where the Indian communities
maintain thieh: own political organizations with full authority to legislate on their
own behalf as they see their own needs.

Proposal for reform of federal criminal law applicable in Indian country ap-
pears to have been prompted by two notable problems of Constitutional dimeti-
slon which result in discriminatory treatment again ist Indian defen(iant,; charged
under the Major Crimes Act (18 U.S.C. 1153). First. a -,eries of decisiol,• eilI
that an Indian charged with an offense under the Major ('rin•es Act was not (,ni-
titled to an instruction on a lesser included offense. This p'ohhlein was resolved
him favor of the Indian defendant by the case of KIeble v. U.S., 412 V.,. 2015
(1973). On the basis of tie Ke Iblc decision, it has been leld that a federal court
may also convict a defendant for such lesser offense. Felicia v. U'.S., (8th Circ.uit,
April 9, 197.1). Thus this Ipriblem appears to have been resolved and does hot

pre,:ent any compelling nmod for mandatory legislat.oti.
'T'he second problem arises from the adoption of state deflnitions of offew-,(N 'atd

state penal provisions which frequently results in harsher penalties and lower
quantum of proof than would apply to the same offense committed by a white
man against an Indian. 'Phl, has resulted in (dismissal of indictments aglmnst
Indian defendants on Constitutional grounds. See !T.S. v. ('Iceeland, No. 73-340-4
and VAR.. v. Chiago. No. 73-1113. 9th Circuit, September 25. 1974; United ,tatce,
v. Boonc. 3,17 F. Sulpp. 10-11 ).N.M., 1972) , Unite0d ,ta(tCs v. Knwanilaionua.
Cr.-70-1(4 Mhx WI'(' (1). Ariz., 1970). The propo.•al of the National( Comnnik;iomn
and the Department of Justice to simply make Indian country another federal
enclave and extend without limitation all of the fedenrl enclave laws would curre
these ('ons'tltutional deflcincies. The Major ('Crines Act andl the General Crimes
Act would be repe(led. However, as a practical alternative, the Con.,4itutlonnl
deficiencies in sentencing and burden of proof under the Major Crimes Act ,ould
easily he accomplished by a sinpile amendment to thlt Act, thus avoiding the
sweeping aplileation of all federal enclave laws to the Indian country.

Finally it should be noted that Sections 203 and 205 of ,4. 1400 proceed on cer-
tain assumptions regarding the jurisdi-tion of tribal courts whihh are not at this,
time supported by federal law. These assumptions are that (1) a tribe may not
exercise jurlsdiction over non-Indians and (2) that tribal jurliliction is limited
to misdenimnor grade conduct.

The first of these assumptions is found in Section 203 which would bar federal
prosecution ". . . to the extent that the local tribe, hannl. community, group, or
Iupblo has tried an offense committed therein by an Indian." The clear Aqu.iip-
tion 1-l that a tribe eiuhld not exercise J.urishletion over a non-Indinn. This lmr-
tprted Ilmitantion on the jurisdiction of an Indian tribe has created grave pro'b-
lemms of law and order on Indian reservations and has unused many tribes in
recent years to move toward an nlsiimr)tlon of this Juri.dletion and seek a court
determination of the issue. The Gilla River Pima Mari-Iop Indian (l'oinnunity
haw been a l•eder In this movement. They began exerclsinn jurisdiction over non-
Indians about three years ago with the result that non-Indians no longer view
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the reservuqtlon as an unlimited sleed zone, and there has been a substantial
decrease in the number of criminal offenses committed by non-Indians. Judge
Rhodes of that court has processed nearly 850 cases Involving non-Indians with-
out a single case being taken to a federal court to challenge his authority. The
efforts of the tribe are generally supported and applauded by adjacent non-
Indian law enforcement personnel. This Is a very real problem area and if any
federal legislation is to be written on the subject, the Department of dhe Interior
should examine and support the Indian position on the question.

The second assumption of S. 1400 is that tribal jurisdiction is limited to mis-
demeanor grade conduct. Section 205 provides that the existence of federal Juris-
dictJon over an offense does not in itself preempt tribal jurisdiction over the same
conduct or the same offense. This Implicitly adheres to the concept of separate
soverignties enunciated by the ease of U.N. v. Kills Plenty, 466 F.2d 240 (8th Cir.
1972) and thus avoids the problems which would otherwise arise by application
of the rules of double jeopardy and collateral estoppel which wo re the subject of
U.S. v. Kills Plenty, supra, and 1'.8. v. DcMarrtas, 441 F.2d 1301 (8th Cir. 1971).

Whilh Section 205 nmake" it clear flat the jurisdictional base of the tribal courts
is not effected by the assertion of federal jurisdiction, under the provisions of
Section 203 tribal prosecution of an offense would oust federal jurisdiction. Under
the provisions of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 (25 U*.S.C. 1301 et seq.) the penal
powers of an Indian tril)e a re limited to six months in jail and a $500.00 fine for
any one offense. The unlimited barring provision found in Section 203 clearly
reflects an assumption that the jurisdiction of tribal courts is limited to conduct
of misdemeanor grade. Inclusion of this provision in its l)resent form will almost
certainly lead to a judicial determination that tribal jurisdiction Is so limited.
Such a result Is not necessary and it certainly is not desirable. Under the present
law there does not appear to be any limitation on the tyyjs of offenses over which
the tribal courts can exercise jurisdiction. There is dicta in a few recent opinions-
stiggesting that the Major Crimes Act (18 U.S.C. 1153) "withdrew" jurisdiction
frmnn the tribes, but 'this dicta appears contrary to the Congressional intent as
reflected in the legislative history of the Act. Vol. 16, congressional l Record, Pt.
I1, p. 934.

A rule which limit-s the type of conduct over which the tribal courts may exer-
cise jurisdiction will have serious consequences for both federal and tribal courts.
Federal prosecutors will be denied the flexibility which they now have to deny
prosecution on the ground that the sanctions provided by prosecution in tribal
court Is appropriate to the case: tribal judges will be confronted with uncertainty
as to their jurisdiction to hear matters presently covered under tribal codes.
On the other hand, so long as the penal power of the tribal courts is limited to six
months in Jail and a $500.00 fine. it does not make sense to oust federal jurisdic-
tion over nil offenses which have been prosecuted by a tribe,

The best solution to the problem would appear to be a combination of the pro-
po."ls of the National (ommssclon and the Department of Justice which would
presrve exc'luslve tribal Jurilsdiction over a limited class of offenses, bar federal
prasecution subsequent to tribal proceedings in non-felony cases, and reaffirm thle
separate sovereignty of Indian tribes by providing that In no case shall the exist-
ence of federal juri.dliction preempt the laws or Jurisdiction of an Indian tribe.
We believe this can best be accomplished by retention of the present Major Crimes
Act and General Crimes Act with minor amendment to the Major Crimes Act to
include secified serious offenses not now covered (for example kidnapping) and
to eliminate the present Conctitutional deficiencies.

S. 14100 prooses a nearly complete rejection of the policies which have gov-
ernod federal Indian law since the Inception of this country. It doeq not apper
that this is properly understood by the Indian people, by the Department of the
Interior, or even by the staffs of Committees which have drafted this legislation.
It does appear however that the General Crimes Section, Oriminal Division of
the Department of Justice its aware of the sweeping and controversial nature of
this legislation. It Is clearly incumbent upon the Department of the Interior to
take a record look at thiq proposed legislation.

PETER ,l. TATLOR.
Attorney A drAer.

M. FRAiCCEs ArVR.
A ttornmy Adriser.
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U.4. I)E.MPTMENT OF THIE INTERIOR.
OFFICE OF TIHE SOLICITOR,

Washington, D.C., April 20, 1967.
Memorandum To: Commissioner of Indian Affairs--Law and Order.
From: Acting Associate Solicitor, Indian Affairs.
Subject: Coeur d'Alene tribal resolution authorizing Indian stick games.

Attached is the subject tribal resolution, which is returned with the recomuen-
dation that It not be approved.

In 1959 the Department of Justice advised the United States Attorney, Boise,
Idaho, that since the playing of Indian stick galies is expressly prohibited by
Title 18-3801 of the Idaho Code and there is no enactment of Congress punishing
the operation and playing of this game, the State law is adopted as Federal law
on the Coer d'Alene Indian Reservation by virtue of 18 U.S.C. 1152 and 13. In this
connection, the Department of Justice referred to United States v. Sos8cur, 181
F. 2d 873 (7th Cir., 1950).

We have recently conferred with a representative of the Department of Justice
to see If that Department has changed its 1959 position that the playing of stick
games on the reservation is a Federal offense in light of the 1963 decision in
United States v. Pakootas, et al. In that case, which Is the ieclsion by the United
States District Court in Idaho referred to in the proposed letter to the Chairman
of the Coer d'Alene Tribal Council, the court dismissed criminal charges against
Indians for playing stick games on the reservation. We were Informed that the
Department of Justice regards the Pakootas decision as erroneous and that it
adheres to Its 1959 position that the playing of stick games on the reservations is
a Federal offense.

In these circumstances we cannot recommend approval of a tribal ordinance
which purports to authorize the playing of stick games on the reservation.

DuARD R. BARNES,
Acting A8sociate Solicitor, Indian Affalr*.

Attachment
(2S0)
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION.
U.S. COAST GUARD,

Washington, D.C., July 16, 1975.
CHARLES M. SOuM.
Acting Aaooi ate Solicitor, Division of Indian Affairs, U.S. Department of

Interior, Washington, D.C.
DEAR Ma. SoLuL: This relates to your letter of 30 April 1975, in which you

offered your opinion as to the applicability of the Fed(eral Boat Safety Act of 1971.
46 U.S.C. 1451 et seq. withilnudian reservations.

Your response to my Inquiry was most helpful in drafting my opinion on the
jurisdictional limits of the Coast Guard in these areas. A copy of my opinion is
enclosed for your perusal. I am most appreciative of the time and effort yoli
expended in researching this Issue of mutual concern. If this office can ever be of
assistance to you please do not hesitate to call upon me.

Sincerely,
R. A. RATxr,

Rear Adm., U.S. Coast Guard, Chief Counsel.

Subject: Coast Guard Jurisdiction under the Federal Boat Safety Act of 1971 as
applied to American Indian Reservations.

From : Chief Counsel.
To: Chief, Office of Boating Safety: (a) G-LMI/81 ltr 5903/33-3 of 14 Mar 74 to

CCGD8(dl).
1. A memorandum of law, drafted by this office and attached as enclosure (1)

to reference (a) set forth the jurisdictional limits of thp Federal Boat Safety Act
of '71 (FBSA). In specific, the memo delineated what were "waters subject to the
jurisdiction of the United States," as used in § 4(a) of the FBSA, for purposes of
Coast Guard jurisdiction. A copy of that memo is provided as enclosure (1) to
this letter. In short, it stated that Coast Guard juirlsdiction under the FBSA
extended to "navigable waters of the United States" and to those inland waters
on Federally owned land over which the U.S. has asserted concurrent or exclusive
Jurisdiction from th.• State in which the Federal enclave is located, or over which
the United States has retained such Jurisdiction at the time of the State's entry
Into the union.

2. Comment concerning the applicability of the FBSA to Indian reservations
was purposely withheld from reference (a) pending receipt of comments from
appropriate Federal agencies. Such input has been received from the Office of the
Solicitor, Division of Indian Affairs. Department of the Interior and I included a,;
enclosure (2). Accordingly, my opinion on the applicability of the FBSA to Amer-
ican Indian reservations is as follows. Those portions of the FBSA specified in
seotdon 4(b) of the Act, which deal with safety regulations and standards for
boats and associated equipment are fully enforceable within the territorial limits
of such reservations. Those provisions in the act which deal with vessel usage are
applicable to all navigable waters of the U.S., including those which may border
or cross Indian reservations. However, these sections do not apply to those bodies
of water within the territorial limits of an Indian reservation which are not part
of the navigable waters of the United States, regardless of the status of Federal
jurisdiction over such lands.

3. The FBSA of 71 is an act of both general and specific jurisdictional scope. A
general Federal statute Is one which is applicable to all parts of the United States.
The general provisions of the FBSA are found in sections 5 through 11 and in
subsections 12(a) and 12(b). The legislative history of these sections shows that
Congressional Intent was to assure that virtually all boats are manufactured II
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compliance with the Federal safety standards-regardless of their place of ex-
p,,ited use. S. Rep. No. 92-248. 1971 U.S. ('ode Cong. and Adm. News 1338. The fact
that these provisions are specifically made applicable, in section 4(b) of the Act,
to boats which are moved or intended to be moved in interstate commerce clearly
shows that Congress intended their application to all parts of the U.S., including
Indian reservations. Federal statutes of general scope apply to Indian lands,
regardless of whether such application is specifically enumerated or not. Navajo
Tribe v. NLRB, 288 F.2d 162, 165 (D.C. Cir.) cert. denied, 366 U.S. 928 (1961).
Boudinoil v. U.S., 11 Wall 616, 20 L. Ed. 227.

4. Section 4 (a) of the FBSA sets forth the jurisdictional scope of those portions
of the Act pertaining to vessel use. The general conclusion of the Department of
the Interior with respect to these provisions is that they are not applicable to
waters within the exterior boundaries of Indian reservations, as these parts of the
act are specific in scope and there is no indication of Congressional intent that
application should extend to these areas. I disagree with this analysis in part.
As pointed out in reference (a) it is the position of the Coast Guard that the
FBSA is applicable to all navigable waters of the U.S. The definition of the term
"navigable waters of the U.S.," as developed by case law, is based on the use and
physical characteristics of a water system and is in no way affected by the status
of surrounding lands through which the waters may flow. Congressional intent to
:apply the Act to navigable waters of the 17.S. is plain. S. Relwrt W2-248. 1971 I.S.
('Cile and Adni. News 1338. It is true that those portions of the FB.9A dealing with
vessel use may be considered as specific in scope (as opposed to general) as their
jurisdictional application is specifically limited by the language In section 4(a).
However, Congressional intent was manifest that these provisions in the Act
should apply to all navigable waters of the U.S. Specific reference to "Indian
lands" was unnecessary. Navigable waters of the U.S. is a jurisdictional concept
quite separate from that of "Federally owned lands." Application of the FBSA
to invigldhle waters of tho I.S. whioi erl,;s Indian ro,.ervalilon,4 in no way aff.,ets
th, territorial integrity of the reservation as such waters are separate and apart
from the "Federal lands" which comprise the reservation. To hold otherwise
would be to go against the i.xpr'e, Congressional IhIrpose of the Act found in
Section I "to improve boating safety . . . and enjoyment of all waters of the
U.S." It is inconceivable that Congress Intended the act to apply to all navigable
waters of the U.S. except for those segments flowing through Indian reservations.
Thi result of sneh an intermreta tion whiei applied to a navizahle w.nter of the
U.S. such as the Columbia River, would be the existence of Coast Guard jurisdic-
tion on the river above and below the segment of the river flowing through the
Spokane Indian Reservation, but not over that segment itself.

5. The last matter for consideration is the issue of whether the "Internal
waters" of Indian reservations, x-hichi are not a part of the navigable waters of
the U.S., are covered by the term waterss subject to the jurisdiction of the United
States," as used in § 4 (a) of the FBSA. As pointed out in reference (a), there is a
two pronfzed test for applicability of the FB.R., to intornvil walers4 of "Federal
enclaves." First. title to such land must be vested in the U.S. Second, the U.S. must
have asserted jurisdiction over the lands which is concurrent with or exclusive
from that of the State In which such lands are located, or must have retained such
jurisdiction over the lands when the State entered the Union. In example, where
the U.S. ,)wns title to lands on which a military base is located and has exclusive
or concurrent Jurisdiction over such property (by retention or by stahttory enact-
ment in the case of after acquired lands), then the FBSA would unquestionably
a ppT y.

Although the creation of i,;d.an reservations took place in a variety of dIff,,r-
ent ways, the U.S. ha. always held title to these lands. U.S. v. stanta Pe Pao. R.
(ro., Ariz, 62 .. Ct. 248, 314 U.S. 339, 06 Ti. Ed. 26. However, the Federal Govern-
ment merely holds legal title in trust for the Indian tribes themselves, which hold
all use an.d possessory rights. Therefore. the title rights of the U.S. In such lands
are not complete and may be distinguished from U.S. title to other Federal
enelavis.

Indian lands are subject to the Jurisdiction of the TTnited States. and Congress
has broad powers to deal with the Indians and their property which Is paramount
to the State within whose limits a reservation may be located. U.R. v. Ka.anza,
Cal.. 6 S. Ct. 119. 118 U.S. 375,30 T,. Ed. 228. Therefore, absent a relinquishment
of Federal Jurisdiction and a State's assumption of Jurisdiction (by consent of a
tribe), Federal Jurisdiction over Indian lands Is exclusive In relation to State
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Jurisdiction. (See appendix 2 to enclosure (2) for a current listing of reservations
where such Federal jurisdiction has been relinquished). However, sucll Federal
jurisdiction is not exclusive in rela'don to the Jurisdiction of the tribal nations
themselves. While Congress definitely has the power to legislate with regard to
Indian lands, not all Federal laws apply to Indian reservations. New York em. rel.
Ray v. Martin, 320 U.S. 496 (1940).

Accordingly, Indian reservations, as Federal enclaves, do not meet the two
pronged test necessary for application of the FBSA to internal waters. Since the
subject provisions of the FBSA are of a specific scope, and since there is no men.
tion of application of the Act to Indian reservations, it is my opinion that the
FBSA does not ap•ly to the internal waters of Indian reservations w~hiich are not
navigable waters of the U.S. In this regard, I concur with the legal analysis of-
fered by the Department of the Interior at enclosure (2).

R. A. RAIT.

7S -A 10---767--19
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FEBRUARY 1, 1971.
SOT.. Op. M1-36G11
AI'PIICABiLrrTY OF TIlE W•IIOrI:SOrFE MEAT AmT OF 1967 oN INDIAN J"ESEtRVATiOiN.S

INDIAN LANDS: (;ENEIAILY-STATUTES-.ACT OF itlCEMttEI1 15, 1907

Syllabus
"The Secretary of Agriculture Is not authorized or required to (onduct meat

Insl(ectiou pirogrami.- on Indian reservations under the itpr'o'ision'; of the Whole-
sl•mi, leMat Act of 11H;7. S1 ,Stat. 5,'s. 21 I'.S.(. §§ 601-69!1 (Supp. V. 19(.5-19WIIl.

"Indians: civil l ,Jurisdictiln-lndiitS: ('rimintal J.irisdilction-Iindian l]and,4:
enierally---Staitltes--.A(t of Auitrist 15. 1953--Act of D)ecembler 25, 1l67--1tv•u-

latioi,: c';etierally--Act of lFeliruary 15. 1929.
"States which have a.ssuitmed the requisite jurisdiction over Indian count ry iul-

de:r Public Law 2,4) (.At of Au, ust 15. '153. 6t7 Stat. 5,8, as ameiled. 18 1'.S.(.
. 1162 and 2S 1 .S.('. § 130i i or u:iler Il(ie ('ivil Rights Act of 196S 4 Act of Alpil 11.
196S, 8,2 St,,-al. 77-S1. 25 1'.SA.'. H§ 1321-1322 ( Supp. V.. i9t;5-1!;¶)) are reliniredl
b0y the WVholesotime Meat Act of 1967 to enforce their nieat inspection laws on In-
diin reservatotits if the enforceientemt dtoes not involve the regulation of property
held uin trust by the itited Stlales for tile Ieenefit of tile Izdiaits. S•tlae.s which
hI:ive not assumtled I lie aforet(i ,it oited jiurisdiction over Iil(dhiall ci tint ry ;Ire lhot :ili-

thorized or required lby tile Wholesale Meat Act of l1W74 to enforce their meat ii:-
s~il'ctill laws (oil Itlidilt re,-etvatlil'ltts ittlless tilhe 'S'cretary of the Iiterii'r welti'
to) eiict reglla I iolis autlhiorizi liz such u 'lforcelnienl init 1 et Ihlie :ittnll1ti il.y " trlltr e
him by the Act of February 15, 11;29), 45 Stat. 11,S5. as amended, 25 U.S.C. § 231."

Mr. E tow. M i [. .it 1i m.%.N,
(?•.'iuer'l ('CoI11.t'l.
I.S. It4,'r1111i111 t of .4grit'.illi1re,
1'Vl hhin ftJ, 0. IP.C.

lIt:.%t Mlit. S4i1tti'i..Xl- : We have viiosidvied your letter of Fehtuliiary 25. 1970. r'e-

(jpestitig oir oltitilitli il the ipplicability oilt Idialti ri-irvatl, i fon r f 1t4, Whol~otle
1l4-i1t Act ifif ]eftitlilnr 15. 1967. 81 Stat. 284. 21 1 .S.('. §§ C01- 0191 I Siiliip V.

19415-1969 i (originiailly enilctedi as Ilie A(t (of Marc'hlt -1. 1i97. :1 ',IStat. 1201i -121'i..

as5 amendieiided. 21 1'.S.!'. H§ 71--91 ). Youl raise two quest ions which for ,otnvehii.ce
we shall (,•iltblir itt rever:e oi'dei.

1. Ioiv •ft llio~t'.tiiii' hIWleme .1(t'I of 1967i rcqtiri' the S,•'t'i'r ry'ftr of .lyric'tltuire
to i.tittdtt'rt mcait ispert'.'l'oil ograllnitx oil In'tlifil rrc. ,'ruition.•?

Ni where iIi thi act or lit its lit.ish I itvi, histo ry is t heie amily refereitive t) Im itnl:ilits
or [ iiain re•sirvai liw , lt liils l'nii.i lit- qulistili a(of wheltrItet leihiti•,l I ''a i.ii

nilkae, tItit ientioti oif Iiidillis or Iiidilin rm,.,vil' livi.s applies to theiii. There k- ca'l
jiw whiclh iliitc:Its" t lhail gve,!iiti'i'l act or•' lllgres'l dii t•io apply Iio ]ltiii:litt lih114-
Cioigress hai, niailiifesteid nuII ciilt to ilii'!lude' thiemii.

l l wevi'r. tlie i'i','i'tl Itre d ll idililtl t ult Ih l et•etlr 1 :a(cts of ('olig -t,. apiltlili' I t to

all p(1l"rol il'l ide'; iidchn nilai• id their property ili ('lres4s. There i,., hi .vi.i',

I'i lk v. Wi!I•init. 112 1U ,. 9I1. 1i10 ,( 1 •I M C (va iiclre v. l'niirt ivttt ri rri. iqaho,
12 2,1 71 (. rd i -'Ir. 1'i2%, .i ' l' c it, *iit• i f, El' Y , ',It v r rri. Ilj hofip v. 11rle'ti ,,' .'sx. 1'4

!'2,1 2',2 .i1'1 li . 1927i in ' 1 '* 1 S•uil. v" !.;17 1 )! .Irrev tf 0 bliooi. 1112 " Sti' ill 1 S l1i0
I I i 1 M',1t . 1 Sc!•¶ i ,S'i'i'ti \ oA* ii 0t In v dian ch V. IBrhicikcr. 112 F. Stipt 5',o. 19'1 -,2

i f i. V Ii ' g h'. I . 'it " lJ ) : 2hi U'ol 2 1' ; I C ;' I-, I )' . 1'.. 1 f i ci t il I I. C117 I ,'l % 9r. 1 i1 )i.

I / i ' lic rh r vi 'I # Ift ,'o. 75 I ',S. iII \\'li i I .t1'; 1 S70i ()'in:cCI nt s '. litu ito . ". " l" 1 4.
Ii I W" 191 Si: ,,crj'r l,felruei III v. ('Ciotti tit ,?loir. 1¶liP . 4 1.3i . 120 1 19!1 F: 'Iiricrll hI 'cver

",) In ini v•joil v. Tit c rwoe I/ietit,,i V'ttiiont. :1l;2 1 , S. 99i. 115 1 . 12 111 i 19i4'41l Nit . i1jo I'rjfi' V.
V I. 2,1.. "-V, .2j 12. 1 l1; I1:5,O I. l'(' I'ir. 191;1 . ,t',. # ifeltord. :1,i I .S. r25 ( I 9f;vI0

In,, ivviol,, 1" I I' rt , Ptr 2 s)* | 2 ",1 • l.263: 1 9t h ( Itr. 1 9GIi " C'ollifloower v Ga;, btihld. ": 121

%'72d :4iti. 27.1 v9ih ('i r. IW.'-:;, l Holt v. f *fpiik vt ?. :1"9.i 1.:'',1 ,%% IlO (10th (ir. VIC"l .
,' ?'It d oli:cd, :: 1'i I.S "1:ti (194,q ) 07 anid .31tnl,' v. I llited 39'trt's ,1.9 ]" 2d 672. 673 (9th (l ir.

19(28,).
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limiting language in 21 U.S.C. § 601 (g) and ()I) whidl Inldicate that Ihe Secretary
of Agriculture is not authorized or required to conduct meat inspection programs
oi1 In1(dian1 reserve tons.

The act provides that the Secretary of Agriculture must appoint ilspvec.tors to
condllct anlite-mnortema and(1 lpost-mlortemin examjinations and i slpjetions or' vel .i'ojjl.s
animals And meat food products prepared for "commerce" in any slaughtering,
meat-canning, salting, packing, renlering or similar establishment. 21 U.S.('.
§§ 603, 604 fill(] 606. lii the definition, section 21 U.S.C. § 6101 (1i) provides:

"Thie termn 'commerce' means commerce between any State. al1(1 Territory, or
the D district of Columlia, and ally place olitsihle thereor: or within anly Territory
not org/inizcd with a tcgislatire body, or the D)istrict of Columbia." (E.mphasis
added)

The aet defines "Territory" In 21 "'.(S.C. § (101 (g), which .tnt(,ts:
"The term T'erritory' means Gunii . tile Virgin Islands of the Ulitted States,

Ameriv.an Saimoa., and (tIl/ other t('rritvr!/ or posse.ss.ion of thc I niL 4d S'tat'.1,
excluding the ('anal Zone." (EmpIhasis added)

We (10 not read these dellljitioljs ans inmliuling Indian reservations. -..r Prlrh
Mor.ran. 2i F'. 29N, 305-306 (W.I). Ark. 18,3) ; h ' re Lane, 135 1'.S. 44:1, -147--A48,
( I.SO). Since an Indian reserv:it onl is not included within fthe definition of
"1Terriitor" under 21 1'.S.C. § W;01 (g), the detinitiom of "eminmerce" In 21 .S.(C.
§01 (Ii) as "* * * e''lmiiiierce 'bihtweenl aniy * * * Torritory' * * * and nnly liane
oliateide tnh'creof * * * ' eanjiot I1nca,1 eo ('mierce ffowiing, from or to : ill chili a
reservation and any place Nithini the .samne .•sIte 1b1ut outside the re'e1"vati,•m.

Ii, lie(, exersi('rE l" its jIleniry powiwr over Iiliiai1 :ifl;jii's 111nd Iroper'tv. the ('on-
gres-, l ii w,;,ignvd lithe iliain.igeinievt "ef Indiann 'a iTIrs to tlie W*', 'in,.,•ito,,ri',o"
Indi a11 A\ft.iiri. u11(1hr lie dirEelion of t le Secretsai'y Ef the literiir. 25 1'.S.4'.
§ 2: R•eorganiza ion 1'l:mn No. :1 of 1.-io. 5, *.S..'. 1•:12 -15. note. If (C'mg'rcss haid
hitende'd. through the Wholesome hentI Act, to give the Secretatry of A.\ricilltulro
filly 'ev t'01l:t,1rY authority over Indian reservations, we thilik it wouhl have done
So biv a .•lpecific 1ra!nt of power in Ithe act.

FE'o'r he.( mll-(is. we Oci(ch1d. hlint the Secretary rf .\gric.1llire i.s not nutlhli'-
IZedl or rlv il '((ed it ) cE'11(ll t me( t I nsJlie'E'tiol rtl'o•l'ains fil11 lll Iires'('l'VatiEllsl

inder tlie provisions of tfle W•hihesomne Meat Act Etf 1967, ex('eplt mis hi'rein'(i ft cc
provi(ded.

2. I)o.'L thie Wl'hOcv'wonu .H!eat .Act of I.67 rleuir' the .ltote.• to conduct 1)1'll
ifl.'epr(tiof pI*I/rlrlt. off Indian r(.9erlatimnX with in their horder..?

The !'relh vanlt provision Ens are elntaled in 21 '.S.('. ; (161. This soet ion u!horizes
tli IDlepartt (i f Agricultire to cio.lernte with alpl'roliarite s.te atgeilejies iu
d('velEldjig an Id finllluistoring a stanIe mjent inspectlon program nli any sfife which
hi.sei (, 1 'iI ea Inea! inspection hlam il.psing imandaltory Inspe'ction and s:mitat ion
reEqui'remen'li Is for ilnltrit.•ita operators, itt least e(aitil to tIh FE'dE'nld requir('lEnui
lililer 21 1'.S.C'. Mi. 12, sui'h. 1. 21 1'.S.('. 661 (it I ( 1 ). Sectloll o (;1 .1 c i 1) pro-
v'idv,4 for tlip extei.sion of the ],•h(4erl standairdh s f intrh.tatl omlE' ttE inls 1111d
triilsaf't iolls, wit hilt two years after enact mlelt (It ole Wllolesome Meat Act. ir O'Ie
se, reti"i'y 1'(, ievv,, 1 hi0a t af f.tit I1m1s failed to de,'velEo f(r i Ist elnfo;''illt will
res;piet 1. I11l enllI v-40ishinients t'illhin itx juri.'hietion. retllielE'ni. n t lt t v'41omal
lI th1,I ,e Jill, ,l.d Iinder 21 1'.S.('. eli, 12. sill'chs. I and IV. The ade(qiley of" the
stat E .'- sy.t'Ill Woulid(] le 1P etErlili ne 1) the .E l:''lry l'l'tCr l li,,Wl Ii li.,
gEOeul EEl'lW. :1(li e pI , ,;iovisio •s of 21 l'.S.('. Ehi. 12. .-mli.chi. I al d I '. w•'llId livEP1,njil
iIjlelice•tloo tip inflt .l It ,'' I I';l vtlljllrfj•n 1) Et 13ys ,1f'ltler 11111 iajEfill ill tI,'E "•,ci'" l
e'eri.tlr lf te , ('4'I'e'se tni"y's (hesi nation of the state. If the Se'retitry has ra:tEla i

to bIli(eve a lhfit ll the' s': will acti lEthe (lt, rEili1'EnE,11t.5 wit lllin E,(, nlddiltioml v ear.
he HIyy I fll the' de,..ji tioti for thlii lerio f o time. I

If til le' t il '•ille'iIly eta I l kcliEl i sy-st e('l eq1minI to Federal stnf alr•rs, the
(e'siinitt ilm clihl lie, re% okel. 21 I'.S.('. § t;ml (( ) (I). Aff•E'r thle nitilt lp'riod, tih(e
Fede(ral .'fEli co('El(1 lie ninflle alliplie:ileh, or JlplEljiealle :•s r(eilillreE iy hie ad.-
(mat.E (I"o irmaElih:ue.y o(f th, stite.' syvstsn.

A., far as the breadtil of the smilE' mi;•,.1E'tijn is cE'IEornied, the erui.hI wordintj
I-S (•I•itiniciisl illith first part 4t 21 l'.S.C. k C;! (e) ( II :

"If tle Sere'rta ryl has reason to I',liveve, b•y t lirty Eays prior to the exiiration of
two¢• ;,'€,:11" l. IE El'll'IE' l E'illit of t•It th , \\'ll .-,,ii .\1,:1i .A, '. I[I11t a Si ; i. '' t; :i l
to d(i'le'Ip or" i.; lit enforvi ng. %%it Ih re.- ,ct.t It till vol'l,li mpii t .4 w i n, it, it rix-
diction (, •'xce ft i lt'l ' 1th:1 IWv llold hIe' E'xE. llted frcoji Fed j'aI ll jis.?4littijin j.1c1,r sile,-
parn':liZl'ailjl (21 1 * * * r('lilil'('l 'lltsf ;at la'v:1 (4-111:11 tI tl:oso(, illillON !ed 1liuEer s1l•b-
cl2iirlst E 'Il 1iV 1of IIhis 'hiii •,'IT, he s1lla lw, p'ly holit'ity the Governor If the
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State of this fact. If the Secretary determines, after consultation with the Gover-
nor of the State, or rA presentative selected by him, that such requirements have
not been developed a.td activated, hie shall promptly after the expiration of such
two-year period design ate such State as one in which the provisions of subehapters
I and IV of this chapter shall apply to operations and transactions wholly within
such State: * * *." (Emphasis added)

Since a state must develop and enforce requirements at least equal to the
Federal standards on all establishments within its jurisdiction, the question Is
whether such an establishment, if located on an Indian reservation, is within
the jurisdiction of the state? A categorical answer cannot be given.

The Act of August 15, 1953, 67 Stat. 5S8, as amended, 18 U.S.C. J 1162 and 28
U.S.C. § 1360 (commonly referred to as Public Law 280), invested those states
which were granted or have assumed jurisdiction thereunder, with civil and
criminal jurisdiction over the persons and private (non-trust) property of Indians
within the Indian country.'

This Department has recently held that Public Law 280 invested the State of
California with jurisdiction to enforce its health and sanitation laws and regula-
tions against the verson of Indians in the Indian country. However, we concluded
that the State of Catir*, rnia does not have authority, directly or indirectly, to
enforce such laws against property held in trust by the United States for the
benefit of the Indians. See Solicitor's Opinion M-30768 t February 7, 1969), two
copies of which are enclosed. On page 2 of that opinion we stated:

"In our view both the language of Public Law 280 and its legislative history
make quite clear that It was not intended to Invest the states with Jurisdiction
over trust property. This D)epartment consistently has held that the statute
furnishes no basis for the application of state or local zoning, construction, or
other land use laws, regulations, or standards to trust property. Authority with
respect to such property is reposed exclusively in the Federal and tribal govern-
ments." See 25 CFR 1.4 anti 30 F.R. 8722 (No. 131, July 9. 1965).'

Accordingly, those states which have assumed jurisdiction over Indian country
under Public Law 280 or under the Civil Rights Act of 1968 are required by the
Wholesome Meat Act to enforce their meat Inspection laws on Indian reservations,
if the enforcement does not involve the regulation of trust property in any sig-
nificant way.5 In these states, and these states only, we conclude that the operation
of meat processing establishments on Indian reservatu,%ns is within that state's
jurisdiction as contemplated by 21 U.S.C. § 661 (c) (1).

What if a state, which has jurisdiction over Indian reservations, refuses to
enforce its meat inspection laws on the reservation? Section 661(c) (1) makes It
clear that the Secretary of Agriculture can designate that state as one in which
the provisions of 21 U.S.C. ch. 12, suhehs. I and IV would then become applicable.
Since subchs. I and IN' require affirmative action on the part of the Secretary of
Agriculture, he would have jurisdiction over the Indian reservations in these
states to the extent specified in the aforementioned subchapters. To hold other-
wise would mean that there would be no penalty for a state which refused to
enforce Its laws on a particular Indian reservation.

What about states which have not assumed the requisite jurisdiction over
Indian country?

Congress has given the Secretary of the Interior discretionary authority to
allow state agents to enter upon Indian reservations for the purpose of making
inspection of health and educational conditions and enforcing sanitation and

quarantine regulations. Act of February 15, 19209. 45 Stat. 1195, as amended 25
U.S.C. § 231. We believe that meat inspections come within the scope of this sec-
tion. We do not believe Congress Intended, by the passage of the Wholesome

S States can no longer unilaterally assume jurisdiction over Indian country tinder Public
Law 2,0 since this power was repealed by the Act of April 11. 1968. 82 Stat. 77, 79. 25
U.S.C. 1 1833(0) (Supp. V. 1905-1969) (commonly known an the Civil Rightq .Act of
Volf'vi. However. this act does grant states the right to assrme civil and criminal Jurisdic-
tion over Indian country, but only with the consent of the Indian tribe. 25 U.S.C. 11 1321,

' see also Snohomish County v. Seattle Disposal Co., 425 P. 2d 22 (Wash. 1967), cert.
drnlced, 3S9 U.S. 1016 (1967).

"A caveat Is in order here. Both Public Law 280 and the Civil Rights Act of 1968 pro.
ride ftr partital as well q flrli ssinitoloni of state Jurirdlction over Indian country.
A state which has only assumed partial Jurisdiction may not have oiligatted itself to
enfor. e nmeat inspeetion laws or laws of a similar nature on the re.ervatlon,. These states
IOII.t he treated in the same manner as those which have not assumed Jurisdiction under
thic aforementloned acts.
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Meat Act, to limit the powers already granted to the Secretary of the Interior
under 25 U.S.C. § 231. The law does not favor repeals by implication. United
States v. Healey, 160 U.S. 136, 1.!6-147 (1895) ; United States v. Greathouse, 166
U.S. 601, 605-606 (1897) ; and Washington v. Miller, 235 U.S. 422, 428 (1914).

We, therefore, conclude that the Secretary's authority under 25 U.S.C. 1 231
controls in those states which have not assumed the essential jurisdiction over
Indian country under Public Law 280 or under the Civil Rights Act of 1968. Since
the Secretary has not adopted any regulations implementing the provisions of this
section, these states are without authority to inspect meat processing establish-
ments on Indian reservations within their borders. We could, however, recommend
that the Secretary of the Interior adopt such regulations authorizing state agents
to enforce such meat inspection standards on Indian reservations as the Secre-
tary of Agriculture deems necessary. Your Department's Jurisdiction over those
states would then be equivalent to that possessed over states which have assumed
jurisdiction under Public Law 280 ,r under the Civil Rights Act of 1968.

Conclusion
In summary, we are of the opinion that the Secretary of Agriculture, except

as hereinafter provided, is not authorized or required to conduct meat inspection
programs on Indian reservations under the provisions of this act. States which
have assumed Jurisdiction over Indian country tinder Public Law 2S0 or under
the Civil Rights Act of 1968 are required by 21 U.S.C. §661(c) (1) to enforce
their meat inspection laws on Indian reservations, but only if the enforcement
does not, directly or indirectly, involve the regulation of trust property in any
significant way. The Secretary of A rilculture can enforce the provision" of 21
U.S.C. ch. 12, subchs. I and IV, in any of these states which may refuse to enforce
their laws oil the reservations.

States which have not assumed the aforementioned jurisdiction over Indian
country are not authorized or required, by the Wholesome Meat Act, to enforcetheir meat inspection laws on Indian reservations within their borders. However,
we could, if your Department so desires, recommend that the Secretary of the
Interior enact re-gulations authorizing state agents to enforce such meat insljec-
tion standards as the Secretary of Agriculture deems necessary.

For your convenience, we have enclosed a list of thlle states which have assumed
some measure of Jurisdiction over Indian country under P1utblic L~aw 2SO0. This
list must ho reviewed periodicamlly, however, as retrocessions of and additions to
state jurisdiction may occuir at any time.

Sincerely yours,
RAYMOND C. COULTER.

Deputy Solicitor.



PART V, EXHIBIT 8

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TIHE INTERIOR.
(OFFICE OF T1HE 6)I.I(ITOR,

Wm'shig~ton, D.C., April.10, 19715.

R. A. RATTI,
Rear Admiral, Dcpartment of Transportation,
Wash ington, D.C.

DEAR AMnIAL ]RArTI : This responds to your letter of March 15, 1974, roqu,,st-
Ing our opinion on the applicability of the Federal Boat Safety Act of 1971,
-6; U.S.C. §§ 1-151 et seq.. within Indlian reservation';.

First, please accept mlly apiologies for file extreme lateness of this reply. A
response to your inquiry w.as Initially drafted int mid-197-1 by one Division of this
)lfi.e but was sent to another Division for review, whereupon It was mnispla'ed

until this niioith. I ullhersta tid that llerlbert Becker of thI )tlit; e sil;v e with you r
secretary recently to apologize for the delay and to inquire whether a response
minIht still be of use to you. Again Illy apololie,4.

I have concluded that as a general matter the Act is not appl)hicab'le within
the exterior boundaries of Indian reservations. The basis for this conclusion is
set out below.

Nowhere in the Act or in Its legislative history Is there any Indication that
('onmrress specifically intended the legislation to aplily to "Indian country" (see
18 U.S.C. § 1151). Given this fact and the fact that in pertinent part the Act
is not a "general" statute applicable In all parts of the United States, compare
Elk v. ll'iM'in.,. 112 1'.S. 94. 10X) ( ISS ), with Nara in Tribe v. YLI?. 241 6. P2d 16'2,
104-65 ().C. Cir.). cerL. denicd, 360 r.S. 928 (1961). the presumption Is that the
Act has no such application to Indian country. This is especially so since the
Aet contemplates that state,: may assulimecel'eiain rezul:ttory powers tinder its
provisions. See sections 1474-75. Iln liahtt of the oril.inially sovereigin nature of
Indian tribes and their senii-autonomnous nature today, state Jurisdiction over
InIdiall country should not be inferred in tlie. absence of clear cmngressional
authorization for such Jurisdiction. .lMeClanaun v. .1 ri:ont .S'taltc Ta,.r Cimmi..
.sion. 411 U.S. 164 (1973). Iln addition. certain types of re'glatlon impoed under
the Act could coleivably be deemed to Imnai r fishing riaghts rePervoe! to tribes
by treaty. A.\ain, such rights are not to be held imnpairedl inl the alwbence of ni clear
cotigressionAl directive. '1cnitd ,taltcs v. lW'hile. No. 74--1423 (Slt i('ir.. filed
Diec. 9, 1974).

The jirisdictional provision of the Act. 461 U.S.C. § 1153. states amiont other
hilnzs that Oth Act applies, to vessels, useud on "waters subject to tilie jtri-ri.ti-mn

of' the Ili ltfed States ... " It is prinieiiimlly tlhis provision which ituighl be t liough,.
to make the Act apliclhable to Inditln reservalions. I do wuit realrd such la'iiguage,
however, as a suffiiently clear indication of conigresioial i leiit toi extend
application of the Act to) Iidian comutry.

As you pointedh out lit your letter. the jlri.isdistlnnol provision referred to above
was char:cterized by tiMe SollItle (' 'minvnl''e ('outlliffntt as referri n. to itthe llivi-
gable wafers of the U'tited S'lat s and certain internllt wAaters which are in t lie
"(xelu,:ive or O tiurrelit jinri sdictiot'" (if the 'tiitld StAt es. S. ltep. No. 92-2-1\
19171 1'.S. Code C('ow.. & Adin. News 133,;. 'l'lie qtited In nguage i,; idetth.:t to
that used in 1,1 U .S.C. 1 7M3). deli'dnw.i" the "special maritime and territoriaol
Jitirlsdiction of tlile i'ntted St:otes." which includes Jurisdivilon over ,o-C:tllied
"federal enclavee" The latter provision canniit. however, lie deemed anplicable
to Inidltii country; tfhierwise 1S U'.S.('. § 1152. a historically important pieve of
Indian legislation whhih extends to Iidin dii c ''itty lieth fidetral rimlinal laws
uipplicahile "in aiy place within the sole witd exchtiive jurisdiction of fth l'iiiled
states." would be supertluou-z. Itdeed. NXw York' c.r rel. Itl v. .llartin. 3241 I'.S.
4961 01916;). Indicates that t ihe federal murder statute (now 1, I'.S.(. § 1111)
:llialne to federal etllahves I; nio! applicable I1tdhan IIo1ntltV.l. See :tlqo 'l'lited
Staltes v. Mc~rah-oe, 104 U.S. 621 ( 1SS2) ; )raper v. 'nitoil states, 114 V'.S. 240

S1196).
Nor should 1,. U.S.C. 1 1152 Itself be construed to make the Boat Safety Act

applicable Ili Ididhan country. For one thin•, section 1152 apliears in tlihe Crimnial

(2,"S)
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Code and deals only with federal laws relating to the "punislhment of offense.q,"
while the Boat Safety Act contains a wide range of nlo-criminal provisions.
Apart from this point, however, section 1152, which was originally enacted as
part of the Trade and Intercourse Act of 1S34, 4 Stat. 729. was designed at that
limen basically to ensure that crimes in Indian country involving non-Indi-nis as
well as Indians-i.e., crimes committed by Indians against non-Indians and vice-
vvrsa-were tried In federal court the statute in f.act contains a specific excep-
timi for crimes committed by Indians agai;'st Inrians. It is thus not plausilble
fhat in 1M34, when "Indian country" was a !:.i-gely unsettled area comprising
virtually the entire United States west of the Mississippi, Congress intended to
subject the nieinbers of the niany Indian tribes residing there to all federal
enclave laws including those which, like the Boat Safety Act, are essentially
re-.nulatory in nature and detine "vict imless" offenses. Such a s.henme would have
been contrary to Congress' intent, expressed In the language of the 1834 Act
a:1d ill its legislative history. to support the sovereign power of tribes to regulate
the activities of their members. See the exception in section 11532 for Indian
defendants wiho have "been nunished toy the local law of the tribe . S.e" ,e also
lI.R. Rep. No. 474. 23 Cong., 1st Ses.. 13 134).

In addition, it should be noted that in the evcn-,.ise of its plenary power over
Indllan affairs. 'ontgre.s hats li assi'-ied the supervision Of such affairs to the
Cii',,uissioner of Indian Affairs under the direction of the Sevrelairy of the
Interior. See 25 i.S.C. § 2. It is lierii..siblh to reason that if Congress had
intended through thle Boat Safely Act to give the Secretary of the Treasury
regulatory authority over Indian reservations, it would have done so by an.
explicit grant of power In the Act.

T"he'r( are two respects in which the conelusions expressed above should lie
(qlialified.

Fis .;t. section 1453 makes the Act applicable to ve,;sels "to be used" on watters
subject to the Jurisdiction of the United States and to bofts "Intended to be
me •ic(l in interstate coinnerce"" and tll(certai oh lign:1titns are I inpoed onl ninanu-
facturers of such boats. See, e.g.. sections 1-161. 146.3-64. It may be that if a boat
were manufactured in Indian c ountry for use In areas which are clearly within
the jurisdi.t itmtial reach of the Act. the relevant provisions of tle Act would
reach the manufacturer. For the portions of section 1453 quoted above make the
Act to sotie extent akin to general federal statutes applicable throughout the
co',ittry under the commerce power, and. although there Is case law wihi,.h
Indicates that general nets of Cozgress do not apply to Indian, uinle,4s Congress
has manifested a clear intent to include them. see. e.g.. Elk v. Wilkin.s, .qipra.
the recent trend of the law is io the contrary. See Xaraio Tribe v. YLNIl, supra"
Holt v. Coinnmis.ioner, 364 F. 2d 38, 40 (8th Cir. 1966). cert. denied. 385 U.S.
931 (I(3;7) Mann v. United ,tates, 399 F. 2d 072, 673 (9th( Cir. 19(W). This
lpr-let, is unlikely to arise a,; r practical matter, however.

The second respect In which my conclusion that the Act is not firplplallCe In
Indian country must ibe qualified concerns Public Law M3-280. 67 Stat. 58 (1953)
Ic(ommonly referred to as "Public Lawv 280" or "P.1,. 280"). P.1,. 2S0. as atmendede
by the Act of April 11. 1968. 82 Stat. 77, 79. invests certain states with ,ivil and
criminal Jurisdiction over Indian .country within their boundaries, and allows
other states to assume such jurisdictIon through speeifled pi'ocedures (which
today include the approval of Ilie tribe or tribes involved). To tile extent, there-
fore. tlhat states, which have assumed appropriate jurisdiction assert boat s.,fety
a:iiIwiity over Indian country within their jnris(liction, su('h assertion of auitmr-
ity would appear to heI permissible. It should lie noted, however. that In Ihe view
(itf this Office P.1,. 280 does not confer upion states the authority direc(.ly to
re,-ilalte property held by the U'nited Slates in trust for Indilans. so that even ill
"''..L. 2:,q states" such a "trust property" exception to state Jurlsdiclhon would
exist. See Soilcit or's Opinion M--367Lq. Feb. 7. 11419. a copy of which Is attached
hereto. For your ('onvenlenve I have also enclosed a list of the states whi.ht hav1
:,sumiied seime measure of Jurisdiction over Indian country under P.LT. 2T0
(Ipartial as well as full assumption of Jursdi(lction over Indian country has in sonie
Instances been assumed). This list should Ie reviewed perhioically, however, a's
addit ions to or retrocesslons of state Jurls'lictlo, -nay ocur.

In sumiiary, for the reasons and with tile caveats set out above, It is my view
that the Federal Boat Safety A('t of 1971 has no applicability within the exterior
limiundarles of Indian reservations.

Sincerely,
C(,ARLYS M. SOT.I.F.R.

Acting As8orIate Solicitor.
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Sol. Op. M-86840
TIlE EIGHTEEN YEAR OLD VOTE A•I:t,'DMtENT OF U.S. CONSTITUTION AS APPLIED

TO TallBEs

INDIAN TRIBES: SOVEREIGN POWERS-INDIANS: CIVIL RI0GlTS--INDIAN
REORGANIZATION ACT-UNITED STATES-VOTING

Syllabus
"The Twenty-Sixth Amendment to the Constitution, providing, inter alla, that

'the United States' shall not deny or abridge the right of eighteen-year-olds to
vote. applies to Indian tribes' elections called by the Secretary pursuant to the
Inlian Rteorganization Act or other act, but, because of the fundamental right
of a tribe to govern itself, the amendment does not apply to Indian trlbe4 in
purely tribal elections."

U.S. DEPART1KTM XT OP THlE INTERIOR,
OFFICiE OP Till' SOLICITOR,

Wa8hington, D.C., Novembcr 9, 1971.
M-36840
Memorandum to : Commissioner of Indian Aflairg.
From: 1olleltor.
Subject: The eighteen-year-old vote amendment Ps applied to Indian tribes.

By memorandum of August 10. 1971, you requested an opinion as to the
applicability of tihe Twenty-Sixth Amendment to the United States Constitution
to Indlan Iribes. A re-.-ponsm reqlilr'es cInsihh-ratlon (if: (1) the trlihes' funiht-
mnental right to govern themselves; wiutd (2) crite,'la for deter'mining actions
of "thle United States" tinder the amendment.

The twenty.Sixth Anienduient reads:
"Section 1. The right of eltizens of the United States, who are eighteen years

of age or older, to vote shall not be denied or abrilged by the United States
or by iany State on accoinit of age.

"eti.lon 2. ThI' Congress shall have power to enforce this article by appro-
priate legislation."

I

Two Important aspeetq of tribal sovereignty lire: (1) fhe power of a tribe
to govern Itself;I and (2) the appliealility to Indian tribes of the United States
Consillttlon and gene-ral acts of Congress, unless Congress monitests an Intent
to Include them. First: A tribe's power to govern Itself must include "the right
to detlne the powers and duties of its officials, and the manner of their appoint-
mnent or election * * *." Solleilor's Opinion, 55 I.D., 14, :0 (1fl.t). :0ccnnd: On
Its face, the Twenty-Sixth Amendment doe( not purport to limit the power of
Indian tribes to determine for tribal elections ' the age qualitications of voters,

ISee, e g. Collifltower v. Oarland 842 F. 2d 869 (9th Cir. 1905)): Natire American
'hureW v. gavajo Tribal Councit 202 F. 2d 131 (10th Cir. 1059) ' Iron Crew v. Oglala

Sioux Tribe 281 F. 2d 89 (8th dir. 1956), Solicitor's Opinion, 55 I.D. 14, 80-32 (1934).
Elk v. Wi4kin. 112 U.S. 94. 100 (1884) AloCandleae v. United Sa te# ex rel. Diabo,

25 F. 2d 71 (Ord 6ir. 1928). aif'g sub nom. United Stakcs er rel. Diaho v. McCandles". 18
F. 2d 282 (E.D. Pa. 1927) : United Rtatea v. 6 677 94 Acres of Land, 102 F. Sit pp. 108. 110-
111 (D, Mont. 1058) : Heneca Nation of indians v. Brucker, 162 F. Hupp. 580. 581-582
(D.C. 1958) aft'd 262 F. 2d 27 (D.C. Cir. 1958), cert. denied, 860 U.S. 9O0 (19591 : and
Nicodernue v. Washington Water Power Co( 204 F. 2d 614, 017 (9th Cir. 1959). But see
F.P.C. v. Tuscarora Indian Nation, 862 U.S. 09 (1900).

$ Tribal elections refer to those that are authorized under tribal constitutions or other
organic documents. For tribes organized under the Indian Reorganization Act (4 Mstat.
994. 25 U.S.C. II 401 et seq.) or other act, this would include elections of officlalp and
referenda concerned with domestic and Internal business, but tot referenda adopting or
.niendlng a constitution. For tribes organized traditionally (those not organized under this
Indian Reorganisation Act or other act) this would Include all elections of ofilials and
all referenda, concerning not only domestic and internal business, but also the adoption of
tribal constitutions and amendments thereto.
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and there is nothing In the legislative history ,'f the amendment that would indi-
cate that Congress intended that the amendment should apply to tribal elections.'

In other words, even if a tribe's constitution includes a clause such as the fol-
lowing, for example, from that of the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes
of the Flathead Reservation, that the tribes:

"* * * Secure to ourselves and our posterity the power to exercise certain rights
of self-government not inconsistent with Federal, State, and local laws, * * *"

It is clear that the Twenty-Sixth Amendment was not intended to constitute,
and does not constitute, such an "inconsistent" law; the Twenty-Sixth Amend-
ment is not inconsistent because it was not intended to speak, and does not speak,
to the basic right of tribal self-government possessed by all recognized tribes.

Actions of "the United States" under the amendment would Include not only
acts of Congress, but also Judicial action and administrative action. See, e.g., for
definitions of "state action" under the Fourteenth Amendment, Shelley v. Krae.
mer, 834 U.S. 1, 14 et 8eq. (1948), and cases therein cited; Smith v. Ailwright,
321 U.S. 649 (19-14) ; AMissolr ex rel. Gaincs v. Caniada, 305 U.S. 337, 843 (1938);
Virginia v. Rivee, 100 U.S. 818, 818 (1880).

The provisions in the Indian Reorganization Act that limit the right to vote
in Secretarial elections to those persons 21 years of age or older constitute acts
of "the United States" which "denly] or nbridgfe]" the right to vote of those
Indians between 18 and 21. Such provisions, and any others that would operate
with similar effect, are therefore unconstitutional as applied in such elections to
otherwise qualified Indians of at least 18 years of age. The right to vote should
therefore be extended to 18-year-olds in elections called to adopt new Indian
Reorganization Act constitutions or amendments to existing constitutions, even
though that particular existing constitution may impose a 21-year-old voting
requirement, and to all other Secretarial elections.

In other words, the Twenty-Sixth Amendment iR self-executing,' which means
that all laws and regulations contrary to it are changed without other action on
the part of the Congress or federal agencies. Thus, for example, the definition of
adult Indian in 25 CFR 1 52.1(e) must be read: "Adult Indian means any Indian
who has attained the age of 18 years." And 25 U.S.C. 5 179 is, in effect, changed
to read:

"The words 'adult Indians' wherever used in said sections shall be construed
to refer to Indians who have attained the age of twenty-one years, except that
in reference to voting in Secretarial elections, it shall be construed to refer to
Indians who have attained the age of eighteen years."

Regarding Secretarial elections concerned with issuing charters of incorpora-
tion, 25 U.S.C. 1 477 provides:

"The Secretary of the Interior may, upon pItition by at least one-third of the
adult Indians, issue a charter of incorporation to such tribe: provided, That such
charter shall not become operative until ratified at a special election by a major.
ity vote of adult Indians living on the reservation."

Maiy 18-year-olds sign such petitions, and thus be counted among the "adult
Indians" for the pl)urose of this statute? We think that the petition is a suffi-
clenaly integral part of the Secretarial election process that the 18-year-old vote
requirement of the Twenty-Sixth Amendment must apply. See e.g., Smith v. All.
wvrlght, 81spra.

MITCIHELL MELICR, Solicitor,

4 See, for an analogous sample, Groundhog v. Koler, - F. 2d - (10th Cir.
May 5. 1971). in which the court observes that the Indlan Civil Rights Act of 1908, 82
Stat. 77, 25 U.S.C. If 1801, 1:1o2. "Is much narrower than the language of the Fourteenth
Amendment, and It omits entirely the suffrage provisions of the Fifteenth Amendment."
The court thus assumes, as we do, that an amendment restricting only "the United States"
does not, without more (such as a congressional act), restrict also tribal rights of self.
government.

I Secretarial elections refer to those that are authorized pursuant to statute and con-
ductPd by the Secretary under his regulations. The primary examples are those authorized
by the Indian Reorganisation Act, which provides that any Indian tribe residing on a
reservation :iay adopt or amend its constitution and bylaws, which shall become effective
when ratified by a majority vote of adult members of the tribe (25 U.S.C. 1 476). Adult
members are defined as those who have attained the age of twenty-one years (25 U.S.C.
I 479). Secretarial elections would thus also include elections such as Osage elections,
pursuant to the AJ'.t of June 28, 1906 84 Stat. 589. as amended and 25 CFR Part 78.

4 United Stateb v. AmaMe, 6 F. 819, 822 (D. Ind. 1881) (regarding the self-executing
mature of the Fifteenth Amendment).
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DRAFT

Memorandum to: Administrator, Mining Enforcement and Safety Administra-
tion.

Through: Assistant Administrator, Metal and Nonmetal Mine Health and
Safety.

From: Associate Solicitor, Mine Health and Safety.
Subject: (1) Whether or not the Federal Metal and Nonmetallic Mine Safety

Act and the Arizona State Plan approved by the Secretary confer jurisdic-
tion upon the State to inspect mines located on Indian reservations and
whether the State of Arizona has authority to inspect mining operations of
the Gila River Materials Corporation, and (2) the authority of the states
with approved State Plans to inspect and enforce State standards on mining
operations located within their boundaries and on Federal and Indian lands.

This is In reply to memoranda from the Assistant Administrator dated April 11,
1978, and the Administrator dated December 11, 1978. MESA, in essence, ques-
tioned whether the Federal Metal and Nonmetallic Mine Safety Act (Metal
Act)W and the Arizona State Plan Agreement approved by the Secretary of the
Interior under section 16 of tie Metal Act I confer Jurisdiction 'oi tile State to
prescribe and enforce State health and safety laws, rules and regulations in
mines subject to the Act located on Indian reservations and Federal lands within
the State. Also, MESA specifically asked if the Arizona State Mine Inspector's
Office has the authority to inspect and enforce the mining Code of the State of
Arizona including health and safety regulations at the sand and gravel opera-
tions of the Gila River Materials Corporation located on the Gila River Indian
Reservation at Bapchule, Arizona.

On December 11, 1073, MESA raised additional questions concerning the au-
thority of the State Plan States' to inslect and enforce State health and safety
laws, rules and regulations applicable to metal and nonmetal mining operations
on Indian and Federal lands.

For the reasons hereinafter provided in more detail in Attachment No. 1 you
are advised:

1. Neither the Metal Act nor State Plan grant jurisdiction to a State to pre-
scribe, or legislate, and enforce State health and safety laws, rules, and regula-
tions In mal and nonmetal mines subject to the Metal Act and located within
the State on Indian reservations and federal lands; and, the State of Arizona
lacks authority to enforce State standards at the Gila River Material Corpo-
ration's sand and gravel operation on the Gila River Indian Reservation.

The authority vested In the Secretary of the Interior under section 10 of the
Metal Act is simply the authority to enter Into a cooperative agreement, which
provides for a Joint Federal-State program of inspection and enforcement, with
each Stbte desiring and qualifying for a State Plan. Included among the qualify-
Ing conditions in section 10(c) are the requirements that the sole State agency
responsible for administering the Plan througlhout the State has the authority to
carry out the Plan' and adequate legal authority to enforce State health and
safety standards which are substantially as effective as the Federal mandatory
standards.5

Public Law 90-577, 80 Stat. 772, 80 U.S.C. 721-740.
'30 U.S.C. 785.
'Arizona-effeethie Jily 2R. 1970: Colornlo--44ptember 2.1. 1070: Colifornin-July 15,

1971 : New York-August 17, 1071 ; New Mexico-IFebruary 3, 1972; Utnh-July 0, 197:1;
VfrgInla-February 6, 1974.

' supra. footnote 2, subsection (c) (1).
4 upra, footnote 2, subsection (c) (2).
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The Gila River Materials corporation is a tribal enterprise located on the
Gila River Indian Reservation and, in the absence of the State of Arizona acquir-
ing jurisdiction under the State's Enabling Act, Constitution, or other federal
statutes, the Arizona State Mine Inspector's Office lacks authority to enter, inspect
and enforce State health and safety laws, rules and regulations at this mine.

2. With respect to the comprehensive questions concerning the authority of
the State Plan States to inspect and enforce State health and safety standards
on Indian reservations and federal lands, respectively, you are advised:
Indian Reservations

On March 27, 1973, the Supreme Court held, In a landmark decision, MfcClana-
han v. State Tax Commissioner of Arizona,' and a. companion case, Mescalero
Apache Tribe v. Jones," that the traditional Indian sovereignty doctrine has given
way to more individualized treatment of particular treaties and specific federal
statutes including statehood legislation, as they are taken together and effect
the rights of the Indians, states arid Federal Government. The modern trend of
judicial thinking is to preserve the unique legal status of Indians and to rely
on Federal treaties and statutes to define the boundaries of Federal and State
jurisdiction.

Congress has enacted legislation consenting to State jurisdiction over Indians
on Indian reservations in the States of New York and California. Under the
Acts of July 2, 1948 8 and f3eptember 18, 19O0' the State of New York was granted
criminal and civil jurisdiction, respectively, over the persons and private (non-
trust) property of Indians on reservations. Under the Act of August 15, .958,3
popularly referred to as "Public Law 280," the State of California acquired
criminal and civil jurisdiction over actions to which Indians are parties. There
is no clear And unequivocal language consenting to Jurisdiction over land use III
these statuteS. Furthermore, in our opinion, neither the State of New York, under
25 U.S.C. 232 and 233, nor the State of California under Public Law 280 acquired
jurisdiction over trust property, whether real or personal, that Is owned, held
and administered by the United States for the benefit of individual Indians or
groups of Indians. Therefore, New York and California lack authority to apply
State health and safety laws, rules, and regulations on such property.

In addition to consenting to criminal and civil jurisdiction under Public Law
280 over certain Indian affairs to the States of California, Minne.;qta, Wisconsin,
Oregon, and Nebraska, Congress also gave Its consent to any other State to
acquire this jurisdiction unilaterally by prCoper State action between 1953 and
1968. In 1968, with passage of the Indian Civil Rights Act,u an Indian consent
provision was added so that today any State may obtain jurisdiction over Indian
affairs on Indian reservations, provided the State has the consent of the tribe
occupying the particular Indian reservation. To obtain this consent the enrolled
Indians within the affected area of the reservations must accept such Jurisdic-
tion by a majority vote of the adult Indians voting at a special election held for
that purpose and called by the Secretary of the Interior when requested to do so
by the tribal council, or other governing body, or by 20% of the enrolled adults
within the affected area." Moreover, the State's assumption of such jurisdiction
will not be effective until the State appropriately amends their State constitution
or statutes.1'

Cornsidering the complicated Jurisdictional situations that may arise during the
administration of various State Plans and consistent with the modern trend of
judicial thinking, each State Plan State should be encouraged to obtain specific
Jurisdiction under 25 U.S.C. 1321-1326 to enter, inspect and enforce State laws,
rules and regulations covering occupational health and safety In each and every
metal and nonmetal mining operation which involves internal Indian affairs of
Individual Indian tribes on Indian reservations.

We suggest that MESA confirm whether or not (1) the State agencies are
enforcing State health and safety laws and regulations in all operating mines
subject to the Metal Act and located on Indian reservations, (2) identify eacl

' 411 0.5. 164 (1973).
'411 U.S.14. (1978).

The Act of Ju y 2, 9 04R62 Stat. 1224, 25 1.S.C9. 232.
T'he Act of September 1h, 1950, 64 Stat. 845 , 25 U.S.C. 2,38.

10 The Act uf Auguit 15, 1053, 67 Stat. 589, as amended, 18 U.S.C. 1102 and 28 V'.S.C.
1360.

1, The Act of April 11, 1908, 82 Stat. 77-81, 25 U.S.C. 1821-1822.
1I25 U.8.C. 1926.
u 25 U.S.C. 1824.
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mine and mine operator, such as the Gila River Materials Corporation, in which
either representatives of MESA or the State agencies question the State's juris.diction or are of the opinion that the State lacks adequate legal authority, and(3) obtain sufficient facts to assist both the Federal and State authorities todetermine whether the State has adequate legal authority. These are significant
undertakings of major Importance and our office will furnish any advice and
assistance you deem necessary.

The Secretary of the Interior has the duty, responsibility and obligation toenforce the Metal Act and Federal regulations in all mines covered by the Act.If any State Plan State lacks jurisdiction to inspect and enforce State laws andregulations in any mine located on an Indian reservation, Federal Inspectors must
Inspect that mine until such time as the State acquires Jurisdiction.
Federal Lands

There are various federal statutes dating back over 100 years that may beapplie,.,,le to the disposal of minerals on federal lands, which include publicdomain, acquired lands, and public lands. Since Jurisdictional questions areusually tile most complicated legal and administrative problems that may arise
under the Metal Act, we necessarily have to consider each individual problem on
its particular merits.

As you are aware, the administration of federal lands is primarily carried outby the Secretary of the Interior through the Bureau of Land Management, Geo-logical Survey, Bureau of Indiani Affairs, Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, and theNational Park Service. The Secretary of Agriculture has the responsibility toadininister lands located In the National Forest through the Forest Service. Sinceonly the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to Issue federal leases, all dis-
iposal of leased minerals located within National Forests are issued by the Sec-retary of the Interior subject to the approval of the Secretary of Agriculture.Based upon our construction of the most significant federal statutes that apply
to mining operations extracting metal and nonmetal minerals from their naturaldeposits on federal lands, all existing State Plan states have adequate legalauthority to enforce Stale health and safety laws, rules and regulations In mines
located on such lands under one or more of the following federal statutes:

1. The General Mining Act of 1872.1
2. The Mineral Leasing Aet."'6
3. The Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands."
4. The Multiple Mineral Developmnent Act."
5. Certain special acts that have particular application to the seven State Plan

states.,"
6. The Surface Resources Act.'
Federal lands subject to lheasing under the foregoing statutes do not includeNational parks and monuments; Indian reservations; incorporated cities, towns,and villages; naval petroleum and oil shale reserves; and, lands acquired under

the Appalachian Forest Reserve Act, 10 U.S.C. 513-519."
RonuiT W. LoNo,

Assoolato Solicitor, Mine Health and Safety.

14 The Act of May 10, 1872, 17 Statt 91. 80 U.S.C. 21-54.U The Act of February 28, 1020. 41 Stat. 437, 80 U.S.C. 181 et seq.
1o The Act of August 7 1947, 161 Stat. 918, 80 U.S.C. 851-859.IT 'rhie Act of August 1h, 1954, 68 Stat 708 80 U.S.C. 521-531.
"'Nee 43 C.F.R. 3500.1-3 (a), (d) (g), anA (h).Sr The Act of July 28. 1955. 59 stat. 867; the Act of September 28, 1962, P.L. 87-718,

76 Stat. 652. g0 U.S.C. 611-015.
43 C.F.R. 3501.1-5 Act, 10 U.S.C. 513-519.
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STATEMENT OF J. KEMPER WILL, ASSISTANT REGIONAL COUNSEL. REoION VIII. E.'-
VIIIONMENTAL PROTECTION A:ENCY, AT TIlE FEDEiRAL BAR ASSOCIATION-INDIAN
LAw SEMINAR, PHoEN.NIX, ARIZONA, MAY 24, 1970

I would like to offer comments this morning on several areas that fall in-be-
tween the jnri.dlictional issues discussed this morning. EPA is an agency that
has consid•erable dealings with Indian tribes but doIesn't have direct responsibility
as does the BIA or the Indian Health Servihe for th'e mainstream of A-dfedral
services to Indian tribes. However, our statutes are of general applicability.
They speak of bringing environmental programs to all persons within the United
States. We interpret that as also applying to lnditns. Three of our statutes, the
Water Act, the Safe I)riciking Water Act, and the Solid Waste Disposal Act, sp8.
cifically eniiition Didians, but (nly In the Dlelilntlonal ,Section. These statutes in-
elude Indian tribes within the definition of municipalities and also within the
definition of persons. This raises for an agency such ias ours, a problem of inter-
pretIng otr sti tictutes with regard to flhi jurisdlctlolnul isstes. Where uiutr statesq
say that the statute will apply to Indlans, it doesn't resolve the question of
whether or not that alphie'bility to ltt(l1i Ulise (i confers Jurisdiction for court
purposes. We can look ait that under several aspcts.

First of all, most of our statutes assign or delegate the brrunt of the, enforce'.
ment authority for environmental control to states or state agencies. The question
then Is, does that delegntion uiuder our suttutets also e'onfe'r delegation over
Indian lands within flint state': We're taking the position onl that ksutie that, no
it dlie.n't and, for this reason. We feel that where there is a delegation of Jurls-
diction to the state, following the Kinncrly and Tusrarora casess and the rnleq
of statutory construction. then that, (llegation should lie expressed. The mere
satntnient of nc't.lhson of Indlang within the Definitional Sections is not s!fll-
ciently ,XJin'-ess to confer upon the state and state courts enforcement Jtirictic-
tion over Indian llind. :.ni example of the kind of issue this raises was brought tup
by the' siclinlfcant (heterloratltn regulations that were lIublished about a year
ago. These regulations specifically state In the preanble that we're, not going to
alter the jurishictional relationships of the Tribes and states by these regulations.
But the regulations do s40y thlilt the Ildillan trile,'s .tilt etitioln EIA to h1ive
the authr'lfty to reclassify their lands to allow either that the air caut dgradate
more than its present levels or that It must remain at present good quality levels
(i.e. more stringent. than the present Class II). The effect of reclassifying to a
more stringent air quality stldlird would mean that most likely It would lie.
very difficult for any major Industry, especially the lower industry, to move Into
'the are-a of redlfsignatlon. Obviously, in those re.ervattions Impacted by enprgy
development this 'o,,uld hop significant. If the tribe would petition EPA for ap-
proval of a reclassification to a Class 1 designation it would he very difficult for
power companies to build major power facilities on the reservation.

Another issue thft really hasn't been talked abnnt by the panel, and I think
a significant one, and which is particularly appropriate for EPA, Is the question
of tile limitation of state Jurisdiction under Putilic Law 280 and especially eis
regards te saving clause, Clause ii, of that statutory authority, which says.
as I am sure is familiar to ill of you, thiat no state action shall encumber, and
so forth, tile trust lands Involved under a Publc Law '290 delegation. Under tfle
fanfta Rosa 'ase, It is my opinion that thie state Inehudin Publie Law 280 states.
do not have niuthority over Indian Innds for environnmental putrposes. Tills is
based on tile fact that the land use cases are now going against the state for
state authority over Indian lands for land use purposes. In my opinion, environ-
mental issuieS so closely parallel tHie land use cases that the same rational would
apply for environmental purl;pses. Therefore, It Is currently my position that
under the existing cases the states, even a Plublic Law 280 state, will not have
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Jurisdiction for environmental purposes on Indian lands. It is somewhat safe to
make these policy positions because until there is a case specifically on point,
you don't have a clear application of the law to Indian Issues.

One last comment on the sort of difficulties that we are running into as an
agency trying to responsibly bring environmental control to Indian lands, and
that is that there has Just been a district court appeals case in D.C. that freed
up $138 million of past EPA funds for water quality planning. Some of this money
will be available for Indian lands, and our region, Region VIII in Denver, has
Already earmarked a considerable amount of money for the tribes within our
region for water quality planning.

This money is generally divided up to the states on a formula basis and we
are doing the same thing with Indian tribes; we divide it up on a formula basis.
The question that arises 1s the effect of the reservation diminishment cases--
what is the basis for your formula? For example, the Standing Rock Reserva-
tion, in South Dakota, was recently held in a district court case to be partially
diminished. That case Is now on appeal.

That raises the question of authority of the state within that diminished
area and the Tribe In that area which is not diminished. And where there is a
case on appeal, what is the position that our agency should take regarding juris-
-diction within those diminished areas. These issues become very complicated.

This issue of authority of the Indian tribe over non-Indians is also important
for us. Much of the environmental difficulty on Indian land is caused by non-
Indian enterprises and it raises the question of whether a tribe which * lshes
to protect Its land from environmental degradation has authority to develop its
own environmental controls that would apply to that non-Indian enterprise. We
obviously take the position that they do and our agency will work with the tribes
to develop regulations and we would also assist them in enforcing those regular.
tonss if necessary.

(Transcribed from oral presentation.)
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[8. 268, 93d Cong., 1st sess.I

AN ACT To authorize the Secretary of the Interior, pursuant to guidelines established by
the Executive Office of the President, to make grants to assist the Stat"s to develop and
implement State land use programs and to coordinate land use planning In interstate
arinas: to coordinate Federal programs and policies which have J.und use impacts; to
coordinate planning and management of Federal lands and planning and management
of adjacent non-Federal lands; to make grants to Indian tribes to assist them to
develop and implement land use programs for reservation and other tribal lands; to
encourage research on and training in land use planning and management ; and for other
purposes

lie it cnaetcd by the Senate and House of Rcprcscntatlvcs of the United States
of A merica in c'ongre8s assembled, That this Act may be cited as the "Land Use
l'oliky and Planning Assistance Act".

TITLE V-.LAND USE PIROGRAMS FOR RESERVATION AND OTHER
TRIBAL LANDS

GRANTS TO INDIAN TRIBES

Sr.,. 501. The ecre4,ary 1 uiluthorized to make annual grants to any Indian
trilie to assist such trilb in developing an(l administering a land use program for
reservation and other tribal lands of such tribe.

LAND USE PLANNING PROCESSES FOR lI|SERVA'd"YON AND OTHER TRIBAL LANDS

SE.c. 502. (a) Prior to making any grant pursuant to this title to any Indian
tribe, the Secretary shall first lie satisfied that thl! tribe intends to expend such
funds for the development of a land use planning process for the reservation and
oiher tribal lands of such tribe.

(b) Tlie land use planning process shall Include--
(I) the preparation of an Inventory of the reservation and other tribal

lands and their natural resources and the nature, quantity, and compatibility
of such land and resources required to meet economic, social, and environ.
mental needs;

(2) the establishment of methods for identifying areas of critical en.
vironmental concern; areas which are, or may lie, impacted by key facilities;
n 1d any areas suitable for potential large scale development;

(3) the establishment of arrangements for the exchange of data and In-
formation pertinent to land use planning with the Federal Government, the
State agencies in the State or States in which the reservation and other
tribal lands involved are situated, and neighboring local governments;

(4) the dissemination of information to and the assurance of participation
of reservation residents and tribal members in the development of the land
use planning process; and

(5) the hiring of competent professional and technical personnel and,
whenever appropriate, the itse( of special consultants.

LAND USE PROGRAMS FOR RISEKVATION AND OTHER TRIBAL LANDS

Sr.c. 503. (a) Prior to making any grant pursuant to tils title to any rndlan
tribe after the five complete fiscal year lrlod following the first grant to such
trlibe, tfie Secretary shall first be satisfied that-

'1) the tribe has established an aedetluate land use planning process as
Iprovilded for in section 502 hereof;

(2) has developed, or is In tile course of developing, a land use program
for tfip reservation and other tribal lands of such tribe, which program shall
include nwthods for-
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(A) assuring control over large-scale development, development of
public facilities or utilities of regional benefit, land sales or development
projects, and use and development in areas of critical environmental
concern and areas impacted by key facilities;

(B) assuring dissemination of information to and participation of
reservation residents and tribal members in the development and imple-
mentation of the land use program; and

(C) coordinating, pursuant to section 505, the land use program with
any State land use program approved pursuant to this Act and with the
use of Federal lands adjacent to the reservation and other tribal lands;

(8) in designating areas of critical environmental concern, the Indian
tribe has not excluded any areas of critical environmental concern which
are of more than tribal and statewide concern; and

(4) the Indian ttibe Is demonstrating good faith efforts to complete the
land use program, and, upon completion thereof, is demonstrating good faith
efforts to Implement the purposes, policies, and provisions of such program.
For the purposes of this clause (4), the inability of an, Indian tribe to take
any action the purpose of which Is to limphment the land use program, or
any portion thereof, becuuse such action Is enjoined by the issuance of an
Injunction by any court of competent Jurisdiction shall not be construed as
failure by the tribe to demonstrate good faith efforts to implement the pure
poses, policies, and provisions of I lhe land tise program.

(b) In the Implementation of Its land use program, the governing body of
each Indian tribe Is hereby authorized to enact zoning ordlminnces or other-
wise to regulate tile use of the reservation and other tribal lands of such
tribe, subject to the approval of the Secretary.

DEFINITIONS

Sric. 504. Tile definitions of "areas of critical environmental concern", "k.?y
facilities", and "large scale d(twelomlnent" provided In section 001 shall lie
applicable to the same ternis contained In sections 502(b) (2) and 503(a) (2)
(A), except that, for tile purposes of sections 502(b) (2) and 503(n) (2) (A)
tile following substitution of words shall be made within sucl definitions:
(I) "reservation and other tribal lands" for "nLoti-Federal lands", aud 111)
"Indian tribe" or "tribal", whichever Is appropriate, for "State".

COORDINATION WITH STATE LAND USE PROGRAMS AND FEDERAL LANDS PLANNING

SEc. 505. (a) To the extent that the laws governing the management of tile
Federal lands permit, all agencies of the Federal Government charged with
responsibility for the management of Federal lands adjacent to reservations
and otwor tribal lands subject to a land use program of a tribe which is eligible
for financen! assistance pursuant to this title shall control the use of such Federal
lands so as to histure thot such use Is consistent with such lmdl use program.

(b) All State and local government agencies with authority to control the use
of non.Federal lands adjacent to reservation and other tribal lands subject to a
land use program of a tribe which Is eligible for financial assistance pursuant to
this title shall control the use of such non-Federal lands so as to insure that such
use is consistent with such land use program. The iequir(m'ent of this subsection
shall nerve as a further condition of eligibility of any State for grants pursuant
to part A of title 11 after the five complete fiscal year period following tile en.
actment of this Act.

(c) The land use program prepared by any Indian tribe pursuant to this title
shall provide for control of the use of that portion of the reservation and other
tribal lands which is adjacent to the exterior boundaries of the reservation and
other tribal lands so as to Insure that such use Is consistent with the use of
Federal lands adjacent to the reservation and other tribal lands and the use of
any non-Federal lands which are subject to a State land use program approved
pursuant to this Act and are adjacent to the reservation and other tribal lands.
If no land use program is prepared after tile five complete fiscal year period fol.
lowing the first grant to any such Indian tribe, the tribe shall assume Interim
control of that portion of the reservation and other tribal lands which is adjacent
to the exterior boundaries of the reservation and other tribal lands so as to fulfill
the requirement of this subsection. Tile requirement of this subsection shall serve
as a further condition of eligibility of any Indian tribe for grants pursuant to
this title after the five complete fiscal year period following the first grant to
such tribe.
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CONFLICTS RESOLUTION

SEC. 50N. Any State, Indian tribe or the Secretary at the direction of any Indian,
tribe, or Federal agency with Federal land management Tesponsibilities, which
believes that the requirements of section 505 bave not been met and has jurisdic-
tion over any portion of the particular lands involved, may institute a civil action
in the district court of the United States in the jurisdiction of which the lands
involved are located for a restraining order or injunction or other appropriate
remedy to enforce the provisions of section 505.

TRIBAL REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

SEC. 507. (a) Any Indian tribe which Is receiving or has received a grant pur-
suant to this title shall report at the end of each fiscal year to the Secretary, in it
manner prescribed by him, on activities undertaken by the tribe pursuant to or
under this title.

(b) Upon completion of a land use program, the relevant Indian tribe shall
submit such program annually with the report required In subsection (a) hereof.

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY

SEC. 508. The Secretary shall relprt annually to -the President and the Congress
on all actions taken In furtherance of tils title anmdon the impacts of all other
programs or services to or fin half of Indlans on the ability of Indian tilbes to
fulfill the requirements of this title.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF PROGRAM

Sc.R, 509. Within one year of the enactment of this Act, the Secretary shall make
known the benelits of this title to all Indian tribes, The Secretary shall make
every effort to Insure that the provislos of O this title are fully understood by such
tribes. 'Th1e Secretary may fulfill the requlrehments of this section by contract with
any non-profit educational or service organization, On entering Into such contract
or contracts, the Se(rcta ry shall givi lprefeerence to) such 'orgalizations hfl primary
responsibility of which is service to lvdians or education on subjects of ludifa
concern,

FE:DE.R,, RF:VlrV.

SRc. 510. The standards for review to determine eligibility of Indian tribes for
grants pursuanit toIthis title shall be the same as those provided for d(terihllhti•ol1
for eligibility of Shttes for grants under this Act. The review shall be conducted
entirely by the Secretary of the Interior and the review pr•cdures provided in
section 300 (a) through (f) shall be himpplicable to this title.

TITLE VI--GENERAL

DEFINITIONS

fzc. 001. For the purposes of this Act-
(a) "Secretary" means the Secretary of the Interior.
(b) "Stalte" means a State, the District of (lolumnbl. the C'ommonwealth of

Puerto Rico, or any territory or lpmsexssion of the United States.
(c) "General purpose local government" means any general pmrpose unit of

local government as defined by the Bureau of ('ensus and any regional, Inter.
governmental, or other public entity which Is deemed by the Governor to have
authority to conduct land use planning on a general rather than a strictly fmue.
tional basis.

(d) "Iocal gove:nment" meens any "general purpose local government" as
defined in subsection (c) hereof or anr regional combination thereof. or. whf,re,
appropriate, any other public agency which has land use planning authority.

(e) "Federal lands" means any land owned by the United States without regard
to how (he United States acquired ownershil of the lautd and without reard ta
the agency having responsibility for management thereof, except reservation and
other tribal lands as defined in subsection (g) hereof.

Mt) "Non-Faederal lands" means all lands tMicOO are not "Federal lands" as
defined In subsection (e) hereof, reservation and other tribal lands as defined In
subseetion (g) W ereof of this action and are not held hy the Fderal Government
In trnut for the benefits of Indians, Aleuts, and Eskimo&

78-110-?----20
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1(g) "Reservation and other tribal lands" means all lands within the exterior
Iboundaries of any Indian reservation, notwithstanding the issuance of any patent,
and Including rights-of-way, and all lands held in trust for or supervised by any
Indian tribe as defined In subsection (h) hereof.

'(h) "Indian tribe" means any Indian tribe, band, group, or community having
a governing body recognized by the Secretary.
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flol. Op. M-3860
HOGAN and HARTSONt
lVashlngton, D.O.
Attention: Sherwin J. Markman, Esq. and Joseph 31. lassett, Esq.

GENTLEMEN: By letter to the Bureau of Indian Affairs dated October 26, 1970,
you requested a complete copy of a 1965 agreement between the Seneca Nation
of Indians, the First Seneca Corporation, the United States Pillow Corporation
and certain individuals, and all drafts of the agreement which are contained In
the Bureau's files. This request, submitted pursuant to the Freedom of Informa-
tion Act, 5 U.S.C. 1 552, and Departmental regulations, 43 CFR 2.1 et seq., was
denied by the Bureau on February 11, 1071, for the following reasons:

First the documents were actually tribal business records and not agency rec.
ords subject to the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act; second, the
,documents were received in confidence from the Seneca Nation and were being
held by the Federal Government as trustee; third, a specific statutory exemption
for the documents was claimed pursuant to the provisions of 5 U.S.O. 1552 (b) (4).

On August 19, 1971, you appealed that decision to the Solicitor and on Septem.
her 8, 1971, Mr. Hassett and counsel for the Seneca Nation, Mr. Lazarus, were
afforded an opportunity to present their respective views orally.

There has been some question whether the requested documents are "agency
records" within the meaning of the Act. For the purposes of this appeal I shall
assume argucndo, that they are "agency records."

At the outset we note that your original request sought the "agency agree.
ment." The Bureau of Indian Affairs is not a party to the agreement, which in
fact was prepared by or on behalf of the tribe and title to which is vested In the
tribe. It should also be noted that the final agreement Is merely submitted to the
Secretary for approval because It Involves the expenditure of funds made avail.
able to the Seneca Nation pursuant to Public Law 88-533, 78 Stat. 738. The agree-
ment Is not required t¢o be filed with the Secretary, although a copy Is retained
as evidence of Secretarial approval.

Section 552(b) (4) of Title 5 U.S.C. provides:
"(b) This section does not apply to matters that are * * (4) trade secrets

and commercial or financial information obtained front a person and privileged
or confidential * * *.'.

The basis of the Bureau's reliance on this Important exemption Is, of course,
the unique fiduciary relationship between the Department of the Interior and
Indians. This fiduciary and confidential relationship lins been aptly described by
the Supreme Court in Scminole Nation v. UnItcd States, 816 U.S. 286, 296-297
(1042) :

"In carrying out Its treaty obligations with the Indian tribes, the Government
is something more thann a mere contracting party. Under a humane and self.
Iliposed policy which has found expre,,slon In many acts of Congress and numer.
o(is decisions of this Court, It has charged Itself with moral obligations of the
highest responsibility and trust. Its m"nduct, as diitclosed in tihe acts of those
who represent It In dealings with Indians, should therefore be judged by the
most, exacting fiduciary standards."

In the discharge of this fidulary obligation It is essential that a confidential
r-,lationshhli be established and maintained. It has been long understood that
d(lcllmne.-ls such as these are submitted to the Department in confidence and we
would he re.nis lit discharging this fiduciary obligation If these documents were
released unnlal.,,r:ily without the concurrence of tile tribe. As you are aware, tile
frihe hits iltnt conslent'd to the release and, In fact, has urgdl that tit, lDepart-
ment reject your request. We are led to the conclusion that the documents re.
quested clearly arte -eunomnipassql within hfile scope of the exemption of 5 U.S.C.

.0552(b) (4).
(301)
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Departmental regulations require that upon a determination that the re-
quested records fall within one or more of the categories exempted under the
Public Information Act, there be a further determination that sound grounds
exist which require the invocation of the exemption, 43 CFR 2.2. While we feel
that the fiduciary and confidential relationship between the Department of the
Interior and Indians is a sufficient ground in and of itself requiring invocation
of the exemption, we also point out that when Mr. Bassett was afforded an
opportunity to state the interest of your client in the documents he declined to
do so, and even disclaimed any knowledge of the litigation pending In the state
courts of New York between the First Seneca Corporation and its construction
contractor, in which, we are advised, the contractor unsuccessfully sought to
obtain the documents.

Thus Mr. llassett declined to urge any grounds on behalf of i-our client why
the exemption should not bIe invoked. Accordingly. the decilsion of the Bureau of'
Indian Affairs of February 11, 1971, is hereby affirmed.

MITCHELL MELICt, Solicitor.

0
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PART V, Exinmrr 14

U.S. DEPAsTMENT OF THE INThMtOZ,
Orrics OF THE SOLICITOU,

Washington, D.A., March 11, 1975.
Ifemorandum to: Assistant Secretary-Program Development and Budget.
!Subject: Freedom of Information Appeal of Will Thorne.

This memorandum outlines our views on the legal issues Involved In the Free.
.dom of Information appeal of Mr. Will Thorne of the Press Enterprise Company,
-a newspaper concern in Riverside, California.

On February 5, Mr. Thorne asked the Bureau of Indian Affairs to provide him
with a copy of a legal services contract between the Aguma Callente Band of
Mission Indians and Richard Kleindienst. The contract had been submitted to
the Bureau by the Tribe for Bureau approval. The Bureau's Area Director In

'Sacramento denied the request and Mr. Thorne has appealed.
Before the initial decision on the Thorne request, the parties were queried

about release. The Tribe objected on the basis that the contract was privileged
under tho attorney-client privilege. W have cheeked with Mr. Kilendienst and
he does not wislh the contract disclosed if his client does not.

The only exemption from the Freedom of Information Act's general disclosure
requirements potentially applicable to the contract Is the fourth exemption, which
applies to trade secrets and to matters that are (1) commercial or financial iii-
frmation, (2) obtained from a person and (3) privileged or confidential. Con.
eusncrs Ution of the United Statt.s, Inc. v. Vctcrans Administration, 301 F. Supp.

76t.) (S.D.N.Y. 1969).
The contract is "commercial or financial" In nature, dealing as it does with a

business relationship between the Tribe and Mr. Klcindhl est. We I,-lieve the Tribe
Is a "person" within the definition of that term In 5 U.S.C. 551(2) ; therefore,

't I e contract was also "obtained from a person."
As to whether the contract is "privileged or confidential." there Is a relatively

weak argument that the attorney-client privilege applies. Ordinarily, this privi.
lege attaches to communications made In preparation for, or contemplation of,
litigation. Consequently, the terms of a contract for an attorney's services prob.
ably are not covered, see generally, 7 Am. Jur. 2d, Attorneys 1 91 at seq. (1903).

T'ie generally accepted test for determining whether Information Is "privileged
*or confidential" Is set out In National Parks and Conservation Association v.
Morton, 498 F.2d 705 (D.C. Cir. 1974), In which it was held that Information is
privileged or confidential If (1) it is of a type which would not customarily be
released to the public by the person from whom It was obtained and (2) that
release would (a) undermine the ability of time Government to obtain such In-
formation In the future or (b) seriously jeopardize the competitive position of
the person from whom It was obtained.

The Tribe's objection to release can be taken, I think, to indicate that they
would not ordinarily release such documents, meeting the first test. Tile second
lest is not so easily surmounted, however. Release of the information would not
Jeopardize the ability of the Government to obtain such material In the future;
the Trilbe must submit such contracts to the Bureau of Indian Affairs for ap-
proval. This leaves only the question of competitive harm as a basis for finding the
contract to be privileged.

In most situations In which the release of Information disclosing an employee's
slary is at issue (and that is really the issue involved here), two types of com-
petitive injury are possible. First, knowledge of the salaries of a competitor's
employees permits a company to more finely tune Its price when It bids against
(or otherwise competes with) the competitor. Second, disclosure of salaries may
lead to competitors hiring employees away or, alternatively, to lowler-pald em-
ployees demanding higher salaries.

(303)
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The first of these dangers is not posed by disclosure of the contract between
Kleindienst and the Tribe. Kleindienst has been retained to represent the Tribe
In connection with general problems of Tribal business. Since Kleindienst prac-
tices In Washington, this presumably means, in particular, the Tribe's relation-
ship with the Government. In any event, Kleindienst is apparently representing
the Tribe in its governmental capacity, rather than in connection with particular
proprietary or commercial ventures in which it is involved. The Tribe as a govern-
mental body is not in commercial competition with others.

An argument could be made that disclosure might eause the second type of
competitive harm. Since Kleindleust is, presumably, not sorely pres-ed to take
the highest fee available there is little danger, I would think, that he will be
hired away. (This is particularly so because he has only promised the Tribe 100
hours of his time a year, leaving ample time to take more lucrative commissions
if they are offered.) There is a possibility, however, that other lawyers mirlht be
disinclined to accept less than $100 an hour from the Tribe if they knew that the
Tribe was paying Kleindienst this fee.

The likelihood that we could employ this test to fit the Klelndienst contract
within the National Parks and Conserration A8sociation test is probably not good,
though. The argument re.sts on the premise that lawyers are fungible. This prem-
Ise is, of course, false. Kleindienst is an attorney of some stature. His political
and legal connections are presumably such that his services are well in demand
and he can thus easily ask $100 an hour, If not more. Other attorneys cannot
realistically do the same. The stature of a single practitioner of no particular
personal repute in Southern California may be such that he can compete with
Klelindenst and other more prestigious lawyers only If he asks for a significantly
lower fee.

In summary, the legal arguments for concluding that the contract is "privileged
or confidential" within the National Parks and Conterration Association test are
very weak. In my judgment, they do not, In this case. provide an adequate legal
basis for invoking exempti•,n (4).

Should you have questions or desire to dltcuss this appeal furtlher, we Vill be
happy to meet with you at your convenience.

KENT FRTZZELL, Solicitor.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
OFFICE OF THE SECRETART,

Washington, D.C., March 18, 1975.
Mr. WrML Turonx,
Rtate Capitol Bureau, Press Enterprise Co.,
Sacramento, Calif.

DEAR MR. THORNE: Your Fehrnary 13 letter to the Drmrtnent S-olleitr, '.%Mr.
Frizzell, appealing a denial of information under the Freedom of Information
Act. was received In this office February 18. Departmental regulations now place
re.sponsihility for appeals in this office.

It is the opinion of the Solicitor that. in thiq cas,. the informntlon you requested
(the Special Attorney Contract between the Agna Calliente Band and Richard
Kleindlentit) is required to be dlolsed under the Freedom of Information Act.
Therefore, you may arrange to inspect the dmiment, as you originally requested,
in the office of the Area Director, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Sacramento.

Sincerely yours, Rloyrro• C•. Iluorn's,
Assistant Seeretary, Program Development and Budget.

PRFR ETriRPiaSE Co.,
Sacramento, Calif., February 13, 1975.

K.FNT la,IZZ M.T.
Office of Solieitor, U.S. Department of the ranterior,
Washington. D.(.

,T)r.A Sm: I have formally requested from William Finale. are director in
Stacramento for the Bureau of Indian A,-airs, permission to Inq•pect a proratel
contract between the Agna (alfntt, Band )f Mi.s.sion Indians, Palm Springs, Calif.,
and Rlehard 0. Kleindlenst, of WashIngtoa, D.C.

(fr. Finale has notified me of denial "pursuant to IS U.S.C. M•2(b) (4) find
because the contract han an attorney-client privilege", gning on to state that
"qhe contract was submitted by the Band in confidence to this office for approval,
and they in turn claim an attorney-client privilege".
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He also very fairly notes that I ha-e "a right of appeal to this decision to the
Solicitor of the Department of the Interior, Washington, D.C., pursuant to Title 43
C.F.R., Sub-title A, Part 2.2 (b)."

I do so hereby appeal; requesting that pet mission be granted to inspect the
document to myself, if it remains in Sacramento, or to our Washington repre-
sentative, Martin SaldItch, 14 Tenth St., N.W., Washington 20002, if and when it
Is transferred to Washington.

Sincerely,
WiLL THORNE.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TIHE INTERIOR,
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,January 7, 1974.

Hon. HENRY M. JACKSON,
Chairman, Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MIL CHAIRMAN: This is in further response to your letter of December 7,
1973, concerning Federal recognition of Indian tribes and related questions.

In response to your request that we review the history of extending Federal
recognition to Indian tribes for the past 20 years, listing the tribes that have been
granted recognition and the specific authority for such recognition, we provide
the following information:

TRIBE

1. Menominee Indian Tribe of Wiscon-
sin.

2. Original Band of Sault St. Marie
Chippewa Indians (Michigan).

3. Yr"vapal-Tonto Apache Tribe (Ari-
zona).

4. Nooksack Indian Tribe of Washing-
ton.

5. Burns Palute Indian Colony (Ore-
gon).

0. Upper Skagit
ington).

Indian Tribe (Wash-

7. Sauk-Sulattle Indian
ington).

Tribe (Wash-

8. Coushatta Indians of Louisiana.

9. Miccosukee Tribe
Florida.

of Indians of

AUTHORITY USED

Public Law 93-197, 93rd Cong., 1st Ses-
sion, Approved December 22, 1973 (87
Stat. 770).

Commissioner's letter of September 7,
1972, and Solicitor's Opinion of Feb-
ruary 27, 1974.

Public Law 02-470 (86 Stat. 783) Ap.
proved October 6, 1972.

Solicitor's Opinion M-36833, dated Au-
gust 13, 1971.

Solicitor's Opinion M-36759, dated No-
vember 16, 1.967.

Act of June 30, 1913 (38 Stat. 101)
Deputy Commissioner's letter of
June 9, 1972.

Same as above. These two groups have
comnion ownership In land purchased
pursuant to the 1913 Act.

Letter of June 27, 1973, from Marvin L.
Franklin, Assistant to the Secretary
of the Interior, and June 13, 1973, sup-
porting memorandum of Acting Di-
rector, Office of Indian Services.

Indian Reorganization Act of June 18,
1934 (48 Stat. 984), as amended. Ap-
proved by John A. Carver, Assistant
Secretary of the Interior, January 11,
1962, and November 17, 1961, Order
by Assistant Secretary of the Interior.

Attached for your convenience are copies of the Solicitor's opinions and letters
mentioned a'iove.
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Enclosed wit'i your letter was one you received of November 13, 1973, from,
Mr. Dewey Sigo, Executive Director of STOWW, Inc., asking for a report on the
status of Federal recognitions of member tribes of that organization. The follow-
ing is the requested status:

RoOGNIZED NOT RCOGNIZED

1. Chehalis. 1. Cowliti.
2. Jamestewp-Clallam. 2. Chinook.
3. Lower Elwa-Clallam. 3. Marietta-Noksack.
4. Huckleshoot. 4. Stillaguamish.
5. Niaqually. 5. Snohomish.
6. Nooksack. 0. Samis!'-.
7. Port Gamble-Clallam.
8. Squaxin.
9. Suquamish.

10. Skokomish.
11. Sauk-Suiattle.

With regard to the six unrecognized STOWW members, the Stillaguamish
was one of the entities found in the recent United States v. Washington case to
have treaty (Point Elliott) fishing rights. In light of this determination, we have
researched the matter to determine whether the Stillaguamish group can be
recognized as constituting a triple and made a recommendation to the Secretary.

As to two other unrecognized STOWW members--the Snohomish and Sanlush
entities-research is being conducted on their status it view of the fact that they
were also parties to the Point Elliott Treaty, although not parties iln United,
States v. Washington. We are also researching the other STOWW members'
status.

"Federal recognition" is.a subject which is extremely complex. Consistency
of practice in giving "Federal recognition" is difficult to discern. hut we believe
this apparent lack can be explained. In this discu.;sion we will quote extensively
from the Handbook of Federal Indian Law. The quotations are from the original
published in 1945 (herein referred to as Cohen) which differs In some respects
from the revision and updating of It published In 1958. These differences are not,
in our view, pertinent to this discussion.

First, it seems important to note the significance of the term-Federal rceog-
"ition; recognition-not creation. It is our assumption that the term means that
there is an entity--something in being.

The following Is from the discussion of The Scope of Tribal Self-Government
in Cohen:

"Perhaps the most basic principle of all Indian law, supported by a host of
decisions hereinafter analysed, is the principle that those powers which are
lawfully vested in an Indian tribe are not, in general, delegated power* granted
by express acts of Congress, but rather inherent powers of a limited sovereignty
which has never been extinguished. Each Indian tribe ibgins Its relationship
with the Federal Government as a sovereign power, recognized as such in treaty
and legislation," p. 122. Italics are in Cohen.

The questions which are faced with regard to "Federal recognition" are-does
a tribe exist (does a particular group of Indians constitute a tribe) and which
branch of the Federal Government can give the "Federal recognition"?

In Cohen's discussion of The Legal Status of Indian Tribes, after pointing out
that the term "tribe" can be used In an ethnological, a legal or political or a social
sense, this is stated:

"The question of tribal existence, in the legal or political sense, has generally
arisen in determining whether some legislative. administrative, or Judicial power
with respect to Indian "tribes" extended to a particular group of Indians.

"The most basic of these issues has been the constitutional issue a rising from
the grant of power to Congress to regulate 'commerce with * * * the Indian-
Tribes.' The Supreme Court has, in a number of cases, taken the position that the
applicability or constitutionality of congressional legislation affecting Individual
Indians, and the inapplicability or uncoaistitutionality of state legislation affect-
ing such individuals, depended upon whether or not the individuals concerned
were living in tribal relations.
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"While thus making the validity of congressional and administrative actions
,depend upon the existence of tribes, the courts have said that it is up to Congress
and the executive to determine whether a tribe exists. Thus the 'political arm of
the Government' would seem to be in a position to determine the extent of its
power. In this respect the question of tribal existence and congressional power has
been classed as a 'political question' along with the recognition of foreign gov-
ernments and other issues of international relations.

"Thus in the case of United States v. Holliday, the Supreme Court held that
federal liquor laws were applicable to a sale of liquor to a Michigan Chippewa
Indian, despite a treaty l)rovi.;ion looking to the dissolution of the tribe, for the
reason that the Interior Department regarded the tribe as still existing. The
Court declared:

'In reference to all matters of this kind, it is the rule of this court to follow
the action of the executive and other political departments of the government,
whose more special duty it is to determine such affairs. If by them those Indians
are recognized as a tribe, this court must do the same. (P. 419.)'" p. 268

From the above it appears that Federal recognition of Indian tribes can be
given by either the executive or the legislative branch of government.

One of the primary methods utilized by the executive branch in giving Federal
recognition to particular groups of Indians as tribes was by setting aside reser-
vations for them by executive order. Several groups of Indians were recognized
as tribes by tie executive in this manner, particularly In the Southwest. This
method of extending Federal recognition was made unavailable to the executive
branch by the Act of June 3, 1919 (41 Stat. 3, 34)-see also the Act of March 3,
1927 (44 Stat. 1347)).

'The 1919 Act provided:
That hereafter no public lands of the United States shall be withdrawn by

Executive Order. proclamation, or otherwise, for or as an Indian reservation
except by act of Congress.

The 1927 Act provided:
That hereafter changes in the boundaries of reservations created by Executive

order, proclamation, or otherwise for the use and occupation of Indians shall not
be made except by Act of Congre.o: Provided, That this shall not apply to tem-
porary withdrawals by the Secretary of the Interior.

See also a 1918 Act applicable to Arizona and New Mexico codifled at 25 USC
211.

The Indian Reorganization Act of June 18, 1934 (48 Stat. 984), in Section 18,
provided that the provisions of that act would trot apply "to any reservation
wherein a majority of tile adult Indians, voting at a special election duly called
by the Secretary of the Interior, shall vote against its application." This Section
18, as amended in 1935, gave the Secretary 2 years in which to call such elections.
Section 16 of the Indian Reorganization Act provided for elections to be author.
sized and called by the Secretary of the Interior on the adoption of a constitution
and bylaws by "Any tribe, or tribes, residing on the same reservation ** *" which
desire to organize under the Act.

In calling these elections It was necessary for the Secretary to make determi-
nations which in effect give Federal recognition to a particular group of Indians
as constituting a tribe. As to the fact that the question Is dealt with by the execu-
tive and the criteria that Is used, we quote again from Cohen:

The question of what groups constitute tribes or bands has been extensively
considered In recent years by the administrative authorities of the Federal Gov-
ernment In connection with tribal organization effected pursuant to section 16 of
tile Act of June 18, 1934. A showing that the group seeking to organize is en-
titled to be considered as a tribe, within the meaning of the act, is deemed a pre-
requisite tM the holding of a referendum on a proposed tribal constitution, and
the basis for such a holding Is regularly set forth in the letter from the Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs to the Secretary of the Interior recommending the sub-
mission of a tribal constitution to a referendum vote. In cases of special difficulty,
a ruling has generally been obtained from the Solicitor for the Interior Depart-
ment as to the tribal status of the group seeking to organize. The considerations
which, singly or jointly, have been particularly relied upon in reaching the con-
clusion that a group constitutes a "tribe" or "band" have been:

(1) That the group has had treaty relations with the United States.
(2) That the group has been denominated a tribe by act of Congress or Execu-

tive order.
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(3) That the group has been treated as having collective rights In tribal lands
or funds, even though not expressly designated a tribe.

(4) That the group has been treated as a tribe or band by other Indian tribes.
(5) That the group has exercised political authority over its members, through

a tribal council or other governmental forms.
Other factors considered, though not conclusive, are the existence of special

appropriation items for the group and the social solidarity of the group." pp.
270, 271. Footnotes omitted.

The one remaining question from your and Mr. Sigo's letters Is whether Fed-
eral recognition can be extended to a tribe that does not have a land base. A land
base is not a requirement for Federal recognition.

The Associate Solicitor for Indian Affairs has reviewed this letter and agrees
with Its contents.

We regret the delay in replying to your letter; if you have further questions
we would be glad to meet with you or your staff.

Sincerely yours,
LAFOLLErIFE BUTLER,

Acting Deputy Conlmi88ioncr of Indian Affairs.



PART V, EXhiIBIT 16

OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR GENERAL,
May 30, 1974..

Memorandum to: The Solicitor General.

From: Harry R. Sachse.
Subject: Tonasket v. Thompson and Nicholson v. Laranie, No. 73-1281.

These are two combined cases in which the Supreme Court has asked the
Solicitor General to express his views. In each, a person denied adoption into a
tribe brought suit in federal district court against the tribe and the members
of Its Council as a Council, asking the court to require enrollment and to award
them money damages. One plaintiff also alleged that the tribe, In 1957. had un-
lawfully removed her from Its rolls because she had moved to Canada and lived
there 20 years.

The district court dismissed the suits for lack of jurisdiction. The court of
appeals reversed and remanded for trial without any discussion of tile various
claims-i.e., mandamus against officer, mandamus against tribe, money judgment
against officer, money Judgment against tribe. In a two page opinion it relied
on i1s prior opinion in Johnson v. Lower Elwha Tribal Conlinnity, 484 F. 2d
200 In which it had held that 25 U.S.C. 1301-3, the Indian Civil Rights Act (the
Act) "by implication has waived whatever immunity Indian tribes had in this
area prior to its enactment".

The Tribe has petitioned for certiorari. The Department of Interior strongly
urges us to support the Tribe's petition. The Solicitor of the Departinent of the
Interior, exercising the agreement made with Mr. Griswold, has requested that
if we do not support the Tribe that we express his views in our brief-and he
has sent us a 12 page carefully prepared statement of these viewvs. The Civil
Rights Division, which has prepared the draft brief for u,, while finding consid-
erable areas of disagreement with the Ninth Circuit's decision believes the dis-
trict court did have jurisdiction over sonie of the claims, and that we should not
ask the Supreme Court to grant certiorari.

Interior has stated they want a conference on the case if we do not petition-
and Brad Patterson, who handles Indian Affairs for tile White house, (under
Leonard Garment) has called me to say that if there is a conference lie would
like to attend.

I recommend that we petition and I have worked out a position which I believe
Civil Rights and Interior will both find acceptable and which I think is our
proper position based on the law.

1. THE FACTS

(a) Thomprson.-Alice Thompson, a person of one-half Indian blood was •orn
in the State of Washington In 1911 and was enrolled as a member of tile Colville
Tribe. About 1937 she moved to Canada where she settled. 20 years later on
January 4, 1957, the Colville Tribe wrote Mrs. Thompson that it was considering
removing her name from its ro!l because she had taken up perinan'ent residence
In Canada and had abandoned her membership. This was in accord with the
Tribal constitution's provisions on loss of niemiership, which were approved by
the Secretary of the Interior. See Pet. App. B, p. A-7. The letter said that the
Tribe would hold a meeting on the subject on January 25 and that sihe "* *
might appear at said meeting. Introduced evidence, examine or ero.s-exar"ine wit-
nesses, and be represented by counsel." She received the notice January 5, and
attended the meeting, where she admitted her 20 year residence in Canada and
that she had voted In Canadian elections. By formal resolution, with findings of
fact, she was di.,enrolled on JTanuary 27, 1957.

On February 10, 1970, Mrs. Thompson applhit for adoption by the Tribe. The
ordinance of the Colville Tribe on adoption, approved by the Secretary of the
Interior provided among other things:

(310)
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SEC. 5. Applicants must possess good character and otherwise be acceptable to
the Business council as a tribal member (See Pet. App. B-A.b).

In other wurds the decision of who to adopt is left to the discretion of the
Tribe. The Tribe denied her application without formal hearing.

Mrs. Thompson then brought suit in federal district court against the Tribe
itself and 14 nvinhiers oil the Colville Business Council :the Tribal Council) -as
iieinhers of the Colville Business Council." She alleged that she had I,een '.t-
prope-rly stricken from the tribal rolls ,m the ground that slhe w%*as a Canadian
citizen, liut that she had never given up her American citizenship (the Tribal
Con.-titution uses residence, not citizenship as its test).* She alleged that the
Tribe had discriminated against her both by removing her name from the Tribal
roll ald reuning to reinstate it-in violation of the Equal protection Clause of
25 '. S.C. 1302 of the "Indian Civil Rights Act".

She prayed that the court :
1. Order the Tribe to pass an appropriate resolution to restore her to enember-

Ship retroactively;
2. that she have Judgment against the Tribe and the named members of its em-

rollimnet colnitittee for all 'Tribai per capita payments since her disenrollnient
together with S percent interest per aonum:

3. that ,hlIe have judgilent against tile defendants for $5000 attorney's fees and
Cost S.

(b) Laramie.-Tiis suit was brought by the same attorney and followed the
saiie pattern as Thonlijson-sult against named couniellni as councilmen and
against the Tribte seeking enrollment, back-paymnents and attorney's fees. The
Lramnie facts are the following: Mrs. Laramie was an enrolle(d Canadian Indian
(Okangan) and Mr. Laranile was apparently at least part Colville.

They hia(i three children all of whom were enrolled Okanogans and were Cana-
dian .ilize.•s. In April 1olk3. Mrs. TLaramuie and her children wtre "enfranchised"
under Canadian law--which means they were disenrolled from the Okanogan
tribe and made ordinary Canadian citizens (in American Indian law this is called
ternl nat ion). They then applied for adoption In the Colviei, Tribe and were turned
(lien under a Tribal resolution approved by tihe Secretary denying adoption it
any('ne who has ever been an enrolled member of a foreign Indian Tribe. This
stilt folliaed for back paynientts etc.

The pres,,ire to -,et into the C'olville Tribe Is. of course, because there are
Tribal as.,fs which adopted lemibers share. Hence the person terminated in
Canada wants pIart of the pie here.

2. SOME BACKGROUND ON THE LAW

Indlin tribes are treated in the Constitition In pard material with states and
foreign nations. Art. I, See. N, cl. 3. In Worcester v. lcorgla, 6 Pet. 515 the Court
described their situation at some length describing them as "domestic, depend(tnt
nations" lio.sesved of a sovereignty predating the U.S. Constitution and not de-
pe, ndent on it, but under the protection of the United States and subject to the
la%%inaking power of Congress. While Tribal sovereignty means much less today
beent110 of -the extent of federal legislation, the Cotirt last Term stressed this
background as a gul(Ie for determining the rights of Inlian tribes (McClanahan).
-Generally the Court has continued to refer to the right of tribes to make their
vwn lan- and be governed by them and the unwllIIngneqq of the court to inter-
fere with ilatters between tribal Indians--which are left to the Tribes and the
political branches of government.

As a re•ult of their ,overeienty Indian tribes are alsqo immune from swlts
miless C"ingress waives tile imninulity. United Stales v. U.S.F. ( G., 309 U.S. 5M0,
102. This lninutilty is more inportaint for a tribe than for a state or the federal

governmnment bie,,uwspe of the slender tinantcing of most trIbtes--whieh affeett, both
firing lawyers to (hefeild suils and paying judgmients. As a consequence the
courts bvie luf-id that a waiver of the immunity of an Indian tribe must Ibe in
plaini and out:nlbiignoni terms" Thcbr) v. ChoeIktqt. Tribe. (16 Fed. 372. 376 MCA.
Si aw: nivst :•u. ,-rtalute taking away trilbal rights. See, e.g., Menominec Tribe v.
1*"nilrdS.•1atl*. :'f9l U.S. 404. ,11iiirr v. Capneinan, 351 U'.S. 1.-7.*

:1. Wlh:it I hiv, jiuet described is the situation before the passage of the lmilan
Civil Rigot.s .%e f r iGSN. 25 i.S.C. 1301-130g. What these cases concern Is tile ex-
lent to which that Act has mldiflhed the situation and permitted stuilts against

*Witt, ScretariAl approval.
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Tribes and against Tribal officers acting In their official capacity. Tile Act does
three things:'

1. It provides that no Indian tribe exercising the right of self-governmvnt
shall make or enforce any law prohibiting the free exercise of religimi,
abridging freedom of speech or press; that selected Fourth. Fifth and Sixth
Amendment rights shall apply to the tribes and that a tribe shall not take
property without due process of law or deny anyone equal protection of fie
law.

2. It provides that the writ of habeas corpus sluill lie available in federal
court to test the legality of detention by order of an Indian tribe.

3. It amends P.L. 280, which permitted State- to assume limited Jurisdic-
tion within reservations, to henceforth require the consent of the Indian.;
and allow retrocession of Jurisdiction to the Tribes if the Tribe and a state
which has assunied Jurisdictlon agreed.

ItC'. only jurisdictional provision Is the habeas corpus section.
The petitioners argue that the Colville Tribe is inunune from suit in federal

court without express congressional authorization (correct) and that the Indlaik
Civil Rights Act does not give such authorization except in (ithe limited instot ne
of habeas corlpus Jurisdiction. They say that the express grant of habeas juris-
diction, and the rejeetion of nit earlier propo.%4il for broader Jurisdihtion not only
is iss than an express waiver of Imnmunity but indicates an intent that federal
courts have only tleJurisdiction expressly given. This. they argue dloes not make
the non.crhininal provikjons inoperative but puts them Into every Tribal consilitu-
tion and binds the Tribes and th-e Secretary o'' the Interior to follow them. They
do not seem to differentiate the situation of the tribal c.flflials. They argue hox'w-
e'ver that having every tribal decision subject to review by a federal judge dle-
stroys the last " their Independence--even as between themlselves-and that
unil's,4 Congress has specifically done this to then the courts should not do it.

There Is merit to this argument particularly as to suit;; against the tribe Itself,
but it (les not adefluately consider the applicability oif 2S U.S.C. 1343(4) whihh
gives federal courts Juril.uliction Ini cases bright under civil rights stat tel,. snid
which, as applied in non-Indian civil rights cass would allow suilt against in-
dividual officials but not a state.

Interior, in contrast. divides the case Into two paris. As to the Jurisdiction of
federal courts nnder 1313(4) outside of the haheas corpus Jurisdiction provhled
by the Indian Civil Rights Act, it concludes that the answer is not clenr cut;
that the matters at Issue here are purely "Intratrllal eontrovershes", that tli' 10th
(ircuit has avoided finding J11ri.dictlion to rule on1 sulh isslles4 which are usllally
left to Tribal and Seceretarial discretion and that the statute and legishltive history
lre not as elear as they should be to u111do this imn1unity. As, to liability of the

trihe and its council for money Jiirdgnniets-they argue that the Indian Civil
Rights Act dlenrly did not set out to end. nor did it end, this tribal immunity anild
and that the Ninth Circuit, to thle extent that It permits trial on these Issues, Is iti
error.

The Civil Rights Division's views are not as different from Interior's as they
miiht seem. Civil Rights - .ys it is clear that a federal court undler 2, T.S.C.
13-13(4) hag Jurisdiction to hear a complaint under the Indion Civil Rights Act
at least angainv the Indi ldnal officers. They say, however, that the, Tribe T11.1y
still have immunity. perhaps Just against money jtidgments or perhaps ngaimift
suit ill together. They observe that the Ninth Cirelit falh-d "to discuss the vari-
onu aspects of the complaints with particular referehi,,e to tVn, nature of thie
rehlif bought and the type of defendant * * V'. They cont-Nde th.it sInce sein e,
of the cl'aimis aLallnst individuals are coxnizahle "and perhaps a suilt nuainlst the
Tribe for injllntefvle relief" there should be no review by the Supremne Court until
a ftr a trial on the nerit.q.

-4. 'rlere have now been seven or eilght cases tivinsit dndin tribes hailed On tle
Indian Civil Rights Act. The Ninth Cirenit has dealt with them wverhronadly,
as l.Pore. Tihe l6th ('ircuit hao, fo•nd peculia rifles in flipe toea(linas to deny Nlr,-
dition as In) SWntier/i v. ..tropahl e Tribe. 453 F. 2d 2TQ. No court hais de•,lt care-
fully or learnedly with the extent of turnldietion a federal enurt hIs in t'u,,e
en:eqs or the Immunities remaining to tihe Tribes anil their officers. The Supremev
C,iurt has not yet ruled on any of these questions. I think the questions are

t The Act netunlly does two other thiings as well-it requlroe the Department of the
Interior to drnft n model law nne order eode for the Indian tribes aind to reconuile thi-
Iai s on Indian affairs-i.e. bring Cohen and Kappler up to date'.
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Important, the time is ripe for presenting them to the Supreme Court and these
are appropriate cases in which to present them. The remand for trial (does not
make certiorari Inappropriate. Civil Rights agrees that the suit may lie exclu-
sively against the tribal officers. The Tribe itself should not have to Standi a
needless trial if this is so. The appropriateness of certiorari despite the remand
is at least as strong as it is in Cronrath v. Johnson, No. 73-1688 in which we
recently petitioned on behalf of ia prison guard whose claim of Immunity had
been rejected by a court of appeals which remanded for trial onl the mnerits. T'he,
Supreme Court rules, of course, do not require a final Judgment for certiorari
to lie. Moreover, the Court's recent cases in ,Schcucr v. Rhodes di.tcussing the
liability of a state officer and in Edelman v. Jordan concerning money damages
against a state, as well as our petition in Cronrath, will mean that the Court
will already have refreshed itself on Immunity issues.

I have talked about this a good deal with Civil Rights. I do not think they are
rigid on the question of petitioning or not. What they feet strongly is that we
should not attack 28 U.S.C. 1343(4) as a jurisdictional hasi.i for bringing a civil
rights suit in federal court, at least against individuals.

I propose the following position which I hope will be satisfactory to both
Civil Rights and Interior.

a. We should recommend that the Court grant the writ stressing that this is- a
case of first impression for the Supreme Court Involving OP Interpretation of a
major act of Congress applicable to all tribes. t

b. We should state that in our view 28 U.S.C. 1343(4) gives federal courts the
right to enforce substantive provisions of the Act but that such action cannot
be brought against the Tribe as such because of its IniImIunity--discussing civil
rights cases which are uniformly brought against state officials not the states.
This position is within the area that Civil Rights considers arguable, and sup-
ports our client's (Interior's) position.

e. As to money Judgments, we should argue that the tribes immunity has not
been waived and we should point out Edelmtan v. Jordan, decided 1L.reh 25. 11174,
as an analogy plus the specificity with which this kind of attribute of sover-
eignty must be waived. I think hath Civil Rights and Interior would agree we
are on strong ground here.

d. We should also argue that by analogy to Barr v. .latco (and our petition.
In Cronrath) the tribal officers working within their .cope of duty, haie an
immunity from suit for a money Judgment.

In other words we should argue that an Indian trial , like any government,
must have some sovrreign Immunity and some protection for its officers if it is
to be able to govern fairly-rather than under intimidation by legal act ion. See
Justice Harlan's opinion in Barr for an exposition of this. But Congress has
also passed a civil rights act giving rights to individual Indians which must be
enforced.

In doing so. Congress also has indleatled Its intent to Interfere as little as
possible with the right of the Indians to manage their own affairs. Thie scheimmu
which we present, which allows niandamnus of officials to enforce ri,.hts but
protects the Tribe front stilt and the Tribe and the officials from money jmmdg-
n'ents is the accommodation of these principles accepted in other areas of the
law and particularly appropriate here in light of the self-determination promised
Indians. and their lack of fInancial resources.

e. We should argue that in the area of trial membership antl adoption hiarge.
discretion is left to tihe tribes and a court should be reluctant to interfere.

f. We should also argue, as ('ivil Rights and Interior agree. that tile Indian
Civil Rights Act was c-early not muennt to be retroactive in army sense and would,
not apply to review of the dis-en roll nwnt of Mrs. Thlmmpsonm.

From preliminary discussions with each, I think both Interior and Civil Rights.
will be able to accept this position.
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PART VI. RESEARCH MEMORANDA SUPPORTING MAJOR REcoMMENDATIONS ON
CONSOLIDATION, REVISION, AND CODIFICATION OF TITLE 25

Eixhlbit 1. Bureau of Indian Affairs Preference File. (This exhibit contains 50
letters, documents, opinions, and reports, each of which Is separately indexed
at the beginning of the exhibit, page 317.)

Exhibit 2. Indian Health Service Preference File. (This exhibit contains 10 let-
ters, documents, opinions, and reports, each of which izs separately indexed at
the beginning of the exhibit, page 399.)

Exhibit 3. Contracting and Grant Preference File. (This file contains nine letters,
documents, opinions, and reports, each of which is indexed at the beginning
of the exhibit, page 417.)

Exhibit 4. Report of vacancies advertised in the Indian Health Service during
fiscal years 1975 and 1970, prepared by IlHS, pages 431-467.)
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"Indian Preference Exhibits, Bureau of Indian Affairs"

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 51]

U.S. CIvIL SERVICE CoMrMIssIoN,
BUREAU OF RECRUITINO AND EXAMINING,

.Washington, D.C., September 30, 1976.Mr. KARL A. FUNKE,
Specialist, Task Force on Indian Law Revision, Consolidation and Codification,

American Indian Policy Review Commission, WI'a8hfngton, D.C.
DEAR MB. FUNKE: This is a further reply to your letter concerning the Depart-

ment of Interior's request to change the definition of "Indian" used in the
Commission's regulations authorizing appointments in the Bureau of Indian
Affairs without competitive examination.

After a thorough review of all the matters involved, including the legislative
history of the Indian statutes, the Commission has decided to delete the present
definition of "Indian" from the appointment authority and to replace It with an
authority for the Secretary of Interior to define the term.

The revised regulation will be Imblished shortly In the Federal Register.
Sincerely yours,

ARcH S. RAMSAY, Director.

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 50]

U.S. CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION.
Washington, D.C., .Mfay I.f, 1973.

Mr. JoHN F. MCKU.N'E,
Director of Pcrsonnel,
Department of the Interior,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. McKUNE: I understand that representatives of our Bureau of Re-
cruiting and Examining and Bureau of Personnel .Management Evaluation met
recently with Mr. Spillers of your staff and Mr. Reed of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs to discuss the appointment of Indians In your Department in bureaus
other than BIA.

It 1-s good that our staffs were able to get together to discuss this subject.
Frankly, we have been concerned about sonme of the appointments made recently
under the Department's special Schedule A authority for Indians. We are con-
cerned too that improper appointments may be inadvertently encouraged by the
language of yur I)epartment's Personnel Management Letter No. 71-40, dated
July 15, 1971. Speaking of the special Schedule A authority, that Letter says, in
part:

Some bureaus may have utilized this authority occasionally In the pilst, but
speical attention should Ie paid to circumstances in which It 'an he applied niore
extensively in the future. These circumstances, involving Departmental programs
which may affect Indian communitie.s, include such matters as Irrigation facili-
ties, water resources, forestry management, electric power, land surveying, range
management, mining, mineral resources, fishery management, and public recre-
ation areas.

It certainly is true that this Schedule A authority Is available for use outside,
BIA. But in this connection it is Important to consider the circumstances under
which such use was authorized by the Commission.

(319)
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For years, the only bureau covered by the authority was BIA. However, In
July and again in November 1954 Mr. D. Otis Beasley, then Amininistrative As-
sistant Secretary of your Department, wrote to the Commission and asked that
the authority be aner.ded to cover other bureaus as well. Hie explained that some
functions being performed in BIA were being transferred to other bureaus and
that the Department wanted to be able to "permit the continuation of existing
employment practices relative to Indians" in connection with the transfer of
those functions which "still retained their identity." After obtaining our Gen-
eral Counsel's opinion that the Indian preference laws would continue to apply
under these circumstances, the Commissioners approved Mr. Beasley's request.
Indians appointed under the Schedule A authority who were in transferred func-
tions that did not retain their identity were permitted to acquire a competitive
status noncompetitively. It was held that under these conditions, use of the Sched-
tile A authority was no longer appropriate for them. Their positions came into the
competitive service, even though occupied by Indians.

It is clear from this background thit the extension of coverage of the Schedule
A authority to other bureaus was approved lby the Commission solely to permit
its use in those instances In which a BIA function was transferred intact to
another bureau and retained its identity there, with the Indian preference laws
still applicable. No other use of this authority was intended or authorized.

It should be emphasized that this Schedule A authority for Indians repre-
sents a form of preference based on race. In this respect it Is, on its face, con-
trary to the prohibitions in the Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972 and
the Government's longstanding policy of assuring equal opportunity to all citi-
zens regardless of race, color, religion, sex or national origin. However, our Gen-
eral Counsel has held that the Schedule A authority is consistent with the laws
and regulations governing equal employment opportunity when it is used to
carry out the preference provisions of the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934 and
other Indian preference statutes because they are overriding under these cir-
cunistances.

It follows from these considerations that using the Schedule A authority-
and thus giving preference to Indians-is justifled only when the Indian prefer-
ence statutes apply. Of course, in such cases, the Department tnitet give preference
to Indians both in initial appointment under Schedule A and In subsequent ,wr-
sonnel actions. It would be illegal to use the special Schedule A authority when
the Indian preference statutes do not apply.

By way of recapitulation, and to assure that there Is no misunderstanding
concerning use of the Schedule A authority In bureaus other than BIA, I should
like to speak to three types of situations:

In the case of functions transferred from BIA to another bureau, the
Schedule A authority may le used it the functions retain their identity In
the new bureau and the Department determines that the Indian preference
statutes must still be applied;

In the case of functions transferred from BIA to another bureau. but
wlich no longer retain their Identity or for which the Department deter-
mines Indian preference statutes no longer apply, the Schedule A authority
may not be used;

In the case of functions in another bureau that are not transferred from
1I1A. hut for which your Department determines Indian preference statutes
must lie applied. use of the Schedule A authority should be withheld unless
the Commission grants Its specific approval. Since the Commission's ac-
tion in 1955 was taken only with respect to functions transferred from BIA,
I feel the Commissioners should have the opportunity to consider the matter
('arefully before the authority is used more broadly.

I (an assure you that the Commission shares your desire to broaden employ-
ment opportunities for Indians and that we will be pleased to continue working
closely with you to this end. If you have any questions or problems that we may
be of help In resolving, my staff and I are at your dhisposal.

Sincerely yours,
BERSARn RosEW.

Erecutire Director.
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[Exhibit 1, Index No. 49]
OCTOBER 26, 1973.

Memorandum to: Various Addresses
From: Assistant Administrative Officer, Washington, D.C.
Subject: PM1 Letter re Schedule A Authority re Appointing Indians.

Attached for your information is PM Letter 73-14(213) dated 8/17/73. We
call this to your attention as the Departmental Manual sections referring to the
Schedule A authority re appointments of Indians have not as yet been revised.
The paragraphs relating to the authorities previously used for Indian employ-
ment are located in 370 DM 302 and 370 DM 213.

MAxINE,
As8i8tant Admini8trative Officer.

Enclosure.

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 48]

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,

Wa8hington, D.O., Augu8t 17, 1973.
Personnel Management Letter No. 73-54 (213).
Subject: Schedule A Authority-Appointing Indians Outside BIA.
To: Personnel Officers.

Enclosed is a copy of the Civil Service Commission's letter of May 14, 1973.
This is a clarification of circumstances where Schedule A authority may be used
in bureaus other than BIA. (See PMIL No. 71-40, dated July 15, 1971.) Special
attention should be given to the three types of situations spelled out on pages 2
and 3 of the Commission's letter.

Bureaus outside of BIA are permitted to use this authority only in those
instances in which a BIA function was transferred intact to another bureau and
retained its identify there, with the Indian preference laws still applicable. No
other use of this authority was intended or authorized by the Commission.

In all other instances, use of the Schexlule A authority to appoint Indians in
bureaus outside of BIM, where Indian preference laws are applicable, must have
prior Commission approval. These requests will be prepared for the signature of
the Director, Organization and Personnel Management.

HARLEY M. FRANKEL,
Chief, Divi8ion of Program Operation&.

Enclosure.

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 47]

[Excerpt from Personnel Management Action Plan for the BIA-Sept. 7, 19701

AN ALTERNATIVE OPTION FOR FURTHER CONSIDERATION

The basis for the Action Plan above consists of the principles and policies of
the Federal government's personnel management system as it exists today.
This system has as its foundation certain values and key institutions of the
"majority culture," e.g. equal pay for equal work, hiring on the basis of merit and
fitness, position structuring for efficiency of operations, consistency of basic poli-
cies within an organization, etc.

It seems logical that if the Federal government's policy in programmatic
matters is to ensure that Indian tribes have an opportunity to determine for
themselves what their priority needs are and how they will be met through
Bureau operations, a similar opportunity might exist for them to determine the
type of human resource management they want used In these programmatic areas.
In other words, if each Bureau agency and school is now consulting with tribal
government's and advisory boards regarding the nature of natural resource, coin-
munity service, education, etc., programs to be funded and conducted at the res-
ervation or school, it would make sense to let the same tribal governments and
school boards have a determining voice in the management of the persons con-
ducting the programs.

The alternative for further consideration, then, is to give tribal groups the
opportunity to establish their own version of a personnel management system
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for Bureau operations. Excepted from the various laws, rules and regulations of
the "majority culture" pertaining to personnel management, each tribe which
wished to do so would design the type of operation that best fitted its concepts of
position structure, compensation, employment practices, etc. Since there is some
variation in basic values from tribe to tribe, this alternative recognizes the poten-
tial inappropriateness of trying to have one consistent policy or practice through-
out the Bureau. If it is true that the Bureau in effect deals with a large number
of entities comparable to local governments, scattered throughout the country,
why attempt to force conformity when diversity is the rule in actual local gov-
ernment matters in the United States?

Some tribes may choose to remain with the Federal government's personnel
management system-which would be their choice. Others might want to use
several of its features, but not all. For example, the basis for qualifications to
be met for Bureau positions in some agencies might well be entirely different
from those in the "majority system" because they reflected a tribe's sense of values
for local language knowledge, various personal characteristics and cultural at-
titudes important to the tribe, and so on. Similarly. the relative value placed
on various occupational services rendered might be distinctly different from that
reflected in the position classification standards of the "majority system."

What is being proposed as an alternative is the possibility that the best way
to solve the Bureau's personnel management problems is not to go about the
task in the traditional manner, as described in the Action Plan, by improving
the Bureau's management system to bring it into conformance with the prin-
ciples and policies of the "majority system:" but to recognize Indian values
and differences as a possible basis for constructing a system (or collection of
systems) which abandons the quest for consistency and provides freedom for
"local option." Each school-as has been said recently-may very well be the
best organizational entity to set its own qualifications, pay rates, and manage-
ment procedures for the personnel it needs. Each tribe may be the best judge
of how to organize and staff and manage its agency's personnel dimension.

To have this opportunity now, Indian tribal governments must opt for con-
tracting under Pi 93-638, and then still abide by very specific "majority cul-
ture" terms under the contract. Would it be possible to permit one part of the
Federal government-the Bureau of Indian Affairs-to operate under a per-
sonnel system which had built into it a wide variety of different methods and
procedures conforming to and chosen by the various groups of constitutents
it serves? If the Federal government is serious about giving Indians real choice,
why not also the choice of personnel management systems? The manner in which
Indian preference is applied, the variety of qualification factors and their rela-
tive weight, the elements important to evaluating performance.-all of these per-
sonnel questions, and still others, could be made the subject of self-determination
by each tribe.

Many persons will probably object that pursuing this alternative in effect
would destroy the Bureau as an organization as it has been known. But that
has already to a great extent occurred. The ]Bureau has been buffeted by ex-
tremely powerful forces of change and at present has neither evolved into a new,
effective instrument nor maintained its traditional management style. The sit-
uation described In the pages above adds up to an organization "in the middle."
conforming to neither the principles of effective management'of the "majority
system" nor those of an effective difference orientation.

The steps described in the Action Plan are essential tc attain effective human
resource management as understood in the Federal government. The alternative
here raised is the possibility of constructing an entirely different system, as
determined by Indian people, but still part of the Federal government. The fur-
ther consideration needed of this option must answer the question whether the
Federal government has the breadth of iiew and spirit of adverturesomeness
within it to give Indian people the opportunity to determine what they would
decide upon as their system of Federal personnel management; and the flex-
ibility and risk-taking ability to implement the result.
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[Exhibit 1, Index N%. 461

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,

ANADARKO AREA OFFICE,
Anadarko, Okla., July 21, 1976.DIRECTOR, DALLAS REGION,

U.S. CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSIoN,
Dallas, Tex.

SiR: The purpose of this letter is to request an investigation into the employ-
ment practices of the Bureau of Indian Affairs at the Anadarko Area Office.

This request is initiated because there are many irregularities in personnel
actions which we feel do not meet Civil Service requirements.

The following types of actions which have occurred within the last three years
concern us:

1. Personnel actions are circumventing Indian and Veterans Preference.
2. Position Descriptions are being written to fit individuals preferred for cer-

tain positions.
3. Temporary employees are given appointments to permanent positions with

no consideration for qualified permanent employees.
4. Position Descriptions are rewritten and positions downgraded without the

knowledge of the incumbents.
5. Transfers are being effected without prior consultation with the affected

employees.
0. Women are not represented on the Area Manpower Committee or on any

other Committee making decisions that effect all employees within this Area,
even though a specific request was made to management that this be done.

7. Interested and qualified temporary employees seeking permanent employ-
ment are advised they are ineligible to be detailed into a permanent vacancy
one day, and a "preferred" temporary employee moving into the position the
very next day fcr a 30-day detail.

8. Area Personnel management Informing employee that the Area Director is
the last authority to make final decisions that affect personnel actions at any
installation under the Jurisdiction of the Area Office even though Administrators
have the line authority at the installation.

We have evidence to support our allegations and feel that this is the only
channel we can pursue to have a fair and unbiased hearing to right the wrongs
that have caused employee morale to drop to a low ebb.

Sincerely yours,
FEDERAL WOMEN'S COMMITTEE,

Anadarko Area Office.
Catherine G. Lamar, Chairman, Alene M. Mairtinez, Libby B. Little-

chief, Helen Wetseliine, Ruby A. Waaster, Patricia Eaglenest,
Tillie A. Redbird, Arlene I1. McLemore, Freda Hooper, Mary
Light, Kathy L. Keaton, and Ida C. Hannah.

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 45J

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TI1E INTERIOR,
BUINEAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

Washilngtort, D.C., Septemnbcr 17, 1976.
Memorandum To: Unit heads: Central Office, Eastern Area.
From: Chief, Branch of Personnel Services.
Subject: Testing of Indian Preference Eligibles.

Many questions have been asked recently regarding the Bureau's require-
ment that candidates, Including Indian preference eligibles, pass specific tests in
order to qualify for some Jobs. We wish to explain BIA's policy on the subject
of testing for job placement.

In a memorandum dated June '29, 1976, Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
Morris Thompson stated: It is the policy of the Bureau to use the qualification
requirements established by the Civil Service Commission.... We will continue
the policy of using the written test when filling positions for which a test is
part of the qualification requirements for the posittion.
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Unless there is a specific Bureau need to develop special qualification require-
ments, the Bureau policy is to use qualification standards specified by the Civil
Service Commission.

If a qualification standard requires certain education requirements, the passing
of a written test, or a specified number of years of experience, individuals must
meet these requirements before they are considered eligible for the job.

As a service to those currently working in the Bureau, Personnel Services is
prepared to administer the Office Assistance, Clerk-Typist and Clerk-Steiiog-
rapher tests, non-competitively. Those in need of additional testing will be re-
ferred to the Civil Service Commission. Call Personnel Services on 38481 if you
wish to discuss a testing appointment.

Please read the attached copy of the Commissioner's memorandum and the
other enclosures for more information on the testing of Indian preference
eligibles.

EDwiN D. FonD, "r

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 44]
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE I.VTkRTOR,

BUREAU OF INDIA,- AFFAIRS.
lVashington, D.C., Juno V.9, 19"6.

Memorandum to: All Area Directors.
From: Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
Subject: Non-competitive examination of Indian preference ellgibles.

Questions have been raised repeatedly in the past few years regarding the Bu-
reatus policy of requiring Indian preference eligibles to successfully pass an
examination prior to being considered for a position in the 73ureau.

It is the policy of the Bureau to use the qualification requirements established
by the Civil Service Commission for all positions within the Federal service. ex-
cept in the instances where we have found that It has been necessary to develop
excepted qualification requirements. Excepted qualification standards have been
developed where there has been a problem In recruiting Indian candidates at the
established entrance level, for positions which are unique In the Bureau. and for
a variety of clerical, and technical positions.

In December, the Juneau Area Office requested a legal Interpretation from
the Field Solicitor regarding the use of the written test in making excepted
appointments In the Bureau. Enclosed for your information is the response from
the Office of the Solicitor.

We will continue the policy of using the written test when filling position- for
which a test is part of the qualification requirements for the position. While
we strive to increase our Indian employment in the Bureau, we must also keep
In mind that we are to provide services to the Indian people. In order to do this
In the most effective manner, we must find capable and well qualified em-
ployees for each position.

MoIRms TnoMPsox.

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 431

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE TNTERTOR.
OFFICE OF THE SnOLICTOR.

Wa.shfngton, I).r.. June II. 19706.
Memorandum to: Commissioner of Indian Affairs-Attention: Personnel Man-

agement.
From: Ap'istant Solicitor, Indian Affairs.
Subject: Non-competitive examination of Indian preference eligibles.

By a memorandum dated March 2, 1976 the Juneau Field Solicitor requested
our views on the question posed by the Juneau Area Director of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs of whether the Bureau policy of requiring that an Indian
preference eligible in seeking a position take and pas.q a written test, If it i1
part of a Ciril Service ('Vonmiin.son i':alifloation standard for that position. l.4 In
compliance with statutory requirements. Copies of the inemoranda are attached.

The pertinent statutory provisions Is the preference provision of the Indian
1Reorcanization Act, 25 U.S.C. § 472. It, in part. provides:

"The Secretary of the Interior Is directed to establish standards of health,
age, character, experience, knowledge, and ability for Indians who may he ap-
pointed, without regard to civil service laws, to the various positions maintained,
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now or hereafter, by the Indian Office .. . . Such qualified Indians shall here-
after have the preference to appointments to vacancies in any such positions."

Tile last sentence is mandatory in that no exceptions can be made in flling
vacancies. Freeman v. Morton, 499 F. 2d 494 (D.C. Cir. 1974). However, the
first sentence provides for discretion. Furthermore, it is clear this discretion
involves the establishment of standards which do not have to conform to those
of the Civil Service Commission. Since preference is implemented In non-
competitive selections by conferring a Schedule A appointment, 5 CFR § 213.3112
(a) (1), requiring examination seems a confusion with a Schedule B appoint-
ment; sec 5 CFR §§ 213.3201 and 213.3211..

Nevertheless, the Secretary is empowered to establish standards and to adopt
Civil Service standards which lie finds appropriate for the Indian liositions.
It is a matter of policy as to the standard adopted and the Secretary must
Insure that the candidate is qualified as the fniad sentence of § 472 mandates.

Thus, existing ('ivil Service tests which are found by the Secretary to le
appropriate measures of standards for Indian positions may be utilized for
deternining appointments to those positions.

DuAI.m R. BARNES.

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 42]

JUNEAu, ALASKA, March 2, 1978 .
Memorandum To: Duard R. Barnes, Assistant Solicitor Division of Indian

Affairs.
From: Field Solicitor, Juneau.
Subject: Indian Preference for Employment.

Enclosed please find opinion request dated December 11, 1975, which asks
if Indians may be appointed to positions in the Bureau without examination.

The Commissioner's Office has adopted a policy that Indian candidates must
take and pass a written test when said test is part of an existing Civil Service
('ommission Qualification Standard, if such tests are available. Because the
above policy has been promulgated by the Comm.issioner's Qfflcc and because
the determination on the request for opinion may effect rndlan preference
employment nation-wide, Charles Soller has advised that I forward the opinion
request to your office for disposition.

If additional information Is required in this matter, please advise.
JOliN H. KELLr.

Field Solicitor.

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 41]

BIA, JVUN\EAU AREA OFPWFE.December 11, 1975.
Memorandum to: Field Solicitor.

From: Area Director.
Subject: Indian Preference for Employment.

I am requesting a legal interpretation regarding the administration of In.
dian Preference to effect employment in the Juneau Area of tile Bureau of
Indian Affairs. The decision request(-(] could affect the manner in which
Indian Preference is administered in the BIA in total. I have set forth first lhe
information relied upon to support my conclusion, which is followed by the
res•,lt I believe is justified.

The basis for Indian Preference in employment Is. In part. n4 follo0vu: 4.1
Statute 91R-i of 1934 known as the "Indian Reorganization Act" also..ms the
"Wheeler-Howard Act." Section 12 additionally identified as 25 USC Sectiom
472. provides:

"The Secretary of the Interiom i.Q directed to establish standards of health,
age. •.haracter. 'y.wrihnee knowle(dm, and ability for Indians who may be
alivoiit(d. i'ithnot regard to Civil Serrice laws. to the various po)siltiom. wain-
t:bived, now or hereafter, by the Indian Office, in the administration of fuin, ons.
or services affecting any Indian tribe. Such qualified Indlanql shall hor'rafter
have the pIreference to appointments to vacancies In any such position,;."

This hsnq been reiterated In the "Composite Indian Reorganization Act for
Alaska." Alaska Amendment of May 1, 1936.

The U.S. Civil &-rvice Commission Fe(Ir,,l Personnel Manual (tlPM.I Chap-
ter 302 is concerned with employment in the Excepted Service. Part 370 DM
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(Deliartmelital Manual) 302 (copy attached) prescril•,s regulations linple-
menting excepted appointments, including the Indian Preference appointing
authority. 44 IAM (Indian Affairs Manual) 302 (copy attached) specifies
eligibility standards including Indian Preference. FPM Chapter 213 (copy at-
tached) identifies the basis and provisions for the excepted service. Part 370
)M.I 213 (copy attached) identifies the Indian Preference appointing authority
as Schedule "A," Section 213.3112(a) (7). 370 DM 300 (copy attached) identi-
fie.s, the Department's responsibilities in the employment of Indians. FPM
Chapter 271 (copy attached) is concerned with the need for and development
of qualification standards. 370 I)M 271 (copy attached) Identifies parties
responsible for the development of qualification standards and provides guide-
lines for the content. FPM Chapter 338 (copy attached) prescribes the manner
In which excepted qualification standards will be utilized. 370 DM 338 (copy
attached) prescribes the same. 44 IAM 338 (copy attached) prescribes the same.

By memorandum dated May 30, 1973 (copy attached) the then Acting ('hief
Personnel Officer for the BIA in Washington, D.C. stated that when a written
test is part of an existing CSC Qualification Standard. Iranian candidates must
take and pass such test in order to meet that qualifications. By memorandum
dated July 30. 1975 (copy attached) the current Chief Personnel Officer re-
iterated the policy and provided an alternative for isolated locations where there
are no CSC approved test monitors available.

By memnorandum dated April 4, 1975 (copy attached), the Commissioner of
Indian Affair.i stated policy in the administration of Indian Preference.

In correspoLdence dated August 7, 1975 (copy attached) from the Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs to all Tribal Chairmen, discussed was Indian Prefer-
evn(,, and the results of research on the issue.

The Indian Affairs Manual cites as the authority to effect Indian Preference
alpointnlents the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934 and Executive Order 8043.
The Act has been recognized and interpreted in the Supreme Court decision on
3Mancari vs. Morton wherein Indian Preference does not constitute invidious
racial discrimination violative of the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amend-
inunt nor was it repealed (by implication) with the passage of the Equal
Enpiloynent Opportunity Act of 1972, and the Court of Appeals decision on
Freeman vs. Morton wherein it states:

"It is accordingly ordered this 21st day of December 1972, that all initial hir-
ings promotions, lateral transfers, and reassignments in the Bureau of Indian
Affairs as well as any other personnel movement therein intended to fill vacancies
in that agency, however created, be declared governed by 25 U.S.C. Section 472
which requires that preference be afforded qualified Indian candidates."

On January 31, 1939 the President issued Executive Order 8043 which permits
the aplpintncnt of Indian1 of one-quarter or more degree of Indian blood to any
position in the Indian Service without eaamnination. FIPM Chapter 213 subchapter
2.anl) identifies Schedule A (which includes Indian Preference) as positions
other than those of a confidential or policy determining character for which it Is
not practilabhl to examine.

T amn of the opinion that there has beeni sufficient promulgation, by law and
re-gulation, to determine that. in t lie administration of Indian Preference appoint-
umient lfin the Bureau of Indian Affairs, sllch appointments may he effected wvith-
out examination ( written test).

Actipg .. rea Director.
Jin•ea u, Alaska.

[l.Nxhiblt 1, Index No. 401

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TIME INTERIOR.
B11REA17' OF INDIAN AFFAIRs,

1i'ashiington, D).C., Septcmbcr 1, 1976.
Ion1). .JAF.S A10o1'REZIK,
('h a irninn, Anmrican Indian Policy Review Corn mission,
Washington, D.C.

DEr., Senator AnounrzKc: This is in response to your letter of July 29 request-
Ing Information for the Task Force on Indian Law Revision.

Ae. was discussed with M3r. Karl A. Funke, Specialist. Task Force on Indian
Law Revision at a meeting with officials of this Bureau, due to the comprehensive
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nature of the Information requested, it will be necessary to ask tlhe various Area
Field Offices of the Bureau to do the exteiisive research require(] by your request.

As we receive the reports front our Area Field Offices, we will forward the ili-
formation to Mr. Funke.

An identical reply has been furnished Congressman Lloyd Meeds.
Sincerely yours,

M1Onticis Ti'IONIPSox.
Corn m i.S0io1 Cr Of In (lit .I.ffiil-3.-

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 39]

A.l'•.,nIx I

The following excerlits Eif Ifegislative hilstiry of the iditalan Reorganizationi Act
of 1934 (Wheeler-lhoward Act) further clarify congressional Iatent.

SECTIOX A: RELATING TO TIHE GENERAL CONGRIFSONA,. PURPOSE OF THlE WIlFY.l:lI-
IOWAI)RD ACT

Senator Wheeler:
"... the rules and regulation. of the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the civil

service have been such that it has been necessary to employ white men to do tle
Indiatn work wheii there were Intdians who were thoroughly completent to carry
on their owni business .... The result hIas liveen that the Indians )lve been given
no opportunity to handle their own affairs. This bill, we thhik, gives theut the
opportunity to which they are Pitt Wled." (0Cog. Ree. 11123)V

"Dils bill, however, seeks to get away from tile bureaucratic control of the
Indian Department, and Its seeks further to give the Indians the control of their
own affairs." (Cong. R1c. 11125)

Comunissioner of Indian Affairs John Collier:
"The deflllife goal lof the W\leeler-Ilvuward ActJ Is to have Indlans eventutilly

handlhig evu'rythiing. ( "Senate llearings 322)
"so we hayve this 1Ill to eu.mil1e the Indihlin to run Ills own uuffairs. to htell) him-

self, and to give film the mere privilege of getting it chalnce to do his own work in
the employ of the Government." (Hlouse Ihearings 3,S)

Representative, Howard :
"Its [our Indhian ahninistration] fornmula for eivilizing the Illan.i has always

lbeeni ite l)olhiy of hiloh('raiue and suluiressi.•i. cnlbined with forcible religious
and educational proselytisn designed to (flllliel the , Indianl ti give up) IIls (),w
beliefs and views of life. Ills languages atid arts aml eustlms, mid accept those orf
tile white mall." (C(og. Rec. 11721))

"It should hIe possible for Indians to enter the service (of th(,Ir own people with-
out runhlig tile gatintlet of cfonMt It illon with whites for these positions. Indliall
progress alnd ambition will be enuornously sirengtheued as soon as we adopt the,
priniciple that the luflla 1 servi,.e slall gradually hbconme. iII Net as well as III
name. till Indiai servih.e predonllull1ly III thie builds of educated alld competent
Inidlias." (Cong. f.ee. 11731 )

"This llleasure has been under consideration by tMe Voalnuitte, for nearly
three utotitlhs. . . . Every persoti or Orgatlizationl so desirillg was li rierd or givell
opportunity to presetit i written stfltf'lllnlt. 'I'estliflmly eic'rniuig all phases of
tile nlellsllre were received front it waie vanriftmy Elf Inlterested elhrE'rsmlls. especially
from the Itndltis themselves. fronm tile D)elpnrtmlllellt. froElii nuleromtS asso5latloons
co(iv(,rited with Ii liuid weltere. front Mclemlers of ('Emilgre'ss, from sei(ntlists. lit-
torneys. and ilally others. Few tuienlst.-es lhun e lhaid miore thorough ('lisileralt1l0
anld i118cl5ssi1(l by those to le affeeted tllerebvy t 1111 this p)roposvd hegislattio.

"'The hea rings left no doubt as to Inperative ateued of cmnpre•,hen.ive legislatlout
to remedy tihe existing (oiditiontsr ammog l the Aimerica n hIditins gmnerally." ( Ious-o
Report 5-6) ,etter from tile Amiericit Ildian I)efenise Assoiatllmi, lile., to Ite-
presentallve Howard (reported at Iolise Ilearings 322) :

"The departmental Bill 1ithe Wheeler-Ilowa rd Will1 erystallizes iII legislative e
form the fundalnentals of a solutlionv whih have been dictated by tlie facts re-

"('ong. flee." refers to Volume 78 of the Congressional Record. 73d Cone.. 2d Ss.
(1934) : "Jlouse Report" refers to founse Report No. 1804. 73d V'one.. 2d gqems. (1934):
"1ennte IBearings" refer to lHearings on 8. 275,5 and S. 31145 before Senate committee e on
Indian Affairs, 73d Cong., 2d Sess. (1934) ; and "flouse Hlearings" refer to JHearlngs on
H.R. 7902 before House Committee on Indian Affairs, 73d Cong.. 2d Sees. (1921).
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vealed in the investigations of recent years ... (1) In Its self-government pro-
visions. the bill basically provides a mechanism by means of which a develop-
mental policy may be applied to the Indians as a substitute for the present pa-
ternalisin of the Indian Office. The hill recognizes the elementary fact that the
Imdianis will never enter the life of the Nation on a level of decency and honor,
and that they will never go forward until they are extend, ded power as well as
responsibility for their own welfare and destiny .... (7) The hill in its education-
al features makes adequate provision, for the first time, for Indian higher edu-
,cation. and it expressly dire(ts that Indians shall be trained to positions of re-
spo,,-thility and leadership among themselves. (S) The bill sets up an Indian civil
service, without which it is only pious wishful thinking to urge that the Indians
be, given a chance In the Indian Service."

Excerpt front a Memorandumi of Fxplanation on II.R. 7902 submitted to the
members of the House Committee on Indian Affairs by Commissioner John
Collier (ireI,orted at House Hearings 19) :

"'Tie Isill admits qualified TIndlians to the position In their own service ...
"Thirty-four years ago, in 1900. the number of Indians holding regular posi-

tions in the Indian Service, in proportion to the total of positions, was greater
than it is today....

"The reason primarily Is found in the application of the generalized civil serv-
lee. and the consequent exclusion of Indians from their own Jobs....

"This is an intolerable situation, universally and properly resented by the
Indianw,. The bill contanis a carefully thought out series of provisions de-
signed to correct the indefensible situstion....

"(2) The bill would take nothing fiora an Indian: it would only add to the
property and the advantages of such Indians as It affected."

Letter dated April 28, 1934, to Representative Howard from President Frank-
lin I). Roosevelt (reprinted In House Report) :

"Indians throughout the country have been stirred to a new hope. They say
they stand at the end of the old trail. Certainly, the figures of Impoverishment
and disease point to their Impending extinction, as a race, unless basic changes
in their conditions of life are effected.

"I do not think such changes can be devised and carried out without the active
cooperation of the Indians themselves.

"The Wheeler-Howard Bill offers the basis for such cooperation. It allows
the Indian people to take an active and responsible part in the solution of their
own problems."

Senator King:
"The records of our government's dealings with the Indians is a dark and

discreditable one. . . . The Indians have been plundered by the government and
have been the victims of unjust treatment by the whites. The Indian Bureau has
been Incompetent. oppressive, and too indifferent to the needs of the Indians.
Protests against the unjust and harsh treatment of the Indians have been un-
heeded. and as the years have gone by the lot of the Indians, speaking in a gen-
eral way. has become more unbearable.

1... I have no hesitancy In saying that the rational treatment accorded the
Indian-, cannot be secured with any rational, humane or moral conduct.

"The civil service as applied to the Indians has built tip an Inefficient and
Incompetent bureaucracy, under which the progress of the individual, economic,
and moral development has been Impeded.

1... I insist that the appropriations which we make shall Inure to the ad-
vantage of the Indians.

"I holp that a new deal shall come to the Indians; that the Indian Bureau will
lie informed and rational and sound policies put into operation. The heavy hand
of ant incompetent and Inefficient bureaucracy has cursed our Government, and
the Indian has been caught within its powerful sweep." (Cong. Rec. 11126-
27)

Senator Shipstead:
"I hope that under the administration of this bill . . . we may make some

restriction for the injury and Injustice we have done to the noble people who were
the original Americans." (Cong. Rec. 11127)

Senator Wheeler:
"Thlq bill ... seeks to Impose upon the Indians self government in their own

affairs." (Cong. Ree. 11123)
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... this bill proposes to give the Indians an opportunity to take over the
control of their own resources and fit them as American citizens." (Cong. Rec.
11124)

"This bill, however, seeks to get away from the bureaucratic control of the
Indian Department, and It seeks further to give the Indians the control of their
own affairs and of their own property." (Cong. Rec. 11125)

Senator Norbeck:
"I think we have utterly fallen down in the present system. The Indian has

been excluded. The reservation has been filled up with white people who live off
the Indians." (Senate Hearings 259)

I1ouse Report:
"It liberalizes the present rigid civil service requirements so as to admit quali-

fied Indians to the Indian Service, which is largely paid for by the Indians them-
selves.

"It penalizes Government employees who Interfere with the free exercise of
the new Indian powers.

"Section 12 authorizes an appropriation of $250,000 annually for the vocational
and technical education of Indians.

"Section 13 enables the secretary to establish standards which will admit to
the Indian Service qualified Indians now barred by the severe academic require-
ments of the general civil service examinations." (House Report 6, 7)

SECTION H: RELATING TO TIHE CONGRESSIONAL CONCERN TO TRAIN AND ADVANCE
INDIAN EMPLOYEES WITHIN THE INDIAN SERVICE

Representative Howard:
"Theoretically, the Indians have the right to qualify for the Federal civil serv-

ice. In actual practice there has been no adequate program of training to qualify
Indians to compete in these examinations, especially for technical and higher
positions, and even if there were such training, the Indians would have to com-
pete under existing law, on equal terms with tnultitudes of white applicants....
It should be possible for Indians with the requisite vocational and professional
training to enter the service of their own people without the necessity of com-
lieting with white applicants for these positions. This bill permits them to do
so." (Cong. Rec. 11729)

"It does mean a preference right to qualified Indians for appointments to
future vacancies in the local Indian field service and an opportunity to rise to
the higher administrative and technical posts." (Cong. Rec. 11731)

"1... the Indian service shall gradually become, in fact as well its in name, an
In'lian service predominantly in the hands of educated and competent Indl-
tns." (Id.)

"It should be possible for Indians to enter the service of their own people with-
out running the gauntlet of competition with whites for these positions." (Id.)

'omrnisshoier John Collier:
"The definite goal is to have Indians eventually handling everything, although

for nmlny years., until the Indians are, fully tralnd and have acquired ample
experience, there will W- many jobs filled by white men." (Washington P'ost
May 6. 1934, reported at Senate Hearings 322)

.Th is on intolerable siuatlon. universally and properly resented by the
Indian-s. This bill contains a carefully thought out series of provisions designed
to correct the indefensible situation." (Memorandumn of Explanation of 11.11.
7902 submitted to Hlouse Committee on Indian Affairs reprinted at House
Hearings 19)

";[']ntil now there have not been extended to Indians the educational oppor-
tlnities which would equip them for leadership among their own people or for
thie holding of technical positions in the Indian Service." (Id.)

"[The bill] provides rthe Indian] with the opportunity for education and
experi•n'e In administrative and technical functions." (Id.)

Senator Wheeler:
"... Indians have been given no opportunity to handle their own affairs or to

he trainedI in their own affairs. This bill, we think, gives them the opportunity to
•vIichi they are entitled. (Cong. Ree. 11123)
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Ward Shepard. Specialist on Land Policies. Bureau of Indian Affairs:
"... thMI bill itself sets up an educational program for tile technical training

of Indians to undertake some of these services that are being performed by white
employees of the Indian Bureau. . . . There is no reason why they should no'.
But they have never had a chance: and we propose in this bill to extend technical
training to Indians to undertake those servi(cs-nursing, law enforcement.
forestry, range management, busines-s administration, and that type of thing."
(Senate Hearings 1M2)

Letter dated April 30. 1934, from Secretary of Interior Harold Ickes to all
employees of the Indian Service (reprinted at Cong. Rec. 11738) :

"To all employees of the Indian Service: T1ie authorities in Washington have
endeavored during the past year to develop a coordinated. modern Indian Policy.
Its purpose Is to... train [Indians] to manage their own affairs."

SECTION C: RELATING TO CONGRESSIONAL INTENT TO WAIVE CIVTL SERVICE REQUIRE-
MENTS TO ALLOW QUALIFIED INDIANS TO TAKE HOLD, AND ADVANCE IN POSITIONS
WITHIN TIHE INDIAN SERVICE

Representative Hastings:
"I have always favored the employment of the Indians who are competent and

honest in the Indian Service, regardless of civil service rules and regulations.
Section 14 authorizes the Secretary to establish standards for employees, which,
of course, means doing away with civil service requirements." (Cong. Ree.
9270)

Senator Wheeler:
"The bill . . . has a provision to open the way for qualified Indians to hold

positions in the Federal Indian ,'-ervice ... .t tile present time, by reason of the
civil-service rules and regulations. we find that competent Indians are absolutely
unable to take or hold positions in the Indian Service." (Cong. Ree. 11123)

Representative lloward :
"Section 13 directs tile Secretary of the Interior to establish the necessary

standards of health, age, character, experience, knowledge, and ability for Indian
,eligibles and to appoint them without regard to civil serf-lce laws; and it gives
to such Indians a preference right to appointment to any future vacancy. This
provision in no wise signifies a diregard of tile true merit system, but it adapts•
the merit system to Indian temperament, training, and capacity. Provision for
vocational and higher education will pfrnit tile building up of an. entirely comi-
petent Indian personnel." (Cong. Mle.. 11731)

statement t of Luther C. Steward. President of the National Federation of
Federal Employees, Washington, D.C., before Senate Committee on, Indian
Affairs, Senate Ijearinga 25(-57:

"Mr. STEWARD. 'Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the Committee, I merely want
to call attention to the fact that the effect of Section 14 is to withdraw from the
,'lassIfied service of the Federal Government the entire personnel of the Indian
Service....'

"The ('ClI•AIRnAN. 'Miat is the purpose of it. That is what should be done, in
my judgment. You are discriminating at tihe present time. We are setting up In
the United States a civil service rule which pre'-e;its Indians from managing
their own property. It is an entirely different service from anything else in tilte
United States. ibeclause these Indians own this property. It belongs to them. What
the policy of this government is and what it should be Is to teach these Indians
to manage their own busimnss and control their own funds and to administer
their own property, and the civil service has worked very poorly so far as the
Indian S'Rervice is concerned, because of the fact that it has discriminated against
Indians.'

"Mr. STEWARD. 'Granted that,'Mr. Chairman....'

"Senator FnAZIER. 'Tills is just for Indians-Indian employees.'
"Mr. STEWARD. Yes. sir: granted.'
"Commis,•loner ('oi.Ltru. 'Mr. Chairman, we have never found it possible

through civil-service examinations open to everybody to get Indians made eligible.
They just haven't got the academic equipment which has to be called for In the
civil-service examinations.'
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"The CHAIRMAN..o...oU have Indians who have practical knowledge and
yet they have been shut out of handling their own work, because you have a
civil-service examination that makes it impossible for them to pass the examhnim-
tion. You have carried the civil service, its a mater of fact, in the Indian Bureau
to the height of absurdity.'

"Mr. STEWARD. 'May I suggest, Mr. Chairman, there, the objection is to the
technique of the recruiting agency, which could be Teadfly adjusted.'

"The CHLAIRMANI think that you di not understand the Idliau Service very
much when you say that . . . [FJor instance, you have then required to take.
ivlil-sprvice examinations which no Indian ('an possibly understand, and it is

difficult to lay down regulations so that they can pass the examlinations. though
they have the practical experience to do It a lot better than some white civil-
service employees, . . . but they cannot get In the civil service because they have
not had the education to do so.'

Commissioner John Collier:
"Following that, let me give you some startling facts. Look at the employment

of Indians in the regular Indian Service. For years and years it has been common
belief that it was time to get Indians in the Indian Service. I know that is a
policy of the present administration. But what are the facts? In 1900 there were
more Indians in the regular Indiai Service in proportion to the total number
than there are today. The record sWnce 1900, in spite of all our big talk and
hui~dreds of millions of dollaTs of ex'Wndltures on schools is a retrograde one.
Th,,y have lost ground. Why? Basically because the Indians are required to
qualify under the generalized Civil Service Intended for tire general population.
Tile Indians cannot qualify although they inay be as fit as the successful can-
(1idate, yet they are shut out. There are other reasons but that is the authentic
one . . . So, we have this bill to enable the Indian to run his own affairs, to help
himself, and to give him the mere privilege of getting a chance to do his own
work in the employ of the government." (House Hearings 38)

* * **

"Mr. WERNER. 'Is it to be construed that the policy of the Indian Department
is to be against the retention of the present civil-service status as it applies
here?'

"Commissioner COLLIER. 'NO. it is against compelling the Indian to qualify
under provisions which only the white people can meet. However, we must not
blind ourselves to the fact that the effect of this bill If worked out would un-
questionably be to replace white employees by Indian employees, I (to not know
how mast, but ultimately it ought to go very far indeed.'

"Mr. RoGERS. 'It is the system which is fatal.'
"Commissioner COLLIER. 'I go further than that and I may be talking heresy.

I do not think that the broad horizontal civil-service requirements fit; I do not
think they are of the type to meet the peculiar requirements of the Indian Service
generally.'

"Mr. ROGERS. 'They are not the right test, or the right basis of test.'" (House
Ilearlings 39)

* * * • * *

"In the matter of employing Indians, I think we all understand that the
fundamental stumbling block there is the civil service. They haven't got the
academic equipment to qualify under the civil service." (Senate Heairings 163)

Representative Hlowardl:
"Tile Indians have not only been thus deprived of civic rights and power.;.

but they have been largely deprived of the opportunity to enter the more i11-
portant positions in tile service of the very bureau which manages their affairs."
(Cong. Rec. 11729)

"This provision In no wise signifies a disregard of the true merit system, but
It adapts the merit system to Indian temperament, training, and capacity. Pro.
vision for vocational and higher education will permit the building up of an en-
tirely competent Indian personnel." (Cong. Rec. 11731)

Senator King:
"... I Insist that the appropriations which we make shall inure to the ad-

vantage of the Indians and not to the payment of an army of Federal employees."
(Cong. Rec. 11127)

78-110--77---22
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Representative Hastings:
"I have always favored the employment of Indians who are competent and

honest in the Indian Service, regardless of civil-service rules and regulations."
(Senate Hearings 307)

Commissioner John Collier:
"In other words, those Indians who qualify and are able to take the position.

being qualified, should be admitted to the general Indian Service." (House
Hearings 104)

Senator Wheeler:
"This bill, however, seeks to get away from the bureaucratic control of the

Indian Department, and it seeks further to give tha Tndians the control of their
•own affairs." (Cong. Rec. 11125)

"... [Indians] are unable to be Pvnptoyed in the Indian Service because of
the fact that they have not had sufficient training outside. . . ." (Cong. Rec.
11123)

"My observation has been that while the Government has been seeking to train
the Indians of the United States, as a matter of fact most of them are in a
inuch more deplorable condition economically than they have ever been in their
lives." (Id.)

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 381

AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REvIEw COMMISSIONx,
CONGRESS OF TIlE UNITED STATES,

Washington, D.C., July 21, 1976.
PATTIE FULOHAM,
Person nel Office,
Department of the Inter!.r South,
Washington, D.C.

DEIARN Ms. Fui.oiAM: I have enclosed a copy of BIA Circular 86949 titled
Analysis and Explanation of The Wheeler-Howard Indian Act [The Indian
Reorganization Act of 1934] by then Commissioner John Collier. It explains
brivily what the various provisions of the law mean, including the definition of
"Indian" provisions of section 19. The explanations of the definition of "Indian"
given by Collier are as clear and as short as they possibly can be and would
provide an excellent model for your promotion plan guidelines. The explanations
iby Collier are in complete conformity with the interpretations which I and the
Solicitor's Office have made. If you would like reassurance of this you could
talk with Associate Solicitor Reid Chambers whom I've had extensive contact
with oi1 this matter.

It is evident that the language of the statute itself (loes not clearly and
concisely define who is entitled to preference under the statutory definition. This
is demonstrated on the face.of the stUtute and the fact that the Solicitor's Office
worked over a year off and on in attempting to clarify the legislative intent
Of the definition.

It is almost a certainty that the personnel administrators and the preference
eligible employees of the BIA will be asking the same questions regarding the
interpretations and scope of the definition as stated by the statutory language
alone. It is very likely to cause confusion for both the administrators and those
seeking preference appointments. This confusion could result in a denial or un-
necessary delay in determining whether a particular individual is eligible for
preference or not.

Since the BIA Manual is for the guidance of the BIA personnel and since
the definition can be concisely and briefly explained as demonstrated by Collier's
circular and since such an explanation would likely reduce to a considerable
extent any confusion over the application of the definition. I would urge you to
-consider placing an explanatory definitional paragraph rather than merely
using the unclear statutory definitional language.

You would, of course, have to add the three year exception to the definition
-or quarter blood descendants of members of presently recognized tribes whose
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rolls were closed by an Act of Congress. (Primarily affecting four of the Five
Civilized and Osage Tribes in Oklahoma).

Please let me know what decision you make. If I can be of any assistance to
you in this matter-please call.

Yours cordially, K~r. A. FUNKE,

Specialist Task Force No. 9.

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 37]

AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION,
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,

Washington, D.C., July 29, 1976.
Hon. Mounms TnOMPsoN,
Commissioner, Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Department of the Interior,
Wash ington, D.C.

DEAR COMmISSrONn THOMPSON: The Task Force on Indian Law Revision re-
quests the following information from your office: (Please respond to the first
four items without regard to the Five Civilized and Osage Tribes of Oklahoma).

1. A listing of all federally recognized tribes which currently have a one-fourth
or more degree of Indian blood requirement for purposes of tribal membership.
I This is without regard to any other additional requirements they might have
for membership).

2. The current number of enrolled members of each of the respective tribes
above. (Please state the source of authority for the figures).

3. A listing of all federally recognized tribes who currently have blood quantum
requirements for membership of less than one-fourth degree Indian blood. Please
state what the respective minimum blood quantum requirements are if any.

4. The total number of enrolled members in each of the respective tribes listed
in item 3 above who are one-fourth degree or more Indian blood and the total
number of enrolled members of each of the respective tribes who are less than
one-fourth degree Indian blood.

With regard to the Five Civilized and Osage Tribes of Oklahoma please pro-
vide the following information:

1. The current service population for each of the respective tribes and the
source or authority for the figures.

2. The current number of living members of the respective tribes enrolled
purs-nant to the Act of April 26, 1906 (34 Stat. 137) and the Act of June 28, 1906
(34 Slat. 539).

3. The combined number of enrolled members and descendants of members
who are one-fourth or more degree Indian blood for each of the respective tribes.
(Please provide source or authority for the figures).

4. The combined number of enrolled members and descendants of members who
are less than one-fourth degree Indian blood for each of the respective tribes.
(Please provide the source or authority for the figures).

If accurate figures are not readily available or cannot be compiled for any
of the above requests please give us your best estimate together with any qualify-
inu remarks you deem necessary.

Your diligent and timely response to this request is deeply appreciated. Please
address your response to Karl A. Funke, Specialist, Task Force on Indian Law
Revision.

If you have any questions or if something Is unclear please do not hesitate to
call the Commission offices.

Thank you.
Sincerely,

JAMES ABOUREZK.
Chairman.

LLOYD MEEDS,
Vice-Chairman.
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[Exhibit 1, Index No. 30]

[Circular No. 3123]

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

Washingtan, D.C., Norcmbcr Ls, 1935.
Re Membership In Indian Tribes.
To Superintendents, Field Agents, and Others

Engaged in Indian Reorganization Work.
In connection with the organization of Indian tribes, the question of memlber-

ship is of much importance, particularly as it applies to those who may seek
membership hereafter on the strength of birth or of adoption.

Section 19 of the Indian Reorganization Act in deflaing the term "Indian"
uses the following language:

"The term 'Indian' as used in this Act shall include all persons of Indian
descent who are members of any recognized Indian tribe now under Federal
jurisdiction, and all persons who are descendants of such members who were, on
June 1, 1934, residing within the present boundaries of any Indian reservation,
and shall further include all other persons of one-half or more Indian blood."

The above language shows on the part of Congress a definite policy to limit
the application of Indian benefits, under the Indian Reorganization Act, to those
who are Indians by virtue of actual tribal affiliation or by virtue of possessing
one-half degree or more of Indian blood. In line with this statutory declaration,
It is our opinion, and will be our policy, in connection with the approval of con-
stitutions and by-laws of tribes, to urge and insist that any constitutional pro-
vision conferring automatic tribal membership upon children hereafter born,
should limit such membership to persons who reasonably can be expected to par-
ticipate in tribal relations and affairs. Such a limitation may be framed on the
basis of a requirement that both parents are recognized members of the tribe,
or thnt the residence of the parents is within the reservation, or that the child
is of a certain degree of Indian blood, or some combination of these conditions
as may be best suited to the particular reservation or to the tribe or tribes oc-
cupying the same. Where automatic membership Is conferred upon children born
of mixed marriages wherein the parents reside permanently away from the
reservation, there should be included a minimum requirement that such children
be of at least one-half degree of Indian blood.

The provisions for the adoption of non-members should require approval by
the Secretary of the Interior for each applicant, unless such individual must
be a person of Indian descent related by marriage or descent to the members of
the tribe.

This general declaration is made at the present time for the information notonly of those engaged in working with the Indians in the matter of organiza-
tion. but of the Indians themselves. It is important that the Indians not only
shall understand this policy but shall appreciate Its importance as it applies to
their own welfare through preventing the admission to tribal membership of a
large number of applicants of small degree of Indian blood.

JoHN COI.LJER.
C'onmnaissioncr.Approved: December 9, 1935.

CHARLE8 WEST,
Acting Secretary of the Interior.

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 351

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TIlE INTERIOR.
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

Washington, D.C., cptember 22, 1936.
Subject: Registration as an "Indian" in accordance with Section 19, Indian

Reorganization Act.
In order to be eligible for the benefits of the Indian Reorganization Act. an

individual must qualify as an "Indian" as defined in Section 19 of the Act, wliih
reads in part as follows:

"SEc. 19. The Lerin 'Indian' as used in this Act shall include all per.qon, of
Indian descent who are members of any recognized Indian tribe now under Fed-
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eral jurisdiction, and all persons who are descendants of such members who
were, on June 1, 1934, residing within the persent boundaries of any Indian
reservation, and shall further include all other persons of one-half or more
Indian blood."

The establishment of eligibility through enrollment in a recognized Indian
tribe under Federal jurisdiction or through descent from an enrollee and resi-
ldence on an Indian reservation on June 1, 1934, presents little difficulty. But the
provision that "all other persons of one-half or more Indian blood" shall also he
eligible under the Act confronts the Indian Office with an administrative prob-
lem of some complexity.

This memorandum outlines the policy which the Indian Office will pursue in
determining whether or not an applicant for registration as an Indian meets
the requirement of the Indian Reorganization Act as to degree of Indian blood.

Determination of the degree of Indian blood is entirely dependent on circum-
stantial evidence; there is no known sure or scientific proof. Nor has any legal
standard of universal applicability been set up by statute for the determination
of who is. and who is not, an Indian. These circumstances would seem to require
that the Office of Indian Affairs establish a useful and practical definition of the
term, and fix upon a method of ascertaining blood degree which will admit of
some administrative latitude.

There will be few cases which will not be marked by some measure of rea-
sonable doubt. We hold that it is proper to resolve this reasonable doubt favor-
ably or unfavorably to the applicant in accordance with factors not strictly bio-
logical, but which may be fairly considered indicative of an Indian heritage.

The evidence upon which a determination of blood degree may be made divides
naturally into five classesT: (1) Tribal rolls which have been accepted as accurate
for official purposes and which record the percentage of Indian blood; (2) Testi-
mony of the applicant, supported by family records, official records other than
tribal rolls showing blood degree, and similar documents; (3) Affidavits from
persons who know the applicant and are familiar with his family background;
(4) Findings of a qualified physical anthropologist based on examination of

thei applicant; (5) Testimony of tile applicant and supporting witnesses, tend-
ing to show that the P.pplicant has retained a considerable measure of Indian
culture and habits of living.

The premise on which the Indian Office will act In considering the application
of an unenrolled Indian claiming one-half or more of Indian blood Is that the
burden of proof must rest upon the applicant; provided, that if the applicant's
.of an unenrolled Indian claiming one-half or more of Indian blood is that the
parents or other direct ancestors have been enrolled on a tribal roll or census giv-
ing positive information as to degree of Indian blood, such evidence will
ordinarily be accepted as sufficient. If such a tribal roll or census is subject
to doubt on the question of blood degree, tile burden of proof will be upon
the Indian Office to show why such evidence shall not be anepted.

Applications for enrollment will be presented to the Washington Office of the
Office of Indian Affairs. If accompanied by sufficient proof, the application may
be passed o01 without further investigation. Usually, however, investigation of
the applicant's claim will be required, and to this end the Commissioner of
Ili'ln Affairs will appoint an investigator or a committee consisting of two
or more investigators to make such studies in the field as may be necessary. The
Commissioner may appoint as a member of an investigating committee the Super-
Intendent having supervision over the tribe or band with which the applicant
claims tribal affiliation or relationship. Thie Commissioner will ordinarily ap-
point as another member of the committee an Indian Office employee equipped
with legal training or otherwise experienced In the taking of testimony. Where
the available evidence is insufficient to establish degree of blood, the Commissioner
may appoint as a member of the committee a competent physical anthropologist
to examine the applicant.

The investigator or committee of Investigators designated by the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs shall make a report upon each application submitted for investi-
gation. Such reports will be submitted to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for
his consideration and approval or disapproval. The approval or disapproval of tile
Commissioner of Indian Affairs shall be final; provided, that an applicant shall
have the right to appea! to the Secretary of the Interior for a review of the
case. The action of the Secretary of the Interior upon such an appeal shall In
all cases be final.
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In addition to the procedure described above, especially where applicants
claim affiliation or relationship with a recognized tribe, or where it is shown that
applicants if enrolled will seek tribal membership, the Superintendent having
supervision over the tribe involved may appoint, or request the Tribal Council
to appoint, a committee of Indians to act for the tribe. Such a committee should
be composed of members of the tribe who may be relied upon for their knowl-
edge of individual applicants and for their disinterestedness. Such a committee
will be wholly advisory, and have no authority in any way to direct the activi-
ties of the investigator or investigators appointed by the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs.

The application for registration as an Indian will be made upon a standard
form, a copy of which is attached.

The report upon an application shall include a summarized transcript of any
testimony taken, and shall record any supporting documents examined. If the
opinion of a physical anthropologist is included, it shall incorporate a brief sum-
mary of his findings and, wherever possible, a copy of the form on which the
results of his biometric tests were recorded, and copies of any photographs taken
as part of his study of an applicant. The report shall include a statement asserting
the belief of the investigator or investigators that the applicant is or is not of
one-half degree or more of Indian blood, as required by section 19 of tile
Indian Reorganization Act. A form for such a statement is attached.

In reviewing the findings of the investigator or investigators, the Cominis-
sioner of Indian Affairs will exercise administrative discretion in determining
what comparative weight shall be given to the various kinds of evidence. Where
the genealogical or biological data still leave doubt as to the applicant's clNim,
the Commissioner may consider whether or not the attitude of the applicant and
his manner of living tend to show the inheritance of Indian characteristics.

JOHI N COLLIER.
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

Approved:
T. A. WALTERS.

Acting Secretary of the Interior.

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 34]

PUnBLcI HEARING, MAY 13, 1976, AT THE TRADEWINDS MOTEL, MUSKOGEE, (OKLA.

AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION INVOLVING TASK FORCE
NOS. 1, 2, 3, 4, AND 9

Hearing Panel:
Mr. Jake Whiterow, Commission Member.
Mr. Kevin Gover, No. 1, Research Specialist.
Mr. Alan Parker, No. 2. Member.
Mr. Ray Goetting, No. 3. Member.
Judge W. R. Rhodes, No. 4, Member.
Mr. Matthew Calac. No. 4. Member.
Mr. Don Wharton, No. 4, Task Force Specialist.
Mr. Peter Taylor. No. 9. Chairman.
Mr. Karl Funke, No. 9, Task Force Specialist.
Mr. Jack Peterson, No. 3. Member.
Mr. Jack Ross, No. 9, Task Force Specialist.
Mr. Michael Cox, No. 2, Task Force Specialist.

Judge RytODES. Thank you.
Chairman WIXITECROW. Let's see, I believe Mr. Funke. you were next.
Mr. FUNKE. Mr. Swimmer, you stated earlier that the tribal population is

roughly alhout twenty-one thousand (21.000) ?
Chief SWIMMfER. That's called service population. Tribal population accord-

ing to the 1970 census is sixty-one thousand (61,000), making us the sI'voInd
largest tribe. This was of course a census study that was done without colsh(herfl-
tion being given particularly to Indian Tribes. And in my mind it Is not very
realistic. 1 think that our population within the fourteen (14) counties could
easily exceed forty thousand (40.000) but the, reason I differentiate this is because
of the way It Is differentiated within the government itself. As far as the tribe's
concerned all sixty-one thoutiand (61,000) Cherokees are members of the tribe.
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As far as us participating In a particular program within the fourteen (14)
counties, we go by what's called service population and that was recognized by
the 1970 census of twenty-one thousand four hundred (21,400) some people.

Mr. FUNKF. How is the service population defined?
Chief SWIMMER. Those Cherokees who have apparently put themselves down as

Cherokee on the 1970 roll in the fourteen (14) counties, the 1970 census.
Mr. FuNKE. The larger number of sixty thousand (60,000) covers?
Chief SWIMMER. Those people who put themselves down In 1970 as Cherokees

but who are living in California or New York or Oklahoma.
Mr. FUNKE. Do you have a figure for number of enrolled people who were en-

rolled in 1906 and their descendents?
Chief SWIMMER. No, sir, the enrolled number in 1906 was approximately forty-

one thousand eight hundred eighty-nine (41,889). If we were to try to determine
the number of Cherokees who are descendents of those enrollees or who are
still living enrollees, you would have to consider those figures of the 1970 census
of sixty-one thousand (61,000) as being the figure. But I think that one of the
things that we plan to do within the tribe is to conduct a census of tribual mem-
bers within the fourteen (14) counties.

Mr. FUNKE. In terms of services from the Bureau of Indian Affairs, how is
your service population defined?

Chief SWIMMER. Twenty-one thousand (21,000).
Mr. FUNKE. And what criteria does the Bureau use in providing services to
Chief SWIMMER. Twenty-one thousand (21,000).
Generally there's a one-quarter degree blood requirement before services from

the Bureau of Indian Health Service can be given to the Cherokee or a member
of the Five Tribes.

Mr. FUNKF. So are the twenty-one thousand (21,000) quarter bloods?
Chief SWIM.tMER. That is assumed so. I believe so, yes, but his again I don't

believe there was a blood quotum put in the 1970 census. I don't think they asked
for this. Now, we currently have voter registration list in excess of twenty-two
thousand (22,000) Cherokees who have qualified to vote within tribal elections.
Most of those from the fourteen (14) counties but when a census is conducted.
It will give us a lot more information concerning degrees of blool and the total
number of Cherokees. But that is the figure used by the Bureau. As I said.
Bureau services are confined to quarter blood, so you would have to assume that
those twenty-one thousand (21,000) are quarter blood.

Mr. FUNKE. Does the Bureau make any effort to determine whether these
people a re in fact quarter blood ?

Chief SWIMMER. Yes. sir, everytime somebody does apply for aid, they must
furni.uh a certificate of the( degree of blood, which goes back to the D)ulles roll
and the Bureau actually issues that certificate which states on there whether
they are-what degree of blood they are, whether it's quarter or les';. The Bureau
determines through the historical data there available to it that they're less than
a quarter, then they're denied service.

Mr. FUNKE. Are there any quarter bloods who are not listed in that 1970
cenus ?

Chief SWIMMER. Yes.
Mr. FuNKE. That are quarter blood?
Chief SWIiMM.Er. Yes. There are quarter bloods that were listed In 1906 that

are not listed in 1906. The 1906 roll for practical purposes, the Cherokee's was
as good as any., better-probably better than the other five (5) tribes bcau.-,
most of the time sworn testimony was taken when the people enrolled. But
because of the difference in the total to the allotment that was given, many
Cherokees who were fullbloods enrolled as less than half blood and by the
same token, many people who wanted their land restricted, non-taxable who
were quarter bloods enrolled as fullbloods. So on the 19W06 roll there are a lt
of discrepancles between brothers and sisters and sons and daughters and thelr
father's and mothers. You'll find full brothers in the same faintly, one who, is
full and one who Is quarter. You may find one who is on the roll and one not
on the roll. And these are problems that we're faced with every day. So, of
course throughout history then today. you know when thlls happens. a niece or
nephew may be entitled to services while a brother or sister is not or cousin
who Is not.

Mr. PUNKE. Would the people who were not listed In the 1970 census but were
more than quarter blood, are they presently eligible for Bureau services?

Chief SWIMMER. Yes.
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Mr. FU.NKF. Then it really isn't based on the 1970 census? The services?
Chief SWIMt.MER. &Ihe services are not based on the 1970 census, service popula-

tion is. Speaking from the knowledge I have about how the 1970 census was
taken, the Bureau of Indian Affairs iii order to Justify its existence and all of
the other tribal programs I have mentioned to Justify their existence, they have
to say that we are serving so many Indian people. There has never been ail
independent census taken of how many Indian people there are. So what they
have done, the Bureau of Census who did the 1970 census, they have separated
out those people who have identified themselves as Indian and then they have
the--the Bureau in turn uses these figures as being their service population. Now.
if you were to go back and interview all twenty-one thousand (21,000) of those
people, you'll probably find many who are not quarter bloods and they would
be denied service. But the Bureau doesn't have these records available. There
was no blood quantum asked for when the census takers were. coming around.

Mr. FUNKE. And on the other hand, people who were not listed iii the census
but who were more than a quarter blood would be eligible for services'?

Chief SwIMM.%ER. That's right and I feel like personally there are a lot more of
those than were shown on the '70 census. I think you can almost double that
number or triple it perhaps, the number who did not identify as being Indian at
all and in some cases the census takers wouldn't even put it down. It was either
caucasian or black.

Mr. Fv.1KE.. So there's really very little correlation between these service
population figures and the actual number of Cherokees who are eligible for
Bureau services?

Chief SwiM.x I believe that to lie a fact and I can prove it when we do the
cenlsls.

Mr. FUNKE. With regard to your voting criteria, how doe-s the tribe determine
who is eligible to vote?

Chief SWILtMiER. I believe that to be a fact and I can prove it when we do the
through registration, applications that were picked up or sent out to Cherokees.
They were required to put on that registration certificate the ancestor that was
on the Dulles Commission roll together with that roll number. They returned
that registration application to the tribe. That roll number was checked and
they were certified as an eligible voter, regardless of the degree of bloixi. Then
the current system that, is being used to certify membership within the tribe and
this is for minors as well. is that they will furnish not only their aipplication for
membership with the roll number oil it but they will furnish a certificate of the
degree of blood from the ).•ireau of Indian Affairs certifying from the Bureau
that they are in fact a dir-,'i descendent of an enrolled Cherokee.

M. Ftx.NKI. Does the tribe use any type of blood quantum criteria?
Chief SWIMM.fFR. No sir. I think as a praeti, d matter, one-two hundred and

fifty-sixth or something is all the Bureau recognizes for any tribe.
Mr. FUNKE. You had mentioned earlier that the---I was not here for the earlier

part of your statement so I may be covering old territory, you'll have to bear
with me on this. You had mentioned that you were opposed to re-opening the
1906 roll and yet the tribe, you advocate that the tribe should base its member-
ship on descendents. what would the problem he In terms of re-openilng the 1906
roll as opposed to defining the membership based on descendents? I mean, are
you not In fact now defining your membership without regard to the 1906 roll?

(ilef SWINIMR,. No, time membership of the tribe today is based on the 1906
roll. You must be a descendent of one of those forty-one thousand (41,O00|
Cherokees in order to qualify as a number of the tribe, regardless of the degree
of blood. There are problems with this and these problems Involve the people
who were never enrolled In 1906. But the government for all practice purposes
limited the membership of the tribe by law to those people who were enrolled.
They slid, these people are members of the Cherokee Nation. All other Cherokees
who are not enrolled, the CGovernment did not say they were not Indians. they
,(aid they were simply not members of the Cherokee Nation. And I think that
there needs to be some legislation affecting those people who never got on the
rolls, assuming they ('anl prove back to a prior roll. You see, since 1-36, there were
several rolls that were made of the Cherokee pee:'!= and some people can tract,
back to an earlier roll but their ancestors moved on to Texas and Mexico and
never got on the Dulles roll and I think that they need to have some help In
Identifying themselves as Indian people for whatever benefits there might be as
a rfqult of the treaties and what have you that the government signed with the
Indian people and with the Cherokees. But the 1960 roll, to open the 1V06 roll,
to get an act of Congress to allow us to open that roll to re-enroll or add to that
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roll today, I think would create more problems, many more problems than what
we had In 106. It was difficult enough In 1906 to get the people to enroll and
to determine some kind of membership in the tribes and as I maid there was sworn
testimony taken.

There were errors that were made but to wait now 70 some years later after
the tribe has gone through this sort of vacuum period where there hasn't been
much concern for the Cherokee people, I think would give us all sorts of Ir'o-
blems. We would have people from all over the world coming in to enroll and
of course, it's a great time to be an Indian because, you know, we're all getting
ready to settle several claims cases and tihe whole business so I don't think that
you would have any more fair a roll than you had then. But there are Inequities
in the 1906 roll. I don't think that we can do anything other than to recognize
Indians who were not on that roll, perhaps through some other legislation but
we can correct the inequities. My recommendation is anti will be that legilsation
Is enacted to allow change; to !)e made to the 1906 roll where adequate proof
can be furnished showing the degree of blood Is different than what is shown
on the roll and that there be allowed specific rules of evidence to he weighed and
admission of evidence before a court of competent Jurisdiction for this purpose
and such things as affidavits. hearsay testimony, testinentary documents and
things like that he admitted into evidence so that a brother or sister who is en-
rolled who Is say a quarter and they know they're a half, they can produce
evidence to the effect that they are more than a quarter for this particular pur-
pose and as long as we're going to have blood quantums in the government at all.
that they should have a fair chance of proving what their degree of bMood really
is and that these changes can ie made but additions or deletions from the rolls
scare me to death. I just can imagine all of the problems that would be Inherent
In trying to redo that roll andl I would rather seet us have a separate membership
roll as we are doing nowv.

Mr. FrUNKE. Okay. let me explain some of the lbckground so you understand
the basis of some of my questioning. There se.,e: Ito be a very subtle change
being made either within the I)epartment of Interior of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs with regard to their characterization of Indians from the Five Civilized
and Osage Tribes In that they are conltendling or It appears to lie their content•Jin
that the 1906 roll closed the membership of these tribes and( that therefore the
people who are descendents of those people are not really members of thbwze
tribes but are descendents of members and so my question was not leading to re-
opening the 1906 roll to either expand or cntract, the standard by which peoplh',i
blood quantum Is determined but merely in terns of the trilbe's right to define
their own membership at this point.

Chief SwIN.xf:r. This is something I mentioned earlier. I think that the tribe'.;,
right to define their own membership is of utmost importance. The closing of the
19.0 roll by the federal government certainly should not le to the detriment of
any of the Cherokee people or the Five Tribes. We have no authority to open that
roll but yet other tribes who have been favored by the federal government with
the Idea that they can have a continuous ongoing roll, they are no more an Indian
that any one of the Five Civilized Tribes. Tley are dthlcenlents of those people
that were born In 1906 9nd existed in 1906 just as our people are descendents of
those sante Peol)le and to say that. you know. for the government now to co,,ne
back and say, well. the Five Tribes, they closed their rolls in 1906 so they ceaez
to exist. It Is much a fiction as saying we will cut off the Navajo population In
1006 and only those who survived that particular date are now Indians. It Is a
total fiction within the fe oral government itself. I think It should be resolved
and it is Involved a little bit in the 1934 Act that was pas-qp(l and there is-I
thinkl there is some Interpretation of that Act regarding the definition of an In-
dian that Is creating a hang-up In the Department today about the Five Tribem
because It lists three (3) or four (4) specific Items. But we're not a 1934 tribe and
we shouldn't be governed by any of the statutes passed subsequent to tile 190V0
Act for sure unless we (-]ose to come under those Acts. And as I said before. we
haven't existed any' differently for the last four hundred (400) y(.ari tian we do
right now. We're just as much Indian in sitle of thie 1.06 ,A.t as we were before
the 1906 Act.

Mr. FiniE. Let me say that in reality it's a fiction but in terms of legality it's
a reality.

Chief SwIMMERi. I don't believe so. I don't believe there's any law that says that
and I appreciate what you're saying there because this is what tile Federal (oy-
ernment and what the Interior and Civil Service Commission Is trying to allege
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that there is a law that simply says, those tribes that have closed rolls no longer
exist and that's in effect what they're saying. When those members that were
on that roll die, that tribe is gone. Now, there is no law to that effect that Iiu
.Aware of. Now, there's laws for recognition and what is an Indian and which-
you know, what tribes get to be recognized and blood quantums and the whole
business but there is not with respect to that particullar item, that the federal
government being the guardian of the people themselves, or the Cherokees partic-
ularly can disqualify the Cherokees by saying that their rolls closed in 1906
and therefore they're nothing but descendents. We're all descendents of some-
body. But the law can't stop you from being an Indian and that's what they're
trying to say, 1906 you no longer-any of your kids, fullblood or otherwise--are
no longer Indians.

Mr. FUNKE. Is it your contention that the tribes should be able to define Its
membership ?

Chief SwIV tMFR. Absolutely.
Mr. FUNKE. Does the tribe presently have any laws or resolutions defining what

its inembershIp is?
Chiief SWIMMER. Yes sir.
31r. FUNIKE. Could you tell us what those are?
Chief Sw.MMER. An enrolled member of the 1906 or a descendent of an enrolled

number of the 1906 roll.
Mr. FLTNKE. Without regard to blood quantum?
(Chief SwvIMM.fER. That's right.
MIr. FU.NKL. Do you think there should be--you mentioned earlier lhat there

should be an across the board definition or a criteria for preference. Let's get into
the preference question because I know it's a very critical question with regard
to it. Five Tribes and the Osage Tribe. Do you think there should be a standard
definition ?

Chief SWr~i3-tER. I think there should be a standard definition for Indian, pe-
riod. Without 'regard to where they live or how they live. An Indian is entitled
to Indian l)reference if any other Indian Is entitled to Indian preference. If all
I riibes have no blood quantum, then there is no blood quantum. If all the tribes
want to establish a blood quantumi, then we'll abide by a quantum. This is the
coneensus of all the tribal governments of the tribal leaders, thllen that's what we
will do. But it is the membership determined by the tribe and by tile tribal gov-
ernnent body and from that point It is a standard definition across the board.
We're getting back to the definition of Indian now.

Mr. FUNKE. What definition or what criteria do you think would be appropri-
ate? Do you think it should be determined through a federal legislation or do
you think each tribe should define it? Or it should be defined in terms of tribal
inelnherslilhp?

chief f SwIxMMER. You won't necessarily run into the problem with tribal defnil-
tion. I think it's almost got to be national legislation, tribal. In other words, it
wouldn't lie fair for one tribe to hecaus6 of some factor, say their size or some-
thing to say, okay everyone in our tribe, If you're a member of the tribe, regard-
less of degree of blood ('an lie eligible for Indian preference and that tribe only
lwv three hundred (300) members, and then take a tribe of sixty thousand
(60,000) members and( their tribal governing body said, well, who all happened
to lie half bloods or more, and they say we're going to restrict our tribe. We Just
want our tribe to be half blood or more and they pass such a resolution. I think
that the inequities would result here and flit it should be-I wouhl prefer to
have a policy that's across the board for the Indian peol)le, Just on a people
basis, not on location basis. I'd prefer that It simply be without blood quantum
but ienl•ershlil) of tribes. And let the tribes define their own membership.

Mr. FuNic.. Do you see any potential problems Involved-let me ask you first,
are you aware lhat most tribes do have a quarter blood membership criteria?

Chief SwIMMEN. I don't know how many people that represents. You say most
trhlhr's. are you talking about most tribal governments throughout the United
States or are you talking about those tribes with the most people?

Mr. FUNKE. Most tribal governments now speculate that that takes into con-
sideration or effects the large majority of Indian people throughout the UnitPd
States.

Chief SWIMMER. There are more Indians In Oklahoma than any state and I
don't know of any tribe in Oklahoma that has quarter blood, although there are
probably some I just don't know about for membership purposes. This directly
affects us In the use of the Indian Hospital. We do have quarter bloods In our
tribe that by tribe self-imposed for the use of the Indian Hospital that the other
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tribes don't so we often stand in line while one-sixty-fourth Shawnee or Dela-
ware or whatever tribe wants to use the hospital can use it while we're wait-
JIg there with quarter bloods and full bloods. And it creates problems here in
Oklahoma but as far as tribal mer-bership, I would say that I think we are de-
ining our tribal membership as narrowly as any tribe in the United States is
when we do define it to the living enrollees and descendents of the enrollees of
the Dulles Commission roll. I don't think any tribe In the United States has that
critical a definition. Whether it's blood quantuln or not.

Mr. FUNKE. Do you think that problems would arise If say most tribes define
their membership in terms of quarter blood; preference is accorded to those
tribal members Just on that criteria and other tribes would define their member-
ship without regard to blood quantum and that a substantial number of less than
quarter bloods would be eligible for preference?

Chief SWIMMER. I think you would have inequities. It's going to happen one way
or the other, though, if the tribes determine their own membership. It's going to
be up to the tribal governing bodies and the people to vote their membership and
the membership requirements. If some tribes desire to limit their membership by
blood quantum, then I think that's their prerogative and I don't think it would
be necessarily inequitable for those people in those tribes then to limit it to Indian
preference on quarter bloods, if all of the other tribes or several of the other
tribes said that our membership is based on a particular roll or is based on some
other resolution of the tribal council. Because all of the tribes have that op-
portunity in determining who their membership would be, what it would be.

31r. FUNK.E. Many tribes don't have rolls such as the Five Civilized Tribes do
but they have to go back to some basis In order to determine membership or blood
quantum and oftentimes those are allotment. The ancestor who received the allot-
ument usually there's an indication of blood quantum and oftentimes the tribe
has to trace back to that. Do you see that as a sinillar kind of reference point for
-determining tribal membership of those tribes compared with the Cherokees?

Chief SWIvIMER. Basically.
Mr. FUN•KE. Does the Cherokee Tribe have any plans to organize or to formulate

what to declare to the Department of Interior what their membership is, in view
of tle apparent new characterization on behalf of the Interior Department and/or
the Bureau of Indian Affairs? That there aren't any members except those en-
rolled in 1900?

Chief SWIMtMER. 'Yes, sir, we plan to go along with the fiction and try to develop
a membership roll that will qualify within tie terms of the BIA and Interior
and what we have proposed for many years now is a tribal constitution, re-
constituting the tribe since 1900 and to set out guidelines of operation so that-
and also the primary difference would be an elected counsel or representative
body that would operate along with myself. At the present time the principal
officers of the Five Tribes except the Seminoles which have a constitution and
more or less Incorporated. The principal officers operate as absolute monarchs
and there is no other authority within the tribe that Bureau recognizes at this
time. What I am proposing is that we submit a constitution to the people of the
Cherokee, all sixty thousand (60,000) or the twenty-two thousand (22.000) reg-
istered Cherokees throughout the United States, then go to a vote and they decide
whether they want It or they don't want It. If they vote yc-s on the constitution
and it passes, then we will immediately go into the election of a fifteen (15)
member council.

This council will have checks and balances over me and me over them regard-
lng tribal resolutions or laws if you will, regulating the development of the Chero-
kee Nation that will also have requirements for membership. The Interior De-
partment tells me that these requirements for membership which are as I have
said. the relationship back to the roll, the degree of blood would qualify our
tribe then as a federally recognized tribe and these people that are descendents
or members of the federally recognized tribe. And we would fall within one of
those categories that they have said Is suitable for Indian preference. In my way
of thinking, personally. this won't change the statuts of the tribe legally and
shouldn't except for the fact that we would have an elected council. But pass-
ing the constitution will not change the status of the tribe from what It was the
day before the constitution was passed as far as its legal status and the people's
legal .-tatus In relationship to the federal government. But this is what the Bureau
of Interior tells us. They said that well, once you get this constitution passed and
you (tablilsh tIn there by vote of the people your membership which is any person
who is a descendent of the Dulles roll, then we'll recognize that membership.
Until you do that, technically you're not a tribe, for membership purposes.
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Mr. FuNxKE. Are you of the opinion that the tribe could establish blood quantum.
if it wants to in that membership?

Chief SwIMMER. I think so. That would be recognized, yes. If they wanted to
they could-and this has been discussed many times and it may be sometime that
the tribe votes this because within the constitution there is no blood quantum at
this time and the constitution does have a referendum and petition provision and
the people could easily change the constitution or adopt requirements that meli-
bership be limited to quarter blood or more. I don't foresee this happening,
though.

Mr. GOVER. I think it's fairly obvious that one of the principal concerns shared
by the smaller tribes in the west to have quarter blood or more as a minimum
membership standard is that if for purposes of Indian employment preference
within BIA and IHS and for purposes of federal services, the basic test is mem-
bership in a tribe regardless of blood quantum, that this would significantly ex-
pand the class of eligible beneficiaries. In other words, statistically you cited
figures of sixty-one thousand (61,000) Cherokees, twenty-one thousand (21.000)
approximately who meet the Bureau's general standard of quarter or more Indian
blood. It's an issue that obviously divides Indian people quite significantly. Hlow
do you look at that issue in general, in terms of specifies if a Cherokee with less
ihan a quarter blood could go to work through Indian preference on a reserva-
tion with a standard-where the standard for employment, or the membership
standard is a quarter or more blood and vice versa if someone could come to
Cherokee lands or the Tahlequah Agency and get a Job.

Chief SwiMMER. This is the point that I've been trying to address also. I think
that it would create problems. I don't-I would prefer to have as far as Indian
preference is concerned a national standard for Indian people that is the same for
all tribes. As it Is now we have four (4) criteria for Indian preference. One.
simply being the membership in a federally recognized tribe with no blood
quantum. The other one being, residing on a reservation. I don't think there's a
blood quantum in that one either. The other one is for Alaska and the last one Is
for all other members who are half blood or more. Now, I don't think there
are any-I'm not sure if any other of those three (3) carry a blood quantum. I
don't think they do. I think you've got to be a member of a federally recognized
tribe, live on a reservation, be an Alaskan Native or the catchall which is alt
others who are half blood or more. And what we've been told is that we fall
within the nil others who are half blood or more. I don't think that's any more
fair than saying, any tribal member who is living cin a reservation or who is less
than half blood or quarter blood should have Intlian preference in Oklahoma as
opposed to Oklahoma tribes that must be a half blood or more. Right now the
unfairness is against us. If a national policy were developed to where with the
Indian leaders being involved in the development of the policy that Indian prefer-
ence was a quarter blood across the board, then I don't think that affects uw as
far as our tribal membership. Our tribal membership would still be based oil
the Dulles roll and descendents but for Indian preference In hiring in the Bureau
and in Indian Health Service, we would lie limited to a quarter blood. And I
think that would be fair hut if you have one tribe that isn't and one tribe that
is, I don't think that's necessarily fair. So I would favor the national policy.

Mr. F•,NKE Just in ternis of clarifying the definition as contained in the IRA.
the IRA provides a three-tier definition of Indian. One would be based on tribal
membership, any person of Indian descent who is a member of a federally reco;r-
nized tribe. That would be without blood quantum when in fact a large majority
of tribes do have a quarter blood quantum so it almost retains the quarter blood
standard. The second one would lie if you were a descendent of a member and
living on a reservation that you would have had to have resided, been alive and
residing on that reservation on June first, 1934. So it was only intended to take
into consideration those people who were alive and living the tribal or reserva-
tion way of life at that time but were not enrolled in a tribe. And the third
category would be half bloods regardless of federal recognition or not. And the
part relating to Alaskan Natives is not really an addition. it's saying they will
be considered Indians for purposes of this definition so they would have to meet
one of the other three (3) criteria.

Chairman WnrrEcRow. Chief. I just have a couple of short questions on this
preference. It's my understanding that up to this time preference has been ex-
tended to Indians, particularly Indians in Oklahoma on the basis of quarts,"
blood requirement, plus tribal membership. That's the way the Bureau of Indian
Affairs Manual reads.

Chief SwMumR. That's right. I
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Chairman WitrrEcnow. It's also my understanding that people from the Five
-Civilized Tribes have been accorded preference treatment under these criteria.

Chief SWIMMER. That's right.
Chairman WrITEcmow. So don't we have here a situation where the Bureau or

the Depuetment of Interior in the past has said that descendents from the 1906
roll are tribal members and they're now changing their position to say, no,
they're not tribal members. They're now descendents. So it's this change then
in the characterization of the descendents that Is really creating this problem.

Chief SWiMME. Yes, or creating the potential problem.
Chairman WHrrECuOW. This new constitution that's being proposed, did I

,understand you to say it does contain a blood quantum limitation?
Chief SWViMMER. No, it's just membership requiring that they be members of

the tribe, they must identify to the Dulles roll.
Chairman WurrECROW. You said something at one point about new enroll-

ments or something that required quarter blood. You said it even applied to
minors or juveniles.

Chief SWiMMER. No, It doesn't have anything to do with the blood (I1nwitum.
The current membership roll of the tribe and the way we're doing it would
allow minors to have a membership part in the tribe. They simply would have
to prove their relationship back to the Dulles roll also. But that would be dif-
ferent from voting purposes. We would have membership in the tribe and then
we would have registration for voting purposes in the tribe. This is the first
time that we've ever made minor memberships available in the Cherokee Nation
-currently.

Chairman WHIrrORow. Well, is the tribe moving in the direction here then
of having really two (2) classifications of membership, one of which would adopt
the blood quantum?

Chief SWIMMER. No, blood quantum is not involved in any of them. Our cur-
rent membership, to be a member of the Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma you must
be a living enrollee or the descendent of a enrollee and you have to prove your
ancestry to that enrollee in order to be qualified as a member. No degree of
-blood required.

Chairman WHITECROW. And any person who falls within that definition would
have the same rights as any other person, is that correct?

Chief SwIMmF_ That's right.
Chairman Wjrrmcnow. Apparently I misunderstood what you said earlier,

thank you.
Mr. FUNKE. Mr. Swimmer, just a couple more short questions. I was involved

in negotiations with the Department of Interior in terms of coming to a legal
analysis of what the IRA definition meant and I have been handed a article
which was presented in the Tulsa Tribune in which a number of misquotations
were stated and Just for the purposes of tribes in Oklahoma and for your pur-
JIno.es I would like to clarify some the statements. Have you seen this article?

Chief SWIMMER. When was It published?
Mr. FUNKE. April 27. 1976. Do we have an extra copy?
Chief SwiMxMER. I think I read that and I'd like to have a copy of it.
Mr. FUNKE. Okay, at the top of the second column the first paragraph It stated

"Interior's contention from the outset was that the law now in effect does not
include those eastern Oklahoma tribes with closed membership rolls and that
-everyone in those tribes are descendents rather than members of the tribes and
that in the past they have been included for hiring preference as such." I think
we have already explored that contention and that the Bureau was previously
applying membership criteria to those descendents of the 1906 roll. The second
paragraph says "That position was challenged by a conflicting opinion from
myself" and I would like to make it clear that I did not challenge that and did
ijot make any statement with regard to whether descendents should presently
1b. considered members or that they shouldn't be considered members and also
-with regard to-well, the third paragraph from the bottom says that I con-
tended the Oklahoma Indians in question are in the latter category, so they
must be halfblood to receive Indian hiring preference. I didn't-I have not ex-
pressed any opinion with regard to whether the Oklahoma Indians go under the
halfolood criteria. Also, the-about the middle of the third column it says, the
government closed the rolls in question and has held the tribes can't unilaterally
reopen them. I'd like to point out that there is a solicitor's opinion on this matter
which is in conflict with that position which I did make available to the De-
partment of the Interior and the Solicitor's Office and did point out to them that
In my opinion, my personal opinion, that I believe that the tribes in Oklahoma

I
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did have the right to define their membership and that the 1906 roll did not
prevent them from doing that.

Chief SwiMMER. I think you're absolutely right. But I think that the state-
ment is true that the government closed the rolls and you can't unilaterally re-
open the rolls. But I do think we cani define our membership and that's wlmt
we're trying to do and we're using those rolls. As far as I'm concerned since
1776 there have been no other people in America than Americans and the fed-
eral government has recognized prior to that time by treaty certain independent
sovereign nations which were the Indian people. Since the Declaration of In-
dependence, since the forma*ion of the United States Government, in my way
(,f thinking, an Indiar pierion is a descendent of somebody who existed prior
to that time and you know, we're all, as I sid, descendents of the original native
American people and those people following...

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 331

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
OFFICE OF THE SECREARY,

Washington, D.C., May 20, 1976.
Hon. CARL ALBERT,
Speaker of the House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. SPEAKER: I appreciate your Interest, expressed Il your April 27
letter, in the difficulties we are facing on the question of Indian preference em-
ployment. Let me share with you my current thinking on this problem.

As you note, the law seems to preclude a mere descendancy standard for
preference eligibility of Indians of the Five Civilized Tribes (or, with only some
exceptions, of any non-Alaskan Indians who are not members of recognized
tribes under federal Jurisdiction). I have recently been advised by the Solicitor
that under 25 U.S.C. §§ 472. 479, and related statutes, a half-blood requirement
is mandated for such Indians. This conclusion will necessitate mnodification of
my March 18 request for Civil Service Commission, approval of new preference
standards (copy enclosed), by requiring deletion of subsectiton (a) (7) (v) of
our proposed 5 C.F.R. § 213.3112, set out on page 4 of my March 18 letter.

At the same time. I am anxious,-as you are-to avoid the inequity and dis-
ruption of legitimate expectations which would accompany an immediate inm-
position of a half-blood requirement in every such instance. It is my pre,•ent
intention, therefore, to take two steps to attempt to alleviate thlt difficulty.
First, I intend to specifically request that the Civil Service Commission approve
a plan-alluded to on page 4 of my March 18 letter-under which current Bureau
employees who satisfy the heretofore-used quarter-degree ancestry standard will
be eligible for preference for as long as they continuously remain employed by
the Bureau. And second, I plan to proposed to the Commission a standard under
which descendants of tribes whose rolls have been closed by Congress-I.e., the
Five Civilized Tribes and the Osage Tribe-will for a three-year period lie
eligible for preference if they have at least one-quarter Indian ancestry.

The first proposal is of course based on equitable considerations and a desire
to protect the rights and interests of current Bureau employees. The second
would be designed to provide the tribes in question with time to organize under
the Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act, 25 U.S.C. 1 501 et sqq., and thereby to put
their members on a par with other Indians by allowing them to lie preference.
eligible under 25 U.S.C. §1 472 and 479 simply by virtue of their tribal member-
ship. It would also provide time for a legislative solution to the problem to be
achieved if such an approach is viewed as appropriate. This may. if I understand nd
your letter correctly, be what you bad in mind in suggesting that the members
of the Five Tribes "be given the opportunity to propose a remedy." Officials of
the Bureau have already, of course, discussed the basic problem in some depth
with representatives of the affected tribes, and they believe that the two steps I
have outlined above would generally be regarded by the tribes as satisfactory.
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Some question exists, of course, as to whether the two plans are fully con-
sistent with legal requirements. But I have decided on grounds of policy and
fairness to propose them to the Commission-whose approval of initial hiring
practices may well be legally required in any event-and to implement them if
they are approved by the Commission.

On the basis of your letter, I believe that your thinking and mine are pretty
close on this matter. I would of course be happy to hear from you if you have
further thoughts on this somewhat knotty problem.

Sincerely yours,
THOMAS S. KLEPPE,

Secretary of the Interior.
Enclosure.

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 32]

AMERICAN INDIAN Poucy REVIEW COMMISSIONS,
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,

Washington, D.C., May 7, 1976.
Hon. CARL ALBERT,
Speaker, House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. SrEAxEu: In response to your inquiries regarding the American
Indian Policy Review Commission and the proposal of the Department of the
Interior to amend the Indian preference regulations, we wish to advise you that
we have discussed this matter in detail with Ernest L. Stevens, Director of the
Commission, Karl Funke, Specialist for 'Task Force #9, and other members of
that Task Force staff. We are well satisfied from this discussion and a review of
Mr. Funke's correspondence with the Solicitor's Office at Interior that the legal
opinions of Mr. Funke pertaining to this subject were never advanced as repre-
senting the official or even unofficial position of the Policy Review Commission.
In fact, Mr. Funke's involvement in this matter and his contact with the Solici-
tor's Office pre-dated his employment with the Commission.

It appears that numerous claims have been made that Mr. Funke has coi-
tended that Oklahoma Indians can only qualify for preference if they are half-
bloods. We find that this allegation Is entirely without foundation. The only posi-
tion Mr. Funke has advocated Is that preference in Oklahoma is governed by the
Indian Reorganization Act of 1934. Ile has expressed no opinion as to the eligibil-
iv or non-eligibility of any segment of the Indian community of Oklahoma under
that Act. In fact, it appears from the attached letter of Mr. Funke to Ernest
Stevens that the spectre of non-eligibility of Indian people in Eastern Oklahmonma
(particularly the Choctaw, Chickasaw, Cherokee, Creek and Osage) was raised
by the Department of the Interior itself. This results from their apparent inde-
cision as to whether persons who are descendants of members who were enrolled
under the 1906 Acts are themselves members or are only descendants of members.

Under the policies followed by Interior up to this time these people were appar-
ently treated as If they were tribal members. Under Interior's newly proposed
regulations it appears that Interior will view these people as descendants rather
than members. Based on this change In characterization Itrwas Interior which
has concluded that people from these tribes may only be able to qualify for prefer-
ence If they are one-half or more degree Indian blood. Mr. Funke at no time ever
advanced such a position.

In order to avoid any confusion on this score we have requested that Mr.
Funke direct a letter to the Department of the Interior and the Civil Service
Commission clarifying the fact that he has never expressed an opinion on the
membership or non-membership status of people tracing to ancestors enrolled in
these tribes.

Sincerely,
JAM,:s ABO'RF.ZK,

Chairman.
LLOYD MEEDS.

Vice-Chairman.
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[Exhibit 1, Index No. 31]

'To: Ernest L. Stevens.
From: Karl Funke, Specialist Task Force No. 9.
Subject: Contacts with Interior Department-Re Indian Employment Preference.
Date: May 7,1976.

The current policy of the BIA in according Indian preference is contained in
the BIA Manual. It provides in relevant part:

To be eligible for preference, an individual must be one-fourth or more degree
Indian blood and be a member of a Federally-recognized tribe.'

IHS follows the same standard but apparently has not published it. This
standard is apparently based on an executive order Issued by President Roosevelt
on January 30, 19392

While working for the Native American Rights Fund in the winter of 1975 it
came to my attention that this preference standard is in violation of the law
even if it was based on the executive order. The primary preference law is con-
tained in the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934' (IRA). This law provides its
own definition of Indian for purposes of preference eligibility. The definition
stated that you are an Indian under the Act If you fit within one of the follow-
ing classes:

1. All persons of Indian descent who are members of any recognized Indian
tribe now under Federal jurisdiction or

2. All persons who are descendants of such meMbers who were, on June 1,
1934, residing within the present boundaries of any' Indian reservation or

3. All other persons of one-half or more Indian blood.'
A Congressional enactment cannot be overriden by an executive order. The IRA

is a Congressional enactment and thus Where the IRA is applicable it cannot be
overriden or modified by an executive order. It follows that the BIA standard
premised on the ineffectual executive order cannot stand.

In the spring of last year I decided to do an extensive investigation of the defi-
nition of "Indian" contained in the IRA as part of my J.D. thesis. In the course
of my research and investigation I learned that the BIA was being sued by a
member of a South Dakota tribe who -was less than one-fourth Indian blood. As
a result of this suit the Solicitor's Office at Interior was researching the defi-
nition of "Indian" in the IRA for purposes of preparing a Solicitor's Opinion
on the matter and advising the BIA of what changes in their regulation they
would have to make in order to conform with the law. I discussed the various
issues which were involved in the matter with David Jones, a staff attorney in
the Solicitor's Office, on March 21, 1975.

The Solicitor's Office continued to research the matter for purposes of their
opinion and I continued to research it independently for purposes of my J. D.
thesis. At the time I met with David Jones we agreed to exchange our respective

.analyses when they were completed.
In June of 1975, the Solicitor's Office sent me a copy of their opinion on the

IRA definition of "Indian" and I sent them a copy of my thesis. The Solicitor's
Opinion was correct in many respects; however it was incorrect and deficient on
a number of very critical points.6

On September 6, 1975, I received a copy of a letter which was sent by Com-
inissioner Thompson to a number of tribal chairmen. This letter presented two
different sets of proposed regulations defining who would be eligible for Indian
preference. Both sets of regulations contained language modifying the statutory
language of the IRA defining "Indian" and adding totally new definitions or
classes of Indians who would be made eligible for preference.

During the week of November 10th, 1975, 1 attended the Annual Convention
of the National Congress of American Indians in Portland, Oregon. While I was
in Portland I had occasion to talk with James Schermerhorn, Deputy Director,
Office of Indian Rights, Civil Rights Division, U.S. Department of Justice. Ile
informed me that BIA had requested Justice to defend them in the stilt which

144 BIAM 335, 3.1 (revised Oct. 30. 1972).
'Exec. Order No. 8043 (Jan. 30, 1939). This order did not deal In any way with who wax

entitled to Indian preference. The order merely provided exem.tions from competitive civil
service examinations for "Positions in the Bureau of Indian Affairs ... when filled by the
appointment of Indians who are one-fourth or more Indian blood."

'25 USC See. 461 et seq.
4 25 IJSC See. 479 (1970).
a Reid Chambers. Associate Solicitor for Indian Affairs. readily stated that the opinion

was not exhaustive and did not address all the Issues which needed to be addressed In a
meeting I had with him on January 9, 1976.
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was brought against BIA challenging BIA's preference standard. Mr. Schermer-
horn informed me that Justice reviewed the legality of the BIA preference
standard in light of the statutory definition contained in the IRA and that Justice
informed BIA that the case was indefensible.

Later that same week I m•t Jawes (Jim) Robey, Special Assistant to the
Commissioner of the BIA. Jim and I happened to get Into a discussion on Indian
preference. Jim informed me of the interpretations that the BIA was thinking
of adopting concerning the definition of "Indian" stated in the IRA. I in-
formed him that I had written part of my J.D. thesis on this very subject and
that based on the extensive research I had conducted on the issue a number
of interpretations which were about to be adopted by the BIA were incorrect.
Jim informed me that the Solicitor's Office had informed BIA that there was
nothing to clarify the meaning of certain provisions of the IRA definition. I
Informed Jim that they were Incorrect and that there was substantial material
and legislative history which very clearly and concisely explained the intent
and meaning of the IRA definition. Jim asked me if I would provide a copy of
my thesis for him when I returned to Washington, D.C.

It was after returning from Portland that I Informed you of the fact that
BIA was changing their preference eligibility regulations and that it appeared
the new regulations would be very damaging to preference If BIA applied the
Interpretations they had expressed to me.

As you know sometime thereafter in early December I stopped in Jim Robey's
office. At that time I provided him a copy oin my thesis and we further discussed
the definition of "Indian" provided In the IRA. Ile stated that he would bring
the copy of my thesis over to the Solicitor's Office and get their opinion on
whether my opinions on the matter were correct (Jim is not a lawyer and did
not feel capable of judging the legal merits of my thesis by himself.) Jim also
provided me with a draft letter which was prepared for the Secretary of Interior
to sign and send over to the Civil Service Commission requesting a change in the
regulations defining "Indian" for purposes of preference. See attachment.

At this point In time there was no dispute with regard to the Five Civilized
Tribes. The letter did not create any special exception for these tribes other than
a grandfather clause.

The clause and explanation provided:
(v) An employee of one-quarter degree or more Indian ancestry of a federally-

recognized tribe who was a preference eligible prior to the change in this subsec-
tion, as long as the person Is continuously employed.

**** * * *

Because in some cases Oklahoma tribes have not maintained organizations
and current memberships and there are now, with several exceptions, no reserva-
tions in the State, the provisions of the definition of Section 19 may be inapplica-
ble to persons of such tribal ancestry except to the extent they are one-half
or more Indian. In order to insure that no person, such as an Oklahoma Indian,
who is presently a preference eligible is deprived of continuing to receive it, we
propose the last category in the interest of justice to such employees.4

The other provisions of the proposed regulations merely tracked the language
of the IRA definition and on their face they would have appeared to present no
problem. However, there were very grave problems because BIA was going to
place interpretations on what the definition meant clearly in conflict with the
Intent and meaning of the statutory definition. The ultimate result, in no uncer-
tain terms, would have been to destroy Itadian preference by making preference
available to descendants of all tribes without regard to blood, or membership
or relationship to a tribe.

Sometime during the middle of December, 1975. 1 called ,Jim Robey back to
see what response he had gotten from the Solicitor's Office regarding their
review of my thesis. Jim was out of town so I called Reid Chambers the Assoclate
Solicitor directly and inquired as to their review of my thesis. Reid informed
me that Jim had not provided him or his office a copy of the thesis. I informed
Reid that I liad some concern over the regulations and( interpretations which
were going to he placed on them. lle vald that he would be willing to meet with
me and representatives from BIA to discuss the potentially troublesome inter-
pretations but that he would only review the legal constraints and aspects of
the implementing regulations and that lie could not and would not get involved

See Attachment at 4-5 [not included herel.

7S-110-77-23
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in anything involving policy matter. I told him that I would not attempt to deal
with any of the policy issues but rather address only the legal issues presented
by the statute.

On December 23rd, 1975, I spoke with Jim Robey on the phone and he informed
me that they were going to remove the grandfather clause for the Five Civilized
Tribes and replace it with a new category making all the descendants of the
Five Civilized Tribes elgible for preference regardless of blood quantum or
present political or social relationship with the respective tribes. We also dis-
cussed the impending meeting with Reid.

As you know the meeting with Reid and others from the Solicitor's Office and
BIA took place on January 9th, 1976.

At that meeting Reid Chambers invited me to identify the problems I had with
the proposed regulations which were subject to strictly legal as opposed to
policy issues. Reid made it very clear that lie would not get involved in matters
of policy nor would lie make any legal interpretations concerning the require-
ments of the law which would alter the interpretations the BIA was placing on
the law unless the law clearly indicated or required such an interpretation. In
other words Reid was not favorably disposed to making legal Interpretations
which would affect the interpretations BIA thought were possible. The burden
of proof rested on me to (1) demonstrate that each issue I raised was a legal
issue and not a policy issue and (2) demonstrate that the law required a definite
interpretation as opposed to a number of possible interpretations. I think it is
very safe to say that Reid (1id not feel compelled to agree with any of my legal
analysis simply because lie happened to know I was working for the American
Indian Policy Review Commission.

During the course of the meeting I stated that based on my research and
knowledge on this particular subject I believed that the law placed certain
constraints upon the interpretations of the definition of "Indian" contained in
the IRA. I asked Reid to review the legal merits of my analysis on a number of
issues and make a determination based on my analysis and his own. Half of
the Issues I raised at the meeting were agreed on by Reid and his staff at the
time of the meeting. The other half of the issues were not resolved at that meet-
ing and Reid said that due to the complexity of some of the issues lie would
like to research and review them more carefully. lie asked me if I could provide
him with more extensive material and citations on these matters and I Informed
him that I could. The issues which were raised at that meeting were summarized
in my subsequent follow up letter to Reid on February 6th, 1970. See attachment.

For ease of reference I will briefly restate the issus which were:
1. Whether the language "a descendant of a member who was living on a

reservation on June 1, 1934" meant:
(a) the member who was living on a reservation on that date and all of

hli.;( descendants would be eligible for preference without regard to blood
quantum. or present political or social relationship to any tribe; or

(b) whether the descelidant himself had to reside on the res.-rvation as
of that date thus limiting the class to a very finite number of people who
would eventually die out.

The BIA contended that the first Interpretation was permissible. I contended
that the latter position was intended adl the only legally correct Interpretation.

The Issue was not decided on by the Solicitor's Office at the time of the
meeting.'

2. Whether the language "all other persons of one-half or more Indian blood"
was Intended to apply only to federally recognized tribal Indians, or whether
it was Intended to apply to non-federally recognized Indians.

The BIA contended the first Interpretation was correct. I contended the latter
Interpretation was the only legally correct interpretation.

7Letter of Karl A. Funke to Reid Chambers of February 6. 1976 and an accompanying
memorandum. (see attachments) addressed item number 1 above. On March 10. 1176. Reld
sent a letter to me stating that he agreed with my legal analysis on that point. See attach-
ment. Shortly after receipt of Reld's March 10 letter I came into possession of a circular by
former Commissioner John Collier. (the primary draftsman and advocate of the IRA in
1914). Thbl circular titled "Analysis and Explanation of the Wheeler-Howard Indian Act"
provided in part that a comprehensive explanation of the definition of "Indian" provided In
the IRA. This circular written contemporaneously with the IRA by the person who was
tlhe torlme draftsman of it supported my analysis and conclusions on each pollit Pregented
to the Solicitor's Office. On March 16. 107G• I sent a letter and a copy )f the circular to
Reid. See attachment. On March 25. 1976. David Jones a staff attorney in Reld's office
sent me a letter and a copy of a Solicitor's 0 inion which agreed with my position with
regard to item number 1. (Sev attachmewnt Inot luchlded her, I.)
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Reid reviewed the legal merits of my argument at the meeting and decided this
issue in favor of my position.

3. Whether Indians are subject to Civil Service Regulations, or whether the
IRA exempts Indians from Civil Service laws and regulations and mandates that
the Secretary of Interior establish separate standards for the appointments of
Indians in the Indian Service. My position was the latter and Reid agreed with
me on this issue at tile meeting.

4. Issue No. 4 concerns the Five Civilized and Osage Tribes of Oklahoma.
Interior's portion was that the IRA didn't apply to the tribes in question there-
fore the Secretary of the Interior had discretion to accord preference to ill
descendants of 1906 enrolled members of the Five Civilized and Osage Tribes on
the basis of pre-IRA preference laws which did i)ot provide a definition of1
Indian. My contention was that the IRA definition applied to these tribes and
thus there was no discretion to create a new definition in derogation of the
legally mandated IRA definition. Where the IRA definilion applies there is nio
administrative discretion to create an open ended descendancy category which
would make indivihluals eligible for preference without regard to degree of
Indian blood, tribal membership or present social or political relationship to any
tribe.

Since this issue appears to he the critical one at this time I will elaborate on
the matters involved so that you have at; complete an understanding of the issue
as I can present in writing.

As a matter of background I think it is critically important to understand a
certain judgement or lwrcehiption which BIA and/or Interior was making under
their earlier preference standard and an apparent change in judgment or per-
ception which is apparently being made liy BIA and/or Interior with regard to
the Five Civilized and Osage Tribes of Oklahoma at the present time.

Under the preference standard which has been in effect for sonic time, a person
had to be one-fourth Indian blotld and a mnembcr of a fcdcrally recognized tribe.
Under this standard one-fourth blood Indians from the Five Civilized and Osage
Tribes whoe ceuld trace descendancy to rolls made in 1906 were accorded prefer-
ence. Thus, even though the rolls of the.,e tribes were sul)posedlly closed In 1906
the BIA aind/or Interior was apparently treating descendants of the 19)6 enrolled
members as if they were inembers of a federally recognized tribe. If they hadn't
done this none of the Indians from tlie,;e tribes would have qualified under their
preference standard which required such membership.

The definition provided in the IRA states that mie eligible cllass of-"2Indlan"
under the Act I-,:: "all persons (if Indian descent who are mnemlbers of any recog-
nized tribe now tinder Federal Jurisdiction."

Secretary Kleppe in his Mareh l1th. 1976. letter to the Civil Ser'lie C(omais-
sion stated that it was necessary to add an open ended descendant (lass because
the Acts of April 26, 1906. 34 Stitt. 539 closed the( rolls of the Cherokee, Choctaw,
Creek. (hicka.aw and Osage tribes "so that today there are no current memiber-
ship rolls for these tribes."

Based on their own reasoning Interior concluded that: "the provisions of
the definition of Section 19 may be inappllcable to persons of such tribal
ancestry except to the extent they tire one-balf or more Indian." S

T'he effect of this letter is to throw into question whether or not these
descendants are member's of these tribes.

At no time have I ever advocated this position. The only legal issue that
I have presented to Interior is that tha' IRA definition is made directly appli-
cable to these tribes by the law itself and thus Interior has no authority to
derogate front the statutory definition.

Whether the Indians from the Fire Tribes should presently be considered
members of those tribes or whether they should not be considered members but
descendants of numbers is an issue which tihe BIA and/or Interior has to decide
and which I hare nerer addressed in any of my discnssilons and/or correspond-
ence wilth thesi. What I have advocated is that: "The Oklahonma tribes In
question can organize and establish membership criteria the samle as the other
tribes throughout tihe United States.'

In the January Pth meeting, Reid. under tile assumption that the IRA deft-
nition didn't apply to the Five ('ivillizd Tribes, felt that the BIA's open ended
descendancy category was a matter of policy and therefore agreed with the BIA

* See attaewbment-nt 4 (not Inelhded hered.
* See my letter of April 1. 1976, to Reld Chambers attachment-at 6I (not inelded here].
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on this Issue although lie stated lie would be willing to review his position. If
I could demonstrate that the open ended descendancy category was illegal."

On April 1, 1976, 1 wrote a letter to Reid which demonstrated that the IRA
definition of "Indian" applied to the Five Civilized and Osage Tribes. Reid had
earlier conceded the point that if the IRA applied to these tribes that there
was no discretion to adopt that definition.

I also presented my analysis and copies of Solicitor's Opinions which stated
even if it was a correct interpretation of the law that Indians from these
tribes are not members but descendants, they nonetheless have the present
power to organize either independent of the Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act
or under that Act and define their memlbershilp in any manner they wish. Once
having done that it is very clear that they would fall withinn the membership
eligibility criteria of the IRA.

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 30]

AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMIS8ION,
CONGRESS OF Title UNITED STATES,

Washington, D.C., May 6, 1976.
Hlon. LLOYD MEEDS,
Vice Chiairmi;a. American Indian Policy Review Commflission, Raybutrn Ofce

Building, ll'a-ghinlgton, D.C.

DEAR 1Mn. MUEMS: In response to your letter of April 29 to Ernie Stevens,
Director of this Commission, I wish to advise you that I have not at any time
asserted or held forth my opinions on the preference question, or any other legal
issue In which our task force is engaged, as being anything other than my
own personal views. Specifically, with reference to the preference issue I have
never stated or even suggested that my opinions were those of the Congress or
of the American Indian Policy Review ('ominilsion. In fact, my Involvement
with the Solicitor's Office of Interior on this question pre-dates my employment
with the Commission. All parties In every discussion I have had on this subject
clearly understood that the views I expressed were my own; and nil corre-
slondence I have had on this subject clearly reflect that the position I ad-
vanced was personal to me. To the extent anyone has drawn a contrary Inference,
I am sure a review of the facts and correspondence in this matter will clarify
the situation.

It is apparently from recent publicity which has occurred and statements
which have been made that the views I have expressed are either not fully
understood or are being misrepresented. This letter will serve as a clarification
of tihe position I have asserted. A more detailed memorandum explaining the
chronology of events and analysis of law is being prepared for Ernile Stevens.

With respect to the question of Indian preference and eligibility of members
of Oklahoma tribes, it is and has been my position that Oklahoma Indians, in-
eluding members of the Five Civilized Tribes and Osage Tribe, are covered
by the provisions of Sfections 12 and 19 of the Indian Reorganization Act of
1934 (25 U.S.C. 472, 479). Under this statute an Indian qualifies for employ-
iment preference regardless of blood quantum If (1) lie is a member of a recog-
nized tribe under Federal jurisdiction, or (2) lie resided on a reservation on
June 1, 1934 and was a descendant of a member of a recognized Indian tribe.
If lie does not meet either of these criteria, then lie is still eligible If lie is one-half
or more Indian blood.

Under past procedure (44 BMAM 335. 3.1 10/30/72) and regulations 5 CFR,
Chpt. 1, Pt. 213, Sec. 213.3112) B.I.A.. 1.1I.5, and the Department of the Interior
have required that an applicant be at least one-fourth Indian blood and be a
menilier of a federally recognized tribe. In Whiting v. U.S., filed last year tile
one-fourth blood requirement was challenged In Federal court by a member of the
Rosebud tribe in South Dakota. The Department of Justice advised the Dl)epart-
maent of the Interior thItt the one-fourth blood standard could not be defended.
It was this necessary to draft new regulations dropping the one-fourth blood
standard for persons who were members of federally recognized tribes.

10Bven It the IRA did not noply to tle Five Civilized Tribes and they were eligible
for preference under the pre-IRA preference laws they would still have to meet the one-
fourth wlood requirement because the 1939 Executive Order would still be binding with
regard to these earlier preference laws. Thus, under either IRA or pre-IRA preference laws
the proposed open ended descendancy standard for the Five Civilized Tribes is In derogation
of the law.
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On 'March 18, 1976, the Secretary of the Interior wrote to the Civil Service
Commission asking that new preference regulations be l)rollulgated. These pro-
posed regulations tracked the language of Section 19 of the I.R.A. except that
they would have added an additional preference class as follows: "A decendent
of an enrolled member oi a currently Federally recognized tribe whose rolls have
been closed by an Act of Congress." The Cherokee, Choctaw, Creek, Chickasaw
anld Osage tribes were cited as tribes whose rolls had been closed by the Act
of April 26, 1906 (34 Stat. 137) and the Act of June 28, 1906 (.34 Stat. 539).

Preference has previously been extended to these tribes on the same basis as
ill other tribes, i.e., one-fourth blood plus tribal membership. Descendants of

members who wre enrolled at the time of the closure Act were extended pref-
erence as if they themselves were members. However, in his March 18 letter to
Civil Service Commission, Secretary Kleppe stated that the addition of the
"descendant" class was necessary because the Act of April 26, 1906 and the Act
of June 28, 1900 "closed the rolls" of these tribes, lie thus concluded "The pro-
visions of the definition of Section 19 (I.R.A.) may be inappllicable to persons
of such tribal ancestry except to the extent they are one-half or more Indian. In
order to achieve the utmost uniformity in standards of eligibility, we propose
the fifth criterion so as to include descendants of the members of these tribes."

The effect of this letter is to throw into question whether or not these descend-
ants are members of these tribes. If these descendants are deemed members, as
was the practice under the prior preference regulations, then the dropping of
the one-fourth blood stanlardi as required by Whiting, will open preference eligi-
bility to any person, regardless of his blood quantum and regardless of his present
affiliation with the tribe, so long as lie can trace to an ancestor enrolled in 1906.
The same result pertains if the "descendancy" test is adopted without retaining
the one-fourth blood cutoff.

If. as I believe and the Solicitor's Office of Interior now believes, the Indian
Reorganization Act is applicable to the tribes in Oklahoma insofar as tile pref-
erence provisions are concerned, then the "(descendancy" test is simply contrary
to law. If. as Interior originally argued, preference in Oklahoma is governed by
earlier preference statutes and not by the I.R.A., then the earlier 1939 Executive
Order which estal)lished a one-fourth blood (quanitum Iitmiltation is still applicable
and the open-ended "d4,scendancy" test proposed by lnterio r would still be in
conflict with existing law until such tine as the Executive Order is amended or
withdrawn.

It is my belief that the 1906 Act (loes not preclude the Oklahoma tribes in
question from establishing inembershlip criteria the same as other tribes
throughout the United States. That Act did not freeze the tribal memlbershlip
for all times and purposes. The I)epartment of the Interior apparently agrees
with this position for the Seminoles, a tribe which is also covered by the Act
of April 26, 1906, recently adopted a Constitution which includes (riteria for
membership.

It is my understanding that adoption of all opeln-ended "(decendancy" test
without limitation as to blood quantum or membership in a trille will quad-
ruple tile number of preference eligibles in Oklahoma. As a matter of policy
I do not believe this is wise. More importantly, believing aiv I do that the Indian
Reorganization Act preference provisions are applicable to tei Oklahoma tribes.
I do not believe such a policy (-1il lawfully be adopted. The Solicitor's Office
at Interior has reluctantly come to tile coniclusioni that my analysis is correct.

I'nder the circumstances, I do not see how I can withdraw my personal opinion
from consideration. After considering this letIter allnl the memorandum which
I am supplying to Ernie I ama sure you will agree with me in this regard.

Respectfully yours,
K.Anr A. FL'.xK,

,pcciatist, Task Force No. 9.

[BExhibit 1, Index No. 29]

Tie SPiEAxEr's Roo.ms.
U.S. HoUsE 0O1 REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington, D.C., April 27, 1976.
lion. ThOMAs S. KI.pI're,
Sce'rectary of the Interior, Washingt m, D.C.

I)rAIlt MeI. SEcRETrARY: A very diflieult problem has arisen with respect to tile
Five Civilized Tribes of Eastern Okimhmlna. As you know, pending before the
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Civil Service Commission are proposed regulations by your Department rede-
filling the word "Indian" for purposes of Indian preference employment. In
the initial communication from Interior to CSC, tile Department suggested a
definition for Indians of the Five Tribes based on descendancy. The practice
among the Five Tribes since the Rolls were closed in 1906 has been to recog-
nize all Individuals who can prove a minimum of one-quarter degree of blood
of the particular tribe. However. since the submission of thi; proposed regu-
lation to CSO(, an American Policy Review Commission staff member has coin-
mented to the Solicitor General that the legal grounds were very tenuous for
a one-quarter degree requirement, especially in light of 25 U.S.C. § 479. Specl.
tically, the Review ('omm•i-ssion has suggested that it is a legally defensible
ground that a one-half degree requirement should lie imposed on the Five Tribes
for purposes of Indian preference. Thus, the D)epartnent of the Interior Is
without authority to issue a regulation which only requires descendancy as a
standard.

Wille the legal reasoning of this staff memorandum is well taken, the prac-
tical situation dictates against sucl a position being taken. The shock of an
administrative determination that the degree requirement must now be one.
half will severely disrupt the Eastern Oklahoma Tribes. Because of far-reach.
lng implications of such a determination, I would respectfully request that any
rulemaking proceeding regarding the Five Tribes lie Indefinitely postponed.

However, I realize that this might not be feasible, especially in light of
Whiting v. United Stote8, Civ, No. 7-•3007 (1).S. Dk.). Thus, I would suggest
that consideration be given to the inclusion of an exception within the new
regulation specifying that for purposes of the Five Tribes, an Indian will be
defined as a one-quarter degree descendant. I feel that this particular definition
Is appropriate since first. it won't cause widespread administrative disruption
In Eastern Oklahoma, and second, it will provide the Tribes and the Congress
the proper amount of time to consider this particularly complex matter and
arrive at a solution to the prolem of membership in the Five Tribes.

Finally, it Is my understanding that your staff members have suggested a
snillar alternative to the original. Specifically, we have been told by the staff
of the Solicitor Gen.,'ral's office that the particular regulations affecting the
Five Tribes might be altered to include an exception for the Five Tribes that
would expire in three years. We would suggest that this also Include a provi-
sion that the Five Tribes lie given the opportunity to propose a remedy. This
seenis to be a perfectly sensible and reasonable alternative in light of all the
difficulties that would be posed by defining the Five-tribe membership as one-
half.

Your serious consideration of this comment would be most appre•iated.
Many thanks for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,
TimE SPEAKER.

[HExhibit 1, Index No. 281

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES.
AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION,

WVashington, D.C., April 29, 1976.
EJRNIN STEvENS.
E'jeeculire Director. A inerican Indian Policy Review Conmnission,
IfouRse of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DFAR EANIF: As Vice ('Jmirman of the American Indian Policy Review Com-
mission, I wish to register my strong objections to the recent opinion concerning
the eligibility of certain Oklahoma Indian,; under the Indian preference law
which was communicated by the Commission to the Solicitor of tfli Department
of the Interior and the Chairman of the U.S. Civil Service ('ommission. I do so
omi the following grounds.

I reject any assertion or Ielief held by any employee of the Commission (In-
cluding the Executive Director, General Counsel. or Administrative Director)
that he, on his own volition and without prior approval from the Commi.ssioners,
has the legislative mandate, authority, or power to express either orally or in
writing a "Commission" position or policy concerning present laws or regula-
tions affecting American Indlan-A, to any agency of the government.
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I hesitate to again remind the Commiss.Ion that It is a Congresaional creation,
which is mandated only to recommend changes in policy or law to the Congre8s-
and not until January, 1977. The employees of the Commission are Congressional
staff. As such, they are not empowered to offer opinions to fny branch of the
Government which purports to be the position of the Commission or Congress,
unless they have prior approval from the Commissioners or Congress.

Regarding the opinion wlich was sent to the Department of the Interior and
the Civil Service Commission, the law on the subject of Indian preference and
the definition of an Indian has become Increasingly cloudy. Like many other
instances In the law, the definition of an Indian is subject to many interpreta-
tions and views. The opinion of Mr. Funke, although well supported, is only one
of many such opinions that could be rendered on the subject and equally well
supported. Notwithstanding the legalities and equities of his opinion, it was. not
sanctioned or approved by the Commissioners or the Congress as an official
position.

Therefore, I request that the Commission communicate to the Department of
the Interior and the U.S. Civil Service Commission that the opinion was not"official" and as such must not be accorded the weight of a Congressional opinion
and that the opinion should be withdrawn from consideration. Furthermore,
I insist that the Commission make clear to the respective agencies that there is
room for several legal Interpretations on this subject and that in no respect, did
the Commission intend to imply that any Oklahoma Indians are ineligible for
consideration under the preference law. If the Commission believes that it is
necessary to comment on this matter, I suggest that it include a study on the
subject in its final report to the Congress.

As a result of the recent "opinion" which was approved by the Commission
8taff concerning the eligibility of Oklahoma Indians under the preference law,
an unnecessary turmoil has occurred In Oklahoma. The interjection of the Com-
mission into the controversy dismays me as much as it does colleagues from
Oklahoma, particularly the Speaker of the House, Carl Albert. It was from the
kindness of the Speaker that the Commission obtained additional space for their
work. It was the Speaker who actively supported the legislation which created
the Commission. And it is to the Speaker that any future requests must be
addressed should the Commission need additional assistance. The -peaker has
been a friend of the Commission and his continued support Is needed.

I direct that the import of this letter be brought to the attention of every
employee of the Ciommission.

Sincerely,
LLOYD MEEDS, Vice Chairman,

American Indian Policy Review Commission.

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 271

U.S. DEPARTMIENT OF TITE INTErnio,
BUREAU OFr INDIAN AFFAIRS,

"Washington, D.C., April 20, 1976.
To: All Area Directors, Field Administrator, Administrative Services Center.
From: Cimnmissioner of Indian Affairs.
Subject: Indian Preference Policy.

During the past several months an extensive study has been made of the defini-
tion of Indian in terms of the present policy and the statutory definition in the
Indian Reorganization Act, June 18, 1934.

Effective April 20, 1976, the definition of Indian as stated In Section 19, Indian
Reorganization Act of June 18. 1934, 25 USC 479, will be the criteria used in
recognizing an individual for the purpose of Indian preference In certain per-
sonnel actions in the Bureau. Indian means persons. of Tndian descent:

Who are members of any recognized Indian tribe now under Federal
jurisdiction;

Who are descendants of such members who were, on June 1, 193-1, residing
within the present boundaries of any Indlan reservation;

All others of one-half or more Indian blood, and
Eskimos and other aboriginal peoples of Alaska.

An individual me•eting any one of the abcove criserla of the statutory definition
will be afforded preference in actions filling a vacancy by a promotion, reassign-
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meant or lateral transfer, in the Bureau. This policy will not apply to initial hiring
until a new Schedule A appointing authority has been received from the Civil
Service Commission. Employees will be responsible for providing the Personnel
Office with certificates verifying that they meet one of the criteria above.

You are urged wherever there is exclusive union recognition that this informa-
tion be brought to their attention at the earliest possible time.

MORRIS THOMPSON.

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 26]

U.S. CIVIL SERVICE CO.CMfssION,
BUREAU OF RECRUITING AND EXAMINING.

Washington, D.C., April 12,1976.
Mr. KARL A. FUNKE,
Specialist, Task Force on Indian Law Revision, Consolidation, and Codification,

American Indian Policy Review Commission, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. FUNxKE: This is in reply to your April 2 letter to the Chairman asking

that work be suspended on a Department of the Interior request to change the
definition of "Indian" used in the Commission's regulations authorizing appoint-
ments in the Bureau of Indian Affairs without competitive examination. The
Chairman referred your letter to our office since we are responsible for excepted
service appointment policies.

We are reviewing the Department's request and will consult with Interior
officials concerning resolution of the issues you have raised.

Sincerely yours,
JOIIN W. FossuM,

Acting Director.

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 25]

NATIVE AMERICAN RI011TS F'UxD,
Boulder, Colo., April 7, 1976.Mr. ROBERT E. HIAMPTON,

Chairman, U.S. Civil &errice Commission,
Washington, D.C. -

DEAR CHAIRMAN HAMPTON: I have been informed by Coommissioner Morris
Thompson's office and Associate Solicitor for Indian Affairs, Reid P. Chambers,
that a letter dated March 18, 1976, from Secretary of Interior Thomas Kleppe
has been sent to you requesting "a change in the definition of 'Indian' for purposes
of the Schedule A excepted appointment authority now contained in 5 C.F.R.
S. 213, 3112(a) (7)."

We share the opinion of the American Indian Policy Review Commission as
expressed In Mr. Karl Funke's letter to you of April 2 that the proposed regula-
tions are in derogation of the law with respect to item (v) of page 4 of the
Secretary's letter.

I understand that the Associate Solicitor for Indian Affairs and the Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs will be reviewing the legality of item (v) of the proposed
reg,%ations. Since the processing of the proposed regulations is presently taking
place in the Civil Service Commnission, I hereby request that the processing of
the proposed regulations be Immediately suspended until this matter has been
resolved.

Please advise me as to your plans on this matter as soon as possible.
Sincerely,

JoiNx E. EClIOIIAWK.

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 24]

AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION,
CONGRESS OF TIHE UNITED STATES,

Washington, D.C., April 2, 1976.Mr. ROBERT E. HAMPTON,,
Chairman, Civil ,Scrvice Commission,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CHAIRMAN HAMPTON: I have been informed by Commissioner Morris
Thompson's Office and Associate Solicitor for Indian Affairs, Reid P. Chambers.
that a letter dated March 18, 1970, from Secretary of Interior Thomas Kleppe
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has been sent to you requesting "a change in the definition of 'Indian' for pur-
poses of the Schedule A excepted appointment authority now contained in 5 CFR
S. 213, 3112(a) (7)."

It is our opinion that the proposed regulations are in derogation of the law
with respect to item (v) on page 4 of the Secretary's letter.

I have prepared and delivered a letter to Reid Chambers which demonstrates
the basis of our ',ntention. I have met with Mr. Chambers this morning and heý
will be reviewing the legality of item (v) of the proposed regulations. A copy of
my letter to him is enclosed.

Since the processing of the proposed regulations Is presently taking place in
the Civil Service Conruission, I hereby request that the processing of the pro-
posed regulations be immediately suspended until this matter has been resolved.

Your early response and cooperation in this matter will be deeply appreciated.
If you have any questions regarding this matter, please call me.

Yours cordially,
KARL A. FUNKE.

Specialist, Td8k Force on Indian Law Rerision,
Consolidation and Codification.

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 231

AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION.
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,

lVashington, D.C., April 1, 1976.
REID P. CHAMBERS, Esq.,
Associate Solicitor for Indian Affairs,
U.S. Department of the Interior, Washington, D.C.

DEARn RrED: This letter follows up on our previous discussions and your letter
of March 10, 1976, concerning the proposed BIA regulation expanding preference
to all descendants of members of the Five Civilized and Osage Tribes of Okla-
homa who were enrolled pursuant to 1906 legislation closing the rolls of said
tribes.

This proposal is misconceived to the extent that it cannot be premised upon
either any explicit statutory authority or any permissible administrative
discretion.

My analysis, detailed below, is that descendants of such 1906 enrollees are
Ineligible for preference under Section 12 of the Indian Reorganization Act
(IRA). 25 U.S.C. See. 472, unless they also meet one of the three explicit criteria
of "Indian" as defined in Section 19 of IRA, 25 U.S.C. Sec. 479. I also conclude
that such descendants cannot be accorded preference as "Indians" or "persons
of Indian descent" under pre-IRA legislation because the tribes in question, as
well as other Oklahoma tribes, were not permitted to reject the IRA pursuant to
tribal vote under See. 18 thereof, 25 U.S.C. See. 478.

Consequently, there Is no statutory authority for the proposed regullation re-
specting these Oklahoma descendants. In addition, there is no discretion to erect
a policy preferring such descendants solely because of their descendancy since the
governing statutes. 25 U.S.C. Sees. 472. 479, establish a mandatory definition of
"Indian" for preference purposes which cannot be altered administratively.

In your March 10 letter, you stated as follows:
Our position Is that Section 472 replaced the other preference statutes only

insofar as tribes organized under the Indian Rcorganization Act are concerned.
Thus, the other [pre-IRA preference statutes. cited by the [Mafncari] Court
survive and are appliablee to those tribes tbat voted to reject the Act.

We have advised the Commissioner that since the term "Indian" is not defined
In any of the other statutes, lie has the discretion to establish reasonable criteria.
Hie has chosen to use the same criteria as Section 479 except for those of the Five
Civilized and Osage Tribes where the tribes haave not organized and the member-
ship rolls were closed by an act of Congress.

Pursuant to this advice. the Secretary's letter of March 19. 1976. to the Civil
Service Commission proposes the following definition of "Indian" in order to
encompass the Oklahoma descendants In question:

"1(V) a descendant of an enrolled member of a currently federally-recognized
tribe whose rolls have been closed by an act of Congress."
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The Secretary's letter (see page 4 thereof) sets forth the following explanation
for this proposal:

"Under Section 18 of the Reorganization Act, tribes could vote to reject the
application of it to their reservation. Nevertheless, other preference statutes,
note 1, supra, would allow for the application of the same preference and the same
definition of Indian. Thus, the above criteria would set a uniform standard
throughout the Bureau; although membership standards and degrees of Indian
ancestry vary.

While Section 13 provides that some Oklahoma tribes cannot organize under
the Act, the preference and definiton sections do apply so that Indians of Okla-
homa tribes are under these provisions. However, there are now no Indian
reservations within the State and the rolls of several Oklahoma tribes (Cherokee,
Choctaw, Creek, Chickasaw and Osage)-were closed by acts of Congress so
that there are today no current membership rolls for these tribes. The, provi-
sions of the definition of Section 19 may be inapplicable to persons of such trib-
al ancestry except to the extent they are one-half or more Indian. In order
to achieve the utmost uniformity in standards of eligibility, we propose the
fifth criterion so as to include descendants of the members of these tribes."

The Secretary correctly notes that by virtue of Section 13 of IRA, 25 U.S.C.
Sec. 473, Indians of Oklahoma tribes are eligible for preference under Sees.
472, 479, but they cannot, as specified in See. 473, organize or incorporate under
Sections 16 and 17 of the Act, (25 U.S.C. Sees. 476, 477). Ile significantly falls
to mention, however, that See. 473 also explicitly excluded designated Oklahoma
tribes, including the Five Civilized and Osage, from coverage under tile tribal
referendum provision of Section 1.9 of the Act. (25 U.S.C. See. 478). Thus. tie Act
Itself applies IRA preference in Oklahom even though tribes therein could not
organize under the Act and could mot vote to reject the Act.

I understand the Secretary's position to be that 25 U.S.C. Sec. 479 governs the
definition of "Indian" for preference purposes unless a tribe has voted to reject
the IRA under 25 U.S.C. See. 478. Upon such rejection, pre-IRA preference
statutes may be invoked to accord preference to Indians of the rejecting tribe;
and in determining eligibility under such statutes administrative discretion
exists to adopt "reasonable criteria" which could differ from the definitional
restraints of Sec. 479.

I have grave reservations about this position, which was explicitly rejected
in Mancari v. Morton, 359 F. Supp. 585, 588 (D.N.M. 1973), rcv'd on other
grounds, 417 U.S. 535 (1974), and I am preparing an analysis of the Sec. 478
issue which I will forward to you. But even assuming, arguendo, the validity
of the Secretary's Sec. 478 interpretation, the authority to adopt the proposed
descendancy regulation cannot be founded thereon becauime Oklahoma tribes never
rejected, nor could they, any provisions of IRA. Thus, pre-IRA preference
statutes, and any discretion they may confer, do not apply to any Oklahoma
tribes in light of Sec. 473.

I note that your letter and the Secretary's letter entaln language suggesting
that organization under See. 476 may be a prerequisite to application of Sec.
472 preference. Organization under IRA, however, is a second stage after a
tribe, in your view, has voted under Sec. 478 to accept or reject the entire Act,
Including Sec. 472 preference and tihe option of organizing under See. 470.
Thus, a determination of whether Sec. 472 applies to tribal members pre-
cedes, and is not dependent upon, actual organization of such members under
See. 470.

Since Sec. 473 effects an automatic application of preference under Sees.
472 and 479 to all Oklahoma tribes, any authority to establish the proposed
descendancy regulation must be found in these statutes. The language thereof
confers no such authority. Under See. 472 the Secretary is directed to estab.
lish certain standards for preferential appointment of Indians but Sec. 479
establishes, as the Secretary concedes, the "statutory standard" for defining
"Indian" for preference purposes. (See page 2 of his letter). Freenan v. Morton,
499 F. 2d 494, 501 (D.C. Cir. 1974) also clearly holds that See. 472 confers no
discretion upon the Secretary beyond that expressly specified therein, i.e., to
establiqlh standards of health, age, character, etc.

Section 479 provides that "Indian" for purposes of Sec. 472 "shall Include"
individuals meeting the three-fold standard specified therein. Time mandatory
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"shall", coupled with the specification of the standard, totally militates against
the grant of any discretion to expand or restrict the same. The rationale of
Freeman v. Morton, 8upra, is clearly apposite in this respect.

I find no legislative history that would support Secretarial expansion of the
Sec. 479 definitional standard to encompass the proposed Oklahoma descendmncy
regulation. Moreover, such expansion would frustrate directly the Congressional
purpose behind IRA preference by according favorable treatment to Oklahoma
descendants regardless of Indian blood quantum or political or social relations
with any Indian tribe.

Thus, it is submitted that where Sec. 479 governs, as it does with respect
to Oklahoma tribes, any preference applicant must meet one of the three
criteria mandated therein. Mere descendancy cannot suffice unless that descend-
ant: (1) is a current member of a federally-recognized tribe: (2) was living on
a reservation on June 1, 1934 and descended from a federally-recognized tribal
member; or (3) possesses one-half degree of Indian blood.

The Secretary expresses concern, as the above quotation from his letter states
that the descendants in issue may be able to qualify only under tile one-half
blood category of Sec. 479. That concern, however, along with tl e desire to
achieve "utmost uniformity" In eligibility standards cannot Justfy creation
of administrative authority which simply does not exist. Surely, if tOresidential
executive orders cannot derogate from the Sec. 479 standard, as tbh. Secretary
concedes (see pages 1-2 of his letter) neither can auy regulations promulgated
by the Secretary himself or the Civil Service Commission effect such a dero-
gation.

Finally, I note that all Oklahoma tribes, even those whose rolls have been
closed, may organize under the Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act, 25 U.S.C. Sec. 503.
by adopting a constitution thereunder which may define tribal membership to
include the descendants in issue. Such descendants would then qualify, if
accorded membership status. under the first criterion of Sec. 479. I attach
two opinions by former Solicitor Margold. discussing tile organizational rights
of Oklahoma tribes, dated October 1, 1941, and May 17, 1941 (these are
the best copies I could secure). At page 7 of the latter opinion lie states:

"A third category of tribal rolls consists of those rare instances where Con-
gress has provided for a final tribal roll for the complete distribution of all
tribal property. Statutes authorizing such rolls contemplate tile ending of
tribal relations. Such rolls would be final for all tribal purposes, unless later
legislation authorized a new enrollment or the reestablishlment of tribal activi-
ties. 'lihe Indian Reorganization Act and the Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act are
such legislation."

Thus, an avenue does exist whereby Oklahoma Indian descendants not other-
wise eligible fnr preference presently under Sec. 479 may become eligible. Such
an approach is consistent with the tribal self-determination thrust of IRA
preference; Congress has left no other alternative If Individuals cannot meet
the dictates of Sec. 479.

The crux of the Secretary's position as stated on page 4 of his letter is that
although Oklahoma tribes are bound by Secs. 472 and 479 of the IRA, it Is neces.
sary to ignore the law in order to "achieve utmost uniformity."

Uniformity is not achieved by creating unnecessary exceptions in derogation
of the law. True uniformity is possible in this matter without violating the
law and subverting the policy and purposes of IRA preference.

The Oklahoma tribes in question can organize and establish membership cri-
teria the same as the other tribes throughout the United States.

I request that the processing of the proposed regulations on the definition
of Indian for purposes of preference be suspended until this matter has been
resolved.

I would appreciate your consideration of these views as soon as possible.
I will be glad to meet with you or provide additional assistance on this matter.

Yours cordially
KART, A. FUNKP,

,Rpeeialist, Task Force No. 9.
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[Exhibit 1, Index No. 22]

DZPAITMENT OF TIlE INTERIOR.
OFFICE OF THlE SOLlcrroR,

October 1, 19.41.
SYLLABUS

Re: 1. Are the Freedmen of the Five Civilized Tribes entitled to vote on the
acceptance of a constitution in pursuance of secton 3 of the Oklahoma
Welfare Act'?

2. Would it be admissible under the act to adopt a constitution containing
provisions whereby Freedmen who might be on the rolls would and could
be eliminated'?

Held: 1. The Freednen having been admitted by treaties and formal tribal
actions as full-fledged members in all of the Five Civilized Tribes excepting
the Chickasaw Nation, they have the right to vote on any constitution to be
adopted by these tribes under the Oklahoma Walfare Act.

2. As the Oklahoma Welfare Act constitutes the basis for complete reorgani-
zation of the Oklahoma tribes, the Five Civilized Tribes have full authority
to reorganize their membership on a new basis excluding the Freedmen.

Memorandum for the Commissioner of Indian Affairs:
Your inquiry of August 11, 1938, presented a question concerning tile status

of the Freedmen in the Five Civilized Tribes in connection with the desire of
some of these tribes, and particularly the Seminole Nation, to organize under
the Oklahoma Welfare Act of June 20,1936.

This question involves two problems which will be taken up in order.
1. Are the Freedom of the Five Civilized Tribes entitled to vote on the ae-

eptance of a constitution in pursuance of section 3 of the Oklahoma Welfare
Act?

2. Would it be admissible under the act to adopt a constitution containing
provislons whereby Freedmen who might be on the rolls would and could be
eliminated?

1. The memorandum of the Director of Lands to Indian Organization, dated
Otber 23, 1937, which was attached to your inquiry, would appear to deal
adequately with this question. The Freedmen were adopted as full members
Into the Cherokee, the Choctaw, the Seminole, and the Creek Tribes pursuant to
the treaties of July 19, 1866 (14 Stat. 799) (Cherokee), April 28, 1866 (14 Stat.
769) (Choctaw), June 14, 1866 (14 Stit. 7&5) (Creek), and March 21, 1866 (14
Stat. 755) (Seminole), and In conformity with the amendment to section 5 of
article 3 of the constitution of the Cherokee Nation of November 28, 1866, and
the act of May 21, 1883, passed by the General Council of tile Choctaw Nation
and recognized by Congress In the act of March 3, 1885 (23 Stat. 366). Only the
Chicka.aw Nation refused admission to the Freedmen by act of its legislature
dated October 22, 1885, which provided:

"That the Chickasaw people hereby refuse to accept or adopt the Freedman
as citizens of the Chickasaw Nation upon any terms or conditions whatever and
respectfully request the Governor of our Nation to notify the Department at
Washington of the action of the legislature in the premises." (See United States
v. The ('hoetaw Nation, ct al., 38 Ct. Cl. 558.)

The Freedmen thus having been made full-fledged members of four of the
five tribes which In accordance with various acts of Congress granted them all
rights of citizenship in the Nations, Including the right of suffrage (see Whitmire
v. Cherokee Notion et al., 30 Ct. CI. 138 at 157; Choctaw and Chiekasaw Nations
V. I united States, 81 Ct. Cl. 63; Opinion of Secretary of the Interior of August 9,
1898, No. 150-30-1913. J-D), the Freedmen are entitled to vote on any constitution
along with all other members of these tribes. This case is thus different front
that of the Kiowa Indians dealt with in the proposed letter of the Comlmi)ssioner
to Mr. Ben Dwight, Organization Field Agent at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,
tranninitted to the Assistant Commi.sioner of Indian Affairs by the Solicitor
with his memorandum dated October 9, 1937. In that letter It was stated :

"There is no treaty nor statute which han come to my attention which conveys
membership in any of the tribes under the Kiowa Agency to prisons not of Indian
blood. * * * If. therefore. these perso•mi or other white pe•rs•onq have In fict
boen adopted as nnetbers of the tribes, the basis for Ruch adoption must ha ve been
sonie definite tribal action taken with delartmental approval. If no such tribal
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action occurred, those persons have no legal claim to membership, and no recog-
nition as members need be accorded them by the tribe."

As in the case of these four tribes clear action had been taken to make the
Freedman full citizens, these Freedmen have in principle the right to vote on any
proposed constitution to be adopted under the Oklahoma Welfare Act.

It has, however, been suggested that the Secretary may issue regulations to
the effect that only tribal members of Indian blood may vote on the adoption
of such a constitution. It is true that section 3 of the Oklahoma Welfare Act
provides that the Secretary of the Interior may prescribe rule sand regulations
to govern the adoption of a constitution by any tribe organized under this act.
This provision corresponds to section 10 of the Indian Reorganization Act which
has been held to confer a broad authority upon the Secretary of the Interior
to pass upon the qualifications of voters without therein being limited by plast
enrollments (Solicitor's opinion M. 27810, December 13, 1934). This opinion.
however, pointed out that the Secretary In the exercise of his authority is bound
by any statutes which may determine tribal membership. As the membership
rights of the Freedmen in the Five Civilized Tribes have been fixed by treaties,
which are the equivalent of statutes, and by formal tribal action in pur:;uance
of these treaties, the Secretary would not appear to be authorized to issue regu-
lations which would deprive the Freedmen of their right to vote on constitutions
to be adopted by the Five Civilized Tribes under the Oklahoma Welfare Act.

2. The question whether Freedmen now citizens of various Nations of Okla-
homa may be excluded by appropriate provisions in constitutions to be adopted
by these Nations .pursuant to the Oklahoma Welfare Act must be answered in the
affirmative. The'Oklahoma Welfare Act represents a turning point in the organi-
zation of Indian tribes. A new type of organization oil a new basis Is provided
by this act. It thus takes its place beside the various treaties of 1860 which
after the end of the Civil War similarly provided for a new organization of the
Five Civilized Tribes on a new membership basis. With the consent of Congress
and pursuant to these treaties the tribes resolved to modify their membership
basis and to include a large number of Freedmen who thus became Indians by law
only. It would appear that the tribes should be able to modify their membership
once more and, having obtained the consent of Congress through the Oklahoma
Welfare Act, to arrange their membership and other affairs in a constitution to
be adopted by their free vote. They are thus entitled to decide that In the future
only Indians by blood shall be members of the new tribal organization that Is to
come into being by adoption of these constitutions. A number of Indian tribes have
incorporated similar provisions in their constitutions In order to limit member-
ship to persons of Indian blood. Among those the Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe of
South Dakota, and Quileute Tribe of Quileute Reservation, Washington, and the
Kickapoo Tribal Town of Oklahoma. The customary provisions read as follows:

"The membership of the * * * Tribe shall consist of the following:
"(a) All persons of Indian blood whose names appear on the official cevisus

roll of the tribe as of June 18, 1934.
"1(b) All children born to any member of the * * Tribe who is a resident

of the reservation at the time of the birth of said children."
Such a provision has the effect of dropping from tribal rolls those members

who cannot satisfy the Indian-blood requirement. Such exclusion from member-
ship does not interfere with any vested individual rights such as title to allotted
land. but does deprive the Freedmen so excluded of benefits arising In the
future out of tribal membership.

NATHA.%, R. MAROOLD.
Acting Solicitor.

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 211

D)EPARTMESYT OF TIIHE INTERTOR.
OFFICE OF TIlE SOLICITOR,

May 21, 19..
Memorandum to the Conmmissoner of Indian Affairs:

You have asked my advice on the general problem of the place In present-day
tribal activities of the final tribal rolls compiled under section 28 of the act of
May 25. 1918 (40 Stat. 591. 25 U.S. C.A. sec. 102), and the act of June 30, 1919 (41
Stat. 9, 25 U.S. C.A. sec. 163), and various acts relating to specific tribes.
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Your memorandumm states that these rolls were made "with a view to closing
out the affairs of the several Indian tribes, of distributing their assets and
terminating their legal existence." You report that as late as 1932 the Depart-
ment held in the Solicitor's opinion of August 13, 1932 (M. 26520) that an
Indian born subsequent to the closing of the Fort Hall tribal roll could not be
added to the tribal membership for the purpose of sharing in a tribal payment
authorized subsequent to the closing of the roll. However, as you indicate, the
tribes were not in fact disbanded and their tribal activities have increased rather
than diminished iii recent years, particularly as a result of the Indian Reorgani-
zation Act. The question of the present effectiveness of the tribal rolls compiled
under sections 162 anti 163 of title 25 of the Code is complicated, you add, by the
fact that section 362 was repealed by the act of June 24, 1938 (52 Stat. 1037).

In order to point the problem for my consideration you have formulated the
following two questions:

"No. 1. The act of May 25, 1918 authori•.d the segregation of tribal funds; the
Act of June 30, 1919 authorized the making of final rolls for the purpose of
carrying out the intention of the prior Act: Does repeal by the Act of June 24.
1938, of the applicable section of the prior Act terminate the validity of the
final rolls compiled In accordance therewith?

"No. 2. In view of the fact that the Blackfeet Indians have organized under
the Indian Reorganization Act: (a) Is the roll authorized by the Act of June 30,
1919 (41 Stat. 3,16) still the determining tribal roll for all purposes: (b) Here
specifically, have vested interests in tribal property devolved upon those parsons
whose names appear on the final roll to such an extent as to prevent any distri-
bution either of trial property or of earnings derived from the use of tribal
property to the membership provided for in the Blackfeet Constitution and By-
laws."

No. 1. In asking whether the repeal of section 162 of title 25 of the Code term-
inated the validity of the final rolls compiled in accordance with that section and
section 16.3, the use of the word "validity" is not precise or appropriate in this
connection. The repeal did not terminate tle validity of the rolls for all past
distributions of tribal funds but, In my opinion, as will be shown, it did terminate
the utility and function of these rolls in the future since no further segregation
of tribal funds is possiblht under section 162.

Section 162 authorized the segregation of the funds of any tribe susceptible of
segregation, so as to credit an equal share to each recognized member of the tribe,
as individual Indian moneys. provided that a flnal roll should first be made of the
membership of such tribe. Section 163 suppleimented this section by nutlorizing
the Secretary of the Interior to eaue a final roll to be made of the membership
of any trilb, which, when approved by the Secretary. was to "constitute the legal
membership of the respective tribes for the purpose of segregating the tribal funds
as provided in the preceding section." The language quoted makes clear that the
rolls prepared under that section are for the purpose of distributing tribal funds
segregated tinder section 162. The rolls are not declared to be the final tribal rolls
for all purposes of tribal life.

The Comptroller General's decision of March 15, 1923 (2 Comp. Gen. 554). cited
by you, does not necessitate a contrary view. In fact it substantiates the opinion
that rolls prepared under section 163 need be considered final only for the pur-
pose of distributing funds segregated under section 162. The decision holds that a
fund segregated under section 162 subsequent to the making of a roll for the pur-
pose of a prior distribution must Ie distributed In accordance with that roll. since
the roll once made "constitutes the legal membership of the tribe for the segrega-
tion of not only the particular tribal fund considered nt the time such final roll
isn made but for all other tribal funds susceptible of and subsequently segregated
for distribution."

While the Solicitor's Opinion of Auiust 13. 1932. referred to by you. relles4 upon
the Comptroller G, eneral'q holding above muoted. it does carry the holding Ievond
Its limit by determinIng that a roll compiled under section 161 mutt be used for
the pro rata distribution of a tribal funds nuthorioid under a special net and not
ninde under section 1Q2. In reaching this determination the opinion hold, In
effect, that a roll made under s,,etion 1M3 Is final for nil eithseaiient pro rnta
distribution of tribal funds, whether or not the fund is one susceptible of segre-
gation under section 162.

I cannot agree with this extension of the Comptroller Oneral's decision. It 1q,
hn fact. Inconsistent with the advice given 1w the Comptroller General in his
letter to this Department of December 20, 1922, that a finel roll made under see-
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tion 163 need not be adhered to for the purpose of a per capita distribution of a
treaty annuity appropriated annually by Congress since such appropriations are
not tribal funds in the Treasury susceptible of segregation within the meaning
of section 162.

In any case, there is nothing in any decision of this Department or of any other
agency, of which I am aware, nor In sections 162 and 163 themselves, which re-
quires that the rolls compiled under section 163 shall govern tribal membership
thereafter in the matter of voting in tribal affairs, organizing under a tribal con-
stitution, sharing in the use of tribal land and credit funds, or for aiiy other
tribal purpose, even the allotment of land, except a pro rata distribution of funds.

This office has previously taken the position that the tribal rolls compiled under
section 163 were only for the purpose of distributing tribal funds. This state-
ment was made in a discussion of the power of Indian tribes to define their mem-
bership, wherein it was held that "The power of the Indian tribes in this field
is limited only by the various statutes of Congress defining the membership of
certain tribes for purposes of allotment or for other purposes, and by the statu-
tory authority given to the Secretary of the Interior to promulgate a final tribal
rolls for the purpose of dividing and distributing tribal funds (citing section
163)." (Solicitor's Opinion, October 25. 1934 (55 I. D. 14, at 33).) Under this
opinion the power of the tribe to determine its membership must be considered
limited only by the express terms of congressional enactments.

The Department has already narrowed down the limitations on tribal action in
this field imposed by section 163 by a definite holding that rolls prepared under
section 163 were final as against tribal action only for the purpose expressly
stated in that section; i.e., for the distribution of funds segregated under section
162. This holding occurred in the case of the application of Annie Sloan for en-
rolhnent on the Puyallup tribal roll prepared under section 163 and for her pro-
portionate share of tribal funds. In a letter of November 29, 1938, approved Feb-
ruary 24, 1939, to her attorneys the Department held that, while there was no
authority to add her name to the final roll made under section 163 nor to pay
her the share of fiinds ,previously distributed to person- on that roll, she could
te adopted by the tribe with all rights to share in tribal funds except sguch funds
as had already been segregated under section 162.

IUnder this holding, which I believe correct, the tribal rolls made under section
163 are, as a result of the repeal of section 162, historical unalterable documents,
required to he used only for the completion of the distribution of such funds as
have loeen segregated under section 162 and remain undistributed.

No. 2(a). The second question you raise concerns the Illackfeet tribal roll
compiled under the act of June 30, 1919 (41 Stat. 3, 16) and It is awked (a)
whether this trival roll is still the determining tribal roll for all purposes. The
act of 1919 authorized the Secretary of the Interior to make allotments under
existing laws to all Blaekfeet Indians not previously allotted, who were living
six months after the approval of the act. and to prorate among these Indian.s all
remaining unallotted and unreserved lands within the reservation, with tile
proviso that "the Blackfeet tribal rolls shall close six months after the approval
of this act and thereafter no additional names shall be added to said rolls." The
act reserved the minerals for the tribe.

If the ,.t,.,rpretation of this act were an open question, It would be my opinion
that the act provided for a tribal roll final only for the purposes of the required
allotment. The provision for enrollment is placed as a proviso on the directions
for making the allotments and the act did not contemplate the dissolution of the
tribe in view of the continuance of tribal property interests and activities. How-
ever, tile Department and Congress treated this roll as the determining roll for
subsequent Federal distrilution of tribal funds. 'ilmis is (demonstrated by the act
of March 3, 1931 (46 Stat. 1495), which authorized the addition to the 1919
roll of children born since that (late and living six months after approval of the
act. The express purpose of the act was to pernilt such persons to participate lit
the subsequent (list ribution of tribal property, following the 193'1 act.

Therefore. it must be assumed that at the time of the organization of tile
Blackfeet Tribe under the Indian Reorganization Act the tribal roll of 1919, as
amended, was the determining roll for all (listrribution by the Federal Governmingt
of tribal property. Statements appear in the file that the Department considered
the roll final "for all purposesq," blut whether it actually governed in Internal
tribal activities is not clear. I (1o not believe that there was any legal compulsion
that it should (1o so, since it would take specific statutory direction to Ilnodify
the right of the tribe to determine Its own membership for such activities. How-
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ever, it is not necessary to determine this point as section 16 of the Indian Re-
organization Act of June 18, 1934 (45 Stat. 984), reaffirmed and reestablished the
right of the tribe to determine its membership for all tribal activities. Section 16
authorized Indian tribes to organize for their common welfare, to adopt ap-
proprh.*e constitutions and to exercise the powers vested in the tribe by Existing
law. Such authority to reestablish a tribal organization necessarily carried with
it the authority to determine the membership of the organization. If there re-
mained any doubt as to the authority of the tribe to manage tribal property for
the benefit of such members, it was removed by incorporation of tie tribe under
section 17 of the Indian Reorganization Act, which authorized the incorporated
tribes to manage and dispose of tribal property.

Accordingly, I conclude that the membership of the tribe, as determined by the
tribal constitution, governs all use and distribution of tribal property, except
such as has already been segregated for distribution under authority of law
prior to the organization of the tribe, and except such as may be authorized to
be distributed by the Federal Government under an act of Congress specifying
how the property shall be distributed. An example of such act of Congre.'is i tile
act of June 20, 1936 (49 Stat. 1563), which authorized the per capita distribution
from the Blackfeet judgment fund of $83 to each member of the tribe living and
entitled to enrollment on the (late of the judgment in the Court of Claims, and
which authorized the balance of the judgment fund to be disposed of by the
tribal council with the approval of the Secretary of the Interior in accordance
with the constitution and bylaws of the tribe. This act indicates that Congress
will no longer authorize distribution of tribal funds in the United States Treasury
according to the original 1919 roll but will direct distribution in accordance with
present day tribal developments.

No. 2(b). On the basis of the foregoing analysis, section 2(h) must likewise
be answered in the negative. The members of the tribe on the final allotment roll
have no vested interests in the tribal property such as to prevent or affect the
distribution or use of tribal property under the Blackfeet tribal constitution or
charter. The same statement applies to the persons whose names appear on the
rolls compiled under section 163, discussed in connection with question 1. Such
persons have a vested interest only in property which may have been set aside
for segregation and distribution under section 162.

This follows from the general rule that no member has a vested Individual
interest in the tribal property. This rule has been repeatedly applied in the cases
before the Supreme Court refusing to restrain at the suit of individuals congres-
sional or departmental management of tribal funds and other property (Wilbur v.
United States, 281 U.S. 206 (1930) ; Chippewa Indians of Minnesota v. United
States, 307 U.S. 1 (1939)) and is discussed in full in the Solicitor's Opinion of
October 29, 1934, above cited (pp. 50-54).

The reasoning in the Wilbur case is particularly relaxant. It had been argued
that Congress in the act of January 14, 1889, had intended to abolish the tribe
and to vest in individual Indians the funds derived from the sale of tribal lands.
However, the court refused to Interfere with the action of the Interior l)eplmrt-
ment based upon its determination that the tribe still existed and the funds re-
mained tribal funds for such tribal activities as Congress might authorize. The
court pointed out that Congress intended a gradual rather than an immediate
transition from tribal status to individual responsibility andi had continued to
recognize and deal with the Indians as a tribe. This case is one of a number of
cases in which the courts have restricted the effect of acts of Congress looking
toward tile dissinmenation of the tribe in view of the stubborn fact that the tribes
did not cease to exist.

With your memorandum there was attached for my reference a list of special
enrollment acts affecting various tribes. I have reviewed those acts and classified
them according to the legal effect which may be drawn from the language of the
acts. In the first place, these acts may authorize the Secretary of the Interior
to make a specific distribution of tribal property and for that purpose ziiay ex-
pressly or impliedly authorize him to prepare a list of the beneficiaries. Where
these statutes do not specify that the list is to be final and conclusive, the list
Is not only open to amnndnient and correction by tile Secretary of the Interior
( Wilbur v. United States, supra), but the decision on the facts may be reconsid-
ered by the courts (Oakcs v. United States, 172 Fed. 305 (C.C.A. Sth, 1909)).
Such a roll Is final only as to the (late slpcitled for the distribution of the funds
or as to the date upon which the beneficiary must be a inember of flhe tribe
(12 LI). 168).
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The second catagory consists of rolls for specific distributions. of tribal property
which Congress has designated shall be final and conclusive." The effect of this
language is to make the Secretary's determination of eligibility conclusive on
the facts and preclude court review. Stookcy v. Wilbur, 58 F. (2d) 522 (C.A. D.'.
1932), although the Secretary is privilaged to correct the rolls for mistake or
fraud, giving notice and an opportunity to be heard, unless any changes in0 the
roll ufter a certain date are prohibited by Congress. United N'tatcs v. Fi.shcr,
223 U.S. 95 (1912) ; Garfield v. Gold8by, 211 U.S. 249 (1908o. The rolls in this
group are final and conclusive only for the distribution of funds for which they
were prepared.

A third category of tribal rolls consists of those rare instances where Congress.
has provided for final tribal roll for the complete distribution of all tribal
property. Statutes authorizing such rolls contemplate the ending of tribal rela-
tions. Such rolls would be final for all tribal purposes, unless later legislation
authorized a new enrollment or the reestablishment of tribal activities. Op.
Solicitor, L.D. M.27759, January 22, 1935. The Indian Reorganization Act and
the Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act are such legislation.

Most of the statutes listed by the Indian Office fall into the first category. On
the basis of the language of the acts I would place the following in this class:

The acts of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat. 1016), and March 3, 1891 (26 Stat. 1021),
ratified agreements with the Citizen IPottawatomie and Absentee Shawnee Indians
which provided for the allotment of certain lands of these Indians and the pay-
ment to the allottees of certain treaty funds designated for making Improvements
on the allotments. These statutes assumed the makin.i of a list of allottees, rather
than directed the making of such a list, and specified no finality except as to
the date upon which the allotments are to be completed.

The act of March 2, 1899 (25 Stat. 1013), provided for allotment of the Peoria
and Miami Indians under the general allotment act according to the lists of
members of the tribe furnished by the Chiefs. This act was the subject of tIhe
decision in 12 L.D. 168 holding that the Secretary was not authorized to make
new allotments to persons becoming members of the tribe after the (late secifield
for the completion of the allotments but that the Secretary could make corrections
in the allotment roll.

The act of March 2, 1895 (28 Stat. 903), authorized distribution of treaty
funds to the Indiana Miamis entitled to receive such funds. The authority for
making a list of beneficiaries is implied rather than expressed.

The act of April 21, 1904 (33 Stat. 194) ratified an agreement with the Turtle
Mountain Indians for the cession of lands, the reservation of other Ilands, the
allotment and opening of the reserved lands and the payment of a consideration
to the tribe. This act did not provide for any tribal roll and any roll prepared by
the Secretary would be effective only for the purpose of executing the act. This
act, like most of the others, clearly recognized the continuance of the tribe as a
functioning entity.

The act of July 1, 1912 (37 Stat. 187), provided for the final divi.'4on of a
capitalized trust fund among the Winnebago Indians of each branch of the
Winnebago Tribe, according to a special census to be prepared as of a certain
date. This roll, designated by the statute as a special census, clearly relates only
to the particular transaction of distributing the treaty funds due the tribe.

The act of July 1, 1912 437 Stat. 1,7). provided for the hital division of a
Bad River Indians not previously allotted, for the purlmse of receiving allotments
and certain proceeds from the timber on the allotments. Tils act by its own terms
did not contemplate a complete tribal enrollment.

The act of March 3, 1925 (43 Stat. 1102), provided for a per capita distribution
of a certain sum to the Clallam Indians as consideration for their relinquishment
of all claims, to be based upon an enrollment under the Secretary's direction. This
was also an individual transaction.

In the second category of tribal rolls may be placed the allotment rolls pre-
pared for the Crow Tribe under time act of June 4, 1920 (41 Stat. 751). for the
Fort Belknap Tribe under the act of March 3. 1921 (41 Stat. 1345), and for the
Tongue River Tribe under the act of June 3, 1930 (44 Stat. 690). The Crow
act provides for the enrollment of several classes of Indians. which rolls shmll he
the "final allotment rolls" for the allotment of Lands and distribution of the
tribal funds, existing on the date of the act. The Fort Belknap act provides for it
complete and final roll of Indians having rights on the reservation "which shall
be conclusive and final evidence of the right to an allotment." The Tongue River
act authorizes the Secretary to prepare a complete roll to be the basis for alloting

78-110-77- 24
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lands. Actually, only tCe Fort Belknap act specifies the legal effect of the roll as
"final and conclusive," but the other acts imply such effect as they provide for the
same type of departmental action. All three acts recognize the continuance of
tribal activities and of tribal property, but there is no indication that the allot-
ment rolls prepared under the act are to govern in the future use of such tribal
property. I would place the Blackfeet tribal roll prepared under the 1919 act in
this category as it provides for an allotment roll and for activities by the Federal
Government similar to those provided for in the other three cases. However, since
the roll was treated as a roll for distribution of all funds subsequent to the ac-
tivities covered by the act, it must be placed in the third category.

There is only one statute in the list prepared by the Indian Office which clearly
comes by its own terms in the third category of tribal rolls. This is the act of
July 1, 1902 (32 Stat. 636), which provides for the complete distribution of all
tribal property of the Kansas or Kaw Indians In Oklahoma. Under this act the
Secretary is to prepare a roll to be the "legal menmbershlip" of the tribe and all
lands and funds are to be divided among these members, as well as all funds that
may be found due in the future. As a result of the act no tribal property is to
remain, except the tribal cemetery. However, if tie tribe continues to exist in
spite of this 1902 act, it would be privileged to reestablish a tribal organization
under the Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act and to provide for a roll of tribal Dem-
bership to govern all present-day activities.

NATIHAN R. MAROON.D,
Solicitor.

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 20]

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF TP1E SECR-TARY,

Washington, D.C., March 18, 1976.
MR. ROBERT E. hIAMPITON,
Chairman, U.S. Civil Scrricc Commission,
lWashington, D.C.

DEAR CHAIRMAN IIMMurON: This is to request the Commission's consideration
of a change in the definition of "Indian" for purposes of the Schedule A excepted
appointment authority now contained In 5 CFR § 213.3112(a) (7).

The Schedule A authority is conferred inI order to implement a preference in
employment of Indians. At present eligibility for preference in the selection for
positions in the Bureau of Indian Affairs is extended to l)ersons of one-quarter
degree Indian ancestry. Numerous statutes ' provide the basis for a preference for
Indians In employment in the India,- Service. All except one do not define "In-
dian." The one statute which does, establishes a different definition of "Indian"
than that embodied in the present excepted appointment authority. Thus, it is
to harmonize the excepted appointment authority with the statutory definition
that we request your approval.

The quarter-degree standard is based on executive orders. Obviously, execu-
tive orders cannot derogate from a statutorily set standard. The statutory stand-
ard is established by Section 19 of the Indian Reorganization Act of June 18,
1934, supra, note 1, 25 U.S.C. § 479. Section 12 of the Indian Reorganization Act
established an absolute preference for Indians in their selection to fill all vacan-
cles in the Bureau. Frretman v. .Mlorton, Civ. No. 3274-71 (D.D.C.), filed Decem-
ber 21, 1972; afford 499 F. 2(1 49-1 (D.C. Cir. 1974). Furthermore, the Supreme Court
has held that the Indian preference statutes, particularly § 472,' were not im-
pliledly repealed by the 1972 Equal Employment Opportunity amendment,; to the
1964 Civil Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. (Supp. It 1973) § 2000e-16(a) : nor are non-
Indian employees deprived of property rights in the application of preference to
Indians. Morton v. Mancari, 417 U.S. 535 (1974). The Associate Solicitor for
Indian Affairs has advised that the definition of "Indian" in Section 19 of the

' Act of June 30. 1A34. 25 TT.S C. 145. 4 Stat. 737: Act of July 4. 1 R-14. 25 l'.S.V. 4 .36.
2 9 ,git. 97: Act isf F'obrunrvi ,. 1•T7. 25 I'.S.C. 3.145.. 24 S4tat. 3Q9: Act of Auvimt 1q 1R94.
21 V.9 C. 4 44. 24 Stat. 313: Act of April 30. 1901S. 25 U.S.C. P 47. 31 Sitat. ill : and See-
tion 12. Act of June 1, 1934, -25 U.S.C. 1 472. 48 Stnt. 9O4. Several treaties with Indian
trhhem also have preference provlsuin• Handbook of Federal Inlian Law, 534-5.45 (19,58ed.)I.

21-1.O. 1676. April 14. 10134 : E.O. 7911. .1 CFR .3.50 (June 24. 193.) : E.O. 9043. 3 CFR
4 t9 (Janinr v 31. 1939) : E.O. 9393. 3 CFR 1•36 (March 25. 1940).

IlThe Court Indicated that Section 472 replaced the earlier and more narrowly drawn
preference statutes. Morton v. Mancari, 417 U.S. at 538, n. 2; see also note 1, supra.
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Indian Reorganization Act must be read In pari mctcria with Section 12. This
opinion was rendered in response to several administrative appeals of persons
who are members of federally-recognized tribes, but who were denied prefer-
ence eligibility because they are less than a quarter-degree. In addition, another
person--a member of a tribe organized under the Indian Reorganization Act but
of less than a quarter-degree Indian ancestry-has filed suit claiming eligibility.
Whiting v. United States, Civ. No. 75-3(007 (I). S. i)ak.).

The definition established in Section 19 is that for purposes of the Act "Indian"
means persons of Indian descent:

(1) who are members of any recognized Indian tribe now under Federal juris.
diction;

(2) who are descendants of such members who were, on June 1, 1934, residing
within the present boundaries of any Indian reservation;

(3) all others of one-half or more Indian blood, and
(4) Eskimos and other aboriginal peoples of Alaska.

The objective of the Indian Reorganization Act was to put an end to the
diminution of the Indian land base and to allow tribes, which at that time were
frequently coopted by Indian Service agents, to reorganize into organizations
whieh would have some measure of self-government. Thus, rather than have
standards of membership established by Federal olficials, viable tribal organiza-
tions established under the Act were to set standards. The difficulty has been
that from a personnel administration standpoint tribal membership standards
vary from tribe to tribe: and In some Instances, tribes (1o not maintain current
memnlershiip rolls. Furthermnore, some tribes, tihe largest-the Navajo--in par-
ticular, elected not to organize under the Act and others, particularly Oklahoma
tribes. could not organize under it, but individuals were not exempJt from the
preference and definition provisions. What this hias meant is that it has been
in the Bureau's Interest to maintain a uniform standard of preference eligibility
for all Indians: but it has been at the expense of delpriving some individuals of a
right conferred by law.' That deprivatimn can no longer be upheld. The Court
In M.ncar} stated that "(t0he preference, as applied, is granted to Indians not
as a discrete racial group, but, rather as members of quasi-sovereign tribal enti-
ties . . ." 417 U.S. at 554.

Thus, we request that 5 CFIR 213.3112(a) (7) be modified to provide as follows:
(7) All positions in the Bureau of Indian Affairs antd other positions in the

Department of the Interior directly and primarily related to Oth providing of
services to Indians when filled by tile appointment of persons of Indian (descent
who are either:

(i) a member of a recognized tribe under federal Jurisdiction: or
(if) a descendent of a member of a tribe who was on June 1, 1934, residing

within the boundaries of any Indian reservation : or
(ill) a person of one-half degree or more Indian ance.stry; or
(iv) an Eskimo and other aboriginal persons of Alaska: or
(v) a descendant of an enrolled member of a currently federally-recog-

nized tribe whose rolls have been closed by an act of Congress.
Current employees of the Bureau of Indian Affairs who are of one-quarter or

more Indian ancestry of a federally recognized tribe and whio( received preference
prior to this change, shall continue to be preference eligibles as long as they are
continuously employed in the Bureau. This "Grandfather" clause will be Included
in the Bureau's regulations to protect current employees' rights.

These criteria will also apply to competitive personnel actions within the
Bureau for promotions, reassignments and transfers.

Under Section 18 of the Reorganization Act. Iriles could vote to reject the
application of It to their reservation. Nevertheless, other preferences, statutes,
note 1. supra, would allow for the apihicatin of the same preference and the
same definitionn of Indlian. Thus, the ablove criteria would set a miulforni standard
throughout the Bureau; although lnelnhiershll) standards and degrees of 1nllian
ancestry vary.

While Section 13 of the Reorganizatein Act provides that some Oklahoma
tribes cannot organize under the Act, the preference and definition sections do
apply so that Indianq of Oklahoma trilbq ar, underr these provisions. however,
there are now no Indian reservations within tie State and the rolls of several

I Wbilh mnnny trlihe haeo wland quintumn requlrenments of one.qtnrter d,,-ree aiuIn tliims ni
e'hanLe In th- iipreference eligibility standard l pro lsel would result In Ilttle, rial ehmigs- in
the number of eligibles, a few have no nintmlni Inin t obviously require some ancestry of the
trilbe.
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Oklahoma tribes (Cherokee, Choctaw, Creek, Chickasaw and Osage)-were
closed by acts of Congress " so that there are today no current membership rolls
for these tribes. The provisions of the definition of Section 19 may be inapplicable
to persons of such tribal ancestry except to the extent they are one-half or more
Indian. In order to achieve the utmost uniformity in standards of eligibility, we
propose the fifth criterion so as to include descendants of the members of these
tribes.

Since this modification is dictated by statute, we believe it can be achieved
through the rulemaking authority of the Commission, 5 U.S.C. § 1302. Therefore,
we request that approval be given to the proposal and that it be published
according to your rulemaking procedures for modification in an agency's expected
appointment authority.

Upon your approval and publication of the new authority, these provisions will
become effective within the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Department of the
Interior. If there are any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Sincerely yours,
ToM, Secretary of the Interior.

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 19]

NATIVE AMERICAN RIGoTS FUND,
Bouldcr, Colo., March 18, 1976.

Memorandum to: Board of Directors, National Center for Indian Preference.
From : JTohn E. 1' chohawk, Board Member.
Re: Definition of "Indian" for Purposes of Indian Preference.
Date: March 15, 1976.

At a meeting of the NCIP on February 23 in Denver at the office of Bryan
Morgan, NCIP's Counsel, Board members Tillie Walker, Chuck Trimble, Doug
Sakiestewa and myself were present. Among the many preference issues dis-
cussed was the definition of "Indian" for purposes of preference, which is now
under review by BIA. Tillie asked that I make the information on this issue
available to the Board.

In recent years, BIA's definition of "indian" for purposes of preference has
been '/4 blood and a member of a federally recognized Tribe. Indian preference
in filing BIA vacancies, of course, stems from iectlon 12 of the Indian Reorgani-
zation Act of 1934. Section 19 of the Act then defines "Indian":

The term "Indian" as used in this Act shail include all persons of Indian
descent who are members (if any recognized Indian tribe now under Federal
jurisdiction, and all persons who are descendants of such members who were
on, June 1, 1934, residing within tihe present boundaries of any Indian reserva-
tion, and shall further include all other persons of %/. or more Indian blood. For
the purposes of such section, Eskimos and all other aboriginal people of Alaska
shall be considered Indians. . . . 25 U.S.C. § 479, 48 Stat. 988.

As a result of a lawsuit and several administrative appeals on this issm,, BIA
has decided to conform with the law and recognize the 25 U.S.C. j 479 definition.
As I understand it, BIA is about to adopt the following definition:

(1) A member of a recognized Tribe under federal Jurisdiction: or
(2) a descendant of a member of a tribe who was on June 1. 1934,

residing within the boundaries of any Indian reservation (this requires
descendant to have resided on the reservation in 1934, in accordance with
the legislative history of the Act) ; or

(3) a person of I/2 degree or more Indian ancestry (from a recognized or
non-recognized tribe, in accordance with the legislative history of the Act)
or

(4) an Eskimo or a (Ie.eendant of the other aboriginal people of Alaska;
or

(5) a descendant of an enrolled member of a currently federally recog-
nized tribe whose rolls have been closed by an Act of Congress.

Everything seems to be in accordance with Section 479 and the legislative
history of the Act, with the exception of (5). It represents BIA's attempt to
resolve the problem of the Cherokee, Choctaw, Creek, Chicasaw, .,2ige ill

9 Act of April 26. 1906.35 Stat. 137 ; Act of June 28. 1006, 34 Stat. 539.
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Oklahoma who have no current membership rolls. It ignores the fact, however,
-that sul,-classes (2) and (3) could le applied to them and that (5) opens up
the preference to many people without regard to blood quantum. Although BIA-
relies on the earlier, narrower Indian preference statutes, and not § 479, for (5),
this is weak authority. As Supreme Court noted in Morton v. Muncari, 417 U.S.

4535 (1974) :
"There are earlier and more narrowly drawn Indian preference statutes, 25

U.S.C. §§ 44, 45, 46, 47 and 274. For all practical purposes, these were replaced
by the loroader preference of Section 12." 417 U.S. at 538, footnote 2.

I understand that BIA will soon lie finalizing this definition. Any comments
you may want to make individually or collectively should be addressed to the
Commissioner as soon as possible.

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 18]

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TIHE INTERIOR,
OrFICE OF TIlE SO.ICITOR,

Wa8hington, D.C., March 25, 1976.
Mr. KATL FUNK.E,
A mcriean Indian Policy Reriew Commission,
I1(mU.XU Offmre Annex Bldg. No. 2,
Washington, D.C.

I)EAR KARL: Enclosed 1i a copy of our opinion on the descendant class definition
-of "inldian" in 25 U.S.C. § 479 as promised in Reid's letter of March 10..

Regards,
DAVID JONES,

Enclos-ure.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTEJITOR,
OFFICE OF TIHE SOLICITOR,

Wash ingltoi, D.C., March 2.1, 1976.
Memorandum To: commissioner r of Indian Affairs-Attention : Director, Office

of Administration.
.rom: Associate Solicitor. Indian iAffairs.
Suliject : Application of Definition of Indian in 25 U.S.C. § 479 to Descendants of

Memlbers Born after June 1. 1934.
In recent discussions concerning the change of the definition of "Indian" for

jmrpose of the preference in employment from the present quarter-degree stanid-
Aird to one coinciding with the definition In 25 U.S.C. § 479, the question of the

nambiguity In the descendants category has beei frequently raised.
Section 19 of the Wheeler-.Howard or Indian Reorganization Act, Act of June

38. 1934, .48 Stat. 94, 948. 25 1.S.C. § 479, In pertinent part provides:
"The term 'Indian' as used in this Act shall include all persons of Indian

desceit who are members of any recognized Indian tribe now under Federal
jurisdiction. and all pcrsonf i-ho arc descendants o,' such member., who wcore,
on.lJune 1. 193.J, residing within the present boundaries of any Indian rescrrvaitm."

Tih part in italic is ambiguous in that it is unclear whether the referent
for the term "'who" after "inemblers" is neimbters or descendants. If it is the
memlber who must have resided within the reservation on June 1. 1934, then
1he cla.s of descendants is one which is not closed, but which could he of signiti-
c.ant s4me- and could--over time-Ils' comnlosed of persons of remote degrees of
Indian ancestry. If it is the descendant that must have resided within the res-
ervatioij. that person must have been a living lperson on June 1, 1934. so that
the, class Is a closed one, gradually diminishing as such persons pass iway.

In my uIpinion. the latter interpretation is the correct o01e. First, it is con.
sistent with the overall seu.ime of the Rerganization Act which was that
desc,.lendants couhl hlecone inemnbrs of trilbe.s reorganizing under tio li et. Prior
to tie Act. there were few trilies with , current official membnership roll, aIIId even
fewer with formal standards. The nIost cuinimon lmean.s of identifying lsrqoIIs
n' Indian iat that time wasi by eeiisii, rolls--rolls that listed pIer.sons who were
reervation residents and who were identilltld by Bureau census-takers as nere-
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bers.* But without formal membership standards, such rolls were reliable for
only indicating residents having some Indian ancestry of the tribe or tribes,
settled on the reservation. With adoption of a basic organic tribal document
pursuant to the Act, formal membership criteria were established for the first
time. Descendants could vote to accept the Act and constitution which would
then officially make them members as defined under the first category (merubers
of tribes a.s quoted above) if they met the requirements specified in the consti-
tution. Until it tribe formally organized under the Act (see 25 U.S.C. § 478) and
adopted a constitution and membership requirements, then persons alive in 1934
of Indian ancestry descended from persons listed on earlier official rolls would
be within the definition.

Secondly. it seems' unlikely that Congress intended a proliferation of preference
eligibility over time. Such a class of preference eligibles would have a minimal
Indian blood quantum (less than the statutory one-half degree) and no memin-
lbership in any federally recognized tribe served by the Bureau. Such persons
would be simply a racial classification bearing little relationship to the needs
and functions of either the Bureau of Indian Affairs or its service poulmlation.

Finally, the legislative history of the Act shows that at least the Senate Coni-
mittee considering the revision of the Department's original bill, H.R. 7902. 73d
Cong. 2d Sess. (1934). was made aware of this feature of the definition. Each
version of the original and revised bills had a definition provision including a
descendant class of reservation residents. When the final bill, S. 3645. was before
the Sen:ate Colmmfittee on Indian Affairs. the following explanation of the de-
scendant clas-z was given by lIlA ComninIsstoner Collier:

Senator TibOrMAS of Oklahoma. Well, if someone could show that they were a
d(,eenmdant (if l'oealhonlta.s,. mlthouch they might be only five-hundredth Indian
blood. they (ould conme under the terms of this act.

Commissioner COLLIeR. If they are actually residing within the present bound-
aries of an Indian Reservation at the present time.

Hearings on S. 8045, Senate Comm. on Indian Affairs, 73d Cong., 2d Sess., at
260X-2G1 (19341).

It is clear that Senator Thomas was referring only to descendants and Coln-
mnissionmer Collier explained that it was the descendants who had to be, residing
oi the reservation. Since the 1IA drafted the original bill, and since thiq ex-
c(hange is' the only legislative history Intruclive on this point, Conmuissioner
Collier's comment Is entitled to some weight.

lii aplplyinz this provision of the definition of "Indian". I conclude that only
person, res.lintln within any Indian reservation on June 1, 1934. who are (•,scend.
ants of mendber.s may be con.sildered preference eligibles. "Members" it this eon-
text means persons identified on approved census rolls or through other ma11ims
prior to June 1. 1934. P(,rsons born after June 1. 1934, must meet any of the
other criteria in order to qualify for preference eligibility.

RERID PEYTON CJIAMPFETI.

_MARcH 10, 1976.

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 17]
REID P. CHAMBERFTnS,
Asasoeiate Solicitor, Indian Affairs,
U.R. Dcpartmnt of the Interior,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR HKEm: I thank you for your prompt response to my letter of February (1,
1976, and look forward to receiving copies of your opinions to the Commissioner
when they are finished.

I have enclosed a copy of a circular by John Collier titled "Analysi. an't Ex-
planation of the Wheeler-Ihoward Indian Act" which was T)robably written
sometime in 1934 or 1935. You will note that John Collier's explanation of the
definition of "Indian" for purposes of the IRA is consistent with our ilnterpre-
tatlon.

*Ognne othr trpe.q of rolls were nlqo of ralue in Identifi'ing Persons as tribal members.
Two examiulis are • (1 rolls prepared to effect payments of funds derived from re.erv'!ont
r(-4oiirve%: and (2) rollq prepared to Identify specific tribes on specific recterv'ntionnl dle
annultv riarmentg. An example of a roll which cannot be relied on for Ilentirvu,u nmemler'
i1 one which was pirepnred to effect annuity payments which became descendant orl,-nted
ald wherein reservation residency was unnecessary.
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I have also enclosed the paper by Bill Mauk which you loaned to me a couple
months ago. Thanks for letting me borrow it.

Yours cordially,
KARL A. FUNKE,

Specialist, Ta.sk Force on Law Rv.i8ion.
Consolidation and Codification.

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 16]

ANALYSIS AND EXPLANATION OF TME W•IEELER-TIOWARD INDIAN ACT

(By John Collier, Commissioner of Indian Affairs)

The Wheeler-Howard Bill became law oln June 18, 1934, when it was signed
by the President, after having passed both houses of Congress.

There follows a detailed explanation of the provisions of the Wheeler-Howard
Act.

SEC. 1. Prohibition against Future Allotment:
This section provides that no Indian land which is now unallotted shall here-

after be allotted. The section does not disturb or affect in any way existing Indian
allotments. Neither does it deprive Indian.s of the right to secure "fourth section
allotments" upon the public domain. The purpose of this section is siniply to
preserve tribal lands for the use of the Indian tribes a(d to prevent these lands
from being broken up and turned over to individual Indians who may sell the
land, or lose it in other ways, to non-Indians.

SEC. 2. Continuance of Restrictions on Alienation:
This section provides that land which is now held by Indians u11(der trust

patents or under any restriction on alienaltion shall continue to be held in that
manner, unless Congress enacts legislation to the contrary. This section changes
all existing laws which provide that the trust period on Indian hinds or other
restrictions on r..lenation shall, regardless of the consent of the Indians, expire
upon a defilnite (late, usually 25 years after the original allotment. This section
does not change existing laws or regulations regarding Indian applications for
fee patents. The policy of issuing such fee patents in exceptional cases, laid down
in Order 402, will continue in force.

In accordance with Section 13 of this Act, the Indians of Oklahoma are excluded
from the benefits of Section 2.

SEFc. 3. Restoration of Surplus Lands:
This section gives tile Secretary the right to turn )ack to fil Indian tribe any

surplus lands of the reservation that have not yet been sold or otherwise (lislposed
of under existing laws. The surplus lands affected by this section are lands not
allotted to Indians, which hav" been opened for sale or entry as public d(omnin
lands. This section does not disturb the rights of those Indians or whites who
have already acquired or entered upon such lands. Furthermore. this section does
not apply to any "Reclamation Project" heretofore authorized. A Reclanation
Project, under this section, Is an area of land which has been seleheted from a
reservation, Inproved by irrigation, and then opened for settlement to tlhe general
public, subject to assessments 1pon each irrigable acre for the cost of developingg
the land.

A ftial proviso to this section deals with the lands of the Papago Indians. This
proviso is explained In a separate statement.

S-Fc. 4. Transfer of Restricted Land:
This section sets forth the three permnissible waits in which restricted Indlan

lands may be transferred and prohiibits any transfers of such lands except ais
so authorized.

First, restricted land may be transferred by an Indian owner, with the approval
of the '-wt rotary, to an Indian tribe or corporation, by sale or by will or In ainy
other way.

Second, restricted Indian land may be inherited by members of an Indian tribe
or corporation or any other heirs, Indian or non-Indlian, of tile deceased. Any
will disposing of restricted allofted lands must be appr-oved by the Secretary of the
Interior, as is the case tit present. The Secretary may approve such will only if
the beneficiaries are either iieinbers of tile same tribe or corporation at tile de-
ceased or heirs of such deceased. In te, absence of a will. restricted allotted lands
will descend, as is now the case, in accordance with State laws in force at the
time. On those unallotted reservations where rights of occupancy to tribal land
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are now inherited by tribal custom or department regulation, this section does
not change tile existing situation.

Third, restricted Indian lands may, with the approval of the Secretary of the
Interior, be exchanged for other lands of equal value, whether such lands are
owned by Indians or by non-Indians. Tittle to the lands thus acquired through
exchange is to be taken in the name of the United States in trust for an Indian
tribe or for individual Indians, and such land will be exempt from State and local
taxation. (See last paragraph of See. 5.) Such exchanges may be authorized only
when they do not interfere with the policy of consolidating suitable areas of
land under Indian ownership. Thus an Indian whose land is surrounded by other
Indians' lands ,-will not be allowed to exchange lands with a non-Intlian.

The foregoing statement of the methods by which restricted Indian land may
be transferred has no application to unrestricted land owned by individual
Indians in fee.

This section applies to heirship lands, as well as to lands owned by living
allottees. Under the provisions of this section, heirship lands which are not
partitioned among the heirs of the deceased can be sold only to the local Indian
tribe or corporation.

Under this section. the same restrictions that apply to the transfer of re-
stricted Indian lands are applied to the transfer of shares hi the assets of any
Indian tribe or corporation, whenever such shares shall be issued by any organized
tribe or corporation.

This section does not apply to the Indians of Oklahoma or to the Klamath
Indians.

SFc. 5. Land Acquisition:
This section authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to acquire lands for In-

dians in need. IUndler tills section, the Secretary may acquire lands. water rights,
or simply surface rights to lands, lie inmy acquire lands within or without exist-
litg reservations. He may acquire white owned or Indian owned lands, fee patent-
ed or restricted lands, lands of living Indianis or lands in heirship status.

It is the primary purpo.oe or the Interior Department. under the authority
granted by this section. to purchase white-owned lands interspersed iII Indian
reservations or adjacent to such reservations, so as to block out suitable graz-
Ing. thither. or farin area,4 for Indian use. Such lands will be acquired through
outright lpurchase, whenever Federal a appropriations shall be made available, and
also Isy exchange, wherever a non-Indilan. who owns land within an area that is
pireldontinantly Indian-owned. is willing to exeliange such land for land of equal
vAla.1, that is now ocellpled by a1n Indian. who would prefer to move into tile area
that i. ieing consolidated under Indian movnership.

A secodv(! pIUrpos of fie I)epiartment under thil b1l iiwill lie to acquire lands
oltsidle of existing Indian reservations. ulpone which Indians who are now land-
less and are not affiliated with any tribe that still has land. mnay settle.

A proviso to the second paragraph of this section excludes the Navajo Indians
of Arizona and New 'Mexico front the benefits of ;iny money that mnay be appro.
piriated in the future under this section. if the two Navajo boundary bills become
law. The Arizona bill has already bieen enacted. The New Mexico bill has not yet
been enacted. U'ntll the latter bill is enacted, the proviso against land pur-
chases for Navajo Indians is without for'e.

This section authorizes the alpproilriation of not to exeeed two million dol-
hars each year for the linrehlise of himnds. 'T'lis Act. however, does not at tually
app ropiria te any niome.y. Apiproriat Iions (of Federal funds are enstonairily made,
Iby a generall alpprolafinmtios bill", which covers all lipe various Government
services. Such a bill will be passed at tile next session of Congress, which begins
in January. 1935.

Tills, to lands aicluired under this Act will be taken il teip name of thle
lulled States. a ad held if truit eillwr for an Indi(an tribe or for individual
Tndians. It will be the policy of the Interior Department to 11o1(1 such title in
trust for Indian tribes, anui to assign individuals j'w)sessory rights in such lands
,is 1111,.. as tit Ilainds are actually ('(inilvied -mind improved. Where avi Indian 'mlr-
renders land which lie now owns. In exchange for white owned land. such white
,Iwried lind 11aiy lie tite y Iy lie tited States iii trust forl the individual Indian
wlh) 1,1:.4 maite flip xchlamig'.

S`-rc. (l. Conservation of Indian ITP,uireeps:
Tiis section requm irmes flie Secretanry of tfle Interior to seev, timit Tdian forestry

units are lummiered in suit a way as to assure a continued stand of timber.
Likewise the Secreta ry is directed to) restrlt the ipnuinler of li vestock grazed omil
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Indian range units to the estimated carrying capacity of such ranges, to pro-
tect such range units against overgrazing, to prevent soll erosion and to ensure
full utilization of such range units. In carrying out these purposes, the Secretary
is given authority to issue proper rules and regulations.

SEc. 7. Proclamation of Reservations:
Under this section, land acquired by the Secretary of the Interior for tile use

of Indians may be added to an existing reservation or else set-apart as a new
Indian reservation. If added to an existing reservation, the land is to be used for
the benefit of Indians entitled to reside on that reservation. If set aside as a new
reservation, such land will be open to settlement by landless Indians.

This section does not apply to the Indians of Oklahoma.
SF.c. 8. Exemption of Public D)omain Lands:
This section provides that Indian holdings of allotments or homesteads upon

the public domain shall not be affected by this Act. unless they fall within the
boundaries of some Indian reservation, now existing or established hereafter.

SEc. 9. Expenses of Organization:
This section authorizes the future appropriation of not to exceed $2.110000

each year to be spent at the order of the Secretary (if the Interior for th, ex-
penses of organizing Indian chartered corporations. tribal councils, and other
fornis of organization which are contemplated tboy this Act.

As with the appropriation for the purchase of land, no1 money is Inade avail-
able by this Act. The actual appropriation of money for the named purposes must
wait until the next session of Congress.

Among the contemplated organization expenses are: Thel expenses of tribal
meetings and conventions for the preparation andl discussion of conistittitons,
charters anod by-laws: the traveling expenses of Indians and of Governmnent of-
ficials ill connection with such conventions; the eoxpense-s of eoiidoying persons
to assist Indian trihes that request such assistance in llth l drawing uill of con-
stitutions, charters and by-laws; and the payment of stenographic, clerical and
printing expenses.

SFIA'. 10. Indian Loan Fund:
This sectioni author/.es the appropriation of $10.W0,000 as an1 Indian l.oni

Fund. Such money Is to lie loaned, tt tith, direction of the Seretary (if the In-
terior, to Indian corporations that may 1he chartered under Sction 17 of this
Act. Such corporation,1 may either use the sums loaned to them for coriorale lur-
poses, such as the )iurchaslt of heirship lands and thlie development of tribal lands
and resotirces, or loan such funds to individual nieniners of the tribe for private
ecollolimli purposes. 'I'le Secretary of the Interior is authorized to prcs(cribe rules
and regulations covering such matters as relpayment. interest rates. and seurit y.
Money paid back Into the Indian Loan Fund is to he used for further loans. The
Secretary is to report each year to t'oingress concerning all transactions made
under this section.

SEc. 11. Indian Educational Loans:
This section authorizes the future appropriation of not to exceed $250.000 every

year for educational loans to Indians. When such money shall be actually aplpro-
priated by congresss . it will bie malde available by the Secretary of thel Interior to
Indians who desire to attend high schools, colleges, vocational schools or trade
school.. Loants madhe froni this fund will be, rvhlmlbtrsalde. The ('ommissioner of
Indian Affairs Is directed to regulate the manner of repayment of these, loans.

Of the suin of $2;).000 whhih nutay be appropriated each year for such lointiS,
not more than $50.000 is to he loaned to Indians attending high school or college.
The rest Is to be loaned to Indians attending trade schools and vocational schools,
such as schools of agriculture, nursing. medilcne. education, mining, or iiushte,,s.
It will le the purpose of thle Indian Office to mnake, these loan funds primarily
available to Indiant students who have shown marked ability. so as to fit such
students for the service of their people Ill all the essential vocat ios of a healthy
community.

Sc. 12. Indian Preference in Employment
This section requires that qualified Indians are to have preference in appolint-

nients to vacancies in existing positions in the India'n Service as vaeat.cles ,n,-
cur. It directs the Secretary of the Interior, without regard to Civil Service reg-
ulations, to establish standards of eligibility for Indilans for all oisitlont main-
tained now and hereafter by the Indian Office. This calls for it review and re-
vision of the requirements for present plosiltons, and also for advance planniing
for positions which may hereafter develop in connection with local self-govern-
iment by Indian tribal organizations.
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SEc. 13. Apolication of Act:
This section provides that none of the provisions of this Act shall appiy out-

side of the United States, except that certain provisions shall apply to Alaska,
namely, Sec. 1) (appropriation for expenses of organization), 10 (appropriation
for loans to Indian corporations), 11 (appropriation for educational loans), 12
(Indian preference in appointments), and 16 (tribal organization).

This section excludes all the Indians of Oklahoma from certain important
provisions of the Act, namely, See. 2 (extending trust periodss, 4 (restricting
alienation), 7 (providing for enlargement of ohl reservations and establishment
of new reservations), 16 (tribal organizations), 17 (tribal incorporation), and 18
(tribal referendumii.

This section also provides that Section 4 (restricting alienation) shall not
apply to the Indians of the Kiamnath Reservation in Oregon.

Src. 14. Continuance of Sioux Benefits:
This section applies only to certain Sioux Indians. It provides that Sioux In-

dialls will) would ihve been entitled to allotments. but for the fact that this Act
atbolislihs further allotments, may henceforth receive tile Sioux benefits.

S.Fc. 15. Claims. Suits, and Judgments:
This sect ion provides that no claims or suits of Indian tribes against the United

States shall lie in any way impaired or prejudiced by anything in tiis Act. It also
provides that Fedehral expenditures made under this Act shall not be deducted
front any future Judgment which any Indian tribe may secure against the United
States on any claim.

S Ec. 16. Tribal Organization:
Under this section, any Indian tribe that so desires may organize and establish

a conslltittitiomi a1mid by-laws for tho managemnt of its own local affairs.
Such constitution and by-laws become effective when ratified by a majority

of all the adulllt members of the tribe, or the adult Indians residing on the reser-
vation, at a special election. It will be the duty of the Secretary of tile Interior
to cail such a special iehvtioh when any responsible group of Indians has pre-
pared and submitted to him a proposed constitution and by-laws which do not
violate any Federal Law, and are fair to all the Indians concerned. When such
a special election has been called, all Indians who are members of the tribe, or res-
idents on the reservation If the constitution Is proposed for the entire reserva-
tion, will le entitled to vote uilon time acceptance of tile constitution. Such con-
stitution can he adopted only by a majority of all such Indians (not merely a ma-
Jority of those voting). If a tribe or reservation adopts the constitution and by-
laws In this manner, such constitution and by-laws may thereafter be amended
or entirely revoked only by the same process.

The powers which may be exercised by an Indian tribe or tribal council In-
clude all powers which may be exercised by such tribe or tribal council at the pres-
ent time, and also include the right to employ legal counsel, (subject to the
approval of the Secretary of the Interior with respect to the choice of counsel
and the fixing of fees). the right to exercise a veto power over any disposition
of tribal funds or other assets. tlie right to negotiate with Federal. State and local
govorinmnets. -ind tle right to be advised of all appropriation estimates affecting
the tribe, before such estimates are submitted to the Bureau of the Budget and
Congress.

The following Indian group, are entitled to take advantage of this section:
Any Indian tribe, band, or pueblo in the United States (outside of Oklahoma) or
Alaska, and also any group of Indians who reside on the same reservation,
whether they are members of the same tribe or not.

S•c. 17. Tribal Incorporation:
'l'his section authorizes any Indian tribe (outside of Oklahoma) to obtain a

charter of Incorporation, issued by the Secret'iry of the Interior. A petition for
such a charter should be signed by one-third of the adult Tndianq of the tribe
or reservation for which a chvarter is souzlht. Such a charter of incorporation
becomes effetivw theim ratified by a majority vote of the adult Indinnsa living on
the rezervation. When once ratified. such a charter may not he revoked by the
Secretary of the Interior. Only future legislation of Congress can revoke such
a charter.

A charter of incorporation may cnnvey to any tribe the right to engage In busl-
ness, to obtain loans from the Indinn Loan Fund anthoriv.ed by Section 10 of
this .%et, to acquire property, to Issue certificates of corporate interest to the
members of fithe corporation who transfer land to the corporation, and to do nil
other Incidental thiig,; necessary to the, conduct of corporate bIusiness. Among
these Incidental powers may be mentioned the power to elect or appoint officers
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-And employees of the corporation, to promulgate and amend by-laws, to pay out
-dividends, etc. No Indian corporation, however, may sell or mortgage any land at
all within the reservation nor may it : ase such land for a period exceeding ten

.years.
Any tribe which desires a corporate charter may request the assistance of

officials of the Interior Department in preparing such a charter, or may, if it so
chooses, consult private attorneys or advisers in the preparation of such a charter.

SEc. 18. Referendum on Application of Act:
This section provides that the Indians of any reservation may. by a vote of a

majority of the adult Indians on the reservation, exclude themselves from the op-
eration of the entire Act. It is the duty of the Secretary of the Interior to call a
refertemuni election for this purpose upon each reservation, at some time before
Jumo 1S. 1935. Such an election must be held by secret ballot, and 30 days' notice
-of the eMection must lie given to the Indians of the reservation.

SEc. 19. Definitions:
This section defines certain terms. namely, "Indian", "tribe", and "adult", as

thest, terms are used in various provisions of the Act.
The term "Indian" is to be construed as including three classes of persons:
(a) All persons of Indian descent who are members of a recognized tribe,

-whether or not residing on an Indian reservation and regardless of the degree of
blood.

1i)) All persons who are descendents of any such members of recognized Indian
tribes and were residing within an Indian reservation on June 1, 1934, regardless
'of degree of blood.

(c) lPersons( of one-half or more Indian blood. whether or not affiliated with
any rcognized tribe, and whether or not they have ever resided on an Indian
Teservation.

This section further provides that Eskimos and other aboriginal people of
Alaska may be considered Indians, under those provisions of the Act which apply
to Alaska.

Tlw term "tribe" is defined to include any Indian tribe, organized band, or
jlm(l'o. and also to include any group of Indians residing on a single reservation,
whether or not they have hbeen previously organized as a single tribe. Wherever
practicalile. the Interior Department will treat the Indians of a single reserva-
tion as. a single tribe.

This section finally specifieq that the term "adult" is used to refer to persons
-who have reached the age of 21 years.

JOHN COLLIER.
Commissioner of Indian, Affairs.

[Exhibit 1. Index No. 151
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TIlE INTERIOR.

OFFICE OF TILE SOLICITOR.

Washing.on, D.C., March 10, 1976.
Mr. KARL FUNKE,
A merican Indian Policy Review Commission,
If ouse Offlce A nnex Building No. 2,
Washington, D.C.

D:EAR KARL: I am in agreement with you on the two issues. menthjned in your
letter of February 6. 1976. The one-half blood part (f the definition of "Indian" in
25 '.S..'. 479 applies to persons whose ancestry is of unrecognized tribes. I am
also in agreement with your interpretation on the question of whether descendants
of meninlers had to be alive on June 1, 1934. and be residing within a reservation.

I am presently working on an opinion to the, Commissioner on the latter quw.tion
and also plan to formally advise the Commissioner of the interpretation of the
statute (m the former question. I will furnish you with copies of thio.se otilnlions.

You also raised a question in a phone conversiatlon with mec on 3March 5. 1976.
that thi, office was taking the position in the letter to the Civil Service Comnis-
sion (oncerning the chance in the definition of "Indian" for tweference eligibility
that Section 472 impliedly repealed the other preference statutes.

Tho statement in the letter to the Civil Serviee Commission Is a reference to the
Manr,,Ir declsion where the Supremne Court stated in footnote 2, after quoting
25 T'.S.C. ; 472:

"There are other and more narrowly drawn Indian preference statutes, 25
U.S.C. § 4.1, 45, 46, 47. and 274. For all practical purposes these were replaced
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by the broader preference of § 12. Although not directly challenged in this litiga-
tdin, theese statutes, under the District Court's decision, clearly would be in-
validated." 417 U.S. at 538.

Our position is that Section 472 replaced the other preference statutes only inso-
far as tribes organized under the Indian Reorganization Act are ('oncerned. Thus,
lhe other statutes cited by the Court survive and are applicable to those tribes
ihat voted to reject the Act.

We have advised the Commissioner flint since the terin "Indian" is not defined
in any of the other statutes, lie has the discretionn to establish reasonalile criteria.
Ile has chosen to ulse the same criteria as Section 479 except for those of thfl
Five C'ivilized and (Osage Trjibes where the tribes have not organized and the
membershtlp rolls were closed by all act of Congress.

Sincerely,
REID PEYTON CHAMBERS.

A s.sociale ,olicitor, Ihdian tifftairs.

(Exhibit 1, Index No. 14]

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TIHE INTERIOR,
]hIT'IuIx OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

Wiashinglaon. D).C., February 6. 19706.

Menioraidumn to: ('omnissioner of Indian Affairs, .Jim Robey, Special Assistant
Director, Policy l'hannlig Staff.

From: B. Thomas Vigil.
Subject: Indian P'reference.

Attached is a l'osifion l'aper which wits drafted in consultation with several
members of tihe ('entral (Olfice staff.

We sincerely hope this paper will help you in resolving this important isue.

POSITION PAPER ON INDIIAN PREFERENCE

1. Purpjsc of Position Paper
It is the llttJmrise of this paper to express o('.ilcern ahiout the proposed policy

changes (oli Indian preference whIh. are presented ii the attached draft letter
to H ,,hert E Il lt nptoln, U.S. Civil Service, 'ommission. Of particular concern is

ithe proposed definittioti of an "Indlit" for purprii-s (of preferentce lii empl• u nitelt
which is lpruesented on page 4 of the draft hlet r. The 'i'lottons ('xlprestll her,'in
are those (of the writer, other Policy Planuintg staff mnimnbers anid key Central
Offie pekrsomiel who volunteered opinions.

General areas o)f concern are first enumerated after which specific po,)ilnts rehat-
iii.' to Indlitl preference are discussed.

A. This body of Individuals are not ngahiqt the court orhered conformity to
lhe law which is the Indian Reorganilzation Act (IRA) of June 1. 1934 ; however,

it appears tfhat the Bureau Ihas deviated from a lposition of non-enforcement aiu/
or non-compliance with the law to a point of diltitnig Indiant lire ei'neite t, tli
tn:xi Nununt lintl s it lie opposite directilon--the lo;tg terni effect (of which. it would
sev't, would go agailist thl. very intt ei and spirit of itliait prefe-rence.

it. There is s.ironti conflieing tipinimis of lpersins with legal backgrounds,
wihiut the itlreall and olthside, and other auithoritites on flith sutije'c oif Inmiadn
preference. ,(hits:

11 1 It is miderstood that the Solicitor's opinion oni thle subject was not
(hilhlitive and tltit lie nity Ihe con,'iheriig a revised opitim.

2 1 There Is serious different , - of opinion and interpretation. plarictilarly
lt Proposal ItemIns II, I71, and IV of the proposed (hf'ltitiol of ati "I'ldi:a'".

I El:aeh item is dIs, els,;ed below.)
(3) Ther' is differences of Interpretation and questioted l;ga lity of item

V of lthe proposal.
(4) There are suggestions that (erlain t'Xw'ctitiv(' orders on Indian lire'ftr-

etive, may mIot Ioive be•en- sittlrj ded or wdobid Iby tle 1934 Il H
i'. it felt tlint such ai important decision must not be iiide for short t ,rm

anili iikt rafive exp•,lden(ey without regard to its l-uig tera e(ff'ets.
I). ID.ocumlIts oit tih subjieet of Indian prlfire'nv, stai, that preferrti.evt f,,r

emttploynmet k gratited sof that the Bureau calt le staf•ed wilh "llitt' ii". Ait
by "Itdialn s", it is nlleltnlit tat it lersm iia tt h h it e delleis't rated S.0,llv' ' l e ' .I' r f
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"Indlanne.ss" such as through the following criteria offered by Felix S. Cohen
(iland(lok of Federal Indian Law) :

(a) that some of his ancestors lived in America before its discovery by
the Euroean and (b) that the individual Is considered ain Indian by the coin-
iumiity [Indian] in which he lives."

E. It is strongly felt that any deviation from the definition of "Indian" in
,ectioui 1) of the IRA, and the executive orders, if in fact they are still in effect,
would oe extending/restricting benefits beyond the scope of the law or at the
very least beyond the Commissioner's and Secretray's authority-this is par-
ticularly relevant for Proposal teamss II. IV and V.

F. It seems that uniformity In the application of Indian preference on thit sur-
face wouhll appear desirable; however, it Is clear from Congressional history
and other records on the subject that uniformity, although it may have been con-
sidered(, was not intended.

II. A Brief Comparative Analysis of the Definition of an Indian as it Appears in
actionon, 1.1 of JIRA and the correspondingng Iteins in the Proposed Policy.

Proposal Item 1: A neimibctr of a rccogniZCd tribe tnder Fed('ral jurisdiction
IRA.-All persons of Indian descent who are members of anmy recognized Indian

tribe new tinder Federal jurisdiction.
('omments and Recomnmcndations.-Although there are questions over the

meaning of the phrase "new under Federal jurisdiction" under ILA, tills grolip
iu of the opinion that this part of the proposal could legally stand as this is the
interpretation which is generally accepted. It is felt that there is suillh'ient evi-
di('ce that the proposal as stated can be defended and is In harmony with the
Bureau's effort in extending self-determination to tribes.

It is recffmnended this part of the proposal be retained.

Pro posal Item II

A (escend(amt of a member of a tribe who was born on .,umne 1, 1934 residing
wit in t he boundaries of any Indian reservation.

JPA.-All persons who are descendants of such members who were, on June 1,
1934, residing within the present boundaries of any Indian reservation.

('onunmrntst and lecoi titcidmations.-.--There is serious disagreement and a differ-
en'e Iii interpretation on this part of the proposal. Lawyers from fhe Native
American Rights Fund (NARF) and other legal authorities strongly contend
that legislative history and the intent of this par- of IRA meant that the
• (h,'.eeulant of a member" inust have been physically residing on a Federally
reel.gnized reservation in 1934.

Changes in the language in this part of the proposal alters the nteaning given
in the I I;A lby reo*,_ ng a person only be a deseen(iant of someone who was living
on a Federal reservation in 1934. It appears that the latter or this l)roposal wold
s-riously delute Indian preference as this would result In preference eiitzil'lity
for lpersons with even the barest/slightest amount of Indian blood nuld this (eh.l-
tiot wvoh occur to infinity. It seems also that it would tend to conflict with the
tribal membership requirements, the one-half Indian blood requirement and other
pii rts oPf the IRA definition.

It is recommended that the language of IRA be retained, and further. that it
res1luir.' the descendant(s) under this criteria to have been living on a Federally
recoIgnized reservation on June 1, 1934.

Proposal Itcm Ill

A person of one-half degree or more Indian aneestry.
I .I .- All others persons of one-half or more lndlaut blood.
('omomcnts and Rccopnmendations.-Legisiative intent and a reading of this

part of the IRA definition is self-explanatory. No comments or re.oinmiendation
is offered.

ProposalB Item 11I

.\u Eskimo or a descendant of the other aboriginal l)e,)Ix'l. of AIhIsk:u.
Illl.-l.'skimos and other aboriginal lool•les of Alaska woulh lhe considered

Inlians..
('oPnm irn ts and leonent'Ollltpldatiotn.q.-Becaiise Eskiunoq fall(d ohlier aborlginal

people of\ Alask'a were to be considered I(11:nis under the IRHA defnlit lon, it
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appears that they should be required to meet at least one of the other reiluire-
ments under the IRA definition. Therefore, it is so recomnmcndcd.

Propsal Item V

A descendant of an enrolled member of a currently Federally recognized tribe-
whose rolls have been closed by an act of Congress.

MIA.--None. (Executive order requiring one-fourth degree Indian blood may
apply.)

Comments and Rccommendations.-It Is the opinion of NARF Attorneys that
the two major court decisions (Freeman nad Mancari) did not super'ede or
negate (wipl out) the standing or existing executive orders on Indian lpreference.
and therefore, Indians not meeting the requirenents of the IRA definition comld
be granted Indian reference under the existing one-fourth degree blood quantum
l'e4j iii rilielm t.

However, Carl A. Funke, in his Juris Doctorate thesis on Indiar prefr'ellef.
offers the following: ". .. there is nothing in the statute or ill the legislative
history which indicates that either the Secretary of the Interior or the Coini-
missioner of Indian Affairs would have any authority to alter the definition by
administrative regulations of practice ." and that " . any definittmi by ad-
ministrative regulations of JIractiee ." and that ". any administrative w t-
tempt to alter thie definition of Indian violates the express statutory linguage:ind(l
legislative history of the act ." and that '.. the only discretion vested in the
Secretary of tile Interior with regard to preference is p provided in Section 12. I'lint
discretion is limited to establishing 'standards of health, age, character, experi-
ence,, knowledge and ability' for Indians who shall he entitled to preference. No
where in the Act is there discretion to alter who is an Indian

'I'l'he court cases mentioned seemed to confirm the latter.
It also appears that under the broader definition of Federally recognized trile

under Proposal 1, it will make this part of the proposal unnecessary. Further, it
seem that when Congress was debating who would be eligible under tiit, one-
half degree blood requirement (IRA), it was speaking in part of those persons
for which Proposal Item V is intended.

It is recommended that as very minimum, if legal, the one-fourth degree re-
quirement be retailed under Proposal Item V.

III. Long Term. Effects of the Propposed Policy
It is quite clear flint die Intent of Indian preference was twofold. First, it was

to have the Inpdiart Bureau staffed by Indians: and weeond, it wa,; to fosttor self-
(letermnination and sovereignty (self-determination efforts under IRA) lby having
the liiixiltumt inumliber of Indians who demonstrate "Indlainuess" and anlso a
knowledge of "Indlanhood". Recent legislation a1d(1 statements of U'.S. (;Cm era-
inent officials and tribal leaders suggest that thils has riot change. It is sincerely

felt that this liberal proposal would go against the very intent of Ind(1a1n ilre'fi'r-
once and 3(gallust those lilost enltitled to it. The history of Indian pirefri'lrnees
anl1d IMA celearlv shows that a11y deviation from the law has not resulted in an
appreciable increase in the proportion of Indian emlhoyces in tflie llureau (with
the pIossiblle exception of the year shice the Freeman case) especially of positions
at the higher level.

IV. consultationon. with Tribes
In(ian lprefrefeen, was an important cornerstone to the 1934 ,elf-determiination

efforts Tit.%) and is ali important coniplinient to the present Pulilc Law ;13-1• ,
Ind1(n Self-I)etermination and E(hication l ,oAsistant Act. Ilowever. there is little
revird sliviiliig tfhat the lBureau has made a concerted and formal effort to con-
stilt with trilhes on thits very import•lint Issue.
SWhIen thie' wvrit ir inqui3red abluout pjast efforts the Bureau h.as made to al!ow for
lndi Ji'th'll t in(liJill t1011)11 ad/or the efforts It has made to Informn trilems of the hlaw,
lie was sited two eximlplules on how tribes have been allouid to Ilrtieiniate. T'he
Bhirau's first effort to ('iliult was ili 1935 when apparently some Indian leaders
were asked to (moniltielit e11 C'ivil Service standards. This was (lone through a
strutietured questionliai -e to which at inst two Indian people, Jim a litnr and
Vine I)eloria gave respon.wes. It is felt that tills was not a true effort to solicit
oilionl oi on Indian loreference as they were merely responding to a set of qites-
tions without giv ing opInIon.ls on how they felt Indian preference should be ad-
iinlisterel, especially in view of Section 12 of I\A.
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The second effort was made in August, 1975 when a letter was sent under the
Commissioner's signature, to tribal leaders and organizations regarding Indian
preference. There are several important points which should be brought forth in
regard to this letter.

A. The contents of the letter gave the impression that tribes had a choice to
make In the preference policy they wished to see implemented. This in fact ap-
pears not to be the case as the court cases on Indian preference clearly demon-
strate that the law is absolute and there is very little leeway. The central theme
of the court cases was that the law was not being adhered to.

B. Of the 250 or so letters which were mailed, less than 25 tribes responded,
from which It can reasonably be construed, that the proposal was in fact defeated
as only eight were in favor. Even more important. however, was that in the
responses, it is clearly evident that tribes, really did not understand the letter.

The above is given to illustrate the need for further consultation. Consulta-
tion and participation, not so much to solicit opinions, lut to ex; ait the law or
facts of Indian preference. Consultation will gain even greater significance when
the administrative policy and procedures, suggested below, have been completed.
It is believed that this effort can be accomplished with a minimum of staff and
staff time.

Also at present there are five different groups or agencies who are expressing
concern or working on the topic. and they are NCAI. NARF, Indian policy Re-
view Commission and the Solicitor's Office. All are Washington based organiza-
tion and they seem very willing to meet if only to help resolve the de.'initlon of
an Indian for purposes of preferences.

V. Administratiie Policy
Section 12 of the Indian Reorganization Act provides that: "The Secretary

of the Interior is direeled to establish standards of health, age, character.
experience, knowledge. and ability for Indians who may he appointed, witlimmt
regard to civil-service laws, to the various positions nmaintained. now or here-
after, by the Indian Office, in the administration of functions or servi(.et- affect-
but had failed to establish adequate administrative policies and plroct(lures
to appintment to vacancies in any such positions."

Until the present Interior and Bureau administration, the Department has
been derelict, remiss and negligent in not only the imidenmentation of twh.. sect ion.
but had failed to establish adequate administrative policies and procedures
under the "old Indian preference" over-thrown by the courts .

It is believed extremely Implrlant, that very Specific almtiislrative policies
should lb established for implementing this part of the law. It Is felt lhi:,t even
if the accepted appointment procedures muder 84chedhle A of the 1'.8. ('ivii
Service ('omminlsion were to he retained, there still nmnt lie estaiolldled admnin-
istrative procedures and police(,. especially in view of the fact that tfhe limirt
cases l)reviolF'yy mentioned generally overruled the few lir'cedllre: now oera-ll-
tive and stated that Indian preference Is absolute mnd more ext,'nsive. (iar aild
lreeise administrative 1ioliies 1ut4 lie estallished and nlopled :a s:m iial re-
leases in :ll areas of personnel management which are affected by Itnlian iiref-
erence. The following atre examples:

1) recruitment (2) classification andl reclassification (3) qualiIhlitilo ipr-
cedures including suitabillty and reemvi!oyment 141 stallithu 15) rea:s4iigmm ments
(6) lpromotions f7) career training and ni ) reductiom-i i-force.

It is felt tfhat administrative mechanisms are estal wished. sueh as the, I'er-
Sonne! Management Policy Review Board. to aeconililisl this task. Aiso. tlhe
writer and certain members (if the group feel this iksie is imimortant entlu;gh lint
they art( willing to vwilunit 1 r any required staff work It is felt this efWort c(hld
lie accomplished over a very short tilne lieriod.

'l. Ocncral lec'ommendiati( ns
It. is iCv'olnucidcdl tlint tflie ( onaonl iner ahlithat a snmilla gri mp; iof individalIs

to draft an accep tale de (initiiin if "Indian" i',l iw rorefereice Iiil'iiv''ý-, andmvi also
administ m'ative policies iid lin i•edtares.

It is further rcr.omvnn .ded ltiat 1iiw lturetmi ,i'ork very •'•,i,:oly with indliili
organization, wivho are wo'rki ng oin thle sliject in estaldishiniig Iirontcedltire's.

Also. the group wiahld like to) mcet withi the ('iiminmis.siiia r t4) dis.t'-- lh', itai w
cOlceeni'ii ol It personal linsis.

1. P'ersoimnl. inlirne t1 lii -My other di.s'iltine in Iflie Bunre,*n. lilici's imire
reliance on protvedures anid guidelines.

A
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2. Problems encountered as a result of Indian Preference In the Bureau
are the result of tile lack of procedutires. It does nlot make a difference what
definition of an "Indian" you may have. you will still encounter prtililems so
long as you don't have procedures and guidelines and ade(liate appeals.

3. The Bureau is blessed with opportunities to set standards both for
qualifications and classification under the present Schedule A appointment
authority and under Section 12 of the Indian IReorganization Act.

4. I in no way advocate the establishment of it persolinel system outside tile
liresent and ('ivil Service requirements biecause if yoel were to do so, it is more
than likely that you will end ill) with basically the same thing; however. not
tested. Any personnel system has to be tested over a long period of time to be
funmtioual. If you were to write separate procedures, they would be so full of
looolplues that you would in efTect have no procedures.

5. Personnel procedurnes and guidelines In all fields of management, whether
in private Industry or in all levels of government, are basically the same.

6. ('onsultatio with tribes is very important. However, It Is very apparent
that it is done at the wrong stage of personnel actions. It wouhl seem more
logical to have consultations whent qualifications and suitability for employment
are ,,telng determined for Individuals. It seems that, it is more important for
tribes to I.e Involved iii the apoiintment or selection of individuals, as it is to
involve them in determining a person's qualifications for a position.

o. The most important area for the establishment of procedures are In the
areas of determining basic qualifications.

K. Miiiimuiiiii (lIlification In the ('ivil Service system it would seem mean
quite a" different thing than what we would construe, as mninimnum qua1li,.ua-
tioi•s for employment ill the Bureau under Indiai lprefe-renee. For iistaice.
a person receiving a TO rating In the ('ivil Service syst¶'m wouli not necessarily
loe able to compete with th .ose receiving a score of S5 adl above. As in C'lvil
Service slamlards, wve 1utist get tile best qualified hIndian jier'soilts). Someone
with a s-ore or 701 under I'SSS(' in all practical purposes, doe:, not have a chance
(of ever re(eivi lg a aalipointmeiit with thlie Federal government. It Is i,,iieved
that bIy setting up proced(ures and guidelines you could establish criteria so that
only tie hest quamlified Indians could hIei eligible for emply oetit.

It is believed that tribes anti tribal organitatlons as well as the Bureau man-
ager..; would prefer having the best qualified person-'. Tl'erefor, IT becomes
extremely important that quialificatiou aad suitability stand:ards lie estait)ishied.
An example, a pei'son who was recently released from Bureau euloyment
i'ecause of lack of performance or because someth ing was lacking relating
directly to is work in a Iitureau polit ion should not l'e elizilke for a ppoititment.
Some exainliles of what procedures would do If they were established in the
disciplines if persoiiel follow:

(a) In tfie areas of recruitment, strict procedures on how to recruit on all
(pell colnt luuuiots basis would lie e4tablbished. Announcement procedures would
be established. One of tile mLahi areas of concern recently has been Jin tlie a rea
of classification because there are certain jobs that do not lit tile present
(lvil Service system. Aiil yet because of a iack of effort on the part of tle ()flice
fif Persomnel we have tried to fit Iositions into job serif:; -, ich tlie C'ivil Service
may very easily find out to be classilfld properly or a person serving in them
Voting overgrahlendad i slit, s instiatires having il position iu at series o0t1side

heip jiUrloses for which the standards was established.
QualiitiatJmi standards again are 5irobalily Ilihe most iluiwirtnt area in wiich

p)ri(edures and guidelines should be established because from this hIrs,' everything
should basically fall into place.

'l'heI' Bireau has established some chii lcat afion standards siac'; Is Ithe 1712
se, rie; for traiiiiig inst rutt- of's. -wever. a defernitlthied efl irf iteeds t,) he I 11adne
to determnine', Mhii. other j,,lis WolLhl rIfqLire sltadrdqrs Inot l'ii:illy found ill
other gi iverni tll iitf Ill i i'ie<.

9.. All pr' *eduir.'s atbove (caIn Ip estatilihed wvitlinu a ,thr licime lierioid beeall'e
they wiv lle a Ietr nloti itdih'a1iii, ,f thle loo'-n 1 (Clvil Service re(iurievinent s. it is
I'leievwd thi: a I oily of 114ii Iio're than thire' lweeiiio' cat•i i:,ii 'tjot thii, ta.:.k tr
plr'i-'('l la I I'm il apili j'iaval withbin a perie' d •i i•I'll) more flii til'rt i l l ''.

M0. 'l'l1.re are (virflill vihelilvllfs ! lll~l. withill th'e WI{ rv'ail %.%hf) art- still
ill lhe S,'h-,ol (1,f fhtil:•ll that Vimi mllls° vivlxe a1 joer.mml tfr liiht volorf( .,hill if,

t ~,r' to_ lm;I•,t :1 j,,h pr'oi rl * % i~er-rie nmei. Thvý- , i, lolo,' !rive, :I fonv iiih' * % t•, think
Cl t r, iiuiiil'lu s ill vitllnllt:u.it I'Jtll iire au iii rt.! I'e"'tiit ef himt'iiiiz llarllis Vtia eI' •te t-
lIi i':1 -'. It i-4 dlilh,'ult. ami l I (,mi lt tlballl ph, r..' im i'sots wvill evw r -itm' ,.ince if is
a I 'ra siiw t.hii.i joui, whi ch t ,k I iiiti'e with pi lltl .t11ld whirii is well 'gr iai ied.
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These types of individuals b),'cause of their own success can not see the mi-
portance of Indian preference to Indian people who (1o not presently have the
benefit of employment in the Bureau.

Even If you were to get an M.I). coming out of the same medical school
with an Indian coming out academically higher, thesee people would still prefer
to be treated by other than the Indian because of their brainwashing. This is
not fiction. You merely need to look around in the Pi,.reau and you may find
one in your midst. I beiieie this is very disfunctional because a person who is
unable to help his own, like a father unwilling to help his children, should not
be there. And yet it is very likely that the same individual may have been .
benefactor of Indian preference.

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 13]

AMRIUCAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION,
CONORESS OF TIE UNITED STATES,
Washington, D.C., February 6, 1976.

14,EI) 1. CHAMBERS.

A•.sociate solicitorr, Dirision of Indian Affairs, U.S. Department of the Interior,
Washinyton, D.C.

DE.Ut REID: I'm sorry for the delay in following up on our meeting con-
cerning preference. I've been extremely busy with a number of other issues
and it's taken me time to get the materials on the Indian Reorganization Act
together.

Just for the record and to refresh the issues, there were a number of disputes
as to the definition of "Indian" as defined by 25 USC Sec. 479 (1970).

There was a dislute as to whether the one-half blood class of Indians defined
In 25 USC Sec. 479 (1970) was intended to apply to unaffiliated and/or unrecog-
nized Indians. This matter was resolved at our meeting with you on January 9.
19N7. and it was agreed upon that the definition was intended to apply to one-half
blood Indians who are unaffiliated and/or not members of a recognized tribe.

There was a dispute as to whether the Oklahoma tribes whose rolls have
been closed should be required to comply with the definition of "Indian" in
25 USC Sec. 479 (1970) or whether they should be allowed to qualify for
preference by mere descendency from an enrolled member without regard to tribal
membership, present political or social affiliation with a tribe or degree of
Indian blood. This is'ue was not conclusively resolved.

The point was raised that 25 USC Sec. 472 (1970) exempts Indians from
the application of civil service laws and that the Secretary of Interior is man-
dated to establish s,-parate standards for the appointment of Indians in the
Indian Service. This point was agreed upon by you, however, you stated that
it would take time to seek correction of this matter and Implementation of the
law.

Finally, there was a dispute as to the definition of the descendant class of
Indians as defined by 25 USC See. 479 (1970). The dispute concerns whether
the requirement of having to have lived on a reservation on June 1, 1934 applies
to the descendant himself or herself thus limiting the definition to a finite
number of descendants who will eventually die out or whether the reservation
residency requirement applies not to the descendant but to the member from
whom he or she descends thus allowing the descendant class to geometrically
increase to extremely vast numbers without regard to residency, political or
so'2ial relation to a tribe or blood quantum. It ist readily apparent that the latter
application of the definition will Immediately and drastically waterdown prefer-
ence and virtually destroy the purpose behind the preference laws.

I have enclosed a brief analysis of this last issue which cites the relevant
legislative history and, I think, clarifies the matter beyond any reasonable
doubt.

I would appreciate your informing me as to your decision and advice to the
Bureau of Indian Affairs on this matter.

-If I can assist you further in this matter or if you have any questions, please
call me at your convenience.

Yaurs cordially,
KARL A. FUNKE,

Task Force Speolalist on Law Revision,
Codification, and. Con8olidation.

Enclosure.

7S-110---77---25
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[Exhibit 1, Index No. 12]

FEBRUARY 6, 1976.
Memorandum to: Reid P. Chambers, Associate Solicitor, Division of indian

Affairs, Department of the Interior.
From: Karl A. Funke, Task Force Specialist on Law Revision, Codification,

and Oonsolidation.
Re: Analysis with Regard to the Descendant Class of Indians 25 USC Sec. 479.

The original IRA bill. II.R. 7902, contained four major titles.' Each title
contained a definition of Indian or described in some fashion to whom the title
was to apply. The first title, "Title I-Indian Self-government" contained a
comprehensive definition of "Indian" for purposes of defining who could take
lart in the organizational and other provisions of that title.

'Section 13(b)" of the original bill H.R. 7902 provided in part:
The term "Indian" as used in this title to specify the persons to whoin char-

ters may be issued, shall include all persons of Indian descent who are members
of any recognized Indian tribe, band, or nation, or are descendants of such
members and were, on or about February 1, 1934, actually residing within the
present boundaries of any Indian reservation, and shall further include all
other persons of one fourth or more Indian Wlood.

After some modification, it was this definition which was eventually enacted to
apply to the entire IRA.

The definition stated in this form caused concern that there might be con-
fusion that the reservation residency requirement might be interpreted to apply
to all three classes of Indian defined by the section (the membership class and
one-quhrter blood class as well as the descendant class). In order to guard against
this, tite Department of the Interior (tihe drafters of the original bill) offered
the following amendment specifically for the purpose of clarifying that the
reservation residency requiremment was intended only to apply and modify the
detscendant class and not the other two classes.

"Section 14 (formerly section 13) : Paragraph (h), substitute for the phrase
'persons of Indian descent who are members of any recognized Indian tribe,
band, or nation, or are descendants of such members who were, on or about
February 1, 1934, actually residing within thhe present boundaries of any
Indian reservation,' the following phrase: "persons of Indian tribe, band, or
nation, and all persons who are descendants of such members,' etc.

Although the amended language in the definition obviously (lid not accomn-
plish its purpose as clearly as it was hoped, time .:planation which was given
for this change in language makes it very clear that the requirement of having
to have been alive and living on a reservation as of the specified date applies
directly and exclusirCly to tVe descei,-dant claw and in no way was it applicable
to either tV., members or the one-fourth blood Indians.

This amendment is designed to clarif) the intent of the section that residence
upon a reservation Is deemed an essential qualification of charter members in
a community only with respect to persons who are not memb(-rs of any recog-
nized Indian tribe and not possessed of one fourth degree of Indian blood."'

This amendatory language was adopted by the House Committee. When the
Senate Committee adldrcssed the bill,' they had many problems with certain
major sections of the original bill and finally appointed a subcommittee wbhieb,
together with Commissioner Collier, completely rewrote "he1 bill.' Trhv new bill
renumbered S. 3645 did not contain any separate titles. The new Senate bill
adopted the House amended %,&1nition of "Indian" for purposes of the entire
Act.

Section 21 of the new Senate S. 3045 provided:
'Ile term "Indian" as used In this act shall include all persons of Indian

descent v ho are members of any recognized Indian tribe, and all lersons who
are descendants of such members who were, on or about June 1, 1934, actually

I IteadJustment of Indian Affairs on H.R. 7902 before the House Committee on Indian
Affi:mls. 73d Cong., 2nd Sesw. (1034).Id. at 6.

Id. at 194.
'Ierings on .. 27551 and S. 8445 Before the Sen. Comm. on Indian Affairs, i3rd( Cng..

2nd Sess. (1934) (hereinafter 1934 Senate Hlearlngs].
& 1i. at 237.
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residing within the present boundaries of any Indian reservation, and shall
further include all other persons of one-fourth or more Indihin blood.'

The only change in the definition was the reservation residency date which
was changed from February 1, 1934, to June 1, 1934.'

The following excerpt from a debate on the descendant definition in the
Senate hearings demonstrates once again that the reservation residency require-
ment was intended to apply specifically to the descendants themselves.

Senator THOMAS of Oklahoma. Then, on page 10 .. . it says "and all other
persons who are descendants of such members."

The ChA•ImANv. Yes.
Senator THOIMAS. Well, if someone could show that they were a descendant

of Pocahontas, although they might be only five-hundredth Indian blood, they
would come under the terms of this act.

Commissioner CoiLaEa. If they are actually residing within tile prI,.,en:( Ioundi-
aries of an Indian reservation at the present time.

This discussion in the Senate hearings and the explanation in the House hear-
Ings clearly demonstrate that the descendant himself or herself had to reside on
the reservation a1s of June 1, 19:14 in order to qualify tinder tie Act.

[Exhibit 1, Index Nos. 10 and 111

[Draft]

U'.S. IDE..A ItT.NII N I or ',i IN Nrl.:I:l.-
)Fri(; OF 'ruE S•:c:ETA.,Y.

WI'ashinghton, D.C'., January 1, 1976.
Mr. ROBERT B. IIAMPTrON,
Chairman, U.,'. Civil &Wcrrie Conirnisgion,
Wash inpton, D.C.

Il)EAIt (',IAIUM AN IIANM ION : 'lTlis is to request th it - t',.i.iii.ion'.s ,,oisidern I, ion
of a change in lhe (lelillition of "Indian" for plurposes of the .ilt-'hdhle A excelpted
alp)ohilitnlent authority now contalneo in 5 CF({ §, 213.II12(a) (7).

The Schedule A authority Is conferred in order to implement a prefereoili in
emnploymnent of Indians. At present eligibility for prvferieice in the selection for
positions ili tiI(- Bureau of Indian Affairs is extended to persons of on,-quarter
degree In(dialn atncest ry. Niuniierouis statlits ' l'rovie tilie heasis for a, preferences' for
India 1W ill e(lliploynie.';t ill the Ialitli Servic'.. All t-x•'i't one do wit deilne
"indian." The oie statute which l ,does, estalili'les a diffTert-i definitlo, of "Indian "
than that embodied ill lhe present ex''tled apitol atictint authority. "hlius, it is to
harmonize the excepte(d appointelelnt antulority with tfin statutory definition Iflit
wt- request you r approval.

Tile quimarter-degree sIt andia rd Is hInsed on executi ve ol'' I )bvi lusly. (xi'vil ive
order q cannot ,erogate fronti a statutorily set standard. The .statuiory stanihard
Is .'st abdished bly Sect bioi 191 of the lIldaiiln lc ,rwa tizati'all A,,t of J .la4. IN. 193:;1

su1pr. note 1, L:5 I".5.'. § 47.19. Section 12 oif Ilh Indian hI'orzali4ztlion Act es..mib-
Iished at absolute preference for Indians in their s.lectimi t1o fill all vacalman's ill
the Ilhireau. Io7rer'man v. Morton. ('iv. No. 327-71 (fl).l .t'.). tled I cce•imllir 21,
1972; aff'd 499 F.2d 494 (D).C. ('ir. 1974). Furthermore, the Suljrenmne "'mirt huts
held hliat tie Indian preference statutes. pIrt•culIrly § •172.' we-.re wit imillituly'
repealed by ilhe 1972 Equiil Enpl)hoyinent ()Iii"rtnimi ty aametndunilts to t1' 1!j1;4
Civil Righlts Act. 42 I.S.C. (Supp. II l!17) § 2(l)•Ov-16(a): nor are not1-l(•1ian
enliployes il('prived of rprolm'rty rIghlts in the, ma loication ',f prefv'rei'e to liI lin,ý.
Morton %..lManmcari. 417 1*.S. 535 11974). The .Ass, .iaht Soliitor ftor Idli:an
Affairs hits a(lvi,'ed that fithe d(etimlitioll nf ''Indian'" ill Sectiin 19 of thi mldialn

s Id. at 264.
7The one-fourth blood stitndarld for unaffiliated Indians wars ,milis(smte:..y r.11,, ,k to a

one-half blood sttandfard. 1934 Senate Hearings at 263-64.
8Id.

I Act of June 30. 1834, 25 U.S.C. 145. 4 Stat. 737 : Aet of iuly 4. 11884. 25 V , V. 1 46,
23 Stitt. 97: Avt of February 8. 1887. 25 U.S.C. 1 34S. 21 Stat 389: At of Aur"a•,t 1,. 11,94.
25 U.S.C. 1 44. 28 Stat. 313: Act of April :30, 1908, 25 U.S C. 1 47. 36 Stitt. (-01 : and .Sec-
tion 1 2. A't of June 18. 1934, 25 U.S.C. 1472. 48 Stat. 984. Sev,'ral treatit- % lih Idian
trilie, nlso have preference provisions. Handbook of Federal Indian Law, -P-4 535 1195s5
Pd. ).

I E.O. 6676. April 14, 1934; 1C 0. 7916. 3 CFR 350 (June 24. 1938) : E.O. 8043., ,1 CFR
4419 (.Janrmary 31. 1939) : E.O. 5383.8 CFR 036 (March 28. 1940).

8 VTe Court indicated that Section 472 replaced the earlier and meore narrowly drawn
preference statutes. Morton v. Mancarl, 417 U.S. at 538, n. 2; set al,;o note 1. Kup10.
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Reorganization Act must be read in pari materla with Section 12. This opinion was
rendered in response to several administrative appeals of persons who are merm-
bers of federally-recognized tribes, but who were denied preference eligibility
because they are less than a quarter-degree. Ili addition, another person-a
member of a tribe organized tinder the Indian Reorganization Act but of less thian
a quarter-degree Indian ancestry--has filed suit claiming eligibility. Whiting v.
United States, Civ. No. 75-3007 (1). S.Dak.).

The definition established in Section 19 Is that for purposes of the Act "Indian"
means persons of Indian descent :

(1) who are members of any recognized Indian tribe now under Federal
Jurisdiction;

(2) who are (leseendants of such members who were on ,Tune 1, 1934,
residing within the present boundaries of any Indian reservation;

13) all others of one-half or more Indian blooý!. and
(4) Eskimos and other aboriginal peoples of Alas:.

The objective of the Indian Reorganization Act was to put all end to the dhnil-
nution of the Indian land base and to allow tribes, which at that time were
frequently (.oopted by Indian Service agents, to reorganize into orga nizatitl.s
which would have some measure of self-goverinent. Thus. rather than have
.ttindards of membership established by Federal officials. viable tribal organi-
zatioiu established under the Act were to set standards. The difficulty has been
thut from a personnel administration standpoint tribal membership standards
vary from tribe to tribe: and in some instances, trilbes (1o not maintain current
nemilershil) rolls. Furthermore, some tribes, the largest-the NavaJo•-in )artic-

Wiar. elected not to organize under the Act and others, particularly Oi-lahoma
trihe:. -muld not organize under it, but individuals were not exempt fr,)i the
preferei;ce and definition provisions. What this Ilas meant is that it has been ill
the Burean',is interest to maintain a tiniform standard of preference eligibility
for all Indans: but it has been at the expense of depriving some individuals of a
right 'onferred by law.' TI'qt deiprivation can no longer be tiphld. The ('omirt
ili Ma1w'ari stated that "ft ]hei preference, as applied, is granted to Indians not
as a discrete racial group, but, rather as members of quasi-sovereign tribal
eiitities . . ." 417 U.S. at 554.

Tithis. we request that 5 CFR 213.3112(a) (7) be modified to provide as follows
(7) All positions ini the Bureaui of Indian Affairs and other positions in the

Department of thle Interior directly an(d priniarkly related to ihe providing of
services to Indians when filled by the appointment of persons of Indian descent
who are either:

(I a member of a recognized tribe under federal jurisdiction: or
(iIt) a descendant of a ntemtber of a tribe who was oit June 1, 1934 re,4idilig

wit htin the boundaries of any Indian reservation : or
(iII) a person of one-half degree or more Indian ancestry ; or
4iv) an Eskino and other aboriginal people of Alaska ; or
(v) a descendant of all enrolled member of a currently federally-recognized

t ribh, whose rolls have been closed by an act of Congress.
current employees o tilte Bureau of Indian Affairs who are of one-quiarier

or more o' Indian ancestry of a federally recognized tribe an(i who received
prefe'rence prior to this change. ;hall conittiite to lie preference eligibles as long
as they are continuously employed it tie Bureau. This "Grran father" chise
will bw included lit the Bureau's regulations to protect current employees' rights.

Tlrhwe criteria will also apply to competitive personnel actions within the
Bureau for promotions, reassignments and transfers.

JUnder Section 18 of the Reorganization Act, tribes could vote to reject the
application of it to their reservation. Nevertheless. other preference statutes,
note 1. supra, would allow for the apl)lication of the same preference and the
samne (etinitiot of Indian. Thus, the above criteria would set a nitiformn standard
thrmiuguout the Bureau ; although mentbership standards and degrees of Indian
a nivestry vary.

While Setion 13 l)ro- ides that some Oklahtoma tribes cannot organize under
tle Adt, the preference and definition sections (1o apply so that Indians of
Oklahoma tribes are under these provisions. However, there are now no Indian
reservations within the State and the rolls of several Oklahoma tribes (Cherokee,

4 While wany tribes have blood quantum requirements of one-quarter degree and thur a
change in the preference eligibility standard as proposed would result In little real change
in the number of eligibles, a few have no minimum but obviouy,.l require some ancestry of
the tribe.
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Choctaw, Creek, Chickasaw and Osage)-%% ere closed by acts of Congres. so that
there are today no current membership rolls for these tribes. Tile provisions (if
the definition of Section 1. may be inapplicalble to persons of such tribal ancestry
except to the exte-At they are one-half or more Indian. In order to achieve the
utmost uniformity in standards of eligibility, we lpropose the fifth criterion so as-
to include descendants of the members of these tribes.

Since this modlficatifin is dictated bIy statute, we believe it can be achieved
through the rulemaking authority of the Commission, 5 U.S.C. § 1302. Therefore,
we request that approval be given to the proposal and(1 that it be publi-4bed accord-
ing to your rulemaking procedures for modification in an agency's excepted
apl)intlnent authority.

I'pon your approval and publication of the new authority, these provisions will
become effective within the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Department of the
Interir. If there are ainy questions, please do not hestitate to contact us.

Sincerely yours,

,Sccrctary of thie Inicrior.

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 9]

AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW ComMIsSIoNi,
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
W1lshington, D.C., Decmbcr 2.., 19h5.

JOHiN ECIIOIIAWK,
NARF,
Boulder, Colo.

I)EAHt JOHN : Here is the material on Indian preference I talked with you about
a couple weeks ago. I apologize for the delay in getting them out to) you.

Included are:
1. Letter to Robert Ilninpton of the Civil Service Commissi.n (Draft Copy

11-20-75).
2. Memorandumn-Indiani Preference--from the Indian IHealth Service.
3. IllS memorandum of October 29, 1975 re: Impact of .1i dari & F.'rccman

cases and various related correspondence.
Item 1 above contains the new proposed BIA preference regulations. These

aro at the level of the Commissioner's Office BIA 'at tile present time. After he
approves them they will go to the Secretary of Interior for review amid then over
to the Civil Service Commission.

You will note that this procedure a,:sumes the Civil Service hm; control of the
eligibility standards in the first place ( which they do not). Flowing from this It is
obvious that the BIA intends to ignore the IRA exemption from Civil Servive laws
and further demonstrated. that they are not going to ask tie Secretary of Interior
to establish separate standards for Indians as required by the IRA.

Additionally, on plage 4 of the letter class (Ii) Is the descendant clas,:. The BIA
does not intend to clarify that the descendant himself or herself had to be resid-
ing on tae reservation as of June 1, 193-. They fully intend at this point to opeen
up lpref,,rence to anyone who call show descendmency to a federally recognied
m-ember thus no'Ang preference meaningless as well as conflicting with tile law.
They take the position that case law will clarify it. Seems like a wate of time
and effort for everyone and dangerous as well.

Class (li) is the on.2-half blood class and they say this (Ioes not mean nonree.-g-
nized Indiamis-this i'iterpretation is likewise in conflict with the law and has no
meaning at all with their interpretation.

Then class (v) I,; also troubles(ome in that their explanation of it Is erroneous;.
They are saying Oklahoma Indians can not qualify under the first class (I) and
therefore, they only come under preference under class (v). This too is incor-
r(ct. Oklahoma Indians do qualify under class (1) membership in a federally
recognized tribe. See their explanation at lhit tonu of page 4 and top of page 5.

I just talked with Jim Robey a minute amgo and he wow says that class (v)
will lie changed so that any descendant of aml enrolled Oklahoma Indian wil lit-
given preference since the rolls out there have not been updated since MM0). Again
this ,lwns preference up far too wide.

t Act (if April 26. 1906, 35 Stat. 137: Act of June 28, 1906, 34 Stat. 53:9.
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I will be home Il Michigan for a week or so. If you want to discuss this further
before I get back to Washington give me a call there. Happy Holidays.

Yours cordia. ly,
KARL A. FUNKE.

Specialist, Task Force No. 9.

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 81
NOVEMBER 20, 1975.

Mr. ROBERT HAMPTON,
Chairman, U.S. Civil Service Commission,
Washington, D.C.

DAR CITAIMAN HAMPTON :This i. to request the omission'sns consideration
of a change in the definition of "Indian" for purposes of the Schedule A excepted
appointment authority now contained in 5 CFR ! 213.3112(a) (7).

The Schedule A authority is conferred in order to implement a preference hii
employment of Indians. At present eligibility for preference in the selection for
positions in the Bureau of Indian Affairs iN extended to persons of one-quarter
degree Indian ancestry. Numerous statutes 1 provide the basis for a preference
for Indians in employncut in the Indian Service. All except one do not define "In-
dian." The one statute which does establishes a different definition of "Indian"
than that embodied in the present excepted appointment authority. Thus it is to
harmonize the excepted appointment authority with the statuory definition that
we request your approval.

The quarter-degree standard is based on executive orders., Obviously, executive
orders cannot derogate from a statutory set standard. The statutory standard is
established by Section 19 of the Indian Reorganizatlon Act of June 18. 1934, snpra,
25 U.S.C. § 479. Section 12 of the Indian Reorganization Act established an abso-
lute preference for Indians in their selection to fill all vacancies in the Bureau.
Freeman v. Morton, Civ. No. 327-71 (D.D.C.), filed December 21, 1972; aff'd 499
F.2d 494 (D.C. Cir. 1974). Furthermore, the Supreme Court has held that the
Indian preference statutes. particularly § 472." were not Inipliedly repealed by the
1972 Equal Employment Opportunity amendments to the 1964 Civil Rights Act.
42 U.S.C. (Supp. 11 1973) § 2000e-16(a) ; nor are non-Indian employees deprived
of property rights In the application of preference to Tndians. Morton v. Mancari,
417 U.S. 535 (1974). The Associate Solicitor for TnIla. Affairs has advised that
the definition of "Indian" In Section 19 of the Indiain Reorganization Act mus•t be
read in pari matcria with Section 12. This opinion was rendered In response to
,•everail administrative appeals of pers.(,ns who are members of federally-recog-
nized tribes, but who were denied preference eligibility because they are less than
a quarter-degree. In addition, another person-a member of a tribe organized
under the Indian Reoganization Act but of less than a quarter-degree Indian
ance4ry-lhas filed suit claiming eligibility. Whiting %. United States, CiV. No.754•007 (D. S. Da k. ).

The definition established in Section 19 Is that for purloses of the Act "Indian"
means persons of Indian descent:

(1) who are members of any recognized Indian tribe now under Federal
jurisdiction;

(2) who are descendants of such members who were. on June 1, 1934, re-
siding within the present Imondaries of any Indian reservation;

(3) all others of one-half or more Indian 1lood(; and
(4) Eskimos and other aboriginal peoples of Alaska.

The bjective of the Indian Reorganization Act was to put an end to the diminu-
tion of the Indian land base and to allow tribes, which nt that time were fre-

t Act of June 30. 1834. 25 U.S.C. 1 45. 4 Stat. 737; Act of .July 4. 1A84. 25 U.S.C. 1 46.
23 Stat. 97: Act of Febriiary S. 1887, 25 U.S.C. 1 348. 24 Stat. 399: Act of Aunuist 13. 1894,
25 {U.S.C. 1 44. 28 Stat. 313; Act of April 30. 1908. 25 U.S.C. 1 47. 36 Stat. 861: anul Sec-
tion 12. Act of June 18. 1934. 25 U.S.C. 1 472. 48 Stat. 984. Several treaties with Indian
tribes also have preference provisions. Handbook of Federal Indian Law, 534--535 (1950,
ed ).

2 J.( 13. 6676, April 14, 1934: E.O. 7916. 3 CFR 350 (June 2.1. 1938) E.O. 104.3. 3 ChIt
449 (.laluary 31. 1929) : E.O. 8383. 3 CFR 636 (March 28, 1940).

'Tle Court Indicated that Section 472 replaced the earlier and more narrowly drawn
preference statutes. Morton v. Alancari, 417 1U.S. at 53R, n. 2; see also note 1. stipra.
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quently coopted by Indian Service agents, to reorganize into organizations
which would have some measure of self-government. Thus, rather than have
standards of membership- established by Federal officials, viable tribal organiza-
tions established under the Act were to set standards. The difficulty has been that
from a pe, rsonnel administration standpoint tribal membership standards vary
from tribe to tribe; and in some instances, tribes do not maintain current inem-
bership rolls. Furthermore, some tribes, the largest-the Navajo-i-a particular,
elected not to organize under the Act and others, particularly Oklahoma tribes,
could not organize under it but individuals were not exempt from the preference
and definition provisions. What this has meant is that it has been in the Bureau's
interest to maintain a uniform standard of preference eligibility for all Indians;
but it has been at tihe expense of depriving some individuals of a right conferred
by law.' That deprivation can no longer be upheld. The Court in M.tacari stated
that -[t]he preference, as applied, is granted to Indians not as a discrete racial
group, but, rather as members of 4uasi-sovereign tribal entities ..... " 417 U.S.
at 55 I.

Thus, we request that 5 CPR 213.3112 (a) (7) be modified to provide as follows:
(7) All positions in the Bureau of Indian Affairs and other positions in the De-

partment of the Interior directly and primarily related to the providing of serv-
ices to Indians when filled by the appointment of persons of Indian descent who
are either:

(I) a member of a recognized tribe under federal jurisdiction; or
(iH) a descendant of a member of a tribe who was on June 1, 1934 residing

within the boundaries of any Indian reservation; or
(11) a person of one-half degree or more Indian ancestry: or
iv) an Eskimo or a descendant of the other aboriginal peoples of Alaska;

or
(v) an employee of one-quarter degree or more Indian ancestry of a

federally-recognized tribe, who was a preference eligible prior to the change
in this subsection, as long as the person is continuously employed.

This would set a uniform standard throughout the Bureau; although under
the first category, memblership standards, as nientionmlt above, do vary among
tribes. This same criteria will also apply to c(omi)etitive personnel actions for
Indian in promotions, reassignments and transfers.

Under Section 18 of the Reorganization Act, tribe:,- eould vote to reject the ap-
plication of it to their reservation. Nevertheless, other preference statutes, note 1,
RuIora, would allow for the application of the same preference and the same defini-
tion of Indian. Moreover, while Section 13 provides that Oklahoma tribes cannot
organize under the Act, the preference and definition sections do apply so that
Indians of Oklahoma tribes are under these provisions. Because In some cases
Oklahoma tribes have not maintained organizations and current memberships
and there are now, with several exceptions, no reservations in the State, the pro-
visions of the definition of Section 11) may be inapplicable to persons of such
tribal ancestry except to the extent they are one-half or more Indian. In order to
insure that no person, such as an Oklahoma Indian. who Is presently a prefer-
emne eligible is deprived of continuing to receive, It,3 we propose the last category
in the interest of justice to such employees.

Since this modification is dictated by statute, we believe it can be achieved
through the rulemaking authority of the Commission. 5 UI.S.C. § 1302. Therefore,
we request that approval bie given to the proposal and that it be publlshed! ac-
cording to your rulenaking procedures for m.iodiflcaion t mi an agency's eXcelpted
aplpintment authority.

If there are any questions, please do not hestitate to contact us.
Sincerely yours,

Secretary of the Ihterior.

Witle many tribes harp- blood quantum requirements of one-quarter degree and thus a
'ha:,ge In the preference eligibility standard as proposed would result in little real cliange

lit the number of eligibles, a few have no ninimnum but obviously require somne ancestry of
thi, tribe.

6 Prior to the decision In Freeman, supra, the question of an employee receiving prefer-
ence beyond the Initial hiring stage was never broached.
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[Exhibit 1, Index No. 7]

SHERMAN & MORGAN, P. C.,
ATTORNEYS AND (COUNSELORS AT LAW,

Denver, Colo., Novem bcr 13. 190.;.

HIon. MoRRIs TIIoMPtoN,
Coni ni issioner of Idian Affairs,
i urca u of Indian Affairs,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. TIIo.rso.x: This letter Is written on behalf of the National Center
for Indian Preference, a non-profit corporation In Denver, Colorado, which mali-
talns a continuing Interest in the enforcement of Indian preference since the
Frceman v. Morton decision of 1974. We are in receipt of Patrick Macrory's letter
to you of September 16, 1975, and your response to him of September 22, 19175,
concerning certain policy questions regarding the implementation of Indian lpref-
erence within the Bureau.

We would very much like to know what the Bureau's schedule is for publishing,
rules and regulations for the implementation of Indian preference, and if there,
are proposed regulations for that implementation, we would very much appreciate
receiving a copy of them.

We are most concerned with the matter 'Mr. Macrory raised to you iii the (or-
respondence notrd above, and also with the propose definition of Indians who,
shall lie included within the regulations implementing Indian preference.

Would you please let us know at your earliest convenience the answers to
these quest ions.

Very truly yours,
BRYAN MORGA N.

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 61

U.S. 1)EPARTMI:NT OF TIlE INTERIOR,
BURmAl" OF INDIA.N AFFAIRS,

Washington, D.C., October 8, 19"5.

Memorandum To: IHolers of Federal Personnel Manual.
Fromn: Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
Subject : 44 BIAM 713 Equal Employment Opportunity.

This release transmits the revised 4-1 BIAM 713 on the Equal Employment
Opportunity program to reflect the policy of extending Indian preference to
apply to all actions under this program leading to the filling of vacancies within
the Bureau and to update the material.

MORRIS TOoMrsONx,
C,im hm issioner of Indian .Affairi.).

[From Bureau of Indian Affairs Manual-44 BIAM Addition to FPMJ

('ClAIVrmR 713. EQUAL EMiPi.OYMENT OPPORTUNITY -1-1 BIAM 713,1.1

SUIICIIAPTER 1. GENERAL

.1 litroduction.-The main obJectives of the Bureau as va rloum:ly expressed in
the legislative history have bIeen to give Italimans a great,,r participation in their
own self-government to further the Government's trust obligation toward tie
Italian tribes; and to reduce tie effect of hai ving non-ldlanls administer matters
that affect tribal life. The overriding purpose was to establish machinery whereby
Indian tribes would be able to assume a greater degree of self-government, both
politically amld evionomica3lly.

One of the primary means by which self-government would hIe fostered and th,,
Bureau made more responsive was to increase the participation of tribal Indiall4
in BIA olirations. Ii order to achieve this edl, it wast recognized that some kind
of preference and exemption from otherwise prevailing Civil Service require-
nients was necessary.

Legislative hi,;tory reflets that Congress was we0ll aware that the Indian
prefi-rence would result in #m.lo1yment disadvantage, within the BIA for non-
Inldlans. Not only was this displacement unavoidable if room were to be made for
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Indians. hut it was explicitly determined that gradual replacement of non-Indlans
within the Bureau was a desirable feature of the entire program for self-govern-
ment. The extension of the preference in 1972 to all actions designed to fill vacan-
vies was designed to bring more Indians into positions of responsibility and, it
that regard, was considered to be a logical extension of the Congressional Intent.

The mentioned affirmative provisions of the 1964 Ci-H! Rights Act excluding
coverage of tribal employment and of preferential '.reatment by a business or
enterprise on or near a reservation indicate C2ongr'ss's recognition of the long-
standing Federal policy of providing a unique iegal status to Indians in matters
concerning tribal or "on or near" reservation employment. The exemptions reveal
a clear congressional sentiment that an Indian preference In the narrow context
of tribal or reservation-related employment did not constitute racial discrimina-
tion of the type otherwise proscribed. In extending the general anti-diserlinina-
tion machinery to Federal employment In 1972, Congress in no way modified
these private employment preferences built into the 1964 Act, and they are still
in effect. A provision aimed at furthering Indian self-government by according an
employment reference within the BIA for qualified members of the governed
group can readily coexist within the general rule prohibiting employment dis-
c.rlmination on the basis of race. Any other conclusion can be reached only by
formalistic reasoning that ignores both the history and purl)oses of the preference
and the unique legal relationship between the Federal Government and tribal
Indians.

The basic purpose and thrust of the EEO program is to provide a vehicle to
assist minorities and women in upgrading their status within the Federal Sector
by providing training and developmental opportunities necessary for upward
mobility, and secondly to establish and maintain active, extensive efforts in
recruiting, to insure that minorities and women are always in evidence among the
resources. The unique employment environment within the Lureau limits sub-
stantially opportunities for non-Indians, however, there are mnany opportunities
which will continue to develop for the members of the non-indian community and,
in these instances, extreme care must be exercised to assure benefits and (con-
sideratlons fully meet the conditions of this program and that equal opportunity
does prevail.

It is against this background that we must design an affirmative action pro.
grain. Of necessity, this program is Indian oriented and in every Instance of
selection for participation under the program provisions which is tantanmo,,nt to
selection for promotion either present or future, when qualified for target posi.
tions, Indian preference will be applicable, and applied wheni making selections
for program participation. This program may he viewed l as the vehicle or tool in
furthering the Bureau's obligation to Identify, develop. an1d train Indians for
administering programs affecting Indian people. All managers are encouraged to
make full use of tile Career D)evelopment Systni as a supportive program to the
Affirmative Action Program.

.2 ,Staternent of Policy --- in the Bureau of Indian Affairs, ail Indian ha. prefer-
ence, by law, in appointment provided the candidate has established proof that
Ite or she is Indian and meets the qualifications for tile position to be tilled (25
U.S.C., Section 472). This legislation directs the Secretary of the Interior "to
establish standards of health, age. character, experience, knowledge, and ability
for Indians who may b)e appointed, without regard to ('lvil Service laws, to the
various positions maintained, now or hereafter, by time Indian Office, in the ad.
ministration of functions or services affecting any Indian tribe. Such qualified
Indians shall hereafter have the preference to appointment to vacaneles ill ally
such lostions." Indian preference eligibles have been defined as those per-;ons of
Indian blood and being a menemler of a Federally PecognIz(,d tribe.

In the ease of Freeman vs. Morton the U.S. District ('ourt issued a summary
deeiion which reads as follows.:

"It Is accordingly ordered this 21st (lay o' Decemntier 1972. thnt all initial hirin,
plo(,nollons, lateral transfers. and reassignments in tile Bureau of Indian Affairsas well a- any other lprsonnel movement therein Intended to 1111 vacancies in that
:-gmney, however created, Ie declared governed by 25 U.S.('. Section 472 which
requires thlit preference ibe afforded qualified I nan candidates."

The Sulpreme Court ruled June 17. 1974, on the Morton vs. Maneari east which
hlad been [ending since April 2.1, 1974. Tile Government's policy of giving prefer-
e(nee to Indians In hiring [lid promotion within the Bureatu of Indian Affairs was111lield.
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The decision of the court was basically that (1) Congress did not intend to
repeal the Indian preference, and the District Court erred in holding that it was
repealed by the Equal Employment Opp'rtunities Act of 1972, and (2) Indian
preference does not constitute invidious racial discrimination in violation of the
Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment but is reasonable and rationally
designed to further Indian self-government.

Personnel actions will be in accordance with the provisions of the Court De-
cision in the Freeman vs. Morton case. The partial stay was vacated by the
Court on April 25, 1974.

.8 Ewoeptiona to Indian Preference.--Non.Indians may be appointed, promoted,
reassigned or laterally transferred to vacancies, however created, onluy wheb
there are no qualified Indians available.

.4 Training.-Employee training or any formalized self-development efforts
which require a commitment or allocation of Bureau funds shall be administeres
on the basis of need. Experience indicates that Indian employees, due to prior
lack of developmental opportunities, have greater developmental needs; there.
fore, it Is to be assumed that mayor training efforts shall be directed toward the
development of Indians.

Participation in training shall be to meet determined training needs and the
needs of the government service, therefore, selection shall take into considera-
tion existing need for training to Improve job effectiveness, employee utilization,
upward mobility, and the willingness of the employee to be available in locationii
where his skills and services can be best utilized.

Recognition of the Bureau's mandate to develop Indian administrators to ad.
minister programs affecting Indians, full use of the Career Development Program
is encouraged. Indian preference of necessity must be applied, however, extensive
competition is encouraged to assure the Identification of candidates with high
motivation and potentlql having a substantial degree of qualifications needed to
fill the target positions. This effort should be based on an assessment of projected
needs.

.A Responeibilftt.-The application of these policies In employment and train-
Ing is the direct responsibility of every Bureau official and appointing officer.
The Bureau must rely on the judgment and Integrity of its officials and appoint-
lng officers, since it has neither the intention nor the capability to inquire into
the filling of every vacancy with a non-Indian candidate to assure itself that
the Indian preference policy has been fully observed. The overall performanceo
of Bureau offices and activities in this regard will be measured periodically, and
further study will be undertaken of any program or activity where accessions or
promoltons o.' Indian to non-Indian employees appears to be distorted.

In those instances where field officials do their own recruiting, they will make
a positive effort to locate qualified Indian candidates for each vacancy. If a
quallf1el Indian candidate cannot be located and a qualified non-Indian Is
available, the non-Indian may be appointed. In this event, documentation in
writing to show the efforts made to Identify Indian candidates, except for class-
room teacher positions, must be furnished the Bureau Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity (EEO) Officer.

.6 Equal Employment Opportunity (ERO) Program.-The Bureau's Equal
Employment Opportunity (EEO) Program Is designed to assure equal oppor-
tunity in employment to the maximum extent possible to minorities and women,
while taking Into account Federal laws and the Indian preference policy which
affect Bureau employment practices. After consideration of the mandate pre-
scribed above, equal opportunity shall be provided to all employees In actions
affecting status changes and In selection for training without regard to race,
color, religion, sex, or national origin.

.7 Program Objectives.-Objectives for this program, which take Into account
the primary mission of the Bureau and the requirement of giving preference to
Indians, are:

(1) To provide, when qualified Indians are not available for hire, equal em.
ployment opportunity for others without regard to race, color, religion, sex, or
national origin.

(2) To foster equal opportunity for training based upon the need of employees
to receive training to Improve job effectiveness, to achieve full utilization of
their skills, and to enhance career opportunities.

(8) To assure equal opportunity for career advancement to all employees
without regard to race, color, religion, sex, or national origin In all instances
not subject to the application of Indian preference.
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(4) To Implement and foster a continuing development program of Indian
administrators to assure reserve of resources to administer Indian programs.

.8 Organization for Bquai Bmplorment Opportunity (81O).
A. The Commissioner of Indian Affairs has overall responsibility for the

direction and operation of the Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) Program
within the Bureau.

B. The Equal Employment Opportunity Staff. The Central Office Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity Officer has full delegated authority and functional respon-
sibility from the Commissioner for administering the Equal Employment
Opportunity Program. This is an independent staff located within the Office
of Administration. The staff, in coordination with the Central and Areas Offices,
develops plans, procedures, and regulations in carrying out the EEO program to
promote equal opportunity without regard to race, color, religion, sex, or na.
tional origin in all organizational'units, locations occupations, and level of re-
sponsibility. It Is also responsible for monitoring the continuing application of
Indian preference in initial hiring, promotions, and transfers. The staff includes
a Federal Women's Coordinator who has the responsibility to assure that equal
opportunity for women is an integral part of the overall EEO program.

(1) Develop, within the context of policy set by the Civil Service Commission,
the Department, and in accordance with the Supreme Court's decision of June 17,
1974, the policy to be set forth by the Bureau's EEO program.

(2) Develop, within the context of guidelines of the Civil Service Commis.
sion, the Department, and in accordance with the Supreme Court's decision of
June 17, 19974, the format and content of the Bureau's Affirmative Action Plan
for EEO. This plan will be zeviewed annually and revised if necessary.

(8) Evaluate program effectiveness with assistance of field EEO officers
through onsite reviews at various Bureau jurisdictions, advising officials of im-
provement, if required. Wherever and whenever appropriate, the Bureau EEO
Officer is delegated the authority of the Commissioner, after consultation with
the Chief Personnel Officer, to direct remedial action to effect immediate adminis.
trative action and changes. This delegation extends to fleld EEO officers.

(4) Develop and recommend to the Commissioner the annual fiscal and man-
power resources required, Bureauwide and by major organizational components,
to assure effective operation and improvement of the Bureau's lEO program.

(5) Act to the extent appropriate and feasible to resolve individual and group
complaints relating to operation of this program (see item 8 above).

(0) Assure the concerns of women are evidenced by a woman, designated
as/and to function as Federal Women's Program Coordinator, who shall assist
and advise him of the special concerns of women.

U. The Chief Personnel Officer has responsibility for providing staff assistance
to the Bureau EEO Officer and is charged with the responsibility of executing
those functions assigned to the Division of Personnel Management by the Affir-
mative Action Plan. This responsibility extends to the Area level where full-time
EEO officers are appointed.

D. Area Directors are responsible for effective operation of the Bureau's
Affirmative Action Plan, as set forth in this issuance, within their Aream. Officials
in charge of field offices under Central Office jurisdiction are responsible for
effective operation of the Bureau's Affirmative Action Plan within their juris-
dictions. This responsibility includes the appointment and designation of a
woman to serve as the Area Federal Women's Program Coordinator and in areas
with significant Spanish-surname designate a Spanish-Speakimig Coordinator.
Of primary concern to these officials in meeting this responsibility shall be the
appropriate allocation of resources-fiscal and manpower to assure effective
program operation.

E. The head of each major field office with a servicing personnel office and the
Central Office will appoint an EEO officer to serve on a full-time basis and desig-
nate a woman as the Federal Women's Program Coordinator who shall assist
the Area EEO officer. The appointment of field EEO officers shall be subject to
the approval of the Bureau EEO (0,ficer. While reporting to the respective heads
of offices, these officials shall concurrently report all EEO matters to the Bureau
EEO Officer. All Personnel Management Specialists with EEO responsibility will
function in a similar capacity when working on r.EO matters. These ofll,iais shall
perform within their areas of jurisdiction the same functions as those assigned
to the Bureau Officer In the administration of the Bureau's Affirmative Action
Plan. The field EEO officers will assist and provide guidance to EEO counselors,
employees, and management during the informal stages of complaints when
necessary and appropriate. Emphasis should be directed toward resolving all
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tissues prior to the acceptance of a formal complaint. When the complaint Is ac-
.cepted formally, it should be directed to the Central Office for further disposition
by the Bureau EEO Officer, and should be fully documented to reflect all Area
EEO officer actions and management considerations prior to submissions to the
Central Office.

F. The Bureau will have a sufficient number of properly trained EEO coun-
selors (1 for' each 50 employees). These officials will establish an open and
sympathetic channel through which employees may raise questions, discuss
grievances, get answers, and obtain informal resolutions of problems connected
with equal employment opportunity. They serve as a bridge between employees
and management and are r -ponsible for trying to resolve problems which are
brought to their attention by employees. Counselors shall display initiative In
Identifying and resolving potential or actual cases of employee dissatisfaction
In the operation of this program. Counselors are expected to remain in this
capacity for a minimum of two years. Managers, supervisors, and employees
should make sure that persons nominated as counselor have the time, sensi-
tivity, and basic understanding required to perform this function prior to
soliciting interest from employees for selection of counselors.

All efforts to fill vacant counselor positions should be advertised since this
role does provide substantial developmental opportunities as a collateral
assignment.

When acting In the role of a counselor, counselors are responsible to and
report only to the EIHO officer. Contacts with local management should be made
only as required In attempting to resolve the issues at hand.

0. Personnel Officers will assist in studies prescribed by the Bureau's Affirm-
ative Action Plan and will cooperate fully with the local EEO officer, the
Bureau EEO Officer, and the Central Office Division of Personnel Management
In providing an active equal employment opportunity program.

H. Managers and supervisory personnel at all levels are responsible for oh.
serving the principles and spirit of the EEO program. Each manager and
supervisor Is responsible for implementing the action items of the Affirmative
Action Plan which lie within his authority. Support of the EEO~ program will
e a Ropjor Item considered when completing the annual performance rating

of manager. and supervisors.
I. The Chief, Personnel Systems and Information Section, or his designee,

of the Field Support Services Office, Is designated for report purposes as Deputy
EEO Officer.

.0 (,omIIIfilcatlon of Program.-The Bureau's EEO program and the specific
details of the Affirmative Action Plan will he brought to the immediate and
continued attention of all employees semiannually on an informal basis (e.g.,
general employee meeting). New employees, upon entry on duty, shall be ap-
praised of the program and the plan. Supervisors, In particular. because of
the key role they play in the operation of the program, shall receive refresher
training annually to assure they are fully aware of program policy and the
responsibilities they have been assigned In the execution of this program.
fRuch training shall especially stress the high priority that the Commissioner
has assigned to this program, and the impact of Federal laws unique to Indians
and applicable to the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

.10 Proccsftndp Complaints.-The Bureau will Insure, In cooperation with the
Department's Office for Equal Opportunity, the timely, competent and objective
handling of complaints of alleged discrimination. Complaints will be processed
under the provisions of Federal Personnel Manual, Chapter 718, except that
flld EEO officers shall be responsible for the proper handling of complaints and
for forwarding the necest-ary information to the Bureau EEO Officer. In this
Connection:

A. All employees will be made aware of the function, Identity or specific loca.
tion of available HBEO counselors.

Ii. Provision shall be made for replacement and training of EEO counselors
and investigators as needed, and for a periodic review of their adequacy and coin.
petence by the Area and field EEO officers In cooperation with the Bureau EEO
Officer.

C. The Bureau will maintain a roster of not less than four EEO Investigators
who have been fully trained in the EEO investigative process to be utilized by
the Departmnt In conducting internal EEO investigations and in other bureaus
of the Department.

D. Appropriate corrective action will be taken where Investigation of com-
p)laints reveals discriminatory or other inappropriate administrative practices
action by managers and sulervisors.
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.11 Program Evaluation.-The Bureau EEO Officer and supportive staff
shall have primary responsibility for evaluating the program, recommending
modifications, and recommending resources required to assure optimum pro-
gram operation. This official shall receive the full support and aid of all
Bureau managers in the execution of this function.

Evaluation will involve analysis of required report data and visits to appro-
priate field offices in consultation with Bureau, Departmental, and Civil Serv-
ice Commission officials. Program effectiveness shall be measured against the
program requirements and objectives set forth in this issuance, and Affirmative
Action Plans.

.12 Program Blemente.--Program elements and applicable procedures are
set forth ii Subchapter 2. Supplements will be reviewed and established an-
nually and revised as necessary to assure emphasis on areas of greatest Peed.

.18 Local Imnplementation.-Each Area Office, agency installation, and major
independent field office reporting directly to the Central Office will prepare
action plans to supplement this program. Plans should Include additional items
considered appropriate for immediate action by the activity concerned. This
may lie a memorandum supplement to either the Bureau or Area plan. This
calls for a clear understanding of the equal employment opportunity situation
at each office and major facility. EEO officers will assist local management in
an analysis of programs at each office. The local EEO program must be based
on the existing employment situation and should respond to currently identified
problem areas or impediments to equal employment opportunity in all organi-
zational units, occupations, and levels of responsibility.

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 5]
AnNow & Poas,

Washington, D.C., September 16, 1975.
Re: Indian Preference.
Hon. bMoas .TuoMso,q,
Oommfeioner of Indian Affairs,
Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Washington, D.O.

DEAn MN. CO¶MUxssIoNEa: I have just received a copy of your letter dated
August 17, 1975 to all tribal chairman, setting out the proposed BIA policy for
Indian preference. I am extremely disturbed about the language of this proposed
policy, which seems to me to be in clear contravention of the Court Order in
Freeman v. Morton, 490 F.2d 494 (D.C. Cir. 1074), in which I represented the
plaintiffs. The statement that "an Indian has preference in initial appoint-
ment, including lateral transfer from outside the Bureau . . . ." Implies that
no preference will be granted in the case of lateral transfers or reassignments
within the Bureau. I do not see how this can be reconciled with the statement
of the Court of Appeals in Freeman, to the effect that the statute requires
preference to be given whenever there is "a vacancy to be filled, whether for
initial hWring, or by or as a result of promotions, lateral transfers or reassign.
menat# in the Bureau... ." 499 F.2d at 498.

If the proposal is implemented in its present form, I shall have no alterna.
tive but to reopen the Freeman litigation.

I look forward to hearing from you at your earliest opportunity.
Sincerely yours,

PATRICK F. J. MACRORY.

(Exhibit I, Index No. 4]

SHUMAN & MOROAN•, P.C.,
ArTToNEIYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW,

Denver, Jolo., 8,ptember 0, 1975.
PATRICK F. J. MACmOUT, Esq.,
Attorneys at Law,
Waehington, D.O.

DLAi PAT•tox: On Friday of last week I talked to John Echohawk of the
Native American Rights Fund, and he advised me that he had received through
friends a copy of a letter of August 7 from the Commissioner of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs to certain tribal chairmen. I understand John Echohawk is send-
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Ing you this letter directly, and I hope you have received it by the time my letter
arrives.

As John read the letter to me over the telephone, it seemed to be a matter of
some concern to us that the lateral transfer issue so hotly litigated in the
Freeman case is possibly fouled up again by the proposed method of implement.
tion of Indian Preference in the Commissioner's letter.

Specifically, we are concerned that the language may indicate that only lateral
transfers from outside the Bureau of Indian Affairs are to be governed by the
rules of Indian Preference. This result seems too preposterous on its face and
I cannot believe that language is meant to exclude the operation of Indian
Preference from lateral transfers within the Bureau of Indian Affairs, but
knowing what we do about the Bureau, we both thought it a safe position to
try to make some comment to the Commissioner, as requested in his letter by
date no later than September 15.

Since I talked with John, I have tried to locate Tillie Walker and other board
members of the National Center for Indian Preference. I find none of them to
be In, or expected to be in before mid-September at the earliest, and Tille will
definitely not be available before September 20.

I therefore suggest, if you deem it possible, that you consider writing a letter
to the Commissioner of the Bureau of Indian Affairs asserting your interest
as the continuing interest of the plaintiffs in the Freeman case, and requesting
a specific clarification on the point raised above. If I could have reached Tillie
Walker, I would have written a letter myself on behalf of the National Center
for Indian Preference, but I don't really think I have standing to proceed on
behalf of that organization on my own hook, and as I have detailed, there Is
no way I can reach any sufficient number of the board, or Tillie herself, in time
to have the comment go in.

Would you give this matter some consideration, and proceed as you see fit?
Hope to have a chance to see you out our way before too much longer.

Best regards,
BRYAN MORGAN.

(Exhibit 1, Index No. 81
TABULATION: TRIBAL RESPONSE TO AUGUST 7 INQUIRY (RESPONSE TO BIA) ON INDIAN PREFERENCE

Com-
mission's
proposal Alternate Other Detail of otherTribe

Pueblo de SanFelipe ......... ...... X
Chok Oklahom ........... X ....................
Kickapoo Oklahoma.................................... X
Iowa Oklahoma ............... X
Wichita, Caddo, and Daware Tribes, . ..... X

Oklahoma.Chay/enne-Aralpaho.................................X
Miami, Oklahoma ................. X ..........
Seminole, Oklahoma............................... XO e ......... .......................x. ..... .
Potawatomi, Oklahoma ............... X ....................

enion Palute Reservation ........................ X. ......
rwTribe .......................................... X

ville Confederated Tribes. .......... X ..............Aknion PitReevio....... .................... X .............

Ak-Chi1n o ....................... X
Pueblo of Zuni ............. o .................... X

end...o.l........................ X ....................pomIn .............................. x .......
All I n Pueblo CouncI ..................... x

Total ................ 8 3 8

Plve tribes the right to decide on preference
treat 5 tribes same as all others.
Retain f degree.e

Do.$
Calls for different Interpretation of sac

19-IRA.
Member of tribe or If degree.
Oklahoma tries treated as all other tribes.
Retain X degree.

Do.

Member of tribe or tj degree.

I It preference were supported they would vote for the Commission's proposal.
#Tribes wanting to retain Xj degree, 4.



[Exhibit 1, Index No. 2]
AUGUST l, 1975.

To All Triba O1hairmen:
Indian preference for employment in the Bureau has ranked very high among

the major policy issues facing the Bureau during the past two and one-half
years. Now that the Supreme Court has upheld employment preference for
Indians, a secondary question of how the determination is made as to who has
Indian preference must be faced. The present criteria of "one-fourth degree of
Indian blood of a Federally-recognized tribe" which was established by Execu-
tive Order, has been challenged through administrative appeal and as of April
17, 1975, by court action.

In October, 1974, I established a BIA Study Committee to give me a recom-
mendation as to how we should proceed to more effectively advance our Indian
preference policies including a thorough review of the existing policy statement.
The majority of this Committee recommended that the present policy be changed
to more accurately reflect the preference requirements set forth in Section 19
of the Indian Reorganization Act (IRA).

In December, 1974, I requested that the Solicitor research the question of
Indian employment preference and advise me concerning the legal basis for the
administration of this policy. In April the SoUcitor issued his opinion which
advised that the Indian Reorganization Act of 1984 contained the primary
statutory basis for Indian preference, and that this Act did in fact supersede the
Executive Orders, upon which the present policy is based. According to the
Solicitor's research, the Bureau's Indian Preference policy, in terms of qualifi-
cations for BIA employment, must be expanded to provide "preference" to all
members of tribes organized under the Indian Reorganization Act of 1084 re-
gardless of degrees of Indian blood.

The expansion of Indian preference employment eligibility represents a signi-
ficant policy change for the Bureau. The Solicitor has advised that some flex-
ibility does exist for the extension of the "tribal membership" criteria to other
Federally-recognized non-IRA tribes. Before we start the action necessary to
make this policy chance, I would like to have an expression from you and your
Tribal Counoil on this matter. Based on the recommendations from the Com-
mittee I appointed to study tis matter and the research and findings of the
Solicitor, I am proposing that the following be adopted as the BIA policy for
Indian preference in employment:

"An Indian has preference in initial appointment, including lateral transfer
from outside the Bureau, reinstatement and promotion. To be eligible for pref-
erence, an individual must meet any one of the following:

(a) a member of any recognized tribe now under Federal jurisdiction, or
(b) a descendant of a member of a Federally-recognized tribe who was on

June 1, 1984. residing within the boundaries of any Indian reservation under
Federal jurisdiction (For purposes of definition, the residing of either the
descendant or the antecedent members satisfies the requirements of this
provision.), or

(c) one-half or more Indian blood, or
(d) an Eskimo or a person descended from the other aboriginal peoples

of Alaska, or
(e) a person one-fourth or more Indian blood who is a dusendant of a

member of the Five Civilized Tribes in Eastern Oklahoma and the Osage
Tribe that have not organized under the Oklahoma Welfare Act, or

(f) a person of one-fourth degree or more Indian blood of a Federally-
recognized tribe who was eligible for "preference" under existing policy as
of the effective date for this new policy.

The alternative would be to follow a very strict interpretation of the 1984
Act wbich would mean that only members or descendants of members of tribms
organized under the IRA and other related acts would be eligible for employ-

(393)
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ment preference without regard to degree of Indian blood. The following repre-
sents the optional approach to the proposed policy:

"An Indian has preference in ititial appointment, including lateral transfer
from outside the bureau, reinstatement and promotion. To be eligible for pref-
erence, an individual must meet any one of the following:

(a) a member of any recognized tribe organiZcd under the Indian Re-
organization Act and other related acts, now under Federal jurisdiction, or

(b) a descendant of a member of a Federally-recognized tribe organized
tinder the Indian Reorganization Aot or other related acts who was on
June 1, 1934, residing within the boundaries of any Indian reservation un-
der Federal jurisdiction (For purposes of definition, the residing of either
the descendant or the antecedent members satisfies the requirements of this
provision.), or

(c) one-half or more Indian blood, or
(d) an Eskimo or a person descended from the other aboriginal peoples

of Alaska, or
(e) a person one-fourth or more Indian blood who is a descendant of a inem-

her of the Five Civilized Tribes in Fastern Oklahoma and the Osage tribe
that have not organized under the Oklahoma Welfare Act, or

(f) a person of one-fourth degree or more Indian blood of a federally.
recognized tribe who was eligible for "preference" under existing policy as
of the effective date for this new policy.

Two things should be noted in your considerations. (1) This policy change
affects BIA employment qualifications only and has no bearings on program or
service eligibility. (2) This proposal contains a provision which maintains the
eligibility for all persons covered under the present policy.

I would like to have your response to this proposed policy change by Septem.
ber 15, 1075. If possible, I would like to have a Council resolution expressing
the position of the majority of the Council on this matter. I recognize that this
is a short time allowance, particularly for a Council resolution. The reason for
the short response time is that a case has been filed in Federal court on the
very question of tribal membership in an IRA tribe and eligibility for Indian
preference. It is, therefore, very important that we move as quickly as possible
in determining the new policy for Indian preference and not have the courts
directing the Indian employment preference.

Your cooperation and assistance in this vital policy area will be appreciated.
Sincerely yours,

MORRIS THoP0som,
Oomndinlone of Indian Affairs.

[Exhibit 1, Index No. 11
U.S. DEPARTMENT OP THE INTERIOR,

OrrFcI OF THE SOLICITOR,
Washing;on, D.Q., April 0, 1975.

Memorandum to: Commissioner of Indian Aff'"-.
From: Associate Solicitor, Indian Affairs.
Subject: Definition of "Indian" for Preference eligibility.

By memorandum dated December 9, 1974, you requested an opinion on the
legal constraints on the definition of the term "Indian" for purposes of employ.
meant preference, so as to aid in deciding certain appeals by Bureau employees
claiminir preference. Some of these appeals involve the issue of whether persons
who are ",nrolled members of a federally-recognized tribe organized tender the
Indian Reorganization Act (IRA), 25 U.S.C. 1 461, et seq., are entitled to preter-
ence eligibility under section 472 by virtue of the definition of the term "Indian"
under section 479, even though they do not possess one-quarter degree of Indian
blood. Presently, the Bureau's regulations provide that a person must be one-
quarter degree or more Indian blood in order to qualify for a preference in
employment. 44 MIAIM 835, 8.1, issued Octoier 80, 1972. However, the definition of
"Indian" In 25 U.S.C. 1470 establishes membership In a tribe, irrespective of
blood quantum, as a standard for preference eligibility.

I have concluded that preference must, as a matter of law, be afforded to all
persons of Indian descent who are members of tribes organized under the Indian
Reorganization Act and to all other persons not members of any federally-recog.
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nized tribe who are of one-half degree Indian blood. However, the Bureau may-
as a matter of policy-establish a one-quarter degree standard for members of
recognized tribes not organized under the Indian Reorganization Act. My analysis
follows. It will be helpful in rendering our opinion to trace the evolution of
Indian preference and the quarter-degree standard. Various statutes, beginning
with one in the year 1834, have established one form or another of preference.
Act of June 80, 1834, 25 U.S.C. 145, 4 Stat. 737; Act of July 4, 1884, 25 U.S.C.
1 46, 28 Stat. 97; Act of February 8, 1887, 25 U.S.C. 1 848, 24 Stat. 389; Act of
August 18, 1804, 25 U.S.C. 144, 28 Stat. 818; Act of April 80, 1908, 25 U.S.C. 0 47,
36 Stat. 861; and Section 12 of the IRA. supra. 8c Morton v. Mancari, -
U.S. , 42 L.W. 4933, 4935 (June 17, 1974). Several treaties also have pref-
erence provisions, Federal Indian Law, 584-535 (1958 ed.). These provisions of
law imply, and sometimes state, that the Secretary of the Interior has the re-
sponsibility for affording preference. Compare 25 U.S.C. if 44, 47 and 472 with
Of 45, 46 and 848. However, even since the inception of the Federal Civil Service in
the year 1883, the Bureau has been under its aegis.

Indians entering the Office of Indian Affairs were required to qualify in regular
Civil Service examinations, except that certain preferences were allowed in com.
pliance with statutes providing that Indians slall be employed whenever prac-
ticable. Federal Indian Law, at S8M.

The Civil Service is governed by a commission through the President who ill-
plements the recommendations of the commission by executive order. ltce Act
of January 16,1883, 22 Stat. 408; 5 U.S.C. 1f 1300 and 8301. The essence of civil
service is that of merit and competition. Thris, because preference Is contrary to
ordinary civil service principles, it has been afforded by virtue of an executive
order promulgating civil service rules which confer certain excepted appointment
authority on the Secretary of the Interior.

The Civil Service Rules established by Executive Order 209, March 20. 1903,
for example, provided for a Schedule A appointment for: Indians em')ployed in
the Indian Service at large, except those employed as superintendent, teachers,
manual training teachers, kindergartners, physicians, matrons, clerks, Seoul-
ctresses, farmers, and industrial teachers.

ScHztU.T A, VI (7)

The excepted appointment authority for Indians was expanded by Executive
Order 4948 of August 14, 10'28, and contracted by Executive Order 5213 of
October 28, 1929. However, no appointment authority to that date defined an
Indian. '?he first Department employment manual in the year 1932 mentioned
a preference for Indians In the Bureau field services; but, again, Indian was
not defined. Regulations Governing Appoinimente in the Field Serticea of the
Dcprtment of the Interior, Section 48 (January 11, 1932).

With the depression of the 1300s, federal employment was used as a means
of resurrecting a healthy economy and countering massive unemployment In the
private sector. The Work Projects Administration and Civilian Conservation
Corp. are the most notable of these efforts. But also an Indian Civilian Conserva.
tion Corp. was created to provide Jobs for Indians. See Federal Indian Law, supro,
at 539. In this manner, many became employees of the Bureau of Indian Affairs
through excepted appointments.

A liberalizatin of the excepted appointment authority was conferred in Exec-
utive Order 6616 of April 14, 1984. It established a Schedule B appointment: a
non-competitive examination for Indians of one-quarter or more Indian blood.
Prior to that time, it was only Indian applicants for particular positions listed in
Schedule A who received an excepted appointment if they were otherwise quali-
fied. So, some two months before enactment of the Indian Reorganization Act, the
quarter-degree standard was administratively established.

The development of personnel regulations pertaining to Indians up to the time
of passage of the IRA is succinctly described In a statement circulated to Inter-
ested Indians soliciting their views on Implementation of the employment pref-
erence in section 472.

1 An earlier version of the IRA bill 8645, 78rd Cong., 2nd ReMs., contained a definition
of "Indian" in Section 21 in terms the same an the present Section 479 except that one-
quarter degree was used rather than one-halt. See 18 Cong. Ree. 11782. The quarter-degree
standard d was raised to one-half by House Conference Report 2049, 73rd Cong., 2nd Bess.,
78 Cong. Rec. 12004.

78-110-77- 20
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For several years the Indian Service was premitted ot appoint Indians to many
types of positions without civil service examination; and for certain other types,
such as teaching and clerical work, they might qualify for appointment by pass-
Ing a noncompetitive examination, that is, by meeting the minimum requirements.
In 1929, by Executive Order, -the range of positions to which Indians could be
appointed without examination was narrowed and Indians were required to
qualify in competitive civil service examinations for practically all positions for
which white applicants had been required to qualify in that manner. There was
adopted at that time, however, a preferential clause whereby Indians could be
certified in order of rating on a separate Indian register of civil service eligibles
and be considered before white applicants. This arrangement failed to Increase
materially the number of Indians appointed to Indian Service positions since it
was necessary for Indians desiring positions to wait until a regular civil service
examination was announced, and during rent years, due to economic conditions,
few new examinations were needed to maintain civil service lists of eligibles.

In April, 1984, this situation was remedied by an Executive Order permitting
noncompetitive examinations for Indians of one-fourth or more Indian blood for
all positions not then excepted for examination. Under the provisions of this
Order, a noncompetitive examination can be given only when there is a specific
vacancy for which the Indian to be examined is recommended by the Commis-
sioner, subject to passing the examination. In carrying out the plan for noncom-
petitive examinations, all applications for employment received by the Indian
Office from Indians of onc-fourth or more Indian blood are carefully classified
under the various types of civil service positions for which the applicants appear
to be qualified. As vacancies Arise, the persons listed for the kinds of work in-
volvwrA are considered and one or more (not over five) names are submitted to
the civil service commission for noncompetitive examination.

Manual of Civil Service Requirements for Indian Service Positions (Februo
ary 1985).

Of course, the underlying statutory preference provisions were expanded by
Congress in enacting the IRA. See Morton v. Manoarl, sopra, at 4935-4930, noid
Freeman v. Morton, 499 F. 2d 494 (CA DC 1974). However, the subsequent execu-
tive orders seem not to have taken into consideration the effects of a more ex-
panded preference and the definition of Indian.

On June 24, 1938, Executive Order 7916 (8 CFR 850) was signed which brought
all positions not then in the competitive classified civil service into it. If an In-
dian occupied a position excepted under Schedule A or had taken a noncompeti-
tire examination, passed and received a Schedule B appointment, he then re-
ceived, by virtue of the Order, a classified competitive appointment. Executive
Order 7916 also promised revision of Schedules A and B. Those schedules were
revised in Executive Order 8048 of January 81, 1989, 8 CFR 449, which brought
the excepted appointment previously conferred in Executive Order 6676 in ached-
ule B to Schedule A. Thereafter, Indians of one-quarter degree need not have
taken an examination in order to obtain employment in the Bureau.

Then, on March 28, 1940, Executive Order 8888, 8 CFR 630, brought all those
employees who had received excepted appointments In the Bureau of Indian
Affairs into the competitive civil service, just as Executive Order 7916 had done
tor the general civil service.

The one-quarter degree requirement Is an administrative doctrine which-
absent any statute defining an Indian-would appear to be within the Com-
missioner's discretion to establish. But with respect to preference under section
472, the definition of Indian In the Indian Rporganization Act must be used
where the tribe which the person Is affiliated with comes under the Indian
Reorganization Act.

With respect to tribes which voted to accept the Indian Reorganization Act
and those which did not reject It and the provisions of the act are applicable
to the tribe, the definition established by section 479 sets the standard for prefer-
ence eligibility. Those persons of Indian descent are:

1. Members of federally-recognized tribes:
2. Descendants of members of federally-recognized tribes who were resid-

Ing within the boundaries of a reservation on June 1,1984; and
8. All other persons of one-half or more degree Indian ancestry, whether

or not a member of a federally-recognized tribe and whether or not the
degree of ancestry ie attributable to more than one federally-recognized tribe.

It is our belief that where Congress provided for the formal organizing of the
tribe under a constitution approved by the Secretary of the Interior, member.
ship criteria would as a consequence be formalized and membership would then
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be a meaningful standard for defining an Indian. Defining a person as Indian
entails more than identifying mere Indian ancestry. If preference is to have any
meaning, some measure of "Indianness" must be the standard of eligibility. The
Supreme Court In the Mancarl decision emphatically stated that "[t]he prefer-
ence, as applied, Is granted to Indians not as a discrete racial group, but, rather
as members of quasi-sovereign tribal entities whose lives and activities are gov-
erned by the BIA in a unique fashion, Morton v. Mancarl, supra, Slip Opin. at
18. The mandate of Congress in enacting the Indian Reorganization Act was that
tribes, rather than the Bureau of Indian Affairs, would have the power to define
their members by way of a formal organization and a basic self-governing docu-
ment. That Inherent power must be recognized to the extent Congress Intended.

In order that the present authority to confer preference on Indians may be
modified to comply with the statutory definition of Indian, the present excepted
appointment authority in 5 CFR 1 213.8112(a) (7) would have to be revised by
executive order. The procedure for obtaining an executive order is set out in
I CFR Part 19. We would also advise you that in order to avoid any questioning
of the manner in which those present employees who have competitive appoint-
ments and who are to receive preference in the selection for a position (to not lose
their competitive appointment that a modifying executive order also contain the
authority to afford preference by not conferring an excepted appointment.

On the other hand, I believe that you possess discretion to set a quarter-blood
standard for preference eligibility with respect to members of recognized tribes
that voted to reject the Indian Reorganization Act. It is my opinion that rejec-
tion of the IRA meant not only rejection of the opportunity to organize a tribal
government under it, but also to be defined under its terms and receive the bene-
fits of preference.

The three-judge New Mexico District Court in the case of •,.1t,,ari v. Morton,
3.59 F. Supp. 585, held that preference under section 472 extended to individuals
regardless whether their tribal members had voted to accept or reject the act.
359 F.Supp. at 588.

The court stated that we cannot believe that Congress intended all the Indian t
tribes to vote on the extension of boundaries of the Papano Reservation sectionn
463a, 50 Stat. 836), on the Secretory making rules and regulations for the opera-
tion and management of Indian forestry units (section 460. 48 Stat. 980), or on
appropriations for vocational and trade schools (section 471, 48 Stat. 985), or
on other provisions found in the Indian Reorganization Act. Id. (emphasis
added).

As you know, the District Court's decision was reversed. Even apart from the
validity of the decision in light of its reversal, the court's reasoning seems in-
correct.. The citation to section 463a in the part of the opinion just quoted is er-
roneous. Section 463a was not enacted until the year 1937. Act of July 28, 1037, 50
Stat. 51•0. To be sure, there are several provisions in Section 8 of the IRA, 48 Stat.
984, no w section 468, which affect the Pnpago Reservation, but the main provision
calls fur the restoration to tribal ownership of the remaining surplus lands of a
reserve tion which had been opened to sale-a matter upon which tribal members
could v'ell express their desire. Furthermore, the act also established the Revolv-
ing Loiin Fund in Section 10, the eligibility for loans from which was originally
limited to Indian chartered corporations.

Section 10 of IRA, now 25 U.S.C. 1470. But the eligibility provision has been
twice s mended: first by extending It to individual Indians of not less than one-
quarter degree of tribes which had not voted to reject the act, Act of May 10,
1989, 53 Stat. 698, 25 U.S.C. 1 480; and, second, by extending it to tribes and
their members who had voted to reject the act or had not organized under it, Act
of May 7, 1948, 62 Stat. 211, 25.U.S.C. 1 482. See Senate Interior Committee Report
on H.R. 6tt2, Sen. Rept. No. 1147, 80th Cong., 2d Sean. and House Committee on
Public Lands Report on II.R. 1622, H. Rept. No. 039, 80th Cong.. 2d Sess. It the
benefits of the revolving loan fund were to be extended to all individuals of more
than a quarter-degree Indian blood after the first amendment there would have
been no need to enact the second amendment. But it is clear from the Depart-
went's legislative file on th 1948 Amendment that members of tribes that had
not organized under the IRA or Oklahoma Welfare Act, Act of JTune 20, 1936, 49
Stat. 1967, 25 U.S.C. 1 501, et seq., had been interpreted by the DepartmLnt to be
ineligible for a loan.

I conclude, accordingly, that you possess discretion as Commissioner to estab-
lish standards for preference eligibility for this group of persons under the
earlier, pro-1934 preference statutes. 25 U.S.O. 11 4446.

Rum Pn'roX CnAMuzaS.
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PART VI, ExHImIT 2

"Indian Preference Exhibits, Indian Health Service, HEW"

[Exhibit 2, Index No. 10]
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,

HEALTH SERVICES AND MENTAL JJEALTH ADMINISTRATION,
Oklahoma City, Okla., February 20, 1970.Mr. DoN Louis TYNDALL, Sr.,

Muskogee, Okla.
DEAF ML TYNDAuL: The position of Administrative Officer (Area Executive

Officer) which you applied for, will not be filled as announced in our vacancy
announcement No. 75-116. We announced this vacancy with the concurrence of
our Indian Health Headquarters Office at the 08-15 grade level and did not
expect any difficulties. The Indian Health Service subsequently was directed to
reduce the grade to a 08-14 by higher classification authority. This directive has
now been complied with and your application for the G0-15 position as an-
nounced, Is returned to you.

The position has now been filled at the G8-14 level under Personnel Regula-
tions and Procedures which permitted such an action.

We regret the inconvenience this may have caused you by our announcing this
position at the G8-15 level. However, we appreciate your interest and willing-
ness to be considered.

Sincerely,
WALTER F. CARTER,

Chef, Area Personnel Branch.
Enclosure.

[Exhibit 2, Index No. 151

AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REvIEw CouMIissiox,
CONORESs OF THE UNITED STATES,
Waehington, D.O., September 8, 1970.

EuM Y A. JOHNSON, M.D.,
11rector, Indiats Health Service, Health Services Administration, Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare, Rockville, Md.
DzAR DL JoHNsox: As Director of the American Indian Policy Review Com.

mission it has come to my attention that the Task Force on Indian Law Revision
Consolidation and Codification has requested certain information concerning
Indian preference from the Indian Health Service on three separate occasions. I
understand the first request was made on June 17, 1976 at a hearing held at IHS
by the Task Force mentioned above and the Indian Health Task Force. This re-
quest was fleshed out and further detailed in a Memorandum of July 16, 1970
to you from Peter S. Taylor. On or about July 80, 1976 we received a partial
response to our request. On August 11, 1976 another letter was sent to you by
Karl A. Funke, Task Force Specialist. This letter restated our request for the
materials not supplied in your initial response and report to us and further
detailed the nature of our request. This letter also stated that we had been in.
formed by telephone that your supplemental response would be completed by the
end of last month, August 81. Since we have not received your supplemental report
to date nor received any confirmation from your office on this matter sizee the
August 11th letter, we can only assume that our request has been Ignored or that
the report has been completed but not forwarded to us.

(401)
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The American Indian Policy Review Commission was created pursuant to
Public Law 93-580. The Commission has a limited duration of two years. Be-
cause of the short lifespan of the Commission it is imperative that the executive
departments and agencies fully cooperate with the informational requests of the
Commission. I have attached a copy of the legislation creating the Commission.
Your attention is called to Section 3 of this statute which directs the federal
agencies to furnish such information, studies and surveys as are requested of
such agencies.

Pursupnt to this authority I request that you provide Task Force No. 9 with
the information requested in the hearing and letters discussed above no later
than this Friday, September 10, 1976.

Your cooperation In this matter is appreciated.
Sincerely,

ERNEST L. STEVENS, Director.

[Exhibit 2, Index No. 14]

AMEIlCAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION.
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,

Washington, D.C., August 11, 1976.
EMElY A. JonxsoN, M.D.
Director. Indian Health Service,
Health Services Administration.
Departnient of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Rockille, Md.

DEAR Da. JOHNSON: This is a follow up letter to the letter of July 16, 1976 to
.rei from Peter S. Taylor, Chairman, Task Force on Indian Law Revision.

We thank you for providing yeur report of July 30, 1976 concerning Reported
Vacancies Advertised In The Indian Health Service D)uring Fiscal Year 1975
and 1976. This report however, responds to only part of our request of July 16,
1070. We now would like to restate and clarify our request for the remaining
materials.

In item 1. on page two of the letter of July 16, 1976 we requested a "copy of
the Justification of the selecting official for his non-selection of the Indian
Anplicant." IHS Circular No. 71-1 of June 28, 1971 states in relevant part:

Statement of Nonselection: In the event a non-Indian applicant for the posi-
tlhn is selected where qualified Indian applicants are available, a justification
for such selection will be submitted by the selecting officer and approved by the
appropriate Area Director and Area Associate Equal Employment Opportunity
Officer before finalizing the appointment. A copy of the Justification will be
forwarded to the Deputy Equal Employment Opportunity Officer, Indian Health
Service, Washington, D.C.

I am advised by Mr. Taylor that the Area Offices have not been complying with
the requirements of this circular and that your EEO office has only 5 Justiflca-
tions on file. I understand that your office is now obtaining copies of the actual
Justifications from the Area Offices and that these will be supplied to us by the
end of this month. We await receipt of the actual copies of the Justification for
non-selection in each instance when a non-Indian applicant was selected over an
Indian applicant.

Item 2. of our letter of July 16, 1976 requested "the Job title and grade level
of each position GS, 11 and above which has been advertised over the past two
years for which an Indian has applied and in which the vacancy announcement
or position advertisement was cancelled" (by Area Office). "In addition, please
supply us with the reason given for cancellation of each such position." Your
Report of July 30, 1976 did not provide us with the reasons for each cancellation
of a vacancy announcement or position advertised. Al ifn it is my understanding
from Mr. Taylor based on his conversation with Ms. 31 cDonald of your office that
you are collecting this information and will supply it to us within .10 days. A
simple statement that a position was cancelled for down-grading, etc., does not
suiffice to explain what happened.

Please indicate whether the cancellation of each vacancy announcement and/or
position advertisement referred to above was either: (A subsequently filled or
will he filled at the same grade level: (B) subsequently filled or will be filled at
a different grade level (C) subsequently filled or will be filled without advertise-
ment, or announcement, or readvertisement. or reannouneement either at the
same grade level or a different grade level. If any of the above did occur or are
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going to occur please state (1) whether the original applications of the Indian
applicants were or are still considered for the filling of such positions. (2)
whether the Indian applicants for each of the original vacancy announcements
or position advertisements were subsequently not considered for the subse-
quently filled position or about to be filled positions. (If so, please state the
reason why such original Indian applicants were not subsequently considered for
the respective positions).

For purposes of illustration, we took testimony and documentation in hearings
held in Muskogee, Oklahoma that the position of Administrative Officer (Area
Executive Office) (Oklahoma City Area) was advertised in Vacancy Announce-
ment 75-116 was originally advertised at series and grade 841-15. Based on the
information and documentation we were given at that hearing a number of
Indians had applied for that position. Based on the information we have the
position was subsequently down-graded to a 0.S. 14, the vacancy announcement
cancelled, the position was not readvertised or reannounced, the position was
filed by a non-Indian and the applications of the original Indian applicants were
returned without being considered for the position at the 0.5. 14 grade.

This occurrence is not reflected in your Report of July 30, 1976 and it appears
to be an instance of selection of a non-Indian applicant over Indian applicants.
We hope that our request is not given an overly technical interpretation to the
detriment of a frank response to the information request.

Finally, I note that you have not supplied the information requested in item 3
of Mr. Taylor's letter of July 16th. I understand that this information will also
be supplied by the end of this month.

I would appreciate your office calling and confirming how long it will take to
supply the remainder of this information.

Your diligent and timely response to this request is deeply appreciated.
Yours cordially,

KARL FuxKEr,
Specialist, Task Force No. 9.

[Fxhlibit 2, Index No. 131

AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW C03M MISSION,
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,

Washington, D.C., July 16, 1976.
Memorandum to: Dr. Emery Johnson, Director, Indian Health Service.
From: Peter S. Taylor, Chairman, Task Force No. 9.
Subject: Request for information at June 17, 1070 hearing. Amendment to request

to Secretary Mathews dated July 8, 1970.
At the hearings on June 17, 1976 of the Indian Health Task Force held in

Rockville, I requested certain information relating to employment of Indians by
I.H.S. By letter of July 8, Mr. Allan Cayous of our Indian Health Task Force
reiterated those requests to Secretary Mathews.

Among other materials requested were copies of all Affirmative Action Plans
from each of the Area Offices over the last two years as well as the evaluation of
those plans and progress by your E.E.O. office. We have received parts B and C
of the preliminary evaluation of the current Area Office affirmative action plans
but have not received Part A. Would you please supply us with that?

We have also examined the most recent affirmative action plan of the Albuquer-
que Area Office. I have concluded that th,,se reports do not supply us with the
information we are seeking. I therefore withdraw my request for the affirmative
action plans of the Area Offices.

At page 2W0-234 of the transcript numerous questions were asked regarding the
selection or non-selection of Indians for positions 019-l1 and above within I.H.R.
over the past two or three years. These requests were also reiterated in
Mr. Cayous' letter of July 8 to Secretary Mathews. After further review of the
transcript and discussion with the staff of the Indian Health Task Force. it is
clear that additional information In needed to properly reflect the staffing
procedures within I.R.S.

The record reflects that under current I.H.S. practice, whenever n person
eligible for Indian preference is non-sele~ted for a position, the selecting nflfrinl
must write a justification for that nap ,Aelection. I understand that your E..(.O.
office is presently preparing information for us which will reflect the number of
positions 08-11 and above which have been adrertised, the number of tho'e
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positions for which Indians applied, and the number which were in fact filled
by Indians. These numbers only supply a part of the picture. I therefore request
that you supply us with the following additional information:

1. In connection with the above information, please supply us with the Job
title and grade level of each position in which an Indian applicant was non-
selected and a non-Indian was selected. Additionally, please supply us with a
copy of the Justification of the selecting official for his non-selection of the Indian
applicant. (Please delete any information which wotild reveal the identification
of the person non-selected.)

2. Please supply us with the Job title and grade level of each position GS-ilI and
above which has been advertised over the past two years for which an Indian
has applied and in which the vacancy announcement or position advertisement
was cancelled. As with the information requested in item one above, please break
this information down by Area office. In addition, please supply us with the reason
given for cancellation of each such position.

3. In addition to the information above, please supply us with the job title and
grade level of all non-medical positions GS-11 and above in I.H.S. which, over
the past two years have been filled without advertisement, indicating which of
these positions were filled by Indians, which by non-Indians, and tile reason
why said position vacancies were filled without advertisement. In connection
with each of these positions, please indicate which were filled by members of the
Commissioned Officer Corps.

I realize it will require additional time for you to supply us with the informa-
tion requested in this letter. However, I believe this information is necessary to
make this record complete. Since the life-span of the task forces in this Commis-
slon are fast expiring I must ask that you supply us now with the information
compiled by your E.E.O. office to date. I would appreciate this follow-up informa-
tion as quickly as possible. I assume the "Justifications" for non-selection of
Indians requested in item one could be edited and supplied within the next few
days.

I would appreciate it if either you or Mr. Long would call me to advise me
how long it will take to supply the remainder of the information.

Thank you very kindly for your cooperation in this matter.

PETrER S. TAYLOR.

[Exhibit 2, Index No. 12]

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELU AR,
HZhA'. SavxoCA

HW.LTJ SEAvicts ADMINISTRATION,
INDLN HEALTH SvrcV,

Date .'3brarV 18,1976.
Memorandum to: All Area and Program Directors Indian Health Service.
From: Director, Indian Health Service.
Subject: Responsibility and Authority of Associate Deputy DHO Officers.

It has come to my attention that some misunderstanding exists as to the re-
sponsibility and authority of the ADD•EO Officers. The responsibility for imple.
renting and directing a viable EEO Program is that of the Area and Program
Directors. The ADEEO Officers' function Is to provide program coordination of
the EEO Program under the direction of the Area or Program Director. In order
for the ADEEO Officers to fulfill their responsibility to the Area saed Program
Directors in line with the laws, regulatons and procedures of the EEO Program,.
they must be allowed the freedom to act and make Judgments Independently
within the precepts of good management and the philosophy of the Area and Pro-
gram Directors.

In order for the ADEEO Officers to manage and implement the Indian Health
Service EEO Program on behalf of the Area and Program Directors, the follow.
ing procedures must be implemented:

1. All requests for personnel actions for all positions, Civil Service and Com-
missioned Corps, must be routed through the ADEEO Officer for signature before
an enter-on-duty date Is committed to an Individual.
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2. All position descriptions and vacancy announcements must be initiated by
the ADEEO Officer before vacancy announcements are duplicated and dis-
tributed.

3. The ADEEO Officor i' responsible i'r reviewing position descriptions and
vacancy announcements to insure that there are not unnecessary qualifications or
statements that might deter Indian applicants, women or minorities from
applying.

4. No commitment can be made to applicants until the ADEEO Officer has ap-
proved the requests for "Personnel Action-Form 52".

5. ADEEO Officers must maintain a log of all personnel actions.
6. In the event of an impasse between EEO, Personnel, or the selecting of-

ficial concerning a personnel action, the Area or Program Director must make the
final decision.

7. If the personnel action involves selection of a non-Indian over a qualified
Indian candidate a letter of Justification must be sent to the Headquarters Indian
Health Service Deputy EEO Officer for concurrence for resolution of the prob-
lem before a commitment can be made to the non-Indian applicant.

I request that these procedures be implemented immediately.
Euny A. JoHNsoN, M.D.,

Assistant Surgeon General.

[Exhibit 2, Index No. 11]
D:P•RPTMF:.T OFI HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND! WVLF.FARr,

OFFICE OF THE SECuRTARY,
October 29, 197.f.

Memorandum to: Dr. EMEnY A. JOHNSON, Director, Indian Health Services.
From: Manual B. Miller, Assistant General Counnsel, GC(1.
Ite: Indian Preference in Employment in the Indian IHealth Service.

You have asked that we advise you of the Impact upon the Indian Health
Service of the recent court decisions involving tile Indian Preference Act,
Morton v. Mancarf and Freenan v. Morton.

The Supreme Court in Manceri held that Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964 did not repeal the Indian Preference Act (25 U.S.C 472) and that
the Indian Preference Act does not constitute invidious racial discrimination in
violation of the Constitution.

As you are aware, DHEW officials or agencies were not parties to the Freeman
litigation and in the strict legal sense the decision of the court is not binding
on DUEW or IHS. However, the issues addressed and the resolution of the
questions have a practical effect upon IHS because of its common origin with
BIA, the defendant in Freeman.

The Court of Appeals in Freeman cast its decision as an answer to two
questions:

Does Section 472 of Title 25 U.S.C. apply to transfers and reassignments
within the Bureau of Indian Affairs which are purely lateral?

Does the section allow the granting of exceptions to the preference policy
with reference to promotions as well as with respect to transfers or re-
assignments, for exceptional administrative or management reasons?

Stated simply, the court answered the first question in the affirmative and
the second in the negative.

The questions were resolved into narrow issues because both parties had
agreti that these were the issues-the broader questions having already been
resolh ' in favor of the plaintiffs. That is, the BIA had agreed that the "Indian
Preference" applied to initial appointments and promotions and that there was
not a permissible exception to the preference po!icy in initial appointments.
We, assume, based on 1118 Circular 71-1 that the 1118 position would have been
similar.

In a letter to you dated July 17, 1974, Mr. Hlarris Shemman. an attorney
who represented Intprrenors in the Freeman case, took the position that the
impact of the coart's holding in Frecman means that as a minimum BIA and
IllS must administer the Indian Preference as follows:

"A. The Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), Indian Health Service (IHS), and
other federal programs dealing exclusively with federally-recognized Indian
tribes are bound by the provisions of the Indian Preference statutes.
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"B. Preferences to Indian employees must lie granted by the BIA and HIS
in the employment areas of promotions, initial hirings, reinstatements, re-
assignments, lateral transfers, or any other personnel movement intended to
fill a vacancy In the agency however created.

"C. To qualify for Indian Preference. an Indian employee or applicant must
be of one quarter or more Indian blood, from a federally-recognized tribe, and
meet the minimum qualifications for the vacancy or position sought. Preference
must be granted even where the non-Indian is better qualified so long as the
Indian applicant meets the minimum qualifications.

"D. No exceptions to Indian Preference can be made. No one. Including the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs or the Secretary of the Interior, can make
exceptions or deviate from the Indian Preference requirements."

Although we do not agree that the holding is binding upon I11S, the holding
of the court would be persuasive to a court facel with identical questions in a
case where 1118 Is the defendant, and we can see no practical reason for not
complying with the holding of the court by revising IH8 policies accordingly
at this tqme.

The primary Impact upon 1HS1 Circular 71-1 will be the changes necessary
in paragraphs 3A and C to provide for preference application to all vacancies
no matter how created and in paragraph 3D to preclude the Impression that
there are. or may be, exceptions to the preference or that the preference applies
only when applicants are essentially equal. We recommend that the entire
circular be rewritten and we will be pleased to assist In such an effort.

Of particular concern to you in administering the program are areas which
we would like to discuss briefly. First, application of tile preference does not
affect Commissioned Corps positions. As long as a position is established and
maintained as a Commissioned Corps position. it Is our opinion that the pref-
erence does not apply and commissioned officers may be assigned and reassigned
to and between positions and promoted within the Corps structure without
regard to Indian Preference. If a Commissioned Corps position is converted to
the Civil Service, Indian Preference will apply in filling the Job.

Second, the requirement that an Indian with minimum qualifications must
be selected if available does not require hiring of minimally qualified persons.
The Act provides that tile Secretary shall establish standards. In establishing
standards the minimum acceptable standard within a profession or industry
need not be accepted. This, however, does not mean that the standards mniy bie
set so as to exclude Indian applicants. More likely, this will require formalizing
the criteria actually employed In setting minimum acceptable standards. flow-
ever, It must be emphasized that the court's express holding that the Act does
not permit exceptions to be made in any case precludes the argument that ex-
ceptions are necessary in providing medical personnel qualified to provide the
high standard of care to which beneficiaries of the IHS programs are entitled.

INDIAN HIEALTHK SERVICE, Oklahoma City Area.

(Exhibit 2, Index No. 101

OCTOBER 10, 1974.
Memorandum to: All Service Unit Directors, Office and Branch Chiefs,

Oklahoma City Area Indian Health Service.
From: OCA/OD.
Subject: Indian Preference In Employment- III S.

1. Recent court decisions affecting the application of Indian preference laws
have raised many questions here in the Oklahoma City Area. Until such time
as I118 policy changes, this Area has been directed to follow IH8 Circular
71-1 on Indian preference dated June 28, 1971. A copy Is attached for easy
reference. Please share this Information with your supervisors.

2. When this office is notified of any changes in our Indian preference policy
you will also be notified. Also attached is a memorandum concerning pending
action on IH Circular 71-1.

JonN W. DAvIS.
Director, Oklahoma City Area Indian Health Scr-icc.

Enclosures
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[Exhibit 2, Index No. 01

NATIONAL INDIAN IIATII BOARD, INC.,
Denver, Colo., September 12, 1974.

EMI'snY A. JOH.NSON, M.D.,

Director, Indian Health Scrvicc, Departeicnt of Hcalth, Education, and Welfare,
Rockville, Md.

h.EAR DocToR JOHNSON: Rec•nt concern for IHS implementation of (a) Indian
Preference policy; and (b) enforcement efforts, has caused NIHB to estab-
lish an Employment Task Force. Efforts of the task force have intensified on
Indian Preference in view of Freeman v. Morton and Morton v. Manca;-i. We
are also aware of BIA's Task Force on Indian Preference, and the recent Indian
Preference oversight hearings In Congress.

Our Employment Task Force report will not be complete until probably the
next NIIIB quarterly meeting. hut In the meantime we are furnishing you a cur-
rent NIIIB analysis of the 1HS preference policy (71-1). Hopefully, this analy.
sis will provide you with our perspectives and concern for developing a policy
which can be not only reasonable but consistent with the mission and goals of
IS. On the other hand, the policy should be one that is workable and will
foster the law as announced in the Freeman case and by the Supreme Court
of the 1U.S. In Morton v. Mancari.

NIHB feels the need for these activities to take place.
1. A special meeting between IHS and NIHB on the policy formulation.
2. NIHB review of the 1118 policy when eventually drafted, and NIIIB par-

ticipation in drafting of that policy.
3. Publication of the IHS Indian Preference In the Federal Register, and

subsequent inclusion in the CFR.
Tentatively., NIHB is considering a policy statement which would include

these main features.
I. Background of Indian Preference.
II. Application to IHS.
III. Policy: (a) Statenent; (b) Implication; (c) Responsibilities; and (d)

Exceptions.
IV. Enforcement: (a) Review, monitoring; and (b) Personnel Office/Indian

Preference Office.
V. Appeals: (a) Procedures; (b) Hearing; and (c) Decision.
We hope that the analysis (enclosed) will alert IHS to develop an Improved

Indian Preference policy. Although we are somewhat critical, it Is NIHB role
to advise IHS on policy matters, and thus, out of this sharing of criticisms, a
better policy will result.

We will appreciate an up-date of 11S efforts in revising the Indian Preference
policy.

Sincerely,
PERY SUNDUST, chairmann .

National Indian Health Board, Inc.
Enclosure.

ANALYsis or IHS INDIAN PREFERENCE POLICY

In view of the lack of submittals on the progress of Indian Preference en.
forcenment, the only method which can be used to assess the policy is to take
each policy statement contained in 1118 Circular 71-1 separately and draw
from the implications. Each policy statement Is analyzed.

(1) Policy A: When a qualified Indian is available, he will be selected for
Initial appointment to vacancies unless there are valid and documented rea.
sons of unsuitability or unsatisfactory performance as a basis for rejecting him.

Although this statement reflects the intent of preference for Indians, there
Is a limitation made to the effect that an Indian will be selected for "initial
appointment". The phrase "initial appointment" could very well be subjected
to strict Interpretation. As applied to THS, the initial appointment is ap-
parently within the "Excepted Service." From this statement It Is not clear
whether the policy was designed with an intent to encompass the internal
mobility of Indians In IHS once the initial appointment was made. Compare
this with Policy D below.
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A second restriction is the phrase, unlessq there are valid and documented
reasons of unsuitability or unsatisfactory performance as a basis for rejecting
him." As a preference policy the restriction is irrational To reject an applica-
tion of a qualified Indian is not the function of Indian Preference. Wouldn't
normal Civil Service regulations on employee conduct and suitability govern
anyway There is reason to believe that this phrase adds nothing to a positive
policy of Indian Preference.

(2) Policy B: The Indian Health Service will continue active recruitment
efforts through all possible channels to locate qualified Indians.

Presumably, if Indians are to be hired to fulfill the Indian Preference obli.
gations of IHS, active and aggressive recruitment will precede the actual hir-
ing of Indians. A special recruitment effort of Indians Is best judged by the
statistics which show that Indians were indeed brought in at the lower levels,
but recruitment efforts for GS-11 through 14 failed miserably, a clear indi-
cation of less than active efforts under 1HS Indian Preference policy.

(3) Policy C: A thorough review will be made to determine whether the scope
or responsibility of any vacant pol.tion may be structured to permit the appoint-
me'nt of a qualified Indian.

This policy statement is another reasonable mechanism through which Indians
may be appointed to vacancies. But the word "appointment" is restrictive,
especially where preference includes promotional movements of Indians. Thus,
the inclusion of "promotions" and other personnel actions could meet the legal
retjuiremnents. On the other hand, as stated, policy C may conflict with the
intent of policy D below, in reference to promotions.

(4) Policy I): To enhance the achievement of the goal and objective of the
Indian Health Service, persouus of Indian descent will be given priority for
promotions within the Indian Health Service. When a position with promotional
opportunity is available, qualified Indian employees and qualified outside Indian
applicants will be given priority consideration within the precepts of good
management, for promotion or employment. When applicants are basically equal,
priority will be extended to Indians unless there are valid and documented
reasons of unsuitability or unsatisfactory performance which would justify non-
selection of the Indian employee or applicant.

This statement seems to capsulize the Intent of Indian Preference policy of
1118. It covers the goal of IH8, Indian priority for promotions, and preference
for outside Indian candidates. But the restrictive phrase is "outside Indian.
candidates." Another phrase is inserted which states preference will be applied
"within the precepts of good management." This was not a part of the Indian
Preference law. A law is a law. If this phrase gives management an excuse not
to apply Indian Preference then this is a loophole which needs to be closed.
We suggest the deletion of this phrase.

Some confusion exists in the last sentence of policy D, which seems to cover
a situation where there are Indian and non-Indian applicants. But Indians would
be selected, "unless there are valid and documented reasons of unsuitability
or unsatisfactory performance which would justify non-selection of the Indian
employee or applicant." The latter phrase violates all Civil Service policies
on hiring, and it seems to assume Indians may have unsuitable record. If this
could be applied to non-Indians as well, it would not sound discriminatory.
Following this loophole in the policy, it goes to suspect that the appointments
of non-Indlans, the promotion of non-Indians, the transfers, reassignments, etc.,
of non-Indians, has been justified because Indians were reclared unsuitable or
unsatisfactory In their performance. Thus, the negative implications foster bad
management precepts.

Supporting the non-selectlon of Indians, and the selection of non-Indians is
this policy:

Statement of nonselection: In the event a non-Indian applicant for the posl-
tion is selected where qualified Indian applicants are available, a justification
for such selection will be submitted by the selecting officer and approved by the
appropriate Area Director and Area Associate Equal Employment Opportunity
Office before finalizing the appointment. A copy of the lustifleation will lie
forwarded to the Deputy Equal Employment Opportunity Officer, Indian Health
Service, Washington, D.C.

This statement is in direct violation of the Indian Preference Law. According
to Morton v. Mancari, the Supreme Court affirmed the preference policy. And
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under Freeman and Morton, there are no exceptions. Furthermore, if manage-
ment intends to circumvent the laws, it must spell out the exceptions, rather
than allowing a blanket-type exception. This area is one in whic1', it Is clear
that NIHB and IHS will need to discuss and review in some detail.

(5) Policy E: As a basic part of the overall policy of the Indian Health
Service to increase the involvement and participation of the Indian health people
in the management of their affairs, the Indian Health Service will aggressively
pursue and promote career development and training programs which will
give consideration to the needs of the Indian people to insure development to
their maximum potential.

This statement defies all analysis. Who are the "Indian Health people"?
And only "consideration" will be given to the "needs of Indian people to insure
(sic) development," etc. But the methods to assure this in line with Indian
Preference laws are not spelled out. "Consideration" is too vague a word for a

A PHS release, Chapter 302, 1P118-2, entitled "Filling Positions With Plersonis
Entitled to Indian Preference" indicates that IHS was Instructed on August (,
19)V5, to Implement Indian Preference policy on hiring Indian&

The most important clause refers to the Civil Service Commission's regulations
in Schedule A 213,3116 (b) (8), which provides the category of positions excepted
from competitive service are "Positions directly and primarily related to the
providing of services to Indians when filled by the appointment of Indians who
are one-fourth or more Indian blood." This statement on regulation is not in-
cluded in IllS Circular 71-1 issuett 6 years after I111 issued Its policy. Failure
to i~xclude this regulation makes 71-1 a very weak policy in terms of defining
which positions are to be filled by Indians.

Accordingly, the policy is restated as follows:
POIICY: Pr.ference in initial appointment to positions in programs directly

and primarily related to providing services to Indians will be given to Indians and
Alaskan Nativeh who are eligible for such preference if the individuals fully meet
the qualifications requirements established for the positions.

Simply stated thit means that, if Indians "fully meet tile qualifications require-
ments established for the poe!lons" they are to he given preference in initial
appointments. The word initial ' is used and would seem to restrict appointments
only in such cases. Mc.reover, there is no definition of "initial appointment." This
wording is similar to 71-1.

A very significant provision is under 302-2-40, which provides for minimum
qualification requirements as follows under part A: 30Y--2-40 Qualification
Standards.

A. Minimum (junhifleation requirements for excepted positions are generally
those stated in "Civil Service Handbook X-118" or in the latest appropriate
examination announcement. If the Civil Service Commission has not yet devel-
oped qualification standards for a position or group of positions, the appointing
authority should follow the procedures outlined in PHS Instruction 302-1-.5011.

This paragraph speaks to which requirements are to be used for ex(epted posi-
tions. It states the minimum qualification requirements are those in the "Civil
Service Handbook X-118."

More important is the B regulation which allows for Job Redesign. It states
that :

B. When positive efforts have failed to produce a fully qualified candidate for
a nonprofessional vacancy and there is an Indian Preference eligible available
who is known to possess the ability to perform the duties of the position satis-
factorily but who does not fully meet the established qualification standards.
the appointing authority imay waive the qualification standards for the position if
lie believes this is In the best Interest of the Servce.

We note that thi.4 covers a "nonprofessional vacancy" for which the appointing
authority may waive the standards "if it is in the best interest of the service."
One can argue that the quality of care would be lowered, but there is no showing
that this is true.

As to professional positions the waiver is not authorized. Thus, "Qualification
standards may not be waived, however, for any professional positions." There is
no definition of what is meant by professional positions. For non-professional posi-
tions waivers "will be supported by a brief narrative juistitication."

From the gist of these 'IIS regrulatlons "A person with Indian Preference may
be given any one of the excepted appointments shown in 11118 Instruction 302-
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1-40," but there are two important categories of positions, non-professional and
profes.sional. In comparison, 71-1, ignores the requirements for waiving stAndards,
and also overlooks waivers where the positions are deemed professional or non-
professional. It is very apparent that the two policies need to be coordinated and
brought in line with the law.

[Exhibit 2, Index No. S1
SEPrEMBER 9, 1974.

Mr. HASnias D. SIEMAN,
c/o Sherman d Sherman, P.C.,
Denver, Colo.

DEAR Ma. SHERMAN: This will acknowledge your letter of August 20, 1974 re-
garding the application of Indian preference laws to the employment of persons
In the Indian Health Service. You request that we advise you by October 1, 1974
of the specific steps we plan to take to implement the Indian preference laws.
You also suggest that we have been unresponsive to your previous written and
telephonic requests.

We have, to the best of our knowledge, responded to all of your previous re-
quests In a timely fashion. Although you note a failure to respond to several
previous letters we are aware of only one, that onie was dated July 17, 1974. Our
reply to that one may have crossed in the mails with your letter of August 20,
1974. While you have generously provided us Informational copies of your letters
to Commissioner Thompson, we have not considered such copies of letters requir-
Ing a response from us.

Regarding your request that we advise you of specific steps that the Indian
Health Service intends to take to implement the Indian preference requirements.
we have referred this matter to the Office of the General Counsel, Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare. The staff of that Office and of the Indian Health
Service working together will respond to your requests as soon as possible.

Sincerely yours,
Esmi A. JoH.xsoN, M.D.,

Assistant Surgeon General Director,
Indian Health Service.

[Exhibit 2, Index No. 7]
AuousT 26, 1974.

Dr. EMsERY A. JoHNsoN.
Director, Indian Health Service,
Rockville, Md.

DEAR Da. JoHNsoN: For the past two months, the attorneys for Indian plain-
tiffs in Freeman v. Morton have attempted to discuss the Indian preference ques-
tion with you and your staff. Several Ir ters sent to you, copies of which are at-
tached, have gone unanswered. In audition, our telephone inquiries to your
office have been ignored.

As we Indicated In our letter of July 17, 1974, the preference policy of the
Indian Health Service is not in conformity with the Freeman and Mancari v.
Morton decisions. There Is no excuse for the Indian Health Servic.'s failure to
modify Its regulations to meet the requirements of 25 U.S.C. 472 as defined by
the above court decisions.

We are therefore giving you and your agency notice that we shall Institute
legal proceedings against the Indian Health Service unless immediate action
is taken by your agency. In the attached letter sent to BIA Commissioner Morris
Thompson, dated August 20, 1974, we have listed what steps we consider essential
to Implement and enforce Indian preference requirements. We would expect to
hear from your agency by no later than October 1, 1974, as to the specific steps
you intend to take to meet these requirements.

Sincerely,
IIARmIS D. SHERMAN.
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[Exhibit 2, Index No. 0]

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
HEALTH SERVICE ADMINISTRATION,

INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE,
Augu8t 28, 1974.

.Memorandum to: See Below.
Fromr: Director, Indian Health Service.
Subject: Indian Preference in Employment.

Recent court decisions on the application of Indian preference laws to employ-
went practices in the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Department of the Interior,
have resulted in significant new interpretations of the Indian preference laws.
Although these interpretations were made on the basis of the specific issues
before the courts, it would appear that the interpretations contained in the de-
cisions would be equally applicable to the Indian Health Service. For this reason.
I have requested the Office of the General Counsel (DHEW) to review our policy
circular on Indian Preference (Policy Circular No. 71-1) and pIrovide us gulid.
ance on what changes, if any, may be necessary. The General Counsel's office
is presently conducting that review.

The Iurpose of this memorandum is to provide the necessary guidance to you
and your staff during the period of General Counsel's office review. That guidance
follows:

We, in the I1W.R, do not know at this time what guidance will be received from
the Office of the General Counsel. Accordingly, we have no hal;ls for making any
revisions to the Indian preference policy as that policy is described In I1S
Circular 71-1. a copy of which Is attached. It is, therefore, requested thar you
and your staff follow that policy until such time as it is revised.

Should you have any questions on the application of that policy to a specific
situation, please contact Mr. Robert P. Hayward, whom I have designated
to Ihe the key 1118 person to assure that our policy is consistent with the law.

E.ERY A. JOHNSON, M.D.,
Assistant Surgeon General.

Enclosure.

[Exhibit 2, Index No.51
AUOUST 21, 1974.

H.ARRIS D. SHERMAN,
.14hcrinan 1d (h ermnan, Couneclors at Law,
Denver, Colo.

DE.AR MIs. 811ERMAN: Your letter of July 17, 1974. has only recently come,
to my attention. Where the delay in its delivery occurred is not known, but it is
hoped that the delay has not seriously inconvenienced you.

We, in the Inlian Health Service, have followed closely the recent court
proceedings and decisions on Indian preference because of their potential im-
pact on evmploymentt practices of the Indian Health Service. These decisions
have also, caused us to seek the guidance of the Office of the General Counsel
IOGC), Department of Health, Education and Welfare, regarding the need
for any changes in the current policy on Indian preference. Although we have
not yet reeiMved a response from the OGC to our request, we will, of course,
follow whatever guidance they provide. Meanwhile, we plan to continue the
Indian preference policy on employment which is contained in Indian Health
Service Circular No. 71-1, a copy of which is attached.

Sincerely yours, EMERY A. JOHNSON, M.D.,

Assistant Surgeon General Director,
Indian Health Service.

Enclosure.

78--110--'77-27
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[Exhibit 2, Index No. 4]

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WEIFARE,
HEALTH SERVIcEs ADMINISTRATION,

INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE,
August 7, 1974.

Memorandum to: Mr. Manuel B. Hiller, Assistant General Counsel of Business
and Administrative Law, Office of the General Counsel, HEW.

Through: Mr. Sidney Edelman, Assistant General Counsel for Public Health;
Office of the General Counsel.

From: Acting Director, Indian Health Service.
Subject: Indian Preference In Employment in the Indian Health Service.

In December 1972 the United States District Court for the District of Columbia
rendered a decision on the application of Indian preference statutes (25 U.S.C.
44, 45, 48, 472, 478) to employment practices in O'ie Bureau of Indian Affairs.
This decision was affirmed by the United States C-,6drt of Appeals for the District
of Columbia Circuit on April 25, 1974. Freeman v. Morton, No. 73-1401). A copy
of both of these decisions is attached at tab. A. On June 11, 1974, the United
States Supreme Court rendered a decision on the question of whether the Equal
Employment Opportunity Act Amendments of 1972 implledly repealed the In-
dian preference laws, particularly the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934, 25
U.S.C. 472. Morton v. Mancari. A copy of this decision is attached at tab B.
Although these decisions involved only the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Department
of the Interior, there would seem to be little question that the Indian Health
Service will be expected to conform to the Court's decision as the Service uses
the same statutory authorities as were construed in the Frenman and Mancari
decisions. This point is emphasized by a recent (8/5/74) discussion between tl,e
IH8 and Mr. Harris Sherman, of Sherman and Sherman, who actively par-
ticipated in both the Mancarl and Prceman cases. (See attached summary of
8/5/74 telephone conversation at tab C.)

The Indian Health Service, like the Bureau of Indian Affairs (and prior to
1955 an organizational unit of the BIA), is a federal agency administering
"functions or services affecting Indian tribes."

The current policy followed by IHS is contained in Indian Health Service
Circular No. 71-1, issued June 28, 1971. (Copy attached at tab D.) That cir-
cular establishes a policy which attempts to strike a balance between respon-
sibility for providing quality health care to members of Federally recognized
Indian tribes and the responsibility to accord Indian preference for employ-
ment. In so doing, the policy provides certain judgmental areas which must be
determined by the appointing authority.

The contention of Mr. Harris Sherman Is that these judgmental areas are
"loopholes" which result in the Indian Health Service policy being out of conpli-
ance with the current law.

We. therefore, request your formal opinion analyzing whether 1118 Circular
No. 71-1 is defensible in view of the recent court decisions on Indian preference.
If you find that the policy is defensible, but ought to be altered, your suggestions
for specific modifications or changes would be aplreciate(]. We would also appre-
ciate your suggestions as to how to proceed in view of the unveiled threat of
litigation against the Service by Harris Sherman on behalf of his clients. Your
early action is requested.

H. V. CHADWICK.

exhibitt 2, Index No. 31
AuousT 6, 1974.

Program Formulations Officer, DFF, IIIS: Telcon, August 5, 1974, with Mr.
Harris Sherman, Attorney (303) 892-0022.

The writer returned 31r. Sherman's call of August 2, 1974, to Dr. Johnson.
Mr. Sherman is a member of Sherman and Sherman, P. C., the law firm for

the plaintiffs in the Morton v. Manoxri case and an Intervenor in the Freeman v.
Morton case. The firm continues to be retained by the plaintiffs and other clients
for the purpose of pssuring full implementation of the decisions of the courts
through seeking appropriate changes in policies, regulations and employment
pnactices at all levels of the Indian Health Service and the Bureau of Indian
Affairs.
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Mr. Sherman made several Inquiries durng our conversation which are sum-
marized below.

1. Why did IHS not have representatives at the July 10, 1974, meeting called
by Commissioner Thompson and attended by members of his staff, representatives
of the Do! Solicitors Office and Civil Service Commissien?

The Indian Health Service did not attend because It was not officially Invited
by the Commissioner to have representation present. Assurances were given that
Dr. Johnson would have had representatives at a meeting of such Importantce
had there been an invitation.

2. Why has Dr. Johnson failed to respond to requests of Mr. Sherman?
Because he had mentioned this matter to Dr. Johnson's secretary, the writer

spent most of the day (8-5-74) trying to locate any communication received from
Mr. Sherman. The only letter identified was one dated July 1, 19)74, which was
addressed to Commissioner Thompson. We did not believe an 1118 answer was
Indicated. Mr. Sherman Indicated another letter had been sent to Dr. Johnson
which was dated sometime in July (he stated he could not give a specific date be.
cause the file was not on his desk). The writer assured Mr. Sherman that Dr.
Johnson was responsive to all inquiries and that there was no evidence that the
letter in question had ever been received by HIS.

3. What is IHS doing to revise its regulations or policies on the application of
Indian preference in employment in view of the Manearl and Freeman decisions?

1118 has reviewed both of the court decisions and its current Indian preference
policy. The conclusion drawn from that review Is that the Office of General Coun-
sel should review the decisions and the policy to determine what, If any, changes
would be required to comply with the Court decisions. Such a request is being
made.

Mr. Sherman repeatedly expressed the view that several changes would be re-
quired, particularly those relating to administrative prerogatives. The writer (lid
not agree that any changes would be required but stated that we wild follow
the advice of the D!1IIW Office of General Counsel.

4. When will IHS have its revised regulation ready for implementation?
Assuming that revisions would be necessary, based on OGC advice, the ,st

estimate at this time is several months.
3. Why will it take so long, since almost two years have elapsed since the

Freeman decision?
Review of the IH policy didn't begin in earnest until after the Mancari decision

by the Supreme Court in June 19)74. A decision has not yet been made that
changes in current policies will be required. This will depend on advice of
OGC. Also, we are wrestling with tite problem of what constitutes "minimally
qualified." Mr. Sherman expressed the view that minimally qualified woo stated
hi Civil Service qualification standards so he did not understand why that was a
problem. The writer did not respond.

6. How long will OGC review take?
Possibly several weeks.
7. Why that long?
Because of the workload existing in OCC.
8. Would a Court Order requiring policy revisions help si'ed the process so

that a revsied policy could be Iublishd4l in 15 days?
The writer Indicated that IIIS and Department would do everything possible

to comply with any such Court Order but that such an order would cause preclp-
itous actions which could well cause serious problems in ninitaliing quality in
the Indian health delivery system. The writer suggested that such problehLm could
le so sereve that neither he nor his clients would want to assume responsibility
for then. Mr. Sherman didn't feel that this concern was relevant to the inple-
inentation of revised Indian preference regulations. The writer juentioned thbat
IHS has received comments from Indians tribes and other groups that they d((
not want Indian preference practices to, In any way, lower the quality of health
care services.

Mr. Sherman Indicated frequently during our discussion that, In his opinIon.
BIA was "dragging Its feet" and because of this demonstrated attitudel he was
lit the process of preparing a pleading to the cohrt In an effort to seek a court
order requiring IliA to develop and pulAsh regulations In 15 days. lie al,,o
stated that 1118 could be Included lit such pleadings.
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Mr. Sheriman stated t hat lii wa getting iumnerois teleilhone calls dlanly and
c(lsiderahle pressure from his clients to get tihe BI.A and Ill. 1 to develop. lnub-
lish and implement Indian preference regulalion, consistent with the Court de-
q'isionis. lI, suggested that two months - accomplish this was beyond what his
,elienls would accept, and Sherman agrees, lie expressed it (desire to hwehs IlS
anyway lie cail including willingness to meet with Ills and repreieiitatives of

Sat llW a II -or 00C(' request.
lif IIlIo expi'ressed the desire Ito avoid i olnfronitition lit Ihl, courts lilt oil the

atther hand. lie made it clear that If such a course of action were indicated, hie
woldm litirsi(e It. It is his view, the only reason that time beyond one or two months
waolth lie r'equir'd Irl t uilish m;(1 idnleinemnt revised regulations on Indian liref-
ereiu'e is that ISI1, and 0(G)(' are not giving this respionbiility high enough
jprha'ily. lie wonuts a more definitive indication of the thie that will be required
for IllS to Implement regullations .onsistent with the courts' decisions and to
this mid lie will (,all the writer on Monday, August 12, for ,4u(lh Information. While
Ihe ciinversait1on waf generally amicable. Mr. Sherman was firm in Ills Insislence
lhit Motiq iersoniel practices would have to lip changed and that such changes
woulh have to) occur within two mont.lis or lie woull seek relief through the court.

ROBERT 1P. lHAYWA•.'n.

IEl.xhihlt 2, Index Nio. 21

Sill.*R\IAN & RFRNMIAN, 1'. V'.,
AITl 'iNEV AND ('ON':;SU.OI'S AT LAW,

Drnrcr, N'olo., Julyli 17, 197 ;,.
R'I", l.'rCr1Iuti v. .llorlon ; .1Ile(I1'ti v. Mhorion.

ill'. I'%MFRY .IoIINSOy.
IDircrtmr. Indian Ilcalth ert'rice, Dcpartnicnt of IIClIth, Educatinn, and l 'lelfarc,

JVork ril{. Mid.
IDut Mu. .lmi x-SON As the attorneys for Indiani intervenors In Mqt ntrori v.

.1vo'rlo? Ialnd Indian 0 plaintiffs in lrecntimn v. Moriron, we are inquiring as to what
stelp'4 hav been taken lay Ihe Indian health Service to comply with these Court
(Ief -is1 (l 11s.

All hough naoit li.'i' of f lie aove eases dealt h slpc('ifically with the I ndian I Hlelth
Sarv'i'e. the statutes ruled upon by fith, Courts 125 U.S.('. 4.1, 45, .16. and .172)
giovers the policies and actions of IllS. Accordingly, It is our position t hat Indian
Ipreference (ni now lie defined as follows:

A. 'T'hue Ilureau of Indian Affairs i ll.A). Indian Health Service (l mi, and
4,ther federal programs dealing exclusively with federally-recognized Indian
tribes are hIound by tie iarov'ions of the Indian preferences statutes.

It. l'refere.n.e'a to) Indian elnmployees iliust hae granted by the BhA and the IMII
in the employment areas of promotions. initial lilrings, reinstatements, reassign.
melits, lateral transfers'. or any other personnel Imlovemelnt intended it' fill a
V Il'al(''y i the agency, however created.

C. To quallify for Inidian ip'eference. ant Indian employee or applicant must lie
(if onle-ilmirter or nvore Inldian hlood, from a federally.recognized tribe, aml! Ineet
I he minimn inn qualilct fblns for the vacancy or positloll n . Preference must
be grmlted even where tile non-Indian is better qualified so long as tile Indian
illalnlcit meets tfeip nibilum quallfleations.

P). No exceptions to Indian preference can lae made. No one, Inclunllig tile
Connnii,doner of Indian Affairs or the Secretary of the Interior, call make
ext'Plitiolis Or dev'la e froill the Indian preference requirements.

We understand that the preference policy of HIS Is not in conformity with
lhese requirements. It was our Iope that we could m,,et with you earilhr this
week il Washington when we discussed new preference regulations and im-
plementation thereof wvith C'ommissioner Thompson and representatives of theC'iil Service 'ominmission. We believe that line is of the essence and that prompt
compliance witlh these Court decisions is mandatory. Therefore, we would
appreciate your cooperation In Indicating what regulations and plans are laeing
lulllemenlted to carry out the mandate of the Courts.

Sincerely,
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[Eiibit 2. Inhex No. 1]

{Indian llealth Service Circular No. 71-1]

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, PUBLIC hIEALTh1 SERVICE,
HEALTH SERVICES AND MENTAL HEALT11 ADMINl6IRATION, INDIAN HEALTH
SERvicE, Rocxvujx~, MD.

Indian Preference
1. Purpose.
2. Background.
3. Policy.
4. Veterans Preference.
5. Statement of Non Selection.
I. I'urposc.-To establish an Indian Health Service policy for granting Indians

preference for employment within the Indian Health Service.
2. lackgrounl.-The history of granting Indian people preference for employ-

meit within the Indian Service and the Bureau of Indian Affairs as well as the
Indian Health Service is quite extensive. The Act of June 30, 1,34 (25' U.S.C. 45)
state,

"lIn all cases of the appointments of Interpreters or other per.sons employed
for Ithle benefit of the IldiiahnA, a preference shlll Ife givein to person, s of liulh11
descent, If such can be found, who are properly qualified for the execution of
the duties."

Stibsequently, the Acts of May 17, 1S82 and June 4, lIS1,4, (25 U.S.('. 4f;)
stillttlate,

"Preference to Indians in employment of clerical, mechanical, and other help.
Preference shal lat al Wtines, as far as pratcticable. be given to Indians in the
employment of clerical, mechanical, and other helpi on reservations awtd about
agencies."

A hundred years after the original ('oet iUa'.tt of legislation providing for
Indian preference the Wheeler Howard Act of .Jimne IS, 1914 t25 U.S.C. 472)
w ttisn.tetd 1providlig for:

"Sltandards for Indians appointed to Indian Office. The Se.retary of the In-
terior is directed to establish standards (of Iwalth, ae,, chiarmicter. exIl'rienve.
knowledge, and ability for Indians who way he appointeld. withoitt regard to
civil service nla.%s, to the v riearilts positieis inmiintai ned. now 41r 'hereft•l% Is. Isv
the Indian Office, in the administration of fiin.tioins or s.erviv'es affe.ctnlg any
Indian tribe. Such qualified Indians slall hereafter have the preftrenc.e to
appoint to vacancies ini any such positions."

Subsequently, an Executive Order 8043 i,,,ued by president Roo';.,vvlt on
January 30, 1939, stipulates that positions e.xceptcd from examtinatin under
Setfion : of the ('ivil Service, Itth, 3 arle :

"Positions In the Bureau of Indian Affairq, Washington. D.C.. and In th.e
fleld, when filled by the aip•olntment of Indians who are one-fourth or mnore
Indian blood."

It is obvious and clear that it is the Federal Govern~ment's Intent afnd policy to
provide preference to Intlian people seeking employinunt within the lndiani
program. The aloove legislation was enacted prior to the transfer to the Indian
health Service to the I)epartment of Health. Education. nnd Welfare and.
therefore, pursuant to P.L,. 53 56, of Augu,4 5. 1954. the, 'Transfer Act," the
hegislation cited above is alpilic:lole to tihe Indian healthh Service.

3. Policy.-It is the policy as well as the intent of the Indian health Servive
to implement the varion-A Iiisli.tive tenitIiitit•4 cited which provide for pirefter.iwe
In the employment of Indian People within the Indian Hlealth iService.
Accordingly,

A. When ia quallfled ITndiain is avom ililde. lie will le eleh-cted for Initial .i'i;',,ii,-
nient to vacancles tililess there tire valid timid tltictiiltetited rea:ts.oni of ofli lId! Iy
or unsatisfactory performance as a basis for rejecting him.

It. The Indian Health Servhic will contine, active recruit mrnit ,ffortq through
all IN)ssible channels to locate qualified Indians.

C. A thorough review will lie made to determine whether the scope or respon-
sihlity of any vacant position may lie structured to permit the app'ointment iof a
qualilfid Indian.

D. To enhance the nclilevenient of the goal auld ,ýIlJeetlvo of the Indian Ilealth
Service, persons of Indian desteent will he giver, priority for trontotions within
the Indian Health Service. When a position with promotional opportunity Is
available, qualified Indian employees anid 4minalifled outside Indtian applicants
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will he given priority consideration within the precepts of good management,
for promotion or employment. When applicants are basically equal, priority will
be extended ":) Indians unless there are valid and documented reasons of un-
suitability or unsatisfactory performance which would justify non-selection
of the Indian employee or applicant.

E. As a basic part of tie overall policy of the Indian Health Service to increase
the involvement and participation of the Indian IIealth people In the manage-
inent of their affairs, the Indian Health Service will aggressively pursue
and promote career development and training programs which will give con-
sideration to the needs of the Indian people to insure development to their
maximum potential.

4. Veterans Preference.-By Executive Order No. RIM3 of March 28, 1940,
Indians In the Office of Indian Affairs on February 1, 1939, who met certain
requirements were given classified civil service status. It has been held since
that this superior appointment preference of an Indian of one-fourth of more
Indian ancestry takes precedence over the provisions of Section 3 of the
Veterans Preference Act of 1944.

Therefore, It is the policy of the Indian Health Service regarding veterans
preference that a qualified Indian who is not a veteran will have preference
over a non-Indian veteran. A qualified Indian who is a veteran shall have
preference over a non-veteran Indian.

5. Statement ot Nonelecton.-In the event a non-Indian applicant for the
position Is selected where qualified Indian applicants are available, a justifica-
tion for such selection will be submitted by the selecting- officer and approved
by the appropriate Area Director and Area Associate Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity Officer before finalizing the appointment. A copy of the Justification will
be forwarded to the Deputy Equal Employment Opportunity Officer, Indian
Health Service, Washington, D.C.

EMmay A. JoHNtsoN, M.D.,
Assistant Siurgcon (Gcncral,

Director, Indian Health Service.
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Indian Preference Exhibits Cont rating Preference

[Exhlbit 3, Index No. 9.]

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
OFFICE OF AssIS'rA.NT SECRETARY FOR E.MNPLOYMEFNT STANOAIOlS,

lVahington, D.C., Jne 15, 1,076.
Mr. Morits Titompsox,
('Cminiissoner of Indian Affair8, U.S. Depart nient of the. Interior,
Wash ington, D.C.

DII:AR M.. TioMPsoN: This Is In respome to your letter to former Secretary
D)unlop regarding Indian preference In training and employment as delineated
In the Indian Self-Determination and Education Act (P.L. 93-M38), particularly
as it is explained In Section 7(b). Your letter was referred to this office, and we
apologize for this delay In responding to your correspondence.

As you point out in your letter, the need for a consistent Federal policy or
requiring contractors to give hiring preference to Indians on or near reservations
Is absolutely necessary if we are to realize the full Impact of Section 7(b). A
coordinated Government-wide policy Is not only desirable, but essential in our
lImrsuit of equal employment opportunity for Indians.

As I am sure you are aware, within the latitudes of Executive Order 11246, as
amended, mandatory lpreferential hiring of Indians is not perluissahle; although
any (overnnient contractor who has a stated public policy of offering such
lireferential hiring of Indians Is not to be considered In violation of the Order.
This aspect of the contractor's hiring policy Is purely voluntary and must
derive from a "stated public policy".

We are in accord with your recommendation that a coordinating group b~e
convened to discuss the ramifications of Section 7(0) before meaningful comi-
mitments caln be made. Consequently, Mr. Fred G(. Clark, Assistant Secretary of
Administration and Management for the Department of Labor, sent a letter to
Mr. Hugh E. Witt. Administrator, Federal Procurement Policy, outlining our
position on tlthis matter. Hopefully, some positive activity will be generated
as :1 result of this communication.

A copy of this letter Is enclosed for your Information.
Sincerely,

Jollx C. Rpml.,
Assi8tant Secretary.

[Exhililt 3, Index Nil. 8]
JUNE 10, 1976.

Hloi,. W. J. Usmrtt,
oeretary of Labor, Department of Labor,
11'atthingtopi, DX.'

I)m:.An Mr. SE:cRE.TARY: Enclosed is a copy of a letter mailed to your predecessor
on .Tanuary 26, 1976, In which we suggested a meeting between the Bureau and
the Department of Labor to discuss See. 7(b) of the Indian Self-Determinalmon
and Educntion A,,sistamme Act (P.L. 93-63M). We have neither received a reply
to that letther nor been contacted to (iscmss at time and place for a meeting. The
need for regulations to Inmplement Sc. 7(b), however, has not diminished.

We are prepared to take whatever nation your Department feels Is appropriate
to complement your efforts In Implementing Indian preference in contracting.
In order that our efforts are complementary rather than contradictory to yollrs.
we need a status report of the See. 7(b) Implementation efforts undertaken to

(419)
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date lby your Department. If you prefer meeting on the subject rather than
preparing a written status report, we are prepared to host such a meeting.
Please contact Mr. Harley Frankel, Deputy Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
Tel: 343-4174, to estai)lish a time and place.

Sincerely yours,
MORRIs Ttro~tPso.,

Corni.lsioner of Indian Affair&.

[Exhibit 3, Index No. 7]
APHIL 16. 1976.

Mr. HUGH E. WITT,
Administrator, Federal Procurement Policy, Executive Offce Bullding,
lVashington, D.C.

DEAR Mn. WTrr: Since the enactment of Public Law 9.638, the "Indian Self-
Determination and Education Assistance Act", on January 4. 1975, a significant
part of the Act, Section 7(b), has not been administered under consistent
policies or centralized direction in the Executive Branch. Seciton 7(b) states:

"Any contract, subcontract, grant, or subgrant pursuant to this Act, the Act
of April 16, 1934 (48 Stat. 590), as amended, or any other Act authorizing
Federal contracts with or grants to Indian organizations or for the benefit of
Indians. shall require that to the greatest extent feasible--

(1) preference and opportunities for training and employment In con-
nection with the administration of such contracts or grant shall be given
to Indians; and

(2) preference In the award of subcontracts and subgrants in connection
with the administration of such contracts or grants shall be given to Indian
organizations and to Indian-owned economic enterprises as defined in
section 3 of the Indian Financing Act of 1974 (88 Stat. 77).

Because of this lack of direction, conflicting interpretations and apparent
confusion, officials of several Federal Departments as well as several Indian
Tribes have asked this Department for guidance. They have assumed that
Department of Labor's authority under Executive Order 11246, as amended.
to provide for affirmative action by Federal contractors for minorities and
women, places this Department in a position to provide such guidance for
Section 7(b) application.

Dealing as It does with Federal grantees as well as contractors, and with
the distribution of ownership as well as employment opportunities, the scope
of 7(b) clearly stretches far beyond the reach of the Executive Order program.
We thus do not see the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs serving
as the appropriate locus for this responsibility.

Just last month, Senator Abourezk. Chairman of the Subcommittee on Indian
Affairs of the Senate Interior and Insular Affairs Committee, indicated in a
letter to the Secretary of Labor that his Subcommittee would be holding over-
sight hearings this month to determine the extent of implementation of Section
7(b) by the various Federal Departments. A copy of this letter is enclosed. We
smderstand identical letters were sent to all Federal Departments.

To clarify this situation we recommend that your office take the Inmedlitte
lead in calling a meeting of representatives of the various Federal Departments
having Interest and concern with this issue. Such a meeting would clarify the
past, current and planned directions of the Departments to implement Section
7(b). Hopefully it would also generate suggestions as to the appropriate coordi-
nating mechanis-m and/or agency to direct and oversee the Federal efforts
regarding this Section of the Act; we presume such an assignment would be
made In the form of an- Executive Order; It is clear to us, above all else, that
some clear guidance must be drawn up with which all the Federal agencies can
work and which, for example, defines what is meant by such words as "pref-
erence" and "to the greatest feasible extent".

We suggest representatives of the Departments of Interior; Health, Education
and Welfare; Commerce; Transportation; and Labor be invited to attend this
meeting.

Sincerely,
FRED G. CLARK,

Assistant Secretary, Administration and Management.
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[Exhillit ;3, Index NXo. Vol

1101). ELLIOT RICIIARDSON, FFEIItRUARY 10, 1976.

Secretary of Commerce, Commerce Building,
lVaslhington, D.C.

DEAR MR. SECRETARY: For the last six years, both as Indian Affairs SuiibCoil-
mittee Chairman and a ,'-enber of the Select ('ommittee on Small Business, I
have been receiving numerous complaints and Inquiries frow Indian contractors,
tribal organizations and interested parties concerning federal agency interpre-
tation of the preference In government contracting given to 1ndlan people under
various federal statutes.

The complaints and inquiries have ranged from questions concerning Ineon-
sistent applications of the Indian preference in contracting by different federal
agencies to differing Interpretations of the same contracting preference betweenL
the Central and Area offices of the same agencies, i.e., 1IlA, 111) and hIEW.

In response to the Inequities and financial loss suffered by Indian cot ractors.
businessmen and tribal organizations around the Nation and due to their above
confusion nad interpretation given to the various legislative Indian contracting
preferences by federal agencies, See. 7(b) of I.1. 93-M3X was Included in ihe
Indian self-Determinathon and Education Assistance Act to assure at least a
minimum acceptable interpretation of Indian contracting and employment rights.

Section 7(b) states: Any contract, subcontract, grant or subgrant ijursinant
to this Act, the Act of April 10, 1934 (48 Stat. 596), as amended, or amly other
Act authorizing federal con tracts with or grants to Indian organizations or for
the benefit of Indians shall require that to thef greatest extent feasible-

(1) preference and opportunities for training and employment in connec-
tion with the administration of such contract or grants shall Ibe given to
Indians; and

(2) preference in the award of subcontracts and subgrants in connection
with the administration of such contracts or grants shall be given to Indian
organizations and to Indian-owned economics enterprises as defined in See.
tion 3 of the Indian Financing Act of 1974 (88 Stat. 77) (25 U.S.C. Sec.
1452).

Thus, In the most straightforward way possible it was Congress' Intention by
Including See. 7(b) In P.L. 93-&48, that all federal agencies presently or pmotentialljt
involved In Indian contracting and procurement administration would recognized,
the Indian right to a preference In government employment, contracting and
procurement.

The addition of these sections to PI.L. 93-639 are in no way intended to super-
sede the provisions of Section 23 of the Act of June 25, 1910. referred to ai thO
"Buy Indian Act", or any other law or federal regulations which provide Indian
preference in contracting of federal services. The underlying purpose behind
this requirement was stated by Congress in See. 3(b) of the Act by declaring Its
commitment to ". . . an orderly transition from federal domination of program
for and services to Indinn4 to effective- and meaningful participation by the In-
dian peolle In the planning, conduct and administration of these programs. ind
services".

In our view, if Section 7(b) Is responsibly administered by all federal agen-
cies the Inconsistent Interpretations between and among different agencies should
cease, with Indian people given, to the greatest extent possi-ble, a preference in
government contracting.

As Chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Indian Affairs, I hereby respect-
ftlly request that your Department acknowledge, implelnent and maintain both
the Intent and spirit of the "Self-l)eternination Act".

It would be appreciated if the agencies under your direction would provide
the Subcommittee, by February 17, 1970, with the following information:

(1) What has your Department done since the effective (late of Public Law
93-638 to review and modify your existing procurement :,nd contracting policies.
methods, procedures and techniques to adhere to Section 7(b) of Public Law
901638?

(2) What efforts are presently underway and/or are planned In fiscal year
1976 In your Department to formulate and Implement new procurement policies
consistent with Public Law 93-038?

(3) What specific efforts have been and/or r :e in process to coordinate your
Department's efforts with those of other federal Departments?
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This Subconmilltee will review and assess tlie adequiacy of these efforts to
determine the extent and intent (if the Executive Bran'h to implement S•e(tliou
7(b) of P.L. 93=38. This review will form it baIsis for this Subcommittee's su.•se-
quent oversight hearings which will Ihe held in March, 1976.

Sincerely,
JAMES AiOi'REZK,

chairman , Indian A fairs S'u bou in itter.

exhibit t 3, hIdex No. 51
.JANUARY 26, 1976.

lion. JoHN T. 1)uNLor,
Ncorctary of Department of Labor,
Washington, D.C.

I)EAR SEcRETARY DIT?'i.oI,: As yill know, tlie Inlnh, Svhf-l)eternilnation and
Edhwalion Assislainee Act, (i'ubilic LJaw W":; U'Sq) lIi',ii, (4,f.live i* on IeclnhlOer .t,
11)75. ()lie very lmporlant provision of thait Act calls for Indian iweferenee in
training and employment under contracts or grants which benefits Indians. The
Aet states, In See. 7(0) :

Any (contract, suihcontrail. grint, or suibgrant pursuanl to this Act, the Act
of April 10, 1034 (48 Stat. -590), as amended, or any otler A't aiuthorlziii Fed-
eral contracts with or grants to Indian organnltions or for the hnneflt of Indl-
nit, shell require that to the greatest extent feasible-

(1) preferences and opportunities, for training tild l],miloynient il conectioion
with the admlnistratloh of such contracts or grants shall be given to Indians;
and

(2) preference in ihe award of .uabcontracts and stuigrants in conneclhtm wilh
the administration ef such contracts or grants shall lip given to hIdiian organi-
zatlon i and to India n.nwned eionomil enterprises as defined Jil section 3 of the
India nt Finn acing Act of 197.4 (M8 Stat. 77).

This section addresses 0nll( of the essential .oinpowielits of self-de•erinaintlon.
For self-determinatlon to lie oplitimally effect ive. t ril.:4 niust hjave eonoiiie self.
suflichency, which requires a sulistantial reduction in thie high unemployment
rates that now prevail on most reservations. Effeclltve Implemnntation of Sec.
7(b) co(d111 mean thousands of "ew Job-, for Indians tin private enterprise, oil or
near reservations. See. 7(b) requires that all contractors who receive Federal
c'ntra(cts for the beneflt of Indians must give training and employment prefer-

'lice to Indians. While preference to 1ndian1 iu4 hls been i-rniiis.Ible In ilie plisi,
tihis is the first timp It Is inade a requirement for federall (.nitr acttir.M 4ervling
Idi ans. Also. it is applicable to all federal Agencies whiehl let ctmra(.is for I h,
benefit of Indianis amd is not Just limited to ilhe BIA and 11S. Effe'ltive ,nforce-
nment would Ineliea vIililoylinllt of Indians on all federally funded eonstrietlion

irojt,cts on or near reservations, ias well us oil pIreuriineli and service collt ricts.
In the pa,4t, flip lack of a Consistent Felleral I)(ilile of requiring (onfraifors

to give liring preference to Indlans resulted i i a 'ilntlaton wherein contratcors
usually brought their own crews to project sites aiid 'i red few Indians fromn the
local (,oliilntinity. Give'ni tle vast alllount of constrcltlon ailnd proeurenietmt moui-
tr:wt ing being planned for reservations, effeetive eiforevinent would thiisre that
Indiails receive Owle niuiny JoA opportnuiltite, that oloherwise will likely go to) iion-
Ihlilan.. See. 70b) now provides the opl)orntwily for IObe developiauntl of a (Oov-
erilinient-wide pollhy. set of regullaIlollns, ali(1 enforcenient systli which w-ill in-
sure the compreliensive and enforceable approach to lndian prefereni(,e tht liihs
been hd0.lging In lie past.

We feel fhan tile Offive of l,'ederal ('onlit ets (C'oiliahnwe iiitle 1)elp tparfnit ofi
LTahbor should have primary repoinsiliili'y for Issuing regulltlons and ove(rm:(,ini1
hnllpeulentat ion of Iniidin ii preference,. Se,. 70() ties Indian l)irfernece Itl o Fed-
eral contracts, and tflie OF'C now has overall responsillitv for affirmlt ive ac-
tion contract complilnce within the Federal government. Giving file O,('C prli.
mary responsibility would insure flint the Indian Ireferenie regilaftoniis are
Integrated Into tile general non-liscrhinination regulations on cotnraet counphlhntime
to prevent conflict between the two related requirements. It would also permit
the OFCC to use the enforcement network now In place for carrying out non-
discrimination requirements to enforce Indian preference requirements.

Trial involvement Is essn•tmll if an eiforcement program is to lie effeltre.
First, tribal constitutions and legal opinions make it clear that tribes have the
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right to require Indian preference by contractors which the tribes hire or grant
perinits to; this tribal authority may be used to cover nion-Federal clinttraIctPpis
as well as Federal ones. Where a tribe Is exe-'teislyig these rights. the Feder:al
enforcement program should be coor(dinated with that of the tribe. On other
reservations there has been sub.stantia• confusion about Indian preference and
non-discrinihlatlon. There Is a need to educate tribes about their rights and the
natture of tfie Federal enforcement program to liisuro, smooth imnplemendntit oil of
the Federal policy. Lastly, experience has shown that Federal Agenchis rarely
have the manpower to effectively monitor contract c(lnplinee regulation.s. Ili
many cases ti-e otivlials who will be responsibleý for lhandling Ildlian preferei'ce
guidel ities will be Olw sante ones who have to handle all the other contr act eom-
pliamtie efforts and who are already overworked. 'Tlherefore, tribal gomernmients
should be Involved In the Federal effort to provide a sipnilementt nry resource t'i
those oif the Federal Agencies.

It is recomnnended that thi, 13iA, I)OL, and ONAP (IEW) set upl a voordhint-
Ing group to insure Indian tribes are knowledgeable about and itnvolvedll i Indian
pret'r(inie entforcementt under Sec. 7(b). 'T'l,& should Iiclhude ai Iroggrnli to pr'o-
vide basic tinforntition to tribal leaders as well as ft(,hnlcal as..istalice to t rifles
that wish to get deeply involved in, enforcenuent of lidint ifrefvrvnn,-,nd.,r
their own authority as well its that provided under 8ec. 70().

111hti. hlie- BIllHreall Iis rot Idfig that tie(. (MVP1c' of Feodera'l ('Vollri('tt CIn-
I ilal lehave I inltr3 rey'-Ip n•ll ilily of Itlilpleeineiilation of Sec. 7 (h) . the kct Itvi.ll'
doeis lot., slief'l which Federal Agency should tissunie- this responsibility. We feel
thall 1 ]E.xecuitive (Order is- probably ne(ieeI it' repon.i lisimiy is to rest witih mihe
O)FCC find If other Federal Agencies, are to rtespomld posit lively to regulations
Issued by lthat office. Ali Execlluive ()lrder im flow eled mg lirepa'red Iby tlo l1lreflin
which will Ilclude the placing of sll(uch respomllsiil lity with Ille IXlpartnilent of

labr. ill the E.xecutlive Order ilie litA will rese-rv t lhe ,ittlhorily to reve' til, e
(il"0'('T" eut'oreenlit (if See. 7(0)- -(the sf•.1Ie as the ('fvip i00 Iits ('o'llli-.Jil )Iow
dio's f'4 ot ie!' i'inliiynii'ml! disc'rimlilllnt bit v.s l---ind m It w pintiirily lre';pq uisillh,
for sissis.tlg trihies to develop I helr own calancity of Indialt lpreference ',trlor(,e-
Illelit.

We would appreciate an opportunity to uniiet with ofl.cials of your Departnient
to discuss the Ideas presented ,in this letter. During it Ia'eviotlu lnletling with
Assistant Secretary DeLury tile Indian 80if-Deterinitia tion Act and Its litiplila-
tion for other Federal Agencies was (itsct;ssed. I was assured at that time of Ills
favorable reaction to continuing out' brief dialogue. Mr. Robert (mJadys also at-
tended that meeting and has been contacted by menibers of my staff for his opinion
hi the matter. Ills continued participation ii (ll,4ctusslion will lie hellpfill.

Because of the many questions now being raised by Indlan tribal leaders I am
suggesting that we meet In the very near future on tills ixatter.

Sincerely yours,
MoRitS Tuo.tisox.

('oniinu•.,ioner of Indian 4 'fair.,?

[{l xhibit 3, Indhx N(. .11

U.S. DE)PARTMEN'r Or LmIomi,
EIMPJ.O.M.•m'T STANDAIi)S AJIM I.IST'IATIO,,

OFr'ic: or" FEDII'flAL ('oXTrUc'r ('OMPu'LIANCE': PRoGR.AMs.
1'a.vh ingeon, D.C., ,('ptcm iber 3, 1970'.

Mr. CARMEN E0. TURNER,
Acting Director o1 iv•il Rights, Office of the S•erctary, U.S. Department of

Transportation, Washington, D.C.
M.ti MH. Tvi•t.-,N:t Your offi•.e has requested I)epari'nent of T,:l'or ippr-rval o(f

lhe proposed DOT/FIIWA special provision which itiludes special hiring goals
for American Indians on all Federal and Federally aided highway construction

irojeels performed omt lands under the Jurisdiction of tile NavaJo Nation. Cer-
tain of the remnarks contained in the material submitted with the proposal lead
us to mentionm onc again that Ithe iiiplehnentation (if a preferential hiring pro-
grani Is beyond the authority of the Ipartmetit of Labor under Executive Order
11246,, as an;mended, an(l its hnplemienting regulations. We (tilt and( will approve,
goals which accurately reflect a high con(centrathitn of Indians iti tihe avalliilrh
lalor force. Also, a proposal has been published for contment In the Federal
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lRgiste r (-41 F.H. 26229, .June 25. 1976) whi.h would allow a Federal contractor
1t) extend a publicly announced preference In employment to Indians living oln
-or near an Indian reservation in connection with employment opportunities on or
nea*r the reservation. At this time, however, and until such time as the above men-
tionted prolposal becomes an effective regulation, we cannot mandate or otherwise
.ondone tile preferential hiring of Indians.

Several problems exist in the current proposal which preclude our approving
the plan at this time. First, in order for the Department of Labor to approve any
spc•.ial bld conditions we must be able to judge tile supportability of the goals
tndi timetables contained therein. You have supplied us with census data which
reftlecls the Indian population in areas covered by the Navajo Nation, and with
(s4imtes of Ilnumers of employed, unemlploye(d, trainable and available Navajo,.
What you have not supplied, however, is the number of people nonminorityy and
minority) other tMan Indians who reside in covered areas, who are employed, un-
1.lioyVed, trainable and available. Without this infornition we are unable to deI.
lermnine what percentages the available Navajos comprise of the total available
workforce. which is a critical factor in assessing the suipportability of the pro-
Jected goals. We also request that you supply an Indication of tile number of
antil.ipated vacancies for each job classilicatlon and an analysis of how, on the
liansis oft the dat a, t he goals w%, re developed for the proposal.

Second. there Is a dllh'ult,. with the requirements In your proposal that each
contractor and covered subcontractor provides the Office of Navajo Labor Rein-
lions (ONLR) with copies of the projected work forecast for the project and
advise the ONLR and other sources of Indian employees of all employment and
training openings that are to bie filled under this special provision. Although
ON N ,t can bie a suggested referral source It Is beyond the authority of the Labor

departmentt to require a contractor or subcontractor to recruit from ONLR, to
report to ONLR, or to provide a time span within which ONLR can refer potential
employees.

Third, the proposal defines Indian as "American Indians and includes persons
who identify themselves or are known as such by virtue of their trial as-o.in-
lions." This (definition Is too inexact for OFCCP approval. A more precise and
acceptable characterization, which has been adopted by the Office of Statistics
l'olicy at OMB, defines Indians as persons having origins in any of the original
I'eopiles of North America and who maintain cultural identification through tribal
affiliation or community recognition.

Fourth, although your proposal purports to allow the requirements of the
Arizona Plan to apply with respect. to that portion of the employees not included
in the minimum Indian workforce goals for each classification, we do not under-
stand how the Arizona Plan, with its established goals for minority groups Includ-
Ing Indian., could be superimposed upon a proposal which already sets forth
specific goals for Indians. Therefore, we think it incumbent upon you to develop
goals for all protected groups within the geographic coverage of the plan. By so
doing, the special plan will be the only operative plan In the area under the
Jurisdiction of the Navajo Nation and at the same time it will protect the em-
ployment rights of all peoples concerned.

You may be aware that the OFCCP National Program Strategy, Fiscal Year
1976 Informs the contracting agencies that they are expected to develop ".Special"
111d Conditions in nonplan areas to meet the affirmative action obligations of con-
strtiction contractors when certain conditions exist. Enclosed find a set of these
"Special" Bid Conditions which have been approved by the Solicitor's Office, the
Director of OFCCP and the Assistant Secretary of ESA. The format and content
of these "Special" Bid Conditions are now being used as a model for all "Special"
1id Conditions. The blank spaces are provided for the name of the project, the
name of the "Special" Bid Conditions, the geographic area of the bid conditions
.1n1d file goals. The use of this bid condition format will not only promote con-
;.Jstency among those projects for which OFCCP approves special goals, but will
also serve to put all bidding contractors on sufficient notice of their equal em-
plnymient obligations.

If you have any difficulties with adopting li.s format, please do not hesitate to
contact this office for our assistance.

Sincerely,
LAWRENCE Z. LORBER,

Deputy Assistant Secretary, Director, OFC1OP.
Enclosure.
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

OFFICE OF FEDERAL CONTRACT COMPLIANCE PROGRAMS

[41 CFR Parts 60-1 and 60-21

EMPLOYMENT OF AMERICAN INDIANS ON OR NEAR INDIAN RESER'MATIONS

PROPOSED RUi.EMAKINO

Notice is hereby given that pursuant to Executive Order 11246 (30 FR 12310),
as amended by Executive Order 11375 (82 FR 14303), it is proposed to amend
41 CFR Part W0-1.5 and Part 60-2.12 in order to clarify the policy of -the U.S.
Department of Labor under Executive Order 11240, as amended, with regard to
expanding tile employment opportunities of American Indians living on or near
an Indian reservation in both construction and nonconstructlon employment.
Thio proposal would parallel Section 703(1) of the Civil Rights Act of 1904, as
amended, and would allow construction and noneonstruction contractors and
subcontractors to engage in certal, !,referential hiring of such Indians.

Section 703(l) of the Civil Rights Act of 1904, as amended states:
Nothing contained in this title shall apply to any business or enterprise on or

near an Indian reservation with respect to any publicly announced employment
practice of such business or enterprise under which a preferential treatment Is
given to any Iniividdri because he is an Indian living on or near a reservation.

The use of the word "near" would include all that area where a person seeking
employment could reasonably be expected to commute to and from in the course
of a work day. This definition Is consistent with that offered hly the Equal Em.-
ployinent Opportunity Commission to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights In an
opinion letter dated July 18, 1973.

In accordance with tile Federal equal employment policy contained in Section
715 of tile Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, for consistent standards among
the Federal equal employment opportunity enforcement agencies, the Department
of Labor proposes to adopt the policy enunciated in Section 703(1) of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, as amended, as the applicable standard under Executive
Order 11246, as amended, for contractors performing contracts on or near an
Indian reservation. The obligations of a Federal contractor under the Indian Self
Determination and Education Assistance Act, PL 93-638, and the regulations
issued pursuant thereto, 25 CFR Parts 271-277 would not be altered by tile
promulgation of this regulation.

Interested persons are invited to file written data, views or arguments con-
cerning this proposal by July 26. 1976. Written comments should be addressed to
the Acting Director, Office (if Federal Contract Compliance Programs, U..4 De-
partment of Labor, 200 Constitution Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20'210.

PART 60-1-OBI3IGATIONS OF CONTRACTORS AND SUBCONTRACTORS

1. It is proposed to amend § 60-1.5 of Chapter 60. Title 41, ('ode of Federal
Regulations by adding a new paragraph (a) (6) to read as follows.

§ 60-1.5 EXeCmptions.
(a) * * *
(6) Work on or near Indian rcscrratlions. It shall not be a violation of the

equal opportunity clause for a construction or nonconstruction contractor to
extend a publicly announced preference in employment to Indians living on or
near an Indian reservation in connection with employment opportunities on or
near an Indian reservation. The use of the word " near" would include all that
area where a person seeking employment could reasonably be expected to com-
mute to and from in the course of a work day. Contractors or subcontractors
extending such a preference shall not, however, discriminate among Indians on
the basis of religion, sex, or tribal affiliation, and the use of such a preference
shall not excuse a contractor from complying with the other requirements con-
tained In this Chapter.
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PART C0.2-AFFIRAIATIVE ACTION PROGRAMS

2. It is proposed to aniend § 60-2.12 by redesignating pa ragraphs (J). I k),
(1), and (ini as (k), (1), (ni), antd (n) and by adding a iew (J) as follows.

§ 60-2.12 E5~ablishment of go'als an(l timeltables.
$ * * * $ *

(j) A contractor or subcontractor extending a publhicy ann1')ounced preference
for Indians .is authorized In 41 ('Fit 6(0-1.5 •a) ) may reflect in Its gosls land
timetables tC.e permissive eznploynieent preferences f "F i' (ln(Iiahi living oli or lltd r
an Indian reservmition.

Signed a, Washington, D.C., this 22nd day of J 'e. 0i76.
U.,.[SERY, Jr.,
,cerctary/ of Labor.

JOHN" C. READ,
.1 x.istant ,uIScrctarl, for TbE"Im('Inut Sltandards.

LAWREKNCE Z. 1,O1iltI,

Dircctor, O/llcc of Fedcral C'ontract ('ompliane l'Propgrnt.q.

[FR Doe. 76-18258 Filed 0-24-70: 8:45 am)

[Elxlhibit 3, Iudex No. 3]
JAUAI(Y 30, 1970.

Mr. MooDY R. 1'iwEX.T,
AsRoclatc Solicitor, Gc 'tcral Lau-, U.S. Department of Interior,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. TIiPWF.JJ: Section 7(b) of Public L.aw 93-63, (225 U.S.C. 450(ep)
provides in pertinent part as follows:

(h) Any contract, subcontract, grant, or subgrant pursuant to this Act. the
Act of April 16, 193.1 (48 Stat. 596), as amended, or any other Act authorizing
Federal contracts with or grants to Indian organizations or for the benefit of
Indlians. shall re(Juire tiait to tie greatest ext eiit feasible-

(1) preferences and oppjortunities for training and employment in con-
nectlon with tile administration of such contra(,ts or grants shall be given
to Indians; and

(2) preference in tlie award of subeontracts and silogrants iii cOlnne4'tbion
with the administration of such 'lntracts or grants shall be given to Indian
organizations an(! to Indian-ownled econoinic enterprises as defined In .s'ec-
tion 3 of the Indian Financing Act of 107.1 (88 Stat. 77).

On November 4, 1975, the Iepartment of Interior published regulations to
implement, Public 11Law 113-638. Section 1411-70.608(a) (if which inpleients the
'iiijoloymenti and training preference of section 7i b) (1) of Public Law 113-63J.S.
The effect of 141170.608(a) is that contractorss subject to tile Act shall grnlt it
preference to Indians in enployllyent and training oplportunitles but are pro-
hibited from d,,vri-iimninilug against Indians on the basis of -'ex, age, and
religion.

Subsection (b) of the regulations provide. tl'vt after full consideration of
the prefertcwe the contractor illuy ('onsidh'r Iioi-.1 ndialis for tihe renlnininig en'i-
ployunent opiportunities but only In accordance with an equal opolrtunlity clause.

The equal op110orilility liause, ia inotnit lef version of the Exect'ivlte Order 11246
E'BEO clause., is set forth In § 141I-70.6Mf. This section provides that after the
coontractor has coinpliol with the Indiin preference required by § 1411-70.608, the
c(intractor will not oilscriindate on the lasis of race, age, religion, or sex. The
(.iuse iis-o reliires the contractor to take aflirinative actionin till aspects of Its
eniployment practices with respect to those emplloyees who are emlloyed after
the llI(htin preference Is exhausted.

Mr. S. Bobo Dean of tile Fried. Frank, Harris, Shriuer and Kampehnan firin
In a letter to Interior's Solicitor Frizzell argued that the EEO obligations, placed
on contractors by the (hlises (lescrilled above after comlplilnce with the Indian
eilployiinet preference, "ignore the express provision relating to Indian tribes
.-et; forth it Title VII of the Chivii ights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. § -000e." Mr.
D)ean is referring to tihe provision In 42 U.S.C. 20(0)e-2(i) which permits ai11
eiulpoyer to g.,ve preferential treatment to Indhlins living on or near a reserva-
tiomn providedi ',ie eniployer first publicly antiounces such an eniploylnent practice.
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Mr. Dean is also referring to the provision in 42 U.S.C. 2000e(li) (1) which
excludes an Indian trilbe (along with the United States, a corporation whlolly
owne•l by the Governmient of the United States, and certain other entities) from
the detliltiot of the teri employerye" The thrust of Mr. Dean's argument is that
these two provisions lit Title VII establish a nlatiolal polley of Inidian autonomy
and that the EEO obligations placed on coi:tractors interfere with that autonomy.

You have asked for outir opinion Its to the applicability of iioildiser'i-iniiiiit loll
requirements to contracts with Ilndial tribes. As yo1u are aware, we have n1o vii-
foreement responsibility for Title VII. lHowever. the question you rai,,e does
raise issues about thilt application of Executive Order 11240 to ctint'actt, with
Indian tribes.

First, we aire not persuaded by Mr. Dean's arguments. The exemption for
Indian tribes and the preferential treatment allowed for Indian employees 1in
Title VII 'tre reflective of a general federal policy which providets special treat-
Inwnt, for lillialls ulnder various laws. These provisions do not, tii our judgmnelnt,
however, create or establish a new policy which tihe (sloverini'nt generally is
required to follow In the area of federal contracts. It seeiis clear to us that the
spwelal provi'siolim have no elppitsaitii Ic e lyonid ']lnlt, VII itself, and d(I not, for
exaiplile, reptuire thi, i)epartntent of iLahor milder the Executive ()i'der to aidlIt
retgalatioItl paralleliiig tile two provisions. lloweve'r, the 1Deplartllettn of Lab'or
is coiisidet'lig adopting a permissive Indian preference comparable to the one
contained il 42 I'.S.V. 2(00e-2(I). The basik for Ithis type of regula tloa, how-
ever, is the coigressional mandate contained itn section 715 of the Civil Rights
Act of (i )i9. als aiintlled, which calls for tHIe elilninutioll of "c0,nflict, cOlipeti-
timi, dluplitation mid ilioisistency among the operations, functions and jturis-
diet onis of the vtxrious departments, nguncies and branches of the Federal govern-
titeilt responsible for the itImplemnentat ion attd enforcement of equal employment
olportuilty legislation, orders, and pollchs.'" In addition, there Is a kinship
i'etweei tVie preferential treatmnelt aiccordled Indians (as employees) and the mnis-
slon ,and objectives of the Executive Order program, and other Ell.)I prograIins
for ilaxinilziiig lndhitn eniploylnelt opporttiities. On the other hanl, emnplhyer
exemptlotis from coverage, as in the case of 42 U.S.C. 2000e,(b) 1), do not
enjoy thiii -4mme kind of kilshilp to the mission and objectives of the Executive
Order program, since they might Impede the attaiinnent of employment oppor.
huiltl is by pri'o'tected groups.

('i~iIStltt(' y3', we agree that Iby the lprin'ilple of accommolation, the require-
mvii'ts of lhe Executive Order can be reconciled with tile express preferences of
section 7(b) of Public Law 93-638. Accommodation. however, should be allied
only to th, extent Ohat It is necessary to eliminate tile possibility of conflict
Between the two programs within a single Federal scheme. Therefore, Executive
()rder 11246 Is authority for including tihe EEO clause to the extelit the clallse
lit § 1411-70.609 relates io race, sex, and religion. Executive Order 11141 is an-
tomrity for including flie agte re(uirtiement under tle same rationale we have men-
fioiled shlove with reslteet to U. 0. 11246(. Also, tih same arguments and priticllles
wothl apply t the elai.; in lt 1411-70.60S which prohibits discrimination among
Indians (who are emIployed tider the preference) on the basis of age, religion
iIld sex.

Pursutiant to Sectlion 106 of PIulic Law m.-3-6C,, which section gives tlre Secretary
of Interior tfle authority to waive any eontracting laws and regulntiotli, which
he determines are not appropriate for the purposes of the contract involved or
illcosIstent wilth tiht, provislons of the .Act. teilp 3A regulations implementintg
P h,1th4 Laaw 93-AL'g have snuhlit to waive Executive Order 11246, as amended,
aid its Iit 'tlll'entiiz r'egulattionsl, exc('pt to tith, extent that they are specifically
reinstated lit tl'e liA regulations.

The exact wor(ling of the lilA regulations is, in revelant part. as follom"z:
To the extent that the Federal Procurement lIteg1lationis and Interior Procure-

inent TIePrulatioins. .1 CFR chapter r 1, Chapter 14, and Chapter 14--TI (except 41
('CI1 Part 1.I-1l respepfively are not nitade speelically applieable to coil-
tra('ts entered iWto pursuit, to the Aet by reference in this Part 1411-70 they
art, hereby waived." 1411-70.003

Although 41 C('l Chapter 1 speaks mainly to complex and detailed federal
protrenment regulations, subpart 1-12.,S deaNlq with equal opportunity in em-
ploy1ment and it shl('ielnally Ineorporate.s only the Offiet of Federal Contract
V'oniplianee I'rouram,; (hereinafter OFCCP) epIlal emiploynent opportunity reg-
ilatin,: found at 41 CPR Chapter (10 Part 60-1. Parts 60-2. 60-20 and (10-.,. of
tile OFCCP regulnlonts, which deal with aflirniative action programs, sex dIs-

7TR--10--77- -29
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erimination guidelines and guidelines on discrimination because of religion or
national origin, respectively, are not incorporated either specifically or by
reference in the federal procurement regulations and therefore it appears that
they have not been effectively waived by the BIA regulations.

Although we have been advised by attorneys in Interior's Solicitor's Office that
your intention was completely to waive Executive Order 11246 and its imple-
menting regulations (except for those portions of the Executive Order which
you have reinstated in 41 CFR §§ 14H-70.608 and 14H-70.609), it is our opinion
that the Executive Order and regulations found at 41 CFR Chapter 60 should
not be waived. The legislative history of P.1,. 93-438 indicates that the purpose
of allowing the Secretary of Interior the waiver authority is to provide flexibil.
ity and to avoid the rigidity of certain procurement laws and regulations. Given
that the Executive Order and its Implementing regulations deal with equal
employment opportunity and not with burdensome or Inflexible procurement pro-
cedures with strong cost Impacts, we believe that the Executive Order and its
regulations are neither inconsistent with the provisions of the Public Law nor
art- they inappropriate for the purposes of most, If not all, contracts. Further-
more, the objective of the Executive Order program, which is to achieve equal
employment opportunity without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national
origin, or age, is equally as alipropriate to federal contracts with Indian tribes
as it is to any other federal contract. Under our contemplated Federal Register
proposal, if adopted, any contractor or subcontractor who ,xtends a publicly
announced hiring preference for Indians living on or near a reservation or a
imindlatory hiring preference for In(lians as required by P.1,. 93-638 would lie
ahble to reflect that preference in its goals and timetables for other protected
groups. Accordingly, we respectfully suggest that all portions of the Executive
Order and its Implementing regulations should not be waived by, and in fact
should be Incorporated In, the BIA regulations.

We would welcome the opportunity to discuss this matter further with you,
and representatives from this office and the Office of Federal Contract Compliance
Programs will be getting in touch with officials at Interior shortly to schedule
these discussions.

Sincerely,
JAME9 D. HENRY,

Asooolate Soliotor.

(Exhibit 3, Index No. 2]
JANUARY 1, 1975.

Mr. J.A.NES FMiAZIEn,
Director of Civil Rights, Office of th1 Sccretary,
U.S. Department of Transportation,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. FHAZIER: Your office has requested Department of Labor approval
of the proposed DOT/FHWA special provision which provides for preferential
employment of American Indians on all Federal and Federally-aided highway
construction projects performed on lands under the jurisdiction of tile Navajo
Nation.' As we understand the proposal, It would eliminate any concurrent re-
quirements under Part II of the existing Arizona Bid Conditions. We have pre-
viously Informed you that pending resolution of general OF•C Indian policy,
wo are prepared to approve special bid conditions for Indian hiring on these
highway projects, but that we could not approve your proposal as it is presently
written. The reasons are as follows:

First, the Department of Labor Is without authority under Executive Order
11246, as amended, to mandate the preferential hiring of Indians. As presently
drafted, however, tile special provision requires that:

"D~uring performance of this contract tle contractor and each covered cub-
contractor shall provide preferential treatment to Indianc. Such preferential
treatment is consistent with the provisions of Title VII, Section 703(1) of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended. In no case shall the preferential treatment
be used to discriminate against Indians. The preferential treatment shall apply
to all aspects of employment except wages, working conditions, and performance
evaluations. Such aspects include but are not limited to, recruitment, hiring,
training, promotion, termination, and layoffs.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the contractor and each covered subcontractor
may employ in each work classification for which hitnimum Indian work force
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goals are established herein without providing preferential treatment of Indians,
craftsmen not to exceed 10 percent of the total, or one craftsmen, whichever is
greater. This exception applies to the total number of craftsman employed in each
classification during the life of the contract or subcontract." Agreement, p. 2.

Furthermore, this preference is reinforced by the special provision's referral
and recruitment system which is tantamount to a mandatory Indian hiring prefer-
ence because it requires a contractor to hire referrals from the Office of Navajo
Labor Relations if such referrals are made within three days from the time the
contractor gives notice of his Intent to hire.

Second, in order for the department of Labor to approve any special bid con-
ditions for the Federal highway projects at issue, we must be able to judge the
supportability of the goals and timetables contained therein. Goals and timetables
must be based on the most accurate data obtainable that indicates the available
labor force. Rios v. Enterprise Association Steamffltters Local 638, 501 F2d. 622
'2d Cir. 1974) remanded to 10 FEP 790 (S.D. New York 1975). We request, there-

fore, that you provide us not only with supporting availability data but also with
an analysis of how, on the basis of the data, the goals were developed for the
proposal which you have submitted.

Third. It is unclear as to the time frames that thq goals and increases in your
proposal remain applicable. Under procurement laiv all bidders must be put on
notice of specific equal employment opportunity requirements. 54 Comp. Gen. 0
(1974) ; 48 Comp. Gen. 820 (1968).

Fourth, the proposal includes, itnter alla, the suspension of contract payments
as a sanction for noncompliance based on discrimination or lack of affirmative
action adequate to attain goals. It is our opinion, based upon a recent Comptroller
General ruling, 52 Comp. en. 476 (1978), that although the suspension of a con-
tractor's progress payments for violations of the equal employment opportunity
clause of his contract Is a sanction which is authorized by section 209(a) (5)
of Executive Order 11240, as amended, It is a sanction which, in the absence of
an amendment to our regulations, cannot be imposed without first providing the
contractor with a hearing. 41 CFR if 60-1.24 (c) (8) and 60-1.20.

Fifth, the agreement purports to eliminate any concurrent requirements under
Part II of the Arizona Bid Conditions or any other area wide affirmative action
jelans imposed by or approved by OFCCP. The proposal contains preferential
hiring and affirmative action requirements with regard to Indians: however, once
those requirements are met, the contractor can fill the remaining job vacancies
boutnd only by the obligation to "ensure equal employment opportunity." Agree-
ment, p. 4. Consequently, after completing all Indian hiring obligations pursuant
to the agreement, the agreement might appear to exempt the contractor from till
affirmative action obligations with regard to other protected groups. The Depart.
ment cannot approve an approach which might minimize or reduce affirmative
action requirements toward other groups covered by the goals and timetable
approach of construction industry EEO bid conditions.

Finally, you note in the proposal that the F1IWA has solicited and received
comments on the proposed special provisions from affected field organizations,
contractor organizations and representatives of the Navajo Nation. We are most
interested In reviewing those com,':entt :!A rouemt that you forward them to
this office.

We will communicate with you further in order to resolve any problem areas.
Sincerely, GEoaoE F. TRAVERS,

Acting Director.

[Exhibit 3, Index No. 1]

U.S. M)EPAIMTMENT OF TYKE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR,

1Waslington, D.C., September 30, 1975.
Memorandum To: Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
From: Associate Solicitor, Indian Affairs.
Subject: Applicability of Public Law 98-088 to Federal Agencies.

This responds to your memorandum dated July 11, 1975 requesting an opinion
as to the applicability of P.L. 93-688 to Federal Agencies other than the Bureau
of Indian Affairs and HtEW.
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We are not aware of the origin of the view that contracts under the Indian
Self-Determination Act. Public Law 93-638, may be made with agencies other
than BIA and HEW. We do note, however, that the view that the Act is not
limited to your Bureau and IhEW even turned up in the remarks of Secretary
Hathaway to the National Congress of American Indians on June 25, 1975. In the
course of those remarks the Secretary said: "The Self-Determinatf'.:. Act author-
izes Federal agencies to turn over management of specific -,ograms to tile tribal
government.... In order that there be no misunder,'..nding about the meaning
and purposes of tie Self-D)eterinination Act, I will emphasize that tribes are free
at any time and at their own behest to relinquish administration of priogr-mv.l
hack to tile Bureau or to Indian health Service or wherever .

Section 102(a) of the Inldian Self-Determination Act provides:
•iThe Secretary of the Interior i1 directed, upon the request of any Indian tribe.

to enter into a contract or contracts with any tribal organization of tiny stielh
Indian tribe to plan, conduct. and administer programs, or portions thereof. pro-
vided for in the Act of April 16. 1934 (48 Stat. 596) [Johnson-O'Malley Act]. as
amended by this Act. any other program or portion thereof which tile Secretary
of Interior is authorized to administrator for the benefit of Intlians under the Act
of November 2, 1921 (42 Stat. 208) [Snyder Act I, and any Act subsequent
thereto. . ... "

Section 103(a) of the Indian Self-Determination Act provides:
"The Secretary of Health. education. and Welfare is directed, upon the rpqui.t

of any Indian tribe, to enter into a contract or contracts with any tribal organiza-
tion of any such Indian tribe to carry oit any or all of his functionl'. alithorlt ies
and responsibilities uno-r the Act of August 5. 1954 (68 Stat. 674) [whi.h trans-
ferred Indian Health re,4ponsihilities to IIEW]. as amended .... "

It is clear from the face of the Act thinerefore that contracting authority under
Pitulic ILaw 93-643 is limited to the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of
health. Education, and Welfare. The Acts under which tile Secretary of Interior
may contract ore the Johnson-t)'Malley Act and the Snyder Act plus any Act
.. bsequent thereto. The Secretary of Health. Education. and Welfare may comi-
tract with respect to his authority to provide health services to Indians.

ThIe Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs in reporting the version (of
S. 1017 which became the Indian Self-I)eterinination Act stated tile purpose of
S. 1017 as follows:

"-. 1017. as amended by the Committee. authorizes and directs the Secretary of
the Interior and tile Secretary of Health. Education and Welfare to contract
with Indian tribes or tribal organizations for tile operation of programs and
services provided by tile Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Indian Health Servi-ie
under guidelines and criteria established by tile bill: aimiends tile Johnson-
O'Malley Act with respect to providing more Indian control of contracts for
.6,ssistance to public schools enrolling Indian students : and authorizes the Secre-

tary of the Interior to provide assistance for construction to public schools
enrolling Indian students."

11.R. Rept. No. 93-1600, 93d Cong.. 2d Sess. 14 (1974)
In light of the clear language of tile Act and i(s sitlted piimrIiws' by tlle IlIuu6,

Interior and Insular Affairs Comnmit tee, we ('call colleen to nIo .oni'htisi'i (It hller
than that contracts under Section 11Y2 and Section 103 of thl Ilidiall St-
I)eterminatlon Act are limited to those, programs and functions which are ,'tr-
rently performed by the Bureau of lmidian Affairs and the Indian I,.'alth
Sir vices.

Whether tile Fish and Wildlife Service call enter the agreement desired by
tile Navajo 'i'rIbe under soine authority other than 11 ubli, law 93--63S is ,a M1M3-
ter on which we are. by1 a copy of this inlunlllorallldlnl. reqlles ing tlie .\s,' iilt'
Si,'it',r, I iivision of Conservation and Willlife to advise you.

REID PAYTON CmrAMNIERn.



APPENDIX II

I.UrT VIl, I"xilIIwT No. 4

INXIlAX I'UEFFREICE( EXHIBIrTS DIEW. IXDIAN HIE ALTIH &EIVICE EMPLOY-
MENT s'rATISTIS, FISCAL YEAR 1975-FISCAL YEAR 1970

l'lort of vacancies advertised in the Indian Ihealth Service during
fiscal years 1975 and 1976 prepared by IHS (submitted September 21,
1976).
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APPENDIX 11

PART VI, EXHiIBIT 4

Indian Preference Exhibits D HEW, Indian Health Service Employment
Statistics FY 1975-FY 1976

TASK FORCE NOTE TO ExHrIrr No. 4

The following Information was received by Task Force #9 too late for analysis
or comment. The information is a follow-up report by IHS to Task Force #9
and contains information broken down by Area Office. Three different items are
addressed in each section: Item Number One addresses positions GS-11 or higher
which were advertised and qualified Indians were non-selected.

Item Number Two contains information relating to positions GS-11 and above
which were advertised and subsequently cancelled and the position was not
filled or qualified Indians were subsequently not considered or not selected in
filling the position.

Item Number Three contains Information positions 0S-11 or above which
were filled without any advertisement at all thus precluding consideration of
qualified Indians in almost all instances.
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IExhibit 4, No. 11

D)IEPARITM ENT OF IE.ALrTII, EDUCATION AND WEI.FAIE,
OFFICE OF TiH SE'IIETAIRY.]l'ashington, D).C., sepItcmber 21, I.9,06.

MR. P'E:rEII TAYLOR,
.4t1(cricanh Indian Policy Rericw commissionn ,
lWashinglIonl, D.C.

DE).AR MR. TAYLOR: Further reference is mad-e to your July 16 letter and Mr.
Funke's August 11 request for information on employment attritions within the
Indian Health Service.

Substantial collection and compilation efforls have been required It supply
the enclosed Information. Although these efforts aret not co'niplete. the Indian
health Service has received sufficient data to complete a report of vacalcie.s

advertised In the agency during FY 1975 and FY 1976.
You will bee hIaring from me again oin this matter.

Sincerely yours,
(GNE R. l.jISl.u',

DcpiuIt .1 8.,,istant Scrn tary for legislation (li l lti.
Enclo(lsulre.

INDIAN I EALTI[ SERVICE VACAN('IES

'i'he Ami-rican Indian Policy Review Commiission asked for a report oni the
number (of vacancies advertietl in the Indian ]Health Servicei In the laist Iwo
fiscal yea.rs--grades GS-11 and above.

There were 474 vacancies advertised in the Indian health Service during the
period July-1974 to Jiuly-1976. Out of this nminmmer there were 162 promotion
panels which contained the haines of qualified Indian an(I Alaska Native appli-
cants. There were 134 qualified Indian and Alaska Native applicants who were
selected for these vacancies. (See Table I)

There were 28 promotion panels whihb comtalned the names of qualified In-
dian applicants. The reasons for Inidianis not tilling these positions are: t See
Table I I)

1. 2 vacancies. were readvertised in HIeadquarters.
2. There were 4 lirmnotion panels which contained the name-s of .1tialifted In-

dian applicants. Before selection was nadle for these vacancles, the Indian
apllicants on these promotion lmilels withdrew their applicatiols.1

3. There were 5 promotion panels containing the names of qualified Indian
applicants. As of 7/30/70 no selection had been made for these Vacancies.!

4. There was i•,e vacan('y in Aberdeen for which the only Indian al)lilicant
was Ineligible for the GS-9/1l grade. The Area Office requested a waiver of
qamlllications for the applicant and filled the, vacancy at thie- 08-7 level.'

5. 'T'lie renialtning positions are identified In the attached report from each
IllS Area Oflice.4

EafelI one of theiso vacancies 14 IdentIfie(d In the attached vacancy listing report.I E.ach tinto of these vacancies is identified in the attached vacancy listing report.1:cii zion-selection justification io Identified in the attached report of vacancy listlngs.
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TABLE I

Number of
GS-11 and Number of

above vacancy vacancies for Numb of
announce. which Indians Indians

Area ments qualified selected

Aberdeen ------------------------------------------------------ -- 93 33 29
Alaska ----------------------------------------------------------- 66 13 11
Albuquerque ..................................................... 43 10 8
Billings .......................................................... 38 13 12
Navajo ........................................................... 103 25 17
Oklahoma City .................................................... 34 18 18
Phoenix -----------------------------------.---------------------- 27 15 13
Portland --------------------------------------------------------- 20 7 5
USET --------------------------------------------- 3 1 1
Tucson ---------------------------------------------------------- 23 10 10
Headquarters (Rockville) ........................................... 24 1 17 10

Grand total ------------------------------------------------- 474 162 134

I Of the 17 positions advertised, I was declined and the other was canceled. There was I position with no selection

made. The remaining 4 positions are identified in the vacancy listing for headquarters.

TABLE II

Vacancies Indians
ieadver- withdrew vacancies Nonselec-

tised applications not filled tonsArea

Nonselec-
tions at

request of
tribe Other

Aberdeen ------------------------------------------ 1------- 1 2 ............ I
Alaska ................................................................. 2 ........................
Albuquerque ........................................................... 2 ........................
Billings ................................................................ I .......................
Navajo ..................................................... 3 3 1 1
Oklahoma City ..............................................................................................
Phoenix ........................................ 2 ................................................
Portland ....................................... 1 .................................. I ----.........
Tucson ....................................................................................................
USET .....................................................................................................
Headquarters ....................... 2 1 1 2 ------------

Total ........................ 2 4 5 12 2 3
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ALASKA ARE*-IHS

'There were 66 vacancies advertised in the Alaska Area during the period July-
1974 to July-1976. Out of this number there were 13 promotion panels which
contained the names of qualified Indian applicants. Eleven (11) Natives were
selected. Note: For these 13 vacancies there were 20 qualified Native applicants
on the promotion panels.

The justification for non-selection of qualified Native applicants for the one
vacancy is as follows:

1. No. 76-101-Proouremcent Offlcer-GS-1I02-12/13.-Justification for non-
selection was that Native applicant did not meet all requirements.

2. No. 75-268-Contract Health Care OI'i er-(W-3O1-13/12.-Justificatlon for
non-select ion was that Native applicant dlid not meet all requirements.

Attached is a list of all vacancies advertised in the Alaska Area in the last two
fiscal years-fiscal year 1975 to 1976.

The vacancies identified above are marked with an asterisk ($) on the follow-
ing listing.
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ALASKA IHS AREA

Number of
qualified

Vacancy Indians
No. Position title Series and grade on panel Selected

76-135 ............. Social worker ........................... 185-9111 0
76-136 ............ Community health development officer .... 301-13/14 2 Native.
76-89 ............. Area executive officer ................... 670-14/15 1 Do.
76-101 ............. Procurement officer ..................... 1102-12/13 1 Other.,
76-75 ............. Employee relations specialist .............. 210-9/I1 0
76-38 ............. Area director ........................... 670-16 2 Native.
76-30 .............. Civil engineer ........................... 810-11112 0
76-34 .............. Community health aide officer ............ 301-11/12 2 Do.
76-43 .............. Training instructor-dental therapy ........ 1712-9/11 0
76-51 .............. Equal opportunity officer ................. 160-11/12 2 Do.
76-10 .............. Social worker ........................... 180-11/12 0
76-19 ............. Community relations officer ............... 301-11/12 1 Do.
76-20 ............. Medical officers-all specialities ........... 602-12113/14 (1)
76 20 .............. Medical officer-general practice .......... 602-11,12/13 (1)
75-313 ............. Public health educator. ........... 615-9/!il 0
75-330 ............. Service unit director.............. 670-12/13 0
75-286 ......... Pharmaist................... 660-9/11 0
75-285 ............ Program analysis officer .................. 345-12/13 0
75-302 ............ Community health aide officer ........... 301-11/12 3 Do.
75-259 ........ Physician's assistant .................... 603-911 0
75 268 ........... Contract health care officer ............... 301-13/12 1 Other.,
75 293 ............. M.D.'s assistant or public health nurse..... -9111 0
75-252 ............. Personnel staffing specialist ............. 212-9111 0
76 306 ............. Contract health specialist ................. 301-4/11 (3)
76-272 ............. Medical officer .......................... 602-11112 (3) ) ai
76-284 ............. Service unit director ..................... 670-12013 ()
76-258 ............. Supervisor civil engineer ................. 810-12/131 Native.
76-259 ............. Personnel staffing specialist .............. 212-9/11 0
76 218 ............. librarian medical science ................ 1410-12113 0
76-224 ............ Training instructor-dental therapy ........ 1712-9/11 0
76-234 ............ Position classification specialist ........... 221-91Il 0
76-239 ............. Service unit director ..................... 670-12/13 0
76-241 ............. Supervisory personnel staff (specialist)_.. 212-1112 0
76-199 ............. Clinical nurse midwife ................... 610-104i1 0
76-207 ............. Nurse anesthetist ....................... 605-10/11
76-210 ......... Contract administrator ................... 301-9/11! (
76-211 ............ Community relations officer ............... 301-9/11 1 Do.
76 177 ............ Contract specialist ....................... 301-9111 0
76-180 ............. Community relations officer ............... 301-11/12 2 Do.
76-181 ............. Service unit director ..................... 670-12113 0
76-182 ............. Instructor (community health aide program). 1700-9111 0
76-111 ............. Supervisory counseling psychologist ...... 180-11/12 0
76 115 ............. Contract specialist ...................... 1182-9/11 0
76-122 ............. Hospital administrative officer ............. 670-12 0
76-127 ............. Public health nutritionist ................. 601-11/12 0
76-131 ............. Contract speialist ....................... 301-9/11 1 Do.
75-197 ............. Medical officer (conti uous) .............. 602-13114 0
75-204 ............. Medical officer (general practice).......... 602-11/12113 0
75-205 ............. Medical officer (all specialities) ........... 602-12/13/14 0
75-210............. General services officer .................. 301-13/14 0
75-216 ............. Social worker ........................... 180-11/12 0
75 221 ............. Public health nutritionist ................ 601-11/12 0
75-175 ............. Medical officer ......................... 602-13/14 0
75-176 ............. Nurse anesthetist ....................... 605-10111 075-144 ............. Medical officer-radiology ............... 602-13/14 0
75-147 ............. Employee development specialist ........ 230-11112 0
75-154 ............. Hospital administrative officer ......... 670-11/12 075-116 ........... ....................... 670-11 0
75-125 ............. Contract health specialist ................. 301-9/11 0
75-133 ............. Medical officer (general practice) .......... 602-12113 0
75-131 ............. Hospital administrative officer ............. 670-11112 0
75-132 ............. Service unit director ..................... 670-12/13 0
75-55 .............. Social worker ........................... 185-11112 0
75-35 .............. Public health nutritionist ................. 601-9/11 0
75-7 ............... Medical officer ................. 602-11/12 0
75-24 .............. Position classification specialist ........... 221 11/12 0

I All service units.
I Not filled.



AB.ERDEEN AREA 1118

There were 93 vacancies advertised in the Aberdeen Area during tile period
July-1974 to July-1976. Out of this numnber there were 33 promotion panels which
contained the names of qualified Indian applicants. Twenty-nine (29) Indials
were selected.

NorM.-For these 33 vacancies there were 104 qualified Indian applicants on
the promotion panels.

The Juslitication for non-selection of qualified Indian applicants for the reumainu-
ing four vacancies is as follows:

1. No. 74-209-EExccutivo Offrccr-G,8-670-14/15.-There were two (2) quail-
fled Indians on the panel at the GS-14 level. Selection was made at the GS-15
level which had no qualified Indian applicants.

2. No. 75-248-Contract Special ist-G,-1•O2-9/11.-The only Indian appli-
cant was ineligible for the GS-9/11 grade. The Area Office requested a waiver of
qualifications and the Indian applicant was given the position of Contract
Siwcialist at the GS-7 level.

3. No. 76-105-IHospital Director-GS-670-13.--There was one qualified Indian
applicant on the'panel. As of 7/13/76, no selection has been made.

4. No. 7'-103-8oeiul Irorkcir--(,-l85-9h/11/12.--There was one, qualified
Indian applicant at the 08-9 level. Selection was made at the GS-12 level.

Attached is a list of all vacancies advertised In the Aberdeen Area in the last
two fiscal years-fiscal year 1975 & 1976.

The vacancies Identified on the preceding page are marked with an asterisk ()
on the following listing.
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ABERDEEN AREA IHS

Vacancy No. Position title Series and grade

74-139 ----------------------------- Adm inistrative officer --------------------------------------- GS-341-9/11
74-140-----------------------Budget officer ----------------------------------------------- GS-50-11/12
74-143 ----------------------------- Education specialist ------------------------------------------ GS-1710-94I1
74-151 ----------------------------- Contract specialist ------------------------------------------ GS-IIOZ-12
74-155 ----------------------------- Program service director ------------------------------------- GS-301-14
74-159 ----------------------------- Psychologist ------------------------------------------------ GS-180-11/12
74-164 ----------------------------- Hospital director---------------------------------. GS-670-11112
74-166 ----------------------------- Supervisor Clinical nurse director r of nursing) ------------- GS-610-11
74-167 ----------------------------- Administrative officer ---------------------------------------- GS-341-9/11
74-175 ----------------------------- Public health ana!yst---- --------------------------- GS-68-11/12

74-178 .---------------------------- Health center director --------------.------------------------- GS-340)-9/11
74-179 ----------------------------- Public health nutritionist- --------------------------- GS-601-9/1l.
74-183 ----------------------------- Administrative officer ---------------------------------------- GS-670-9'11I
74-191 ----------------------------- Social woter ----------------------------------------------- GS-185-12
74-208 ----------------------------- Supervisor clinical nurse- --------------------------- GS-610-11
74-209 ----------------------------- Executive officer ------------------------------------------- GS-670-14/15
74-215 --------------------------- Clinical psychologist- ------------------------------ GS-180-13
74-221 ----------------------------- Hospital director -------------------------------------------- GS-670-12!13
74-222 ----------------------------- Civil engineer ----------------------------------------------- GS-810-9/11
74-230 .---------------------------- Education specialist ----------------------------------------- GS-1710-9/11
74-234 .......---- ------------------ Program analyst --------------------------------------------- GS-345-11,112
74-251 ----------------------------- Public health nurse ------------------------------------------ GS-615-11
74-253 .---------------------------- Education specialist ------------------------------------------ GS-]71O0-9'11
74-263.----------------------Medical officer-deputy dirm.tor (administration) ----------------- GS-601-15
75-197-----------------------Education specialist or PH education --------------------------- GS-1 1

75-205-----------------------Hospital administrative officer --------------------------------- GS-670-9/11
75-206-----------------------Social worker ----------------------------------------------- GS-185-9/11/12
75-213------------------------do.---------------- --------------------------GS-185-9!1/12
75-214 ---------------------.------ Public health education -------------------------------------- GS-1725-9111
75-218 ----------------------------- Social worker ----------------------------------.---------- GS 185-11/12
75-221-----------------------Class and wage specialist ------------------------------------- GS-221-12
75-223 ----------------------------- Employee development specialist ------------------------------ GS-235-12

75-227 -----------------------------
75-238 ..- ..- .......................
75-246
75-248 -----------------------------
75-257 -----------------------------
75-262 -----------------------------
76-61 ------------------------------
76-37 ..............................

Nurse-m idw ife ----------------------------------------------
Public health advisor ........................................
Education specialist ------------------------------------------
Contract specialist -------------------------------------------
Employee development specialist ------------------------------
Tribal projects officer ----------------------------------------
Contract specialist -------------------------------------------
Pijblic health nutritonist

GS-613-9/11
GS-685-14
GS-1710-9/11 -
GS-1710-9!11
GS-221-12
GS-30!-12
GS-1102-12
GS-601-9!1 1

Number of qualified Ind~ans on panel Selectod

o -----------. Canceled.0 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2.---------- Indian.

Do.

2 Do.

No quzilifled applicants re~nnourcemsnt
same as 75-234.

6- Do.
0

4 Do.
0
0
2----------------Na,.lndian.i
No qualifigi appl.i-aits-

1-----------------------Inian.

0 .................................

3-------------------------Do.
Cancelel (rewiqnooncJ 3s 7.)-2)5)-
No qualified applicants-------

3-------------------------Do.

0 ................................

4 -------------------------------- Do.
No selection male.--

No selection as of July 1, 1976--------- o

1.............................

No Indian applicants can.ele..e..-...
nounced as 75-257.

0o -------------------------------------

4 ----------------------------------- Do.,1 --------------------------------- Do.

0 .....................................
0

aoslcina fJl ,17 .... .



ABERDEEN AREA IHS-Continued

Series and grade Number of qualified Indians on panel

76-32 Public health educator --------------------------------------- GS-1725-9/11
76-54 ---------------------------- Classification and wage specialist ---------------------------- GS-221-12
76-105...........................Hospital director -------------------------------------------- GS-670-13
75-9---------------Social worker ----------------------------------------------- GS-185-9/11/12
75-12 ------------------------------ Medical officer --------------------------------------------- GS-602-11/12/13/14
76--??-----------------------Social worker ----------------------------------------------- GS-185-9/11/12
76-12------------------------Medical officer ---------------------------------------------- GS-602-11/12/13/14

75-26 ------------------------------ Contract specGlst----------------------------------6G-1102-1I1
75-32------------------------Psychologist---------_-_--------- GS-180-11,12:13
75-32 ------------------------------ Social worker -- .....-------------------------------------- GS 185 9:11
75-37------------------------Medical officer (general)------------------------------GS-602-11 12;13
75-39 -------------------------- do----------------------------------------. GS-602-11/12113
75-40----------------------------------- do ----------------------------------------------------- GS-602-1112;13
75-41 ----------------------------------- do ----------------------------------------------------- GS-602-11!12/13
75-42 -------------------------- do----------------------------------------- GS-602-11!12u13
75-43 ----------------------------------- do ---------------------------------------------------- GS-602-11,12:13
75-57 ------------------------------ Administrative officer-------------------------------.GS-341 -7,9'111
75-67------------------------Medical officer ---------------------------------------------- GS-602-1112;13
75-72------------------------Public health nutritionist- --------------------------- GS-W01-9;11
75-90 ------------------------------ Medical officer ---------------------------------------------- GS-602-15
75-96------------------------Administrative officer_----------------------- GS-341-79/11
75-106-----------------------Medical oficer----------------------------------.. GS 602-11,12,13
75-110 ----------------------------- Social science consultant ----------------------------------- C GS-101-13
75-111 ----------------------------- Hospital director -------------------------------------------- GS E70-12
75-121 ----------------------------- EEO specialist ----------------------------------------------- GS-121 11,12,13

4 -- ---- - -- -- - -- -- - -- -- - -- -- - -- ---4---------------------------------
I No selection made as of July 13. 1976 ------
Open continuous announcement

--.-- do .................................

~do------------------------------.....- do ---------------------------------

0 ......................................
0 --------------------------------------
0 .....................................
No action taken-
No applicants ---------------------------
No action tak...

_-.- .do ------- ---- -------------------- --
---. do .................................
- -- . do ---------------------------------
10 -------------------------------------No applicants.. . . . . . . . . . . . .

0 --------------------------------------

-o selection as of 7-12 76 ----------------
9 ---- -- -- -- -- ------ -- ---- -- -------- ----

Vacancy No. Position title Selected

Do,
Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.



755128-----------------------Supervisor clinical nurse ------------------------------------- GS-610-11
75-27 ------------------------------ Medical records librarian ------------------------------------- GS-669-11/12
75533------------------------Executive management intern --------------------------------- GS-301-11/12
75535------------------------Chief. dietitian .. ............-------------------------------- GS- 601-7/9/10
75-35 ------------------------------ Public Health NutritionisL ------------------------------------ GS-601-9/11
75-187 ----------------------------- Medical technologist ----------------------------------------- GS-644-11/12
75-194 ----------------------------- Program director -------------------------------------------- 75-194
75-196 ----------------------------- Administrative officer--------------------------------75-196

75-141 -----------------------------
75-197 -----------------------------
7 5- 155 --- --- -- -- -- ----- --- -- -- -- -- -
7 5 - 16 0 --- ----. . -- -- -- ---- -----. . . ..75-161..........................
755169 .........................

75-170 -----------------------------
75-171 -----------------------------
76-36 ..............................76 -29...........................

76-31 ------------------------------
76-33 ------------------------------
76-109 -----------------------------
7 6 -18 6 9 - ---- -- -- -- -- -- -- ------ -- -- -
76-150-----------------------------76-149..........................
76-103.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
76-119 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
76-47 --............................76-94...........................

76 -68 ------------------------------
76-39 ..............................

Tribal affairs specialist. -------------------------------------- GS-301-1112
Public health educator --------------------------------------- GS-1725-11
Supervisor clinical nurse (DON) ------------------------------- GS-610-9 '11
Social worker ---------------------------------------------- GS 185-9'11.,12
Social science consultant ------------ GS-101-13
Clinical psychologist ---------------------.----.------------ GS-180-12
Supervisor clinical nurse ------------------------------------- GS 610 9j10,11
Nurse anesthetist- ------------------------------------------- GS-605- 9 111
Construction representative ----------------------------------- GS -809-11
Health center director ---------------------------------------- GS-340-11/12
Class and wage specialist .---------------------------------- GS-221-9/11
Consulting nurse -------------------------------------------- GS-610 -12
Supervisor clinical nurse ------------------------------------- GS-610-11
Nurse anesthetist ..-------------------------------. GS-605-9!10,11
Nurse midwife ---------------------------------------------- GS&610-9,11
Contract administrator----------------------------- GS- 1 102-12'13
Social worker -------------------------------------- -------- GS-185-9/11! 12
Audiolgist -------------------------------------------------- GS -665-11;12
Social wor-er1.------------------------------------0-185-12
Community health representative coordinator-------------. GS-301-11,12
Nurse midwife-------------------------......... GS-610-9,11
Clinical psychologist ----------------------------------------- GS 180-12

0 -- -- -- -- -- -- - --- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - -- ---

5 -------------------------------------- D o .
0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

1------------------ Do.
1--------------------................. Do.

Canceled (applicantjwithdrew, readvertised
as 75-205).

3 -------------------------------------- Do.
0 ......................................
1 -------------------------------------- Do.
0 ......................................
0 -- ------ -- - --- -- -- -- -- ---- -- -- -- -- -- --

0-------------- ---------0 ......................................

4 1------------------------------------- Do.0 .................................. Do

I ------------------------------------- Do.
0 1------------------------------------D
0..................................
0 .................................
0 .................................

0 ----------------------------------1 ------------------------------ Non-Indian.
0..................................

6 ----------------------------- Indian.
No selection made
0 ......................................



AI.IIIQtERQULE AR•A 1llS

'T'her(e were .3: vacancies advertised in the Albuquerque Area during the period
! uily-1!974 Iii .1 uly-1976;. Out of this number there were 10 promotion panels which
eo0ilalhIPId the Iiamfles of' (jiualtlted Indian applicants. Eight (8) Indians were
selected.

Noiw:.-For these 10 vacancies there were 21 qualified Indian applicants on
the, prolmoi ion panels.

TThe justitication for non-selection of qualified Indian applicants for the remain-
il,.' two v1leancies is as follows:

1. VA-Vi-O-Clas.itier. Nonselection was based on
low perforirulce rating.of Indian applicant. IISA (Forney) was contacted for
reference rather than IIIS.

2. VA-•5-67--Employee Development Specialist-GS-23--11. Justification for
non-iselection of Indian applicants doeg, not state why Indian applicants were
unsuitable.

3. Two vacancies were readvertised and Indians were selected in both instances.
(VA-76-30 & VA-76-76)

Attached is a list of all vacancies advertised in the Albuquerque Area in the
last two years-Fiscal Years 1975 and 19703.

The vacancies identified above are marked with an asterisk (*) on the follow-
Ing listing.

(442)



ALBUQUERQUE IHS AREA

Series and grade Number oa qualiied Indians on pmel

ii-1
CIr

VA-75-O1 ----------------------------------- Budget analyst ----------------------------------------------
VA-75-06 ------------------------------------ Computer systems analyst ------------------------------------
VA-75-10 ------------------------------------ Classifier (penannel) ----------------------------------------
VA-75-11 ------------------------------------ Service unit director ................................
VA-75-17-....................................-Medical officer
VA-75-18 ------------------------------------ Budget analyst ...................................
VA-75--22 ----------------------------------- Medical officer------------------- -......
VA-75-23 -------------------- o . .--------------------------------.........................................
VA-75-27 ------------------------------ ----- Supervising public health nurse ..............................
VA-75-30 ----------------------------- Medical officer (GP) ..........................................
VA-75-45 ------------------------------------ Public health 'wtritwofh ..............................
VA-75-.48----------------------------------- Supervising piblichealtho nurse ........................
VA-75-52-----------------------------.Training istru•tor .................................

VA-75--7----------------------------------------- Spriin a e"~ nurse------------ ---------------VA-75-75--------------------------- -
VA-7-75 95 . .. ...-----------------------------Medpical offcer
VA-7 95 --------------------------------- Hospital administration --....-------------------------VA-T5-6---------------- i gs.......................P y it...; ...........................

VA-75-100 ----------------------------------- Social worker ----------------------------------- ----------
VA-75-102 ----------------------------------- Hosp•utl administration offic. ..........................
VA-75-113 ----------------------------------- Social worked -----------------------------------------------
VA-75-115 ----------------------------------- Public health nutittionust ............................
VA-75-120 ----------------------------------- Financil mangr. .................................
VA-76--08 ----------------------------------- Medical officer ..............................................
VA-76-15 ------------------------------- do-----------------------------------------
VA-76-18 ------------------------------------ Supervising public health nurse ........................
VA-76-30-.----------------------- . Hospital amlnistratio officer -------------------------------
VA-76-39 ---------------------------------- Budget accounting officer .....................................
VA-76-41 ----------------------------------- Geniil services differ .......................................
VA-76--43---------------------------. Supervising public healt nurse ............................
VA-76-45 ------------------------------------ Sup-vism clinical nurse ...................................
VA-76-46 ------------------------------Chef detican ....................................
VA-76-r56----------------------...............-Position dasilia cukst---------------------.....
VA-76--67-------------------------------- Supervisinm public & rnm ...............................
VA-76-68-........................... -Social worker. ....................................VA-76-69 ---------------------- -------O.to.etris..--- -----------------
VA-76-76 ------------------------------------
VA-76-77 ------------------------------------ Medical offer ...................................
VA-76-81 ------------------------------------ Assistant budget accounting oficr
VA-76-130 ---------------------------------- Mechanical engineer........
VA-76-131 ----------------------------------- Hospital director or service unit director.
VA-76-138 ----------------------------------- Public health nutritionist --------- , . . .-------------
VA-76-155 -----------------------------Psychooist .....................................

560-11
334-13
221-11

670-12/13
602-13/14

560-41
602-13/14
602-13/14

615-11
602-13/14

601-12
615-11

1712-11
235-11
615-11

602-13/14
670-11/12

1.8-13
185-11/12'

7G0-II
185-11112
60t-12/13
505-13/14k
607-13,14

602-13
615-11
670-11
540-13
301-13
615-11
610-11
630-11
221-11
615-11

185-11/12
622-9/11

301-13
602-15
540-1l
830-12
670-13

601-9/11
180,43

Vacancy No.

Readvedtiad as VA-75-18-----------.o ----------------------------- Spanish.
I ---------------------------------- Other.*
Rea0d1wad as VlA-7S-22 ----------------
No app ciab -...................! .. .... ... .... ... .... ... .... ... Indian.

------------------------------ Inin
Req0s4tijd aS VA-75-48 ...............

No a11 .. ..ts----- Other (CO).
Not t, prram Id-cance,.ed .
Readvertised as V.A-75-72...........0_
0 -------------------------------- Oer• . . ... .... ... .... ... .... ... ... Other.*

0
0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---- -- -- -- -- -- -- --advtextispd as VA-76-30.---------
0 ----------------------------

1---------------------.... . . -Indian.

-L------------------------------------ Do.

Readerdied as VA-76-39..
-.Oriental.

2:. .... ... .... ... .... ... .... ... Indian.-o-a------------------------- Do
---------------------------------

0 -------------------------------- Inin
Q ------------------- ------------ Do
0 ------------------ --------------
0 ..................................

0----------------------------------
0f----------------------------------
0----------------------------------
----------------------------------- Do3 ....-------------------------------- Do.

0----------------------------------
0 ----------------------------------- Do.Z _ . .... ... .... ... .... ... .... ... Do.
0-.----.-------.----_-----.-_-.------.-.- .
0------------------..............

Position title

W*



BILWmGs AREA INS

There were 38 vacancies advertised in the Billings Area during the period
July-1974 to July-1976. Out of this number there were 13 promotion panels which
contained the names of qualified Indian applicants. Twelve (12) Indians were
selected.

NOTE.-For these 13 vacancies there were 28 qualified Indian applicants on the
promotion panels.

The justification for non-selection of a qualified Indian applicant for the re-
inaining vacancy is as follows:

1. No. 75-62-Personnel Staffing Specialist-GS-212-11/12. Selection was made
at the GS-12 level for which there were no qualified Indian applicants.

Attached is a listing of all vacancies advertised in the Billings Area in the last
two fiscal years-fiscal year 1975 and fiscal year 1976.

The vacancy identified above Is marked with an asterisk (*) on the following
listing.

BILLINGS AREA IHS

Number of
qualified

Vacancy Series and Indians on
No. Position titde grade panel Selected

74-38 ............ Psychologist, social worker, psychiatric nurse..-.. GS-11/12 0
74-40....... Health projects coordinator ...................... 301-10112 4 Indian.
74-41 ..... Consuxing public Health nurse .................. 615-12 0
74-42 ...... Public health educator ......................... 1725-9/11 0
7442 ............ Community health educator ..................... 1725-9/11 0
74-47 ............ Community health services director .............. 601-11112 1 Do.
7449 ............ Social worker ................................. 185-9111/12 0
74-45 ............ Patient care program administrator .............. 601-14 0
74-54 ............ Service unit director ........................... 340-12/13 5 Do.
74-59 ............ Social worker ................................. 185-11/12 0
74-64 ....... Personnel management specialist ................ 201-11/12 0
74-65 ............ Psychiatric social worker ....................... 185-11 0
75-4 ............. Position classification specialist ................. 221-11/12 0
75-9 ............. Social worker ................................. 182-12 0
75-12 ............ Audiologist ................................... 65-1I 0
75-16 ............ Public health educator ........................ 1725-12013 0
75-18 ............ Director of nursing ......................... 610-10111 0
75-20 ............ Assistant area general services officer ......... 301-12 0
75-21 ............ Administrative officer .......................... 341-11 1 Do.
75-27 ............ Contract administrator ......................... 1102-11112 3 Do.
75-28 ........... Social worker ................................. 185-11'12
75-34 ............ Psychologist, social worker, psychiatric nurse . S-11112 2
75-37 ...... Consulting nurse ......................... 610 10/13 0
75-41 ........ Special assistant ......................... 301-12/13 1 Do.
75-42 ........ Propram manager ........................ 340-13 (I
75-54 ............ Medical technologist .......................... 644-11
75-60........ Program manager ............................. 340-11/12 1 Do.
75-66..... do ....................................... 340-11/12/13 4 Do.
75-80 ............ Supervisor operating accountant ................. 510-9/11 2 Do.
75-82 ............ Health project specialist ........................ 301-9/11/12 3 Do.
75-83 ............ Personnel officer .............................. 301-19 Z9
76-07 ........ Supervisory contract specialist .................. 1102-11112 O
76-13 ............ Position classification specialist ................. 221-11 0
76-14 ............ Social worker (2 positions) ..................... 185-7/19/11 1 Other; Indian.
76-18 ..... Supervisory program analyst .................... 345-5/7/9J11 (1
76-48........ Program manager ............................. 340-12/13
76-32 ................ do.......................... 340-12/13 Indian.
75-62 ............ Personnel staffing specialist .................... 212-11112 1 Other.0

'Not filled.

(444)



NAVAJO ARFA 1118

There were 103 vacancies advertised in the Navajo Area during the period
July 1974 to July 1976. Out of this number there were 25 promotion panels which
contained the names of qualified Indian applicants. Seventeen (17) Indians were
selected.

NoTr.-For these 25 vacancies there were 92 qualified Indian applicants on the
promotion panels.

Tle justification for non-selection of qualified Indian applicants for the re-
maining 8 vacancies Is as follows:

1. No. NAO-470-Supervisory Med. Technologpit--GS-6•-11/12.-Indlan ap-
plicant was qualified at GS-11. Selection was made at G8-12 for which there
were no qualified Indian applicants.

2. No. NAO-941--Hospital Administrative Officer-GS--6O-9/11.--Selection was
made at request of Navajo Health Board for non-Indian applicant.

3. No. NAO-720-General Service Officer-.-78-SO-1.-MIndian applicant was
fully qualified. Non-Indian selected was highly qualified.

4. No. NAO-516-fSupervlsory Public Health Nurae--GS-615-11.--Selection
made prior to strict enforcing of Indian preference "Highly Qualified" then
being selected.

5. No. NAO-448-Hospital Director--G-670-13.- Filed by Commissioned Of-
ficer. Letters of non-selection being forwarded by maiL

8. The remaining 3 vacancies with qualified Indians on the promotion panels
have not been filled at this time.

Attached is a list of all vacancies advertised in the Navajo Area In the last
two fiscal years-Fiscal Years 1975 and 1976.

The vacancies identified above are marked with an asterisk (*) on the follow-
Ing listing.

(445)



44VAJO IllS AREA

Series and grade Number of qualified Indians on panel

NAO-571 ................... ------- Clinic psycholal ist . 180-1112
NAO-571 --- Medical ollicer (psychitry) --------------------------------------------- 602-11/12
NAO-590 ------ -------------------- Educator technician (community health) .................. --------------- 1702-11
NAO-605 ........................... Clinical nurse (training) ----------------------------------------- ------- 610-11
NAO-613 ------------------- Nurse - 610-4111
NAO-614 .. Personnel o 201/Ut13
NAO-631 --------------------------- Community health educator --------------------------------------------- 1702-11
NAO-654 --------------------------- Contract specialist ----------------------------------------------------- 102-11
NAO-656 ------------------------------ Medical technologst (cm t) .......... .644-9/!1
NAO-657 --------------------------- Medical radiological techA (esultapt) ----------------------------- 6474/11
NAO-663 -------------------------- Medical technologist (taing)---------------------------------644-1/11
NAO-904 --------------------------- Supervisory medical technolwist- ------------------------------ 644-11/12
NAO-917 -------------------------- Consulting public health nm u-------------------------------- 615-11
NAO-919 --------------------------- Service unit director -------------------------------------------------- 602-13
NAO-930 --------------------------- Clinical nurse (training) ------. ..-------------------------------------- 610-11
NAO-94- ................... Hospital administrative offc ..--------------- ----- 6)- /11
NAO-952 ------------------------- Clinical nurse specialist (nurs) (midwife) -------------------------------- 618-0/11
NAO-965 --------------------------- Specialist (nurse midwife).---------------------------------.... . 6" 1
NAO-973 --------------------------- Social worker ----------------------------------------------------.. -12
NAO-976 .-------------------------- Supervisory cinical nurse ------------.------------------------ 610-11
NAO-934 --------------------------...... taledmist e specNalt. ...... . .----------------670
NAO-989 ---------------------. mbukor- patient care deputy ainist*o nlm ------------------- 6-I|3ZNAO- --------------------------- Medical ftcer (a.l speci ..is------.--------------.
NAO-995 ------------------------- Nurse anesthetist ------------------------ 605-11/12
NA-997 --------------------------- Supervisory public health nurse ------- - ---------- ------------------- 615-11/t2
NAO-1002--------------------Supervsory dinacal n-----------------------------------urse. 610-Il
NAO--------------------- ----- Nurse mdwife ------------------- ------------------------------- 60-11
NAO-464 --------------------- Health ceter dirctor------------------------------------- -- 1Z/13
NAO-465 .......------------------- Administrative officer- - --------------------- 341-U/i1
NAO-467 --------------------------- Public nualth educator -------------------------------- --- 1725-11
NAO-470.---------------------S/iet t-ch--l . ...----------------------- 644-11/12
NAO-479 --------------------------- Hospital administrative officer ------------------------------------------ 6W1-l
NAO-483 ------------------------- S/public health nurse -------------------------------------------------- 61.-1

0 ..... - --..............................
0 ......................................
Canceled-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
0 ......................................0..................................
0..................................
Canceled----------------------------

-------------------------------------- Indian.

0 --------------------------------------
0 --------------------------------------
0 --------------------------------------
0 ......................................0 --------------------------------------

Canceled -------------------------------
I -------------------------------------- Other.,
0----------------------------------
0----------------------------------0.............................. .. _.

0 --------------------------------------
0 ------------------------------------- n! .. .... ... .... ... .... ... .... ... Indian.

Cance....ed .................. .......

0-------------------------------
0 ---------------------------------
2------------------------------------- Do.

-----------------------------------
0 .........-...... -- --................ _.he neled

1------------------------------.....Other."
0................................. .
0 .................................

Vacancy No. Position title Selected

0ý-



NAO-04 --------------------------- Community planner -------------------------------------------------- -020-9/11
NAO- 4= ..................... .Physcan's assistant s----------- s t a nt----------------------- ........... 603-9/11
NA O-493 .. .. Contract specialist .---------------------------------------------------- 1102-9/1 1
NAO-495 - -------------------------- Public health nurse seciaist ---- ....................................... 615-11
NAO-503 . Maternal child health consultant ----------------------------------------- 602-14/15
NAO-515 . . Public health educator .--------------------------------------------- 1725-9/11

.A.-516.. .S/public health . 615-9/11
MAO-= --2--- -- di- M a..od " (pedf ,tius) --.NAPb7 .... . .......... £ am at o.~... ............ 1..........ftAG- ,39 . - - ___e 6_9 --12ILO54 . .. .............. b...... .. .. ........................... 610-11NAO-541 ............... i•M•a l nur m .......................... 615 /1.12

NAO-W5o 
-Si -a- -f - - - --- - 630-1-NAO-r3-------------------.--------------u-------(-------- 

- 610-IN A- .l a-l S/ uin ral a ----------------------------------------------- -. 610-11
MA O--WO -- d--a--------2-1

,A-104lrvice unit director .... ........................ 670-12u13

AO--0NA-----------....---- Ple hath ur -- (fa-l-y n -se practitioner)..........-------------------61-9/11AO-ll---------------- Medical ocer (administratr ..........---------------------- 670-11NAO-1012------------------Medical oicer (sdmiistrto-r) , . ......----------------------------- 602-15
•MAO-1022------------------C.... linical autsm hta n O. .......................................... 610-11

NAO-10------------------- S]esi..al uippyspec io6st------------------------------ 
-1211

MIAO-I ................ Hopitl admuiasfati ln officer) . . . . ..---------------------------- 670-9/11
MAO-1031...--- 

MedTribal al iairs • ic er---------------------------------------- 
301-13/14

NAO--1039-..... 
.... epuy dire . . . ... . ..------------------------ .3402-15

NAO-10-44..--------------------Soci 
wearS s.---- ---------------------------------------------- 

185-12AO-0 ...............
r ----------------------------Admin-strat- r-- 

----- 60-9111
MAO-Tia .. .. . .I 

--------------------ec f..............-------------------------------- 
315

MAO-714 -------------------.... ios carAbospcsalist-----------------------------221-9/IlNAO-715-------------------Clinical 
nui 

-.----------------------------------
61-9/11

NAO-7.........................Med-al 
--er (p --ry).....------------------------------- 

S-13J. 4
AO,-720----------------- 

lensra•l service - -r-..--------------------------------301-11HAO-714--------------------------- 
diat cl nrsin$ .idi ---r. . . . . . ..------------------------------ 603-9/11

AO-7-------------------Assisaunt 
C---- tra-inig r -gram diretor ....... 61

MAO-7 .---------_----------------Supervsory -li-ica rsi-g (dirc r ".__ nursin
MAO-767------------------- H spital admiisuator ualstaat (training) -------------------------------- 670-7/0/11

AO- 4 ..-.. . Public heaW nursing director for INS (training center) --------------------- 615-11
See footnote at end of table.

2 -------------------------------------- Indian.
15 ------- --- Do.
2------------------------------ Do.
Canceled and changed to GS-5 ............
No selection made ......................
0--------------------------------NnInin3 --------------------------------- Non-Indian.

0atdd ----------------------------
3 -------------------------------- Inin

Canc............................... Idin

0---- ----- --------------.. . . . . . .. .....
NO seleciom...............
0 ............................
0 .....eled ........................

0 -----------------------------
0 -----------------------------

0 ................................

No sel--tion ..........................

-do.

-...
do... .........................

2 ----------------------------------- Do.
6 ------------------------------- Do.
2 --------------------------- No selection.0 ................................

3 -------------------------------- D.
0 -------------------------------------- Indian.0 ................................

Canceled ..........................

0 --------------------------------------1------------------------..... ..... Other."
0 ................................
.3-----------------------...... ..... Indian.
0 .............. . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . ..8 .................................. Do.
0 ...................



NAVAJO INS AREA-Continued

Vacancy No. Position title Series and trade Number of qualified Indians on panel Selected

NAO-777 . Pediatric nursingprctitio ... 603-11
t A O-.7"... . General su plyo w .............------.. ----------------- 2001-12 0 ------------------------------ ------
NAO- 80 . -------------------------- Physician nsructor (CHM pri ra)-) --................................... 602-13 0 .....
NAO...7 ------------------------- Nurse an tsL -------- ------------------------------------------ 605-9/11 0. . . .
NAO- - -- --------------------.. . . . Clinical nurse specialist.------------------------------------- 610-9/11 0 ......................................
NAO-792 --------------------------- Educator speci•list..(community health) or community health educator ....... 1702-11 8------------------------------Indian.
NAO-794- ----------------- Public eaft nutritiost ----------------------------------------------- 601-11 0 ......................................A10-------------------C .....-..........................
AO-17-------------------Physic n -- 603-9/11 y- -Do.

NAO-M39------------------. Inventory manment special. ...-------------------------- 2010-11 2-------------------------- -Do.
NAG-8..45.------------ Contract ht spply a ..c................................ 301-12/13 1 -------------------------------------- DO.
NAO-M3 ------ Hos-ital administratn --------------------------------------------- 670-12/13 5 --------------------------------- Do.

-AO. .................... SuY----------------------615-11 0 ......................................NAO- 3 . ... ... ... ... ... ... . C ltu d aa v it. . ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... Cancel1ed..1.0..... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
NAO-895.. M n ssta n -------------------Medical------------ 603-------------------------------1/121314/15 0 ..........................
NA--99.------------------- Consultiu 6-e .......... 1-1213 0 ---------------------------------63..........................

IIIO-163------------- uply dnca nurse2.13.0-----------------------6010 --------------------------- NoslcinNAO-1063 -------------------------- oSptal adinisat of c-- --- 670-12 1 -------------------------------------- Do.',AO-1069------ Hospital-----Person. e 6ma0ement2 speciaist- ........................... 1-D, 0 ..........................
NAO-101 -------------------Supply clinical mnureme . . . . . . .------------------------------------- 610-11 0 --------------------------------------
NAO-I------------------Clcal nurse specialist.....---------------------------------- 610-11 0 --------------------------
N4AO--10SS ---------------------------------... ....--------------- 610-11 0 -------------------------------
NAO-1091------------...............-Medicalocer administrator----------------------602-14/15 0 -
NAO-1099------------------Public heath nurse midwife consultant--------------------- .615-14 0 ----------------------------
NAO-10-------------------------- Sup6visory g enealengineer------ ................ 801-13 0 ........

NAO-1-03......----------------.-- Position lassiltcation specialist ---------------------------------------- 221-11/12 0 ......................................
NAO-113 ------------------------ Supply public a nure- ............................... 615-12 0 ...................................
NAO-1118------------------Clinical nus (training)..--------------------------------- 610-11 0 .................................... .
NAO-1119 ------------------------ Medical records librarian --------------------------------------------- 669-12
NAO-1120 ----------------------- Mediclofie (psychiatry)---------------------------------------602-13 0 -------------------

-------------Hospitaldirector -------------------------------------------------- 670-13 2--..........................

f



OKLAHOMA CITY AREA IHS

There were 34 vacancies advertised in the Oklahoma City Area during the
period July 1974 to July 1976. Out of this number there were 18 promotion panels
which contained the names of qualified Indian applicants. Eighteen (18) Indians
were selected.

NoTr--For these 18 vacancies there were 40 qualified Indian applicants on
the promotion panels.

Attached is a list of all vacancies advertised In the Aberdeen Area in the last
two fiscal years-fiscal year 1975 and fiscal year 1976.

OKLAHOMA IHS AREA

Number of
qualifiedInians on

Vacancy No. Position title Series and grade panel Selected

74-35 ................ Service unit director ...................... 301-13 5 Indian,
74-55 ................ Social worker (2positions) ............... 15-9/11/12 3 Indian (2).
74- ........... Administrative oficer -------------------- 341-9/11
74-83 ................ Employee management cooperation spa 230-11

74-86 ................ Public health nurse .................... 615-10/11 0
74-94 ................ Procurement agent (NTE 2 yr)-----------1102-9/11 1 Indian.
74-101 ............... Public health nutritionist ................. 601-13 0
75-4 ............ Medical officer ...................... 602-11 12/13114
75-21 ................ Social worker ....................... 15/1112
75-24 ................ Public health nutritionist ................. 601-1/12
75-26 ................ Hospital administration specialist (NTE 670-12 0

30 mo).
7532 ................ Medical records~librarian ...............-699-11 1 Do.
75-34 ................ Social worker ........................... 154/11 Do.
75-48 ...................... do...................185-9111
75-52 ................ Administrative officer .................... 341-11/12

7546.............Sup "I Do.75-5 ........... Supply anitarian ....................... 688-13.
75-57 ................ Dieiin.................... 630-11/12 2 DO.
75-73 ................ Supply clinical nurse (DON) .............. 610-|1 0
75-75 .............. Psychiatric nurse specialist.......... 610-9/11 0
75-8 .............. Personnel staffing specialist ............... 212-11 I Do.
75-95 ................ Service unit director ..................... 301-13 6 Do.
75-96 ................ Deputy area director .....................- 602-14/15 0
75-98 ................ Public health nurse ................... 615-11 0
75-103 ............... Director of nurses ....................... 610-11 2 Do.
75-113 ............... Sanitarian .............................. 688-9111 2 Do.
75-116 ............... Administrative ofier (area executive 341-15 (6)

officer).
76-2 ..................... do..................... 341-11/12 5 Do.
76-8 ................. Contract administrative specialist ....... 1101-12 3 Do.
76-12 ................ Position classification specialist ........ 221-11/12 0
76-18 ................ Sanitarian ............................ 681-12 0
76-21 .............. do ................................. 698-11 1 Do.
76-27 ............. do ................................. 688-12 0
76-30 ................ Personnel management specialist .......... 201-11 1 Do.
76-31 ............... Procurement aet ...................... 1102-11 1 Do.

I No Indian applicants readvertised.
I Filled-r•assignment of indian employee.
8 Continuous vacancy announcement.
' Announcement canceled.
'Reassignment-long-term trainee, Indian.
a Vacancy announcement canceled.

(449)



.PHQENfIX AUW4 108

There were 4n. vacancies advertlsel In the Pho~eunx Area during the period
July-1974 to July-1976. Out of this number there were 15 promotion panels which
contaon te navaes of quaailed .JLz ian aplicuts. £irlrteeu (13) Indmum were
selected.

NoTE.-For these 15 vacancies there were 21 qualified Iudian applicants oi
the promotion panels.

The Justification for non-selection of qualified Indian applicants for the two
remaining vacancies is as follows:

1. No. PH-185-Social Worker-0S-185-11/12.--There was one qualified In-
dian applicant who withdrew his application.

2. No. PH--108-Hospital Administrative Offlcer-GS-670-I..--There was one
qualified Iadlan applicant who withdrew his application. Person selected was a
member of a non-federally recognized tribe.

Attached is a fist of all vacancies advertised In the Phoenix Area In the last
two fiscal years--fiscal year 1075 and 1976.

The vacancies identified above are marked with an asterisk (*) on the follow-
Ing listing.

PHOENIX IHS AREA

Nunmor of
wulified

Seails anW lnrias on
Vacancy No. Position title grade panel Sect

PH-185 .............. Social worker --------------------------. I11-112 I IOther.0
PH-199 .............. Supervisor clinical nurse ................. 610-11 1 Indian.
PH-225 ............- Contract speciaiahsL --....--------------- 1102-/11 2 Do.
PH-55 -------------- Community health educator-............ 1701-4/11 1 Do.
PH-I8.......... Employee development specialist....... 235-011 1 Do.
PH-17 --------- P ysicians assistam - ---------------6W9A.1 0
PH-159 -------------- Counseling psycholoist - -------------- -12 0 CO.
PH-108 .............. Hospital administrative officer ............. 6-.1 1 Other.-'
PH-112 .............. Psychologist-... ....-----------... 1 1/1 0
PH-157 .............. Hospital administraive ficr........... 670-11 1 Indians.
PH-180.--...-. Supervisory position clsaification specialist. 221-12 0
PH-179.......... " Grants management ofcer .......... 1101-12 2 Do.
PH-191 -------------- Supervisory clinical nurse ................ 610-11/12 1 Do.
PH-48 ............... Social worker ........................ 15/-- 1 1 2 Do.
PH-227 .............. Position classification sp•ida ........... 2214AI 0
PH-78 ............. do ..................... 221-11 0
PH-49 ............... Employee development sciast .......... 235-7/9/11 2 Do.
PH-0 ............... Medical officer (one.) ................... 0848 0
PH-25 --------------- Service unit dirt-or....................--60142/13 0
PH-55 ............... Public health education .................. 1725-9/11 1 Do.
PH-104 .............. Service unit director --------------------- 601-1213 2 Do.
PH-126 .............. Hospital administrative officer ............. 670-9/11 (') 00.
PH-I8 .............. Consultant public helt nue ............ 615-12 00.
PH-22 .............. Clinical psyhologikd .................... 10-12/13 .............. No seletion made.
PH-251 .............. Medical officer ........................ 602-15 0 Do.
PH-254 ................... do ................................. 602-14 0 Do.
PH-270 .............. Supervisory public health nurse ----------- 615-11 0 Do.

I Reassigned.
(450)



PORTJAND AREA I118

There were 20 vacancies advertised in the Portland Area during the period
July-1I74 to July -1976. Out of this number there were 7 promotional panels
which contained the names of qualified Indian pl9IM centt. Five (6) Iddlahs were
selected.

NoTm-For these 7 Vacancies there were 29 qualified Indiall applicants on
the promotion panels.

The jostflication for, non-selection of qualified Indian applicants for the two
remaining vacancies is as follows:

1. No. PO-IT---eriide Unit Dir'otor--3O1-12/13.-There was One quallfled
Indian applicant. Non-Indian was selected on pirefetence of Colville Tribe.

2. No. PO-52-Contract Spcefalist--08-1102-11.--The one qualified Indian
applicant withdrew his application.

Attached is a list of all vacancies advertised in the Portland Area in the last
two fiscal years--fiscal year 1975 and fiscal year 1976.

The vacancies Identified above are marked with an asterisk (*) on the
following listing.

PORTLAND IHS AREA-FISCAL YEARS-1975-76, GS-i1 AND ABOVE

Number of
qualified

Vacancy Series and Indians
No. Position title grade on panel Selected

PO-81 ............. Tribal affairs officer --------------------- 301-12/13/14 15 Indian.
PO-85 ............. Clinical nurse specialist ---------------------- 610-11 0
PO-90 ------------- Medical officer ................................ 602-11/12 0
PO-92 ------------- Social worker --------------------------------- 185-11/12 0
P0-94.---.-..---.. Pharmacist ---------------------------- 60 2 0
PO-05 ............. Service unit director -------------------- .301-12 5 Do.
PO10O ------------- Medical officer -------------------------- 602-11112 0
PO-17 ............. Service unit director --------------------- 301-1 /13 I Other,"
PO-21 ------------- Consultant psychoogist........-.-....-.-.-.---- 602-I211 0
P0-22--------- Mental health pmhiof nal ------------- 185-12113 0
P0-45 ............. Service unit dirctor------------------301-12/13 3 Indian.
PO-52 ........... Contract specialist ...............- - 1102-11 1 Other.*
PO-I --------- Supply management representave2003-11 1 Indian.
PO-9 .............. Pharmacist ----------------------------- I66011 0
PO-21 ------------- Assistant area director for quality assurance _.- 601-14 0
PO-24- __._..... Medical officer (2)--------.-- ...--------- 602-1112113 0
P0-28 ----------- Program analyst ------------------------------- 345-11/12 0
PO-31 ............ -Pharmacist ................................... 660-11 0
P0-34 ............. Medical officer -------------------------------- 602-11112/13 0
PO-41 ------------ Assistant area director for planning and evaluation ----------------- 3 Do.
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TUCSON (OED) IRS

There were 23 vacancies advertised In the Tucson Area during the period
July-1974 to July-1976. Out of this number there were 10 promotion panels
which contained the names of qualified Indian applicants. Ten (10) Indians
were selected.

Noam.-For these 10 vacancies there were 15 qualified Indian applicants on
the promotion panels.

Attached is a list of all vacancies advertised in the Tucson Area in the last
two fiscal years-fiscal year 1975 and fiscal year 1976.

TUCSON IHS AREA (ORD)

Number of
q11ualified

Series and indoans on
Vacancy No. Position title grads on panel Selected

TU-56 ............... Physkican's assistant ....................... .603-7/9/11 Indian.
TU-69 ............... Computer systems analyst .................... 334-14 0
TU-77 ............... Training management specialist ............... 1701-12/13 1 Do.
TU-78 ............... Community health educator ................... 1701-9/11
TU-81 ............... Physician's assistant. ....................... 603-9/11 (7 Do.
TU-10 ............... Photographer .............................. 1060-11 (1
TU-15 ............... Program analyst ............................. 345-11/12 l Do.
TU-16 ............... Community health educator ................... 1701-9/11 3 Do.
TU-19 .......... E mployea development specialist. ............. 235-13 1 Do.
TU-5 ................ Physician's assistant. ...................... 603-9/11 2 Do.
TU- . .............. Psychologist .............................. 180-13 q)
TU-17 ............... PHN (training) .............................. 615-11
TU-18 ............... Medical officer .............................. 602-14 0
TU-18 ............... Medical officer ($SlD) (administrator) .......... 602-14 0
TU-26 ............... Biomedical engineer ......................... 858-14 0
TU-30 .......... Public health nutritionist ................. 601-9/11 (q)
TU-31 ................ Procurement officer ...................... 1102-12
TU-36 ............... General servke officer ....................... 301-9111 1 Do.
TU-14 ............... Hospital administration officer ................. 670-11/12 2 Do.
TU-42 ............... Computer systems specialist .................. 334-13 (3)
TU- ..................... do........................ 334-13
TU-41 ............... Hospital administration officer ................. 670-11/12
TU- . ............. Nurse (training) ............................. 610-12 Do.

I Canceled.
I Pending.
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UPSET AREA IRS

In the last two fiscal years (fiscal years 1975 and 1976), there have been only
three (8) positions advertised in the USET Area-Grades GB-11 and above. The
Administrative Officer vacancy was filled with an Indian.

USET IHS AREA

Number of
qualified

Series and Ildians on
Vacancy No. Position title grade on panel Selected

75-58 ................ Administrative officer-----------.... 341-9111 3 Indian.
75-115 ............... Clinical enineer----------...... 858-1I1 0 East Indian.
76-15 ................ Equal employment opportunity specialist . 160-11 (1)

I No selection has been made as of July 22, 1976.
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HIEADQUARTES 1111 (BOCKVILLE)

There were 24 vacancies advertised In Headquarters during the period
.Tuly-1974 to July-1970. Out of this number there were 17 promotion panels which
contained the names of qualified Indian applicants. Ten (10) Indians were
selected.

NoTE.-For these 17 vacancies there were 27 qualified Indian applicants on
the promotion panels.

Of the 17 positions advertised, one was declined and the other was cancelled.
There was one position with no selection made. The remaining four vacancies
are explained below:

1. No. 76-05-Program Analyat-GS-345-13.-There were two qualified
Indians on the panel. The announcement was cancelled and readvertised at the
GS-11 level to allow for restructuring.

2. No. 76-04-Program Analyst-GS-845-1-.-There were two qualified Indians
on the panel. The announcement was cancelled and readvertised at the GS-9
level to allow for restructuring.

3. No. 76--O -Program Analyisi ODper-G-8-345-14.-There Gra. one Indian
on the panel who, at the time of selection, could not verify his Indian preference.
Selection was made on basls of best qualified.

4. PPD-75-47-0---P gram AusWeat-GS-445-1/12,.-T- ere were two qualified
Indian applicants. One Withdrew his application and the other one accepted
a position elsewhere In 18 before selection was made. A female was selected
for this position.

Attached Is a list of all vacancies advertised In Headquarters in the last two
fiscal years---scal year 1975 and 1976.

The vacancies identified above are marked with an asterisk (*) on the follow-
Ing listing.

AREA-HEADQUARTERS IHS, FISCAL YEARS 1975 AND 1976, GS-1I AND ABOVE

Qualifid
Series and Indians on

Vacancy No. Position title grade panel Selected

7/24f74 .......... Equal opportunity specialist --------------- GS-160-11 I Indian.
7022/74 .......... Staff assistant (physician recruitment)-..... GS-301-13 2 Do.
7/16/74 .......... Staff assistant (legal) .................... GS-301-11 I Do.
76-21. ...-....... Statistician ----------------------------- GS-1530-14 0 No selection has

been made as of
July 23, 1976.

76-20 ............ Supervisory consultant, PH nurse .......... GS-615-13 Announcement stillopen.
76-13 ...-- - Equal opportunity officer (temporary) ...... GS-160-13 2 Indian.
76-09 ...-- - Procurement analyst . ......-------------- GS-1102-13 0
76-07 ............ Statistician (health) ...................... GS-1530-13 0 No selection has

been made as of
July 23, 1976.

76-06--------Safety manager ------------------------- GS-018-12/13 2 Indian.
76-05 ............ Program analyst ------------------------- GS-345-13 *2 Position restructured

to GS-l.
76-04 ---------------- do --------------------------------- GS-345-13 *2 Position restructured

to GS-9.
76-02 ...-- - Program analysis officer .................. GS-345-14 *1 Other.
75-6 ....- - Deputy director ......................... GS--340-16 2 No selection has

been made as of
July 22, 1976.

12/75-----.. Grants management officer ......-........ S-1101-14 0 Other.
11/21/75 ......... P.H. dental hygienist -------------------- GS-684-12/13 0 Do.
9/5/75....- - Program operations coordinator-...--...... GS-301-13/14 3 Indian.
PPr-75-87.C....- Program analyst ......................... GS-345-11/12 01 Other."
6/11/75 ............... do -------------------------------- GS-345-11/12 I Indian.
7/11/75 .......... Nurse consultant (hospital) --------------- GS-610-12 I Do.
5/18- ------ Staff assistant (legal) .................... GS-301-11 *1 Declined.
2/5/75 ------- Contract health services specialist --------- GS-1101-12/13 3 Indian.
12/17/74 ......... Statistician (health) ---------------------- GS-1530-13 0 Oriental F.
10/2/74 .......... Budget analyst -------------------------- 05 GS 0-12 11 Cancelled.
8/20/74 .......... Deputy equal opportunity officer --------- -160--11/12 1 Indian.
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[Exhibit 4, No. 21

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH~ EDUCATION, AND WMPAU,
OrMNo oW 1n BM OWrANY,

WaeA6wton) D.C., Ovtober 4,1976.
Mr. lPmu TrLOu,
Amerioao IndimA Polioy Reefw Covmmeeko
Wuhiespton D.O.

DEeA M. TAYLoR: As requested, I am enclosing the final information on em-
ploymest attritions within the Indian, Health Service. In addition, enclosed Is a
copy of "Potential Medicare and Medicaid Revenues: Indian Health Service,"
which was requested at the hearings held by the Commission on June 17.

We hope that the information we have supplied will be helpful to the Com-
mission.

Sincerely yours,
GENE R. HAISLip,

Deputy Assistant Secretary for Legislation (Health).
Enclosure.

HEADQUARTERS (ROCKVILL)

ITEM NO. 1

There were no positions filled at 00-,11 and above where an Indian was selected
and a non-Indian eligible. One applicant could not verify his Indian preference
at time of selection for position of No. 76-02, Program Analysis Officer, GS-345-
14. (In our previous report, this position was erroneously listed as 0S-345-15.)

ITEM NO. 2

There were 3 vacancies announced and then cancelled. Qualified Indian appli-
cants were on the panels for the following 2 positions:

HSA 76-42--Program Analyst-GS-345-13.
HSA 7648-Program Analyst-GS-345-13*
The third position, Budget Analyst, GS-12, was restructured at the time the

incumbent departed, to a GS-IL This position was advertised and cancelled
before a panel *was Issued. There were Indian applicants. See attachment.

ITEM NO. a

The following positions were filled without advertising:

Position title and reason for filling vacancy without advertisement

Tribal Affair Assistant, GS-MO-12--Ieiled by an Indian. Administrative re-
assginment from USET.

'Staff Assistant, Division of Program Opotrations (DPO), GS-41-12-b-Poestlon
and incumbent (non-Indian) moved from Division of Resource Coordination to
Division of Program Operations. Internal realignment of functions.

Budget Analyst--Administrative reassignment upon incumbent's return from
Liberia which is an IHS health component.

'Assistant Tribal Affairs Officer, 05-301-14-AdmInistrative reassignment from
Portland Area (Indian).

Program Analysis Officer, GS-345-14-Employee placed In position as a result
of reduction-in-force. (Non-Indian.)

Staff Asst. to Director, G0-801-13--Lateral reassignment of Indian employee.

*The Div. of Resource Coordination decided to cancel these announcements and adver-
tise the positions at a lower grade to allow for restructuring and to attract a greater
number of applicants from which to choose. See Attachment.
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Position title and receon for filing vacanoy without advertising

Program Analyst, GS-845-14-Administratlve reassignment from USET.
(Indian).

OoKxIsszozm OaS PEM80oNNE
Position title

U)het Physician Recruitment and Support BranchL (Non-Indian.)
Program Formulations Officer (Non-Indian.)
Program Analysis Officer (Non-Indian.)
ProJect Manager (Non-Indian.)
Director, Office of Environmental Health. (Indian.)
Assistant Chief, Environmental Health Services Branch. (Non-Indian.)
Chief Sanitation Facilities Construction Branch. (Non-Indian.)
Assistant Chief, Sanitation Facilities Construction Branch. (Non-Indian.)
Staff Engineer, Sanitation Facilities Construction. (Non-Indian.)
Staff Engineer, Sanitation Facilities Construction Branch. (Non-Indian.)
Chief, Environmental Health Services Branch. (Non-Indian)

DU'AwrMmIT o0 HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELJYABE
PusLIo HEALTH SERVICE, HEALTH SERVICE ADMINaSTTION,

INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE,
MOa 7, 1976.

Memorandum To: Acting Deputy EEO Officer Indian Health Service.
From: Director, Office of Program Planning.
Subject: Program Analysts Positions.

This is In reply to your request to justify non-eelection on two Program
Analysts, 08-13, Job adverUiscents HSA 7642 and 76-3..

The reason for restructuring and readvertlaing was to attach a greater num-
ber of Indian applicants for these positions; which in turn would allow a greater
number of applicants from which to choose.

JACK V. CASEBOLT.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION. AND WRLFARE,
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, HEALTH SERVICEs ADMINISTRATION,

INDIAN HEALTH SEnVICE,
July lt 1976.

Memorandum to: Acting Director, EEO.
From: Chief, Health Services Planning Branch.
Subject: Selection of the Program Analyst Position PPD-75-87-C.

One candidate with Indian preference, the selection panel for the
program analyst position PPD-75-87-C. declined the position when
it was offered to him as had accepted another position as Service Unit Direc-
tor at

W. TMoTHry SErA.

The announcement dated May 12, 1976 for a new position (Budget Analyst
G8-11) was withdrawn upon reevaluation of the staff needs of the FMB. Because
of anticipated retirements, a decision was made to recruit two G0-8 budget
trainee rather than the aforementioned position.



ABERDEEN AREA

ITEM NO. 1

There were two positions advertised in the Aberdeen Area in which A non-
Indian was selected over an Indian applicant.

1. No. 74-209-Efvecutive Officer-•S-.7O-14/15.--There were two (2) qualified
Indians on the panel at the GS-14 level. Selection was made at the GS-15 level
which had no qualified Indian applicants.

2. No. 76-103--SoolJa Worker--GS-185-9/11/12.-There was one qualified In.
dian applicant at the G"-9 level. Selection was made at the G8-12 level.

NoTL-The 2 following previously listed positions do not properly fall in Item
2 category:

75-248-Contract Specialist, GS-1102-4/11 (Indian selected).
76-105-Hospital Director, GS-670-13 (erroneously listed as GS-15; selection

not made to date).
TrEM NO. 2

The positions that were cancelled or are pending cancellation are as follow&
These positions were previously listed.

714-175-AO-Puble Health Analyst, 0S-11/12--Cancelled for lack of qualified
applicants (Decision made to reannounce.)

76-1O5-Bel.-Hospital Director, GS-18--No selection made at this time. Deci-
sion to reannounce pending Tribal Council Input.

75-197-RH-Education Specialist, GS-11-Cancelled-No eligibles.
75-2l$-AO-Employee Development Specialist, 0S-12--Cancelled-Employee

did not vacate position.
76-68-Y--Nurse Mid-Wife, GS-9-Continuous recruitment efforts/no appli-

cants. Cancellation pending. May abolish and re-establish new position.

ITEM NO. 8

3A. Eighteen (18) dental positions, GS-11 and above (all Commissioned Of-
ficers, non-Indian and shortage category positions), were filled without advertis-
ing.

8B. Eight (8) Engineers/Sanitarians positions, GS-11 and above (all Com-
missioned Officers, non-Indian and shortage category positions), were filled with-
out advertising.

80. One Area Pharmacist position (Commissioned Officer, non-Indian was
selected effective November 21, 1974) was filled without advertising.
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ALBUQUERQUg AREA

ITEM NO. I

No additional information being submitted regarding Justification for non-
selection of Indians. Justifications attached for VA 75-10-Classifter and VA
7•-67--Employee Development Specialist.

TEUM NO. 2

Positions as listed on our previous report.
Supervisory Clinical Nurse, GS8410,41, NECI, AAO, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Public Health Nutritlofist, Go-08-6l-12, NTTO, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Course

discontinued-Program is now being taken over by DWTC, Tucson.
Public Health Nutrltionzst, GS.-601-1? an4 G8-601-13, (Q posItions) NTTC,

Santa Fe, New Mexico. Program being transferred to DWrCC.

ZTXU NO. a

Non-Medical (OS-11 and above equivalency) positions filled without adver-
tisement, during 19T5 and 19T6-Commissioned Officers:
SanitArlans an4 sanitary engineers ------------------------------- 6
Nurse ---------------------------------------------------- 1
Pharmacists ----------------------------------- 5
Dental officers --------------------------------------------- 12
Optometrist ------------------------------------------------ 1

19
Of these 19, 1 is an Indian.
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ALASKA ARE&

ITEM NO. 1

Positions (GS-11 and above) in which an Indian applicant was non-selected
and a non-Indian selected.

1. Procuremeit Officer, GS-103-.1.-It was determinted that the Indian
preference applicant was substantially lacking in experience, training, and com-
munications ability. Enclosed (attachment 1) is a copy of the selecting official's
submtWou aWd Area approval and transmission to Headquarters.

2. Contract Health Care Officer, GS-301-13.-It was determined that the Indian
applicant's performance in an immediately previous position revealed consider-
able weakness in working well with other people, promotion of harmonious work
relationships with groups, and effective work with private groups in the nego-
tiation of contracts. Enclosed (attachmiet 2) is the selecting officials Justifica-
tion and the concurrence by the Area Director. This position is an additional
position in this category.

ITEM NO. 2

Positions (GS-11 and above) which have been advertised for which an Indian
has applied, and the vacancy announcement or position was cancelled.

1. Instructor (Community Health A14 Program) GS-1701-l1.-The advertising
failed to attract applicants with qualifications required. The position was then
reviewed, restructured, and readvertised. The second advertising provided the
same results. The position was then cancelled and its responsibilities dis-
seminated to other positions within the existing staff. No promotions to any staff
members resulted therefrom. The position in question has not been subsequently
filled and there is no current intent to fill it either at the same or a different
grade level.

ITEM NO. 8

Non-Medical (GS-11 and above equivalency) positions filled without advertise-
ment.

1. Training Officcr, GS-235-12.-The position was filled by reassignment of a
non-Indian employee whose position was abolished through reduction-in-force.
The position abolished has not been subsequently re-established and filled and
there is no intention at this time to do so.

2. Three Sanitary Enginccr positions.-These 3 positions were filled by reas-
signment of PHS Commissioned Officers. All were non-Indians. These positions
were filled 03 and 04 levels. Had they been filled by GS employees they would be
at the GS-11 level.

3. Five Pharmacist posiiions.-These positions were filled by reassignment of
P11S Commissioned Officers, at 03 and 04 levels. All were non-Indians. The GS
equivalent for these positions is GS-9.

In relationship to opening of traditional Commissioned Officer positions to
competition by Civil Service employees and applicants, we have been advertising
more and more such positions for the past 2 years. There has been a recent deci-
sion to advertise all such positions, eve. in cases where the potential for filling
through the Civil Service system is somewhat limited. As of this time, all our
positions at the GS-9 and above level are advertised for applicants through both
the Public Health Service Commissioned Corps and through the regular Civil
Service employee and applicant processes.
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ATTACHMENT 1-ALASKA

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVIM

JanuarV 21, 1976.
Memorandum to: Joseph Long, Deputy EEO Officer, HSMHA, IHS, Parklawn

Building, Room 5A-55, 5W00 Fishers Lane, Rockville, Md.
From: Associate Deputy EEO Officer.
Subject: Justification for Non-Selection of Native Applicant for Promotion Cer-

tificate No. 76-101, Procurement Officer GS-1102-12.
Based on discussion and interview with Ms. Morris and Mr. Warden I concur

with the information submitted. There appears to be no bias on the part of the
selecting official, I therefore support the attached documentation.

RosE JERUE.
Approved:

G. H. IvEy,
Director, Alaska Area Native Health Service.

AIrACHMENT 2
JUNE 18, 1975.

ALBERT D. KAHKLEN,
Deputy Associate, EEO Of-cer,
Director, Alaska Area Native Health Service.

Selection of Non-Indian for Contract Health Care Officer Position. Based on
the information presented to me on the qualifications of -, I concur with
the selection of Non-Indian for the Contract Health Care Officer position.

J. LEE, M.D.,
Medical Director.



BILLINGS AREA

ITEM NO. 1

There was one position advertised in the Billings Area in which a non-Indian
was selected over an Indian applicant.

Personnel Staffing Specialist, GS-812-1Z.--Justification: Position was adver-
tised at the GS-11/12 levels. There was one Indian appdcant qualified at the GS-
11 level, there were no Indian applicants qualified at the G8-12 level. Area Di-
rector preferred to select at the G09-12 level for which there were no qualified
Indian applicants. (See Attachment)

ITEM NO. 2

Positions (GS-11 and above) which have been advertised for which an Indian
has applied, and the vacancy announcement or position was cancelled.

1. Social Worker, GS-185-11/1., No. PA-75-28.-Reason for Cancellation: No
Indian applicants. Readvertised as Mental Health Technician GS-186-5, growth
potential to GS-9. Indian selected at the G8-5 level.

2. Program Manager, GS-340-13, PB-75-4B.-No Indian applicant&. Position
was readvertised to include GS-11/12. Indian selected at the GS-11 level.

3. Supervisory Program Analyst, 0G-8-454/7/9/11, PB-76-18.-Indian appli-
cants were eligible at GS-5 and 7 levels, and were previous employees whose
work records indicated they could not perform this job. Management decision
was made that a trainee was now unacceptable in the position due to additional
and heavy work load requirements. Therefore, position was readvertised at GS-11
only and has not been filled. Original Indian applicants are not being considered
for the readvertisement because they were not qualified at the GS-11 level.

ITEM NO. 8

Billings had no positions filled without advertising under the GS schedule,
however we had 3 positions under Commissioned Corp filled without advertising
at GS-11 equivalency.

1. District Sanitarian (Non-Indian) Grade 05.
2. Field Egngineer (Non-Indian) Grade 03.
3. District Sanitarian (Non-Indian) Grade 04.
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NAVAJO AREA

ITEM NO. 1

Positions, GS-11 and above, where a non-Indian was selected over an Indian
applicant.

NAO-720--General Services Officer, G0-301-18: Justification attached.
NAO-941-Hospital Administrative Officer, G8-670-9/11: Health Board did not

want the Indian. Later the Indian withdrew his name.
NAO-470--Supervisory Medical Technologist, GS-670-11/12: No justification

given. This was in April 1974. There are no indications of any justification.
NAO-443--Hospltal Director, (18-670-13 (This position not previously re-

ported) : Filled by Commissioned Officer (Corps). Indian applicant refused by
Health Board.

NAO-51"---Supervisory Public Health Nurse, GS-615-11 (Previous report stated
that an Indian was seleted. This was in error) : Indian applicant-Fully quali-
fied Selected-non-Indian--lighly qualified. Before 1975 the Navajo Areas inter-
pretation of 71-1 was they had to be equally qualified.

ITEM NO. 2

GS-11 and above which has been advertised had Indian applicants; then
cancelled.

NAO-10,--Ambulatory Patient Care Department Administrative Manager,
G8-341-11/12: Justification attached.

NAO-465--Administrative Oflkfr, G8-341-9/11 (The previous report errone-
ously stated that an Indian was selected) : Management decision to not have an
Administrative Officer.

ITEM NO. $
Positions, GS-11 and above, that have been filled without advertising.
Program Analysis, 08-345-11: Filled I,," an Indian on lateral reassignment

with no promotional potential.
Senior Dietitian Consultant, GS-030-12: Filled by a Commissioned Officer

(Corps). Lateral transfer.

D)EPARTM rENT OF IhEALT11, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE.
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE.

April 20, 1976.
Memorandum to: Mr. Lee Horner, Area Personnel Officer, NATHS.
From: A-GIMC.
Subject: Panel No. NAO-1052, Ambulatory Patient Care Department Adminis-

trative Manager.
Subject panel is now in your oflhe and after discussion with Mr. Perrin we are

asking that this panel lie closed as we (1o not wish to minake a selection at this
time.

Our reasons for not making selection at this time are due to uncertainty of
positions available in fiscal year 1977 and also, we are anticipating the possibility
of hiring a family practice physician, who will be the Medical Director of the
Ambulatory Patient Care Department. We do not feel it would bIe fair to the
physician whio is In charge of this department for uts to make a selection of a
person with whom he would have to work.

Therefore. please close this panel and perhaps we may be readvertising In the
future after our Ambulatory Patient C'are Department physician lis had a
chance to review the needs.

RALPH K. ROMER, Admini8trator.
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OKLAHOMA CITY AREA

ITEM NO. I

There were no positions advertised in the Oklahoma City Area in which non-
Indian was selected over an Indian applicant.

ITEM NO. 2

The positions that were cancelled and/or subsequently reannounced are as
follows:

Vacancy Notice 75-21, Social Worker-OS-185-11/12 was canelled and re-
advertised as a social worker GS-185-0/11. This was due to classification and
knowledge that an Indian candidate would not be available. It was readvertised
its No. 75-34.

Vacancy Notice 75-83. (same as above, at grade GS-9/11). Selection was not
made due to Indian applicants not being available. One Indian applicant applied
and was selected but later declined the offer of appointment. Readvertised as
.No. 75-4S.

75-48 announced position as a Social Worker GS-9/11. Indian applicant ap-
pointed at the GS-9 grade. Applicant qualified only for this grade.

Vacancy Notice 75-116, Administrative Officer (Executive Officer) 08-341-15.
This announcement was cancelled due to Indian Health Service receipt of a
directive from Public Health Service that the correct classification was a GS-14.
The applichnts who applied were not processed as to who was qualified.

The position was filled at the G8-14 grade. Position was not announced due
to Civil Service, HEW and P118 regulations which require that first considera-
tion will be given to employees who have been downgraded without personal
cause and that this action will take lace before any other action Is taken to fill
the vacancy. (Personnel Manual References: Chap. 335)

A non-Indian was placed in this position. This Individual had been downgraded
from a 08-14 grade and had been serving in this position under a temporary
promotion

Due to Pancellation of the announcement, and the above conditions, applications
under 75-116 were not processed and were returned.

It should be noted that the position listed In the previous report, Vacancy
Notice 76-2. Administrative Officer (Area Execeutive Officer). G8-341-11/12,
filled by an Indian, is a trainee position.

ITEM NO. 3

There were 77 positions filled in the Oklahoma City Area without advertising
in the last two fiscal years 1975 and 1976. 76 of these positions were filled with
non-Indian Commissioned Corps personnel, 1 Indian CO.
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PHOENIX ARmA

ITEM NO. 1

There were no positions filled in Phoenix Area where an Indian applicant was
non-selected and a non-Indian was selected.

MYhM No. 2

There were no cancellations of any positions at the GS-1l grade, and up, where
there were qualified Indians on the panel.

ITM NO. 8

Special Projects Officer, Phoenix Indian Medical Center: filled by non-Indian
Commissioned Officer. Reason: Asked to be relieved as SUD at San Carlos,
Arizona.

Chief, Operations and Maintenance and Special Projects Branch, Area Office;
filled by non-Indian Commissioned Officer. Reason: Asked to be relieved as SUD
at Roosevelt, Utah.

Chief, Area Nursing Consultant, GS-14, Area Office; filled by non-Indian
Commissioned Officer. Reason: Management reorganization of Area Niursiing
Branch.

Employee Relations Specialist, GS-12; Area Office; filled by non-Indian civil-
ian. Reason: Asked to be relieved as SUD at Parker, Arizona.

Supervisory Employee Development Specialist, 08-12; Area office; filled by
Indian civilian. Reason: Management reorganization of EEO and Training
functions.

Program Specialist, GS-12; Area office; filled by Indian civilian. Reason:
Reassigned from IHS Headquarters as part of career development.
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PORTLAND AREA

ITEM NO. I

There was one position advertised in the Portland Area in which a non-Indian
was selected over an Indian applicant.

Service Unit Director-GS---O1-1 3-PO-17. The non-Indian was selected at the
preference of the Colville Tribe. (See attachment)

ITEM NO. 2

There were no positions cancelled and readvertised in the Portland Area as a
result of Indians applying.

ITEM NO. 3

Portland Area hired 10 dental officers at the Commissioned Corps grade of 03
during the last two fiscal years. These positions which were centrally recruited
for in Indian Health Service Headquarters were filled by non-Indians.
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Tucsox

ITES[ NO. I

There were no selections made of non-Indians, In the GS-11 and above category,
'where there were qualified Indians on the panel.

ITEM NO. 2

The following positions were listed as cancelled. There was no indication if
qualified Indians had applied.

TU 7,.-Community Health Educator, GS-1701-9/11.
TU 10--Photographer, GS-1060-11.
TU 7-Psychologist, GS-180-13.
TU 30-P. H. Nutritionist, GS-601-9/11.

ITEM NO. 3

Job title Grade Selection Remarks

Photographer ----------------- GS-I Non-Indian --------- Due to immediate temporary need to meet a stepped
up timetabe for production of the IHS physician
recruitment film.

Assistant director, training cen- GS-14 Indian ............. Was a lateral iMtalm IMS trAnsftr w4ioh wS com-
tar operations. patile wit the needs of the Service from the

fstadpoint of circumstances of the potion trans-
farred to and the pealsloft transferred from.

Administrative management GS-13 _ do ------------- Individual and encumbered position were relocated
specialist from Albuquerque area office to ORD in Tucson

AriL, to augment effectiveness by being located
with other lWS adivitie, cloealy related to those
bein4 tarried out by the position. aid incumbent.

Computer specialist ........... C.O Non-Indian - D------- Due to immediate need of the - A, WAHC project and
the availability of the talent and qualification re-
quired in the commissioned officer transferred.

Data coordinator -------------- C.O __do ............. Was a lateral internal IHS transfer which was com-
patible with the needs of the Service from the
standpoint of the tircumsanoes of the position
tnranefrmdte and m VI position trmfefred from.

Sanitarian consultant ---------- C.O ----- do ------------- Office of Environmental Health assignmenL
Training consultant ------------ C.O -_..._do ------------- Office of Environmental Health rotating assignment.
Director, nutrition and dietetics C.O ----- do ------------- Due to agreement with area chiefs of the nutrition and

training program. dietetics branch because of the availability and
qualifications of the individual and the scarcity of
such talent for recruitment.

Chief, health skills training..... C.O .---. do ------------- Not appropriate for the report since this is a medicalposition.
District sanitarian ------------- C.O ..... do ............. Office of Environmental Health rotating assignment.
Field engineer ................ C.O ..... do ............. Do.
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ITEM NO. 1

There have been no selections of non-Indians where there have been qualified
Indians on the panel.

ITEM NO. 2

No positions have been cancelled.

I1"M NO. 8

Positions were filled without advertisement through Indian Health Service
procedures. These positions are located at one service unit and the Tribe did
their own soliciting of applicants.

Director, Choctaw Health Department-C.O.-6 (filled by C.O.-Non-Indian).
Director, Community Health Services-C.O.-6 (filled by C.O.--Non-Ind Ini).
Director, Office of Environmental Health Services-C.O.-5 (filled by C.O.-

Non-Indian).
Director, Planning, Training & Evaluation-C.O.-3 (filled by C.O.-Indian).
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PAirr VII. THE Bumtzu or Ix"uN AnAnus MANAL SYmTz

Exhibits are included with the text of this part.
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TASK FORCE NO. 9--APPENDIX II, PART VIII, EXHIBIT NO 1

"The whole course of Judicial decision on the nature of Indian tribal powers
is marked by adherence to three fundamental principles: (1) An Indian tribe
possesses, in the first instance, all the powers of any sovereign state. (2) Con-
quest renders the tribe subject to the legislative power of the United States and,
in substance, terminates the external powers of sovereignty of the tribe, e.g. its
power to enter into treaties with foreign nations, but does not by itself affect
the internal sovereignty of the tribe, i.e. its powers of local self-government.
(3) These powers are subject to qualification by treatieri and hiy express legislation
of Congress, but, save as thus expressly qualified, full powers of internal
sovereignty are vested in the Indian tribes and in their duly constituted organs
of government."

Felix Cohen, "Handbook of Federal Indian Laws."

INTRODUCTION

Tihe impurity of definition regarding the legal character of American Indian
tribal governments in western Oklahoma and the prevailing federal policy deny-
ing our tribal entitles a just measure of tribal sovereignty have created a state
of relative legal chaos that in general frustrates the development of effective
self-government and categorically disenfranchises our tribal governments from
eligibility for a number of extremely beneficial federal programs.

If the entire course of judicial decision on the nature of Indian tribal l•.)wers
is marked by adherence to the priciple that only treaties and the express legis-
lation of Congress can extinguish tribal powers, the reverse has been true for
the Indian tribes in Western Oklahoma. We are perennially faced with situations
in which the existence of tribal powers, albeit even limited powers, is totally
denied. It is generally assumed, for instance that Indian tribes in western Okla-
homa are absolutely without any form of civil or criminal jurisdietion. And. it
is generally assumed that no positive relationship exists between the provisions
of the Indian Reorganization Act and the provisions of the Oklahoma Indian
Welfare Act. After careful scrutiny, we believe these assumptions to be not
entirely correct and a classic example of frequent assertion becoming de facto
policy but nonetheless not strictly a matter of law. Being matters of policy and
not law, we believe the Secretary of the Interior Is not bound to this policy and
has the present, vested authority to promulgate changes in departmental policy
that in a limited sense will resolve these problems and result in tremendous
benefits to the Indian tribal governments in Western Oklahoma both in terms
of programs and the purification of definitions regarding tribal powers.

POSITIONS OF THE UNITED INb!AN TRIBES OF WESTERN OKLAHOMA AND KANSAS
REGARDING TRIBAL CIVIL AND CRIMINAL JURISDICTION IX WESTERN OKLAIIOMA AND
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE INDIAN REORGANIZATION ACT AND THE OKLA-
HOMA INDIAN WELFARE ACT

It is the position of the United Indian Tribes of Western Oklahoma and
Kansas that:

I. The various Indian tribes in western Oklahoma are presently exclusively
vested, where not limited by specific Congressional enactment, with civil juris-
diction over crimes and controversies between tribal members of tribally owned
land or trust allotments, and, therefore, the budget for the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, Anadarko Area Office, should include funds for technical assistance and
direct support of the various Indian tribes in exercising these tribal powers.

II. The Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act, by its terms, repealed the section of
the Indian Reorganization Act excluding Oklahoma Indian tribes from the full
rights and privileges secured to all Indian tribe organized under the Indian
Reorganization Act to the Oklahoma Indian Tribes. Therefore, Oklahoma Indian
tribes have the benefits or limitations imposed by both the Indian Reorganization
Act and the Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act. One of the sections of the Indian. norennization Act. now cod" , q 25 USC £ 467, 91itho-tzpa the Secretary of
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the Interior to proclaim a reservation area for each Indian tribe in Oklahoma
and resolve the federal program eligibility problems occasioned by the unclear
reservation status of Oklahoma tribes.

III. The recommendations that the Secretary of Interior proclaim new Indian
reservations for the various Indian tribes in western Oklahoma is viewed by the
United Indian Tribes of Western Oklahoma and Kansas singularly as a practical
and timely method to resolve the federal program eligibility problem; the ulti-
mate legal question of whether the original reservation boundaries of the various
tribes were extinguished by the allotment agreements or congressional action will
remain unresolved, and will depend, for its resolution on the Indispensible in-
depth analysis of t'he specific acts relating to each individual tribe followed by
appropriate litigation.

"I. The Indian. Tribes in Western Oklahoma have Civil and Criminal Juris-
diction over Tribal Lands and Trust Allotments M~hen Tribal Members Are
Involved."

The following is a succinct, chronological review of major legal enactments
that directly bear upon the question of whether the exclusive Internal powers
of sovereignty relating to civil and criminal jurisdiction exercised or exercisable
by Indian Tribal governments in western Oklahoma has been extinguished or
preserved, by Cougress.

In general, the ridian tribes in western Oklahoma were vested with all tribal
powers or attributes of Inherent sovereignty prior to 1880. The Act of March 1,
11"1) (25 Stat. 783), established a United States Court in the Indian Territory,
which at that encompassed all of what is now the State of Oklahoma, Section, 6
cif this Act provided "that nothing herein, contained shall be so construed as to
give the court jurisdiction over controversies between persons of Indian blood
only." The vested jurisdiction of Ihdian tribes over controversies between persons
of Indian blood remained. undisturbed by this Act.

The Act of May 2, 1890 (26 Stat. 81), commonly referred to as the Oklahoma
Organic Act, created the new Territory of Oklahoma, whose boundaries includel
all that portion of the United States now katown-as the Indian Territory except
so nuchi as is actually oecupied1 by the Five Civilized "'-ibes and the Indian
t ribet; within the Quapawv Indian. Agency and except the unoccupied part of the
('herokee Outlet. All of, the reservations of the western Oklkhoma Indian tribes
were Included in Oklahoma Territory.

Setlion 1 of the Organic Act set forth the following proviso that denied the
Oklahoma Territory authority to legislate on Indian matters and expressly
reserved federal control:

"Provided, That nothing in this act shall be construed to impair any right now
pertaining to any Indians or Indian tribe in said Territory under tile laws,
agreeniiemits; and treaties of the United States, or to impair the right,.; of person
fir property pertaining to said Indians, or to affect time authority of the Govern-
aient of the United States to make any regulation or to make any law respecting'
said Indiams, their lands, pcoperty, other rights which It would have been coni-
petent to make or enact if this act had not been passed."

Sction 12 of the Act defined the jurisdiction of the district courts in Oklahoma
Territory. Section 12 provided :

"That jurisdiction is hereby conferred upon the district courts in the Territory
(if Oklahoma over all controversies arising between members or citizens of' one
t iibi. or nation of Itnlians and the members or citizens of other tribes or nations
in the Territory of Oklahoma, aind any citizen or member of one tribe or nation
who' may comnnit any offense or crime In said Territory against the person or
property of a citizen or member of another tribe or nation shall be subject to the
sail,' puIshnlent in tile Territory of Oklahoma as hle would bie if both parties
were' citizenss of the United states: and any person residing in the Territory of
O)klahomna. in whom there io Indian blood, shall have the right to invoke the aid
of courts therein for the protection of his person or property, as though lie were
:a citizen of tile United States: Provided, That nothing in this act, contained shall
hie s- construed as to give Jurisdiction to the courts established in said Territory
in controversips arising between Indians of the same tribe, while sustaining their
t ribal relation."

Section 12 of the Oklahoma Organic Act expressly conferred b~th civil and
criminal jurisdiction on the district courts of the Territory of Oklahoma In con-
troversies or crimes involving members of different tribes. It also created an
ambiguous, almost personal, option for Oklahoma territorial residents "in whom
there is Indian blood" to Invoke the aid of the district courts in the Territory
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for production of his person or property as though a United States citizen. In
granting such a right, this part of section 12 makes no reference to tribal member-
ship as does the preceding paragraph covering intertribal crimes and contro-
versies. This ambiguity gives rise to a question as to whether this section was
drafted for the benefit of a class of non-member, emancipated Indiuns or persons
with Indian blood who had severed their tribal relation. The final part of section
12 refers to tribal membership and expressly denies the district courts in the
Oklahoma Territory jurisdiction over controversies involving members of the same
tribe while sustaining their tribal relation. In summary, the Organic Act expressly
granted full criminal and civil jurisdiction over intertribal (Indians of different
tribes) matters to the territorial courts. It expressly exempted intratribal (In-
dians of the same tribe) matters from the jurisdiction of the territorial courts.
The Organic Act allowed territorial residents "in whom there is Indian blood" the
rlght to invoke the aid of the territorial courts as though a United States citizen.
The Act appropriately did not expressly confer intratribal crimi:.al jurisdiction
91 the territorial courts. And, it did not grant the Oklahoma Territory the author-
ity to legislate with respect to Indian affairs. It would seem, therefore, since there
is no explicit Congressional enactment conferring criminal jurisdiction on the
territorial courts over intratribal conflicts that full criminal and civil tribal
jurisdiction survived the Oklahoma Organic Act. And, further, since the jurisdic-
tion conferred on the territorial courts by the Organic Act in intertribal matters
was not explicitly original or exclusive, it is conceivable that the Indian tribes
continued to have concurrent jurisdiction over intertribal crimes and contro-
versies.

The Oklahoma Enabling Act of June 16, 1906 (34 Stat. 267), provided the
mechanism and conditions precedent for the organization of the State of Oklr-
homa. Section 1 provided that the residents of the two territories could adopt a
constitution and become the State of Oklahoma with the express limitation "that
nothing contained in the said constitution shall be construed to limit or impair
the rights of persons or property pertaining to the Indians of said Territories (so
long as such rights shall remain unextinguished) or to limit or affect the authority
of the Government of the United States to make any law or regulation respecting
such Indians. their lands, property or other rights by treaties, agreement, law or
otherwise, which it would have been competent to make if this Act had never
been passed."

The disclaimer clause of the Enabling Act was contained in section 3. It
provided:

"That the people inhabiting said proposed State do agree and declare that they
forever disclaim ali right and title in or to any unappropriated public lands
lying ,i'1thin the boundaries thereof, and to all lands lying within said limits
owned or held by any Indians, tribe, or nation; and that until the title to any such
public land shall have been etxinguished by the United States the same shall be
and remain subject to the jurisdiction, disposal and control of the United States."

This disclaimer clause was adopted as an irrevocable ordinance by the people
of Oklahoina.as Article 1 § 3 of the Oklahoma constitution. This disclaimer clause
has not been amended to authorize the assumption of jurisdiction over Indian
lands.

The courts of original jurisdiction of the State of Oklahoma succeeded only
to the Jurisdiction of the State of Oklahoma succeeded only to the jurisdiction
expressly conferred on the territorial courts by the Organic Act. The Enabling
Act and the Constitution of the new State contained no specific grants of jurisdic-
tion over Indians who are members of the Indian tribes in western Oklahoma
beyond that set forth in the Organic Act. It is an inescapable conclusion that these
major legislative acts left undisturbed the jurisdictional scheme the Congress
expressly reserved for the tribes in western Oklahoma.

18 USC 1 1162, commonly known as Public Law 280 (1953), provided a statutory
scheme for States to assume complete civil and criminal jurisdiction over Indians.
Public Law 280 gave the consent of the United States to any State to remove the
legal impediment to assuming full and complete jurisdiction over Indians by
removing or amending the disclaimer clauses contained In the various State con-
stitutions. Oklahoma was not included as one of the States in the original enat2t-
ment of Public Law 280. In 1935, the Governor of Oklahoma was contacted by the
Department of the Interior suggesting that tile Governor might wish to arrange a
consultation with tile Indian tribes to discuss Public Law 280. The Governor
replied that at statehood all tribal governments were merged into the State along
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with full civil and criminal jurisdiction over Indians (letter attached). And that
Public Law 280 would not for this reason, in any way affect the Indian citizens of
Oklahoma. It is clear front the review of the seminal legislation regarding Okla-
homa statehood that the conclusions contained in the Governor's letter are incor-
rect. Public Law 280 was amended in 1968 to provide that State jurisdiction could
not be acquired pursuant to Public Law 280 without consent of the Indians
affected expressed through a majority vote of the adult Indians. Since the State of
Oklahoma has not availed itself of Public Law 280, it cannot now do so without
consent of the Indians affected.

It is frequently stated that Indian tribal governments exercise territorial
dominion only in "Indian country", and the Tooisgah case, Tooisgah v. United
States, 186 F2d 93 (1950) and decisions of the Oklahoma Supreme Court, is cited
often blindly or erroneously as the leading case for the propositions that the
Indian reservations were extinguished, tribal government dissolved and Indian
allotments are not "Indian -ountry". There being no "Indian country", it follows
from the Tooisgah theory that the Indian tribes have no jurisdiction.

Tooisgah turned oil the issue of whether the Indian trust allotment upon which
the homicide occured constitute Indian country within the meaning of the federal
statute then in existence defining Indian country. Tooisgah held that trust allot-
ments lost their character as lands within an "Indian reservation" as a result of
the Indian tribes cession of land to the United States through allotment agree-
ments. The statute in force at the date of Tooisgah's trial defined Indian country
and extending federal jurisdiction utilized the phrase "within any Indian reserva-
tion under the Jurisdiction of the United States government." Tooisgah was
decided in 1950. The federal statute defining Indian country, 18 USC § 1151, after
a 1948 amendment now reads in pertinent part:

• ... and (c) all Indian allotments, the Indian titles to which have not been
extinguished, including rights-of-way running through the same."

Tooisgah is a case that is cited for general applicability but should he limited
to its facts because the law had already changed (the amendment redefining
Indian country) at the date of the decision. and the tenth circuit oil this subject
of limiting Tooisgah to its facts stated:

"But, judging federal jurisdiction here under the words of the statute when
the offense was coimnintted, we are now constrained to hold that when the reserva-
tion was dissolved and tribal government broken up, the allotted lands lost their
character as lands within any Indian reservation."

Tooisgah, in other words, held that the state rather than the federal court had
jurisdiction to try Phillip Tooisgah. Tooisgah, however, passed in silence over the
specific disclaimer of jurisdiction contained in the Enabling Act and the Oklahoma
Constitution.

Congress in the Oklahoma Orgonic Act specifically reserved civil and criminal
jurisdiction over tribal members for the Indian tribes in western Oklahoma;
it is evident that the Indian country contained in 1151(c)- ai.,uimling for a
moment the worst po.,Ible interpretation of the various allotment acts, it Is
possible for an Indian tribe to exercise civil and criminal jurisdi(tion over tribal
lands and trust allotments within the original boundaries even though their
!oundarlps may have been extinguished.

Decoteau v. District County Court, - US -, 43 L. ed. 2d 300, 95 8
Ct -- , is usually citedl in Indian legal circles a lohier. In a sense the Sis-
seton-Wahpeton Sioux Tribe won and lost in this case. Prior to this lawsuit, the
Sisseton-Wlahpeton reservation was considered to be an "open" reservation mean-
ing the tribe was entirely without jurisdiction somnewhat like the( present denial
of tribal juris•ilction in western Oklahoma. As a result of this case, the Sisseton-
Wahpeton Tribe has confirmed jurisdiction over trust allotnients within the
original reservation baundarhes. Thie Simpreime Court, at p. 305, stated:

"It is common ground here that Indian conduct occurring on the trust allotment
is beyond tMe State's jurisdiction, being instead the proper concern of Tribal or
federal authorities."

It is not supposed that the Supreme Court's decision was not a major legal
setback fr this Sioux tribe, but It does illustrate that the S-preme Court has
recently considered this question and decided(l tie consistent with the position on
jurisdiction being propounded by the i United Indian Tribes of Western Oklahoma
and Kansas in this lposition paler.

"II. The Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act. by its terns extends t he full coverage
of the Indian Reorganization Act to the Inidian tribes in western ()klahoma.
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Thereby, allowing the Secretary of Interior to proclaim new Indian reservations
in Oklahoma."

The Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act became law approximately two years after
the Indian Reorganization Act. Oklahoma Indian tribes were specifically ex-
cluded from utilizing section 2 (indefinite extension of trust period), 4 (transfer
or exchange of land or assets), 7 (new reservations), 16 (tribal organization
under constitution), 17 (charter Incorporation), 18 (referendum to accept or
reject act). All other sections of the Indian Reorganization Act such as the land
acquisition authority, the Indian Preference, the revolving loan fund, and the
restoration of surplus land to tribal ownership were extended to Oklahoma tribes
from the date of its enactment in 1934.

25 USC §473 excluded the Oklahoma Indian tribes tile coverage of sections 2,
4, 7, 16, 17, 18. The 1934 exclusion in pertinent part, provides:

"That sections 2, 4, 7, 16, 17, and 18 of this Act (25 USC §§ 462, 464, 467, 476,
477, 478) shall not apply to the following-named Indian tribes, the members of
sach Indian tribes, together with members of other tribes affiliated with such
named tribes located in the State of Oklahoma. as follows: Cheyenne, Arapaho,
Apache, Comanche, Kiowa, Caddo, Delaware, Wichita, Osage, Kaw, Otoe, Ton-
kawa, Pawnee, Ponca, Shawnee, Ottawa, Quapaw, Seneca, Wyandotte, Iowa,
Sac and Fox, Kickapoo, Pottawatomi, Cherokee, Chickasaw, Choctaw, Creek, and
Seminole.)"

25• USC 5 467, section 4 of the 1934 act, authorized the Secretary of the Interior
to proclaim new Indian reservations on land. acquired pursuant to the Indian
Reorganization Act. This section, in pertinent part, states:

"Tile Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to proclaim new Indian
reservations on lands acquired pursuant to any authority conferred by this Act
or to add such lands to existing reservations: Provided, That lands added to
existing reservations shall be designated for the exclusive use of Indians entitled
by enrollment or by tribal membership to residence at such reservations."

It should be noted that the land acquisition authority of the 1934 Act to which
this power of proclaiming new Indian reservations attaches was not one of the
sections the Oklahoma tribes were excluded from.

The Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act was passed in 1936 after considerable
debate and dialogue between the Indian tribes, the Congress and the Department
of the Interior. Senator Elmer Thomas from Oklahoma had the Oklahoma tribes
excluded from the complete coverage of the 1934 Act primarily because he felt
the Indian Reorganization Act organizing scheme was not broad enough to cover
tile many and varying circumstances of Indian life in Oklahoma. Tile section of
the Oklahoma Indian Welf ire Act covering thie organization of Indian tribes is
codified as 25 USC 5 503. It provides:

"Any recognized tribe or bank of Indians residing In Oklahoma shall have the
right to organize for its common welfare and to adopt a constitution and by-
laws, under such rules and regulations as the Secretary of the Interior may
issue to any such organized group a charter of incorporation, which shall become
operative when ratified by a majority vote of the adult members of the organiza-
tion voting: Provided, That such election shall he void unless the total vote cast
be at least 30 per centum of those entitled to vote. Such charter may convey to
the Incorporated group, in addition to any powers which inay properly be vested
fit a body corporate under the laws of the State of Oklahoma, the right to par-
ticilpate in the revolving credit fund and to enjoy any other rights or privileges
secured to an organized Indian tribe under the Act of June 18, 1934 (48 Stat.
984)."

The important passage of 25 US(' § 503 ihlicating the legal scope of the in-
corporated tribal entity provided that such organized entity should "enjoy any
other rights and privileges secured to an organized Indian tribe under the Act
of June 18, 1934" (the Indian Reorganization Act.) This section of the Okla-
homa Indian Welfare Act on its face extended to ti'e Oklahoma tribes the balance
of the Indian RPorganization Act rights and privileges that were denied through
the exclusionary provision in the pre-viously discussed 25 USC § 473 because
§ 473, as a part of an Act inconsistent with the Oklahomna Indian Welfare Act
provisions, was repealed by 25 U'S(' § 50.), which states:

"The Secretary of tile Interior is hereby authorized to prescribe such rules anid
regulations as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act (25 USCS

5§ 501-509). All Acts or parts of Acts inconsistent herewith (25 USCS §5 501-509)
are hereby repealed."
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To reiterate, 25 USC §473 excluding the named Oklahoma tribes from the
rights and privileges contained in se'tiotis 2. -4. 7. 16, 17. and 1, iS ijfopsistenlt
with tile tribal organizing .4'ction of tit ( )khlahoma Indian li welfare Act and was
therefore iepealed by 25 I'S(' § 509.

Ti'he relationship Ibetween tlhse two acts quite simply is that the Indian Re-
organization Act is the base act with thie, Okialaomta I mdlan Welfare Act serving
as a 1936 supplementn. Thi original draft of the (,)klahomna Indian Welfare Act
in section 17 contained a proviso that slp)iorts this view of the Oklalhona Indian
Welfare Act as a supplement to the Indian Reorganization Act. It provided:

"Sec. 17. The provisions oif this Act are to he considered. held. and construed
as supplenlental to the rights, privileges, and benefits set forth and provided ill
the Act of June 18. 1934 (48 Stat. 984).

Also, Senator Thomas, tIh(e author of the hill. at p. 13929 of the Senate floor
debates, state]:

"The Indians of my State live among the( white settlers. All laws applicable
to reservation Indians are not alpplicahle to Indians living oin fi rms, as the
Indians live in (lkiahoina. Because of tlhis distinction tit4 (V'onlimittee oil Indiala
Affairs tit the last session unidertook t, set'regtte t lie ()klahoina 1n(1 tSns from
the other Indians of tile 'tnuied States. This bill is intended to make the provisions
to our Indians and make certain other provisions of law applicable to them."

The ()klahonma Indian Welfare Act its finally ena('ted into ltw in 1936 was (olt-
silerably different than the original bill introdued into ( •'ongress.. lowtvever, on(e
of the sections that remnainted intact throughout tliet legislature pIroess was thlie
tribal organizing section, now e(ndifled as 25 'S(C' § 503. Section 17. quoted above,
was deleted : the reason is unknowi. *iOt it wouldl appear that Se&ction 17 was
unnecessary and rd'itdantt since Owte I ribal organizing secttimi extended all rights

tild priveleges of the Itndiant Retorganiizatiot Act to) tile I(k-lntlotta trihes.

(ON (C'LUS,1ON

We' believe our first two l151 iotims set forth in detail are sound, amd it remains
only for the Secretary if tr llt Intrior to c'infirin their suibsiantice an ti prin"ilgati
l)li(cies talit will p rovide, fm" inilelih'nittatio t of their sll lstn llle. ()It pIjisitiii
lhree, t i(' liti ',, r.t'V rese rci itIl and itttititet ofIl i" tillle an id t'cst., irces iIutI le
111ath, It, settle htit legal quest lotis ia\i',vel ii detleininhig wvhetlihr thi ru,.serva -
tion lbounldar i'ets survi ved the allot litel(t lirocess.

S
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;~r '.'

V..
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1,4,'.
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POPULATION a/
TOTAL ON OR NEAR

TRIBE AGENCY MEMBERSHIP ORIGINAL RES. ORGANIZATION a/
TRIBAL AND

ALLOTTED LANE LJ
(APPROXIMATE)

ORIGINAL RESERVATION ACREAGE

Comanche Anadarko 7,000 3,500 Constitution and Acres trust: 5,341 KIowa, Comanche and Apache Reser-
bylaws adopted: Acres fee: 0 nation 2,969,000 acres l/
1966 Individual (occupied by Kiowa, Comanche and

Allotments: 2,395 Apache Tribes)
tracts totaling
240,509 acres 2/

Delaware Tribe Anadarko 800 500 Constitution and Acres trust: 2,309 Wichita Reservation - 743,610
of western bylaws adopted: Acres fee: 0 acres l/ (occupied by Caddo,
Oklahoma April 21, 1973 Individual Delaware, and Wichita Tribes)

Allotments: 42
tLacts totaling
5,030 acres 3/

Fort Sill Anadarko 200 80 Constitution and Acres trust: 0
Apache bylaws nloptod: Acres fee: 0

none Individual
Allotments: 36
tracts totaling
3,613 acres

Iowa of Shawnee 276 70 Constitution and Acres trust: 12 Iowa Reservation - 228,418 acres
Oklahoma bylaws ado-ýed: Acres fee: 0

1937 OIWA; Charter Individual
adopted: 1938 OIWA Allotments: 43

tracts totaling
1,509 acres

Pawnee 250 130 Govern under BIA -
approved Reso-
lution

Acres trust:
Acres fee:
Individual
Allotments:
tracts

20
0

0
0

Kansas or Ka'e Reservation -
100,141 acres 6/

Kaw
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POPULACIOT; a/
TOTAL ON OR NEAR

TRIBE AGENCY MEMBERSHIP ORIGINAL RES. ORGANIZATION a/
TRIBAL AND

ALLOTTED LAND a/
(APPROXIMATE)

ORIGINAL RESERVATION ACREAGE

Constitution and
bylaws adopted:
1937 OIWA; Charter
adopted: 1938 OIWA

Acres trust: 17.5
Acres fee: 0
Individual
Allotments: 120
tracts totaling
6,128 acres

Kickapoo Reservation - 206,466
acres 7/

Kiowa Anadarko 7,000 3,500 Constitution and Acres trust: 5,341 Kiowa, Comanche and Apache
bylaws adopted: Acres fee: 0 Reservation - 2,969,000 acres l/
May 23, 1973 Individual (occupied by Kiowa, Comanche and

Allotments: 2,395 Apache tribes)
tracts totaling
240,509 acres 2/

Osaqe Muskogee Not Not Principal Chief Acres trust: 645 Osage Reservation - 1,470,058
Area Available Available and eight member acres I/
Office Tribal Council, Individual

Act of June 28, Allotments:
1906, 34 Stat. 539, tracts totaling
S 9. 216,994 acres

Oto• - Pawnee 1,425 980 Constitution and Acres trust: 1,400 Otoe Reservation 129,113 acres 8/
Missouria bylaws adopted: Acres fee: 0

None. Governed Individual
by Business Allotments: 256
Committee tracts totaling

26,156 acres

Constitution and
bylaws adopted:
Jan. 6, 1938 OIWA
Charter adopted:
April 28, 1938

Acres trust:680.57
Acres fee: 0
Individual
Allotments: 342
tracts totaling
24,695.39 acres

Pawnee Reservation 283,026 acres/

Kickapoo of
Oklahoma

Shawnee 1 ,106 553

Pawnee Pawnee 2,188 1,085

5531,106
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POPULATION a/
TOTAL ON OR NEAR

TRIBE AGENCY MEMBERSHIP ORIGINAL RES. ORGANIZATION a/
TRIBAL AND

ALLOTTED LAND
(APPROX IMATE)

ORIGINAL RESERVATION ACREAGE

Constitution and
bylaws adopted:
Sept. 20, 1950
OIWA: Charter
adopted Sept. 20,
1150, OIWA.

Acres trust:932.46
Acres fee: 2.35
Individual
Allotments: 201
tracts totaling
16,219 acres

Ponca Reservation-101, 894 acres 9/

-t I 4- I -4

Constitution and
bylaws adopted:
1937 OIWA

Constitution and
bylaws adopted:
1938 OIWA

Constitution and
bylaws adopted:
none. Gocrning
Resolution .dopted:
May, 1961

Acres trust: 805
Acres fee: 0
Individual
Allotments: 223
tracts totaling
18,406 acres

Sac & Fox Reservation - 479,668
acres 10/

1 I

Acres trust:160.50
Acres fee: 0
Individual
Allotments: 10
tracts totaling
320.74 acres

Acres trust: 2,309
Acres fee: 0
Indiv;.dual
Allotments: 670
tracts totaling
67,048 acres 3/

Tonkawa or Oakland
90,711 acres I/

Reservation -

Wichita Reservation - 743,610
acres 1/ (occupied by the Caddo,
Delaware, and Wichita Tribes)

Acres Trust: 18,234.28
(includes Osage)
Acres Fee: 4,295.35
Individual
Allotments
(except Osage):5,512 tracts
Totaling 524,349.30 acres

13 Reservations totaling
11,689,443 acres

Pawnee 1,983 1,580Ponca

S.ic & Fox of
k. 1 ahooma

Tonkawa

Wichita

Shawnee

Pawnee

Arnadarko

2,020

819

600

40

600

TOTALS 47,503 22,080
(excluding (excluding
Osage) Osage)
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FOOTNOTES

a/ Tribal Directory, Anadarko Area Office, Bureau of Indian Affairs (1975).

1/ Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs 462-463 (1906).

2/ Tribal and allotted acreage of the Kiowa, Comanche and Apache Tribes is recorded together.

31 Tribal acreage of the Caddo, Delaware, and Wichita Tribes is recorded together. Allotted acreage of the
Caddo and Wichita Tribes is also recorded together; allotted acreage of the Delaware Tribe is separately
recorded.004/ ennlrdeo

4/ Annual Report of the Secretary of the Interior 14 (1885)

5/ Annual Report of the Secretary of the Interior 28 (1890)

6/ Message on Surveys in the Indian Tcrritory, Senate Ex. Docs. No. 32, 45th Cong., 2d Sess. (February 20, 1878).

7/ Annual Report of the Secretary of the Interior, V (1891)

8/ Order of the Secretary of the Interior, June 25, 1881, I Kappler 844.

9/ Act of March 3, 1881, 21 Stat. 422, I Kappler 191.

10/ Annual Report of the Secretary of the Interior, VIII (1891)
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AUGUoSTr 17, 1942.
lion. The ATTORNEY GENERAl.

Sir: In a letter of April 28, 1941. from the Assistant Attorney General (your
file WB :CAII:vrug 90-2-017--0) the views of this Department were requested
respecting the Jurisdiction of the State and Federal courts in Oklahoma inI cases
involving crimes committed by and against Indians on the restricted Indian allot-
ments in the area which was the Indian Territory and there in the.area which
was the Oklahoma Territory.

A mass of statutory provisions showing the changing and developing juris-
diction of courts in these areas has beeln found and most of the relevant provi-
sion.s have been suimmarized or quoted it the attached nlemorandlunI. Because
of the complexities of the matter thi; Department cannot speak with certainty
with respect to the present jurisdiction but Is presenting the following analysis
and conclusions for your consideration.

Prior to the creation of the Oklahoma Territory and the Indian Territory by
the act of May 2, 1890 (26 Stat. 81), the whole area was kiown as the Indian
Territory. During this period the Government recognized the exclusive jurisdic-
tion of the Indian tribes over their own mnembiers and even over noninenilwrs
within their territories. There were a few statutes defining crimes within this
Territory and providing for a United States court for the prosecution of these
crimes. However, as indicated in the reference to these statutes in paragraphs
1, 2, and 3 of the attached memorandum, these .statutory provisions excluded
from their application crimes committed by Indians. The act of March 3. 1SS5
(23 Stat. 385, 18 I'.S.C. see. 548), probably did not apply to the ohl Indian Ter-
ritory, since there were no Territorial organization, laws amid courts to function
under the statute (lin re Jackson, 40 Fed. 372, C. C. Kans., 1889).

Upon organization under the act of May 2. 1890, the I'nited States district
courts in the Oklahoma Territory and the Indian Territory were given jurisdic-
tion by sections 12 and 36, respectively, of crimes by Indians against Indians
of other tribes to the same extent as if such crimes were coininitted hy citizens.
This grant of Jurisdiction increased the jurisdiction which I believe these courts
automatically obtained under section 5,18 of title 13 of the named crimes com-
nitted by Indians against Indians or others. These district courts had a dual
role. As United States courts they enforced the Federal laws and as Territorial
courts they enforced the Territorial laws, being tit the outset the laws of Nebraska
in the Oklahoma Territory and the laws of Arkansas in the Indian Territor.%.
As United States courts enforcing Federal law they had jurisdiction over crimes
comniitted by white persons against either Indians or other persons under sec-
tion 217 of title 25 of tihe United States ('ode (Brown v. United statcs. 146 Fed.
975 (C. C. A. Sth, 1906) ). As Territorial courts they could enforce section 548
of title 18 by the trial of the Ilndians committing the crimes name| therein in the
same manner as such crimes were tried when committed by other personLs. As
Territorial courts they could also try Indians for crimes committed against
Indians not nienibers of the tribe in the same manner as in the case of other
persons.

The act of June 7, 1897 (30 Stat. 83), and subsequent statutes relating to
the Indian Territory completely altered the situation in that 'rerr~tory with
respect to jurisdiction 4ver Illdlidia crimes. Tihe 189l7'I act placed in the district
courts jurisdiction over all .crinies committed by any lpeýrson hi the Indian Terri-
tory, and the laws of Arkansas in force in the Territory were nilide to apply to
till persons, regardle-s of race. Subsequent acts abolished the Indian courts and
tribal jurisdiction and organization. These acts, therefore, removed the essential
characteristic of the Indian country, which was the application of tribal laws
within the areii. -Since the Territorial laws were niade to apply to tall persons
in the Indian Territory, both section 548 of title 18 and section 217 of title 25
were apparently suilierse•ed. This conclusion is fortrifled by the act of March 3.
1901 131 Stiat. 1447 . which gave citlizeiiship to every Indlin in the Indian Terri-
tory and lb)y the last proviso in the act of May •. 1906 34 Stiat. 182). which

(484)
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provided that the Indians in the Indian Territory should not be covered by the
provision subjecting all Indian allottees to the exclusive jurisdiction of the
United States until the issuance of fee simple patents. No similar changes In
Jurisdiction were made in the Oklahoma Territory.

Upon the organization of the State of Oklahoma pursuant to the Enabling Act
of June 16, 1906 (34 Stat. 267), the State courts zucceedd.-d to the jurisdiction
of the T'erritorial courts, except as to the crimes deil"Pd uy Federal law which
were placed within the jurisdiction of the Federal courts. The State courts.
therefore, apparently acquired jurisdiction of all Indian crimes in that part
of the State which had been the Indian Territory. In that part of the State which
had been Oklahoma Territory it is my opinion that the second part of ,section
548 of title 18 had immediate application, placing the Federal courts jurisdiction
of the iniamed crimes committed by Indians in Indian reservations in the States.
This part of section 548 did not apply to the Indian Territory part of tile State,
since the Indian reservations therein had lost their character as Indian country.

The conclusions of this Department thus follow substantially tile decision
of the Supr~iie Court in the case of Unitcd Ntatcs v. Raonscy, 271 U.S. 467, f(nd
the opinion of the Oklahoma Supreme Court in Ex parte Nowabbi, 61 P. (2d)
W39. The Ramsey case held that a restricted allotment on the Osage Reserva-
tion. which had been a part of the Oklahoma Territory, was Indian country
within the meaning of section 217 of title 25, and that therefore the Federal
court had jurisdiction of a rlime committed by a white person against an Indian.
Of course. muy jurisdiction under section 217 of crimes exclusively involving
white persons on tile Indian reservations was lost by the acquisition of state-
hood, as in the case of other States. Tile Nowabbi case held that the State courts
had jurisdiction over a (rilile by one Indian against another coimmiittee oil a
restricted allotmeneit iii the area formerly the Indian Territory.

The conclusions of tile )epiartiieitt may be summarized( as follows:
11) In that part of Oklahoma which was the Indian Territory a restricted

Indian allotment is no longer Indian country and section 217 of title 25 does
not apply to give the Federal courtss Jurisdiction of crimes against Indians and
sectioii 5'48 of title 18 (lols ilot apply to give tile Federal courts jurisdiction of
the nailed crilies by Indians. ,Jurisdiction of all crimes by and against Indians
is in tile State courts.

(2) In that part of the State which was Oklahona Territory a restricted Indian
allotment continues to have tile character of Indian country ill the same manner
its restricted allotilents an3d reservations elsewhere in the country, with the
possible exception of crimes committed by Indians against nonmemIber Indians.
which crimes tire apparently within the Jurisdiction of 'the State courts as a
result of the 1890 statute. O1n these allotments bWth section 217 of title 25 and
section 548 of title IS apply. ('rimes between Indians of tile same tribe-which
tire not covered by section 548 remain subject to trilmil jurisdiction.

The presentation of these local conclusions should be accompanied by some
statement of the practical situation. None of the tribes in Oklahoma has exercised
criminal jurisdiction in recent years and none has a court of Indian offenses
established either by the tribe or under the regulations of tills Department. It is
therefore important that some definite criminal procedure be established for
crimes not embraced by Federal or State law. In view of the complexities of
Jurisdiction in Oklahoma and inl view of this practical problem this Departnlent
would be glad to receive your suggestions as to the substance of a bill which
might be presented to Congress oni the subject.

Very truly yours,
OSCAR L. CHAPMAN,

Assistant Secretary.
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ANADARKO AREA OFFICE,
Anadarko, Okla., March 14, 1975.

MEMORANDUM

To: Assistant Solicitor, Indian Affairs.
From: Area Director.
Subject: Review uf Federal-Indian relations and the Inherent sovereignty of

Western Oklahoma Indian Tribes, jer their request, aiid possible amendment
of Oklahoma indian Welfare Act.

We appreciate the opportunity to submit our views on the four points stated
in your memorandum of May 30, 1974, on the above subject. Due to thlp comlllexi-
ties of the issues rai•ed by this inquiry, the statement of our views will not
necessarily reflect a comprehensive and in-depth legal research effort, but such
that will adequately supllport our position.

As a matter of policy we would certainly support any effort or action to
strengthen tribal governments. Such an effort wouhl enable the tribes to form
more viable governments to more effectively carry out their tribal governmental
responsibilities, which would certainly be a stlep in reaching the desires of the
tribes in strengthening of their inherent sovereignty.

InI response to Issue No 1, again we would support any strengthening of Fed-
eral-Indians relationships of the Western Oklahoma Tribes. As the major part of
our problems are special as Federal services to Indians, the effect this effort would
have in limiting instrusions of thils Federal-Indian relationship by the State of
Oklahoma would be problematical.

InI order to have a better understanding of thie Federal-Indian situation InI
Western Oklahoma. it would be worthwhile to review the history of Indian.
Federal relations is it lia been influenced by the efforts of the early settlers III
Oklahoma Territory and Indian Territory inI breaking up the reservations and the
forming of the State of Oklahoma.

Prior to Statehood, the Western Oklahonma Indian Tribes enjoyed full reserva-
tion status with all the existing Federal trust services, the same as other tribes
throughout the country. Efforts at breaking up reservations began in the 1880's,
and, because of these Iressures, Congress enacted the General Allotment Act of
February 8, 1887 (24 Stat. 363). Between this and 1901, all of thie reservations
in Western Oklahoma were broken tip and individual allotments made to members
of each of the tribes.

An Important distinction, soinetilmes overlooked, is that the General Allotment
Act excepted the Indliais of Indinn Territory from the applcatioil of certain
provisions. Section 6, the pertinent provision, rea&d its follows:

"That at tilt, expiration of the trust period iIand when tilth hlnds have beie
conveyed to tilt, In(dians by patent in fee. itS Iprovided it Sectionl 5 of this A't.
thell each anld every allottee sill have the Ienelltit of IIiid be subject to the hlws,
both civil and critninal of the state or territory iln which they nma1y reside . . .
Provided further, that until the isUlsan11Ce of fee si11ile Pialtelt.s till allhotteeS to
wihomn trust patents shall hereifter be issued shall be subject to tilth exclusive
Jurisdiction of the Vnited StaItes ; And, jirovided further, tIhat the iprovisions of
thims act shall not extend to ainy Iiidians iII time I mdilam Territory."

The net effect. being that at the end of the trust period allotments of the Five
Civilized Tribes would bi takein in fee sfilll(i' anid thereby, comin' under State
jurillictlon, whereas thie Western Oklahomia Tribes enjoyed thle exclusive juris-
dietion of the I'nited Sti ti's Governimnelit oIlid still di). ()ln JuIim-' 16. 1 IWO. ('on-
gresi IaIsseld the (O)klaloinon Enaibling Act. Infra, (reat llg the State iOf Oklaiholnta.
Provisions in the Enabling Act webre to the effect that tihe, State of (}klahomna
would not inI ainy manner intrude upon the Federal G(overnment's resimiLnibilities
iII its Indian relatlonls. This restriction wits jil.o put in tile State ('ollstitutlion,
Infrn.
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Because of the adverse pressures that were applied in breaking up the reser-
vations it, Western Oklahoma and the ensuing bad feelings engendered, there
has been a continuing attitude by the people of Oklahoma that is rather nega-
tive and has prevented the tribes from fully enjoying sovereign powers normally
exercised by Indian tribes in other States. This was done by subtle pressures
on officials of the Bureau of Indian Affairs by towns and communities through
State Congressional delegations. From Statehood until the passage of the Act
of June 8, 1934 (Indian Reorganization Act) (48 Stat. 984) and the Oklahoma
Iridian Welfare Act (Act of June 6, 1936) (49 Stat. 1967; 25 USC 501), there
was no significant change in Bureau policies concerning services and trustee
responsibilities to the Western Oklahoma tribes. But, there remained the coln-
tinuing efforts of making the Indian a self-rellaMt, full-pledged citizen through
various program approaches which have had a pendulum swing of either too
much or too little. Probably, the most signiflicant results of the changes in na-
tional Indian policies it Oklahoma were the negative impact of each change of
policy. If it was a IM)licy of withdrawal or termination, it had a more severe
impact in the State. These shifts in lmdicy also provided an opportunity for
vested interest groups to apply pressures locally to Bureau of Indian Affairs'
officials and to Congress in Washington in preventing the full impact of Federal
program funding and conversely, if the policy was withdrawal, then the effort
would be for an extreme negative effect. In most instances, the rationale was
that Oklahoma Tribes were not on reservations and, therefore, not eligible or
that the Tribes were further advanced than reservation Indians anlt were like
their non-Indian neighbor and (lid not need any special help. (Conservative met-
ropolitan newspapers also periodically editorialized to this effect.)

Because of the unique Indian situation in Oklahoma, the Congress of the
United States saw fit to pass a Special Act relating primarily to the Oklahoma
Tribes (Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act, June 0, 1936, 49 Stat. 1967). The
significant difference between the Indian Reorganization Act, Supra, and the
Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act, Supra, was that Sections 2, 4, 7, 10, 17, and 18
of the Indian Reorganization Act were made inapplicable to Oklahoma Tribes
(Exhibit 2). Thi's was consistent with historic Bureau policy In their special
dealings with Western Oklahoma Tribes. The prime purposes of the Indian
Reorganization Act and the Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act were to authorize
and sanctions tribal governments and to encourage tribal involvement In the
development of their human and natural resources. It provided the means for
tribes to form federa:.y chartered corporations. It should also he noted that up
to the point of passage of the Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act, Oklahoma Tribes
were very distrrustful of Federal programs, smarting from the methods used in
breaking up reservations and thinking that it was another governmental effort
to deprive them of further landholdings or Federal trusteeship services. As a
result, there was a general reluctance to take advantage of the provisions of
the Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act. Out of eighteen (18) tribal groups in Western
Oklahoma, nine (9) tribes (lid not adopt Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act con-
stitutions and because of the authority contained in the provisions creating
corporations that read "can sue or be sued in State Courts". only five (5) tribes
adopted charters. With the recent advent of Federal socio-economic program
development funding, again Western Oklahoma Tribes were not included in the
initial program legislation which specified "Indian reservations" which was
interpreted to exclude Oklahoma Indian Tribes. Only recently, have Oklahoma
Tribes enjoyed participation as recipients of Federal funding for many of the
programs; however, again this money has been channeled through State block
grants, having to compete with local nion-Indiani communities and groups rather
than direct funding to the Tribes, as to the reservation tribes in other parts of
the country.

With this brief historic background, it would be worthwhile to review the
Bureali programs and services presently in effect in relation to possible Instru-
slons in these areas by the State.

.4dmtitsitraIon.-As a function, is unique to the Bureau in implementing
Federal prograins anid trust services. However, there should be a more vigorous
implementationl of Bureau policy as it would relate to protection and advocacy
of Indiian Inerest, as opposed to the local self-interest groups that may want
to influence India n Affairs volley.

Educatlon.-The tribes reel strongly that the Bureau of Indian Affairs has
a historic obligation and responsibility to prov.1e an adequate atmoopheie for
an effective, meaningful education. If Indian children are not receiving adequate
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attention and fair treatment in the public schools, then the tribes feel that it is
a responsibility of the Bureau officials to advocate and correct any attitude of
prejudice, mistreatment, and maladministration.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs, Division of Education, provides administrative
leadership, coordination, and consultative services for four boarding schools,
including one junior college. The Division administers a grant program for
college students and this function is gaining importance as more Indian youth
prepare to attend college. The Division administers Johnson O'Malley assistance
programs for Indian students in public schools in Kansas and Oklahoma. Educa-
tion maintains a high priority in tribal programming throughout the Anadarko
Area. The Division of Education works closely with tribal representatives and
organizations, local school boards, and advisory committees which give guidance
and direction to education programs.

In this area, there is a need for greater coordination and understanding be-
tween the public school and the Bureau concerning, the attitude of public school
teachers and officials in the education of Indian children, also in the implementa-
tion of Johnson O'Malley and Title IV programs as it involves Indian families
and children. As an example of the need for coordination of this, the parents
of the Indian children in the Hammon Public Schools withdrew their children
from the schools because of alleged mistreatment of a child.

Indian 8ervices.-The Office of Indian Services consists of the Divisions of
Housing, Social Services, and Tribal Operations.

The Division of Housing in the Anadarko Area provides information and tech-
nical assistance to Indian tribal governing bodies and individual tribal members
regarding federal home-ownership, rental, and other public subsidized housing
programs, plus the Bureau's Housing Improvement Program with referral serv-
ices concerning other housing activities.

This is the area In which the State possibly bad made Its greatest intrusion into
tribal sovereignty. The position taken by Federal agencies was to the effect that
Oklahoma Tribes did not possess authority to establish housing authorities as
tribes on reservations. As a result, the State of Oklahoma enacted authority for
tribes to be included with other local units of government In the establishment of
local housing authorities. However, It should be pointed out that the Opinion of
February 15, 1974, from the Department of Housing and Urban Development, at
page 11, includes the following:

"The Interior Department declared that it was a 'fundamental statement in
Indian law,' 57 I.D. 147 that an Indian tribe was both a governmental entity and a
public body. First, in regard to an Indian tribe as a governmental entity, the
Interior Department states:

"'While an Indian tribe is a governmental entity so long as it retains its
character as a tribe, even though it may not be organized in the manner pro-
vided by the Indian Reorganization Act, its character as a governmental
entity is conclusively established and takes practical form when the tribe
is organized under a constitution under section 16 of that act and incorporated
as a federal corporation under section 17, 57 I.D. 147.'

"As has been previously stated, Oklahoma Indians were organized not under
the Indian Reorganization Act but the Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act. But the
Interior Department states that an Indian tribe can be a governmental entity
even if not organized in the manner provided by the Indian Reorganization Act.
The Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act provides Oklahoma Indians both the right to
organize for their common welfare and adopt a constitution and bylaws, and to
obtain a charter on incorporation from the Secretary of the Interior as is provided
to other Indians under the Indian Reorganization Act.

"While Oklahoma Indian Housing Authorities are established under proce-
dures established by state law, the Interior Department maintains that Indian
tribes, themselves, as governmental entities can be considered a 'public housing
agency' under the National Housing Act, and notes that a 'public housing agency
does not need to be an agency or entity of a State government,' ... "

The Division of Social Services has as its first concern to meet the basic needs
of people. The program acts to provide necessary financial assistance and social
services to eligible Indians when the required services and assistance are not
available to them through State or local welfare agencies. It is the position of the
Bureau that, insofar ap possible, Indians should have the same relationship to
public welfare agencies as non-Indians; that public welfare agencies should have
the same responsibility for providing services and assistance to Indians as they
do to non-Indians in similar circumstances.
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Our position would be the same as we stated for the Office of Education, in that
there has to be a continuous liaison between the Bureau personnel and the State
to insure that Indian clients receive fair and equitable services from all State
and local county agencies.

The Division of Tribal Operations provides services to eighteen (18) tribal
groups in Western Oklahoma within the Anadarko Area, and acts as liaison
between the Area Director and the tribes and between the Agency Superintend-
ents and the tribes. It provides the following technical assistance to tribal govern-
ments: Drafting or amending constitutions, bylaws, charters; establishing mem-
bership enrollment and ordinance provisions; preparation of rolls for membership
and Judgment fund disposition; preparation of tribal budgets; executing tribal
attorney contracts; tribal governmental operations and procedures, including
elections; programming the use of tribal Judgment funds, including minors' trust
fund agreements; socio-economic and community development; coordinating in-
vestments of tribal funds with the tribes, the agencies, and the Investmentz Sec-
tion of the Division of Fnancial Management, Albuquerque, New Mexico, and
coordinating contracting between the Bureau and eligible tribes for participation
in the Tribal Government Development Program.

In terms of overall technical assistance, Tribal Operations is probably the
closest to the tribes in providing the kind of advice and assistance necessary
for a strong and viable self-government of the Western Oklahoma Tribes. It has
been said many times that the strongest principle of inherent sovereignty is the
existence of tribal relations, and the vigorous exercise of tribal self-government.
As we earlier stated, Oklahoma Tribes have fears historically rooted of Federal-
State intrusions such as have resulted in withdrawal and termination and have
not taken full advantage of the opportunity afforded by Section 8 of the Okla-
honia Indian Welfare Act which was Congress' attempt to give Federal sanction
to the exercise of inherent tribal sovereignty. And, of course, this leaves open
the whole area of corporate municipal powers as they relate to socio-economic
development programs. The only pre-emption by the Congress to the sovereignty
of Oklahoma Tribes lies primarily in the area of law and order, which will be
discussed later. We would welcome an opportunity to explain to the tribes the
advantages of corporate charters available through Section 8 of the Oklahoma
Indian Welfare Act and to offer assistance in the implementation of a tribal ad-
ministrative organization that would permit the tribes a more effective participa-
tion in the development of -their own programs and, thereby, return to exercising
their sovereignty for it is well understood in the law, to quote "If an Indian
group does not, and if it seems it cannot, exercise the powers to which it is
entitled, there is a strong likelihood that its rights will be continuously whittled
away . . . weak tribal governments are easy targets for legislative deprivation
of what residual authority they possess".

Tribal resourccs.-The Division of Credit, Employment Assistance, Industrial
Development, and Roads are Bureau programs that are rather unique to Indian
clients.

The Branch of Credit received a new lease on life with the passage of the
Indian Financing Act of 1974 (88 Stat. 77) which was signed into law on April 12,
1974. The Act authorizes the appropriation of an additional $50 million to the
Indian Revolving Loan Funds presently administered by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs. These funds are used to make loans to Indian tribes and individuals
for economic development projects and business ventures on or near Indian
reservations and for educational purposes. When the full amount authorized is
appropriated, the Indian Revolving lAmn Fund will total approximately $75,000,-
000. The Bureau of Indian Affairs will administer the programs established by
the Act and only Indians who qualify for Bureau services are eligible. Prior to
the passage of this Act, there has been minimal credit activity for the Western
Oklahoma Tribes.

The Division of Roads is one of our services in which we have granted to
the State a great deal of responsibility in the building and maintenance of
Indian roads. Perhalm a better understanding and communication between this
office and the tribes would result in a more effective road program for the
Indians of Western Oklahoma.

Trust rexponxfbIlitic#.-The Office of Trust Responsibilities is comprised of
four divisions: Land Operations, Real Estate Appraisal, Real Property Manage-
ment, and Environmental Quality.

The Division of Land Operations functions as a technical arm of management
in the protection, development and proper utilization of trust soil and water
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resources. Agricultural technicians with conservation training lend assistance
to Indian landowners and farm operators with farm planning, cropping systems,
and conservation practices.

The D)ivision of Real Estate Appraisal has the responsibility of preparing
a professional, well-doc-umented appraisal report to support every real property
transaction occurring in trust and tribal land served by the Anadarko Area
Office.

'Tlhe Division of Real Property Management assists individual Indians and
tribes in the use and management of approximately 504,913 acres of individually-
owned land and 23,699 acres of tribally-owned land located in Western Oklahoma
and Kansas. The Fereral Jurisdiction over these trust lands and the funds
derived therefrom creates onl(- of the major legal responsibilities of the Bureau
in its capacity as trustee for such property.

Again, we would strongly recommend that the tribal lands and individual
allotment-the remnants of the original reservations, be referred to in the Bu-
reatu of Indian Affairs regulations and official files as reservation lands, denoting
the legal effect of such lands. In support of this, we quote from Tionlsoch v. U.S.
(186 Federal 2nd 93) :

"A reservation is simply a part of the public domain set aliart by proper aul-
thority for use and occupancy for general and limited purp(Xes by Indians . . .
The title to the allotted land was held by the United States in trust for the belle-
fit of the Indian allottees and the United States retained exclusive jurisdiction
over such lands and the allottees during the continuance of the trust period . . .
It therefore seems to me that instead of the agreement of 181Y2 (Jerome Agree.
ment) extinguishing the reservation, it rarely reduced the area thereof so that
thereafter it embraced only the allotted lands . . . lands which forin a part of
an Indian reservation are not excluded from the reservation by reason of their
allotment in severealty . . ."

And further, Title 18, Section 1151, defining "Indian Country":
"Indian Country, as used In this chapter means . . . (c) all Indian allot-

ments, the Indian titles to which have not beeni extinguished, Including rights-
of-way running through same . . ."

We would also suggest a stronger policy position by the Bureau in the imple-
mentation of its trusteeshop reslonsmibillty in that a greater emphasis should
be given to Indian landownership benefit tld rights, with the same regard as a
non-Indian landowner has for his land.

In response to Issue No. 2, the only practical advantage for the restoration
of original reservation boundaries would be in any provision of eligibility and
entitlement of Congressionol Acts In providing Federal programs shell as the
Indian Financing Act and the geographical Jurisdiction marking boundaries
limiting responsibility of the tribe in providing tribal services to tribal members.
In tMhis regard, the Government should declare and recognize, in all of its regula-
tions and documents that for any Federal purpose, any governmental projects,
programs, and appropriations, former reservation boundaries would be the area
served. Since most Western Oklahoma Tribes recognize and accept tribal member-
ship as a prerequisite for all tribal benefits and services, Irrespective of residence,
It would not. be fair to the tribes to Federally limit geographically the tribes'
rights and desires to serve all of Its tribal members. The acceptance by the
Bureau or the Government of original reservation boundaries, as above suggested,
would be a partial preemption by the Federal Government of this geographic
area for strictly Indian purposes as opposed to any actions by local and State
governments.

In response to Issue No. 3, which we have discussed to some extent In Issue
No. 1, that portion relating to Real Property Managerment, we should add that
although the law is clear as to the trust status of all Indian tribal afnd allotted
trust lands, we reiterate that. it woud clarify and also be of osltive benefit In
referring to these lands as reservation lapds, as the word legally implies. And
further, that for Federal lnmrPsoes, It would not be out of reason to refer to all
the area within the former reservation boundaries ias a reservation. Again, in
our view, we found no language in the hearings of the Oklahoma Indian Welfare
Act that changed exlstling sovereignty of the Western Oklahoma Tribes, as above
described.

The clarification of the question, what comlprised "Indian Country", was ac-
complished by the Acts of June 25, 1948 (62 Stat. 758) and May 24, 1949 (63
Stat. 94) which consolidated numerous conflicting and inconsistent provisions
of law into a concise statement of the applicable law.
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"Except as otherwise provided In sections 1154 and 1156 of this title, the term
"Indian Country", as used in this chapter, means (a) all land within the limits
of any Indian reservation, under the jurisdiction of the United States Govern-
ment, notwithstanding the Issuance of any patent, and, Including rights-of-way
running through the reservation, (b) all dependent Indian communities within
the borders of the United States whether within the original or suh.equently
acquired territory thereof, and whether within or without the limits of a state,
and (c) all Indian allotments, the Indian titles to which have not been extin-
guished, including right.s-of-way running through the same."

In our view, this Act supl)orts our contention earlier stated, that exclusive
Federal jurisdiction is applicable on all major crimes committed on Indian trust
lands.

In response to Issue No. 4, we would support any effort in strengthening tribal
civil and criminal jurisdiction on Indian lands in Western Oklahoma in those
areas in which Congress has not pre-empted the field. In this regard, it would
be important to this discussion to make the necessary distinction of the appli-
cablility of those laws that Congress initially enacted granting Federal Juris(iic-
tion. At the risk of oversimplification, we will attempt a chronology of Congres-
sional Acts as they applieil to the Indians of Oklahoma prior to Statehood and
thereafter. With the initial land grants to the Five Civilized Tribes during and
after the 1880's and their subsequent establishment of tribal governments, and
upto May 2, 1890 (26 Stat. 88), tribal jurisdiction was supreme in Indian Terri-
tory. As to the so-called "Wild Tribes", 1ho as a result of treaties were settled
on reservations In Western Oklahoma, and were tinder military and tribal juris-
diction from the (late of the treaties until April 10, 1888, at which time the
President proclaimed by Executive Order authority for the creation of a Court
of Indian Offenses, this Executive Order was later ap)provedl by Congress. The
Court of Indian Offenses gone form and Federal sanction to tribal law and
order jurisdiction. This arrangement was in effect until the passage of the initial
Major Crimes Act of March 30, 1885 (23 Stat. .365; 18 USC 1153). All other crimes
and misdemeanors remained under the Jurisdiction of the military and tribal
a tthorities. The Major Crimes Act covered all Indian reservations, except Indians
of the Indian Territory who were still under exclusive tribal Jurisdiction.

The next Congressional Act affecting jurisdictional authority was the General
Allotment Act of February 6, 1887, supra. This act was amended by the Act of
May 6, 1906 (34 Stat. 162) which did not change the Jurisdictional aspects.

The Important effect. of this provision of the General Allotiment Act as It
applies to Western Oklahoma Tribes is that it continued exclusive Federal
jurisdiction as long as the allotments remained in trust. (This provision did
not apply to the Indian Tribes in Indian Territory.)

No further Congressional enactments disturbed this jurisdictional arrange-
inent f'-r Western Oklahoma Tribes until the creation of the Territory of Okla-
honmn, May 2, 1890 (26 Stat. 81), at which time Congress in the Territorial
Organic Act provIded as follows:

"That jurisdiction is hereby continued upo)n3 the district courts in the Terri-
tory of Oklahoma over taill controversies arising between members or citizens
of one- tribe or nation of Indians and the members of citizelko of other tribes
or nations in the Territory of Okla!oma, and any citizen or member of one tribe
or nation who may comnmit any offense or crime in said Territory against the
person or prolperty of a citizen or member of another tribe or nation shall be
subject to the sane punishment in the Territory of Oklahoma as he would be
if both parties were citizens of the United States; and any person residing In
the Territory of Oklahoma, in whom there is Indian blood, shall have the right
to invoke the aid of courts therein for the protection of his person or property,
as though he were a cit izen of the United States; Provided, That nothing in this
act contained shall be so construed as to give Jurisdiction to the courts established
In said Territory in controversies arlsing between Indians of the same tribe,
while sustaining their tribal relations."

There seems to he some conflict between this provision and the presidential
Authority of creating the "Court of Indian Offenses which were in operation
after the passage of the above act. Apparently, the Court of Indian Offenses
in Western Oklahoma did litigate cases after the enactment of the Act of

May 2, 1890 (26 Stat. 81) between Indians of different tribes and between
Indians and non-Indians on minor offemses. The above act granted Jurisdiction to
tho Territorial Courts in Oklalhoma between Indians of different tribes antd be-

78-110 0 - 77 - 33
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tween Indians and non-Indians. Perhaps authority exists for present day Western
Oklahoma tribes to create an Inter-tribal Police Force and Court of Minor Of-
fenses under the authority used for the creation of the Court of Indian Offenses
(Exhibits 8 and 9). Without this apparent conflict, it would appear that this pro-
vision granted jurisdiction to the Oklahoma Territorial Courts in controversies
between Indians of different tribes and between Indians and non-Indians and
would be subject to the same punishment am any other citizen with the following
e'vceptions:

1. Exclusive Federal Jurisdiction over the Major Crimes Act, supra.
2. Territorial courts would have no jurisdiction over controversies arising

between Indians of the same tribe while sustaining their tribal relations, Supra.
The resulting jurisdictional status to Indians in Western Oklahoma were

divided as follows:
1. Exclusive Federal jurisdiction for the specified major crimes (18 USC 1153).
2. Territorial district court jurisdiction and later State courts for all other

crimes except crimes and controversies arising between tribal members of the
same tribe.

8. Tribal jurisdiction would lay in those crimes and controversies between
members of the same tribe. (Question: Can this be interpreted to include different
tribes put on the same reservation under the same tribal government?)

The Oklahoma Territorial Organic Act (26 Stat. 81, May 2,1890) also provided
that

"Nothing in this act shall be construed to Impair any right now pertaining to
any Indians or Indian tribe in said Territory under the laws, agreements, and
treaties of the United States, or to Impair the rights of persons or property
belonging to said Indians, or to affect the authority of the government of tile
United States to make any regulation or law respecting said Indians, their lands,

,property or other rights which It would have been competent to make or enact
if this act had not been passed."

This did not disturb the existing jurisdictional situation existing in Western
Oklahoma as explained earlier.

The next Congressional Act of any significance was the State of Oklahoma
Enabling Act of June 10, 1906. (34 Stat. AL 267) :

"That the Inhabitants of all that part of the area of the United States now
constituting the Territory of Oklahoma and the Indian Territory, as at present
described, may adopt a constitution and become the State of Oklahoma, as herein-
after provided : Provided, That nothing contained In the said constitution shall be
construed to limit or Impair the rights of persons or property pertaining to the
Indians of said Territories (so long as such rights shall remain unextinguished)
or to limit or affect the authority of the Government of the United States to make
any law or regulation respecting such Indians, their lands, property or other
rights by treaties, agreement, law or otherwise, which it would have been com-
petent to make if this Act had never been passed."

This restriction was also included in the Constitution of the State of Oklahoma
effective November 16, 1907:

"Tile people inhabiting the State do agree and declare that they forever dis-
claim all rights and title in or i:o any unappropriated public lands lying within
the boundaries thereof, and to all lands lying within said limits ownld or held
by any Indian, tribe, - nation; and that until the title to any such public land
shall have been extiv;. shed by the United States, the same shall be and remain
subject to the jurisdiction, disposal, and control of the United States. Land be-
longing to citizens of the United States residing without the limits of the State
shall never be taxed at a higher rate than the land belonging to residents thereof.
No taxes shall be imposed by the State on lands or property belonging to or
which may hereafter be purchased by the United States or reserved for Its use."

The net effect of these provisions froze the status quo of the Jurisdictional
situation existing to that date, i.e., nothing was added and nothing taken away
by the language in the Enabling Act and the Constitution of the State of Okla.
homa, but more was restraining the State of Oklahoma from passing any laws
that would limit or affect the authority of the United States Government relating
to Indians, until otherwise authorized by Congress.

The Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act, supra, the next major Congressional enact-
ment authorized the tribes in Western Oklahoma to formally organize constitu-
tional governments under the regulations of the Secretary and to adopt a corpo.
rate charter. Such charter granted to the tribes all corporate powers under the
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law of the State of Oklahoma, the right to participate in revolving loan funds and
"to enjoy any other rights or privileges secured to an organized Indian tribe under
the Indian Reorganization Act, supra. Although no specific reference is made in
the Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act relative to the sanction or extinguishment of
police powers by the tribes, the Senate version of the bill provide for the main-
tenance of an Indian police force. Further research would be necessary that
would indicate at what time Indian police forces under the authority of the
Court of Indian Offenses were abolished to these tribes and also the date that
the special police officers in Western Oklahoma were taken out.

In summarizing law and order jurisdiction for Western Oklahoma, as we view
it, is to the effect that these tribes not excepted under the General Allotment Act
have tribal jurisdiction and authority over all controversies between members of
the same tribe. State jurisdiction would lie in all crimes and controversies
between Indians of different tribes and Indians and non-Indianse Exclusive
Federal jurisdiction is retained for all crimes enumerated in the Major Crimes
Act for crimes committed on all tribal and individual allotments. So it would
appear that the tribes in Western Oklahoma would have the legal authority
(sovereignty) to provide local tribal law and order services for minor offenses,
i.e., drunkenness, assault and battery, i.e., police and courts.

We should also mention here that police and judges were appointed by the
Bureau under the authority of the Court of Indian Offenses for the Western
Oklahoma Tribes well past the 1920's and also a special police officer was pro.
vided by the Bureau of Indian Affairs up to the 1940's which does indicate a
Federal concern and authority for the law and order responsibility for the
Western Oklahomat Tribes. In this regard, we would suggest that without any
Congressional change it Jurisdictional status that it would be an improvement
in the law and order situation for the Western Oklahoma Tribes to again appoint
a special officer and anl Indian police force which would be coordinated with the
State and County law enforcement officers under the authority that was used for
the Indians of this jurisdiction after Statehood. Again, because of the status and
the economic and social mixing of the Western Oklahoma Tribes, we would Rug-
gest an amendment to the Oklahoma Territorial Organic Act, Supra, that would
allow an inter-tribal police force and inter-tribal courts for minor offenses that
arise during most inter-tribal activities. This would create no Jurisdictional prob.
lem as each tribe has this right individually. It would only be authorizing the
exercise of that remaining sovereignty that each individual tribe possesses to be
used in an inter-tribal context. This seems to be the area of greatest need since
most complaints are made by Indian people to State and county law enforcement
people for offenses such as disturbing the peace, drunkenness, assault and battery,
etc.

This would also complement State and county law enforcement officers who
complain of not having the manpower and financing to police such inter-tribal
activities. We would also suggest further review and research of the general au.
thority of the executive arm of the Government under Sections 2 and 9 of the
Act of July 9, 1832, and June 30, 1934, as there is a possibility that this existing
authority may be all that is necessary in accomplishing the above recommenda-
tion. As a recommendation of lesser impnortance would be an Indian police force
working through the County Sheriff's office with deputy commissions to assist
these officers in the policing of inter-tribal activities. This could either be funded
by the Bureau or by special funding from the Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration.

The specific information you requested is furnished as follows:
1. Exhibit 0, Reservation Boundary NMaps of the 18 tribal groups in Western

Oklahoma.
2. Exhibit 8, All useable tribal and individual trust lands are under Farming

and Greasing Leases in accordance with regulations.
S. Exhibit 8, To our knowledge there are no existing tribal law and order

organizations although there has been much discussion oil the subject.
4. At the present time the State of Oklahoma is not assessing nor are we pay-

ing any grots production taxes on lands or interest. in lands acquired in trust
under the Oklahoma Welfare Act. Also we are not ware of any instance in the
past where the tax was paid on these titles.

In regard to what programs could be supported by gross production taxes if
the legality of assessing such taxes L4 valid, we have made some calculations
and estimates by agencies as to the amount of tax revenue. These are based
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on last year's royalty collections on those tracts where an interest may be sub-
ject to gross production taxes. OSA 08, Art. 11, Sec. 1001, provides for gross
production taxes of 7 percent of gr(os income.

Gross Estimated
income tax revenue

Shawnee Agency ------------------------------- ------------. $386.94 $27.08
Pawnee Agency ----------------------------------------------------------------- 1.,067.53 74.72
Concho Agency---------------------------------------------3,633.64 254.35
Anadarko Agency ......................-....................................... 34,235.57 2,396.48

Total ..................................-------------------------------------------- 2,752.63

There have been no instructions or Interpretations on how or when tile gross
production taxes are to be paid by the Secretary. In reviewing our acquisitions, it
appears questionable whether it should ibe paid on those Interests acquired under
this authority. In House Report No. 2408 on S. 2047, 74th Congress, 2d Session, on
the Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act, the 2nd paragraph of page 3 discusses Section
I of the Bill and states ". . . all lands purchased are to be nontaxable so long as
title remains In the United States save that provision Is made for levying and col-
lection a State gross production tax on oil and gas produced from newly acquired
lands . . ." This implies to us that the Intent of this Section was for those non-
Indian taxable lands acquired In trust, being referred to as newly acquired lands.

The following paragraph on Section 2 of this same report provides a preference
right to the Secretary to purcmase restricted land offered for sale. It further states
that exercise of this authority will permit continued Indian ownership of the
land, rather than have it pass to white purchasers. These are two dlstlict sections
I. the Act which appear to relate to two separate actions with acquisitions that
come within Section 1 subject to gross production taxes.

Section 7 of the Oklahoma Welfare Act also provides in effect that In those
acquisitions made with funds appropriated under the Act of June 18, 1934 (48
Stat. 984), commonly referred to as the India u Reorganization Act, the royalties,
bonuses, or other revenues derived from mineral deposits underlying the lands
shall be deposited In the Treasury of the United States and made available for
acquisition of lands amd for loans to Indians. In regard to this section, we are
not aware of any lands acquired with loan funds appropriated In connection with
these funds for either Individual Indians or tribes.

"Since most of our acquisitions would fall under Section 2, being also cases
where the purchaser used his own funds, the gross production taxes if levied anti
paid would be nominal."

In summary, we would support a strong policy position in providing a positive
atmosphere and opportunity for the Western Oklahoma Tribes to take advantage
of that remaining sovereignty not pre-empted by Congress.

As we have pointed out, the most obvious areas of tribal relations and tribal
,governmental powers that have not been used by Western Oklahoma Tribes are
In the area of corporate powers of tribes and those remaining law amd order
authorities not pre-empted by the Major Crimes Act, and the Act of May 2, 1890,
granting Jurisdlction to territorial courts which was later assumed by the State
Courts as the successor courts by the State of Oklahoma Enabling Act.

Without assessing blame for the status of Western Oklahoma Tribes as to thelr
sovereign powers, we feel that Section 3 of the Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act of
June 0, 1030 (49 Stat. 1967) Iii regard to corporate powers authorized under the
charterg would l)e sufficient to (-liable the tribes to organize a business-type opepr-
tion to) adequately take advantage of Federal programnming in the development
of their natural and human resources. Anmendmnents to the Oklahoma Idilan
Welfare A(.t may be necessary for longer-term leases rather than the present 10
years limit for e(onoomic development purploses.

Our position in the area of law and ()rder, I.e., crlminlal and civil Jurisdiction,
consistent with our dlscu.sson of this Item, Is as follows :

Priority Vo. 1.-Amend the Act of May 2. 1890, to allow Intertribal Jurisdiction
as opposed to the present intra-tribal on those controversies between Western
Oklahoma Tribes not p)re-emni)ted by Congress and leave State jurisdiction on
controversies between non-Indian and Indian, i.e., unless the Secretary still
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possesses general authority to accomplish the above without such amendment.
The county and State authorities would probably welcome the Indians to police
their own activities and as we pointed out earlier this would not be a contra to
long-range Federal policy of making the Indians a full-fledged citizen but rather
a positive effort of self-help In policing his own activities, and thereby be assurpd
of a basic constitutional right of "equal protection of the laws" and "due process".

There still remains the question of financial ability to do what is necessary to
accomplish the above. Whether the tribes want to spend their own money to create
a "Court of Indian Offenses" or whether they would want Federal assistance in
maintaining a court and police force. This subject would require some study by
the tribes before any action can be taken.

If the tribes decide against forming their own court and police force for what-
ever reason, we would suggest the appointment of a special officer to help coor.
dinate tribal self-help efforts with State and county law officers such as contract-
Ing a voluntary Indian police force that is now in existence.

Taxation, water and environmental controls are areas that the tribes may want
to pursue more extensively from the standlpoint of State intrusions on their
sovereign powers. In this regard, we would recommend to the tribes that they
obtain legal assistance inl pressing for solutions to their problems where the State
has made inroads especially on water rights.

We can as.m're you that any necemsary adtnilnistratlve policy changes for the
strengthening of tribal sovereignty will be made by this office. If present pro.
gramming policy (This becomes especially important since the passage of P1,
93-638, Indian Self.Determination and Education Assistance Act (88 Stat. 2204) )
by the Bureau Is to be effective, a strong and stable tribal government is a pre-
requisite and to have strong viable tribal governments is the achievement of tribal
sovereignty.

We appreciate the opportunity to respommnl to your inquiry and would be happy
to furnish any other further information or material you may need.

Area Director.
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CODE or FEaEu , R.EouiAToN

CRO88 REFERENCE TABLE

Introductory Statement
Each regulation in the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) cites the federal

statutes or other legal authority which the regulation is designed to implement.
This Table does the converse with regard to each statute-at-large, U.S. Code
provision or executive order which specifically relates to federal/Indian law.
Each statute-at-large, U.S. Code provision or executive order which is cited in
the CFR as authority for a regulation specifically related to Indian affairs is
listed in the column to the left of the Table. Every CFR regulation which cites
that particular statute.at-large, U.S. Code provision or executive order is corre.
spondingly listed in the column to the right of the Table:

Under each entry there Is a reference to see another section entry. This is a"master card" entry for control purposes.
The bulk of federal/Indian law is compiled in Title 25 of the U.S. Code and

the bulk of CFR regulations relating to Indian Affairs is contained in Title 25
CFR. Therefore, Part A of this Table relates exclusively to references from Titles
other than 25 CFR. Part B of this Table relates to references contained in the
remaining Title 25 of the CFR.

This Table was developed to provide a reference tool for work on the com-
pletion of the revision, consolidation and codification of Title 25 of the U.S.
Code. Hopefully, it will provide a useful tool for those who are involved in
working with federal/Indian law and Indian affairs. These taflles are current
through 1974.
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APPENDIX III
CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS

CROSS REFERENCE TABLES

PART A

5 USC 301 7 CFR Pt. 254)
Agriculture--Food Distribution

See 7 USC 612c

5 USC 301 28 CFR Chpt. 1, Pt. 0
Dept. of Justice-Civil Rights Division and Land and

Natural Resources Division
See 28 USC 509, 510

5 USC 301 30 CFR Pt. 231
Mineral Resources-Geological Survey Operiting Reg-

ulations for Exploration, Development, end Produc-
tion (Mining)

See 25 USC 396

5 USC 301 31 CFR Pt. 51
Money & Finances: Treasury-Fiscal Assistance to

State and Local Governments
See Public Law 92-512

5 USC 307 43 CFR Subtitle A
Pt. 4 (Subpt. C)

Public Lands: Interior-Off. of Sec. Dept. Ilearings
and Appeals Procedure.

See 43 USC 1201

5 USC 551, et seq. 43 CFR Pt. 2650
Subpt. 2650

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands.
Lands Disposition-Alaska Native Selections.
See: 16 USC 668dd: 43 USC 1601; 48 USC ch. 2:

72 Stat. 341; 77 Stat. 223; 80 Stat. 927 as amend:
82 Stat. 3-59; 62 I.D. 417. 421; 25 CFR 43h: 43 CFR
Pt. 4

5 USC 551 43 CFR Pt. 2650
Subpt. 265.3

Public Lands: intzrior-Regs. re Public Land,.
Lands Disposition-Alaska Native Selections-miscel-

laneous Selections.
See: 24 Stat..38W as amended; 34 Stat. 197; 36 Stat.

863.
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43 CFR Pt. 2650
Sulept. 2)'54

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands.
Lands Dfi)ositlon-Alaska Native Selec, ons-Natives

Reserves.
See: 25 ('FR 43h.7

5 T'SC 552

Public lands: Interior--Off. of See. Records
Testimony.

See 43 UST' 1460

5 1"S(' 3301

5 S(' ,.3300-2

Administra tire Person nel- -Exeqeted
eeptedi Schedules

5 U('33O2
EO 10577, 3 (FR 1954, 58 ('omp. ). 211

Administrative Persontiel-- Excepted
cepted Schedules

See 5 I'SC 3 301

43 CFR Subtitle A
Pt. 2

and

5 CFR Plt. 213
Sched. A. 13. C

Service, Ex-

5 CFR Pt. 213
Sched. A. B. C

Service. Ex-

7 I'SC 612 c
Agriculture-Food Dlistribution
See: 5 V4S(' 301: 7I'S(' 1431: 7 U'SC 1431 (note)

7 1"SC 1431b: 7 I'S' 14J~6a-I • 7 USC 1859: 22 US('
1922:.-2 'USC 1755:J2 UTS(' 175S: 42 I'SC ls55JJJ:
-12 T'S(' 3045f; 41) Stat. 774, Stee. 32: 50 Stat. 323.(1) Stat. 231. 233: Sme. 1. 9. 6): 63 Stat. 1058. See.
416: 6- Stat. 8-13, Sec. 402 70 Stat. 202, See. 210:72
Stat. 171)2:" ec. 9: 79 Stat. 1212, Sec. 709" Y2 S lat.
117. See. 3: q Stat. 121), Sec. 11

7 ('R lPt. 250

7 USC 1431

7 I'SC 1431 (note)

7 US(' 1431b

7 USC 144611-1

7 USC 18 IMO

7 USC 1989

Agricul tnre-Food l)ist ribution
See 7 USC 162c

Agriculture-Food 1 )ist ribut ion
See 7 USC 612c

Agrichilture--Fid distribution
See 7 USt' tl2c

Agriculturt, -Food distribution
See 7 I'SC 612c

Agriculture- Food l)istrilelhmi
See 7 U'SC 612e

Agriculturt--Farimer's Home Administration
Loans to Indians

42 USC 1480
63 Stat. 437. See. 510
75 Stat. 318, Sec. 339

7 ('FR Plt. 2540

7 ('FR Pt. 254)

7 ('FR PIt. 254)

7 ('FR Pt. 250

7 CFR Pt. 250

7 CFR Pt. 1890
Sec. 1890f

5 USC 551
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7 USC 2011 7 CFR Pt. 271
Sec. 271.3

Agriculture-Food Stamps
See: 7 USC 2012 thru 2055

7 USC 2012 7 CFRl Pt. 271
Sec. 271.3

Agriculture-Food Stamps
See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2013 7 CFR Pt. 271
Sec. 271.3

Agrtvulturrt--oo tl Stamps
See: 7 U'SC 2011

7 USC 2014 7 CFR Pt. 271
Sec. 271.3

Agricultiur-Food Stamrps
See 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2015 7 CFR Pt. 271
Sec. 271.3

Agriculture-Food Stamps
See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2016 7 CFR Pt. 271
See. 271.3

Agriculture-FoWd Stamps
See: 7 I'SC 2011

1 USC 2017 7 CFR Pt. 271
g.kc. 271.3

Agrieulture-FooW Stamps
See: 7 USC 201!

7 I'SC 2018 7 CFR Pt. 271
Sec. 271.3

Agriculture-Food Stamps
See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2019 7 CFR Pt. 271
Sec. 271.3

Agricult ure--Food Stamps
See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2020 7 CFR Pt. 271
Sec. 271.3

Agriculture-Food Stamps
See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2021 7 CFR Ilt. 271
Sec. 271.3

Agriculture-Food StaRmps

See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2022 7 CFR Pt. 271
Sec. 271.3

Aicriculture-Food Stanips

See: 7 USC 2011
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7 USC 2028 7 CFR Pt. 271
Sec. 271.3

Agriculture-Food Stamps

See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2024 7 CFR Pt. 271
Sec. 271.3

Agriculture-Food Stamps

See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2025 7 CFR Pt. 271
Sec. 271.3

Agriculture-Food Stamps

See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2026 7 C1'R Pt. 271
Sec. 271.3

Agriculture-Food Stamps

See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2027 7 CFR Pt. 271
Sec. 271.8

Agriculture-Food Stamps

See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2028 7 CFR Pt. I/I
Sec. 271.3

Agriculture--Food Stamps

See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2029 7 CFR Pt. 271
Sec. 271.3

Agriculture-Food Stamps

See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2030 7 CFR Pt. 271
Sec. 271.3

Agriculture-Food Stamps

See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2031 7 CFR Pt. 271
Sec. 271.3

Agriculture-Food Stamps

See: 7 USC 2011
7 USC 2032 7 CFR Pt. 271

Sec. 271.3
Agriculture-Food Stamps

See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2083 7 CFR Pt. 271
See. 271.8

Agriculture-Food Stamps
See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2034 7 CFR Pt. 271
See. 271.8

Agriculture-Food Stafpe
See: 7 USC 2011
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7 USC 2035 7 CFR Pt. 271
Sec. 271.3

Agriculture-Food Stamps
See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2036 7 CFR Pt. 271
Sec. 271.3

Agriculture--Food Stamps
See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2037 7 CFR Pt. 271
Sec. 271.3

Agriculture--Food Stamps
See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2038 7 CFR Pt. 271
See. 271.3

Agriculture-Food Stamps
See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2039 7 CFR Pt. 271
See. 271.3

Agriculture-Food Stamps
See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2040 7 CFR Pt. 271
See. 271.3

Agriculture-Food Stamps
See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2041 7 CFR Pt. 271
See. 271.3

Agriculture-Food Stamps
-See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2042 7 CFR Pt. 271
See. 271.3

Agriculture-Food Stamps
See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2043 7 CFR Pt. 271
See. 271.3

Agriculture-Food Stamps
See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2044 7 CFR Pt. 271
See. 271.3

Agriculture-Food Stamps
See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2045 7 CFR Pt. 271
See. 271.3

Agriculture-Food Stamps
See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2046 7 CFR Pt. 271
See. 271.3

Agriculture-Food Stamps
See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2047 7 CFR Pt. 271
See. 271.3

Agriculture-Food Stamps
See: 7 USC 2011
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7 USC 2048 7 CFR Pt 271
See. 271.3

Agriculture--Food Stamps
See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2049 7 CFR Pt. 271
See. 271.3

Agriculture--Food Stamps
See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2050 7 CFR Pt. 271
See. 271.3

Agriculture--Food Stamps
See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2051 7 CFR Pt. 271
See. 271.3

Agriculturt-Food Stamps
See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2052 7 CFR Pt. 271
See. 271.3

Agriculture-Food Stamps
See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2053 7 CFR Pt. 271
See. 271.3

Agriculture-Food Stamps
See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2054 7 CFR Pt. 271
See. 271.3

Agriculture-Food Stamps
See: 7 USC 2011

7 USC 2055 7 CFR Pt. 271
See. 271.3

Agricultur---Food Stamps
See: 7 USC 2011

8 USC 3 43 CFR Pt. 2530
Sec. 2531.1

Public Launls : Interior-1icgs. re Pub. Lands
Land l)ispositiou--I ndlan Allotments

See: 43 USC 1201

8 USC 226a, 8 CFR Pt. 289
Aliens and Nationality--American Indians Born in

('anada.
Set,: 8 USC 451: 8 I'CS 1103: 8 USC 1302; 8 USC

1359; 45 Stat. 401: 54 Stat. 670; 06 Stat. 173, 224,
234, Sees. 103,262, 289.

9 USC 451 8 CFR Pt. 289
Aliens and Nationality--American Indians Born in

Canada.
See: 8 USC 226a

8 USC 1103 8 CPR Pt. '289
Aliens and Nationality--American Indians Born in

Canada.
See: 8 USC 226a
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-S USC 13020 S CFR Pt. 289
Aliens and Nationality-Anerl.at Indians Born in

C(ll!lllhl.
See: N USSC226a

S USC 1359 8 (C'R "t. 289
Aliens and atlonality-American Indians Born In

('alladl.
8 USC 220'a

16 '•SC 508b 30 CFR 11t. 231
Mineral Resources--Geological Survey Ope-rating

Rtegoiatlbus for Exploratlon, Development and Pro-
duction ( Mining).

See : 25 U$SC 396

16 USC 664a 50 CFR Chapt. 1
(Subehapt B)-l't. 11

Wildlife and Fishieries: Bureau of Sport Fisheries &
Wildlift-Taking, 1'osse.ý,Aion. Transportation, Sale.
Purchase, Barter. Exportation, & lmportation of
Wildlife.-l'rotecion of Bald Eagles & (Golden
Eagles.

See: M) F.R. 11633, July 21, 1970, 35 F.R. 12653, Aug. 8,
1970.

16 USC 6OOdd 43 CFR Pt. 2650
Sblpt. 2650

Public Lainds interlor-Regs. re Public Lands. [LandIs
l)slxssltimi-Aht,•ka Native Selections.

See 5 lS(' 551

16 U.-;C 742J-1 50 CFR Chapt. 1
(Subehapt B)--Pt. 1S

(Subpt. C)
Wildlife and Flliteries: Bureau of Sport Fisheries &

Wildlife--Taking, l'i,.se:4sioii. "rranslKwrtaltion. Sale,
Ptlrehase. Barter, Exportation & lmportation of
Wildlife•-Marine Maininals-General Exceptions.

See: 16 USC 1361-1407

16 USC 1151 50 ('FR ('hpt. 2
(Subehapt. C) Pt. 214;

Subpt. C
Wildlife and Fisheries; National Marine Fisheries

Service--31arine Manilals-Regulationms Governing
the kingg & Importing of Marine Mainnutils-Excep-
tionsm.

See: 16 USC' 1361

10 1SC 1152 A) ('FIt (lhpt. 2
(Suh•'hapt. (') PIt. 214;

(Subpt. C')
Wildlife and Fisheries: National Marine Filsherie•s

Service--Marine Maniils-Reguitis Governing
Taking & Imolxrtling of Marine Maniniils-Excep-
tions.

10 US8C' 1153 50 A"FR Chpt. 2
(Subchapt. (') Pt. 216

( Subpt. C')
Wildlife and Fisheries :National Marine Fisheries Sery-

Service-Marine Mauninals-Regulations Governing
the Taking & Importing of Marine Mammals--
Exceptions.

See: 16 U(' 1301

7S- 110 -77----33
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16 USC! 1154 50 CFR Chpt. 2
(Subchp't. C) Pt. 216(Xubpt. C)

Wildlife and Fisheries; National Marine Fisheries
Service--Marine Mammals-Reg, latlons Governing
the Taking & Importing of Marine Mammals-Ex-
ceptions.

See: 16 USC 1301

10 USC 1155 50 CFR Ch'pt. 2
(Subchpt. C) Pt. 216

(Sul),,t. C)
Wildlife and Fisheries; National Marine Fisheries

4service-Marine Mammals-Regulations Governing
the Taking & Importing of Marine Mammals-Ex-
ceptions.

See: 16 USC 1361

16 USC 1156 50 CFR Chpt. 2
(Subchpt. C) Pt. 216

(Subpt. C)
Wildlife and Fisheries; National Marine Fisheries

Service-Marine Mammals-Regulations Governing
the Taking & Importing of Marine Mammals-Ex-
ceptions.

See: 10 USC 1361

10 USC 1157 50 CFR Chpt. 2
(Subchpt. C) Pt. 216

(Subpt. C)
Wildlife and Fisheries; National Marine Fisheries

8ervice-Marine Mammals-Regulations Governing
the Taking & Importing of Marine Mammals--Ex-
ceptions.

See: 16 USC 1361

10 USC 1158 50 CFR Chpt. 2
(Stibelipt. C) Pt. 216

(Subpt. C)
Wildlife and Fisheries; National Marine Fisheries

,gervice-Marine Mammals-Regulations Governing
the' Taking & Importing of Marine Mammals-Ex-
celptions

See: 16 U.C 1361

16 USC 1159 50 CFR Chpt. 2
(Subehjpt. C) Pt. 216

(Subpt. C)
Wihllife and Fisheries; National Matine Fisheries

Service--Marine Mammals-Regulations Governing
the Taking & Importing of Marine Mammals-Ex-
ceptions.

See: 10 USC 1301

16 USC 1100 50 CFR Chpt. 2
(Subchpt. C) Pt. 216

(Subpt. C)
Wildlife aifd Fisheries; National Marine Fisheries

Service-Marine Mammals-Regulations Governing
the Taking & Importing of Marine MamnmaLs--Ex-
ceptions.

See: 10 USC 1361
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10 USC 1101 50 CFR Chpt. 2
(Subchpt. C) Pt. 216

(Subpt. C)
Wildlife and Fisheries; National Marine Fisheries

Servk•-e-Marine Mammals-Regulations Governing
the Taking & Importing of Marine Mammals-Ex-
ceptions.

See: 16 USC 1361

10 U.S.C. 1162 50 CFR Chpt. 2
(Subclpt. C) Pt. 216

(Subpt. C)
Wildlife and Fisheries; National Marine Fisheries

Service-Marine Mammals-Regulations Governing
the Taking & hnporting of Marine Mammals--Ex-
ceptions.

See: 16 USC 1361

16 USC 1103 50 CFR Chpt. 2
(Subchpt. C) Pt. 216

(Subpt. C)
Wildlife and Fisheries; National Marine Fisheries

Service-Marine Mammals-Regulations Governing
the Taking & Importing of Marine Mammals--Ex-
ceptions.

See: 16 USC 1301

16 USC 1164 50 CFR Chpt. 2
(Subehlyt. C) Pt. 216

(Subpt. C)
Wildlife and Fisheries; National Marine Fisheries

Service-Marine Mammals-Regulations Governing
the Taling & Importing of Marine Mammals-Ex-
ceptions.

See: 10 USC 1361

10 USC 1165 50 CFR C(hpt. 2
(Subchjlt. C) Pt. 216

(Subpt. C)
Wildlife and Fisheries; National Marine Fisheries

Service-Marine Mammals--Regulatious Governing
the Taking & Importing of Marine Mammals--Ex-
ceptions.

See: 10 USC 1361

10 USC 1166 50 CFR Chpt. 2
(Subchpt. C) l1t. 216

(Suhpt. C)
Wildlife and Fisheries; National Marine Fisheries

Service--Marine Mammals-Regulations Governing
the Taking & Importing of Marine Mammals-Ex-
ceptions.

See: 10 USC 1861

10 USC 1167 50 CFR Chpt. 2
(Subchpt. 0) Pt. 216

(Subpt. C)
Wildlife and Fisheries; National Marine Fisheries

Service-Marine Mammals-Regulations Governing
the Taking & Importing of Marine Mammala--Ex-
ceptions.

See: 16 USC 13861
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16 USC 1168 50 CFR Chlpt. 2
(Subchpt. C) Pt. 216

(Subpt. C)
Wildlife and Fisheries; National Marine Fisheries
Service-M-1arine Mammals-Regulations Governing the
Taking & Importing of Marine Mammals--Exceptions.
See: 16 USC 1361

16 USC 1169 50 CFR Chpt. 2
(Subchpt. C) Pt. 216

(Subpt. C)
Wildlife and Fisheries; Nationol Marine Fisheries
Service--Marine Mammals-Regulations Governing the
Taking & Importing of Marine Mammals--Exceptions.
See: 16 USC 1361

16 USC 1170 50 CFR COpt. 2
(Subchpt. C) Pt. 216(Subpt. C)

Wildlife and Fisheries; National Marine Fisheries
Service-Marine Mammals--Regulations Governing the
Taking & Importing of Marine Mammals-HExceptions.
See: 16 USC 1361

16 USC 1171 50 CFR Chpt. 2
(Snubchpt. C) l1t. 216

(Subpt. C)
Wildlife and Fisheries; National Marine Fisheries
Service--Marine Mammals-Regulations Governing the
Taking & Importing of Marine Mammals--Exceptions.
See: 16 USC 1301

10 USC 1172 50 CFR Chapt. 2
(Subchpt. C) Pt. 216

(Subpt. C)
Wildlife and Fisheries; National Marine Fisheries
Service--Marine Mammals-Regulations Governing the
Taking & Importing of Marine Mammals-Exceptions.
-See: 16 USC 1361

16 USC 1173 50 CFR Chpt. 2
(Sublchpt. C) Pt. 216

(Subpt. C)
Wildlife and Fisheries: National Marine Fisheries
Service-Marine Mammals--Pgulations Governing the
Taking & Importing of Marine Mammals--Exceptions.
See: 16 USC 1361

10 USC 1174 50 CPR Chpt. 2
(Subchpt. C) Pt. 216

(Subpt. C)
Wildlife and Fisheries; National Marine Fisheries
Service--Marilne Mammals--Regulations Governing the
Taking & Importing of Marine Mammals-Exceptions.
,See: 16 USC 1361

16 USC 1175 150 CFR Chpt. 2
(Subchpt. C) P1t. 216

(Subpt. C)
Wildlife and Fisheries; National Marine Fisheries
Service-Marine Mammals--Regulations Governing the
Taking & Importing of Marine Mammals-Exceptions.
See: 16 USC 1361
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16 USC 1176 506 CFR Clipt. 2
(Subchpt. C) Pt. 216

(Subpt. C)
Wildlife and Fisiherieq: National Marine FiMheries
Service-Marine MNPimin-I--Regulations Governing the
Taking & Importing of Marine Mamnmals-Exeeptions.
See: 16 USC 1361

16 USC 1177 ,M) CFR Chpt. 2
(Subchpt. C) Pt. 216

(Subpt. C)
Wildlife and Fisheries: National Marine Flsheries
Service-Marine Mamnnals-Regulations Governing the
Taking & Importing of Marine Mammal.s--Exceptions.
See: 16 USC 1361

16 USC 1178 50 CFR Chpt. 2
(Sublchpt. C) Pt. 216

(Subpt. C)
Wildlife and Fisheries: National Marine' Fisheries
Service-Marine 3faminals-IRegulations Governing the
Taking & Importing of Marine Mammals-Exceptions.
See: 16 USC 1361

16 USC 1179 50 CFR Chpt. 2
(Subchpt. C) Pt. 216

(Subpt. C)
Wildlife and Fisheries; National Marine Fisheries
Service-Marine Mammals--Regulations Governing the
Taking & Importing of Marine Mammals-Exceptions.
See: 16 USC 1361

16 UsC 1180 50 CFR Chpt. 2
(Subchpt. C) Pt. 216

(Subpt. C)
Wildlife and Fisheries; National Marine Fisheries
Ser$lce--Marine Mammals-Regulations Governing the
Taking & Importing of Marine Mammals-Exceptions.
See: 16 USC 1361

16 USC 1181 50 CFR Chpt. 2
(Subchpt. C) Pt. 216

(Subpt. C)
Wildlife and Fisheries: National Marine Fisheries
Service-Mlarine Manials--Regulations Governing the
Taking & Importing of Marine Mammals-Exceptions.
See: 16 USC 1361

16 USC 1182 50 CFR Chpt. 2
(Subchpt. C) Pt. 216

(Subpt. C)
Wildlife and Fisheries: National Marine Fisheries
Service--Marine .Mamnals-Regulations Governing the
'Taking & Importing of Marine Mammals-Exceptions.
See: 16 USC 1361

16 USC 1183
50 CFR Chpt. 2

(Subclipt. C) Pt. 216
(Subpt. C)

Wildlife and Fisheries; National Marine Fisheries
Service-Marine Mammals--Regulations Governing the
Taking & Importing of Marine Mammals-Exceptions.
See: 16 USC 1361
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16 USO 1184 50 CPF CL pt. 2
(Subchpt. 6,) Pt. 216

(Sublt. C)
Wildlife a( I Fisheries; National Marine Fisheries
Service-Marine Mammals-Regulations Governing the
Taking & Importing of Marine Mammals-Exceptions.
See: 16 USC 1861

16 Usc 1185 50 CFR Clipt. 2
(Subehpt. C) Pt. 216

(Subpt. C)
Wildlife and Fisheries; National Marine Fisheries
Service-Marine Mammals-Regulations Governing the
Taking & Importing of Marine Mammals-Exceptions.
See: 16 USO 1361

16 USC 1186 50 CIR Chpt. 2
(Subchpt. C) Pt. 216

(Subpt. C)
Wildlife and Fisheries; National Marine Fisheries
Service-Marine Mammals-Regulations Governing the
Taking & Importing of Marine Mammals-Exceptions.
See: 16 USC 1301

16 USC 1187 50 CFR Chpt. 2
(Subchpt. C) Pt. 216

(Subpt. C)
Wildlife and Fisheries; National Marine Fisheries
Service-Marine Mammals--Regulations Governing the
Taking & Importing of Marine Mammals--Exceptions.
See: 16 USC 1361

10 USC 1301-1407 50 OWR Chapt. 1
(Subchapt 11) -lt. 18

(Subpt.
Wildlife and Fisheries: Bureau of Sport Fisheries &
Wildlife-Taking, Possession, Transportation, Sale,
Purchase, Barter, Exportation & Importation of Wild-
life-Marine Mammals-Introduction.
See: 43 USC 106((b); 85 Stat. 588; 86 Stat. 1027; 50 CPR Pt.

216; P.L. 92--522

16 USC 1301-1407 50 CFR Chapt. I
(Subchapt B)-Pt. 18

(Subpt. C)
Wildlife and Fisheries: Bureau of Sport Fisheries &
Wildlife-Taking, Possession, Transportation, Sale
Purchase, Barter, Exportation & Importation of Wild-
life-Marine Mammals-General Exceptions.
See: 16 USC 742J-1; 85 Stat. 480; P.L. 92-159;

10 USC 1361-1407 50 CPR Chpt. 2
(Subchapt. 0)-Pt. 216

(Subpt. A)
Wildlife and Fisheries: National Marine Fisheries

Service-Marine Mammals-Regulations Governing
the Taking & Importing of Marine Mammals-
General.

43eee: 86 etat 1027; P.L. 92422; 87 F.R. 28178, Dec. 21,
1972. as amended 38 F.R. 7947, March 27, 1973
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16 USC 13861-1407 50 CPR Chpt. 2
(Subehapt. C)-Pt. 216

(Subpt. C)
Wildlife and Fisheries: National Marine Fisheries

Service-Marine Mammals-Regulations Governing
the Taking & Importing of Marine Mammals-
Exceptions

See: 16 USC 1151-1187; 86 Stat. 1027

20 USC 241aa 45 CPR Pt. 186
Subpt. A

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Elemen-
tary & Secondary School Assistance Act-Scope and
Definitions.

See: 20 USC 241aa-241ff

20 USC 241aa 45 CFR Pt. 186
Subpt. D

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Elemen-
tary and Secondary School Assistance Act-General
Provisions.

See: 20 USC 241aa-241ff

20 USC 241aa-241ff 45 CFR Pt. 186
Subpt. A

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Elemen-
tary & Secondary School Assistance Act-Scope and
Definitions.

See: 20 USC 241aa; 20 USC 241bb(b); 20 USC
241cc(2) ; 20 USC 241ee(b) ; 20 USC 241ee(b) (1) ;
20 USC 244(2); 20 USC 244(4); 20 USC 244(5);
20 USC 244(6) (A) ; 20 USC 244(7) ; 20 USC 1.21b;
86 Stat. 334; P.L. 81-874; P.L. 92-318; S. tRept.
#92-384, 92d Cong. 1st Session 18 (1971)

20 USC 241aa-241ff 45 CFR Pt. 186
Subpt. B

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Elemen-
tary & Secondary School Assistance Act-Applica-
tions; Use of Federal Funds.

See: 20 USO 241bb(a) (2) (B) ; 20 USC 241cc; 20 USO
241dd(a); 20 USC 241dd(a)(1); 20 USC 241dd
(a) (2) ;20 USC 241dd(a) (8) ; 20 USC 241dd(a) (4) ;
20 USC 241dd(a) (5) ; 20 USC 241dd(a) (6) & (a)
(7); 20 USC 241dd(b)(2)(A); 20 USC 241dd(b)
(2) (B) ; 20 USC 421dd(b) (2) (B) & (e) ; 20 USC
*241dd(b) (2) (B) (1) ; 20 USC 241dd(b) (2) (B) (1i);
20 USC 1232c; 86 Stat. 834 ; P.L. 92-318;

20 USC 241aa-241ff 45 CFR Pt. 186
Subpt. C

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Elemen-
tary & Secondary School Assistance Act-Amount of
Grant; Payments; Reallocations.

See: 20,USO 241bb (a) (1)
20 USC 241bb (a) (2) (B)
20 USC 241bb(b) ; 20 1
241ee(b) (2); 20 USC 2
Stat. ,.84; P.L. 92418; 8
Sems. 1971, p. 99

20 USC 241bb(a) (2) (A);
20 USC 241bb(a) (2) (0) ;

USC 241ee(b)(1) ; 20 USC
41ff; 20 USC 241if(a); 86
. Rept. 92-34., 92d Cong. 1st

P.
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20 USC 241aa-241ff 45 CFR Pt. 1S6
Subpt. D

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Elenien-
tary and Secondary School Assistance Act-General
'Provisions.

See: 20 US('C 241aa; 20 UTSC 1232e(a) : 20 USC 1232c
(b) (2) ; 20 USC 1232c(b) (3) : 31 USC 628: 86 Stat.
334: P.L. 92-318: OMB Circular No. A-73: 0MB
('ircular No. A-102. attachment C: )MB C'ircular No.
A-102, attachment G, 2, attachment C. 1

20 USC 241bb(a) (1) 45 CFR Pt. 1NS
$11bpt. C

Pubdic Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Eleinen-
tary & Secondary School Assistance Act-Amount of
Grant ; Payments : Reallocations

See 20 USC 241aa-241ff

20 USC 241bb(a) (2) (A) 45 ('R Pt. 186
Subjit. C

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Elemen-
tary & Secondary Schmil Assistance Act-Aniount of
Grant : Payment: Reallocations

See 20 USC 241aa-241ff

20 U'SC 241b)(a) (2) (B) 45 CFR Pt. 186
Subpt. C

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indinn Elemen-
tary & Secondary Sclhool Assistance Act-Amount of
(;rant: Payment: ReallocatlowL-

See 20 USC 241aa-241ff

20 USC 2411b(n) (2) (C) 45 CFR Pt. 186
Subpt. C

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Elemen-
tary & Secondary School Assistance Act--Amount of

Grant : Payments: Reallocations
See 20 'SC 241aa-241ff

20 T'S(C 241bb(b) 45 CFR Pt. 186
Subpt. A

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indilan Elemen-
tary & Secondary School Assistance Act-Scope and
Definitions.

See : 20 USC 241aa-241ff
20 USC 241bb(b) 45 CFR Pt. 186

Subpt. C
Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Elemen.

tary & Secondary School Assistance Act-Amount of
Grant ; Payments ; Reallocations.

See: 20 USC 241aa-241ff

20 USC 241bb(a) (2) (B) 45 CFR Pt. 186
Sublplt. B

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Elemen-
tary & Secondary School Assistance ACL--Applica-
tionu; Use of Federal Funds.

See: 20 USC 241aa-241ff
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20 USC 241cc 45 CFR Pt. 1,86
subpt. B

Public Welfare: Office of Education-IlndlaIn Elemen-
tary & Secondary School Assistance Act-Applica.
tiong; IUse of Federal Funds.

See: 20 USC 241aa-241ff

20 USC 241cc(2) 45 CFR, Pt. 186
Subpt. A

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Eleen-
tary & Secondary School A\ssistanve Act--Scope andlDeflnitiowc

See: 20 USC 241na-241ff

20 USC 241dd(a) 45 CFR Pt. 186
Sublpt. It

Public Welfare: Office of Edueation-Indlian Elemen.
tary & Secondary School Assistance Act-Applica.
tioims; Use of Federal Funds.

See: 2•) US(' 241aa-241ff

45 CFR 11t. 180
20 USC 241rdd(a) (1) 4(F Pt. 1

Public Welfare: Offi'e of Education-Indian Elemien-
tary & Secondary School Assistance Act-Applica.
tions: U'e of Federal Funds.

See: 20 USC 241ita-241fM
20 USC 241dd(a) (2) 45 ('R Pt. 186

Subpt. It
Pulle Welfare: Office of Education-Indlan Elemen.

tary & Secondary School Assistance Act-Applifca-
tions.: I'se of Federal Funds.

See: 20 USC 241aa-241ff

20 I'SC 241dd(a) (3) 45 CFR Plt. 1841
Suhpt. |13

Public Welfare: Office of Flucation-Tndian Elemen.
tary & Stecidary School A.sistance Act-Applica.
tons: Use of Federal Fund.m.

See: 20 US7C 241aa-241ff

20 USC 24hdd(a) (4) 45 CFR Pt. 1863
Subpt. It

Public Welfare,: Offie, of Education-Indlan Elemen-
tary & Secondary School Assistance Act,-Applica-
AIlots ; I'se of Federal Funds.

See: 20 VUSC 241na-241ff

20 US(' 241dd(a)(5) 45 CFR Pt. 186
Sulbpt. It

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Eleoen-
tary & Secondary School Assistance Act-Applica-
tions: I'se of Federal Funds.

See: 20 US(, 241an-241ff
20 USC 241dd(a) (0) and (a)(7) 45 CFR Pt. 186

S9ubpt. B1
Public Welfare: Office of Edueation-Indlan Elemen.

tary & Secondary School Assistance Act-Applila-
tions ; Use of Federal Funds.

See: 20 USC 241aa-241ff
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20 USC 241dd(b) (2) (A) 45 CFR Pt. ISO Subpt. B
Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Elemen-

tary & Secondary School Assistance Act-Applica-
tions; Use of Federal Funds.

See: 20 USC 241aa-241ff

20 USC 241dd(b)(2)(B) 45 CFR Pt. 186 Subpt. B
Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Elemen-

tary & Secondary School Assistance Act-Applica-
tions; Use of Federal Funds.

See: 20 USC 241na-241ff

20 U8C 241dd (b) (2) (B) & (c) 45 CFR Pt. 186 Subpt. B
Public Welfare: Office of Educatlon-IIndian Elewcn-

tary & Secondary Fchool Assistance Act-Applica-
tions; Use of Federal Funds.

See: 20 USC 241aa-241ff

20 USC 241dd(b) (2) (B) (1) 45 CFR I't. 1M Suhpt. B
Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indlan Elenien-

tary & Secondary School Assistance Act-Applica-
tions; Use of Federal Funds.

See: 20 USC 241aa-241ff

20 USC 241dd(b) (2) (B) (1) 45 CFR l't. 196 Subpt. B
Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indlan Elemen-

tary & Secondary School Assistance Act-Applica-
tions; Use of Federal Funds.

See: 20 USO 241aa-241ff

20 USC 241ee(b) 46 CFR Pt. 180 Subpt. A
Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Elemen-

tary & Secondary School Assistance Act-Scope and
Definitions.

See: 20 USC 241aa-241ff

20 USC 241ee(b) (1) 45 OFR Pt. 186 Subpt. A
Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Elementary & Second-

ary School Assistance Act--Scope and Defintions.
See: 20 USC 241aa-241ff

20 USC 241ee(b) (1) 45t'FR Pt. 180 Subpt. C
Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Elemen-

tary & Secondary School Assistance Act-Amount
of Grant; Payments; Reallocations.

See: 20 USC 241aa-241ff

20 USC 241ee(b) (2) 45 CFR Pt. 1-V) Subpt. C
Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Elenien-

tary & Secondary School Assistsnce Act-Amount
of Grant; Payments; Reallo(ationg.

See: 20 USC 241aa-241ff

20 USC 241ff 45 CFR Pt. 180 Subpt. C
Public Welfare: Office of Education--Indian Elemen-

tary & Secondary School Assistance Act-Amount
of Grant; Payments; Reallocations.

See: 20 USC 241aa-241ff
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20 USC 241ff(a) 45 CFR Pt. 180 Subpt. C
Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Elemen-

tary & Secondary School Assistance Act-Amount
of Grant; Payments; Reallocations.

See: 20 USC 241an-241ff

20 USC 244(2) 45 CFR Pt. 186 Suhpt. A
Public Welfare: Office of Education-Inlian Eleinen-

tary & Secondary School Assistance Act-Scope and
Definitions.

See: 20 USC 241aa-241ff
45 CFR Pt. 186

20 USC 244(4) Subpt. A
Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Elemen-

tary & Secondary School Assistance Act-Scope and
Definitions.

See 20 USC 241aa-241ff

45 CFR Pt. 186
20 USC 244 15) Subpt. A

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Elemen-
tary & Secondary School Assistance Act-Scope and
Definitions.

See 20 USC 241aa-241ff

45 CFR Pt. 186
20 USC 244(6) (A) Subpt. A

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Elemen-
tary & Secondary School Assistance Act-Scope and
Definitions.

See 20 USC 241aa-241ff

45 CFR Pt. 186
20 USC 244(7) Subpt. A

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Elemen-
tary & Secondary School Assistance Act-Scope and
Definitions.

See 20 USC 241an-241ff

45 CFR Pt. 187
'20 U.S.C. 881(c) Subpt. A

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Facilities
for Indian Children-Scope; Definitions.

See: 20 USC 887c

45 CFR Pt. 187
20 U SC 881 (d) Subpt. A

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist.
ance for the Improvement of Educational Facilities
for Indian Children-Scope; Definitions.

See: 20 USC 887c

45 CPR Pt. 187
20 U SC 881(e) Sulbpt. B

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Mducational Facilities
for Indian Children-Scope; Definitions.

See: 20 USC 887c
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45 CFR Pt. 1,87
20 USC 881(h) Sutbpt. A

Public Welfare: Office of Education--'inancial A."ist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Facilities
for Indian Children-Scope; Definitions.

See: 20 USC 887c

45 CFR Pt. 1S7
20 1U14SC 887c Subpt. A

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist.
once for the Improvement of Educational Facilities
for Indian Children-Scope: Definitions.

See: 20 USC 881(c) ; 20 USC 881(d) 20 USC AM1 (ih)
20 USC 887c(b) ; 20 USC 88ec(c); 20 USC 887(c)
(1) (D) ; 20 USC 887c(c) (1) (E) ; 20 USC 1221h ; 86
Stat. 339; PI.L. 89-10, Sec. 8, 10, as amended; P.L.
le2-318

45 CFR 11t. 187
20 USC 887c(b) Subpt. A

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial A.sist-
ance for tbe Improvement of Educational Facilities
for Indian Chldlren--Scope; Definitions.

See: 20 USC 887C

45 CPR Pt. 187
20 USC M7-7(c) Sulipt. A

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financl A. i4st-
amice for the Improvement of Educatlonal Facilities
for Indian Children--,Scope; Defliutlont.

See: 20 USC T87c

40 UFH'l Pt. EST
20 USC 887e(c) (1) (E) Subpt. A

Public Welfare: Office of Educatin--Financial Asslst-
aunce for the Improvement of Edu&atlonal Facilities
for Indian Children--Scope: Definitions.

See: 20 I'5(' 887c
20 USC 887(c) (1) (I)) .15 CFR Pt. 187

Subpt. A
Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-

ance for the Improvement of Educational Facilities
for Indian Children-Scope ; Definitions

See: 20 USC 887c

20 USC 887e 45 CPR PM. 187
Subpt. B

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Facilities
for Indian Children-Applleations for Financial
Asidstance.

See: 20 USC 881(e) ; 20 USC 887c(a) (1) and (b) ; 20
887c(a) (2) and (e); 20 USC 8870(a) (3) and (d);
20 USC 887c(a) (4) and (e); 20 USC 8K7c(f) ; 20
U*SC 887c(f) (3) ; 20 USC 887c(f) (4) ; 86 Stat. 3,19
lPublic law 89-10, See. 8, 10 as amended.
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20 USC 887c(a) (1) and (b) 45 CFR Pt. 187
Subpt. B

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Facilities
for Indian Children-Applications for Financial
Assistance.

See: 20 USC 887c

20 USC 887c(a) (2) and (c) 45 CFR Pt. 187
Subpt. It

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Facilities
for Indian Children-Applications for Financial
Assistance.

See: 20 USC 887c

20 USC 887c(a) (3) and (d) 45 CFR Pt. 187
Su•pt. B

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Facilities
for Indian Children-Applications for Financial
Assistance.

See: 20 USC 887c

20 USC 887c(a) (4) and (e) 45 CFR Pt. 187
Subpt. B

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
* dance for the Improvement of Educational Facilities

for Indian Children-Applications for Financial
Assistance.

See : 20 USC 887c
20 USC 887c(f) 45 CFR Pt. 187

Subpt. It
Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-

ance for the Improvement of Educational Facilities
for Indian Children-Application for Financial
Assistance.

See: 20 USC 887c

20 USC 887c(f) (2) 45 CPR Pt. 187
Sulpt. B

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Facilities
for Indian Children-Applications for Financial
Assistance.

See: 20 USC 887c

20 USC 887c(f) (3) 45 CFR Pt. 187
Subpt. B

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Facilities
for Indian Children-Applications for Financial
Assistance.

See: 20 USC 887c
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20 USC 887c(f) (4) 45

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Facilities
for Indian Children-Applications for Financial
Assistance.

See: 20 USC 887c

20 USC 887c 454

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Facilities
for Indian Children-Criteria for Assistance.

See: 20 USC 887c(a) (3) ; 20 USC 887c(b) ; 20 USC
887c(c) ; 20 USC 887c(d) ; 20 USC 887c(e) ; 20 USC
1221h; 8 Stat. 39; P.L. 89-10, See. 8, 10 as amended.

20 USC 887c(a) (3) 45 (

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Facilities
for Indian Children-Criteria for Assistance.

See: 20 USC 887c
45 4

20 USC 887c(b)
Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-

ance for the Improvement of Educational Facilities
for Indian Children-Criteria for Assistance.

See: 20 USC 887c

20 USC 887c(c)
45

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Facilities
for Indian Children-Criteria for Assistance.

See: 20 USC 887c
45 (

20 USC 887c(d)
Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-

ance for the Improvement of Educational Facilities
for Indian Children-Criteria for Assist.ance.

See: 20 USC 887c
45

20 USC 887c(e)
Public Welfare: Office of Education--Financial Assist-

ance for the Improvement of Educational Facilities
for Indian Children-Criteria for Assistance.

See: 20 USC 887c

20 USC 887c

20 USC 1201

45 (

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Facilities
for Indian Children-General provisions.

See: 20 USC 1232c(a) ; 20 USC 1232c(h) (2) ; .20 USC
1232c(b) (3) ; 31 USC 023; 80 Stat. 339; P.L. $9-10,
Sec. 8, 10 as amended; OMB Circular No. A-73: OMB
Circular No. A-102 attachment C; OMB Circular
No. A-102, attachment G,2, attachment C,1;

45 4

"FR Pt. 187
Subpt. B

*FR Pt. 187
Subpt. C

'FR Pt. 187
Subpt. C

TFR Pt. 187
Subpt. C

*FR Pt. 187
Subpt. C

"FR Pt. 187
Subpt. C

ýFR Pt. 1,7
Subpt. C

ýFR Pt. 187
Subpt. D

"FR Pt. 19.
Subpt. A

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Opportu-
niitles for Adult Indians--Scope; Definitions.

See: 20 USC 1211a

(
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20 US8 1202
Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Ass

ance for the Improvement of Educational Oppo,
nities for Adult Indians-Scope; Definitions.

See: 20 USC 1211a

20 USC 1202(a)
Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Ass

ance for the Improvement of Educational Oppo:
nities for Adult Indians-Scope; Definitions.

See : 20 USC 1211a

20 USC 1202.

20 USC 1202

(b)
Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Asw

ance for the Improvement of Educational Oppo:
nitles for Adult Indians-Scope; Definitions.

See: 20 USC 1211a

(e)
Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Ass

ance for the Improvement of Educational Oppo:
nities for Adult Indians-Applications for Finan
Assistance.

See: 20 USC 1211a

20 USC 1202) (g)
Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Ass

ante for the Improvement of Educational Oppo:
nities for Adult Indians-Applications for Finan
Assistance.

See: 20 USC 1211a

20 USC 1211

20 USC 1211

a
Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Ass

ance for the Improvement of Educational Oppo
nities for Adult Indians-Scope; Definitions.
USC 1202(b) ; 20 USC 1221h; 80 Stat. 342; 1
89-750 as amended; P.L. 92-318

See: 20 USC 1201; 20 USC 1202; 20 USC 1202(a)
USC 1202(b) ; 20 USC, 1221h; 8 Stat. 342; P.L.
750 as amended; P.L. 92-318

a

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist.
ance for the Improvement of Educational Opportuni-
ties for Adult nldlians-AApplications for Financial
Assistance.

See: 20 T'SC 1202(e) ; 20 USC 1202(g) ; 20 USC 1211a
(a) : 20 USC 1211a(b) ; 20 U1SC 1211a(c) ; 20 USC
1211a(c) (2) ; 86 Slat. 342; P.1j. 89-750 as amended.

20 USC 1211a(a)

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Opportuni-
ties for Adult Indians-Applications for Financial
Assistance.

See: 20 USC 1211a

45 OFR Pt. 188
Subpt. A

;ist-
rtu-

45 CFR Pt. 188
Subpt. A

,ist-
rtu-

45 CFR Pt. 188
Subpt. A

;ist-
rtu-

45 CFR Pt. 198
Subpt. B

ist-
rtu-
cial

45 CFR Pt. 189
Subpt. B

;ist-
rtu-
cinl

45 CPR Pt. 18,
Subpt. A

ist-
rtu-

?.L.

; 20
89-

45 CF R Pt. 18-
Subpt. It

45 CFIR 1.NO
Subpt. B
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20 USC 1211a(b) 45 CFR Pt. 188
SulIpt. B

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Opportuni-
ties for Adult Indians-Applications for Financial
Assistance.

See: 20 USC 1211a

20 USC 1211a(c) 45 CFR Pt. 188
Subpt. B

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
iuce for the Improvement of Educational Opportuni-

ties for Adult Indians-Applications for Financial
Assistance.

See: 20 USC 1211a

20 USC 1211a(c)(2) 45 CFR Pt. 1F%4
Subpt. Bt

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
anue for the Inprovenent of Eiducational Opportuni-
ties for Adult Indlans-Applications for Financial
Assistance.

See: 20 USC 1211a

20 USC 1211a 45 CFR Pt. 18.9
Subpt. C

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Opportuni-
ties for Adult Indians-Criteria for Assistance.

See: 20 USC 1211a(a) (4) ; 86 Stat. 342; P.L. 89-750 as
amended

20 USC 1211a(a) (4) 45 ('FR PIt. 188
Subpt. C

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvenent of Educational Opportuni-
ties for Adult Indians-Criteria for Assistance.

See: 20 USC 1211a

20 USC 1211a 45 CFR Pt. 188
Suhpt. I)

Public Welfare: Office of Education--Financial Assist-
anc.e for thie Improvewnent of N ducational Opportuni-
ties for Adult lndihans-General Provisions.

See: 20 U'HC 1232c(n) ; 20 USC' 1232c(h) (2) : 20 USC
1232c(b) (3) ; 31 USC 628; 86 Stat. 342; P.L. 89-750
as amended ; 0MB Circular No. A-73 ; OMB Circular
No. A-1O'2 attachment C: 03MB Circular No. A-102
attachment 0, 2, attachment C, 1.

20 USC 1221b 45 CFR Pt. IM;
Sulipt. A

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Elemen-
tary & Se•,endary School Assistance Act-Scope and
I)eflnitihns.

See: 20 USC 241aa-241ff

20 USC 122111 45 ('FR Pt. 187
Subpt. A

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Imnprovement of Educational Facilities
for Indian ('hildren-Scope; Definition~s.

See: 20 USC" 887c
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20 USC 1221h 45 ('FiI 187
Subpt. C

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the hnprovement of Educational Opportuni-
ties for Adult Indians--Criterla for Assistance.

See: 20 USC 887c

20 I'SC 1221h. 45 CFR Pt. 188
Subpt. A

Public Welfare: Office of Education--Financlal Assist-
antce for the Improvement of Educational Opportunti-
ties for Adult Indian-Scope; Definitions.

See: 20 USC 1211a

20 USC 1232c 45 CFR Pt. 186
Subpt. B

Pubhc Welfare: Office of Flucatlon-Ilndian Elenen-
tary & Secondary school Assistance Act-Applica-
lions ; Use of Federal Funds.

See: 20 USC 241aa-241ff

20 USC 1232c(a) 45 ('FR Pt. 1.6
Subpt. 1)

Public Welfare: Office of Edlucation-Indhlal Elellnen-
tary and Secondary School Assistance Act--Gen-
eral Provisions.

See: 20 USC 241aa-241ff

20 I',C 1232c(b) (2) 45 ('FR Pt. 180
S'mhpt. I)

Public Weifare: Office of Education-Indian Elemen-
fary and Secondary School Assistance Act-Gen-
eral Provisions.

See: 20 I'SC 241aa-241ff

20 I'SC 1232c(1) (3) 45 ('Fi Pt. 186
Subpt. D

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Elemnen-
tary and Secondary School Assistance Act-Gen-
eral Provisions.

See: 20 USC 241aa-241ff

20 USC 1232c(a) 45 ('Fit Pt. 187
Subpt. I)

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Facilities
for Indian Children-General provisions.

See: 20 US(' 887c

20 USC( 1232c(b)(3) 45 ('FR it. 1S7
Subpt. D

Public Welfare: Office of Education--Financial Assist-
antce for tie Improvement of Educational Facilities
for Indian Children-General provisions.

See 20 USC 887c

20 U'SC 1232c(b) (2) 45 ('FR Pt. 187
Sulipt. I)

Public Welfare : Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for tide Improvement of Educational Facilities
for Itnlian Ch lid ren-General provisions.

See: 20 USC 887c

78-110-77---34
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20 USC 1232c(a) 45 CFR Pt. 188
Subpt. D

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Oppor-
tunitles for Adult Indians-General ProvkMons.

See: 20 USC 1211a

20 USC 1232c(b) (2) 45 CFR Pt. 188
Subpt. D

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Oppor-
tunities for Adult Indians-General Provisions.

See: 20 USC 1211a

20 USC 1232c(b) (3) 45 CFR Pt. 188
Subpt. D

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Oppor-
tunities for Adult Indians-General Provisions.

See: 20 USC 1211a

22 USC 1922 7 CFR, Pt. 250
Agriculture-Food Distribution
See: 7 USC 612c

25 USC 13 42 CFR Pt. 30
Public Health Service-Indian Health
See : 42 USC 2001

25 USC 198 42 CFII Pt. 36
Subpt. -

Public Health Service--Indian Health Contagious and
Infectious Diseases

See 42 USC 2001

25 USC 336 43 CFR1 Pt. 2530
See. 2530.0-3
Subpt. 2-N31
Subpt. 2533

Public lands: Interior-Regs. re Pub. Lands
Land Disposition-Indian Allotments

See: 43 USC 1201

25 USC 334 as amended 43 CFR Pt. 2530
' Sec. 2530.0-3
Public Lands: Ti1terior-Regs. re Pub. Lanods

Land Disposition-I-ndian Allotnwnts
See: 43 USC 1201

25 USC 337 43 CFR Pt. 25.30
Subpt. 25:33

Public I,ands : Interlor--Regs. re Pub. Lands
Land I)ispsition-ltlihin Allotments

43 USC 1201

25 USC 349 43 CFR Pt. 2530
See. 2,531.1

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Pub. Lands
Land Disposition-Indian Allotments

See: 43 USC 1201
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25 USC 372

25 USC 373

Public Lands: Interior-Off.
See 43 USC 1201

Public Lands: Interior-Off.
See 43 USC 1201

25 USC 373a

Public Lands: Interior-Off.
See 43 USC 1201

25 USC 373b

25 USC 374

Public Lands: Interior-Off.
43 USC 1201

Public Lands: Interior--Off.
See 43 USC 1201

of See. Indian

43 CFR Subtitle A
Pt. 4 (Subpt. D)

Probate

43 CFR Subtitle A
Plt. 4 (Subpt. D)

of See. Indian Probate

43 CFR Subtitle A
Pt. 4 (Subpt. D)

Probate

43 CFR Subtitle A
Pt. 4 (Subpt. D)

Probate

43 CFR Subtitle A
Pt. 4 (Subpt. D)

of See. Indian Probate

of Sec. Indian

of See. Indian

25 USC 390 30 CFR Pt. 231
Mineral Resources--Geological Survey Operating Reg-

ulations for Exploration, Development and Produc-
tion (Mining)

See 5 USC 301; 16 USC 5011; 25 USC 396a-f; 30 USC
189, 192c, 271,281,293, 359; 43 USC 387; 35 Stat. 312;
35 Stat. 781; 41 Stat. 450, 753, 1248, Secs. 32, 6, 26;
44 Stat. 301, Sec. 1, 2, 3; 44 Stat. 30'2 Sec. 5; 44 Stat.
659, 710, See. 6, 3; 44 Stat. 1057. See. 1, 2, 3; 44
Stat. 1058, Sec. 5; 47 Stat. 1487; 49 Stat. 1482,
1250, 1967, 2026; 52 Stat. 347; 53 Stat. 1196, See. 10;
50 Stat. 273; 58 Stat. 483-485; 61 Stat. 915, Sec. 10;
63 Stat. M83, Sec. 3; 04 Stat. 311.

25 F'SC 3%90i-f 30 CFR Pt. 231
Mineral Iltesources--Geological Survey Operating Reg-

ulations for Exploration, Development and Produc-
tion (Mining)

See 25 USC 396

25 USC 39641 30 CFR Pt. 221
Mineral Resources--Geological Survey Oil and Gas

Operating Regulations.
See 25 USC 398

25 USC 397, 356 30 CFR Pt. 221
Mineral Resourees--Geological Survey Oil and Gas

Operating Regulations.
See 25 USC 398
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30 CFR Pt. 221
Mineral Resources--Geological Survey Oil and Gas

Operating Regulations.
See: 25 USC 397, 356; 25 USC 396d; 30 USC 223, 184,

185, 189, 236; 30 USC 206, 229a, 236a, 2211; 30
USC 359; 26 Stat. 795, Sec. 3; 41 Stat. 426, 442,
448, 449, 450, Sees. 14, 18, 27, 28, 32, as Amended 42
Stat. 1450, see. 7; 43 Stat. 244; 46 Stat. 374, Sec. 6;
47 Stat. 798, Sec. 39, as amended; 48 Stat. 977, See.
40; 49 Stat. 679, Sec. 3; 50 Stat. 842, as amended;
52 Stat. 343, Sec. 4; 61 Stat. 915, Sec. 10.

43 ('FR Pt. 3820
Subpt. 3825

25 USC 461-479 as
amended by 25 USC 463

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands-Lands
Disposition-Areas Subject to Special Mining Laws-
Papago Indian Reservation, Arizona.

See 25 USC 4W"; 48 Stat. W4; 50 Stat. 862; 09 Stat. 67

43 CMFR Pt. 3820
8ubpt. 3825

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands-Lands
Disposition-Areas Subject to Special Mining Laws-
Papago Indian Reservation, Arizona.

See: 25 USC 461-479

28 USC 509
Dept. of Justlce•-Civil Rights Dilvision

Natural Resources Division.
See 5 USC 301, 28 USC 510

28 USC 510
Dept. of Ju;tlce---Civil Rights

Natural Resources Division.
See 5 USC 301; 28 USC 509

28 CFR Clipt. I, Pt. 0
and Land and

28 CFR Chpt. 1, Pt. 0
Division and Land and

30 USC 184 30 CFR Pt. 221
Mineral Resources---eological Survey Oil and Gas

Operating Regulations.
See 25 USC 398

Mineral Resources-Geological
rating Regulations.

See 25 U SC 398

Mineral Re.soure(s-Geologi(al
Rating Regulations.

See 25 USC 398

30 CFR Pt. 221
Survey Oil and Gas Op-

:30 CFR Pt. 2-21
Survey Oil and Gas Oip-

q0 (FR lPt. 231
Mineral Resoureesm-Oeologlcal Survey Operating Reg-

ulations for Exploration, Developmnent and Produc.
tion (Mining).

See 25 USC 396

30 USC 192c 30 CFR Pt. 231
Mineral Rerourees-Geologl•al Survey Os'ratlng Reg-

ulations for Exploration, D)evelopment and Produc-
tion (Mining).

See '215 U SC 390

25 USC 398

25 USC 463

30 USC 185

30 USC 189

30 USC 189
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30 USC 206

30 USC 209

Mineral' Resources-Geologica!
Operating Regulations

See 25 USC 398

Mineral Resources-Geological
Operating Regulations

See 25 USC 898

30 USC 223
Mineral Resources-Geological

Operating Regulations
See 25 USC 398

30 USC 229a
Mineral Resources-Geological

Operating Regulations
See 25 USC 398

30 USC 236
M11neral Resoures-Geological

Operating Regulations
,See 25 USC 398

30 Cm'R Pt.21
Slur-ey Oil and Gas

30 CMR Pt. 2"21
Survey Oil apd Gas

30 QFR Pt. 221
Survey Oil and Gad* "

80 CFR Pt. 221
Survey Oil and Gas ...

30 CPR Pt. 221
Survey Oil and Gas

30 USC 236a
Mineral Resoures--Geological

Operating Regulations
See 25 USC 898

Survey Ol and
,;Q CFR Pt. 221
Gas

30 CFR Pt. 231
Mineral Resource.-Geological Survey Operating Reg-

ulations for Exploration, Developient und Produc-
tion (M lnivg ) ,, u .

See 25 USC 396

30 CFR Pt. 231
Mineral Resources--Geological Survey Operating Reg-

ulations for Exploration, DIvelopnent and )jcodue-
tion (Mining)

See 25 USC 396
60 CIFRPt. 211

Mineral Resources-Geological Survey Operating Reg-
ulations for Exploratioln, Development aind4ýroduc-
tion (Mining) -

See 25 USC 396

3o qr t. .41
Mineral Resources--Geological Survey Oil and Gas

Operating Reg.lations , 4

See 25•USG 398
80 OFR Pt. 231

3Iineral Resources-Geological Survey Operating Beg-,
ulatlons for Exploration, Development and Produc-
tion (Mining) ....

See 25 USC 396

30 USC 271

30 USC 281

30 USC °03

30 USC 359

30 USC 359
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80 USC 2211 30 CFR Pt. 221
Mineral Resources-Geological Survey Oil and Gas

Operating Regulations
See 25 USC 398

81 USC 483a 43 CFR Subtitle A
Pt. 2

Public Lands: Interior-Off. of Sec. Records and Testi-
mony

See 43 USC 1460

81 USC 483a 42 CFR Pt. 36
Bubpt. B

Public Health Service-Indian Health Availability of
Services

See 42 USC 2001

81 USC 628 45 OFR Pt. 187
Subpt. D

Public Welfare: Office of Bducation-Finandal Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Facilities
for Indian Children--General Provisions.

See: 20 USC 887c

31 USC 628 45 OFR Pt. 186
Subpt. D)

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Ele-
mentary and Secondary School Assistance Act-
General Provisions

See: 20 USC 241aa-241ff

45 CFR Pt. 1&9
Subpt. D

Public Welfare: Office of Education-4Ilnancial As-
sistance for the Improvement of Educational Oppor-
tunities for Adult Indians--General Provisions

See: 20 USC 1211a

40 USC 486(c) 41 CFR Pt. 14H-1
Public Contracts and Property Management-Bureau

of Indian Affairs
'See 6 Stat. 890, Sec. 205(c)

42 U80 249(d) 42 CFR Pt. 36
Subpt. B

Public Health Service-Indian Health Availability of
Services
See 42 USO 2001

42 USO 89 43 CIM Pt 2780
Subpt. 2781

Public Lands: Interior-Regw. re Public Lands--Lands
Dispouition-Speclal Areas--4Choetaw-ChIckasaw.

Iee: 48 USC 1102

42 USO 1480 7 OFR Pt. 1890
See. 1800f

'Atriculture--Farmer's Home Admin. Loans to Indians
See 7 USO 1969
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42 USO 175•
Agr
See

42 USC 17
Agr
See

42 USO 1855jjJ

iculture-Food Distribution
7 USC 612c

Iculture-Food Distribution
7 USC 612e

7 CFR Pt. 250

7 CFR Pt. 250

7 CFR Pt. 250
Agriculture-Food Distribution
See 7 USC 612c

42 USC 2000d-1

Public Lands: Interior-Off. of Sec.
in Federally Assisted Programs

See: 78 Stat. 252, Sec. 602

42 USC 2001

43 CFR Subtitle A
Part 17

Nondiscrimination

42 CFR Pt. 36
Public Health Service-Indian Health
See 42 USC 2003; 25 USC 13; 25 USC 198; 31 USC 483a;

42 USC 249(d) ; 38 Stat. 584, Sec. 1 ; 42 Stat. 208; 58
Stat. 090, Sec. 322(d) ; 65 Stat. 290, Sec. 501; 68 Stat.
674, Secs. 1, 3.

42 USC 2008
Public Health Service-Indian Health
See: 42 UC 2001

42 USC 3045f
Agriculture--Food Distribution

See: 7 USC 612c
48 USC 189

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re
Disposition-Homesteads

See: 48 USC 1201

43 USC 190a

Public Lands: Interlor--Regs. re
Disposition-Indian allotment

See: 43 USC 1201

48 USO 815
(Taylor Grazing Act)

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re
Disposition-Indian Allotments

See: 43 US 1201

43 USC 873

48 USC 387

42 CFR Pt. 30

7 CFR Pt. 250

43 CFR Pt. 2510
(Subpt. 2511)

Pub. Lands-Land

43 CFR Pt. 2530
Sec. 2530.0-3

Pub. Lands--Land

43 CFR 2580
Sec. 2530.0-3

Pub. Lands--Land

4S CFR Pt. 418
Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Pub. Lands--New-

lands Reclamation Project (Truckee-and Carson
River Basin) (Bur. Reclamation)

See: 82 Stat. 388 et seq.

30 CFR Pt. 281
Mineral Resources--Geological Survey Operating Regu-

lations for Exploration, Development and Production
(Mining)

See: 25 USC 396
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43 USC 61'1 43 CFR Pt. 417
Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Pub, Lands Procedure

for Implementation of Colorado River Water, etc.
(Bur. Reclamation)

See: 45 Stat. 1060. Additional authority etied in.
Regulations is Ariz. v. Calif. 376 TVJ.S. 340

13 USC 1102 43 CFR Pt. 2780
(Subpt. 2781)

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands-Lands
Disposition-Special Areas--Choctaw-Chickasaw.

See: 42 USC 869; 58 Stat. 463, 483; 62 Stat. 596; 63
Stat. 76, 84; 08 Stat. 173; 69 Stat. 445.

43 USC 1201 43 CFR Subtitle A
Pt. 4 (Subpt. A & B)

Public Lands: Interior-Off. of Sec. Dept. Hearings
and Appeals Procedure

See: R.S. 2478: 5 US(C 307: ST'SC 552: 25 USC 372, 373.
373a, 373b. 374; 31 ['SC 483a; 43 USC' 1460; 43 USC
1464; 23 Stat. 101, See. 5; 36 Stat. 855, See. 1, 2:
36 Stat. 856: 38 Stat. 586, See. 1; 42 Stat. 1185; 56
Stat. 1021, 1022, See. 1, 2; 64 Stat. 4020; 65 Stat. "290;
80 Stat. 383;

43 USC 1201 3 CFR Pt. 1850
(Subpt. 1855)

Public Lands: Interlor-Regs. re Pub. Lands Public
Administrative procedures-Possessory Claims to
Lands and Waters by Natives of Alaska.

See: 43 USC 1201; 34 Stat. 197; R.S. 2478

43 U'SC 1201 43 C(FR Pt. 20%0
(Subpt. 2091)

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Pub. Lands Land Re-
.source Management-Segregation of Lands.

See: R.S. 2478

43 USC 1201 43 CFR Pt. 2,320
(Subpt. 2325)

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Pub. Lands Land
Withdrawals and Revocations-BIA.

See: R.S. 2478; 48 USC 357; 34 Stat. 197;

43 I'SC 1201 43 CFR Pt. 2510
(Subpt. 2511)

Public Lainds: Interior-Regs. re Pub. Lands Land* l)islosition-llomesteads..

See: H.S. 2478; 43 USC 189; 18 Stat. 420.

-13 USC 1201 43 CFR Pt. 2530
Public Lands: Interlor-Regs. re Pub. Lands Lands

DJlsposition-ldian Allotments.
See: R.S. 2478; 8 USC 3; 25 USC 334 as amend; 25 USC

336: 25 U'SC 337: 25 USC 349; 43 USC 190a; 43
l'SC 315; 48 1`'80 357; 24 Stat. 389; See. 4, 6; 26
Stat. 794: 34 Stat. 182: 34 Stat. 197; 36 Stat. A59,
Sec. 17: 36 Stat. 863, Sec. 31: 48 Stat. 2;31: 47 Stat.
14119; 'O 6964 (2/5/3.5) ;EO 6910 (11/20/34).
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43 USC 1460 43 CFR Subtitle A
Pt. 2

Public Lands: Interior-Off. of Sec. Records and
Testimony.

See 5 USC 552; 31 USC 483a; 64 Stat. 402; 65 Stat.
290; 80 Stat. 383.

43 USC 1464 43 CFR Subtitle A
Pt. 1

Public Lands: Interior-Off. of Sec. Practices Before
the Dept. of Interior.

See 23 Stat. 101, See. 5

43 USC 1601 43 CFR Pt. 2050
(Subpt. 2050)

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands Lands
Disposition-Alaska Xative Selections.

See: 5 USC 551

43 USC 1603(b) 50 CFR Chapt. 1
(Subebapt. B)-Pt. 18

(Subpt. A)
Wildlife an(d Fislhries: Bureau of Sports Fisheries &

Wildlife-Taking, Possession, Transportation, Sale.
Purchase, Barter, Exportation & Importation of
Wildlife--Marine Mammals-Introduction.

See: 16 USC 1361-1407

48 USC 355 43 CFR Pt. 2500
(Subpt. 2564)

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands Lands
Disposition-Alaska Occupancy-Native Townsites.

See: 48 USC 355a : 48 USC 355b; 48 USC 35Wc; 48 USC
355d: 48 USC 355e; 26 Stat. 1009; 26 Stat. 1095;
26 Stat. 1099: 44 Stat._(029; 44 Stat. 630; 62 Stat.
35; 02 Stat. 36.

48 USC 355a 43 CFR Pt. 2560
(Subpt. 25M4)

Public Lands: Interlor-Regs. re Public Lands Lands
Disposition-Alaska Occupancy-Native Townsites.

See: 48 USC 355

48 USC 35Mb 43 CFR Pt. 2560
(Subpt. 2564)

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands Lands
I)iposition-Alaska Occupancy-Native Townsites.

See: 48 USC 355

48 USC 355c 413 CFR Pt. 2560
Subpt. 2564

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands--Inds

Disposition-Alaska Occupaney-Native Townsites.

See: 48 T5SC 35,5,

48 USC 355d 43 CFR Pt. 2500
Subpt. 2564

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands-Lands
Disposition-Alaska Occupancy-Xative Townsites.

See : 48 USC 355
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48 USC 355e 48 CFR Pt. 2560
Subpt. 2584

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands-Lands
Disposition-Alaska Occupancy-ANative Townsites.

See: 48 USC 355

48 USC 357 43 CFR Pt. 2320
Subpt. 232.5

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands-
Land Withdrawals and Revocations-BIA.

See 43 USC 1201

18 Stat. 420 43 C0R Pt. 2510

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands-
Land Disposition-Indian Allotments.

See: 43 USC 1201

48 USC 357,357 a & b 43 CFR Pt. 2560
Subpt. 2561

Public Lands: Interior--Regs. re Public Lands-Lands
Disposition-Alaska Occupancy Native Allotments.

See 48 USC 357, 357a, 357b; 48 USC 370, 377;
34 Stat. 197; 42 Stat. 415; 70 Stat. 954

48 USC 376 43 CFR Pt. 2560
Subpt. 2561

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands-Lands
Disposition-Alaska Occupancy-Native Allotments.

See: 48 USC 357

48 USC 377 43 CFR Pt. 2560
Subpt. 2501

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands-Lands
Disposition-Alaska Occupancy-Native Allotments.

See: 48 USC 357

4S U-C ch. 2 43 CFR Pt. 2650
Subpt. 2650

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands-Lands
Disposition-Alaska Native Selections.

See: 5 U S 551

48 USC 357 43 C0R 2530
Subpt. 2511

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands-Lands
Disposltion-Homesteads.

Se"45 USC 1201

23 Stat. 101, Sec. 5 43 CFR Subtitle A
Pt. 1

Public Lands: Interior-Off. of See.
Practices Before the Dept. of Interior.

See: 48 USC 1464
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24 Stat. 389, See. 4
as amended

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands-
Land Disposition-Indian Allotments.

See: 43 USC 1201

24 Stat. 389
as amended by
36 Stat. 863

43 CFR Pt. 2530
Sec. 2530.0-3
Subpt. 2531
Subpt. 2533

43 CFR Pt. 2650
Subpt. 2653

Public Lands: Interior-Regp. re Public Lands-lands
Disposition-Alaska Native Selections--Miscellane-
ous Selections.

See: 5 USC 551

24 Stat. 390, See. 6

Public Lands: Interior-IRegs. re Public Lands-Land
Disposition-Indian Allotments.

See: 43 USC 1201

26 Stat. 794 as amended

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands-Land
Disposition-Indian Allotments.

See: 43 USC 1201

20 Stat. 795, Sce. 3

Mineral Resources--Geological Survey-Oil and Gas
Operating Regulations.

See: 25 USC 398

26 Stat. 1009

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands-Lands
Disposition-Alaska Occulancy-Native Townsites.

See : 48 USC 355

20 Stat. 1095

43 CFR Pt. 2530
Sec. 2531.1

43 CFR Pt. 25&30
Sec. 2530.0-3

30 CFR Pt. 221

43 CFR Pt. 2560
Subpt. 25M4

43 CFR Pt. 2560
Subpt. 2564

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands-Lands
Disposition--Alaska Occupancy-Native Townsite&

See: 48 U80 35

26 Stat. 1099 43 CFR Pt. 2560Subpt. 2564
Public Lands: Interior--Begs. re Public Lands-Lands

Disposition-Alaska Occupancy-Native Townsites.

See: 48 USC 855
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32 Stat. 388 et _q. 43 CFR Pt. 418

Public Lands: Interior-Regs, re Public lAnds-New-
lands Reclamation Project (Truckee and Carson
River Basins) (Bur. Reclamation.)

See: 43 USC 373

34 Stat. 182 43 CFR Pt. 2.530
Sec. 2531.1

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands--ALnds
D1Islssition--ladian Allotments.

See: 43 USC 1201

34 Stat. 197 43 CFR P1t. 1,850
Suli)t. 1855

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands-Public
Administration lProceedings-Poss•es. Claims to
Lands and Waters by Natives of Alaska.

See: 43 USC 1201

34 Stat. 197 43 CFR Pt. 2320
Silhlpt. 2325

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands-Land
Withdrawals and Revocations-BlA.

See: 43 USC 1201

34 Stat. 197 43 CFR Pt. 2330

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands-Land
I)isposition-lndian Allottments.

See, 43 1'9C 1201

34 Stat. 197 as amend'!cd 43 CPR Pt. 2560
by 70 Stat. 95 Sulbpt. 2561

Public Inl l.ds : Interlor-Regs. re Public La nds--Iands
Disp.wition--Alaska Oecupancy-Native Allotments.

See: 48 USC,357

34 Stat. 197 43 CFR Pt. 26550
Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lnnds--I,ands

l)isposition-Alaska Native Selections-- Miscellhne-
ous Selections

See: 5 USC 551

35 Stat. 312 30 CPR P1t. 231
Mineral Resources-Geological Survey Operating Reg-

ulations for Exploration, Development and Produc-
tion (Mining)

See: 25 MS(' 396

35 Stat. 450, See. 15 43 ('FR Pt. 2510
(Sibpt. 2515)

Public Lands: Interlor-Regs. re Ph. Landms-Land
Disposition-Reclamation llomesteads

See: Only authority cited
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30 CFR Pt. 231

Mineral Resources-Geological Survey Operaling Reg-
ulations for Exploration, Development and Produc-
tion (Mining)

See: 25 USC 396

36 Stat. 855, Sec. 1, 2
as amended

36 Stat. &56
as amended

43 CFR Shbtitle A
Pt. 4 ( Subpt. D)

Public Lands: Interior-Off. of Sec.-Indian P'robate
See: 43 USC 1201

43 CFR Subtitle A
Pt. 4 (Subpt. D)

Public Lands: Interior-Off. of Sec.-Indian Probate
See: 43 USC 1201

30 Stat. 859, Sec. 17

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Pub. Lands-Land
Disposition-Indian Allotments

See: 43 USC 1201

43 CFR Pt. 2530
Sec. 2530.0-3

36 Stat. 803, Sec. 31 43 CFR Pt. 2530
Subpt. 2533

Public Lands: Interior-IRegs. re Pub. Lands--Land
Disposition-Iudiani Allotments

See: 43 USC 1201

36 Stat. 863 43 CFR Pt. 2650
Subpt. 2653

IPublic Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands-Lands
Disposition-Alaska Native Selehtlons-Miseellane-
ous Selections

See: 5 USC 551

38 Stat. 584, Sec. 1 42 CFIt Pt. 36
Subpt. D

Public Health Service--Indian
and Infectious Diseases

See: 42 USC 2001

3& Stat. 586, See. 1

Ilealth--Contagious

43 CFR Subtitle A
Pt. 4 (Subpt. D)

Public Lands: Interior-Off. of Sec.-Indian Probate
See: 43 USC 1201

40 Stat. 755
Sec. 3

5 OCFR Chapt. 1
(Subehapt. B)-Pt. 20

Wildlife and Fisheries: Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife-Taking, Possession, Transportation, Sale,
Purchase, Barter Exportation and Importation -of
Wildlife-Migratory Bird Hunting.

41 Stat. 426, 442, 448, 449 450 30 CFR Pt. 221
Sees. 14, 18. 27, 28, 32
as amended

Mineral Resources-Geological Survey Oil and Gas
Operating Regulations

See: 25 USC 398

35 Stat. 781
as amended
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41 Stat. 459, 753, 1248
See. 32, 6, 26

30 CFR Pt. 231

Mineral Resources-Geological Survey Operating Reg-
ulations for Exploration, Development and Produc-
tion (Mining)

See: 25 USC 390

42 Stat. 208

42 Stat. 415

42 Stat. 1185
as amended

Public Health Service--Indian Health
See: 42 USC 2001

43 (

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Pub. Lands-Lands
Disposition-Alaska Occupancy Native Allotments

See: 48 USC 357

43 CF
Pt. 4

Public Lands: Interior-Off. of See. Indian Probate
See: 43 USC 1201

42 CFR Pt. 36(

FR Pt. 215W
Subpt. 2501

R Subtitle A
(Subpt. D)

42 Stat. 1450, See. 7
Mineral Resources-Geological Survey

Operating Regulations

43 Stat. 244
Mineral Resources-Geological Surrey

Operating Regulations
See: 25 USC 398

48 Stat. 253

30 CFR Pt. 221
Oil and Gas

30 CFR Pt. 221
Oil and Gas

43 (

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Pub. Lands-Land
Disposition-Indian Allotments

See: 43 USC 1201

44 Stat. 301, See. 1, 2, 3
as amended

30

ýFR Pt. 2530
See. 2531.1

CFR Pt. 231

Mineral Resources--Geological Survey Operating Reg-
ulations for Exploration, Development and Produc-
tion (Mining)

See: 25 USC 390

44 Stat. 302., See. 5
as amended
(Interprets)

44 Stat. 029

44 Stat. 630

30 CFR Pt. 231

Mineral Resources-Geological Survey Operating Reg-
ulations for Exploration, Development and Produc-
tion (Mining)

See: 25 USC 390

43 CFR P1t. 2560
Subpt. 2M

Public Lands: Interlor-hRegs. re Pub. Lands-Lands
Disposition-Alaska Occupancy Native Townsites

See: 48 USC 355

43 CFR Pt. 2560
Subpt. 2564

Public Lands: Interlor-Regs. re Public Lands-Lands
Disposition-Alaska Occupancy, Native Townsites

See: 48 U0355
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44 Stat. 659, 710, See. 6, 3 30
Mineral Resources--Geological Survey Operating

Regulations for Exploration, Development and Pro-
duction (MinMPj!).

See 25 USC 396

44 Stat. 1057, See. 1, 2, d 30
Mineral Resources-Geological Survey Operating

Regulations for Exploration, Development and Pro-
duction (Mining).

See 25 USC 396

44 Stat. 1058, Sec. 5 30 (
as amended
(Interprets)

45 Stat. 401

Mineral Resources-Geological Survey Operating
Regulations for Exploration, Development and Pro-
duction (Mining).

See 25 USC 896

CFR Pt. 231

'FR Pt. 231

.FR Pt. 231

"FR Pt. 28W8(
Aliens and Nationality--American Indians Born in

Canada.
See 8 USC 226a

45 Stat. 1057, 1060 43 4
Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Pub. Lands Procedure

for Implementation of Colorado River Water, etc.
(Bur. Reclamation)
See 43 USC 617

46 Stat. 374, Sec. 6
Mineral Resources-Geological Survey

Operating Regulations.
See 25 USC 398

30
Oil and Gas

"FR Pt. 417

7FR Pt. 221

47 Stat. 798, See. 39
as amended

30 CFR Pt. 2211

Mineral Resources-Geological Survey Oil and Gas
Operating Regulations.

See 25 USC 398

47 Stat. 1418

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Pub.
Disposition-lndian Allotments

See 43 USC 1201

47 Stat. 1487

'.3 CFR Pt. 2530
See. 2530.0-4

Lands-Land

30 CFR Pt. 231
Mineral Resources-Geological Survey Operating

Regulations for Exploration, Development and Pro-
duction (Mining).

See 25 USC 396

48 Stat. 977, Sec. 40 30 CFR Pt. 221
Mineral Resources-Geological Survey Oil and Gas

Operations Regulations
See 25 USC 398
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43 CPR Pt. 3820
Subpart. 3825

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands -Lands
Disposition-Areas Subject to Special Mining Laws-
Papago Indian Reservation, Arizona,

See 25 USC 401-479

49 Stat. 679, Sec. 3 30 CFR Pt. 221
Mineral Resources--Geological Survey Oil and Gas

Operation Regulations
See 25 USC 398

49 Stat. 774, Sec. ;'
as amended

Agriculture-Food Distribution
See 7 USC 612c

7 CFR Pt. 250

49 Sttat. 1482, 1250, 1967, 2026 30 CFR Pt. 231
Mineral Resources-Geological Survey Operating

Regulations for Exploration, Development and Pro-
duetion (Mining).

See 25 USC 396

50 Stit. 323, as amended
Agriculture-Food Distribution
See 7 USC 612c

7 CFR Pt. 250

50 Stat. 42 a. amended 30 CFR1 Pt. 221
Mineral Resources-Geological Survey Oil and Gas

Operating Regulations
See 25 USC 398

50 Stat. 862 43 CPR Pt. 3820, Subpt. 3825
Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands-Lands

),isposition-Areas Subject to Special Mining Laws-
Papago Indian Reservation, Arizona

See 25 USC 461-479

52 Stat. 343, Sec. 4 30 CFRI Pt. 221
Mineral Resources--Geological Survey Oil and Gas

Operating Regulations.
See 25 USC 398

52 Stat. 347 30 CFR Pt. 231
Mineral Resources-Geological Survey Operating Regu-

lations for Exploration, D)evelopment and Production
(Mining)

See 25 USC 396

53 Stat. 1196, Sec. 10 as amended 30 CPR Pt. 231
Mineral Resources-Geological Survey Operating

Regulations for Exportation, D)evelopment and Pro-
duction (Mining).

See 25 USC 396

54 Stt. 670 8 CFR Pt. 289
Aliens and Nationality-American Indians Born in

Canada.
See 8 USC 226a

48 Stat. 984
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56 Stat. 278 30 CFR Pt. 231
Mineral Resources-Geological Survey Operating

Regulations for Exploration, Development and Pro-
duction (Mining)

See 25 USC M96

56 Stat. 1021, 102, Sees. 1, 2 43 CFR Subtitle A, Pt. 4
Public Lands: Interior-Off. of See. Indian Probate
See 43 USC 1201

(Subpt. D)

58 Stat. 463, 483 48 CFR Pt. 2780, Subpt. 2781
Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Tends-Lands

Dlsposition-Special Areas-Choctaw-Chickasaw.
See 48 USC 1102

58 Stat. 483-485 30
Mineral Resources--Geological Survey Operating

Regulations for Exploration, Development and Pro.
duction (Mining).

See 25 USC 898

58 Stat. 696, Sec. 322(d) 42

Public Health Service-Indian Health Availability of
Services

See: 42 USC 20001

760 Stat. 231, 233
Sec. 6, 9, 60
as amnded

Agriculture-Food Distribution
See: 7 USC 612c

DFR Pt. 231

CFR Pt. 88
Subpt. B

CFR Pt. 250

61 Stat. 915, Sec. 10 30 CFR Pt. 221
Mineral Resources-Geological Survey Oil and Gas Op-

erating Regulations
See: 25 USC 398

61 Stat. 915, See. 10 30 CFR Pt. 231
Mineral Resources-Geological Survey-Operating

Regulations for Exploration, Development and Pro-
duction (Mining)

See: 25-USC S9

62 Stat. 35 " 48 CFR Pt. 2560
Subpt. 2584

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Pub. Lands-Lands
Disposition-Alaska Occupancy Native Townsites

See: 48 U80 355

62 Stat. 36 43 CFR Pt. 2560
Subpt. 2564

Public Lands: Interior-Rego. re Pub. Lands-Lands
Disposition-Alaska Occupancy Native Townsites

See: 48 USC 355

28-110--77- 35
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43 CFR Pt 2780
Subpt. 2781

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands
Lands Disposition-Special Areas-Choctaw-Chicka-
saw.

See: 43 USO 1102

63 Stat. 76, 84 43(

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands
Lands Dlsposition-Speoclal Areas-Choctaw-Chicka-
saw.

See: 43 USC 1102

68 Stat. 390, See. 205(c) 41 CF
Public Contracts and Property Management-Bureau

of Indian Affairs
See: 40 USC 486(c)

63 Stat. 487, Sec. 510

PFR Pt. 2780
Subpt. 2781

R Pt. 14H-1

7 CFR Pt. 1890
Sec. 1890f

Agriculture-Farmer's Efome Admin. Loans to Indians
See: 7 USC 1989

68 Stat 683, Sec. 8 30 CFR Pt. 231
Mineral Resources-Geological Survey Operating Regu-

lations for Exploration, Development and Production
(Mining)

See: 25 USC 396

63 Stat. 1058, Sec. 416
as amended

Agriculture-Food Distribution
See: 7 USC 612c

64 stat. 811

64 Stat. 402

7 CFR Pt. 250

30 CFR Pt. 231
Mineral Resources-Geological Survey Operating Regu-

lations for Exploration, Development and Production
(Mining)

See: 25 USC 396

43 CFR Subtitle A
Pt. 2

Public Lands: Interior-Off. of See. Records and Testi-
mony

See: 43 USC 1460

65 Stat. 290, Sec. 501 42 CFR Pt. 86
Subpt. B

Public Health Service--Indian Health Availability of
Services

See: 42 USC 2001

65 Stat. 290 48 CFR Subtitle A
Pt. 2

Public Lands: Interior-Off. of Sec. Records and Testi-
mony

See: 43 USC 1460

62 Stat 56
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66 Stat. 173, 224, 234
Sees. 103, 262, 289

68 Stat. 178

8 CFR Pt. 289

Aliens and Nationality-American Indians Born In
Canada

See: 8 USC 226a

43(

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands-Lands
Disposition-Special Area:---Choctaw-Chickasaw.

See: 43 USC 1102

68 Stat. 674, See. 1
Public Health Service-Indian Health
See: 42 USC 2001

68 Stat. 674, See. 3
Public Health Service-Indian Health
See: 42 USC 2001

68 Stat. 843, See. 402
as amended

Agriculture-Food Distribution
See: 7 USC 612c

69 Stat. 67

69 Stat. 445

PFR Pt. 2780
Subpt. 2781

CFR Pt. 36

42 CFR Pt. 36

7 CFR Pt. 250

43 CFR Pt. 3820
Subpt. 3825

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands-Lands
Disposition-Areas Subject to Special Mining
Laws-Papago Indian Reservation, Arizona

See: 25 USC 461-479

43 CFR Pt. 2780
Subpt. 2781

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands-Lands
Disposition-Special Areas-Choctaw-Chickasaw

See: 43 USC 1102

70 Stat. 202, See. 210
Agriculture-Food Distribution
See: 7 USC 612c

70 Stat. 954

72 Stat. 341

7 CFR Pt. 250

43 CFR Pt. 2560
Subpt. 2561

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands-
Lands Disposition-Alaska Occupancy Native Allot-
ments.

See 48 USC 357

43 CFR Pt. 2650
Subpt. 2650

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands-
Lands Disposition-Alaska Native Selections

See: 5 USC 551

7 CFR Pt. 25072 Stat. 1792, See. 9
as amended

Agriculture-Food Distribution
See 7 USC 612c

0•
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75 Stat. 818, Sec. 339 7 CPR Pt. 1890
Sec. 1890f

Agriculture-Farmer's Home Admin. Loans to Indians
See 7 USC 1989

77 Stat. 223 43 CFR Pt. 2650
Subpt. 2650

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands-
Lands Disposition-Alaska Native Selections

See: 5 USC 551

78 Stat. 252, Sec. 602 43 CFR Subtitle A
Part 17

Public Lands: Interior-Off. of Sec. Nondiscrimination
in Federally Assisted Programs

See 42 USC 2000d-1

78 Stat. 703
as amended

Agriculture-Food Stamps
See: 7 USC 2011

79 Stat. 1212, Sec. 709
as amended

Agriculture-Food Distribution
See 7 USC 612c

80 Stat. 383

7 CFR Pt. 271

7 CFR Pt. 250

43 CFR Subtitle A
Pt. 2

Public Lands: Interior-Off. of Sec. Records and
Testimony

See 43 USC 1460

80 Stat. 927
as amended

43 CFR Pt. 2050
Subpt. 2650

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands-
Lands Disposition-Alaska Native Selections

See: 5 USC 551
82 Stat. 117, Sec. 3 7 CFR Pt. 250

Agriculture-Food Distribution
See 7 USC 612c

82 Stat. 3519

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re
Lands i~sposition-Alaska Native

See: 82 Stat. 359

83 Stat. 1'29, See. 11
Agrieulture-Food Distribution
See: 7 USC 612c

85 Stat. 480

43 CWR Pt. 2650
Subpt. 2650

Public Lands-
Selections

7 CFR Pt. 250

50 ,CFR Chapt. 1
(Subehap. B)-Pt. 18

(bubpt. C)
Wildlife and Fisheries: Bureau of Sport Fisheries &

Wildlife-Taking, Possession, Transportation, Sale.
Purchase, Barter, Exportation & Importation of
Wildlife-Marine Mammals-General Exceptions.

See: 10 USC 1361-7407
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85 Stat. 588 50 CFR Chapt. 1
(Subchap. B)-Pt. 18

(Subpt. A)
Wildlife and Fisheries: Bureau of Sport Fisheries &

Wildlife-Taking, Possession, Transportation, Sale,
Purchase, Barter, Exportation & Importation of
Wildlife-Marine Mammals-Introduction.

See: 16 USC 1361-7407

86 Stat. 334 45 CFR Pt. 186
Subpt. A

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Elemen-
tary and Secondary School Assistance Act-Scope
and Definitions.

See: 20 USC 241aa-241ff

86 Stat. 334 45 CFR Pt. 186
Subpt. B

Public Welfare: Office of Education.-Indian Elemen-
tary and Secondary School Assistance Act-
Applications; Use of Federal Funds.

See: 20 USC 241aa-241ff

86 Stat. 334 45 CFR Pt. 186
Subpt. C

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Elemen-
tary and Secondary School Assistance Act-Amount
of Grant; Payments; Reallocations.

See: 20 USC 241aa-241ff

86 Stat. 334 45 CFR Pt. 186
Subpt. D

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Elemen-
tary and Secondary School Assistance Act-Gen-
eral Provisions.

See: 20 USC 241att-241ff

86 Stat. 339 45 CFR Pt. 187
Subpt. A

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Facilities
for Indian Children-Scope; Definitions.

See: 20 USC 887c

86 Stat. 339 45 CFR Pt. 187
Subpt. B

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Facilities
for Indian Children-Applications for Financial
Assistance.

See: 20 USC 887c

86 Stat. 339 45 CFR Pt. 187
Subpt. C

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Facilities
for Indian Children-Criteria for Assistance.

See: 20 USC 887c
86 Stat. 339 45 CFR Pt. 187

Subpt. D
Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-

ance for the Improvement of Educational Facilities
for Indian Children-General provisions.

See: 20 USC 887c
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80 Stat. 342 45 CFR Pt. 188
Subpt. A

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Edueational Opportuni-
ties for Adult Indians-Scope; Definitions.

See: 20 USC 1211a

86 Stat. 342 45 CPR Pt. 188
Subpt. B

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Opportuni-
ties for Adult Indians-Applications for Financial
Assistance.

See: 20 USC 1211a

86 Stat. 342 45 CFR Pt. 188
Subpt. C

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Opportuni-
ties for Adult Indians-Criteria for Assistance.

See: 20 USC 1211a

86 Stat. 342 45 CPR Pt. 188
Subpt. D

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Opportuni-
ties for Adult Indians-General Provisions.

See: 20 USC 1211a

86 Stat. 1027 50 CPR Chapt. 1
(Subchapt. B)-Pt. 18

(Subpt. A)
Wildlife and Fisheries: Bureau of Sport Fisheries &

Wildlife-Taking, Possession, Transportation, Sale,
Purchase, Barter, Exportation & Importation of Wild-
life-Marine Mammals-Introduction.

See: 16 USC 1301-1407

86 Stat. 1027 50 CFR Chapt. 2
(Subchapt. C)-Pt. 216

(Subpt. A)
Wildlife and Fisheries: National Marine Fisheries

Service-Marine M3Iammals-Regulations Governing
the taking & Importing of Marine mammals-
General.

See: 16 USC 1361-1407

80 Stat. 1027 150 CFR Chapt. 2
(Subchapt. C)-Pt. 210

(Subpt. C)
Wildlife and Fisheries: National 'Marine Fisheries

Service--Marine Mammals--Regulations Governing
the taking &Importing of Marine Mammals-
Exceptions.

See: 16 USC 1361-1407

R.S. 2478 43 CFR Pt. 1850
(Subpt. 1855)

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Pub. Lands Public
Administrative Procedures-I-ossessory Claims to
Lands and waters by Natives of Alaska.

See: 43 USC 1201
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R.S. 2478

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Pub. Lands L
Resource Management-Segregation of Lands.

See: 43 USC 1201

R.S. 2478

R.S. 2478

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Pub.
Withdrawals and Revocations-B.I.A.

See: 43 USC 1201

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re
Disposition-Housesteads.

See: 43 USC 1201

43 CFR Pt. 2090
(Subpt. 2091)

and

43 CFR Pt. 2320
(Subpt. 2325)

Lands Land

43 CFR Pt. 2510
(Subpt. 2511)

Pub. Lands Land

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Pub.
Disposition-Indian Allotments.

See: 43 USC 1201

43 CFR Pt. 2530
Land Land

R.S. 2478 43 CFR Subtitle A
as amended Pt. 4 (Subpt. A & B)

Pt. 4 (Subpt. A & B)
C&D

Public Lands: Interior-Off. of See. Dept. Hearings
and Appeals Procedure.

See: 43 USC 1201

EO 6910 of 11/26/34
See. 2530.0-3

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands-Land
Disposition-Indian Allotments.

See: 43 USC 1201

EO 6964 of 2/5/35

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public
Dispositicn-Indian Allotments.

See: 43 USC 1201

EO 10577,
3 CFR 1954, 58 Comp. P. 218

43 CFR Pt. 2530
See. 2530.0-3

Lands-Land

Administrative Personnel-Excepted Service-Ex-
cepted Schedules.

See: 5 USC 3301

EO 11222 of 5/8/65

5 CFR Pt. 218
Sched. A, B, C

43 CPR Subtitle A
Part 20

Public Lands: Interior-Off. of See. Employee Respon-
sibilities and Conduct.

See: Only authority noted for this provisions is above
Executive Order, which appears at 3 CFR 1965
Supp., and 5 CFR 735.104.

Public Law 81-874 45 CFR Pt. 186
Subpt. A

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Elemen-
tary and Secondary School Assistance Act-Sctope
and Definitions.

See: 20 USC 241aa-241ff

R.S. 2478
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Public Law 89-10, See. 8, 10 45 CFR Pt. 187
as amended Subpt. A

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Facilities
for Indian Children-Scope; Definitions.

See: 20 USC 887c

Public Law 89-10, Sec. 8, 10 45 CFR Pt. 187
as amended Subpt. B

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Facilities
for Indian Children-Applications for Financial
Assistance.

See: 20 USC 887c

Public Law 89-10, See. 8, 10 45
as amended

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Education Facilities
for Indian Children--Criteria for Assistance.

See: 20 USC 887c

Public Law 89-10, See. 8, 10 45
as amended

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Facilities
for Indian Children-General provisions.

See: 20 USC 887c

Public Law 89-750 45
as amended

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Opportuni-
ties for Adult Indians--Scope; Definitions.

See: 20 USC 1211a

Public Law 89-750 45
as amended

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Opportuni-
ties for Adult Indians-Applications for Financial
Assistance.

See: 20 USC 1211a

CFR Pt. 187
Subpt. C

CFR Pt. 187
Subpt. D

CFR Pt. 188
Subpt. A

CFR Pt. 188
Subpt. B

Public Law 89-750
as amended

45 CPR Pt. 188
Subpt. C

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Opportuni-
ties for Adult Indians-Criteria for Assistance.

See: 20 USC 1211a

Public Law 89-750 46 CFR Pt. 188
as amended Subpt. D

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Opportuni-
ties for Adult Indians-General Provisions

See: 20 USC 1211a
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Public law 92-159 50 CPR Chapt. I
(Subehapt. B)-Pt. 18

(Subpt. C)
Wildlife and Fisheries; Bureau of Sport Fisheries and

Wildlife-Taking, Possession, Transportation, Sale,
Purchase, Barter, Exportation and Importation of
Wildlife-Marine Mammals--General Exceptions

See: 16 USC 1361-1407

Public Law 92-18 45 CPR Pt. 186
Subpt. A

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Elemen-
tary and Secondary School Assistance Act-Scope
and Definitions

See: 20 USC 241aa-241ff

Public Law 92-318 45 CFR Pt 186
Subpt. B

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Elemen-
tary and Secondary School Assistance Act Applica-
tions; Use of Federal Funds

See: 20 USC 241ea-241ff

Public Law 92-318 45 CFR Pt. 186
Sbpt. 0

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Elemen-
tar. and Secondary School Assistance At--Amou t
of Grant; Paymest, Reallocations

See: 20 USC 241aa-241ff

Public Law 92-318 45 CFR Pt. 186

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Elemen-
tap and Secondary School Assistance Aot-Oeneswul

Pirvlufies
See: 20 USC 241aa-241ff

Public Law 92-318 45 CUR Pt. 187
Subpt. A

Public Welfare: Ofice of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Facilitiw
for Indian Children-Scope; Definitions

See: 20 USC 877c

Public I" 92-318 45 CPR Pt. 188
Subpt. A

Public Welfare: Office of Education--.inancial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Opportuni-
ties for Adult Indiams-Scope; DefultMod

See: 20 USC 1211a

Public Law 92-512 81 CFR Pt 61
Money & Finances: Treasury-Fiscal Assistance to

State and Local Governments
One: 5 US8 801
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Public Law 92-522 50 CFR Chapt. 1
(Subehapt. B)-Pt. 18

(Subpt. A)
Wildlife and Fisheries; Bureau of Sport Fisheries and

Wildlife-Taking, Possession, Transportation, Sale,
Purchase, Barter, Exportation and Importation of
Wildlife-Marine Mammals-Introduction

See: 16 USC 1361-1407

Public Law 92-522 50 CFR Chapt. 2
(Subchapt. C)-Pt. 216

(Subpt. A)
Wildlife and Fisheries; National Marine Fisheries

Service-Marine Mammals-Regulations Governing
the Taking and Importing of Marine Mammals-
General

See: 16 USC 1361-1407

24 CPR 48h 43 CFR Pt. 2650
Subpt. 2650

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands-Lands
Disposition-Alaska Native Selections

See: 5 USC 551

25 CPU 43h.7 43 CFR Pt. 2650
Subpt. 2054

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lanas-Lands
Disposition-Alaska Native Selectlonb--Natives Re-
serves.

See: 5 USC 551

25 CFR Pt. 161 43 CPR Pt. 2800
Subpt. 2802

Public Lands: Interlor-Regs. re Public Lands-Lands
Disposition-Rights-of-way, principles & procedures.

43 CFR Pt. 4 43 CFR Pt. 26.50
Subpt. 2650

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands-Lands
Disposition-Alaska Native Selections.

See: 5 USC 551

50 COR Pt. 216 50 CFR Chapt. 1
(Subchapt. B)-Pt. 18

(Subpt. A)
Wildlife and Fisheries: Bureau of Sport Fisheries &

Wildlife-Taking, Possession, Transportation. Sale,
Purchase, Barter, Exploration & Importation of Wild-
life-Marine Mammals-Introduction.

See: 16 USC 1631-1407

0MB Circular No. A-73 45 CFR Pt. 188
Subpt. D

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Opportuni-
ties for Adult Indians-General Provisloins.

See: 20 USC 1211a

OMB Circular No. A-102, 45 CFR Pt. 180
attachment C Subpt. D

Public Welfare: Office of Education--Indian Elemen-
tary and Secondary School Assistance Act-General
Provisions.

See: 20 USC 241aa-241ff
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OMB Circular No. A-102 45 CFR Pt. 187
attachment C Subpt. D

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Facilities
for Indian Children-General Provisions.

See: 20 USC 887c

OMB Circular No. A-102 45 CFR Pt. 188
attachment C Subpt. D

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Opportuni-
ties for Adult Indians-General Provisions.

See: 20 USC 1211a

OMB Circular No. A-102, 45
attachment G, 2, attachment C, 1

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Indian Elemen-
tary and Secondary School Assistance Act-General
Provisions.

"FR Pt. 186
Subpt. D

See: 20 USC 241aa-241ff
OMB Circular No. A-102. 45 CFR Pt. 187
attachment G, 2, attachment C, 1 Subpt. D

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Finoncial Assist-
ance for the improvement of Educational Facilities
for Indian Children-General provisions.

See: 20 USC 887c

OMB Circular No. A-102, 45 CFR Pt. 188
attachment G, 2, attachment C, 1 Subpt. D

Public Welfare: Office of Education-Financial Assist-
ance for the Improvement of Educational Opportuni-
ties for Adult Indians-General Provisions.

See: 20 USC 1211a

35 F.R. 1163
July 21, 1974

35 F.R. 1265
Aug. 8, 1970

50 CFR Chapt. 1
(Subpart B)-Pt. 11

Wildlife and Fisheries: Bureau of Sport Fisheries &
Wildlife-Taking, Possession, Transportation, Sale,
Purchase, Barter, Exportation, & Importation of
Wildlife.-Protection of Bald Eagles & Golden Eagles.

See: 16 USC 668a

8 50 CFR Chapt. 1
(Subchapt. B)-Pt. 11

Wildlife and Fisheries: Bureau of Sport Fisheries &
Wildlif--Taking, Pos:session, Transportation, Sale,
Purchase, Barter, Exportation, & Importation of
Wildllfe.-Protection of Bald Eagles & Golden Eagles.

See: 16 USC 668a

37 F.R. 28178, Dec. 21, 1972, 50 CFR Chapt. 2
as amended at 38 FR 7987, (Subehapt. C)-Pt. 216
March 27, 1973 (Subpt. A)

Wildlife and Fisheries: National Marine Fisheries
Service-Marine Mammals-Regulations Governing
and Taking & Importing of Marine Mammals-Gen-
eral.

See: 16 USC 1361-1407

3)30
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88 F.R. 7087
March 27, 1973

50 CFR COapt. 2
(Subchap. C)-Pt. 216

(Subit. A)
Wildlife and Fisheries: National Marine Fisheries

Service-Marine Mammals-Regulations Governing
the Taking & Importing of Marine Mammals-Gen.
eral.

See: 16 USC 1361-1407

02 I.D. 417, 421 43 CPR Pt. 2650
Subpt. 2650

Public Lands: Interior-Regs. re Public Lands-Lands
Disposition-Alaska Native Selections.

See: 5 USC 551
I

11



APPENDIX III

PART B

5 USC 301 2 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. A, Pt. 1

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Procedures; Practice;
Applicability of Rules of the Bureau of Indian Affairs

Sections 1.1-1.4; 1.10
See: 25 USC 2; R.S. 403

5 USC 301 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. A, Pt. 2

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Procedures; Practice; Ap-
peals from Administrative Actions.

Sections 2.1 thru 2.4; 2.10 thru 2.14; 2.21 thru 2.25;
2.31 thru 2.37
See: 25 USC 2; 25 USC 9; R.S. 463; R.S. 465

5 USC 801 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. A, Pt. 5

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Procedures; Practice; Res-
ervation Acceleration Program (RAP)

Sections 5.1 thru 5.4

5 USC 301 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. C, Pt. 10

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Probate; Estates of Indians
of the Five Civilized Tribes.

Sections 10.1 thru 16.9
See: 25 USC 355; 25 USC 355nt; 25 USC 375; 25 USC

375c; 25 USC 375d; 25 USC 501; 25 USC 502; 25 USC
509; 25 USC 786; 25 USC 787; 25 USO 788; 34 Stat.
137; 35 Stat. 312; 40 Stat. 600; 44 Stat. 239; 49 Stat.
1967; 61 Stat. 731; 67 Stat. 558; 09 Stat. 666; 81 Stat.
177; 84 Stat. 203; P.L. 90-70; P.L. 91-240;

5 USC 301 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. C, Pt. 17

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Probate; Action on Wills
of Osage.

Sections 17.1 thru 17.14

5 USC 301 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. D, Pt. 22

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Social Welfare; Care of In-
dian Children in Contact Schools.

Sections 22.1 thru 22.19; 22.3

5 USC 301 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. F, Pt. 43e

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll to Serve as the Basis for Distribution of Judg-
ment Funds Awarded to Certain Persons of Cali-
fornia Indian Descent.

Sections 43e.1-43e.12
See: 25 UISC 2; 25 USC 9; See. 5, 87 Stat. 800; R.S. 463;

R.S. 405 (5.5l).
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5 USC 301 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. F, FP. 43f

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
Rolls to Serve as the Basis for Distribution of Judg-
ment Funds Awarded the Creek Nation of Indians in
Indian Claims Commission Dockets N.numbered 21 and
276.

Sections 43f.1-43f.12
See: 25 USO 2; 25 USC 9; Sec. 4, 82 Stat. 855; 82 Stat.

859; R.S. 463; R.S. 405

5 USC 301 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. F. Pt. 43g

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distribution of
Judgment Funds Awarded to the Pembina Band of
Chippewa Indians.

Sections 43g.1-43g.14
See: 25 USC 2; 25 USC 9; 25 USC 1248; Sec. 8, 85 Stat.

158; R.S. 161; R.S. 463; R.S. 465

5 USC 801 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. F., Pt. 43h

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll of Alaska Natives.

Sections 43h.1-43h.12; 43h.1; 43h.7; 43h.8; 43h.13;
43h.14;
See: 25 USC 2; 26 USC 9; Sec. 25, 85 Stat. 688; Sec. 25,

85 Stat. 715; R.S. 463; R.S. 465.

5 USC 301 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. F., Pt. 43i

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distribution of
Judgment Funds Awarded to the North-Western
Band of Shoshone Indians.

Sections 431.1-431.13
See: 25 USC 2; 25 USC 9; See. 5(D) 85 Stat. 737 ; R.S.

463; R.S. 465
5 USC 801 25 CFR Chap. 1

Subchap. F., Pt. 43J
Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of

a Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distribution of
Judgment Funds Awarded to the Delaware Tribe of
Indians ond the Absentee Delaware Tribe of West-
ern Oklahoma.

Sections 43J.1-43J.13
See: 25 USC 2; 25 USC 9; Sec. 7; 86 Stat. 762; R.S.

463 ; R.S. 465

a US 801 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. G., Pt. 53

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Tribal Government; Tribes
Organized Under Section 16 of Indian Reorganiza-
tion Act and other Organized Tribes.

Sections 53.1-53.8
See: 25 USC 2; 25 USC 9; 25 USC 476

5 USC 301 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subcliap. G., Pt. 60

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Tribal Government; Use of
Distribution of Indian Judgment Funds.

Sections 60.1-430.12
See: 87 Stat. 480; 87 Stat. 467; 87 Stat. 468.
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5 USC 301 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. G., Pt. 71

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Tribal Government; Recogni-
tion of Attorneys and Agents to Represent Claimants.

Sections 71.1-71.2; 71.1; 71.2

5 USC 301 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. G., Pt. 72

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Tribal Government; Attor-
ney Contracts with Indian Tribes.

Sections 72.1-72.22; 72.24-72.26; 72.30-72.35.
See: 25 USC 2; 25 USC 9; 25 USC 81; 25 USC 82a;

25 USC 476; Secs. 72.1-72.6, Sec. 26, 48 Stat. 987;
Secs. 72.30-72.35 of R.S. 161, 463, 465; R.S. 2103.

5 USC 301 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. H., Pt. 89

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Economic Enterprises; Com-
mercial Fishing on Red Lake Indian Reservation.

Sections 89.1-89.12
See: 25 USC 2

5 USC 301 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. I., Pt. 92

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Credit Activities; Revolv-
ing Cattle Pool.

Sections 92.1-92.20
See: 25 USC 442; 25 USC 443; Secs. 1, 2, 64 Stat. 190

5 USC 301 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. J., Pt. 101

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Fiscal and Financial Af-
fairs; Annuity and Other Per Capita Payments.

Sections: 101.1-101.5

5 USC 301 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. J., Pt. 104

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Fiscal and Financial Affairs;
Individual Indian Money Accounts.

Sections 104.1-104.13
See: 25 USC 2; 25 USC 9; 43 USC 1457; U.S. 441

as amended; R.S. 463; R.S. 405

5 USC 301 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. J., Pt. 105

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Fiscal and Financial Af-
fairs; Deposit of Indian Funds in Banks.

Sections: 105.1-105.17

5 USC 301 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. J., Pt. 108

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Fiscal and Financial Af-
fairs; Deposit and Expenditure of Individual Funds
of members of the Osage Tribe of Indians who do
not have Certificates of Competency.

Sections: 108.1-108.34

5 USC 301 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. J., Pt. 112

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Fiscal and Financial Af-
fairs; Distribution of Judgment Funds Awarded to
the Osage Tribe of Indians in Oklahoma.

Sections: 112.1-112.10
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5 USC $01 25 CWR Chap. 1
Subchap. K., Pt. 120

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents, Allotments & Sale3;
Land Records and Title Documents.

See: 86 Stat. 1295

5 USC 301 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. K., Pt. 121

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents, Allotments & Sales;
Issuance of Patents in Fee, Certificates of Com-
petency, Sale of Certain Indian Lands, and Reinvest-
ment of Proceeds.

Sections: 121.1-121.35
See: 25 USC 355; 25 USC 372: 25 USC 373; 25 USC

379; 25 USC 404; 25 USC 405; 25 USC 483; See. 7, 82
Stat. 275; 34 Stat. 1018; See. 1, 35 Stat. 444; Sec. 1, 2,
36 Stat. 855; 36 Stat. 856; See. 17, 40 Stat. 579; Sec. 2
40 Stat. 606; 62 Stat. 236; 60 Stat. 666; R.S. 161.

5 USC 301 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. K, Pt. 124

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents, Allotments & Sales;
Equalization of Allotments, Agua Caliente (Palm
Springs) Reservation, California.

Sections: 12l4.1-124.9
See: 26 Stat. 712; 39 Stat. 969; 39 Stat. 976; 73 Stat.

602.

5 USC 301 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subrciap. K., Pt. 127

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents, Allotments & Sales;
Osage Lands.

Sections: 127.51-127.58
See: 25 USC 331; 02 Stat. 18.

5 USC 301 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. L., Pt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting
Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 25 USC 2; 25 USC 9; 25 USC 380; 25 USC 393;

25 USC 393a; 25 USC 394; 25 USC 395; 25 USC 397;
25 USC 402; 25 USC-402a; 25 USC 408; 25 USC 406a;
25 USC 403b; 25 USC 403c; 25 USC 413; 25 USC 415;
25 USC 415a; 25 USC 415b; 25 USC 415c; 25 USC
415d; 25 USC 477; 25 USC 635; See. 3, 26 Stat. 795;
See. 1, 28 Stat. 305; Sees. 1, 2, 31 Stat. 229; Sec. 1,
2,31 Stat. 246; Sees. 7, 12, 34 Stat. 545; 34 Stat. 1015;
34 Stat. 1034; 35 Stat. 70; 35 Stat. 95; 35 Stat. 97;
Sec. 4, 36 Stat. 856; Sec. 1, 39 Stat. 128; 41 Stat. 415;
41 Stat. 751; 41 Stat. 1232; See. 17, 43 Stat. 636; 43
Stat. 641; 44 Stat. 658; 44 Stat. 894; 44 Stat. 1365;
47 Stat. 1417; Sec. 17, 48 Stat. 984; 48 Stat. 988; 49
Stat. 115; Sec. 56, 49 Stat. 781: 49 Stat. 1135; Sec. 3,
49 Stat. 1967; 54 Stat. 745; 54 Stat. 10657; 60 Stat.
308; Sees. 1, 2, 60 Stat. 962; Sec. 5, 64 Stat. 46; Sees.
1, 4, 5, 6, 64 Stat. 470; 69 Stat. 539; 09 Stat. 540; 72
Stat. 968; R.S. 463; U.S. 465.
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5 USC 301 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. M., Pt. 141

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Forestry; General Forest
Regulations.

Sections 141.1-141.23
See: 25 USC 2; 25 USC 406; 25 USC 407; 25 USC 413;

25 USC 466; Sees. 7, 8, 36 Stat. 857; 47 Stat. 1477;
Sees. 6, 48 Stat. 986; 78 Stat. 186; 78 Stat. 187.

5 USC 301 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap). M, Pt. 142

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Forestry; Sale of Lumber
and Other Forest Products Produced by Indian
Enterprises fLom the Forests on Indian Reservations.

Sections 142.1-142.12
See: 41 USC 6b; 54 Stat. 504.

5 USC 301 25 CFI Chap. 1
Subchap. M., Pt. 144

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Forestry; Sale of Forest
Products, Red Lake Indian Reservation, Minnesota.

Sections 144.1-144.15
See: 41 USC 6b; Sec. 9,39 Stat. 137.

5 USC 301 25 CFR Chap. I
Subehap. N., Pt. 151

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; General Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 25 USC 2; 25 USC 9; 25 USC 68; 25 USC 68a;

25 USC 87a; 25 USC 179; 25 USC 380; 25 USC 393;
25 USC 394; 25 USC 397; 25 USC 402; 25 USC 403;
25 USC 413; 25 USC 415; 25 USC 415a; 25 USC 415b;
25 USO 41c; 25 USC 415d; 25 USC 466; 25 USC 476;
25 USC 477; Sec. 3, 26 Stat. 790; Sec. 1, 28 Stat. 305;
Sec. 4, 86 Stat. 856; Sec. 1, 39 Stat. 128; Sec. 1, 41
Stat. 1232; C. 158, 47 Stat. 1417; See. 16, 17, 48 Stat.
987; 48 Stat. 988; C. 210. 53 Stat. 840; C. 554,54 Stat.
745; Sec. 1, 2. 4, 5, 6, 09 Stat. 539; 69 Stat. 540; See.
6, 69 Stat. 986; R.S. 463; R.S. 465; R.S. 2078; R.S.
2117.

5 USC 301 25 CF'R Chap. I
Subchap. 0., Pt. 161

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Rights-of-Way-Roads;
Rigts-of-Way Over Indian Lands.

Sections 161.1-161.28
See: 25 USC 323: 25 USC 324: 25 USC 3•25: 25 USC

326; 25 USC 327; 25 USC 328; 02 Stat. 17.
5 USC 301 25 CFR Chap. 1

Subchap. 0, Pt. 163
Bureau of Indian Affairs; Rights-of-Way-Roads; Es-

tablishinent of Roadless and Wild Areas on Indian
Reservations.

Sections 163.1-163.3

78-110-777--36
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5 USC 301 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. P., Pt. 177

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Surface Explora-
tion, Mining, and Reclamation of Lands.

Sections 177.1-177.12
See: 295 USC 355NT; 25 USC 396; 25 USC 396a: 25 USC

396b; 25 USC 396c; 25 USC 396d; 25 USC 396e; 25
USC 396f; 25 USC 473a; 25 USC 501; 25 USC 502; 35
Stat. 312; M Stat. 539; 35 Stat. 781; Sec. 1, 49 Stat.
1250; 49 Stat. 1907; 52 Stat. 347.

5 USC 301 25 CFR Chap. I
Subchap. U., Pt. 231

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Electric Power System; Colo-
rado River Irrigation Project, Ariz.

Sections 231.1-231.54
See: See. 2, 49 Stat. 1039; 54 Stat. 422..

5 USC 301 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. U., Pt. '232

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Electric Power System; Flat-
head Indian Irrigation Project, Montana.

Sections 232.1-232.27; 232.51-232.50.
See: Sec. 7,62 Stat 273

5 USC 301 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. U., Pt. 233

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Electric Power System;
San Carlos Indian Irrigation Project, Ariz.

Sections 233.1-233.35
See: Sec. 5, 43 Stat. 476; 45 Stat. 210; 45 Stat. 211

5 USC 301 25 CPR Chap. 1
Subehap. W., Pt. 257

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
Resale of Lands within the Badlands Air Force
Gunnery Range (Pine Ridge Aerial Gunnery Range.)

Section 257.1-257.9
See: 16 USC 3; 25 USC 2; 82 Stat. 663; R.S. 463; R.S.

465

16 US0 301 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehapt. W., Pt. 254

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
Operation of U.S.M.S. "North Star" Between Seattle
Wash., and S~ations of the Bureau of Indian Affairs
and Other Government Agencies, Alaska.

Sections 254.1-254.9

5 USC 301 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. W., Pt. 255

Siureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
Use of Columbia River Indian In-Lieu Fishing Sites.

Sections 255.1-255.10
See: 25 USC 2; 25 USC 9.

5 USC 301 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. W., Pt. 250

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
Off.Reservation Treaty Fishing.

Sections 250.1-256.7
See: 25 USC 2; 25 USC 9.
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16 USO 801

23 USC 101(a)

23 USC 208

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. 0., Pt. 162

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Rights-of-Way-Roads;
Roads of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Sections 162.1-162.19
See: 23 USC 208; 23 USC 208(c) : 23 USC 208(d) ; 23

USC 308; 2.3 USC 308(a) ; 25 USC 47; 25 USC 318a;
25 USC 318b; 42 USC 2000e(b) ; 42 USC 2000e-2(i) ;
36 Stat. 861; 45 Stat. 750; See. 6, 49 Stat. 1521; 78
Stat. 241; 78 Stat. 253; 78 Stat. 257.

25 CPR Chap. 1
Subehap. 0., I't. 162

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Rights-of-Way-Roads;
Roads of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Sections 162.1-162.19
See: 23 USC 101(a)

23 USC 208(c) 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. 0., Pt. 102

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Rights-of-Way-Roads;
Roads of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Sections 162.1-162.19
See: 23 U SO 101 (a)

23 USC 208(d)

23 USC 308

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. 0., Pt. 162

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Rights-of-Way-Roads;
Roads of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Sections 162.1-162.19
See: 23 USC 101(a)

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. 0., Pt. 162

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Rights-of-Way-Roads;
Roads of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Sections 162.1-162.19
See: 23 USC 101 (a)

23 ,WSC 308(a) 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. 0., Pt. 102

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Right.i-of-Way-Roads;
Roads of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Sections 162.1-162.19
See: 23 U SO 101 (a)

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. W., Pt. 257

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
Resale of Lands within the Badlands Air Force Gun-
nery Range (Pine Ridge Aerial Gunnery Range.)

Sections 257.1-257.9
See: 5 USC 301

25 CPR Chap. 1
Subihap. L., P't. 132

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Preservation of Antiquities.

Sections 132.1-132.9
See: Secs. 3,4, 34 Stat. 225

16 USC 432
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25 USC 2 25 CPS Chap. 1
Subchap. A, Pt. 1

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Procedures; Practice: Ap-
plicability of Rules of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Sections 1.1-1.4; 1.10
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 2 25 CPR Chap. 1
Subchap. A, Pt. 2

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Procedures; Practice; Ap-
peals from Administrative Actions.

Sections 2.1 thru 2.4; 2.10 thru 2.14; 2.21 thru 2.25;
2.31 thru 2.37

See: 5 USC 301
25 USC 2 25 CPR COdp. I

Subehap. B, Pt. 11
Bureau of Indian Affairs; Law and Order; Law and

Order on Indian Reservation&
Sections 11.1 thru 11.306; 11.29C; 11.87NH
See: 25 USC 200; See. 1, 38 Stat. 586; 46 Stat. 1494;

R.S. 463

25 USC 2 25 CPR Chap. 1
Subchap. F, Pt. 41

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation
of Rolls of Indians.

Sections 41.1-41.13; 41.1 ; 41.3; 41.5; 41.8
See: 25 USC 9; It.S. 463; MLS. 465

25 USC 2 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. F., Pt. 42

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Enrollment
Appeals.

Sections 42.1-42.9; 42.3; 42.4
See: 25 USC 9; R.S. 463; R.S. 465.

21 USC 2 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. F, Pt. 43e

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Enrollment; Preparation of a
Roll to Serve as the Basis for Distribution of Judg-
went Fuinds Awarded to Certain Persons of Califor-
nia Indian Descent.

Sections 43e.1-43e.12
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 2 25 C(FR Chap. 1
Subchap. F, Pt. 43f

Bureau of Inoian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation
of Rolls to Serve as the Basis for Distribution of
Judgment Funds Awarded the Creek Nations of In-
dians in Indian Claims Commission Dockets Num-
bered 21 and 276.

Section 43c.1-43f.12
See: 5 USC.301
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25 USC 2 25 CFR Chap. 1

Subchap. F. Pt. 43g
Bureau of Indian Affairs: Enrollment; Preparation of

a Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distribution of
Judgment Funds Awarded to the Pembina Band of
Chippewa Indians.

Sections 43g.1-43g.14
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 2 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. F., Pt. 43h

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Enrollment; Preparation
of a Roll of Alaska Natives.

Sections 43h.1-43h.12; 43h.1; 43h.7; 43h.8; 43h.13;
43h.14.

See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 2 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subebap. F., Pt. 431

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distribution of
Judgment Funds Awarded to the North-Western
Band of Shoshone Indians.

Section 431.1-431.13
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 2 25 CFR Chap. 1
Supchap. F., Pt. 43J

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distributim of
Judgment Funds Awarded to the Delaware Tribe of
Indians and the Absentee Delaware Tribe of West-
ern Oklahoma.

Sections 43J.1-43J.13
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 2 25 CRF Chap. 1
Subchap. F., Pt. 46

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Enrollment of
Indians of the Rincon, San Luiseno Band of Mission
Indians in California.

Sections 46.1-46.15; 46.4
See: 25 U.S.C. 9; R.S. 463; U.S. 465

25 USC 2 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. F., Pt. 48

a Bureau of Indian Afflairs; Enrollment; Enrollment of
Indians of the San Pasqual Band of Mission
Indians in California.

Sections 48.1-48.15; 48.4
See: 25 USC 9; R.S. 463; R.S. 465

25 USC 2 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. G., Pt. 53

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Tribal Government; Tribes
Organized Under Section 16 of Indian Reorganiza-
tion Act and other Organized Tribes.

Sections 53.1-53.8
See: 5 USC 301
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25 USC 2 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. G., Pt. 72

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Tribal Government; Attor-
ney Contracts with Indian Tribes.

Sections 72.1-72.22; 72.24-72.26; 72.30-72.35.
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 2 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. H., Pt. 88

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Economic Enterprises; In-
dian Fishing in Alaska.

Sections 88.1-88.6; 88.3; 88.6
Sep: 25 USC 9: 43 USC 1457; 48 USC 358; 48 USC
35Wa; Sec. 15, 26 Stat. 1101; 39 Stat. 1777; Sec. 2, 49
Stat. 1250; See. 4, 72 Stat. 339; 73 Stat. 141.

25 USC 2 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. H., Pt. 89

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Economic Enterprises; Com-
mercial Fishing on Red Lake Indian Reservation.

Sections 89.1-89.12
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 2 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. J., Pt. 104

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Fiscal and Financial Affairs;
Individual Indian Money Accounts.

Sections 104.1-104.13
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 2 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. L., Pt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 2 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. M., Pt. 141

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Forestry; General Forest
Regulations.

Sections 141.1-141.23
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC See. 2 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subelhap. N., Pt. 151

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; General Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 2 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchaij. W., Pt. 255

Bureau of Indl•n .kffairq: Mfl.ellnnoens .etiviffie4
Use of Columbia River Indian In-Lieu Fishing Sites.

Sect ions 255.1-255.10
See: 5 USC 301

.ri
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25 USC 2 25 CFR Chap. I
Subchap. W., Pt. 256

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
Off-Reservation Treaty Fishing.

Sections 256.1-256.7
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 2 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. W., Pt. 257

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
Resale of Lands within the Badlands Air Force Gun-
nery Range (Pine Ridge Aerial Gunnery Range.)

Sections 257.1-257.9
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 9 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap, A, PL 2

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Procedures; Practice;
Appeals from Administrative Actions.

Sections 2.1 thru 2.4; 2.10 thru 2.14; 2.21 thru. 2 :25;
2.31 thru 2.37
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 9 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. F, Pt. 41

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
Rolls of Indians.

Sections 41.1-41.13; 41.1; 41.3; 41.5; 41.8
See: 25 USC 2

25 USC 9 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. F, Pt. 42

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Enrollment
Appeals.

Sections 42.1-42.9; 42.3; 42.4
See: 25 USC 2

25 USC 9 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. F, Pt. 43e

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation
of a Roll to Serve as the Basis for Distribution of
Judgment Funds Awarded to Certain Persons of
Califonria Indian Descent.

Sections 43e.1-43e.12
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 9 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. F, Pt. 43f

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
Rolls to Serve 8q the Basis for Distribution or Judg-
ment Funds Awarded the Creek Nation of Indians in
Indian Claims Commission Dockets Numbered 21
and 276.

Sections 43f.1-43f.12
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 9 25 CPR Chap. 1
Subchap. F., Pt. 43g

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll to Serve as ti, Basis for Distribution of
Judgment Funds Awarded to the Pembina Band of
Chippewa Indians.

Sections 43i.1-43g.14
See: 5 ,SC .301
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25 USC 9 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. F., Pt. 43h

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll of Alaska Natives.

SectiohJ 43h.1-43h.12; 43h.1; 43h.7; 43.8; 43h.13;
43h.14;

See: 5 USC 301
25 USC 9 25 CFR Chap. 1

Subehap. F., Pt. 431
Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of

a Roll to Serve as the Basis for Distribution of
Judgment Funds Awarded to the North-Western
Band of Shoshone Indians.

Sections 431.1-431.13
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 9 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. F., Pt. 43J

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll to Serve as the Basis for Distribution of
Judgment Funds Awarded to the Delaware Tribe
of Indians and the Absentee Delaware Tribe of West-
ern Oklahoma.

Sections 43J.1-43J.13
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 9 25 CFR Chap. I
Subehap. F., Pt. 46

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollmenit; Enrollment of
Indians of the Rincon, San Lulseno Band of Mission
Indians of California.

Sections 46.1-46.15; 46.4
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 9 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. F., Pt. 48

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Enrollment; Enrollment
of Indians of the San Pasqual Band of Mission
Indians in California.

Sections 48.1-48.15; 48.4
See: 5 USC 2

25 USC 9 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. G., Pt. 53

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Tribal Government; Tribes
Organized Under Section 16 of Indian Reorganiza-
tion Act and other Organized Tribes.

Sections 58.1-53.8
See: 5 UNC 801

25 USC 9 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. G., Pt. 72

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Tribal Government; Attor-
ney Contracts with Indian Tribes.

Sections 72.1-72.22; 72.24-72.26; 72.30-72.35
See:.5 USC 301

25 USC 9 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. H., Pt. 88

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Economic Enterprises;
Indian Fishing in Alaska.

Sections 88.1-88.6; 88.3; 88.6.
See: 25 USC 2
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25 USC 9 25 OFR Chap. I
Subchap. J., Pt. 104

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Fiscal and Financial Affairs;
Individual Indian Money Accounts.

Sections 104.1-104.13
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 9 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. L., Pt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 9 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. N., Pt. 151

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; General Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 9 25 CFR Chap. I
Subchap. N., Pt. 152

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; NavaJo Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 152.1-152.17
See: 25 USC 179; 25 USC 345; 25 USC 397; 25 USC
402; See. 3, 26 Stat. 795; Sec. 1, 28 Stat. 305; R.S. 465
as amended; R.S. 2117 as amended.

25 USC 9 25 CFR Chap. I
Subchap. W., Pt. 255

Bureau 'of TIdian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
Use of Columbia River Indian In-Lieu Fishing Sites.

Sections 255.1-255.10
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 9 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. W., Pt. 256

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
Off-Reservation Treaty Fishing.

Sections 256.1-256.7
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 47 25 CFR Chap. I
Subehap. 0., Pt. 162

Bureau of Indian . affairs; Rights-of-Way-Roads; Roads
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Sections 162.1-162.19
See: 23 USC 101(a)

25 USC 68 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. N., Pt. 151

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; General Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 5 USC 301
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25 USC 68 25 CPR Chap. 1
Subchap. P., Pt. 171

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of Tribal
Lands for Mining.

Sections 171.1-171.30
See: 25 USC 396d; 25 USC 413; 25 USC 476; 25 USC

477; 25 USC 509; 48 USC 358a; 48 USC 362; See.
1, 41 Stat. 415; Secs. 16, 17, 48 Stat. 987; 48 Stat.
988; Secs. 1, 2,49 Stat. 1250;

Sec. 9, 49 Stat. 1968; See. 4, 52 Stat. 348; R.S. 2078

25 USC 68 25 CPR Chap. 1
Subehap. P., Pt. 172

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of Allotted
Lands for Mining.

Sections 172.1-172.33
See: 25 USC 396; 25 USC 396d; 25 USC 476; 25 USC

477; 25 USC 509; 35 Stat. 783; Secs. 10, 17, 48 Stat.
987; 48 Stat. 988; See. 9, 49 Stat. 1908; Sec. 4, 52
Stat. 348; R.S. 2078

25 USC 68 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. P., Pt. 173

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of Lands in
Crow Indian Reservation, Mont. For Mining.

Sections 173.1-173.29
See: Sec. 6, 41 Stat. 753; See. 6, 44 Stat. 659; R.S. 2078

25 USC 68 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. P., Pt. 174

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing (if Re-
stricted Lands of Members of Five Civilized Tribes,
Okla. for Mining.

Sections 174.1-174.49
See: 25 USC 356; 25 USC 396d; 25 USC 476; 25 USC

477; 25 USC 509; 34 Stat. 1026; Sec. 2, 35 Stat. 312;
Secs. 3, 11, 35 Stat. 313; 35 Stat. 316; Sec. 18, 41 Stat.
426; Sec. 1, 45 Stat. 495; Sec. 1, 47 Stat. 777; Sec. 8,
47 Stat. 779; Sees. 16, 17, 48 Stat. 987; 48 Stat. 988;
Sec. 9, 49 Stat. 1968; Sec. 4, 52 Stat. 348; R.S. 2078

25 USC 68 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. Q., Pt. 184

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Oil and Gas; Leasing of
Certain Lands in Wind River Indian Reservation,
Wyoming, for Oil & Gas Mining.

Sections 184.1-184.30
See: 25 USC 413; See. 1, 39 Stat. 519; See. 1, 41 Stat.

415; R.S. 2018

25 USC 68 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. W., Pt. 251

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
Licensed Indian Traders.

Sections 251.1-251.26
See: 25 USC 68a; 25 USC 87a; 25 USC 261; 25 USC

262; 25 USC 263; 25 USC 264: 25 USC 411; Sec. 5,
19 Stat. 200; Sec. 1, 31 Stat. 1066; 53 Stat. 840; R.S.
2078; R.S. 2132; R.S. 2133.
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25 USC 68 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. W., Pt. 252

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
Traders on Navajo, Zuni, and Hopi Reservations.

Sections 252.1-252.28
See: 25 USC 68a; 25 USO 87a; 25 USC 261; 25 USC

262; 25 USC 264; 25 USC 268; 25 USC 441; Sec. 5,
19 Stat. 200; Sec. 1, 31 Stat. 1060; 53 Stat. 840; R.S.

2078; R.S. 2132; R.S. 2133.

25 USC 68a 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. N., Pt. 151

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; General Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 68a 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. W., Pt. 251

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
Licensed Indian Traders.

Sections 251.1-251.20
See: 25 USC 68

25 USC 68a 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. W., Pt. 252

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
Traders on Navajo, Zuni, and Hopi Reservations.

Sections 252.1-252.28
See: 25 USC 68

25 USC 70h 25 CFR Chap. III
Pt. 503

Indian Claims Commission; General Rules of Proce-
dure.

Sections 503.1-503.42
See: See. 9, 60 Stat. 1051

25 USC 70n-1 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. I., Pt. 91

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Credit Activities; Loans to
Indians from, the Revolving Loan Fund.

Sections 91." -91.25
See: 25 USC 70n-2; 25 USC 7un-3; 25 USC 70n-4; 25

USC 70n-5; 25 USC 70n-6; 25 USC 70On-7; 25 USC
386(a) ; 47 Stat. 564; 77 Stat. 301; Sec. 109, 88 Stat.
77.

25 USC 70n-2 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. I., Pt. 91

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Credit Activities; Loans to
Indians from the Revolving Loan Fund.

Sections: 91.1-91.25
See: 25 USC 70n-1

25 USC 70n-3 2.5 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. I., Pt. 91

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Credit Activities; Loans to
Indians from the Revolving Loan Fund.

Sections: 91.1-91.25
See: 25 USC 70n-1
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25 USO 701-4

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Credit Activities; Loans to
Indians from the Revolving Loan Fund.

'Sections: 91.1-91.25
See: 26 USO 70n-1

25 USC 70n-5

25 CPR Chap. 1
Subchap. I., Pt. 91

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. I., Pt. 91

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Credit Activities; Loans to
Indians from the Revolving Loan Fund.

Sections: 91.1-91.25
See: 25 USC 70n-1

25 USO 70n-O 25 =FR Chap. 1
Subehap. I., Pt. 91

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Credit Activities; Loans to
Indians from the Revolving Loan Fund.

Sections: 91.1-91.25
'See: 25 USC 70n-1

25 USC 70n-7

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Credit Activities;
Indians from the Revolving Loan Fund.

'Sections: 91.1-91.25
'See: 25 USC 70n-1

25 USC 81

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. L, Pt. 91

Loans to

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. G., Pt. 72

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Tribal Government; Attorney
Contracts with Indian Tribes.

Sections 72.1-72.22; 72.24-72.26; 72.30-72.35
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 82a;

25 USC 87a

25 USC 87a

25 USO 87a

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. G., Pt. 72

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Tribal Government; Attorney
Contracts with Indian Tribes.

'Sections 72.1-72.22; 72.24-72.26; 72.30-72.85
See: 5 USC 301

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. N., Pt. 151

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; General Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 5 USC 801

25 OFR Chap. 1
Subchap. W., Pt. 251

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
Licensed Indian Traders.

Sections 251.1-251.26
See: 25 USC 68

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap, W., Pt. 252

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
Traders on Navajo, Zuni, and Hopi Reservations.

'Sections 252.1-252.28
See: 25 USC 68
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25 130 121 25 CM Chap. I
Subehap. J., Pt. 102

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Fiscal and Financdal
Affairs; Regulations for Pro Bata Share of Tribal
Funds.

'Sections 102.1-102.7
See: See. 2, 34 Stat. 1221

25 USC 179

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; General
Regulations.

Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 5 USC 301

25 USO 179

25 USC 200

25 USC 281

25 USC 261

25 USC 261

25 USC 262

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. N., Pt. 151

Grazing

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subdbap. N., Pt. 152

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; Navajo Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 152.1-152.17
See: 25 USC 9

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subc-p. B, Pt. 11

•Bureau of Indian Affairs; Law and Order; Law and
Order on Indian Reservations.

Sections 11.1 thru 11.306; 11.09C; 11.8T7N
See: 25 USC 2

25 OFR Chap. 1
Subehap. E, Pt. 31

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Education; Federal Schools
for Indians.

Sections 31.0 thru 31.7; 31.0; 31.1; 31.3; 81.4; 817
See: 25 USC 282; 25 USO 288; 25 USC 289; 25 USC

295; 25 USC 297; 34 Stat. 1018; 35 Stat. 72; 35 Stat.
I88; 40 Stat. 564;

Sec. i, 41 Stat. 410; 60 Stat. 962

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. W., Pt. 251

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
Licensed Indian Traders.

Sections 251.1-251.26
See: 25 U304

2.5 CFR Chap. 1
Stubchmp. W., Pt. 252

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
Traders on Navajo, Zuni, and Hopi Reservations.

gect4ons 252.1-252.28
`k:25 V9C 68

2SCFR Chap. 1
Subehap. W., Pt. 251

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
Licensed Indian Traders.

Section 251.1-251.26
See: 25 USC 68
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25 USC 262

25 USC 264

25 USC 268

25 USC 282

25 USC 288

25 USC 289

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. W., Pt. 252

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
Traders on Navajo, Zuni, and Hopi Reservations.

Sections 252.1-252.28
See: 25 USC 68

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. W., Pt. 252

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
Traders on Navajo, Zuni, and Hopi Reservations.

Sections 252.1-252.28
See: 25 USC 68

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. E, Pt. 31

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Education; Federal Schools
for Indians.

Sections 31.0 thru 31.7; 31.0; 31.1; 31.3; 31.4; 31.7.
See: 25 USC 231

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. D, Pt. 31

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Education; Federal Schools
for Indians.

Sections 31.0 thru 31.7; 31.0; 31.1; 31.3; 31.4; 31.7.
See: '25 USC 231

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. E, Pt. 31

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Education; Federal Schools
for Indians.

S-xctions 31.0 thru 81.7; 31.0; 81.1; 31.3; 31.4; 81.7.
See: 25 USC 231

25 OFR Chap. 1
Subehap. W., Pt. 252

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
Traders on Navajo, Zuni, and Hopi Reservations.

Sections 252.1-252.28
See: 25 USC 68

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. W., Pt. 251

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
Licensed Indian Traders.

Sections 251.1-251.26
See: 25 USC 68

21 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. W., Pt. 251

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
Licensed Indian Traders.

Sections 251.1-251.26
See: 25 USC 68

25 USC 263

25 USC 264
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25 USC 295 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. E, Pt. 31

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Education ; Federal Schools
for Indians.

Sections 31.0 thru 81.7; 31.0; 31.1; 81.3; 31.4; 31.7.
See: 25 USC 231

25 USC 297 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. E, Pt. 31

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Education; Federal Schools
for Indians.

Sections 31.0 thru 31.7; 31.0; 31.1; 31.3; 31.4; 81.7.
See: 25 USC 231

25 USC 305a 25 CFR Chap. II
Pt. 301

Indian Arts and Crafts Board, Dept. of Interior;
Navajo, Pueblo, and Hopi Silver and Turquoise Prod-
ucts ; Standards.

Sections 301.1-301.8
See: 25 USC 305b; Sec. 2, 49 Stat. 891; Sec. 3, 49 Stat.

892.

25 USC 305a 25 CFR Chap. II
Pt. 804

Indian Arts and Crafts Board, Dept. of Interior;
Navajo, Pueblo, and Hopi Silver, Use of Government
Mark.

Sections 804.1-304.9
See: 25 USC 305b; Sec. 2, 49 Stat. 891; See. 3, 49 Stat.

892.

25 USC 305a 25 CFR Chap. I1
Pt. 307

Indian Arts and Crafts Board, Dept. of Interior;
Navajo All-Wool Woven Fabrics; Use of Government
Certificate of Genuineness.

Sections 307.1-307.13
See: 25 USC 305b; Sec. 2, 49 Stat. 891; See. 3, 49 Stat.

892.

25 USC 305a 25 CFR Chap. II
Pt. 308

Indian Arts and Crafts Board, Dept. of Interior;
Regulations for Use of Certificates of the Indian Arts
and Crafts Board to be attached to their Trademarks
by Indian Enterprises Concerned with the Production
and Sale of Genuine Handicrafts.

Section 308.1-308.4
See: 25 USC 305b; Sec. 2, 49 Stat. 891; See. 3, 49 Stat.

892.

25 USC 805a 25 CFR Chap. II
Pt. 310

Indian Arts and Crafts Board, Dept. of Interior;
Use of Government Marks of Genuineness for Alas-
kan Indian and Alaskan Eskimo Hand-Made Prod-
ucts.

Sections 310.1-310.7.
See: 25 USC 305b; See. 2, 49 Stat. 891; See. 8, 49 Stat.

892.
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25 USC 305b

Indian Arts and Crafts Board, Dept. of Interior;
Navajo, Pueblo, and Hopi Silver and Turquoise Prod-
ucts; Standards.

Sections 301.1-301.8
See: 25 USC 305a

25 USC 805b

Indian Arts and Crafts Board, Dept. of Interior;
Navajo, Pueblo, and Hopi Silver, Use o Government
Mark.

Sections 304.1-304.9
See: 25 USC 305a

25 CFR Chap. II
Pt. 301

25 CFR Chap. II
Pt. 304

25 USC 305b 25 CFR Chap. II
Pt. 307

Indian Arts and Crafts Board, Dept. of Interior;
Navajo All-Wool Woven Fabrics; Use of Government
Certificate of Genuineness.

Sections 307.1-307.13
See: 25 USC 305a

25 USC 305b 25 CFR Chap. II
Pt. 308

Indian Arts and Crafts Board, Dept. of Interior;
Regulations for Use of Certificates of the Indian Arts
and Crafts Board to be attached to their Trademarks
by Indian Enterprises Concerned with the Production
and Sale of Genuine Handicrafts.

Sections 308.1-308.4
See: 25 USC 305a

25 USC 305b

25 USC 309

25 CFR Chap. II
Pt. 310

Indian Arts and Crafts Board, Dept. of Interior;
Use of Government Marks of Genuineness for Alaskan
Indian and Alaskan Eskimo Iland-Made Products.

Sections 310.1-310.7
See: 25 USC 305a

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. E, Pt. 34

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Education; Administration
of a Program of Vocational Training for Adult
Indians.

Sect ons 34.1-34.10; 34.1; 34.3; 34.5; 34.8; 34.9
See: Sec. 1, 70 Stat. 986

25 USC 318a 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. 0., Pt. 162

Bureau of Indian Affairs-; Rights-of-Way-Rloads;
Roads of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Sections 162.1-162.19
See: 23 USC 101(a)
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25 USC 318b

25 USC 323

25 USC 324

25 USC 325

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. 0., Pt. 162.

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Rights-of-Way-Roads;
Roads of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Sections 162.1-162.19
See: 23 USC 101(a)

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. 0., Pt. 161

bureau of Indian Affairs; Rights-of-Way-Roads;
Rights-of-way Over Indian Lands.

Sections 161.1-161.28
See: 5 USC 301

25 CFR Chap. 1
Sube•ap. 0., Pt. 161

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Rights-of-Way-Roads;
Rights-of-way Over Indian Lands.

Sections 161.1-161.28
See: 5 USC 801

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. 0., Pt. 161

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Rights-of-Way-Roads;
Rights-of-way Over Indian Lands.

Sections 161.8-161.28
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 326

25 USC 327

25 USC 328

25 USC 331

Bureau of Indian
Rights-of-way Over

Sections 161.1--161.28
See: 5 USC 301

Bureau of Indian
Rights-of-way Over

Sections 161.8-161.28
See: 5 USC 301

Bureau of Indian
Rights-of-way Over

Sections 161.1-161.28
See: 5 USC 301

25 CFR Chaie. 1
Subehap. 0., Pt. 161

Affairs; Rights-of-Way-Roads;
Indian Lands.

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. 0., Pt. 161

Affairs; Rights-of-Way-Roads;
Indian Lands.

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. 0., Pt. 161

Affairs; Rights-of-Way-Roads;
Indian Lands.

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. K., Pt. 123

Bureau of Indian Affairs,; Patents, Allotments & Sales;
Osage Roll, Certificate of Competency.

Sections: 123.1-1273.7
See: 62 Stat. 18

As

78-110O-77-- 37
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25 USC 331 25 CFR Chap. I
Subchap. K., Pt. 127.

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents, Allotments & Sales;
Osage Lands.

Sections: 127.51-127.58
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 345 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. N., Pt. 152

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; Navajo Grazing
Regulations.

Sections: 152.1-152.17
See: 25 USC 9

25 USC 355 25 CFR Chap. 1
811chap. C, Pt. 16

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Probate; Estates of Indians
of the Five Civilized Tribes.

Sections: 16.1 thru 16.9
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 355 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. K., Pt. 121

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents, Allotments & Sales;
Issuance of Patents in Fee, Certificates of Com-
petency, Sale of Certain Indian Lands, and Iteinve:t-
went of Proceeds.

Sections: 121.1-121.35
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 355nt 25 CFI, Chap. 1
Suhchap. P., Pt. 177

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Surface Explora-
tion, Mining, and Reclamation of Lands.

Sections: 177.1-177.12
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 355nt 25 (FR C(hap. I
Subellap. C, l't, It;

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Probate ; Estates of Indians
of the Five Civilized Tribes.

Sections: 16.1 thru 16.9
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 356 25 ('.R hoau. 1
Subchalp. P., Pt. 17-4

Bureau of Indianii Affaihr'.: Mining : Leasing of lIe-
strrieted Landl, (if Mv1nhvrs (of Five Civiliz(d Trilbes,
Okla. for Mining.

Sections: 174.1-17.1.49
See: 25 USC 68

25 USC 372 25 ('111 ('hip. 1
Sube1:ap. J.. Pt. 105

Bureau of Indian A\fToirs; l-is'al an'i Financial Affairs;
Deposit of Indian l'utid' in 1lanks.

Sections : 105.1-105 17
See: 5 USC '301
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25 USC 872 25 ('FR Chap. 1
Subehap). K., P1t. 121

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents, Allotments & Sales;
Issuance of Patents in Fee, Certificates of Com-
petency, Sale of Certain Indian Lands, and Reinve4t-
ment of Proceeds.

Sections: 121.1-121.35
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 373 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. K., Pt. 121

Issuance of Patents in Fee. Certificates of Competency,
Sale of Certain Indians Lands, and Reinvestment
of Proceeds.

Sections: 121.1-121.35
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 875 25 ('FR Chap. 1
Suibhial). C... Pt. 16

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Probate; Estates of Indians
of the Five Civilized Tribes.

Sections: 16.1 thru 16.9
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 375c 25 ('R Clhal). I
Suehal). ('., P1t. 16

Bureau of Indiain Affairs: Probate; Estates of Indians
of the Five Civilized 'Trilbe.s.

Sections: 16.1 thru 16.9
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 375d 25 ('I' ('hap. 1
Subchal). C., P1t. 16

Bureau of Indila Affairs: lProbiate; Estates of Indians
of the Five Civilized Tribeq.

Sections: 16.1 thru 16.9
See: 5 USC 301

23 USC 379 25 ('FR ('hap. 1
Sul)chup. K., P1t. 121

Bureau of Indian Affiirs : latents, Allotments & Sales;
Issuance of latuunt.s in Fee, Certiltcates of Conpl-
tency, Sale of ('eita iin Indian Lands, and Heiinvet-

tnent of P1roceedls.
Sections: 121.1-121.35
See: 5 USC 301

25 I'SC 380 25 CFR Chap. 1
Suhehap. L.. Pt. 131

Bureau (if Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting:
I ~4'I Si tg iia ml Periti i tii.

Sections : 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301

25 ISC ",, 25 ClII Chap. 1
Subchap. N., Pt. 151

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; General Grazing
Reguhlat i,)nS.

Sections: 151.1-151.25
See: 5 USC 301
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25 USC 385 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. K., Pt. 128

Sale of Irrigable Lands, Special Water Contract
Requirements.

Sections: 12&1
See: Sec. 1, 3, 30 Stat. 270; Sec. 1, 3, 36 Stat. 272; Sec.
41 Stat. 409

25 USC 386 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. K., Pt. 129

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents, Allotments & Sales;
Inclusion of Liens in all Patent and Instruments
Executed.

Sections: 129.1-129.4
See: Secs. 1, 3, 36 Stat. 270; Sees. 1; 3, 30 Stat. 272

25 USC 385 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. R., Pt. 191

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Irrigation Projects; Black-
feet Irrigation Project, Montana.

Sections: 191.1-191.21
See: Sees. 1, 3, 36 Stat. 270; 36 Stat. 272

25 USC 385 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. R., LPt. 192

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Irrigation Projects; Colville
Irrigation Project Washington.

Sections: 192.1-192.19
See: Sees. 1, 3, 36 Stat. 270: 36 Stat. 272

25 USC 385 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. R., Pt. 193

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Irrigation Projects; Crow
Irrigation Project, Montana.

Sections: 193-193.21
See: Sees. 1, 3, 36 Stat. 270; 36 Stat. 272

25 USC 385 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. R., Pt. 194

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Irrigation Projects; Fiat-
head Irrigation Project. Montana.

Sections: 194.1-194.23
See: Sees. 1, 3, 36 Stat. 270; 36 Stat. 272

25 USC 385 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. R., Pt. 195

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Irrigation Projects; Flat-
head, Mission, and Jocko Valley Irrigation Districts,
Montana.

Sections: 195.1-196.10
See: Sees. 1, 3, SO Stat. 270; 36 Stat. 272

25 USC 385 25 CFR Chap. 1, Subehap. R., Pt. 196
Bureau of Indian Affairs; Irrigation Projects; Fort

Belknap Irrigation Project, Montana.
Sections 196.1-190.21
See: Sees. 1, 3, 36 Stat. 270; 36 Stat. 272
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25 USC 3S5

25 USC 385

25 USC 385

25 USC 385

25 USC 3N5

25 USC 385

25 UISC 386

25 USC 886

25 USC 386

S9.. Pt. 211

25 CFR Chap. 1, Suiwhap. .. P't. 218
Bureau of Indian Affairs; Construetion; Reimhurse-

ment, of Construction Costs Wapatosatuls Unit,
Wapato Indian Irrigation Project, Washington,

Sections 218.1-218.5
See •25 USC 387; See. 1, 41 Stat. 409; 45 Stat. 210.

(a) 25 CFR Chap. 1, Suhb'hap. 1., Pt. 91
Bureau of Indian Affairs: Credit Activities; Loans. to

Indians from the Revolving Loan Fund.
Sections: 91.1-91.25
See: 25 USC 70n-I

25 CFR Chap. 1, Subehap. R., Pt. 199
Bureau of Indian Affairs; Irrigation Projects; Uintah

Irrigation Project, Utah.
Sections. 199.1-199.23
See: Sees. 1, 3, 36 Stat. 270; 36 Stat. 272

25 CFR Chap. 1, Subehap. R., Pt. 200
Bureau of Indian Affairs; Irrigation Projects; Wapato

Irrigation Project, Washington.
Sections 200.1-200.18
See: Sees. 1, 3, 36 Stat. 270; 36 Stat. 272

25 CFR Chap. 1, Subehap. R., Pt. 201.
Bureau of Indian Affairs; Irrigation Projects; Wind

River Irrigation Project, Wyoming.
Sections 201.1-201.21
-See: Sees. 1, 3, 36 Stat. 270; 36 Stat. 272

25 CFR Chap. 1, Subehap. S., Pt. 211
Bureau of Indian Affairs; Construction; Partial Pay-

ment Construction Charges on Indian Irrigation
Projects.

Sections 211.1-211.7
See: 25 USC 386; Sees. 1, 3, 36 Stat 270; 36 Stat. 272;

Sec. 1, 41 Stat. 409.

25 CFR Chap. 1, Subehap. S., Pt. 216
Bureau of Indian Affairs; Construction: Reimburse-

merit of Construction Costs. Ahianum Unit, Wapato
Indiaqn Irrigation Project, Washington.

Sections 216.1-216.5
See: Sees. 1, 3, 36 Stat. 270; 36 Stat. 272

25 CFR Chap. 1, Subchap. T., Pt. 221
Burefq of Indian Affairs; Operation and Maintenance:

Operation andi Maintenance Charges.
Sections 221.1-221.195
See: Sees. 1, 3, 30 Stat. 270; 36 Stat. 272

25 CFR Chap. 1, Subehlap.
Bureau of Indian Affairs; Construction; Partial Pay-

ment Construetia Charger on Indian Irrigation
Projects.

Sections 211.1-211.7
See: 25 USO 885
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25 USC 3S7

25 USC 393.a

25 USC '9.1

25 USC :,94

25 USC 395

25 USC ,96

25 ('FR ('lup. 1
Sliellmj'1l. L., Plt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
I.e;isiiig and Permitting.

ect hions 131.1-131.20
See: U'SC 3P1

25 ('FIT ('hiilp. 1
Sulwba'pl. N., Ilt. !I31

Burean of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Luca.ili, aind Petrmnitting.

SeetIons 131.1-131.20
See: 5 1'SC 301

25 ('FI" ('it . 1
SuIH'hmlm. N.. Pt. 151

Bureau of Indian Afai'rs ; ( riizing, (,iiral Gr(rzing
IIt--IIIIt iIns.

Sect ions 151.1-151.25
S4ee: 5 USC 301

25 ('Fit ('lIm. 1
Suiil('llJll). L., Pt. 131

1ire,:iiu (if Indian Affair:'; Leasin.g aiid Permitting:
I.-.siilig illd i'ernillttig.

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301

25 'FR Chlip. 1
Su•nehap. P. Plt. 172

Bureau of Indiin Affaor-s; Mining; Leasing of Allotted
i,:mii for Miiining.

4e,. ions 172.1-172.33
See: 25 VSC' GS

25 CFR Chap. 1, Subehap. S., Pt. 218
Bureau of Indian Affairs; Construction; Reinmburse-

nient of Construction Costs Wapatosatus Unit,
Wapato Indian Irrigation Project, Washington.

Sect ions 21 S.1-218.5
See: 25 USC 386

25 CPR (Chap. 1, Suhehap. It., Pt. 203
Bureau of Indian Affairs; Irrigation Projects; Conces-

sion•s, Permits and Leases on Lands Withdrawn or Ac-
quired in Connection with Indian Irrigation Projects.

ISeut ions 203.0-203.23
See: 52 Stat. 193

25 CFI ('hamp. 1
Subellhap. L., Pt. 1:31

Bureau of hidlaia Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
I,'asi.,ig amnd l'trinit tillg.

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301

25 ('lFi ('hap. 1
Suwllh,'ap). N., l1t. 151

Bureau of I:.-lian Affairs; (razing, General razingng
ileg,,ul t ions.

Sections 151.1-151.25
Se,: 5 USC 301

25 USC 390

25 USC 393

25 USC 393
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25 USC 39c6 25 CFR Chap. 1

Slibehal). P., Pt. 177

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Mining: Surface Explora-
tion. Mining, and Reclamat lIo of Lands.

Sections 177.1-177.12
see: 5 USC 301

25 USC 396a 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subemhap. P., Pt. 177

Bure-iu of Indian Affairs: Minin,; Smiurface Explora-
tion, Mining, and Reclanmation of L.ands.

S4etilons 177.1-177.12
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 39roh 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. P., Pt. 177

B-ureau (of Indian Affairs: Miningm Surface Explora-
tion. Mining. anld( Recla ilit 111 of 11 lids.

SIemtion.q 177.1-177.12
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 396w- 25 ('FR ('hap. 1
SSuhbehall. P., P1t. 177

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Minin,z: Surface Elxplora-
tion. Mininiz. and Recl:nm:ut imn of l.d('-.

., tions 177.1-177.12
S•ee: 5 USC 301

25 USC 2:1 CFR Chap. 1
SRuhehap. P., Pt. 171

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Mining; Leasing of Tribal
La:nmk fIr Minim".

Sections. 171.1-171.30
See: 25 USC 6,9

25 FSC 3:i";d 25 CFR ('hai. 1
Sulhclap. P., Pt. 172

Bureau (if Indian Akflairs; Mining; Leasing of Allotted

S.pectimvi 172.1-172.33
S've: 25 USC 68

25 USC 39fld 25 CFR Chap. 1
Siul,,hap. 1P.. Pt. 171

Mieircal (if Indiani Affairs: Mining: leasing of Re-
,..i rled Lands of Memblers of Five ('ivilized Tribes,
O)kla. for Mlinint.

.-zect ionf,. 17-1.1-174.419

S.,ev: 25 USC I6S

25 [USC '9d 25 ('FI, ('hap. I
Suhehapi. P., Pt. 177

Bureau of Indian Affai rs; Mining; Surface F, xplora-
tion. Mining, and Reclamtfion of Lands.

Sectlions 177.1 -177.12
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 396e 25 ('Fi 'hap. 1
Su-lnihap. P., Pt. 177

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining: Surface Explora-
Hi in. Miling, and Reclainmat i In oif L.ands.

SectionUS 177.1-177.12
"t- e: 5 I'SC, :01
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25 USO 396f 25 CFR Chap. I
Subchap. P., Pt. 177

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Surface Explora-
tion, Mining, and Reclamation of Lands.

Sections 177.1-177.12
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 397 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. L., Pt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 397 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. N., Pt. 151

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; Navajo Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 5 USC $01

25 USC 397

25 USC 402.

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. N., Pt. 152

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; Navajo Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 152.1-152.17
See: 25 USC 9

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. L., Pt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 402 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. N., Pt. 151

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; General Grazing
Regulf tions.

Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 402 25 CYR Chap. 1
Subchap. N., Pt. 152

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; Navajo Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 152.1-152.17
Sot: 25 USC 9

25 USC 402a 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. L., Pt. 131

tiureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301
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25 USC 403 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. L., Pt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 403 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. N., Pt. 151

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; General Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 403a 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. L., Pt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 403b 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. L., Pt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 403c 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. L., Pt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 404 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. K., Pt. 121

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents, Allotments & Sales;
Issuance of Patents in Fee, Certificates of Compe-
tency, Sale of Certain Indian Lands, and Reinvest-
ment of Proceeds.

Sections: 121.1-121.3,5
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 405 25 CFR Clap. 1
Subchap. K., Pt. 121

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents, Allotments & Sales;
Issuance of Patents in Fee, Certificates of Compe-
tency, Sale of Certain Indian Lands, and Reinvest-
ment of Proceeds.

Sections: 121.1-121.35
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 406 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. M., Pt. 141

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Forestry; General Forest
Regulations.

Sections 141.1-141.23
See: 5 USC 301
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25 CIR Chap. 1
Subehal). M., Pt. 141

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Forestry; General Forest
Regulations..

Sections 141.1-141.23
See: 5 USC 301

25 ('Fit Chap. 1
Subchap. K.. Pt. 125

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents, Allotments & Sales:
Reallotment of Lands to Ufnallotted Indian childrenn .

Sections : 125.1-125.2
See: See. 3, -T; Stat. S56

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehiap. W., Pt. 251

Bureau of Indi#in Affairs; Miscellaieous Activities;
Licensed India 'T'raders.

Sections 251.1-251."8

See: 25 US(' (I1

25 ('FC1 Chap. 1suilci,:ilJ. 1L., P't 1:11

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Perwitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301

25 Cl.ll ('htlj. I
."1140:,.'ia. 31., f't. 1-11

Bureau of Indiai Affairs; 1•orcstry Ge-neral f'frc t
Regulhit lou.

SVCt ioliI, 1AI1.1-141.23
See: 5 'SC1 3011

25 ''F- -'h Vl. I
Slubriip. N'.. I,. It

Blurenau of Itadian affairs; (,razing: (h'emral (;raziv g
Regulations.

Sect ions 151.1-151.25
See: 5 US(' 301

2.5 ('lPl ('iiaj+. 1

S'-i 'hi i 0 p. 1'.. 1'1. 171
lh1irfal (f (Iidhull A.ffairs, Mililil'.: l.oasirug Trf Tl'ibali

Lands for Mining.
Sections 171.1-171.30
See: 25 USC 68

2.';( I'lR {hap., 1

Sui'41l,1p. (Q.. I'?. 1 ",
11uu1'euII! of Ilndian Affairs : Otil aiid (:is : lt'asii. tif (C'er-

lhi Lainids in Wind Rliver Indian Ileservation, Wyo-
ning, for Oil & Gas Miniig.

Sections IM.1- 1,4.30
See: 25 USC 68

25 USC 407

25 USC 408

25 USC 411

25 USC 413

25 USC 413

25 ',SC 413

25 USC 413

25 USC' -113
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25 USC 415 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. L., Pt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 415 25 CFR Chap. 1
Sidihap. N., Pt. 151

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; General Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 415a 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. L., Pt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting:
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301

25 I'SC 415a 25 CFR Chap. 1
Suhlicap. N.. l't. 151

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; General Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 5 US(' 301

25 U'SC -11i1 25 CFR ('hap. 1

Sublt-imp. L., Pt. 131
Bureau of Indian Affairs; J,(azingg amid Plerimitting ;

Leasing and Permitting.
Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 UISC 301

25 I'UWC 41.5 25 ('FR Chap. 1
Smmlichml. N.. 'Pt. 151

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; General Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 5 IUSC 301

25 I'SC 415c 25 (Ill Chap. 1
Siihi'imip. I... Ili. 131

Bureau of Indian .\fliirs Leasi^II and Pe(r.initin:•z
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 415v 25 ('I" ('Chap. 1
Su11-hap. N.. Pt. 151

Bureau of Indian .Af:irs.: G rraziti;: CGeneral (Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 5 USC 301
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25 USC 415d 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. L., Pt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasig and Permitting.

Sections 131.1-181.20
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 415d

25 USC 441

25 USC 442

25 USC 443

25 USC 452

25 USC 453

25 USC 454

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. N., Pt. 151

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; General Grazing
Regulation.

Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 5 USC 301

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. W., Pt. 252

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
Traders on Navajo, Zuni, and Hopi Reservations.

Sections 252.1-252.28
See: 25 USC 68

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. I., Pt. 9'2

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Credit Activities; Revolving
Cattle Pool of Papo Furado.

Sections 92.14-2.20
See: 5 USC 301

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. I., Pt. 92

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Credit Activities; 11volving
Cattle Pool.

Sections 92.1-92.20
See: 5 USC 301

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. E., Pt. 33

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Education; Financial Assist-
anee to Meet Special Educational Needs of Indian
Children.

Sections 33.1-33.6
See: 25 USC 453; 25 USC 454; 25 USC 455; 25 USC

456; See. 3, 48 Stat. 596.

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. E., Pt. 33

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Education; Financial Assist-
ance to Meet Special Educational NedIq of Indian
Children.

Sections 33.1-33.6
See: 25 USC 452

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. D., Pt. 21

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Social Welfare; Arrange-
ment with States, Territories, or Other Agencies for
Relief of Distress and Social Welfare of Indians.

Sections 21.1 thru 21.8; 21.1
See: See. 3, 48 Stat. 596, as amended.
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25 USC 454

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. M., Pt. 141

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Forestry; General Forest
Regulations.

Sections 141.1-141.23
See: 5 USC 301

25 CFR Chap. I
Subchap. N., Pt. 151

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; General Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 5 USC 301

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. L., Pt. 32

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Education; Administration
of Educational Loans, Grants and other Assistance
for Higher Education.

Sections 32.1-32.5; 32.1
See: Sec. 11, 48 Stat. 986

25 USC 478a

25 USC 476

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. P., Pt. 177

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining: Surface Explora-
tion, Mining, and Reclamation of Lands.

Sections 177.1-177.12
See: 5 USC 301

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. G., Pt. 52

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Tribal Government; Tribes
Organized Under Section 16 of the Indian Reorgani-
zation Act.

Sections 52.1-52.21; 52.1; 52.5; 52.6; 52.8; 52.10a;
52.11; 52.12; 52.13; 52.15; 52.17.

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. E., Pt. 33

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Education; Financial Assist-
ance to Meet Special Educational Needs of Indian
Children.

Sections 33.1-33.6
See: 25 USC 452

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. E., Pt. 33

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Education; Financial Assist-
ance to Meet Special Educational Needs of Indian
Children.

Sections 3.1-33.6
See: 25 USC 452

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. E., Pt. 33

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Education; Financial Assist-
ance to Meet Special Educational Needs of Indian
Children.

Sections 33.1-33.6
See: 25 USC 452

25 USC 455

115 USC 456

25 UOC 466

25 USC 466

25 USC 471
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25 VSC 476

25 USC 476

25 USC 476

25 USC 476

25 USC 476

25 USC 476

25 US 477

25 US0 477

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. G., Pt. 53

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Tribal Government; Tribes
Organized Under Section 16 of the Indian Reorgani-
zation Act and other Organized Tribes.

Sections 53.1-53.8
See: 5 USC 801

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. G., Pt. 72

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Tribal Government; Attor-
ney Contracts with Indian Tribes.

Sections 72.1-72.22; 72.24-72.26; 72.30-72.35.
See: 5 USC 801

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. P., Pt. 172

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of Al-
lotted Lands for Mining.

Sections 172.1-172.83
See: 25 USC 68

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. N., Pt. 151

Dureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; General Grazing
Reg•tsat1~ns.

Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 5 USC 801

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subebap. P., Pt. 171

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of Tribal
Lands for Mining.

Sections 171.1-171.30
See: 25 USC 68

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. P., Pt. 174

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of Re-
stricted Lands of Members of Five Civilized Tribeu,
Okla. for Mining.

Sections 174.1-174.49
See: 25 USC 08

25 CPR Chap. 1
Subchap. L., Pt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Pery"""ng;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 131.1-181.20
See: 5 USC 301

25 CPR Chap. 1
Subchap. N., Pt. 151

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; General Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 151.1-151.25
so: 5 U80 801
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25 USC 477

25 USC 477

25 USC 477

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchnp. P., Pt. 177

Biurmau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Surface Explora.
tion, Mining, and Ileclumatlon of Lands.

Sections 177.1-177.12
See: 5 U'SC 301

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. C, Pt. 10

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Probate; Estates of Indians
of the Five Civilized Tribes.

Sections 10.1 thru 10.9
See: 5 USC 301

25 CFR Chap. 1
Sulbchap. P.. Pt. 177

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Surface i4xplora-
tiotn, Mining, and Reclamation of Lands.

Sections 177.1-.177.12
See: 5 US" 301

25 CFR Chap. 1
8ubehap. P., Pt. 171

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of Tribal
Lands for Mining.

Sections 171.1-171.30
See: 25 USC 08

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. P., Pt. 172

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of Allotted
Lands for Mining.

Sections 172.1-172.33
See: 25 USC 08

25 CFR Chap. .
Subebop. P., Pt. 174

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of lIe-
strIcted Lands of Members of Fire Civilized Tribes,
Okla. for Mining.

Sections 174.1-174.40
See: 25 USC 68

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. K., Pt. 121

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents. Allotments & Sales;
Issuance of Patents In Fee, Certificates of Compe.
t(ncy, Sale of Certain Indian Lands, and lReinivest-
meit of Proceeds.

Sections: 121.1-121.35
See: 5 USC 301

25 CFM Chap. 1
8ubehap. C, Pt. 10

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Probate; Estates of In-
dians of the Five Civilized Tribes.

Sections 10.1 thru 10.9
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 483

25 )'8C 501

25 USC 502

25 USC 502
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25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. C, Pt. 16

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Probate; Estates of Indians
of the Five Civilized Tribes.

Sections 16.1 thru 16.9
See: 5 USC 801

25 USC 509

25 USC 509

25 CPR Chap. 1
Subehap. P., Pt. 171

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of Tribal
Lands for Mining.

Sections 171.1-171.80
See: 25 USC 8

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. P., Pt. 172

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of Allotted
Lands for Mining.

Sections 172.1-172.83
See: 25 USO 68

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. P., Pt. 174

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of Re.
stricted Lands of Members of Five Civilized Tribes,
Okla. for Mining.

Sections 174.1-174.49
See: 25 USC 68

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. J., Pt. 109

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Fiscal and Financial Af.
fair; Judgment Funds, Shoshone Tribe of the Wind
River Reservation, Wyoming.

Sections: 100.1-100.20
See: See. 2, 58 Stat. 1128

25 CFR Chap. I
Subehap. L., Pt. 181

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 181.1-181.20
See: 5 USC 801

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. F., Pt. 44

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Enrollment: Preparation of
Rolls for the Distribution of the Funds Awarded
Certain Indian Tribes or Bands of Oregon.

Sections 44.1-44.18
See: See. 5, 8 Stat. 980

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. C., Pt. 10

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Probate; Estates of Indians
of the Five Civilized Tribes.

Sections 16.1 thru 18.9
See: 5 USC 801

25 USC 509

25 USC 572

25 USC W

25 USC 775

25 USC 786
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25 USC 787 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. C., Pt. 16

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Probate; Estates of Indians
of the Five Civilized Tribes.

Sections 16.1 thru 16.9
See: 5 USC 301

25 USC 788 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. C., Pt. 16

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Probate; Estates of Indians
of the Five Civilized Tribes.

Sections 16.1 thru 16.9
See: 6 USC 301

25 USC 875 25 CPR Chap. 1
Subehap. F., Pt. 45

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll for the Distribution of the Judgment Awarded
the Otoe and Missouria Tribe.

Sections 45.1-45.12
See: SON. 5t 72 Stat. 106

25 USC 911 25 CFR Chap. I
Subchap. F., Pt. 49

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll for the Distribution of the Judgment Awarded
for the Quapaw Tribe.

Sections 49.1-49.18
See: See. 1, 78 Stat. 221

25 USC 967 25 CPR Chap. 1
Subehap. F., Pt. 50

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
a Membership Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Dis.
tribution of the Judgment Funds Awarded to the
Omaha Tribe of Indians.

Sections 50.14-0.18
See: See. 7, 75 Stat. 509

25 USC 971 "25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. F., Pt. 48a

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Membership
Roll of Ponca Tribe of Native Americans of
Nebraska.

Sections 48a.1-43a.12; 48a.1, 43a.8; 48a.5; 48a.11
See: See. 1, 70 Stat. 429

25 USC 998 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. J., Pt. 110

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Fiscal and Financial Af-
fairs; Distribution of Judgment Awarded the Chero-
kee Nation or Tribe of Indians.

Sections: 110.1-110.10
See: See. 8, 70 StaL 776

78-110-77--88
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25 US6 1011 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. I., Pt. 43d

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distribution of
the Judgment Funds Awarded the Snake or Palute
Indians of the Former Malheur Reservation.

Sections 43d.1-43d.13
See: 25 USC 1012; 25 USC 1013; 25 USC 1014; 25

USC 1015; Sees. 1-5, 78 Stat. 503

25 USC 1012 25 CFR Chap. 1
SubchaI). F, 11t. 43d

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distribution of
the Judgment Funds Awarded the Snake or Palute
Indians of the Former Malheur Reservation.

Sections 43d.1-43d.18
See: 2" USC 1011

25 USC 1013 25 CFR Cha:.1
Subehap. F, Pt. 43d

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distribution of
the Judgment Funds Awarded the Snake or Palute
Indians of the Former Malheur Reservation.

Sections 43d.1-43d.18
See: 25 USC 1011

25 USC 1014 25 CFPt Clhap. 1
Subehap. F, Pt. 43d

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Enrollment: Preparation of
a Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distribution of
the Judgment Funds Awardhd the Snake or Palute
Indians of the Former Malheur Reservation.

Sections 43d.1-43d.13
See: 25 USC 1011

25 USC 1015 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehamp. F, Pt. .13d

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollhent; Preparation of
a Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distribution of
the Judgment Funds Awarded the Snake and Palute
Indians of the Former Malheur Reservation.

Sections 43d.1-43d.13
See: 25 USC 1011

25 USC 1031 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. F, P1t. 431

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Enrollment ; Prelaration of
a Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distribution of
the Judgment Funds Awarded the Cherokee Band of
Shawnee Indians.

Sections 43b.1-43b.14
See: 25 USC 1032: 25' USC 10:13: 25 USC 10:1;
25 USC 10:35: 25 USC 1030; 25 USC 1037; 25 USC 1038;
Sees. 1-7, 78 Stat. 555,
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25 USC 1032 25 CPR Chap. 1
Subehap. F, Pt. 43b

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distribution of
the Judgment Funds Awarded the Cherokee Band of
Shawnee Indians.

Sections 43b.l-43b.14
See: 25 USC 1031

25 USC 1033 25 CYR Chap. 1
Subehap. F, Pt. 43b

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distribution of
the Judgment Funds Awarded the Cherokee Band of
Shawnee Indians.

Sections 43b.1-48b.14
See: 25 USC 1031

25 USC 1034 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. F, Pt. 43b

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distribution of
the Judgment Funds Awarded the Cherokee Band
of Shawnee Indians.

Sections 43b.1-43b.14
See: 25 USC 1031

25 USC 1035 25 CPU Chap. 1
Subehap. F, Pt. 43b

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distribution of
the Judgment Funds Awarded the Cherokee Band of
Shawnee Indians.

Sections 43b.1-43b.14
Se,: 25 USC 1031

25 USC 1030 25 ClR Chap. I
,uelchnp. F, Pt. 4:1b

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Enrollment; Prelmiration of
a Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distribution of
the Judgment Funds Awarded the Cherokee Band of
of Shawnee Indians.

Sections 43b.1-43b.14
See: 25 USC 1031

25 USC 1037 25 CPR Chap. 1
Subehap. 1F, Pt. 43b

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distribution of
the Judgment Funds Awarded the Cherokee Band of
Shawnee Indians.

Sections 43b.1-413b.14
See: 25 USC 1031

25 USO 1088 25 CP• Chap. I
Subehap. F, 1Pt. 431)

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distribution of
the Judgment Funds Awarded the Cherokee Band of
Shawnee Indians.

Sections 43b.1-43b.14
See: 25 USC 1031
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25 US0 1051 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. F, Pt. 43c

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distribution of
the Judgment Funds Awarded the Nehalem and Tila-
mook Bands of the Tilamook Indians.

Section 48c.1-43c.13
See: 25 USC 1052; 2.5 USC 1053; 25 USC 1054; 25 USC

1055; Sees. 1-5, 78 Stat. 689

25 USC 1052 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. F, Pt. 43c

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distribution of
the Judgment Funds Awarded the Nehalem and Tila.
mook Bands of the Tilamook Indians.

Sections 4,c.1-43c.13
See: 25 USC 1051

25 USC 1053 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. F, Pt. 43c

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distribution, of
the Judgment Funds Awarded the Nehalem and Tila.
mook Bands of the Tilamook Indiana.

Sections 48e,1-48c.13
See: 25 USC 1051

25 USC 1054 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. P, Pt. 43c

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distribution of
the Judgment Funds Awarded the Nehalem and Tila-
mook Bands of the Tilamook Indians.

Sections 43c.1-43c.13
See: 2f USC 1051

25 USO 1055 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. F, Pt. 43c

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distribution of
the Judgment Funds Awarded the Nehalem and Tila.
mook Bands of the Tilamook Indians.

Sections 48c.1-43c.18
See: 25 USC 1051

25 USC 1248 25 CPR Chap. 1
Subchap. F., Pt. 43g

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distribution of
Judgment Funds Awarded to the Pembina Band of
Chippewa Indians.

Sections 48g.1-43g.14
See: 5 USO 801

41 USC 6b 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. M., Pt. 142

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Forestry; Sale of Lumber
and Other Forest Products Produced by Indian Emer-
prises from the Forests on Indian Reservations.

Sections: 142.1-142.12
See: 5 USO 301
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41 USC Ob 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. M., Pt. 144

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Forestry; Sale of Forest
Products, Red Lake Indian Reservation, Minnesota.

Sections 144.1-144.15
See: 5 USC 301

42 USC 2000e(b) 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. 0., Pt. 102

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Rights-of-Way-Roads;
Roads of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Sections 162.1-162.19
See: 28 U SC 101 (a)

42 USC 2000e-2(i) 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. 0., Pt. 102

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Rights-of-Way-Roads;
Roads of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Sections 102.1-162.10
See: 23 USC 101(a)

43 USC 1457 25 OFR Chap. 1
Subchap. H., Pt. 88

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Economic Enterprises; In-
dian Fishing in Alaska.

Sections 88.1-M88.; 88.8; 88.0
See: 25 USC 2

43 USC 1457 25 OCPT Chap. I
Subchap. J., Pt. 104

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Fiscal and Financial AfTairs;
Individual Indian Money Accounts.

Sections 104.1-104.13
See: 5 USC 801

48 USC 250b 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. H., Pt. 90

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Economic Enterprises; Rein-
deer In Alaska.

Sections 90.1-00.3
See: 48 USC 250k; Sec. 3,50 Stat. 000; Sec. 12,50 Stat.

002.

48 USC 250k

Bureau of Indian Affairs;
deer in Alaska.

Sections 90.1-00.3
See: 48 USC 250b

48 USC 358

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. H., Pt. 90

Economic Enterprises; Rein-

25 CPR Chap. 1
Subehap. H., Pt. 88

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Economic Enterprises; In.
dian Fishing in Alaska.

Sections 88.1-88.0; 88.3; M8.0
See: 25 USC 2
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48 USc 358a 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. H., Pt. 88

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Economic Enterprises; In.
dian Fishing in Alaska.

Sections 88.1-88.6; 88.3; 88.0
See: 25 USC 2

48 US0 358a

Bureau of Indian Affairs;
Lands for Mining.

Sections 171.1-171.30
See: 25 USC 08

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. 1P., Pt. 171

.Mining; Leasing of Tribal

48 USC 302 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehinp. 1'., Pt. 171

Bureau of Indian Affairs; .Mining; Leasing of Tribal
Lands for Mining.

SIections 171.1-171.30
See: 25 USC (8

Sec. 5 25 CFR Chap. 1
Suheholp. W., Pt. 251

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miseellaneous Activities;
Licensed Indian Traders.

Sections 251.1-251.20
See: 25 USC 08

See. 5 25 CFR Chap. 1
19 Stat. 200 8sihe1hap. W., Pt, 2,12

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Miscellaneous Activities:
Traders on Navajo, Zuni, and Hlopi Reservations.

Sections 252.1-252.28
See: 25 USC 08

Interpret or
25 CFR Chap. 1

apply acts of 1/12/1891 Subehap. K., Pt. 124
Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patentm, Allotments &, Sahs;:

Equalization of Allotments, Agna Caliente (Palma
Springs) Reservation, California

Section 124.1-124.0
See: 5 USC 801

sec. 3
20 Htat. 795

Sec. 3
20 Stat.'795

25 CPR Chap. 1
sule•hail). L., Pt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchlap. N., Pt. 151

Bureau of Indian Affairm; Grazing; General Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 5 USC 801
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25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. N., Pt. 152

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; Navajo Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 152.1-152.17
See: 25 USC 9

Sec. 15, 26 Stat. 1101

See. 1
28 Stat. 805

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. H., Pt. 88

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Economic Enterprises; In.
dian Fishing in Alaska.

Sections 88.1-88.6; 88.8; 88.0
See: 25 USC 2

25 CFR Chap. 1
Stubehal). L., lt. 131

Bureau of Indifin Afftirs; Leasing and Permitting:
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301

See. 1
28 Stat. 305

see. 1
28 Stat. 305

S ees. 1, 2
31 Stat. 220

Sees. 1, 2
81 Stat. 2460

25 CFR Chap. 1
,uiewhnp. N., l't. 151

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; General Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 5 USC 801

25 CFR Chap. 1
Sulehap. N., Pt. 152

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; Navajo Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 152.1-152.17
See: 25 USC 0

25 ('FR Chap. 1
Stuelihap L., Pt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs ; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301

25 CFR Chap. 1stillfhal). L,,. l1t. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting:
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301

See. 1 2.'7)FR CChap. I
31 Stat. 1066 as amended Subchap. W.. 11t. 251

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activitle.4;
Licensed Indian Traders.

Sections 251.1-251.20
See: 25 USC 68

Sec. 8
26 Stat. 795
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Sec. 1 25 CFR Chap. 1
31 Stat. 1066 as amended Subehap. W., Pt. 252

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
Traders on Navajo, Zuni, and Hopi Reservations.

Sections 252.1-252.28
See: 25 USO 68

Sec. 7 25 CPR Chap' i•
32 Stat. 275 Subehap. X., Pt. 121

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents, Allotments & Sales;
Issuance of Patents in Fee, Certificates of Com-
petency, Sale of Certain Indian Lands, and Rein.
vestment of Proceeds.

Sections: 121.1-121.85
See: 5 USC 801

34 Stat. 137 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. C., Pt. 16

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Probate; Estates of Indians
of the Five Civilized Tribes.

Plections 16.1 thru 10.9
See: 5 USC 801

See. 3, 4 25 CFR Chap. 1
34 Stat. 225 as amended Subchap. L., Pt. 132

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Preservation of Antiquities.

Sections 132.1-182.9
See: 16 USC 432

See. 9, 84 Ftat. 539 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. 0., Pt. 73

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Tribal Government; Elec-
tion of Officers of the Osage Tribe.

Sections 73.1-78.49: 78.21; 78.80: 78.82; 73.33; 78.3.5;
78.88; 78.40; 78.41-73.44; 78.47; 78.49

See: See. 7, 45 Stat. 1478; 71 Stat. 471.

84 Stat. 539 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. G., Pt. 74

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Tribal Government; Govern-
ment of Indian Villages, Osage Reservation Okla-
homa.

Sections 74.1-74.15; 74.8; 74.4; 74.5; 74.7; 74.11; 74.14.
See: 87 Stat. 86; 52 Stat. 1084.

84 Stat. 580 25 CFR Chap. I
Subehap. P., Pt. 177

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Surface Explo-
ration, Mining, and Reclamation of Lands.

Sections 177.1-177.12
See: 5 USC 801

sec. 8 .25 CFR Chap. 1
84 stat. 548 Subehap. P., Pt. 175

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of Osage
Reservation Lands, Okla. for Mining, except Oil and
Gas.

Sections 175.1-175.30
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25 CPR Chap. 1
Subehap. Q., Pt. 183

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Oil and Gas; Leasing of
Osage Reservation Lands for Oil and Gas Mining.

Sections 188.1-188.45
See: Sees. 1, 2, 45 Stat. 1478; 45 Stat. 1479.

Bureau of Indian Affairs;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 181.1-181.20
See: 5 USC 801

Leasing and

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. L., Pt. 181

Permitting;

84 Stat. 1015 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. L., Pt. 181

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 1811-181.20
See: 5 USC 801

84 Stat. 1018 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. E., Pt. 81

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Education; Federal Schools
for Indians.

Sections 81.0 thru 81.7; 81.0; 81.1; 31.8; 81.4; 81.7
See: 25 USO 281

84 Stat. 1018 25 CUR Chap. 1
Subehap. K., Pt. 121

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents, Allotments & Salew;
Issuance of Patents in Fee, Certificates of Compe-
tency, Sale of Certain Indian Lands, and Reinvest.
meant of Proceeds.

Sections: 121.1-121.85
See: 5 UsC 801

84 Stat. 1024 25 CPR Chap. 1
Subehap. R., Pt. 197

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Irrigation Projects; Fort
Hall Indian Irrigation Project, Idaho.

Sections 197.1-197.21.
See: 88 Stat. W; 68 Stat. 1026.

84 Stat. 1026 25 CUR Chap. 1
Subehap. P., Pt. 174

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of lie-
stricted Lands of Members of Five Civilized Tribes,
Okla. for Mining.

Sections 174.1-174.40
See: 25 USC 08

See. 2 25 CFR Chalx 1
84 Stat. 1221 Subehnp. J., Pt. 102

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Fiscal and Finaaeial Affairs;
Regulations for Pro Rata Share of Tribal Funds.

Sections 102.1-102.7
See: 25 USC 121

See. 3
84 Stat. 548

Secs 7, 12
84 Stat. 545
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84 Stat. 1034

Bureau of Indian Affairs;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 131.1-181.20
See: 5 USO 801

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. L., Pt. 181

Leasing and Permitting;

25 CFR C', c9. 1
Subehap. L. Pt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 181.1-181.20
See: 5 USC 301

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. E, Pt, 81

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Education; Federal Schools
for Indians.

Sections 81.0 thru 31.7; 31.0; 31.1; 81.8; 31.4; 31.7.
See: 25 USC 231

Bureau of Indian Affairs;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 181.1-181.20
See: 5 USC 801

Leasing and

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap, L., Pt. 131

Permitting;

25 CPR Chap. 1
Subehap. L., Pt. 181

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 801

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. C, Pt. 10

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Probate; Estates of Indians
of the Five Civilized Tribes.

Sections 10.1 tbru 16.9
See: 5 USC 301

25 CFR Chap. I
Subehap, P., Pt. 174

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of Re-
strieted Lands of Members of Five Civilized Tribes,
Okla. for Minling.

Sections 174.1-174.49
See: 25 USC 68

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. P., Pt. 177

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Surface Exploration,
Mining, and Reclamation of Lands.

Sections 177.1-177.12
See: 5 USC 301

35 Stat. 70

35 Stat. 72

35 stat. 95

85 Stat. 07

85 Stat, 312

See. 2
35 Stat. 812

85 Stat. 812
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See& 8, 11
85 Stat. 818

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. P., Pt. 174

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of Re-
stricted Lands of Members of Five Civilized Tribes,
Okla. for Mining.

Sections 174.1-174.49
See: 25 USC 68

35 Stat. 810

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining;
stricted Lands of Members of Five
Okla. for Mining.

Sections 174.1-174.49
See: 25 USC 08

25 OFR Chap. 1
Subehap. P., Pt. 174

Leasing of Re-
Civilized Tribes,

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. K., Pt. 121

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents, Allotments & Sales;
Issuance of Patents in Fee; Certificates of Compe-
tency, Sale of Certain Indian Lands, and Reinvest-
ment of Proceeds.

Sections: 121.1-121.85
See: 5 USC 801

25 CPR Chap. 1
Subehap. P., Pt. 177

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Surface Exploration,
Mining, and Reclamation of Lands.

Sections 177,1-177.12
See: 5 USC 801

25 CPR Chap. 1
Subchap. E., Pt. 81

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Education; Federal Schools
for Indians.

Sections 81.0 thru 31.7; 81.0; 81.1; 81,3; 81.4; 81.7
See: 25 USC 281

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. P., Pt. 172

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of Allotted
Lan'.4 for Mining.

Section , 172.1-172.33
See: 2-11t140 68

25 CPR Chap. 1
Subchap. K., Pt. 128

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Patents, Allotments &
Sales: Sale of Irrigable Lands, Special Water Con-
tract Requirements.

Section 128.1
See: 25 USC 385

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. K., Pt. 129

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents, Allotments &
Sales; Inclusion of Liens In all Patents and Instru.
ments Executed.

Sections 129.1-129A
See: 25 USO 885

see. 1
85 Stat, 444

85 Stat. 781

35 Stat. 783

35 Stat. 788
as amended

Sec~q. 1, 8
80 Stat. 270

tels. 1, 8
80 Stat. 270

'I,
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Sees. 1, 3
36 Stat. 270
as amended

Sees. 1, 8
86 Stat. 270
as amended

Sees. 1, 8
36 Stat. 270
as amended

Sees. 1, 8
80 Stat. 270
as amended

Sec. 1, 8
80 Stat. 270
as amended

Sees. 1, 3
86 Stat. 270
as amended

Sees. 1, 8
86 Stat. 270
as amended

Sees. 1, 8
36 Stat. 270
as amended

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. R., Pt. 191

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Irrigation Projects; Black-
feet Irrigation Project, Montana.

Sections 191.1-191.21
See: 25 USC 385

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. R., Pt. 192

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Irrigation .Projects; Col-
vyle Irrigation Project, Washington.

Sections 192.1-192.19
See: 25 USC 385

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. R., Pt. 193

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Irrigation Projects; Crow
Irrigation Project, Montana.

Sections 193-193.21
See: 25 USC 385

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. R., Pt. 194

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Irrigation Projects; Flat-
bead Irrigation Project, Montana.

Sections 194.1-194.28
See: 25 USC 385

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. R., Pt. 105

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Irrigation Projects; Flat-
head, Mission, and Jocko Valley Irrigation Districts,
Montana.

Sections 195.1-195.10
See: 25 USC 385

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. R., Pt. 196

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Irrigation Projects; Fort
Belknap Irrigation Project, Montana.

Sections 196.1-196.21
See: 25 USC 885

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. R., Pt. 199

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Irrigation Projects; Uintah
Irrigation Project, Utah.

Sections 199.1-199.23
See: 25 USC 385

25 CFR Chap. I
Subehap. R., Pt. 200

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Irrigation Projects; Wapato
Irrigation Project, Washington.

Sections 200.1-200.18
See: 25 USC 885
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secs. 1, 3
36 Stat. 270
as amended

Sees. 1, 3
86 Stat. 270
as amended

25 CFR Chap. I
Subchap. R., Pt. 201

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Irrigation Projects; Wind
River Irrigation Project, Wyoming.

Sections 201.1-201.21
See: 25 USC 385

25 OFR Chap. 1
Subchap. S., Pt. 211

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Construction; Partial Pay-
ment Construction Charges on Indian Irrigation
Projects.

Sections 211.1-211.7
See: 25 U 80385

Sees. 1, 3 25 CPR Chap. 1
386 Stat. 270 Subehap. S., Pt. 216
as amended

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Construction; Reimburse-
ment of Construction Costs, Ahtanum Unit, Wapato
Indian Irrigation Project, Washington.

Sections 216.1-216.5
See: 25 USO 885

Secs. 1, 3 25 CYR Chap. 1
80 Stat. 270 Subehap. T., Pt. 221

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Operation and Maintenance;
Operation and Maintenance Charges.

Sections 221.1-221.195
See: 25 USC 385

Sees. 1, 8
86 Stat. 272

Sees. 1, 3
36 Stat. 272

86 Stat. 272
as amended

25 CPR Chap. 1
Subehap. K., Pt 128

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents, Allotments and
Sales; Sale of Irrigable Lands. Special Water Con-
tract Requirements.

Section 128.1
See: 25 USO 385

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. K., ft. 129

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents, Allotments and
Sales; Inclusion of Liens in all Patents and Instru-
ments Executed.

Sections 129.1-129.4
See: 25 USC 385

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. IR., Pt. 191

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Irrigation Projects; Black-
feet Irrigation Project, Montana.

Sections 191.1-191.21
See: 25 USC 385

36 Stat. 272 25 CFR Chap. 1
as amended Subchap. I., Pt. 192

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Irrigation Projects; Col-
ville Irrigation Project, Washington.

Sections 192.1-192.19
See: 25 USC 385
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36 Stat. 272 25 CPR Chap. I
as amended Subchap. R., Pt. 193

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Irrigation Projects; Crow
Irrigation Project, Montana.

Sections 193-193.21
See: 25 USC 385

36 Stat. 272 225 CFR Chap. 1
as amended Subchap. R., Pt. 194

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Irrigation Projects; Flat-
head Irrigation Project, Montana.

Sections 194.1-194.23
See: 25 USC 385

36 Stat. 272 25 CFR Chap. 1
as amended Subcbap. R., Pt. 195

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Irrigation Projects; Flat-
head, Mission, and Jocko Valley Irrigation Districts,
Montana.

Sections 195.1-195.10
See: 25 U80385

36 Stat. 272 25 CFR Chap. 1
as amended Subchap. R.. Pt. 196

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Irrigation Projects; Fort
Belknap Irrigation Project, Montana.

Sections 196.1-190.21
See: 25 U SC 385

30 Stat. 272
as amended

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. R., Pt. 199

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Irrigation Projects; Uintah
Irrigation Project, Utah

Sections 199.1-199.23
See: 25 USC 385

36 Stat. 272 25 CFR Chap. 1
as amended Subelhap. R., Pt. 200

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Irrigation Projects; Wapato
Irrigation Project. Wa.shington.

Sections 200.1-200.18
See: 25 USC 385

33 Stat. 272 25 CFR Chap. 1
as amended Subchap. R., Pt. 201

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Irrigation Projects; Wind
River Irrigation Project Wyoming.

Sections 201.1-201.21
See: 25 USC 385

30 Stat. 272 25 CFR Chap. I
as amended Subchap. S., Pt. 211

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Construction; Partial Pay-
ment Construction Charges on Indian Irrigation Proj-
ects.

Sections 211.1-211.7
See: 25 USC 3&5
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36 Stat. 272
as amended

36 Stat. 272
as amended

Sec. I
86 Stat. 855
as amended

Sec. 1, 2
36 Stat. 855
as amended

25 CPR Chap. 1
Subehap. S., Pt. 216

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Construction; Reimburse-
ment of Construction Costs, Alitanuin Unit, Wapato
Indian Irrigation Project, Washington.

Sections 210.1-216.5

25 CPR Chap. 1
Subchap. T., Pt. 221

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Operation and Maintenance;
Operation and Maintenance Charges.

Sections 221.1-221.195
See: 25 USC 385

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. J., Pt. 105

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Fiscal and Financial Affairs;
Deposit of Indian Funds in Banks.

Sections: 105.1-105.17
See: 5 USC $01

21 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. K., Pt. 121

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents, Allotments & Sales;
Issuance of Patents in Fee, Certificates of Conipe-
tency, Sale of Certain Indian Lands, and Reinvest-
ment of Proceeds.

Sections: 121.1-121.35
See: 5 USC 301

30 Stat. 856 23 CPR Chap. I
as amended Suhehap. K., Pt. 121

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents, Allotments & Sales;
Issuance of Patents in Fee, Certificates of ('ompe.
tency, Sale of Certain Indian Lands, and Reinvest-
ment of Proceeds.

Sections; 121.1-121.85
See: 5 USC 301

See. 3 25 CPR Chap. 1
30 Stat. 850 Subchap. K., Pt. 125

Bureau of Indian Affairs : Patents, Allotments & Sales:
Reallotinent of Lands to Unaliotted Indian Children.

Secflons: 125:1-125.2
See : 25 USC 408

See. 4 25 CI,'I Chap. 1
36 Stat. 850 S'ib.hap. L., Pt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting:
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 801

Sec. 4 25 CIR Chap. 1
36 Stat. 850 Subehap. N., Pt. 151

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; General Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 5 UsC 301
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Secq. 7, 8
36 Stat. 857

Sec. 1, 38 Stat. 588 25 CPR Chap. 1
Subehap. B., Pt. 11

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Law and Order; Law and
Order on Indian Reservations.

Sec. 1
39 Stat. 128

See. 1
39 stat. 128

SeM. 9
39 Stat. 187

sec. 11
89 Stat. 142

t.ections 11.1 thru 11.306; 11.29C; 11.87NH.
See: 25 USC 2

Bureau of Indian Affairs;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 181.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301

Bureau of Indian Affairs;
Regulations.

Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 5 USC 801

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. L., Pt. 131

Leasing and Permitting;

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. N., Pt. 151

Grazing; General Grazing

25 CM Chap. 1
Subchap. M., Pt. 144

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Forestry; Sale of Forest
Products, Red Lake Indian Reservation, Minnesota.

Sections: 141.1-144.15
See: 5 USC 301

25 CFM Chap. 1
Subehap. R., Pt. 198

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Irrigation Projects; Fort
Peck Indian Irrigation Project, Montana.

Sections 198&1-198.21

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. M., Pt. 141

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Forestry; General Forest
Regulations.

Sections 141.1-141.23
See: 5 USC 801

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. 0., Pt. 162

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Rights-of-Way-Roads; Reads
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs;

Sections 162.1-162.19
See: 23 USC 101 (a)

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. G., Pt. 74

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Tribal Government; Govern-
ment of Indian Villages, Osage Reservation; Okla-
homa.

Sections 74.1-74.15; 74.8; 74.4; 74.5; 74.7; 74.11; 74.14.
See: 84 Stat. 539

25 CF0 Chap. 1
Subehap. R., Pt. 197

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Irrigation Projects; Fort
Hall Indian Irrigation Project, Idaho.

Sections 197.1-197.21
See: 34 Stat. 1024

36 Stat. 861

37 Stat. 86

88 Stat. a8
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Sec. 1
39 Stat. 519

39 Stat. 976 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. K., Pt. 124

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents, Allotments & Sales;
Equalization of Allotments, Agua Callente (Palm
Springs) Reservation, California.

Sections: 124.1-124.9
See: 5 USC 301

39 Stat. 1777 25 CPR Chap. 1
Subehap. H., Pt. 88

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Economic Enterprises; In-
dian Fishing in Alaska.

Sections 88.1-88.6; 88.3; 88.6
See: 25 USC 2

40 Stat. 564

See. 17
40 Stat 579

40 Stat. 606

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. E, Pt. 31

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Education; Federal Schools
for Indians.

Sections 31.0 thru 81.7; 31.0; 31.1; 31.8; 31.4; 3117
See: 25 USC 231

25 CFR Chiap. 1
Subchap. K., 11t. 121

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents, Allotments & Sales;
Issuance of Patents in Fee, Certificates of Com-
petency, Sale of Certain Indian Lands, and Reinvest-
ment of Proceeds.

Sections; 121.1-121.85
See: 5 USC 301

25 CFR ('hap. 16
Subchap. C, Pt. 16

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Probate; Estates oe Indians
of the Five Civilized Tribes

Sections 16.1 thru 16.9
See: 5 USC 801

Sec. 2 25 CFI1 Chap. 1
40 Stat. 600 Subchap. K., Pt. 121

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents, Allotments & Sales:
Issuance of Patents in Fee, Certificates of Coln-
petency, Sale of Certain Indian Lands, and Rleinvest.
meant of Proceed.

Sections: 121.1-121.35
See: 5 USC 301

78-11o0-77-3z1,

25 CWR ihap. I
Subehap. Q, Pt. 184

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Oil and Gas; Leasing of
Certain Lands in Wind River Indian Reservation,
Wyoming, for Oil & Gas Mining.

Sections 184.1-184.30
See: 25 USC 68

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. K., Pt. 124

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents, Allotments & Sales;
Equalization of Allotments, Agua Callente (Palm
Springs) Reservation, California.

Sections: 124.1-124.9
See: 5 USC 301

39 Stat. 969
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See. it
41 Stat 40

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. K., Pt. 128

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents, Allotments & Sales:
Sale of Irrigable Lands, Special Water Contract
Requirements.

Sections 128.1
See: 25 USC 385

Sec. 1 25 CFIH Chap. 1
41 Stat. 409 Subchap. S., Pt. 211

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Construction. Partial
Payment Construction Charges on Indian Irrigation
Projects.

Sections 211.1-211.7
See: 25 USC 385

Sec. 1 25 CFR Chap. 1
41 Stat. 409 Subchap. S., Pt. 218

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Construction; Reimburse.
meant of Construction Costs Wapatasatus Unit,
Wapato Indian Irrigation Project, Washington.

Sections 218.1-218.5
See: 25 USC 380

See. 1, 41 Stat. 410 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. E, Pa. 31

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Educrtion; Federal Schools
for Indians.

Sections 31.0 thru 31.7; 31.0; 31.1; 31.3; 31.4; 31.7
See: 25 USC 231

41 Stat. 415
as amended

Bureau of Indian Affairs;
Leasing and Permitting,

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301

See. 1
41 Stat. 415
as amended

iSec. 1
41 Stat. 415
as amended

See. 18
41 Stat. 426

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. L., Pt. 131

Leasing and Permitting;

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. P., Pt. 171

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of Tribal
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 171.1-171.30
See: 25 USC 68

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. Q., Pt. 184

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Oil and Gas; Leasing of
Certain Lands In Wind River Indian Reservation,
Wyoming, for Oil & Gas Mining.

Sections 184.1-184.30
See: 25 USC 68

25 CFR Chap. I
Subchap. P., Pt., 174

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining: Leasing of
Restricted Lands of Members of Five Civilized
Tribes, Okla. for Mining.

Sections 174:1-174.49
See: 25 IPSC 68
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41 Stat. 751

See. 6
41 Stat. 753

See. 12
41 Stat. 755

41 Stat. 12M

See. 1
41 Stat. 123,

Rec. 26
41 Stat. 124A

Sec. 5
43 Stat. 476

See. 5
43 Stat. 476

See. 17
48 Stat. 686

25 'CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. L., Pt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. P., Pt. 173

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of Lands
in Crow Indian Reservation, Mont. For Mining.

Sections 173.1-173.29
See: 25 USC 68

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. K., Pt. 122

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents, Allotments &
Sales; Determination of Competency; Crow Indians.

Sections: 122.1-122.6
See: 46 Stat. 1495

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. L., Pt. 181

Bureau of Indian Offairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 181.1-13L20
See: 5 USC 301

25 CFR Chap. I
.2 Subchap. N., Pt. 151
Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; General Grazing

Regulations.
Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 5 USC 301

25 CFR Chap. 1
8 Subehap. P., Pt. 176
Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Lead and Zinc Min-

ing Operations and Leases, Quapaw Agency.
Sections 176.0-176.25
See: 50 Stat. 68

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. S., Pt. 215

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Construction; Reimburse-
ment of Construction Costs, San Carlos Indian Ir-
rigation Project, Arizona.

Sections 215.1-215.8

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Electric Power
San Carlos Indian Irrigation Project, Ariz.

Sections 233.1-233.55
See: 5 USC 301

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. U., Pt. 233

System;

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. L., Pt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 801
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25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. L., Pt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. C., Pt. 16

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Probate; Estates of Indians
of the Five Civilized Tribes.
Sections 16.1 thru 16.9
See: 5 USC 301

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. L., Pt. 181

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. P., Pt. 173

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of Lands in
Crow Indian Reservation, Mont. For Mining.

Sections 173.1-173.29
See: 25 USC 68

44 Stat. 894

Bureau of Indian Affairs;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301

4.1 Stat. 1365
as amended

Bureau of Indian Affairs;
Leasing and P'ermitting.

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301

45 Stat. 210

45 Stat. 210

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. L., 11t. 131

Leasing and Permitting;

25 CFR Chap. I
Subehnp. L., Pt. 181

Leasing and Permitting;

25 CFR Chap. 1
Sulhhap. S., Pt. 218

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Construction; Reimburse-
ment of Construction Costs Wapatosatus Unit, Wap-
ato Indian Irrigation Project, Washington.

Sections 218.1-218.5
See: 25 USC 388

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. U., Pt. 288

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Electric Power System; San
Carlos Indian Irrigation Project, Ariz.

Sections 283.1-288.55
See: 5 USO 801

43 Stat. 641

44 Stat. 239

44 Stat. 658
as amended

See. 0
44 Stat. 159
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45 Stat. 211

45 stat. 312

See. 1
45 Stat. 495

45 Stat. 750

25 CPR Chap. 1
Subchap. U., Pt. 283

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Electric Power System; San
Carlos Indian Irrigation Project, Ariz.

Sections 233.1-233.55
See: 5 USC 801

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. R., Pt. 202

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Irrigation Projects; Pueblo
Indian Lands Benefited by Irrigation and Drainage
Works of Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District,
New Mexico.

Section 20Y2.1

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. P., Pt. 174

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of Re-
stricted Lands of Members of Five Civilized Tribes,
Okla. for Mining.

Sections 174.1-174.49
See: 25 USC 68

25 C0R Chap. 1
Subehap. 0., Pt. 162

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Rights-of-Way-Roads; Roads
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs;

Sections 162.1-162.19
See: 28 USC 101(a)

Sec. 7, 45 Stat. 1478 25 C1R Chap. 1
Subchap. G., Pt. 73

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Tribal Government; Election
of Officers of the Osage Tribe.

Sections 78.1-73.49; 73.21; 78.80; 7332; 73.33; 73.35;
78.88; 78.40; 78.41-73.44; 78.47; 78.49

See: Sec. 9,84 Stat. 689

Sees. 1, 2
45 Stat. 1478

Bureau of Indian Affairs;
Osage Reservatiob2 Lands

Sections 183.1-183.45
See: Sec. 8, 84 Stat. 543

45 Stat. 1479

Bureau of Indian Affairs;
Osage Reservation Lands

Sections 183.1-183.45
See: See. 3. 34 Stat. 543

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. Q., Pt. 183

Oil and Gas; Leasing of
for Oil and Gas Mining.

25 CFR Chap. I
Subchap. Q.. Pt. 1'3

Oil and Gas; Leasing of
for Oil and Gas Mining.

Sec. 9 2X CFR Chap. 1
40 Stat. 1063 Subehap. S., Pt. 213

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Construction; Fort Hall
Indian Irrigation Project, Idaho.

Sections 213.1-218.8
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46 Stat. 1494 25 CYR Chap. 1
Subchap. B., Pt. 11

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Law and Order; Law and
Order on Indian Reservations.

Sections 11.1 thru 11.80$; 11.29C; U.87NH.

46 Stat. 1495 25 CFR Chap. 1
as amended Subchap. K., Pt. 122

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents, Allotments & Sales;
Determination of Competency: Crow Indians.

Sections: 122.1-122.6
,See: See. 12, 41 Stat. 755

47 Stat. 564 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. I., Pt. 91

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Credit Activities; Loans to
Indians from the Revolving Loan Fund.

Sections: 91.1-91.25
See: 25 USO 70n-1

Sec. 1 25 CFR Chap. 1
47 Stat. 777 Subehap. P., Pt. 174

Bureau of Indian Affairs; 3Mining; Leasing of Re.
stricted Lands of Members of Five Civilized Tribes,
Okla. for Mining.

Sections 174.1-174.49
See: 25 USC 68

See. 7 25 CFR Chap. 1
47 Stat. 778 Subehap. J., Pt. 107

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Fiscal and Financial Affairs;
Creation of Trusts for Restricted Property of Indians,
Five Civilized Tribes.

Sections: 10Z.1-107.12

see. A 25 OFR Chap. 1
47 Stat. 779 Subehap. P., Pt. 174

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of Re.
stricted Lands of Members of Five Civilized Tribes,
Okla. for Mining.

Sections 174.1-174.49
See: 25 USC 68

47 Stat. 1417 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. L., Pt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

,Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 U90 301

47 Stat. 1417 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. M., Pt. 141

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Forestry; General Forest
Regulations.

Sections 141.1-141.28
See: 5 USC 801

2Tf
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C. 158 25 CFR Chap. 1
47 Stat. 1417 Subchap. N., Pt. 151

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; General Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 5 USC 301

Sec. 3, 48 Stat. 596
as amended

Sec. 3, 48 Sti

Sec.17
48 Stat. 984

Sec. 11
48 Stat. 986

See. 6
48 Stat. 980

if 72.1-72.
48 Stat. 9

Sees. 16,
48 Stat. 9

Sees. 16,
48 Stat. 9

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. D, Pt. 21

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Social Welfare; Arrange-
ment with States, Territories, or other Agencies for
Relief of Distress and Social Welfare of Indians.

Sections 21.1 thru 21.8; 21.1.
See: 25 USC 454

it. 596 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. E., Pt. 83

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Education; Financial Assist-
ance to Meet Special Educational Needs of Indian
Children.

Sections 33.1-M3.6
See: 25 U.S.C. 452

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. L., Pt. 13t

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. E, Pt. 32

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Education; Administration
of Educational Loans, Grants and other Assistance
for Higher Education.

Sections 32.1-32.5; 32.1
See: 25 USC 471

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subeliap. M., Pt. 141

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Forestry; General Forest
Regulations.

Sections 141.1-141.23
See: 5 USC 301

6 See. 16 25 CFR Chap. 1
87 Subehap. G., Pt. 72

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Tribal Government; Attorney
Contracts with Indian Tribes.

Sections 72.1-72.22; 72.24-72.26; 72.30-72.35
See: 5 USC 301

17 25 CFR Chap. 1
T87 Subchap. N., Pt. 151

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing, General Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 5 USC 301

17 25 CFR Chap. 1
87 Subehap. P., Pt. 171

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of Tribal
Lands for Mining,

Sections 171.1-171.30
See: 25 USO 68
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Sees. 16, 17
48 Stat. 987

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. P., Pt. 172

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of Allotted
Lands for Mining.

Sections 172.1-172.33
See: 25 USC 68

Sees. 16, 17 25 CFR Chap. 1
48 Stat. 987 Subchap. P., Pt. 174

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of Restricted
Lands of Members of Fite OiVilized Tribee, Okla.
for Mining.

Sections 174.1-174.49
See: 25 USC 68

48 Stat. 988 25 CFR Chap. 1
SubchAp. L., Pt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 181.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 801

48 Stat. 988

48 Stat. 988

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. N., Pt. 151

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; General Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 5 USC 301

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. P., Pt. 171

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of Tribal
Lands for Mining.

Sections 171.1-171.30
See: 25 USC 68

48 Stat. 988 25 CFR ('hap. 1
Subchmp. P, Pt. 172

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of Allotted
Lands for Mining.

Sections 172.1-172.33
See: 25 USC 68

48 Stat 988 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. P., Pt. 174

Bureau of Indian Affairs; .Mining; Leasing of Re-
stricted Lands of Members of Five Civilized Tribes,
Okla. for Mining.

Sections 174.1-174.40
See: 425 USC 68

See. 55 25 CFR Chap. 1
4!9 Stat 781 Snbehap. L.. Pt. 181

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301
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49• Stat. 115 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subebap. L., Pt. 131

Bureau of Indlait Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301

Sec. 2 25 CFR Chap. II
49 Stat. 891 Pt. 301
as amended

Indian Arts and Crafts Board, Dept. of Interior;
Navajo, Pueblo, and Hopi Silver and Turquoise
Products; Standards.

Sections 301.1-301.8
See: 25 USC 305a

Sec. 2 25 CFR Chap. II
49 Stat 891 Pt. 304
as amended

Indian Arts and Crafts Board, Dept. of Interior;
Navajo, Pueblo. and Hopi Silver, Use of governmentt
Mark.

Sections .304.1-304.9
See: 25 USC 305a

Sec. 2 25 CFA Chap. II
49 Stat. 891 Pt. 307
as amended

Indian Arts and Crafts Board, Dept. of Interior;
Navajo All-Wool Woven Fabrics; Use of Government
Certificate of Genuineness.

Sections 307.1-307.13
See: 25 USC 305a

Sec. 2 25 CPR Chap. II
49 Stat. 891 Pt. 308
as amended

Indian Arts and Crafts Board, Dept. of Interior;
Regulations for Use of Certificates of the Indian
Arts and Crafts Board to be attached to their Trade-
marks by Indian Enterprises Concerned with the
Production and Sale of Genuine Handicrafts.

Sections 808.1--808.4
See: 25 US8 806a

ec. 2 25 CFR Chap. II
49 Stat 891 Pt. 810
as amended

Indian Arts and Crafts Board, Dept. of Interior;
Use of Government Marks of GeAnuinezess for Alaskan
Indian and Alaskan Eskimo Haud-Made Products.

Sections 810.1-810.7
See: 25 US l805a

Sec. 8 25 CFR C3ap. II
49 Stat. 892 Pt. 801

Indian Arts and Craft Board, Dept. of Irtterior;
Navajo, Pueblo, and Hopi Silver And '•hrquolse
Products; Standards.

Sections 301.1-801.8
See: 25 USO 805a
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Sec. 3
49 Stat 892

Sec. 3
49 Stat. 892

Sec. 3
49 Stat 892.

Sec. 8
49 Stat. 892

25 CFR Chap. II
Pt. 304

Indian Arts and Crafts Board, Dept. of Interior;
Navajo, Pueblo, and Hopi Silver, Use of Government
Mark.

Sections 304.1-304.9
See: 25 USC 305a

25 CFR Chap. 1I
Pt. 807

Indian Arts and Crafts Board, Dept. of Interior;
Navajo All-Wool Woven Fabrics; Use of Government
Certificate of Genuineness.

Sections 307.1-307.13
See: 25 USC 305a

25 CFR Chap. 11
Pt. 308

Indian Arts and Crafts Board, Dept. of Interior;
Regulations for Use of Certificates of the Indian
Arts and Crafts Board to be attached to their Trade-
marks by Indian Enterprises Concerned with the
Production and Sale of Genuine Handicrafts.

Sections 308.1-308.4
See: 25 USC 305a

25 CFR Chap. II
Pt. 310

Indian Arts and Crafts Board, Dept. of Interior; Use
of Government Marks of Genuineness for Alaskan
Indian and Alaskan Eskimo Hand-Made Products.

Sections 810.1-310.7
See: 25 USC 805a

Sec. 2 25 CFR Chap. 1
49 Stat. 1069 Subehap. U., Pt. 231

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Electric Power System;
Colorado River Irrigation Project, Ariz.

Sections 231.1-281.54
See: 5 USC 801

49 Stat. 1185 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. L., Pt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 131.1-181.20
See: 5 USO 301

See. 2,
49 Stat. 1250

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. H., Pt. 88

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Economic Enterprises; In-
dian Fishing In Alaska.

Sections 88.1-88.6; 88.8; 88.6
See: 25 USC 2

Sees. 1, 2 25 CFR Chap. 1
49 Stat. 1250 Subchap. P., Pt. 171

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of Tribal
Lands for Mining.

Sections 171.1-171.80
See: 25 USO 68
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Sec. 1
49 Stat. 125(

Sec. 6
49 Stat. 1521
as amended

)
25 CPR Chap. 1

Subchap. P., Pt. 177
Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Surface Explora-

tion, Mining, and Reclamation of Lands.
Sections 177.1-177.12
See: 5 USC 801

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. 0., Pt. 162

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Rights-of-Way-Roads;
Roads of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Sections 162.1-162.19
See: 23 USC 101 (a)

49 Stat. 1967

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Probate; Estates of In-
dians of the Five Civilized Tribes.

Sections 16.1 thru 10.9
See: 5 USC 301

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. C, Pt. 16

Sec. 3 25 CFR Chap. 1
49 Stat. 1967 Subehap. L., Pt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 181.1-181.20
See: 5 USC 801

49 Stat. 1967

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Surface
tion, Mining, and Reclamation of Lands.

Sections 177.1-177.12
See: 5 USC 301

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. P., Pt. 177

Explora-

Sec. 9 25 CFR Chap. 1
49 Stat. 1968 Subchap. P., Pt. 171

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of Tribal
Lands for Mining.

Sections 171.1-171.80
See: 25 USC 68

See. 9
49 Stat. 1968

Sec. 9
49 Stat. 1968

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. P., Pt. 172

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of Allotted
Lands for Mining.

Sections 172.1-172.88
See: 25 USC 68

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. P., Pt. 174

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of Re-
stricted Lands of Members of Five Civilized Tribes,
Okla. for Mining.

Sections 174.1-174.49
one: UNO as

t
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25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. P., Pt. 176

Bureau of Indian Affairs; ,MJnlng; Lead and Zinc 3i1w.
Ing Operations and Leases, Quapaw Agency.

Sections 176.0-176.25
See: Sec. 26,41 Stat 1248.

See. 3, 50 Stat. 900 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. H., 1t. 90

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Economic Enterprises;
Reindeer in Alaska.

Sections 90.1-90.3
See: 48 USC 250b

See. 12, 50 Stat. 902

52 Stat. 193

52 Stat. 347

Sev. 4
52 Stat. 348

Sev. 4
52 Stat. 348

25 CFR Chap. I
Suelhap. H., Pt. 90

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Economic Enterprises; Rein-
deer in Alaska.

Sections 90.1-90.3
See: 48 USC 250b

25 CFR Chap. 1
Suibehap. R., Pt. 208

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Irrigation Projects; Con-
cessions, Permits and Leases on Lands Withdrawn
or Acquired In Connection with Indian Irrigation
Projects.

Sections 203.0-203.23
See: 25 USC 390

25 C4"R Chap. 1
Subehap. P., Pt. 177

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Surface Explora-
tion, Mining, and Reclamation of Lands.

Sections 177.1-177.12
See: 5 USC 301

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. P., Pt. 171

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining : leasing of Tribal
Lands for Mining.

Sections 171.1-171.30
See: 25 USC' 68

25 CFR C(hap. 1
Subchap. P., Pt. 172

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of Allotted
Lands for Mining.

Sections 172.1-172.33
See: 25 USC 68

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Le.isIng
striated Lands of Members of Five Civilized
Okla. for Mining.

Sections 174.1-174.49
See: 25 USC 68

25 CFR Chap. I
Subchap. P., Pt. 174
of Re-
Tribes,

50 Stat. 68

See. 4
52 Stat. 348
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52 Stat. 1084 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. G., Pt. 74

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Tribal Government; Gov-
ernment of Indian Villages, Osage Reservation 'Okla-
homa

Sections 74.1-74.15; 74.8; 74.4; 74.5; 74.7; 74.11; 74.14.
See: 34 Stat. 539

C 210
53 Stat. 840

58 Stat 840

58 Stat. 840

See. 2
53 Stat. 112J

Sec. 10
54 Stat. 64

25 CPR Chap. 1
Subchap. N., Pt. 151

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; General Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 5 USC 801

25 CPR Chap. 1
Subehap. W., Pt. 251

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellamvous Activities;
Licensed Indian Traders.

Sections 251.1-251.26
See: 25 USC 68

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subebap. W., Pt. 252

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
Traders on Navajo, Zuni, and Hopi Reservations.

Sections 252.1-252.28
See: 25 USC 68

25 CFR Chap. 1
8 Subchap. J., Pt. 109
Bureau of Indian Affairs; Fiscal and Finanoial Af-

fairs; Judgement Funds, Shoshone Tribe of the
Wind River Reservation, Wyoming.

Sections 109.1-109.20
See : 25 USC 572

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap F, Pt. 43

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Enrollment of
Indians of the Cabazon, Augustine, and Torres.
Martinez Bands of Mission Indians In California.

Sections 48.143.12
See: Sec. 5,,64 Stat. 471

54 Stat. 422

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Electric Power
Colorado River Irrigation Project, Ariz.

Sections 231.1-231.54
See: 5 USC 301

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. U., Pt. 231
System;

25 (CFR C(hap. 1
Xubchap. M., Pt. 142

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Forestry; Sale of Lumber
and Other Forest Products Produced by Indian
Enterprises from the Forests on Indian ,Henerratlon,.

Sections 142.1-142.12
See: 5 USC 301

54 Stat. 504
ns amended
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54 Stat. 745 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. L., Pt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 1U1.1-181.20
See: 5 USC 801

C 554 25 CFR Chap. 1
54 Stat. 745 Subehap. N., Pt. 151

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; General Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 5 USC 301

54 Stat. 1057 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. L., Pt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 181.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 801

Sec. 15 25 CFR Chap. 1
60 Stat. 338 Subehap. S., Pt. 212

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Construction; Construction
Assessments, Crow Indian Irrigation Project.

Sections 212.1-212.6

60 Stat. 308 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. L., Pt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 181.1-181.20
See: 5 USC 301

60 Stat. 962 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. E., Pt. 31

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Education; Federal Schools
for Indians.

Se'otions 31.0 thru 31.7; 31.0; 31.1; 31.3; 31.4; 31.7
See: 25 USC 281

Secs. 1, 2 25 CFR Chap. 1
60 Stat. 902 Subchap. L., Pt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 181.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 801

Sec. 9 25 CFR Chap. III
60 Stat. 1051 Pt. 503

Indian Claims Commission; General Rules of Proce-
dure.

See: 25 USC 70h

01 Stat. 781 25 CFR Chap. I
Subehap. C, Pt. 16

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Probate; Estates of Indians
of the Five Civilized Tribes.

Sections 181 thru 16.9
See: 5 USO 801
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62 Stat. 17 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. 0., Pt. 161

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Rights-of-Ways-Roads;
Rights-of-Way Over Indian Lands.

Sections 161.1-161.28
See: 5 USC 301

62 Stat. 18 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. K., Pt. 123

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents, Allotments & Sales;
Osage Roll, Certificate of Competency.

Sections: 123.1-123.7
See: 25 USC 331

62 Stat. 18 25 CFR Chap. 1
Interpret or apply Subehap. K., Pt. 127

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents, Allotments & Sales; Osage
Lands.

Sections: 127.51-127.58
See: 5 USC 301

62 Stat. 286 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. K., Pt. 121

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents, Allotments & Sales;
Issuance of Patents in Fee, Certificates of Compe-
tency, Sale of Certain Lands, and Reinvestment of
Proceeds.
Sections: 121.1-121.35
See: 5 USC 301

Sec. 7 25 CFR Chap. 1
62 Stat. 723 Subehap. U., Pt. 232

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Electric Power System;
Flathead Indian Irrigation Project, Montana.

Sections 232.1-232.27; 232.51-282.56.
See: 5 USC 301

Sec. 5 25 CFR Chap. 1
64 Stat. 46 Subchap. L., Pt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301

Secs. 1, 2,
64 Stat. 190

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. I., Pt. 92

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Credit Activities; Revolv-
ing Cattle Pool.

Sections 92.1-92.20
See: 5 USC 301

Secs. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 25 CFR Chap. 1
64 Stat. 470 Subchap. L., Pt. 181

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 181.1-181.20
See: 5 USO 301
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See.. 5,
64 Stat. 471

See. 10
64 Stat. 472

See. 10
64 Stat. 472

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. F., Pt. 43

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment: Enrollment of
Indians of the Cabazon, Augustine, aud Torres-
Martinez Banks of Mission Indians 4 California.

Sections 43.1-43.12
See: See. 10, 54 Stat. 64

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. K., Pt. 120

Bureau of Indian Affairs ;Patents, Allotments & Sales;
Allotment of Lands ofl the Cabazon, and Augustine
Indian Reservations; Riverside County, California.

Sections: 128.1-126.11

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. K., Pt. 130

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents, Allotments & Sales;
Allotment of Lands on the Torres-Martlnez Indian
Reservation, California.

Sections 130.1-180.18

67 Stat. 558 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchsp. C, Pt. 10

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Probate; Estates of In-
dians of the Five Civilized Tribes.

Sections 10.1 thru 10.9
See: 5 USC 801

Sec. 5
68 Stat. 980

25 CPR ('hap. 1
Subehap. F, P1t. 44

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
Rolls for the Distribution of the Funds Awarded
Certain Indian Tribes of Bands of Oregon.

Sections 44.1-44.13
See: 25 USC 775

68 Stat. 1020 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. R., Pt. 197

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Irrigation Projects; Fort
Hall Indian Irrigation Project, Idaho.

Sections 197.1-197.21
See: 34 Stat. 1024

69 Stat. 539 25 CPR Chap. 1
Subchap. L., Pt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting:
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301

Sees. 1, 2, 4, 5, 0 25 CFR Chap. I
61) Stat. 539 Subehap. N., Pt. 151

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; General Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 5 USC 301
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25 OR -Chap. 1
Subchap. L., Pt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permintting.

Sections 131.1-181.20
See: 5 USC 801

25 CFR Chnp, 1
Subchap. N., Pt. 151

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; General Grazing
Regulatlons.

Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 5 USC 801

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. 0, Pt. 16

Bureatu of Indian Affairs; Probate; Estates of In.
dians of the Five Civilized Tribes.

SWctions 16.1-46.9
See: 5 USO 801

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. K., Pt. 121

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents, Allotments & Sales;
Issuance of Patents in Fee, Certificates of Com-
petency, Sale of Certain Indian Lands, and Rein.
vef.Lment of Proceeds.

Sections: 121.1-121.85
See: 5 USC 301

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. N., Pt. 151

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; General Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 5 USC 301

25 CFR Chap. I
Subchap. E.. Pt. 34

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Education; Administra-
tion of a Program of Vocational Training for Adult
Indians.

Sections 34.1-34.10; 34.1 ; 34.3; 34.5; 34.8: 84.9
See: 25 USC 309

See. 2, 71 Stat. 374

71 Stat. 471

25 ('FR Chap. 1
Subclhap. F. Pt. 47

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrolhnent; Revision of the
Membership Roll of the Eastern Band of Cherokee
Indians, North Carolina.

Sections 47.1-47.15; 47.1; 47.5; 47.6; 47.7-47.11; 47.12-
47.15; 47.16, 47.18; 47.19.

25 CFR t'ihap. I
Subehap. G., Pt. 73

Bureau of Indians Affairs; Tribal Government; Elec-
tion of Officers of the Osage Tribe.

Sections 78.1-73.49; 73.21; 78.30; 78,32; 73.38; 73.35:
73.38; 78.40; q3.41-78.44; 78.47; 73.49

See: See. 9, 84 Stat. 539

78-110--77---40

69 Stat. 40

69 Stat. 540

69 Stat. 666

69 Stat. 666

Sec. 0
69 Stat. .986

See. 1
70 Stat. 986
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Sem. 5, 72 Stat. 106 25 CPR Chap. 1
Subehap. F., Pt. 45

Bureau of Indians Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll for the Distribution of the Judgment Awarded
the Otoe and Missouria Tribe.

Sections 45.1-45.12
See: 25 USC 875

Sec. 4, 72 Stat. 3839

Sec. 12
72 Stat. 619
as amended

72 Stat. 968

73 Stat. 141

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. H., Pt. 88

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Economic Enterprises; In-
dian Fishing In Alaska.

Sections 88.1-88.6; 88.8; 88.6
See: 25 USC 2

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. V., Pt. 242

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Termination of Federal-
Indian Relationships; California Rancherias and
Reservations--Distribution of Assets.

Sections 242.1-242.13
See: 78 Stat. 390

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. L., Pt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting.

Sections 181.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 801

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. H., Pt. 88

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Economic Enterprises; In.
dian Fishing in Alaska.

Sections 88.1-88.0; 88.3; 88.6
See: 25 USC 2

Sec. 1, 73 Stat. 221

78 Stat. 602

25 CFR Chap. 1
Surbehap. F., Pt. 49

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll for the Distribution of the Judgment Awarded
the Quapaw Tribe.

Sections 49.1-49.13
See: 25 USC 911

26 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. K., Pt. 124

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents, Allotments & Sales;
Equalization of Allotments, Agua Caliente (Palm
Springs) Reservation, California.

Sections 124.1-124.9
See: 5 USC 301

Sec. 7, 75 Stat. 509 25 CFR Chap. I
Subehap. F., Pt. 50

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
a Membership Roll to -Serve as the Basis for the Dis-
tribution of the Judgment Funds Awarded to the
Omaha Tribe of Indians.

Sections 50.1-50.18
See: 25 USC 967
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See. 1, 76 Stat. 420 2.5 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. F., Pt. 43a

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Membership
Roll of Ponca Tribe of Native Americans of Nebraska.

Sections 43a.1-48a.12; 48a.1, 48a.8; 48a.5; 43a.11
See: 25 USC 971

Se.8 76 Stat. 776 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. J., Pt. 110

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Fiscal and Financial Affairs;
Distribution of Judgment Awarded the Cherokee Na-
tion or Tribe of Indians.

Sections 110.1-110.10
See: 25 USC 998

77 Stat. 801 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. I, Pt. 91

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Credit Activities; Loans to
Indians from the Revolving Loan Fund.

Sections: 91.1-91.25
See: 25 U.S.C. 70n-1

78 Stat. 186 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. M, Pt. 141

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Forestry; General Forest
Regulations.

Sections 141.1-141-23
See 5 USC 301

78 Stat. 187 25 CFR Chap. I
Subehap. M, Pt. 141

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Forestry; General Forest
Regulations.

Sections 141.1-141.28
See 5 USC 801

78 Stat. 241 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. 0, Pt. 162

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Rights-of-Way.Roads
Roads of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Sections: 102.1-162.19
See: 28 USC 101 (a)

78 Stat. 253 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. O, Pt. 162

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Rights-of-Way.Roads
Roads of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Sections 162.1-162.19
See: 28 USC 101 (a)

78 Stat. 257 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. O, Pt. 162

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Rights-of-Way.Roads
Roads of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Sections 162.1-162.19
See: 28USO 101(a)
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78 Stat. 890 25 0FR -Ohap. 1
Subehap. V, Pt. 242

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Termination of Federal-
Indian Relationship; California Rancherias and
Rese~rva.4 31stributloh of Auiets.

Sections 242.1-242.18
See: See. 12A 72 Stat. 619

Sees. 1-7 25 .FRICap. I
78 Stat. 555 Subchap. F, Pt. 48b

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Dnrollment; Preparation of
a Roll to Serve as the Basis tor the ,Distributieo of
the Judgment Funds Awarded the Oheokee Band
of Shawnee Indians.

Sections 43b.1-43b.14
See: 25 USC 1031

Sees. 1-5 25 0FR Ohap. 1
78 Stat. 568 Subohap. F, Pt. 48d

Bureau of Indian Affairs; En1rOllment.; Preparation
of a Roll to Serve as the Basis lor the Distribution
of the Judgment Funds Awarded the Snake or Paiute
Indians of the Former Malheur Reservation.

Sections 48d.1-43d.13
See: 25 USC 1011

Secs. 1-5 25 CFR Chap. 1
78 Stat. 639 Subchap. F, Pt. 43c

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll to Serve us the Basis for the Distribution of
the Judgment Funds Awarded the Nehalem and
Tilamook Bands of the Tilamook Indians.

Sections 48c.1-43c.13
See: 25 USC 1051

81 Stat. 177 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. C, Pt. 16

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Probate; Estates of Indians
of the Five Civilized Tribes.

Sections 10.1 thru 16.9
See: 5 USC 301

S2 Stat. 663 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. W, Pt. 257

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
Resale of Lands within the Badlands Air Force
Gunnery Range (Pine Ridge Aerial Gunnery Range).

Sections 257.1-257.9
See: 5 USC 801

Sec. 4, 82 Stat. 855 25 CFR Chp. 1
Subchap. F, Pt. 43f

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Enrollment; Preparation
of Rolls to Serve as the Basis for Distribution
Judgment Funds Awarded the Creek Nation of In-
dliana in Indian Claims Commission Dockets Xunu.
bered 21 and 726.

Sections 48f.1-43f.12
See: 5 USC 301
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82'Stat W

84 Stat. 208

Sec. 8
84 Stat. 848

26M5 Ch. I
Subchap. F, Pt. 43f

Bureau of Indian Affairs,; NaIib•ont;. Preparation
of Dolls to Seave ss tIo Basis for Distribution of
Judgment Funds Awarsd• the CLeek Nation of
Indians in. Indian Claims Commission Dockets Num-
bered 21 and 276.

Sections 48f.1-48f.12
See: 5 USC 301

25, OFR Chalp 1
Subehap. 0, Pt. 16

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Probate; Estates of Indians
of the Filv Civilized Tribe&

Sections 10.1 thru 16.9
See: 5 USC 801

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. J., Pt. 111

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Fiscal and Financial Affairs;
Reimbursement of the Ute Tribe of the Uintah and
Ouray Raeervation, Utah.

Sections: 111.1-111.8

See. 8, 85 Stat. 158 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. F., Pt. 489

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distribution of
Judgment Funds Awarded to the Pembina Band of
Chippewa Indians.

Sections 4g.1-48g.14
See: 5 USC 801

Sec. 25, 85 Stat. 688 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. F., Pt. 431

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of a
Roil of Alaska Natives.

Sections 43h.1-43h.12; 43h.1; 43h.7; 48h.8; 43h.13; 43h.14
See: 5 USC 801

See. 25, 85 Stat. 715 25 CFR Chap. I
Subchap. F., Pt. 4311

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll of Alaska Natives.

Sections 48h.1-43h.12; 48h.1; 43h.7; 43h.8; 48h.13; 43h.14;
See: 5 USC 801

Sec. 5 (D) 85 Stat. 787 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. F., Pt. 431

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distribution of
Judgment Funds Awarded to the North-Western
Band of Shoshone Indians.

Sections 431.1--481.18
See: 5 USO 801
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See. 7, 86 Stat. 762 25 OFR Chap. 1
Subchap. F., Pt. 43J

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distribution of
Judgment Funds Awarded to the Delaware Tribe of
Indians and the Absentee Delaware Tribe of Western
Oklahoma.

Sections 43J.1-43J.13
See: 5 USC 301

86 Stat. 1295 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. J., Pt. 112

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Fiscal and Financial Affairs:
Distribution of Judgment Funds Awarded to the
Osage Tribe of Indians in Oklahoma.

Sections: 112.1-112.10
See: 5 USC 301

SE. 5, 87 Stat. 860 2b tYt Chap. 1
Subehap. F, Pt. 48e

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
a roll to serve as the Basis for Distribution of
Judgment Funds Awarded to Certain Persons of Cali-
fornia Indian Descent

Sections 43e.1-48e.12
See: 5 USC 301

67 Stat. 406

87 Stat 467

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. G., Pt. 60

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Tribal Government; Use of
Distribution of Indian Judgment Funds.

Sections 60.1-00.12
See: 5 USC 801

25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. 0., Pt. 60

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Tribal Government; Use of
Distribution of Indian Judgment Funds

Sections 60.1-60.12
See: 5 USC 801

87 Stat. 408 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. G., Pt. 60

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Tribal Government; Use of
Distribution of Indian Judgment Funds.

Sections 60.1-W0.12
See: 5 USC 301

Sem 7,87 Stat. TM8 25 CYR Chap. 1
Subchap. F, Pt. 48k

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Revision of the
Final Roll of the Menominee Tribe of Wisconsin.

Sections 48k.1-48k.17

Title II, Se 218
88 Stat. 77

25 CFR Chap. I
Subehap. I., Pt. 98

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Credit Activities; Loan
Guaranty, Insurance, and Interest Subsidy.

Sections: 0.1-0&54
See: Title II, Sec. 218, 88 Stat. 79
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SeO. 404, 88 Stat. 77 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. H., Pt. 80

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Economic Enterprises; In-
dian Business Development Fund.

Sections 80.1-80.22

Sec. 109, 88 Stat. 77 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchnp. H., Pt. 80

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Economic Enterprises; In-
dian Business Development Fund.

Sections 80.1-80.22

Sec. 109, 88 Stat. 77 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. I, Pt. 91

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Credit Activities; Loans to
Indians from the Revolving Loan Fund.

Sections: 91.1-91.25
See: 25 USC 70n-1

Title II, Sec. 218 25 CFR Chap. 1
88 Stat. 79 Subehap. I., Pt. 93

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Credit Activities; Loan
Guarnnty, Insurance, and Interest Subsidy.

Sections: 93.1-93.54
See: Title II, Sec. 218, 88 Stat. 77

R.S. 161 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. F., Pt. 48g

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment, Preparation of a
Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distribution of
Judgment Funds Awarded to the Pembina Band of
Chippewa Indians.

Sections 43g.1-48g.14
See: 5 USC 801

if 72.W0-72.35 25 CFR Chap. 1
R.S. 161 Subehiaj. G., Pt. 72

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Tribal Government; Attor-
ney Contracts with Indian Tribes.

Sections 72.1-72.22; 72.24-72.26; 72.80-72.35.
See: 5 USC 801

R.S. 161 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. K., Pt. 121

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Patents, Allotments & Sales;
Issuance of Patents in Fee, Certificates of Competen.
ey, Sale of Certain Indian Lands, and Reinvestment
of Proceeds.

Sections: 121.1-121.85
See: 5 USC 801

R.S. 441 25 CFR Chap. 1
as amended Sublhap. J., Pt. 104

Bureau of Indian AMairs; Fiscal and Financial Af-
fairs; Individual Indian Money Accounts.

Sections 104.1-104.18
See: 5 USC 301
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R.S. 463 23 CPR Chap. 1
subhlmap A, Pt. 1

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Procedures; Practice; Ap?-
plicabllity of Rules of the Bureau of hIdian Affairs.

Sections 1.1-1.4; 1.10
See: 5 USC 801

U.S. 468 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. A, Pt. 2

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Procedures; Practice;
'Appeals from Administrative Actions.

Sections 2.1 thru 2.4; 2.10 thru 2.14; 2.21 thru 2.25;
2.81 thru 2.87

tee: 5 USC 801

R.S. 468 25 0FR Chap. 1
Subchap. B, Pt. 11

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Law and Order; Law and
Order on Indian Reservations.

Sections 11.1 thru 11.306; 11.29C; 11.87NH.
See: 25 USO 2

if 72.30-72.85 25 OIFR Chap. 1
R. S. 463 Subehap. G., Pt. 72

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Tribal Governments; Attor-
ney Contracts with Indian Tribes.

See: 5 USC 301

R.S. 468 25 CWR Chap. 1
Subehap. F, Pt. 41

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation
of Rolls of Indians.

Sections 41.1-41.18; 41.1; 41.8; 41.5; 41.8.
See: 25 USC 2

R.S. 463 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. F, Pt. 42

Bureau of 1ndian Affairs; Enrollment; Enrollment
Appeal.

Sections 42.1-42.9; 42-.8; 42.4.
See: 25 USC 2

R.S. 463 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. F, Pt. 489

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Inrollment: Preparation of
a Roll to Serve as the Bads for Distribution of
Judgment Funds Awarded to Certan Persons of Cali-
fornia Indian Descent.

Sections 48e.1-48e.12.
See: 5 USC 801.

U.S. 408 25 CFR Chap, 1
Subehap. F, Pt. 48f

Bureva of Indian Abvn; nroment; Preparaston of
7tolls to Serve as the Basis for Dtbitgon of Judg-
ment Funds Awarded the Creek Nation of Indian W5
Indian Claims Commission Dockets Numbered 21 and
276.

Sections 43f.1-4f.12.
See: 5 USC 801
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R.S. 463 25 COR Chap. 1
Subehap. Ps Pt. 48g

Bureau of Indian Affai; Enrollmemt; Preparation of
I& Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distribution of
Judgment Ftands Awarded to the Pembina Band of
Chippewa Indiana

Sections 48g.1-48g.14.
See: 5 USO 801

R.S. 468 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. F, Pt. 48h

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll of Alaska Natives.

Sections 48h.1-48h.12; 48h.1; 48h.7; 48h.8; 48h.13;
48h.14;

See: 5 USO 801.

].. 408 25 CPR Chap. 1
Subchap. F., Pt. 431

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Enrollment; Preparation of
'a Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distribution of
Judgment Funds Awarded to the North-Western
Band of Shoshone Indians.

Sections 481.1-481.18.
See: 5 USC 801.

R.S. 468 25 CFIR Chap. 1
Subchap. F., Pt. 48J

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distribution of
Judgment Funds Awarded to the Delaware Tribe of
Indians and the Absentee Delaware Tribe of Western
Oklahoma.

Sections 43J.1-0j.13.
See: 5 USC 801.

R.S. 468 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. F., Pt. 46

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Enrollment of
Indians of the Rincon, San Luiseno Band of Mission
Indians In California.

Sections 46.1-48.15; 46.4.
See: 25 USC 2.

R.S. 463 25 CFR Chlia. I
Sulbchip. F.. Pt. 48

Bureau or Indian Affitrm; Enrollment: Enrollment of
Indians of the San l'asqial Band of 31i..,ldon Indians
In California.

8•ecIons 4R.1-4R.15: 48.4
See: 25 USC 2

R.S. 463 25 CFR ('hap. I
Sbchap. J.. l't. 10-1

Bureaii of Indian Affairs: Fiscal and Financial
Affairs: Tndiridunl Tndlan Money Aeeounts.

Se(,tionS 104.1 -10.13
See~o: fl T'SC .301
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B.S. 463 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. L., Pt. 131

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting;

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301

R.S. 463 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. N., Pt. 151

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; General Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 5 USC 301

R.S. 463 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. W., Pt. 257

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
.Resale of Lands within the Badlands Air Force Gun-
nery Range (Pine Ridge Aerial Gunnery Range.)

Sections 257.1-257.9
See: 5 USC 301

R.S. 465 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. A, Pt. 2

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Procedures; Practice; Ap-
peals from Administrntive Actions.

Sections 2.1 thru 2.4; 2.10 thru 2.14; 2.21 thru 2.25;
2.31 thru 2.37

See: 5 USC 301

P.S. 465 25 CFR Chap. I
Subehap. F, Pt. 41

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation
of Rolls of Indians.

Sections 41.1-41.13; 41.1; 41.3; 41.5; 41.8
See: 25 USC 2

R.S. 465 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. F, Pt. 42

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Enrollment
Appeals.

Sections 42.1-42.9; 42.3; 42.4
See: 25 USC 2

ILS. 465 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. F, Pt. 48e

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation
of a Roll to Serve as the Basis for Distribution of
Judgment Funds Awarded to Certain Persons of
California Indian Descent.

Sections 43e.1-43e.12
See: 5 USC 801
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R.S. 465 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. F, Pt. 43f

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation
of Rolls to Serve as the Basis for Distribution of
Judgment Funds Awarded the Creek Nation of
Indians In Indian Claims Commission Dockets Num-
bered 21 and 276.

Sections 43f.1-43f.12
See: 5 USC 301

R.S. 465 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. F, Pt. 43g

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation
of a Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distribution of
Judgment Funds Awarded to the Pembina Band of
Obippewa Indians.

Sections 43g.1-43g.14
See: 5 USC 301

B.S. 405 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. F., Pt. 43h

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation
of a Roll of Alaska Natives.

Sections 43h.1-43h.12; 43h.1; 43h.7; 43h.8; 43h.13;
43h.14;

See: 5 USC 301

B.S. 405 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. F., Pt. 431

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll to Serve as the Basis for the Distribution of
Judgment Funds Awarded to the North-Western
Band of Shoshone Indians.

Sections 431.1-431.13
See: 5 USC 301

1.S. 465 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. F., Pt. 43J

Bureau of Indian Affairi; Enrollment; Preparation of
a Roll to serve as the Basis for the Distribution of
Judgment Funds Awarded to the Delaware Tribe of
Indians and the Absentee Delaware Tribe of Western
Oklahoma.

Sections 43J.I-43J.13
See: 5 USC 301

R.S. 405 25 CFU Chap. 1
Subehap. F., Pt. 46

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Enrollment; Enrollment
of Indians of the Rincon, San Lulseno Band of Mis-
sion Indians In California.

Sections 46.1-46.15; 46.4
See: 25 USC 2

R.S. 405 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. F., Pt. 48

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Enrollment: Enrollment
of Indians of the San Pasqual Band of Mission In-
dians in California.

Sections 48.1-48.15; 48.4
See: 25 U80 2
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1 72.80-72.85 25 CFR Chap. 1
R.S. 465 Subchap. G., Pt. 72

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Tribal Government; At-
torney Contracts with Indian Tribes.

Sections 72.1-72.22; 72.24-72.26; 72.30-72.35.
See: 5 USC 301

R.S. 465 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. J., Pt. 104

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Fiscal and Financial Affairs;
Individual Indian Money Accounts.

Sections 104.1-104.113
See: 5 USC 301

R.S. 465 25 CFR Chap. 1
Stqbehap. L., Pt. 181

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Leasing and Permitting;
Leasing and Permitting;

Sections 131.1-131.20
See: 5 USC 301

R.S. 465 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. N.. Pt. 151

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; General Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 5 USC 301

R.S. 465 25 CFR Chap. 1
as amended ,nI4ehap. N., Pt. 152

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; Navajo (Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 152.1-152.17
See: 25 USC 9

R.S. 465 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. W., Pt. 257

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
Resale of Lands within the Badlands Air Force
Gunnery Range (Pinp Ridge Aerial Gunnery Range.)

Sections 257.1-257.9
See: 5 CSc 801

R.S. 2078 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subclhap. N., Pt. 151

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Grazing: General Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 5 USC 301

R.S. 2078 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. P., Pt. 171

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Mining: Leasing of Tribal
Lands for Mining.

Sections 171.1-171.30
See: 25 UISC 68

It.S. 2078 25 CFR Chap. 1
Sulichap. P., Pt. 172

Bureau of Indian Affairs: Mutiing; Leasing of Al!otted
Lands for Mining.

Sections 172.1-172.33
See: 25 USC 68
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R.S. 2078 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. P., Pt. 173

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of Lands
in Crow Indian Reservation, Mont. For Mining.

Sections 173.1-173.29
See: 25 USC 08

R.S. 2078 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. P., Pt. 174

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Mining; Leasing of Re-
tricted Lands of Members of Five Civilized Tribes,

Okla., for Mining.
Sections 174.1-174.49
See: 25 USC 68

R.S. 2078 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. Q., Pt. 184

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Oil and Gas; Leasing of
Certain Lands in Wind River Indian Reservation,
Wyoming, for Oil & Gas Mining.

Sections 184.1-184.30
See : 25 USC 68

R.S. 2078 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. W., Pt. 251

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
Licensed Indian Traders.

Sections 251.1-251.26
See : 25 U'SC 68

R.S. 2078 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. W., Pt. 252

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
Traders on Navajo. Zuni, and Hopi Reservations.

Sections 252.1-252.28
See: 2.5 U'SC 68

R.S. 2103 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. G., Pt. 72

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Tribal Government; Attor-
ney Contracts with Indian Tribes.

Sections 72.1-72.22; 72.24-72.2(6; 72.30-72.35.
See: 5 USC 301

R.S. 2117 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. N., Pt. 151

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; General Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 151.1-151.25
See: 5 USC 301

R.S. 2117 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. N., Pt. 152

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Grazing; Navajo Grazing
Regulations.

Sections 152.1-152.17
See: 25 USC 9

R.S. 2132 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. W., Pt. 251Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;

Licensed Indian Traders.
Sections 251.1-251.20
See: 25 USC 68
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R.S. 2132 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. W., Pt. 252

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
Traders on Navajo, Zuni, and Hopi Reservations.

Sections 252.1-252.28
See: 25 USC 08

R.S. 2133 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subchap. W., Pt. 251

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
Licensed Indian Traders.

Sections 251.1-251.20
See: 25 USC 68

R.S. 2133 25 CFR Chap. 1
as amended Subchap. W., Pt. 252

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Miscellaneous Activities;
Traders on Navajo, Zuni, and Hopi Reservations.

Sections 252.1-252.28.
See: 25 USC 08.

EO 11222 25 CFR Chap. 111
(30 FR 6469) Pt. 50w

Indian Claims Commission; Standards of Conduct.
Sections 500.735-101-500.735-125.
See: Pt. 735, Title 5, CFR.

Pub. L. 9006 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. C., Pt. 10

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Probate; Estates of Indians
of the Five Civilized Tribes.

Sections 16.1 thru 10.9.

Pub. L. 91-240 25 CFR Chap. 1
Subehap. C., Pt. 16

Bureau of Indian Affairs; Probate; Estates of Indians
of the Five Civilized Tribes.

Sections 10.1 thru 10.9.
See: 5 USC 301.

Pt. 785 25 CFR Chap. III
Title 5 CFR Pt. 500

Indian Claims Commission; Standards of Conduct.
Sections 500.735-101--50.7S-125.
See: EO 11222 (30 FR 6409)
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APPN•DIX IV

Statutes-at-Large

Distribution Table

This Table is drawn frame the Distribution Tables in the United

States Code. This Table differs from the Tabl. i the United States

Code in that this Table is limited to statutes specifically affecting

Indian affairs.

In preparing this Table, the Task Force relied upon Kappler's,

Indian Affairs, Laws and Treaties, Volumes I-V, covering the period

1873 when the Revised Statutes wre first enacted, through 1938; and

upon the Kappler's update prepared by the Indian Civil Rights Task

Force, Department of the Interior, which brings the original 5 volume

Kappler's set current through 1970. The references for the period

through the 1st Session of the 94th Congress (1975) were developed

through our own collection of statutes for the post-1970 period.

7S-110 0 - 77 - 41
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DISTRIBUTIAKE

U. S. Code

Title

462

463

464

465

466

467

468

469

Title

1066

Title

1094

X) Department of the Interior

25 USC 1

25 - 2

25 - 8

25 - 9

Repealed - Act 3/3/1891, 26 Stat. 851

25 - 266 (Rep.)

Repealed

Repealed

XIII The Judiciary -- Chpt. 21 Court of Claims

Repealed

XIV The Amy

1112

1276

Title XXVIII - Indians

2039

2040

2041

2042

2043

2044

2045 -- 2051

2052

Repealed

10 - 611

10 - 786

(Rev. T.

(Rev. T.

10)

10)

25 - 21

No entry - Never Codified in U.S. Code

Repealed

25 - 24 (Eliminated)

Repealed

Repealed

Repealed

25 - 26 (Repealed)

Revised Stat.
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Revised Stat.

2053

2054

2055

2056

2057

2058

2059

2060

2061

2062

2063

2064

2065

2066

2067

2068

2069

2070

2071

2072

2073

2074

2075

2076

2077

2078

U. S. o(de

25 - 64

Repealed

Repealed

25 - 28

25 - 29

25 - 25 - 31 (Repealed)

25 - 62

25 - 30 (Repealed)

25 - 38 (Repealed)

25 - 27 (Eliminated)

25 - 39 (Repealed)

25 - 35 (Repealed)

Repealed

25 - 40

25 - 41

25 - 42 (Repealed)

25 - 45

Repealed

25 - 271

25 - 48

25 - 65

25 - 50 (Repealed)

25 - 51

25 - 60

25 - 54 (Repealed)

25 - 68
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Revised Stat. U. S. oQde

Chapter 2. Performnce of engagements between the U.S. and Indians

2079 25 - 71

2080 25 - 72

2081 25 - 114

2082 25 - 115

2083 25 - 91 (Eliminated)

2084 25 - 92 (Eliminated)

2085 25 - 98

2086 25 - 111

2087 25 - 130

2088 25 - 112

2089 25 - 113

2090 25 - 132

2091 Repealed

2092 25 - 131

2093 25 - 152

2094 25 - 153

2095 25 - 157

2096 25 - 158

2097 25 - 122

2098 25 - 126 (Eliminated)

2099 Repealed

2100 25 - 127

2101 25 - 138

2102 Repealed



639

Revised Stat. U. S. oXde

2103 25 - 81

2104 25 - 82

2105 25 - 83 (Repealed)

2106 25 - 84

2107 Repealed

2108 25 - 159

2109 25 - 146

2110 25 - 141 (Eliminated)

Chapter 3. Government and Protection of Indians

2111 25 - 171 (Repealed)

2112 25 - 172 (Repealed)

2113 25 - 173 (Repealed)

2114 25 - 174

2115 25 - 176

2116 25 - 177

2117 25 - 179

2118 25 - 180

2119 25 - 185

2120 25 - 186 (Repealed)

2121 25 - 187

2122 25 - 188 (Repealed)

2123 25 - 189 (Repealed)

2124 25 - 201

2125 25 - 193

2126 25 - 194



640

Revised Stat. U. S. Oode

Chapter 4. Government of Indian Country

2127

2128

2129

2130

2131

2132

2133

2134

2135

2136

2137

2138

2139

2140

2141

2142

2143

2144

2145

2146

2147 thru 2155

2156

2157

25 - 192

Repealed

Repealed

Repealed

Repealed

25 - 263

25 - 264

25 - 219 (Repealed)

25 - 265 (Repealed)

25 - 266 (Repealed)

25 - 216 (Repealed)

25 - 214 (Repealed)

25 - 241 (Repealed)

25 - 246 (Repealed)

25 - 251

25 - 213 (Repealed)

25 - 212 (Repealed

25 - 215 (Repealed)

25 - 217 (Repealed)

25 - 218 (Repealed)

25 - 220 thru 228 (Repealed)

25 - 229

25 - 230



641

U. S. oxleat.Revised St

Title MXI]

Chapter 2.

2234

Chapters 1i

2434

Title XLI

3689

Title XLIII

3709

Title XLII

4705

4714

4721

4766

[I public Obntracts

41 - 5

IsIons

38 - 198 (Rev. T. 38)

Repealed

NO entry - Never Codified in U.S. Code

38 - 44 thru 47, (Rev. T. 38)
49, 75,
126, 192

I The Public Lands

Registers and Receivers

43 - 72 (Repealed'

0 - 11 Bounty and Other Public Lards

43 - 806 (Eliminated)

Appropriations - Permanent Annual Appropriations

31 - 711 (Repealed)



642

43rd Congress - Ist

Chap.
389

389

Session, 1874

Sec.

1

10

-- (18 - Stat.)

Page U.S.C.

147 25 - 64

177 25- 87

43rd Congress - 2nd

131

132

132

132

132

132

132

132

132

132

Session,

15

1

1

2

3

4

6

7

9

10

1875 -- (18 - Stat.)

420 43

421 25

424 25

449 25

449 25

25

25

25

25

25

Status

Rep.

189

64

129

128

137

133

135

96

95

37

Rep.

Rep.



643

44th Congress - 1st Session, 1876

Chap. Sec.

122

263

289 3

289 4

289 5

44th Congress - 2nd Session, 1877

101

-- (19 - Stat.)

Page U.S.C.

58 25 - 160

131 10 - 611,915

199 25 - 97

200 31 - 613

200 25 - 261

-- (19 - Stat.)

291 25 - 100

Status

Rev. T. 10

Rep.

Rep.
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46th Congress - 2nd Session, 1880 -- (21 - Stat.)

Chap. Sec. Page U.S.C. Status

41 70 25- 161

85 1 131 25- 104



645

47th Congress - Ist Session, 1882 -- (22 - Stat.)

Chap. Sec. Page U.S.C. Status

163 1 70 25 - 23 Elim.

163 1 86 25 - 55 Rep.

163 1 87 25 - 28 Rep.

163 6 88 25 - 46,63

163 7 88 25 - 3

360 179 25 - 264

469 373,374 38 - 44,47,49,
75, 192 Rev. T. 38

47th Congress - 2nd Session, 1883 -- (22 - Stat.)

141 2 590 25 - 155



646

48th Congress - 1st Session, 1884 -- (23 - Stat.)

Chap. Sec. Page U.S.C. Status

180 1 94 25 - 195,249 Rep.

180 1 96 43 - 190

180 6 97 25 - 46,63

180 8 97 25 - 88

180 9 98 25 - 221 Elim.

180 10 98 25 - 154



647

49th Congress - 2nd Session, 1887 -- (24 - Stat.)

Chap. Sec. Page U.S.C. Status

119 1 388 25 - 331

119 2 388 25 - 332

119 3 389 25 - 333

119 4 389 25 - 334

119 5 389 25 - 348

119 6 390 25 - 349

119 7 390 25 - 381

119 8 391 25 - 339

119 10 391 25 - 341

119 11 391 25 - 342

320 1 463 25 - 155

320 1 465 25 - 299 Rep.



648

50th Congress - 1st Session, 1888 -- (25 - Stat.)

Chap. Sec. Page U.S.C.

818

818

818

1214

50th Congress - 2nd

172

412

422

1

2

3

2

Session, 1889

10

1

392 25

392 25

392 25

612 25

-- (25 - Stat.)

673 25

1003 25

1013 25

Status

181

182

183

350

196

272

340



649

51st Congress - 1st Session, 1890 -- (26 - Stat.)

Chap.

182

Sec.

18

Page

90

U.S.C.

43 - 1091

51st Congress - 2nd

383

383

383

383

517

543

543

Session,

1

3

4

5

2

16

37

1891 -- (26 - Stat.)

794 25

795 25

795 25

795 25

826 28

1026 43

1043 43

331

397

336

371

543,544 Rev. T. 28

1098

1099

Status



650

52nd Congress - Ist Session, 1892 -- (27 - Stat.)

Chap. Sec. Page U.S.C.

52nd Congress

164

164

234

255

255

256

256

256

256

- 2nd

209

209

209

209

1

1

1

2
1

2

3

4

Session,

1

1

1

1

120 25

143 25

260 25

272 38

272 38

272 25

273 25

273 25

273 25

1893 -- (27 - Stat.)

614 25

628 25

631 25

635 25•

Status

27

284

241,243

42

43

4

5

6

7

67

283

175

283

Elim.

Elim.

Rep.

Rev. T. 38

Rev. T. 38

Rep.

Elim.



651

53rd Congress - 2nd Session, 1894 -- (28 - Stat.)

Chap. Sec. Page U.S.C.

53rd Congress

3

236

236

290

290

290

290

290

307

- 3rd

50

145

188

188

1

2

1

1

4

10

11

1

Session, 1895

8

1

1

18 38

263 43

263 43

305 25

311 25

312 25

313 .25

313 25

447 44

-- (28 - Stat.)

641 25

697 25

899 43

906 25

718-110 0 - 77 - 43

Status

Rev. T. 38

Elim.

Rev. T. 44

Rep.

56

941

942

345,402

281

99

44

286

515

343

241a

856

286



652

54th Congress - 1st Session, 1896 -- (29 - Stat.)

Sec.

1

1

Page

336

348

U.S.C. Status

25 - 117

25 - 287

54th Congress - 2nd Session, 1897 -- (29 - Stat.)

1

1

1

1

1

3

544

545

546

554

577

578

2 - 136

2 - 131,140

2 - 131,136,139

42 - 19

28 - 591

28 - 852

Rep.

Rev. T. 28

Rev. T. 28

Chap.

398

398

265

265

265

265

265

265



653

55th Congress - 1st Session, 1897

Chap.

3

3

3

3

Sec.

1

1

1

1

-- (30 - Stat.)

Page

79

83

86

90

U.S.C.

25

25

5

25

Status

278 Elim.

274

103 Rev. T. 5

58,184,197

55th Congress - 2nd Session, 1898 -- (30 - Stat.)

545

545

545

545

1

1

6

7

573

595

596

596

25

25

25

25

55th Congress - 3rd Session, 1899 -- (30 - Stat.)

324

324

374

374

374

374

374

374

374

424

424

424

424

927

947

990

990

991

991

992

992

992

1097

1098

1101

1101

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

16

43

20

24

27

23

191

136

Elim.

Elim.

Rep.

36

116

312

313

314

315

316

317

318

488

751a

122

250 Elim.



654

56th Congress - 1st Session, 1900 -- (31 - Stat.)

Chap.

598

Sec.

1

Page

229

U.S.C.

25 - 395

56th Congress - 2nd Session, 1901 -- (31 - Stat.)

217

676

832

832

832

832

832

832

832

37

1

1

1

3

3

4

9

760

871

1039

1066

1077

1083

1084

1084

1085

25

25

20

25

43

25

25

25

25

Status

345,346

179

91
262

319

357

311

348



655

57th Congress - Ist Session, 1902 - (32 - Stat.)

Chap.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

26

125

155

155

155

174

175

200

228

134

888

1080

1080

1080

1156

1157

1323

1362

Sec.

23

7

1

2

3

4

17

64

Page

50

275

384

384

384

399

404

504

655

U.S.C.

25

25

43

43

43

38

25

25

16 - 151

57th Congress - 2nd Session, 1903 - (32 - Stat.)

P.L. 74

P.L. 144

531

994 10

820

1009

43 - 731

25 - 262

Status

312,314

379

203

203

203

327

197

179

Rev. T. 38
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58th Congress - 2nd Session, 1904 - (33 - Stat.)

Chap. Sec. Page U.S.C. Status

P.L. 22 160 1 41 31 - 228 Rep.

P.L. 45 505 65 25 - 321

P.L. 125 1402 1 191 25 - 52a

P.L. 125 1402 1 211 25 - 292

P.L. 125 1402 1 211 43 - 149

P.L. 125 1402 18 220 16 152

P.L. 153 1489 297 25 - 343

P.L. 189 1630 1 403 5 - 414 Rep.

P.L. 189 1630 403 34 - 891 Rev. T. 10

P.L. 189 1630 1 422 31 - 583 Rep.

P.L. 194 1762 1 460 31 - 486

P.L. 194 1762 1 497 50 - 173 Rep.

'zb
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59th Congress - 1st Session, 1906 - (34 - Stat.)

Chap. Sec. Page U.S.C.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

129

149

171

171

171

234

258

258

P.L. 258

P.L. 258

P.L. 258

P.L. 299

P.L. 383

59th Congress

P.L. 154

Poro

P. L.

P. L.

P. L.

P. L.

P. L.

P. L.

P. L.

154

154

154

154

182

182

264

264

1876

2348

2469

2469

3335

3504

3504

3504

3504

3504

3548

3914

- 2nd

2285

2285

2285

2285

2285

2523

2523

2929

2929

1

2

3

7

1

Session, 1907

1

2

1

2

137

182

197

25

25

43

43

43

6

25

25

272

326

327

328 25-

330 25-

373 25 -

481 43-

730 24-

- (34 - Stat.)

1016 25 -

1017

1018

1020

1027

1221

1221

1411

1412

25

25

25

25

25

25

46

46

355 nt.

349

270-1

270-2

270-3

153

279,391

354,409,410,
411

97,302

313

391a

944

177

59,134,139,140,

291, 412

248 Rep.

288,405

66

199

119

121

237

238

Status
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60th Congress - 1st Session, 1908 - (35 - Stat.)

Chap. Sec. pag e U.S.C.

P.L. 104 153

P.L. 104 153

P.L. 104 153

P.L. 104 153

P.L. 104 153

P.L. 104 153

P.L. 104 153

P.L. 104 153

P.L. 140 199

P.L. 156 216

60th Congress -

1

2nd Session,

71 25

71 25

72 25

72 25

73 25

73 25

73 45

85 25

312 25

444 25

1909 - (35 - Stat.)

647

647

320

10, 289,290,
396

37 Rep.

344

382

Status

Rep.

Rep.

Rep.

47,52

94

295

296

12,151

103

93

382

355 nt.

404

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

255

255

316

316

1

2

644-645

644-645

781-782

783

178

178

263

263

263

263

263

43

43

25

25

P.L. 316

P.L. 316

P.L. 316

784

784

798

25 -

25 -

25 -



659

61st Congress - 1st Session, 1909 - (36 - Stat,)

U.S.C. Status

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P. L.

P.L.

P. L.

P. L.

P.L.

P. L.

P. L.

P.1L.

P.1L.

P.1L.

6

6

114

114

114

114

114

161

215

266

267

313

313

313

313

313

313

313

313

313

313

313

313

313

313

Chap.

7

7

140

140

140

140

140

204

299

384

385

431

431

431

431

431

431

431

431

431

431

431

431

431

431

Sec.

1

1

1

2

3

1
2-11

1
6

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

12

13

14

16

Pane

119

125

270

270

271

272

272

349

533

796

855

856

856

856

857

857

857

857

858

858

858

858

859

859

5 - 157 Rep.

6 - 14 Rev. T. 6

25 - 145,383,385

25 - 338 Rep.

25 - 384

25 - 43

25 - 385

25 - 320

35 - 2 Rev. T. 3!

38 - 17a-17j Rev. T. 31

16 - 115

25 - 151,372

25 - 373

25 - 408

25 - 403

25 - 202

18 - 104,107 Rev. T. II

25 - 407

25 - 406

25 - 333

25 - 351

25 - 344a

43 - 148

25 - 352

25 - 312

5

8

8



660

61st Congress - 1st Session, 1909 - (36 - Stat.)

Chap.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

£.L.

P.L.

313

313

313

313

313

313

313

313

313

313

431

431

431

431

431

431

431

431

431

431

Sec.

17

17

22

23

23

23

23

23

31

32,33

Page

859

860

861

861

861

861

861

861

863

863

U.S.C.

25

25

25

25

25

41

41

41

25

25

61st Congress - 3rd Session, 1911 - (36 - Stat.)

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

454

454

454

454

454

475

475

210

210

210

210

210

231

231

1

17

17

27

28

1-3

24

1060

1069

1070

1077

1077

1087

1091. 1094

25

25

25

25

25

28

28

28 - 49,51 Rev. T. 28

Status

331

336

191

47

93

5

6a-1

16a

337

353

Rep.

Rep.

Elim.

Rep.

Elim.

300,301

11

156

143

118

1,5,6

41

Rep.

Rep.

Rev. T. 28

Rev. T. 28

P.L. 475 231 25-27 1094
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62nd Congress - 2nd Session, 1912 - (37 - Stat.)

Chap. Sec. Page U.S.C. Status

P.L. 50 5 46 28 - 41 Rev. T. 28

P.L. 125 83 10 88 25 - 58

P.L. 181 155 125 43 - 1196

P.L. 302 355 1 430 31 - 177

P.L.'-302 355 1 432 40 - 280

P.L. 302 355 1 434 19 - 1

P.L. 302 355 1 437 20 - 84

P.L. 302 355 1 440 24 - 282

P.L. 302 355 1 442 16 - 421

P.L. 302 355 1 444 40 - 68

P.L. 302 355 1 459 16 - 370 Elim.

P.L. 302 355 1 460 16 - 451

P.L. 302 355 1 461 24 - 171

P.L. 302 l;r 1 476 8 - 271 Rep.

P.L. 302 355 1 481 44 - 283 Rev. T. 44

P.L. 302 355 1 482 44 - 40 Rev. T. 44

P.L. 302 355 4 486 48 - 1332 Elim.

P.L. 302 355 6 487 31 - 582 Rep.

P.L. 302 355 7 487 31 - 718

P.L. 302 355 8 487 5 - 93a,97 Rev. T. 5

P.L. 302 355 8 487 16 - 454 Rep.

P.L. 302 355 8 487 19 - 50 Rep.

P.L. 302 355 8 487 25 - 34 Rep.

P.L. 302 355 8 487 I.R.C. '39

P.L. 302 355 8 487 33 - 768 Elim.

P.L. 302 355 8 487 39 - 33 Rev. T. 39



662

62nd Congress - 2nd Session (continued)

5ae

519

519

521

521

U.S.C.

25 - 250

25 - 253,275

25 - 22

25 - 58

Status

Rep.

Rep.

62nd Congress -

P.L. 381 55

P.L. 382 59

P.L. 434 149

3rd Session,

1

1913 - (37 - Stat.)

678 25 - 373

679 38 - 374

925 43 - 256

Chap.

388

388

388

388

P.L. 335

P.L. 335

P.L. 335

P.L. 335

Sec.

1

1

1

1

Rev. T. 38



663

63rd Congress - 1st Session, 1913 - (38 - Stat.)

Chap. Sec.

P.L. 3 3 1

P.L. 4 4 1

P.L. 4 4 1

P.L. 4 4 1

P.L. 4 4 1

P.L. 4 4 18

P.L. 4 4 18

P.L. 4 4 26

63rd Congress - 2nd Session,

P.L. 129 143

P.L. 160 222 1

P.L. 160 222 1

P.L. 160 222 1

P.L. 160 222 1

P.L. 160 222 17

P.L. 160 222 17

page U. S. C.

23 3- 53

79 25- 101

80 25- 33

83 16- 111

84 16 -112

96 25- 285

97 25- 85

103 31 - 613,688

1914 - (38 - Stat.)

510 43 - 593

583 25 - 385

584 25 - 57,198

586 25 - 200,376

587 25 - 144

598 25 - 25

601 25 - 86

Status

Rev. T. 3

Elim.

Rep.
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64th Congress - 1st Session, 1916 - (39 - Stat.)

Page

124

126

126

126

127

128

129

158

158

U.S.C.

25

25

41

41

25

25

25

25

25

245,252

93

6,6a-1

16a

378

121,394

95

123

142

Status

Rep.

Rep.

Rep.

Elim.

Rep.

Rep.

64th Congress - 2nd Session, 1917 - (39 - Stat.)

944

945

945

945

970

973

973

983

988

1199

1200

30 - 86

30 - 87

30 - 88

30 - 89

25 - 247

5 - 494

25 - 293,321

25 - 242

25 - 278

38 - 375

38 - 376

Rep.

Rep.

Rep.

Rep.

Rev.

Rev.

T. 38

T. 38

Chap.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

80

80

80

80

80

80

80

80

80

125

125

125

125

125

125

125

125

125

Sec.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

27

27

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

358

358

358

358

369

369

369

369

369

400

400

133

133

133

133

146

146

146

146

146

189

189

1

2

3

4

1

1

1

17

21

1

2



665

65th Congress - 2nd Session, 1918 - (40 - Stat.)

Chap.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

159

159

159

159

159

159

172

172

86

86

86

86

86

86

101

101

Sec.

1

1

1

2

17

28

1

2

Page

563

564

565

570

578

591

606

606

U.S.C.

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

65th Congress - 3rd Session, 1919 - (40 - Stat.)

P.L. 252

P.L. 341

13

113

1055

1321

43

43

Status

Rep.

Rep.

Rep.

244

57,297

49

211

58

162

375

355

1172

1028 Elim.



666

66th Congress - 1st Session, 1919 - (41 - Stat.)

P.L. 3

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

3

3

3

3

3

3

73

Chap.
4

4

4

4

4

4

4

93

Sec.

1

1

1

1

17

26

27

1

Page

4

6

9

9

20

31

34

335

U.S.C.

25 - 244

25 - 296

25 - 163

25 - 214

25 - 125

25 - 399

43 - 150

25 - 78

66th Congress -

P.L. 141 75

P.L. 141 75

P.L. 141 75

P.L. 141 75

P.L. 141 75

P.L. 141 75

P.L. 141 75

P.L. 201 178

2nd Session,

i

1

I

1

1

18

18

1920 - (41 - Stat.)

409 25 -

410 25 -

412 25 -

414 25 -

415 25 -

426 25 -

427 25 -

595 43 -

66th Congress - 3rd Session, 1921 - (41 - Stat.)

P.L. 359

P.L. 359

119

119 1

1231

1232

25 - 399

25 - 393

Status

Rep.

Rep.

Rep.

Rep.

386

282

102

53

294,413

356

120

1173
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67th Congress, 1st Session, 1921 - (42 - Stat.)

Chap. Sec. Pae U.S.C. Status

P.L. 85 115 208 25 - 13,52a

67th Congress, 2nd Session, 1922 - (42 - Stat.)

P.L. 36 32 1,2 358 43 - 186

P.L. 226 201 1 596 21 - 175 Rep.

P.L. 287 286 829 25 - 275

P.L. 291 295 1 832 16 - 434

P.L. 291 295 2,3 832 16 - 435

P.L. 294 302 6 836 38 - 376 Rev. T. 38

P.L. 313 347 857 25 - 400

P.L. 315 349 857 16 - 594

P.L. 329 367 3 995 25 - 280

P.L. 329 367 6 995 25 - 392

67th Congress, 4th Session, 1923 - (42 - Stat.)

P.L. 395 42 1180 25 - 1

P.L. 395 42 1185 25 - 377

P.L. 395 42 1187 25 - 277

P.L. 412 76 1246 25 - 335

78-110 0 - 77 - 43
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68th Congress, Ist Session, 1924 - (43 - Stat.)

Ch__p_ Sec. Pae U.S.C. Status

P.L. 77 93 93 25 - 190

P.L. 106 135 il1 25 - 401

P.L. 158 210 244 25 - 398

P.L. 175 233 253 8 - 173,224 Rep.

P.L. 182 240 337 43 - 208

P.L. 250 328 634 25 - 56

68th Congress, 2nd Session, 1925 - (43 - !tat.)

P.L. 436 280 958 25 - 296 Rep.

P.L. 580 462 1147 25 - 57

P.L. 625 550 2 1302 30 - 233a
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69th Congress, ist Session, 1926 - (44 - Stat.)

Chap. Sec.

1

1

2

1

1

1

2

3

4

1

1

2

U.M.C.Page

239

242

251

251

300

468

560

566

614

629

630

630

630

836

854

890

891

894

Status

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P. L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.IL.

P.L.

98

101

117

117

133

206

237

250

265

280

280

280

280

484

492

500

500

508

69th Congress, 2nd Session, 1926-1927 - (44 - Stat.)

922

936

939

947

1247

25 - 399

25 - 93

25 - 147,148

25 - 292a

25 - 352a

Rep.

Elim.

2 25 - 352b

115

118

138

138

156

277

309

337

356

379

379

379

379

763

771

779

779

787

25

25

16

16

25

25

25

43

38

43

43

43

43

34

43

16

16

25

355 nt.

123a

427

427 (a)

400 (a)

292a

155

1176

376

733

734

735

736

551a

1456

614

615

402a

Elim.

Elim.

Rev. T. 38

Rev. T. 10

Rep.

Rep.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

531

541

541

541

653

12

27

27

27

215

1

1

1

1

P.L. 653 215
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69th Congress, 2nd

Chap.

P.t

P. L.

P. L.

?23

723

723

299

299

299

299

299

320

320

320

Session (continued)

Sec. Page

1

2

3

4

5

1,2

3-5

6

1347

1347

1347

1347

1347

1361-1362

1363

U.S.C.

25

25

25

25

25

38

38

38

Status

398a

398b

398c

398d

398e

381,381a Rev. T. 38

381b-381d Rev. T. 38

381e Rev. T. 38
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70th Congress, 1st Session, 1928 - (45 - Stat.)

Chap. Sec. Pae U.S.C. Status

P.L. 90 122 161 25 - 151,372

P.L. 100 137 1 206 25 - 358

P.L. 100 137 1 210 25 - 387

P.L. 100 137 1 215 25 - 292a Elim.

P.L. 234 308 401 8 - 226a Rep.

P.L. 248 335 1 413 20 - 69

P.L. 248 335 2 413 20 - 70

P.L. 296 400 442 25 - 322

P.L. 355 510 493 25 - 275

P.L. 369 528 1-3 500 10 - 1415a-1415c Rev. T. 10

P.L. 423 624 1-5 602 25 - 651-655

P.L. 423 624 6,7 603 25 - 656,657

P.L. 458 660 1 683 23 - 12 Rev. T. 23

P.L. 458 660 2 683 23 - 10a Rev. T. 23

P.L. 458 660 3 683 23 - 6a Rev. T. 23

P.L. 458 660 4 683 23 - 2,6b Rev. T. 23

P.L. 474 686 711 16 - 486a-486w nt.

P.L. 520 756 750 25 - 318a

P.L. 611 901 1(68) 991 25 - 175

P.L. 611 901 1(81) 992 25 - 127,377

70th Congress, 2nd Session, 1929 - (45 - Stat.)

P.L. 724 178 1 1164 25 - 161a

P.L. 724 178 2 25 - 161b

P.L. 724 178 3 25 - 161c

4 25 - 161dP.L. 724 178
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70th Congress, 2nd Session (continued)

Chap. Sec. Page U.S.C. Status

P.L. 760 216 1185 25 - 231

P.L. 789 279 1252 25 - 388

P.I. 809 323 1307 25 - 58 Rep.

P.L. 1033 705 1 1573 25 - 387

P.L. 1033 705 1 1576 25 - 292a Elim.

P.L. 1033 705 1 1583 25 - 25a
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71st Congress, 2nd Session, 1930 - (46 - Stat.)

Sec.

I

1

1

Page

144

259

290

468

P.L. 93

P.L. 177

P.L. 217

P.L. 279

P.L. 279

Pub. R. 85

P.L. 349

P.L. 355

P.L. 616

P.L. 649

P.L. 650

P.L. 664

P.L. 664

P.L. 664

P.L. 666

P.L. 667

P.L. 667

P.L. 667

P.L. 688

P.L. 713

P.L. 780

U.S.C. Status

108

222

273

349

349

471

477

483

117

170

171

185

185

185

187

188

188

188

231

271

374

580

581

584

1,2 1084

1105

1106

1 1111

10 1113

13 1114

1 1126

1 1161

2 1161

3 1161

1,2 1173

1205

1471

43 - 243

25 - 657

25- 387

5 - 691,691a Elim.

5 - 2251 Rev. T. 5

43 - 186

43 - 455 - 455c

25 - 161a-161d

29 - 48a Rep.

43 - 1177

25 - 451

48 - 206 Elim.

48 - 199 Elim.

48 - 202 Elim.

25 - 387

16 - 445

16 - 445a

1b - 445b

23 - 3a,3a nt. Rev. T. 23

25 - 352b

25 - 409a



174

72nd Congress, ist Session, 1932 -

Chap.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

70

95

114

114

114

171

199

231

240

95

125

125

155

155

245

284

333

369

Sec.

10

1

1

2

(47 - Stat.)

Page

78

100

144

144

145

302

337

447

564

U.S.C.

43

25

16

16

16

25

18

25

25

Status

402

387

181

181a

181b

242

548

409a

386a

Elim.

Rep.

Rep.

Rev. T. 18

72nd Congress, 2nd Session, 1933 - (47 - Stat.)

355 nt.

387

14

413

337a

190a

445

243a

407a,407b Elim.

407c Elim

P.L.

P. L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P. L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

1

1

1

23

98

124

158

160

160

161

198

275

322

361

373

401

403

403

404

414

435

435

777

829

907

1417

1418

1418

1419

1424

1568

1569

25

25

25

25

25

43

16

43

25

25

1,2

3
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73rd Congress, 1st Session, 1933 - (48 - Stat.)

Chap.

P.L. 81 104

Sec. palge

311

U.S.C.

25 - 407a

73rd Congress, 2nd Session, 1934 - (48 - Stat.)

P.L. 109

Pub. R. 15

P.L. 121

P.L. 121

P.L. 121

P.L. 121

P.L. 121

P.L. 121

P.L. 121

P.1. 133

P.L. 166

P.L. 166

P.L. 167

P.L. 167

P.L. 167

P.L. 167

P.L. 167

P.L. 179

P.L. 179

P.L. 210

P.L. 241

38

46

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

93

146

146

147

147

147

147

147

169

169

221

320

1

2

3

4

5

5a

6

1

2

1

2

3

4

5

370

397

401

401

401

402

402

402

501

594

595

596

596

596

596

596

647

648

667

787

25

25

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

25

48

48

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

46

43

Status

Elim.

387

407a

661

662

663

664

665

665a

666

199a

233

232

452

453

454

455

456

372

151

237

2376

Elim.

Elim.

Elim.

Rep.

Elim.

Elim.

Elim.
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73rd Congress, 2nd Session (continued)

Chap, Sec. PaE U.S.C. Status

P.L. 380 573 1 982 16 - 448

P.L. 380 573 2 983 16 - 449

P.L. 380 573 3 983 16 - 450

P.L. 383 576 1 984 25 - 461

P.L. 383 576 2 984 25 - 462

P.L. 383 576 3 984 25 - 463

P.L. 383 576 4 985 25 - 464

P.L. 383 576 5 985 25 - 465

P.L. 383 576 6 986 25 - 466

P.L. 383 576 7 986 25 - 467

P.L. 383 576 8 986 25 - 468

P.L. 383 576 9 986 25 - 469

P.L. 383 576 10 986 25 - 470

P.L. 383 576 11 986 25 - 471

P.L. 383 576 12 986 25 - 472

P.L. 393 576 13 986 25 - 473

P.L. 383 576 14 987 25 - 474

P.L. 383 576 15 987 25 - 475

P.L. 383 576 16 987 25 - 476

P.L. 383 576 17 988 25 - 477

P.L. 383 576 18 988 25 - 478

P.L. 383 576 19 988 25 - 479
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73rd Congress, 2nd Session (continued)

Chap. Sec. Page U.S.C. Status

P.L. 428 664 1120 28 - 180 Rev. T. 28

P.L. 441 690 1185 43 - 187a

P.L. 473 756 1 1224 31 - 725

P.L. 473 756 2 1225 16 - 514

P.L. 473 756 2 1225 21 - 694

P.L. 473 756 2 1225 31 - 725a

P.L. 473 756 2 1226 I.R.C. '39

P.L. 473 756 4 1227 14 - 109 Rev. T. 14

P.L. 473 756 4 1227 31 - 725c

P.L. 473 756 17 1230 31 - 725p

P.L. 473 756 20 1233 31 - 725s Rep.

P.L. 478 846 1245 25 - 254

P.L. 482 865 1269 43 - 4157

P.L. 482 865 1 1269 43 - 315

P.L. 482 865 2 1270 43 - 315a

P.L. 482 865 3 1270 43 - 315b

P.L. 482 865 4 1271 43 - 315c

P.L. 482 865 5 1271 43 - 315d

P.L. 482 865 6 1272 43 - 315e

P.L. 482 865 71272 43 - 315f

P.L. 482 865 8 1272 43 - 315f

P.L. 482 865 9 1273 43 - 315h
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73rd Congress, 2nd Session (continued

Chap. Sec. Page U.S.C. Status

P.L. 482 865 10 1273 43 - 315i

P.L. 482 865 11 1273 43 - 315j

P.L. 482 865 12 1274 43 - 315k

P.L. 482 865 13 1274 43 - 3151

P.L. 482 865 14 1274 43 - 1171

P.L. 482 865 15 1275 43 - 315m

P.L. 482 865 16 1275 43 - 315n

P.L. 482 865 17 43 - 315a Elim.

P.L. 482 865 17 43 - 3150 Rep.

P.L. 482 865 18 43 - 3150-1
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74th Congress, 1st Session, 1925 - (49 - Stat.)

Chap2.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

53

64

147

147

147

147

260

260

260

355

355

355

355

355

355

101

135

260

260

260

260

508

508

508

748

748

748

748

748

748

Sec.

1

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

5

6

EAve

186

286

378

378

378

378

594

596

596

891

891

892

892

892

893

U.S.C,

25

43

25

25

25

25

36

25

15

25

25

25

25

25

25

74th Congress, 2nd Session, 1936 - (49 - Stat.)

P.L. 441

P.L. 538

P.L. 538

Pub. R. 87

P.L. 638

P.L. 638

P.L. 638

P.L. 638

P.L. 638

P.L. 638

50

254

254

340

490

490

490

490

490

490

1

2

1

1

1

2

3

4

1135

1250

1250

1266

1458

1458

1458

1459

1459

1459

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

Status

Elim

Elim.

Rep.

Rep.

387

237c

478a

478 nt.

478 nt.

478b

491

475a

721-728

305

305a

305b

305c

305d

305,305e

393a

473a

496

407a

452

455

456 nt

453

454

455

Elim.

Rep.

Elim.
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74th Congress, 2nd Session (continued)

Chap.

P.L. 686

P.L. 716

P.L. 741

P.L. 742

P.L. 742

P.L. 742

P.L. 742

P.L. 742

P.L. 742

P.L. 816

P.L. 816

P.L. 816

P.L. 816

P.L. 816

P.L. 816

P. ". 816

P.L. 816

P.L. 816

Pub.R. 135

582

622

691

692

692

692

692

692

692

831

831

831

831

831

831

831

831

831

851

PUb.R. 135 851

Sec.

8

9

1

2

1521

1542

1769

1803

1804

1804

1804

1804

1804

1967

1967

1967

1967

1968

1968

1968

1968

1968

1984

1994

- -- " -- l-- PUm W

U.S.C. Status

Rep.25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

318b

412a

389

389

389a

389b

389c

389d

389e

501

502

503

504

505

506

507

508

509

8la

25 - 81b

W. -- - .
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75th Congress, 1st Session, 1937 - (50 - Stat.)

Chap.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.U.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

96

217

217

217

249

355

368

374

395

403

403

413

413

413

413

413

413

413

413

413

413

413

413

413

413

227

527

527

527

570

759

772

778

866

874

874

897

897

897

897

897

897

897

897

897

897

897

897

897

897

Sec.

1

2

3

1

2-6

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Page

188

536

536

536

577

786

806

810

862

872

872,

900

900

900

900

900

900

900

901

901

901

902

902

902

902

U.S .C.

873

25

25

25

25

25

38

25

25

25

25

25

48

48

48

48

48

48

48

48

48

48

48

48

48

48

P.L. 413 897 15 902

Status

412a

463a

463b

463c

387

381-1

510

414

463

530

531-535

250

250a

250b

250c

250d

250e

250f

250g

250h

250i

250j

250k

2501

210m

Rev. T. 38

Rep.

Elim.

Elim.

Elim.

Elim.

Elim.

Elim.

Elim.

Elim.

Elim.

Elim.

Elim.

Elim.

Elim.

Elim.

Elim.48 - 250n

- I OR-144o"W-1 mom-loop""" ppý I w m
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75th Congress, lot Session (continued)

9ae

902

902

U.S.C. Status

48 - 2500

48 - 250p

75th Congress, 3rd Session, 1938 - (52 - Stat.)

193

302

303

304

312

315

347

347

348

348

348

348

348

593

605

605

605

606

606

606

25 -

25 -

25 -

25 -

,313 25 -

25 -

25 -

25 -

25 -

25 -

25 -

25 -

25 -

25 -

25 -

25 -

25 -

25 -

25 -

&J "

390 Elim.

306,306a

303 Slim.

387

561,562 Slim.

123b

396a

396b

396c

396d

396e

396f

396a-396f nts.

497

551

552

553

554

555 Rep.

556

Chap.

P.L. 413

P.L. 413

897

897

Sec.

16

17

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

459

497

497

497

497

497

506

506

506

506

506

506

506

569

572

572

572

572

572

572

63

187

187

197

187

187

198

198

198

198

198

198

198

304

310

310

310

310

310

310

1

2

3

4

5

6
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75th Congress, 3rd Session (continued)

Chap. Sec. Page U.S.C. Status

P.L. 584 328 1(a) 633 23 - 21b Rev. T. 23

P.L. 584 328 l(b) 633 23 - 41b Rev. T. 23

P.L. 584 328 l(c) 633 23 - 10b Rev. T. 23

P.L. 584 328 1(e) 634 23 .-2,2b Rev. T. 23

P.L. 584 328 4 634 23 - 13a Rev. T. 23

P.L. 584 328 8 635 16 - 460b Rep. '

P.L. 584 328 11 636 23 - 55b Rev. T. 23

P.L. 584 328 12 636 23 - 8a Rev. T. 23

P.L. 631 435 1 696 25-- 241 Rep.

P.L. 631 435 2,3 697 25 - 241 nt.

P.L. 714 648 1 1037 25 - 162a

P.L. 714 648 2 1037 25 - 162a,163 nt.

P.L. 714 648 3 1038 25 - 162a nt.

P.L. 728 686 1 1169 48 - 206 Elim.

P.L. 728 686 2 1170 48 - 207 Slim.

P.L. 728 "686 3 1170 48 - 192 Slim.

P.L. 728 686 4 1170 48 - 198 Slim.

P.L. 728 686 5 1171 48 - 199 Slim.

P.L. 728 686 6 1172 48 - 202 Slim.

P.L. 751 710 1207 25 - 563 Rep.

718-110 0 - 77 - 44
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* Asterisk denotes change made in status after 1962 (cum. supp.)

76th Congress - lot Session,.1939 -- (53 - Stat.)

Pub.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L,

P.L.

P.L.

P,L.

P,L,

P.L.

Pub.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L,

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

Res. 1

68

68

68

68

68

68

68

132

Res, 24

238

238

238

238

238

238

238

317

325

325

325

375

375

375

375

Chap.

1

119

119

119

119

119

119

185

210

252

387

387

387

387

387

387

387

519

552

552

552

662

662

662

662

Sec. Page

- 507

1 693

1 698

1 698

1 699

1 700

1 707,

- 810

- 8,40

- 927

1 1128

2 1128

3 1129

4 1129

5 1129

6 1130

7 1130

- 1244

1 1252

2 1253

3 1253

1 1351

2. 1351

3 1351

4 1351

U.S.C.

15 - 721-728

25 - 481

25 - 303

25 - 480

25 - 305c-1

25 - 387

708 25 - 561,562

25 - 34

25 - 682,872,441

15 - 721-728

25 - 571

25 - 572

25 - 573

25 - 574

25 - 575

25 o 576

25 - 577

25 - 563

25- 541

25 - 542

25 - 543

25 - 463d

25 - 463e

25 - 463f

25 - 463g

Status

Elim.

Elim. *

Elim.

Rep.

Elim.

Elim.

Rep. ,

Elitm.

Rep.

0
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76th Congress - 2nd Session, 1939 -- (54 - Stat. -- No statutes relating to Indians)

76th Congress - 3rd Session, 1940 -- (54 - Stat.)

Cha;

P.L. 431

P. L.

P.L.

P,L.

P.L.

Pub.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

PL.

V.L.

PL.

P.L.

P.L.

P,L.

P. L.

P.L.

P.L.

r.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P,L.

P.L.

PoL.

431

431

431

447

Res. 60

448

448

449

565

574

574

574

574

586

586

586

586

590

)90

627

6b0

640

640

640

See, Page

1 4951

51

51

51

77

78

79

79

80

276

285

285

285

285

304

304

304

304

315

323

359

395

395

395

395

49

49

49

1100

105

105

105

106

249

254

254

255

255

262

263

263

263

298

3W4

391

413

417

419

427

Status

Elim.

It.

U.S.C.

43 - 597a

43 - 597b

43 -59 7c

43 - 597d

15 - 721-728

25- 389e n

5- 790

5- 791a

25 - 462a

25 - 217a

25 - 591

25- 592

16 - 486a-v

25 - 593

16 * 261

16 - 262

16 - 263

16 - 264

25 - 352c

U- 4)1

10 - 253

25 - 481

25 - 303

25 - 387

25 * 561-362

nt.

Kev. T. 18

Rev. T. 18

Elim. *

Elim.

Elim.

Elio.

Rep.
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76th Congress - 3rd Session (continued)

P.L.

P.L.

P. L.

P, L,

P.L.

Polo,

P,L.

PAL.

P, L,

PAL,

P. L.

PoL,

P.L.

P.L,

P.L.

P, L,

PoL.

Poll'
?.L.

PL,

P.L.
?,L.

861 1 (10) 1125

650

650

690

690

690

690

690

732

733

744

780

613

617

819

836

842

848

848

848

848

848

648

648

848

648

Chap.

412

412

460

460

460

460

460

554

555

629

715

781

785

787

845

851

861

861

861

861

861

861

861

861

861

- 504

- 504

1 703

2 703

3 703

4 703

5 704

0 745

1,2 746

* 761

10 870

- 1057

1-5 1056

5 1060

a 1103

3 1111

1 (1) 1119

1 (2) 1120

1 (3) 1120

1 (4) 1121

1 (5) 1122

1 (6) 1123

1 (7) 1124

1 (6) 1124

1 (9) 1124

41 - 6b

41 - 6-

16 - 835d

16 - 835s

16 - 835f

16 - 8358

16 - 83Sh

25- 380

25- 372a

5 - 76s

25 - 318b

25 - 403a

18 * 576-576d

4 - 17

48 - 198

41 - 6b

16. 59oy

16 - 590s

16 - 590&-1

16 - 590t-2

16 - 590&-3

16 - 590&-4

16- 590z-5

16 - 590z-6

16 - 590s-7

16 - 590u-8

Status

2118,

Rap.

Rev. To 18

Rev. T. 6

Repo

PoL. 048
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76th Congreus - 3rd Sesioon (continued)

Chap. Sec. page U.S.C. Status

P.L. 848 861 1 (11) 1125 16 - 590z-9

PoL. 848 861 1 (12) 1125 16 *590Z-10

?.L. 853 876 201 1138 8 - 601 Rep.

PA., 875 906 a 1206 16 - 584g
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77th Congress - 1st Session, 1941-1942 -- (56 - Stat.)

Chap. Sec. po. e U.S.C. Status

P.L. 63 142 - 209 25 - 389 nt.

P.L. 136 259 1 311 25 - 481 Eli.. *

P.L. 13b 259 1 315 25 - 303 Elio.

P.L. 136 259 1 316 25 - 470a

P.L. 136 259 1 317 25- 387

P.L. 136 259 1 325 25 - 561-562 Elie.

P.L. 143 266 1 -34 396 - 408 15 J 721-728 nt. Elio.

P.L. 219 368 1 632 48- 248

P.L. 219 368 2 633 48- 248a

P.L. 219 368 3 633 48 248b

P.L. 219 368 4 633 48 248 nt.

P.L. 291 470 1 761 2 - 2a

P.L. 291 470 2(a) 761 2 - 2b

P.L. 291 470 2(b) 762 2 . 2b nt.

P.L. 293 472 1-2 763 18 - 106, 107 Rev. T. 18

?.L. 295 474 1 765 23 - 101 Rev. T. 22

P.L. 295 474 4 765 23- 104 Rev. T. 23

P.L. 449 56 1 87 25 * 352c

P.L. 437 96 95 48 - 500

P.L. 458 98 93 48- 50f

P.L. 465 113 1 121 25 - 465a

P.L. 465 113 2 121 25 - 465b

P.L. 576 336 1 312 25- 2&

P.L. 576 336 2 312 25- 2& nt.

P.L. 576 336 1 312 43- 3& Elio.

P.L. 576 336 2 312 43 - 3a nt. Elio.
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77th Congress - lot Sesalon (continued) - 1942

Chap. Sec.._ Page U.S.C. Status

P;L. 645 473 1 513 25 - 481 s1im. *

P.L. 645 473 1 516 25 - 303 Elim.

P.L. 645 473 1 518 25 - 387

P.L. 645 473 1 525 25 - 561, 562 Elia.

P.L. 651 479 1 - 34 634 15 - 721-728 nt. Elim.

P.L. 674 516 1 675 7 - Prec. 141 nt.

P.L. 774 640 1 1021 25 - 373s

P.L. 774 640 2 1022 25 - 373b

P.L. 774 640 3 1022 25 - 373c

P.L. 833 813 1 1080 25 - 375a

P.L. 833 813 2 1081 25 - 375b

P.L. 834 814 - 1081 25 - 348s

P.L. 835 815 1081 25 - 389 nt.

P.L. 836 816 1082 25 - 389 nt.
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78th Congress - lst Session, 1943 -- (57 - Stat.)

__See. Pago USC. status

P.L. 59 103 1 85 16 - 261

P.L. 59 103 2 85 16 - 262

P.L° 106 183 - 301 48 - 206

P.L. 106 183 - 303 48 - 207-211

?.L. 106 183 - 304 48 " 192

P.L. 106 183 - 305 48 - 193,195,196,197

P.L. 106 183 - 306 48 - 198,199

P.L. 106 183 - 310 48 - 200,201,202b

P.L. 106 183 311 48 - 202, 205 nt.

PL, 106 183 312 48 - 202&,203,244,204a,
205

P.L. 133 219 1 459 25 - 303 Eli.

P.L. 133 219 1 461 25 - 387

P.L. 133 219 1 468 25 - 561,562 slim.

P.L. 133 219 1 477 43 - 46 lim.

76th Congress - 2nd Session, 1944 - ($8 - Stat.)

P.L. 237 65 1 100 16 - 631& Rep.*

P.L. 237 65 2 101 16 - 631b Rep.*

P.L. 237 65 3 101 16 - 631c Rep.*

P.L. 237 65 4 101 16 - 631d Rep.*

P.L. 237 65 5 101 16 - 631e Rep.*

P.L. 237 65 6 102 16 - 631f Rep.*

P.L. 237 65 7 102 16 - 631S Rep.*

P.L. 23) 65 8 102 16 - 631h Rep.*

P.L. 237 65 9 102 16 - 6311 Rep.*
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78th Congress - 2nd Session (continued)

Chap.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

1.L.

P.L.

?.L.

?.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P, L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.
P.L,

P,L,

P,L,

?,L,

P. Lo

P.L.

P, L,

P, L,

P, L,

P. L.

P. L.

237

237

237

237

237

237

237

237

237

237

245

245

273

273

273

273

273

273

273

273

273

273

323

323

65

65

65

65

65

65

65

65

65

65

78

78

146

146

146

146

146

146

146

146

146

146

220

220

Sec. Pa• e

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

1

2,3

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

102

103

103

103

104

104

104

104

104

104

108

109

132

132

133

133

133

134

134

134

134

135

266

266

U. S.C. Status

Rep.*

Rep.*

Rep.*

Rep.*

Rep.*

Rep.*

Rep.*

Rep.*

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

38

38

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

48

48

631J

631k

631(1)

631m

631n

631o

6 31p

631q

631 nt.

631r

381

381€,381.

583

583a

583b

583c

583d

583.

583f

5838

583h

5831

SOd-I

50d-I nt.

T.

To

Rep,

Rev.

Rev.

38

38
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78th Congress - 2nd Session (continued)

Paee

1-2 274

1 329

1 472

1 474

1 480

1 491

1-3 745

- 813

1 887

UIS.C.

16 - 721 nt.

33 - 701b-5

25 - 303

25 - 387

25 - 561,562

Chap.

243

275

298

298

298

298

416

602

665

46

App- 1601,1603

835d

701-1

Status

Elio.

Elio.

Elio.

Elio,

P.L.

PL.

P.L,

P.L.

P.L,

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

PL.

335

352

369

369

369

369

429

497

534

43

50

16

33
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79th Congress - lot Session, 1945 -- (59 - Stat.)

chap. Sec. page U.SIc. status

P.L. 56 123 - 167 25 - 563 Rep.

P.L. 123 262 1 326 25 - 303 Elio.

P.L. 123 262 1 328 25 - 387

P.L. 123 262 1 334 25 - 561,562 Elio.

P.L. 276 596 661 28 - 193 Rev. T. 28

79th Congreus 2nd Session, 1946 6-- $tat,)

P.L, 353 199 1 118 16 - 8331

P.L, 353 199 2 118 16 - 833m

P.L. 353 199 3 118 16 - 833n

P.L. 353 199 4 118 16 - 833o

P.L. 353 199 5 118 16 - 833p

P.L, 478 529 1 361 25 - 303 Elio.

?.L. 602 754 " 852 25 - 123.

P.L. 615 770 1(8) 867 25 - 385 (not in K)

P.L. 633 788 " 885 16 - 17J.2

P.L. 647 802 1 895 31 - 725.-i

P.L. 647 802 2 893 31 - 725s-2

P.L. 647 802 3 895 31 - 725e-3

P.L. 687 907 o 939 25 - I&

P.L. 697 917 2 958 42 - 1574 Rep.

P.L. 702 929 1 962 25 - 403b

?.L. 702 929 2 962 25 - 403c

P.L. 703 930 962 25 - 231

?.L. 706 933 1 968 25 - 601

P.L. 706 933 2 969 25 - 602
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79th Congress 2nd Session, 1946 (continued)

ChaD. see.. afe U.S.C. status

P.L. 706 933 3 969 25 - 603

P.L. 706 933 4 969 25 - 604

P.L. 706 933 5 969 25 3 605

P.L. 706 933 6 969 25 - 606

P.L. 706 933 7 969 25 - 607

P.L. 726 959 1 1049 25 - 70

P.L. 726 959 2 1050 25 - 70a

P.L. 726 959 3 1050 25 a 70b

P.L, 726 959 4 1051 25 " 70c

PAL. 726 959 5 1051 25 - 70d

P.L. 726 959 6 1051 25 - 70e

PL. 726 959 7 1051 25 . 70f

P.L. 726 959 a 1051 25 - 70t

P.L. 726 959 9 1051 25 - 70h

P.L. 726 959 10 1052 25 - 701

P.L. 726 959 11 1052 25 - 70J

P.L. 726 959 12 1052 25 - 70k

P.L. 726 959 1i 1052 25 " 701

P.L. 726 959 14 1052 25 " 70.

P.L. 726 959 15 1053 25 - 70n

PL. 726 959 16 1053 25 ° 70c

P.L, 726 959 17 1053 25 - 70p

P.L. 726 959 18 1054 25 - 70q

P.L. 726 959 19 1054 25 . 70r

P.L. 726 959 20 1054 25 * 70O
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79th Conaress - 2nd Session, 1946 (continued)

Chaps,.~ Sec, MEe UIS.C. Status,

PAL. 726 959 21 1055 25 - 70t

PAL, 726 959 22 1055 25- 70u

PL, 726 959 23 1055 25 - 70v

P.L. 726 959 24 1055 25 - 70V Rep.

FPL. 726 959 25 1056 25 - 70 nt.

P.L, 726 959 25 1056 28- 259 Rev. T. 28

P.L, 726 959 26 1056 25- 70 nt.

PL, 726 959 27 25- 70v-I *

P.L. 726 959 28 o 25- 70v.2 *

PAL, 732 965 a 1080 16 - 661-666C
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80th Congress- 1st Session, 1947 - (61 - Stat.)

h Sec. zage U.S.C. Status

P.L. 74 80 1 102 25- 611

P.L. 74 80 2 102 25 - 612

P.L. 74 80 3 102 25- 613

P.L. 221 304 1 414 46 - 237 Elim.

P.L. 221 304 2 414 8 - 739 Rep.

. P.L. 247 337 1 470 25 - 303 Eli-.

P.L. 247 337 1 471 25 - 303 Elim.

P.L. 250 340 - 494 25 - 389 nt.
P.p

?.L. 291 406 1 681 30 - 601

P.L. 291 406 2 681 30 - 602

P.L. 291 406 3 681 30- 603

P.L. 336 458 1-13 731 25 - 355n

P.L. 336 458 12 734 25 - 502

P.L. 349 474 " 747 25 - 331n

P.L. 353 478 1 751 24 - 195a

P.L. 353 478 2 751 24 - 168a

P.L. 353 478 3 751 24 - 16

P.L. 353 478 4 751 24 - 169a

?.L. 353 478 5 751 24 - 185

?.L. 376 507 1 790 43 - 315b

P.L. 376 507 2 790 43 - 3151

P.L. 376 507 3 791 43 - 315J

P.L. 382 513 6 915 30- 35
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aO.h Congress - 2nd Session, 1948 -- (62- Stat.)

Chap. Sec. Page U.S.C. status

P.L. 398 3 - 4 38 - 374a Rev. T. 38

P.L. 407 45 1 17 25 - 323

P.L. 407 45 2 18 25 - 324

P.L. 407 45 3 18 25 - 325

P.L. 407 45 4 18 25 - 326

P.L. 407 45 5 18 25 - 327

P.L. 407 45 6 18 25 - 328

P.L. 407 45 7 18 25 - 323 nt.

P.L. 408 46 - 18 25 - 331 nt.

P.L. 417 72 - 35 48 - 355e

P.L. 420 75 1-3 36 16 - 833a. nt.

P.L. 463 160 1 92 25 - 544 nt.

P.L. 463 160 2 92 25- 544

P.L. 463 160 3 93 25 - 545

P.L. 516 266 - 211 25 - 482

P.L. 529 293 - 236 25 - 483

P.L. 772 645 - 759 18 - 1157 Rep.

P.L. 772 645 3 859 25- 86

P.L. 772 645 21 862 25 - 305e ?

P.L. 773 646 39 992 25 - 305e

P.L. 834 732 3(c) 1106 23 - 23,23c Rev. T. 23

P.L. 834 732 4(a) 1107 16 - 86

P.L. 834 732 6 1107 23 - 21 Rev. T. 23
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80th •onress - 2nd Seasion (continued)

ChaP. Sec. PaRe U.S.C. Status

P.L. 841 7V4 1 1123 25 - 303 Elio.

P.L. 841 754 12 1150 5 - 501 Elim.

P.L. 852 765 1 1166 25 - 657

P.L. 858 771 201 1175 33 - 701c nt.

P.L. 881 809 - 1224 25 - 232
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81st Congress - lot Session, 1949 -- (63 - Stat.)

Chap. Sec. Page

P.L.

P.L.

P. L.

P. L.

P. L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

?.L.

P. L.

P.L.

P.L.

Pd..

20

20

72

72

72

72

226

226

226

259

259

275

275

275

275

275

301

350

357

22

22

139

139

139

139

425

425

425

494

494

521

521

521

521

521

566

680

691

1

2

25

51

88

89(a)

1

2

3

1

2

I

2

3

4

5

101

108

14

14

94

96

102

102

604

604

605

623

623

679

679

679

679

679

694

776

860

78-110 0 - 77 - 43

StatusU.S.C.

25 - 307

25 - 308

18 - 1151

18 - 3252

28 - 1502

28 - 1505

25 - 621

25 - 622

25 - 623

20 - 69

20 - 53a

48 - 364a

48 - 364b

48 - 364c

48 - 364d

48 - 364e

25 - 304

25 - 303

5 - 790

Elio.
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81st Congress - 2nd Session, 1950 -- (64 - Stat.)

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P,L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

474

474

474

474

474

474

474

474

474

474

524

524

525

525

745

769

785

785

967

967

967

874

874

906

906

Chap.

92

92

92

92

92

92

92

92

92

92

196

196

197

197

832

912

947

947

995

995

995

1124

1124

1194

1194

Sec.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

1

2

8-10

1

2

101-105

201-707

209

1

9

1

5

Page

44

45

45

45

46

46

46

46

47

47

189

190

190

190

572

789

845

846

961

•o-• 14

1108

1134

1135

U. S.C.

25 - 631

25 - 632

25 - 633

25 - 634

25 - 6f5

25 - 636

25 - 637

25 - 638

25 - 639

25 - 640

25 - 657

25 - 658

25 - 442

25 -443

25 - 331 nt.

23 - 3a, 13a,154

25 - 233

25 - 233 nt.

20 - 251-255

20 - 271-277

20 - 279

20 - 236

20 - 244

15 - 1171

15 - 1175

Status

nt. Rev.T. 23

Elio.

Elio.

Elio.
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82nd Congress - lot Session, 1951 -- (65 - Stat.)

U.S.C.

25

25

25

25

25

25

18

Status

671

672

673

612

613

199a

3113

82nd Congress - 2nd Session, 1952 -- (66 - Stat.)

25 - 444-449

38 - 381-2

16 - 5,420,523

43 - 961

25 - 681

25 - 682

25 - 683

16 - 8 -1 nt.

8 - 1359

8 - 1401

8 - 1404

25 - 82a

25 - 82a nt.

7 - 1651 nt.

7 - 1651

7 - 1652

Rep.

Rev. T. 38

Cha-k. Sec. Page

P. L.

P.L.

P. L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

120

120

120

133

133

209

248

338

338

338

367

367

562

655

1

2

3

1

2

4(5)

30

194

194

194

208

209

640

721

P.L.

P.L.

P. L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P. L.

P.L.

P.Lo

P. L.

P. L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

291

356

367

367

398

398

398

413

414

414

414

440

440

529

529

529

129

323

338

338

445

445

445

462

477

477

477

549

549

721

721

721

- 35

6 91

- 95

" 95

1 139

2 139

3 140

4(a) 159

289 234

301 235

304 237

1 323

2 323

1 597

2 597

3 598
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82nd Convress - 2nd Session (continued)

CMap. Sec. page

P.L. 529

P.L. 529

PAL. 529

P.L. 529

721

721

721

721

4

5

6

7

598

598

598

598

U.S.C. Status

7 - 1653

7 - 1654

7 - 1655

7 - 1656
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83rd Congress - 1st Sesaion, 1953 -- (67 - Stat.)

P.L.

F. L.

P.L,

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P. L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P. L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

31

31

31

31

31

31

31

31

31

31

44

44

47

48

49

132

156

246

248

248

251

254

254

277

277

277

Chap.

65

65

65

65

65

65

65

65

65

65

86

86

98

99

100

223

251

400

402

402

406

409

409

502

502

502

Sec. Page

1 29

2 29

3 30

4 31

5 32

6 32

7 32

8 32

9 32

10,11 32

1 40

2 40

S 641

1,2 42

- 42

- 179

101 211

1 522-526

9 536

11 536

1,2 540

1 558

2 558

1 586

2 586

4 587

U.S.C.

43 - 1301 nt.

43 - 1301

43 - 1311

43- 1312

43 - 1313

43 - 1314

43 - 1303

43 - 1315

43 - 1302

43- 1301 nt.

25 - 563

25 - 563 nt.

25- 293a

25 - 331 nt.

25 - 331 nt.

25 - 613

16 - 571a

20 - 291-301

20 - 243,243

20 - 245

25 - 674,675

25 - 375c

25 - 355 nt.

18 - prec. 1151

18 - 1161

25 - 331 nt.

nt.

Statue

Elio.

nt.

Rep.

Elio.
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83rd Congress - lot Session (continued)

Chap. Sec. page US' Status

P.L, 280 505 1 588 18 - prec. 1151 nt.

P.L. 280 505 2 588 18 - 1162

P.L. 280 505 3 589 28 - prec. 1331 nt.

P.L. 280 505 4 589 28 - 1360

P.L, 280 505 6 590 26 - 1360 nt.

A.L, 280 505 7 590 28 - 1360 nt.

P.L. 281 506 2(a) 590 18 - 1157 Rep.

P.L. 284 509 1,2 592,612 25 - 611 nt. Elio.

P.L. 284 509 2 612 43 - 597 nt. Eli.

P.L, 264 509 3 613 25 - 611 nt. Ella.

P.L. 284 309 4 613 25 - 575,611 nts. Elio.

P,L, 284 509 5-7 613 25 - 611 nt. Elio.

83rd Congress - 2nd Session, 1954 -- (68 - Stat.)

PL. 350 181 4(a) 72 16 - 8-1 nt.

P.L. 350 181 4(b) 73 16 - 460c nt.

P.L. 375 243 1 151 43 - 315.

P.L. 375 243 2 151 43 - 315

P.L. 387 263 - 173 43 - 869

PAL, 387 263 - 174 43 - 869-1

P.L. 387 263 - 175 43 - 869-2,869-3

P.L, 391 271 1 240 25 - 657

P.L, 391 271 2 240 25 - 651 nt.
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83rd Congress - 2nd Session (continued)

Chap. Sec. Page

P.L.

P.I..

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

?P.L.

P.L.

P. L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

1

2

3

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

250

250

250

251

251

251

252

252

252

252

252

252

U. S. C,

399

399

399

399

399

399

399

399

399

399

399

399

399

433

440

478

478

478

478

478

478

478

478

303

303

303

303

303

303

303

393

303

303

303

303

303

405

412

463

463

463

463

463

-463

463

463

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

43

43

43

43

43

'3

43

43

Status

Rep.*

Rep.*

Rep.*

Rep.*

Rep.*

Rep.*

Rep.*

Rep.*

Rop.*

Rep.*

Rep.*

Rep.*

891

892

893

894

895

896

897

898

899

900

901

891

902

676

671

1198

1199

1200

1200a

1200b

1200c

1200d

1200e

- 300

- 321

1 452

2 452

3 453

4 453

5 453

6 453

7 453

8 453

nt.
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83rd Congreas - 2nd Session (continued)

chap. Sec. Pa*e US.C. Status

P.L. 480 469 302 458 7 - 1431

P.L. 483 472 1 467 25 - 484

P.L. 483 472 2 468 25 - 485

P.L. 483 472 3 468 25 - 486

P.L. 568 658 1 674 42- 2001

P.L. 568 658 2 674 42 o 2002

P.L. 568 658 3 674 42 2003

P.L. 568 658 4 674 '#2- 2004

P.L. 568 658 5 675 42- 2001 nt.

P.L. 568 658 6 675 42 2004a

P.L. 587 732 1 718 25- 564

P.L. 587 732 2 718 25 564a

P.L. 587 732 3 718 25- 56Mb

P.L. 587 732 4 718 25- 564c

P.L. 587 732 5 718 25- 564d

P.L. 587 732 6 719 25 564e

P.L. 587 732 7 720 25- 564f

P.L. 587 732 8 720 25- 564g

P.L. 587 732 9(a),(b) 720 25 564h

P.L. 587 732 10 721 25 - 564i

P.L. 587 732 11 721 25 - 564J

P.A. 587 732 12 721 25 - 531,535,542 nts.
542,564k

P.L. 587 732 13 721 25 - 564 (1)

P.L. 587 732 14 712 25 - 564.

P.L. 587 732 15 722 25 - 564n

P.L. 587 732 16 722 25 - 564o
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83rd Congress - 2nd Session (continued)

Chp. Sec. Page

P.L. 587

P. L.

P.L,

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L,

P,L.

P.L,

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

PAL,

P.L.

P. L.

P. L.

P. L.

P.L.

587

587

587

587

587

587

587

587

587

587

587

588

588

588

588

588

588

588

588

588

S5

588

588

588

588

588

732 17 722

732

732

732

732

732

732

732

732

732

732

732

733

733

733

733

733

733

733

733

733

-733

733

733

733

733

733

18

19

20

21

22

23

24,25

26

27

28

29

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

722

722

723

723

723

723

723

723

724

724

724

725

725

725

726

726

726

726

726

727

727

727

727

U.S2 C5

25 - 56 4 p

Status

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

564q

564r

564s

564t

564u

564v

564 nts.

564w

564. nt.

564w- I

564w- 2

691

692

693

694

695

696

697

698

699

700

701

702

703

704

705
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83rd Congress - 2nd Session (continued)

chap. Sec. Page U.S.C. Status

P.L. 588 733 16 727 25 - 706

P.L. 588 733 17 728 25 - 707,

P.L. 588 733 18 728 25 - 708

P.L. 588 733 19,20 728 25 - 691 nts.

P.L. 661 910 1 795 18 - 1162

P.L. 661 910 2 795 28 - 1360

P.L. 663 935 701 813 25 - 372-1

P.L. 673 1011 1 878 25 - 684

P.L. 673 1011 2 879 25 - 685

P.L. 673 1011 3 879 25 - 686

P.L. 715 1085 1 979 25 - 771

P.L. 715 1085 2 979 25 - 772

P.L. 715 1085 3 979 25 - 773

P.L. 715 1085 4 980 25 - 774

P.L. 715 1085 5 980 25 - 775

P.L. 762 1207 1 1099 25 - 741

P.L. 762 1207 2 1100 25 - 742

P.L. 762 1207 3 1100 25 - 743

P.L. 762 1207 4 1100 25 - 764

?.L. 762 1207 5 1100 25 - 745

P.L. 762 1207 6 1101 25 - 746

P.L. 762 1207 7 1102 25 - 747

P.L. 762 1207 8 1102 25 - 748

P.L. 762 1207 9 1102 25 - 749

P.L. 762 1207 10 1103 25 - 750

P.L. 762 1207, 11 1103 25 - 751

P.L. 762 1207 12 1103 25 - 752
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83rd Co nwese - 2nd Session (continued)

Chap, Sec. zame U.sl Status

P.L. 762 1207 13 1103 25 - 753

P.L. 762 1207 14 1103 25 - 754

P.L. 762 1207 15 1103 25 - 755

P.L. 762 1207 16 1103 25 - 756

P.L. 162 1207 17 1103 25 - 757

P.L. 762 1207 18 1104 25 - 758

P.L. 762 1207 19 1104 25 - 759

P.L. 762 1207 20,21 1104 25 - 741 nts.

P.L. 762 1207 22 1104 25 - 745 nt.

P.L. 762 1207 23 1104 25 - 760
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84th Conures - lot Session, 1955 - (69 - Stat.)

Cha.:. Sec. _, eM U.S.C Status

P.L. 47 106 1 67 25 - 463,463 nt.

P.L. 47 106 2 68 25 - 396f

P.L. 78 147 1 141 25 - 372-1

P.L. 78 147 1 142 43 - 775 Elim.*

P.L. 167 375 1 367 30 - 601

P.L. 188 423 1 392 25 - 608

P.L. 188 423 2 393 25 - 608a

P.L. 188 423 3 393 25 - 608b

PAL, 188 423 4 393 25 - 408c

P.Lo 202 444 2 431 25 - 781

P.L. 202 444 3 432 25 - 782

P.L. 202 444 4 432 25 - 783

PoL. 202 444 5 432 25 - 784

P.L. 202 444 6 432 25 - 785

PoL. 213 496 1 444 48 - 371

P.L. 213 496 2 444 48 - 462

P.L. 213 496 3 444 48 - 372

P.L. 213 496 4,5 444 48 - 462 nt.

P.L. 215 498 1 445 43 - 1102

P.L. 215 498 2 445 43 - 1102&

P.L. 215 498 3 446 43 - 1102h

PAL. 215 498 4 446 43 - 1102c

P.L. 215 498 3 446 43 - 1102d

P.L. 215 498 6 446 43 - 1102*

P.L, 215 498 7 447 43 - 1102f

PAL. 215 498 8 447 43 - 1102g
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84th Congress - 1st Session, 1955 - (continued)

Sec. page

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P,L.

P.L.

PL.

P.L.

P.L.

247

255

255

255

255

255

255

278

348

382

573

615

615

615

615

615

615

638

786

868

1-6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1-5

6

534

539

540

540

540

540

540

557

666

715

84th Congress - 2nd Session, 1956 - (70 - Stat.)

P.L.

P.L,

P, L.

P.L,

P.L.

P,L.

P.L.

P.L.

P,L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P, L,

450

485

485

485

485

485

485

485

485

485

485

485

485

485

107

203

203

203

203

203

203

203

203

203

203

203

203

203

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

11

12

13

14

62

105

106

107

107

107

109

109

110

110

110

110

110

110

U.S.C. Status

43

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

20

274

415

415a

396

415b

415c

415d1

613

355

644

nt.

nt.

nt.

25

43

43

43

43

43

43

43

43

43

43

43

43

43

483a

620

620a

620b

6 20c

620d

620e

620f

620g

620b

620J

620k

6201

620m
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84th Congress - 2nd Session, 1956 - (continued)

P.L.

P.L.

P, L,

P.L.

P. L,

P, L,

P..L.

P. L.
P.L.

P. L.

,L,.

?P.L.

P.L.

I?.L.

P.L.
P,L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

Status

Rev. T. 23

Rev. T. 23

Rep.*

Rep.*

Rep.*

485

485

592

592

625

627

627

696

702

715

718

718

736

767

794

794

800

8oo

800

800

800

837

857

chap

203

203

400

400

460

462

462

569

588

601

604

604

645

679

723

723

729

729

729

729

729

781

808

See. Page

15 ill

16 ill

1 290

2 290

1,2 372

104-107 376

120-122 387

- 528

1-4 531

- 544

1 549

2 550

1-3 581

- 624

1 642

2 643

1 651

2 651

3 651

4 651

5 651

- 721

- 774

U.S.C.

43 - 620n

43 - 620o

25 - 403a-1

25 - 403a-2

48 - 248

23 - 153-156

23 - 170-172

25 - 748 nt.

25 - 304a

25 - 895

25 - 896

23 - 897

25 - 465 nt.

25 - 70v

25 - 613

25 - 613 nt.

16 - 430ff

16 - 430gg

16 - 430hh

16 - 430it

16 - 430jj

25 - 407d

25 - 396g
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84th Congress - 2nd Session, 1956 (continued)

Chap, Sec. a S Status

P.lV 858 809 1 775 43 - 614

P.L. 858 809 2 775 43 - 614i

P.L. 858 809 3 776 43 - 614b

P.L. 858 809 4 777 43 - 614c

P.L. 858 809 5 777 43 - 614d

P.L. 871 822 1 792 18 - prec. 1151 nt.

P.L. 871 8o.2 2 793 18 - 1163

P.L. 887 P43 1 893 25 - 791

P.L. 887 843 2 893 25 - 792

P.L. 887 843 3 893 25 - 793

P.L. 887 843 4 893 25 - 794

P.L. 887 843 5 893 25 - 795

P.L. 887 843 6 894 25 - 796

P.L. 887 843 7 895 25 - 797

P.L. 887 843 8 895 25 - 798

P.L. 887 843 9 895 25 - 799

P.L. 887 843 10 895 25 - 800

P.L. 887 843 11 895 25 - 801

P.L. 887 843 12 895 25 - 802

P.L. 887 843 13 896 25 - 803

F.L. 887 843 14 896 25 - 804

P.L. 887 843 15 896 25 - 805

P.L. 887 843 16 896 25 - 806

P.L. 887 843 17 896 25 - 807

P.L. 887 843 18,19 896 25 - 791 nt*.

P.L. 920 880 1 936 25 - 677d

P.L. 920 880 2 936 25 - 677g
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84th Congress - 2nd Session, 1956 (continued)

Chap. Sec. Pase• U.S.C. Status

P.L. 920 880 3 936 25- 677p

P.L. 921 881 1 937 25 - 821

P.L. 921 881 2 937 25 - 822

P.L. 921 881 3 937 25 - 823

P.L. 921 881 4 937 25 - 824

P.L. 921 881 5 938 25 - 825

P.L. 921 881 6 938 25 - 826

P.L. 931 891 1(a)-(d) 954 48 - 357 Rep.*

P.L. 931 891 l(e) 954 48 - 357a Rep.*

PAL. 931 891 1(f) 954 48 - 357b Rep.*

PL, 943 909 1 963 25- 841

P.L. 943 909 2 963 25- 842

P.L. 943 909 3 963 25 - 843

P.L. 943 909 4 964 25 - 844

P.L. 943 909 5 964 25- 845

P.L. 943 909 6 964 25 - 846

P.L. 943 909 7 964 25- 847

P.L. 943 909 8 964 25 - 848

P.L. 943 909 9 965 25- 849

P.L. 943 909 10 965 25 - 850

PAL, 943 909 11 965 25 - 851

P.L. 943 909 12 965 25 - 852

P.L. 943 909 13 965 25 - 841 nt.

P.L. 943 909 14 965 25- 841 nt.

P.L. 943 909 15 965 25 - 853
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84th CongrPss - 2nd Seqsion, 1956 continuedd)

Ch. Sec. Z=..e

P. .. 95Q

P.L. 959

F.L. 991

930

930

979

I

2

1,2

986

986

1057

78-110 0 - 77 - 46

U.S.C. Status

25 - 309

25 - 309a

25 - 443e
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85th Congress, 1st Session, 1957 - (71 - Stat.)

Sec. Page U.S.C. Status

P.L. 31 - 29 25- 293a

P.L. 72 243 25 - 1564 nt.

P.L. 77 1 257 25 - 372-1

P.L. 89 282 25- 275

P.L. 132 1(a) 347 25 - 564e nt.

P.L. 132 1(b) 347 25 - 564d

P.L. 132 1(c) 347 25 - 564e

P.L. 132 l(d),(e) 347 25 - 564d

P.L. 132 l(f) 348 25- 564a

P.L. 112 1(g) 348 25 - 564d

P.L. 132 l(h),(i) 348 25 - 56 4 g

P.L. 132 1(J) 348 25 - 564n

F.L. 134 2 348 25 - 564x

P.L. 151 1 370 42 - 2005

P.L. 151 2 371 42- 2005a

P.L. 151 3 371 42 - 2005b

P.L. 151 4 371 42 - 2005c

P.L. 151 5 371 42 - 2005d

P.L. 151 6 371 42 - 2005s

P.L. 151 7 372 42 - 2005f

P.L. 186 1-5 468 25 - 463d nt.

P.L. 303 1 623 48 - 455

P... 303 2 623 48 - 455a

P.L. 303 3 624 48- 455b

P.L. 303 4 625 48 - 455c

P.L. 303 5 625 48 - 455d

P.L. 303 6 625 48 - 455e
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85th Congress, 2nd Session, 1958 - (72 - Stat.)

Sec. Page U.S.C. Status

P.L. 381 1.2 89,90 23 - 151,151 nt. Rev. T. 23

P.L. 381 4,5 92 23 - 153,154 Rev. T. 23

P.L. 381 6 93 23 - 155 Rev. T. 23

P.L, 381 12 95 23 - 171a,172 Rev. T. 23

P.L. 387 1 99 43 - 1029

P.L. 387 2 100 43 - 1030

P.L. 387 3 100 43 - 1031

P.L. 387 4 100 43 - 1032

P.L. 387 5 100 43 - 1033

P.L. 387 6 101 43 - 1034

P.L. 395 1 105 25 - 871

P.L. 395 2 105 25 - 872

P.L. 395 3 106 25- 873

P.L. 395 4 106 25- 874

P.L. 395 5 106 25 - 875

P.L. 420 1-3 121 25 - 463 nt.

P.L. 425 1(1) 133 38 - 2431 Rev. T. 38

P.L. 425 1(2),(3) 133 38 - 2432 Rev. T. 38

P.L. 425 1(4),(8) 133 38 - 2433,2437 Rev. T. 38

P.L. 439 100 155 25 - 372-1

P.L. 439 100 159 43 - 50

P.L. 483 1 286 7 - 1431

P.L. 488 1(a) 290 25 - 895 Rep.*

P.L. 488 1(b) 290 25 - 896 Rep.*

P.L. 488 1(c) 291 25 - 897 Rep.*
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85th Congress, 2nd Session (continued)

Sec. Page U.S.C. Status

P.L. 508 1-30 339 48 - prec. 21 nt.

P.L. 508 6(k) 343 30 - 191

P.L. 508 6(k) 343 48 - 353 nts.

P.L. 610 1 541 25 - 612

P.L. 610 2 541 25- 613

P.L. 615 1 545 18- 1162

P.L. 615 2 545 28 - 1360

P.L. 620 101 553 20 - 639

P.L. 620 101 553 20 - 640

P.L. 620 101 554 20 - b41

P.L. 620 101 554 20 - 642

P.L. 620 101 554 20 - 643

P.L. 620 101 555 20 - 644

P.L. 620 101 556 20 - 645

P.L. 620 201 559 20 - 23/

P.L. 620 204 560 20 - 243

P.L. 623 1 562 15 - 1241

P.L. 623 2 562 15 - 1242

P.L. 623 3 562 15 - 1243

P.L. 623 4 562 15 - 1244

P.L. 623 5 562 18- 1716

P.L. 623 6 563 15 - 1241 nt.

P.L. 731 1 816 25 - 564v-1

P.L. 731 2 818 25 - 564c

P.L. 731 3-5 818,819 25 - 564d nts.

P.L. 731 6-8 819 25 - 564d
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85th Congress, 2nd Session (continued)

P.L. 731

P.L. 731

P.L. 731

P.L. 740

P.L. 767

P.L. 770

P.L. 771

P.L. 771

P.L. 771

P.L. 773

P.L. 780

PoL, 794

P.L. 794

P.L. 794

P.L. 794

PL. 859

P.L, 859

P.L. 859

P.L. 859

P.L, 859

P.L. 910

P.L. 910

P.L, 910

P.L. 910

P.L. 910

P.L. 910

P.L. 910

Sec. ... !
9 819

10 819

11 819

" 834

1 898

" 927

1 928

2 928

3 929

" 931

1,2 935

1 958

2 958

3 958

4,5 958

119(s) 1282

119 (b)( 1) 1286

119(b)(2)1286

119(b)(3)1286

119(b)(4)1286

1 1751

2 1752

3 1752

4 1752

5 1753

6 1753

7 1753

U.SIC.

25 - 564d nt.

25 - 564.

25 - 564g

25 - 631,631 nt.

23 - 119

25 - 81

43 - 851

43 - 852

48 - 353

25 - 465 nt.

25 - 611 nt.

25 - 687

25 - 688

25 - 689

25 - 687 nte.

26 - prec. 4221 nt.,
4221-4225

26 - 4041

26 - prec. 4151 nt

26 - prec. 4216 nt

26 - 4601

16 - 450 oo

16 - 450 oo-1

16 - 450 oo-2

16 - 450 oo-3

16 - 450 oo-4

16 - 450 oo-5

16 - 450 oo-6

Status

Rep.

Rep.*
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85th Congress, 2nd Session (continued)

Sec. Page

8 1753

9 1753

10 1753

11 1753

UIS.C.

16 - 450 oo-7

16 - 450 oo-8

16 - 450 oo-9

16 - 450 oo-10

Status

P.L. 910

P.L. 910

P.L. 910

P.L. 910
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86th Congress - lst Session, 1959 - (73 - Stat.)

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

PoL.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P,L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P. L.

P.,L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

16

40

60

60

66

66

70

97

97

97

97

121

121

192

229

247

249

281

322

322

322

322

322

322

322

322

StatusSec. Paee

- 20

- 70

100 92

100 96

2 110

3 111

1-50 141

1 221

2 222

3 222

4 222

1 267

2 268

1-12 420

- 456

. 477

13 482

. 564

1 592

2 592

3 592

4 593

5 593

6 593

7 593

8 594

U.S.C.

25 - 304(b)

25- 564 nt.

25 - 372-1

43 - 50

43 - 869

43 - 869-4

48 - prec. 21

25 - 911

25 - 912

25 - 913

25 - 914

42 - 2004a

42 - 2001 nt.

25 - 355 nt.

25 - 784

25 - 564v-1

40 - 612

25 - 389 nt.

25 - 931

25 - 932

25 - 933

25 - 934

25 - 935

25 - 936

25 - 937

25 - 938

6
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86th Congress - lit Session (continued)

Sec. Paste U.S.C,. Status

P.L. 326 - 597 25 - 415

P.L. 339 1 602 25 - 951

PL,, 339 2 602 25 - 952

P.L. 339 3 602 25 - 953

P.L. 339 4 604 25 - 954

PAL, 339 5 604 25 - 955

PAL, 339 6 604 25 - 956

P.L. 339 7 605 25- 957

P.L. 339 8 605 25 - 958

PAL. 341 11 606 7- 1695

P.L. 342 107(a) 612 23 - 125

P.L. 342 107(b) 613 23 - 120

86th Congress 2nd Session - 1960 - (74 - Stat.)

P.L. 392 8 25- 277 nt.

P.L. 455 100 104 25 - 372-1

P.L. 455 100 106 43 - 775 Eltm.*

P.L. 455 100 108 43 - 50

PL. 505 1 199 25 - 635

P.L. 505 2 199 25 - 415

P.L. 509 1,2 205 5 - 511 nt.

P.L. 533 1(13) 248 43 - 148

P.L. 533 1(16) 248 25 - 470

P.L. 540 . 252 25- 873
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86th Congress - 2nd Session (continued)

SeC.

1

2

3

1

3

I

2

3

17(c)

Status
469

469

469

522

522

545

545

545

708

828

82Q

867

867

867

867

P.L. 634

P.L. 634

P.L. 634

P.L. 0,7

P.L. 6)/

P.L. 6/,

P. L. 670

P.L. 67C

P. L. 6r2

P.L. 722

P.L. 722

P.L. 733

P.L. 733

P.L. 733

P.L. 733

1. S.C,.

18 - 1164

18 - 1165

18- prec.

23 - 104

23 - 120

38 - 511

38 - 512

38 - 511

31 - 528

5 2206

25 - 70o

25- 896

25- 897

25- 898

25- 902

1151 nt.

nt.

nt.

nt. Elim.*

Rep,*

Rep.*

Rep.*

Rep.*

1

2

3

4
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87th Congress, 1st Session, 1961 - (75 - Stat.)

Sec. Page U.S.C. Status

P.L. 14 1•1 25 5 - 630g nt.

P.L. 23 1 45 25 - 305

P.L. 27 1 47 42 - 2501 nt.

P.L. 27 2 47 42 - 2501 Elim.*

P.L. 27 3 48 42 - 2502 Eltm.*

P.L. 27 4 48 42 - 2503 Elim.*

P.L. 27 5 48 42 - 2504 Elim.*

P.L. 27 6 50 42 - 2505 ElIm.*

P.L. 27 7 52 42 - 2506 Elim.*

P.L. 27 8 53 42 - 2507 Elfm.*

P.L. 27 9 54 42 - 2508 Elim.*

P.L. 27 10 55 42 - 2509 Slim.*

P.L. 27 11 55 42 - 2510 Elim.*

P.L. 27 12 55 42 - 2%11 Elim.*

P.L. 27 13 57 42 - 2512 Elim.*

P.L. 27 14 57 42 - 1464

P.L. 27 15 58 40 - 461

P.L. 27 16 58 42 - 2511 Rep.*

P.L. 27 17 59 42 - 2514 Rep.*

P.L. 27 18 60 42 - 2515 Elim.*

P.L. 27 19 61 42 - 2516 Elim.*

P.L. 27 20 61 42 - 2517 E£im.*

P.L. 27 21 61 42 - 2518 ElIm.*

P.L. 27 22 62 42 - 2519 Elim.*

P.L. 27 23 62 42 - 2520 Elim.*

P.L. 27 24 62 42 - 2521 Elim.*

P.L. 27 25 63 42 - 2522 Elim.*
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87th Congress, 1st Session (continued)

Sec. Page U.S.C. Status

P.L. 27 26 63 15 - 696

P.L. 27 27 63 42 - 2523 Elim.*

P.L. 27 28 63 42 - 2524 Elim.*

P.L. 27 29 63 42 - 2525

P.L. 48 - 92 25 - 70v

P.L. 122 100 256 25 - 372-1

P.L. 122 201 259 16 - 560a

P.L. 231 10 505 25 - 624

P.L. 235 1 508 25 - 961

P.L. 235 2 508 25 - 962

P.L. 235 3 508 25 - 963

P.L. 235 4 508 25 - 964

P.L. 235 5 509 25 - 965

P.L. 235 6 509 25 - 966

P.L. 235 7 509 25 - 967

P.L. 250 - 520 25 - 470

P.L. 273 - 571 25 - 309a

P.L. 279 - 577 25 - 15

P.L. 282 - 584 23 - 208

P.L. 283 1 584 25 - 164

P.L. 283 2 584 25 - 165

P.L. 347 1 766 30 - 681

P.L. 347 2 766 30 - 682

P.L. 347 3 767 30 - 683

P.L. 347 4 767 30 - 684

P.L. 347 5 768 30 - 685
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87th Congress, 1st Session (contirwed)

Sec. Page U.S.C. status

P.L. 347 6 768 30 - 686

P.L. 347 7 768 30- 687

P.L. 347 8 768 30 - 6u8

P.L. 347 9 768 30- 68-

P.L. 375 - 804 25 - 415

P.L. 377 1 806 38- 612

P.L. 377 2 806 38 - 1712 nt. Rep.*

87th Congress, 2nd Session, 1962 - (76 - Stat.)

P.L. 417 - 33 25 - 293e

P.L. 483 1 96 43 - 61511

P.L. 483 2 96 43 - 615jj

P.L. 483 3 96 43 - 615kk

P.L. 483 4 97 43 - 61511

P.L. 483 5 97 43 - 615m

P.L. 483 6 97 43 - 615nn

P.L. 483 7 97 43 - 615oo

P.L. 483 8 97 43 - 615pp

P.L. 483 9 99 43 - 615qq

P.L. 483 10 99 43 - 615rr

P.L. 483 11 99 43 - 615ss

P.L. 483 12 100 43 - 615tt

P.L. 483 13 101 43 - 615uu

P.L. 483 14 101 43 - 615w

P.L. 483 15 102 43 - 615w
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87th Congress, 2nd Session (continued)

Sec. Page U.S.C. Status

P.L. 483 16 102 43 - 615xx

P.L. 483 17 102 43 - 615yy

P.L. 483 18 102 43 - 620,620a,620d,
620f

P.L. 516 - 128 25 - 389 nt.

P.L. 573 " 307 28- 130

P.L. 578 100 345 25- 372-1

P.L. 609 1,2 '05 25 - 355 nt.

P.L. 629 1 429 25 - 971

P.L. 629 2 429 25 - 972

P.L. 629 3 429 25- 973

P.L. 629 4 430 25 - 974

P.L. 629 5 430 25 - 975

P.L. 629 6 430 25 - 976

P.L. 629 7 430 25 - 977

P.L. 629 8 430 25 - 978

P.L. 629 9 430 25 - 979

P.L. 629 10 431 25 - 980

P.L. 689 1 587 30- 602

P.L. 689 2 588 16 - 614 nt.

P.L. 698 - 597 25 - 6771

P.L. 775 1 776 25 - 991

P.L. 775 2 776 25 - 992

P.L. 775 3 776 25- 993

P.L. 775 4 776 25 - 994

P.L. 775 5 776 25 - 915

P.L. 775 6 776 25 - 996
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87th Congress, 2nd Session (continued)

Sec. Pase U.S.C. Status

P.L. 775 7 777 25 - 997

P.L. 775 8 777 25 - 998

P.L. 785 - 805 25 - 415

P.L. 808 1 920 42 - 1491

P.L. 808 2 920 42 - 1492

P.L. 808 3 920 42 - 1497

P.L. 852 1 1129 40 - 319

P.L. 852 2 1129 40 - 319a

P.L. 852 3 1129 40 - 319b

P.L. 852 4 1129 40 - 319c

P.L. 866 1 1145 23 - 101 nt.

P.L. 884 - 1246 16 - 668,668a



88th Congress, let Session, 1963

Sec. Page

1 18

- 52

100 107

- 151

- 278

- 301

1 301

2 301

3 301

4 301

5 301

6 301

7 301

1(a) 471

1(b) 471

U.S.C.

16 - 431 nt.

48 - 355a nt.

25 - 372-1

25 - 389 nt.

25 - 389 nt.

25 - 415

25 - 70n-1

25 - 70n-2

25 - 70n-3

25 - 70n-4

25 - 70n-5

25 - 70n-6

25 - 70n-7

25 - 309

25 - 309(a)

88th Congress.

P.L. 301

P.L. 301

P.L. 352

P.L. 352

P.L. 356

P.L. 356

P.L. 476

P.L. 426

P.L. 426

P.L. 452

2nd Session, 1964

701

703

100

201

301

302

303

603

729

(77 - Stat.)

Status

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P. L.

P. L.

P.L.

P. L.

P. L.

P.L.

24

34

79

116

159

167

168

168

168

168

168

168

168

230

230

(78 - Stat.)

186

187

253

255

284

287

415

415

416

530

25 - 407

25 - 406

42 - 2000e

42 - 2000e-2

25 - 372-1

16 - 560a

5- 2210 nt

S - 2210

5 - 2211

42 - 2943

Elim.

Rep.

Rep.
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88th Congress, 2nd Session (continued)

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P. L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P. L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P. L.

P. L.

P.L.

P. L.

456

457

457

457

457

457

457

457

457

464

464

464

464

464

506

506

506

506

506

540

540

540

551

560

560

606

StatusSec. Page

- 554

1 555

2 555

3 555

4 555

5 555

6 556

1 556

8 556

1 563

2 563

3 563

4 563

5 563

1 639

2 639

3 639

4 639

5 63Q

1 747

2 748

3 748

- 755

314-317 792,793

602 799

10 985

U.S.C.

25 - 389 nt.

25 - 1031

25 - 1032

25 - 1033

25 - 1034

25 - 1035

25 - 1036

25 - 1037

25 - 1038

25 - 1011

25 - 1012

25 - 1013

25 - 1014

25 - 1015

25 - 1051

25 - 1052

25 - 1053

25 - 1054

25 - 1055

25 - 608

25 - 608a

25 - 608b

25 - 1071

40 - 461

40 - 462

43 - 1400
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88th Congresp, 2nd Session (continued)

Sec. Page U.S.C. Status

P.L. 639 1 1039 16 - 460n

P.L. 639 2 1039 16 - 460n-I

P.L. 639 3 1039 16 - 460n-2

P.L. 639 4 1040 16 - 460n-3

P.L. 639 5 1040 16 - 460n-4

P.L. 639 6 1040 16 - 460n-5

P.L. 639 7 1041 16 - 460n-6

P.L. 639 8 1041 16 - 460n-7

P.L. 639 9 1041 16 - 460n-8

P.L. 639 10 1041 16 - 460n-9

P.L. 658 - 1090 23 - 120

P.L. 663 1093 25 - 690

78-110 0 - 77 - 47
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89th Congress, lIt Session, 1965 - (79 - Stat.)

Sec. Page

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

14

19

19

19

19

19

19

19

33

52

52

54

107

117

117

117

136

136

136

136

148

154

224

224

224

224

1

2

I

4

5

6

7

1-4

100

201

1-3

302(b)

701

706

101

201

202

401

1-3

2

3

4

74

110

I0

110

110

I0

III

III

123

185

188

195

432

474

489

492

552

554

556

560

584

587

897

897

897

897

U.S.C. Status

25

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

25

16

16

25

42

42

42

42

42

42

42

16

16

25

25

25

25

309a

281

281a

281b

281c

281d

281e

281f

431

372-1

560a

431

355

1451

3101

3106

3131

3141

3142

3161

461

431

565

565a

565b

565c

nt.

nt.

nt.

nt.

nt.
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89th Congress, 1st Session (continued)

Sec. Page U.S.C. Status

P.L. 224 5 898 25 - 565d

P.L. 224 6 898 25 - 565e

P.L. 224 7 898 25 - 565f

P.L. 224 8 898 25 - 565g

89th Congress, 2nd Session , 1966 - (80 - Stat.)

P.L. 408 - 132 25 - 415

P.L. 435 100 181 25 - 372-1

P.L. 554 1 458 5 - 5302 Rep.

P.L. 554 8(a) 632 5 - prec. 101 nt.

P.L. 554 8(b),(c) 632 5 - prec. 101 nts.

P.L. 592 - 814 25 - 70n-1

P.L. 635 1 880 28 - 1362

P.L. 635 2 880 28 - prec. 1331

P.L. 653 1 903 25 - 891 nt.

P.L. 653 1 903 25 - 891 nt.

P.L. 655 1 905 25 - 1081

P.L. 655 2 905 25 - 1082

P.L. 655 3 905 25 - 1083

P.L. 655 4 905 25 - 1084

P.L. 655 5 905 25 - 1085

P.L. 655 6 905 25 - 1086

P.L. 655 7 906 25 - 1087

P.L. 655 8 906 25 - 1088

P.L. 656 1 906 25 - 1101

P.L. 656 2 906 25 - 1102



$9th Congress, 2nd Session - (continued)

Sec. Page

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

?.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

656

656

656

659

659

659

659

659

659

659

659

659

659

659

660

660

660

660

660

661

664

664

664

664

664

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

906

906

906

909

909

909

909

909

909

910

910

910

910

910

910

911

911

911

911

911

913

913

913

913

913

734

U.S.C. Status

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

16

16

16

16

16

1103

1104

1105

1111

1112

1113

1114

1115

1116

1117

1118

1119

1120

1121

1131

1132

1133

1134

1135

876

460t

460t-1

460t-2

460t-3

460t-4
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89th Conaress, 2nd Session - (continued)

Sec. PaRe U.S.C. Status

P.L. 697 601 1063 2 - 60f nt.

P.L. 702 1 1091 16 1151 nt.

P.L. 702 101 1091 16- 1151

P.L. 702 102 1091 16- 1152

P.L. 702 103 1091 16- 1153

P.L. 702 104 1091 16- 1154

P.L. 702 105 1092 16 -1155

P.L. 702 106 1092 16- 1156

P.L. 702 107 1093 16- 1157

P.L. 702 108 1093 16- 1158

P.L. 702 109 1093 16- 1159

P.L. 702 201 1093 16- 1161

P.L. 702 202 1093 16- 1162

P.L. 702 203 1093 16- 1163

P.L. 702 204 1094 16- 1164

P.L. 702 205 1094 16- 1165

P.L. 702 206 1094 16- 1166

P.L. 702 207 1095 16 - 1167

P.L. 702 208(a),(b)096 16- 1168

P.L. 702 208(c) 1096 5 App. - 2254 Elio.

P.L. 702 208(d),(e)096 16 - 1168

P.L. 702 301 1096 16 - 1171

P.L. 702 302 1097 16 - 1172

P.L. 702 401 1097 16 - 1181

P.L. 702 402 1097 16 - 1182

P.L. 702 403 1098 16 - 1183
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89th Congress, 2nd Session - (continued)

P.L.

P.L.

P. L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P. L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P. L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

702

702

702

702

702

707

707

715

715

715

715

715

715

715

715

715

715

715

717

717

717

717

750

750

750

750

Sec. Page

404 1098

405 1098

406 1098

407 1098

408(b) 1098

1 1100

2 1101

1 1112

2 1112

3 1112

4 1113

5 1113

6 1113

7 1113

8 1113

9 1113

10 1113

11 1114

1 1114

2 1115

3 1115

4 1115

101 1191

102 1191

121 1199

122 1199

U. S.C. Status

16

16

16

16

48

18

18

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

20

20

20

20

1184

1185

1186

1187

prec. 21 nt.

1153

3242

416

416a

416b

416c

416d

416e

416f

416g

416h

416i

416J

967a

967b

967c

967d

241b

241c

821

822
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89th Congress, 2nd Session - (continued)

Sec. X • U.S.C. Status

P.L. 750 131 1201 20 - 841

P.L. 750 132 1201 20 - 842

P.L, 750 225 1214 20 - 644

P.L. 753 209 1251 33 - 1173

P.L. 754 1004 1284 42 - 3371

P.L. 794 301(a) 1464 42 - 2851

P.L. 794 301(b) 1464 42 - 2854

P.L. 794 301(c) 1465 42 - 2881

P.L. 794 302 1465 42 - 2871

P.L. 794 801 1472 42 - 2991 Rep.

P.L. 794 1102 1477 42 - 3161
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90th Congress, 1st Session, 1967 - (81 - Stat.)

Sec. Page U.S.C. Status

P.L. 9 1 11 25 - 70v

P.L. 9 2,3 11 25 - 70b

P.L. 9 4 11 25 - 70e,70q

P.L. 9 5 11 2 5 - 70v-1

P.L. 9 6 12 5 - 5316

P.L. 28 100 69 25 - 372-1

P.L. 60 - 164 25- 676a

P.L. 76 1 177 25- 786

P.L. 76 2 177 25- 787

P.L. 76 3 177 25- 788

P.L. 83 10(a) 223 5- 8338 nt.

P.L. 93 1 229. 25 1141
9.22

P.L. 93 2 229 25 -1142

P.L. 93 3 229 25 - 1143

P.L. 93 4 229 25 - 1144

P.L. 93 6 229 25 - 1145

P.L. 93 6 230 25 - 1146

P.L. 93 7 230 25 - 1147

P.L. 94 2 230 25- 594

P.L. 94 2 230 25 - 594a

P.L. 114 1 335 25 - 1151

P.L. 114 2 335 25 - 1152

P.L. 114 3 335 25 - 1153

P.L. 114 4 335 25 - 1154
P.L. 114 5 335 25 - 1155



739

90th Congress. lit Session (continued)

Sec. Page U.S.C. Status

P.L. 117 1 337 25 - 1161

P.L. 117 2 337 25 - 1162

P.L. 117 3 337 25 - 1163

P.L. 117 4 338 25 - 1164

P.L. 117 5 338 25 - 1165

P.L. 117 6 338 25 - 1166

P.L. 117 7 338 25 - 1167

P.L. 143 - 465 25 - 389 nt.

P.L. 182 - 559 25 - 415

P.L. 184 - 560 25 - 415

P.L. 199 - 583 25 - 1171

P.L. 222 102 682-688 42 - 2737-2749 Rep.

P.L. 222 104 690-709 42 - 2781, 2790,2797,
2808,2812,2823,2825,
2832,2837

P.L. 222 110 722-726 42 - 2991-2994d Rep.

P.L. 247 101 783 20 - 241c

P.L. 247 121 788 20 - 822

P.L. 247 131 788-797 20 - 841-845

P.L. 247 153 804 20 - 873 Rep.

P.L. 247 203 807 20 - 644

P.L. 248 204(a) 884-890 42 - prec.630,630-
644

90th Congress, 2nd Session, 1968 - (82 - Stat.)

P.L. 252 - 4 25 - 309a

P.L. 278 1 69 25 - 609

P.L. 278 2 69 25 - 609a

P.L. 280 2 71 25- 278a



740

90th Congress, 2nd Session - (continued)

Sec. Page U.S.C. Status

P.L. 284 201 77 25 - 1301

P.L. 284 202 77 25 - 1302

P.L. 284 203 78 25 - 13A3

P.L. 284 301 78 25 - 1311

P.L. 284 302 78 25 - 1312

P.L. 284 401 78 25 - 1321

P.L. 284 402 79 25 - 1322

P.L. 284 403(a),(Q79 25 - 1323

P.L. 284 403(b; 79 28 - 1360 nt.

P.L. 284 t'n4 79 25 - 1324

P.L. 284 405 80 75 - 1325

P.L. 284 406 80 25 - 1326

P.L. 284 501 80 18 - 1153

P.L. 284 601 80 25 - 1331

P.L. 284 701 an 25 - 1341

P.L. 308 - 123 25 - 331 nt.

P.L. 332 - 171 25 - 676a

P.L. 333 - 171 25 - 451

P.L. 335 1(a),(',o 174 25 - 487

P.L. 351 1 197 42 - 3701 nt.

P.L. 351 100 197 42 - 3701

P.L. 351 601 209. 43 - 3781

P.L. 3M5 - 242 25 - 415

P.L. 445 410 473 42 - 3890

P.L. 448 206(a) 504 42 - 1401

P.L. 448 206(b) 504 42 - 1410

r.L.. 448 511 5?5 42 - 1451



741

90th Congress, 2nd Session - (continued)

Sec. Page

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P. L.

P. L.

P. L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

F.I..

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P. L.

P.L.

P.L.

P. L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

448

468

468

468

463

468

468

476

495

504

504

504

504

506

506

506

506

507

507

507

507

507

508

508

508

508

601

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

34

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

526

663

663

663

664

665

666

703

835

885

885

885

885

859

859

859

859

860

860

861

861

861

861

861

862

862

U.S.C. Status

nt.

40

16

16

16

16

16

16

25

23

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

461

441-j

441-k

441-1

441-m

441-n

441-o

355

120

788a

788b

788c

788d

788e

788f

788g

788h

659

660

661

662

663

1181

1182

1183

1164



742

90th Congress, 2nd Session - (continued)

Sec. Page U.SC Status

P.L. 508 5 862 25 - 1185

P.L. 508 6 862 25 - 1186

P.L. 534 1 884 25 - 610

P.L. 534 2 884 25 - 610a

P.L. 534 3 884 25 - 610b

P.L. 534 4 884 25 - 610c

P.L. 534 5 884 25 - 610d

P.L. 534 6 884 25 - 415

P.L. 534 7 884 25 - 610e

P.L. 537 101 885 43 - 1501 nt.

P.L. 537 102 886 43 - 1501

P.L. 537 301 887 43 - 1521

P.L. 537 302 888 43 - 1522

P.L. 537 304 891 43 - 1524

P.L. 537 309 893 43 - 1528

P.L. 537 402 894 43 - 1542

P.L. 537 501(a) 896 43 - 620,620 nt.,
620a,620k nt.

P.L. 542 l(a) 906 16 - 1271 nt.

P.L. 542 1(b) 906 16 - 1271

P.L. 542 1(c) 906 16 - 1272

P.L. 542 6 912 16 - 1277

P.L. 570 - 1003 25 - 415

P.L. 575 351(a) 1058 20 - 588

P.L. 575 351(b) 1058 20 - 442,482

P.L. 575 351(d) 1058 20 - 588 nt.

P.L. 597 - 1164 25 - 954
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91st Congress. 1st Session, 1969 - (83 - Stat.)

Sec. Page U.S.C. Status

P.L. 24 14(d) 35 38 - 1712 nt.

P.L. 64 - 105 25- 661

P.L. 123 301(1) 219 42 - 3131

P.L. 125 1,2 220 25 - prec. 1 nt.

P.L. 152 202(a) 385 42 - 1460

P.L. 152 220 390 42 - 3371

91st Congress, 2nd Session, 1970 - (84 - Stat.)

P.L. 224 101 91 33 - 1151 nt.

P.L. 229 1 120 25 - 488

P.L. 229 2 120 25 - 489

P.L. 229 3 120 25 - 490

P.L. 229 4 120 25 - 491

P.L. 229 5 120 25 - 492

P.L. 230 131(a)(0)130 20 - 841,8,5,847,847a

P.L. 230 152(a) 151 20 - 880b-3a to
880b-6

P.L. 230 152(b) 152 20 - 880b-4

P.L. 230 205,206 158,159 20 - 644

P.L. 230 612 178 20 - 1412

P.L. 230 803 190 20 - 1103

P.L. 240 - 203 25 - 375d

P.L. 258 17 228 49 - 1717

P.L. 258 23 232 49 - 1723

P.L. 259 1 253 25 - llql

P.L. 259 2 254 25 - 1192

P.L. 259 3 254 25 - 1193



744

91st Congress, 2nd Session (continued)

Sec. Page U.S.C. Status

P.L. 259 4 254 25 - 1194

P.L. 259 5 254 25 - 1195

P.L. 264 1 260 25 - 641

P.L. 264 2 260 25 - 642

P.L. 264 3 261 25 - 643

P.L. 264 4 261 25 - 644

P.L. 264 5 261 25- 645

P.L. 264 6 261 25 - 646

P.L. 274 1 302 25 - 403a-2

P.L. 274 2,3 302 25 - 415

P.L. 275 1,2 303 25 - 415

P.L. 283 1 313 25 - 1201

P.L. 283 2 313 25 - 1202

P.L. 283 3 313 25 - 1233

P.L. 283 4 313 25 - 1204

P.L. 283 5 313 25- 1205

P.L. 335 - 431 25 - 1211

P.L. 364 1 688 25 - 1221

P.L. 364 2 688 25 - 1222

P.L. 364 3 688 25 - 1223

P.L. 364 4 688 25 - 1224

P.L. 364 5 689 25 - 1225

P.L. 364 6 689 25 - 1226

P.L. 364 7 689 25 - 1227

P.L. 400 1 838 25 - 647

P.L. 400 2 838 25 - 647

P.L. 400 3 83t8 25 - 647



745

91st Congress, 2nd Session (continued)

Sec. Page U.S.C. Status

P.L. 401 1 838 25 - 881

P.L. 401 2 83, 25 - 881a

P.L. 403 1-5 843,844 25 - 389 nt.

P.L. 404 1 845 25 - 882

P.L. 404 2 845 25 - 882a

P.L. 413 1 865 25 - 609b

P.L. 413 2 865 25 - 60Qb-I

P.L. 416 I(s) 867 43 - 615kk

P.L. 416 1(b) 867 43 - 61500

P.L. 416 1(c) 867 43 - 615kk

P.L. 416 2 867 43 - 615zz

F.L. 417 1 868 25 - 1231

.,L. 417 2 868 25 - 1232

P.L. 417 3 868 25 - 1233

P.L. 417 4 868 25 - 1234

P.L. 417 5 868 25 - 1235

P.L. 417 6 8b8 25 - 1236

P.L. 420 1 671 25 - 676b

P.L. 420 2 8i1 25 - 676b-1

P.L. 424 1 880 16 - 460w

P.L. 424 2 P86 16 - 460w-I

P.L. 424 3 880 16 - 460w-2

P.L. 424 4 880 16 - 460w-3

P.L. 424 5 881 16 - 460%-4

P.I. 424 6 881 16 - 460w-5

P.L. 424 7 881 16 - 460w-6

P.L. 424 8 881 16 - 460w-7
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91st Congress, 2nd Session (continued)

Sec. Page U.S.C. Status

P.L. 523 1,2 1358 18 - 1162

P.L. 557 8 1468 25 - 415

P.L. 581 15 1571 30 - 1014

P.L. 605 130 1732 23 - 101

P.L. 609 401 1781 42 - 1500,1500 nt.
15008

P.L. 609 401 1783 42 - 1500d-1

P.L. 627 1 1874 25 - 607

P.L. 627 2 1874 25 - 607 nt.

P.L. 644 4(1)-(4) 1882 42 - 3731

P.L. 644 4(8) 1883 42 - 3736

P.L. 695 1 2078 42 - 4801 nt.

P.L. 695 101 2078 42 - 4801

P.L. 695 201 2078 42 - 4811

P.L. 695 301 2079 42 - 4821

P.L. 695 302 - 42 - 4822

P.L. 695 401 2079 42 - 4831

P.L. 695 501 2080 42 - 4841

P.L. 695 502 2080 42 - 4842

P.L. 695 503 2080 42 - 4843

P.L. 695 504 - 42 - 4844

P.L. 695 505 - 42 - 4845

P.L. 695 506 - 42 - 446
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t2nc, Congress, 1st Session, 1971 - (85 - Stat.)

Sec. Page

P.L. 54

P.L. 59

P.L. 59

P.L. 59

P.L. 59

P.L. 59

P.L. 59

P.L. 59

P.L. 59

P.L. 182

P.L. 189

P.L. 189

P.L. 189

P.L. 189

P.L. 203

P.L. 203

P. L. 203

P.L. 203

P.L. 203

P.L. 203

P.L. 203

P.L. 203

P.L. 203

P.L. 203

P.L. 203

P.L. 203

4

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

6

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

147

158

158

158

158

158

159

159

159

626

646

646

646

646

688

688

689

689

690

690

691

694

694

696

696

701

78-110 0 - 77 - 48

U.S.C. Status

42

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

43

43

43

43

42

43

43

43

43

43-

43-

43-

- 4873

1241

1242

1243

1244

1245

1246

1247

1248

415

640a

640a

640b

640c

1601

1601

1602

1603

1604

1605

1606

1607

1608

1609

1610

1611

nt.

nt.
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92nd Congress, 1st Sessior - (continued)

Sec. Page U.S.C. Status

P.L. 203 13 702 43 - 1612

P.L. 203 14 702 43 - 1613

P.L. 203 15 705 43 - 1614

P.L. 203 16 705 43 - 1615

P.L. 203 17 706 43 - 1616

P.L. 203 18 710 43 - 1617

P.L. 203 19 710 43 - 1618

P.L. 203 20 710 43 - 1619

P.L. 203 21 713 43 - 1620

P.L. 203 22 713 43 - 1621

P.L. 203 23 715 43 - 1622

P.L. 203 24 715 43 - 1623

P.L. 203 25 715 43 - 1624

P.L. 203 26,27 715,716 43 - 1601 nts.

P.L. 206 1 737 25- 581

P.L. 206 2 737 25- 582

P.L. 206 3 737 25 - 583

P.L. 206 4 737 25 - 534

P.L. 206 5 737 2, - 585

P.L. 206 6 738 25- 586

P.L. 206 7 738 2j- 587

P.L. 206 8 739 25- 588

P.L. 206 9 739 25- 589

P.L. 206 10 739 25 - 590

P.L. 222 4 799 42 - 196d-5b



749

92nd Conpress, 2nd Session, 1972 - (86 - Stat.)

Sec. Pae U.S.C. Status

P.L. 244 1 56 25 - 1072

P.L. 244 2 57 25- 1073

P.L. 253 1 64 25- 1251

P.L. 253 2 64 25- 1252

P.L. 253 3 64 25 - 1253

P.L. 254 1 64 25- 1261

P.L. 254 2 64 25- 1262

P.L. 254 3 65 25 - 1263

P.L. 254 4 65 25- 1264

P.L. 254 5 65 25 - 1265

P.L. 265 1 115 25- 70v

P.L. 265 2,3 115 25 - 70v-1

P.L. 265 4 115 25 - 70v-2

P.L. 265 5 115 25 - 70e

P.L. 295 1 139 25 - 1271

P.L. 295 2 139 25 - 1272

P.L. 295 3 139 25 - 1273

P.L. 295 4 139 25 - 1274

P.L. 309 1 199 25 - 1122

P.L. 309 2 199 25 - 1123

P.L. 309 3 200 25- 1124

P.L. 309 4 200 25- 1125

P.L. 309 5 200 25- 1126

P.L. 309 6 200 25- 1127

P.L. 309 7 200 25 - 1128



750

92nd Congress, ?nd Session (continued)

Sec. PARe U.S.C. Statu_ r

P.L. 309 8 200 25- 1129

P.L. 309 9 200 25- 1130

P.L. 310 229(b) 208 25 - 7

P.L. 310 229(d) 208 25 - 66

P.L. 310 229(f) 209 25 - 53

P.L. 312 1 216 25 - 668

P.L. 312 2 216 25 - 669

P.L. 312 3 216 25 - 670

P.L. 318 411 334 20 - 242-244

P.L. 318 411(a) 334 20 - 241aa nt.

P.L. 318 411(a) 334-338 20 - 241as-241ff

P.L. 318 411(b)(1)(2) 338 20 - 241c

P.L. 318 411(c) 338 20 - 240,241a nt.
241c nt.

P.L. 318 421(a) 339-341 20 - 887c

P.L. 318 421(b)(1)(A) 341 20 - 822

P.L. 318 421(b)(1)(B) 341 20 - 842

P.L. 318 421(b)(1)(C) 341 20 - 1412

P.L. 318 421(b)(z) 341 20 - 821 nt.

P.L. 318 431 342,343 20 - 1211a

P.L. 318 441 343 20 - 1221f

P.L. 318 442 343,344 20 - 1221g

P.L. 318 451(s) 344 20 - 1091b

P.L. 318 451(b) 344 20 - 119a

P.L. 318 452 345 20 - 880b-3a



751

92nd Congress, 2nd Session (continued)

Sec. Page U.S.C. Status

P.L. 318 453 345 20 - 1221h

P.L. 318 501 345 20 - 1232c

P.L. 318 502 345 20 - 441

P.L. 318 503 346 20 - 1232 nt.

P.L. 318 504 346-348 20 - 900,900a to
900a-5

P.L. 318 505(a)(1)(2) 348 20 - 887d nt.

P.L. 318 505(a)(5) 348-350 20 - 887d nt.

P.L. 318 506(e)(b) 350 7 - 301 nt.

P.L. 318 506(c) 350 7 - 326s

?.L. 318 506(d) 350 7 - 329

P.L. 318 506(e) 351 7 - 331

P.L. 318 506(f) 351 7- 1626

P.L. 318 506(g) 351 7 - 343

P.L. 318 506(h) 351 7 - 349

P.L. 318 506(1) 351 16 - 582a-3

P.L., 318 506(j) 351 16 - 582a-7

P.L. 318 506(k) 351 7 - 361a

P.L. 318 506(1) 351 7 - 361c

P.L. 318 506(m),(n) 352 7 - 326a nt.

P.L. 318 507(a)(b) 352 20 - 241e

P.L. 318 507(c) 352 20 - 241e nt.

P.L. 318 508 352 20 - 241c

P.L. 318 509(a)(l) 353 20 - 823

P.L. 318 509(a)(2) 353 20 - 843

P.L. 318 509(a)(3) 353 20 - 863

P.L. 318 509(b)(1)(2) 353 20 - 12"4



752

92nd Congress 2nd Session (continued)

Sec. Pege U.S.C. Status

P.L. 318 510 333 20 - 1144a

P.L. 353 1 499 28- 2415

P.L. 431 - 723 25 - 415

P.L. 438 1 741 25 - 1281

P.L. 438 2 741 25 - 1282

P.L. 438 3 741 25 - 1283

P.L. 438 4 741 25 - 1284

P.L. 439 - 742 25 - 1163

P.L. 442 1 743 25 - 590a

P.L. 442 2 74.4 25 - 590b

P.L. 442 3 744 25 - 590c

P.L. 456 1 762 25 - 1291

P.L. 456 2 762 25 - 1292

P.L. 456 3 762 25 - 1293

P.L. 456 4 762 25 - 1294

P.L. 456 5 763 25 - 1295

P.L. 456 b 763 25 - 1296

P.L. 456 7 763 25 - 1297

P.L. 461 1 768 25 - 1300

P.L. 461 2 769 25 - 1300a

P.L. 461 3 769 25 - 1300a-I

P.L. 461 4 769 25 - 1300a-2

P.L. 461 5 769 25 - 1300a-3

P.L. 461 6 769 25 - 1300a-4

P.L. 467 1 781 25 - 1300b

P.L. 467 2 781 25 - 1300b-I



-753

92nd Congress 2nd Session (continued)

Sec. Page U.S.C. Status

P.L. 467 3 781 25 - 1300b-2

P.L. 467 4 781 25 - 1300b-3

P.L. 467 5 781 25 - 1300b-4

P.L. 467 6 781 25 - 1300b-5

P.L. 468 1 782 25 - 1300c

P.L. 468 2 782 25 - 1300c-1

P.L. 468 3 782 25 - 1300c-2

P.L. 468 4 782 25 - 1300c-3

P.L. 468 5 782 25 - 1300c-4

P.L. 468 6 782 25 - 1300c-5

P.L. 470 - 783 25 - 465 nt.

F.L. 470 7 788 25 - 415

P.L. 485 - 803 28 - 2415

P.L. 488 4 806 25 - 415

P.L. 500 2 832 33 - 1263

P.L. 512 101 919 31 - 1221 nt.

P.L. 512 102 919 31 - 1221

P.L. 512 103 919 31 - 1222

P.L. 512 104 920 31 - 1223

P.L. 512 105 920 31 - 1224

P.L. 512 106 921 31 - 1225

P.L. 512 107 922-924 31 - 1226

P.L. 512 108 924-928 31 - 1227

P.L. 512 109 928-931 31 - 1228



754

92nd Congress 2nd Session (continued)

Sec. Page U.S.C. Statue

P.L. 512 121 931 31 - 1241

P.L. 512 122 932 31 - 1242

P.L. 512 123 932-934 31 - 1243

P.L. 512 141 934 31 - 1261

P.L. 512 142 935 31 - 1262

P.L. 512 143 935 31 - 1263

P.L. 512 144(a)(1) 935 26 - 6017A

P.L. 512 144(a)(2) 935 26 - prec. 6012

P.L. 512 144(b)(1) 936 26 - 6687

P.L. 512 144(b)(2) 936 26 - prec. 6671

P.L. 512 145 - 31 - 1264

P.L. 512 201 936 26 - 6361 nt.

P.L. 512 202(a) 936-944 26 - prec. 6361
6361-6365

P.L. 512 202(b) 944 26 - prec. 6301

P.L. 512 203(a) 944 26 - 6405

P.L. 512 203(b)(1)(2) 945 26 - 7463

P.L. 512 203(b)(3) 945 26 - prec. 7451

P.L. 512 704 945 26 - 6361 nt.

P.L. 512 301(a) 945-946 42 - 1320b

P.L. 512 301(b) 946 42 - 303, 603, 1203,
1353,1383

P.L. 512 301(c) 947 42 - 603

P.L. 512 301(d) 947 42 - 303,603,1203,
1353,1383

P.L. 512 301(e) 947 42- 1320b nt.



755

92nd Congress 2nd Session (Continued)

Sec. Page U.S.C. Status

P.L. 555 1 1168 25 - 1300d

P.L. 555 101 1168 25 - 1300d-I

P.L. 555 102 1168 25 - 1300d-2

P.L. 555 201 1169 25 - 1300d-3

P.L. 555 202 1169 25 - 1300d- 4

P.L. 555 301 1170 25 - 1300d-5

P.L. 555 302 1170 25 - 1300d-6

P.L. 555 303 1170 25 - 1300d-7

P.L. 555 304 1170 25 - 1300d-8

P.L. 555 305 1170 25 - 1300d-q

P.L. 557 1 1171 25 - 1300e

P.L. 557 2 1171 25 - 1300e-I

P.L. 557 3 1171 25 - 1300e-2

P.L. 557 4 1171 25 - 1300e-3

P.L. 557 5 1172 25 - 1300e-4

P.L. 557 6 1172 25 - 1300e.5

P.L. 557 7 1172 25 - 1300e-6

P.L. 557 8 1172 25 - 1300e-7

P.L. 586 1 1295 25 - 883

P.L. 586 2 1295 25 - 883a

P.L. 586 3 1296 25 - 883b

P.L. 586 4 1296 25 - 883c

P.L. 586 5 1296 25 - 883d

P.L. 603 299L 1464 42 - 1396d



756

93rd ConRress, Is, Session, 1973 - (87 - Stat.)

Sec. Eae U.S.C. Status

P.L. 37 2 73 25 - 70n-1

P.L. 4( 3(a) 96 42 - 3151

P.L. 87 207 285 23 - 402

P.L. 102 - 349 25 - 564v-2

P.L. 134 1 466 25 - 1401

P.L. 134 2 466 25 - 1402

P.L. 134 3 467 25 - 1403

P.L. 134 4 467 25 - 1404

P.L. 134 5 468 25 - 1405

P.L. 134 6 468 25 - 1406

P.L. 134 7 468 25 - 1407

P.L. 197 1 770 25 - 903 nt.

P.L. 197 2 770 25 - 903

P.L. 197 3 770 25 - 903a

P.L. 197 4 771 25 - 903b

P.L. 197 5 772 25 - 903c

P.L. 197 6 772 25 - 903d

P.L. 197 7 773 25 - 903e

P.L. 197 8 773 25 - 903f

P.L. 203 204 850 29 - 844

P.L. 203 207 854 29 - 847

P.L. 203 302 858 2q - 872

P.L. 222 6(a) 935 42 - 2001

P.L. 222 6(b) 936 42 - 300e-14

P.L. 233 19(a) 974 25 - 639



757

93rd Congress, 2nd Session, 1974 - (88 - Stat.)

Sec. Page U.S.C. Status

P.L. 262 1 77 25 - 1451 nt.

P.L. 262 2 77 25- 1451

P.L. 262 3 77 25 - 1452

P.L. 262 4 77 25 - 1453

P.L. 262 101 78 25 - 1461

P.L. 262 102 78 25 - 1462

P.L. 262 103 78 25 - 1463

P.L. 262 104 78 25 - 1464

P.L. 262 105 78 25 - 1465

P.L. 262 106 78 25 - 1466

P.L. 262 107 79 25 - 1467

P.L. 262 108 79 25 - 1468

P.L. 262 109 79 25 - 1469

P.L. 262 201 79 25 - 1481

P.L. 262 202 79 25 - 1482

P. .. 262 203 79 25 - 1483

P.L. 262 204 79 25 - 1484

P.L. 262 205 80 25 - 1485

P.t. 262 206 80 25 - 1486

P.L. 262 207 80 25 - 1487

P.L. 262 208 80 25 - 1488

P.L. 262 209 80 25 - 14479

P.L. 262 210 80 25 - 1490

P.L. 262 211 80 25 - 101

P.L. 262 212 80 25 - 1492

P.L. 262 213 81 25 - 1493
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93rd Congress, 2nd Session (continued)

Sec. Page u.•S.• Status

P.L. 262 214 81 25 - 1494

P.L. 262 215 81 25 - 1495

P.L. 262 216 81 25 - 1496

P.L. 262 217 82 25 - 1497

?.L. 262 218 82 25 - 1498

P.L. 262 301 82 25 - 1511

P.L. 262 302 82 25 - 1512

P.L. 262 401 82 25 - 1521

P.L. 262 402 83 25 - 1522

P.L. 262 403 83 25 - 1523

P.L. 262 404 83 25 - 1524

P.L. 262 501 83 25 - 1541

P.L. 262 502 83 25 - 1542

P.L. 262 503 83 25 - 1543

P.L. 265 - 84 25- 1341

P.L. 286 - 142 25 - 487

P.L. 380 - 507 20 - 880b-8

P.L. 380 304(a)(1) 522 20 - 238

P.L. 380 304(a)(2) 522 20 - 238 nt.

P.L. 380 305(a)(2) 529 70 - 240

P.L. 380 631(a) 585 70 - Ra7c

P.L. 380 631(b) 585 20 - 241bb

P.L. 380 631(c) 585 20 - 887c nt.

P.L. 380 632(a) 586 20 - 887c

P.L. 380 632(b) 586 20 - 241bb

P.L. 380 6 3 2 (c) 586 20 - 887c-1, 887c-2
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93rd Congress, 2nd Session (continued)

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

P.L.

380

440

440

452

452

486

494

494

510

531

531

531

531

531

531

531

531

531

531

531

531

531

531

531

531

531

Sec.

632(d)

5

6

101(a)(3)- (6)

101(a)(1)

101(a)(2)

12

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Pa ge

587

1260

1260

1373

1374

1461,1462

1500

1500

1608

1712

1712

1713

1713

1714

1714

1715

1715

1716

1716

1716

1716

1717

1718

171Q

17"0

1720

U.S.C. Status

20

16

16

16

16

16

12

12

42

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

2S

887c- 1, nt.

608J

6Q8k

670k

670m

461 nt.

1813

1817

4261

640d

64,d- I

640d-2

640d-3

O.40d-4

640d- 5

640d-6

640d- 7

64 Od- 8

640d-9

640d- 10

f-40d- 11

64(d- 12

640d. 13

6/.0d- 14

640d- 15

640d. 16
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93rd Congress, 2nd Sesston (continued)

Sec. Page U.S.C. Status

P.L. 531 18 1721 25 - 640d-37

P.L. 531 19 1721 25 - 640d-18

P.L. 531 20 1722 25 - 640d-19

P.1.. 531 21 1722 25 - 640d-20

P.L. 531 22 1722 25 - 640d-21

P.L. 531 23 1722 25 - 640d-22

P.L. 531 24 1722 25 - 640d-23

P.L. 531 25 1722 25 - 640d-24

P.L. 580 1-7 1910-1914 25 - 174 nt.

P.L. 599 - 1954 40 - 483

P.L. 620 1 2090 16 - 228b

P.L. 620 5 2090 16 - 228d

P.L. 620 10 2091 16 - 2281

P.L. 620 11 2093 16 - 228J

P.L. 638 1 2203 25 - 450 nt.

P.L. 638 2 2203 25 - 450

P.L. 638 3 2203 25 - 450a

P.L. 638 4 2204 25 - 450b

P.L. 638 5 2204 25 - 450c

P.L. 638 6 2205 25 - 450d

P.L. 638 7 2205 25 - 450e

P.L. 638 8 2206 25 - 13a

P.L. 638 101 2206 25 - 450f nt.

P.L. 638 102 2206 25 - 450f

P.L. 638 103 2206 25 - 450g



93rd Congress, 2nd Session

Sec. U.S.C.

P.L. 638

P.L. 638

P.Lt, 638

P.L. 638

P.L. 638

P.L. 638

P.L. 638

P.L. 638

P.L. 638

P.L. 638

P.L. 638

P.L. 638

P.L. 638

P.L. 638

P.L. 638

P.L. 638

P.L. 638

F.L. 638

P.L. 638

P.L. 638

P.L. 641

P.L. 643

P.L. 643

P.L. 643

P.L. 644
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(continued)

Status

104

105(a)

105(b)

105(c)

105(d)

105(e)-(J)

106

107

108

109

110

201

202

203

204

205

206

207

208

209

3

* 102(b)

102(c)

102(d)

11

2207

2208

2208

2208

2208

2209,2210

2210

2212

2212

2212

2213

2213

2213

2214

2214

2216

2216

2216

2216

2217

2235

2281

2281

2282

2324

Page.

25 -450h

5- 3371

42 2004b

50 App - 456

42 - 4762

25 - 4501

25 - 450J

25 - 450k

25 - 4501

25 - 450m

25 - 450n

25 - 455 nt.

25 - 455,456,457

25 - 457 nt.

25 - 458

25 - 458a

25 - 458b

25 - 458c

25 - 458d

25 - 458e

42 - 300-1-2

23 - 101

23 - 208

23 - 101 nt.

42 - 2991,299la-2991h
2992,2992a-2992d
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94th Congress, Ist Session, 1975 - (89- Stat.)

Sec. Page U.S.C. Status

P.L. 73 301 402 42 - 1973aa-la

P.L. 73 302 403 42 - 1973aa-2,1973sa-3,
1973aa-4

P.L. 73 303 403 42 - 1973aa-2

P.L. 73 304 403 42 - 1973aa-3

P.L. 80 1-4 415,4.'6 25 - 174 nts.

P.L. 81 1 417 25 - 564 J nt.

P.L. 114 - 577 25 - 459
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APPENDIX V

SUBJECT MATTER BREAKDOWN OF TITLE 25 UNITED STATES CODE

The first effort of this Task Force In the process of formulating recommenda-
tions for consolidation, revision and codification of Federal Indian law was the
development of a system for classification of the various code sections appearing
in Title 25 of the U.S. Code to determine overlap, redundancies or conflicts. To
accomplish this, we developed a subject matter breakdown or index.

Title 25 of the U.S. Code was then reviewed from cover to cover and each
section was classified to whatever subject matter area or areas it touched upon
either specifically or by implication. Many code sections were found to touch
upon several of the subject matter areas we had developed.

This subject matter breakdown was developed principally as a working paper
for Task Force use. However, many researchers other than our Task Force mem-
bers have found this index a useful supplement to the existing index to Title 25.
We have, therefore, decided to publish this Subject Matter Breakdown as an
additional Appendix to our Report.

The format of this index is far from perfected. For example, numerous pro-
visions affecting the jurisdictional relationships of Federal, State and tribal
governments are classified to Section XVIII, Powers of Tribes. As a final docu-
ment we would have developed a separate more detailed breakdown of these
jurisdictional provisions. However, the Breakdown is still a useful reference tool
and we offer it for what aid it may provide. We stress that it should be used in
conjunction with the index now appearing In Title 25.

(764)
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I. Government Organization

A. Delegation of Authority to Executive Agency

#la Delegation of powers and duties by Secretary
of Interior and Commib:ioner of Indian Affairs

#2 Duties of Commissioner

#9 Regulations by President

#10 Employee to sign letters

#Il Employee or employees to sign approval of
tribal deeds

#13 Expenditure of appropriations by Bureau of
Indian Affairs

#41 Special Agents and Commissioners

#41a Inspectors

#53 Disbursing officers; acting as clerks

#174 Superintendence over tribes west of Miss.

#392 Consent to or approval of alienation of
allotments
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I. Government Organization

B. Establishment of Major Officers

#I Commissioner of Indian Affairs

#2 Dities of Commissioner

V2a Assistant or deputy commissioners; appointments;
powers and duties

#272 Superintendent of Indian schools

#305 Indian Arts and Crafts Board
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I. Government Organization

C. Duties, Responsibilities and Restrictions of Officers

#3 Compilation of statutes regulating duties of
Indian agents and inspectors (Compare #1341)

#5 Record of deeds by Indians requiring approval

#6 Seal; authenticated and certified documents;
evidence

#7 Fees for furnishing certiFied copies of records

#8 Accounts for claims and disbursements

#10 Employee to sign letters

#13 Expenditure of appropriations by BIA

#25 Superintendent of Five Civil Tribes

#25a Same; application of Civil Service Laws

#36 Special agents and other officers to administer
oaths

#40 Limitations of Superintendencies, agencies, etc.

#43 Persons paid for other services not paid for
interpreting

#56 Quarters, fuel and light for employees

#57 Heat and light for employees quarters

#58 Limitation on number and kind of employment

#59 Transfer of funds for payment of employees

#60 Compensation prescribed to be in full

#61 Estimates for personal services in Indian office

*62 Discontinuance and transfer of agencies

#63 Consolidation of agencies

#64 Services of agents dispensed with

465 DiscontinLuance of agents; subagents and interpreters
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I. Government Organization

C. Duties, Responsibilities and Restrictions of Officers (Cont'd)

#66 Duties of agency devolved on Supt. of Indian school

#68 Employees not to trade with Indians

#68a Same; purchase from Indians by employees

#87a Restrictions on resale of Arts and Crafts purchased
from Indians

#88 False vouchers accounts or claims by employees
against us

#112 Persons present at delivery of goods and money

#113 Mode of disbursement of goods, etc.

#114 Payment of annuities in coin

#130 Withholding money, etc., on account of liquor

#131 Advances to disbursing officers

#133 Rolls of Indinas entitled to supplies

#135 Supplies distributed so as to prevent deficiency

#136 Commutation of rations or supplies

#137 Supplies distributed on condition of labor

#139 Approp. for subsistance

#140 Diversion of approp. for employees. (Segregation
of funds

#145 Accounts between U.S. and tribes, reimbursable
approp.

#146 Report of Indians present and receiving food

#148 Approp. for supplies, etc.

#151 Deposits in bank by disbursing agents

#157 Investments of stock required by treaties

#158 Investments of proceeds of lands

#159 Moneys due incompetents or orphans
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I. Government Organization

C. Duties, Responsibilities and Restrictions of Officers (Cont'd)

#160 Custody of stocks or bonds held in trust for tribes

#161 Deposit in treasury of trust funds

#161a Trust funds; rate of interest

#161b Interest "i.M. Proceeds of Labor"

#161c Transfer of surplus funds

#161d Disposition of accrued interest

#162a Deposit of funds in banks

#163 Roll of membership of Indian tribes

#164 Restoration to tribe of unpaid per capita

#165 Same, Notice to Cong.

#174 Superintendence of President over tribes west of
Miss. River

#175 U.S. Attorneys to represent

#176 Survey of Reservations

#185 Protection of Indians desiring civilized life

#187 Suspension of chief for trespass (based on #186
which is repealed)

#196 Sale or other disposition of timber

#198 Contagious and infections diseases, quarantine

#199, Records of 5 Civil Tribes, Okla.
#199a

#200 Report of offence or case of Indian incarcerated
in agency jail

#229 Inquiries to property by Indians

#251 Setting up distillery

#261 Power to appoint traders with Indians

#262 Persons permitted to trade with Indians
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I. Government Organization

C. Duties, Responsibilities and Restrictions of Officers (Cont'd)

#263 Prohibitions of trade by President

#264 Trading without license; white persons as clerks

#271 Employment of Instructors for Indians

#272 Superintendent of Indian schools

#272a Same; other duties

#273 Detail of Army officer

#274 Employment of Indian girls and boys as assistants

#295 Supervision of expenditure of appropriations for
school purposes

#302 Indian Reform School; rules and regs; consent of
parents

#304a Study of Indian Education; contracts; appropriations

#305 Indian Arts and Crafts Board

#305a Promotion of economic welfare; Powers of the Board

#305b Rules and Regs; submission to Sec. of Interior

#307 Vocational School

#308 Same; property taken over by Sec. of Interior

#309 Vocational training program; eligibility; contracts
or agreements

#309a Same; authorization of approp.

#317 Regulations

#328 Same; rules and regulations

#332 Selection of allotments

#333 Making of allotments by agents

#334 Allotments of Indians not residing on reservations

#337 Allotments in national forests

#372 Ascertainment of heirs of deceased allotees,
settlement of estates; sale of lands; deposit of
Indian moneys
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I. Government Organization

C. Duties, Responsibilities and Restrictions of Officers (Cont'd)

#373 Disposed by will of allotments held under trust

#373a Disposition of trust or restricted estate of
interstate without heirs; successor tribe; sale
of land

#373b Same; restricted estate on homestead on the public
domain

#374 Attendance of witnesses

#375a Same; jurid. of Sec. of Interior over probate
and dict. of estates not exceeding $2,500

#375b Same; schedule of fees

#375c Same; disbursement of sums not exceeding $500

to heirs or legatees

#376 Oaths in investigations

#377 Payment or deduction of costs of determining heirs

#378 Partition of allotment among heirs

#379 Sale of allotted lands by heirs

#380 Lease of inherited allotments by superintendent

#381 Irrigation lands; regulation of use of water

#382 Irrigation projects under Redomation Act

#383 Estimates of cost; limitations as to

#384 Employment of supts. of irrigation

#385 Maintenance charges, reimbursement of coust.,
costs, etc.

#386 Reimbursement of coust. charges

#386a Adjustment of reimbusable costs, coust. charges

#388 Claims for damages; settlement by agreement

#389 Investigation and adjustment of irrigation charges
on lands, etc.

#393 Leases of restricted allotments (Power Supt.)

#393a Same; lands of 5 Civil Tribes (Power of Supt.)
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I. Government Organization

C. Duties, Responsibilities and Restrictions of Officers (Cont'd)

#394 Leases of arid allotted lands (Power of Supt.)

#395 Leases of allotted lands, where allottee is
incapacitated

#396 Leases of allotted lands for mining purposes

#396 Leases of unallotted lands for mining purposes;
a - g duration of leases, etc.

#398 Leases of unallotted land for oil and gas mining
purposes

#441 Indian employees of government; entitlement to
Indian benefits

#451 Donations for Indians; use of gifts; annual

report to Congress

#472 Standards for Indians appointed to Indian Office

#632 Character and extent of admin.; time limit; reports
on use of funds (Navajo Hopi)

#673 Report to Congress (Utes)

#1326 Special election

#1341 Authorization of Secretary Revision of documents
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i. Government Organization

D. Preference in Employment

*2a Asst. or Dep. Commissioners; appointments; powers
and duties

#25 Supt. for Five Civil Tribes

#25.1 Same; application of civil service laws

#44 (Repealed) Employment of Indians

#45 Preference to Indians qualified for duties

#46 Preference to Indians in employment of clerical,
mechanical and other help

#47 Employment of Indian labor and purchase of products
of Indian industry

#274 Employment of Indian girls and boys as assistants

#318a Roads on Indian Reservations; appropriations

#348 Patents to be held in trust; descent and partitions

#472 Standards for Indians appointed to Indian Offices

#633 Preference in employment; on the job training
(Navajo Hcpi)
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I. Government Organization

E. Purchase of Supplies

#47 Employment of Indian labor and purchase of
products of Indian industry

#96 Copies of Indian Service (BIA)Contracts must be
furnished to General Accounting Office

#97 Contract bidding proposals and bids in connection
with Indian Service for supplies or servifes must
be attached to contract filed with GAO

#98 U.S. money can't be used to purchase supplies for
Indians if not authorized by law

#99 Commissioner authorized to let bids before
appropriations made

#101 Transport costs for supplies to be payed by
agency or school receiving

#102 Same as #101 Re: Coal

#104 Secretary of Interior can purchase supplies from
Indian schools

#148 Approp. for supplies, etc.
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I. Government Organization

F. Contracts with tribes for performance of services

INDIAN 81LV-DmTBRMINATION

sec.
40 Coagreesl•sl otatemeat of fled.

togs.
430a Congrreesossl declarUon of policy
4800b Definitiona
We Reportlag sad audit requiremeals

for reclpleaot of Psdersl ft
asocial astoutasce

I'a Mainteoance of records
IV Access to books, documents.

ore,. sad records for so
sad examination by

Com stroller OvGatil. etc.
It) Avafl.b1Uty by recipient of

required reports sod lofto-
m on to lodisa people
mend or ropreseuted.

(d) Repaymeut to Trearury by
recipleet of osepesoadd or
passed foods

4Wd Crimiaal actvitiles lavoivisf gnats.
contracts. OWe penatltes

Me. Wage sad labor standards and
prd'ors~oce requirements for cootracstb or 81rosll.

4W Contracts by Secretary of the Is
terior with tribal orgsains-
ties&.

is) Reqemt by tribe for csostrart
by fltc P4sty to plas. con-
dot gaod administer sdw
tione. et. programs refuse
&I of requet.

(b) Procedure upon refusal of re-
quest to contract.

i(c) Procerorweat of liability In-
surance by tribe as pra
requisite to exercsle of corn.
triclin authority by Sec.
rMtary; required policy pro.

Oft Contracts by D"cretery of Hleath.
Education. and Welfare
with tribal organtnatlons

(A) Req~eet by tribe for Contract
Pr ertmFy to impiemeat
hospital s.d breath facility
futolues. sutoritilee. anod
resposlolliiite. refusal of

ib) Prro-eur upon refusal of re
queet to contract

4c) Procurvineot of liability to
aures by tribe as prereq
usile to exercise of con
trotting authority by Rwetr
= to required police pro

4*ft. Groe•t to tribal orlsaiaaUoos or
tribes

see
a&) R"qst by trib for cestract

or grant by Secretary of the
lnterior for Imprlolis. ett.
tribal governmental. cop.
tro•eag. &ad program plan
fimg aUtIvItNis.

Ib) Grat.. by Secretary of
Health. ducatsoU. amd Wtl
fare for development. main
tenants. etc.. of heatlb to
etlitle. or servtics. ad ImSrovatoet oft coalr•ct caps
iiltes Implemeatlla hoe

fltal aed health facli-y

It) Uses *4 matching shares for
other similar Vrederel
freat programs.

4•0 Reteation of Pederel employee cow
orags. rights aid boeflis
by employees of tribal or

(a) d|glble employees; VFe*dll
employee programs eabject
to retetiom.

lbi Depolit by tti| ergoalue
ties of emple• deductions
sad a&goey cootributloa Is
appruopa^ feods

(t') Eleciou for retealtoa by emr toyee sad tribal orgaltas
tie before date of employ
meat by tribal oelrgalt
tioe. transfer of employee
to another tribal Orgoalas
tion,

Id) employee
) Promulgotion of Implementat1 l0 gi regulatioa by Frotl

dent
If) Additional employee employ

ment rights
4W0J oostlie r grat provisions sad

administration
to) Apll'eablilty of vdwal 'on

|ratting laws and vilrana
tioas. walvir of requl*
meats

(b) Payments. transfer of fundo
by Treasury for dtaburec
mest by tribal orgrnita
tion. scr•iuulbility for in
tereet ascer4c prior to die
bureeuncot

(r) Term of rtqu•sWt oatrocts.
*Iua reoegfotlatios

(d) Revlsion or smeaudmeat of
provt0ins at requcot or
with cOSeat Of tribal or
Csatioo. dtet'eur date

rot"Ceeloa of contract.
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I. Government Organization

F. Contracts with tribes for performance of services

Sec.
t0) Impementation by tribal or-

school buildings, hospitals.

and facelties aid equipment
and other Government own.
ed personal property.

if) Performance of personal aerY-
ices.

(f) Fair and uniform provisioa
by tribal orgasluttlos of
servics and aaolstance to
covered Indians.

(hi Miolmuom amount of Con
trade

4Mh Rales and reIalatioss
tai Authority of H1ecretariec of

the Interior and of Hlseth.
Edacaston. and Welfare to
perform any sod all acts
and make Necessary and
proper rules sad ragale-lions.

(b) Consultation. preneatation.
publication, and promulga-

on. Unli sad procodaral
requlraments.

(c) Revisions sad amendments.
procdures applicable.

0801 Report by tribe requsotli coatrart
a? grant c7 stesta

40MI Reclalos . roatract or grant
and assomptioo of control of pro.
gram. etc., authority. grounds.
procedure, correctio ofu violatios
as pr•erquliste to new coatract or
grant agroomeul. cosatrectios
wish occupetissal safety sad
health requirements

Ss Sovereigaln mnsalty and trustee-
ship rights unaffected.

CONTRACTS WITH STATES
di6M Contracts for education In public

schools; submissilao of education
pitn by contractor as prerequtaite.
criterla for approval of plan by
Secretary of the Interior. particl-Zttion by non ISditten sudests

4d Slame; election and functions of lo-
cal committee of Indian pareats in
school districts having school
boards competed of son-Indian
majority. revocation of contracts
INeelM. Same. reimhnr..me.t to school dis-
tricts for educating sos-resldent
students INew)

ISM Uctool coustruction. aeqnisltits, or
Movatimn contracts INeVw.

tap Authorization. pre•r-qnsltet
(b) ElrgIbility requtremnta for

assistance In Federatly-tf-
forted areas: applicability to
projects In deteminingt man-
Imaom amount, anclune. of
fonds, etr

gel Eligbility of private schools to
rctaelvo funds, maximum
amount

(d) Doti" of State edacatios
ag*acted purauant to cos-
tracts.

(a) Advisory coasutationas by Sac-
ratary with affected entItie
&ad governing bodies prior
to contracts, applicabtitly

(f) pEvaluation sad report to CoL
gITs of etfectivewe" of Con.
Struction. etc. programs.
scope and contest of capont

(s) Anthorltstion of appropria-

kGeneral edocsatios tctfact ned
grat provisions and require
menW , school district quality
and standards of excellence
INewI

diet. Same, availability of funds to
gfesctia institutions. and organi-

satzoas kewel
4ait Same, promulgation, revision. Ott..

of implementing rtate snd rsgu
Intiot.s. time and procedural rs-
qoiremate INeew

4Nd. Sasme, sigibility for funds of tribe
or tribal orgaulsattos controlling
or "naglag private schools; to-

Ste.

d11111

port te Coagrsssedaal Ceamitas
(Now).

Same- supplemental aoslstais• to
funas provided to hlal adecUeton-
al Agencies INewt.

78-It1) 0 - 77 - 'Al
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1. Government Organization

G. Federal Property

1. Management Generally

413 Expenditure of appropriations by B.I.A.

#15 Utility facilities, etc.

#276 Vacant military posts or barracks for schools;
detail of Army officers

#277 Former Apache military post est. as Theodore
Roosevelt Ind. School

#291 Removal of government property at schools

#292 Suspension or discontinuance of schools

#293 Sale of lands purchased for day school or other
Indian admin. uses

#307 Vocational School

4308 Sameo property taken over by Sec. of Interior

#407d Charges for special services to purchasers of
timber

#412a Exemption from taxation of lands subject to re-
strictions against alienation; determination of
homestead

0443a Conveyance to Indian tribes of federally owned
buildings, etc.

1451 Donations for Indians; use of gifts

4453 Use of federal property (See 4452)

1454 Same; rules and regs.

4496 Designation of land for Indian Reservations (Alaska)

#497 Reservation of tracts for schools, hospitals, etc.

#621 Portions of tribal lands to be held in trust by U.S.;
remainder to become part of public domain (Pueblo &
Canoncito Navalo)

0
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I. Government Organization

G. Federal Property

2. Sales and Surplus and Exchanges

0190 Sales of plants or tracts not needed for admin.
or allotment purpose

0292 Suspension or discontinuance of schools

0293 Sale of lands purchased for day school or other
Ind. Admin. uses

*293a Conveyance of school properties to local school
dist. or public agencies

0294 Bale of certain abandoned buildings on lands
belonging to Ind. tribes

#443a Conveyance to tribes of federally owned buildings,
etc.

#622 Exchange of tribal lands; title to lands (Pueblo,
Navajo; Pueblos and Canoncito Navajos)

#624 Exchanges of lands; reservation of rights: title
to lands (Pueblo)
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I. Government Organization

H. Congressional Committees and Commissions

#640 Joint Congressional Committee establishment and
composition vacanciesl chairman
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II. Claims of Indians Against the U. S.

A. Indian Claims Commission
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II. Claims of Indians Against the U. S.

B. Accrued Claims Not Affected by Statutes

#475 Claims or suits of Ind. tribes against U.S.;
rights unimpaired

#475a Same; offsets of gratuities
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I1. Litigation of Rights

A. Legal Representation

*175 U.S. Attorneys to represent Indians

#652 Claims against U.S. for appropriated lands;
submission to Court of Claims; appeal; grounds
for relief. (Calif. Indians)

#654 Claims presented by petition; filing date, amendment;
signature and verification; official letters docu-
ments, etc. furnished. (Calif. Indians)

*1302 Constitutional Rights (Tribal courts)
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III. Litigation of Rights

B. Jurisdiction of Courts and Procedure

#81 Suit to recover money regardless of amount in
controversy

#193 Proceedings againsg goods seized for certain violations

#201 Penalties, how recovered

#202 Inducing conveyances by Indians of trust interests
in lands

#233 Jurisdiction of New York state courts in civil
actions

#232 7urisdiction of New York criminal actions

#293a Conveyance of school properties to local school
dist. or public agencies

9314 Surveys; maps: compensation

9345 Actions for allotments

9346 Proceedings in actions for allotments

#347 Limitations of actions for lands patented in
severalty under treaties

0374 Attendance of witnesses

#375 Determination of heirs of deceased members of Five
Civilized Tribes

#375a Samel jurisd. of Sec. of Interior over probate and
distribution of estates not exceeding $2,500

#399 Leases of unallotted mineral lands withdrawn from
entry under mining laws

#416a Same; covenant provision: Federal or State court
juried. of violations

#4161 Same; restrictions

#475a Same; offsets of gratuities

1487 Spokane Indian Reservationp consolidation of land --
purchase, sale and exchange

#505 Same(#504)i amendment or revocation of charters;
suits by and against associations (Okla.)
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III.

B.

Litigation of Rights

Jurisdiction of Courts and Procedure

9609 Action to determine title to judgment fund; claim
of Confederated Tribes of Colville Reservation;
jurisdiction of Court of Claims

#610c Mortgages or deeds of trusts law governing mortgage
foreclosure or sale; U.S. as party; removal of
cases; appeals (Swinomish)

#642 Powers of Tribal Council (Hopi) 641 - 646)

9652 Claims against U.S. for appropriated lands; sub-
mission to Court of Claims; appeal; grounds for
relief (Calif Indians)

#653 Statutes of limitation unavailable against claims;
amount of decree; set-off. (Calif. Indians)

9654 Claims presented by petition (etc). (Calif. Indians)

#670 Mortgage or deed of trust of lands sold; U.S. as
party to all proceedings (So. Ute)

#956 Claims against allotments -- Assignment, sale,
etc. (Agua Calente)

9954 Powers and duties of guardian (Aqua Caliente)

91301 Definitions (Tribal courts)

91302 Constitutional Rights (Tribal courts)

91303 Habeas Corpus (Tribal courts)

91311 Model Code

91321 Assumption by states of criminal jurisdiction

91322 Assumption by states of civil jurisdiction

91323 Retrocession of jurisdiction by State

91325 Abatement of actions
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III. Litigation of Rights

C. Attorneys Fees and Costs

#7 Fees for furnishing certified copies of records

#178 Fees on behalf of Indian parties in contests under
public land laws

#314 Surveys; maps; compensation

9655 Reimbursement of State of Calif. for necessary
costs and expenses (Calif. Indians)

#671 Use of funds of Ute Indian Tribe of U&O reservation,
etc.

#675 Restriction on payment of funds for agent's or
attorney fees (Ute Mountain)

#676 Use of funds of Southern Ute Tribe, etc.

9956 Claims against allotments -- Assignment, sale, etc.
(Aqua Caliente)

i.
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111. Litigation of Rights

D. Burden of Proof

04 Defective record of deeds and papers legalized

#6 Seall authenticated and certified documents
evidence

1183 Marriage of white men to Indian women; evidence

0194 Trial of right of property burden of proof

#346 Proceedings in actions for allotments

#347 Limitations of actions for lands patented in
severalty under treaties

#654 Claims presented by petition (eto) (Calif. Indians)
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I11. Litigation of Rights

E. Federal Enforcement Remedies

#81 Permits suit to recover over payment on contracts

9193 Proceedings against goods seized for certain
violations

9201 Penalties, how recovered

9202 Inducing conveyances by Indians of trust interests
in lands

#229 Injuries to property by Indians

#230 Depositions by Agents touching depredations

9251 Setting up distillery

#293a Conveyance of school properties to local school
districts or public agencies

6314 Surveyse mapsi compensation

1399 Leases of unallotted mineral lands withdrawn from
entry under mining laws
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III. Litigation of Rights

F. Other Federal Agencies

#646 Exempted Securities (Hopi) (641 - 646)
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IV. Contracts with Tribes or Individual Indians

A. Restrictions on Contracting

#81 Contracts with Indian Tribes or Indians

#82 Payments Under Contracts

#82a Contracts of Certain Tribes (5 Civil) authorized

#84 Assignment of Contracts Restricted

#85 Contracts relating to Tribal Funds invalid without
U. S. consent
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IV. Contracts with Tribes or Individual Indians

B. Attorney Contracts

#9la Counsel for prosecution of claims, etc.

#8lb Continuation of contracts with attorneys con-
taining limitation of time

*82a Contracts of Certain Tribes (5 Civil) authorized

#82 Payment in Attorney contracts

#476 Organization of Ind. tribes, constitution and
bylaws special election

*1331 Approval
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IV. Contracts with Tribes or Individual Indians

C. Restrictions on Contracts for Land, Minerals, Water, or
Timber. (See specific headings).

1. Land -- 86
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V. Disbursement of Moneys and Supplies

A. Payment of Annuities

#12 Agent to negotiate commutation of annuities

1III Payment of Moneys and Distribution of goods

#112 Persons Present

#113 Mode of disbursements

#114 Payment of annuities in coin

#115 Payment of annuities in goods

#116 Indians over eighteen have right to receipt of
annuity

#127 Moneys or annuities of hostile Indians

#130 Withholding money, etc., on account of liquor

#137 Supplies distributed on condition of labor

#233 New York -- climes against annuities

#283 Regs. for withholding rations for nonattendance
at schools

#285 Withholding annuities from Osage Indians for non-
attendance at schools

#606 Back pay and annuities on enrollment of new members
(Yakima)

7S-110 0 - 77 - SI
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V. Disbursement of Moneys and Supplies

B. Per Capita Payments

#86 Payment of Interest on Tribal Funds (Five Civilized)

0111 Payment of moneys and distribution of goods

0112 Persons present

0113 Mode of disbursements

#117 Payments per capita to Indians

0120 Per capita payments to enrolled Choctaw and
Chickasaw

#123 Expenditures from tribal funds without approp.

#136 Commutation of rations and other supplies, payment
per capita

#156 Deposit of funds, sale, land, etc (5 Civil)

#398b Same; proceeds from rentals, royalties and bonuses;
disposition

0399 Leases of unallotted mineral lands withdrawn from
entry under mining laws

#606 Back pay and annuities on enrollment of new members
(Yahima)

#613 Advances or expenditures from tribal funds, etc.
(Shoshone - Arapahoe)

#671 Use of funds of Ute Indian Tribe of U & 0 reservation
for expenditure and per capita payments, etc.

#674 Use of funds of Ute Mountain Tribe, etc.

#681 Per capita payment to tribal members; rules and
regulations (Red Lake Chippewa)(#681 - 683)

#684 Per capita payments to tribal members; installments;
rules and regulations (Red Lake Chippewa) (#684-686)

#687 Per capita payment to tribal members; rules and
regulations (Red Lake Chippewa) (#687 - 689)

#781 Distribution of funds; allotment equalization (Creek)
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V. Disbursement of Moneys and Supplies

C. Distribution of Goods

#111 Payment of Moneys and Distribution of goods

#112 Persons present

#113 Mode of disbursements

#130 Withholding moneys, etc., on account of liquor

#132 Mode of distribution of goods

#133 Rolls of Indians entitled to supplies

#134 Approp. for supplies

#135 Supplies distributed so as to prevent deficiencies

#136 Commutation of rations or supplies

#137 Supplies distributed to able bodies males on
condition of labor

#138 Goods withheld from chiefs violating treaties

6139 Approp. for subsistance

#146 Report of Indians present and receiving
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V. Distribution of Moneys and Supplies

D. Distribution of Rations

#111 Payment of Moneys and Distribution of Goods

#112 Persons present

#113 Mode of disbursements

#121 Payment of Tribal Funds to helpless Indians

#130 Withholding money on account of liquor

#136 Commutations of rations or supplies

#141 Rations

#146 Report of Indians present and receiving

#279 Rations to mission schools

#283 Regulations for withholding rations
for nonattendance at schools
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V. Distribution of Moneys and Supplies

E. Hostile Indians

#126 Indian Depredations

#127 Moneys or annuities of hostile Indians

#128 Approp. not paid to Indians at war with U. S.

#129 Moneys due Indians holding captives

#138 Goods withheld from chiefs violating treaty stipu-
lations

#229 Injuries to property by Indians
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VI. Indian Funds - Federal Management

A. Funds Subject to Federal Management

#14 Money accruing to Indians from Veteran's
Administration or other governmental agencies

#119 Allotment of Tribal Funds to Individual Indians

#121 Payment of share of tribal funds to helpless
Indians

#123 Expenditure from tribal funds without appropriation

#123a Tribal funds; Use to Purchase Insurance

#123b Tribal funds; traveling and other expenses

#124 Expenditures from tribal funds of 5 Civil without
approp.

#125 Expenditure of moneys of Quapaw Agency tribes and
individuals

#151 Deposits in bank by disbursing agents

#152 Proceeds of sales from lands

0153 Approp. to carry out treaties (investment)

#155 Disposal of misc. funds

#155a (Now part of 155)

#156 Deposit of funds from sales of lands and prop.
(5 Civil)

#157 Investments of Stock Required by treaties

1158 Investment of proceeds of land

#159 Moneys due incompetents or orphans

#161 Deposit in Treasury of trust funds

#161a Tiust funds; rate of interest

#161b Interest "I.M. Proceeds of Labor"

#162a Deposit of funds in banks

#163 Roll of membership (segregation of funds)

#164 Restoration to tribe of unclaimed per capita
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VI. Indian Funds - Federal Management

A. Funds Subject to Federal Management (cont'd)

#165 Same, notice to Congress

#190 Sale of plants or tracts not needed for admin. or
allotment purposes

#276 Vacant military posts or barracks for schools;
detail of Army officers

#283 Regs. for withholding rations for nonattendance
at schools

6314 Surveys; maps; compensation

#319 Rights of way for telephone and telegraph lines

0320 Acquisition of lands for reservoirs or materials

6321 Right of way for pipe lines

#325 Same; payment and disposition of compensation

#348 Patents to be held in trust; descent and partition

#372 Ascertainment of heirs of deceased allottees;
settlement of estates; sale of lands; deposit of
Indian moneys

#373 Disposal by will of allotments held under tract

#373a Disposition of trust or restricted estate of
interstate without heirs; successor tribe; sale of
land

#375 Determination of heirship of deceased members of Five
Civilized Tribes

#375a Same; jurisd. of Sec. of Interior over probate and
distribution of estates not exceeding $2,500

#375b Same; Schedule of fees

#375c Same; disbursement of sums not exceeding $500 to
heirs or legatees

#377 Payment or deduction of cost of determining heirs

#380 Lease of inherited allotments by superintendent

#390 Concessions on reservoir sites and other lands
in Indian irrigation projects

#398b Sam-; proceeds from rental, royalties and bonuses;
disposition
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VI. Indian Funds - Federal Management

A. Funds Subject to Federal Management (Cont'd)

#399 Leases of unallotted mineral lands withdrawn from
entry under mining laws

#400a Lease for mining purposes of land reserved for
agency or school

#401 Leases for mining purposes of unallotted lands
in law reservation

#403 Leases of lands held in trust

#404 Sale on petition of allottee or heirs

9405 Sale of allotment of noncompetent Indian

9406 Sale of timber on lands held under trust - Deductions
for admin. expense; standards guiding sales

1407 Sale of timber on unallotted lands

#409 Sale of lands within reclamation projects

0411 Interest on moneys from proceeds of sale

9412 Payment of taxes from share of allottee in tribal
funds (mistitled)

#413 Fees to cover cost of work performed for Indians

#415b Same; advance payment of rent or other consideration

#487 Spokane Indian Reservation; consolidation of land -
purchase, sale and exchange

#507 Availability and allocation of funds; royalties
from mineral deposits (Okla.)

#611 Division of trust fund on deposit in U.S. Treasury
to joint credit of both tribes (Shoshone - Arapahoe)

#612 Establishment of trust fund for each tribe;
transfer of funds; interest; crediting of revenues;
receipts, and proceeds of judgments (Shoshone -
Arapohoe)

#623 Disbursement of deposits in the United Pueblos Agency

9671 Use of funds of Ute Indian Tribe of U & 0 Reservation,
etc.
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VI. Indian Funds - Federal Management

A. FPnds Subject to Federal Management

!672 Division of trust funds, etc (Utes of U & 0 and
So. Utes)

#673 Report to Congress (Confed. Bands of Ittes)

#681 Per capita payment to tribal members; rules and
regulations (Red Lake Chippewas)

#781 Distribution of funds; allotment equalization
payments (Creek)

#954 Powers and duties of guardian, etc. (Aqua Caliente)
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VI. Indian Funds - Federal Management

B. How Deposited

9119 Allotment of tribal funds to individual Indians

#121 Payment of share to helpless Indians

#151 Deposits in banks by disbursing aqents

#152 Proceeds of sales of lands

1155 Disposal of misc. revenues

#156 Deposit of funds from proceeds of land, etc.
(5 Civil)

#159 Moneys due incompetents or orphans

#160 Custody of stocks or bonds held in trust for tribes

1161 Deposit in Treasury of trust funds

#161a Trust funds; rate of interest

#161b Interest "I.M. Proceeds of Labor"

#161c Transfer of surplus funds

#162a Deposit of funds in banks

9163 Roll of membership (Segregation of funds)

9164 Restoration to tribe cf unclaimed per capita

9165 Same; Notice to Congress

9190 Sale of plants or tracts not needed for admin. or
allotment purposes

#283 Regs. for withholding rations for nonattendance
at schools

9293 Sale of lands purchased for day school or other
Indian admin. uses

#293a Conveyance of school properties to local school
dist or public agencies

9294 Sale of certain abandoned buildings on lands
belonging to Indian tribes

#304b Deposits of funds of students
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VI. Indian Funds - Federal Management

B. How Deposited (Cont'd)

#320 Acquisition of lands for reservoirs or materials

#325 Same; payment and disposition of compensation

#348 Patents to be held in trust; descent and partition

#372 Ascertainment of heirs of deceased allottees;
settlement of estates; sale of lands; depbvit of
Indian moneys

#380 Lease of inherited allotments by superintendent

#398b Same; proceeds from rentals, royalties and bonuses;
disposition

#399 Leases of unallotted mineral lands withdraws from
entry under mining laws

#400a Lease for mining purposes of land reserved for
agency or school

#409 Sale of lands within reclamation projects

0411 Interest on moneys from proceeds of sale

0413 Fees to cover cost of work performed for Indians

#443 Same; disposition of cash settlements (See #442)

0611 Division of trust fund on deposit in U.S. Treasury
to joint credit of both tribes (Shoshone - Arapahoe)

#612 Establishment of trust fund for each tribe; transfer
of funds; interest crediting of revenues, receipts
and proceeds of judgments. (Shoshone Arapahoe)

#672 Division of trust funds; etc. (Confed. Bands Utes)
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VI. Indian Funds - Federal Management

C. Interest and Charges

#119 Allotment of tribal funds to individuals (no
provision for interest)

#121 Payment of share to helpless (no interest provision)

#151 Deposits in bank by disbursing agents (no interest
provision)

#152 Proceeds of sales land (no interest provisions)

9154 Proceeds of sales land

9155 Disposal of misc. revenues (no interest provision)

9156 Deposit of funds from sale of land, etc (5 Civil)

9157 Investment of stock required by treaties

9158 Investment of proceeds of lands

9159 Moneys due incompetents or orphans

9160 Custody of stocks or bonds held in trust for tribes

9161 Deposit in Treasury of trust funds

#161a Trust funds: rate of interest

#161b Interest, "I.M. Porceeds of Labor"

#162a Deposit of funds in banks

#164 Restoration to tribes of unclaimed per capita

#348 Patents to be held in trust: descent and partition

#398b Same; proceeds from rentals royalties, and bonuses;
disposition

9411 Interest on moneys from proceeds of sale

#612 Establishment of trust fund for each tribe; transfer
of funds; interest; crediting of revenues, receipts,
and proceeds of judgments (Shoshone - Arapahoe)

#681 Per capita payment to tribal members; rules and
regulations (Red Lake Chippewa)
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VI. Indian Funds - Federal Management

D. Investment by U. S.

#151 Deposits in bank by disbursing agents (no invest
provision)

9152 Proceeds of sales of land (no interest provision)

#155 Disposal of misc. revenues (no tivest provision)

#156 Deposit of funds from sale land, etc. (no invest prov.)

9157 Investments of stock required by treaties

#158 Investment of proceeds of lands

9160 Custody of stocks or bonds held in trust for tribes

#161 Deposit in Treasury of trust funds

#162a Deposit of funds in banks
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VI. Indian Funds - Federal Management

E. Manner and Purpose of Disbursement

#86 Use of interest of tribal funds (Five Civilized)

#82 Restrictions on payments under contracts

#119 Allotment of tribal funds to individual Indians

8121 Payment of share to helpless Indians

#122 Limitation on application of tribal funds (treaties)

#123 Expenditure from tribal funds without specific
appropriations

#123a Tribal funds; Use to purchase insurance

#123b Tribal funds for traveling and other expenses

#124 Expenditures from tribal funds of 5 Civil without
specific approp.

#125 Expenditure of moneys of tribes of Quapaw Agency

1155 Disposal of misc. revenues

#161d Disposition of accrued interest

1156 Deposit of funds from sale land (5 Civil)

4159 Moneys due incompetents or orphans

1161 Deposit in Treasury of trust funds

#162a Deposit of funds in banks

#163 Roll of membership (segregation of funds)

#164 Restoration to tribes of unclaimed per capita

#165 Same; Notice to Congress

0283 Regs. for withholding rations for nonattendance at
schools

#304b Deposit of funds of students

#372 Ascertainment of heirs of deceased allotees; settle-
ment of estates; sale of lands; deposit of Indian
moneys
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VI. Indian Funds - Federal Management

E. Manner and Purpose of Disbursement (Cont'd)

#373 Disposal by will of allotments held under trust

#398b Same; proceeds from rentals, royalties and bonuses;
disposition

#399 Leases of unallotted mineral lands withdrawn from
entry under mining laws

#400a Lease for mining purpose of land reserved for agency
or school

9403 Leases of lands held in trust

9405 Sale of allotment of noncompetent Indians

9406 Sale of timber on allotments held under trust

9407 Sale of timber on uzallotted lands

9409 Sale of lands within reclamation projects

#409a Sale of restricted lands; reinvestment in other
restricted lands

#411 Interest on moneys from proceeds of sale

$412 Payment of taxes from share of allottee in tribal
funds

#412a Exemption from taxation of lands subject to re-
strictions against alienation; determination of
homestead

9413 Fees to cover cost of work performed for Indians

9487 Spokane Indian Reservation; consolidation of land -

purchase, sale and exchange

#507 Availability and allocation of funds; royalties
from mineral deposits (Okla.)

#613 Advances or expenditures from tribal funds; emergency
and educational loans; payments to individuals of
tribes; per capita payments not subject to liens or
claims; exception (Shoshone - Arapahoe)

#623 Disbrusement of deposits in the United Pueblos Agency

#681 Per capita payment to tribal members; rules and
regulations (Red Lake Chippewa)

#781 Distribution of funds; allotment equalization
payments (Creek)
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VI. Indian Funds - Federal Management

F. Claim Against Funds

#119 Allotment of tribal funds to individual Indians

#152 Proceeds of sales of Indian lands (charges)

#156 Deposit of funds from sales lands, etc. (5 Civil)

6233 New York courts - claims against communities

#356 Allowance of undisputed claims of restricted
allottees of Five Civilized Tribes

#358 Repeal of state. provisions relating to survey,
classification, and allotments which provide for
repayment out of Indian moneys

#373a Disposition of trust or restricted estate of inter-
state without heirs; successor tribe; sale of land

1375b Samei Schedule of fees

6377 Payment or deduction of cost of determining heirs

#382 Irrigation projects under Reclamation Act

#385 Maintenance charges; reimbursement of construction
costs, etc.

#386 Reimbursement of construction charges

#386a Adjustment of reimbursable debts, construction
charges

#398 Leases of unallotted lands for oil and gas mining
purposes

#398c Same; taxes

6401 Leases for mining purposes of unallotted lands in
Kaw Reservation

#409 Sale of lands within reclamation projects

#410 Moneys from lease or sale of trust lands not liable
for certain debts.

#412 Payment of taxes from share of allottee in tribal funds

#413 Fees to cover cost of work performed for Indians

#406 Sale of timber on lands held under trust - Deductions
for admin. expenses; standards guiding sales
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VI. Indian Funds - Federal Management

F. Claim Against Funds

#407 Sale of timber on unallotted lands

#442 Livestock loans; cash settlements

#475a Same; offsets of gratuities

#501 Acquisition of agricultural and grazing lands for
Indians; title to lands; tax exemption (Okla.)

#510 Payment of gross production taxes; method (Okla.)

#592 Withdrawal of tribal funds to reimburse U.S.; consent
of Minn. Chippewa Tribe; disposition of receipts
(#591 - 593)

#611 Division of trust fund on deposit in U.S. Treasury
to joint credit of both tribes (Shoshone - Arapahoe)

#613 Advances or expenditures from tribal funds; emergency
and educational loans; payments to individuals of
tribes; per capita payments not subject to liens
or claims; exception

0682 Payment free of liens or claims (Red Lake Chippewa)

#685 Payment free of liens or claims (Red Lake Chippewa)

0688 Payment free of liens or claims (Red Lake Chippewa)

0783 Payments to minors or persons under legal disability,
etc. (Creek)

78-110 0 - 77 - 52
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VI. Indian Funds - Federal Management

G. Tribal Power over Expenditure or Disbursement

#119 Allotment of funds to individual Indians (lacks
tribal consent provision)

#121 Payment of share to helpless Indian

#123a Tribal funds, use to purchase insurance

#123b Tribal funds; traveling and other expenses

#151 Deposits in bank (lacks provision)

#152 Proceeds of land sales (Lacks provision)

#155 Disposal of misc. revenues (lacks provision)

#156 Deposit of funds sale of land (5 Civil) (lacks prove )

#159 Moneys due incompetents or orphans

#161 Deposition Treasury of trust funds (needs prove )

#161a Trust funds, rate interest

#161b Interest "I.M. Proceeds of Labor" (needs prove )

#162a Deposit of tribal funds -n banks (needs prove )

#163 Roll of membership (needs prove )

*#398b Same; proceeds from rentals, royalties and bonuses;
disposition

#412a Exemption from taxation of lands subject to re-
strictions against alienation; determination of homestead

#403a Acquisition, management and disposal of lands by
- 2 Tulalip Tribe - Termination of Fed. trust and re-

strictions on alienation

#476 Organization of Ind. tribes; constitution and
bylaws; special election

#610d Moneys or credits for tribal purposes (Swinomish)

#610e Assignment of income (Swinomish)

#613 Advances or expenditures from tribal funds; emergency
and educational loans; payments to individuals of
tribes; per capita payments not subject to liens or
claims; exception (Shoshone - Arapahoe)
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VI. Indian Funds - Federal Management

G. Tribal Power over Expenditure or Disbursement (Cont'd)

#638 Use of Navajo Tribal funds

#671 Use of funds of Ute Indian Tribe, etc (Ute of U & 0)

#674 Use of funds of Ute Mountain Tribe, etc.

#676 Use of funds of So. Ute Tribe, etc.
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VI. Indian

K. Other

9192

#233

#305a

#442

9451

9464

Funds - Federal Management

Property

Sale by agents of cattle or horses not required

Fish and game licenses -- New York

Promotion of economic welfare through development
of arts and crafts; Powers of Board

Livestock loans; cash settlements (See $443)

Donations for Indians; use of gifts

Transfer of restricted Indian lands or shares in
assets of Indian tribes on corps exchanges of land
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VII. Lands -

A. Tribal

1. Sales

Restrictions

Lands

#190 Sale of plants or tracts not needed for admin. or
allotment purposes

#280a Lands in Alaska for schools or missions

#293a Conveyance of school properties to local school
dist. or public agencies

#294 Sale of certain abandoned buildings on lands be-
longing to Indian tribes

#348 Patents to be held in trust; descent and partition

#411 Interest on moneys from proceeds of sale

#413 Fees to cover cost of work performed for Indians

#414 Reservation of minerals in sale of Choctaw-Chickasaw
lands

#403a Acquisition, management and disposal of lands by
- 2 Tulalip Tribe - Termination of Federal trust and

restrictions on alienation

#464 Transfer of restricted Indian lands on shares in
assets of Indian tribes or corporation; exchange
of lands

#487 Spokane Indian Reservation; consolidation of land -
purchase,'sale or exchange

#635 Disposition of lands - Lease of restricted lands;
renewal (Navajo Hopi)

#642 Powers of Tribal Council (Hopi) (641 - 646)

#668 Sale of lands held by U.S. (So. 6te)

0953 Lands - Determination of value of unallotted and
allotted lands; exclusion of deceased allottees'
allotments (Agua Caliente)
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VII. Lands - Restrictions

A. Tribal Lands

2. Leases

#3962a Leases of unallotted lands for mining purposes;
duration of leases

#396b Public auction of oil and gas leases

#396f Lands excepted from leasing provisions

#396g Subsurface storage of oil and gas

#397 Leases of lands for grazing or mining

#398 Leases of unallotted lands for oil and gas
mining purposes

#398a Leases of unallotted lands for oil and gas mining
purposes within Executive Order Indian reservations

#398e Same; applications for permits to prospect for oil
and gas filed under other statutes; disposition

0399 Leases of unallotted mineral lands withdrawn from
entry under mining laws

0400 Leases for mining purposes of reserved and unallotted
lands in For Peck and Blackfeet Indian Reservations

#400a Lease for mining purposes of land reserved for agency
or school

#401 Leases for mining purposes of unallotted lands in
Kaw Reservation

0402 Leases of surplus lands

#402a Lease of unallotted irrigable lands for farming
purposes

#403a Lease of lands on Port Madison and Swinomish or
Tulalip Indian Reservations in Washington

#403b Lease of restricted lands in State of Washington

#403c Same; identity of leassor; period of lease

0413 Fees to cover cost of work performed for Indians

0415 Leases of restricted lands for various purposes
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VII. Lands - Restrictions

A. Tribal lands

2. Leases

#415b Same; advance payment of rent or other consideration

#415d Same; lease of restricted lands under other laws
unaffected

#416 Leases of trust or restricted lands on San Xavier and
a - j Salt River Pima - Maricopa Indian Reservations for

public, religious, educational, recreational,
residential, etc.

#608b Rights of lessees taxation (Yakima)
(a)
#635 Disposition of lands - Lease of restricted lands:

renewals (Navajo Hopi)

#642 Powers of Tribal Council (Hopi) (641 - 646)
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VII. Lands - Restrictions

A. Tribal Lands

3. Exchanges, corrections, cancellation

#463e Exchanges of land

#464 Transfer of restricted Indian lands or shares in
assets of Indian tribes or corp; exchange of
lands

#487 Spokane Indian Reservation; consolidation of land -
purchase, sale or exchange

#574 Land consolidation

#593 Exchanges of allotted, restricted and tribal lands
for Chippewa National Forest lands

#608 Consolidation of lands; purchase sale and exchange
terms and conditions (Yakima)
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VII. Lands - Restrictions

A. Tribal Lands

4. Mortgages

#403a Acquisition, management, and disposal of lands by
-2 Tulalip Tribe - Termination of Federal trust and

restrictions on alienation

#487 Spokane Indian Reservation; consolidation of land -
purchase, sale and exchange

#490 Same; tribal rights and privileges in connection
with leans (488 -492)

#491 Same; mortgaged property governed by state law
(488 - 492)

*610c Mortgages or deeds in trust; law governing mortgage
foreclosure or state; U.S. as party; removal of
cases; appeals (Swinomish)

#642 Powers of Tribal Council (Hopi) (641 - 646)

#670 Mortgage or deed of trust of lands sold; U.S. as
party to all proceedings (So. Ute)
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VII. Lands - Restrictions

A. Tribal Lands

5. Rights of Way

#311 Opening highways

#312 Right of Way for R.R., telegraph and telephone;
town sites

#313 Width of Right of Way

#314 Surveys; mapsl compensation

#315 Time for completion of road forfeiture

#316 Rights of several roads through canyons

#317 Regulations

#319 Rights of way for telephone and telegraph lines

#320 Acquisition of lands for reservoirs or materials

#321 Rights of way for pipe lines

#322 Application of certain sections to Pueblo Indians

#323 Rights of way for all purposes across any Indian land

#325 "yment and disposition of compensation

#326 Same; laws unaffected

#327 Same; application for grant by department or agency

#328 Same; rules and regs.

#399 Leases of allotted mineral lands withdrawn from entry
under mining laws

#463 Restoration of lands to tribal ownership; protection
of existing rights; Papago Reservation
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VII. Lands - Restrictions

B. Allotments

1. Sales

#352 Cancellation of trust patents within power or
reservoir sites

#372 Ascertainment of heirs of deceased allottees;
settlement of estates; sales of lands; deposit of
Indian moneys

#373 Disposal by will of allotments held under tract

#373a Disposition of trust or restricted estate of
interstate without heirs; successor tribe; sale
of land

#373b Same; restricted estate or homestead on public
domain

#379 Sale of allotted land by heirs

#391a Sale for town site; removal of restriction

#392 Consent to or approval of alienation of allotments

#403a Sale on partition by owners of interests in allotted
-1 lands in the Tulalip Reservation; Termination of

Federal Title, trust and restrictions

#404 Sale on petition of allottee or heirs

#405 Sale of allotment of incompetent Indian

#409 Sale of lands within reclamation projects

#409a Sale of restricted lands reinvestment in other
restricted lands

-#410 Moneys from lease or sale of trust lands not liable
for certain debts

#413 Fees to cover cost of work performed for Indians

#403a Acquisition, management and disposal of lands by
-2 Tulalip Tribe - Termination of Federal trust and

restrictions on alienation

#464 Transfer of restricted Ind. lands or shares in
assets of Ind. tribes or corp; exchange of lands

#474 Continuation of allowances
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VII. Lands - Restrictions

B. Allotments

1. Sales (Cont'd)

#608 Consolidation of lands; purchase, sale and ex-
change; terms and conditions (Yakima)
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VII. Lands - Restrictions

B. Allotments

2. Leases

#356 Allowance of undisputed claims of restricted
allottees of Five Civilized Tribes

#380 Lease of inherited allotments by superintendent

#392 Consent to or approval of alienation of allotments

#393 Leases of restricted allotments

#393a Same; lands of 5 Civil Tribes (Power of Supt.)

#394 Leases of arid allotted lands

#395 Leases of allotted lands where all other is
incapacitated

#396 Leases of allotted lands for mining purposes

#396f Lands excepted from leasing provisions

#396g Subsurface storage of oil or gas

#403 Leases of lands held in trust

#403b Leases of restricted lands in State of Washington

#403c Same; identity of lessor; period of lease

#410 Moneys from lease or sale of trust lands not liable
for certain debts

#413 Fees to cover cost of work performed for Indians

#415 Leases of restricted lands for various purposes

#415a Same; lease of lands of deceased Indians for benefit
of heirs or devisees

#415b Same; advance payment of rent or other consideration

#415d Same; lease of restricted lands under other laws
unaffected

#416 Leases of trust on restricted lands on San Xavier
a - j and Salt River Pima - Maricopa Indian Reservations

for various purposes

#608b Rights of lessee; taxation (Yakima)
(a)
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VII. Lands - Restrictions

B. Allotments

2. Leases (Cont'd)

#635 Disposition of lands - Lease of restricted lands;
renewals (Navajo Hopi)
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VII. Lands - Restrictions

B. Allotments

3. Exchanges, corrections or cancellations

#343 Correction of errors in allotments and Patents

#344 Cancellation of allotment of unsuitable land

#344a Cancellation of patent issued to Indian allotee
dying without heirs

#350 Surrender of patent, and selection of other land

#352 Cancellation of trust patents within power or
reservoir sites

#352a Cancellation of patents in fee simple for allotments
held in trust

#352b Same; partial cancellation; issuance of new trust
patents

0409a Sale of restricted lands; reinvestment in other
restricted lands

#464 Transfer of restricted Indian lands or shares in
assets or Indian tribes or corp; exchange of lands

#574 Land consolidation

#593 Exchanges of allotted, restricted and tribal lands
for Chippewa National Forest lands

#608 Consolidation of lands; purchase sale and exchange;
terms and conditions (Yakima)
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VII. Lands - Restrictions

B. Allotments

4. Mortgages

#403a Acquisition, management, and disposal of lands by
-2 Tulalip Tribe - Termination of Federal trust and

restrictions on alienation

#483a Mortgates and deeds of trust by individual Indian
owners
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VII. Lands - Restrictions

B. Allotments

5. Rights-of-Way

#311 Opening highways

#312 Rignt of Way for R.R., telegraph, and telephone;
town sites

#313 Width of Right of Way

#314 Surveys; maps; compensation

#315 Time for completion of road; forfeiture

#316 Rights of several roads through canyons

#317 Regulations

#319 Rights of way for telephone and telegraph lines

#320 Acquisition of lands for reservoirs or materials

#321 Rights of way for pipe lines

#322 Application of certain sections to Pueblo Indians

#323 Rights of Way for all purposes across any Indian lands

#325 Payment and disposition of compensation

#326 Same; laws unaffected

#327 Same; application for grant by department or agency

#328 Same; rules and regulations

#341 Power to grant rights of way not affected

'18-110 0 - 77 - 53
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VII. Lands - Restrictions

B. Allotments

6. Condemnation

#341 Power to grant right of way not affected

#357 Condemnation of lands under laws of States

#409a Sale of restricted lands; reinvestment in other
restricted lands
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VII. Lands - Restrictions

B. Allotments

7. Gift

#408 Surrender of allotments by relinquishment for
benefit of children

#464 Transfer of restricted Indian lands or shares in
assets of Indian tribes or corp; exchange of lands
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VII. Lands - Restrictions

B. Allotments

8. Devise

#344a Cancellation of patent issued to Indian allottee
dying without heirs

#348 Patents to be held in trust; descent and partition

#353 Sections inapplicable to certain tribes

#371 Descent of land

#372 Ascertainment of heirs of deceased allottees;
settlement of estates; sale of lands; deposit of
Indian moneys

#372a Heirs by adoption

#373 Disposal by will of allotments held under trust

#375 Determination of heirship of deceased members
of Five Civilized Tribes

#392 Consent to or approval of alienation of allotment

#396 Leases of allotted land for mining purposes

#404 Sale on petition of allottee or heirs

#415a Same; lease of lands of deceased Indians for benefit
of heirs or devisees

#464 Transfer of restricted Indian lands or shares in
assets of Indian tribes or corp; exchange of lands

#607 Inheritance by non-members (Yakima)

#952 Members entitled to allotment; prohibition against
further allotments (Agua Caliente)

0953 Lands - Determination of value of unallotted and
allotted lands; exclusion of deceased allottees'
allotments (Agua Caliente)
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VII. Land - Restrictions

B. Allotments

10. Fee Patent or Certificate of Competency

#348 Patents to be held in trust; descent and partition

#349 Patents in fee to allottees

#352a Cancellation of patents in fee simple for allotments
held in trust

#352b Same; partial cancellation; issuance of new trust
patents

#372 Ascertainment of heirs of deceased allottees; settle-
ment of estates; sale of lands; deposit of Indian
moneys

#373 Disposal by will of allotments held under trust

#378 Partition of allotment among heirs; patents

#379 Sale of allotted lands by heirs

#391a Sale for town site; removal of restriction

#403a Sale or partition by owners of interests in allotted
-1 lands in the Tulalip Reservation, termination of

Federal title, trust and restrictions

#404 Sale on petition of allottee or heirs

#405 Sale of allotment of noncompetent Indian

#409 Sale of lands within reclamation projects

#483 Sale of land by individual Indians
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VII. Lands - Restrictions

B. Allotments

11. Partition

#348 Patents to be held in trust; descent and partition

#372 Ascertainment of heirs of deceased allottees; settle-
ment of estates; sale of lands; deposit of Indian
moneys

#373 Disposal by will of allotments held under trust

#378 Partition of allotment among heirs, patents

#403a Sale or partition by owners of interests in allotted
-l lands in the Tulalip Reservations; termination of

Federal title, trust, restrictions
#408 Surrender of allotments by relinquishment for benefit

of children

#409 Sale of lands within reclamation projects
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VII. Land - Restrictions

B. Allotments

12. Making

#185 Protection of Indian desiring civilized life

#331 Allotments on reservations; irrigable and non-
irrigable lands

#332 Selection of allotments

#333 Making of allotments by agents

#334 Allotments to Indians not residing on reservations

#335 Extension of provisions as to allotments

#336 Allotments to Indians making settlement

9337 Allotments in national forests

#337a San Juan County, Utah; discontinuance of allotments

#339 Tribes excepted from certain provisions

9340 Extension of certain provisions

#345 Actions for allotments

#348 Patents to be held in trust; descent and partition

#351 Patents with restrictions for lots in villages in
Washington

#353 Sections inapplicable to certain tribes

#358 Repeal of statutory provisions relating to survey,
classification, and allotments which provide for
repayment out of Indian moneys

#408 Surrender of allotments by relinquishment for benefit
of children

#412a Exemption from taxation of lands subject to restrictions

against alienation; determination of homestead

#461 Allotment of land on Indian reservations

#463a Extension of Bounderies of Papago Reservation

#465a Receipt and purchase in trust by U.S. of land for
Klamath Tribe Indians
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VII. Lands - Restrictions

4. Allotments

12. Making (Cont'd)

#474 Continuation of allowances

#668 Sale of lands held by U.S. (So. Ute)

#951 (See Equalization)

#952 Members entitled to allotment; prohibition against
further allotments (Agua Caliente)

#953 Lands - Determination of value of unallotted and un-
allotted lands; exclusion of deceased allottees
allotments (Agua Caliente)

#957 Allotments deserved full equalization (Agua Caliente)
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VII. Lands - Restrictions

B. Allotments

13. Liens and Charges

#306 Expenditures for encouragement of industry and self-
support

#306a Advances for support of Id, disabled or indigent
allottees; lien against and

#352c Reimbursement of allottees or heirs for taxes paid
on lands patented in fee before the end of trust

#354 Lands not liable for debts prior to final patent

#355 Laws applicable to lands of full-blooded members
of Five Civilized Tribes

#956 Claims against allotments - Assignment, sale, etc.
(Agua Caliente)
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VII. Lands - Restrictions

B. Allotments

14. Equalization

#781 Distribution of funds; allotments equalization
payments (Creek)

#782 Payments to heirs or legatees; proof of death or
heirship (Creek)

#783 Payments to minors or persons under legal disability
(Creek)

1951 Authority to equalize allotments (Agua Caliente)

#952 Members entitled to allotment; prohibition against
further allotments (Agua Caliente)

#953 Lands - Determination of value of unallotted and
allotted lands; exclusion of deceased allottees'
allotments (Agua Caliente)

#957 Allotments deemed full equalization (Agua Caliente)
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VII. Lands - Restrictions

C. Restrictions on Alienation generally

#86 Encumbrances on allotments (5 Civilized)

#177 Purchases or grants of lands from Indians

#202 Inducing conveyances by Indians of trust interests
in lands

#233 New York - power over Indian lands

#293a Conveyance of school property to local school dist.
or public agencies

#348 Patents to be held in trust; descent and partition

#351 Patents with restrictions for lots in villages
in Washington

#355 Laws applicable to lands of full blooded members of
Five Civilized Tribes

#391 Continuance of restrictions on alienation in patent

#392 Consent to or approval of alienation of allotments

#403a Sale or partition by owners of interests in allotted
-1 lands in the Tulalip Reservations termination of

Federal title, trust, and restrictions

#403a Acquisition, management and disposal of lands by
-2 Tulalip Tribe - Termination of Federal Trust and

restrictions on alienation

#405 Sale of allotment of noncompetent Indians

#409a Sale of restricted lands; reinvestment in other
restricted lands

#412 Payment of taxes from share of allottee in tribal
funds

#412a Exemption from taxation of lands subject to restric-
tions against alienation, determination of homestead

#415c Same; approval of leases

#462 Existing periods of trust and restrictions on alienation
extended.

#463a Extension of boundaries of Papago Indian Reservation
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VII. Lands - Restrictions

C. Restrictions on Alienation Generally (Cont'd)

#463f Title to lands

#465a Receipt and purchase in trust by U.S. of land for
Klamath Tribe Indians

#476 Organization of Indian Tribes; constitutions and
bylaws; special elections

#477 Incorp. of Indian tribes; charter; ratification
by election

#489 Same; title in trust to U.S. (#488 - 492)

#608 Consolidation of lands; purchase sale and exchange;
terms and conditions (Yakima)

#608a Title to lands, interests, improvements or rights;
credit of proceeds of sale to tribal funds (Yakima)

#635 Disposition of lands - lease of restricted lands;
renewals

#958 Organization and transfer of title to legal entity

(Agua Caliente)

#1321 Assumption of criminal jurisdiction by States

#1322 Assumption of civil jurisdiction by States

#1466 Land and personal property titles

#1495 Land and personal property titles
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VII. Lands - Restrictions

D. Miscellaneous

#4 Defective record of deeds and papers legalized

#5 Record of deeds by Indians requiring approval

#190 Sale of plants or tracts not needed for admin.
or allotment purposes

#233 New York - juris. over lands

#276 Vacant military posts or barracks for schools;
detail of Army officers

#277 Former Apache military post set as Theodore
Roosevelt Indian School

#280 Patents of lands to missionary board os religious
organizations

#280a Lands in Alaska for schools or missions

#293a Conveyance of school properties to local school
district or public agencies

#352c Reimbursement of allottees or heirs for taxes paid
on lands patented in fee before end of trust

#390 Concessions on reservoir sites, etc.

#412a Exemption from taxation of lands subject to re-
strictions aga-nst alienation; determination of
homestead

#415c Same; approval of leases

#610b Title to lands; tax exemption; prohibition of
restrictions (Swinomish)

#465 Acquisition of lands; water rights or surface rights;
appropriation, etc.

#468 Allotments or holdings outside of reservations

#501 Acquisition of agricultural and grazing lands for
Indians; title to lands; tax exemption (Okla.)

#502 Purchase of restricted Indian lands; perfoxcance
to Sec. of Interior; waiver of preference (Okla.)
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VIII.

A.

Natural Resources

Mining

#396 Leases of allotted lands for mining purposes

#396a Leases of unallotted lands for mining purpose

#396c Lessees of restricted lands to furnish bonds for
performance

#396d Rules and Aegulations governing operations

#396e Officials authorized to approve leases

#396g Subsurface storage of oil or gas

0397 Leases of lands for grazing or mining

#396f Lands excepted from leasing provisions

#399 Leases of unallotted mineral lands withdrawn from
entry under mining laws

#400 Leases for mining purposes of reserved and unallotted
lands in Fort Peck and Blackfeet Indian Reservations

#400a Leasing for mining purposes of land reserved for
agency or school; disposition of proceeds; royalty

#401 Leases for mining purposes of unallotted lands in
Kaw Reservation

#463 Restoration of lands to tribal ownership, protection
of existing rights; Papago Indian Reservation

#463a Same; Extension of Boundaries of Papago Reservation

#484 Conversion of exchange assignments of tribal lands
on certain Sioux reservations into trust titles;
trust and tax exemptions

#485 Same; payment to assignment holders of moneys col-
lected for use of subsurface rights

#486 Same; regulations
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VIII. Natural Resources

B. Oil and Gas

#396b Public auction of oil and gas leases, requirements

#396c Lessees of restricted lands to furnish bonds for
performance

#396d Rules and regulations governing operations; limita-
tions on leases

#396e Officials authorized to approve leases

#396g Subsurface storage of oil or gas

#396f Lands excepted from leasing provisions

#398 Leases of unallotted lands for oil and gas mining
purposes

#398a Leases of unallotted lands for oil and gas mining
-c, e purposes within Executive Order Indian reservations

#414 Reservation of minerals in sale of Choctaw-Chichasaw
lands I

#484 Conversion of exchange assignments of tribal lands
on certain Sioux reservations into trust titles;
trust and tax exemptions

#485 Same; payment to assignment holders of moneys col-
lected for use of subsurface rights

#486 Same; regulations

#501 Acquisition of agricultural and grazing lands for
Indians; title to land; tax exemption (Okla.)
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III. Natural Resources

C. Timber

ar

#196 Sale or other disposition of dead timber

#399 Leases of unallotted mineral lands withdrawn from
entry under mining laws

#406 Sale of timber on lands held under trust - deduc-
tions for admin. expenses; standards guiding sales

#407 Sale of timber on unallotted lands

#407d Charges for special services to purchasers of timb,

#466 Indian forestry units; rules and regs.

#484 Conversion of exchange assignments of tribal lands
on certain Sioux reservations into trust titles;
trust and tax exemptions

#681 Per capita payment to tribal members; rules and
regulations (Red Lake Chippewa)

#684 Per capita payment to tribal members; installment;
rules and regs. (Red Lake Chippewa)

#687 Per capita payments to tribal members; rules and
regs. (Red Lake Chippews)
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VIII. Natural Resources

D. Water

#13 Expenditure of appropriations by B.I.A.

#381 Irrigation lands; regulation of use of water

#416i Same; restrictions

#463 Restoration of lands to tribal ownership; protection
of existing rights; Papago Indian Reservation

#465 Acquisition of land; water rights or surface rights;
appropriation

#484 Conversion of exchange assingments of tribal lands
on certain Sioux reservations into trust titles;
trust and tax exemptions

#622 Exchange of tribal lands; title to lands (Pueblo,
Navajo; Pueblos and Canoncito Navajos)

#624 Exchanges of lands; reservation of rights; title

to lands (Pueblo)

#674 Use of funds of Ute Mountain Tribe, etc.

#676 Use of funds of Southern Ute, etc.

78-110 0- 77 - 54
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VIII. Natural Resources

E. Generally

#293a Conveyance of school properties to local school
dist. or public agencies

#356 Allowance of undisputed claims of restricted
allottees of Five Civilized Tribes

#398- (Leases taxes royalties, etc.)
398a-c

#399 Leases of unallotted mineral lands withdrawn from

entry under mining laws

#403b Lease of restricted lands in State of Washington

#414 Reservation of minerals in sale of Choctaw-Chickasaw
lands

#415 Leases of restricted lands for various purposes

#416 Leases of trust or restricted lands on certain
reservations

#507 Availability and allocation of funds, royalties
from mineral deposits (Okla.)

#624 Exchange of lands; reservation of rights; title to
lands (Pueblo)

#631 Basic program for conservation and development of
resources; projects; appropriations (Navajo Hopi)

#632 Character and extent of admin.; time limit; report
on use of funds (Navajo Hopi)

#635 Disposition of lands - Lease of restricted lands;
renewal (Navajo Hopi)
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VIII. Natural Resources

F. Grazing and Range Management

#397 Leases of lands for grazing or mining

#393 Leases of restricted allotments

#393a Same, lands of 5 Civilized Tribes

#390 Concessions on reservoir sites and other lands in
Indian irrigation projects

#416 Leases of trust lands of certain reservations

#466 Indian forestry units rules and regs.

#631 Basic program for conservation and development of
resources; projects; appropriations
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VIII. Natural Resources

G. Hunting and Fishing

#1321 Assumption by State of criminal jurisdiction

41322 Assumption by State of civil jurisdiction
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IX. Reservations

A. Establishment and Boundary Changes

#211 Creation of Indian reservations (See 398 a-e
distinction between E.O. and treaty reservations
in mineral leasing).

#398d Same; changes in boundaries of E.O. Reservations

#463 Extension of boundaries of Papago Indian Reservations
a-c

#465 Acquisition of lands, water rights or surface rights;
appropriation.

#467 New Indian reservations

#495 Aunette Islands reserved for Metlakatitla Indians
(Alaska)

#496 Designation of land for Indian reservation (Alaska)

#507 Availability and allocation of funds; royalties from
mineral deposits

#591 Reservation of Chippewa National Forest lands for
Minnesota Chippewa Tribe

#621 Portions of tribal lands to be held in trust by the
U.S.; remainder to become part of the public domain
(Pueblo and Canoncito Navajo)
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IX. Reservations

B. Survey of Boundaries

#176 Survey of reservations
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IX. Reservations

C. Restoration of Surplus Lands

#293a Conveyance of school properties to local school
districts or public agencies

#463 Restoration of lands to tribal ownership; protection
of existing rights; Papago Reservation

#463d Restoration of lands in Almatilla IndianRes. to
tribal ownership

#574 Consolidation of lands

#575 Restoration of lands
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IX. Reservations

D. Land Consolidation

1. Sale and Exchange

#463e Exchanges of land

#477 Incorp. of Indian tribes; charter: ratification
by election

#484 Conversion of exchange assignments of tribal lands
on certain Sioux reservations into trust titles;
trust and tax exemptions

#485 Same; payment to assignment holders of moneys col-
lected for use of subsurface rights

#486 Same; regulations

#487 Spokane Indian Reservation; consolidation of lands -
purchase, sale and exchange

#501 Acquisition of agricultural and grazing land for
Indians; title to land; tax exemption (Okla.)

#574 Consolidation of lands

#502 Purchase of restricted Indian lands; preference
to Sec. of Interior; waiver of preference (Okla.)

#608 Consolidation of lands; purchase sale and exchange
terms and conditions

#610a Sale or exchange of lands; money equalization pay-
ment (Swinomish)

#621 Exchange of tribal lands; title to lands (Pueblo,
Navajo; Pueblos and Canoncito Navajos)

#624 Exchange of lands; reservation of rights; title to
lands (Pueblo)

#668 Sale of lands held by U.S. (So. Ute 668 - 670)

#669 Use of sale proceeds for purchase of real property
only (So. Ute)
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IX. Reservations

D. Land Consolidation

3. Acquisition

#373a Disposition of trust or restricted estate of inter-
state without heirs; successor tribe; sale of land

#373b Same; restricted estate or homestead on the public
domain

#403a Acquisition, management, and disposal of lands by
- 2 Tulalip Tribe - Termination of Fed. trust and re-

strictions on alienation

#465 Acquisition of lands, water rights or surface rights;
appropriation; title to lands; tax exemption

#488 Agricultural loans to acquire land within reserva-

tions (488 - 492)

#574 Consolidation of lands

#610 Purchase of lands within, adjacent to, or in close
proximity to boundaries of Swinomish Indian Reservation
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IX. Reservations

F. Highways and Roads

#318a Roads on Indian reservations; appropriation

$398d Same; changes in boundaries of E.O. reservations

#631 Basic program for conservation and development of
resources; projects; appropriations
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IX. Reservations

G. Withdrawals

#390 Concessions on reservoir sites, etc.

#463 Restoration of lands to tribal ownership; pro-
tection of existing rights; Papago Reservation
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X. Federal Contract Authority

A. Education

#304a Study and invest, of Ind. Ed.; contracts; report
to Congress

#309 Vocational training program; eligibility; contracts
or agreements

#452 Contracts for education, medical attention, relief
and social welfare

#453 Same; use of Fed. property
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X. Federal Contract Authority

B. Health

#309 Vocationa .raining program; eligibility; contracts
or agreements

#452 Contracts for education, medical attention, relief
and social welfare

#453 Same; use of federal property
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X. Federal Contract Authority

C. Services

#452 Contracts for education, medical attention, relief
and social welfare

#453 Same; use of federal property

#639 Additional Social Security contributions to States

#1542 Agency cooperation; private contracts for management
services and technical assistance

#1543 Funds limitation for private contracts
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X. Federal Contract Authority

D. Miscellaneous

#13 Expenditure of appropriations by B.I.A.

#15 Utility facilities, etc.

#305a Promotion of economic welfare; arts and crafts;
powers of Board
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XI. Protection of Indians

A. Trespass

1. Cattle

#179 Driving stock to feed on lands
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XI. Protection of Indians

A. Trespass

2. Settling or Surveying

#178 Fees on behalf of Indian parties in contests under
public land laws

#180 Settling on or surveying lands belonging to Indians
by treaty
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XI. Protection of Indians

A. Trespass

4. Generally

#185 Protection of Indians desiring civilized life

#187 Suspension of chief for trespass (#186 basis repealed)
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XI. Protection of Indians

B. Individuals

1. Civil Rights of Individuals

#185 Protection of Indians desiring civilized life

#187 Suspension of chief for trespass (#186 basis repealed)

#200 Report of offense or case of Indian incarcerated in
agency jail

#286 Sending child to school out of State without consent

#287 Taking child to school in another State without
written consent

#302 Indian Reform Schools; rules and regs. consent of
parents

#476 Organization of Indian tribes; constitutions and by-
laws; special election

#478 Acceptance of IRA optional

#478a Procedure

#503 Organization of tribes or bonds; constitution; charter;
rigth to participate in revolving credit fund (Okla.)

#504 Cooperative associations; charter; purposes; voting
rights Okla.

#636 Adoption of Constitution by Navajo Tribe; method
contents

#953 Lands - Determination of value of unallotted land, etc
(Aqua Caliente)

#958 Organization and transfer of title to legal entity
(Aqua Caliente)

#1301 Definitions

#1302 Constitutional Rights

#1303 Hobeas Corpus

#1311 Model Code

#1326 Special election
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XI. Protection of Indians

C. Quarantine and/or treatment of domestic Animals
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XI. Protection of Indians

D. Sale of Excess Domestic Animals

#192 Sale by agents of cattle or horses not required

#442 Livestock loans; cash settlements (See also #443)
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XI. Protection of Indians

E. Federal Enforcement Remedies and Penalties

#177 Purchases or grants of lands from Indian tribes
(Penalties)

#178 Fees on behalf of Indian parties in cont(:3ts under
public land laws

#179 Driving stock to feed on lands

#180 Settling on or surveying lands belonging to Indians
by treaty

#193 Proceedings against goods seized for certain violations

#200 Report of offense or case of Indian incarcerated in
agency jail

#229 Injuries to property by Indians

#230 Depositions by Agents touching depredations

#251 Setting up distillery

#286 Sending child to school out of state without consent
(need prov)

#287 Taking child to school in another State without
written consent

#345 Actions for allotments
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XI. Protection of Indians

F. Intoxicating Liquors

#130 Withholding of moneys etc., on account of intoxicating
liquor

#251 Setting up Distillery

#253 Wines for sacramental purposes
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XI. Protection of Indians

G. Indian Traders

#261 Power to appoint traders with Indians

#262 Persons permitted to trade with Indians

#263 Prohibition of trade by ?resident

#264 Trading without license; white persons as clerks
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XI. Protection of Indians

H. General Protection Provisions

#174 Superintendence by Pres. of tribes west of Hiss.

#175 U.S. Attorneys to represent Indians

0198 Contagious and infectious diseases, quarantine of
individual

#305a Promotion of economic welfare; arts and crafts;
powers of Board

#348 Patents to be held in trust; descent and partition

#348a Same; extension of trust period for Indians
of Klamath River Reservation

#415a Same; lease of lands of deceased Indians for benefit
of heirs of devisees

#441 Indian employees of government entitlement to Indian
benefits

#954 Guardians for minor allottees etc. (Aqua Caliente)

#1331 Approval (attorney contracts)

#1341 Authorization of Secretary - Revision of documents,
etc.
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XI. Protection of Indians

I. Intermarriage - Spouses and Children

#181 Rights of white man marrying Indian women

#182 Rights of Indian women marrying white men

#183 Marriage of white men to Indian women

#184 Rights of children born of marraiges

#607 Inheritance by non-members
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XI. Protection of Indians

J. Relocation

#631 Basic program for conservation and development of
resources; projects; appropriations (Navajo Hopi)
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XII. Education

A. Employment Standards and practices

#66 Duties of agencies devolved upon superintendent of
Indian school

#271 Employment of instructors for Indians

#272 Superintendent of Indian schools

#272a Same; other duties

#273 Detail of Army officer

#274 Employment of Indian girls and boys as assistants

#275 Leaves of absence to employees

#304 South Dakota Indians; State course of study
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XII. Education

B. Attendance

#231 Enforcement of state laws, etc.

#282 Regulations by Secretary of Interior to secure
attendance at school

#283 Regulations fro withholding rations for nonattendance
at schools

#285 Withholding annuities from Osage Indians for non-
attendance at schools
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XII. Education

C. Federal Aid and Appropriations

#13 Expenditure of appropriations by Bureau of Indian
Affairs

#276 Vacant military posts or barracks for schools;
detail of Army officers

#278a No appropriations for sectarian school

#281 Children taking lands in severalty not excluded

#288 White children in Indian day schools

#289 White children in Indian boarding schools

#295 Supervision of expenditure of appropriations for
school purposes

#297 Expenditure for children with less than one-fourth
Indian blood

#302 Indian Reform School; rules and regs; consent of parents

#309 Vocational ,training program; eligibility; contracts
or agreements

#309a Same; authorization of approp.

#471 Vocational and trade schools; appropriations for
tuition

#631 Basic programs for conservation and development of
resources; projects; appropriations (Navajo Hopi)

#640a Navajo Community College; purpose

#640b Same; grants

#640c Same; authorization of appropriations

#1462 Economic development; educational loans; limitation
of loans to or investments in non-Indian organizations

#1464 Maturity of loans; interest rate; interest deferral
on educational loans
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XII. Education

D. Eligibility

#276 Vacant military posts or bracks for schools; detail
of Army officers

#281 Children taking lands in severalty not excluded

#288 White children in Indian day schools

#289 White children in Indian boarding schools

#290 Transportation of pupils under 14 at gov't expense

#293a Conveyance of school properties to local school
districts or public agencies

#297 Expenditure for children with less than one fourth
Indian blood

#309 Vocational training program; eligibility; contracts
or agreements

#1462 Economic development; educational loans; limitation
of loans to or investments in non-Indian organizations
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XII. Education

E. Tribal and Trust Funds

#123 Expenditure from funds without appropriation

1II1 Payment of moneys and distribution of goods

#293 Sale of lands purchased for day school or other
Indian admin. uses

#293a Conveyance of school properties to local school dist.
or public agencies

#294 Sale of certain abandoned buildings on lands belonging

to Indian tribes

4348 Patents to be held in trust descent and partition

M400a Lease for mining purposes of land reserved for agency
or school

#613 Advances or expenditures from tribal funds, etc.
(Shoshone Arapahoe)
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XII. Education

F. Miscellaneous

#200 Report of offense as case of Indian incarcerated

#231 Enforcement of State laws, etc.

#279 Rations to mission schools

#286 Sending child to school out of State without consent

#287 Taking child to school in another State without
written consent

#290 Transpt. of pupils under 14 at gov't expense

#291 Removal of gov't property at schools

#292 Suspension or discontinuance of schools

#293 Sale of lands purchased for day school or other
Indian admin. uses

#293a Conveyance of school properties to local school
dist or public agencies

#294 Sale of certain abandoned buildings on lands belonqinq
to Indian Tribes

#304a Study of Indian Education; contracts; appropriations

0452 Contracts for education, medical attention, etc.

*453 Same, use of federal property

I*
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XII. Education

G. Schools

#276 Vacant military posts or barracks for schools;
detail of Army officers

#277 Former Apache military post established as Theordore
Roosevelt Indian Schocl

#280 Patents of lands to missionary boards of religious

organizations

#280a Lands in Alaska for schools or missions

#292 Suspension or discontinuance of schools

#293 Sale of lands purchased for day school or other
Indian admin. uses

#307 Est. of vocational school for children and housing
and training center for adults; transfer of property;
supervision

#308 Same; property taken over by Sec. of Interior

#400 Leases for mining purposes of reserved and unallotted
lands in Fort Peck and Blackfeet Indian reservations

#400a Lease for mining purposes of land reserved for agency
or school; disposition of proceeds; royalty

;401 ýLeases for mining purposes of unallotted lands in

Xaw Reservation

#415 Leases of restricted lands for various purposes

#4i6i Same; (Leascsl: restrictions
(e)

#416 Leases on trust or restricted lands on specified
reservations

0497 Reservation of tracts for schools, hospitals, etc.
(Alaska)

#631 Basic program for conservation and development of
resources; projects; appropriations

1640a Navajo Community College; purpose

1640b Same; purpose

#640c Same; authorization of appropriations
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XIII. Health

#13 Expenditure of appropriations by Bureau of Indian
Affairs

#198 Contagious and infectious diseases, quarantine

#231 Enforcement of State laws, etc.

#309 Vocational training program; eligibility contracts
or agreements

#452 Contracts for education, medical attention, etc

#453 Same; use of federal property

#497 Reservation of tracts for schools, hospital; etc.
(Alaska)

#631 Basic program for conservation and development of
resources; projects; appropriations (Navajo Hopi)
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XIV. Social and Economic Welfare

A. Arts and Crafts

*87a Purchase and resale of by Federal Employees

9305 Indian Arts and Crafts Board

#305a Promotion of economic welfare Powers of the Board

#305b Rules and Regs; submission to Sec. of Interior

,1305c Appropriation
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XIV. Social and Economic Welfare

B. Fincial Support of Aged, etc.

#121 Payment of share of tribal funds to helpless Indians

#306a Advances fro support of old, Uisabled, or indigent
allottees; lien against land

#452 Contracts for education, medical attention, relief
and social welfare

0453 Same; use of federal property

*639 Additional Social Security contributions to States
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XIV. Social and Economic Welfare

C. Generally

#13 Expenditure of appropriations by Bureau of Indian
Affairs

#631 Basic program for conservation and development of
resources; projects; appropriations (Navajo Hopi)
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XIV. Social and Economic Welfare

D. Housing

#631 Basic program for conservation and development of
resources; projects; appropriations (Navajo Hopi)
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XV. Descent and Distribution

A. Federal Jurisdiction

1. Trust land

1181 Rights of white men marrying Indian women; tribal
property

#182 Rights of Indian women marrying white men; tribal
property

0183 Marriage of white men to Indian women; evidence

#184 Rights of children born of marriages between white
men and Indian women

1373a Disposition of trust or restricted estate of interstate
without heirs; successor tribe; sale of land

0373c Sections 373a and 373b inapplicable to certain Indians

#378 Partition of allotment among heirs; patents

0392 Consent to or approval of alienation of allotments

0396 Leases of allotted lands for mining purposes

0952 Members entitled to allotments; prohibition against
further allotments (Agua Caliente)

1953 Lands - determination of value of unallotted and
allotted lands, exclusion of deceased allottees'
allotments (Agua Caliente)
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XV. Descent and Distribution

A. Federal Jurisdiction

2. Other trust property

9181 Rights of white men marrying Indian women; tribal
property

#182 Rights of Indian women marrying white men; tribal
property

9183 Marriage of white men to Indian women; evidence

9184 Rights of children born of marriages between white men
and Indian women

#373a Disposition of trust or restricted estate of inter-
state without heirs; successor tribe; sale of land

#373c Sections 373a and 373b inapplicable to certain Indians

#375b Same; schedule of fees

#375c Same disbursement of sums not exceeding $500 to heirs
or legatees

#377 Payment or deduction of cost of determining heirs

91322 Assumption by state of civil jurisdiction
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XV. Descent and Distribution

B. Laws Governing

*344a Cancellation of patent issued to Indian allottee
dying without heirs

#348 Patents to be held in trust descent and partition

9353 Sections inapplicable to certain tribes

#371 Descent of land

1372 Ascertainment of heirs of deceased dilottees: settle-
ment of estates; sale of lands deposit of Indian
moneys

1372 APA inapplicable to appointment of hearing examiners
M1 for probate work

1372a Heirs by adoption

1373 Disposal by will of allotments held under trust

1373b Same restricted estate or homestead or. the public
domain

1373c Sections 373a and 373b inapplicable to certain Indians

9374 Attendance of witnesses

9375 Determination of heirship of deceased members of
Five Civilized Tribes

1375a Same jurisd. of Sec. of Interior over probate and dist.
of estates not exceeding $2,500
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XV. Descent and Distribution

B. Laws Governing

*375d Disposition of estates of interstates - 5 Civilized Tribes

*376 Oaths in investigation

#379 Sale of allotted land by heirs

1380 Lease of inherited allotments by superintendent

1415a Same; lease of lands of deceased Indians for benefit
of heirs or devisees

0464 Transfer of restricted Ind. lands or shares in assets
of Indian tribes or corpi exhcanges of land

0607 Inheritance by non-members (Yakima)
0782 Payment to heirs or legateesi proof of death and

heirship (Creek)

0955 Tax exemption (Agua Caliente)
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XVI. Irrigation

A. Regulation of Water

#381 Irrigation lands; regulation of use of water

#382 Irrigation projects under Reclamation Act

#389a Same; declaring lands to be temporarily nonirrigable

#389b Elimination to permanently nonirrigable lands

#389d Same# rules and regulations
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XVI. Irrigation

B. Construction and Maintenance Charges

#306 Expenditures for encouragement of industry and self-
support; repayment

#382 Irrigation projects under Reclamation Acts

#385 Maintenance charges# reimbursement of construction
costs, apportionment of costs

1386 Reimbursement of construction charges

#386a Adjustment of reimbursable debts construction charges

9387 Basis of apportionment, liens (no longer on books)

#389 Investigation and adjustment of irrigation charges
on lands within projects within reservations

#389a Samei declaring lands to be temporarily non-irrigable

#389c Same: cancellation of charges

0389d Same; rules and regs.

#389e Same; reports to Congress

#390 Concessions on reservior sites, etc.

0409 Sale of lands within reclamation projects

#61.) Advances or expenditure from tribal funds etc.
(Shoshone and Arapahoe)

4g
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XVI. Irrigation

C. Determination of Irrigability

#389a Samei declaring lands to be termporarily non-irrigable

#389b Elimination to permanently nonirrigable land

#389d Same; rules and regulations

#394 Leases of arid allotted lands

-V - -"q
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XVI. Irrigation

D. Damages 4nd Claims

#388 Claims for damages; settlement by agreement
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XVI. Irrigation

E. Allotment of irrigable lands

#331 Allotments on Reservation; irrigable and nonirrigable
lands
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XVI. Irrigation

F. New Projects

#13 Expenditure of appropriations by B.I.A.

#383 Estimates of cost; limitations as to

0384 Employment of Superintendents of irrigation

1631 Basis program for conservation and development of
resources; projects; appropriations (Navajo Hopi)

I-11O 0 * It • 6,
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XVI. Irrigation

G. Lands withdrawn fro Porjects

#390 Concessions on reservoir sites and other lands in
Indian projects

*463 Restoration of lands to tribal ownership; protection
of existing rights; Papago Indian Reservation

#574 Restoration of lands
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XVII. Ceded

9152

9154

#158

#344

#411

.574

.575

#621

Indian Lands

Proceeds of sales of Indian lands

Proceeds of sales of lands not subject to certain
deductions

Investment of proceeds of lands

Cancellation of allotment of unsuitable land

Interest on moneys from proceeds of sale

Consolidation of lands

Restoration of lands

Portions of tribal lands to be held in trust by
the U.S.i remainder tp become part of the public
domain (Pueblo & Canoncito Kavalo)
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XVIII. Powers of Tribes

A. Political Organization

#464 Transfer of restricted Indian lands or shares in assets
of Indian tribes or corporation; exchange of lands

#473a Samel application to Alaska

#476 Organization of Indian tribes; constitution and by-
laws; special election

#478 Acceptance of IRA optional

#478a Procedure

1478b Laws, treaties and rights unaffected by passage of
sections 461 to 479

#503 Organization of tribes or bands: constitution; charter;
right to participate in revolving credit fund. (Okla.)

#636 Adoption of Constitution by Navajo Tribe; method;
contents

91301 Definitions (Tribe; self-government: courts)
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XVIII. Powers of Tribes

B. Business Corporations

#464 Transfer of restricted Indian lands or shares in
assets of Indian tribes or corporation; exchange
of lands

#469 Indian corp; approp. for organizing

0473a Same; application to Alaska

#477 Incorp. of Indian tribes; charter: ratification by
election

#478 Acceptance of IRA optional

#478a Procedure

#503 Organization of tribes or bands; constitution; charter
right to participate in revolving credit fund (Okla.)

#504 Cooperative associations; charter; purposes; voting
rights (Okla.)

#505 Same; amendment or revocation of charter; suits by
and against associations (Okla.)

#506 Loans to individuals and groups; appropriations (Okla.)

#635 Disposition of lands - lease of restricted lands;
renewals (Navajo - Hopi)

#642 Powers of Tribal Council (Hopi) (641 - 646)

#958 Organization and transfer of title to legal entity
(Aqua Caliente)
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XVIII. Powers of Tribe

C. Immunity from Suit

#490 Same; tribal rights and privileges in connection with
loans

*505 Same (504); amendment or revocation of charters;
suits by and against associations (Okla.)

#1301 Definitions

*1302 Constitutional Rights
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XVIII. Powers of Tribe

D. Power to file Suit

#642 Powers of tribal council (Hopi) (641 - 646)
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XVIII. Powers

E. Issue

#642

#644

of Tribes

Debt Paper

Powers of Tribal Council (Hopi) (641 - 646)

Bonds as valid and binding obligations
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XVIII. Powers of Tribes

F. Veto Power Over Executive Action

#140 Divervslon of approp. for employees and supplies
(need prove )

#190 Sale of plants or tracts not needed for admin. or
allotment purposes (needs prove )

#191 Sale by agents of cattle or horses not required
(needs prove )

#261 Power to appoint traders with Indians (Needs prove )

#262 Persons permitted to trade with Indians (needs prove)

#263 Prohibition of trade by President

#264 Trading without license; white persons as clerks
(needs prove )

0280 Patents of lands to missionary boards of religious
organizations (needs prey.)

#311 Opening highways (needs prove )

9312 Rights of Way for R.R., telegraph and telephone;
town sites

#319 Right of Way for telephone and telegraph lines
(needs prove )

#320 Acquisition of lands for reservoirs or materials

#323 Rights of way for all purposes across any Indian land
(needs prey.)

#324 Same consent of certain tribes; consent of Individual
Indians (needs expansion beyond IRA tribes)

#331 Allotments on reservations; irrigable and nonirrigab]e
lands

#390 Concessions on reservoir sites, etc.

#396a Leases of unallotted lands for mining purposes duration
of leases

#396b Public auction of oil and gas leases.

#398 Leases of unallotted lands for oil and gas mining
purposes

#398b Same; proceeds from rentals, royalties, and bonuses;
disposition



XVIII. Powers of Tribes

F. Veto Power Over Executive Action (Cont'd)

#476 Organization of Indian tribes; constitution and by-
laws; special election

9574 Consolidation of lands

#592 . Withdrawal of tribal funds to reimburse U.S.; consent
of Minn. Chippewa Tribe; disposition of receipts

#593 Exchanges of allotted, restricted and tribal lands
for Chippewa National Forest lands

0
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XVIII. Power of Tribes

0. Veto power of Secretary over Tribes

#415c Samep approval of leases

#608 Consolidation of lands; purchases, sale and exchange;
terms and conditions (Yakima)

#613 Advances or expenditures from tribal funds, etc.
(Shoshone and Arapahos)

*643 Councils power subject to approval of Sec. (Hopi)
(641 - 646)

0953 LandS, Determination of value of unallotted and
allotted lands, etc. (Aqua Caliente)
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XVIII. Powers of Tribes

H. Contracting for Services

#416g Same; contract for water, sewerage, law enforcement,
or other public services

#416h Samej zoning building and sanitary regulations

#476 Organization of Indian tribes; constitution bylaws
special election
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XVIII. powers of Tribes

I. Land Consolidation

#464 Transfer of restricted Indian lands or shares in
assets of Indian tribes or corporation; exchange
of lands

#477 Incorp. of Indian tribes; charter: ratification by
election

#484 Conversion of exchange assignments of tribal lands
on certain Sioux reservations into trust titles;
trust and tax exemption

#485 Same; payment to assignment holders of moneys collected
for use of subsurface rights

#486 Same; regulations

44C7 spokane Indian reservation, consolidation of land -
purchase, sale and exchange

#488 Agricultural loans to acquire land within reservations
(#488 - 492)

#669 Use of sale proceeds for purchase of real property
only (So. Ute 668 - 670)
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XVIII. Powers of Tribes

K. State Jurisdiction

0231 Enforcement of States laws - health and education

0232 Jurisdiction of New York - crim. actions

0233 Jurisdiction of New York - civil actions

0304 South Dakota Indians, State course of study

#319 Rights of way for telephone and telegraph lines

#321 Rights of way for pipe lines

#349 Patents in tee to allottees

0375 Determination of heirship of deceased members of
Five Civilized Tribes

#375a Samel jurisd. of Sec. of Interior over probate and
distribution of estates not exceeding $2,500

0398 Leases of unallotted lands for oil and gas mining
purposes

#398c Samei taxes

#399 Leases of unallotted mineral lands withdrawn from
entry under mining laws

#401 Leases for mining purposes of unallotted lands in
Kaw Reservation

#403a Sale or partition by owners of interests in allotted
-1 lands in the Tulalip Reservation; termination of

Federal title, trust, and restrictions

0403a Acquisition, management and disposal of lands by
-2 Tulalip Tribe - Termination of Federal trust and

restrictions on alienation

0412 Payment of taxes from share of allotted in tribal lands

#416a Same; covenant provision; Federal or State court
jurisdiction of violations

#416b Same; notification of lease provisions; outline of

major provisions, etc.

#416i Same; restrictions (lease tax)

#483a Mortgages and deeds of trust by individual Indian
owners

0487 Spokane Indian Reservation; consolidation of lands -
purchase, sale and exchange
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XVIII. Powers of Tribes

K. State Jurisdiction (Cont'd)

#491 Same, mortgaged property governed by State law
(#488 - 492)

#501 Acquisition of agricultural and grazing lands for
Indians; title to lands: tax exemption (Okla.)

#504 Cooperative associations, charter; purposes; voting
rights (Okla.)

#505 Same; amendment or revocation of charter, suits by
and against associations (Okla.)

#510 Payment of gross production taxes; method (Okla.)

#608 Consolidation of lands; purchase sale, and exchange;
terms and conditions (Yakima)

0610c Mortgages or deeds of trust: law governing mortgagee
foreclosure or sale: U.S. as party; removal of cases;
appeals

#635 Disposition of lands - lease of restricted lands;
renewals (Navajo - Hopi)

#642 Powers of Tribal Council (Hopi) (641 - 646)

0670 Mortgage or deed of trust of lands sold: U.S. as
party to all proceedings (So. Ute)

#954 Guardians for minor allottees, etc (Agua Calients)

#958 Orqanization and transfer of title to legal entity
Agua Caliente)

01321 Assumption by state of criminal jurisdiction: consent
of U.S.; force and effect of criminal laws

01322 Assumption by State of Civil jurisdiction - consent
of U.S.: force and effect of civil laws

01323 Retrocession of jurisdiction by State

#1324 Amendment of State Constitutions, etc.

01325 Abatement of actions

01326 Special election
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XVIII. Powers of Tribes

L. Membership

#601 Membership roll preparation; persons entitled to
enrollment (Yakima)

#602 Application to Tribal Council on exclusion from roll;
minors and Incompetent persons (Yakima)

#603 Correction of membership roll (Yakima)

#604 Loss of membership and removal from roll (Yakima)

#605 Expulsion of members review by Secretary (Yakima)

#606 Back pay and annuities on enrollment of new members
(Yakima)
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XVIII. Powers of Tribes

M. Rights of Individuals

#185 Protection of Indians desiring civilized life

#200 Report of offense or case of Indian incarcerated in
agency jail

#415a Same; lease of lands of deceased Indians for benefit
of heirs or devisees

#441 Indian Employees of Governmentl entitlement to Indian
Benefits

#476 Organization of Indian tribes; constitution and by-
laws; special election

#477 Incorp. of Indian tribes, charter, ratification by
election

#478 Acceptance IRA Optional

#478a Procedure

#503 Organization of tribes or bands; constitution,
charter; right to participate in revolving credit
fund (Okla.)

#636 Adoption of Constitution by Navajo Tribea method;
contents

#1302 Constitutional Rights

#1303 Habeas Corpus

#1311 Model Code

#1326 Special election

78-110 0 - 17 - 58
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XVIII. Powers of Tribes

N. Law and Order

#13 Expenditure of appropriations by B.I.A.

#185 Protection of Indians desiring civilized life

#200 Report of offenses or cases of Indian incarcerated in
agency jail

#229 Injury to property by Indians

#230 bepositions by agents touching depredations

#233 Jurisdiction of New York - civil acions

#232 Jursidiction of New York - crim. action

#302 Indian Reform Schools, rules and regs. consent of
parents

#1301 Definitions

#1302 Constitutional Rights

#1303 Habeas, corpus

#1321 Assumption by state of criminal jurisdiction

#1322 Assumption by state of civil jurisdiction
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XVIII. Power of Tribes

0. Tax

0319 Rights of way for telephone and telegraph lines
(See 0312 need prove )

0321 Rights of way for pipe lines

0349 Patents in fee to allottees

0398 Leases of unallotted lands for oil and gas mining
purposes

#398c same taxos

0399 (See also State Jursid.)

04161i (See also State Juriad.)

0492 Samet interest rates and taxes (0488 - 492)

0510 Payment of gross production taxes, method (Okla)

0608 Consolidation of lands, purchase sale and exchange;
terms and conditions (Yakima)

0610b Title to lands tax exemption prohibition of
restrictions

0645 Same; exemption from taxation (Hopi) (641 - 646)

0674 Use of funds of Ute Mountain Tribes etc.

0676 Use of funds of Southern Ute, etc.

0683 Payments not "other income and resources" (Red Lake

0686 Payments non "other income and resources" (Red Lake

0955 Tax exemption (Agua Caliente)

01321 Assumption by state of Criminal jurisdiction

01322 Assumption by state of civil jurisdiction

Chippewa)

Chippewa)
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XVIII. Powers of Tribes

P. Leasing, Affirmative Powers

#397 Leases of lands for grazing or mining

#396a Leases of unallotted lands for mining purposes:
duration of leases

#396b Public auction of oil and gas leases; requirements

#398 Leases of unallotted lands for oil and gas mining purposes

#402 Leases of surplus lands

#402a Lease of unallotted irrigable lands fox farming purposes

#403a Lease of lands on Port Madison and Smohomish or
Tulalip Indidn Reservations in Washington

#403b Lease of restricted lands in State of Washington

#403c Same identity of lessor; period of lease

0415 Leases of restricted lands for various pruposes

#416 Leases of trust on restricted lands on certain
reservations for various purposes

#477 Incorp. of Indian tribes: charter: ratification by
election

#642 Powers of Tribal Council (Hopi) (641 - 646)
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XVIII. Powers of Tribes

Q. Sale and Management of Property

#403a Acquisition, disposal and management of lands - Tulalip
- R (See also Lands, Restriction against alienation Nat'l resources

#443a Conveyance to tribes of federally owned buildings

#477 Incorp. of Ind. tribes, charters ratification by election

#487 Spokane Indian Reservation; consolidation of lands -
purchase, sale and exchange

#610c Mortgates or deeds on trust; law governing mortgage
foreclosure or sale U.S. as party removal of cases;
appeals (Swinomish)

#610d Moneys or credits for tribal purposes (Swinomish)

#610e Assignment of income (Swinomish)

#635 Disposition of lands - Lease of restricted lands renewals
(Navajo Hopi)

#642 Powers of Tribal Council (Hopi) (641 - 646)

#953 Lands - determination of value of unallotted and
allotted lands; exclusion of deceased allottees' alot-
ments (Aqua Caliente)
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XVIII. Powers of Tribes

Q. Sale and Management of Property
(Aqua Calients)
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XVIII. Powers of Tribes

R. Definition of Indian and Trib,is

#297 Expenditure for children with lens than one-fourth
Indian blood

#465b Same; debt of Klamath Tribe

#473 Application of sections

#473a Same; application to Alaska

#479 Definitions (Indian and tribes)

#480 Indians eligible for loans

#482 Revolving fund; loans; regulations

#504 Cooperative associations; charter; purposes voting
rights. (Okla.)

#601 Membership roll; preparation; persons entitled to
enrollment (Yakima tribes)

#602 Application to tribal council on exclusion from roll;
minors and incompetent persons

#651 Definitions (Calif Indians)

#1301 Definitions (Civil Rights Act)

#1452 Definitions (Econ. Develop. Act)
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XVIII. Powers of Tribes

S. Federal Budget

0476 Organization of Tribes; constitutions and bylaws;
special elections

0638 Participation by Tribal Councils; recommendations
(Navajo - Hopi)
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XVIII. Powers of Tribes

T. Direction of Federal Employees

#48 Right of Tribes to direct employment of persons engaged
for them
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XIX. Economic Development

A. Loans and Credits

#145 Accounts between U.S. and tribes, reimbursable approp.

#305a Promotion of economic welfare; arts and crafts,
powers of Board

#306 Expenditure for encouragement of industry and self-
support; repayment

#306a Advances for support of old, disabled, or indigent
allotteesg lien against land

#358 Repeal of state. provisions relating to survey,
classification and allotments which provide for re-
payment out of Indian moneys

0382 Irrigation projects under Reclamation Acts

#385 Maintenance charges; reimbursements of construction
cost, etc.

#386 Reimbursement of construction costs

#386a Adjustment of reimburseable debtsl construction
charges

#390 Concessions on reservoir sites, etc.

0442 Livestock loans; cash settlements (See also $443)

#470 Same; revolving fund; approp. for loans

#470a Interest charges covered into revolving fund

#473a Samea application to Alaska

#480 Indians eligible for loans

#482 Revolving fund, loans; regulations

#488 Agricultural loans to acquire land within reservations
($488 - 492)

0490 Same; tribal rights and privileges in connection with
loans

#492 Same; interest rates and taxes ($488 - 492)

0503 Organization of tribes or bands; constitution,
charters right to participate in revolving credit
fund (Okla.)

1504 Cooperative associations; charter; purposes; voting
rights (Okla.)
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-XIX. Economic Development

A. Loans and Credits

#506 Loans to individuals and groups: appropriation (Okla.)

0507 Availability and allocation of funds; royalties from
mineral deposits (Okla)

9631 Basic program for conservation and development of
resources projects: appropriations (Navajo Hopi)

#634 Loans to tribes on individual members: loan fund
(Navajo Hopi)

9642 Powers of Tribal Council (Hopi) (641 - 646)

#671. Use of funds of Ute Indian Tribe of U 0 0 reservation,
etc.

#674 Use of funds of Ute Mountain Tribe, etc.

#676 Use of funds of Southern Ute Tribe, etc.

91451 - 1453 Indian Finance Act of 1974

#1461 - 1469 Indian Revolving Loan Fund

91481 - 1498 Loan Guaranty and Insurance

#1511 - 1512 Interest Subsidies and Administrative Expenses

#1521 - 1524 Indian Business Grants

11541 - 1543 Miscellaneous Provisions
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XIX. Economic Development

B. Job and Technical Training

#13 Expenditure of appropriations by Bureau of Indian
Affairs

#471 Vocational and trade schools approp. for tuition

#631 Basic programs for conservation and development of
resources; projects; appropriations (Navajo Hopi)

#633 Preference in employment on the job training
(Navajo Hopi)
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1conomic Development

Tribal Control

0638 Participation by Tribal Councile; recommendations
(Navajo - Hopi)

#641 Congressional findings and declaration of purpose
(Hopi Industrial Park)

0642 Powers of tribal council (Hopi)

0643 Council's power subject to approval by Secretary
(Hopi)

#644 Bonds as valid and binding obligations (Hopi)

0645 Same; exemption from taxation (Hopi)

0646 Exempted Securities (Hopi)

0671 Use of funds of Ute Indian Tribe of U G 0 reserval
etc.

0674 Use of funds of Ute Mountain Tribe, etc.

0676 Use of funds of Southern Ute, etc.

01451 Congressional declaration of purpose

tion,

XIX.

C.
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XX. Isolated Geographic Areas

A. Oklahoma

#501 Acquisition of agricultural and grazing land for
Indians; title to land; tax exemption

9502 Purchase of restricted Indian lands; preference to
Secretary of Interior; waiver ofpreference

9503 Organization of tribes or bands; constitution;
charter; right to participate in revolving credit fund

9504 Cooperative associations; charter; purposes; vrting
rights

#505 Same; amendment or revocation of charters; sutis
by and against associations

#506 Loans to individuals and groups; appropriation

#507 Availability and allocation of funds; royalties from
mineral deposits

#508 Application of provisions to Osage County

#509 Rules and Regulations; repeals

#510 Payment of gross production taxes; method
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XX. Isolated Geographic Areas

B. Alaska

#280a Lands in Alaska for schools or missions

*473a Same; application to Alaska (IRk)

#495 Annette Islands reserved for IMetlakathla Indians

#496 Designation of land for Indian reservation

#497 Reservation of tracts for schools, hospitals, etc.
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XXI. Judgment Funds

#118 Payments in satisfaction of judgments - made under
direction of Interior

#123 Expenditure from Tribal funds without specific
appropriations (Not specifically judgment fund but
appears applicable)

#571 Membership roll; preparation (Shoshone)

#572 Payments to individuals; expenditure of payments
(Shoshone)

#573 Purchase of lands; loan funds; productive enterprises
(Shoshone)

#576 Purchase of lands; reimbursement of expenditures
(Shoshone & Arapaho)

#577 Liability of judgement funds for debts (Shoshone)

#581 Disposition of Funds (Shoshone and Shoshone-Bannock)

#582 Shoshone - Bannock Tribes of Fort Hall Reservation;
credit of funds (Shoshone - Bannock)

#583 Northwest Band of Shoshone Indians; credit of funds
(Northwest Bands of Shoshone)

#584 Apportionment of remaining funds; Shoshone - Bannock
Tribes of Ft. Hall reservation and Shoshone Tribe
of Wind River Reservation (Shoshone and Shoshone-Bannock)

#585 Membership rolls; preparation; eligibility for enroll-
ment; application: finality of determination (Shoshone,
Shoshone-Bannock, NW Bands of Shoshone)

#586 Northwest Band of Shoshone Indians; payment to
enrollees, heirs or legatees: trust fo minors and
persons under legal disability

#587 Shoshone-Bannock Tribes of Ft. Hall Reservation;
payment to enrollees; heirs or legatees; trust for
minors and persons under legal disability

#588 Shoshone Tribe of Wind River Reservation, distribu-
tion of Funds

#589 Tax exemption

#590 Rules and Regulations

#590a Shoshone-Bannock Tribes of Ft. Hall Reservation;
credit of funds

#590b Same; disposition of funds
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XXI. Judgment Funds

#590c: Same; tax exemption; trust for minors and persons
under legal disability

#594 Distribution of judgement funds; Mississippi bands,
Pillager and Lake Winnibigosbish bands

#594a Rules and regulations

#609 Action to determine title to judgement fund; claim
of Confederated Tribes of Colville Reservation; juris-
diction of Court of Claims

*609a Tax exemption

#609b Disposition of Judgement Fund; deductions, advances,
expenditures, investments, or reinvestments authorized

1609b Tax exemption; trusts and other procedures for pro-
-1 tection of minors and persons under legal disability

#647 Disposition of judgement funds; deductions; advances,
expenditures, investments or reinvestment for authorized
purposes (Hualapai Tribe)

#648 Tax exemption (Hualapai Tribes)

#649 Rules and Regulations (Hualapai Tribes)

#651 Definitions (Ind. of Calif.)

#652 Claims against U.S. for appropriated lands; submission
to Court of Claims; appeal; appeal; grounds for relief
(Calif. Ind.)

#653 Statute of limitations unavailable against claims;
amount of decree; set off (Calif. Ind.)

#654 Claims presented by petition; filing date; amendment;
signature and verification; official letters, documents,
etc. furnished (Calif Ind.)

#655 Reimbursement of State of Calif. for necessary costs
and expenses (Calif Ind)

#656 Judgement amount deposited in Treasury to credit of
Indiansi interest rate; use of fund (Calif. Ind.)

#657 Revision of roll of Indians (Calif. Ind.)

#658 Distribution of $150 from fund to each enrolled
Indian (Calif. Ind.)

#659 Distribution of judgement fund; preparation of Indian
roll; applications for inclusion (Calif Ind.)

78-110 0 . 77 - 59
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XXI. Judgement Funds

#660 Equal share distribution of 1964 appropriation
(Calif Ind.)

#661 Equal share distribution of undistributed balance
of 1945 appropriation; credit to judgement account
(Calif. Ind.)

#662 Heirs of deceased enrollees; tax exemption (Calif.
Ind.)

#663 Rules and regulations; filing deadline (Calif. Tnd.)

#671 Use of funds of Ute Indian Tribe of U & 0 Reservation,
etc.

#672 Division of trust funds; ratification of resolution;
crediting of shares; etc.

#673 Report to Congress

#674 Use of funds of the Ute Mountain Tribe, etc. for
expenditure and per capita payments

#675 Restriction on use of funds for payment of agent's
or attorneys fees

#676 Use of funds of So. Ute Tribe, etc., for expenditure
and per capita payments

#676a Distribution of judgment fund (Confed. Band Utes)

#676b Distribution of judgment fund; deductions; availability
for certain uses

#676b Tax exemption
-1

#690 Distribution of Judgement fund, tax exemption; per
capita payment (Red Lake Chippewa)

#771 Enrollment of descendants; determination of eligibility
(Various Oregon Tribes)

#772 Per capita payments to tribal members; tax exemption
(Various Oregon Tribes)

#773 Payments to enrollees, next of heir or legatees; minors
and persons under legal disability; guardians; other
appropriate action; payments not subject to debts:
time limits NVarious Oregon Tribes)

#774 Costs (Various Oregon Tribes)

#775 Rules and regulations (Various Oregon Tribes)

#781 Distribution of funds; allotment equalization payments
(Creek)
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XXI. Judgement Funds

#786 Credit of unclaimed and unpaid share of funds (Creek)

4787 Advancet, of expenditure from tribal funds (Creek)

#788 Federal trust upon escheat of estates of members
dying interstate without heirs (Creek)

#788a Disposition of judgment fund; preparation of roll
(Creek)

#788b Distribution of funds; tax exemption; equal shares
(Creek)

#788c Heirs of deceased enrollees (Creek)

#788d Rules and Regulations (Creek)

#788e Disposition of funds, preparation of rolls, etc.
(Creek)

#788f Distribution of funds; tax exemption; equal shares
(Creek)

#788g Heirs of deceased enrollees

#788h Rules and Regulations (Creek)

#781 Distribution of funds; allotment equalization payments
(Creek)

#782 Payment to heirs or legatees; proof of death or heir-
ship (Creek)

*783 Payments to minors or persons under legal disability
(Creek)

#784 Appropriations

#785 Rules and Regulations (Creek)

#871 Membership roll; preparation; eligibility, etc. (Otoe)

#872 Per capita distribution to tribal members (Otoe)

9873 Per capita payments to enrollees, next ofkin, etc.
(Otoe)

#874 Costs (Otoe)

9875 Rules and Regulations (Otoe)

#876 Advances or expenditures from tribal funds, tax
exemptions (Otoe)

9881 Pottowatomic Indians; disposition of judgment funds
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XXI. Judgment Funds

#881a Same; trusts and other procedures, etc. (Pottowatomic)

#882 Sac & Fox Tribes: disposition of judgment and fund,
etc.

#882a Same; tax exemption

#883 Osage tribe: disposition of judgment fund, allotments

#883a Same; payment for allotments; living orginal allottees
(Osage)

#833b Same; per capita shares, etc. (Osage)

#833c Same; income tax exemption (Osage)

#883d Same; rules and regulations (Osage)

#911 Membership roll; preparation; eligibility for enroll-
ment; application for enrollment; protests; finality
of determination (Quapaw)

#912 Per capita payments to enrollees, heirs or legatees;
tax exemption (Quapaw)

#913 Payments to enrollees, next of kin or legatees; minors
and persons under legal disability; parent or guardian
(Quapaw)

#914 Costs (Quapaw)

#961 Membership roll; preparation; eligibility for enroll-
ment; protests; finality of determination (Omaha)

#962 Membership roll; enrollment of children born after Sept.
14, 1961 (Omaha)

1963 Per capita distributions to tribal members; attorneys
fees and expenses; advances or expenditures from tribal
funds; tax exemption (Omaha)

#964 Payments to enrollees, next of kin or legatees; pro-
tection of minors an4persons under legal disability
(Omaha)

#965 Payments not subject to liens debts, or claims;
exception (Omaha)

#966 Costs (Omaha)

#967 Rules and regulations (Omaha)

#967a Per capita payments to enrolled tribalmembers; use of
balance of funds (Omaha)
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XXI. Judgement Funds
#967b Payments to minors and persons under legal disability

shares under certain amount to revert to tribe (Omaha)

#967c Tax exemption (Omaha)

1967d Rules and regulations (Omaha)

#991 Per capita payments to tribal members; closure of
rolls; appropriations; accrued interest; deductions
(Cherokee Nation)

#992 Payments to adults, heirs or legatees; shares under
certain amounts to revert to tribe; protection of
minors and persons under legal disability (Cherokee
Nation)

#993 Claims; time for filing; bar of unfiled claims;
reversion to tribe; use of reverted funds (Cherokee
Nation)

#994 Tax exemption (Cherokee Nation)

#995 Payments not subject to liens debts or claims;
exception (Cherokee Nation)

#996 Payments not "other income and resources" (Cherokee
Nation)

#997 Costs (Cherokee Nation)

#998 Rules and Regulations (Cherokee Nation)

01011 Memnership roll; preparation; etc. (Snake or Paiute)

01012 Authorization to Withdraw, prorate and distribute
lands (Snake or Paiute)

#1013 Distribution; persons entitled, etc (Snake or Paiute)

01014 Costs (Snake or Paiute)

01015 Rules and Regulations (Snake or Paiute)

01031 Disposition of funds (Shawnee)

#1032 Absentee and Eastern Bands; authorization for use of
funds by tribal governing bodies; etc. (Shawnee)

01033 Cherokee Band; preparation of roll; etc. (Shawnee)

01034 Cherokee Band; per capita distribution (Shawnee)

01035 Manner of payment; etc. (Shawnee)

01036 Taxes (Shawnee)
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XXI. Judgment Funds

01037 Costs (Shawnee)

#1038 Rules and Regulations (Shawnee)

#1401 (General
- 1407

# Funds
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XXIII. Services to and Entitlements of Indians Regardless of
Federal Recognition

B. Education

#276 Vacant military posts or barracks for schools; detail
of army officers
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XXIV. Treaties

#12 Agent to negotiate commutation of annuities

#152 Proceeds of sales or of Indian lands

#153 Approp. to carry out treaties

#71 End of treaty making

#72 Abrogation of treaties of hostile tribes

#122 Limitations on application of tribal funds

#138 Goods withheld for treaty violation

#157 Investments in stock

#158 Investment of proceeds of funds

#160 Custody of stocks and bonds

#161a Deposit in Treasury of trust funds
-d

#177 Purchase or grants of land from Indians

#180 Settling on or surveying lands belonging to Indians

#276 Vacant military posts or barracks for schools; detail
of Army officers

#277 Former Apache military post est. as Theodore Roosevelt
Indian School

#279 Rations to Mission schools

#311 opening highways

#312 Rights of way for R.R., telegraph and telephone; town
cites

#314 Surveys; maps; compensation

#319 R of W for telephone or telegraph lines

#320 Rights of way for pipe lines

#331 Allotments or reservations; irrigable and nonirrigable
lands

#345 Actions for allotments

#391 Continuance of restrictions or alienation in patent

#392 Consent to or approval of allotments by Sec. of Interior
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XXIV. Treaties

#399 Leases of unallotted mineral lands withdrawn from
entry under mining laws

1409 Sale of lands within reclamation projects

#406 Sale of timber on lands held in trust - Deductions
for admin. expenses; standards guiding sales

#475a Same; offsets of gratuities

#378b Laws, treaties and rights unaffected by passage of
sections 461 to 479

#611 Division of trust funds on deposit in U.S. Treasury
to joint credit of both tribes (Shoshone and Arapahoe)

#631 Basic program for conservation and development of
resources; projects; appropriations (Navajo Hopi)

#652 Claims agAinst U.S. for appropriated lands; submission
to court of claims; appeal; grounds for relief
(Calif. Indians)

#1321 Assumption by State of criminal jurisdiction

#1322 Assumption by State of civil jurisdiction
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Statutes at Large Noted in 25 USC

#611 Historical Note Act 82758 72 Stat 935 Wind River Ind.
Reservation Mineral Rights

Act 81553 67 Stat 592 Win( River Ind. Reservation
Compensation for lands of Riverton Reclamation Project

#1323 Retrocession of jurisdiction by State - Executive
Order 11435
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XXIV. Miscellaneous

A. Affirmative Relief Provisions

#293a (Reversion of Property)

#315 ( )

#399 ( " t )

#'443a ( to , )

#1331 (Approval of Attorney Contracts)

#11+96 ( o)
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XXIV. Miscellaneous

B. Appropriations, authorizations and expenditures

#13 Expenditure of appropriations by B.I.A.
(Snyder Act)

#13a Same; carryover of unobligated and
unexpended appropriations.
(Snyder Act amendment)

056 Quarters, fuel and light for employees

#57 Heat and light for employees' quarters

#59 Transfer of funds for payment of
emplyees; details for other service

#6o Compensation prescribed to be in full

#61 Estimates for personal services in
Indian Office

#66 Duties of agency devolved on Supt. of
of Indian school (provision for extra pay)

#82 Payments under contracts; aiding In
making prohibited contracts

#82a Contracts for payment of money permitted
certain tribes; payment for legal services

#86 Encumbrances on lands allotted to
applicants for enrollment in Five Civil
Tribes; use of interest on tribal funds.

#96 Copies of contracts furnished to G.A.O.
before payment

#97 Proposals or bids for contracts to be
preserved

#98 Purchase of supplies without authority

#99 Contracts for supplies in advance of
appropriations

#101 Payment for wagon transportation

#102 Payment of costs for funishing coal for
Indian Service
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XXIV. Miscellaneous (cont.)

B. Appropriations, authorizations and expenditures

#10g Purchase of articles manufactured at
schools

#111 Payment of moneys and distribution of
goods

#114 Payment of annuities in coin

#115 Payment of annuities in goods

#116 Indian 18 years of age to have right to
receipt for annuity

#117 Payments per capita to individual Indians

#118 Payments in satisfaction of Judgments

#119 Allotment of tribal funds to individual
Indians

#120 Per capita paymnts to enrolled members
of Choctaw and Chickasaw Tribes

#121 Payment of share of tribal funds to
helpless Indians

#122 Limitation of application of tribal funds

#123 Expenditure from tribal funds without
specific appropriations

#123a Tribal funds; use to purchase insurance
for protection of property

#123b Tribal funds for traveling and other
expenses

#124 Expenditures from tribal funds of Five
Civil Tribes without specific appropriations.

#125 Expenditure of moneys of tribes of
Quapaw Agency

#127 Moneys or annuities of hostile Indians

#128 Appropriations not paid to Indians at way
with U.S.
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XXIV, Miscellaneous

B. Appropriations, authorizations and expenditures

#129 Moneys dus Indians holding captives
other than Indians withheld.

#130 Withholding of moneys or goods on account
of intoxicating liqueurs.

#131 Advances to disbursing officers.

#134 Appropriations for supplies available
immediately; time for distribution

#135 Supplies distributed so as to prevent
deficiencies

#136 Commutation of rations and other supplies;
payment per capita

#137 Supplies distributed to able-bodied males
on condition

#138 Goods withheld from chiefs violating
treaty stipulations

#139 Appropriations f or subsistenmy

#140 Diversion of a pprpriations for employees
and supplies

#145 Accounts between U.S. and tribes under
reimbursable apprppriat ions

#11+7 Appropriations for specified buildings;
use for transportation of materials

#148 Appropriations for supplies; transfer to
Indian Service supply fund'; expenditure

DEPOSIT CARE AND INVESTMENT OF INDIAN MONEYS (See
generally Sees. 151 through 165 and Pert V of Outline)

#153 Appropriations to carry out treaties

#155 Disposal of miscellaneous revenues from
from Indian reservations, etc.
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XXIV. Miscellaneous (cont.)

B. Appropriations, authorizations and expenditures

#276 Vacant military posts, etc. for schools;
detail of Army officer (limitation of
expenditure of moneys for education)

#278 No appropriation for sectarian school

#281 Children taking lands in severalty not
excluded.

#288 White children in Indian day schools

#289 White children in Indian boarding schools

#295 Supervision of expenditure of apDropriations
for school purposes

#297 Expenditure for children with less than
1/4 blood

#304a Study and investigation of Indian education
In U.S. and Alaska; contracts; report to
Congress; appropriations

#305c Aprropriation (authorization for expenditure
of funds to support Indian Arts & Crafts
Board)

#306 Expenditures for encouragement of industry
and self-support; repayment

#306a Advances for support of old, disabled,
or indigent allottees; lien against land.

#309 Vocational training program; eligibility;
contracts or agreements

#309a Same; authorization of appropriations

#318a R•oads on Indian reservations; appropriation
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XXIV. Miscellaneous (cont.)

B. Appropriations, authorizations and expenditures

#352c Reimbursement of allottees or heirs for
taxes paid on lands patented in fee before
end of trust.

#?83 Estimates of cost; limitations as to
(Irrigation projects)

#388 Claims for damages; settlement by
agreement (Irrigation projects)

04OOa Lease for mining purposes of land
reserved for agency or school; disposition
of proceeds; royalty (monies obtained to
credit of Indians may only be spent for
edubational purposes and only after approp-
riation by Congress).

#463b Extension of boundaries of Papago
reservation; purchase; limitations

#463g Use or funds appropriated under See, 465

#465 Acquisition of lands, water rights or
surface rights; appropriation; title to
lands; tax exemption

#469 Indian corporations; appropriations for
organizing

#470 Same; revolving fund; appropriation for
loans

#470a Interest charges covered into revolving
loan fund

#471 Vocational and trade schools; appropriation
for tuition

#482 Revolving loan fund; regulations

#501 Acquisition of agricultural and grazing
lands for Indians; title to lands; tax
exemption

#502 Purchase of restricted Indian lands;
preference to Sec. of Interior; waiver
of preference

78-110 0 - 77 - 60
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XXIV. Miscellaneous (cont.)

B. Appropriations, authorizations and expenditures

#506 Loans to individuals and groups;
appropriation

#507 Availability and allocation of funds;
royalties from mineral deposits

#631 Basic program for conservation and
development of resources; projects;
appropriations

#631+ Loans to Tribes or individual members;
loan fund

#639 Additional Social Security contributions
to States (See. of Treasury)

#088 Agricultural loans to acquire lard within
reservations (See. of Agriculture)

#1312 Authorization of Appropriations (Model Code)

#1341 Authorization of Secretary (Kappler's, etc.)

#1401 Funds appropriated in satisfaction of
udgments of Indian Claims Commission or
court of Claims; use and distribution

(Judgment Fund Act)

#1461 Administration as single Indian Revolving
Loan Fund sums from diverse sources;
availability of fund for loans to Indians
and for administrative expenses
(Indian Finance Act)

(SEE Generally - Indian Finance Act
25 U.S.C. 1451 -- 1543)

#1523 Authorization of appropriations

#1512 Authorization of appropriations for Indian
Loan Guaranty and Insurance Fund, etc.
(Indian Finance Act)

#450 - 458 (SHE Generally - Indian Self-Determination
Act - 25 U.S.C. 450 - 1+58)
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XXIrV. Miscellaneous

C. Rolls of Indians

General Provisions

#133 Rolls of Indians entitled to supplies.

#163 Roll of membership of tribes.

Specific Tribes - Judgment Fund Acts, Termination Acts.

#571, 585 Shoshone

#601 - 605 Yakima

#594 Mississippi Bands; Pillager and Lake
'Winibigosh Bands.

#657, 659 California

#781, 788a, 788e Creek

#871 Oto

#952 Agua Caliente

#991 Cherokee

#1011 Paiute

#565a Klamath

0
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XXIV. Miscellaneous

g. Repeals and Oumissions

Duties, responsibilities, etc. of federal employees

#21, 22 Repealed 9/6/66. Related to Board of
Indian Commissioners.

#23, 24 Omitted. Related to Board of Ind. Commissioners

#26 Repealed 9/6/66. Appointment of Ind. Agents

#27 Omitted. Related to Indian Agents.

#28 - 31. Repealed.9/6/66. Term of office of Ind. Agents.

# 35. Repealed 9/6/66. Administration of Oaths and
acknowledgement of Deeds,

#37 Repealed 9/6/66. Keeping of books by Ind. Agents.

#38 Repealed 12/16/30. Visits to Washington by Agnts.

#39 Repealed 9/6/66. Compensation for extra service
by Indian Agents.

#42 Repealed 9/6/66. Interpreters.

#1+9 Repealed 6/30/32. Qualifications of farmers.

#5D Repealed 8/19/61+. Holding of two offices.

#51 Repealed 6/6/72, Additional security from
persons with disbursement power.

#52 Repealed 6/6/72. Bonds from disbursing officers.

#52a Repealed 6/6/72. Special bonds for per capita
payments.

#54, 55 Repealed 6/6/66. Traveling expenses and expenses
of clerks on special duty

#• 5 Partial repeal. Act of 2/26/29 cited in text
was repealed by Act of 9/6/66.

#67 Repealed 9/6/66. Supt. of school at Cherokee
to act as Agent.
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XXIV. Miscellaneous (cont.)

E. Repeals and Ommissions.

Contracts

#83

#87

Purchase

#91, 92

#93

#95

#100

#103

Rations,

#141

#142

#143

#144

Repealed 6/25/48. Moved to 18 USC 438. Pro-
hibited payments under contracts,

Repealed 6/25/48. Moved to 18 USC 437. Interest
of agents in contracts,

of Supplies

Omitted. Now covered in 1.1 UIC 5 (Public
contracts). Deals with Procurement.

Repealed 10/10/4O. Now covered in 1.1 USC 5
6a, 6b. Related to purchase of Indian supplies.

Repealed. 12/16/30. Now in 11 USC 5. Related
to purchase of supplies for irrigation projects.

Repealed 3/27/39. Referred to bids under adver-
tisement for goods and sapDlies under contract.

Repealed 10/31/51. Related to transportation
of Indian goods and supplies under contract.

Repealed 12/16/30. Related to maintenance of
warehouses for goods in Indian service.

etc,

Omitted.

Repealed 5/29/28. Reports to Congress on
tribal financial matters.

Repealed 8/30/54. Report to Congress on fiscal
affairs of tribes.

Repealed 5/29/28. Report to Congress on moneys
apprpriated for encouragement of industry.

t
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XXIV. Miscellaneous (cont.)

E. Repeals and Omuissions

Deposit of Indian Money

#162 Repealed 6/24/38. Deposit and investment
of funds.

#155a Omitted. Now incorporated in #155. Miscellan-
eous revenues from Indian reservations.

Sedition

#177 - 173. Repealed 5/21/34. Carrying of sedition
messages.

Trespass

#186 Repealed 5/21/34. Related to trespassing on
on Indian lands.

#219 - 226. Repealed 5/21/34. Entering Indian country
without a passport. (See Crimes)

Federal Property Management

#188, 189. Repealed 10/31/51. Related to sale of federal
roperty. Now covered in 40 USC 1483 484,.
See historical note under Sec. 190.) Sales

and surplus now a pears in 5 USC Chpt. llC9
See also 40 USC •8 re proceeds from transfer,
sale, etc.

#191 Repealed 10/31/51. Related to sale or transfer
of Government property. See above notes. Now
covered in 40 9C 483 - 1+85.

#195 Repealed 8/15/53. Related to sale of cattle
purchased by Oovernment to Non-Indians.

a
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XXIV. Miscellaneous (cont.)

E. Repeals and Ommissions

Timber

#197

Crimes

#212 - 215

#216

#217 - 218.

#219 - 226.

Repealed 6/27/1902. Dead timber in Minn.

Repealed 6/2 /4.8 Arson and assault. Now
covered in 15 USC 1153.

Repealed 7/12/60 Hunting by non-Indians.
Now covered in lb USC 1165.

Repealed 6/25/4+8. General and Major Crimes
Acts and provisions for Jurisdiction in
Kansas. Now covered in 18 USC 1152, 1153
and 18 USC 3243.
Repealed 5/21/34. Entering Indian country
without a passport.

#22?,228 Repealed 6/25/48. Related to reparations
for injuries to Indian property.

Liquor

#241 - 250

#252

Repealed 6/25/1.8 Intoxicating liquor.
Moved to Title 1A USC. See historical
note.

Repealed 6/25/48. Search and seizure and
setting up of distillery. Now covered in
18 USC 3113.
Repealed 6/25/48. Inapplicability of liquor
laws to lands outside reservations. Now
covered In 18 USC 1154, 1156.
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XXIV. Miscellaneous (cont.)

E, Repeals ard Ommissions

Contracts

#2659, 266

Education
#281+

#292a

#296

#298

#299 - 301

#303

Repealed 8/15/53. Restrictions on
purchases or sales to Indians.

Ommitted. Regs of See. to compel school

attendance.

Omitted. Discontinuing of boarding school.

Repealed 3/2/29. Per capita limitation
on expenditures for school purposes.

Omitted. Census of Indians and report of
numbers of school children.

Annual reports to Congress. Repealed
5/29/28.

Omitted. Educational loans to worthy
youths.

Arts and Crafts

#305 C-1, Repealed 4/24/61. Limitation on per diem
paid to members of Board.

#305d, 305e Repealed 6/25/tIB. Related to trademarks.
Now covered in 18 USC 1158, 1159.
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XXIV. Miscellaneous (cont.)

E. Repeals and Ommissions

Railroad Right s-of-Way

#318b Repealed 8/27/58. Related to planning
and design of railroad rights-of-way
by the Bureau of Public Roads.

Allotments and Survey

#338

Irrigation

#387

Repealed 5/29/28. Reports to Congress
on cost of survey and allotment work.

Omitted. Apportionment of costs of
Irrigati on districts.

Timber

407a - 40o Committed. Authority to modify contracts
of sale of timber expired by virtue of
a statutory amendment, See historical
note.

Indian Health Service

#444 - 4.9 Repealed 8/5/5*+. Now covered in 42 USC
Chpt. 22.

Contracts with States

#1+55 Repealed 6/29/60. Reports to Congress
on contracts with states.

#1+56 Omitted. Contracting rovisions of #1+52 -
1+55 not applicable to Oklahoma
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XXIV. Miscellaneous (cont.)

E. Repeals and Ommissions

Allotment and Trust

#462a Ommitted as executed. Reimposition of
trust on Crow reservation.

Tribal Operations

#481 Omitted. Allowance for travel and
expenses for tribal organizing work.

Leases - Yakima Tribe

#608b Repe
of e
noth
stat

Indian Depredations

#126 Omit
depr

aled 8/31/64. Repealed provision
existing law which provided that
ing in statute shall effect tax
us of lands.

ted. Payment Of Claims for Indian
edations
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XXIV. Miscellaneous

F. Miscellaneous

Depredations and Hostile Indians

#126 Indian depredations

#127 o f

#128 i t

#229 Injury to property by Iniians

#230 Depositions

#138 Goods withheld for treaty violation.

Records

#199

#199a

of Five Civilized Tribes

Access to records of Five Civil Tribes

Custody of records - Okla. qist. Society

Statutes at Large noted in 25 U.S.C.

#611 Historical note sets forth 72 Stat. 935
relating to Wind River Indian Reservation
Mineral Rights

#1323 Retrocession of Jurisdiction by State -
Executive Order 111+35
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CROSS REFERENCE INDEX
TO

SUBJECT OUTLINE

Code Sec.

I

l.a

2

2.a

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Outline

I.B.;

I.A.;

I.A., B;

I.B., D.;

I.C. ;

IIl.O.; VII.D.;

I.C.; VII.O.;

I.C.;

I.A.;

I.A, C;

I.A.;

V.A.; XXIV;
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lq5"

Code Sec. Outline

13 I.A., C., G.1; VIII.D.; X.D.; XII.C.; XIII; XIV.C;

XVI.F.;XVIII.N XIX.B.;

14 VI.A.;

15 I.G.I.; X.D.;

21

22

23

24

25 I.C., D.;

25a I.C., 0.;

26

27

28

29

30

31
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Code Sec. Outline

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41 I.A.;

41.a I.A.;

42

43

44 1.0.;

45 1.0.;



Code Sec.

46

47

48

49

5o

51

52

52.a

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

Outl ine

I.D.;

1.0., E.;

XVIII. F.

I.A.;

I.C.;

l.C.;

l.C.;

I. C.

953

- 1Q7-

/



Code Sec.

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

68a

71

72

81

81a

82

82a

Outline

I.C.;

I.C.;

I. C.;

I.C.;

I.C.; XII.A.;

XXIV

XXlV

111.B., E.; IV.A.;

IV.B.;

IV.A., B.; VI.E.;

IV.A., a.;

954

- qn -
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Code Sec.

83

84

85

86

87

87a

88

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

Outline

IV.A.;

IV.A.;

V.B.; VI.E.; VlI.C.;

I.C.; XIV.A.;

I.e.;

I.E.;

78-110 0 - 77 - 61
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Code Sec.

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

110

111

112

Outl ine

I.E.;

I.E.;

I.E.;

I.E.;

I.E.;

I.E.;

V.A., B, C, D; XII.E.;

i.C.; V.A., B., C., 0.;
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Code Sec.

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120

121

122

123

a

b

124

125

126

Outline

I.C.; V.A., B., C., D.;

I.C.; V.A.;

V.A.;

V.A.;

V.B.;

XXI;

VI.A., B, C, E, F, G.;

V.B.;

V.D.; VI.A., B., C., E., G.; XIV.B.;

VI.E.; XXIV;

V.8.; VI.A., E.; XII.E.; XXI;

VI.A., E, G.;

VI.A., E., G.;

VI.A., E.;

VI.A., E.;

V.E.;
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Code Sec.

127

12$

129

130

131

132

133

134

135

136

137

138

139

140

141

142

C., D.; XI.F.;

Outline

V.A., E.;

V.E.;

V.E.;

I.C.; V.A.,

I.C.;

V.C.;

I.C.; V.C.;

V.C. ;

l.C.; V.C.;

I.C.; V.B.,

I.C.; V.A.,

V.C., E.; X

I.C.; V.C.;

I.C.; XVIII

V.D.;

C., • .,

C.;

XIV;

.F. ;
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Code Sec. Outline

143

144

145 I.C.; XIX.A.;

146 I.C.; V.C., D.,

147

148 I.C., E.;

149

150

151 I.C.; VI.A., B., C., D., G.;

152 VI.A., B., C., D., F., G.;XVII; XXIV;

153 VI.A.; XXIV;

154 VI.C.; XVII;

155 VI.A., B., C., D., E., G.;

155a VI.A.;

156 V.B.; VI.A., B., C., D., E., F., G.;
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Code Sec. Outline

157 I.C.; VI.A., C., D.; XXIV;

158 I.C.; VI.A., C., 0.; XVII; XXIV;

159 I.C.; VI.A., B., C., E., G.;

160 I.C.; VI.B., C., D.; XXIV;

161 I.C.; VI.A., B., C., D., E., G.;

161a I.C.; VI.A., B., C., G.; XXIV;

161b I.C.; VI.A., B., C., G.; XXIV

161c I.C.; VI.B.; XXIV
161d I.C.; VI.E.; XXIV;

162

162a I.C.; VI.A., B., C., D., E., G.;

163 I.C.; VI.A., B., E., G.;

164 I.C.; VI.A., B., C., E.;

165 I.C.; VI.A., B., E.;

166

167

168
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Code Sec.

169

170

171

172

173

174

175

176

177

178

179

180

181

182

183

184

Outline

I.A., C.; XI.H.;

I.C.; IlI.A.; XI.H;

I.C.; IX.B.;

VII.C.; XL.E.; XXIV;

III.C.; XI.A. 2., E.;

XI.A., 1., E.;

XI.A.2, E.; XXIV;

XI; I; XV.A.1, A.2.;

XI.I.; XV.A.1, A.2.;

11.D.; XI; 1; XV.A.1, A.2,

XI; I; XV.A.1, A.2;
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Code Sec. Outline

185 I.C.; VIT.B.12; XI.A.4; B.1; XVIII M, N;

186

187 I.C.; XI.A.4, 8.1;

188

189

190 I.G.2; VI.A, B; VII A.1, D.; XVIII. F.;

191 XVIII.F;

192 VI.k; XI.D.;

193 III.B., E.; XI.E.;

194 III.D.;

195

196 I.C.; VIII.C.;

197

193 I.C.; XI.H.; XIII;

199 1.C.;

199a I.C.;
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Code Sec. Outline

200 I.C.; XI 8.1, E.; XII F.; XVIII M., N.;

201 II B., E.;

202 III B., E.; VII C.;

203

204

205

206

207

208

209

210

211 IX. A.;

212

213

214

215

216
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Code Sec. Outline

217

218

219

220

221

222

223

224

225

226

227

228

229 I.C; III E; V E.; XI E.; XVIII N.;

230 III.E.; XI. E.; XVIII N.;

231 XII B., F.; XIII.; XVIII K.;

232 III B.; XVIII K., N.;

233 III B.; V.A.; VI.F, K.; VII D.; XVIII K., N.;
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234

235

236

237

238

239

240

241

242

243

244

245

247

248

249

250

251 I.C.; III E.; XI E., F.;
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Code Sec.

252

253

254

255

256

257

258

259

260

261

262

263

264

265

266

267

Outl ine

XI F.;

I.C.; XI G.; XVIII F.;

I.C.; XI G.; XVIII F.;

I.C.; XI G.; XVIII F.;

I.C.; XI G.; XVIII F.;
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Code Sec. Outline

268

269

270

271 I.C.; XI1 A.;

272 I. B, C.; XII A.;

272a I.B., C.; X11 A.;

273 ].C.;

274 I.C., D.; XII A.;

275 XII A.;

276 VI A.; VII D.; XII C, D., G.; XXIII; XXIV

277 1. G.1; VII D.; XII G.; XXIV

278

278a XII C.;

279 V.D.; XII F.; XXIV;

280 VII D.; XII G.; XVIII F.;
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Code Sec. Outline

280a VII A.l, D.; XII G.;

281 XII, C., D.;

282 XII B.;

283 V.A., D.; VI. A., B., E.; XII. B.,

284

285 V. A.; XII B.;

286 XI B.1, E.; XII F.;

287 XI B.1, E.; XII F.;

288 XII C.; D.;

289 XII C.; D.;

290 XII D., F.;

291 I. G.1,; XII F.;

292 I.G.1, I G.2; XII F., G.;

293 I.G.1, I. G.2,; VI B.; XII E., F., G.;

293a I. G.2; III B., C.; VI B.; VII A.], C., D.; VIII.E.;

IX.C.; XII D., E., F.;
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Code Sec. Outl ine

294 I.G.2; VI B.; VII A.1; XII E., F.;

295 I.C.; XII C.;

296

297 XII. C., D.; XVIII, R.; XXIV B; XXIII

298

299

300
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co& Sec. Outline

302 I.C.; XI.B.I.; XII.C.; XVIII.N

303

304 XVIII.K

304.a I.C.; X.A.; XII.A; XII.F.

304.b VI.A.; VI.B; VI.E

305 I.B.; I.C.; XIV.A;.

305.a I.C.: VI.K; X.D.; XI.H.; XIV.A.

305.b I.C. ; XIV.A.

305.c XIV.C; XIV.A.

306 VII.B. 13; XVI.B.; XIX.A.

306a VII.B. 13; XIV.B.; XIX.A.

307 I.C.; I.G.I.; XII.G.

308 I.C.; I.G.I.; XII.G.

309 I.C.; X.A.; X.B.; XII.C.; XII.D.; XIII.

309.a I.C. ; XII.C.
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Code Sec. Outline

311 VII.A.5.; VII.B.5.; XVIII.F.; XXIV.

312 VII.A.5.; VII.B.5; XVIII.F..; XXIV.

313 VIIA.5.; VII.B.5.

314 III.B.; III.C.; III.E.; VI.A.; VII.A.5.; VII.B.5.; XXIV.

315 VII.A.5.; VII.B.5.

316 VII.A.5.; VII.B.5.

317 I.C.; VII.A.5.; VII.B.5.

318

318.a I.D. ; IX.F.

318.b

319 VI.A.; VII.A.5.; VII.B.5.; XVIII.F.; XVTII.K.; XVIII.O.; XXlV.

320 VI.A.; VI.B.; VII.A.5.; VII.B.5.; XVIII.F.; XXIV.

78-110 0 - 77 - 62
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Code Sec.

321

322

323

324

325

326

327

328

outline

VI.A, VII.A.5., VII.B.5., XVIII.O., XVIII.K.

VII.A.5, VII.B.5.

VII.A.5., VII.B.5., XVIII.F.

XVIII.F.

VI.A., VI.B., VII.A.5., VII.R.5

VII.A.5, VII.B.5

VII.A.5, VII.B.5

I.C., VII.A.5, VII.B.5

I - - - " - I--- - - - - R - ----
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Code Sec. outline

331 VII.B.12, XVI.E., XVIII.F., XXIV

332 I.C., VII.B.12

333 I.C., VII.B.12

334 I.C., VII.B.12

335 VII.B.12

336 VII.B.12

337 I.C., VII.B.12

337a VII.B.12

338

339 VII.B.12

340 VII.B.12
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Code Sec. Outline

341 VII.B.5, VII.B.6

342

343 VII.B.3,

344 VII.B.3, XVII

344a VII.B.3, VII.B.8, XV.B

345 III.B., VII.B.12, XIE., XXIV

346 III.B., III.C.

347 III.B., III.C.

348 I.D., VI.A., VI.B.,VI.C., VII.B.8, VII.B.10, VII.B.11, VII.B.12,
VII.C., MI.H., XII.E., XV.B.,VII.A.1

348a XI.H.,

349 VII.B.10, XVIII.K., XVIII.O.

350 VII.B.3

351 VII.B.12, VII.C.
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Coc Sec.

352

352a

352b

352c

353

354

355

356

357

358

Outline

VII.B.1., VII.B.3., VII.B.10

VII.B.3

VII.B.3., VII.B.10.

VII.B.13., VII.D.

VII.B.8., VII.B.12., XV.B.

VII.B.13

VII.B.13., VII.C.

VI.F., VII.B.2., VIII.E.

VII.B.6

VI.F., VII.B.12., XIX.A.
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Qd Sec. Outline

371 VII.B.8., XV.B

372 I.C., VI.A., VI.B., VI.E., VII.B., VII.B.8., VII.B.10o., VI.D.U.D
XV.B.

372a VII.B.8., XV.8

373 I.C., VI.A., VI.E., VII.B.1., VII.B.S., VI.B.1O., VII.B.U.,
XV.B.

373a I.C., VI.A., VI.F., VII.B.1., IX.D.3., XV.A.e., XV.A.2

373b I.S., VII.B.l., IX.D.3., XV.B

373c XV.A.1., XV.A.2., XV.B

374 I.C., III.B., XV.B

375 III.B., VI.A., VII.B.8., XV.A.2., XV.B., XVII.K

375a I.C., IIX.B., VI.A., XV.B., MILI.K

375b I.C., VI.A., VI.F.

375c I.C., VI.A., XV.A.2

375d XV.B

376 I.C., XV.B

377 I.C., VI.A., VIF., XV.A.2

378 I.C., VIl.B.10., VII.lB11., XV.A.1.

379 I.C., VII.B., VII.B.10., XV.B
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380 I.C., VI.A., VI.B.o VII.B.2., XV.B
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Cd Sec. outline

381 I.C., VIUI.D., XVI.A

382 I.C., VI.F., XVI.A., XVI.B., XXo.A

383 I.C., XVI.F

384 I.C., XVI.F

385 I.C., VI.F., XVI.B., XIX.A

386 I.C., VI.Fo, XVI.B., XfC.A

386a I.C., VI.F , X'I.B.#, XMl.A

387 XVI.B.

388 I.., XVMOD

389 I.C., XV.A., XVI.B

389a XVI.B., Xp .C

389b XV.A., XVI.C

3890 XV).MB.

389d XV).B., XVI.C

3890 XV.A., XVI.B

390 VI.A., VII.D., VIII.F.JIXoG., XVIoB., XVI.G., XVIII.F., XEX.A
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outln

VII.B.1O., VII.C., XOIV

code Sec.

391

391a

392

393

393a

394

395

396

396a

396b

396c

396d

3969

396f

3969

397

398

I.A., VII.B.1., VII.B.2., VII.B.8., VII.C., XV.A.I., XXIV

I.C., VII.B.2., VIII.F

I.C., VII.B.2., VIII.F

I.C., VII.B.2., XVI.C

I.C., VII.B.2

I.C., VII.B.2., VII.B.8., VIII.A., XV.A.1

VIII.A., XVIII.P., XVIM.P, I.C., VII.A.2

VII.A.2., VII.o, XVIII.F., XVWI.P, I.C.

VIII.A., VIII.B, I.C.

I.C., VIII.A., VID.B

VIII.A., VIII.BI.C.

VII.A.2., VII.B.2., VIII.A., VIII.B, I.C.

VII.A.2., VII.B.2., VIII.A., VIII.B, I.C.

VII.A.2., VIII.A., VIII.F., XVIII.P

I.C., VII.A.2., VIII.B., VIII.E., IX.F., XVIII.F., XVIII.K.,
xvII.o. I XVIII.P
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Coesec. outline,

398a VII.A.2., VIII.B., VIII.E.,

398b V.B., VI.A., VI.B., VI.C., VI.E., VI.F., VI.G., VII.E.,XVIII.F

398c VI.F., VIII.B., VIII.E., XVIII.K., XVII.O

398d IX.A

398e VII.A.2., VIII.B

399 III.B., III.E., V.B., VI.A., VI.B., VI.E, VII.A.2., VI.A.5.,
VIII.A., VIII.E., XVIII.K., XVIII.O.,XXIV

400 VII.A.2., VIII.A., XUI.G

400a VI.A., VI.Bo, VI.E., VII.A.2., VIII.A., XII.E., XII.G
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Code Sec.

401

402

402a

403

403a

403b

403c

404

405

406

407

a - c omitted

407d

408

409

409a

Outline

VI. A, F.; VII. A.2; XII. 6, XVIII.K; VIII. A.

Vil A.2; XVIII P;

VII A.2; XVIII P;

VI A., E.; VII 8.2;

VI.G; VII A.1; VII A.2; VII A.4; Vil 8.1,8.4, 8.10, B.11;

VII.C; IX 0.3; XVIII K, P, Q;

VII A.2; VII 0.2; VIII E; XVIII P

VII A.2; VII 8.2; XVIII P;

VI A.;VII 8.1, 8.8, 8.10;

VI A, E;VIl 8.1,0.10; VIl C;

VI A, E, F; VIII C; XXIV;

VI A, E, F.; VIII C

I.G.1; VIII C

VII 8.7, 8.11, 8.12;

VI A, B, E, F; VII 8.1, 8.10, 8.11; XVI B; XXIV

VI.E.; VII 8.1, 8.3, B.6; VII C;
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Code Sec. Outline

410 VI. F.; VII B.1; VII 8.2;

411 VI.A., B., C., E.; VII A.1; XVII

412 VI.A., E., F.; VII. C.; XVIII. K

412a I.G.2; VI. E, G.; VII B.12; VII C., D.;

413 VI.A., B., E., F.; VII A.1; VII A.2; VII 8.1; VII B.2;

414 VII A.1.; VIII B., E.,

415 VII A.2; VII 8.2; VIII E; XII G., XVIII 6., P;

415a VII B.2, B.8; X1 H; XV B; XVIII M;

415b VI. A.; VII A.2; V. 8.2;

415c VII C., D.;

415d VII A.2; VII B.2;

416 VII A.2; VII 8.2; VIII E, F; XII G XVIII K;P.

416a III B " " of

416b " to XVIII K

416d o

416e 0 I t

I I I U U . - -0 No m I
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Code Sec.

416f

416g

416h

4161

416J

421 - 440

441

442

443

443a

444 - 9

451

452

453

454

456

*450 thru 458e

Outline

VII

!II 8;

A.2; VII B.2;

if " of of XVlll M;

"o of " XVIII H;

t of o I VIII D; XII G; XVIII k, 0;

Is 4S to It

I.C; Xl. H; XVIII M;

Vt. F., K.; XI. 0.; XIX. A.;

VI. B.;

I. G.1, I.G.2; XVIII. Q;

Repealed

I.C.; l.G.1; VI.K.;

X.A., 8., C.; XII. F.; XIII; XIV;

I.G.1; X.A, B., C.; XII. F.; XIII; XIV;

I.G.1;

Indian Self-detemilnation - I. F.
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Code Sec. Outline

461 VII 8.2;

462 VII. C;

462a

463 VII A.5; VII A, D.; IX A., C., G.; XVI. G;

463a VII 8.12; VII c.; VIII A.; IX. A.;

463b - IX. A.;

463c - IX. A.;

463d IX. C;

463e VII A.3; IX 0.1;

463f VII C.;

463g

464 VI. K.; VIl A.1; VIl A.3, VIl 8.1, 8.3, 8.7, 8.8; XV. B;

AVIII, A., 8., I,;

465 VII D; VIII D; IX A., 0.3;

465a VII B.12; Vill C.;

465b XVIII. R

466 VIII C.1 F
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Outline

IX. A;

Code Sec.

467

468

469

470

470a

471

472

473

473a

474

475

475a

476

477

478

478a

XVIII. B;

XIX. A;

XIX. A;

XIl. C.; XIX. B.;

I. D.;

XVIII. R

XVIII A., 8., R.;

VII. B., 8.12;

II. 8;

II.B.; VI.F.; XXI

IV.B.; VI.G.; VII

VII.C.; IX.D.1.;

XI 8.1; XVIII A.,

XI 0.1, XVIII A.9

V.;

.C.; XI.B.; XVIII.A., F., H.,o ., S.;

XVIII B., I., M., P., Q.;

B., M.;

B., N.,

XIX. A.; XX.B.;
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Code Sec. Outline

478b XVI!I A.;

479 XVIII R

480 XVIII R; XIX A.;

481

482 XVIII R.; XIX. A.;

483

483a Vii 8.4; 8.10; XVIII K;

484 VIII A., B., C., 0.; IX 0.1; XVIII .1

485 Vill A., B.: IX D.1: XVIII .1

486 VIll A., B.; IX D.1; XVIII .1

487 I11 B.; VI. A., E.; VII A.1; VII A.3, VII A.4; IX 0.1;

XVIII I., K., Q.;

488 IX 0.3; XVIII I.; XIX. A.;

489 VII. C;

490 VII A.4; XVIII. C.; XIX. A.;

491 VII A.4; XVIII K.;

492 XVIII. 0.; XIX. A.;

495 XX. B.;

m
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Code Sec. Outline

496 1. G.1; IX A.; XX. B.;

497 1. G.1; XII G.; XIII; XX B.;

501 VI. F.; VII 0.; Vill B.; IX D.; XVIII K.; XX A

502 VIl 0.; IX 0.; XX A.;

503 XI 8.1; XVIII A., N.; XIX A.; XX A.;

504 Xi 0.1; XVIII B.; XVIII K., R.; XIX A.; XX A.;

505 I1 B.; XVIII B., C.; XVIII k., XX A.;

506 XVIII B.; XIX A.; XX A.;

507 VI A., E.; Vill E.; IX A.; XIX A.; XX A.;

508 XX A.;

509 XX A.;

510 VI. F.; XVIII K., 0.; XX A.;

71-110 0 * 11 - 62
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Code Sec.

530

541

542

543

544

545

551

552

553

554

556

563

564 - 5S

564w- I

564w - 2

564x

565 - 56

Outline

4w Termination: Klamath Tribe

5g
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Code Sec.

571 - 577

581 - 590c

591

592

593

694 - 594a

601 - 608c

609 - 609b-1

610 - 610t

611 - 613

621 - 624

631 - 639

640a - 640c

640d - 640d 24

Outline

VII(A)(3),(B)(3); IX(C),(D)(1),(3);XVI(G); XVII; XVIII(F); XX!

XXI - Shoshone and Shoshone - Bannock, N Bands of Shoshone

Indians

IX(A)

VI(F); XVIII(F)

VII(A)(3),(8)(3); XVIII(F)

XXI

Provisions Affecting Yakipa - V(A),(b); VII(A)(2)(3), B(1)(2)(3)

(8); VII(C); IX(D)(1); XI(I); XIV(B); XVIII(G), (K),(L),(O),(R)

XXI - Colville Tribes, HI(M)

Swinomish Tribe- 111(B); VI(G); VII(A(4),(D); (IX(D)(1),(4);

XVIII(K), (O),(Q)

V(B); VI(A), (B), (C), (E), (F), (G); XII(E); (XVI(B); XVIII(G)

I(0); VI(A),(E); VII(D),(E); IX(A),(D)(11); XVII

I(C); I(0); VI(G);VIII(A)(1)(2);B(2),(C); VIII(E),(F); IX(F);

x(C); (XI(B),(J); XII(C),(G); XIII; XIV(B),(C),(D); XIX

General (A),(B),(C); XVI(F): XVIII(A),(B),(K),(S),(Q),(N);

xII(C),(G)

I(H)
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Code Sec.

641 - 646

647 - 649

651 - 663

668 - 670

671 - 676 b-i

677 - 677aa

681 - 689

690

691 - 708

721 - 728

741 - 760

771 - 775

781 - 788 h

791 - 807

821 - 826

841 - 853

871 - 876

Outline

III(B),(F); VII(A)(1)(2)(4); XVIII(B),(D),(E),(G),(K),(O),(P),

(M); XIX A,C

Hlualapai Tribe - XXI - Judgment Funds

Calif. Irndians - I][(A); IMl(e); III(C),(D); XVIII(R); XXI

Ill(B), VII(A)(1)(4),(B)(12); IX(D)(1); XVI[I(I),(K)

I(C); II(C); V(B): VI(A),(B), (G); VIII(D); XVIII(O); XIX(A)(C);
Ute - XXI - Judgment Funds

V(B); VI(A),(C),(E),(F); VIII(C); XVIII(O)

XXI

XXI - various Oregon tribes

V(B); VI(A),(E),(F); VII(B)(14) Creeks (XIV(B); XXI

XXI (Otop- Judg. Funds)
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Code Sec. Outline

881 - 881a XXI (Pottawatomie)

882-882a XXI (Sac & Fox - Judgment Funds)

883-883d XXI (Dist. of Judgment and Allotments - Osage)

891 - 902 repealed; Menominee Termination

903 - 903f Menominee Restoration
911 - 914 XXI - Quapaw enroll - judgements

931 - 938

951 - 958 Ill(B), Ill(C); VI(A), VII (A)(L), (8)(8)(12) VII(8)(13)(14);

VII(C); XI(B)(H); XIV(B); XV(A)(1); XVIII(8),(G),(K),(O),(Q);

961 - 967d XXI (Omaha - Judg.)

971 - 980

991 - 998 XXI - Cherokee Nation - Judg. Fund

1011 - 1015 XXI - Snake or Palute

1031 - 1038 XXI - Shawnee Judg. Funds

1051 - 1055

1071 - 1073

1081 - 1088
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Code Sec. Outline

1101 - 1105

111 - 1130

1131 - 1135

1141 - 1147

1151 - 1155

1161 - 1167

1171

1181 - 1186

1191 - 1195

1201 - 1205

1211

1221 - 1227

1231 - 1236

1241 - 1248

1251 - 1253

1261 - 1265

1271 - 1274
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Code Sec.

1281 - 1284

1291 - 1297

1300 - 1300 a - 4

1300b - 1300b-5

1300d - 1330 d-9

1300e - 1300e-7

1301

1302

1303

1311 - delete
as completed

1312 - same

1321

1322

1323

Outline

XVIII(A),(C),(N),(R)

XVIII(C);(M)(N)

-XVIII(M)(N) - Habeas corpus jurisdiction under 1968 Civil

Rights Act - to be placed in new Part X on Judicial Juris-

diction and procedure "

Model Code XVIII(M)

Appropriation authorization

XVIII(K)(N)(O) Assumption by states of criminal jurisdiction -

to be placed in New Part X

XV(A)2); XVIII(K)(N)(0) - Assumption by states of Civil

Jurisdiction - to be placed in new Part X

XVIII(K) Retrocession ot jurisdiction by state - to be placed

in new Part X
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Code Sec. Outline

1324 XVIII(K)

1325 Ill(B); XVIII(K)

1326 I(C): XVIII(K),(M)

1331 IV(B), XI(H)

1341 1(C), XI(H)

1401 - 1407 XXI - General

1451 -,1453 XIX (C) XVIII R Indian Financing Act - XIX

1461 - 1469 VII(C); XII(C),(D)

1481 - 1498 VII(C)

1521 - 1524

1541 - 1543 X(C) Indian Financing Act - XIX
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UIM ALAMlSI. o0 .1~ .. CAUgA

MOM IM&fIL "A 4*150.0$NN 0. AT"'I. &.L.@.

AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION
"M Caen. ,MMMe,*1. P". CONGRESS OF THE4 UNITED STATES
JAIM WINU1'1C. OMPAU. SiOaNW4AYIM OKA.eg l .ow, a.m A .sa
m *1•010W .•.iS. 11.66?. A.&O" WA OFMI SAL~m A,= O I
LWOb a @1 . m -"w ,sms. 0 " IO 2M OSMErs. SW
£Ae W.6 &&Mg.. NA. WAUHIGTO#4. 0 C 0I611

.6C51 O17 Otli.050.KW1O .L.W LO MIRLp~g~~g" . marMOm. 1MaWL IA OVA"* tCIMaIL
MAI. UMtMlrAN. FSSI'11515M/& SAFIP Ul1663

January 28, 1976

(Letter sent to all Chairman of federally recognized Indian tribes and
all attorneys listed by B.I.A. as representing Indian tribes).

The Task Force on Law Revision, Codification, :ir.d Con-
so]idation iF. curront17 reviewing all of the existing (edera]
Indian law (particui,,rly Title 25 U.S.C.). Tho purpose of this
review is to: (1) identify oh,,:olete laws; (2) identify ir,-
conflistq.'t laws; (P) identify duplicative laws; (4) deterninc
groups of st;tte. whiich can he consolid:,ted by a uniform or
nicodel statute ; (5) ideitif> which statutes are unclear anc, n•wcI

clarification and/or amendments; (6) identify statute, and
regulations which are frustrating India, sclf-cetcrnsnxtion
and sovereiqnty, and therefore rL.qdire ans,-ndih.ents.

Although the memlers of the Task Force are able to identify
many statutes and requlations which will require dt~ujs10.,, it
is a certainty that we are unaware of many statutes or re(qula-
tions which are presently frustrating the pans and objective:
of the various tribes.

We feel that the tribes dnd their tribal attorneys r. -r in
the best position to he able to identify which statutes ind
regulations are causing problems for the tribes. We are there-
fore asking you to assist us in doing an effective Job for the
benefit of your tribe and all tribes.

We ask that you provide us with any information concerning
any statutes, or regulations which have frustrated the pl3ns,
goals, or prograr.s of your tribe or the tribe you represent.
Please be as specific as possible in identifying the trouble-
some statutes or regulations and give a brief description of
how the statute or regulation has blocked or hindered the tribe
in their endeavors.
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Please take the time to respond to this very important
request. The advancement and preservation of tribal sovereignty
and self-determination depends on each of us being concerned
enough to do all that we can.

Time is very important. We would appreciate an early re-
sponse from you. Enclosed is a self-addressed envelope which
you can use to return your comments to us.

Thank you.

Yours cordially,

Karl A. Funke, T.F. Specialist
Task Force on Law Revision

Consolidation and Codification

Peter S. Taylor, Chairman
Yvonne Knight, Menmber
Browning Pipestem, Member

Enclosure
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NOTE: I am also Known as
"Buddy" Carlyle
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R~FE8 it WIb
HIN INDIAN COMMUNITY

February 10, 1976

Karl K. Funke, T.F. Specialist
Task Force on Law Revision
Consolidation and Codification

Dear Mr. Funke:

In reference to your letter of January 28, 1976, you are requesting
something that is very Important and at the same tim it would take
some time with me and my Attorney to really nail down.

There are several complications especially for a small reservation
such as Ak-Chin In relation to, lets say, HUD or EDA regulations.

One, sometimes we don't have the matching funds for certain programs -
to top it off, we also don't have the staff to handle the complicated
paper wdrk and vwo'jd have to rely on others to do It for us, this takes
time. Several years ago, our request for Comuunity Action Program
funding was turned down due to small population base (Ak-Chin Population:
334 enrolled members) but the Comunity Coundl requested to our
next door neighbors, the Gila River Indian Community, to go under
their program which they approved and that is the only way Ak-Chin
has been operating a Headstart Program ever since 1965.

Of course, a lot of our own money is Involved in this particular
Program.

I could go on and on, however, Ak-Chin at present Is not too in
bad a shape but migt be in about 8 to 10 years, the future is not
certain.

Enclosed is a clipping from the Phoenix Garzette of a story on
Ak-Chin entitled "From Mud Huts to Prosperity".

Ak-Chin Indian Comunitv Council
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REC'D FEB 13 1976
Bentorn Pauate Reserwuaitfo

U tca Uta GcJafta Polat Taibs
106 Bocatb Main fcvaeeC Rom # 7

P. 0. Box 1525
Blsbop, CallpoanAn 93514

(714) 073-7449

Pebrm7 11, 1976

rs. Peter S. Taylor Chairman
Auericai Indian Policy Review Co0mission
U. S. House of Representatives Annex #2
Room #13
Washington, D. 0. 20515

Dear Sir:

the Benton kaiute Reservation was set aside by Presidential
Executive Order in 1915. I was later found by a Paiute of
the Benton, Oalifornia mrea in 1971. The Bureau of Indian
Affairs did not acknowledge its existence until the Executive
Order proved it. Therefore we are in the very first phase
of establishing and organising the Reservation.

One of the problems we are running into is the Indian Reorganisation
Act of 1934. Under sections 5 and 7, the Secretary of the Interior
is authorized to puobase land for Indian People. In Title 25 USC,
section 465, it states that I . .. or the acquisition of such lands,
interests in lands water rights and surface rights, and for
expenses incident to such acquaisition, there is authorized to be
appropriated, out of any funds ain the Treasurys not otherwise
appropriated, a sa not to exceed $2,OOO,O.OO4 in any one fiscal
year. 0 so

According to this statement, funds for the prupose of purchasing
Indian land should always be on hand. If not, then, the Secretary
of the Intezi or is not fulfilling the intent of this law for the
Indian Reservations that have to come under its procedures. We
are one these reservations.

the other problem looks to be the Indian Self-determination and
Educational Assistance Act, P. L. 93-638, which is causing a
problem with the tribal Goverment Develolment Program Since
the program is coming under P. L. 93-638, it will lower the
amount of funds available to Indian Reservations.
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Xr. Peter 8. "alor
february 11, 1976

Page 2

fhese are two (2) problem. that we are not faced with. I kaov
that you need the problem that we are having now, however, if
we are faced with ether problems in the very near future, we
vlil send then oa to yo. I hope that thi samll iA-put will
be beneficial to your task.

Thank you for the opportunity to put in our iA-put.
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LAw Orrcams

BIsHOp, WAHTLYAN & WRIGLECY
8111140 SUILDOI10.,........,.RECD MAR2 1976
416 NamiYN Mtw I OMR217

WILMA^I,4 SJo1.'a BIHIHOI, OKCAHbONA P.O. 1Aw~E 271
WLLIALM C WANtLANA Zip Coot 74066
doeu:. WalOL•v 40S5302-0814

27 February 1976

Hr. Karl A. Funke
American Indian Policy Review Comission
U. S. House of Representatives Annex 12
Room 13
Washington, D. C. 20515

Principal Chief Edwin Tanyan of the Seminole Nation of Oklahoma
has referred to me your letter of 28 January 1976.

The Seminole Nation 4s specifically concerned vith four legal
matters:

1. Most of the lavs affecting the Five Civilized Tribes
(of which the Seminole Nation is one) are not codified
in Title 25, or anywhere else in the United States Code.
This works a real hardship in determining what the
Federal law is in regard to our people and our Nation.

2. The Act of 28 April 1904 (33 Stat. 573) has been interpreted
by the Oklahoma Supreme Court (Colbert v. Fulton, 157 Pac.
1151) to divest Tribal Courts of the Five Civilized Tribes
of all jurisdiction. This, in conjunction with the pro-
visions of Section 28, Act of 28 June 1898 (30 Stat. 495),
have stripped the Five Civilized Tribes of the right to have
any judiciary. This is a tremendous handicap, as there is
no tribunal to have jurisdiction over tribal laws or
ordinances. The Muskogee Area Office of the BIA has held
that the provisions of 25 USCA 1322 (c) do not apply so as
to give us aces to the State Courts for the enforcement
of tribal law.

3. By the provisions of Section 2, Act of 14 June 1918
(40 Stat. 606), allotments of the Five Civilized Tribes
are subject to partition in the State Courts. This has
led to the loss of thousands of acres of Indian land,
especially where a non-Indian buys a fractional interest
in inherited land, and then forces the sale of the balance
through partition.

78-11o 0 -* 7 * 64
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Mr. Karl A. Fune
27 February 1976
Page two

4. The most glaring single law crippling the tribal government
is section 28 of the Act of 28 April 1906 (34 Stat. 137)
which provides that the General Council of the Seminole
Nation (and the legislatures of all the Five Civilited
Tribes) shall have no authority to meet more than 30 days
a year, and most important, that "no act, ordinance, or
resolution (except resolutions of adjournment) of the
tribal council or legislature of any of said tribes or
nations shall be of any validity until approved by the
President of the United States". This gives the United
States Government (basically the BIA) virtual veto power
over every single act of the tribal government, and
effectively prevents true sovereignty.

We therefore strongly urge the following steps:

1. All Indian laws should be codified, so that the deter-
mination of Indian law applicable to a given tribe or
nation becomes simple and convenient.

2. New legislation should be introduced and passed by Congress
authorizing the establishment of tribal Courts for the
Five Civilized Tribes.

3. The Act of 14 June 1918 should be amended to limit or
prevent the forced sale of inherited Indian land by non-
Indian fractional owners.

4. Section 28 of the Act of 28 April 1906 should be amendeJ
to eliminate any U. S. veto or required approval of acts,
ordinances or resolutions of the legislative bodies of
the Five Civilized Tribes, and the 30 day ceiling on council
meetings should be removed.

Please let me know if you need any further information, or if you
have any questions.

MlAM C. WANTLAND
Attorney General,
Seminole Nation of Oklahoma

WCW:ls

cc: Chief Edwin Tanyan

Tribal Planner Kelly Haney
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February 23, 1976

American Indian Policy Review Commission
Congress of the United States
House Office Building Annex No. 2
2D and D Streets, SW.
Washington, D.C. 20515

ATTENTION: KARL A. FUNK

Dear Kr. Funke:

Although this letter is by no weans exhaustive, I have tried
to outline some of the problems with statutes contained in
Title 25 that we have encountered in our representation of
individual Indian clients and the Crow Tribe of Indian@.
Initially, in the representation of individual Indian clients,
ye have run into many problems with bringing an action in
federal court. We have found that the jurisdictional statutes
are not by any means as broad as they could or should be in~
order that the federal court would be the forum with which to
hear critical Indian law questions. As I am sure you are
aware, the state courts oftentimes provide a loes than effect-
ive remedy for the airing of critical Indian law problems,
especially those involving jurisdiction or the disposition
of fee patented land and regulation thereof when that land is
located within the boundaries of an Indian Reservation.

Principally, Title 25 Section 345 ought to be clarified to
indicate what types of cases can be brought relating to
allotments as there are a variety and a number of cases
relating to allotments but not directly to title that ought
to be aired in federal rather than state court. Also involved
in this jurisdictional problem are Sections 346, and Titla 28
U.S.C. 1353.

Another obstical for individuals is the interpretation given
to 25 U.S.C. 175 which has interpreted the United States
Attorney's duty to bring individual suits as a discretionary
rather than mandatory duty. I think the wording of this
ought to be examined because in many instances individual

PIONS 406 2524461
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Indians are not in a position to hire private counsel to
litigate these issues. Relating to our representation of
the Crow Tribe, I would point to Title 25 Section 396 which
is basically the Indian Mining Act. Section F of that
statute is obsolete in that the Crow Tribe is now included
under the Indian Mineral Act of 1938 by virtue of an Act
of September 16, 1959 (73 Stat. 565). Therefore Section
396 F should be deleted to be consistent with the 1959 Act.
Section 398 of the same title provides problems to Indian
Tribes such as the Crow who are considering an orderly and
a ~matic method of mineral development in that that section
imW'1ieu that all minerals can be taxed by the State. There
are a number of inconsistencies in Section 398 and sub-
paragraphs that seem to exempt certain types of land but not
all tribal land from state tax on minerals. These sections
should be looked at and examined carefully and reconsidered,
I believe, in light of massive economic development on
Indian reservations where taxation is certainly a source of
income i' a source of negotiations with coal companies.

Section 415 of the same title presents problems in its con-
fusing language with regard to what kind of an environmental
impact statement or technical assessment in necessary under
this section. Also it is not clear whether this section
applies directly to mining leases which I think is very im-
portant. Furthermore, since the provisions of the National
Environmental Policy Act have been deemed to apply to Indian
lands this section should be considered in that light.

As I indicated above, these thoughts are just a few of the
many I am sure come up during the course of working with
individual Indians and Indian Tribes. However, I do hope
that they form a basis on which aome revision can be done.
Thank you.

Sincerely yours,

CATE LYNAUJO, FITZGERALD & HUSS

TJLtsrs
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February 5, 1976

Mr. Karl A. Funks, T.F. Specialist
Task Force on Law Revision

Consolidation and Codification
American Indian Policy Review Commission
House Office Building Annex No. 2
2D and D Streets, SW
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Funk.:

Reference is made to your letter dated January 28, 1976,
regarding laws that have been frustrating and detrimental to
the Tribe.

While there are many laws in Title 25, U.S. Code of Federal
Regulations that are obsolete, the most frustrating thing that
we have experienced is the interpretation of these laws by the
Solicitors Office. It would seem that their interpretations are
inevitable to the disadvantage of the Indians.

Specifically the law in California that causes the most
trouble is P.L. 280. We now have a case in the Ninth Circuit
Court, Russ, et. al., vs. Wilkins, et. al., which may clarify
some of the issues, however the language of the law is not
clear and allows many interpretations, depending on whether you
are looking at it from the states point of view or the Indians.

We know that efforts are being made to repeal this law and
whole heartedly support those efforts.

Thank you for the opportunity to offer comments on this
subject and if we may be of further assistance please feel free
to contact the Tribal Office.

Very truly yours,

a", C, , W.,
Joseph A. Russ, President
Covelo Indian Communtiy Council
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March 8, 1976

Karl A. Funks, T.F. Specialist
Task Force on Law Revision Consolidation and Codification
American Indian Policy Review Comission
Congress of the United States
House Office Building Annex No. 2
2nd and D Streets, S.W.
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Sir:

SUBJECT: Review of Existing Federal Indian Laws

Enclosed for your review is an act to provide for the final disposition
of the affairs of the five Civilized Tribes in the Indian Territory and
for other purposes, P. L. No. 129.

A brief analysis of this particular law will give you insight as to the
particular operational conditions of which the tribal government of the
Five Tribes operate under. Other particular acts have been passed as
late as 1947 and 1954 in regard to individuals in heirship situations.

It is my feeling that these particular heirship laws should be reviewed,
reviewed in light of returning this particular Jurisdiction to the federal
court rather than the state court.

If you have any further questions, please call.

Si cerely,

ward F. Mouse
ecutive Director

EM:sb

Enclosure

cc: Principal Chief
Office of Covmunity Development & Tribal Affairs

i"A"Sr/ 'Ay.4 %-0&h - Al5j /1 Y.0i a - go & AI. iiiJ - 4L+.. a".d.. *1 - sit 7uJs-a
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April 22, 1976.

Karl A. Funke, T.F. Specialist
Task Force on Law Revision
Consolidation and Codification
American Indian Policy Review Commission
Congress of the United States
House Office Building Annex No. 2
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Funke:

I am presently in receipt of your letter xa the law firm
of Cook and Simons of Phoenix, Arizona dated February 2, 1976.
I received this material mid-April 1976.

I suppose the law firm referred your letter to me since I
developed the Constitutional arguments in the case of David
Boni vs. United States, which Constitutional arguments
subsequently or ultimately carried the day.

I submit for your committee's review and for your infor-
mation, not only a copy of the Trial Court opinion which ruled
18 U.S.C. S 1153 to be unconstitutional as a denial of equal
protection of law, and consequently denial of due process of
law, but also the opinion of Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals
wherein the Appellate Court upheld the decision of the Trial
Court and dismissed the appeal of the United States Government.

I think a most important issue in that opinion is the
rather lengthy footnote at the end of the Appellate Court's
opinion wherein the Court agrees with Judge Murphy of the
Trial Court, that the pertinent statute herein involved was
unconstitutional.

I have always felt that the Boni case has not received the
attention within the Indian community that it so justly deserves.
For reasons unknown to myself, other cases of lesser magnitude
have received attention throughout the Indian community, however
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the case of David Boni continues to go unnoticed. I realize
that we attorneys here in the state of Arizona are considered
to be out in the boondocks or the sticks, however from time to
time we do have original thoughts and launch innovative attacks
on behalf of our Indian people whom we represent.

In closing, let me say there is a great need for codifica-
tion and standardization of the statutes as applied to the
Indian people and I hope that the attempts of your committee
to do such codification and standardization meets with great
success.

Sincerely your

William L. Farrison
Attorney at Law

WLF/cg
Encl.
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April 30, 1976

Mr. Carl A. Funke, TF Specialist
Task Force on Law Revision
Consolidation and Codification
American Indian Policy Review Commission
Congress of the United States
House Office Building Annex t2
20 and D Streets SW
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Funke:

In response to your letter of February 2, 1976 concerning possible
changes in Indian Law, I would submit the following recommendations:

1. 25 USC Section 477 should be amended to make clear that the
charter acquired under this section may be amended subject to approval
of the Secretary of the Interior. The statute specifically provides
that no charter may be revoked except by an Act of Congress, it contains
no provision as to amendment. The Tribe has, as a matter of fact,
amended their original charter and this was approved by the Secretary of
the Interior. However, the Tribe is presently involved in a law suit
in which the propriety of amending this charter has been challenged.

2. 18 USC 1161 concerning application of liquor laws to Indian
Country provides that certain acts or transactions concerning alcoholic
beverages are pemissible provided they are in conformity with the laws
of the state in which such act or transaction occurs. This language
is extremely ambiguous as to exactly how much influence state laws
have within Indian Country. The Mescalero Apache Tribe is presently
involved in a law suit concerning the Tribe's refusal to obtain a
state liquor license. Because of the State's quota system, the tribe
could only obtain such a license from a present holder within certain
well-defined boundaries. The price of such a license would be in excess
of $75,000. This statute should be amended to specifically state that
state standards are to be adhered to as to hours of opening and closing
and sale of alcoholic beverages to minors but that state licensing
requirements need not be complied with and that enforcement of all
standards is the responsibility of the tribal and federal governments.
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3. The McCarran Amendment providing for state jurisdiction to
adjudicate federal water rights has caused no end of trouble to the
Indian tribes. Now that the Supreme Court has decided In the Mary
Akin case that state courts do have jurisdiction to adjudicate
Indian rights, the tribes are at the mercy of the state courts.
Legislation should be passed allowing adjudication of Indian water
rights only in federal court.

4. The Freedom of Information Act should be amended as proposed
by Senator Domenici in Senate Bill 02652 to provide that the United
States has a trust responsibility to keep information concerning
Indian resources confidential.

5. Federal legislation should be enacted specifically limiting
the extent of state authority to tax property and activities occurring
within an Indian Reservation whether performed by non-Indians or Indians.
The Mescalero Apache Tribe is presently involved in a conflict with the
State of New Mexico over whether a gross receipts tax may be imposed
upon non-Indian contractors performing work within the boundaries of
the Mescalero Apache Reservation. The tribe maintains that it alone
has taxing authority over these activities. Federal legislation should
specifically provide for such exclusive taxing authority.

6. Federal funding is needed to provide funds for the training of
tribal court Judges, court clerks, polIce and other administrative
personnel. As tribal governments exercise increasing authority over
activities occurring within their reservation boundaries, they must
increase the number of trained personnel to carry out this respon-
sibility. This can only be accomplished with federal funding.

7. The Indian Civil Rights Act should be clarified. Most federal
district courts applying the Act have held it provided for a waiver of
Indian sovereign Immunity. This goes directly contrary to the general
rule that such immunity can only be waived where It is clearly the
Congressional Intent to do so. Congress should make clear that such
immunity is not waived by the Indian Civil Rights Act and should
provide non-Indians only limited benefits under the Act.

8. Several recent cases have declared 18 USC 1153 to be unconsti-
tutional in part as applied to Indians who commit a crime on another
Indian. The effect is to leave the United States Attorney without an
effective statute for enforcement purposes. One possible remedy for
this is a pending revision of the federal penal code, but this will take
years to enact. We would suggest an approach suggested by William C.
Smitherman, United States Attorney, that 18 USC 1153 be repealed in its
entirety, and that 18 USC 1152 be amended as follows:
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Except as otherwise expressly provided by law, general
laws of the United States as to the definition and
punishment of offenses committed in any place within the
(sole and exclusive) SPECIAL MARITIME AND TERRITORIAL
jurisdiction of the United States, except the District
of Columbia, shall extend to the Indian Country.

This section shall not extend to (offenses committed by
one Indian against the personal property of another
Indian nor to) any Indian committing any offense in the
Indian Country who has been punished by the local law
of the tribe, or to any case where, by treaty stipula-
tions, the exclusive jurisdiction over such offenses is
or may be secured to the Indian tribes respectively..

NOTE: Matter in parenthesis is to be deleted. Capitalized
matter has been added.

9. The relationship between 25 USC 476 and 477 should be clarified.
It seems to be customary under 25 USC 477 for corporate charters to
contain a limited waiver of sovereign immunity as to actions arising
from activities of the Charter Entity. It should be made clear that when
the tribal governing body under 25 USC 476 enters into business agree-
ments itself or creates a subentity to do so that there Is no waiver
of sovereign Immunity.

10. As presently written, funds available from the Bureau of
Outdoor Recreation must be applied for through the State of New Mexico.
There should be a provision whereby tribal entities are treated as
governmental entities to whom grants can be direAly made.

11. 28 USC 1362 should specifically state that Indian Tribes may
bring an action in the Federal Court system for any reason. The anomalous
situation seems to exist whereby, if a tribe persuades the U.S. Attorney
to bring suit on Its behalf, there is automatic federal court jurisdic-
tion under 28 USC 1345. However, If the tribe choses to use its own
attorney it must show that there is a federal question involved. This
should be resolved by allowing an Indian tribe to sue in Federal Court
for any reason.

12. Guidelines should be spelled out for leases of Indian lands for
various purposes to non-Indians, such as sub-divisions, industrial develop-
ments, etc. What would be the extent of state law and jurisdiction over
a substantial number of non-Indians residing within Indian reservations?
A U.S. District Court in New Mexico in the case of Norvell vs Sangre de
Cristo held that virtually all state laws will be applicable to such a
development project. This result goes contrary to virtually all Indian
Law on the subject. This matter should be clarified by legislation.
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13. The regulations of the Department of Interior should be modified
to permit Indian Tribal governments to authorize expenditure of funds
held for Indian minors, for the necessary expenses of the minor. We
are presently creating a "time-bomb" for Indian minors. For example a
minor born in 1968 could anticipate having something in excess of
$11,000.00 in per capita distributions credited to him prior to the time
he reaches his 18th birthday. If this were amortized at 5-1/?2 per
annum the total would be in excess of $18,000.00. The local Tribal
Government should be permitted to use a portion of this amount fos the
care and maintenance of the minor, during minority. All Tribal
governinq units in this area certainly appear to have adequate competence
to set reasonable standards for such distribution.

I hope the matters we have listed will be given thoughtful considera-
tion. If I can be of further assistance please contact me.

VVery 39 yours,

cc: Ii/W~nde11 Chino
Mr Richard A. Wardlaw

Mr. Fred HeckmanMr. Fred Peso
Mr. Samson Miller

*
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July 19, 1976

Mr. Carl A. Funke, TF Specialist
Task Force on Law Revision
Consolidation and Codification
American Indian Policy Review Commission
Congress of the United States
House Office Building Annex #2
20 and D Streets SW
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Funke:

In response to your letter of February 2,
changes In Indian Law, I would submit the
information and recommendations:

1976 concerning possible
following supplemental

1. Under present circumstances the United States Forest Service
requires a cash deposit for stumpage, plus a cash deposit against
damage. Presently the B.J.A. is requiring a cash deposit for stumpage,
but is accepting a bond to insure against damage. It appears to the
Mescalero Apache Tribe that the cash deposit is much more satisfactory
since it is very difficult to collect from a bonding company, even when
you have an "air tight case". As you know bonding companies are
notorious for "hanging onto their dollars" as long as possible. Further,
there appears to be the necessity for a larger damage deposit, or
bond, in most timber contracts. This opinion is based on our own
experience here at Mescalero.

Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

er lyyoure

GEF:maw
cc: Wendell Chino

Samson Miller
Fred Peso

'Richard A. Wardlaw
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Mr. Karl A. Funks, T.P. Specialist
Task Force on Law Revision

Consolidation and Codification
American Indian Policy Review Commission
Congress of the United States
House Office Building Annex Ho. 2
2d and D Streets, SW.
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Funket

We have received your letter of Fehruary 2, 1976, requesting
comment and suggestions regarding items of statutory or regulatory
procedure which are causing problems to Indian tribes. We respond only
in our capacity as tribal attorneys for the Colorado River Indian Tribes
headquartered near Parker, Arizona and our comments are directed toward
the problems as we see them of those tribes, whether or not they may be
applicable to others.

First, let me make the preliminary comment that there has been
much testimony before committees of the Congress by Indians or their
representatives regarding needed action. Obviously you have more ready
reference to those materials than do we.

In an effort to be of general assistance, we have identified four
areas which we think to be of particular concern. The first and certainly
one of the most important has to do with the relationship between tribal
government and state government. Of particular concern in this overall
area are the problems generated by what is commonly referred to merely
as P.L. 280. In aid of tribal sovereignty, in our opinion this statute
and all others bearing any relationship to it should be totally repealed
and this should be done in a manner which makes clear that the Congress
withdraws all authorization for state control or control by any of the
state agencies or subdivisions, of civil and criminal matters or authority.
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We also believe there is a substantial problem in the application
to Indian actiý-ities on tribal lands of the provisions of the Environmental
Protection Act. Indians as well as all others should be and we believe are
concerned with the maintenance of the environment within the appropriate
limits of their territorial jurisdiction. We believe that the Environmental
Protection Act should be amended in such a way as to make it clear that
neither Federal nor state authority extends to activities on Indian re-
servations and that the control of such activities from an environmental
or other standpoint rests with the appropriate tribal authorities. This,
of course, should be on a tribe-by-tribe basis.

In our opinion the Indian Civil Rights Act needs careful reconsidera-
tion and appropriate amendment. The clarification and modification should
be aimed, of course, at the protection of tribal sovereignty. At the
present time, as you are well aware, there is multiple litigation under-
taken to determine the meaning and applications of that Act and involving
the conflict in many areas of the Act with the sovereign rights and control
of Indian tribes. The tribes have their own ancestral ways of dealing with
matters within their own reservations and their right to continue those ways
was long recognized by the courts but is now beclouded often by the Indian
Civil Rights Act.

Another matter, perhaps of less pressing nature, has to do with
the existing necessity of securing Secretarial approval of the leasing
and development projects, on a case-by-case basis, of given Indian tribes.
Indian self-determination should be the controlling factor here. It has
been our experience that normally Secretarial action is in accordance
with Indian desires. Nevertheless there are occasions where there is
Departmental interference with those activities and, in many if not all
instances excessive delay because of the necessity of Departmental action.
Some reduction of the occasions when Federal approval is required would
be advantageous. Let us make this point clear, however: The duty of
the Secretary and the Bureau of Indian Affairs to advise and assist
Indian tribes in matters relating to leasing and development (such, for
example, as general economic and business advice, survey assistance,
appraisals, determination of general economic rates of return in view
of local and national conditions, etc.) should continue and be manda-
torially required when requested by the appropriate tribal entities.

We realize that these consents are of general character, but we
cannot well be more specific without reviewing and commenting, section
by section, on all of 25 U.S.C. and 25 C.F.R., which obviously is not
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Task Force on Law Revision
Codification and Consolidation
American Indian Policy Review Commission
Congress of the United States
House Office Building Annex No. 2
Second and D Streets, S. W.
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Sirs:

We represent the Quileute Indian Tribe and are writing in
response to your letter dated February 2, 1976, regarding
statutes or regulations which have frustrated the plans,
goals or programs of the Quileute Indian Tribe. While a
comprehensive review is beyond the financial capabilities
of the tribe, we wish to identify four particularly trouble-
some problem areas:

1. Indian Civil Rights Act, 25 USC 1301 et. seq.

25 USC 1302 does not define or clarify those circumstances
under which an Indian tribe is "exercising powers of self-
government." The Quileute Tribe is presently involved in
litigation with a former lessee whose lease was cancelled "by
mutual consent." The lessee claims that an individual member
of the Tribal Council misrepresented the purpose and effects
of the cancellation and that the tribe, once the lease had been
terminated, exercised its powers of self-government to exclude
the lessee from the leased premises. The tribe's motion to
dismiss the case was denied by the Western District of Washington
Federal Court on the basis that the lessee's complaint suffi-
ciently alleged a violation of the Act.

It seems clear that the courts are failing to distinguish
between (a) a tribe's governmental role and a tribe's property
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ownership role; and (b) actions by the tribal governing body
and personal actions by an individual member of the govern-
ing body. Although the tribe may ultimately prevail in this
case, statutory clarification would avoid this type of problem
in the future.

2. Indian Traders, 25 USC 261 et seq.

Warren Trading Post v. Arizona Tax Commission, 380 U.S.
685 (1965) attributes importance to the Indian traders licensing
authority of the Bureau in preventing state law impositions of
additional duties on Indian traders. Two problems have been
encountered. First, the Bureau has the "sole power and authority"
to appoint traders. Although the tribe has demanded that the
Bureau issue licenses for traders on the Quileute Reservation,
the Bureau has dragged its heels for almost two years in issu-
ing the licenses. Second, the exclusivity of regulation grant-
ed to the Bureau may preclude inconsistent tribal regulation
as well.

In short, this statute is outmoded and ineffective and
may jeopardize tribal sovereignty. It should be replaced with
a statute authorizing the tribes to regulate Indian traders,
with a provision that such regulation precludes state regulation
of such traders.

3. Leasing, 25 USC 415 and 25 CFR 131

These provisions vest power and discretion over leasing
of trust property in the Secretary. Past leases have been un-
fair to the tribe, both as to term of lease, rent and enforce-
ment authority. Appraisals by the Bureau have tended to be
low, and the tribe is then locked into long-term leases with
small return to the tribe. Lease violations must be dealt with
pursuant to a cumbersome administrative proceeding. We would
strongly prefer a system encouraging direct negotiations be-
tween the tribe and the lessee, use of independent appraisers,
resolution of disputes by use of arbitration, breaches of leases
heard by the tribal court, and benefits of leases running direct-
ly to the tribe.

4. Publ_._: Law 83.280

The problems which have been created by this statute with
regard to law enforcement and overreaching by state taxing

78-110 0 - 77 -.5
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authorities are many and have been stated elsewhere in depth.
The Quileute tribal members wore unaware of the effects which
this law would have, and as a result have incurred great ex-
pense in seeking to preserve tribal sovereignty. Because of
the past confusion, it is only fair that tribes should be given
an opportunity to decide, based on their experience with PL 280,
whether or not they wish to remain subject to any state juris-
diction.

These comments are general in nature. We would be happy to
amplify upon them at your request. Thank you very much.

Very truly yours,

HOUGER, GARVEY & SCHUBERTProfe sin services Corporation

By hn K. Hoerster

J H:cd

cc: Ouileute Tribal Council
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Sequim, Washington
March 2, 1976 R'CD MAR 8 1976
American Indian Policy Review Commission
U. S. House of Representatives Annex #2
Room #13
Washington, D. C. 20515

Mr. Karl A. Funke:

We the Jamestown-Clallam Tribe are a Fublic Domain Tribe.
After the Treaties between the U. S. Government and Tribes of Washington
were signed our Chief had the foresight to see that his people needed
to relocate in order to survive.
They pooled their monies and bought a section of land which they named
Jamestown in honor of their Chief.

The Bureau at one time held two acres in Trust for the Jamestown
people. On the two acres was a water well, day school and a cottage
for the teacher.
The land was eventually declared surplus by the Bureau but wan already
at the 0. S. A. level before our people learned of it. Our Council
worked hard to acquire the land but at that time Indians could not
borrow money from banks so we lost the land.

I would say our biggest problem is recognitation at the Federal level.
Our Petition for Federal Recognition is now in the hands of the
Secretary and hopefully will rule on it in the near future.

Sincerely,

Harriette Adams
Chairperson
Jamestown-Clallam Trite
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VEGAS PAIUTE TRIBAL COUNCIL
1321 N. Ken Street - Las Vegas, Nevada 89106

Telephone (702) 386-3926

April 16, 1976

Karl A. Funke, T.F. Specialist
Task Force on Law Revision
Consolidation and Codification

Dear Mr. Funke

In response to your letter of January
law which you request any Information
regulations.

28, 1976 In regards to Indian
concerning any statutes or

The Las Vegas Palute Tribal Council is without Judical, Prevention and
Enforcement Services and the State of Nevada, the County of Clark
and City of Las Vegas have no Civil or Criminal Jurisdiction on the
Las Vegas Indian Colony but we have adopted the appropriate provision
of 25CFR, Law and Order codev and have since requested the Bureau
of Indian Affairs to provide services for the enforcement of
some, until such a time a Tribal law & order code is developed and
approved.

We are now In the development stages of a tribal law & order code.

Thank you

Angela Sanchez, Sec.
Las Vegas Palute Tribal Council
1321 Ken St.
Las Vegas, Nv. 891%

as

w'.
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UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
SEATrLE, WASHINGTON 96105

(;radualerS ch.,) of .,.usn•. Admin.,raio. and I.M MAR IS 1976
School of Bisimnrs ..Idmnisration
Department of Hi

t
stnes, (;Gove'rment. and Sociey March 1, 1976

Karl A. Funke
Task Force on Law Revision, Consolidation

and Codification
American Indian Policy Review Commission
U.S. House of Representatives Annex No. 2
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Funke, and Members of the Commission:

At the request of Gerald Charles, Chairman of the Lower Elwha Tribal
Community, I am responding to your circular letter in my capacity as
consultant in legal and development matters.

It is difficult to approach the task of selectively criticizing Title
25 without frustration. The entire Title reflects a consistent historical
policy of unconstitutional, discretionary supervision of what are properly
tribal affairs. There is no candid way to separate the good from the bad.
The whole depends upon all of its parts.

We might begin with 25 U.S.C. 2. The Commissioner has "the management
of all Indian affairs." The Articles of Confederation used that language
("manage the affairs"). The Constitution however only empowers the general
government to "regulate Commerce... with the Indian tribes." In fact, when
62 was first enacted in 1832, Congress did not pretend to do anything more
than just that--regulate commerce. Since then, intervention in tribes'
internal affairs has become generally accepted practice, and the Com-
missioner has been transformed from a trade commissioner to a colonial
governor. To avoid any implication of a greater power in the Bureau than
it should properly have, we recommend that £2 be repealed in its entirety.

The Snyder Act, 513, is fully sufficient to authorize the proper, suppor-
tive rather than repressive functions of the Bureau. We also recommend
that the sixth, seventh and eighth clauses of that Section be deleted
(employees, liquor and motor vehicles), and be replaced by the following
provision, "For the subsidy of tribal governmental and proprietary
functions and activities."

Section 70a, relating to the Indian Claims Counission, should provide for
the payment of interest on all claims. Assuming that the awards made
so far by the Indian Claims Commission are an accurate measure of the 19th-
century value of the acreage ceded by tribes to the United States, the
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present value of that acreage is on the order of $8 billion or more than
twice the present value of all the appropriations ever made for Indian
affairs.

Sections 71-72 should be repealed, and replaced with a provision that reads,
"All treaties and executive agreements formerly made with Indian tribes
respecting their territory and government shall be acknowledged as irre-
vocable compacts, and no power of self-government not expressly delegated
to the United States by compact shall be deemed to have been delegated or
relinquished by any tribe."

This is the basis upon which all future tribe-federal relationships must
be based. The power of the Congress to abrogate any part of a treaty or
terminate tribal governments makes tribes by far the weakest and least
secure of all American units of government, devalues their property, and
disaffects their members.

Sections 81 to 85 should be repealed. It is a source of authority for
Bureau supervision of tribal economies, and imposes a discriminatory cost
on reservation transactions, and decreases the value of reservation re-
sources.

We suggest as an alternative the following: "No contract, sale, or other
agreement touching property located within the exterior boundaries of any
Indian reservation shall be enforceable in any court of the United States
unless made and executed in accordance with the laws of the tribe having
jurisdiction of that reservation."

As a companion measure, Sections 1738-1739 of Title 28 should be amended
to include "tribes" within the list of governmental units to which the
Full Faith and Credit and Privileges and Immunities Clauses of the Consti-
tution apply, to establish complete. authority for the laws and Judgments of
tribal councils and courts.

Any legitimate concern for the propriety of federal employees' activities,
reflected in Section 81-85, 87, and 88 can be fully met by preserving only
Section 88, and adding the following to Title 18, "No employee of the United
States who shall knowingly threaten, bribe, conspire with or otherwise
influence or attempt to influence any elective or appointive officer or
employee of any Indian tribe to act or omit in any matter within such
tribal officer or employee's governmental duties." We further recommend
that this be made a felony, comparable to other federal corruption measures.

To eliminate any suggestion of a supervisory fiscal power in the Bureau,
Sections 111 to 148 should be repealed, and replaced with the following,
"All moneys and goods agreed by the United States to be paid an Indian
tribe, or awarded to that tribe as a Judgment against the United States,
shall upon the appropriation thereof by Congress be disbursed to the tribe
directly, without supervision or control; and all proceeds of tribal lands
or other property, accrued or to be accrued hereafter, shall be available
to be withdrawn by the tribes respectively without limitation of time,
amount, or use." (This also replaces Sections 1401-1406.)
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Sections 151-162 are harmless after enacted of the foregoing measure. Bureau
channelling of funds merely increases the delays and costs associated with
using them. We are convinced that the Bureau has no superior business exper-
tise, compared to contemporary tribal leadership, and there is therefore no
legitimate reason for continuing supervisory powers. Business acumen is not
a prerequisite of self-government for anyone else in the United States. The
Bureau and Treasury have moreover seriously mismanaged investments in the
past, and our experience has demonstrated that they mismanage financial
decisions today.

As a companion measure, we recommend the following: "All appropriations for
the rendering of technical-assistance to tribes shall be allocated among
the several tribes in inverse proportion to their per capita income or
per capita tribal balance-sheet assets, whichever is greater, and disbursed
to the several tribes directly, without supervision or control, such funds
to be disposed of by the tribes through contracts for services with public
or private agencies as each of them shall find most beneficial."

This has the object of converting the Bureau into a consulting agency,
rather like the Agriculture Department; its available funding will depend
in large part upon its providing the kinds and quality of services tribes
will be willing to pay for. It of course necessitates a repeal of Title I
of the Indian Self-Determination Act, which makes the tribes the sub-con-
tractors, rather than the Bureau.

As a further, and most desirable companion measure, we suggest that Section
191(a)cf Title l3be amended: "In all of the foregoing, Indian tribes shall
be separately enumerated, and shall be deemed units of local government."
This is rendered necessary because the Bureau of the Census does not now
provide such data, which is absolutely essential for the evaluation of
future policy. Preserving the present dependence on the Bureau of Indian
Affairs for census data invites self-serving distortion.

Repeal of Section 62 renders Section 63 technically unnecessary, but we feel
that the power of the Bureau to regulate rolls has been overextended in past
practice and needs clarification. We therefore suggest that Section 63 be
modified to read as follows: "Tribal membership shall be determined, for all
federal and tribal purposes, by the criteria established by the respective
constitutions and laws of the several tribes; except that Congress may, in
authorizing appropriations for the benefit of Indians, specify a different
standard for individual eligibility, unless such appropriations are re-
quired by the terms of any judgment, or treaty or other compact or contract
between the tribe and the United States.

If the United States really ever meant what is implied as the idealistic
purpose of Section 174, we suggest that that Section would better read:
"The United States shall guarantee to every tribe within its jurisdiction a
peaceable dnd secure government according to its agreements and tradition,
and shall protect them against the encroachments of every other government."
In connection with this, Section 175 should be made more explicit to avoid
the effect of Siniscal v. U.S. and Lyngstad v. Roy, holding that it is not
mandatory, but confers a sirt of prosecutorial Wscretlon on the U.S. Attorney.
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Many tribes are unable to retain full-time professional counsel for want of
funds. The most serious problems arise in connection with non-fee-generating
cases, in which the tribe cannot attract counsel on promise of a contingency
fee. We therefore recommend modification of Section 175 as follows: "At
the request of any Indian tribe, the United States attorney shall represent
it in the prosecution of any non-fee-generating complaint, or any defense,
provided the tribe has no retainer of general counsel at the time; and this
shall be mandatory uoon the United States attorney and enforceable by writ."

Section 177 may be inconsistent with the leasing or sale of lands to indivi-
duals by tribes for development purposes. It was obviously originally in-
tended to protect the United States' preemption in western lands, and thereby
to secure its land revenue from private interference. Today, the concept is
still useful as a hedge against any pretense that the conveyance of tribal
land to anyone or any agency conveys with it any right of jurisdiction (as
contrasted to use). For example, the United States leased Crow Tribe acreage
under a vague statute that is being construed as impairing the Jurisdiction
of the Tribe, which only intenddito lease the use of it. Similarly, a tribe
might want to sell tribal lands to developers, and make these lands freely
transferable, so long as the ultimate domain remains in the tribe. Would
anyone suggest that a sale of Idaho land to a Montanan makes that piece of
land a part of Montana? Similarly, there is absolutely no danger to the sale
of tribal land to non-Indians if there is no change in its political status:
it remains free of all State laws and subject to the exclusive control of
the tribe under its commercial and police regulations.

We therefore recommend that Section 177 be replaced with the following: "The
sale, lease, mortgage or other disposition of lands and minerals within the
exterior boundaries of a reservation shall be governed entirely by the laws
of the tribe, and shall not be deemed limited by the fact of its status as
tribal, allotted or fee land; however, no conveyance by a tribe or any
person of land or minerals within the exterior boundariesof a reservation
shall be construed as a grant or delegation of any of the rights of powers
of jurisdiction over it, unless by express compact or agreement between the
tribe and the United States. Any surrender of Jurisdiction by a tribe to
the United States or any State shall be deemed revocable by the tribe unless
by express terms the contrary is provided.

This necessitates also that Section 180 be repealed. Instead, we suggest
that Section 179 be amended to provide for a penalty of up to $10,000 for
each instance of knowing trespass of any kind on reservation lands, not posted
or otherwise designated for public access, and that the United States attorney
shall prosecute such trespassers at the request of the tribe, without dis-
cretion.

Section 202 is also inconsistent with our proposed new 177. In point of fact,
the most frequent offenders (within the strict terms of 202) have been agents
of the United States, as particularly in the acquisition of reservation lands
for dams, highways and national parks/recreation areas. Perhaps the best
revision of this section would be to add to the very end of its first sentence,
"contrary to the law of the tribe having Jurisdiction of the property."
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Sections 181 to 184 should be repealed. Like adoption, the effect of marriage
on ownership should be strictly within the domestic police powers of each
tribe. Similarly, Section 185, which authorizes the Superintendent to support
tribal members against their tribe, and 187, which is a relic of a best-for-
gotten era of appointed headmen and "benign" direct rule of reservations by
the Bureau. Section 231 should be repealed. Tribes are usually capable
of providing their own public health and safety standards; if not, let them
contract with the States.

Section 190 should be repealed, and replaced with a section giving tribes a
right of first refusal to acquire at cost abandoned federal property (real
and personal) within the exterior boundaries of a reservation or adjacent
to it. Sections 192 and 196 appear to have fallen into disuse; there is
nonetheless no good reason to maintain on the books any such provisions
authorizing discretionary confiscation of tribal property.

Section 200 violates the necessary independence of tribal legal systems from
federal interference (this being one of the objects of our proposed penalties
for federal employees tampering with tribal government). Especially in the
case of the remaining Courts of Indian Offenses (i.e., those still operating
under 25 CFR 11), tales of interference by Special Officers are boundless.
A legal system, to be just in the eyes of its constituents, must be free of
politics and responsive only to the guidelines established by their own
representatives. It also must be powerful enough to enforce Its judgments
and to give complete and uniform remedies. Tribal courts on the contrary
experience fragmentary Jurisdiction, incomplete powers, lack of cooperation
from non-tribal officers, and the fact of frequent outside influence.

The Courts of Indian Offenses operate under no specific authority from
Congress; the Bureau relies upon Sections 2, 9 and 13 for general authority.
It is recommended that Section 200 be repealed, and in its place the following
be enacted: "Subject only to the laws of the United States, the laws, both
civil and criminal, within the exterior boundaries of a reservation and appli-
cable to all persons and property located therein shall be the laws of the
respective Indian tribe. No judgment of a State court shall be enforceable
against property located within the exterior boundaries of a reservation
unless such court shall have applied the substantive law of the respective
tribe."

"No State process shall be served or executed within the exterior boundaries
of a reservation; provided, that it shall be within the power of the tribe
to provide by law or agreement for extradition, long-am service of process,
and mutual enforcement of Judgments. Any State officer or employee who
shall cross the exterior boundaries of a reservation with the purpose of
violating or evading this section shall, upon conviction be punished by a
fine not exceeding $1000."

We strongly recommend that it be established by statute, or executive order,
that the value of any tribal court Judgments refused to be enforced or honored
by the courts of a State be automatically deducted from that State's federal
financial assistance for the following fiscal year, and the resulting credit
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assigned to the tribe. This is only fair, as a substitute for Sections 229-
230, authorizing deductions from tribal funds for "depredations" against
States l

We also strongly endorse the unmaking of Public Law 280 in the form pro-
posed to the last session of Congress, i.e., authority for each tribe affected
by Public Law 280 to restore to itself as much or as little subject-matter
Jurisdiction as it chooses. This is required by the principle of government
by consent, and as a practical matter by the evident chilling effect of frag-
mentary Jurisdiction on tribal development.

A necessary companion measure would be amendment of the Major Crimes Act
and Assimilative Crimes Act to restore a measure of the police powers arro-
gated by the United States. We urge that Section 13, of Title 18 be amended
by the addition of the following words, "Provided, that this shall not be
applicable within the exterior boundaries of any Indian reservation." See
Acunia v. U.S., 404 F.2d 140 (C.A. Ariz. 1968). Section 13 effectively nulli-
fies - lT tr-ial criminal law. It is impossible to enforce two inconsistent
penal codes among the same people without the most unjust results. Moreover,
with 13 on the books, tribes cannot legalize or decriminalize any activity,
even in the furtherance of the most en ightened contemporary policy, because
the State's laws will continue to be enforced against that activity. (If
S.1 passes, 13 will be replaced by a Section 1863, which is worse still;
it authorizes the United States to prosecute under tribal laws even if the
tribe itself declines to prosecute.)

We believe that the Major Crimes Act is expendable. No substantial benefits
have been gained because of low prosecution rates, and the sovereignty of
tribes has been substantially limited. Either Section 1153 of Title 18 should
be entirely repealed or, at worst, amended by the addition of the following
words at the beginning of that section, "At the request of a duly authorized
tribal officer, ... " Major Crimes Jurisdiction should be a backup for serious
law and order problems, not a policy that tribes are incompetent to handle
them. For the same reasons, and consistent with our recommendation for replace-
ment of Section 200, we suggest that the word "Indian" throughout Section
1153 be replaced with "person." There is more reason for tribes to need
assistance in dealing with serious crimes of outsiders, than crimes of their
own membership.

To restore to tribes unrestrained authority to decriminalize or otherwise
regulate alcoholic beverages, consistent with their self-government, Sections
251 of Title 25, and 1154-1156 of Title 18, should be amended by the
addition at the beginning of each of the words, "Where not inconsistent
with the laws of the tribe,

Sections 261-264 are archaic and inconsistent with tribal self-government.
Although R v. Lincoln, 449 F.2d 567 (C.A. Ariz. 1971) indicates that
some guidelines for ilig-TbliTty of traders must be consistently applied, there
is no longer any reason why these should not be fixed by the tribes them-
selves, in accordance with their individual needs and conditions. Federal
licensing continues to be haphazard and of no real protective value, and
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merely discourages tribes from adopting much more comprehensive business
codes. We would repeal 261-264 and for complete clarification replace them
with the following: "Nothing in this Title shall be construed to impair
or limit the power of tribes to charter corporations and to establish con-
ditions for the admission of non-tribal corporations to do business within
their exterior boundaries. No State shall discriminate against any corpor-
ation because it is incorporated under the laws of a tribe." The necessity
of obtaining State charters today is unfortunate. It impairs the ability of
tribes to regulate companies doing business principally on the reservation,
and prevents tribes from establishing a legal environment more conducive to
business than may exist in the surrounding itates. A progressive corporation
law is always a first step in attracting investment.

Sections 271-304, establishing and regulating federal Indian schools, should
be repealed in entirety. All funds currently expended on these schools should
be allocated directly among the tribes, with option to establish their own
schools, or to contract with State public education systems for space in
State schools or tribally-staffed satellite schools. Nothing appears to
be more jealously regarded as a purely domestic tribal matter than the educa-
tion of children. In truth, nothing so completely determines the future of
tribes as socio-political units. Title II of the Indian Self-Determination
Act should be modified consistent with this policy of channelling all education
funds through the tribes. In particular, it should provide clear authority
for tribal school boards, to be constituted as the respective tribes direct,
with authority extending but not limited to the management of, or contracting
for the management of public schools. All Johnson-0'I4alley and Impact funds
should be disbursed directly to tribal school boards, for use In tribal
schools or educational programs or disposition by contract to State schools.

It is our feeling that none of the provisions for "economic welfare" contained
in Sections 305-309 substantially improve reservation economies, nor are they
evidently harmful. They should be considered along with the Indian Financing
Act, Sections 1451-1543, another marginally beneficial program. A well-
managed business must react quickly to economic opportunities. The red
tape of IFA funding Is so time-consuming at present that the profitable
opportunities are frequently lost, or else the tribe finds alternative
financing as a stop-gap while waiting for IFA funds, and bears the extra
interest and the risk that IFA will not come through at all. This tribe
has had that experience.

We suggest that the best foundations of reservation economic growth are:
(a) secure and unsupervised tribal government; (b) progressive tribal
commercial laws covering incorporation, property, contract and tort; and
(c) courts of ordinary territorial jurisdiction. Without these, investments
on reservations are too insecure. They are not competitive with off-reser-
vation opportunities.

Nevertheless, a source of cheap development capital would prove useful,
IFA is so arbitrary, underfunded and slow to respond, that its 2% or 3%
discount over commercial loans is almost completely cancelled out. We
have heard a suggestion for an Indian Development Bank, the purpose of
which would be to spread risk and provide relatively low-interest capital
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to tribes. In principle we support this, qualified by the suggestion that
such a Bank will work best if the salaries of the Directors are fixed at a
percentage of the repayment rate, so that they have an incentive to give
priority to the most promising opportunities for investment. The Bank would
receive its initial funding from the United States, and function as a federal
corporation.

Apropos of economic development, the provision of adequate *infrastructure"--
transportation and communications systems--on reservations is an important
incentive to business. Tribes will want every opportunity to improve their
highways. The choice of locations will determine future industrial geography,
and is therefore an essential component of reservation planning. Therefore
placing the power of road-building in the Bureau impairs the ability of tribes
to plan for future development. Sections 311-318 should be repealed. No
right-of-way should be acquirable by the United States on reservations except
for national highways. All local access should be planned by the tribes
themselves, where and when they determine It will have the most desirable
impact. For this purpose, our recommended channelling of all Indian appro-
priations directly to the trWoes will obviate the need for statutes to re-
place 311-318. Bureau road,, funds should be available for tribal use
according to tribal priorities.

These arguments apply with equal force to Sections 319-328, regarding other kinds
of rights-of-way. It is completely inconsistent with tribal self-govermnent
and development planning to give the Bureau power to crisscross the reserva-
tion with unwanted power lines, piplines, etc., which solely benefit off-
reservation businesses and population. In this tribe's experience these
rights-of-way were uncritically granted and the compensation fixed by the
Bureau was less than a tenth of the value taken. If outside businesses
and utilities have legitimate needs for rights-of-way, there is nothing
to prevent them from what they would do on State lands: negotiate with the
local government for a sale of the easement at a free-market price. The
way the law now reads, it is cheaper to et an easement on tribal land than
State land, but more epensive d o ral land. Hence the charac-
teristic reservat-on topography: lTsof through-roads and railroads,
telephone lines etc., but very few servicing the reservation itself.

We hope that the essential error of the General Allotment Act has long
since been appreciated by Congress. As a whole, the allotment policy has
deprived tribes of complete jurisdiction and the power to comprehensively
plan the use of a substantial part of their territories. Individual pro-
perty rights can be created by tribal laws, if tribal members want them. The
Lower Elwha Tribal Community, for example, assigns the use of surface inde-
finitely, reserving a power of reassignment and regulation for public pur-
poses. Such a procedure guarantees members as much security as they could
possibly have under State laws, which also subject owners to condemnation
and land-use regulations.

The most pernicious consequences result from Sections 349 and 357. The first
implies that the States obtain jurisdiction over lands patented in fee. The
result is the "checkboarded" reservation within which effective law enforce-
ment and land-use planning are impossible. Section 357 authorizes the States
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to condemn allotments. Nothing could be more in conflict with tribal self-
government. It gives the States, for all practical purposes, power to annex
reservations.

We recommend that all of Chapter 9 and Section 483, Title 25, be repealed,
except Section 352(c), and replaced with the following: "Subject only to
the United States, the ultimate domain and jurisdiction of all lands within
the exterior boundaries of reservations reside in the respective tribes,
but no vested rights in the use and enjoyment of reservation lands shall be
taken without just compensation. For the purposes of this Title, the taking
of fee and allotted interests in reset ation lands for comprehensive plan-
ning purposes shall be deemed takings for a public purpose." See Section
461 and Arenas v. U.S., 60 F.Supp. 411 (D.C. Cal. 1945).

Pursuant to this section, 1%,hes would be guaranteed authority to repurchase
patentees' and allottees' restsest, without the risk of problems with the"public purpose" limitat -. of Section 1302(5) of the present law. This
would protect patentees and "ilottees within a process of unmaking the frag-
mentational effect of allotm..t. Obviously, the repeal and substitution
eliminates further allotment and the issuance of fee patents.

As an indispensable companion measure, all of Chapter 10 and Section 464
of Title 25 should be repealed. The evils of fragmentary heirship are also,
we trust, well documented already. Moreover, the descent and distribution
of property is a matter of great social significance more properly within
the absolute control of the tribes themselves. Chapter 10 was "civiliza-
tion" legislation. Its purpose was to protect "civilized" allottees from
supposedly barbaric tribal customs regarding property. Today, the red tape
and arbitrary results attendant upon Chapter 10 do more to frustrate economic
growthh than to encourage it. Certainly, State law should never be controlling
te.g., 464).

We recommend that Chapter 10 not be replaced, but that descent and dis-
tribution of all property be left by implication to the respective tribes
to provide for by law. Consistent with our proposed substitute for Chapter
9, above, tribes would have clear authority to consolidate fragmented allot-
ments, compensating the heirs, or e'se to establish rules for inheritance
that will eventually result in relative consolidation (like a public right
of first refusal, a procedure used with great success in Germany, which also
has an heirship prob em).

We would amend Section 381 to limit the Secretary's rulemaking powers to
irrigation projects maintained and operated at federal expense. All other
water rights should be subject to tribal planning.

We urge that all of Chapter 12 and Section 466 be repealed. An economy can
easily become over-regulated: the costs of the regulatory institution and
its effect of raising the costs of transactions among business may exceed
the benefits of control. Many industrial sectors of the American economy
are regulated, but no other case exists of a t regulated region or
locality. Why are tribes subject to regulation beyond what is deemed
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necessary for the rest of the American economy? The restrictions in Chapter
T2 were imposed at a time when it was supposed that Indians were substan-
tially less informed about business than others, and therefore far more
likely to exercise poor Judgment. Can anyone genuinely argue, on the basis
of the 1970 Census that this inequality continues to exist? To be sure,
Indian education is still measurably poorer, but so is all minority group
education, and so is the education of a substantial portion of the rural white
population. No one is suggesting that all rural communities, barrios and
inner cities be subjected to extraordinary land-use restrictions for
these reasons.

Beside, where has the Bureau of Indian Affairs'demonstrated that its key
supervisory employees substantially exceed their tribal clients in educational
attainment and business experience. Economics, business management and busi-
ness experience are not even required for employment in these key positions,
and informal studies conducted recently for this purpose indicate that few
key Bureau employees have such training, or comparable experience outside
the Bureau. Unless the Bureau is a considerably expert body, its super-
vision of tribal economies can do nothing but increase costs and delays,
frustrate development, and weaken tribal governments.

Restrictions in Chapter 12 are either arbitrary or discretionary. Both are
bad. Arbitrary restraints (e.g., terms of years on leases) prevent tribes
and their citizens from taking advantage of the best possible terms offered
by investors and developers. Frequently the mutual convenience of the parties
dictates changes of great value to both, but the rigidity of the leasing law
forbids them. Discretionary limitations effectively turn over all business
management to the Bureau's local officers. When they have the power to
initiate, and the tribe to approve or veto, a lease or sale, the tribe often
finds that it has a choice of the Bureau's proposed lease or contract on
the one hand, or no development at all on he other. When the tribe initiates
and the Bureau approves, the Bureau can reject any plan for any reason, without
Judicial review. Cf. Twin Cities Chippewa Tribal Council v. Minnesota Chippa
Tribe, 370 F.2d 52§-(C.A. Minn. 1967), and N.I.Y.C. v. Bruce, 485 F.2d
97 TOth Cir. 1973), cert. den. 417 U.S. 920 (1974),-witETooanippah v.
Hickel, 397 U.S. 598 TWO).-

These problems also color our understanding of Section 443(a), which on its
face purports to meet our recommendation that federal property used for
Indian affairs, if placed on surplus, be automatically transferred to tribes.
Section 443(a) is not only discretionary in the grant of property ("The
Secretary... is authorized"), but provides for discretionary revocation of
the grant if the Secretary believes the property is not being "properly
utilized." A broader discretion than this cannot be imagined.

I have already indicated our misgivings about Title I of the Indian Self-
Determination Act, arising principally from the Act's failure to authorize
or require transfers of real, policy-making powers to tribes automatically
upon their request. Surely, Sections 452-454 should be repealed for the
identical reasons. If contracts are to be made with the States to provide
human services to tribes, the tribes themselves should determine the nature
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and quality of those services, and have the opportunity to resort to law
to maintain them (as a contractor, not a third-party beneficiary).

It was my understanding that Title I effectively did nothing more than
extend the sense of Sections 452-454 to include tribes as contractors. But
452-454 was designed to fill vacuums in services, not to augment local self-
government. The States gain no sovereignty by these contracts; neither do
tribes under Title I. Once again, we conclude that funds for human services
should be channelled directly to tribes, they choosing either to deliver
services themselves or contract to public or private agencies State or
federal.

We heartily endorse the spirit of the Collier land consolidation policy,
represented by Sections 465 and 467. We believe, however, that that section
unduly restricts tribal planning authority, which is essential to maximizing
the economic impact of consolidations, since the choice of lands is discre-
tionary with the Secretary. The experience of the Elwhas, whose entire
reservation was established pursuant to 465 and 467, has been dismal with
regard to Bureau control of land choice. Limited by time (under the annual
appropriation framework of 465) and lacking any apparent economic rationality,
the Bureau purchased scattered swampy acreage, all subject to frequent flooding,
without any water rights or rights-of-way, not developable for any purpose
without flood control and drainage; and spent up to five times the then-
current market price for about half of it. It will take nearly a half million
dollars today (applied for by the tribe) to make usable the lands purchased
by the Bureau for $55,000 in 1937.

The Elwhas are also peculiarly affected by the lack of a defined reserva-
tional boundary. This provides problems under Section 1495 (of the I.F.A.)
and generally disposes the Bureau in our area to reject consolidation
plans. Tribes should be authorized to set consolidation goals which, once
filed and (we suggest) approved b Congress, will both authorize and limit
all future expansion. We also recxmind that land consolidation funds be
disbursed directly to tribes for terms of at least five years, to provide
time for bargaining and thus keep land prices from responding too radically
to the influx of funds.

Sections 465, 467 and 468 should be replaced with the following: "There is
hereby authorized to be appropriated a sum not to exceed $2,000,000 in any
one fiscal year, for the consolidation of reservation lands, these appro-
priations to be made in the names of and for the use of particular tribes,
to whom they shall be disbursed directly. Funds disbursed to a tribe may
be utilized in its discretion for the purchase of any rights to real proper-
ty within (a) the exterior reservation boundaries described by its consti-
tution, or, alternatively, (b) a consolidation area approved by Congress
in the making of the appropriation. Funds not expended at the end of five
years shall be returned to the Treasury, In addition to one-half of all
interest earned on the unexpended balance from the time the funds were dis-
bursed."
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Section 469 should be amended to require the Secretary to disburse these funds
in the form of grants of not less than $10,000 nor more than $50,000 on a
first-come-first-serve basis to tribes proposing either to hold constitu-
tional conventions or to draft commercial laws. There are no public funding
sources directly applicable to the latter abject (but compare Section 1311
funding criminal law development), and the control of funds by the Secretary
for the former Ts too discretionary.

The core of the Indian Reorganization Act, Sections 476-477, has its merits
and shortcomings. There is nothing objectionable to recognizing tribal
governments and clothing them with federal corporate status. A general
danger lurks behind these provisions, however, and that is that I.R.A.
tribes will be regarded as instrumentalities of, or creatures of the United
States rather than original sovereigns. See, e.g., Iron Crow v. Oglalla
Sioux Tribe, 129 F.Supp. 15 (D.C.S.D. 1955), an- galla 'Sioux-r v. rta,
146 F.Supp. 917 (D.C.S.0. 1956), intimating as much; also Warren ra stng-Ro
v. Arizona Tax Commission, 380 U.S. 685 (1965); Cramn v. First Hat. Bank,
T24 F.2d 532 (C.A.Ore. 1963), upholding the Consffitfiinality of termination
on that ground; and Sierra Club v. Morton, No. 74-1389, C.A.0.C. June 16,
1976, applying N.E.P.A. to tribes oin t ground. The intimation (discussed
in Cramn and Morton) that Congriss can Constitutionally destroy or limit
whal-T-FcreatIi-f-devastating to tribal political liberty.

A more specific danger of Section 476 in particular is the Secretary's
power to veto proposed tribal constitutions. If the tribe is sovereign at
all, it can formulate its own government. That is, after all, the most essen-
tial form of the exercise of self-government, and is what Constitutional
democracy holds to be the foundation of all legitimate authority. Of course,
a tribe might overstep the Constitution or specific terms of its compact
with the United States, but we consider it absolutely beyond dispute that
such controversies should be heard determined by the Supreme Court in common
with every other case of local overbreadth of power, not by some administra-
tive agency. The rights at stake--political and personal liberty and con-
censual government--are too precious to be accorded any less protection.
See the Chippewa Tribe case, supra, for the non-reviewability of disapproval
of tribal consttutu-o-s.

The most insidious impact of this veto power is that it has been used to
breed even greater powers. Approval of most tribal constitutions, including
the Elwhas', was conditioned upon the insertion of clauses recognizin in
the Commissioner a power of vetoing most or all tribal legislation. There
is no statutory authority for this. In fact, the author of Section 476,
Commissioner Collier, promised Congress that this would not be done! See
Hearings, U.S. Senate, Readjustment of Indian Affairs, 73rd Congress, 2nd
Session 106-107 (1934).

We therefore recommend that Section 476 be amended to read as follows:
"(a) Any Indian tribe, or tribes, shall as a function of their original
sovereignty have the right to organize for its common welfare, and mAy
adopt an appropriate constitution embodying any or all pers of self-
government not expressly delegated previously to the United States, which
shall become effective when ratified by a majority vote of the adult members
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of the tribe or tribes, as the case may be, at a special election authorized
and called by the Commission for Tribal Elections under such rules as it may
prescribe. Amendments to a constitution, previouSly adopted, shall become
effective when ratified according to the terms of the constitution, except
that any vote required in the course of the process of amendment shall be at
a special election authorized and called by the Commission for Tribal Elec-
tions as aforesaid. (b) The President shall appoint five persons to serve
as the Commisslon for Tribal Election, who shall be members but not elective
officers of tribes, and shall each serve a term of five years. Expenses
of the Commission shall be reimbursed by the United States. No Commissioner
shall be removed by the President without the consent of Congress."

As for Section 477, we believe that its only useful functions would be fully
provided by our recommended new section, first paragraph, page 7, supra.

Although we would save Section 478(b), we support the repeal of Section 479,
believing that it is a question for the Supreme Court alone whether any
tribe retains undelegated powers and is therefore still a political body
with political rights.

At last we come to the Indian Civil Righcs Act. We agree in principle that
tribes should afford no fewer personal liberties to their members than the
States. If anything, we believe that tribes can guarantee greater liberty
to their members than the States, because they are smaller, more homogeneous,
and have firmer social networks, hence a lack of much need for coercive authority
or informal institutions. But we do object to anything that limits tribes
without reasonable purpose or tribal consent, such as Section 1302(7) limiting
sentences, as if tribes cannot be trusted to fairly apportion heavier penalties,
State magistrates and justices, far less legally trained than most members
of the National Indian Tribal Judges Association, are far more powerful.

Fortunately, the courts have found a necessity of exhaustion of tribal
remedies in the Act. We trust that the courts will also give tribal judg-
ments on constitutionality the same presumption of correctness that State
supreme court Judgments are ordinarily accorded, and similarly regard tribal
council action as presumed reasonable unless in conflict with "fundamental
interests." The problem here, however, as I understand it, lies with the
application of the Act by the courts rather than the Act itself.

The greatest evil of the Act has been the heavy burden on the fiscal re-
sources of tribes defending constitutional challenges. Tribal members,
who have recourse to legal services, are subsidized by the United States to
bring suits against their tribes, but the tribes have to defend themselves
at their own cost. In our experience many frivolous claims have resulted
in out-of-court settlements because the tribal defendant was unable to
afford I_ resist. O~urrecommendesrevision of Section 175, supra, would miti-
gate this problem.

Notwithstanding the foregoing discussion and recommendations, it is our firm
belief, after reviewing the history of federal Indian policy, that no secure
solution can come from anything less than a Constitutional amendment. Until

78-110 0 - 77 - 66
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the Congress itself is restrained from periodic alteration of its policy,
tribal government will remain unstable and the future for tribes uncertain.
Who will invest serious effort, or substantial capital, in a state that can
be snuffed at the whim of changing parties in national politics? The Supreme
Court has moreover declined, since McClanahan v. Arizona Tax Commission, to
state any general principles regarding tribal political status, declaring
such principles of "mere theoretical importance!" Nothing could be more mis-
guided. But the Court has made it necessary to clarify tribes' status in
the express words of the Constitution.

We urgently desire the Commission to recommend to Congress the following,
in the form of an amendment to the Constitution of the United States:

"(A) All powers of self-government not expressly delegated to
the United States by the Indian tribes, previously or for the
future, nor prohibited by them by this Constitution, are re-
served to the tribes respectively.

"(8) Except as provided otherwise by this Amendment, tribes
shall be deemed "States" for all purposes under this Constitu-
tion.

"(C) Tribes shall have power to fix criteria for membership
notwithstanding the second clause of the second section of the
Fourteenth Amendment.

"(0) For purposes of representation in Congress, there shall
be two assemblies separate and apart from the provisions of
Article I of this Constitution: the Senate Tribal Caucus and
the House Tribal Caucus. The first shall consist of one Dele-
gate from each tribe, and the second shall be apportioned accor-
ding to the relative membership of the tribes, no tribe to have
fewer than one Delegate and no tribe with fewer than 5000 members
to have more than one Delegate. Delegates shall serve terms of
two years. From year to year or at such shorter intervals as
each Caucus shall establish by rules, each Caucus shall send
Senators and Representatives to Congress. The Senate Tribal
Caucus shall choose two Senators and the House Tribal Caucus
shall choose five Representatives, who shall serve and act in
every way as all other members of Congress. Delegates' expenses,
including travel and franking, and the expenses of the respec-
tive Caucuses, shall be paid by the United States."

We anticipate that this proposed amendment, especially Section 0, speaks
for itself.

Respectfully submitted, _ _ _ _

e d: ussel Lawrence Barsh

Chatnn toweV E a Tribal Community
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MANCHESTER BAND OF POMO-INDIANS
ERNEST H. PINOLA -CoEm,,mm SPOKESMAN

1161 HEARN AVENUE

SANTA ROSA, CALIFORNIA 95401

FEBRUARY 8, 1976

DEAR MR. FUNKE:

FIRST LET ME STATE, THAT I AN NO LONGER CHAIRMAN OF
THE MANCHESTER-POINT ARENA BAND OF PONO INDIANS. I AM
NOW SPOKEI4AN AND REPRESENT 38 MEMBERS OF THIS BAND THAT
LIVE OFF THE RESERVATION. ALSO I AM ACTIVE IN TRIBAL
AFFAIRS.

I WAS VERY INTERESTED IN THE LETTER I RECEIVE FROM
YOU, CONCERNING THE STATUTES, REGULATION AND BY-LAWS
WHICH GOVERN INDIAN TRIBES.

WE, THE MANCHESTER-POINT ARENA BAND OF POM0 INDIANS
HAVE HAD A LOT TROUBLE CONCERNING DISCRIMINATION OF
NON-INDIANS ON THE RESERVATION. IN FACT WE HAD A LAW
SUITE AGAINST THE TRIBE CONCERNING THIS PARTICULAR
PHRASE. DISCRIMINATING AGAINST NON-INDIANS LIVING ON
RESERVATION. THIS LAW SUITE IS STILL PENDING IN THE
SUPERIOR COURT IN SAN FRANCISCO, CA.,.

ENCLOSED YOU WILL FIND A COPY OF OUR ORDINANCE FOR
THE MANCHESTER BAND "LOSS OF MEMBERSHIP". SECTION-6,

SECTION-5 "REINSTATEMENT". THESE TWO SECTIONS HAVE
GIVEN US THE MOST TROUBLE, AND HAS CAUSE A LOT OF HARD
FEELINGS WITH IN TKE BAND.
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SECTION - 5 REINSTATEMENT HAS BEEN INFORCED FOR A FEW,

WHILE OTHERS SAY THEY DON'T HAVE TO BE REINSTATED AND

HAVE NEVER BEEN. THE B.I.A. AGREES THAT THEY DON'T HAVE

TO BE REINSTATED CAUSE OUR BY-LAWS ARE OLD AND OUT DATED.

IT IS TRUE WE NEED CHANGES: WE'VE ,ADE UP AN RESOLUTION
AND ARE NOW WAITING FOR APPROVAL FROM WASHINGTON DC, THIS

RESOLUTION IS ENCLOSED.

I'VE WRITTEN TO 20 DIFFERENT PEOPLE CONCERNING OUR OR-
DINANCE SECTION 5 & SECTION 6: AND HAVE RECEIVED NO ANS-

WER. I WANTED THEIR INTERPERTATION, AND HELP TO GUIDE

ME TO INFORCE OUR BY-LAWS.

CAN THE CIVIL RIGHTS LAW OF 1968 BE INFORCED ON AN IND-

IAN RESERVATION?

I WOUisD APPRECIATE IT, IF YOU WOULD GIVE ME AN ANSWER

AS SOON AS POSSIBLE INREGARDS TO THIS IMPORTANT MATTER,

TO MY TRIBE AND MYSELF.

VERY TRULY YOURS,

t z m Z./(-, -" /_ -.i -f .0
-MWET 11, PINOL•A-
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A~~sp 44.S ".1t

February 16, 1976

Mr. Karl A. Funke
American Indian Policy

Review Commission
House Office Building Annex No. 2
2d and D Streets, SW
Washington D.C. 20515

Dear Hr. Funks:

We received your inquiry of February 2, 1976 regarding the task force on
revision, codification, and consolidation in terms of Indian law.

Major problem areas for the Southern Ute Indian Tribe are interaction of
the tribe with federal, state and local government. More specifically,
one of the great problem areas has emerged from the 1968 Indian Civil
Rights Act which has created a system of justice imposed on the tribe
without supplying corresponding training and institutions to effectuate
the Act's requirements. There is a question as to tribal court juris-
diction over non-Indians for misdemeanor crimes committed in Indian
country. There is also a problem as to civil jurisdiction for non-
Indians. For example, the Southern Ute Tribal Housing authority has
several units In which non-Indians live. There is no procedure to deal
with non-Indians who do not pay their rent. It is easy to say " the
Tribal Court has jurisdiction in both civil and criminal matters," but
development of Tribal codes and administration of justice - civil and
criminal - is costly and difficult as a practical matter.

Another area which deserves your attention is the interaction of the
Tribe with state and local government. Cooperation with these govern-
mental units without giving up Indian sovereignty is almost impossible,
and therefore many valuable benefits which are offered on a local level
are unavailable to the Tribe. Game management is a good example of
this. An area of future concern is that of energy development on Indian
lands. Presently the Southern Ute Indians have extensive coal reserves
on their reservation. There must be some provision to protect Indian
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mineral rights while maximizing the opportunity for tribal development
through federal-tribal cooperation.

Finally, the greatest stumbling block to Indian development is not the
law itself but rather the machinery to carry out these laws. Bureaucracy
at any level is frustrating, but the Indian tribes have no protection
from the mindless and uswl'.y tardy machinations of government. Such
charges can be leveled not only against the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
but all of the United States Departments and agencies which deal with
Indians. It has been our experience that the local B.I.A. people have a
better understanding of the problems and should be given more authority
to deal with day to day problems and a wider discretion to allow tribes
to make decisions in concert with the local B.I.A. officials.

Very truly yours,

FEI4:nch

cc: Mr. Leonard C. Burch, Chairman
Southern Ute Indian Tribe
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SENECA- GA TRIBE -',,

OF ( OMA
1421y, E. S' NS OLVL,.

MIAMI KLA. 743S4

February 17, 1976

Karl A. Funke
T.F. Specialist
Task Force on Law Revision

Consolidation and Codification
American Indian Policy Review Commission
Congress of the United States
House Office Building Annex No. 2
2d and D Streets, SW
Washington, D.C. 20515

RE: Letter of January 28, 1976

Dear Sir:

There are special problems* here that do not apply anywhere else.
'1. Many laws that are designed especially for Indians

have been effectively drafted to eliminate Oklahoma
Indians from participating.

2. The Federal and State tax laws have proven to be a
problem no one seems to know the answer to.

3. Lack of accountability of BIA, IHS and Federal
Solicitor to the Indian people.

As for being specific about particular statutes regarding plans and
development, the Department of Agriculture seems to be able to thwart
almost any idea by their delaying tactics and red tape requirements.

In our particular situation we are associated with an Inter-Tribal
Council, a situation that does not always work to our advantage.
There are anmy times that vital information, requests, ect., get
bottlenecked when trying to work with such an organization.

Regards,

Sidney Whittecow
Business Manager
Seneca-Cayuga Tribe of Oklahoma

SW/rt
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MARVIN J. SONOOKY
9030 X 9TIIIT+ .W

WABHINGTON. D.C. 20030

2" 3A IWo

February 23, 1976

Mr. Karl A. Funke
American Indian Policy Review Commission
House Office Building Annex No. 2
2d and D Streets, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20515

Re: Task Force on Law Revision,
Codification, and Consolidation

Dear Mr. Funke:

I appreciate your letter of February 2, 1976 and I only wish that
I were in a position to drop my current commitments and obligations and
devote my time to providing you with the specifics you request in the last
paragraph of the opening page of your letter.

I do wish to bring to your attention those regulations of the De-
partment of the Interior that do not distinguish between Indian land and
public land of the United States. In particular -I have in mind the regu-
lations in 30 CFR relating to the management and control of Indian oil and
gas and to the collections of the receipts from Indian olland gas.

The obligation of the Secretary of the Interior is to get as much
out of the trust oil and gas for Indians and Indian tribes as would an informed
oil and gas owner. This the Secretary does not do. The Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs does not have any independent oil or 4as or mineral advice. The Bureau
of Indian Affairs must depend on the Geological Survey, the Secretary's
"technical adviser". There is reason to believe that the Secretary's
"technical adviser" is fairly well influenced by the industry viewpoint.
This is reflected in the regulations. The avowed chief interest of the Geo-
logical Survey is conservation, not economics. The oil and gas regulations
are not designed to obtain the most for trust oil and gas, or to strike the best
bargain with industry for trust oil and gas.
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The other feature concerns the terms and conditions of oil and gas
leases. These are fairly well patterned after the public land leases where
the policy of the United States has been to practically give away the oil and
gas. The leases covering Indian oil and gas lands should be modified to
conform closely to what is the practice among informed private lessors and
lessees.

Indian tribes are not furnished with clear statements of their in-
corme. They have no clear idea of who is paying royalties on time and who
is not, or of how much money is delinquent. With private lessors, the oil
companies issue each month a statement showing the total amount of pro-
duction, the taxes, if any, the net value of the production and the interest
of the lessor in dollars. There is absolutely no reason why comparable in-
formation could not be furnished to every Indian and tribal lessor. There
have been instances where the companies have withheld payment for sub-
stantial periods of time. The Geological Survey has been heavily criticized
but nothing is done. My own view is that the collection of receipts from
minerals should be lifted out from the Geological Survey and turned back to
the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The regulations should be modified to put the
burden on the lessees so as to obligate them to make payments monthly, ac-
companied by monthly reports on a lease by lease basis precisely as is done
with private lessors.

I should like nothing better than to do the research that would es-
tablish a clear set of regulations, a proposed form of lease and new collec-
tion procedures. Unfortunately, my commitments do not permit me to do this.
If I can be of assistance in terms of advice and suggestions, then I am willing
to help.

Kind personal regards,

Sincerely,

MJS/g Marvin k
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P.O. BO).,LW3 4 PRESCOTT, ARIZONA 68301 o TELEPHONE (602) 445-87g0

March 18, 1976

REC'D MAR 2 2 1976

Karl A. Funk*e, T.F. Specialist
Task Force on Law Revis ion, Condolidation

and Codification
U. S. House of Rpresentatives Armes #2
Room #13
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Kr, Funk*e

Reference is made to your letter of 1/28/76 requesting ttat we

identify those statutto; regulations, etc. which have frustrated us in

our various endeavors.

There wre only two of us in our tribal office managing the

affairs of our Tribe# end I simply do not lave the time to answer all

these requests in detail from all the various task forces. I know how

important all these matters are, but I Just don't have the time. Would

you therefore contact the task force headed by Wilbur Atcitty whose

questionnaire vw5 quite comprehensive and may have included a response

you could use. His representative was here this afternoon and helped

document our answers to the questionnaire.

Thank you.

Sincerely#

Patricia Nafte -
President.

0


